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., Learned philologists, who chase

A panllng s}'lIable through time ,lOci space,

Start tt at home. and hum it in lh~ d.lrk.
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EDITORS' NOTE
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EDITORS' NOTE

remain. Nevertheless, like all large, multi-authored projects, this one has long outlived the time
scheduled for its preparation and it is time to send it out into the world, admittedly a little startled
and not quite properly dressed for the occasion. As George Philip Krapp was wont to say on
similar occasions: one must leave something for the reviewers to say. It is our hope that users will
be indulgent with its imperfections and suggest improvements for a (still hypothetical) second
edition.

In the final preparation of the work a number of colleagues have commented on some of
the entries, assisted in verifying the existence of some of the more difficult to find lexical items, or
provided invaluable bibliographic assistance. For their help, we would like to thank the follOwing
Rhian Andrews, Vaclav Blazek, Allan Bomhard, John Day, Xavier Delamarre, Anthony Harding,
Petra Sabine Hellmuth, and Asko Parpola. Thanks also to a much hadgeredJohn Roblin of Garland
who had to deal with a continuous demand to create new font characters; also thanks to Evelyn
Kinloch of December Publications, Belfast, for the difficult job of page origination, and Roda
Morrison of Fitzroy Dearborn who saw the book through to completion. A very special thanks
goes to Gillian Gilmour who drew or redrew all of the illustrations in the Encyclopedia and to

Mama Pringle of the Cartographical Labor~.tory, School of Geosciences, Queen's University Belfast,
for all of the maps and line diagrams. And, finally, the senior editor would like to thank his wife
Eimear and daughter Deirdre who helped enormously in the preparation of the indices to the
Encyclopedia.

J. P Mallory
D. Q. Adams
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HOW'TO USE 'THIS ENCYCLOPEDIA

The EncyclopedIa of Indo-European Culture IS alphabeucally
arranged and proVldes coverage of the major Indo-European
language stocks and their origms, the conceptual range of
the reconstructed Proto-Indo-European language, selected
archaeological cultures with some relatIOnship to the origm
and dispersal of Indo-European groups, and some of the major
issues of Indo-European cultural studies.

Finding an Entry
Broadly speaking there are two sorts of articles in the
Encyclopedia: those that do not have as their goal the recon
struction of specific Proto-lndo-European lexical items, i.e.,
those that are devoted to archaeological, cultural topics, or
the various Indo-European languages and stocks, and those
that are devoted to the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European
words. The former group we think to be relatively straight
forward but the latter group may not be, and thus may be
wonh a few words of orientation.

Attributing a proto-meaning to a series of cognate words
is frequently a hazardous business where a half-dozen Indo
European stocks, for example, may yield related words that
mean 'bright', 'shining', 'silver', 'white', etc., and the linguist
must decide which Ifany of these defimtions was the "original"
meaning. This problem is compounded when the editors of
this Encyclopedia are required to arrange a senes of con
ceptually related roots under appropriate headings. To insure
that the reader can find what he or she is seeking (or abandon
hope that the semantic sphere can be reconstructed for Proto
Indo-European), the follOWing guidelines may be useful:
a) a list of all entries arranged m alphabetical order IS provided
in the "Ust of Entries" section; b) as various headwords may'
be "buried" under the name of a more general entry, e.g.,
"comb" is to be found under "Textile Preparation", the reader
is also offered a thematic list of all individual reconstructed
head-forms (with cross-references to their entry titles); c) If
the term is still not found, the reader is directed to the "General
Index" at the end of the book; and d) if the reader still can't
find the entry required but knows the word for the concept
in any of the major Indo-European languages, then reference
may be made to the "Language Index" at the end of the book

. LeXical Enrries

The basIC leXical-semantic entry normally consIsts of five parts'
the reconstructed form, a gloss to the word, sources mdicated
m brackets, the lE language data, and a discussion

a) The reconstructed [arm (In bold) presents as much
evidence as we have about the actual form of the PIE word
Sometimes we are able to reconstruct only a root but,
where possible, we give a complete word, the nominative
singular in the case of a noun or adjective (and In some
cases the genitive singular, or eVen the genitive and
accusative singulars so as to show more fully comphcated
morphologICal alternations) or the third person presrnt
in the case of a verb.

b) The gloss is usually short, though often some attempt is
made to distinguish the meanmg of the particular entry
from other similar ones. Often further semanllC clues are
brought out in the discussion.

c) The source or sources (within square brackets) are our
attempt to direct the reader to certain larger and more
general diSCUSSIOns of the word or root in question.
Typically included are references to Julius Pokorny's
Indf~gennanJsche5ElymologIsches Wonerbuch (IFW), the
standard, though somewhat dated, etymological
compendium of Indo-European languages; to Calvert
Watkms' The Amencan Herirage Dlcflonary of Indo
European RoolS (Wat) , an etymolL1gical overview 01 Proto
Lndo-European from the pomt of view of Enghsh; to Tomas
Gamkrehdze and Vyacheslav [vanov's Indo-European and
[he Indo-Europeans (GO, an encyclopedic, though
somewhat idiosyncratic, review of Proto-Indo-European
language and culture; and to Carl Darling Buck's A
DicCionary of Selecled Synonyms m the Principal Indo
European unguages (Buck), a dICtionary orgamzed under
semantic rather than root headmgs which illustrate how
various Indo-European languages have. treated certain
concepts. Where words do not appear in one or the other
of these works, references to discussions in standard

-xiil-



ABBREVIATIONS AND
TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

a-vocalism::: having the vowel *-a- in PIE, rather than the more usual :/<-e- or
*-0-.

Abkhaz ::: language ofthe (non-IE) Northwest Caucasian group of languages.
abl. == ablative, the nominal case expressing origin or source of movement

(i.e., more or less equivalent to English prepositional phrases with from),
e.g., OInd vit 'settlement', abl. visas 'from the settlement'.

ablaut ::: alternation of vowels within the paradigm of a word, e.g., as in
English sing, sang, sung. PIE distinguished a full grade with e or 0, a
zero-grade (the absence of a vowel), and a lengthened grade with eor D.

acc. ::: accusative case, the IE case marking the direct object of a verb, e.g.,
"he saw me", or the object of certain prepositions, particularly those
involving motion toward some goal, e.g., "he went to the field' and Lat
domum venit 'he/she goes home'.

acrostatic ::: a PIE inflectional type where the accent is fixed on the root
syllable, e.g., *bhrehater'brother' (nominative) and *bhrehat[s'brother's'
(genitive).

active::: in transitive verbs where the subject is the agent and the direct
object the undergoer of the activity. e.g., "the boy hit the ball". Opposed
to the passive where subject and direct object have the opposite semantic
specifications, e.g., "the ball was hit by the boy".

adj. ::: adjective, a word modifying a noun, e.g., "the green grass and the
colorful flowers".

adstrate == (elements of) a language (presumed) responsible for change in a
neighboring language when they are in contact with one another.

adv. ::: adverb, a word modifying a verb or an adjective. e.g., "they went
carefully" or "the exceedingly colorful flowers".

Aeolic ::: a Greek dialect group that spread to the western border of Anatolia,
e.g., Lesbos, before c 1000 BC; it is one of the constituent elements of
the Homeric dialect. It consists of Boeotian, Thessalian and Lesbian.

IEsir ::: major division of Old Norse gods led by Ooinn who are contrasted
with the Vanir. In the Dumezilian model of comparative mythology, they
are identified with the First (priest) and Second (warrior) aspects of
society.

affective::: meaning that arouses emotional as well as rational response. The
emotional response can either be negative, as in the famous "four-letter
words" of contemporary English, or it can be positive, as with
endearments. The emotional response may interfere with normal rules
of sound change.

affricate::: a consonant that begins as a stop but ends as a fricative, eg., the'
initial and final consonants ofNE church or judge, or the initial consonant
of NHG zeit 'time'.

Afro-Asiatic ::: formerly known as Hamito-Semitic, this is the language family
of southwest Asia and northern Africa which comprised Ancient Egyptian
(and its descendant Coptic), the Semitic languages (Hebrew; Arabic,
Akkadian, Assyrian, etc), Berber, Chadic (in Chad; Nigena, Cameroon,
etc.) and the Cushitic languages of the Sudan, Ethiopia, Somalia and
Tanzania.

Agul == Northeast Caucasian (non-IE) language of the Lezgian subgroup.

Akkadian == ancient Afro-Asiatic, more speCIfically East Semitic language,
. written in the cuneiform script, that was spoken from the Mediterranean

to the Persian Gulf. It flourished in the third millennium BC but by the
second it was being replaced by constituent dialects of Assyrian and
Babylonian.

Akkadogram ::: (in a Hittite text) an Akkadian word written instead of the
corresponding Hittite word, presumably intended to be pronounced as
HiUite (see also Sumerogram). Cf. the similar SItuation in NE Ib « Lat
libra) which is read as 'pound'.

Alb::: Albanian, language of Albania, attested from the sixteenth century in
two main dialects, Gheg and Tosk.

allophone::: a predictable variant of a phoneme, e.g., English k is predictably
aspirated in word initial position (as m kic) but unaspirated when
preceded by an 5 (as in skit), or PIE *5 which was voiced before a voiced
stop but voiceless elsewhere.

Altaic ::: a possible (non-IE) language family composed of the Turkic,
Mongolian, and Tungusic language groups.

alveolars::: sounds made by the tip of the tongue touching, or almost touching.
the alveolar ridge (the bony ridge behind the upper teeth), eg., NE c, d.
n. and z.

analogical =: creation of a new word or form by imitation of existing words or
forms, e.g., in English sing: sung leads to bring: brung.

Ancient Chinese ::: the (Middle) Chinese language attested during the period
from c 200 BC to c 900 AD.

anthroponym =: name of a person, e.g., Caesar.
aoT. ::: aorist, either a (P)IE tense which designated a past happening as a

single event, over and done with, e.g., "he won the race" (as opposed to

the imperfect which denotes a past event as an on-gOing event, eg., "he
was l-Vinningthe race when he stumbled and fell"), or. more generally, a
(P)IE aspect that expresses momentary activity not necessarily in the
past, e.g., the aorist subjunctive or aorist optative in Greek

apocopated == having lost what had been the last sound of a word, e.g.,
modern Spanish pan 'bread' is apocopated when compared to its early
Spanish ancestor, pane.

appellative = descriptive name or designation, e.g, the all-knowing gods
approximant ::: a frictionless continuant sound, eg.. English y. w, r, I
Arabic =: Afro-Asiatic, speCifically West Semitic (non-IE) language
Arcadian::: a dialect of classical Greece spoken in Arcadia, or the north central

portion of the Peloponnesus, and most closely related to Cypriot, spoken
on Cyprus, and the by then extinct Mycenaean spoken, and written,
several centuries earlier throughout the south of the Peloponnesus and
on Crete.

Arm =: Armenian, the language of the Armenians, of eastern Anatolia and the
south Caucasus, attested from about the fifth century AD to the present

Ashkun ::: No.ristani language of Nuristan province of Afghanistan.
Asianic == designating a hypothetical language or languages of ASia Minor or

the Levant, elements of which are believed traceable through the words
of various east Mediterranean languages otherWise without etymologies.

-xv-
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

aspectual = pertainmg to aspect, or the manner in which the speaker views
the action of a verb (as on-going, momentary, having continuing
relevance, etc.), e.g., "he eats meat" (ie., is not a vegetarian) versus "he
eats up the meat" (Le, a single act of eating).

aspiration = strong, breathy, release of a consonant, e.g., the initial p in English
pit as opposed to the unaspirated variety when the p is preceded by s as
inspi/

assibl1ation = the change of a stop consonant such as t or k into an s-like
sound or one that ends in a s-like sound, e.g., t> ts.

assimilation = the change of one sound in a word so as to make it more like
another sound in the same word, e.g., In- + possible> impossible where
the n shifts its place of articulation to become more like the follOwing p.

Assyrian = pertaining to ancient Assyna or its (non-IE) language (a variety of
Akkadian).

atelic = refers to events with no built-in goal or endpoint, e.g, "they rode
horses", "the birds were flYing around', as opposed to tehc events where
there is a natural goal or endpoint to the activity, e.g., "he built a house".

athematic = nouns and verbs in PIE, and the various daughter stocks, whose
stem does not end in -c/o-, e.g., 'gWou-s'cow' as opposed to the thematic
'[aur-o-s 'aurochs; bull'.

Attic = the variety of Greek spoken in classical Athens and the surrounding
Attica. It was the dominant hterary variety of Greek in classical times
and became, somewhat influenced by the neighboring Ionic, the ancestor
of almost all post-classical varieties of Greek.

Attic-Ionic; a closely related group of classical Greek dialects Including the
Attic of Athens and the rest of Attica and the various Ionic dialects of
the Cyclades and the Greek-speaking coastal strip of Anatolia,

augment = a prefix ('h le-) in certain vaneties of late PIE and their descendants
(Greek, Armenian, Indo-Iranian, Phrygian) that indicated past time in
verbs, e.g., Oind bharati 'he carnes' but a-bharat 'he carried'.

Av = Avestan, the Iranian language of the ancient and sacred scripture of
Zoroastrianism, traditionally dated c 600-400 Be, but probably earlier.

backformation = word derivation by subtraction, e.g., English orientation
(itself regularly derived from.orient) > orientate since orientation would
be a regular derivative of orientate, if the latter had existed.

Bailey = H. W Bailey (}979) Dictionary of Khotan Saka. Cambridge,
Cambridge University Press.

Bajui = a dialect of Shughni, an East Iranian language.
Bakhtiari = a Southwest Iranian language spoken in the province of Luristan.
Balkan-Danubian complex = hypothetical groupmg of various cultures of

Balkans and central Europe (e.g., Baden, Ezero, Usatovo) that date to c
3000 BC on the basis of shared architectural, ceramIC and metallurgical
forms. In the "Kurgan theory", the simIlarities are attributed to a common
superstrate of steppe intruders

Balta-SlaVIC = a pOSSible IE superstock composed of Baltic and Slavic.
Baluchi = an lraman language belonging linguistically to the Northwestern

Iranian languages and spoken in southwestern Pakistan and adjacent
parts of Iran and Afghanistan.

barytone = a word with non-final accent, e.g., Greek ropo, 'slice' C< "thing
cut off'), as opposed to oxylone, a word with final accent, eg, Greek
ropo, 'cutting, sltat fl'

Basque = non"lndo-European language of northern Spain and southern
France, usually regarded as a residual language of western Europe that
has survived the incursions of the IndO-Europeans.

Berber = major subdivision of the Afro-ASiatic language phylum spoken in
North Africa.

bilabial = a sound formed WIth both lips, eg, NE p and b.
BK ; citations of proposed ~nderlYJng Nostratic forms for various Indo

European words which are to be found in Barnhard, A, and J. C Kerns
(1994) The Nustratic MacrofamJiy A Study in Distant Linguistic

Relationship. New York, Mouton de Gruyter, and augmented With entries
from Barnhard, A (1996) IndO-European and the NostraCic Hypothesis.
Charleston, SIgnum

Blazek = citalions from Blazek, V (1992) Historicka Analyza Indoevropeske
Zoo/ogicke Termin%gle. Brno, Filosoficka takulta Masarykovy
univerzity v Brne

BMAC = Bactrian-Margiana Archaeological Complex, malor archaeologICal
culture of Central Asia c 2200-1700 Be It has been Identified as a
likely candidate for early Indo-IranIans pnor to their expansion
southwards into Iran and northern India.

Boeotian = Greek dialect helongmg to the Aeohc group that was spoken tn
Boeotia.

Bret = Breton, a Celtic language of Brittany, primanly denved from the
language of early British immIgrants of the fIfth and Sixth centurtes AD,
and closely related to Cornish and Welsh

Brit = Old British, the F-Celtic Insular Celtic language spoken In Bntatn and
attested in the last centuries BC and first centurtes AD.

BSLP = Bulletin de la Societe lmguistlque de Pans
BSOAS = Bulletm of the Society For Orielllal and African Studies

Buck = Buck, Carl (1949) A DlCtIonary ofSelected Synonyms In (hc Principal
Indo-European Languages. Chicago, University of Chicago Press

Bulg = Bulgartan, a south Slavic language closely related to (Slavic)
Macedonian. Old Bulganan (ninth-eleventh century BC) is close to Old
Church SlavonIC but after the eleventh century Bulgarian saw con
siderable restructuring such as the 1055 of most of Its case forms

Burgundian = Germanic language, related to GothIC, whICh spread from
ThUringIa to Gaul in the hfth century; some leXICal Items have been
preserved in French

Burmese = the (non-IE) Sino-Tlhetan language which IS the majm language
of Burma (Myanmar)

Byzantine = medIeval Greek as spoken m the Byzantine Empire
Calabrian = pertaimng to the penmsula (italian and Greek spoken there)

that forms the toe of Italy
Camp = Citations from Campbell, L (1990) Indo-European and Urahc tree

names. Diachronica 7, 149-180
caus = causative, a verb indicating causatIOn, e.g., "to fell a tree" where fcll =

causc to fall
Celtic = the major IE stock of western Europe, where it was spoken m the

British Isles, Gaul, northern Italy, lbena, southern Germany and
Switzerland, and was carried as far east as Anatoha (Galatlan).

centum = those descendants of PIE In which the PIE dorso-palatals did not
assibilate. Designated by the Latin word for 'hundred', cenlUm
(pronounced in Classical Latin as kentum) Opposed to satdm

Chechen = language of the Northeast (Chechen-Ingush) group of (non-IE)
Caucasian languages.

Chuvash = a (non-IE) Turklc language spoken along the middle Volga where
then ancestors settled about the fourth century AD.

cist = stone-built box-like constructIOn whICh served as a receptacle for a
buriaL

cognate = related by origin, as two words In related languages descended
from the same word in the language ancestral to both languages, words
may be non-cognate If they have not been descended from a common
word in their mutual proto-language or If they reflect a harrOWIng from
one language to another, e.g., NE the element were 'man' In wcrewo/fls
cognate with Lat vir 'man' as they both denve from a common ancestral
PIE word; on the other hand NE man IS not cognate wuh 1"I <'Ir nor IS

NE virile 'manly' which IS a borrowmg (via French) from LIt I'mlts
'manly'.

coIL = collective, a noun that designates a collectIon of persons or thIngs
taken as a unit, e.g., NE hair when II means 'mass of hair' ("nd opposed
to hair 'a single hair'),

com. = common, designatIon of the ammate (Le, nOli-neuter) gender of
Hittite and other Anatolian languages

conj. = conjunction, a word, such as and, but, because, etc, that connects
other words, phrases, clauses, or sentences

consonant stem = a type of FIE noun whICh ended In a consonant, eg,
*menes- 'thought' and opposed to those nouns whose stem ended in
some sort of vowel, e.g., 'p6rt-u- 'passage' or 'v f kW -0- 'wolf'

continuant = a consonant, such as s, r. that can be prolonged at wIll wllhout
change in quality; opposed to a stop.

Com = Cornish, CeltIc language of the Brittomc group (and closely related
to Welsh) spoken in Cornwall.
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correlative = a grammatical construction involving two words which
correspond to one another in some fashion and which are used together,
e.g., correlative clauses, "when we need you, then we'll call you".

Cretan = that variety of ancient Greek spoken on Crete.
CrimGoth = Crimean Gothic, a variety of eastern Gothic spoken in the Crimea,

extinct by the eighteenth century; attested by a fragmentary wordlist
collected m the sixteenth century.

Cypriot = a dialect of classical Greece spoken on the island of CyPrus, closely
related to classical Arcadian and Mycenaean.

Czech = Czech, the western Slavic language of Bohemia and Moravia, first
attested about the eleventh century AD.

Dactan = IE stock spoken north of the Danube, primarily in the present
territory of Romania, dUring the last centuries BC It is very poorly
known, attested by personal and place-names, a number of glosses and
presumed remnants in the Romanian language.

daevish = in Avestan, pertaining to the special vocabulary used ,to refer to
the daevas (demons) in the Zoroastrian religIOn.

Dan = Danish, ScandinaVIan language of the Germanic stock The earlIest
Danish, attested from about 1300 AD is an East Norse language (along
with Swedish)

Dardic = a northwestern subgroup of the modern Indic languages whose
most important member IS Kashmiri.

da!. = dative, that form of the noun whICh charactenstically refers to the
recipient of an action, e.g., him in the EnglIsh sentence "I gave the book
to him"

deaspiration = loss of aspiration, e.g, *bh > b, *dh > d, etc
deictic = a word specifying place or time, e.g., here, there, thiS, chat, then.
Del = citations found in Delamarre, Xavier (I991) Le vocabulalTe indo-

europeen.·lexique etymologique thematique. Paris,). Maisonneuve.
delabialization = alternate name for unrounding, e.g., k W > k.
Delphic = that variety of ancient Greek spoken in Delphi.
demonstrative = specifying or singling out a parhcular noun. This, these,

that, those are demonstrative adjectives, e.g., "the wool of chese sheep is
to be shorn"

denasalization = loss of nasal resonance in a sound, e.g., m> b, n> d, etc
dendrochronology = the dating of events and environmental changes by

analysis of the corresponding patterns of growth rings on trees and
wooden remains from archaeological sites.

denominal- denominative = derived from a noun, e.g., Latm piscare 'to fish'
derived from piscis 'fish'.

dental = a sound made WIth the tip of the tongue against the back of the
upper teeth, e.g., NE ch in think

desiderative = designating a derived verb which expresses a desire to do the
act denoted, e.g., Lat edere 'to eat' underlies a desiderahve esunre 'to be
hungry, to want to go and eat'.

desmence = grammaucalsuffix.
devata-dvandva = compound form in Indic that unites the names of two (or

more) deities into a single word where both elements were originally m
the dual, e.g., OInd Mitra-varuQa 'Mitra and Varuna' or Indra-vaytJ 'Indra
and Vayu'

deverbative = a word derived from a verb, e.g., NE worker from (to) work
devoicing = the making of a sound voiceless, e.g., d> tor b> p.
diaL = dialectal, a form of the language not regarded as standard (at least in

dictionaries).
diminutive = a word bearing a suffix denoting smallness, youth, familiarity,

or affection, e.g., booklet from book or words in -ito or -ita In Spanish
such as muchachito 'dear lIttle boy' from muchacho 'boy'. .

dissimilation = a phonological process whereby two sounds withm a word
become less alike, e.g., the dissimilation of r... r > Lr in Late Lahn
peiegnnus 'pilgrim' from earher peregnnus.

disyllabic = having two syllables.
Done = one of the principal groups of the West Greek dialects which

presumably did not enter Greece until after the Mycenaean mscnptions
Doric is found in northern Greece, the Peloponnesus and the Aegean.

dorsal = a sound made WIth the back of the tongue against the roof of the
mouth, e.g., NE k

ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

dorso-palatal = a sound mvolving the back part of the tongue and the hard
palate, e.g., PIE *g and *K.

dorso-velar = a sound mvolvmg the back part of the tongue and the soft
palate, e.g., NE k, g

Dravidian = a non-IE language family of central and southern lndla which
includes Tamil, Telegu, Kannada and Malayalam

dual = deSignating a number category that llldicates two persons or thlllgs,
eg., Greek AUICW 'two wolves', and opposed to the sillgular, denotlflg
one person or thmg (Greek AVICO<; 'wolf') and plural, denoting (m
languages WIthout a dual) more than one person or thlllg or (m languages
with a dual) more that two persons or thmgs (Greek AVICOI 'Ithree or
morel wolves')

Dutch = West GermalllC language spoken primarily in Ihe Netherlands,
Belgium (where II IS known as FleIlllshl and m a suffiCiently changed
form to rank as a separate language, in South Afnca (Afnkaans)

e-grade = in an ablauting paradigm, havmg the vowel *-e- (less commonly
*-e-) rather than *-0- or no vowel

Egyptian = a major branch of the (non-IE) Afm-Aslatic languages that also
include Semitic and Berber.

, EIE = Etudes Indo-europeennes.
ejective ~ a stop pmduced by closmg the vocal mrds and rasmg the larynx,

thus compressing the air in the upper throat and mouth which IS released
by the opening of the lips and/or tongue whICh have been closed as for
a regular voiceless stop, e.g, the Iflltlal consonant of Osset k'ullaw
'hernia'.

Elamite = the non-IE language in Elam m what 15 now southwestern Iran
emphatic = in phonology, a sound produced with more than ordmary

articulatory energy, e.g., the bof NE bullshll when emphatically spoken.
enclitic = a word that has no mdependent accent m a sentence, formmg a

single phonological unit with the precedmg or follOWIng word, e.g,
Latin -que 'and' m Senatus populusque Romanus 'the Senate and People
of Rome'.

enlargement = addition of consonantal extensIOn to PIE root, e.g., 'ten-s- or
'ten-gh- beside *ten-, all 'streich' Presumably the remnant of some
early PIE derivational process but one without much or any semantIC
consequence in reconstructible PIE.

Eneo\\thic = the 50-called 'copper-stone' age, ie., the cultural and
chronological period where copper metallurgy eXisted alongSIde the
production of stone tools but before the early Bronze Age (although
there is often an overlap between this term and both NeolithiC and early
Bronze Age in vanous regIons of EurasIa) In eastern Europe, the penod
generally comprises the late 5th and 4th mtllenmum Be

eponyiTIic = pertaining to or usmg an eponyiTI, a person whose name has
given rise (by fact or repute) to the name of a people, place, institution,
etc., e.g., Constantmaple from the name of the emperor Constantlt1e

ergative = the name given to a morphologIcal and syntactic situation whereby
the morphological shape of the subject of an intransitive verb and the
object of a transitive verb is the same while the shape of the subJecl of a
transitive verb IS different.

Ernout-Meillet = A. Ernout and A Meillet.(1967) Dlctionn.llre ecymologique
de la langue latine. hisrolre des mots 4th ed. Pans, Klmcksleck

Estonian = along with Fmnish, the major Balto-Finlllc language of the Uralic
language family; spoken as the national language of Estonra

ethnonyiTI = deSignation of an ethnrc group, e.g., EnglIsh, German
Etruscan = a probably non-IE language (certainly non-ltahL) anCiently spoken
. in Tuscany in Italy.

etyiTIon = the ongmal form of a word
euhemenze = the process whereby gods develop out of deifIed heroes or, to

the contrary, where mythologIcal stories once almbuted to gods are
"reassigned" to human hemes.

eventive = describing verbs that reflect events, e g., "He stood up", 3S opposed
to states, e.g., "He was standIng'

exocentric = deSIgnating a compound noun or noun derivation whose
distnbution IS different than that of any of its constituents (eg, NE
redcoat beSIde red and coar).
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ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

factitive =a verb derived from a noun or adjective which expresses the creation
of the quality of the underlying noun or adjective (e.g., NE whicen from
white).

familiar = a word whose normal use is restricted to the family or other intimate
associates, e.g., daddy as opposed to the more general facher.

fern. = feminine, one of the divisions which PIE nouns, and the nouns of
many IE languages, are divided, opposed to "masculine" and "neuter".
Feminine nouns do not necessarily refer to females, e.g., Lat mensa (fern.)
'table', though nouns whose referent is an adult female human being
are, almost always, feminine in gender.

feminization = creation of a feminine noun from a masculine or neuter, e.g.,
Lat porea 'female pig, sow' from poreus 'hog, pig'.

Finnish = the major representative of the Balto-Finnic subgroup of the Uralic
languages.

Finno-Ugric = the major western group of the Uralic language family that
includes some fifteen languages (Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian, etc.)
today; the eastern branch comprises the Samoyedic languages.

First Function = the ideological conceptualization of the religious and juridical
components of Indo-European society reflected in the system of
comparative mythology championed by Georges Dumezil and others.
In crude social terms, the "priest class" and its attendant ideology

first person = the speaker, i.e., '\' or 'we', in a conversation.
Fomorians = otherworld enemies of the Tl1atha De Danann in Irish

cosmological and eschatologICal myth.
formal = a word whose normal use is restricted to more formal situations,

e.g., NE cransport as opposed to carry.
formant = grammatical suffix (alternate designation for desinence).
fortis = referring to a stop consonant pronounced with more than ordinary

articulatory energy, e.g., the tin NE tumbled.
Fraenkel = Fraenkel, E. (1962-1965) Litauisches Ecymologisches Wonerbuch

Heidelberg, e. Winter.
Francoman = designating a group of West Germanic dialects spoken near or

on the middle and lower Rhine, roughly the varieties of West Germanic
spoken by the Franks (Old Low Franconian is the ancestor of Dutch).

Fried = Friedrich, Paul (1970) Proto-Indo-European Trees. Chicago,
University of Chicago Press.

Fris = Frisian, a West Germamc language closely related to Enghsh and spoken
in the Dutch province of Friesland.

full-grade = referring to a PIE formation where the vowel is either -e- or -0

(usually accented), e.g., PIE *d6r-u (nom.-acc.) 'tree' ~here the root
syllable shows a full-grade -0-. Compare *dr-6us (gen.) 'wood' where
the root syllable has zero-grade while the mflectional syllable has full
grade.

Galatian = adjective referring to the Celtic immigrants found in central
Anatolia in classical times and to their language. The Celtic Galatians
formed the nucleus of a larger Roman province to certain congregations
of which Paul wrote an epistle.

Gallo-Lat = Gallo-Latin, see Gallo-Roman.
Gallo-Roman = referring to the Latin spoken in Gaul after the Roman

conquest, a Latin which had borrowed a number of words from the
Celtic language (Gaulish) originally spoken there.

Gath = Gathic, deSIgnating the oldest variety of Avestan, in its original form
the language of Zaraeustra

Gaul see Gaulish.
Gaulish = the Continental Celtic language of ancient Gaul, generally attested

dUring the period from the third century to first centuries Be.
Gawarbati = Dardic (i.e., northwestern lndic) language spoken in Afghanistan

near the Pakistan frontier, where the Bashgal and Chitral rivers merge to
form the Kunar.

gemination = the doubling of a consonant, e.g., in Lat ferrum 'iron' or sagitta
'arrow'.

generalizing particle = a small uninflected word (or suffix) that serves to
make a pronoun or verb general in its application (e.g., NE -ever in
whoever).

genitive = genitive case, the IE case generally denoting possession, e.g., 'gW 6us
'cow', but gen. *gWol,l6s'ofthe cow' (d possessive).

Georgian = the best known of the (non-IE) South Caucasian (Kartvelian)
languages; spoken in the Georgian Republic.

Germanic = one of the twelve major branches of Indo-European, spoken
originally in northwestern Europe. It includes Enghsh, Frisian, Dutch,
German, Yiddish, Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, Icelandic, Faeroese, and
various other extinct languages.

Gheg = the northern variety of Albanian, opposed to Tosk, the southern
variety It formed the basis of the pre-War standard language. (The current
standard is based on Tosk.)

GI = citations from Gamkrelidze, T. and V Ivanov (1995) Indo-European
and the Indo-Europeans. 2 vols. Berlin and New York, Mouton de
Gruyter.

glide = in phonology a synonym for approximant, e.g., NE yand w.
Gmc = see Germanic.
Gortyn = ancient city of central Crete, known for its early, well-preserved

law code which forms one the earliest long inscriptions m the Donc
variety of Greek.

Goth = Gothic, the sole example of eastern Germanic, attested by a fourth
century AD translation of the Bible; fragmentarily attested m the Crimea
(Crimean Gothic) in the sixteenth century before becoming extinct by
the eighteenth century.

Grassman's Law = a rule in both Greek and Old lndlc phonology that prohibits
two aspirated consonants in adjacent syllables; where two aspIrated
consonants would be expected, the first is deaspirated (thus Greek
'chfthemi 'I put'> lfthemi and OInd 'dhadhami 'I put' > dadhami)
Named after Hermann Grassmann (1809-1877) who recognized Ihe
law in 1863.

Grimm's Law = designation of the systematic phonolOgical change in the
prehistory of Germanic whereby PIE voiced aspirated stops were
deaspirated, voiced stops became voiceless, and VOIceless stops became
continuants (e.g., 'dh, d, t> d, c, pl. Named after Jacob Grimm (1785
1863) who recognized the relationship in 1822. See also Verner's l.aw

Grk = Greek, the major IE stock of Greece and its anCIent colonies, attested
as Mycenaean from about the fourteenth century BC, and as Homenc
Greek (c800 BC) then Classical Greek from c600 BC until the beginning
of the Christian era.

hapax = a short form of hapax legomenon, meaning a word that occurs only
orice in the recorded attestation of a given language; consequently, a
hapax may often be very uncertain with respect to both form and
meanmg.

Hattic = a non-IE language spoken at Hattusa, pnor to its dommatlOn by the
Hittites. The surviving texts, found in the Hittite archives, are largely
liturgical and Hattic loanwords are found m Hutite

Hausa = an Afro-Asiatic language (a group which also contains Senuuc)
spoken in Niger and northern Nigeria.

Hebrew ~ a Semitic (Afro-Asiatic) language spoken m anCIent Judea and
Samaria and, in a revived form, in modern Israel .

Hesychius = Hesychius of Alexandria, a fifth century AD Greek scholar who
compiled an extensive dictionary of the Greek language; he IS sometimes
the only source for Greek cognates with other IE words

heteroclisis = the name for a morphologICal SituatIOn in Proto-Indo-European
and many of its daughter languages whereby a given noun IS formed
from two stems, one for the nominative and accusative and the other for
the rest of the cases. The most common type mvolved a nommatlve and
accusative with -r(e.g., PIE *tl6d-r'water') and the rest of the cases m
-n- (e.g., *ud-n-6s 'of water').

HierLuv = Hieroglyphic LUvian, an Anatolian language closely related to
(Cuneiform) Luvian and attested in a hieroglyphic script, deVIsed m
Anatolia, dUring the period c 1300-700 Be

hierogamte = pertaining to sacred marriage.
hippomorphic = having the shape of a horse.
Hirt's Law = designation of two laws discovered by Herman Hirt (1865

1936); the first recognizes the leftward retraction of PIE accent in Balto
Slavic from a final syllable to a preceding one, proVIded the lalter
contamed a laryngeal (e.g., PIE 'dhuh2m6s> Lith d6mas) , the second
recognizes the leftward shift of PIE accent 10 Greek from the middle
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syllable of three short syllables to the first (e.g., PIE *l,ielutrom:> Grk
EA.1J'!"POV). Both rules were discovered in 1895.

Hit = Hittite, best attested language of the Anatolian stock, the official court
language, attested mover 25,000 clay tablets, of the Hittites of central
Anatolia (Turkey) which flourished dUring the period c 1650-1190 Be.

Holocene = the current period smce the (last) Ice Age or Pleistocene, beginning
about 10,000 years ago.

holokinetic = a nominal accent pattern in PIE where the accent falls on the
root syllable in the nominative and accusative but on the last suffixed
syllable in the other cases, e.g., *p6nt-oh2-S 'way', gen. *PQt-h2-6s.

Homeric = the Greek dialect of the Homeric poems and epics dated to c 800
BC; it was an artificial dialect derived primarily from the Ionic and Aeolic
dialects.

homophonous = words having the same sound, e.g., NE right and write.
Hungarian = major representative of the Ugric branch of the Finno-Ugric

languages, the western division of the Uralic language family
Hurrian = the major non-IE language of eastern Anatolia and the upper

reaches of the Tigris and Euphrates. The Humans influenced greatly
the religious development of the Hittites and Luvians in the period after
1400 Be. Hurrian is closely related to Urartian.

hydronomy = (the system 00 names given to rivers, lakes, and other bodies
of water in a particular area.

hysterokinetic = a nominal accent pattern in PIE where the accent falls on
the second to last suffixed syllable in the nominative and accusatIve but
on the last suffixed syllable in the other cases, e.g., PIE *must-ei-s 'fist',
gen. *must-j-6s

i-stem = a variety of noun or adjective in Proto-Indo-European or many of
its daughter languages that is derived by the addition of an -i-, e.g., PIE
*h201,i-i- 'sheep'.

Ibero-Celtic = the variety of Celtic spoken in claSSICal times in Iberia, known
only from a few, mostly short, inscriptions; also known as Hispano
Celtic.

idiolect = the variety of a language spoken by an individual speaker
IE = Indo-European.
lEW = citations from Pokorny, J. (1959) lndogermanisches Etymologisches

Wonerbuch. 2 vols. Bern and Stuttgart, Francke Verlag.
IF = lndogermanische Forschungen.
IjAL = lnternationaljournal ofAmerican LingUistICS.
lllyrian = the ancient IE language spoken in classical times in lllyrta (the

equivalent of the old Yugoslavia and adjacent parts of Albanian). !t is
known almost exclusively from proper names recorded by Latin authors.

imperative = referring to a speCIal form of the verb that expresses a command
or plea, e.g., NE "Speak'" or "Be gone!"

imperfect = referring to a special form of the PIE verb, or of many of its
daughter languages, that refers to a past activity as an on-going one,
much as the New English past progressive, "she was working on her
thesis".

indefinite article =a word modifying a noun that introduces to a conversation,
e.g., "there once was a king......

indefinite pronoun = a pronoun that refers to an indefinite referent, e.?" NE
anyone, someone.

Indic = IE stock found largely in India, including Sanskrit (= Old Indic) and
its modern descendants such as Hindi, Panjabi, Bengali, etc.

indicative = designation of a verbal mood that expresses objective fact.
Indo-Aryan = see lndic
Indo-Hittite = an alternate name for Indo-European, called so by those who

believe that the Anatolian languages (including Hittite) broke off weil
before there were any further divisions in the proto-language.

Indo-Iranian = a major "superstock" of the Indo-European languages
comprising Iranian, Indo-Aryan and the Nuristam languages, also used
to describe the reconstructed ancestor of these languages.

inr. = infinitive, a verbal form that does not specify person and shares certain
characteristics with nouns; m NE preceded by to, eg., "to sleep when
one is tired is natural". Attested infinitives are largely the result of
independent creation in those IE languages that have them.

infix = an affix inserted in the middle of a word (e.g., the n in NE stand vs.
stood).

ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

Ingush = a Northeast Caucasian language, related closely to Chechen
injunctive = designation of a verbal mood that expresses direction or a mtld

command, e.g., NE "you should not ealthe mouldy bread"
mstr. = instrumental, the deSignation of a nommal case that mdICates means

or instrument, Olnd gniva 'pressmg stone', mstr grjvna 'with Ihe pressmg
stone'.

inte'nsive = a denved verb which emphasizes the act denoted, e.g., OE findian
'find' compared to the intenSive fandlan 'seck out, explore, investigate'

intervocalic = situated between vowels, eg, the -t- in NE pay
intrans = intransltlve, the designatIOn of a verb which does not take a direct

object, e.g., "they moved", as opposed to transitIve verbs which do take
direct objects, e.g., "they built a house"

Ionic = major dialect grouping of ancient Greek; spoken In Euboea, the
northern Cyclades, and southwestern Anatolia and WIth AttiC (Attic
Ionic), it provided the basis of much of classical Greek writing and
modern Greek.

Ishkashimi = a Southeastlraman language spoken m northeastern Afghamstan
and adjacent portions of Tadzhikistan Attested only In modern times

isogloss = boundary of the area where a sigmficant linguIstic feature (such as
a particular pronunciatIOn, morphological feature, or vocabulary item)
occurs.

!talo-Celtic = a possible IE subgroup composed of Italic and CeltIC.
iterative = a derived verb which highlights the repellllon of the act denoted,

e.g., Grk nOTClo/lal 'hover, fly about' beSide niro/-lal 'Ily' or Lat canUta
'sing frequently, rehearse music' beSIde can((j 'sing'

JIES = journal of Indo-European Studies
KaiaSa = Dardic (Ie, northwestern Indic) language of the Chmal Valley of

northwestern Pakistan.
Karakalpak = a Turkic ethnic and lingUistic group located along the lower

Amu Darya and along the southern edge of the Aral Sea m Uzbekistan.
Kartvelian = the (non-IE) South Caucasian language group among which

Georgian is the best known.
Kashmiri = dominant Indic language of the Indian state of Kashmir; attested

from the fourteenth century AD.
Kashubian = a West SlaVlc language, closely related to Polish, and spoken in

Pomerania between the Oder and Vlstula.
Kati ~ NOristani language of Afghanistan, spoken m two discontinuous areas

of the Hmdu Kush with some speakers also settled m the Chltral area of
Pakistan.

kerb = a ring of stones set to reinforce the earth at the base of a mound
Khot = Kholanese, an Eastern Iraman language spoken along the southern

rim of the Tarim Basin in Xinjiang.
Khowar = Dardic (i.e, northwestern lndic) language of the Chitral area of

Pakistan.
Khufi = dialect of Roshani, a Southeast Iraman language.
Khwarezmian = East Iranian language attested (not always contmuously)

from the third to fourteenth centunes AD in the area of Central ASia
centered on Khiva.

Kluge's Law = the phonological process m Proto-Germanic whereby an
obstruent of any son plus a followmg -n- gave a gemmate vOiceless
stop, e.g., PIE *-pn-, *-bn-, *-bhn-:> Proto-Gmc *-pp-

koine = a language or dialect common to a wide area m whICh different
languages or dialects are used locally, particularly the common Greek
literary language from the close of the claSSICal AttiC penod to the
Byzantine era

Komi = also known as Zyryan, Komi belongs to the Finmc branch of the
Uralic language family and is spoken in the north of RUSSia (m the KomI
Autonomous Region).

Kurdish = a Northwest Iranian language spoken m southeastern Turkey,
northern Iraq, and northwest Iran, and by scattered groups in Syna.
and Central Asia. Attested only in modem times.

Kurgan = blanket term for a senes of archaeolOgical cultures of the Copper
and early Bronze ages in the steppelands and forest -steppe of the Ukraine
and south Russia. [t derives ItS name from the RUSSian kurgan (a Turkish
loanword) which designates a tumulus or barrow which typically covered
the bunals of the steppe.
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Kurgan theory = a model oflndo-European origins, championed in particular
by Marija Gimbutas, that the Indo-Europeans originated and dispersed
from Copper and early Bronze Age cultures of the Ukraine and south
Russia.

Kurgan tradition = a composite of Neolithic, Eneolithic and early Bronze
Age cultures of the steppe and forest-steppe north of the Black and
Caspian seas. These cultures are united by the predommance of burial
under a kurgan 'mound'.

KZ = one of the major journals of Indo-European research; officially known
as Zeitschrift flir vergleichende Sprachforschung in the period 1852
1987 (vo1s. 1-100) and since 1988 as Historische Sprachforschung It
is known popularly (irrespective of its proper name) as Kuhn's Zeitschrift,
hence the abbreviation, after Adalbert Kuhn, one of its founders.

labial = a sound involving upper and lower lips, e.g., NE p, b.
labialization = addition of lip-rounding to the pronunciation of a vowel or

consonant, e.g., PIE "kW, "gW, "gwh.
Laconian = designating a variety of ancient Greek spoken in Laconia (the

region surrounding Sparta).
lamino-palatal glide = the sound of English y as in you.
laryngeal = a sound produced in or near the larynx, e.g., English h. In this

encyclopedia, PIE laryngeals whose exact pronunciation is unknown
(indeed not everyone believes that they were all phonetically ~ryngeal)

are designated as hI, hl, hJ, h4, ha (when either hl or h4) or hx when
the nature of the particular laryngeal is unknown.

Lat = Latin, the major Italic language of Italy from which the modem Romance
languages are derived.

Latv = Latvian, the northernmost of the surviving Baltic languages; attested
since the sixteenth century. The national language of Latvia.

lengthened-grade = in an ablauting paradigm, having an "-1:- or "-6- rather
than "-e", "-0-, or no vowel.

lenis = pronounced with relatively less muscular effort (the oppOSite of fOrtiS),
e.g., the din NE doe (while the t in toe would be fortis).

lenited = having become lenis (especially with reference to the Celtic languages
where, under certain circumstances, stops may develop into the
corresponding continuants, e.g., p> f, b> v).

Lesbian = designating a variety of ancient Greek spoken on the island of
Lesbos; the language of the Greek poet Sappho.

Lex Salica = medieval law code, written in Latin, of the Salian Franks.
lexicalization = creation of a word in the formal sense where it is subject to

the usual paradigmatic rules, e.g., NE moo> "the cow mooed', "we
could hear the mooing of the cows".

Ligurian = an ancient (presumably) Celtic language of northwestern Italy
and southeastern France.

Lindeman variant = a phonolOgical variant of a PIE word caused by Lindeman's
Law whereby a monosyllabic word beginning with two consonants may
have a disyllabic variant if the second consonant is a resonant, e.g.,
"dieus> "diieus'sky-god'.

Lith = Lithuanian, the most conservative of the two surviving Baltic languages;
attested since the sixteenth century The national language of Lithuania.

lithic = literally 'of stone' but employed in archaeology to deSignate
implements made of stone (often flint, chert, obsidian).

loc. = locative, the designation of a nominal case whICh indicates location,
e.g., OInd vi! 'settlement', locative visi'in the settlement'.

LowGerm = that variety of German (also known as Plattdeutsch) spoken III

the northern (and generally lower) parts of Gennany, characterized by
not having undergone the High German consonant shift (fJ > d; p, t, k >
pf, ts, ch; b, d, g > p, t, k).

LowSorb = Lower Sorbian, variety of (West Slavic) Sorbian spoken in the
area of Cottbus in eastern Germany

Luvian = an ancient Anatolian language spoken in southeastern Anatolia.
Lycian = ancient Anatolian language of southwest Asia Minor.
Lydian = ancient Anatolian language of west central Asia Minor.
Maced =Macedonian. Citations in this encyclopedia refer to the ancient IE

language of Macedonia, a language closely related to Greek. Macedonian
is also the deSignatIOn of a South Slavic language, closely related to
Bulgarian, spoken in the Republic of Macedonia.

Maldivian = an Indic language, the official language of the RepUblic of the
Maldives in the Arabian Sea, and most closely related to Sinhalese.

Manichean Sogd = that variety of Sogdian m whICh Mamchean rehglOus
literature was written (opposed to Buddhist Sogdian and Chnstian
Sogdian).

Mannerbund = a warband consisting of young men grouped around a leader;
such units have frequently been postulated for various Indo-European
(and non-IE) traditions,

Marathi = an Indic language, the official language of the Indian state of
Maharashtra, attested since the eleventh century AD.

Mari = earlier designated Cheremis, this is a subgroup of the Fmmc branch
of the Uralic languages; it is spoken east of Gorki between the Volga and
Kama nvers.

MArm = Middle Armenian, Anneman from roughly the ninth century AD to
the thirteenth, particularly the chancery language of the Armeman
kingdom of Cilicia in the twelfth and thirteenth centunes.

masc. = masculine, one of the three genders of (P)IE nouns, the others bemg
feminine and neuter. Masculine nouns do not necessarily refer to males.
e.g., Lat portus (masc.) 'harbor, port', though nouns whose referent IS
an adult male human being are almost always masculine,

MBret = Middle Breton, the CeltIC (Brittomc) language attested In Bnttany
during the period 1000-1600 AD

MBulg = Middle Bulgarian, the Bulganan language of the twelfth to sIxteenth
centuries.

MCorn = Middle Cornish, the Celtic language of Cornwall, closely related 10

Welsh, which is attested from the penod c 1200-1575 AD. As the most
abundantly attested variety of Cornish, thiS has served as the template
for the modern (revived) Cornish language.

MDutch = West (Low) Germanic language spoken in the Netherlands m the
period c 1300 to 1500.

ME = Middle English, the English language attested from the twelfth through
fifteenth centuries.

medio-passive = designating the voice of the verb which expresses middle
and passive (as a designation often used interchangeably wilh "mIddle")

Meillet's Law = the change in Slavic of certain Balto-Slavic acute Intonation;
into circumflex ones. Named after Antoine Meillet (1866-1936)

Mesolithic = the cultural stage of hunting-gathering economIes followmg
the last [ce Age and preceding the advent of farmIng (NeolithiC)
economies; generally set, depending on geographIcal area, to c 10,000
4000BC

Messapic = an ancient, non-Italic, IE language of southeastern Italy
metathesis = the transposition or reversal of sounds, eg, OE bndd and ME

brid by a process of metatheSIS have given NE bIrd
metonymy = ligure of speech whereby a word denoting an attribute or adjunct

of a thing is substituted for the word denotmg the thing Itself, eg, NE
(British) crown for '(royal) government'

MHG = Middle High Gennan, the High German language attested from the
period c 1050-1500

middle = designating the vOICe of the verb which expresses refleXive or
reciprocal action or action Which otherWIse mcludes the subject (as a
deSignation often used interchangeably with the "medio-passive"), eg,
active: "I wash the car", middle: "I wash myself" The middle IS mdlcated
by different endmgs in most IE verbal paradigms, eg., Oind bibh,1mll 'I
carry' (active) but bibhre 'I carry' (middle)

Milyan = a dialect of the Anatolian language Lycian (or a language very closely
related to Lycian).

MInd = Middle Indic, designating the languages of the Indlc branch of IE
from approximately 600 BC to 100 AD, in the early part of thIS penod
contemporary with Old Indic which was sttll m use as a language of
liturgy, culture, and scholarship but no longer regularly a spoken
language.

MIr = Middle Irish, Celtic language spoken in Ireland and recorded during
the period c 900-1200 AD

MIran = Middle Iranian, designatmg Iranian languages from approxImately
300 BC to 1000 AD
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mlsdivision = an (originally incorrect) reassignment of sounds from one
morpheme or word to an adjacent one, e.g., NE a nauger> an auger or
a napron > an apron

Mitanni = a Hurrian (non-IE)-speaking people and language of the upper
Euphrates, attested in the fifteenth and early fourteenth centuries Be,
the language retains some elements of Indo-Aryan in its vocabulary.

MLat = medieval Latin, a rather generic designation for Latm of the third
century AD and later. (The cutoff date between'Latin and medieval Latin
follows that of the Oxford Latin Diclionary)

MLG = Middle Low German, Low German from the middle of the eleventh
century to the middle of the fourteenth century AD.

Mongolian = a non-IE group of languages spoken in Mongolia and adjacent
areas.

monolexemic = a lexical construction consisting of a single word, e.g., NE
school vs. educational institution

Mordvin = The southernmost of the Hnmc languages of the Uralic family; it
is spoken on either side of the Middle Volga.

morphologization = conversion of an originally independent word into an
affix, e.g., OE lfc'like' has become the affix -ly in NE adjectives and
adverbs.

MPers =Middle Persian, the Southwestern Iranian language, descended from
Old Persian, that was the official language of the Sassaman Empire.
Attested from about 200 BC to the seventh century AD, In either the
Pahlevi or Manichean script, in documents and inscriptions in what is
now Iran, Afghanistan, and Central Asia

M55 = Munchener 5tudium zur 5prachwissenschafl.
multiplicative = a numeral expressing a factor of multiplication, e.g., NE

twice or fourfold.
MunJi = an Eastern Iranian language spoken in northeastern Afghanistan.
MWels = Middle Welsh, Celtic (Brittonic) language of Wales attested in the

period c 1200-1500 AD.
Myc = Mycenaean, the earliest known form of Greek, attested from the

sixteenth (7) to the thirteenth centuries Be
Nakh-Dagestani = a non-IE language family of the Russian Caucasus,

including Chechen, Avar, Lezgian, etc
Narten present = a type of PIE present characterized by an accented *-e- or

*-0- in the singular but an accented *-e- in the dual and pluraL
nasal present =a type of PIE present characterized by a suffixed *-n(e)u- or

*-n(e)ha- (d. NE waken, as opposed to wake), or by *-n(e)- infixed
before the last consonant of the root (d. NE stand, as opposed to stood).

nasal suffix = any PIE delivational suffix having an *-n- as its first element,
either forming an n-present or a nommal n-stem.

NDutch = modern Dutch, the West Germanic language spoken in the
Netherlands (and among the adjacent Flemings of Belgium) from c 1500
onwards.

NE = New (Modern) English, attested since c 1500.
neo-VTddhied = containing a new, ie, possibly post PIE, long-grade *-e- or

*-6-.

Neogrammarian =designating a group of nineteenth century linguists (called
in German the Junggrammaliker) who held strongly the belief that
phonologICal change, when properly understood, was exceptionless

Neolithic = the cultural period marked by the inception of the earliest
economies based on domestic plants and livestock and which were
technologically dependent on stone (or organic) tools rather than metals.
Dependent on geographic location, the Eurasian Neolithic dates from c
8000 BC in the Near East (c 4000 BC on the European periphery) until
about 3000-2000 BC

neut = neuter, one of the three genders of (P)IE nouns, the others being
masculine and feminine. Neuter nouns usually refer to inanimate objects,
though not all inanimate objects are designated by neuter nouns, e.g.:
Lat mensa (fern.) 'table' or portus (masc.) 'harbor, port'. In some IE
stocks any noun characterized· as a diminutive is a neuter, whether
animate or not, e.g, NHG kindlein (neu!.) 'small child', madchen (neu!.)
'girl, miss' or Grk trad){ov (neut) 'child'.

NFlis = modem Flisian, the Flisian language attested since c 1600

ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

NGrk = modern Greek, the Greek language attested slllce the fall of
Constantinople and the collapse of the Byzantine state and language,
i.e, since about the fifteenth century

NHG ~ New High German, the modern Germanic language attested from
about the beginning of the sixteenth century

NIce = modern Icelandic, the icelandiC language from about the fifteenth
century onwards.

Nlr = modern Irish, CeltIC language spoken III Ireland since c 1200 AD
nomen agentis = agent noun, eg, NE dnver trom drive
nominalization = the creation of a noun from another part of speech, usually

a verb, e.g., NE gIve> gifr, or an adjective, eg., poor> rhe poor.
nominative = designatmg a nominal case which mdicates the subject.
Norw = Norwegian, the modern language of Norway from the nineteenth

century onwards.
Nostratic = a possible macrofamily of languages which compnses (as a

Eurasiatic group) Indo-European, Urahc-Yukaghir, Altalc, Chukchi
Kamchatkan, Gilyak and Eskimo-Aleut and the somewhat more distantly
related Kartvelian, Elamo-Dravidian, Sumerian and Afro-Asiatic. Its home
has speculatively been set to the Near East c 15,000 BC Where a Nostratic
root has been claimed to underlie an Indo-European root, It has been
mdlCated with reference to the standard Nostratic dictionary number
and entry and prefixed with BK

NPers = New Persian, the Southwestern Iraman language that IS the olficial
language of Iran and, m dialectally divergent forms of TadzhikIstan and
is one of the two official languages, along with Pashto, of Afghanistan
Not a direct descendant of the offlClal Middle Persian of the Sassaman
Empire, New Persian is attested from the eighth century AD.

n-stem = in (P)IE a nominal forming suffix contaming -n-, eg, Lat nomen
'name', genitive nOminiS (and reSidually III NE oxen)

Nubian = the non-IE languages of Nubia, anCIently between Egypt and the
Sudan.

NiilisUini = a particular group (Ashkun, Gawarbatl, Prasun, Tregaml, and
Waigah) of Indo-Iranian languages spoken m the region of the Hmdu
Kush in Afghanistan. Thought by most to be a group that IS co-ordinate
with both Indic and Iranian while others have Wished to ally it more
closely with either Indic or Iranian

o-grade = in an ablautmg paradigm, having *-0- (less commonly *-0-) rather
than •-e- or no vowel.

OArm = Old Armeman, the earhest attested Armeman of the fifth century
AD.

oblique = any nominal case but the nominatIVe.
OBret = Old Breton, the Celtic (Bnttomc) language attested m Bnttany dUring

the period c 600-1000 AD
OBrit = Old Blitlsh, the ancient Celtic language of Britain until about the

eighth century AD (the ancestor of Welsh, Cormsh, and Breton)
obstnlent = a class of consonants mcludmg stops (eg.. t, k) and continuants

(e.g., f, s) .

OCorn = Old Cormsh, the Celtic (Bnttomc) language of Cornwall attested
primarily from a Latin-Cornish glossary and place and personal names
dUring the penod 800-1200 AD

OCS '" Old Church Slavonic, the hturglcal language of orthodox Slavs
recorded from the ninth through the eleventh centunes The language
offers the closest parallels With reconstructed Proto-SlavIC and il had an
enduring impact on the subsequent development of those SlavIC
languages whICh were associated With the Eastern Orthodox Church

OCzech = Old Czech, Czech from the thirteenth through the sixteenth
centulies AD

ODan = Old Danish, Danish from the begmnmg of the twelfth century to
the end of the fourteenth century

OF = Old English, the English language from the begmning of Ihe eighth
century to the middle of the twelfth century.

OFrench =Old French, French from the mnth century to the early sixteenth
century.

OFris = Old FriSian, the West Germamc Fnslan language from the begmning
of the thirteenth century to the end of the fifteenth century
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Oghamlr = Ogham Irish, the earliest inscnptional evidence of this Celtic
language, recorded from about the fourth through the seventh centuries
AD, The inscriptions, generally brief memorials, are in an archaic form
of Irish that still retained its original case endings.

OHG = Old High German, the Germanic language of the southern German
uplands (southern Germany, Switzerland, Austria) from about 750 to
1050; High German is marked by the Second (Germanic) Sound Shift
where, for example, Proto-Germanic 'p, 'c and 'k > pf, z, and ch (kk)
respectively.

OHit = Old Hittite, the Anatolian Hittite language from the early sixteenth
century BC to the middle of the fifteenth century BC

Olnd = Old Indic, also known as Sansknt, the oldest attested stage of the
Indic branch of IE, from roughly 1500 BC to 600 BC

OIr = Old Irish, the Celtic language attested in Ireland from c. 600 to 900
AD (from which New Irish, Scots Gaelic and Manx are all descended).

OIran = Old Iranian, that stage of Iranian represented by Old Persian and
Avestan (up to about the beginning of the third century Be).

Olat = Old latin, latin from its first attestation in the sixth century BC
through the second century BC

OUth = Old Lithuanian, Lithuanian of the sixteenth through early eighteenth
centuries AD.

ON = Old Norse (also known as Old Icelandic) from the middle of the twelfth
century to the middle of the sixteenth century.

onomastic = pertaining to names, naming, or nomenclature.
onomatopoeic = pertaining to onomatopoeia, the formation of words by

imitation of a sound (supposed to be) associated with the thing or activity,
e.g., NE meow, hush, sizzJe, hoopoe.

OPers = Old Persian, the Southwestern Iranian language that was the official
language of the Achaemenid Persian Empire of the sixth and fifth
centuries BC

OPhryg = Old Phrygian, Phrygian from the eighth to the third centuries BC
OPol = Old Polish, Polish from roughly the thirteenth through the fifteenth

centuries AD.
OPms = Old Prussian, the West Baltic language of the original Pmssians

known from the sixteenth to the eighteenth centuries.
optative = designating a verbal mood which expresses a WIsh or hope, e.g.,

OInd (indicative) bibharti 'he carries' but (optative) bibh[y3c 'he would
carry, he hopes to carry'.

Ormuri = a Northwest Iranian language spoken in Afghanistan and Pakistan.
Attested only in modem times.

Oroshori = Southeast Iranian language spoken in eastern Tadzhikistan, closely
related to Roshani and Shughni. Attested only in modem times.

ORus = Old Russian (mixed with Old Church Slavonic) from the middle of
the eleventh century to the end of the sixteenth century.

OSax = Old Saxon, i.e, Old low German, from the middle of the nmth
century to the middle of the thirteenth century.

Osc = Oscan, Italic language spoken down the spine of Italy and attested
from about two hundred documents ranging from the fifth through first
centuries BC It was subsequently replaced by Latin.

Osco-Umbrian = major dialectal grouping of Italic comprising the Oscan
and Umbrian languages.

OSerb = Old Serbian, Serbian (largely mixed with Serbian Church Slavonic)
before the nineteenth century AD.

OSorb = Old Sorbian, Sorbian of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
Oss = Ossetic, a conservative Northeast Iranian language spoken in the

Russian and Georgian Caucasus, a descendant of the language of the
Scythians. Attested only in modem times.

OSwed = Old Swedish from the early thirteenth century to the later fourteenth
century.

OWels = the Celtic (Brittonic) language attested in Welsh documents from
the ninth to twelfth centuries.

Paelignian = ancient Italic language spoken in east central Italy.
Palaeosiberian = designating a number of non-IE languages spoken in Siberia

which are not apparently related to language families outside the area
(nor apparently to one another) and which are assumed to represent the
original inhabitants of Siberia.

Palaic = ancient Anatolian language of north central Anatolia.
palatalization = the making of a dorso-velar or apical sound fronter by moving

the place of contact between tongue and roof of the mouth further
forward, often accompanied by a change from stop to affricate pronun
ciation, e.g., Lat centum (lkentuml) 'hundred' > Italian cenco (lcsenld)

palynological = referring to the study of pollen; the accumulation of the
extremely durable pollen rain permits one to reconstruct past plant
environments.

Pamphylian = an ancient Greek dialect spoken m Pamphylia m southwest
Anatolia.

Panjabi = a modem Indic language spoken in northeastern Pakistan and m
the Indian states of Punjab and Haryana; closely related to Hindi.

Paraci = Eastern Iranian language spoken in the Hindu Kush near Kabul,
Afghanistan.

paradigm = a list serving as an exemplificatIOn of the pattern of mflection for
a noun, adjective, or verb, e.g., Olnd bhiivaml'I am', bhavasi 'you are',
bhavati 'he/she is'

parahistorical = relating to an illiterate population which has no historical
texts of its own but which is mentioned in the hIstories of Its neighbors,
e.g., the Iron Age Celts of western Europe who are mentIOned In Greek
and Latin sources.

Parth = Parthian, a Northwest [raman language spoken m what is now
northwestern Iran and in Central Asia, and attested dunng the last three
centuries of the pre-Christian Era, in the mscnptions of the Sassanian
Empire and in Manichaean religious texts. See PehleVl.

Pashto = a Southeast Iraman language spoken m Afghanistan where It IS one
of the countrys two official languages (along WIth Persian) and in adjacent
parts of Pakistan. Attested only in modern times

passive = voice of the verb where the person or thing acted upon IS the
subject (e.g., in "the boy was hie by the ball"), opposed to the active
("the ball hit the boy").

past part. = past participle, an adjective denved from a verb expressmg
completed actIOn, e.g., NE broken.

Pehlevi = (also Pahlavi, Parthian) a Middle Iranian language, a later form of
Parthian (attested from the third to the tenth centuries AD) originally
localized in northwestern Iran, also the writing system used to wnte the
language (and used by other contemporary languages). See also Parthian

Pelasgian = the language of the pre-Greek inhabitants of Greece, often
supposed to be IE but of a different (and otheTWIse unknown) sort than
Greek.

perf. = perfect (P)IE aspect (or manner of vieWIng an action) that expresses
present relevance of a past actlon e.g., PIE 'vo/de 'he/she has seen' >

'he/she knows'.
Phoenician = ancient Semitic language, closely related to Hebrew, spoken In

Phoenicia (= modern lebanon) and, under the name Punic, in Carthage
(= modern TUnIsia) and its colonies .

Phryg = Phrygian, a poorly attested IE language once spoken In Phrygla
(northwestern Anatolia) and last recorded in the first half of the first
Christian millennium.

Picene = two ancient languages of east central Italy; Southern Picene was
possibly an Italic language but the few attested texts of North Picene
remam opaque.

PIE = Proto-Indo-European, the proto-language of the Indo-European
language family.

pI. = plural, i.e., a grammatical form, either nommal or verbal, designatmg
more than one, e.g. NE dogs as opposed to the singular dog

pluperfect = a verbal tense in vanous IE languages, notably Latin, Greek,
and Old Indie, corresponding m meaning to NE "he had gone" or "she
had worked for years"

Pol = Polish, major Western Slavic language.
Polab. = Polabian, an extinct West Slavic language once spoken In what IS

now the eastern portIOn of the German state of Lower Saxony, along the
lower Elbe (= Laba in SlaVIC, hence the name Po,Jab-lan 'along the Elbe')
Known from records of the eighteenth century

poss. = possessive, the English nominal case showmg, inter aha. posseSSion,
e.g., john 's, house's (ef genWve).
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postposition = the equivalent of a prepOSition but placed after the noun it
governs rather than before, e.g., NHG Bremen gegenl1ber 'opposite
Bremen'.

Praenestine = pertaining to ancient Praeneste (modem Palestrina) near Rome.
Prakrit = vernacular Indic languages (as opposed to the concurrently found,

but no longer vernacular, Sanskrit or Old lndic) of the Middle Indic

period.
Prasun = a Naristani language of the Prasun Valley of the centrai Hindu

Kush in Afghanistan. Spoken between the two discontinuous sections
of Kati

present = either a (P)IE tense whose reference includes the present time
(e.g., NE "water freezes at 32 degrees Fahrenheit" or 'They're walking
to school now") or a (P)IE aspect that expresses the on-gOing nature of
the actiVity.

preverb = a particle or prefix placed in front of the verb root, e.g., Oir do
beir 'gives' < do 'to' + beir 'carries'.

productive =frequently or actively used in word formation, e.g., in NE plurals
formed in -s are highly productive whtle those in -en (ef. children, oxen)
are no longer productive.

progressive tense = in English, those tenses fonned with be and the present
participle (in -ing) indicating on-going actiVity, e.g., "they were walking
the dog" or "we are making dinner [right now]".

proterodynamic = alternative name for proterokinetic.
proterokinetic = an accent pattern in PIE where the accent was on the root

syllable in the nominative and accusative of the noun or the singular of
the verb and on the syllable immediately follOwing the root elsewhere,
e.g, d6r-u 'tree', gen. *dr-6u-s.

prothetic = In Greek or Armenian, designating a word-initial vowel without
a counterpart in other IE stocks, generally supposed to reflect a vocalized
initial laryngeal, e.g., Grk OVO~lll 'name', Arm anum 'name' from PIE
*hjn6mo·

Proto-Anat ; Proto-Anatolian, the reconstructed proto-language, itself a
descendant of PIE, ancestral to Hittite, Palaic, LuVian, Lydian, Lycian,
and some other scantily attested languages once spoken in western
Anatolia.

Proto-Baltic = the reconstructed proto-language, descended from PIE, that is
ancestral to both West Baltic,ie.,OldPrussian,and East Baltic, ie., Latvian
and Lithuanian Particularly closely related within IE to Proto-SlaVic.

Proto-Gmc = Proto-Germanic, the reconstructed proto-language, descended
from PIE, that is ancestral to the various Germanic languages. The earliest
Runic inscriptions dating from t he third century AD are either a late
form of Proto-Germanic or a form of northwest Germanic only little
changed from Proto-Germanic.

Proto-Indo-Iranian = the reconstructed proto-language, itself a descendant
of PIE, ancestral to Indic, Iranian, and Nilristani

Proto-Nilristani = reconstructed proto-language, itself probably an immediate
descendant of Proto-Indo-Iranian, ancestral to the several Nilristani
languages spoken in east central Afghanistan in the area of the Hindu
Kush (Ashkun, Gawarbati, Prasun, Tregami, and Waigali), all of whom
are first attested only in modern times.

Proto-Semitic = the reconstructed language ancestral to the Semitic languages.
Proto-SlaVic = the reconstructed proto-language, descended from PIE,

ancestral to the various SlaVic languages (diVided into East, West, and
South SlaVic). Within IE Proto-SlaVic is very closely related to Proto
Baltic. Old Church Slavonic is a South SlaVic language very little changed
from Proto-SlaVic.

pstlosis = in Greek the substitution of the smooth breathing for the rough
breathing, ie., the loss of h, e.g., Attic = T,PEpli 'day' but East Ionic

T,PEP11.
psychopomp = one who escorts the deceased to the afterllfe.
ptcp!. ; participle.
Puhvel = Puhvel, Jaan 0984-) HICt!le Etymological Dictionary. Berlin, New

York, Amsterdam, Mouton.
PUnjabi = alternate spelling of Panpbi.
QSem = Quademi semantica' Rivista lntemazionale di Semantica Teorica e

Appllcata.

ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

Raetic = ancient IE language of Raetia (= southeastern Switzerland, the
Austrian Vorarlberg and both Austrian and Italian Tyrol)

redup. = reduplication, the repetition of the mitial sound or syllable in certam
(PlIE noun and verb formations, e.g, PIE *dhi-dhehjml 'I put'
« *dheh]-l or *kw6-kwl-os 'wheel' « *kwel-)

reflexive pronoun = a pronoun whICh refers back to the subject. e.g., "I saw
myself in the mmor".

regressive assimilation = assimllatlon of one sound to another workmg
backward from the second to the first, eg, contemporary NE lldbit
from older NE titbit.

resonant = an alternate name for sonoram.
rhotacism = the change of some other sound (usually -z-) mto -r-, eg., OLat

aU50m (lauzomJ) 'gold' > Lat aurum.
RHR = Revue de I'Histoire des Religions.
Rom = Romanian, modern Romance language of Romania.
root noun = a (P)IE noun with no derivational suffixes
Roshani = a Southeast Iranian language. closely related to Shughm, spoken

in eastern Tadzhikistan and adjacent parts of Afghanistan. Attested only
in modem times.

ruki~rule = the phonological change in Indo-Iranian and Balto-Slavic whereby
PIE *-5- became *-5- (or the like) after PIE *-r-, *-u-, *-k-, *-i-

Runic = the name of a non-Latin alphabet used by speakers of North and
West Germamc for usually short inscriptions, in Scandinavia down to
the Middle Ages. By extension the language of the earliest of these
inscriptions, a variety of Germanic very close to Proto-Germanic Ilself,
if, indeed, it is not a late form of Proto-Germanic

Rus ; Russian, major representative of the East Slavic languages.
RusCS =Russian variety of Church SlaVOniC, the liturgical language of Eastern

Orthodox Slavs.
RV = (found in) the Sgveda, the oldest attested text mOld Indic
Sabine = the Italic language, closely related to Oscan, anCiently spoken in

part of centralltaly
Saka ; a designation for various Northeast Iranian tribal groups of the ftrst

millennium AD. Lmguistically attested In Khotanese Saka and Tumshuq
Saka in the southwestern portIon of the Tarim BaSIn No longer attested,
possibly extinct by about 1000 AD.

Samoyed ; The eastern branch of the Uralic family that occupIes the region
of northwestern Siberia; the western branch IS Fmno-Ugnc

sandhi =modification of the form of a word under the influence of a followmg
or preceding sound, e.g., NE IdldJ;l1 for did you.

Sanglechi = a Southeastlranian language spoken in northeastern Afghanistan.
Attested only in modern times.

Sarikoli = a Southeast Iranian language spoken in the extreme southwest of
Xinjiang (Chinese Turkestan) and closely related to Shughm. Attested
only in modem times.

sat;lm = pertaming to a group of eastern IE languages (Indo-Iranian, Balto
SlaVic, Greek, Armenian) where the PIE dorso-palatal stops have become
sibilants and the Iabio-velars have lost their labialization and fallen
together with the plain dorso-velars; named after the Avestan word for
'lOO',sar;lm.

sat;lmization = process whereby PIE dorso-palatals become sibtlants, eg,
PIE *K!j1t6m 'hundred' > Olnd satam or Av sat;lm

SC = Serbo-Croatian, a South Slavic language, one of the major languages of
the former Yugoslavia; the language was standardized ITI the nineteenth
century.

Schrader's Reallexikon; Schrader, 0, and A Nehnng (1917-1923) Real
lexikon der indogermamschen AlrercunJskunde. 2 vols. Berlin. Walter
de Gruyter Major compendIUm of Indo-European language and culture.

ScotsGael = modern Celtic language spoken m western Scotland, descended
[rom Old Irish and closely related to the Modern Irish of Ireland.

Scyth ; Scythian, the deSignation of vanous Iranian tnbal groups, closely
related to the Saka, from the eighth through third centunes BC m what
is now the Ukraine. Their linguistic descendants are the Ossetes.

Second Function = the ideological construct proposed for Indo-European
society that concerns the mamtenance of offenSive and defensive war, It
is reflected in the SOCial roles of the variOUS Indo-European war gods
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and is contrasted with the First Function (religious-juridical aspects of
society) and a Third Function (fertility).

second person = denoting or indicating the person addressed in the speech
act, e.g., NE you.

sememe = a unit of meaning.
Serb = Serbian, major South Slavic language, usually grouped with Croatian.
SerbCS = the Serbian variety of Church Slavonic, the liturgical language of

the Eastern Orthodox Slavs.
sg. = singular.
Shughni = a Southeast Iranian language of eastern TadzhikIstan, closely related

to Roshani, Oroshori, and SarikolL Only attested in modem times
sibilant = any continuant or affricate consonant characterized by a hissing or

hushing sound, e.g., NE s, sh.
Siever's law = describes the change of sonorants to sequences of (corres

ponding) vowels and sonorants, in PIE and still in Old Indic, after a
long syllable (one containing a long vowel or any vowel and two
consonants), thus *CeCjo- > *CeCijo- Named after Eduard Sievers
(1850-1932) who discovered the law in 1878.

Sindhi = a modern Indic language spoken in southern Pakistan.
singulative = a nominal derivative indicating a single individual or thing,

e.g., WeIs derwen 'oaktree' « *'a single oaktree'), historically a derivative
of the plural derw 'oaktrees'.

Sino-Tibetan = a non-IE language family of Central Asia and the Far East
including Chinese, Tibetan, Bunnan, etc.

Slov = Slovene, a South Slavic language spoken in Slovenia.
Sogd = Sogdian, a Northeast Iranian language spoken in what is now

UzbekIstan and by merchant colonies in Chinese Central Asia, attested
from the fourth through eighth centuries AD. Its modern descendant is
Yaghnobi

sonorant = a consonant produced with the vocal cords so placed that
spontaneous voicing is possible, e.g., NE m, n,l, r, y, w.

spiritus asper = alternate name for the rough breathing (ie., h-) in Greek.
stative = designating a verb expressing a state or condition.
stop = a consonant involving co~plete closure of the vocal tract, e.g., NE p,

c, k.
strong-grade = In an ablauting paradigm having *-e-, or *-0-, or, less

commonly, *-e- or *-a-.
subjunctive = designating a verbal mood which expresses a relation wished

for or thought ofby the speaker as existing between subject and predicate,
frequently found in subordinate clauses, e.g. "If I were nch", "He insisted
that I be here".

substantivization = the creation of a noun from an adjective or a verb, e.g.,
poor> che poor.

substratal = pertaining to elements in a language identified as being relics or
borrowings from an earlier language now extinct but once spoken in
the same location as the attested language, e.g., the presumed Impact of
Dravidian on the Indo-Aryan languages of northwest India.

suffix = an element attached at the end of a word to form an inflectional form
of the word or a derivation of the word, e.g., NE -5, -ed, -ing, -Cion, etc

Sumerian = ancient language of southern Mesopotamia, written in the
cuneiform script. It flourished from c 3100 BC until 2000 BC by which
time it had been replaced as a chancery language by Akkadian but it
continued to serve as a vehicle for liturgical literature.

Sumerogram = (in a Hittite text) a Sumerian word written instead of the
corresponding Hittite word, presumably intended to be pronounced as
the Hittite word (see also Akkadogram).

suppletive present = a present tense fonnation from a different root than
found in other tenses (somewhat like the relationship of NE go to went)

Swed = Swedish, modem North Germanic language.
syncope = a shortening of a word by the omIssion of one or more syllables,

e.g., NE (adj.) separace, pronounced sep'race
synecdoche = a figure of speech in which a more inclusive tenn is used for a

less inclusive one or vice versa, e.g., farm-hand (for farm laborer) or
"he sets a good cable" (where cable = mea/).

Szem = Szemerenyi, O. (1977) StudIes in the kinship terminology of the
Indo-European languages, with special reference to Indian, Iranian, Greek
and latin. Acta lranica (Varia 1977) 7, 1-240.

tatpurusa = designating a kInd of noun compound where the fIrst member
qualifies in some way the second, e g., NE red deer.

tectal = designating a sound whICh mvolves the back of the tongue and any
part of the roof of the mouth, e.g., dorso-palatal, dorso-velar, uvular.

telic = refers to events which have a natural goal or endpoint, e.g., "he bUill
a house", "she reached the top of the mountam", as opposed to atelic
where there is no built-In closure to the activity, e.g., "they rode a horse
[aroundl"

thematic = nouns and verbs in PIE, and the vanous daughter stocks, whose
stems end in -e/o-, e.g. *caur-o-s 'bull; aurochs' as opposed to *gWou-s
'cow', or *bher-e-Ci 'he carries' but *es-Ci 'he IS' In both nouns and verbs
the thematic types were productive in PIE and its descendants whereas
athematic types were increasingly less so.

thematicization = process whereby an athematic noun or verb has -e/o- added
to it to make a thematic noun or verb, e.g., PIE *bhreh,ler, but Proto
Slavic *bhnicr-o-s 'brother'

Thessalian = the classical Greek dialect of Thessaly
Third Function = in Indo-European mythology, the Third FunctlOn relates

to the deities and elements concerned with fertility and productivity m
society. This contrasts with the First Function (religion and law), and
Second (warfare) The social expression of the Third Function IS seen to

be herder-cultivators and female deities.
third person = denoting or indicating the person referred to m a speech act,

i.e., m NE he, she, ii, chey.
Thracian = the little known IE language of ancient Thrace, Ie, modem

Bulgaria, northeastern Greece and European Turkey.
Tischler = Johann Tischler (1977-) Hechicisches eeymologlsches Glossar.

Innsbruck, Instltut fUr SprachWlssenschaft der Umversltat Innsbruck
TocM = Tocharian A, an IE language spoken In the Turfan DepresslOn and

adjacent areas of ChInese Turkestan and closely related to Tochanan B
spoken immediately to the west; it was extInct by the close of the ftrst
Christian millennium. Also called East Tocharian or Agnean.

TochB = Tocharian B, an IE language spoken along the northern nm of the
Tarim Basin in Chinese Turkestan and closely related to Tocharian A
spoken immedIately to the east Extinct sometime around the close of
the first Christian millennium. Also called West Tocharian or Kuchean,
the latter being the natIve deSignatIon for the language

Torwali = Dardic language of the Swat Valley in northwestern PakIstan
Tosk = The southern of the two groups of Albaman dIalects, as opposed to

the northern Gheg. Standard Albanian is based on a vanety of northern
Tosk.

trans. = transitive, the designation of a verb whICh takes a dIrect obJect, e g.,
"they saw a deer", as opposed to intranSitive verbs which do not take
direct objects, e.g., "they went".

transfunctional = in IE comparative mythology, a delly or human ftgure that
encompasses all three of the canonical functions (rehglon and law,
warfare, fertility) attnbuted to IE society by Georges Dumezll

TRB = Funnel Necked Beaker culture (German Tnchcerbecherkultur), the
NeolithIC culture of the north European plain which extended from the
Netherlands eastwards to Poland and the Ukraine

Tregami = a Noristani language of three villages (ere gam) situated In a small
valley west of the Kunar m Afghanistan.

tripartition = the diVlsion of IE sOCIety and ideology mto three components
or functions: rehgionJIaw, warfare and fertllity

Tsakonian = modern Greek dIalect spoken In the eastern Peloponnesus whICh
descended from the ancient Peloponnesian Done.

TOatha De Danann = major mythical race of Ireland who were Important In
both Irish cosmological and eschatological myths; In native tradltlon
they were driven underground (Into the faIry mounds) by the legendary
ancestors of the Irish.

Turkic = a non-IE language famlly of central and southwestern ASia mcludmg
Turkish, Uzbek, Kazakh, etc.

Udmurt = formerly known as Votyak, with Komi, thiS IS a language of the
Permic sub-group of the Finnic branch of the Uralic languages, it IS
spoken west of the river Kama in Russia In the Udmurtla Republic of
Russia.
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Ugant = a Central SemitIC language, closely related to Hebrew and Phoenician,
whICh IS found in documents from norlhern Syria during the period
from the fifteenth to thirteenth centuries BC

Ukr = Ukrainian, an East Slavic language spoken in the Ukraine.
Umb = Umbrian, ancient Italic language spoken in central Italy and most

closely related to Oscan Replaced by the somewhat more distantly related
Latin in the early centuries of the Christian era

unasplrated = descnbmg a consonant not characterized by a marked now of
breath, e.g., NE b as opposed to p.

uncontracted = said of adpcent vowels when they do not merge into a single
vowel, e.g., the i and 0 in NE violate.

unrounding = the loss of labiahzation or lip-rounding in a consonant, eg,

'kw > k.
Urartian =the major non-IE language of the Kingdom of Urartu which lay

south of the Caucasus between the Black and Caspian seas, te., the
temtory of the later Armenians. The language, attested from about the
ninth through sixth centuries BC, appears to have descended from the
same ancestor that provided the earlier Human language of eastern
Anatolia.

uvular = designating a sound involving the back part of the tongue and the
uvula, e.g, initial consonant in NPers qanat 'underground irrigation
channel'.

Vanir = in Old Norse tradition, the Vanir are a group of gods partIcularly
associated WIth fertility and contrasted with the JEsir.

Vedic = language of the Vedas, the earliest attested form of Old Indie.
velar = a sound produced by the back of the tongue and the soft palate, e.g.,

NE k or g (as in ghost).
Venetic = an ancient IE language spoken in the Veneto and adjacent areas of

northeastern Italy.
Veps = a Balto-Finnic language of the Uralic language family spoken in the

vicinity of St Petersburg, Russia.
Verner's Law e a refinement of Grimm's Law, which recognizes that PIE

voiceless stops become voiceless continuants when in initial position or
immediately after the PIE accent but become voiced continuants (later
voiced stops) when preceding the PIE accent (thus PIE 'POattr> Proto
Gmc *fader but PIE *bhrehater> Proto-Gmt *br6per). Named after
Karl Verner (1846-1896) who discovered this law in 1876.

vn. = verbal noun, distinctive form of the verb found in the Celtic languages
that resembles the infinitive, eg, Olr suide '(a) sitting' beside saidid
'SItS' or dllhle '(a) taking away' beside do-tlen 'takes away'.

voc. = vocative, the nominal case used in direct address.
vocalism = a vowel sound or artlculatlOn.
voiced =refers to a sound that is accompamed by vibratlOn of the vocal

cords, e.g., NE b or z, as opposed to the corresponding voiceless sounds
p or s that are without any vibration of the vocal cords.

voiceless = refers to a sound that is not accompamed by any Y\bratlon of the
vocal cords, NE p or s, as opposed to the corresponding voiced sounds
bar z which are accompanied by vibration of the vocal cords.

vrddhl =alternative name for the (P)IE lengthened grade; the word IS derived
from the Sanskrit grammarians of ancient India

VulgLat = Vulgar Latm, the designation of the non-standard variety of spoken
Latin, and opposed to the classical written variety of LaUn, of the last
century or so of the pre-Christian era and the llrst centuries of the
Christian era that is the actual ancestor (rather than claSSical Latin) of
the various Romance languages

VW = A. J Van Wmdekens (1976) Le Tokharien confronte avec les autres
langues indo-europeennes, Vol. 1. La phonetIque et Ie vocabulaire
Louvain, Centre Internationale de Dialectologie Generale,

ABBREVIATIONS AND TECHNICAL TERMINOLOGY

Waigali = a Nuristam language of the Walgal Valley ot Afghamstan
Alternatively known as Kalasa.

Wakhi = a southeastern Iranian language spoken m extreme northeastern
Afghanistan and adjacent portions of Tadzhikistan

Wan)1 ~ extmct Eastern Iranian language once spoken to the north of Shughm
In eastern Tadzhlktstan.

Wat = citations from Watkins, C (1985) The Amencan ffentage DIctionary
of Indo-European RaUls Boston. Houghton Mifllm.

weak grade = in an ablautmg paradigm not having '-e-, *-0-, '-t'- or '-()
(= zero-grade).

Weekes = D. M. Weekes (1985) HWite Vocabulary. An AnacolJan AppendIX
10 Buck's 'Dictionary of Selected Synonyms In the PnnClp;11 tndo
European Languages'. Ann Arbor, Umverstty MicrofIlms

Wels = modern Welsh, a Celtic language of the BrilOnmc branch of Celnc,
most closely related to Cormsh and Breton, spoken In Wales and attested
from the latter half of the fIrst Chnstian mIllennIUm to the present.
Forms c!ted as Wels are in Modern Welsh. the language attested since c
1500 AD.

West Gmc = West Germanic, one of three branches of the Germanic family
(the others are North Germamc and East Germamc) comprismg English,
Frisian, Low German, Dutch, High German, and YiddiSh

Winter's Law =the process in Balta-Slavic whereby PIE short vowels were
lengthened before ongmal voiced stops (b, d, g, etc) but not before
voiced aspirates (bh, dh, gh, etc) Named after Werner Wmter whose
account of the phenomena appeared in 1978.

Winter-Kortlandt Law = alternative name for Wmter's Law Wlth the added
specIfIcatIOn that the PIE vOlCed stops were actually eJectlves and that
*b' "decomposed" in Balto-SlaY\c into 'Hb where the laryngeal-like
first element combined with a precedmg vowel to create a long vowel

Wordick =citations from Wordick, F (1970) A generaClve-extenslOrtlst analySIS
of the Proto-Indo-European kInshIp system wllh a phonologIcal and
semancic reconscruccion ofthe terms. Ann Arbor, Umverslty Mlcroftlms.

WRus = West Russian or Belorusslan
Xanty = alternative spelltng for Khanty (also known as Ostyak). a Finno

Ugnc language spoken m east central European Russia
Yaghnobi = Southeastern Iranian language spoken by no more than a couple

of thousand people in TadzhIkIstan. the sale descendant of anClelll
Sogdian.

Yazghulami = a southeastern lraman language spoken III northeastern
Afghanistan and adjacent portions of TadzhIkIstan, closely related to
Shughni and the other Pamir Iraman languages.

Yidgha = a Southeast Iranian language spoken In northeastern Pakistan
Attested only m modem times.

Zaraeustra = Greek Zoroaster, major lraman rehglOus leader and author of
the GarMs, the earliest portions "f the AvesCa. WhHe traditIOnal dates
place Zaraeustra at c 628--551 BC, the language of the Avcsca IS often
considered so archaic that Its earliest portions and author should date
before 1000 BC

zero-grade = In an abIautmg paradIgm, haY\ng no vowel (= weak-grade)
Zoroastrian Pah\evi = the MIddle PersIan dIalect used lrt Loroastllan texts

from the third to seventh centuries AD
Zem = Zemaitis, the designatIon of Lithuanian dIalects found III the western

portion of Lithuania.



PHONETIC DEFINITIONS

a a low, unrounded, vowel, usually central but may be cz in Polish a voiceless alveo-palatal affricate.
fronter or backer than central as 'well; in lndic a mid d a voiced apico-dental or apico-alveolar stop; in Hittite,
central unrounded vowel. Palaic, and Luvian a voiceless apico-dental or apico-

a a long, low, unrounded central vowel. alveol~top [= tl; in Lycian and Lydian a voiced apico-
a a stressed a; in Lithuanian a long awith falling pitch. dental or apico-alveolar continuant [= 8].
a in Lithuanian a long a with rising pitch; in Latvian a dh a voiced aspirated apico-dental or apico-alveolar stop;

long a with sustained (or rising) pitch; in Lycian and in Middle Irish and Albanian a voiced apico-dental
Lydian a nasalized a. continuant [= 8]; in New Irish a voiced dorso-velar

a in Lithuanian a short awith falling pitch; in Latvian an continuant [= r].
a with falling pitch. dd in Welsh a voiced apico-dental continuant 1= 8).

a in Lithuanian a long low central vowel with rising pitch; d a voiced apico-retroflex stop.
in Latvian an awith sustained (or rising) pitch; in Lycian dh an aspirated voiced apico-retroflex stop.
and Lydian a nasalized a. b a voiced apico-dental continuant

a in Latvian a long awith broken (or laryngealized) pitch. a a voiced apico-dental continuant [= b).
fl in Polish a mid back rounded nasal vowel; in Lithuanian e a mid front unrounded vowel; in Lithuanian a low front

a long a (formerly nasalized); in Avestan a mid low unrounded vowel.
unrounded nasal vowel. e a long mid front unrounded vowel.

~ a low front unrounded vowel; in Old Norse a long low e in Lithuanian a long mid front vowel.
front unrounded vowel. e a stressed e; in Lithuanian a long low front vowel with

a in Germanic a low front unrounded vowel; in Tocharian falling pitch.
a mid central unrounded vowel [= d]; in Khotanese a e in Lithuanian a short low front vowel with a falling pitch;
high central unrounded vowel. in Latvian an e with falling pitch.

a in Romanian a mid central unrounded vowel [= d]. e in Lithuanian a long low front vowel with rising pitch;
ai in Gothic a lower mid front unrounded vowel [= e]. in Latvian an e with sustained (or rising) pitch; in Lycian
au in Gothic a lower mid back rounded vowel [= :J). and Lydian a nasalized e.
b a voiced bilabial stop; in Hittite, Palaic, and Lydian a e in Latvian an e with broken (or lafYllgealized) pitch.

voiceless bilabial stop [= p] (in Lydian voiced after a f in Polish a mid front unrounded nasal vowel.
nasal); in Lycian a voiced bilabial continuant. e in Albanian a mid central unrounded vowel [= .]); in

bh a voiced aspirated bilabial stop; in Middle and New Irish Russian a stressed mid back rounded vowel with
a voiced labio-dental continuant [= v]. palatalization of a preceding consonant.

c in Italic (Latin, Oscan, Umbrian, and Paelignian), Celtic e in Old Church Slavonic a long low to mid unrounded
(Irish and Welsh), and Old English a voiceless dorso- front vowel.
velar stop [= kj; in Old lndic a voiceless, apico-alveo- d a mid central unrounded vowel.
palatal affricate [= e]; in Russian, Serbo-Croatian, ei in Gothic and Umbrian a long high front unfounded
Albanian, Armenian and Iranian, a voiceless apico- vowel [= fl.
dental affricate [= ts]. f a voiceless labio-dental continuant; in Welsh a voiced

c' in Armenian an aspirated voiceless apico-dental affricate. labia-dental continuant [= v),' except in word final
ch in Welsh, German, Polish, and Czech a voiceless dorsch position where it is voiceless.

velar continuant [= xl; in Indic an aspirated voiceless ff in Welsh a voiceless labio-dental continuant I::: f].
apico-alveo-palatal affricate. g a voiced dorso-velar stop; in Hittite, Palaic, and Luvian

f in Albanian a voiceless alyea-palatal affricate [= el; in a voiceless dorso-velar stop [= kl; in Gothic, when before
Old Persian probably a voiceless apico-dental affricate a k or another g, a voiced dorso-velar nasal stop; in
[= ts]. Lycian a voiced dorso-velar continuant [= rl.

c in Polish a voiceless corono-alveo-palatal affricate. gh a voiced aspirated dorso-velar stop; in Middle and New
C a voiceless apico-alveo-palatal affricate. Irish a voiced dorsa-velar continuant 1= rl.
c' an aspirated voiceless apico-alveo-palatal affricate. gj in Albanian a voiced dorsa-palatal stop
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g in PIE a voiced dorso-palatal stop.
gh in PIE an aspirated voiced dorso-palatal stop.
gW a voiced labialized dorso-velar stop.
gWh an aspirated voiced labialized dorso-velar stop.
r a voiced dorso-velar continuant; in Iranian a voiced

dorso-uvular continuant.
t in Iranian a voiced front dorso-velar continuant.
h a voiceless laryngeal continuant; in Proto-Gennanic, Old

High German, English and Gothic (when before a
consonant) Polish, Slovenian, and Serbo-Croatian a
voiceless dorso-velar continuant [= xl; in Old Indic a
voiced laryngeal continuant.

b in Old Indic a voiceless laryngeal continuant.
Iv in Gothic a voiceless labialized dorso-velar continuant.
h] in PIE a "laryngeal" that has no affect on an adjacent

vowel.
h2 in PIE a "laryngeal" that changes an adjacent -e- to -a-.
h] in PIE a "laryngeal" that changes an adjacent -e- to -0-.

h4 in PIE a "laryngeal" that changes an adjacent -e- to -a-.
ha in PIE a "laryngeal" that changes an adjacent -e- to -a-

(either h2 or h4).
hx in PIE an indeterminant "laryngeal".
j a high front unrounded vowel; in Polish also a mark of

palatalization for the preceding consonant; in Irish also
a mark of palatalization on the preceding or follOwing
consonant.

I a long high front unrounded vowel.
i a stressed vowel i; in Lithuanian a long i with falling

pitch; in Oscan and Umbrian a lower high front vowel
[= d.
in Lithuanian a short! with falling pitch; in Latvian an
j with falling pitch.

1 in Lithuanian a short i with rising pitch; in Latvian an i
with sustained (or rising) pitch.

j in Latvian an i with broken (or laryngealized) pitch; in
Romanian a high central unrounded vowel.

J in Lithuanian a long j (formerly a nasalized D.
r in Old Church Slavonic a short high front vowel; in

Russian a mark of palatalization of the preceding
consonant.

1 a lower high front unrounded vowel (as in NE pit).
1 a voiced palatal approximant [= y].
) a voiced palatal approximant [= y]; in Armenian and

Iranian a voiced apico-dental affricate [= dzl; in Middle
and New English and fndic a voiced alveo-palatal
affricate.

j a voiced alveo-palatal affricate.
)h an aspirated voiced alveo-palatal affricate.
k a voiceless dorsa-velar stop; in Umbrian indifferently

voiced or voiceless; in Mycenaean Greek indifferent as
to voicing or aspiration; in Lydian voiced after nasals;
in Lycian a voiceless front dorso-velar (or dorso-palatal?)
stop (voiced after a nasal).

kh a voiceless aspirated dorsa-velar stop; in Russian a
voiceless dorsa-velar continuant.

k' in Annenian an aspirated voiceless dorso-velar stop.
/< in Latvian a palatalized k.
k in PIE a voiceless dorso-palatal stop.
kW a voiceless labialized dorso-velar stop.
I a voiced apico-dental or apico-alveolar lateral

approximant.

II in Albanian a voiced apico-alveolar velarized lateral
approximant; in Welsh a voiceless apico-alveolar lateral
continuant.

ly in Tocharian a voiced alveo-palatallateral approximant.
I in Latvian a palatalized 1.
lj in Serbo-Croatian a palatalized l.
I in Annenian a voiced apico-alveolar ve1arized lateral

approximant; in Polish a voiced bilabial approximant
(formerly a voiced apico-alveolar vela rized lateral
approximant) .

1 a vocalic 1.
ill a voiced bilabial nasal stop.
rp a vocalic ill.

JTl in Tocharian a voiced nasal stop, usually apico-dental
(except when before a labial when it too is a labial); in
Old lndic a nasal continuant of some sort or the
indication of nasalization on the preceding voweL in
later Indic a voiced nasal stop agreeing in place of
articulation with the following consonant.

ill in Lycian an unreleased voiced bilabial nasal stop.
n a voiced apico-dental or apico-alveolar nasal stop.
n) in Serbo-Croatian, Slovenian, and Albanian a voiced

apico-alveopalatal nasal stop.
n in Czech a voiced apico-alvea-palatal nasal stop.
p in Latvian a voiced apico-alveo-palatal nasal stop.
f) a voiced apico-retroflex nasal stop.
y a voiced dorso-velar nasal stop.
n in lndic and Tocharian a voiced dorso-velar nasal stop.
-Q a vocalic n.
.ti in Lycian an unreleased voiced apico-dental nasal stop.
o a mid back rounded vowel.
6 a long mid back rounded vowel.
6 a stressed 0; in Lithuanian a long 0 with falling pitch; in

Polish a long high back vowel [= 0].
o In Lithuanian a short 0 with falling pitch; in Latvian an

o with falling pitch.
6 in Lithuanian a long mid back rounded vowel with rising

pitch; in Latvian an u with sustained (or rising) pitch.
6 in Latvian an 0 with broken (or laryngealized) pitch.
o a mid front rounded vowel.
tr in Old Norse a long mid front rounded vowel.
9 a low back rounded vowel.
p a voiceless bilabial stop; in Mycenaean Greek indifferent

as to voicing or aspiration; in Lycian voiced after a nasal.
ph an aspirated voiceless bilabial stop; in Welsh a labio

dental voiceless continuant.
p' in Armenian an aspirated voiceless bilabial stop.
q in Albanian a voiceless dorsa-palatal stop; in Gothic

and Lydian a rounded voiceless dorsa-velar stop [= k~l;

in Mycenaean Greek a rounded dorso-velar stop
(indifferent as to voicing or aspiration); in Latin, Oscan,
and Umbrian a variant of k used before u; in Lycian a
rounded (7) dorso-(mid-) velar stop.

r a voiced apico-alveolar tap (or sometimes a trill).
rr in Albanian and Spanish a voiced apico-alveolar trill.
f in Czech and probably also in Umbrian a voiced apica-

alveolar fricative trill.
f in Latvian a palatalized r.
t in Armenian a voiced apico-alveolar trill.
r an apico-retroflex flap or trill
rz in Polish a voiced apico-alveopalatal continuant I::; .:1.
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rh in Welsh a voiceless apico-alveolar trill.
I a vocalic r.
5 a voiceless apico-alveolar groove continuant; in Lydian

a voiceless apico-alveo-palatal groove continuant [= 5}.
sh a voiceless apico-alveopalatal groove continuant [= 5].
5 a voiceless corono-alveopalatal continuant; in Lydian a

voiceless apico-alveolar groove continuant .[= 5].
5 a voiceless apico-alveo-palatal groove continuant.
$ a voiceless apico-retroflex groove continuant.
t a voiceless apico-dental or apico-alveolar stop; in

Umbrian indifferently voiced or voiceless; in Mycenaean
Greek indifferently aspirated or unaspirated; in Lydian
and Lycian voiced after a nasal.

th an aspirated voiceless apico-dental or apico-alveolar·
stop; in Old and Middle Irish, Welsh, Middle and New
English, and Albanian a voiceless apico-dental con
tinuant [= 8].

t' in Armenian an aspirated voiceless apico-dental stop.
t a voiceless apico-retroflex stop.
th an aspirated voiceless apico-retroflex stop.
() a voiceless apico-dental continuant.
jJ a voiceless apico-dental continuant [= 8].
r in Lydian a voiceless apico-alveolar affricate [= t5].

u a high back rounded vowel; in Welsh a high back
unrounded vowel.

a a long high back rounded vowel.
u in Czech a long high back rounded vowel; in Iranian a

back rounded vowel midway between u and o.
u a stressed u; in Lithuanian a long u with falling pitch;

in Latvian an u with falling pitch; in Oscan and Umbrian
a mid back rounded vowel [= 0].

u in Lithuanian a short u with falling pitch.
a in Lithuanian a a long high back rounded vowel with

rising pitch; in Latvian an u with sustained (or rising)
pitch.

PHONETIC DEFINITIONS

11 in Lithuanian a long u (formerly nasalized u).
u in Old Church Slavonic a short high back rounded

vowel.
l) a voiced bilabial approximant [= wI.
v a voiced labio-dental continuant.
vh in Venetic a voiceless labio-dental continuant 1= 11.
w a voiced bilabial approximant; in German and Dutch a

voiced labio-dental continuant [= vI; in Welsh, when
between consonants, a high back rounded vowel
(otherwise = I)).

x a voiceless dorso-velar continuant; in Iranian a voiceless
dorso-uvular continuant; in Latin, Old Norse and
English the cluster ks; in Albanian a voiced apico-dental
affricate [= dz}; in Lydian a voiceless back dorso-velar
(dorso-uvular?) stop.

y in Latin, Old English, German, and Albanian a high
front rounded vowel; in Russian and Welsh a high back
unrounded vowel (also in Welsh a mid central
unrounded vowel [= ;)1); in Polish a lower high front
unrounded vowel [= T]; in Czech a high front unrounded
vowel [= i]; in Lithuanian a long high front vowel 1= II;
in Armenian, Anatolian, Iranian, Indic, and Tocharian
a voiced palatal approximant.

z a voiced apico-alveolar groove continuant; in Oscan,
Umbrian, German, Hittite, Palaic, Luvian, and Lycian a
voiceless apico-alveolar affricate [= lsI.

zh a voiced apico-alveo-palatal groove continuant [= i].
t in Polish a voiced corono-alveo-palatal groove con

tinuant.
i a voiced apico-alveo-palatal groove continuant.
t in Polish a voiced apico-alveo-palatal groove continuant

[= rz]
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ENTRIES

Abashevo Culture
Abdomen
Able
Abundant
Accomplish
Accustom
Across
Adhere
Adpreps
Afanasevo Culture
Against
Age Set
Agriculture
Albanian Language
Alder
Alone
Anatolian Languages
Anatomy
Ancestor God
And
Andronovo Culture
Angelica
Anger
Animal
Animal Cry
Anoint
Ant
Anus
Apart
Appear
Apple
Arm
Armenian Language
Army
Around
Ash l (tree)
Ash2 (bum)
Ask
Aspen, Poplar
Ass
Assembly
Attain
Attempt
Auger
Aunt
Awake

Away
Awl
Ax
Axle

Baalberge Group
Babble
Back l (body)
Back2 (behind)
Bad
Baden Culture
Badger
Bag
Bald
Baltic Languages
Bark l (of a tree)
Bark2 (of a dog)
Barley
Barren'
Basin
Basket
Be
Beaker Culture
Bean
Bear l (animal)
Bear2 (young)
Beautiful
Beaver
Bed
Bee
Beech
Beer
Before
Begin
Behind
Belch
Belief
Bend
Berry
Between
Beyond
Bind
Binder-God
Birch
Bird
Bird Cry

Birds
Bishkent Culture
Bite
Bitter
Black
Blackbird
Bladder
Blame
Bleat
Blind
Blood
Blow
BMAC
Boat
Bodrogkeresztur Culture
Body
Boil
Bone
Booty
Border
Bow and Arrow
Brain
Branch
Brave
Break
Breast
Breathe
Bride-price
Bright
Broad
Broth
Brother
Brotherhood
Brother-in-law
Brown
Bug-Dniester Culture

'Build
Burden
Burn
Butterfly
Buttocks

Call
Captive
Carp
Carry
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Case
Castrate
Cat
Catacomb Culture
(atal Hliytik
CaVity
Celtic Languages
Cemetery H Culture
Centaur
Cernavoda Culture
Chaff
Charcoal
Chernoles Culture
Chernyakovo Culture
Cherry
Chick-pea
Child
Chin
Chust Culture
Circle
Clay
Clean
Close (the eyes)
Clothe (oneselO
Clothing
Cloud
Club
Cock
Cold
Color
Come
Companion
Comparative Mythology
Compensation
Complain
Concubine
Conquer
Consort Goddess
Contend
Cook
Coot
Copper Hoard Culture
Corded Ware Culture
Cosmogony
Cosmology
Cotofeni Culture



ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ENTRIES

Cough
Country
Cousin
Cover
Cow
Craft, Craftsman
Craft God
Crane
Crawl
Creator
Crime
Crooked
Crow
Crush
Cuckoo
Curve
Custom
Cut

Dacian Language
Dark
Daughter
Daughter-in-law
Dawn
Dawn Goddess
Day
Deaf
Death
Death Beliefs
Deceive
Deep
Deer
Defect
Degrees of Descent
Dereivka
Descendant
Desire
Destroy
Dew
Dig
Direction
Dirt
Dive
Divide
Divine Twins
Djeitun Culture
Dnieper-Donets Culture
Dog
Door
Dove
Down
Dragon
Draw (water)
Dream
Dregs
Drive
Dry
Duck
Dwell

Eagle
Ear
Early
Earth
Earth Goddess
East
Eat and Drink
Eel
Egg
Elbow
Elephant
Elf
Elk (American moose)
Elm
Empty
Enemy
Entrails
Eschatology
Este Culture
Evening
Exchange
Excrement
Extend
Extinguish
Eye
Ezero Culture

Face
Falcon
Fall
Fame
Family
Far
Fan
Fast
Fat
Father
Father-in-law
Fatyanovo-Balanovo

Culture
Favor
Fear
Feed
Fence
Ferment
Few
Field
Fight
Fill
Finch
Find
Find One's Way
Fir
Fire
Fire Cult
Fire in Water
Firm
Fish
Flat
Flax

Flea
Flee
Floor
Flotsam
Flow
Flower
Flyl (insect)
Fly2 (verb)
Foam
Follow
Food
Foot
Force
Forehead
Forget
Fork (of a tree)
Fort
Fortune
Fox
Framework
Freeman
Fresh
Friend
Frighten
Frog
Full
Furrow
Further

Gall
Gamebird
Gather
Gaudo Culture
Germanic Languages
Gird
Give
Gland
Glasinac Culture
Glide
Globular Amphora Culture
Go
Goat
God
Goddesses
Goddesses (mise.)
Golasecca Culture
Gold
Good
Goose
Grain
Granddaughter
Grandfather
Grandmother
Grandson
Grass
Gray
Greek Language
Green
Grieve
Grind
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Ground
Grove
Grow
Grunt
Guest
Gull
Gullet

Hair
Half
Hallstatt Culture
Hand
Handle
Hang
Happy
Harappan Culture
Hare
Harm
Harvest
Hasanlu
Hate
Haunch
Hawthorn
Hazel
Head
Headband
Heal
Healthy
Heap
Hear
Heart
Hearth
Heat
Heavy
Hedgehog
Heel
Hellebore
Hell-Hound
Help
Hemp
Hen
Henbane
Herd
Herdsman
Hernia
Heron
Hide 1 (conceal)
Hide2 (skin)
High
High-one
Hill
Hock
Hold
Honey
Honor
Hoof
Hook
Hoopoe
Horn
Hornbeam



ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ENTRIES

Hornet
Horse
Horse Goddess
Hostile
House
Howl
Hum
Humble
Hunger
Hunt
Hurry

Ice
Illyrian Language
Impeller
In
Indo-European Homeland
Indo-European Languages
Indo-Iranian Languages
Injure
Insects
Inspiration
Insult
Interjections
Intoxicator
Iron
Italic Languages

Jackdaw
jastorf Culture
Jaw
Jay
joint
Juice
jump
Junazite
Juniper

Karasuk Culture
Kelteminar Culture
Kemi Oba Culture
Khvalynsk Culture
Kick
Kidney
King
King and Virgin Theme
Kinship
Kinsman
Kiss
Kite
Knee
Knife
Knot l (tie)
Knot2 (in wood)
Know
Kolochin Culture
Komarov Culture
Kurgan Tradition
Kuro-Araxes Culture

Lack
Lake
Large
La Tene Culture
Laugh
Law
Lead I (verb)
Lead2 (metal)
Leader
Leaf
Lean
Learn
Leave
Leech
Left
Leg
Lengyel Culture
Leopard
Less
Libation
Lick
Lie l (recline)
Lie2 (deceive)
Life
lift
Light 1 (shine)
light2 (of weight)
Lightning
limb
Linden
Line
lineage
Linear ·Ware Culture
Lion
Lip
Litter
Live
Liver
Loins
Long
Louse
Love
Love Goddess
Lower Mikhaylovka Group
Lung
Lynx

Macedonian Language
Magic
Magpie
Make
Male
Mammals
Man
Manu
Maple
Marlik
Marriage
Marrow
Marsh

Marten
Master, Mistress
Maykop Culture
Measure
Meat
Medical God
Medicine
Meet
Mehrgarh
Melt
Messapic Language
Metal
Middle
Middle Dnieper Culture
Milk
Millet
Mistletoe
Mix
Moan
Monkey
Moon
Moss
Mother
Mother-in-law
Mouse
Mouth
Move
Mulberry
Murmur
Muscle

Nail
Namazga
Name
Narrow
Nave
Navel
Near
Neck
Necklace
Nephew
Nest
Net
Nettle
New
Niece
Night
Nod
Noise
Nose

. Not
Novodanilovka Group
Novotitorovka Culture
Now
Number
Numerals
Nut

Oak
Oar

Oath
Oats
Old
Old Man
Once
Opinion
Or
Order
Orphan
Other
Otter
Out
Over
Owl
Own

Pain
Paint
Painted Grey Ware Culture
Panther
Pastoral God
Pea
Peak
Penkov Culture
People
PerceIve
Perch
Persuade
Phrygian Language
Physical Anthropology
Picene Languages
Pierce
Pig
Pin
Pine
Pit-Comb \Vare Culture
Place
Plank
Plants
Play
Please
Plow
Poet
Poetry
Point
Poison
Polecat
Poltavka Culture
Poppy
Porridge
Portion
Post
Pot
Potapovka Culture
Pour
Powerful
Prague Culture
Praise
Pray
Prepare
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF ENTRIES

Press
Prick
Priest
Project
Pronouns
Prosper
Protect
Proto-Indo-European
Przeworsk Culture
Pull
Pure
Pus
Push
Put
Put in Order

Qawrighul Culture
Quail
Quern
QUiet

Rain
Raw
Razor
Reconstruction
Red
Reed
Reins
Release
Remain
Remains
Remedello Culture
Remember
Residence
Return Home
Reward
Rich
Ride
Right
Rinaldone Culture
Ring
River
River Goddess
Road
Roar
Roof
Rossen Culture
Rot
Rough
Row
Rub
Rule
Run
Rye

Sacred
Sacred Drink
Sacrifice
Salmon
Salt

Samara Culture
Same
Sand
Sap
Satisfy
Scatter
Schleichers Tale
Scrape
Sea
Sea God
Seasons
Seat
See
Seed
Seek
Servant
Set
Set in Motion
Sexual Organs and

Activities
Shadow
Shaft
Shake
Shame
Sharp
Sharpen
Sheatfish
Sheep
Shellfish
Shield
Shine
Shoe
Shoot
Shore
Short
Shoulder
Show
Shrew
Shrink
Sick
Sickle
Side
Sieve
Sigh
Sign
Silent
Silver
Sing
Sintashta
Sister
Sister-in-law
Sit
Skin
Skin Disease
Slack
Slant
Slavic Languages
Sleep
Slide
Slimy

Sling
Sloetree
Small
Smear
Smell
Smith God
Smoke
Smooth
Snail
Snake
Snore
Snow
Social Organization
Soft
Some
Son
Son-in-Law
Son's Death
Soon
Sound
Sow
Space
Sparrow
Speak
Spear
Speckled
Spew
Spirit
Spleen
Splinter
Split
Spongy
Spread
Sprtng
Sprinkle
SqUirrel
Sredny Stog Culture
Srubna Culture
Stalk
Stammer
Stand
Star
Starling
Steal
Stelae
Step
Stiff
Stir
Stone
Stork
Strength
Strike
Strong
Stupid
Sturgeon
Subgrouping
Suck
Sun
Sun Goddess
Suvorovo Culture
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Swan
Swat Culture
Swear
Sweat
Sweet
Swell
Swim
Sword

Tail
Take
Tame
Tartaria Tablets
Taste
Tazabagyab Culture
Teach
Tear l (cry)
Tear2 (rend)
Tench
Tendon
Terramare Culture
Terrible
Textile
Textile Preparation
Thick
Thin
Think
Thorn
Thracian Language
Threaten
Threefold Death
Three-headed Monster
Thresh
Through
Throw
Thrush
Thunder
Thunder God
Thus
Time
Time-Depth
Tin
Tired
Tiszapolgar Culture
To
Tocharian Languages
Today
Tongue
Tool
Tooth
Torch
Tortoise
Touch
Track
Transfunctional Goddess
TRB Culture
Tree
Trees
Trickster
Tripolye Culture



Trout
Troy
True
Trzciniec Culture
Turn, Twist
Twin

Uncle
Under
Underworld
Up
Urinate
Urnfield Culture
Usatovo Culture
Use
Uterus

Vakhsh Culture
Valley
Varna
Vault
Vegetables

Venetie Language
Village
Villanovan Culture
Visible
Voice
Vulture

Wade
Wagon
Wall
Wander
Want
Warfare
War God
War of the Foundation
Warriors
Wasp
Watch
Water
Wave
Wax
Way

Weak
Wealth
Weasel
Wedge
Wet
Wheat
Wheel
Whetstone
White
Widow
Wife
Wild (God)
Willow
Wind 1 (blow)
Wind2 (wrap)
Wine
Wing
Winnow
Wipe
With
Without
Wolf
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Woman
Woodpecker
Wool
Work
World
Worm
Worship
Wound

Yamna Culture
Yawn
Yaz Culture
Year
Yellow
Yesterday
Yew
Yoke
Young

Zaruhintsy Culture



THEMATIC LIST OF ENTRIES

Activities
Anatomy and Natural Functions
Animals
Archaeological Sites and Cultures
Architecture and Dwellings
Clothing and Textiles
Emotions
Food and Drink
Languages and Linguistics
Law
Marriage and Kinship
Material Culture
Mind

Activities

Miscellaneous Grammatical Categories
Motion and Transport
Physical World
Possession, Occupation and Commerce
Quantity and Number
Religion and Comparative Mythology
Sense Perception
Social and Political Relations
Spatial Relations
Speech
Time
Vegetation and Agriculture
Warfare

Able
Accomphsh
Adhere [Adhere; Smear]
Anoint
Attempt
Bathe [Cleanl
Be
Bend
Bind
Blow
Braid [Bind]
Break [Break; Tear2]

Build [Work]
Burrow [Dig]
Burst [Break]
Carve [Cut]
Compress [Pressl
Crush
Cut
Dig
Do [Make]
Enjoy [Use]

Extend
Extinguish
Fasten [Bind]
Fit [Accomplish]
Flay [Tear2]

Fold [Bend]
Glue [Adhere]
Grind [Crush]
Handle [Prepare]
Hang
Help
Hew [Strike]
join [Bind]
Make
Peel [Tear2]

Pierce_ ~
Poke~ck]

Prepare [Make; Prepare]
Press
Prick
Project
Pull [Extend]

Reach (Extend]
Roll [Turn]
Rub (Rub; Sharpen]
Scatter
Scrape [Rub; Scrapel
Scratch [Cut; Scrape; Tear2 ]

Seek [Accomplish]
Shake
Sharpen
Shave [Scrape]
Smear
Smear [Anoint]
Sow [Scatter]
Split [Cut; Split]
Spread
Sprinkle [Spread]
Squeeze [Press I
Stab [Strike]
Stick [Adhere; Smearl
Sting [Pierce]
Stir
Stretch [Extend]

Strew [Scatter; Spread]
Strike (Strike; Tear2 ]

Subdue [Tame]
Swell [Blow; Swell]
SWing (Bend]
Tame
Tear2 (Off)
Throw
Thrust
Tremble lShakel
Turn
Twist ITurn, Twist I
Use
Wash [Clean I
Wear out [Crushl
Whet [Sharpenl
Wind2

Wipe
Work
Wound IStrike]
\Vrap [Wind 2]
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THEMATIC LIST OF ENTRIES

Anatomy and Natural Functions

Body Parts
Abdomen
Abomasum [Abdomen]
Anatomy
Anus [Anus; Sexual Organs]
Arm
Back l

Beard [Hair]
Bladder
Blood
Body
Bone
Brain [Brain; Marrow]
Breast
Bristle [Hair]
Buttocks
Chin [Chin; Hair]
Ear
Elbow
Entrails
Eye
Eyebrow [Eye]
Face
Feather [Wing]
Finger [Hand]
Fist [Hand]
Fleece [Hair]
Foot
Forearm [Arm, Elbow]
Forehead
Gall
Gland
Gullet
Gums [Mouthl
Hair
Hand
Haunch
Head
Heart
Heel
Hide [Hide2 ; Skin]
Hip [Haunch]
Hock
Intestines [Entrails]
jaw [Chin; jaw]
joint

Kidney
Knee
Leather [Hide2]

Leg
Limb
Lip [Lip; Mouth]
Liver
Loins
Lung
Mane [Hair]
Marrow [Brain; Marrow]
Mouth
Muscle
Nail
Navel [Nave; Navel]
Neck
Nipple [Breast]
Nose
Omasum [Abdomen]
Palate [Mouth]
Palm [Hand]
Paunch [Abdomen]
Paw [Foot]
Pelt [Hide2 ; Skin]
Pelt [Skin]
Penis [Sexual Organs]

.Rib [Breast]
Rumen [Abdomen]
Rump [Buttocks]
Scrotum [Sexual Organs]
Sexual Organs
Shin [Leg]
Shoulder
Shoulder [Arm]
Sinew [Tendon]
Skin
Skull [Head]
Spleen
Stomach [Abdomen]
Tail
Teat [Breast]
Tendon
Testicle [Sexual Organs]
Thread [Hair]
Throat [Gullet]
Thumb [Hand]

Tongue
Tooth
Udder [Breast]
Uterus
Vulva [Sexual Organs]
Wing
Womb [Abdomen; Uterus]
Wool

Functions and Diseases
Abscess [Skin Disease]
Affliction [Pain]
Bald
Bare [Bald]
Barren
Bear2

Beget [Bear2]

Belch
Bite
Blind
Breathe
Callosity [Skin Disease]
Castrate
Copulates [Sexual Organs]
Corpse [Death]
Cough
Crooked [Defect]
Cross-eyed [Blind]
Cure [Heal]
Deaf
Death
Defecate [Excrement]
Defect
Die [Death]
Dumb [Dean
Dung [Excrement]
Excrement
Exhausted [Tired]
Fart
Foul [Rot]
Fresh
Grow
Heal
Healthy
Hernia
III [Sick]

Infertile [Barren]
Lame [Defect I
Leprosy [Skin Disease]
Life
Limp [Defect]
Live
Manure [Excrement)
Mature [Grow]
Medicine
Naked [Bald]
One-eyed [Blindl
Pain
Physical Anthropology
Pimple [Skin Disease I
Powerful [Powerful;

Strength]
Purulent [Rotl
Pus
Putrification [Pus]
Rot
Scabby [Skin Diseasel
Sexual Organs
Skin Disease
Sleepy [Tired]
Sneeze [Breathe; Cough]
Snort [Breathe I
Spew
Spit [Spewl
Strength [Force; Strength]
Strong
Suffer [Pain]
Sweat
Tear l

Tetter [Skin Disease}
Tired
Ulcer [Skin Disease I
Urinate
Vigor [Strength]
Vitality [Strength]
Vomit [Spewl
Waken [Show]
Wart [Skin Disease]
Weak
Whole [Healthyl
Wound
Yawn

I

Mammals
Animal
Ape [Monkeyl
Ass
Aurochs [Cow]

. Badger

Bear l

Beaver
Bison [Cow]
Boar [Pig]
Buck [Goat]
Bull [Cow]

Animals

Cat
Cow
Creature [Animal; Wolf!
Deer
Dog
Donkey [Ass]
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Dormouse [Mousel
Elephant
Elk IElk; Deerl
Ermine [Weasel]
Ewe [Sheep}
Fleece [Sheep]



ArchaeolOgical sks and Cultures

Fox
Goat
Hare
Hedgehog
Hoof
Horn
Hornless [Hom]
Horse
Ivory [Elephant]
Lamb [Sheep]
Leopard [Leopard;

Panther]
Lion [Lion; Panther]
Livestock [Animal]
Lynx
Mammals
Mare [Horse]
Marten
Monkey
Mouse
Offspring [Animal]
Onager [Ass]
Otter
Ox [Cow]
Panther
Pig
Polecat
Quadruped [Animal!
Ram [Sheep}
Roedeer [Deer]
Sheep
Shrew
SqUirrel

Abashevo Culture
Afanasevo Culture
Andronovo Culture
Baalberge Group
Baden Culture
Beaker Culture
Bishkent Culture
BMAC
Bodrogkeresztur Culture
Bug-Dniester Culture
Catacomb Culture
(:atal Hoyok
Cemetery H Culture
Cernavoda Culture
Chernoles Culture
Chernyakovo Culture
Chust Culture
Copper Hoard Culture
Corded Ware CuI ture
Cotofeni Culture
Dereivka
Djeitun Culture

Stag [Deer]
Stoat [Weasel]
Weasel
Wild Cat [Cat; Marten]
Wolf
Yearling [Animal}

Birds
Bird
Birds
Blackbird
Cock
Coot
Crane
Crow
Cuckoo
Dove
Duck
Eagle
Egg
Falcon
Finch
Gamebird
Goose
Gull
Hawk [Falcon}
Hen
Heron
Hoopoe
Jackdaw
Jay
Kite
Magpie

Dnieper-Donets Culture
Este Culture
Ezero Culture
Fatyanovo-Balanovo

Culture
Gaudo Culture
Glasinac Culture
Globular Amphora Culture
Golasecca Culture
Hallstatt Culture
Harappan Culture
Hasanlu
Jastorf Culture
Junazite
Karasuk Culture
Kelteminar Culture
Kemi Oba Culture
Khvalynsk Culture
Kolochin Culture
Komarov Culture
Kurgan Tradition
Kuro-Araxes Culture

Owl·
Quail
Raven [Crow]
Sparrow
Starling
Stork
Swan
Teal [Duck}
Thrush
Vulture
Woodpecker

Fish
Asp [Carp}
Carp
Eel
Fish

. Fish-eggs [Fish]
Minnow [Fish]
Perch
Pikeperch [Carp]
Salmon
Sheatfish
Sturgeon
Tench
Trout [Trout; Salmon]
Wels [Sheatfish]

Reptiles and Amphibians
Dragon
Frog
Frog-spawn [Fish]
Snake

I

La Tene Culture
Lengyel Culture
Linear Ware Culture
Lower Mikhaylovka Group
Marlik
Maykop Culture
Mehrgarh
Middle Dnieper Culture
Namazga
Novodanilovka Group
Novotitorovka Culture
Painted Gray Ware Culture
·Penkov Culture
Pit-Comb Ware Culture
Poltavka Culture
Potapovka Culture
Prague Culture
Przeworsk Culture
Qawrighul Culture
Remedello Culture
Rinaldone Culture
Rossen Culture

THEMATIC UST OF ENTRIES

Tortoise

Insects, Etc
Ant
Bee
Beetle [Insects]
Butterlly
Crab [Shellfish]
Crayfish [Shellfish]
Drone [Bee]
Flea
Flyl
Gnat [Fly 1; Insectsl
Hornet
Insect [Worm I
Insect stinger Ilnsects]
Insects
Leech
Louse
Maggot [Worm]
Midge [Fly II
Mosquito [Flyl]
Mussel [Shellfish]
Nit [Louse]
Shellfish
Slug [Snail]
Snail
Tick [Louse]
Wasp
Weevil [Insects]
Worm

Sarnara Culture
Sintashta
Sredny Stog Culture
Sruhna Culture
Suvorovo Culture
Swat Culture
Tartaria Tablets
Tazabagyab Culture
Terramare Culture
Tiszapolgar Culture
TRS Culture
Tripolye Culture
Troy
Trzciniec Culture
Urnfield Culture
Usatovo Culture
Vakhsh Culture
Varna
Villanovan Culture
Yamna Culture
Yaz Culture
Zarubintsy Culture
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Architecture and Dwellings

Beam [Framework; Plank]
. Bed

Board [Plank]
Build
Cave [Cavity]
Cavity
Chair [Seat]
Couch [Bed]
Door
Doorjamb [Door]
Dwell
Dwelling [House]

Enclosure [Fence]
Fence
Floor [Floor; Ground]
Fort
Framework
Gate [Door]
Ground
Hearth
Hollow [Cavity]
House
Household [Village]
Litter

Nest
Peg [Tooth; Wedge]
Pen [Fence]
Pile [Build}
Pillar [Postl
Plank
Pole [Post]
Post
Rod [Post]
Roof
Room [House]
Seat

Settle [Dwelll
Settlement [Village]
Splinter
Stake [Post]
Stall [Fence]
Tube [Cavity]
Vault
Village
Wall
Wedge

Clothing and Textiles

Bag
Band [Headband]
Basket
Belt [Gird]
Bolster [Bag]
Braid [Textile Preparation]
Cloak [Clothing]
Cloth [Textile]
Clothe (oneselO
Clothing
Comb [Textile Preparation]

Draw [Textile Preparation]
Dress [Clothe]
Dye [Textile Preparation]
Felt [Textile]
Garment [Clothing]
Gird
Headband
Knot l

Necklace
Net
Pin

Plait [Textile Preparation]
Pluck [Textile Preparation]
Ring [Pin; Ring]
Scratch [Textile Preparation]
Sew [Textile Preparation]
Shoe
Sinew [Textile]
Sling
Spin [Textile Preparation]
Strap [Sling]
String [Textile Preparation]

Textile
Textile Preparation
Thread [Textile]
Twine [Textile Preparationl
Twist [Textile Preparation]
Wattle [Textile Preparation]
Weave [Textile Preparation]
Wool

Anger
Bad
Blame
Charm [Deceive]
Deceive
Defect
Desire [Desire; Love]
Evil [Bad)
Excellent [Good]
Fame
Favor
Fear
Ferocity [Anger}
Frighten

Good
Greedy [Desire]
Grieve
Guilt [Shame]
Happy
Hard [Terrible]
Hate
Honor
Hostile [Hate; Hostile]
Humble
Insult
Kiss
Lament [Grieve]
Lie2

Emotions

Love
Lowly [Humble]
Merry [Happy]
Mourn [Grieve]
Noble [Good]
Play
Please
Praise
Real [True]
Rejoice [Happy]
Reproach [Blame]
Revile [Insult]
Rude [Terrible]
Satisfy
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Scare [Frighten]
Shame
Terrible
Threaten
Torment IThre'atenI
Trick [Deceive]
True
Unpleasant [Badl
Violent [Anger]
Want
Wish [Want]



Food and Drink

THEMATIC LIST OF ENTRIES

Bake [Cook]
Beer
Boil [Boil; Cook}
Brew [Fermentl
Broth
Bubble [Boil]
Butter [Milkl
Buttermilk [Milk}
Chew [Eat and Drink]
Cook
Cream [Milk]
Curds [Milk]
Draw (water)
Dregs

Drink [Eat and Drink]
Eat and Drink
Fat
Fatten {Feed}
Feed
Ferment
Food
Gnaw [Eat and Drink]
Graze [Feed}
Grease [Fat]
Gulp [Eat and Drink]
Honey
Hunger
Intoxicator

Juice
Libation
Lick [Eat and Drinkl
Mash [Broth]
Mead [Honey}
Meal [Eat and Drink;

Sacrifice}
Meat
Milk
Mix
Nourishment [Food}
Oil [Fatl
Poison
Porri ge

Raw
Roast [Cookl
Sacred Drink
Sacrifice
Salt
Seethe [Boil I
Stir
Suck IEat and Drink)
Swallow {Eat and D'rinkl
Sweet
Taste
Tasty (Sweet; Tastel
Whey [Milk]
Wine

Languages and . guistics

Albanian Language
Anatolian Languages
Armenian Language
Baltic Languages
Celtic Languages
Dacian Language
Germanic Languages

Blame
Crime

Greek Language
Illyrian Language
Indo-European Homeland
Indo-European Languages
Indo-Iranian Languages
I talic Languages
Macedonian Language

Guilt
Law

Messapic Language
Phrygian Language
Picene Languages
Proto-Indo-European
Reconstruction
Schleicher's Tale
Slavic Languages

Law

Oath
Order

Subgrouping
Thracian Language
Time-Depth
Tocharian Languages
Venetie Language

Shame
Swear

Marriage and Kinship

Aunt
Bride-price
Brother
Brotherhood
Brother-in-law
Child
Clan [Family}
Concubine
Cousin
Daughter
Daughter-in-law
Degrees of Descent
Descendant
Family
Father

Father-in-law
Friend
Granddaughter

[Granddaughter; Niece]
Grandfather [Grandfather;

Uncle}
Grandmother
Grandson [Grandson;

Nephew}
Heir IOrphan}
Household [Family]
Husband [Man; Master,

Mistress)
Kinship
Kinsman

Lady (Master, Mistress]
Lineage
Male
Man
Marriage
Marry [Marriage)
Master
Mistress [Master, Mistress]
Mortal [Man]
Mother
Mother-in-law
Nephew
Niece
Offspring [Child]
Old Man

Orphan
Relation [Father-in-Iawl
Sister
Sister-in-law
Son
Son-in-law
Twin
Uncle
Widow
Wife
Woman
Young Man [Youngl
Young Woman [Youngl
Young
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Material· Culture

Adze [Ax]
Arrow [Bow and Arrow]
Auger
Awl
Ax
Axle
Bag
Bar [Hook]
Basin
Basket
Boat
Bolt [Hook]
Bow and Arrow
Bowl [Pot]
Bronze [Metal]
Caldron [Pot]
Canoe [Boat]

Awake
Belief
Believe [Beliefl
Consider [Think]
Dream [Dream; Sleep]

Case
Club
Container [Pot]
Copper [Metal]
Cudgel [Club]
Cup [Pot]
Dagger [Sword]
Dish [Pot]
Gold
Handle
Harrow [Plow]
Hoe [Plow]
Hook
Iron
Jug [Pot]
Knife [Knife; Sword]
Lead2

Feel [Think]
Forget
Know
Learn
Opinion

Metal
Nave
Net
Oar
Pin
Plate [Pot]
Plow
Plowshare [Plow]
Pole [Shaft]
Pot
Quern
Rake [Plow]
Razor
Reins
Ring [Pin; Ring]
Shaft
Shield

Mind

Remember
Sleep
Sleepy [Sleep]
Stupid
Teach

Sickle
Sieve
Silver
Sling
Spear
Spit [Spear]
Sword
Tin
Tool
Torch
Vessel [Pot]
Wagon
Wax
Wheel
Whetstone
Yoke

Think
Thought [Think]
Tired
Trust [Beliefl

Miscellaneous Grammatical Categories

And
Demonstrative Pronouns [Pronouns]
Interjections
Interrogative Pronouns [Pronouns]
Not

Or
Personal Pronouns [Pronouns]
Possessive Pronouns [Pronouns]
Pronouns
Thus

Motion and Transport

Attain
Axle
Bear [Carry]
Boat
Canoe [Boat]
Carry
Come
Crawl
Dip [Dive]
Dive
Drip [Flow]
Drive

Fall
Find Ones Way
Flee
Float [Swim]
Flotsam
Flow
Fly2

Follow [Follow; Hunt]
Glide
Go [Go; Step]
Hunt
Hurry

Jump
Kick
Lead l

Leave
Lift
Move [Flow; Hurry; Move]
Nave
Oar
Ooze [Flow]
Pass [Go]
Passage [Road]
Pole [Shaft]
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Pour
Pull [Glide; Pull]
Push
Raise [Lift]
Reach [Attain]
Reins
Return Home
Ride [Carry; Ride]
Road
Row
Run
Set in Motion



Shaft
Slide
Slip [Slide]
Sprinkle
Step [Go; Step]

Surpass [Go]
Swim
Thrust [Push]
Track [Hunt; Road; Track]
Travel [Go]

Wade
Wagon
Walk [Step]
Wander
Wash [Swim]

THEMATIC LIST OF ENTRIES

Way [Road; Way]
Well up [Flow]
Wheel
Yoke

Ash2

Blaze [Burn]
Bum
Charcoal
Cistern [Lake]
Clay
Cloud
Dew
Dirt
Drizzle [Cloud]
Dust [Dirt; Sand]
Earth
Estuary [River]
Fire [Fire; Charcoal]
Foam

Frost [Ice]
Glow [Burn}
Hail [Ice]
Hill
Hoarfrost [Ice]
Ice
Icicle [lee]
Kindle [Bum]
Lake
Lightning
Marsh
Melt
Mist [Cloud]
Moon
Mountain [Hill]

Physical World

Mud [Marsh]
Pebble [Stone]
Pond [Lake]
Pool [Lake}
Rain
River
River bank [Shore]

. Roast [Bum}
Rock [Stone]
Sand
Sea
Shore
Singe [Burn}
Sky [Cloud]
Smoke

Smoulder [Burnl
Snow
Spring
Star
Stone
Sun
Swamp [Marsh}
Thunder
Valley
Water [Lake; Marsh;

Water]
Wave [Spring; Wave!
Wind 1

World

Possession, Occupation and Commerce

Amass [Gather]
Apportioner [Fortune]
Barter [Exchange]
Benefit [Reward]
Bestow [Give]
Booty
Burden
Catch [Take}
Compensation
Cowherd [Herdsman}
Destroy
Exchange

Find
Fortune
Gather
Give
Goods [Wealth}
Grasp [Take}
Guard [Feed]
Harm
Herdsman
Hold
Lack
Own

Pay [Exchange}
Pluck [Take]
Portion
Possess [Hold]
Possessions [Wealth]
Prize [Reward]
Prosper
Protect [Feed; Protect]
Purchase [Exchange]
Release
Restitution [Compensation]
Reward

Rich
Seek
Seize [Take]
Sell [Exchange]
Snatch [Take]
Steal
Success [Fortune}
Take
Wealth

Quantity and Number

Abundant
Alone
Any [Some}
Both [Numerals]
Bundle [Heap}
Compute [Number]
Count [Number]
Empty
Fat [Abundant]

Few
Fill
First [Numerals]
Flock [Herd}
Full
Half
Heap
Herd
Less

Little [Few]
Measure
Much [Abundant]
Number
Numerals
Once
Other
Portion
Rich [Abundant}
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Same
Series [Herd]
Single [Alone]
Some
Thick [Abundant I
Twin
Weigh [Measure]



THEMATIC LIST OF ENTRIES

Religion and Comparative Mythology

Ancestor God
Binder-God
Centaur
Comparative Mythology
Consecrate [Sacred]
Consort Goddess
Cosmogony
Cosmology
Craft God
Creator
Curse [Pray]
Dawn Goddess
Death Beliefs
Divine Twins
Earth Goddess
Elf
Eschatology

Fire Cult
Fire in Water
God
Goddesses
Goddesses (misc.)
Hell-Hound
High-one
Holy [Sacred]
Horse Goddess
Horse Sacrifice [Horse]
Impeller
Inspiration
Intoxicator
King and Virgin Theme
Libation
Love Goddess
Magic

Manu
Medical God
Pastoral God
Phantom [Spirit]
Pray
Priest
River Goddess
Sacred
Sacred Drink
Sacrifice
Sea God
Seer [Poet]
Sky Daughter [God]
Sky God [God]
Smith God
Son's Death
Sorcery [Magic]

Spell [Magicj
Spirit
Stelae
Sun Goddess
Taboo [Sacredl
Threefold Death
Three-headed Monster
Thunder God
Transfunctional Goddess
Trickster
Underworld
War God
War of the Foundation
Wild (God)
Worship

Sense Perception

Appear
Beautiful
Bitter
Black
Blue [Green]
Bright
Brown [Black; Brown]
Clean
Clear [Bright]
Close (the eyes)
Cold
Color
Dark
Defile [Dirt]
Difficult [Heavy]
Dirty [Dirt]
Dry
Enjoy [Taste]
Firm

Glance [See]
Gray
Green
Hear
Heat
Heavy
Honey
Hot [Heat]
Light1

Light2

Long
Madder [Green]
Mark [Paint]
Observe [See]
Obvious [Visible}
Pain
Paint
Pale [White}
Perceive

Point out [Show]
Pure
Red
Rough
See
Shade [Shadow]
Shadow
Shine
Show
Sign
Silver [Silver; White]
Slimy
Slippery [Slimy]
Smell
Smooth
Soft
Soil [Dirt]
Sour [Bitter]
Speckled

Spongy
Spotted [Speckled}
Sticky [Slimy]
Stiff
Striped [Speckled}
Suffer [Painl
Sweet
Taste
Touch
Variegated [Speckled}
Visible
Warm [Heat}
Watch
Wet
White
Yellow

Social and Political Relations

Accustom
Age Set
Allow [Release]
Assembly
Brotherhood
Companion
Country

Craft
Craftsman [Craft}
Crime
Custom
Enemy [Enemy; Guest]
Follower [Companion]
Freeman

Friend
Guest
King
Land [Country]
Leader [King; Leader}
Meet
People
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Residence
Rule
Servant
Social Organization
Stranger [Guest I
Troop [Companionl
Village



Spatial Relations

THEMATIC LIST OF ENTRIES

About [Through]
Above [Across]
Across
Adpreps
After [Back2]

Against
Ahead [Before]
Among [Middle]
Apart
Around
Arrange [Put in Order]
Asunder [Apart]
Away
Back2

Before
Behind [Back; Behind]
Between
Beyond
Border
Broad
Circle
Compact [Shrink]
Conceal [Cover]
Corner [Curvel

Animal Cry
Argue [Contend]
Ask [Ask; Pray]
Beg [Ask]
Assert [Contend]
Babble
Bark [Animal Cry; Bark2]

Bird Cry
Bleat
Cackle [Laugh]
Call
Caw [Bird Cry]
Complain
Contend
Crack [Sound]
Crackle [Noise]
Cry [Animal Cry; Call]
Curse [PrayI
Declare [Speak]

Cover
Crooked
Curve
Deep
Direction
Divide
Down
East
Far
Flank [Side]
Flat
Further
Hide l (conceal)
High
In
Into [Between; In]
Large
Lean
Left
Lie I

Limit [Border]
Line [Border; Line]
Low [Under]
Middle

Drone [Noise]
Express· [Speak]
Grieve
Groan [Sigh]
Growl [Bark2; Noisel
Grunt
Hiss [Noise]
Hoot [Bird Cry]
Howl [Bark2; Bird Cry;

Howl; Noise; Roarl
Hum
Hush [Silent]
Insult
Invite {Call]
Invoke [CaUl
Lament [Grieve]
Laugh
Lie2

Low [Animal Cry]

Narrow
Near
On [Near]
Out
Over [Over; Through]
Peak
Place [Place; Put; Set]
Point
Pointed [Sharp]
Position [Place]
Put [Put; Set]
Put in Order
Quiet
Remain
Remains
'Rest [Quiet]
Right
Row [Line]
Separate [Divide]
Series [Line]
Set
Sharp
Short
Side

Speech

Moan
Mourn [Grieve]
Murmur
Mutter [Noisel
Name
Nod
Noise
Persuade
Poet
Poetry
Praise
Pray
Quarrel [Contend]
Rattle [Noise]
Recite [Speak]
Resound [Sound]
Revile [Insult]
Roar
Rumble [Noise]
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Sit
Slack
Slant
Small
Space
Stand
Surround [Coverl
Thick [Shrink; Thick]
Thin

~
rOUgh [Across;
Through]

To
~ Toward {Tol

Under
Up
Upright [Highl
Wide [Broadl
With
Without
Wrap [Cover]
Wrinkle [Shrink]
Yonder [Beyond]

Say [Speak]
Scream [Bird Cry]
Shout [Call]
Shout [Noise]
Sigh
Silent
Sing
Smile [Laugh]
Snore
Song [Sing]
Sound
Speak ICall; Praise; Speakl
Sputter [Noise]
Stammer
Swear
Threaten
Thunder
Voice [Sound; Voice I
Yelp [Bark2]
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Already [Now]
Autumn [Seasons]

. Before
Begin
Dawn
Day
Early

Evening
Fast
Morning [Early]
New
Night
Now
Old

Time

Quick [Fast]
Seasons
Soon
Spring [Seasons]
Summer [Seasons]
Time
Today

Winter [Seasons]
Year
Yesterday
Young

Vegetation and Agriculture

Trees
Acorn [Oak]
Alder
Apple
Ash l

Aspen
Bark l

Bast [Bark l ]

Beech
Berry
Birch
Birdlime [Mistletoe]
Blackthorn [Sloetree]
Branch [Branch; Fork]
Cherry
Conifer [Pine]
Elm
Fir
Forest [Tree]
Fork
Fruit [Berry]
Grove
Hawthorn
Hazel
Hornbeam
Juniper
Knot2

leaf

Age Set
Army
Arrow [Bow and Arrow]
Ax
Booty
Bow and Arrow
Brotherhood
Captive
Club

linden
Maple
Mistletoe
Mulberry
Needle [Branch]
Nut
Oak
Pine
Pitch [Sap]
Poplar [Aspen, Poplar]
Resin [Sap]
Root [Branch]
Sap
Sloetree
Sprout [leaf]
Thorn [Branch]
Tree
Trees
Willow
Wood [Tree]
Yew

Agriculture and Plants
Agriculture
Angelica
Awn [Grain]
Barley [Barley; Grain]
Bean

Companion
Conquer
Cudgel [Club]
Dagger [Sword]
Destroy
Enemy
Fight
Fighter [Army]
Force

Bran [Chaff]
Bristle [Grain]
Cabbage [Vegetables]
Carrot [Vegetables]
Chaff
Chick-pea
Ear of Grain [Grain]
Esculent root (Vegetables]
Fallow [Field]
Field
Flax
Flower
Fruit [Grain]
Furrow
Garden (Field]
Garlic (Vegetables]
Grain (Grain; Millet]
Grass
Greens [Vegetables]
Grind
Harvest
Hellebore
Hemp
Henbane
leaf
Meadow [Field]
Millet
Moss

Warfare

Fort
Harm
Hostile
Injure
Knife
Leader
Overcome [Conquer]
People
Shield
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Mould [Moss]
Mow (Harvest]
Nettle
Oats
Pasture [Field]
Pea
Plants
Pluck [Harvest]
Poppy
Reed
Rush [Reed]
Rye
Seed
Shoot
Sow
Sprout (Leaf]
Stalk
Stem [Stalk]
Straw [Stalk]
Thorn
Thresh
Turnip [Vegetables}
Vegetables
Vine [Wine]
Wheat
Wine
Winnow

Sling
Spear
Strike
Sword
Troop [Companion]
Warband [Army}
Warfare
War God
Warriors
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f. •

Abashevo a. Distribution of the Abashevo culture in the Volga-Ural
region.

more spectacular mortuary finds is the kurgan at Pepkino
which yielded the collective burial of ~wenty-eightmen who
had apparently died violent deaths (at least orne by ax-blows

ABASHEVO CULTURE
The Abashevo culture, named from a cemetery in the

Chuvash Republic, is a Late Bronze Age culture (c seven
teenth-sixteenth centuries BC) that spans the forest-steppe
from the area of Kazan to the southern Urals. It is diVided
into three variants: Don-Volga, middle Volga and a southern
Ural variant that extends eastwards to the river Iobol. More
than two hundred settlements are known consisting of a series
of rectangular dwellings with large floor areas of about 150'
to 200 m2.

Settlements have .left remains indicative of a mixed
agricultural economy. Metal sickles and stone grinders suggest
agriculture while the animal remains are almost exclusively
those of domestic animals. Cattle predominate, then sheep/
goat, while pig and horse are found in smaller amounts.
Cheek-pieces, typical of neighboring steppe cultures (and also"
of the Mycenaeans), reveal the use of the horse and' (probably)
chariot.

Burial was inhumation on the back with the legs flexed.
Several burials might be placed. either under a kurgan or
inserted into an earlier kurgan of the region and, in general,
the Abashevo culture continues the earlier mortuary tradition
of the· Yamna culture. Some graves' show evidence of a birch
bark floor and a timber constJUction might form the walis
and roof of the burial chamber. In some instanc:es th~re was
either a stone kerb or a series of wooden uprights set about
the circumference of the kurgan. Ihe·graves are poor with
respect to artifacts: usually a pot made with crushed-shell
temper (another typical feature of the steppe cultures), animal
bones, and rarely metal objects. On those few occasions where
metal objects have been uncovere'd, they have included
crucibles for smelting copper and moulds for casting. Such
burials are normally attributed to bronzesmiths. One of the

...... '.. ~... : ..
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ABASHEVO CULTURE

b. I

;'i~t~:·it·'i
d.

Abashevo b. Woman's headdress that may have served as an ethnic marker; c. Reconstructed house (c 10 x 4 m) from Beregovskiye;
d. Cheek-piece for horse-bridle from Utyevka; e. Abashevo burial from Pikshiki.

to the head). Other cemeteries have produced evidence of
burials lacking skulls.

The Abashevo culture was an important center of metal
lurgy as the southern Urals provided a major source of local
copper. High in arsenic, this provided a fonn of bronze. Axes,
spearheads and sickles are typical of the Abashevo range of
implements while metal appliques, associated with women's
headdresses, are regarded as a disrinctive ethnic marker. In
addition, silver-bearing ores were also exploited and silver
ornaments were manufactured.

The Abashevo culture was later assimilated into the territory
of the Srubna culture which replaced it. The ethno-linguistic
identity of the Abashevo culture can only be a subject of
speculation. On the one hand, it appears to reflect a nonhern
penetration of the earlier steppe cultures which, during the
mid-second millennium Be, would have presumably been
Iranian and hence it offers one of a number of convenient
contact zones between the Indo-European and Uralic families
where loanwords passed northwards. On the other hand, it
also may be seen as an extension of the Fatyanovo-Balanovo
phenomenon to the southeast.

See also FAlYANOVo-BALANOVO CULTIJRE; SRUBNA CULTURE;

YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.]

ABDOMEN
*udero- 'abdomen, stomach'. [lEW 1104-1105

(*udero-); Wat 72 (*udero-); Buck 4.46; BK 496 (*wal"-/
*WJtY_)]. Lat uterus 'abdomen; womb', Grk vo£por; 'dropsy'
« *'swollen stomach'), Av udara- 'stomach', Oind udara
'stomach'. With new full-grades: OPrus weders 'belly', Lith
vedaras 'intestines; abdomen', Latv veders 'stomach', Grk
(Hesychius) oo£por; « *w6deros) 'stomach'. From *ud 'out,
up' + *-ero- a suffix showing contrast; thus originally 'the
outer or superficial abdomen' (d. *hlen-teros 'entrails'). The
wide distribution would seem to be a good guarantee of PIE
status.

*ucJStero/eha- 'abdomen, stomach'. [lEW 1104-1105
(*udero-); Wat 72 (*udero-); BK 496 (*watY-/*wdl Y-»). Grk
varepli 'womb', (Hesychius) varpos 'stomach', TochB
wastarye « *uslri6-) '± liver'. A variant of *udero- with
*-tero rather than *-ero-.

*QenVst(r}- '(ab)omasum'. [JEW 1105 (*udero-)). Lat
venter 'belly' (if crossed with uterus), NIce vinslr 'omasum
(third stomach of ruminants)' and Norw (dial.) vinstr
'abomasum (fourth stomach of ruminants)', Olnd vani$thz1
'part of entrails of sacrificial animal'; with new vowel-grades:
OHG wan(a)st - wenist 'belly, omasum', Grk Tlvvarpov
'abomasum'. Though subject to phonological deformation, a
strong candidate for PIE status.

*reumn- (*roumn-?) 'rumen'. [lEW 873 (*rcu-smen-)).
Lat rumen 'gullet, rumen (first stomach of ruminants)', Baluchi
romast « *raum~jJ-ta-) 'rumination', OInd romanlha
'rumination'. The geographical spread strongly suggests PIE
status.

*pant- 'stomach. paunch'. [ef. lEW 789 (*pank-)J. Lat
pantex 'belly, paunch, guts', Hit uzupanduha- 'stomach'.
Though not Widely preserved, the geographical distribution
and presence in Anatolian are a strong argument for PIE status.

*gWetus 'stomach, womb' (in derivatives also more
generally 'innards, entrails'). [JEW 481 (*gVel-); Wat 25
(*gWel-)]. ON kvior 'belly, womb', OE cwijJ 'belly, womb',
OHG qUili 'vulva', Goth qijJus 'belly'; Lat botulus (from Osco
Umbrian?) 'intestines, sausage', MHG kUlel 'intestines', «
*gWolu-1o-) , TocM kats 'belly, womb', TochB katso 'belly,
womb' « *gWot(l))jeha-n-). Not derived from any attested
verbal root in PIE; at least regionally present in late PIE.

Within the sphere of Indo-Iranian cosmology where the
universe, both physical and social, is partitioned from a
primeval body, the belly is homologous with the earth and
socially an alloform (along with the genitals) for the class of
commoners, the Third Function.

The emphasis on the omasum, abomasum and rumen of

.1
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ruminants may have been sustained by their importance in a
number of activities. In various societies they serve as
containers, e.g., the storage of offal to make sausages or haggis, .
containers for holding butter (as in Tibet) or manufacturing
rennet for cheese processing; the rumen can also be used as a
cooking vessel. The stomachs of ruminants also playa
prominent role in blood sacrifices among various early IE
groups as the abundance of fatty tissue provided an
exceptional blaze.

See also ANATOMY; BODY; COSMOGONY; ENTRAIlS. [D.Q.A.]

ABLE
*magh- 'be able'. [JEW 69S (*magh-); Wat 38 (*magh-);·

Buck 9.95]. ON mega 'be able', OE magan 'be able' (> NE
may), OHG magan 'be able', Goth magan 'be able', Lith mageti
'to please, be agreeable', oes mogr 'am able', Grk J.Lijxo~

(Doric J.1axo~) (with lengthened-grade) 'means, expedient',
J1TJXavr, 'machine' (borrowed> Lat machina, borrowed> NE
machine), Arm mart'ank' « *mag-thra-) 'means'. Possibly
related is OInd magha- 'gift, abundance'; the form may,
however, be better related to OInd marnh- 'give'. The forms
Av moyu- 'magician', OPers magu- 'magician', OInd maga
'magician' probably are derived from this root ('magician' <

'one who has power'); the etymology, however, is uncertain.
Forms with the meaning 'great', e.g., Lith magulas, Grk
j1EyaAl1, OInd maha- have been cited in connection with this
root, but the relationship is very dubious. In spite of the
uncertain status of the Indo-Iranian data, the reasonably broad
distribution of the forms suggests that the word is solidly
reconstructible to PIE.

*gal- 'be physically able'. [lEW 351 (*gal- - *ghal-); Wat
18 (*gal-); Buck 9.9S}. OIr gal 'valor, fighting, Wels gallu 'is
able', Lith galiu 'am able'. Possibly related is oes golemo
'much'. The limited geographical spread suggests a late,
northwestern dialectal status.

See also ATTAIN. [M.N.]

ABUNDANT
*bhtnghus (gen. *bhJ:J.gh6us) 'thick, abundant'. [lEW 127

128 (*bhengh-); GI 684,746-747 (*bhengh_); Wat 7
(*bhengh-); BK 28 ( *bun-/*bon-)]. Lat pinguis (with not well
understood p- rather than expected *f-) 'fat', ON bingr'heap',
OHG bungo'lump', Latv biezs'thick', Grk 1l'axv~« *phakhu
< **bhaghu-) 'thick, compact', Hit panku- 'total, entire,
general', pankur- « *bhenghlJr), 'milk; clan', pankar- «
*bhlJghrom) 'en masse', OInd bahu- 'much, many; numerous,
compact: abounding in, rich in'. The Hittite words are
sometimes taken (e.g., by GI 746-747) to. be related "to
*penkwe 'five' in the latter's putative meaning '± totality, i.e.,
a full hand'. That the latter meaning is nowhere attested save·
in the presumed Hittite derivative and that Hit panku- agrees
morphologically with Grk 1l'axv~and OInd bahu-, both favor
the equation given here. FrOIn *bhengh- 'draw together, be
thick', attested as a verb only in Olnd barphate 'increases',
bamhayate 'strengthens'. Widespread and old in IE.

ACCOMPLISH

*pelh]us (gen. *p}h16us) 'much'. [lEW 800 (*peJu); GI
177 (*phelH-/~J}-I-); Wat 48 (*peld-)~ Buck 13.15; BK S4
( *p[hJal-/*p[hJdl-)]. Oir il 'much', ON fJr1- 'much', OE fela
'much', OHG fllu 'much', Goth filu 'much, very', Grk 1l'OA.V~

'much', Av pouru- 'much', Olnd puru- 'much'. Cf. the
comparative *p1ehlios- in Olr lfa (DIL if) 'more', Lat plus
'more', ON fleiri'more', Av frayah-'more', OInd praya- 'mostly,
commonly' and the derived *pJhlU-kwid'abundantly' in OInd
purdcid 'abundantly' and, somewhat rebuilt, Grk 1l'OA.M1(l~

'abundantly'. ef. Olnd piparti 'fills' and PIE *pjhln6s 'full'.
Widespread and old in IE. I

*gWhon6s'± thick, sufficient'. [IE\tV 491 ( *If!hono-s); Wat
2S (*gWhen-); Buck 13.18; BK 313 (*gWan-/*gwJn -»). Lith
gana 'enough', Latv gana 'enough', OCS goneCi 'suffice',
perhaps Grk EV(}EV£W 'flourish', EV(}EVr,c; 'richly' (otherwise
possibly from *hlSU-dhhl-enos 'well-placed'), perhaps Arm
y-ogn 'much', OPers aganiS 'full', Olnd ghana- 'thick'. If all
these words belong together, we have evidence for a word
that was widespread and old in IE.

*menegh- 'abundant'. [lEW 730 (*men(eJgh-); Wat 41
42 (*menegh-); Buck 13.1S}. Olr meinic(c) 'abundant,
frequent', Wels mynych 'frequent', ON mengi 'multitude',
mangr'many', OE menigu 'multitude', manig'many' (> NE
many), OHG menigf 'crowd', manag'many', Goth managei
'people', manags'sufficient, many', managjan 'make abundant',
oes ml1nogl1 'abundant', ml1noiiti 'increase, make to be
more', Rus mnog 'abundant', perhaps OInd magha- 'gift,
reward, wealth', macphate 'give'. At least a word of the west
and center of the IE world; if the Old lndic words belong
here then it would be a stronger candidate for PIE status.

*Sp.f}.lr6s '± fat, rich'. [lEW 983 (*sphd-ro-); Wat 63
(*spe-); Buck 16.63]. Lat prosper 'lucky', ON sparr 'sparing',
OE speer 'sparing' (> NE spare), OHG spar 'sparing', oes
sporu 'rich', Olnd sphira- (-ph- rather than the expected *-p
must be because of the affective meaning of the word) 'fat'.
Sufficiently widespread to be a likely PIE term. From
*SpehlO)- 'flourish'. ef. Lat spes 'hope', OE spowan 'thrive',
OHG spuon 'thrive, prosper', Lith speti 'predict, foretell; be
on time', Latv spet 'be able', oes specl'thrive, prosper', Hit
ispai- 'get filled, be sated', Olnd sphiyace 'grows fat, increases'.

See also HEAP; WEALTH. [D.Q.A.]

ACCOMPLISH
*sen(haJ- 'seek, accomplish' (pres. *senhau, ·sJ;)-neu-ti).

[IEW906 (*sen-); GI 170 (*senH-)]. Oir do-seinn 'pursues,
strives', con-snf'fights (for something), Wins', Wels cynyddaf
'overrun, win', Grk aVUJ-ll - avvw 'accomplish, get
(something, somewhere)', Hit sanhzi'seeks, plans, demands',
Av han- 'gain, obtain', OInd san6ti 'wins, gets; grants'. Widely
enough attested to guarantee PIE status.

*kob- 'fit, suit, accomplish'. [JEW 610 (*kob-); Wat 32
(*kob-)]. Oir cob 'victory', ON happ'chance, luck', OE geha:p
(adj.) 'fit', oes kobl'divination'. A west IE dialectal form,
probably nominal rather than verbal.

See also ATTAIN; FOR11JNE. IM.N.; D.Q.A.}
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ACCUSTOM
*hleuk- 'become accustomed'. [IEW347 (*euk-); Wat 18

(*euk-); GI 97-98]. OIr do-ucci (DIL do-beir) 'understands',
Goth bi-ohts 'used to', Lith junkstu 'become accustomed to',
6kis 'farm', OCS uciti 'teach', vyknr;Jti 'become accustomed',
Arm usanim 'learn, be used to', OInd z1cyati 'is accustomed
to', 6kas- 'abode, home, dwelling'. Widespread and clearly of
PIE date.

See also lEARN. [D.Q.A.]

ACORN see OAK

ACROSS
*terh2- 'across, through, above'. [lEW 1075 (*ter-); Wat

70 (*terd-); GI 367 (*therH-); BK 149 (*tYfhJar-l*tYfhJdr-)].
OIr tar « *tares) 'across, above', Lat trans 'across', OE jJurh
(> NE through and thorough) - jJerh 'through', OHG durh
'through', Goth jJairh 'through' (Gmc < *terh2-kwe - t[h2
kWe), Av taro 'over, to', OInd tirtis 'over, across, apart' (Indo
Iranian, like Celtic, < *t[h2t?s). Old in IE.

See also AoPREPS; THROUGH. [D.Q.A.]

ADHERE
*kal- 'glue'. [lEW 612 (*kol(e)j-)]. MLGIMDutch helen

« *haljan) 'to stick', Grk K'o/Llta « *kol-ja) 'glue'. To be
rejected is RusCS klt~jI'glue', Rus klej'glue', if from *kuIM-jI
« *k/hri-?). A word of the west and center of the IE world.

??*ghais- 'stick'. [lEW 410 (*ghais-); Wat 20 (*ghais-)].
Lat haereo 'hang, stick'. Lith gaiStu 'shrink, hesitate' has been
connected with the Latin form but the etymology is very
uncertain and, as Ernout-Meillet note, Latin forms with the
diphthong -ae- are generally without IE etymology.

See also SMEAR. [M. N .]

ADPREPS
The primary use of the adverb/prepositions (adpreps) in

PIE was to make spatial relationships more precise, by
specifying 'above', 'below', etc., and simultaneously to relate
a noun to the verb of the sentence. The adverb/preposition
and noun together formed an adverbial phrase as in, "he ran
behind the tree". Or the adprep might be used alone, "he ran
ahead'. Finally, the adpreps were syntactically connected with
the verb also, often with aspectual meaning, e.g., to show
completion of an action, "he ate it all up". One might note
that English preserves much of the PIE uses of the adpreps.
These adpreps could appear before or after their attendant
nouns or verbs. When located before a verb there was a strong
tendency in various IE stocks for the adprep + verb
combination to fuse into a single unit, e.g., NE understand.
It is often the case that a PIE adprep survives in a particular
stock only as a verbal prefix. Many, perhaps most, of the PIE
adpreps were originally case forms of nouns, e.g., *h2enti'in
front' < *h2ent- 'face', though more often than not the noun
itself does not survive outside of these frozen forms. With
~ome frequency they show an extension *-(tJer-, originally

suggesting an (implied) contrast with its semantic opposite.
Thus we have *h jen 'in' but *h jen-ter 'within' (as opposed
to 'outside').

See also ACROSS; AGAINST; APART; AROUND; AWAY; BACK;

BEFORE; BEHIND; BE1WEEN; BEYOND; IN; NEAR; OUT; OvER;
THROUGH; To; UNDER; UP; Wrrn; WITHOUT. [D.Q.A.j

Further Reading
Friedrich, P (987) The Proto-indo-European adpreps (spatio

temporal aUXiliaries), in Festschrift for Henry Hoenigswald: On

the Occasion of his Seventieth Birthday, ed. G Cardona and N.

Zide, Tubingen, Gunter Nan, 131-142.

ADVANCE see GO

AFANASEVO CULTURE
The Afanasevo culture is a south Siberian CopperfBronze

Age culture dating to c. 3500-2500 BC that occupied the
Minusinsk Basin on the Yenisei river and the Altai mountains.
ApprOXimately ten settlements and fifty cemeteries are kno\VIl
from both the river valleys and open steppe. The domestic
economy included cattle, and sheep/goat; horse remains,
either wild or domestic, are also recovered. Tools were
manufactured from stone (axes, arrowheads), bone (fish
hooks, points) and antler. Among the antler pieces are some
objects that have been identified as pOSSible cheek-pieces for
horses. Among the ornaments are earrings made from copper,
silver and gold. The culture is primarily known from its
cemeteries which generally include both Single and small
collective burials with the deceased usually flexed on his or
her back in a pit. The burial pits are arranged in rectangular,
occasIonally circular, enclosures marked by stone walls and
it is argued that they represent family burial plots with four
or five enclosures (families) constituting the local social group.
Artistic representations of wheeled vehicles engraved on stone
have been found within the region and have been attributed
by some to the Afanasevo culture (alternatively to the later
Okunevo culture).

Although far from the European steppe, the Afanasevo
culture shares a considerable number of traits with its (distant)
European neighbors. These comprise burials in the supine
flexed position, the use of ocher, animal remains in graves,
pOinted-based pots, censers (circular bowls on legs) and a
Europoid physical type along with both horses and the
suspected presence of wheeled vehicles. In the western steppe
the use of kurgans (tumuli) is general while Afanasevo tombs
may have been covered by a very low mound. These
characteristics have often served to link the Afanasevo with
cultures of the Black Sea-Caspian region, specifically the
Sredny Stog, Yamna, Catacomb and Poltavka cultures. Con
sequently, some see the Afanasevo culture as the easternmost
extension of the European steppe cultures.

The existence of an early metal-using culture with a number
of traits attributed to the early Indo-Europeans (horse, silver,
wheeled vehicles) and distant cultural relations with European
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AFANASEVO CULTURE

Afanasevo g. Plan of stone-built burial enclosure with burials
in the supine position with legs flexed.

steppe cultures have all suggested that the Afanasevans were
Indo-Europeans. Their geographical location could
accommodate their identification with the linguistic ancestors
of either eastern Iranian- or Tocharian-speaking peoples,
particularly the latter as the Afanasevans appear to be so far
removed from the main line of steppe cultures that are
traditionally assigned to the Indo-Iranians, i.e., the Andronovo
culture. Afanasevan sites have also been claimed for Mongolia
and western China and a possible association between them
and the Europoid mummies of Xinjiang has been proposed.
The Afanasevo territory was later occupied by the Okunevo
culture which is generally regarded as an extension of the
local (non-Indo-European) forest culture into the region.

See also ANnRONOVO CULTURE; CATACOMB CULTURE; KURGAN

TRADITION; POLTAVKA CUl11JRE; QAWRlGHUl CULTURE; SREDNY

STOG CUl11JRE; ToCHARlAN lANGUAGES; YAMNA CUl11JRE.

U·PM.]

Further Readings
Mallory, j. P (1995) Speculations on the Xinjiang mummies. JIES

23,371-384.
Vasilev, S. A. and V A. Semenov (1993) Prehistory of the Upper

Yenisei area (southern Siberia). Journal of World Prehistory 7,

213-242.
Vadetskaya, E. B. (1986) Arkheologicheskie Pamyatniki v Stepyakh

Srednego Yeniseya. Leningrad, Nauka.

AFTER see BACK1; BEHIND

AGAINST
*proti 'against, up to'. [lEW 815-816 (*proli); Wat 50

(*proti)]. Latv pretI'against', OCS protiVI1'towards', Grk rcpor{

- TCor{ - lCpOC; 'at, in front of, looking towards', Av paiti
'towards, against', Olnd prati 'against'. From *pro 'forward,
before' + adverbial suffix *ti. A word of at least the center and
east of the IE world.

See also AoPREPS. [D.Q.A.]

AGE SET
Age set is a familiar concept in anthropology and refers to

divisions within societies based on age where, for example, a
person may pass through a series of "stages" in his or her life
that may be reflected in initiations, status, duties, names, place
of residence, or any other culturally relevant marker. Such
practices have been widely observed, especially over Africa
and the New World, and traces of them are also evident in
the societies of the earliest attested IE traditions.

In a number of IE societies there is evidence for several
age sets which pertained, in particular, to males and their
relationship with warfare. At some time, generally twelve to
fourteen years, a male child would take up arms, e.g., in
Ireland a youth would literally 'take gaisced', i.e., 'spear and
shield' as was also the case for a youth in ancient Germania
who would receive scutum frameaque 'shield and lance' from
his father, leader of the clan or war-band. According to
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Xenophon (Kyropaedia 2. 2-15), the Persians of the court of
Cyrus the Great moved from child (nai'c;) to marriageable
age (EqJ1Jf30C;) at the age of sixteen or seventeen while native
Iranian sources indicate that one moved from 'schoolboy' at
about fifteen to become a 'youth' (yuvan mart) until one was
twenty and then an adult after that. In ancient India one
similarly moved from 'youth' to 'adult' about the age of twenty:
Roman legal tradition, and hence western European tradition
in general, set adulthood at age twenty-one. In all these cases
there was also a class of 'elders' who were relieved of the
responsibility for participating in war and were rather called
upon to give advice.

Kim McCone has posited a similar age set system for PIE
where a child first moved into the category of a '(armed) youth'
(and was known under such terms as *hJuhrl)-Ko-'youth') ,
i.e., took up arms as a member of the war-band (*korjos) of
unmarried and landless young men who engaged in predatory
wolf-like behavior, living off hunting and raiding. Then at
about the age of twenty they entered into the tribe proper
(*teuteha-) as married adults ( *1Ji(h:Jr6s or *haneres) in which
they acquired their wealth through labor andJorwere
incorporated into the more prestigious regular military units
of chariotry or cavalry. The leadership of the tribe was,
according to McCone, ascribed to the 'king' (*h]regs). Finally,
(should they have lived so long) they became 'elders' ( *senos
or *gerhaontes) and were excused from military duties and
occupied positions as advisers.

See also ARMY; KING; lEADER; PEoPLE;
SOCIAL ORGANIZATION; WARRIORS. U.PM.]

Further Reading
McCone, K. (1987) Hund, Wolf und Krieger bei den Indogermanen,

in Scudien zum lndogennanischen Wortschatz, ed. W Meid,
Innsbruck,101-154.

AGRICULTURE
The overall pattern of agricultural terms has been a

persistent topic in IE studies, much of which has been
stimulated by the observation that while stockbreeding terms
appear to be widespread across the entire range of IE stocks,
agricultural terms tend to be confined more closely among
the European stocks and are, from a traditional point of view
at least, scarce in the Indo-Iranian languages. This pattern
has engendered different models of IE dispersions that
variously saw the homeland set in Europe among farmers
who spread across the steppe where the Asiatic IE-speakers
lost their agricultural vocabulary while maintaining th9se
terms pertaining to the keeping of livestock. Alternatively,
the homeland was placed on the east European or Kazakh
steppe and the earliest IE-speakers were regarded as primarily
pastoralists who only adopted their agricultural terminology
when they settled among the farming communities of Europe,
hence the vocabulary of agriculture was confined to the
European stocks. Finally, a middle ground could be held by
those who envisaged a homeland large enough to promote

AGRICULTURE

both a mixed economy in the west and a pastoral one in the
east which might explain the discrepancy between the Asiatic
stocks and the rest of the IE world. But all three of these
models are to some extent defined too sharply as there is no
regime of stockbreeding known at the time prior to or during
IE dispersals where there was not some agriculture and hence
the dichotomization between the "steppe" and the "sown"
may suggest differences in the primary emphasis of subsistence
pursuits but cannot be used to characterize the entire range
of the subsistence strategies of either region.

The nature of our earliest reconstructible PIE agriculture
includes a series of terms for cereals which are strongly
reconstructed to PIE although the actual semantic range tends
to be frustratingly vague, where we must be uncertain as to
the precise species involved. Perhaps the most specific of the
solidly reconstructed terms is *jel)os 'grain (particularly
barley)'. Barley belongs to the oldest known of the domestic
cereals, recorded in the Near East and Anatolia from at least
the ninth millennium BC and it appears in Europe by the
eighth or seventh millennium. The term *meig(h)- also
appears to indicate 'barley' in the Baltic languages although
in the language of its only Asian cognate, Khotanese, a
derivative means 'field' < *'barley-field?'. There are other terms
for 'barley' (*ghresdh(j), *h2eJbhit, *bhars) but these are all
restricted to European stocks. Other terms for grain in general
include *ses(i)os, *grhanom, *dhohxneha- and *dthxl)eha-.

Conspicuous by its absence is a certain term for the most
prized of the cereals, wheat, which as *PUhxfOS is attested
only in Balto-Slavic and Greek and *sepit is known only in
Anatolian. There is no early agricultural regime known in
any of the relevant parts of Eurasia in which barley might
have been known to the exclusion of wheat. The original word
may have been *puhxros, or it may be concealed in anyone
of a number of terms that have undergone so much semantic
change that we can only reconstruct their meaning as 'grain'
(cL NE com which means 'wheat' in Britain but 'maize' in
America). Possibly the 'awn' (*haeksti-) and 'ear' (*haeKes-)
of the cereal grain are also known. In addition to the actual
cultivated cereals we have a word for 'weed/ryegrass'
(*h2ereha-) whose semantic field might have been predicted,
as ryegrass was one of the primary 'weeds' known in the
earliest cereal assemblages of the Neolithic before rye was
intentionally cultivated. A word for 'oats' (*hael)isos), which
is not only found in the European languages but also Iranian,
may well have originally referred to the wild cereal. It was
known since the early Neolithic where, like rye, it accom
panied cultigens such as wheat and- barley as a weed. The
only other plants certainly cultivated or gathered were an
'esculent root' (*alu-) and 'edible greens' (*J(eh]kom).

In addition to the specific names of plants we also can
securely reconstruct terms associated with the technology and
processes of cultivation. The old argument that the ancestors
of the Indo-Iranians either did not know agriculture or had
abandoned it in their movements across the steppe rested to
some extent on the reconstruction of a word for 'field'
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(*h2egros) which regularly indicated a cultivated parcel of
land in the European languages but only an uncultivated
'plain' in Old Indic. But such a hypothesis is harder to sustain
when we also have a term *kfipos- that indicates cultivated
land in both the European stocks and in Iranian. Moreover,
we have fundamental terms for breaking the soil either by
'plowing' (*h2erh3ie/o-), or by a 'harrow' (*h3eketeha-),

'sowing' grain (*sehz-), employing a 'sickle' (*stpo/eha-) for
harvesting and 'threshing' the grain (*uers- ; and if an
Anatolian cognate is sufficient for Asia, *h2eh2er-), which
produces the 'chaff' ( *pe1o/eha-). There are also several words
for 'grind' (*melh2-, *peis-). From this we can see that there
is no case whatsoever for assuming that the ancestors of all
the Indo-European stocks did not know cereal agriculture.
While there may have been speculation in the past as to
whether some terms might have applied originally to the
gathering and processing of wild plants, terms for the plow,
cultivated field, and techniques appropriate to the processing
of domesticated cereals whose home range lay outside of most
of Europe, suggest that all the earliest Indo-Europeans knew
agriculture before their dispersals.

The terminology concerning agriculture can also shed some
light on the timing of IE dispersals. The earliest agricultural
"package", developed in the Near East and introduced into
Europe, consisted of wheat, barley, flax, pea, and chick-pea
plus a series of weeds that only later, at the end of the Neolithic
or during the Bronze Age, was demonstrably domesticated.
As we have seen, it is difficult to specify the precise word for
either 'wheat' or 'barley' in PIE. The other terms for the earliest
domesticated plants are geographically confined. A word for
'flax' (*linom), for example, is limited to European stocks
while the terms for 'pea' (*hleregWo-) and 'chick-pea,
garbanzo' (*klKer-) are confined to Italic-Germanic-Greek
(with inter-dialectal borrOWing) and Italic-Macedonian
Armenian and, in both cases, may be Mediterranean
loanwords. In the case of the 'pea' this does not demonstrate
that the earliest Indo-Europeans were not familiar with it as
the pea occurs in the earliest Neolithic plant assemblages over
most of Europe but this is not the case for the chick-pea which
is generally absent from Neolithic assemblages outside of the
Mediterranean and suggests the pOSSibility that IE stocks only
came into contact with it when they entered the Mediterranean
region from somewhere else. Finally, the plow is the most
significant reconstruction as there is no evidence for its use
until about the fourth millennium BC, about three thousand
years after the initial dispersal of agricultural communities
through Europe. From all of this, one may conclude that: 1)
the Proto-Indo-Europeans knew the sowing, harvesting and
processing of domesticated cereals; 2) they possessed an agri
cultural technology (the plow) that only appeared (at least
according to current archaeological evidence) about the fourth
millennium BC; and 3) there are a number of items associated
with the initial agricultural dispersions-flax, pea, chick
pea-which we are unable to reconstruct at the level of PIE

.status although we can reconstruct these at more geo-

graphically confined (i.e., temporally later?) horizons.
The most recent phases of IE agriculture are also ref1ected

in terms that are severely confined to a certain geographical
region, most specifically that of the northwest stocks running
from Celtic and Italic on the west across Germanic and ending
with Balto-Slavic. Some of these words refer to flora that is
generally found over most if not all of Europe, e.g., 'angelica'
(*k1.j.endhro-), 'henbane' (*bhel-), '(wild) turnip' (*repeha
which was borrowed into Greek). In some cases the tenns
are associated with agricultural systems or field technology,
e.g., 'waste land' (*lendh-) and 'fallow' (*poIKeha-). The latter
attests some form of crop rotation among the late IE speakers
antecedent to CeltiC, Germanic and Slavic. Concepts asso
ciated with the application of plow-agriculture are also
geographically confined, e.g., 'furrow' (*pfl<ehr) which was
built on a PIE root to yield a term in Celtic, Italic and Gennanic
and another term for 'furrow' (*l(o)iseha-) in Italic, Germanic,
and Balto-Slavic. Given the geographical distribution of these
terms, they may have been created as early as the TRB culture
of c 4300 BC or at any time subsequent, e.g., the Corded
Ware horizon of c 3300 BC or later dUring the Bronze Age.
That the probable horizon for these words was later rather
than earlier is suggested by several of the domestic cereals
found across the northwest languages. Although 'flax'
(*lino-), for example, is known from the earliest Neolithic in
southeast Europe, it only appears in the peripheral areas of
Europe much later, e.g., in Ireland by c 2200 BC. More
importantly, the term for 'rye' (*rughi-) indicates a plant
known only as a weed dUring the early Neolithic but which
appears as a domesticate first in the Bronze Age, c 2000 BC.
In short, we have a series of terms that are associated with
the northwest IE stocks whose ancestor was sufficiently
uniform to permit the spread of terms in the late Neolithic or
early Bronze Age.

See also BARLEY; BEAN; CHAFF; CHICK-PEA; FEED; FIElD; Fu.x;
FURROW; GRAIN; GRASS; GRIND; HARVEST; HEMP; MIllET; OATS;

PEA; PuNTS; PLow; Poppy; RYE; SEED; SICKlE; Sow; THRESH;

VEGETABLES; WHEAT; WINE; WINNOW. U.PM.,D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Diebold, A. R. (1992) The traditional view of the Indo-European
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367.
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Indo-European and (non-) pre-Indo-European linguistic

evidence, in Foraging and Farming: The Evolution of Plant

ExplOitation, eds. D. R. Harris and G. C. Hillman, London, Unwin

Hyman, 585-606.

ALBANIAN lANGUAGE
Albanian is an Indo-European stock composed of a Single

language whose historical location has been centered on
modem Albania and the adjacent parts of Yugoslavia (Kosovo-
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Metohija, Montenegro) and Macedonia, with outlying enclaves
in central and southern Greece (initiated in the fourteenth
century) and in Italy (colonized in the fifteenth and sixteenth'
centuries AD). The first explicit reference to Albanian comes
only in 1332 when it was already apparently a written
language. The earliest preserved (sentence length) texts of
the language are datable to roughly 1480 and the earliest book
in Albanian was published in 1555. That Albanian was an
Indo-European language was first recognized in 1854 by Franz .
Bopp. Its Indo-European nature had been obscured to early
investigators by the heavy lexical borrOWing that had taken
place in Albanian from Greek, Latin, Slavic, and Turkish. The
earliest identifiable loanwords are from Greek, e.g., moker
'millstone' « West Grk [Doric] j.Laxavd) or draper'sickle' «
West Grk 8panavov). As in these two .cases, the evidence
suggests that Greek influence came from western Greece, more
particularly from Greek colonies.on the Adriatic coast. Much
more extensive was the later influence of Latin. Even very .
common words such as mik 'friend' « Lat amicus) or kendoj
'I sing; read' « Lat cantare) come from Latin and attest to a
widespread intermingling of pre-Albanian and Balkan Latin
speakers during the Roman period, roughly from the second
century BC to the fifth century AD. The Greek and Latin loans
have undergone most of the far-reaching phonological changes
which have so altered the shape of inherited IE words while
Slavic and Turkish words do not show these changes. Thus
Albanian must have acquired much of its present form by the
time the Slavs entered into the Balkans in the fifth and sixth
centuries AD.

Since Albanian would appear to be autochthonous in the
Balkans it is natural to suppose that it is the medieval and
modem descendant of one of the IE groups inhabIting the
Balkan Peninsula in classical times. These IE groups include
the Illyrians inhabiting Albania, Bosnia and Croatia, the
Thracians in the southeast quarter of the Balkans, and the
Dacians inhabiting modem Romania. Albanian has indeed

.been derived from each of these groups (or even taken as a
mixture of two of them) but the evidence for doing sO is
essentially non-existent. The linguistic records of the Illyrians,
Thracians, and Dacians are just-sufficient to make it reasonably
certain that they were all Indo-European. Nothing ~n what is
known of them so Jar shows any particular connection with
what we know of Albanian.

The dialects ofAlbanian are divided into two major groups,
Gheg (in the center and north of Albania and in the adjacent
parts of Serbia and Macedonia) and Task (in southern Albania
and in the outlying enclaves of Greece and Italy). Gheg dialects
are characterized by the preservation of Proto-Albanian'single
*-n- between vowel~ and a full set of phonemically dIstinct
nasalized vowels. Tosk dialects, on the other hand, show a·
change of single intervocalic *-n- to -r- and the merger of
nasalized and non-nasalized .vowels. In these two respects'
TC?sk varieties are innovative vis-a-vis Gheg. However, Tosk
preserves far better Proto-Albanian unstressed -e- and thus
also preserves Proto-Albanian syllable structure better than

ALBANIAN lANGUAGE

DACIAN

Albanian Distribution of Albanian and its two dialects (Gheg and
Task) against the background of Iron Age languages of the Balkans

· and southern Italy.

does Gheg. Albanian as a standardized literary language dates
back only to the beginning of the twentieth century: The
standard before World War II was a variety of southern Gheg
while the post-war standard has been a nonhero variety of
Tosk (all examples given here are in the contemporary
standard). .

Description
The Albanian language that is first attested to us in the late

Middle Ages is moderately conservative from the point ofview
.of morphology. It preserves three genders and two. numbers,
and four cases in the noun. The dual is lost and the neuter is,
even at the time of the language's earliest attestation, being
merged with the masculine-a prC?cess almost completed in
the current standard language. The verb preserves the
distinction between active and middle (e.g., qua) 'I call;
consider', quhem 'I am called, am named'), between the

· 'present and aorist, and among the indicative, subjunctive,
and imperative moods. Phonologically Albanian is not so
conservative. Like many IE stocks it has merged the two series
of voiced stops '(thus both *d and *dh become d, etc.). In
addition the v~iced stops tend to disappear when between
v0'Yels. There is the almost complete loss of final syllables
and the very widespread loss of other unstressed syllables
(compare mik'friend' from Lat amicus). PIE *a and *oappear
as a (as e when a high front vowel follows) while *e and *a

. become 0 and PIE *0 appears as e. Perhaps most remarkable
is the fate of the tectals: the palatals, velars and labio-velars
all remain distinct before front vowels, a conservatism found
otherwise only in Luvian and related Anatolian languages.

· Thus PIE *J<, *k, and *kW become th, q, and s respectively
(before back vowels *J< becomes th while *k and *k W merge
as k). Another remarkable conservatism is the preservation
of initial *h4 as: Alb h (all other laryr:tgeals disappear
completely) .
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ALBANIAN lANGUAGE

Proto-Indo-European and Albanian Phonological Correspondences

PIE Albanian PIE Albanian
*p > p *pekwe/o- 'cook' pjek 'cook'
*b > b *sorbeje/o- 'drink, slurp' gjerb 'eat, drink'
*bh > b *bhal<eha- 'bean' bathe 'bean'
*t > t *tuhx'thou' ti'thou'
*d > d *dihJis 'light' dUe 'day'
*dh > d *dhegWhe/o- 'burn' djeg'burn'
*K > th *J(ehjmi 'I say' thom '1 say'
*g > dh *gombhos 'tooth, peg' dhemb 'tooth'
*gh > d *ghrsdhi 'grain, barley' drithe 'grain'
*k > k *kapmi 'I take' kam 'I have'
*g > g *h]1fgos'sick' lige 'bad'
*gh > g-gj *ghordhos 'enclosure' gardh 'fence'

*ghednje/o- 'get' gjej 'find'
*kw > k-s *JtvehasJeha- 'cough' kolle 'cough'

*Jtvele/o- 'turn' sjell 'fetch'
*gW > g-z *g;'r- 'stone' gur'stone

*g;'erhxu- 'heaviness' zor 'heaviness, trouble'
*gWh > g-z *dhegvhe/o- 'burn' djeg'burn'

*hjen-dhog:heje/o- 'kindle' ndez 'kindle'
*5 > gj - sh - 0 - d *seKstis 'six' gjashte 'six'

*septrptis 'seven' shtate'seven'
*pumsos 'body-hair' push 'fuzz, nap, pile'
*hjesmi 'am' jam 'am'
*sljorgeje/o- 'be ill' dergjet 'lies ill'

*i > gj *jese/o- 'ferment' gjesh 'knead'
*1) > v *l,Joseje/o- 'dress' vesh 'dresses'
*m > m *mehatr-eha- 'maternal' moter'sister'
*n > n *nos 'we' na 'we, us'
*1 > 1- 11 *h]ligos'sick' lige 'bad'

*kweJe/o- 'tum' sjell 'fetch'
*r > r *repe/o- 'take' rjep 'peel'
*Q > e *h j1)men- 'name' emer'name
*rp > e *ljiklpti 'twenty' -zet'twenty'
*1 > ul *l)Jkwos 'wolf' ujk 'wolf'

*r > ri *ghrsdom 'grain, barley' drithe 'grain'
*i > i-e *sinos 'bosom' gji 'bosom'

*dljigheha- 'twig' dege 'branch'
*1 > *dihxtis'light' dUe 'day'
*e > je - ja *1)~tos 'year' (lac.) vjet 'last year'

*s~lpos 'fat' gjalpe 'butter'
*e > a *ghesr- 'hand' dore 'hand'
*a > a-e *bhakeha- 'bean' bathe 'bean'

*haeJbhit 'barley' elb 'barley'
*0 > a-e *gh6rdhos 'enclosure' gardh 'fence'

*gh6rdhoi 'enclosures' gjerdh 'fences'
*6 > e *h2oKtotis 'eight' tete 'eight'
*u > u *supnos 'sleep' gjume'sleep'
*u > y - i *suhxSos 'grandfather' gjysh 'grandfather'

*mtis 'mouse' mi'mouse
*h1 > 0 *h1esmi 'am' jam 'am
*h2 > 0 *h2icl<os 'bear' ari 'bear'
*h3 > 0 *h]on[ 'dream' enderr'dream'
*h4 > h *h,orghijeha- 'testicle' herdhe 'testicle'
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Origins
The origins of the Albanians cannot be separated from the

problem of assigning their linguistic ancestors to one of the
three main groups of the Balkans: Dacians, Thracians or
Illyrians. Although there are some lexical items that appear
to be shared between Romanian (and by extension Dacian)
and Albanian, by far the strongest connections can be argued
between Albanian and lllyrian. The latter was at least attested
in what is historically regarded as Albanian territory and there
is no evidence of any major migration into Albanian territory
since our records of lllyrian occupation. The loan words from
Greek and Latin date back to before the Christian era and
suggest that the ancestors of the Albanians must have occupied
Albania by then to have absorbed such loans from their histori
cal neighbors. As the Illyrians occupied Albanian territory at
this time, they are the most likely recipients of such loans.
Finally, as Shaban Demiraj argues, the ancient lllyrian place
names of the region have achieved their current form through
the natural application of the phonetic rules governing
Albanian, e.g., Durrachion> Alb Durres (with Albanian initial
accent) or lllyrian Aulona > Alb VIone - VIore (with rhotacism
in Tosk). Demiraj suggests that the transition from Illyrian to
Albanian began during the fifth and sixth centuries AD and
was clearly completed before the immigration of Albanian
speakers to Greece and Italy in the fourteenth-sixteenth
centuries.

See also luYRIAN lANGUAGE; MESSAPIC lANGUAGE.

[D.Q.A.,j.PM.l
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ALDER
*uerno/eha- 'alder'. [lEW 1169 (*l)er-(e)na); GI 546

(*wer-n); Fried 149; BK 493 (*wir-/*wer-)]. Mir fern 'alder',
WeIs gwcrn 'alder', French verne - vergne 'alder' (borrowed

ALDER

from Gaulish), Alb verr - verri - verre 'alder', Arm gcran 'alder',
Oind varal)a- 'Crataeva roxburghii' (used in medicine and
supposedly containing magical virtues). The distribution,
which includes the periphery of the IE world, suggests PIE
status for this word .

. *haeliso/eha- 'alder (Alnus barbata)'. [IEW302-303 (*el-);
Wat 16-17 (*el-); GI 546 (*eliso - *aliso); Fried 70-731
From *haeJisos or the originally adjectival *haelisnos: Gaul
AlisanosCif'AlderGod'), OHG elira- crila'alder', Goth *alisa
(attested by the Spanish borrowing aliso 'alder'), Lith aliksnis
'alder', Rus 6lrkha 'alder', Maced (Hesychius) aAl(a 'whi~

poplar', possibly also Grk 'O,h(mv 'place of alders' (and home
of the lliadic Philoctetes); from *haelsno-: Lat alnus 'alder',
OPrus *a1skande (for abskande) 'alder', Lith alksnis 'alder',
Latv alksnis 'alder' (Lith elksnis, Latv dksnis, both 'alder' have
secondary e-). If they belong with this etymon Alb hale 'black
pine' and Hit alanza(n) (a type of tree) are also from *haelsnos
(the Hittite with metathesis to *haelnsos). The Hittite and
Albanian, presuming they belong, both argue for an initial
h4-. ON 9lr'alder' and OE alor'alder' (> NE alder) appear to
reflect a Proto-Gmc *aluza-. Without the Anatolian form, this
would appear to be a word of the west and center of the IE
world. If the Hittite word is accepted, then this etymon could
claim PIE status; however, there are also linguists who propose
that *haelisos is a non-IE substratal term of north(central)
Europe which may derive from a non-IE proto-form "'a-Ii-sa
which is argued to underlie the Celtic, Gernlanic, Slavic and
Macedonian forms.

*klehadhreha- 'alder'. [lEW 599 (*kladhra); Fried 1491
NHG (dial.) lutter'dwarfbirch, mountain alder', Grk K:Af,8pa
'sticky alder' (cL Homeric K:A:r,fJPTI for the alders before
Calypso's cave and the dried alders employed by Odysseus
for his raft). The correspondence is sound and points to some
antiqUity in Indo-European.

The alder, a usually shrubby tree marked by woody cones
(which may help to explain the possible semantic shift in Alb
hale from 'alder' to 'black pine') and male catkins, flourished

. throughout most of Europe: the grey alder (Alnus incana) to
the north, the bearded alder (Alnus 'barbata) toward the
Caucasus, the mountain alder (Alnus viridis) in many high
land areas, the black alder (Alnus glutinosa) throughout the
central zones. While alder forests sometimes form, this tree
is usually an understory in deciduous forests, or an ecological
pioneer, or even dominant in ecological niches such as river
bottoms or along river banks, where early Indo-Europeans
presumably preferred to dwell. The archaeological context
for alder finds on prehistoric sites ranges from implements to
structural posts in the construction of houses.

During the period c 6000-3000 BC, the alder is only absent
in pollen diagrams from the southernmost region of the
Mediterranean, i.e., southern Spain, Italy and Greece, but even
here it is present in the northern halves of these countries.
Alder is also known from this period from southwest Anatolia,
the forest-steppe region of the Pontic-Caspian and in the
Caucasus but it appears to have been absent from south
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Anatolian I Distribution of the early languages of Anatolia and
adjacent regions. The early (IE) Anatolian languages were Hittite,
Palaic and Luvian. The later languages, certainly or probably related
to Luvian, included Lydian, Carian, Milyan, Lycian, Pisidian and
Sidetic. The non-IE languages of the region were Hattie, Human,
Semitic, and the very poorly known Kasgian.

IE language (though the discovery of Mycenaean Greek in
the 1950s has shonened the gap a good deal). Later evidence
from other parts ofAnatolia has added to the list ofAnatolian
languages Hieroglyphic luvian (at first thought to be a form
of Hittite written in hieroglyphs and therefore formerly called
"Hieroglyphic Hittite"), and the previously known but not
well-understood Lycian, and Lydian. Even more recently the
sparsely attested Sidetic, Pisidian, and Carian languages have
been joined to this group. Palaic, Hittite, and Cuneiform
luvian are written in the cuneiform syllabary originally deve
loped for Sumerian and transferred to the Anatolian languages
via the Akkadians. Hieroglyphic LUvian, as its designation
presupposes, is written in hieroglyphic symbols while the
other languages are all written in alphabetic sCripts similar in
many respects to the various Greek alphabets of Asia Minor.

Hittite, Palaic, and Cuneiform Luvian are all attested in
the archives of Hattusa, the capital of the Hittite empire'. Hittite
was by far t.he most common language attested there, being
the administrative· language of the Hittites and probably the
native language of the Hitti~e.elite and of a substantial portion
of the inhabitants of central Anatolia. However, the Hittite
pantheon was an eclectic one and included Palaic and Luvian
gods and thus the archives of Hattusa also contain ritual texts
in those languages as well. Though all three languages are
attested in the same place, it would appear that natively they
were spoken (or at least had been spoken) north of the Halys
River in the case of Palaic, in central Anatolta in the case of
Hittite (both Palaic and Hittite coexisting with the non-IE
Hattie) and in south-central Anatolia in the case of Cuneiform
luvian. Hieroglyphic luvian is closely related to Cuneiform
Luvian but is not identical with it and is attested somewhat
later and then in south-central Anatolia and extending into
adjacent northern Syria. To the west of luvian country we.

Central Asia. Thus, although at least one term for 'alder' can
be rec~nstructed to PIE, the wide distribution of this tree
prevents it from being diagnostic of the earlier location of the
Indo-Europeans.

See also TREEs. [PEl

ALONE
·oinos 'one alone'. [IEW286 (*oi-nos); GI 741 (*oi-no-);

Wat 45 (*oi-no-)]. OIr oen, oIn 'only one, single', oena 'units',
6enan (adv.) 'alone, in the same way' (not adjectival or numeral
in early Itish), Olat (ace. masc.~ Scipio insc::ription) oino(m),
Lat anus 'one, alone', SC in 'other', Grk olv1] 'one (on dice)',
olvo~'alone'~Arm -in, particle as in so-in 'the one here', Oind
ena- 'he'. Derivatives: OE eall-ana, NE alone « *'all one'),
Goth ains-hun 'no one'. With *-ko- suffix: *oinokos 'only':
lat anicus 'only, unique', Goth ainaha 'only', OCS inoku
'alone~ hermit'~ with final syllable accent: ON einga 'only',
DE anga 'only', enig - anig 'some, any' (> NE any), OHG
einak 'only' (> NHG einig 'at one', pI. einige'some'); *oino
go-: with *-go- suffix and PIE diminutive *-10-: OSwed (masc.)
c£nkill 'widower', Goth *ainakls 'standing alone'; With *oi
plus -vo-: Grk ol(F)o~ 'alone', Av aeva- 'one, alone', OPers
aiva- 'one, alone', OInd eva 'thus, just so', iva 'as, like'; "!'oi
plus ko-: ON ekkja 'widow', NIce ekkill "vidower'.

·sem-go-.(1o)s'single one'. [JEW 902 (*sem-); Wat 57
(*sem-)~ BK 184 (*sam-/*sdm-)]. lat singulI 'single,
individual', singu1aris 'single, alone; unique'~ in compound:
Grk ,uwvv; 'with one (uncloven) hoof' (*SI]l- + *h3nogWh-);
without *-go-Oo)- : ,u6vo~ 'aione' (perhaps not < *men- 'small'
[lEW 728-729 (*men-)), but possibly *sm-on-os- 'one'?);
other formations in Arm mekin 'single' « *mea- < *miya
< *smiya-) ,TochAsnaki'alone', TochE ~ske'alone', ~esketstse

'quite alone'. Independent innovations on both· *oino- and
*sem- with suffixes *-ko-/-go- and *-10-.

·kai-udos 'alone'. [JEW 519 (*kai-); BK 252 (*k[h]ay-)].
Lat cae-1ebs « *kaive1o-lib(h)) 'living alone, celibate', ?latv
kaIls 'barren, childless', OInd kevala- 'alone'.

See also NUMERALS (ONE); SOME. [C.E].]

ANATOLIAN lANGUAGES
The archaeological discovery of the extensive archives of

the Hittite empire in the Turkish village of Bogazkoy (ancient
Hattusa) in the early years of this century, and the linguistic

.discovery thatsome of the languages represented there (Hittite,
Palaic, Cuneiform lUvian, but not Hattie or Human) were
Indo-European, caused something of a sensatjon among
historians and linguists alike. Their discovery forced a re
evaluation of Near Eastern history. and Proto-Indo-European
linguistics that has not yet come to an end. Historians now
had evidence of another major Near Eastern power, the Hittite
empire, that treated even with Egypt as an equal: lingUists
'had evidence for a group of Indo-European languages where
no such languages had been known before or even suspected.
Hittite, Palaic, and Cuneiform luvian were in the age of their
attestation earl.ier by almost a thousand years than any other
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find Sidetic (in the city of Side), Pisidian, Lycian (and its dialect
Milyan, both in extreme southwestern coastal Anatolia), and
then moving north along the Aegean coast to Carian and finally
Lydian. While adjacent languages in this chain (Palaic, Hittite,
Luvian, Sidetic, Pisidian, LycianlMilyan, Carian, Lydian) tend
to share linguistic features with their neighbors that they do
not share with their more distant kin, it is possible to see two
major divisions of the Anatolian stock: Hittite-Palaic and
"SouthlWest-Anatolian" (Le., the reasonably well-known
Luvian, Lycian, and Lydian, along with Sidetic, Pisidian, and
Carian).

Hittite-PaJaic
Hittite is overwhelmingly the best attested Ahatolian

language, with some 25,000 written tablets and fragments of
tablets, and thus the best known. So much better known that
the other Anatolian languages was Hittite that for most of
this century the knowledge of Hittite and the knowledge of
Anatolian languages has been essentially synonymous. The
primary subject of our Hittite texts concerns the admini
stration of the state religion and mythology. The latter has
borrowed very extensively from non-IE traditions; however,
the core vocabulary is still very solidly of Indo-European
derivation. We can distinguish Old Hittite (1570-1450 BC),
Middle Hittite 0450-1380) and New Hittite 0380-1220).
Palaic, the language of Pala, is known only from a relatively
few tablets in the Hattusa archives; it may have already been
extinct by the time of our earliest written testimony and by
the thirteenth century BC it is presumed that the language
was long dead. Hittite and Palaic are characterized by the
change of PIE *-ehl- to -e-, *-e- to -i-, when before the stress,
and to -a- when after the stress (and in an open syllable), and
of *-k- to -k-.

SouthIWest-Anatolian
It has been argued that the earliest evidence for Anatolian,

personal names recorded in Assyrian texts in the centuries
around 2000 BC, tend to appear already as differentiated
Luvian. The main evidence for Luvian comes from Cuneiform
Luvian which is attested from 1600 to 1200 BC. Hieroglyphic
Luvian, which was written in a hieroglyphic script apparently
devised in Anatolia, is attested from 1300 to 700 BC. The
hieroglyphic script is primarily found in the form of
inscriptions on stone which include both material of a
dedicatory nature and also historical texts. LycianiMilyan,
Carian, and Lydian are all attested from about 500 to 300 BC
while Sidetic and Pisidian are attested later yet (Sidetic froIl}
200-100 BC and Pisidian from 100-200 AD). None of these
languages has left anywhere near as extensive a record as
Hittite and some have left very meager remains indeed. Lycian
is attested by some two hundred inscriptions, almost
exclusively found on tombs. Lydian, known from over a
hundred inscriptions, is primarily attested in the form of
funerary memorials from the fifth and fourth centuries
although some coin inscriptions may be several centuries

ANATOLIAN lANGUAGES

earlier. Uniquely, some of the Lydian inscriptions are also in
verse. Carian is known from both Anatolia and in the forn'} of
graffiti from Egypt which absorbed Carian immigrants from
the seventh to fourth centuries BC. Pisidian is known from
about thirty mortuary inscriptions of the type 'X Ison) of Y.
Sidetic, known only from a half-dozen inscriptions, derives
from third century BC contexts. On the basis of the moderately
well-known Luvian, Lycian, and Lydian, this suhgroup of
Anatolian is characterized by the change of *-eh]- to -j-, of
*-e- to -1-, and of *-1<- to *-t5- (the evidence, one way or
another, for the last is lacking in Lydian). I

Relationship ofAnatolian to Proto-Indo-European
It is clear that the Anatolian languages are remarkably

conservative in some respects but they also show clear differ
ences from other [ndo-European languages. Thus, on the one

. hand, Hittite and the other Anatolian languages preserve at
least one PIE laryngeal, *h2, as a regular phoneme, written
'h' or 'hh', and traces of a second laryngeal, *h3, also written
'h'. Most Anatolian languages have reorganized the inherited
three-way distinction of stops, e.g., *t, *d, *dh, into a single
series whereby they all show as a voiceless stop in word initial
position and as voiced in word final position. Within a word
the originally voiceless stops are geminate or long (and
coincidentally voiceless) while the other two series are single
or short (and coincidentally voiced?). Thus the apparent
orthographic distinction between b/p, dJt, g/k (where the
difference between 'b' and 'p', for instance, retlects a phono
logical difference in Sumerian and Akkadian) is not real: in
Hittite and other Anatolian languages written in cuneiform
script 'b' and 'p' can be used interchangeably, though one or
the other may be preferred, even strongly so, in a given word.
On the other hand, the orthographic distinction, say, klkk in
the middle of words, is real. This rearrangen1ent, however,
seems to have affected all the Anatolian languages after the
period of Anatolian unity. In the accompanying table Proto
Indo-European developments in Anatolian are exemplified
by Hittite.

Turning to morphology we may note· that Anatolian has
numerous examples of neuter nouns that have their nomina
tive/accusative shapes ending in -rwhile the other cases have
-n- instead. This heteroc1isis is a very old pattern in indo
European but nowhere else is it preserved so commonly. On
the other hand, Anatolian shows no traces of a separate dual
number, having only singular and plural, and Its verb has
only two moods (indicative and imperative, but no subjunc
tIve or optative) and two tenses (present and past-and in
the past no distinction of imperfect and aorist, and no perfects
indicating states that result from some prior action). In these
respects Anatolian seen1S to have a simpler morphological
system than most of the other anciently attested IE groups. It
might be noted that the ahsence of a feminine gender, which
has often been cited as a further example of the simplicity of
the Anatolian morphological system, may be a mirage and
the presence of an a-vocalism in Lycian animate nouns
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Proto-Indo-European and Anatolian Phonological Correspondences

PIE Hittite PIE Hittite
*p > p/pp *pedom 'place' pedan 'place'
*bh > P *bherghus 'high' parku- 'tall'

*nebhes- 'sky, cloud' nepis'sky'
*t > tltt *l)et- 'year' wett- 'year'
*d > d *d6ru 'wood, tree' taru 'wood, tree'
*dh > d *dhurhx- 'shaft, pole' tOriye- 'hitch'
*K > klkk *]((u) l)On 'dog' kuwan- 'dog-man'
*g > k *genu 'knee' genu 'knee'
*gh > k *ghes[ 'hand' kissar 'hand'
*g > k *jug6m 'yoke' yukan 'yoke'
*kw > kw *){Wis 'who' kuis'who'
*gW > kw *gvenha 'woman' kuinna- 'woman'
*gWh > kw *gvhen- 'strike' kuen- 'kill'
*s > s *ses- 'sleep' ses- 'sleep'
*' > y *iug6m 'yoke' yukan 'yoke'1
*lJ. > w *lJel,Jok- 'demand' wewakk- 'demand'
*m > m *moJdh- 'speak solemnly' maJd- 'speak solemnly'
*n > n *nel)o- 'new' newas 'new'
*1 > 1 *loukeje/o- 'kindle' lukke- 'kindle'
*r > r *d6m 'wood, tree' tam 'wood, tree'
*lJ > an *.(;I5os 'us' anzas 'us'
*1 > al *plh2i- 'broad' palhi- 'broad'
*r > ar *kld- 'heart' kard- 'heart'
*i > i *kwis 'who' kuis 'who'
*e > e, e, a, i *l)el)ok- 'demand' wewakk- 'demand'

*genu 'knee' genu 'knee'
*h1endo 'within' anda 'within'
*kes- 'comb' kiss- 'comb'

*e > e *h1es- 'sit' es- 'sit'
*a > a *atto- 'father' attas 'father'
*0 > a-a *l)6d[ 'water' watar 'water'

*h]endo 'within' anda 'within'
*0 > a *l)edor 'waters' witar 'waters'
*u > u *jugom 'yoke' yukan 'yoke'
*h1 > (2) *h1es- 'be' es- 'be'
*h2 > hlhh *h2argi- 'white' harki- 'white'
*h, > h *h]oron- 'eagle' haran- 'eagle'
*h4 > (2) *h40rghi- 'testicle' arki- 'testicle'

language" among a variety of different peoples and therefore
experienced brusque simplification to facilitate
communication between linguistically diverse populations.

The second explanation assumes that the common ancestor
of Anatolian and the other IE stocks did not have these features
either and thus that Anatolian is conservative in not having
them and the other IE stocks underwent a significant period
of common development after the Anatolian group had lost
contact with the rest. It was during this period of common
development that the dual, aorist, etc., came into being.
Proponents of the latter explanation see Hittite and the other
Anatolian languages as a group co-ordinate with all the other

suggests that Common Anatolian may have inherited the three
genders of PIE and then merged the masculine and feminine
together.

Two general explanations for these differences between
Anatolian on the one hand and the rest of the IE stocks on
the other have been advanced. The first explanation assumes
that pre-Anatolian had all the categories and distinctions that
are traditionally reconstructed for PIE and the absence of the
dual, feminine, perfect, etc., represent losses, either induced
by the influence of the languages which existed in Anatolia
before the IE Anatolian groups arrived (e.g., Hattie in central
Anatolia) or because Anatolian was employed as a "trade
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IE groups also taken as a single group. The label given to this
hypothesis is that of "Indo-Hittite~'. While not going so far
proponents of the first hypothesis also tend to think that the .
Anatolian group' may well have been the first IE group to
have separated itself from the rest and that some of the
differences distinguishing Anatolian from the rest of IE may
be attributed to late features developing only in the remainIng
PIE after that separation but that most of the differences that
set Anatolian apart are the result of purely An(itolian '
innovations. Certainly belongirig in the class of Anatolian
innovations is the special ("ergative") case-form in *-antsthat
neuter nouns take when they are the subject of transitive verbs.

Anatolian Origins
The search for Anatolian origins is co~plicated by the fact

that when they first enter the historical or written record, the
Hittites are already occupants oflate Bronze Age urban centers.
These towns were already literate, cosmopolitan and included
a variety of ethno-linguistic groups. These factors render it
nearly impossible to isolate out a particular IE Anatolian
"identity" in either material culture or behavior that may be
traced to earlier periods of prehistory or to foreign sources.
The Hittites, for example, referred to themselves as Nesa and
their ethnonym derives from the Hatti, who are widely
regarded to have been the previous occupants of the Hittite'
capital of Hattusa. The "true" Nesa might then have occupied
their early capital Nesa (Kanes) and their language then spread'
over much of Anatolia when they had secured the throne of
Hattusa. The Hittite language would then have served as a
chancery language which was spoken by ministers of state,
scribes and traders but may have required centuries to become
the predominant spoken language of the region,

The evidence of Hattie, a non-IE language which is
occasionally related to one of the Caucasian groups (North
Caucasian is often suggested), is not abundant but the Hittite
archives at Hattusa retain both tablets in Hattie and, more
usefully, bihngual texts in Hattie and Old Hittite (or Nesite)..
Hittite is thus represented as a symbiosis between at least
two different languages and cultures, the Indo-European
Nesite a:nd the non-Indo-European Hattie from which the
Hittites borrowed a number of terms relating to government
('throne', 'lord', 'queen mother', etc.) and religion ('libation',
etc.) as well as personal names; includfng those of a number
of their kings. This pattern has generally been interpreted as
indicating rhat at some time in their past the proto-Hittites
had either come into contact with and/or superimposed
themselves on a Hattie population "which was resident in
north-central Anatolia. This "Hattie culture", id~ntifie'd

archaeologieally for the period c 2500-2000 BC', gradually
. found itself placed unde"r Hittite control and absorbed

linguistically by the Hittite language whieh served as the
chancery and trade language of central Anatolia. An alternative
explanation, that it was the Hattie-speaking peoples who
penetrated Hittite territory and influenced its language and
ritual before dying o~t, is seldom contemplated. Only
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.Hol'02tepe
~Iaca HOyUk

·Hattnsa

Anatolian II Bronze Age site~ of Anatolia. The sites of Demirci Hl1yO.k,
Tepecik and Korucu Tepe have revealed horse remains from fourth

'. millennium Be contexts. Kanes was the major Assyrian trading post
·while. Hattusa was the Hittite capital (formerly a Hattie lOwn).

proponents of an indigenous Anatolian homeland for the
Hittites (and all other Indo-Europeans) have been forced to
suggest such a displacement, such as the Hatti temporarily
pushing the Indo-Europeans out of central Anatolia and then
later becoming subject to the Hittites when they later returned
to regain their earlier homeland. That this latter model is very
unlikely is supported by the nature of Hattie loans into Hittite.
These loans seem to reflect the indigenous Anatolian urban
ism, and the presence of these loans in Hittite would appear
to be the result of Hittite occupation of what were originally
Hattie towns such as Hattusa, the tHttite capital, and Puru
shanda. Consequently, it seems far more plausible to derive
the terms borrowed from Hattie from within Anatolia itself
and assign the Hittites to the role of intruder.
.' The other major non-IE language to occupy Anatolia is
·Hurrian. Human names are recorded in documents from
Babylon and Syria as early as the third millennium BC but as
an ethno-linguistie group they do not impinge on IE

·Anatolians until.after the Old Kingdom (c 1400 Be) when
the l:Iittites had spread toward upper Me potamia and greatly
absorbed elements of Human culture, esp cially religion,
where the Hurrian pantheon largely replaced most of the

.earlier Hittite· deities. As Hittite represented a symbiosis
between rhe IE Nesites and the nori-IE Hatti, so did the
Luvians find themselves in a similar relationship with the
Humans. With a major non-IE block occupying the region
south of the Caucasus to the upper reaches of the Tigris and
'Euphrates; it is unlikely that this area could be regarded as

· an earlier homeland of the Anatolians.
In the absence of diagnostic ethnic markers, attempts to

trace the An~toliariS in prehistoric Anatolia have generally
relied on evidence of invasions or destructions in the
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archaeological record which might accommodate some model
of Anatolian movements prior to their emergence in the
historical record. The most recent candidate for an Indo
European intrusion into Anatolia is associated with the
destruction level (one meter thick) that marks the end of Troy
II c 2200 Be. The candidate here, however, remains invisible
in that there is no evidence for a new people at Troy in the
subsequent period.

Some would attribute a major "destruction horizon" of
Early Bronze Age II (c 2700-2600 BC) to the arrival of the
Anatolians. The evidence is found on most major sites of
western Anatolia and it has been suggested that the destruction
of early Bronze Age towns as well as the abandonment of
sizeable portions of western Anatolia were due to the
infiltration of nomads from the northwest. Much later links
seen in new ceramic types found in central Anatolia with those
known from Troy (V) as well as the diffusion of the megaron,
the distinctive 'large-house', have also been cited as evidence
for a west to east spread of putative proto-Anatolians. It must
be emphasized that as there are no decisive cultural markers
that might link such models of population movement
specifically with the IE Anatolians (although the horse does
first appear in Troy V), it is very difficult to advance such
hypotheses with a great deal of confidence. But it might also
be said that a series of population movements from northwest
Anatolia, presumably initiated in the east Balkans, does
conform to one of the widely held solutions to the IE problem
that sees PIE origins north of the Black and Caspian seas with
subsequent movement southwestward through the Balkans
and on into northwest Anatolia.

A fourth or third millennium intrusion from the northeast
has also been proposed which relies on the general similarity
between tumulus burials in the Ukraine-south .Russia, then
the Caucasus and finally eastern Anatolia and eventually, at
Alaca Huytik, north-central Anatolia. An advantage of an
intrusion from the northeast would be that it would place
between the Anatolians and any other IE stocks (or PIE if one
prefers the Indo-Hittite hypothesis) a block of non-IE groups
of the Caucasus as well as the Hurrians of eastern Anatolia
and north Syria (who some suggest may have had Caucasian
origins). This model would provide the Anatolians with a
conveniently early and solid separation from its linguistic
relations and perhaps account for its differences from the rest
of the IE coiltinuum. The archaeological evidence here rests
largely on the introduction of exotic high-status burials
involving large chambers, walled with stone and roofed with
logs, then covered with earth and the remains of the heads
and hooves of cattle. Such burials, found for example at Alaca
HUylik and Horoztepe, find parallels north of the Black Sea.
Some have interpreted these tombs as the burials of Hittite
princes who were establishing themselves in the lands of the
HattL

An earlier intrusion from the Balkans has also been pro
posed for the period c 3500-3000 BC. This model would
attribute the foundation of the major Bronze Age culture of

northwestern Anatolia, that represented in the foundation of
Troy and related sites, to the movement of Anatolians from
the east Balkans. That there were connections between the
Balkans and Anatolia at this time is not in doubt. Ceramics
and other items of material culture show a broad similarity
between Troy in Anatolia, the Ezero culture of Bulgaria, and
more distantly, the Baden culture of the northern Balkans and
adjacent territories. The emergence of stone-built citadels is
also to be found from Anatolia (Troy) north across the western
portion of the Black Sea (Ezero) and then on around to the
steppe and forest-steppe regions of the North Pontic (Mikhay
lovka in the Ukraine). A metal-working province also develop
ed that extended from Anatolia to northwest of the Black Sea.
The cultural priority of the spread of such features is still a
topic of debate although the creation of some form of inter
action sphere around the shores of the Black Sea might well
have provided a medium for language dispersals.

It has also been suggested that the Anatolians did not come
from elsewhere but are autochthonous to Anatolia, at least
since the Neolithic period, i.e., the eighth-seventh millennia
Be. In this solution Anatolian origins are seen to be closely
related to those of the Indo-Europeans in general: the Proto
Indo-Hittite homeland is set to Anatolia and while the
Anatolians remained in the homeland, the ancestor of the
other IE stocks moved west to develop independently in

.Europe. This model is directly linked to the generally held
belief that the Neolithic economy, i.e., an economy hased on
the raising of domestic plants and animals, spread from
Anatolia into southeastern Europe about 7000-6500 BC.
There are other models of IE origins that would have the
Anatolians as essentially autochthonous hut these generally
presume a later date and offer either very poor or non-existent
archaeological correlations.

An autochthonous origin for the Anatolians in Neolithic
Anatolia c 7000 BC is very difficult to support in the face of
the reconstructed cultural vocabulary of Proto-Indo
European. Such an early date of separation would require
the Anatolian stock to possess only the most archaic Indo
European cultural vocabulary to the exclusion O't later
innovations evident in the subsequent development of the
other Indo-European languages. The rest of (Proto-) Indo
European possesses a cultural vocabulary containing items
that should not have been known anywhere prior to the fifth
or fourth millennium BC, e.g., words associated with the
yoking of animals, wheeled vehicles, wool. But as Anatolian
also possesses cognates of these terms that are commonly
aSSigned a late date, it is very difficult to suggest that the
ancestor of Anatolian could have been separated from the
rest of the IE continuum much before about 4000 Be.

The evidence for Anatolian origins is still very inconclusive
and is likely to remain so given the nature of both the
archaeological evidence and the possible vectors of language
dispersals in Anatolia.

See also AGRlCl,JLTIJRE; INDO-EUROPEAN HOMELAND;

INDO-EUROPEAN 'LANGUAGES; PROTO-INDO-EuROPEAN;

SUBGROUPING; TIME-DEPrn; TROY. [D.Q.A., j.Ptv1.j
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ANATOMY
We are able to reconstruct a very detailed list of PIE words

designating parts of the body and its products. Our knowledge
of the PIE names for external parts of the body is particularly
full and certain; there can be no real doubt that Proto-Indo
Europeans called the 'eye' *h30kw or the 'foot' *p6ds. Indeed,
such words and similarly "basic" ones such as designations
of family relationships within the nuclear family playa central
role in any demonstration of PIE family relationship. The larger
internal organs are also generally reconstructible. Thus there
is no doubt that the 'hean' was *J{erd for the Proto-Indo
Europeans. However, our knowledge of most of the internal
organs is less certain than it is for the external body parts and
that relative lack of certainty presumably reflects their
somewhat more specialized status as vocabulary items in
Proto-Indo-European, knowledge of them being gained
through butchery rather than casual observation as an infant.
Our ability to reconstruct terms for the smaller internal organs
and structures, e.g., nerves, blood vessels, what Matisoff has
called "obscure internal channels and connectors", is most
restricted. It is most probable that the Proto-Indo-Europeans
themselves did not have a very elaborate or speCific vocabulary
for these portions of the anatomy.

If we adhere to a fairly strict criteria of identifying roots to
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PIE, then the following anatomical terms may be reconstructed
with relative confidence.

External Anatomical Pares
Head: *K[reh2'head', *h2ent- 'forehead', *hjeni-h3kw-oleha
'fate', *kripo- 'head and facial hair', *h20US 'ear', *hxwiss 'nose',
*h]6kW 'eye', *bhruhxs 'eyebrow', *h1l40hj(e)s- 'mouth',
*ghelun-eha- 'lip', *smeK- 'chin', *smoKl)['beard', *genu 'jaw'.

Upper Torso and LImbs: *h1l4omsos 'shoulder', *pl(eJc
'shoulder blade', *h2epes- 'limb', *h2eks- 'shoulder joint',
*h2erhxmos'arm', *bhAghus'arm, foreleg', *dous- 'upper arm,
shoulder', *ghes-r- 'hand', *kOKs-oleha- 'hollow of major
joint', *me(m)s 'flesh', *monis 'neck', *h3elVn- 'elbow',
*h]nobh- 'navel', *h3nogh(lJ)- 'nail', *pant- 'stomach,
paunch', *poums 'body hair', *poksos 'side, flank', *pstenos

. 'breast', *kreps 'body', *tl)eks'skin'.

Lower Torso and Limbs: *gonu 'knee', *J{lounis 'haunch, hip',
*hj6rs(o)- 'rear-end', *h2epes- 'limb', *h4orghis 'testicle',
*isghis- 'loins', *koKs-oleha- 'hollow of major joint', *konham
'lower leg', *me(m)s 'flesh', *persn-eha- 'heel', *peses- 'penis',
*poums'bodyhair', *poksos'side, flank', *putos'vulva, anus',
*p6ds 'foot', *sekWt 'upper leg'.

Internal Anatomical Pares
*udero- 'abdomen', *hjesh2[ 'blood', *kreuha(s) 'blood
outside the body', *h2ost 'bone', *hjen-t(e)rom 'innards',
*gut[ 'gullet', *Kerd 'heart', *h2eh2(e)r- 'kidney', *jekWr(c)
'liver', *h]ehjtr- 'lung, interior of body', *pleumon 'lung',
*mQs(tlo)- 'muscle', *speJgh- 'spleen', *dVghuha- 'tongue',
*h]dont- 'tooth', *gombhos'tooth'.

There is a relatively long list of reconstructible words for
various diseases of the skin and for visible bodily deformities,
while there appears to be no reconstructible words for non
visible diseases as anemia, a heart attack, a stroke, etc.

Unlike the case with many other semantic fields, recon
structing PIE body-part terms does not tell us anything about
the geographical location of the speakers or of their cultural
level. The wealth of reconstructible words for hair may suggest
that the Proto-Indo-Europeans were closer to the nlore hirsute
end of the human spectrum than the other end but such
knowledge, if true, hardly throws much new illumination on
the Proto-Indo-Europeans as a people. More Significant is our
ability to reconstruct specific, apparently underived, names
for the rumen (the first stomach of a ruminant) and either
the omasum or abomasum (the third and fourth stomachs of
ruminants). This specificity and unanalyzability suggest that
the association of Proto-Indo-Europeans with cattle is both
old and intimate, reinforcing our notion that animal
husbandry, particularly cattle-raising, formed a central P~lft

of PIE culture.
In addition to purely physical denotation, human physio

gnomy was integral to the IE myth of creation, the severed
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*hld6nt- &: g6mbhos

-- *dTJ.ghuha

"'~---*gutr

*l{hd

*pleum6n &:
*hlehllr- 0--.

(

*iekWr(rr
*spelgh- -----

*udero- *h2eh2(e)r-
*en-tCe)rom

*persn-eha-

Anatomy The human anatomy according to the reconstructed Indo-European lexicon.
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parts of a primordial giant's anatomy serving as alloforms for
both the physical and social world of the early Indo
Europeans. The most common physical correspondences saw
the following equations: flesh = earth, bone = stone, hair =

plants, blood = water, eyes = sun, mind = moon, brain =
clouds, head = heaven, breath = wind. In terms of social
tripartition, the head was associated with the priests, the upper
torso with the warriors and the lower torso, which included
both the lower support limbs and genitalia, was seen as the
alloform of the commoners who physically supported society
and were most closely tied to such concepts as fertility and
sexuality.

See also ABDOMEN; ANUS; ARM; BACK; BLOOD; BODY; BONE;
BRAIN; BREAST; BUTTOCKS; COSMOGONY; EAR; ELBOW; ENTRAILS;

EYE; FACE; FOOT; GUllET; HAIR; HAND; HAUNCH; HEAD; HEART;
HEEL; JAW; KIDNEY; KNEE; lIP; lIvER; loINS; LUNG; MARRow;

MEDICINE; Mourn; MUSCLE; NAIL; NAVEL; NECK; NOSE; SEXUAL
ORGANS; SHOULDER; SIDE; SKIN; SKIN DISEASE; SPLEEN; TONGUE;

TOOTH; UTERUS; WOUND. [D.Q.A.]

ANCESTOR GOD
The theme of a deity ancestral to a tribe, people or humans

in general is a near universal in mythology although there are
no linguistic grounds to reconstruct a specific deity of this
nature for the Proto-Indo-Europeans. At best, there is a
common Indo-Iranian deity, Indic Vivasvat, Iranian Vlvahvant,
who appears to occupy this function. In the RV Vivasvat
marries Saral)yU of whom is begotten the Divine Twins, Yama
and YamI, who here only vestigially reflect their role as the
progenitors of humans in the IE creation ·myth. Similarly, the
Iranian Vlvahvant is the father ofYama XSaeta who establishes
the first earthly kingdom, a virtual paradise. Both the Indic
and Iranian names reflect an Indo-Iranian *Vivasvant-. In
addition to being ancestor to humankind, as father of Manu,
Vivasvat is connected with the first sacrifice and this Indic
deity, whose name means 'brilliant one', also occupies a clearly
"solar" position in early Indic religion. One motif in the story
of Vivasvat that is encountered elsewhere is his transformation
into a stallion in order to mate with his wife Saral)yU after she
had turned herself into a mare; cf. Poseidon's 'covering' of
Demeter, again in hippomorphic guise, to produce the horse
Areion or his coupling with Medusa to produce Pegasus, or
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in Norse mythology, more distantly and without the hiero
gamic features, where Loki turns himself into a mare and
gives birth to Sleipnir, the eight-legged horse of Cainn.

The Scythian origin myth produces another Indo-Iranian,
here specifically Iranian, ancestor figure in Targitaos
(Herodotus 4.5-6), the father of three sons-Lipoxais,
Arpoxais and Kolaxais,-whose contest for the kingship of
Scythia yields the three Scythian peoples and/or social classes.
The motif of a common father for the representatives of the
three social classes is widespread and is also found, for
example, in the Old Norse Rigspula where RIgr (Heimdallr)'
fathers pr~ll, Karl and jarl, the eponYmous representatives
of the Germanic social classes (slaves, freemen, nobles).

Kingship· in Heaven Theme
The only set of ancestor figures ever to have had at least a

.putative claim to IE antiquity emerge from the "kingship in
heaven" theme, an account of the creation found in Greek
(Hesiod's Theogony, Apollodorus' Bibliotheca, Nonnos'
Dionysiaca), Hittite (the Kumarbi myths, the "Song of Ulli
kummi") and Iranian (Firdousi's Shahnameh) myth. [n the
Greek accounts an autochthonous ancestor figure, Ouranos,
sires a variety of off-spring which he mistreats; one of them,
Kronos, emasculated him with a sickle and reigns in his place.
Hearing that he too will be overthrown, he devours his own
children until killed by his son Zeus who assumes the kingship
of heaven but his rule is only secure when he has dispatched
a further challenger, Typhoeus or Typhon, a gigantic monster
with snakes growing from his body. In the Hittite version, the
initial ancestor Alalu is deposed by his son Anu, and is then
deposed by his son Kumarbi who bites his father's loins and
thus absorbs his manhood. Kumarbi undergoes a most
unwanted pregnancy himself and (apparently) attempts to
devour his children but is overthrown by his son Teshub, the
"weather" god. Kumarbi attempts to revenge himself on
Teshub by engendering the gigantic Ullikummi who is
ultimately dispatched by being cut (d. the castration sequence
in the Greek myth) from the shoulder of Upelluri, the giant
Atlas-like figure from which he grew. In the Iranian tradition,
the sequence of ancestors begins with the fourth Iranian king,
jamshid (the euhemerized Yama Xsaeta, son of Vlvahvant),
who is overthrown by Zohak, the second king who, like

The Kingship in Heaven Theme

Version

Greek

Hittite

Iranian

Norse

Phoenician

1st generation

Ouranos begets

Anu begets

jamshid is overthrown by

Burt begets

Ymir begets

Ouranos begets

2nd generation

Kronos who castrates Ouranos

and begets

Kumarbi who castrates his

father and begets

Zohak who is deposed by

Bor who begets

prudgelmir who begets

El who castrates Ouranos and begets
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3rd generation

Zeus who deposes

Kronos but must kill

Teshub who deposes Kumarbi

but must kill

Feridun (grandson of jamshid)

Ooinn who kHls

Bergelmir

Baal who deposes El

Monster

Typhon, offspnng of Kronos

UlhkumrTll, offspring of

Kumarbl

Zohak, monster killed by Feridun

Ymir
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Typhon, has snakes growing out of his shoulder, and rather
than castration, saws his father in half. iohak is then himself
overthrown by Jamshid's grandson, Feridun. A possible Old
Norse reflection of this motif has been suggested on the basis
of the creation myth where the first being, Ymir (followed by
prudgelmir and then Bergelmir), is cut up by the leader of
the final generation, aainn.

Although the "kingship in heaven" theme with its three
generations of ancestors and motifs of castration or, at least,
cutting, and monsters is found in several IE sources, it is also
well anchored in Near Eastern mythologies as well, e.g.,
Babylonian, Phoenician, and its presence in the adjacent IE
cosmologies of Greece, the Hittites and Iran (but not India),
has suggested that its origins lay in the Near East rather than
in Indo-European antiquity.

Elements of the structure of the "kingship in heaven" myth
have also been interpreted within an IE context in Jean
Haudry's "cosmic" interpretation of IE mythology that
envisages a three-heaven model of the IE universe. Here he
interprets the order of the deities as representatives of the
three heavens: Ouranos is the night sky, Kronos (possibly the
'cutter' < *kr-ono- from PIE *ker- 'cut') fills the role of the
dawn and twilight to separate the night sky from his successor
Zeus, the diurnal sky.

See also COSMOLOGY; Goo. U.PM.]

Further Readings

Haudry,]. (1987) La religion cosmique des Indo-Europeens. Paris,
Arche. .

littleton, C. S. (1970) The "Kingship in Heaven" theme, in Myth
and Law among the Indo-Europeans, ed. J. Puhvel, Los Angeles,
University of California, 83-121.

AND
*-kwe 'and'. [lEW 635 (*klJe); Wat 33 (*kWe); GI 308

309 (*_khoe_); BK 326 (*kw[h]a_/*kW[h]d_)). aIr na-ch 'not',
MWeis nac 'not', Lat -que 'and', Goth -h 'and', Myc -qe 'and',
Grk r£ 'and', Arm -k' 'and', Hit -ki 'and', Av ca 'and', OInd ca
'and'. Widespread and old in IE.

*-io 'and' [GI 308-309 (*-yo-)). Myc jo- 'and', Hit -ya
'and', TocM -yo « *jo + *u) ~with'. Sufficiently widespread
to suggest real antiquity in IE.

[D.Q.A.]

ANDRONOVO CULTURE
Andronovo is a blanket term for a series of Bronze Age

cultures that spanned western Siberia from the southern Urals
to the Yenisei river and which are broadly identified with
prehistoric Indo-Iranians. The culture dates c 2000-900 BC
and embraces communities that were largely mobile
pastoralists as well as those settled in small villages, especially
in Central Asia.

Employing Andronovo as a very broad cover term for
Bronze Age cultures of the steppelands east of the Urals, the

.earliest period is assigned to the Sintashta-Petrovka culture

which should begin c 2300 BC. The distribution at this time
comprises both the northern and western steppe (southern
Urals-Kazakhstan) and is marked by the emergence of
defensive sites such as Sintashta. Fortifications include ditches
and earthen banks as well as timber palisades; an estimated
twenty such sites exist. There is a general expansion of the
Andronovo phenomenon to the south and east with the Alakul
phase (c2100-1400 BC), the Fedorovo phase (c 1400-1200
BC) and the final Alekseyevka phase (c 1200-1000 BC). South
of the Andronovo border in the strict sense are a series of
cultures which are believed to have either had an origin in
the Andronovo culture (or neighboring Srubna) such as the
Tazabagyab culture, or are represented as an amalgam of
steppe cultures with those of the oasis cultures of Central
Asia, e.g., the Bishkent and Vakhsh cultures.

Andronovo villages, of which at least 150 are known, might
range from two to about twenty timber houses (exceptionally
up to a hundred), constructed of pine, cedar and birch, the
last being one of the few IE arboreal names retained in Indo
Iranian. The houses were usually aligned overlooking the
banks of rivers. The large semi-subterranean Andronovan
houses (80 to 300 sq m) have been interpreted as the
residences of extended families as one would expect from the
Indo-Iranians. Livestock included cattle (c 46%), sheep/goat
(c 37%), and horse (c 17%), the latter of which was well
represented on Andronovo sites and was employed both for
riding and traction. The percentage of cattle among the
remains tends to be greater than their western steppe
neighbors, the Srubna culture. The camel is also present
among the faunal remains. The domestic pig is conspicuous
by its absence although this absence is entirely predictable in
a largely mobile economy.

The Andronovo dead were buried in timber or stone
chambers under both round and rectangular kurgans (tumuli).
Burials were accompanied by the remains of livestock,
wheeled vehicles, cheek-pieces for horses, and weapons,
ceramics and ornaments. Among the most spectacular remains
are the burials of chariots, dating from c 2000 BC if not earlier.
The chariots are found with paired horse-teams; the ritual
burial of the horse in a "head and hooves" cult is also known.

The association between the Andronovo culture and the
Indo-Iranians is supported by their pastoral lifestyle, by the
distribution of Iranian place names across the region of theIr
occupation, and by the historical evidence of the first
millennium BC which indicates that their territory was
occupied by Iranian speaking tribes-Sarmatians, Alans, Saka,
etc. Comparisons between the archaeological evidence of the
Andronovans and textual evidence of the Indo-Iranians are
frequently made and employed to support the Indo-Iranian
identity of the steppe tribes. Moreover, current explanations
of the process of the "Indo-Iranianization" of greater Iran and
the Indian subcontinent rely heavily on a model which
requires Andronovo tribes to have settled in Central Asia (the
Tazabagyab culture) or, at least, achieved linguistic dominance
across the Bronze Age urban centers of the region, such as
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Andronovo a. Generalized distribution of the AridronovQ culture.

---~------

b.

Andronovo b. Plan of the Andronovo settlement at Karkaralinsk;
C. Reconstruction of Andronovo house.

500km·0

Further Readings '.
Kuz'inina, Yeo Yeo (1986). DrevneyshiyeSkotovodyot Urala do Tyan'-'

Shanya. Frunze, Him. '

Kuz'mina, Yeo Yeo (1994) Otkzida Prishli Indoarii. Moscow, Russian

Akademy of Science.

the Bactrian-Margiana Archaeological Complex (BMAC). They
also play an, important role in explaining the origins of the
more pastoral societies such as the Bishkent and Vakhsh
cultures. Generally, the earliest Andronovan phases are
regarded. as co-ordinate with the period of late Indo~Iranian

linguistic unity while the later period sees them id~ntified

specifically with a branch of the Iranians.
See also AFANASEVO CULTIJRE~ BMAC~ BISH1<ENT CULTIJRE;

INDO-IRANIAN 1..ANGUAGES~ SINTASHTA~ SRUBNA CULTIJRE~

TAZABAGYAB CULTIJRE; VAKHSH CULTIJRE. a.PM.}

ANGEUCA
-1{uendhre>- - *lCuendhno- 'angelica (Angelica silvestris)'.

[lEW 631 (*Kl).endh-ro-/ *Rv.endh-n0-)]. From *J(yendhrcr



ANGEUCA

ANGER
*bhorgWos 'angry, violent'. [lEW 163 (*bhorgVo-s)). Oir

barb 'stupid, violent', Latv bafgs 'hard, unfriendly', Arm bark
'angry, violent'. At least a word of the west and center of the
IE world, though an "expressive" word that owes much of its
shape perhaps to onomatopoeic factors.

?"'liet- 'be angry'. [ef. lEW 534 (*kat-); d. Wat 27 (*kat-);
cf. GI 126 (*khath_); BK 273 (*kfhJatfhJ-I*kfhJJt/hJ_)). Grk
1(6'l'o~'spite, anger', OInd satru- 'enemy'. Oind satru- is often
taken to be from *khaet- 'fight' instead. It is possible that the
*ket- reconstructed here is but a phonological and semantic
variant (*khaot-?) of *kat- (or *khaet-).

?"'h16istroleha- 'anger, any strong feeling' « *'that which
rouses one to motion'). [lEW 300 (*ois-tro-); Wat 16 (*ois
tro-); Buck 16.42). Lith aistra 'passion', Grk ol(1rpo~ 'gadfly,
sting, anger'. From *hjeis- 'set in motion'. If not the result of
independent creations, a word confined to the center of the
IE world.

?*rabh- '± ferocity'. [IEW852 (*rabh-); Wat 53 (*rebh-)].
Lat rabies 'violence', Olnd nibhas- 'ferocity'. The underlying
verb is attested in Olnd r;jbhate 'seizes, takes'. It is not certain
that these words belong together and TocM rapume 'desire,
cupidity', sometimes cited here, should be rejected on
semantic grounds. If the Latin-Old Indic correspondences
are accepted, this would seem to suggest at least late PIE status.

See also FIGHT. (D.Q.A.I

ANIMAL
Gathered under this heading are those words we can

reconstruct for PIE whose natural translation in English would
be either 'animal' or some generic subset of animals, e.g., 'wild
animal' or 'small animal'. With the probable exception of the
dialectally restricted *gWjeh3l)jom, however, all of these words
fat 'animal' reflect the English meaning of 'non-bird', 'non
fish', etc., i.e., that meaning where animal is the equivalent of
the more formal 'mammal', rather than the sense of 'any
member of the (biologists') animal kingdom'. Since most
languages do not have a word with the latter meaning, the
meanings we are able to reconstruct for these PIE words
occasion no surprise. Actually, what is a little surprising is
that some of the dialects of PIE, those at least ancestral to
Greek and Tocharian, apparently did have a word for 'animal'

we have ScotsGael contran 'wild angelica', Lat combretum an
unidentified aromatic plant, Lith .5vendras 'reed; reed-mace
(Typha latifolia)'; from *kl)endhno- we have Nlr cuinneog
'Angelica silvestris', ON hvonn 'Angelica sih'estris'. A word
of the northwest of the IE world. In Iceland angelica was
employed to flavor ale (it is a flavoring agent in Benedictine
and Chartreuse liqueurs) while its more common pharma
ceutical uses generally include ameliorating indigestion and
anemia. It also had a reputation for warding off evil spirits
and plague during the Middle Ages. In the wild form, i.e.,
Angelica silvestris, it is found all over Europe.

See also PlANTS. [D.Q.A.j.PM.1

e.

g.

f.

Andronovo d. Andronovo vessel (Fedorovo period); e.
Spearhead; f. Socketed ax; g Cheek-piece for horse-bridle; h.
Stone-lined tomb from Buguly I; i. Timber-built grave from
Verkhnaya Alabuga.
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in the larger, more generic, sense.
*kwetI,Jor-pod- 'animal' (Le., 'quadruped'), [lEW 643; GI·

395), Lat quadrupes'quadruped, animal', Umb petur-pursus
'quadruped, animal', Lith ketur-k6jis 'quadruped, animal',
Myc qe-to-ro-po-(d)- 'quadruped, animal', Grk !'Erpa1tOV~

'quadruped, animal', Alb shtaze « *kWetl,Jor-(p)djeha-)

'animal', OInd catu$pad- 'quadruped, animal', TochB
stwe1pew'quadruped, animal'. The exact shape of this word
in PIE is difficult to reconstruct because as a more or less
transparent compound there has been a tendency to rebuild
it if, by action of regular phonological changes, the compound
became less transparent. Nonetheless, this is clearly a word
that is both widespread and old in IE and .one' that
distinguished animals from humans on the basis of physical
attributes.

*ghuer (gen. *ghueros) 'wild animal'. [lEW 493
(*ghlJer-); Wat 23 (*ghwer-); GI 390 (*twer-); Buck 3.11;
BK 236 (*guw-ir-/*gow-ir-/*guw-er-/*gow-er-)) , Lat fems «
*ghuer-0-) 'wild', fera 'wild animal', ferax 'wild, bold, fierce'
« *ghl,Jer-h30kws 'Wild-eyed' or 'wild-looking'), OPrus (acc.
pI.) swlrins 'wild animals', Lith zveris (pI. zveres) 'wild beast',
Latv zvcrs 'wild animal', OCS zverf 'wild animal', Grk 9f,p
'wild animal', TochB serwe 'hunter' « *ghuer-l,Jo- 'he of the
wild anima}'), seI1tsi « *ghlJeTlJ(e)jelo-) 'to hunt'. Widespread
and old in IE. This word and the next divided the world of
animals into "wild" and "domesticated" categories.

"pelfu'livestock', [lEW 797 (*peku-); Wat 48 (*peku-);
GI 391 (*pteJ(hu-); Buck 3.15). Lat pecu - pecus 'cattle,
livestock', pecunia 'money', peculium 'possessions', ON fe
'livestock, propeny, money', OE feoh ~livestock, property,
money' (> NE fee), OHG fihu 'livestock, property, money',
Goth faihu 'money, movable goods', OPrus pecku 'cattle', Lith
pekus - pekas 'cattle' (with Baltic as if with PIE *-k- rather
than *-R-, perhaps because the word is borrowed from some
western IE group), Av pasu 'cattle', OInd pasu 'cattle',
Widespread and old in IE. Nowhere does the primary meaning
of this word seem to mean 'sheep'; thus the connection
sometimes made with the verbal root *pel<.- 'pluck, shear'
(that is *'the animal with wool') seems unlikely This word
and the previous one seem to have divided the animals, more
particularly the mammals that the PIE speakers knew, into
two fairly neatly divided groups, domestic and non-domestic.
Since a persons livestock, his moveable wealth, was apparently
the major form which wealth took in early IE society, it is not
surprising that we find the semantic transition from 'livestock'
> 'moveable wealth' >. 'wealth (in genera!)'. This word also
designated (domesticated) animals as opposed to human from
the point of view of the social order. Thus Av pasu vIra
'animal(s) and man/men' is a formula for representing the
community's wealth-the same formula appears in Umb
u(e)iro pequo (cL OInd virapsa- 'abundant of people and
animals' = Old Persian (Elephantine) personal name WrpS).
In Old Indic pasu might even, on occasion, include men, as
the 'biped pasu', along With horses, cattle, sheep, and goats
which were designated as the five sacrificial animals

ANIMAL

(Atharvaveda 11.2,9).
*gWieh3uiom 'animal' « *'living thing'). [JEW 468

(*g;j6-); Wat 24 (*gwyo-yo-); d. GI 387; Buck 3.11]. Grk
S'q1ov 'animal', TochB saiyye 'sheep'. From *gWjeh3- 'live'.
Though found only in Greek and Tocharian it is unlikely to
represent two independent creations. Possibly of late PIE date.

*leuhx6n (gen. "luhxn6s) 'animal' « *'the one of the hunt').
[ef. GI 427]. Grk A£OJV 'lion' « *'the hunter'), TocM lu
'animal', TochB luwo 'animal'. Cf. OCS lovu 'hunt', lovili 'to
hunt', (From Grk A£OJV was borrowed Lat leo, whence the
word for 'lion' in most western European languages.) Like
the previous word, possibly of PIE date,

*h2l3ued[ (gen. *h2l3uednos) 'creatures, (wild) animals,
wolves'. [cf. GI 413 (wej('-n-); Puhvel 3:355). ON viCnir «
*h2l3lJednijos) 'animal; wolf', Hit huetar (gen. huecnas, pI.
huitar) 'creatures, (wild) animals, wolfpack'. Though only
certainly attested in these two stocks, the archaic heteroclitic
stem argues strongly for PIE antiqUity Probably from *h2I,Jed
'be alive', otherwise seen only in Luvian. Possibly belonging
here too are certain Slavic words for werewolf: Slov vedanec
(~ vedomec ~ vedavee) 'werewolf', Ukr viScun 'werewolf',
OCzech vedi (pI.) 'she-werewolves', though particularly in
Ukrainian this word has been subject to phonological
deformation. The agreement of Germanic and Hittite would
seem to assure a reconstructed meaning '(wild) animal' but
the association with 'wolf' is obviously very old (as the 'wild
animal par excellence'?).

Small Animal
*meh]l- 'small animal'. [IEW724 (*melo- - *smelo-); Wat

41 (*melo- - *smelo-); Buck 3.11]. OIr mIl '(small) animal',
Wels mil 'animal', NDutch maal 'young cow', Rus malo 'young
sheep', Grk /-lijAov 'small animal; sheep', Arm mal
« *mOllo-) 'sheep, ram'. Related adjectives are: Lat malus
'bad', Osc mallo- (with expressive gemination) 'bad', OCS
mala « *mohl1o-) 'small'. In Germanic we have also
*smbll-: ON smali 'small domestic animals, esp. sheep', OE
sm.:el'small, little' (> NE sma/l), OHG smal'smaIl, little', Goth
smals 'small, little'. Widespread and old in IE. The meaning
of this word in Slavic, Greek and Armenian parallels NHG
kleinvieh 'small domestic livestock' (d. Rus melkij rogatyj
skat 'small horned livestock'), i.e., sheep, goats, as opposed
to cattle, a distinction made only in the sphere of stock
breeding. But it is uncertain that such a meaning can be
attributed to PIE antiquity as the Celtic examples mean only
a small animal, i.e., Old Irish mIl can specifically refer to a
hare or a louse while Wels mil usually designates a non
domestic animal.

Large Animal
*steuros'large (domestic) animal'. [lEW 1010 (*steu-ro-);

Wat 65 (*steu-ro-); Gl439 (*stheuro-); Buck 3.21-3.24]. OE
stear 'young bull, steer' (> NE seeer) , seirc« *steur-iko-) 'calf',
OHG sUor 'young bull, steer', Goth sOur 'calf, young steer'
(the meaning of the Germanic word has been influenced by



ANIMAL

the Germanic descendants of *tauros 'aurochs; bull'), Av
staora- 'large (domestic) animal (Le., horse, ass, cow, earneD',
MPers star 'draft animal, horse'. Though not wide1yattested,
the geographical spread of those attestations suggests PIE
status for this word.

Animal Young
*Uete/os 'yearling'. IlEW 1175 (*l)et-e1o-); Wat 78

(*wet-); Buck 3.24; BK 503 (*wat[h}-/*Wdt[h}_)]. Lat vitulus
'calf, young of animal, yearling', Umb vitlo- 'calf', Grk en:Aov
- e-raAov'yearling', Olnd sa-vatara- 'having the same calf'.
Cf. Osc Viteliu 'Italy', whence, via Greek, Lat Italia 'Italy' <

*'land of young cattle' (named for the god of cattle, Mars). A
derivative of *l)etes- 'year'. Sufficiently widespread to reflect
probably at least a late PIE term. Similar derivatives of *l)etes
are to be found in OIr feis « *l)et-si-) 'sow, young female
pig', Wels gvvps 'sow, young female pig', Alb vi( « *l)eteso-) ,
OInd vatsa- 'yearling, calf'; and in ON veor'wether', OE weoer
'wether' (> NE wether), OHG widar 'wether', Goth wijJrus
'lamb' (Gmc < *l)et-ru-).

?*per- 'offspring (of an animal)' < *'what is brought forth'.
[lEW 818 (*per-); Wat 50 (*per-); BK 39 (*p[h]ir-/
*p[h]er-)). Wels erthyl 'abortion', ON fam 'bullock, steer',
OE fearr 'bullock, steer', OHG far 'bullock, steer' « Proto
Gmc *farzan-), MHG verse « *farsI-) 'heifer', oes za-prutuku
'wind [i.e., unimpregnated or imperfect] egg', Czech s-pratek
'newly born calf', Grk trOPU; ~ trOp-ru; ~ nopra~ 'calf, heifer',
Ann ore' 'calf', OInd Plthuka- 'child; young of an animal'.
From *per- 'appear; bring forth'. Though derivatives of this
verbal root with the meaning '± young animal' are common,
they appear to be very largely independent creations in the
stocks where they are attested.

?*ghim- 'yearling'. [lEW 426 (*ghimo-)]. Lat.blmus 'two
year old', ON gymbr 'one year old sow', Grk XlJlalpa 'goat'.
Probably independent derivatives of *ghim6s 'winter'.

See also ANIMAL CRY; BIRD; BIRDs; DRAGON; EGG; FISH; FLY;
FROG; lEECH; LIFE; MAMMALS; SHEllFISH; SNAIL; SNAKE;

TORTOISE; YEAR; WORM. [D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
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Indo-European Language and Society. Coral Gables, Florida, 40

51.
Brown, C. H. (1984) Language and Living Things: Uniformities in

Folk Classification and Naming. New Brunswick, New Jersey,
Rutgers University Press.

Puhvel,]. (1986) Huidarand vitnir. Creatures and critters in Anatolia

and Iceland. Die Sprache 32, 54-57.

ANIMAL CRY
?"gher- '± cry (of animals or birds)'. [JEW 439 (*gher-);

Wat 22 (*gher-); BK 235 (*gur-/*gor-), 350 (*Gar-/*Gdr-)].
Lat hirrfre 'howl like a rabid dog', ON garpr 'warlike man',
RusCS g11rkati 'coo', Slav gfgati 'gurgle, coo', Olnd gharghara
'gurgling'. A collection of onomatopoeic words, likely to be

independent creations in the stocks where they occur.
?*bhrem- '± make a noise (of animals)'. IlEW 142-143

(*bherem-); Wat 9 (*bhrem-); BK 33 (*bar-/*bdr-)). Wels
brefu'bleat', Lat frema'growl, roar', OE bremman'roar', OHG
breman 'roar', NHG brummen 'growl, grumble, hum', Pol
brzmiec 'resound', Olnd bhramani- 'bee'. Perhaps reflecting
a PIE onomatopoeic word for some sort of buzzing or roaring
sound. It is also possible that each stock that shows a word of
this phonological shape has independently created it.

See also BARK; BIRD CRY; BLEAT; DOG; GRUNT; NOISE. ID.Q.A.]

ANOINT
*h]engW - 'anoint (with salve), (be)smear'. [JEW 779

(*ongV-); Wat 46 (*ongW
-); GI 609 (*ongho-)]. Lat ung(u)a

'(be)smear, anoint', Arm awcanem 'anoint', Olnd anakti
'anoints'. ef. OIr imb 'butter', OHG ancho 'butter', OPrus
anctan 'butter', OInd anjas- 'salve, ointment'. Widely enough
distributed to assure its PIE status. The range of meanings
suggests the multiple uses of the substance which not only
included a foodstuff but also something to be rubbed on
bodies.

See also SMEAR. [D.Q.A.]

ANT
*mol1Jis~ "monn- - *mouros'ant'. IIEW749 (*moI1)i-);

·Wat 43 (*morwi-); GI 149 (*morw-)]. From *moI1)i-: aIr
moirb 'ant', Wels myr(ion) 'ant', OCS mravi 'ant', Av maoirl
'ant'; from *morm-: Lat formIca 'ant', Grk JlvpJloC; 'ant'; from
*mouro-: ON maurr'ant' (whence ME mIre 'ant' and NE pis
mire), CrimGoth miera 'ant'. A further variant *l,J.orm- is seen
in Grk (Hesychius) 0PJll1Cac;'ants', Olnd valmika- 'ant', vamra
~ vamn- 'ant', vamraka- 'small ant', TochB warme 'ant' (a
phonologically similar form appears as 'worm' in a number
of IE stocks). The number of phonological variants suggest
that the designation for the 'ant' in IE traditions was more
than usually subject to phonological deformation (via
metathesis, etc.) owing to some sort of affective semantics of
the word. Though it is hard to reconstruct the exact PIE shape
of this word, it is clearly of PIE date.

See also INSECTS. [D.Q.A.]

ANUS
*prh]Kt6s 'anus'. [lEW 846 (*prokto-); Wat 53

(*prakto-)]. Grk npw1Croc; 'anus', Arm erast-ank' (pI.) 'anus'.
Its unanalyzability suggests great age, but its geographical
distribution is compatible with a late, dialectal IE status.
Probably related is Olnd plasf- « *proh3ki-) 'part of entrails'.

See also ANATOMY; BlJITOCKS; ENTRAILS. [D.Q.A.]

ANY see SOME

APART
"sen-Vu- 'apart'. [lEW907 (*seni-/u-); Wat 57 (*sen-); GI

104; Buck 12.23]. aIr sain « *sen-i- 'different') 'especially',
OWels han 'other', Wels o-han- 'from', hanner 'half' « *'the
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separated [partl'), Lat sine « *sl)ni) 'without, out of, outside',
Hit sanizzis 'excellent', Av hanar;) 'except, without', TocM
sne 'without', TochB snai 'without'. Zero-grade suffixed form
*sI)-ter 'alone, separate': ON sundr 'asunder', OE sundor
'asunder, apart; differently' (d. NE sunder), OHG suntar(adv.)
'alone, apart, asunder', MHG sunder (prep.) 'without', Goth
sundr6 'apart', Grk &rep 'except, without,'far from'. Compare
also Olnd sanutar 'apart, except for', sanitl1r 'apart from',
Geographic distribution assures PIE status.

*dis- 'apart, asunder'. [lEW 232 (*dis-); BK 119 (*t'aY-I
*t'Y'-)1. Lat dis- 'apart', Goth dis- 'apart', Alb sh- 'apart', Grk
Dux « *dis-h2e) 'through, on account of'. Presumably a
reduced form of *dlj.is- 'in two'.

*Ui- 'apart, in two, asunder'. [lEW 1175-1176 (*yf-); Wat
78 (*wi-); Buck 13.13]. Av vi- 'apart, off',OInd vi- 'asunder',
TocM tpuk- 'hide' « *lj.i-dhug- 'hide away'). Cf. also Lat
vitium « l)i-ti-om) 'defect' and *l) iteros: ON vior 'against',
OE wioer- 'against', OHG widar'against', Goth wijJTa 'against',
Av 6i8ra « *vi8ra) 'separated', Olnd vitara- 'leading further'.
Also grouped here by some are words in Balto-Slavic and
Indo-Iranian meaning '± all': OPrus wissa 'all', Lith visas 'all',
Latv viss'all', OCS visI'all', Rus ves['whole', Av vispa- 'whole,
every; (pI.) all', Olnd visva- 'whole'. The presumed semantic
development is something on the order of 'plurality as unity'.

See also AoPREPs. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.l

APPEAR
*kwelilg- 'appear'. [lEW 638-639 (*klJeK-); Wat 33

(*kwek-); Gl132 (*khoeJ(h_)). OCS kai9'show', Grk riIC/lap
'sign', riICJ.uup 'end, goal', Av caste 'teaches', akasaI 'perceived',
xsa- 'look at', casman- 'eye', OInd ca~te 'sees, appears', kasate
'appears, is brilliant, shines', ksa- 'look at'. Perhaps TocM
kakmartik, TochB kamartike 'ruler' « *'brilliant one'?) belong
here as well. Certainly a word of the center and east of the IE
world.

*prep- 'appear'. [IEW845 (*prep-\ Wat 53 (*prep-); GI
83 (*~reph-)l. Olr richt 'form', Wels rhith 'species' (Celt <

*Pfptu-), Grk npiJrro 'appear', Arm erewim 'be evident,
appear'. Perhaps OHG furben 'clean' belongs here as well. A
word of the west and center of the IE world.

*ueik- 'appear (whether the appearance is into the speaker's
sphere of reference or another's)'. ref. lEW 1129 (*l)eik-); BK
510 (*wuy-ik/h]-I*woy-ik/hj-))' OE wfg- Wfh - weoh'image,
idol', Lith vykti'come, go', i-vykti'happen, occur; come true,
be fulfilled' « *'come into sight'), Latv vfkt 'prepare', Grk
ellCe 'it appeared good', £OlIC£ « *l)el)oike) 'it is proper,
suitable', iaxm « *l)ik-SKe/o-) 'compare', ei1avv 'image,
likeness' (borrowed> NE icon), eiIC6~ 'likely, probable;
reasonable, equitable', EOlICW~ - eiJ(w~ 'seeming, like; meet,
likely, probable', Av visaiti 'presents oneself', Olnd viSati
'enters'. Widespread and old in IE.

See also SEE; VISIBLE. [D.Q.A.I

APPLE
*haebVl- (nom. *haebJ or *hatbo]?) 'apple (Malum spp.)'.

APPLE

[JEW 1-2 (*ahel-); Wat I (*abel-); GI 548-55 I (*amlu-);
Fried 57-64; Camp 163-1661. Olr ubuJl (DIL ubal{) 'apple',
Wels afal- afall 'apple', OWeis Aballo (town name), Osc Abella
(the name of a city in Campania which VergH calls malifera,
i.e., 'apple-bearing'), ON epli 'apple', OE a:'ppel 'apple' (> NE
apple), OHG apful 'apple', CrimGoth apel 'apple', OPrus
wable 'apple', Lith obuolys - 6buolas 'apple', Latv abuoJ(Os
'apple', OCS (j)ablOko 'apple', Rus jabloka 'apple'. Cf. the
names for the apple-tree: aIr aball « *abalnJ), OWels abaJl,
ON apaldr, OE apuJdar, MHG apfalter, OPrus wohalne, Lith
abelis, Latv fibels - abele, OCS (j)ablana, Rusjablon. V Blazek
suggests that we add certain Indo-Iranian forms here also.
Thus Pashai waif 'apple' is perhaps from a Proto-Indic
*abalika- or the like but such a form is otherwise isolated
within Indic and the connection remains speculative. There
are a number of East Iranian forms, however, which seem very
promising, e.g., Sogdian 'mn'k 'apple', Pashto mana 'apple',
Shughni mOn 'apple', from Proto-Iranian *amarnaka- 
*amama-. If we assume an assimilation in nasality from *b.. n
to *m..n we can reconstnlCt an earlier Iranian *abama/a- from
PIE *haebe/alne/eha-. Gamkrelidze and Ivanov suggest that
Olnd amra- 'mango (Mangifera indica)', amrataka- 'hogplum
(Spondias mangifera)', Ashkun amar 'pomegranate (Punica
granatum)' belong here and we should add Kashmiri
ambarl-trel 'a kind of small apple'. However, in these cases
both the semantic (except in Kashmir\) and phonological
distance invites caution. A semantic specialization of pre-Indic
*amla- or Proto-Indo-Iranian *amra- 'sour' would be at least
as plausible a source for 'pomegranate' or 'apple'. If the East
Iranian and lndic data is considered cognate we can recon
struct a word of at least late PIE date.

*meh21om 'apple (Malum spp.)'. [Wat 41 (*melon); GI
552 (*maHlo); Fried 57-64]. Lat malum 'apple' (Greek
loanword?), Alb malle 'apple' (Latin or Greek loanword?),
Grk (Homer) /l'ijAov 'apple, cheek', Hit mahla- 'grapevine?,
apple?' A word of the IE center. Often, but incorrectly, put
here are TochA (pI.) malan 'nose', TochB (pI.) meli 'nose';
they do not mean 'cheekCs)' as sometimes supposed and a
PIE *meh2Io- should have given TocM *rricllan, TochB *mali.

Of the two putative IE terms for this tree/fruit, *haebVl- is
based on fairly good correspondences in five, probably six
stocks, as in Olr ubull 'apple' and the Italic (Oscan) town
Abella, 'of many apples' (te., as in English 'Appleton'). The
medial b has indicated a borrOWing to most scholars and the
Italic cognate has been dismissed as a "northernism". With
the possible East Iranian data not a part of the equation, it
has often been thought that it may reflect a residual non-IE
substrate term in north(central) Europe. If the Iranian words
do belong, as seems most probable, it is still pOSSible that we
have here an early borrOWing, either from Semitic, or from
the same source as such SelTIitic words as Arabic 'ubullat
'arak, fruits; dried figs pressed in a mass', Tigre 'oba] 'tamarisk'.
Taking a very different position, Gamkrelidze and Ivanov have
argued that the European terms are cognate with Hit sam(a)lu
'apple' and that the underlying PI E form should then be
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*samlu- 'apple'. They have also noted the similarity between
the Hittite form and the Hattie sawat 'apple, apple tree' which,
under observed sound changes elsewhere seen in Anatolian
(Le., Hattic t - Hit 1, d. Hattie tabama but Hit 1abarna), could
have been identical with the Hittite form. Still, the likelihood
that the Hittite word is a borrowing from Hattic and thus
unrelated is very high. The lndic and Nuristani words are
somewhat more probably related, but both the semantic and
phonological distance invites caution.

The second term, *meh21o-, is fragilely attested by forms
in four stocks, some of them semantically tenuous (albeit
credible). Otherwise, the Hittitologists involved insist that
Hit mahla- meant 'grape(vine)' but the actual evidence says it

could also have meant 'apple' or both, or simply the fruit of a
tree or bush. As with the first term, some would also dismiss
*meh21o- as a (southern) substrate term and place the 'apple'
beyond the ken of the earliest PIE society The two forms are
more or less similar although they may not be historically
related at all in terms of a strict phonologically based position.
Or they may be cognate: a (a laryngeal?), plus 1plus a bilabial
(note shifts between ill and b in other places in some of these
stocks). A staple PIE food like nuts and milk, the apple was
probably denoted by one form which cannot be fully
recaptured. In addition to the two IE terms, a much wider
areal background has been suggested by the similarity of other
'apple' terms across Eurasia, e.g., Chuvash olma 'apple',
Mongolian alima 'apple'.

Since the Mesolithic, Le., before PIE times, the wild apple
was spread across Europe, especially to the north, and is
relatively ubiquitous on Neolithic and Bronze Age sites from
Ireland to the Ukraine, including Anatolia and the Caucasus.
Evidence for the domestication of the apple from its wild
predecessor, Malum sylvestris, is difficult to establish and may
theoretically lie anywhere in the temperate zones of Europe,
west and central Asia. Since the cultivation of apples required
grafting rather than simple vegetative propagation, it is held
unlikely that the apple was among the earlier domestic fruits
and the date of its presumed domestication tends to fall after
the dispersion of the Indo-Europeans. Since the earliest
evidence for grafting derives from China (citrus trees) and
this is also the region of greatest genetic diversity of the apple,
it is possible that the late domestication of the apple derived
from western China.

The linguistic evidence notwithstanding, the wild apple is
found so widely (and that includes Mesolithic contexts) that
it is difficult to imagine a geographical situation for the earliest
IE-speakers where they would not have been acquainted with
the '(wild) apple'. Many varieties of apple were known and,
consonant with its dietary importance, the term may have
been used generically for 'fruit'. The apple figures prominently
in IE mythologies such as the «judgement of Paris" (who gave
the "apple of discord" to Aphrodite, hence eventually
precipitating the Trojan War). Those who regard the apple as
a recent acquisition to IE speakers note the number of legends
that depict the theft of apples by IE deities from non-IE

pantheons, e.g., Herakles' theft of the apples of the Hesperides.
See also TREES. [PFI
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ARM
*haerhxmos (Latin, Germanic, Slavic) or *haIhxm6s (Baltic,

Indo-Iranian) 'arm, forequarter'. [lEW 58 (*ar;J-mo-); Wat 3
(*ar;:J-mo-); GI 687 (*arH-mo-); Buck 4.311. Lat armus
'forequarter, shoulder (of an animal)', ON annr'arm', OE eaml
'arm; foreleg' (> NE arm), OHG arm 'ann', Goth arms 'arm',
OPrus irma 'arm', Lith irm-ede 'gout', OCS ramo 'shoulder',
Av aldma- 'arm, forearm', OInd Irma- 'arm'. Probably from
*haer(hxJ- 'fit, attach'. A strong candidate for PIE status. Arm
armukn 'elbow' has also been placed here; however, it is
probably an independent creation.

*bhaghus(or *bheh~us?)'(fore)arm, foreleg'. [lEW 108
(*bhaghu-s); Wat 5 (bhaghu-); GI 687 (*l!'atu-); Buck 4.311.
ON bogr 'arm, shoulder', OE bog 'shoulder, arm; bough' (>

NE bough), OHG buog'shoulder', Grk m1xv~'e1bow, forearm',
Av bazu- 'arm; foreleg', OInd bahl1- 'forearm, arm, forefoot of
an animal', TocM poke 'arm', TochB pokai- 'arm; limb'.
Unanalyzable root with good distribution and a very strong
candidate for PIE status.

*d6us- '(upper) arm, shoulder'. lIEW226 (*dous-); Buck
4.31]. OIr doe (DIL doe) 'arm', Latv pa-duse 'armpit' « *' [pan}
under the arm'), Slav paz-duha 'armpit', Av daos-'upper arm,
shoulder', OInd d6:;- 'forearm, arm'. Another unanalyzable
root and very strong candidate for PIE status.

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.I

Further Readings
Benveniste, E. (1956) Analyse d'un vocable primaire: i.-e. *bhlghu

. BSL 52, 60-71.

Hamp, E. P (1982) Arm, shoulder.}IES 10,187-189

Pedrero, R. (1985[86]) Las nociones de mano, brazo y codo en

indoeuropeo. Ementa 53,249-267.

ARMENIAN LANGUAGE
Armenian is a single Indo-European language group,

centered throughout its history in northeastern Asia Minor,
in contemporary terms northeastern Turkey and the Am1enian
Republic. The Armenian people enter history on their
Christianization in the first years of the fourth century AD,
converted by missionaries from Cappadocia and Mesopo-
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tamia. At first the written languages of the Armenian Church
were Greek and Syriac but in the early fourth century one
Mesrop Mastoc', a learned cleric (and later bishop), devised a
special alphabet for Armenian and translated the Bible from
Greek into Armenian. Thus inaugurated, the fifth century
became the "golden century" of Armenian literature with
numerous translations, besides that of the Bible, and original
compositions. It is the language of that period which is
Classical Armenian (in Armenian itself this kind of Armenian
is called Grabar) and it remained the written norm of
Armenian writers until the emergence of the modern literary
language in the nineteenth century. The modern literary
language comes in two variants, an eastern one based on the
variety of Armenian spoken around Yerevan in the Armenian
Republic, and a western one based on the.variety of Armenian
spoken in Istanbul.

It has been calculated that no more than 450, certainly no
more than 500, Armenian words are directly inherited from
Proto-Indo-European. The rest are from the unknown or very
imperfectly known languages that were in northeastern Asia
Minor when the ancestors of the Armenians arrived there,
from iranian, from Greek, from Syriac, etc. From the seventh
century Be Armenia would seem to have been in the political
and cultural "orbit" of the Iranian world, particularly from
the time of the Parthian ascendancy in northwestern Iran. As
a result the lexical influence of various Iranian languages, but
especially Parthian, has been enormous. The Iranian lexical
influx has been compared to the penetration of (Norman)
French words into Middle English. However, the Iranian
influence on Armenian lasted much longer than the Norman
French influence on English and is consequently even more
massive than the French influence on English. So great were
the number of Iranian borrowings, including everyday words
of all descriptions (e.g., anapat 'desert', pastern 'I worship',
ma(rJh 'death'), that Armenian was long thought to be just
another Iranian language. It was not until the 1870s that
Armenian was generally recognized as an independent IE
language, albeit one heavily disguised.

The early non-Iranian words, though much smaller in
number, are not without their interest as well. The language
that preceded Armenian in northeastern Asia Minor was
Urartian, itself a dose relative of the better-known Hurrian.
Armenian words with Urartian or Hurrian antecedents include
xnjor 'apple-tree' (d. Hurrian hinzuri), maxr 'fir-tree' (cL
Hurrian mahri (a kind of tree), ull 'camel' (cf. Hurrian ultu),
cov'sea' (Urartian sUd). The close agreement in shape of these
Classical Armenian words and their presumed sources. is
remarkable, especially as the actual borrowing is likely to have
taken place a millennium or millennium and a half before
Armenian is first attested. The phonological shape of·
Armenian must have been substantially established before
these borrowings occurred, though there may be evidence in
these borrowings that original final syllables were lost only
after this period of borrowing was complete (e.g., Hurrian
mahri borrowed> pre-Armenian *maxri > Arm maxr).

ARMENIAN lANGUAGE

Classical Armenian shows no traces of dialectal divergence.
AU writers of Classical Armenian, no maller where they came
from, wrote in essentially the same way. The testimony of the
modern varieties of Armenian also suggests that Classical
Armenian did not have dialect divergences since all modern
varieties can be derived from Classical Armenian with little
residue. However, there are certain discrepancies within the
inherited word-stock of Classical Armenian. Thus some
Armenian words descending from PIE forebears with initial
*p- have an initial h- and some have nothing (e.g., hun 'ford"
channel' from *pontha- 'way' or hel 'footstep' from *pedom
but otn 'foot' from *pod- 'foot') and others have p'(e.g., p'clur
'feather' from *petelro-); PIE *-rs- sometimes appears as
Armenian -t- and sometimes as -rs- (e.g., l'aramim 'I wither'
and t'arsamirn 'I wither'): There are several other unexplained
divergences such as these. These discrepancies suggest to some
that Classical Armenian may originally have been a kome,
the amalgamation of more than one dialect, which eventually
replaced all other dialects (much as the Hellenistic Greek koine
replaced [most of] the Greek dialects known in anti4uity).

Descnption
The criterion that most clearly characterizes Armenian

among the iE languages is phonological rather than morpho
logical. The three series of stops that we can reconstruct for
PIE, here represented by *t, *d, *dh, underwent a shift, much
like we see in Germanic (there called "Grimm's Law") and
appear in Classical Armenian as c' (voiceless and aspi rated),
l, and d. Evidence from contemporary Armenian dialects
suggests that voiced series d, etc., may have been voiced
aspirates in actuality and thus not very different, if at all, fron1
the phonetic pattern classically reconstructed for this series
in PIE. Recent suggestions concerning PIE stops would make
Armenian even more archaic on this particubr point than
has usually been thought (cf. Gamkrehdze and Ivanov's
reconstruction of *th , *d', and *dh which look much more
like Annenian t', t, and d [especially if the latter is aspiratedj
than do the traditional *l, *d, and *dh). Whether the
phonetics of the Armenian stop syste'm is archaic or
innovative, it clearly sets it apart from other IE groups.
Armenian is a satJm language, meaning that the dorsa-palatals
of PIE (e.g., *kl appear as affricates and sihilants (Armenian
5) while the labio-velars (e.g., *k") have lost all trace of
labialization (Annenian k') and thus have fallen together with
the non-labialized dorso-velars. Like Greek, Armenian
preserves the distinction among PIE *e, *a, and *0 (though

.Armenian shows a number of instances of a where we might
expect to find either e or 0). Like Anatolian, \A/lth which
Armenian does not seem to share any significant innovations,
Armenian preserves word-initial *h2- (at least sonletirnes) and
perhaps also *h3- as well. One of the more unusual
phonological changes to be found in Armenian is kno\vn as
Meiller's Law and refers to the shift from *ch)- to Arm crk-,
e.g., *dl)o > Arm erku 'two', *d!)a-nj- > Arm erkar'long' (d
Grk 8ryp6v).
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Proto-Indo-European and Armenian Phonological Correspondences

PIE Arm PIE Arm
*p > h - 0 - p' - y - w *pontha- 'way' hun 'ford, channel'

*pod- 'foot' otn 'foot'
*petetro- 'feather' p'etur 'feather'
*pQatr-ou- 'stepfather' yawray'stepfather'
*h1epi 'upon, also' eV'and, also'

*b > p *steibe/o- 'stamp, shove' stipem '1 urge, compel'
*bh > b *bhere/o- 'bring' berem '1 bring'
*t > t'-d-y *torsos 'drying place' t'at'stake for drying fruit'

*m[t6s 'mortal' mard'man'
*POater- 'father' hayr 'father'

*d > t *d6h]rom 'gift' rur 'gift'
*dh > d *dhur- 'door, gate' durk' 'gate'
*l< > s *delQp 'ten' tasn'ten
*g > c-t *g6nu 'knee' cunr'knee'

*gJh r 'husband's sister' tal 'husband's sister'
*gh > j *ghesr- 'hand' jetn 'hand'
*k k' - g *h2erk- 'contain' argel 'obstacle, prison'
*g > k *ger- 'crane ktunk 'crane'
*kw > k' - h - g *leik*'- 'leave' lk'anem 'I leave'

*kwi- (interrogative pronoun) him 'why'
*penk*'e 'five' hing'five'

*gW > k *g"eneha- 'woman' kin 'woman, wife'
*gWh > g - j *g"hermos 'warm, hot' ferro 'warm, hot'
*s > h-0 *senos 'old' hin 'old'

*sal- 'salt'· a! 'salt'
*" > Z-0 *sterjos'sterile' sterJ'sterile'1

*trejes 'three' erek' 'three'
*lJ. >- g *Uailos 'wolf' gayl 'wolf'
*m > m *medhjos 'middle' me] 'middle'
*n > n *snusos'daughter-in-Iaw' nu'daughter-in-Iaw'
*1 > I *leikw- 'leave' lk'anem 'I leave'
*r > r *trejes'three' erek' 'three'
*lll > am *l)i(dJRrpt'twenty' k'san 'twenty'
*1 > al *gJhr 'husband's sister' tal 'husband's sister'
*r > ar *m[tos 'mortal' mard'man'
*i > i *bhidr6s 'biting' birt 'rigid, rude'
*1 > i *kljon 'column' siwn 'column'
*e > e - i (- a) *medhjos 'middle' me] 'middle'

*senos 'old' hin 'old'
*dekrp 'ten' tasn'ten

*e > *Rerd 'heart' sin 'heart'
*a > a *sal- 'salt' a! 'salt'
*a > a *nehaus 'boat' naw'boat'
*0 > 0- u (- a) *h 30rbhos 'heir, orphan' orb 'orphan'

*pontha- 'way' hun 'ford, channel'
*h]6kW 'eye' akn 'eye'

*0 > u *h]onorjo- 'dream' anurJ'dream'
*u > u *srutis 'flowing' am 'brook'
*0. > u *mas 'mouse' mukn'mouse'
*h1 > 0 *h]esmi 'I am' em 'I am'
*h2 > 0-h *h2 ftkos 'bear' ar]'bear'

*h]euh2os 'grandfather' haw 'grandfather'
*h3 > 0-h *h]or- 'bird' oror'gull'

*h]od- 'smell' hot 'odor'
*h4 > 0 *146rghis 'testicle' oIjik' 'scrotum'
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certain is that Armenian is a member of a usoutheast» gr up
of IE languages that includes Greek and Indo-Iranian as well.
For .instance, only Armenian, Greek, and Indo-Iranian show
clear trace~ of the reconstructed PIE imperfect tense. Uk wise
they, and Phrygian, are the only' IE languages to how the
"augment" in past tense formations. Within this smaller group
Armenian appears to be most closely allied ith Gre k how
ing Cl number ofshared lexical items with it (e.g., Ann awe1um
'1 increase' and Grk otpEMm'l increas 'from Q3bhe1- or
Arm siwn 'column' and Grk KUoV 'column' from something
like *KIj6n).

Annenian Origins
The starting point for any discussion of Armenian origins

must emphaSize that the territory in which the Armenian
language has been historically attested, the contemp rary

. Republic ofArmenia and eastern Turkey, was occupi d dUring
the Bronze Age by speakers of Human and the closely related
Uranian. The earliest Human inscriptions ar dat d to the
mid third miliennium BC and these run into the second
millennium BC. The southern border of the Hurrians extended
to SYria and southeast into the area inhabited in modem times
by Kurds along the Iran/lraq frontier. To the outh of the
Humans, even overlapping with them, were the lands of
Semitic-speaking peoples. It has been suggested that the
Hurrian language is related to the modem onheastem
Caucasian language group ( akh-Daghestani). By the first
millennium BC the Humans had disappeared. They ere
rephiced in the southeastern portion of their former territory
by the Urartians who spoke a language closely related to
Human. North of the Uranians, in the northern part of the
formerly Human area, were the Etio or Etiuni, who extended
as far north as central Transcaucasia (Le., the modern RepUblic
of Armenia). Though the linguisti~ remains of the Etio are
very meager, it is usually assumed that their language too
was related to Human. To the east of the Hurrian-Urartian
Etio complex were the Gutians (or Qutians), known only from
'personal and place-names that suggest a different and
unrelated language grouping, who occupied the territory
south of Lake Urmia in what is now Iran. To the west of the
Hurrian-Urartian-Etio complex were various memb rs of the

. (Indo-.European) Anatolian group: Luvians in outhem
An3:tblia and Hittites (who had replaced the non-IE Hattl and
taken their name) and Palaic-speakers in central Anatolia. To
the northwest were the non-IE Kaskians.

This linguistic picture really leaves no room for indigenous
.Armenians and forces one to conclude that they migrated to
their historical seats from elsewhere. That they share a series
of isoglosses, both morphological and lexical, with Gre k has

. suggested that it is more likely that they originated to the
west of their historical territory; to rever e the direction of
movement and presume that it was the Greeks who moved
off to the west raises serious chronological problems, e.g.,
the late attestation of Armenian in eastern Anatolia would
suggest that the Greeks should not have arrived in their own

Though historically attested Armenian has changed rather
slowly (though the modern verbal system shows a radical
restructuring of the classical system), prehistoric Armenian
underwent a good deal of change and thus Classical Armenian
already presents a rather "modern" appearance when
compared to its contemporary cousins. In nouns gender and
the dual are lost, though there is still a maximum of five
different case shapes. Though there are some conservative
features of .the Armenian verb, for instance the retention of
the "augment" (a prefix denoting past time) in monosyllabic .
verbs (e-ber'he brought', e-git 'he found'), in general it would
seem that the verb has been very thoroughly rebuilt in the
interim between PIE and the emergence of Classical Armenian.
The verb is inflected for both person and number (singular .
and plural) but of the several tenses and moods that the
Armenian verb indicates only present and aorist (itself a
combination of the PIE imperfect and aorist) among the tenses
and the imperative among the non-indicative moods can be
traced back directly to PIE antecedents. .

Herodotus (7.73) reported that the Armenians were in
origin Phrygian emigrants or colonists. Thus, there has been
a continuing assumption that Annenian is' linguistically closely·
related to Phrygian. From the point of view of geographical'
propinquity as well as the tradition recorded by Herodotus
su~h an assumption makes sense. However, the linguistic
remains of Ph.rygian are so scant that they afford no
confirmation (or dis~onfirmation). What does seem to be

Armenian The territory of the Arm~nian language appears to have
been roughly coincidental with that of the earlier non-IE Hurrian .
and closely related Urartian (with dark shading). The poorly known
and presumably related non-IE Etio language w~s to its north. Many
of these languages occupied partially or wholly the earlier territory
of the Kuro-Araxes culture (light shading). The nearest IE neighbors
of the Armenians were the Hittites {and related Luvians and Palaic
speaking populations) who were not closely related to Armenian.
Assyrian and Gutian are non IE languages. Burials with wheeled
vehicles have been uncovered at Trialeti and Lchashen.
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historical territory until long after we actually have evidence
for the Greek language in the fourteenth century BC Linear B
inscriptions.

In the period immediately prior to the emergence of the
Hurrians, the northern area of their distribution was occupied
by the Kuro-Araxes culture (c 3400-2500 BC). The distri
bution of Kuro-Araxes sites would encompass the territory
of the Etio and Urartians as well as the northern part of the
Hurrians. It is often presumed that the Kuro-Araxes culture
is an archaeological reflection of the Hurrians. Its successors
boast sites such as Lchashen and Trialeti with their abundant
evidence for wheeled vehicles placed in tombs, a useful
reminder that wheeled vehicles need not be a particular
marker of IE cultural identity in western Eurasia (wheeled
vehicles were also buried in the Sumerian tombs at Ur and in
the royal burials of the Shang dynasty in China).

The emergence of the Armenians has proven, so far at least,
invisible from an archaeological standpoint. Historical texts
tell us of the Hurrians and their successors in the various
Urartian states, detailing their incessant wars with their Hittite,
Luvian and Assyrian neighbors and the later penetration of
their territory by Kimmerians and Scythians (Iranian-speaking
or at least Iranian-lead groups originally from north of the
Black Sea). By the seventh century BC the Urartian state was
collapsing, ultimately in the face of the (Semitic) Babylonians
and the Medes (Iranians of what is now northwestern Iran).
By c 590, the Urartian kingdom no longer existed. By this
time we find the rise of the first Armenian kingdom and by
the reign of Darius I (525-485 BC), the Persians, who were
the heirs of the Medes, had organized two satrapies in Armenia
(or, in Persian, Armina).

Armenian presence in their historical seats should then be
sought at some time before c 600 BC; how much earlier it is
very difficult to imagine and the historical evidence for the
Armenian highlands does not provide any reliable candidates
although Igor Diakonoff has made an extensive case for
seeking Armenian origins among a people known to the
ancient world as the MuskL The Muski were first recorded
about 1165 Be when they crossed the upper Euphrates from
the west and by 1115 some 20,000 of them under their five
chieftains are recorded as advancing on the upper Tigris.
Diakonoffhas suggested that the Muski entered Anatolia from
the Balkans about the twelfth century and represented one of 
the peoples who contributed to the collapse of the Hittite
empire and who are repeatedly mentioned in early texts. The
term was certainly applied to the Phrygians who occupied
central Anatolia and Diakonoff, accepting some form of
relationship between Phrygian and Armenian, identifies the
eastern Muski as Proto-Armenians. Hence as we find Muski
in the historical seats of the Armenians by about the twelfth
century and we know the same name was applied to IE
Phrygians to their west, then at least a case can be made for
presuming that the Muski reflected an intrusive IE-speaking
population. Diakonoff suggests that the Armenian name for
themselves, Hayk', derives from *Hattiyos, the name applied

by the Urartians to all the peoples from west of the Euphrates,
Le., the Hittite (or better, Hattie) lands.

The Armenians, according to Diakonoff, are then an amal
gam of the Hurrians (and Urartians), Luvians and the Proto
Armenian Muski who carried their IE language eastwards
across Anatolia. After arriving in its historical territory, Proto
Armenian would appear to have undergone massive inlluence
on the part of the languages it eventually replaced. Annenian
phonology, for instance, appears to have been greatly affected
by Urartian, which may suggest a long period of bilingualism.
Loanwords from Luvian can be identi fled (and perhaps from
Hittite also) as can loanwords from Aramaic, though these
strata are dwarfed by the massive intlux of Iranian words,
mainly from the neighboring Parthian in northwestern Iran.
In this process not only was the Armenian lexicon affected
but also the grammar.

See also INDo-EUROPEAN UNGUAGES. IDQ.A.,J,PM.I
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ARMY
*korjos'army, war-band, unit of warriors'. [IEW6I5-616

(*koro-s); Wat 32 (*koro-); d. GI 644; Buck 20.151. Mir
cuire 'troop, host', Gaul Tri-corii (trihal name: '[consisting
of] three tribes'), ON herr 'army', OE here 'army', OHG heri
'army', Goth haJjis 'army', OPnlS kargis 'army', Lith k,lrias
'army', karas 'war', Latv kafs 'army', Grk I(OlpaVOt; 'army
leader', KOlPO- in personal names (d. the similar use of this
element in early Germanic personal names, e.g., Hario-,
Chario-, including that of Ooinn, i.e., Henan « *koryonos).
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Perhaps also OPers kara- 'people, army'. Distribution suggests
at least a word for 'army' from the west and center of the IE
world.

*leh2lJ.6s'people (under arms)'. [GI644 (*IaH(w)a-)]. Myc
ra-wa-ke-ta (= [Doric) Aayira~) 'leader of the· people', ra-wi
jaja 'captives', Grk Aa(f)6~ 'people, (pI.) army', Aela (Ionic
AT{iTJ) 'booty', ATJ'iSO)1al 'plunder', Phryg'lawag(aei 'military
leader'. Cf. Hit lahha- 'campaign'. The presence of Hit lahha
suggests PIE status for *Ieh2- '± military action'. The derivative
*Ieh2l)6s '± army' would appear to be regionally restricted to
Greek and Phrygian.

*ieudhm6s 'fighter'. [lEW 511 (*jeu-dh-); Wat 79
(*yeudh-)]. OCS a-jIminG 'warrior', Oind yudhma-' warrior'.'
A word of the southeast of the IE world. From *jeudh- 'to
fight'. Cf. OWeis Mar-iud'sea-fighter'.

War-bands
The word *korjos has been examined in detail by Kim

McCone and prOVides the basis for his reconstruction of PIE
society. The emphasis found in the Germanic cognates
suggests war-bands engaged in predatory behaVior, d. the
related verbal forms in ON herja 'harry, despoil, waste', OHG
herian 'to make a foray', etc., and the use of this word as an
appelative of Ooinn (Herjann) who leads a war-band of the
dead. It may also underlie one of the tribes mentioned by
Tacitus, the Harii, which may have designated a specific type
of military unit (or warriors disgUised as phantoms) rather
than a tribe. According to McCone this military unit may
broadly be described as a Mannerbund, an organization of
young unmarried men. The size of the unit may range from a
minimum of two but usually more, and frequently about
twelve. They lived off the country by hunting and raiding
and engaged in berserkr-like behavior. The frenzied behavior
is very often likened to that of wolves, and such social groups
were frequently termed wolves (or dogs) and adopted the
headdress, apparel and iconography of the wolf. It is from
such groups that one may also derive the frequent application
of personal names containing the element wolf, e.g., ON
Herjolfr, OE Herewulf'Wolf of the war-band'.

The Irish cognate cuire 'troop' is archaic and cognate with
a series of names of Gaulish tribal confederacies, e.g., Vo
corii, Tricorii, Petru-cori, which indicate units of two, three
and four 'troops' respectively. The eafly Irish exhibited an
institution very similar to that of the Germanic war-band, the
diberga or feindidi, which consisted of young unmarried men
who lived off the country (hunting and raiding). Their bands
consisted usually of groups ofthree, five, nine or twelve (wi.th
nine the most frequent) and their behavior was also explicitly
that of a wolf or dog. Irish also produces a series of personal
names where 'wolf' and 'dog' is a major element, e.g., Cenn'
Faelad 'Wolf-head', Coin-chenn 'Dog-head'.

On the basis of Celtic-Germanic comparisons, one can pOSit
the specific institution of the war-band in at least the western
periphery of the Indo-European world. To what extent it may
be ascribed to a broader region or an earlier antiqUity in IE

ARMY

depends on what further evidence can be adduced. The
existence of cognate terms in Baltic, Greek and Iranian would
at least indicate that the '*korios itself is of PIE antiqUity. Other
possible cognates may be found in Italic, e.g., the personal
name of Coriolanus and the town of Corioli.

. The derivative of this word in Greece (Grk 1(o{pavo~ 'army
leader') is taken by Benveniste to indicate a military com
mander who may control his troops but does not lead them
in battle but McCone has shown that the term was still
regularly applied to active warriors in the field. Ancient Greece
also employed war-bands very similar to those of the Celts'
and Germans. The Ephebes, for example, reflected an age set
of young unmarried males, between 16 and 25, who lived
like wolves in the wild; warriors in Arcadia bore wolf and
bear hides instead of shields (the Trojan Dolan wears a
wolfskin in the Iliad) and another parallel would be the
Spartan Krypteia. 'Wolf' is a frequent enough element in early
Greek names, e.g., AVK"oopyoC;, AVK"oqJ6vTIJ~, and the frenZied
behavior of Greeks in battle is described with the word Avaaa
« *lukWjha-) 'wolfish rage'. Although there is no certain lexical
associations between K"OlpaVOC; and these war-bands, the
structural similarities do exist.

The Old Persian form kara is isolated (there is no cognate
in Indo-Aryan) and where it does occur, it implies the concept
of a people under arms rather than a specialized military unit.
Yet both ancient Iran and, especially, early India, yield evidence
of the classic Mannerbund. The Oind marya- 'young man'
(cf. Av mairyo 'villain, scoundrel') is employed to describe
the wildly aggressive war-band assembled around the
leadership of Indra or Rudra in the Vedas. Although the lndo
Iranian form is usually derived from an e-grade *merjo- with
cognates in other IE stocks, McCone suggests that the
underlying form may well be an o-grade (*morjos) with a
precise cognate in OIr muire 'leader, chief'.

McCone suggests that there is sufficient lexical and certainly
structural correspondences to reconstruct a PIE 'war-band'
comprising an age set of young unmarried and landless (but
free) men who lived off the land, engaged in predatory
activities, had a particular association with wolves (less so,
dogs or bears), were famous for their berserkr-like behavior
in battle, and might form the "shock troops" in military
engagements. This was a distinct age set which, when married
and settled on their land, entered the *teuteha the tribal
organization of adults who were still liable to military service.

See also AGE SET; BooTY; CAPTIvE; COMPANION; CONQUER;

FIGHT; lEADER; PEOPLE; SOCIAL ORGANIZATION; WARFARE;

WAR GoO;WARRlORS; WILD (Goo); YOUNG. U.PM., E.C.P]
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AROUND

AROUND
*h2ent-bh-i 'around, on both sides'. [lEW 34 (*ambhi);

Wat 2 (*ambhi); GI 59; BK 414 ( *!ial]-t[h]-/*hJIJ-t[h]_) I. OIr
imm- ~ imb- 'about, mutually', Wels am- 'about', Lat ambi
'on each side of, around, about', ON umb 'about', OE ymb(e)
'about', OHG umbi 'about', Goth bi 'near', Alb mbi 'over',
Grk aJup{ 'about, near', Arm amb-olj 'complete', Av aiwito
'on both sides', Oind abhi-la- 'on both sides'. Cf.
*h2ent-bh-o 'both'. A derivative of *h2ent- 'face'. Old in IE.

See also AoPREPS. [D.Q.A.]

ARROW see BOW AND ARROW

ARYAN see FREEMAN

ASHl
*h]es(k)- (*h20S(k)-1) 'ash (Fraxinus excelsior, perhaps F.

omus, F. oxycarpa, F. pallisiae, Sorvus aucuparia)'. IlEW782
(*os); Wat 46 (*os-); GI 537-538 (*Hos-); Buck 8.62; Fried
92-98; Camp 166-168; BK 415 (*!iasY-/*nJsY-)]. OIr uinnius
'ash', Wels onn(en) 'ash' « Celt *osna-) , Lat ornus'mountain
ash; spear', ON askr 'ash; spear', OE leSC 'ash; spear' (> NE
ash), OHG asc 'ash' « Gmc *askiz), OPms woasis 'ash', Lith
UDsis 'ash', Latv uosis 'ash' « Baltic *osis) , Rus jasenl 'ash'
« Slavic *os-en-) , Alb ah 'beech', Grk 6gv11 'beech; spear
shaft', Arm hac'i 'ash'. Perhaps also Hit hassikk- - hassikka
some form of tree with edible fruit (perhaps the olive which
botanically belongs with the ashes as Oleaceae). It may be
noted that the Celtic, Itaiic, Baltic and Slavic forms all derive
from an underlying *h3es- while Germanic, Greek, Albanian,
Armenian (and Hittite if accepted) all come from *h]esk-.

Several species of ash and possibly the 'mountain ash' were
perhaps distinguished by modifiers of PIE *os- (with con
siderable consonantal extensions). A strong association of the
tree name with the spear or other pointed weapons is indicated
by texts in several stocks. The lexical associations in Germanic
are obvious where both ON askrand OE lese meant 'ash' and
'spear' and similarly in Latin where omus indicated both the
'mountain ash' and 'spear'. Even where we find the PIE 'birch'
word semantically shifted, i.e., Lat fraxinus 'ash' it is employed
metonymically for javelin (Nam Clytii per utrumque grauui
librata lacerto fraxinus acta femur 'For through both thighs
of Clytius went the ashen spear, hurled by his mighty arm',
Ovid's Metamorphoses 5.143). In Greek too the root o~v

appears variously in forms for 'ash', 'spear' and as an epithet
for 'sharp, pointed'. In the Old Irish tree-list, the uinnius 'ash'
is Singled out as a "noble" wood because of its use in the
manufacture of weapons and uinnius can also be used for
'spear-shaft'. The lexical associations are borne out by the
numerous archaeological contexts for prehistoric ash. While
it was employed in construction, it was probably most utilized
as a medium for hafting; implements discovered in Europe of
stone, copper or bronze with their handles intact are almost
predictably of ash, e.g., the hafts to both the ax and dagger of
Gtzi, the "ice-man" found in the Tyrolian Alps.

Another semantic association of the ash ternl was with the
mountain ash or rowan tree in Italic, and with the beech in
Greek and Albanian (where shifts of the ash term to 'beech'
seem to have been co-ordinate with shifts of the corresponding
'beech' words lfrom PIE *bhehagosl to 'oak').

Some forms in Finno-Ugric such as Mari osko 'ash' may
have come from early IE; excepting the problematic Armenian
reflex, *os- is a northern dialectal form. While its absence
from Tocharian occasions no surprise given the sen1antic
content of the texts of this stock, its absence from Indo-Iranian
does occasion problems in assigning it to PIE with certainty
although the existence of a potential Hittite cognate does help
secure PIE antiquity. Moreover, given the wide distribution
of the ash and its critical technological value, it may be argued
that the ash (probably the common ash, but possibly involving
some combination of the common, flowering, mountain and
oxycarpal varieties) was integral to PIE speakers and perhaps
even the pre-PIE vocabulary.

Botanically, the pollen evidence for the common ash
(Fraxinus excelsior) c 6000-3000 BC Hnds it widely
distributed across Europe with few exceptions, e.g., Iberia
(where Fraxinus angustifolia can be found) and Scandinavia.
It is, however, confined to northern Italy throughout most of
the Holocene except the Bronze Age where it is found to
extend as far south as the Tiber. Fraxinus omus 'Manna ash'
is limited almost entirely to southern Italy, Greece and south
east Europe during the period c 3000 BC and, although it is
present in lake cores from southwestern Anatoha, the evidence
suggests that it appears relatively late in the Neolithic or Bronze
Age. The ash is far too ubiquitous to count for much-taken
by. itself-as diacritic for locating the Indo-European
homeland.

See also SPEAR; TREES. IPF.]

Further Reading
Normier, R. (1981) Zu Esche und Espe. Die Sprache 27,22-29

ASH2
*h2ehx<5s'ash' « '± burnings'). Hit has (ace. hassan) 'soda

ash, potash; soap; (pI.) ashes', Ormuri yanak « *as-naka-),
Oind asa- 'ash, dust'. From the derivative *h2bxs-ko- we have
ON aska 'ash', OE asce'ash' (> NE ash), OHG asca 'ash'; from
*h2bxs-g(h)- we have Goth azgo 'ash', ?Arm aciwn 'ash'. From
*h2ehx- 'burn'.

?*kenhxis- 'ash'. [lEW 559-560 (*kenis); Wat 29
(*keni-); Buck 1.213, 1.84]. Lat cinis (masc.) 'ash', Grk J(6Vl~

(fern.) 'dust, ash', TochB eticuwatifle kentse« *konis-o-) 'rust'
(lit. 'iron ash/dust'). The Latin and Greek forms have been
much debated. The Latin form is an s-stem while there are
also indications that the Greek form derives from an earlier s
stem. Lat cinis may derive from *kenis- but need not; this
again might derive from *kQhx-is-. The different ablaut grades
(Lat e-grade, Grk o-grade) may point to a static int1exion.
The difference in gender between Latin and Creek may reflect
an underlying PIE neuter (the Tocharian word may be eIther
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masculine or neuter, we do not know). No verbal root from
which this noun might be derived is known. The Greek word
means 'dust' and only in a few cases 'ash' so this may be a
secondary meaning. Quite uncertain is the entire PIE status
of the root.

See also BURN; DRY; FIRE. [D.Q.A.l

ASK
"'peri... 'ask, ask for (in marriage)' (pres. *PTlislCe/o-

*prolCeha-). [IEW821-822 (*perf-); Wat 53 (*prek-); GI93
(*phr-sfh-); Buck 18.35; BK 67 (*pfhlir-I*p[h}er-)]. OIr areu
'ask', Wels archaf'ask', Lat poseD 'ask', preeor 'ask for', prex
'request', proeus'wooer', OHG [orsc6n 'ask, examine', !ragen
- [rahen 'ask', fergon 'demand', Goth frafhnan 'ask', {ragan
'test', Lith persCz 'propose in marriage', prasaD 'request', oes
prositi 'ask', Arm hare'anem 'ask', e-hare' 'has asked', harsn
'bride', Av pdrdsaiti 'asks', Oind Pfechati 'asks', TocMB park
'ask'. Widespread and old in IE.

?"'ieha- 'ask for, beg'. [IEW503 (*ja- - *jo-)]. Av yas- 'beg,
entreat', Oind ya- 'beg, entreat', TochB yask- 'beg', ya$$u 'alms'.
A word limited to the most easterly stocks of IE.

See also MARIuAGE; PRAy; SPEAK. [D.Q.A.)

ASPEN, POPlAR
"'h2l3osp- 'aspen, poplar (Populus spp.)'. [IEW55 C*apsa);

Wat 3 (*apsa); GI 538-539 (*(H)osph-); Fried 49-53; Camp
157-159). ON (>sp 'aspen', OE a?spe 'aspen', OHG aspa
'aspen', OPrus abse 'aspen', Lith apuse 'aspen', Latv apse
'aspen', Rus osfna 'aspen', Arm op'i « *h2/30psijoleha-)
'poplar'; pOSSible cognates in Indo-Iranian include NPers fih
'oar', Wakhi pei 'shoulder blade', OInd sphya- « *Sph2-io
with metathesis from *h2SP-io-?) 'oar; pole; shovel'.

A northern IE *h2/30SP- is attested in three stocks,
Germanic, Baltic and SlaViC, and consonant with its north
eastern distribution, we find similar forms in at least six Turkic
languages of Siberia (apsak in three of them), several Finno
Ugric forms such as Finnish haapa 'aspen, poplar', and another
dozen Finno-Ugric forms to the east (pi in six Samoedic
languages). All of this argues for an areal term in a "language
group" of northeast Europe and southern Siberia dUring the
second millennium BC. Most scholars agree that the German
ic, Baltic and the Slavic forms are cognate even though the
different orderings of sand p have never been explained
satisfactorily This northern *h2/30SP- is probably cognate with
both Arm op'i and OInd sphya- and related Indo-Iranian
languages. These Indo-Iranian forms mean things like 'front
oar, punting pole, shovel, sacrificial instrument' for all. of
which poplar wood may be, although it is not necessarily,
used. The last of these meanings is reinforced by the use of
poplar wood instruments and tools in early IE and Finno-'
Ugric religious ritual. If the cognates in Armenian and Old
Indic are accepted, then this word is of PIE status.

The main species of PopulUS tend to thrive in moist grounds
and are particularly prominent in the flood plains of the major
European rivers. Only the aspen (Populus tremula) tolerates

ASS

relatively dry ground and is by far the most Widespread
species, found almost everywhere in Europe except for
southern Iberia and the Mediterranean basin. It is speCifically
the quaking aspen that constitutes large forests of eastern
Europe and much of south Siberia, where the seeds, buds,
tWigs, and shoots prOVide food-particularly in the winter
for many wild animals such as deer, rabbit and bear. The
prehistoric distribution of the poplars and aspens is difficult
to determine as the pollen for these species are not easily
recognizable. Preliminary pollen maps for the period c 600Q
3000 Be would find the Populus primarily confined to
northern Europe with a marked presence also in the Alps.
While such maps may indicate the presence of Populus, they
cannot be reliably utilized to reveal where it was absent.
Similarly, while *h2/30SP- may be assigned some degree of
antiqUity in IE, it is not clear whether it can be aSSigned a PIE
date which would make its botanical distribution-as either
'aspen' or 'poplar'-relevant to locating the earlier distribution
of the IE languages although the evidence for contacts between
those northern stocks possessing the term and members of
the Uralic family are clear enough.

See also TREES. (PFI

Further Reading
Norrnier, R. (1981) Zu Esche und Espe. Die Sprache 27, 22-29.

ASS
?*gordebh6s 'wild ass CEquus hydnlntinus)' or 'onager/

kulan CEquus hemionus)' or 'domestic ass/donkey CEquus
asinus)'. [VW 214-215~ Buck 3.461. OInd gardabha- 'ass',
gardabhi- 'she-ass, jenny', TochB kercapo 'ass'. This word is
typically taken to reflect a borrOWing on the part of Tocharian
from some form of pre-Indic or the borrOWing on the part of
both pre-Tocharian and pre-Indic from some third source.
Logically also pOSSible is that pre-Indic borrowed the word
from pre-Tocharian. Any of these theories presupposes a very

.early borrOWing, before the falling together of *-0-, *-a-, and
the *-e- in lndic and before palatalization in Tocharian. Both
these processes are very ancient in these stocks. Since the
putative ancestor of the Tocharian and Indic words,
*gordebhos has the look of a PIE word, including the suffix
*-bho-, which is often found with animal names, it is perhaps
the· case that *gordebhos is a late PIE word found in the east
of the IE world. But if that is the case, another problem emerges
(as it does in the case of the early borrOWing scenario) and

. that is that it is unlikely that the pre-Tocharians and pre
Indies, located somewhere in central Asia (Kazakhstan,
southern Siberia, Xinjiang), lived in an area where there were
any wild asses. However, they would have been in an area
where there were onagers or kulans. Perhaps *gordebhoswas
a dialect word for 'onager' that was transferred, probably
independently, by speakers of (pre-)Tocharian and (pre-)lndic
to the economically more important, and perceptually similar,
ass. Alternatively, the underlying form referred to the 'domestic
ass' which may have appeared in areas ancestral to later Indo-
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Iranian and Tocharian movements by c 2000 BC if not
somewhat earlier.

?*mJ1(k)skos - *muks16s 'ass/donkey (Equus hydruntinus)'
or 'onager/kulan (Equus hemionus)'? Lat malus
« *mukslo-) 'mule', Late Lat muscellus 'young he-mule',
muscella 'young she-mule' « *mukslolo/eha-), ORus musk})
'mule', Alb mushk'mule' (very likely a borrowing from Slavic),
Grk ,uVXAO'; « *mukslo-) 'he-ass'. In this case, if as seems
likely, we have the remnant of a PIE word here (rather than,
as is often supposed, a borrowing from some "Asianic" source),
we have a shift from 'ass' or 'onager' in Latin and Slavic to the
hybrid offspring of an ass or an onager and a horse. Since the
languages reflecting this word are all from the west and center
of the IE world there is a reasonable chance that the original
meaning, preserved in Greek, was that of 'ass' rather than
'onager'.

??*os(o)nos 'ass'. [Wat 4 (*asinus); GI 480; Blazek 108
109]. Lat asinus 'ass', Myc o-no 'donkeys', Grk ovo,; 'ass',
HierLuv tarkasna- 'ass' « *tark-asna- 'draught-ass'). Even if
the Luvian word is to be divided this way and even if the
Latin and Luvian words are thus related, there is no reason to
suppose that the relationship is one of inheritance rather than
borrowing (compare Sumerian ansu 'ass', Hebrew athon 'ass').
The lack of any trace of the reconstructed PIE *-5- in the
putative Greek cognates makes this inclusion difficult for
either a hypothesis of inheritance or borrowing. Most dubious
for PIE.

Archaeological Evidence
Wild asses seem to have been widespread during the

Pleistocene (they are depicted in Palaeolithic cave paintings)
and were found in southern Europe to northern Africa,
including Anatolia. The European vari'ant (Equus
hydruntinus), however, appears to have become quite
restricted by the end of the lee Age and in Neolithic contexts
is limited to the territory of southern Europe from Iberia across
eastern central Europe (Moravia, Hungary) to the steppe
regions of the Ukraine-south Russia. Even in territories where
it was likely to have been numerous, it is only marginally
attested on archaeological sites and seems to have become
extinct in the Carpathian basin by the middle Neolithic. The
most recent finds are from Iberia at c 3000 BC and at a similar
date from Romania. From a linguistic standpoint, the PIE
community may have known the wild ass but whatever word
they may have had for it should either have died out with the
animal itself or been transferred to another animal.

The domestic ass or donkey (Equus asinus) evolved in
north Africa c 4000 BC and was very well known in ancient
Egypt. The domestic ass began appearing in southwest Asia
by the late fourth millennium BC and asses were employed
as pack animals by the Assyrian merchants who dealt with
the Hittites in the second millennium BC. The earliest evidence
for the domesticated ass in northwest India is c 2000 BC
(although there is some evidence for wild asses in the

. Palaeolithic) and it is presumed that it was acquired in the

exchange relationships between the Indus Valley civilization
(Harappan culture) and Mesopotamia. The domestic ass was
apparently introduced into Europe via Turkey (the Hittites)
and the Black Sea and it begins to appear on archaeological
sites of the Balkans, Ukraine and south Russia by at least the
first millennium BC. The spread of the domestic ass to Greece
was followed almost as fast by its spread to Rome whence it
was introduced to the rest of the empire. The pattern of
presumably loan relationships concerning *os(oJnos 'ass' and
its possible derivation from a southwest Asian word such as
Sumerian ansu- (which was also employed to designate the
'ass' in Hittite texts) makes a reasonable fit with the archaeo
logical evidence which suggest the diffusion of the domestic
ass from southwest Asia to Anatolia and then on into Greece
and the rest of the Mediterranean. The other possible route
of the domestic ass into Europe, which involves a diffusion
from North Africa to southern Spain as early as the third
millennium BC, is without such a linguistic "trail". The other
linguistic alternative for the 'ass', *gordebhe)s, is
chronologically and geographically unlikely to extend into
deep antiquity although it may have been applied to the
domestic ass, presuming that the latter had reached Central
Asia by c 2000 BC. Such an early arrival is possible as remains
of Bronze Age domestic ass have been uncovered at Gonur
depe in Central Asia.

The "non-horse" equid that is most likely to have been
encountered by the earliest IE-speaking peoples is the so
called "half-ass" or onager (Equus hemion us). In the
prehistoric period it ranged across the steppe regions from
Romania and the Ukraine east to Mongolia, and also
southwards including Turkey, Iran, Afghanistan, Pakistan and
India. It is identified on wall paintings from (atal Huyuk
from the sixth millennium BC and in the form of animal bones
from Neolithic sites in eastern Anatolia in the seventh millen
nium and in Iraq as early as the fifth millennium BC. The
onager had several uses. It appears to have been speCifically
hunted, e.g., the Varona-culture site of Mikhaylovka, often
presented as a fourth-third millennia BC settlement of early
IE-speakers, yielded the remains of 118 onagers compared to
656 horses. Onager hunting, specifically for hides, is also
suggested for early Neolithic sites in northern Iraq. But some
have suggested that onagers also had other uses, such as
serving as draft animals. Given the onager's widespread
reputation for a bad and irascible temperament, claims that
the onager was deliberately bred (and not just tamed or kept)
from perhaps the fifth millennium BC onwards are contro
versial. Those who support the idea of its domestication cite
depictions of what are presumably onagers pulling battle-carts
in Mesopotamia from the third millennium BC onwards and
Herodotus records that Xerxess army still fought from onager
driven chariots in the fifth century BC. Those who find such
statements incredible in light of the behavior of the animal
have suggested that these draft animals are probably a hybrid
of a male onager and a domestic ass. The geographical range
of the onager encompasses the historical territories of
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Anatolian-, lndo-Iranian- and Tocharian-speakers, and
possibly of some of the more eastern European stocks. These
same territories comprise most although not all of the current
IE homeland theories and so it is probable that PIE-speakers,
and certainly early east IE stocks, would have'been acquainted
with the onager. It is for this reason, and possibly because the
crossbreeding of onagers and domestic asses may have been
widespread, that *gordebhos is as likely to have indicated
the 'onager' as the 'domestic ass'.

The mule, which is the meaning provided by the Latin
and Slavic cognates of *ml1(k)skos, is the product of an ass
and a mare (the opposite ancestry, i.e., a stallion and a femalt,:
ass or jenny yields a hinny). Obviously, its existence in any
society is predicated on the presence of both domestic horses
and domestic asses and as the latter are not known in southern
Europe until about the first millennium BC, this would set a
lower time-depth of the reconstruction of an IE *'mule'. Mules
seem to have followed the path of the ass, first appearing in
the Near East perhaps by the third millennium BC and then
westwards into Anatolia (Homer [Iliad 24.278] claimed that
the Mysians raised asses) and then into Greece and through
the Balkans or westwards along the coast to Sicily and southern
Italy As for their introduction into territories proximate to
the proto-Slavs, they began to appear on the sites of Greek
colonies along the Black Sea coast where their bones may
number in the thousands. It should also be noted that we
have evidence from the first century AD that the Romans
crossbred male onagers with mares and jennies. How much
earlier such hybridization was attempted is unknown but it
holds out a remote possibility for a somewhat greater antiquity
for an animal resembling the mule.

See also HORSE; WAGON. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Readings
Clutton-Brock, j. (1987) A Natural History of Domesticated

Mamrr!als. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
Mason, I. L. (1984) Evolution of Domesticated Animals. London

and New York, Longman.
Zeuner, F E. (1963) A History of Domesticated Animals. London,

Hutchinson.

ASSEMBLY
?*hllJ.-goroieha- 'in-gathering'. ref. lEW 382-383 (*ger-);

Wat 19 (*dger-); Buck 11.85]. Grk ayopG 'assembly', OInd
agaram 'house'. The comparison, although sometimes cited,
is dubious on both phonological and semantic grounds. The
Greek form is a deverbative from ayclpm 'gather together'
and even if one posits *h~oreha- as the underlying form of
the Greek noun this would not yield the Old Indic word but
rather an OInd *igara-. Thus, if the two words are to be
phonologically connected, a prepositional prefix, i.e., *h]I)-,
is more likely. Also to be considered here is OInd agaram
'house' which would have to be a neo-vrddhied derivative. It
is quite possible that the Old lndic words may be related to
OInd nagaram 'town.' and hence be derived from Dravidian.

AITEMPT

At best a very questionable late regional isogloss built on the
root *(ha)ger- 'gather'.

The Greek ayopti named the place where people assembled
to hear their chiefs meet in council and administer justice.
The ayopbwas a consecrated open space. In earlier times, it
was enclosed by large stones sunk into the earth. Subsequently,
the area was adorned with trees, especially plane trees
(Platanus). In later times, it was built as a square open court
surrounded by colonnades. In Athens the term was confined
to the assemblies of the phyloi and demes. In Crete, on the
other hand, the term ayopU continued to be applied to popular
assemblies. The ayopti was thus at the center of political,
religious, social and commercial life. With regards to the latter,
the ayopG functioned as the market place and was therefore
supervised by a magistrate ayop{ivoJ10~haVing the same tasks
as the Roman aedlles. The ayopaVoj1ol were chosen by lot
each year. Their task was to supervise retail trade, test weights
and measures, monitor the quality of food and settle disputes
among buyers and sellers.

See also SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. [A.D.V]

ATTAIN
*hlenek- 'attain'. [lEW 316-318 (*enek-); Wat 44

(*nek-); Buck 10.61; BK 208 (*ni[j[hl-/*neJj[hJ-), 407 (*l1in
ak[hJ-I*nen-ak[hJ-)]. OIr ro-icc « *h]enK-) 'reaches', Wels
dianc 'run away', Lat nancio 'attain', ON na 'approach', OE
geneah 'is adequate', OHG ginah 'is adequate', Goth ganah
'suffices', Lith nesu 'carry', Latv nesu 'carry', OCS nes9 'carry',
Grk £VeyK'clV 'to carry', Arm hasanem 'arrive', Av psnaoiti - 
nasaiti 'gains', OInd asn6ti - nasati 'gains', TocM ents- 'take,
grasp, seize', TochB eflk- 'take, grasp, seize'. Practically
universal in IE; clearly it is to be reconstructed for PIE. After
the loss oflaryngeals in the various IE stocks, this word could
be phonologically confused with the word for 'bestow' (*h2/
3enk-). The phonological confusion would have been abetted
by the well known interchange of verbs for giVing and taking

- in IE.
*tem- 'reach, attain' (pres. *temeti). Grk (Homeric) riJ.1Cl

'arrives, reaches' (reduplicated aorist TETj1clV), TochAB tam
'be born', TocM cmol 'birth', TochB camel 'birth', atamo
'unfruitful ground'. The geographical distribution of the
reflexes of this word would seem to guarantee at least late
PIE status. PIE *tem- 'arrive' would be the telic counterpart
of atelic *gWem- 'come'. The latter of course has become the
term for 'be born' in Baltic (d. Lith gemu 'am born').

See a!soAccoMPusH. [D.Q.A.j

ATTEMPT
*dhers-'venture, be bold; undertake, set about'. [lEW259

(*dhers-); Wat 14 (*dhers-)l. Goth ga-dars 'dare', Lith dr~su

'dare', Grk (Lesbian) 8ipaoc;'courage', OInd dhr5n6li 'IS bold,
dares', ToeM tsra.>i 'strong', TachB tsiraune 'strength'. Possibly
related is Lat In-festus 'hostile', manl-[eslus 'palpable'. The
distribution makes it likely that the form can be reconstructed
to PIE.
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ATIEMPT

*per- 'trial, attempt'. [IEW.BIB (*per-); Wat 50 (*per-);
Buck 9.99; BK 41 (*p{hlar-/*p{hl;)r-)J. Lat experior 'test,
attempt', peI1cu]um 'trial; risk', Grk K£lpa 'trial, attempt', Arm
p'orj 'test, proof'. Lat experior seems to be denominal. Goth
[airina 'fault' may belong here but is probably better associated
with the root *per- 'pass beyond' as is ON [ar'danger'. It is
possible that this entire cognate set should be associated with
*per- 'pass beyond'. aIr aire 'watch over', although sometimes
cited here, is probably not related.

See also ACCOMPUSH; SET IN MOTION. [M.N.]

AUGER
*ttrhltrom 'auger'. [IEWI071 (*ter- - *ter;)-); cf. Wat 70

(*ter-): GI 612 (*ther-)]. aIr tarathar 'auger', Wels taradr
'auger', Lat terebra 'auger', Grk -rip£rpov'borer, gimlet'. From
*terh]- 'pierce'. Though nouns of instrument in *-trom are a
very productive category in late IE, it is quite possible that
this particular derivative with this meaning was already
present in (late) PIE.

The auger is primarily an instrument for boring through
wood as is seen in its various contexts, e.g., the first syllable
of the Old Irish form, Le., tar-, was ingeniously explained by
medieval Irish etymologists as from daur (DIL dair) 'wood'
while the word occurs in the Odyssey (5.245) where
Odysseus, after having planed down timbers, employs an
auger to bore them so that dowels may be inserted to hold
them together to form a raft. Hence, while the underlying
meaning might also accommodate the meaning of 'awl', the
general context here appears to suggest a woodworker's tool.
An obvious technological context for the use of a borer in PIE
would be in the drilling of mortises for fastening with tenons
the blocks of timber that would have formed the segments of
a disc wheel or other parts of a wheeled vehicle (bronze awls
or augurs have been found associated with wagon burials in
the steppe region of the fourth-third millennia BC). Drills
were also employed in prehistory for the perforation of shells
or small stones for beads and, on a larger scale, to drive a
shaft through a stone ax, mace or hammer. In drilling through
stone the drill would be assisted by sand as an abrasive to
bore through the stone. Although all the words found in the
historically attested IE stocks indicate a metal tool, a stone
borer or some other form of organic borer, e.g., bone tube,
would have been employed both during and long before any
period one might wish to assign to PIE "unity".

See also AWL; NAVE; PIERCE; TOOL; WAGON; WHEEL.

[D.Q.A., ].PM.]

AUNT
*mehatruha- 'mother's sister'. [lEW 701 (*matrUl)ia); cf.

Wat 39 (*mater-); Buck 2.52]. OE modrige « *mehatruion)
'mothers sister', Fris modire 'mother's sister', Grk J.1Tlrpvux
'stepmother', Arm mawru 'stepmother, mother-in-law'. The
underlying formal equations for Germanic, Greek and Armen
ian are so good that they render independent development
unlikely, at least for some of the reflexes of the western and

central part of the IE world. Robert Beekes has suggested that
*mehatruha- is a feminine derived from *mehatrous which
gives Grk J.1ry-rpm<; 'mother's brother, any relation on the
mother's side'. The antiquity of the word for 'mother's sister'
would then presuppose the greater antiquity of the word for
'mother's brother' even though this word is attested solely in
Greek.

Wordick attempted to add further forms to the set derived
from *mehater-: OWeis (pI.) modreped'mother's sisters', Wels
modryb 'aunt, uncle's wife, married woman', aCorn modereb
'mother's sister', Lat matercu1a 'little mother', Oind mat[ka
'mother; nurse; grandmother' to reconstruct 'mother's sister'
as *mehat[kweha,but his evidence is insufficient. While OWeis
modrep and aCorn modereb 'mother's sister' may reflect such
a proto-form, Lat matercula, meaning 'little mother', neither
matches the semantics nor the phonology, being a diminutive
(in which the c is a dissimilation of original *t before *1,
originally *mehater-tleha). His attempt to set these alongside
the German cognates (e.g., OE modrige 'mother's sister,
cousin') also fails as the g is a palatal glide reflecting Proto
Gmc *modurjan- (shown, for example, in variants in which
the semivowel is spelt ig, also seen in the Frisian cognate
modire). Nor can OInd mat[ka 'mother; nurse; grandmother'
be certainly placed here as it probably employs the common
Indic suffix *-ka < PIE *-keha-. unrelated to the *-kweha
that appears in British Celtic. Lat matertera 'maternal aunt'
and Panjabi mater 'mother-in-law' reflect another common
suffix *mehat(eJr-tereha-. All of these other forms are probably
independent innovations as also are Grk (}£lli (a late word
attested only from the first century AD onwards) and TI1fJic;.
which refer to both patrilateral and matrilateral aunts, and
are'based on common child-language forms, e.g., NE daddy.

In addition to the derived form above, the maternal aunt
may have been called by the same term as 'mother'. This at
least would be the expected tenn in four of the six kinship
systems that one might possibly ascribe to PIE, Le., Hawaiian,
Iroquois, Crow and Omaha. Further evidence comes from a
variety of sources. Latin kinship terminology provides for
brother's near relative or german (Fratres germani);' a similar
distinction is observed in the Irish use of derb 'true', e.g.,
derbrathair 'brother (by blood)', and the Old Persian
designation of a brother german as hamapitar- 'of the same
father', hamatar- 'of the same mother'. The inference is that
'brother' and 'sister' referred to more than the siblings german
because the words 'mother' and 'father' were extended to
people beyond the biological parents, namely their siblings.
To this might be added the fact that a variety of terms were
independently created to express the concept 'mother's sister'.

It is difficult if not impossible to reconstruct a PIE word
for 'father's sister'. A special term might be predicted if the
kinship system were Sudanese, Iroquois, Crow or Omaha
(Eskimo would have generalized a word for 'aunt' while
Hawaiian would have employed the same word as 'mother').
But other possibilities existed since sub-types of the Omaha
system (II and IV), which reveal skewed generations, label
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the paternal aunt 'sister', i.e., *sl)esor. There may be some
evidence for this in an Irish source where aIr siur 'sister'
seems to be equated with 'woman's father's sister'. But many
other terms are derived from the word for father by various
devices. Grk nurpliland Av tuirya 'father's sister' are simple,
productive ja-derivatives for words for 'uncle". OE fao-u, -e
and Fris fethe 'father's sister' may be related to 'the root for
'father', but that is itself uncertain; OHG basa 'father's sister'
cannot be so related. Grk rryf){r; 'father's sister, mothers sister',
f)el{i 'aunt' and riJ8ry 'grandmother' are Greek innovations
based on a child-word stem also seen in NE daddy and OCS
ded~ 'grandfather' while Lat arnita 'fathers sister, paternal aunt'
is similarly formed; the rare Late Lat ava 'grandmother' is
from avus 'grandfather'; Lith ava 'wife of mothers brother'
was created from *avas 'mother's brother'; oes stryja 'father's
sister' is a feminization of stryjf'father's brother, uncle'. There
is no certain evidence then for a word for 'father's sister'
although it might be said that none of the stocks reveal a
pattern that might be described as either Eskimo or Hawaiian
in structure.

See also KI.NsHIP; UNO.E. [M.E.H.]

Further Reading
Huld, M. E. (1981) Cu Chulainn and his IE kin. Zeitschrift [iir

celtische Phi/ologie 38, 238-241.

AUROCHS see COW

AUTIlMN see SEASONS

AWAKE
*hlger- 'awake'. [lEW 390 (*ger-); Buck 4.63]. Alb ngre

'awake, raise up, lift', Grk (perf.) e-ypfr-yopa 'was awake', Av
(perf.) Jagara 'was awake', Oind jagarti 'is awake, awakes'.
Perhaps also Lat expergo 'I awaken', ON kerskr'fresh, lively',
MHG karsch 'fresh, awake, lively'. This root shows some
diversity in formations within particular stocks (a possibly
laryngeal-less origin for the Latin form) but its distribution is
broad enough to point to a likely PIE root.

See also DREAM; SLEEP. U.C.S.]

AWAY
*h¢u 'away (from)'. [lEW 72-73 (*au-); Wat 4 (*au-)].

aIr 0 'from', OWeis 0 'from', Lat au-fero 'carry away', OPrus
au- 'away', Lith au- 'away', Latv au- 'away', oes u- 'away', Hit
awan 'away', u- 'hither', Av ava 'down, off', Oind ava 'from'.
Cf. Alb hyj « *h4u-nje/O-) 'enter'. Old in IE.

*haet'away, beyond'. [lEW70-71 (*ati-)}. Oir aith- 'back,
out of', Lat ac 'but', Goth afJ-fJan 'however', Lith ato- 'back,
away', oes oca 'from, again', ot- 'away, out', Grk arap
'however" Oind atas 'from there', TocM atas 'away', TochB
aCe 'away'. Old in IE. .

*de 'away (from)'. [lEW 181-183 (*de-); Wat (*de); GI
367]. aIr di - de 'of, from', OWels di 'from', Lat de 'away'. A
far western innovation in form and meaning from *de/do
'toward'.

See also AoPREPS; To. [D.Q.A.l

AX

AWL
*hx6leha- 'awl'. IIE\V 310 ( *chi)~ GI 8171. ON air 'awl',

OE eal- eel 'awl' (> NE' aw/), OHG aJasna - aJansa - aJunsa
'awl', Khat aiysna- « *alazna-) 'awl', OInd jra 'awl'. A Goth
*alisna- is reasonably certain on the basis of the (borrowed)
Spanish alesna and French alene 'awl'. Cf. OHC ala 'awl' «
*h]eleha-). The evidence is very good that we have here a
word of PIE antiquity. The word was borrowed into Finno
Ugric, e.g., Finnish ora 'sharp metal object, drill', Vcps ora
'drill'.

The awl, a pointed tool which is en1ployed to pierce a SInal}
hole in leather or wood, is ubiquitous across Eurasia from
the Palaeolithic onwards. Originally, awls were fashioned from
bone but they were manufactured from copper already during
the Neolithic and are among the earliest and most widely
attested metal tools knov..rn in Eurasia.

See also AUGUR; PIERCE~ Tool. [D.Q.A., j.PM.1

AWN see EAR (OF GRAIN)

Ax
*h¢dhes (*h40dhts or *hjodhts?) 'ax, adze'. [GI 620

(*a/odhes- - *a/odhH-es-)~ Puhvel 1:227-2281. OE adesa 
adese'adze' (> NE adze), Hit ates- - atessa- 'adze, ax, hatchet'.
Though found in only two stocks, and within Germanic, only
in English, there is nothing in the geographical distributton
of this word that suggests a "cultural borrowing" anywhere
along the line. Therefore, it is very likely that we have a
common inheritance of a PIE word for 'ax, adze'.

*pelelius'ax'. [Gl620 (*pheleJ(hu-). 771; Buck 9.251. Myc
pe-re-ke-we 'ax', Grk nEAEK"Vc;'aX', Oss ferxt 'ax' (from some
Iranian source> TocM porat 'ax', TochB perce 'ax'), Olnd
parasu- 'ax'. The word is clearly old in Greek where it occurs
both in the Linear B tablets and in Homer (in its base form
and in a number of derivatives), the later context revealing
that it meant both a tool and a battle-ax. The Old Indic word
also reveals itself as a tool, e.g., where it is employed to fashion
wooden containers for Soma (RV 10, 5~, 9) while in other
contexts Uairniniya-Brahmana 2.232) it refers to a battle-ax.

PIE *peleKus is usually taken as a loanword mto the various
IE groups where it is found and because of the palalalization
in Old Indic, is presumed to he an old loan (hefore the
satJrnization of the Indo-Iranian stock), i.e., before c 2000
BC. It is commonly derived from a Sen11tk fann hUl here
there is considerable debate over the underlying meaning of

.Semitic *plq which is taken to mean 'split apart; ax' by GI
but 'to stick, kill' by Igor Diakonov. GI hence compare the IE
form with Akkadian pilakku which they translate as 'ax' while
Diakonov argues that the word means (spindle~ stiletto'. GI
derive 'spindle' from a homophonous root (but d. OHC dchsa
'ax, hatchet', MHG dehse 'spindle') and agree with Dlakonov
that it may derive from Sumerian baJag 'spindle'. It is perhaps,
therefore, a late 'wander-word' of the southeast of the IE world,
Semitic and Sumerian.

?*tekso/eha- - *telisleha- 'ax, adze'. \lE\V I05H-IOSLJ



(*tekp-la-); d. Wat 69 (*teks-); GI611 (*thckhs-); Buck 6.33;
BK 91 (*t{h}ak[h}-/*t[h}dk[hJ)). From *lCKscha-: OHG dehsa
'ax, hatchet', MHG dehse 'spindle', Av lasa- 'ax'; from
*teKsleha-: Oir tal « *t6kslo-) 'ax', ON jJexla 'adze', OHG
dehsala 'adze, hatchet', Ruses tesla 'ax'; d. similar derivatives:
Lat tela « *teKs-leha-) 'cloth', Rus les 'sawn planks', Czech
tes 'timber', Grk TEXV1} « *teks-neha-) 'handicraft, art'. From
*teKs- 'fabricate', thus originally 'fabricator' or 'tool for
fabricating'. It is possible that these words all ref1ect
independent creations, but it seems likely that they reflect at
least late PIE creations.

?*haegWisi(e)ha- 'ax'. [lEW 9 (*agt/(eJsI ~ *aksI); Wat 1
(*agwesI); Buck 9.25; BK 401 (*nak'-/*n;;k'-)j. Lat ascia 'adze
of carpenters and masons', ON 0X - ax 'ax', OE xx - ::ESC ~

trces 'ax' (> NE ax), OHG ahhus - acchus 'ax', Goth aqizi 'ax'
(Germanic from Proto-Gmc *akwizj6 - *akusj6), Myc a-qi
ja 'ax', Grk a;tv77 'ax'. If the apparent Proto-Gmc *akusj6 is
from *akwusj6 with *-u- in the middle syllable rather than
inherited *-i- (compare Goth jukuzi 'yoke' with OE geoc
'yoke', presupposing *jukizi) and thus secondary within
Germanic, then *akwizj6 is directly relatable to Myc a-qi-ja
and reflects a PIE *haegWisj(e)ha- or *haegl)isj(eJha-.

Alphabetic Grk a;tv1] and Lat ascia reflect *haetw)si(e)ha-.

The two putative PIE forms are similar but not the same. The
difference between the two stages of Greek is striking. It seems
likely that the history of this word is confused at some point.

?*sekOr- 'ax'. [lEW 895-896 (*sekOra-); GI 621, 771
(*sekhOr-); Buck 9.25]. Lat secOris 'ax', OCS sekyra 'ax'. From
*sek- 'cut'. Other formations from the same verbal root include
Lat secula 'sickle', OE sigoe « *sekiteha-) 'scythe' (> NE
scythe), sagu « *sokeha-) 'saw' (> NE saw). The apparent
(almost) agreement of Latin and Old Church Slavonic has
been taken as evidence of a common inheritance or of
interdialect borrowing. GI find a possible Semitic origin for
this word, e.g., Akkadian sukurru 'ax' which they suggest
may ultimately be a loan from Sumerian. Diakonov regards
the loan hypothesis as unconvincing as the Akkadian word
actually means Javelin'. That the word is built on a widespread
and convincing PIE verbal root militates against Gl's attempt
to derive this word from Semitic or some other southwest
Asian language.

The distinction between the ax and the adze is that the
former has a symmetrical blade which is mounted parallel
with its handle while the adze has an asymmetrical edge which
is mounted at right angles to its handle. The ax then is
employed for a cutting motion while the adze is used for a
planing motion, e.g., the rough shaping of wood.

In terms of antiquity, the ax is one of the oldest forms of
stone tools employed by the human species where it was
initially held in the hand and used for smashing bones and
tearing up carcasses and then, subsequently, hafted in a
wooden handle and employed for cutting wood.

During the Neolithic period the axes of Eurasia might be
made of flint (chipped stone tools) or from some other type
of stone where the surface might be ground and polished
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Ax a. Flint ax; b. Polished stone ax (Linear Ware culture);
c. Neolithic hafted stone ax from Switzerland; d. Stone "battle
ax" from the TRB culture, Denmark; e. Early Bronze Age
flanged ax; f. Later Bronze Age socketed ax; g. Early Bronze
Age shaft-hole ax from Hungary.

AX
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AXLE

Further Readings
Diakonov, I. (1985) On the original home of the speakers of Indo

European. lIES 13, 92-174.
Rau, W (1973) Metalle und Metallgerate im vedischen Indien. Aka

demie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur, Mainz, 1973, 8.

AXLE
*haeKs- (axle'. [lEW 6 (*ages- - *aKs); Wat 1 (*aks-); GI

625 -( *HaI<s-); Buck 4.30]. Lat axis (axle, axi?', 0 eax (axle,
axis', OHG ahsa (axle, axis', OPms assis 'axle, axis', Lith aSis
(axle, axis', OCS osI 'axle, axis', Myc a-ko-so-ne 'axle', Grk
a~(i)v(ax1e, axis', Av asaya (dual) (shoulders', Gind ak$a- 'axle,
axis', Derivatives in *-1- which mean 'axle' are We1s eche1'axle',
ON 9xull 'axle' (by borrowing> NE axle). Other derivatives
in *-1-, particularly *haeRsleha-, mean 'shoulder(-joint)' ,
pre~:;umably the older meaning of this whole family and which
is p~eserved in the underived *haeRs- onJy in Avestan (for

~ (axle' and 'shoulder[-jointl'; one should compare the relaron-
.ship of 'nave' and 'navel'); cf. also OIr ais (back'. Though
patently a metaphorical extensio:n of 'shoulder(-joint)', the
meaning 'axle' was well-established by late PIE times. Some
have suggested the reverse with the word derived ultimately
from *haeg- 'drive' by way of nominalization- to an s-stem
*h~es-> *haKS- and th~s variously explained with reference
to the rotating movement of the axis or its wheels.

The axles on the earliest wheeled vehicles in western

o km 500
I I

(polished stone tools)~ in some regions such as Scandinavia, .
flint axes may also have been polished. Axes were generally
simple flat axes but in a number of later Neolithic cultures
(e.g., Copper Age cultures of the east Balkans, the TRB culture
of northern and central Europe) and still more recent cultures
(e.g., the Corded Ware culture), the axes were often perforated
for hafting. These are often termed "battle-axes" and when
found in graves such as those of the Corded Ware culture (in
parts of northern Europe known as the "Battle-ax culture"),
they are clearly a male-associated tool or weapon. While they
may. have served as weapons, they were also employed as
tools; conversely, there is dramatic evidence from the Linear
Ware culture of the earlier Neolithic that si~ple unperforated
stone axes were used for smashing in the head of ones enemy.
It might be observed that despite generations of references to
the earliest Indo-Europeans as "battle-ax-wielding warriors",
there is no word which clearly reconstruct? the meaning (battle
ax' from the cognate sets listed above. From the Neolithic
period also come both copper flat axes and perforateq axes, .
especially in southeastern Europe. The period of the earliest
texts revealing terms for axes' is the Bronze Age by which
time axes were manufactured from bronze, an alloy of copper
and tin, which yielded a very much stro~ger implement than
the ear~ier copper.

See also CRAFTSMAN; MAKE; STONE; THUNDER-GOD; TooL.
[D.Q.A., j.PM..l

Axle a. Distribution of known axle types: light shading = fixed-axles, darker shaded area =rotating-axle territory



Axle b. Disc wheel with fixed-axle from Denmark; c.
Disc wheel with rotating-axle from Switzerland.

together. The presence of this principle in the Mediterranean
and Atlantic Europe at a later date has suggested that this
second region was once much broader. Alexander Hausler
has argued that the different construction principles suggest
multiple places of origin for the wagon while others have
argued that the differences hardly warrant such a conclusion
and prefer to see the wagon as having been invented in one
place and diffused elsewhere. That wheeled vehicles might
be independently invented is indicated by the presence of
wheeled toys in Mesoamerica before any contact with
Europeans; however, the emergence of wheeled vehicles,
whatever their axle-construction, is very much a phenomenon
of the fourth and third millennium BC in Eurasia.

The most abundant evidence for early wheeled vehicles
derives from the steppe region north of the Caucasus where
several hundred have been found in burials dating from the
fourth through the third millennium BC. Here the axles were
generally narrow with a gauge, the distance between the
wheels, of about 1.0 to 1.10 m. All evidence for the earliest
wagons indicate the use of the fixed axle and there is no
indication of the pivoted front axle, the type of axle that
pennits one to reduce more effectively the turning circle, until
the first millennium BC.

See also NOVOTITOROVKA CUlTURE; SHOUlDER; WAGON;

WHEEL; YAMNA CUlTURE. [D.Q.A., ].PM.J
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Eurasia were of two types. In Mesopotamia, the Pontic
Caspian steppe, and northwest Europe, vehicles rode on a
fixed axle, i.e., the axle was mounted directly onto the base
of the wagon on which the wheels, with a round axle-hole,
rotated. In Switzerland and southwest Germany, however, the
axle-hole was rectangular and both wheels and-axle rotated

Further Readings
Hausler, A. (1994) Archaologische Zeugnisse fur Pferd und Wagen

in Ost- und Mitteleuropa; in Die Indogermanen und das PFerd,

eds. B. Hansel and S. Zimmer, Budapest, Archaeolingua, 217

257-
Piggott, S. (1983) The Earliest Wheeled Transport. London and New

York, Thames and Hudson.
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BAALBERGE GROUP
This variant of the TRB culture, dated to c3800-3500 BC,

is essentially known from its mortuary practice.
Approximately two hundred Baalberge graves are found
distributed from central Germany to Bohemia. The graves
were set in barrows which may include up to ten burials and
the primary burial might be placed in a stone cist and
accompgnied by ceramics not only ofTRB.derivation but also
exhibiting influences of the more easterly Baden and
Bodrogkersztur cultures. These barrows were re-used in'Subse
quent periods (by the WaltemienburglBernburg, Globular
Ampora, Corded Ware and' Unetice cultures) and provide
relative chronologies for a variety of the cultures of this region.

The importance of the Baalberge group in discussions of
the IE problem concerns- its lleastern" affiliations since some
have argued that it was the product of steppe pastoralists,
presumably early Indo-Europeans, migrating into central
Europe. Such an argument derives from the observation that
both the Baalberge and the steppe tribes of the "Kurgan
tradition" raised barrows over their dead and they buried the
deceased in the flexed position on their right side (alleged by
some to indicate male social dominance). The association of
the Baalberge group with the steppe past9ralists of the Kurgan
tradition is, however,. unsupported by both -the evidence of
physteal anthropology which marked y distinguishes the two
populations and by the fact that there are no intrusive steppe
barrows within nearly five hundred kilometers of the Baalberge
group. It is also argued that the precise burial posture of the
dead,. with the hands held before the face in. the lleating.
position" is not matched by steppe burials nor do they exhibit
th~ intensive use of ocher in the grave £\lso seen in steppe
burials. Hence, a local origin within the early IRB culture is
far more widely accepted.

•

Baalberge a. Distribution of the Baalberge group.

In addition to its origins, the fate of the Baalberge group is
also seen as relevant to IE expansions since some regard it to
be ancestral to the Corded Ware horizon that spanned
northern and central Europe and has been widely acknow-
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BAALBERGE GROUP

ledged as Indo-European. Again the re;1sons for such asso-
ciation tend to emphasize the parallel use of the tumulus over
burials known in both cultures.

See also CORDED WARE CULTURE; INDO-EUROPEAN HOMElAND;

TRB CULTURE. D.PM.]
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Further Reading
Uchardus,]. (1976) Rossen-Gatersleben-Baalberge. Bonn, Habelt.

.See also STAMMER. [D.Q.A.]

BABBLE
?*baba- 'babble', [IEW91 (*baba-); Wat 4 (*baba-)]. Lat

babit 'bears himself proudly, prances', babiger'foolish, simple',
NE baby, babble, MHG babe ~ babe 'elder, mother', OPrus
bebint 'mock', Lith b6ba 'old woman', Latv bibinat 'babble',
OCS baba 'old woman', se brbljati 'stammer', Alb bebe
'newborn child', Grk f3ufJasw 'babble', Oind bababa-kar6ti
'crackle of a fire'. Widespread but clearly an onomatopoeic
formation; these words are unlikely to represent anything
certain that could be reconstructed for PIE antiquity

?*lal- 'babble'. [JEW 650 (*lal(1Ja-)). Lat lalla 'sing during
sleep', NHG lallen 'stammer, babble, speak indistinctly', Lith
laluoti 'stammer', Rus 1£11 'babbler', Grk A..aA..o~ 'babbling;
loquacious', A..uA..ew 'talk, chat, prattle', Hit lala- 'tongue', Oind
lalalJa 'indistinct or lisping utterance'. Surely onomatopoeic
in origin. It is possible that the original onomatopoeia dates
back to PIE times.

Baalberge b. The Baalberge barrow and its stratigraphy (A =

Baalberge group; B = Globular Amphora culture; C = Corded
Ware culture; D = Early Bronze Age pottery; E = location of
Early Bronze Age daggers).

BACKl
*kl1hxlos 'back'. [lEW 951 (*(sJkD-1o-)). OIr col 'back',

Wels cil 'back', Lat calus 'rear-end', OInd kdla- 'slope, back;
rear of army' (for the semantics compare NHG rOcken 'back'
and the cognate NE ridge). From *keuhr 'be bent' (cL *keuhr
'hernia'). Related is NPers kon 'backside, buttocks, anus', kana
'buttocks (of horse or man)'. This Persian data suggest perhaps
the existence of a PIE l/n heteroc1ite. Grk (Hesychius) J(V<10~

'anus' also belongs here (outside of Hesychius this word
appears in compounds, always with reference to pederasty;
Hesychius also gives 'vulva' as a meaning of J(ooo~ but that
probably reflects a misunderstand'ing of one or more of his
sources), though the source of the -s- is obscure. At least late
PIE.

A

See also BODY; BUTTOCKS. [D.Q.A.]

BACK2
*h.¢po 'back, behind' (temporal 'afterward'). [JEW 53

(*apo-); Wat 3 (*apo-); BK 435 (*ap[hj-/*dp[hj_)l. Lat ab
'from', ON af'from', OE xf- 'from', OHG aba 'from', Goth af
'from, since', Alb prape « *per-h4apo-) 'back', Grk anD 'from',
&'I! 'backwards, back again', Hit appa 'behind', Av apa 'away
from', OInd apa 'away, forth', apatyam 'offspring'. Old in IE.
A shortened form *(h4Jp6 is seen in Lat po-situs 'situated',
OPrus pa- (a verbal prefix), Lith pa- (a verbal prefix), OCS
pa- (a verbal prefix), perhaps Alb pa 'without', Av pa-zdayeiti
'frightens away'. ef. Alb hap « *h4ep-e/o-) 'open'.

*h¢p-er- 'back, behind' (temporal 'afterward'). [lEW 53
(*ap-ero-); BK 435 (*ap[hi-/*dp[h}-)J. ON afar- 'very', OE
eafora 'descendant', OHG avar 'again, a second time', Goth
afar 'after', afara 'descendant', Lycian epre/i- 'rear-, later', Av
apara- 'behind, following, other', OInd apara- 'later'. A
widespread derivative of the previous entry. ef. Lat aperi6
'open' and, reflecting *h4ep-ter, NE after.

*pos 'immediately adjacent; behind, following'. [lEW 841
(*pos); Wat 3 (*apo-)). Lat posterns 'behind', Lith pas 'at,
with', pastaras'last, furthest behind', oes po 'after', pozdu
'late', pozde 'behind, after', perhaps Alb pa 'without', Grk
(dial.) not; 'near, by'. Originally, possibly a genitive of *hjep
'near, on' and/or *h4ep- 'back, behind'.

I.t
I.;'.~.'.·..'.·:.·
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*posti 'after'. [JEW 841 (*pos-ti); Wat 3 (*apo-)l. Lat
post(e) 'after', postumus 'after death', Arm dst 'after', TochB
pest - past (particle indicating completion), postam « *posti
nu) 'after'. A derivative of *pos.

*po-skwo- 'behind'. [lEW 841 (*pos-ko-) J. Lith paskui
'behind; after that, later on', Alb pas 'after', Av paskaI - pasca
'behind', Oind pascat - pasci 'behind, westerly' (because the
west is to one's back when one is oriented toward the rising
sun). An eastern compound of *po 'behind' + *sekw- 'follow'.

See also AnPREPS; DIRECTION. [D.Q.A.l

BAD
*haeghlos 'unpleasant'. (lEW 8 (*agh-Oo-)); Buck 16'.72; .

BK 302 (*hagY-/*1idgY-)]. Mlr a1ad 'wound', MWeis ae1eu
'painful' « Celt *ag1-), OE eg1e'disagreeable, loathsome', Goth
ag1s 'injurious', Av ay6 'bad', Oind agha- 'bad'. Given that the
Old Indic form in -1- (aghala- 'terrible') may be a late
development, this may reflect parallel formations in lndic and
the northwest from *haegh- 'unpleasant, disagreeable'.

*dus- 'bad' (as prefix). [IEW227 (*dus-);Wat 15 (*dus-);
Gl683 (*t'us-); Buck 16.72, see also 16.19; BK 154 (*tYaw
/*tYdW-)]. aIr do- - du- 'bad, mis-', Wels dy- 'bad' (attested
in only a few words), perhaps Lat dif- 'un-', ON tor- 'un-', OE
tor- 'un-', OHG zur- 'un-', Goth tuz- 'un-', OCS dOidr'rain'
« *dus-dyus 'bad sky'), Rus doidl'rain', Grk Ova- 'bad, mis-',
Arm t- (or perhaps from *de- or *dis-) 'un-', Av dus- 'bad,
mis-', OInd du~- 'bad, mis-'. This form is solidly reconstructed
to PIE in light of being a highly productive prefix (along with
its counterpart *h]su- 'good') across a broad range of dialects.

*gha1hxTOS 'evil, unpleasant, unhealthy'. (lEW 411]. aIr
ga1ar 'sickness, distress', Hit kallar 'something evil or un
pleasant', kallara- 'evil, unpleasant, unfavorable, unhealthy'.
Attested only in Celtic and Anatolian but the geographical
distribution of those attestations almost guarantees its PIE
status. Related are ON galli 'fault, flaw', OE gealla 'galled place
on the skin', MLG galle 'wounded place on the skin' (Gmc <
*gha1-n-on). The Celtic and Anatolian form on the one hand
and the Germanic on the other suggest a PIE *ghalhx-r/n-.
Morphologically distinct but also related are Lith tala 'damage,
loss; injury, harm, wrong', Ukr zolok 'painful place of a
wound', Rus naz6la 'suffering, distress' (Balto-Slavic < *ga1hxa/
eha-).

*h2l3Uop- 'treat badly' (pres~ *h2l3U6pei). (ef. lEW 1107
(*upo-); Wat 76 (*wep-); Buck 16.721. aIr feJ 'bad', OE yfeJ
'bad, evil' (> NE evil), OHG ubiJ 'bad, evil', Goth ubils 'bad,
evil' (Celt and Gmc < *h2/3UpeJOS) , Hit huwappi - huwapzi
'ill-treats, harrows, harasses, disfigures, despoils', huwapp~
'evil, ill, bad'. Attested only on the western and southern
margins of the IE world, this word is a strong candidate for
PIE status. The alternative etymology whereby the Celtic and
Germanic words are derivatives of *h4UPO- 'up from under'
( *h4upeJos would then be originally 'extreme, excessive') is
not nearly as likely.

*leud- 'act hypocritically, badly'. [lEW 684 (*Jeud-); cf.
Wat 37 (*leud-); Buck 12.561. ON ljotr 'ugly, bad', OE lot

BADEN CULTURE

'deception', Goth huta 'hypocrisy, treachery', OPrus Jaustinti
'humble, abase', Lith fiOtu 'be sad', OCS Judo 'foolish'. Wels
lludded 'exhaustion, fatigue, tiredness' may belong here
although the meaning deviates somewhat. Other Germanic
forms such as OHG luz(z)i] 'small', Goth leitiJs 'little', etc.
have also been placed here but seem to lack certain
connection. The distribution suggests a northwestern term.

See also PAIN. U.C.S., D.Q.A.}

Further Readings
Costa, G. (990) I composti indoeuropel con *dus- e *SU-. Pisa,

Giardini.
Zimmer, S. (995) Indogermanisch *hlsu-and *dus-in Kymnschen.

Zeitschrift fur celtische Sprachforschung 47, 176-200.

BADEN CULTURE
The Baden culture is a large late Copper Age or early Bronze

Age culture of east-central Europe centered on the Carpathian
basin and extending northwards into Poland and south into
Croatia and Bosnia. The culture dates to c 3600-2800 BC
and it is a major component of a series of cultures extending
across the Balkans (e.g., Cemavoda I, Ezero) into northwest
Anatolia (Troy) that has sometimes been designated the
"Balkan-Danubian complex" although some archaeologists
would reject such a concept. These cultures do share broadly
similar ceramic inventories and in the central and eastern
Balkans they follow either the collapse of the long-tenn
Neolithic tell settlements or occupy the tells themselves but
after a cultural break.

The Baden culture is known from at least a thousand sites
that vary in size and location. Northern settlements tend to
be larger and more stable while those in Bosnia and Croatia
often give the appearance of small camp sites. Fortified
settlements are also known, particularly where Baden
bordered on a different culture. One of the most famous of
the defensive sites is the hill-top settlement of Vucedol in
Croatia where two houses were surrounded by a wooden
palisade and, where exposed, a ditch. The presence here of
an apsidal house, i.e., a house where one end terminates in a
rounded or apse-like construction, has also been regarded as
an important ethnic marker as similar houses appear in
western Anatolia. and Greece where they have heen used to
trace the movements of IE-speaking populations (but apsidal
houses are found so widely in Europe since the NeolithiC
that any simple correlation between house form and IE
language is dubious at best). The economy was olixed;
agriculture is well attested including the raising of wheat,
barley, millet, oats, pulses and the gathering of wild fruits
and nuts. Livestock included cattle, pig, and especially sheep/
goat which appears to have increased in importance and has
heen attributed to the introduction of new stocks from the
east. The Baden culture also exhibits some of the earliest
evidence for wheeled vehicles in central Europe as two clay
cart models/drinking vessels were discovered at cemeteries
at Budakalasz and Szigetszentmarton, hoth near Budapest.



Baden b. Vucedol settl~ment (Baden period); c. Baden single
handled cup; d. B~den dish; e. Anthropomorphic figures;
f. Bronze dagger. .

and linear Ware cultures. The bearers of the Baden cult~re

have been variously identified with speakers of languages
an~estral to the Celtic, Italic, Illyrian and Venetie languages.

See also CERNAVODA CULlURE; CotOFENI CutnJRE;
EZERo CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADmON; TROY. U.P.M.]

Further Reading
Sochacki, Z. (1980) Some remarks on the social structure and

economic system of the Baden culture. lIES 8, 93-105.
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Baden a. Distribution of the Baden culture.

The ceramics include a variety of presumably ritual vessels,
including large anthropomorphic "urns" as well as many
varieties of handled drinking cups which have been associated
with new fashions presumably involving the consumption of
some alcoholic beverage. Burial was by both inhumation and
cremation, the fonner predominating. Where the settlements
are largest, the cemeteries tend to be smaller while areas in
the south such as Hungary have boasted larger cemeteries
such as Budakalasz with about three hundred burials. One
grave yielded two oxen which have been interpreted as
evidence for paired draft.

The Baden culture is frequently discussed in association
with the spread of Indo-Europeans because it possesses a
number.of cultural traits that have been regarded as diagnostic
markers of IE society: the (occasional) use of small fortified
settlements, houses with apsidal ends (suggesting a pastoral
ancestry), wheeled vehicles, clay vessels suggesting both
drinking sets (ind containers whose use has been associated
with the consumption of dairy products or alcoholic
beverages, sexual dimorphism in bUrial rite with males
interred on their right sides and females on their left, and
c-ult vessels displaying solar symbols. Within the Kurgan
model of IE origins, the Baden culture is seen to serve as a
vehicle Jor its expansion and consolidation in the central
Balkans while those supporting a central European homeland
seek the genetic roots of the Baden culture in the earlier TRB

BADEN CULTURE
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BADGER
*meli- 'badger (Me1es me1es)'. [Blazek 15-1 7]. Lat meles

'badger, marten', Slov (dialectal) m;:J1c « Proto-Slavic
*me1ici-) 'badger'. Though only weakly attested in Slavic, this
apparent Latin-Slavic isogloss suggests that this may have been
at least a dialectal word for 'badger' (or some other mustelid)
in late PIE. The badger was Widely hunted in antiquity and
its natural distribution extends from the Atlantic to the Pacific,
including all those regions that have been suggested as IE
homelands. Given the size of the badger (averaging about ten
kilograms in weight) and its distinctive markings, it is nearly
impossible to imagine that the PIE speech community did
not have a word (or words) for this animal.

See also MAMMALS~ MARTEN; WEASEL. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Reading
Bellquist,j. B. (1993) 'Badger' in Indo-European.]IES21, 331-346.

BAG
*bh61ghis '(skin) bag; bolster (made from stuffed animal

skin)'. [lEW 125-126 (*bhelgh-); Wat 7 (*bhe1gh-\ BK 10
(*bul-/*bol-)]. OIr bolg'sack', Wels bol'stomach', Gaul bulga
'leather sack', ON be1gr 'flayed animal skin, bag; belly', OE
bel(i)g 'bag' (> NE belly), OHG balg'skin', Goth balgs 'bag
made of skin', OPms po-balso 'bolster', balsinis 'pillow', Latv
pabalsts 'pillow', Slav blazina 'feather-bed', SC blazina 'pillow,
bolster', Av baIdziS 'bolster, cushion', Shughni virj « Proto
Iranian *b[ZI-) 'pillow', OInd upa-barhanf'cover, bolster' and
perhaps barhi$- '(sacrificial) straw, bed of grass'. Distribution
assures PIE status. From *bhelgh- 'swell'.

??*kuelhxk- 'bolster, ball?' [IEW630 (*klJebk-)]. Lat culcita
'cushion', OInd karca- 'bundle'. Neither the semantic
connection nor the phonological (Lat *qualcita would be the
expected form) is compelling.

See also BASKET. [D.Q.A.I

BALD
*kJhxUos 'bald'. [lEW 554 (*keblJo-); Buck 4.93]. Lat

calvus 'bald', Av kaurva- 'bald', OInd ati-kiirva- 'bald'. Cf. the
next word.

*gol(hxJ1)oS 'bare, bald'. [JEW 349 (*gall)o-s); Wat 18
(*gal-); Buck 4.93~ BK 310 (*k'YalY-)]. OE calu 'bald, bare,
callow' (> NE callow), OHG kalo 'bald', OCS gala 'naked',
Rus golyj 'bare'. Cf. the Balta-Slavic words for 'head'
(*g(h)olhxlJ-eha- 'bald-pate'): Lith galva, Latv galva, OCS
glava, Rus golova. Probably here also belongs Ann glux «
*gholhxu-ko- or *ghxolu-ko-?) 'head'. It seems best to start
from an earlier PIE *kolu- - *kJlJ- 'bald'. In a central area of
the IE world the initial consonant was voiced (and further .
aspirated?), perhaps the result of its expressive meaning.

*ne/ogWn6s 'bare, naked'. [lEW 769 (*nog!J-); Wat 45
(*nogW-)~Gl144 (*noglO

-); Buck 4.991. ON nakinn (rebuilt
onthe analogy of a participle from *nakn) 'naked', Grk YUJiv6<;
« *gomn6- < *nogWno-) 'naked', Hit nekumant- «
*nekunant-) 'naked', Ay mayna- 'naked', Olnd nagna- 'naked'.

BALD

With somewhat different formations we have: aIr nocht
'naked', Lat nodus« *nogWedho-) 'naked', OE nacod'naked,
bare' (> NE naked), OHG nachot'naked', Lith nl1ogas'naked',
OCS nagu 'naked', OInd naga- 'elephant' « *'hairless one').
The underlying word is well-attested throughout the IE world
and obviously old. Perhaps because of its expressive meaning
it was subject to a good deal of morphological and occasionally
phonological reshaping.

*bhos6s 'bare, naked'. [lEW 163 (*bhoso-s); Wat 9
(*bhoso-); Buck4.99]. ON berr'naked', OE b~r'bare, naked
(> NE bare); OHG bar 'naked', Lith basas'barefoot', Latv bass
'barefoot', OCS bosa 'barefoot', Arm bok « *bhos-ko-?)
'barefoot'. Probably restricted to certain central dialects in PIE.

The sense of 'without. hair' and 'without clothing' seem to
have been close in PIE. *ne/ogWnos apparently could have
meant either 'naked' or 'without body-hair'. Lack of body
hair was a pre-eminent mark of immaturity. A similar
association is to be seen with OE calu> NE callow. Conversely
the presence of body hair was an important sign of adulthood.

The concept of the naked warrior is found in the evidence
of IE tradition: according to Diodorus Siculus an elite among
(Continental) Celtic warriors went into battle naked, YUflv6<;
(Bibl. 5.28); this seems to be an expreSSion of an assumed
animal character and force, and the same warriors styled their
hair so that it resembled a horse's mane. St. Gildas commented
on the "shameless" fighters among the Scots and Picts (De
excidio Britanniae, cap. 1), and the image of the champion
fighting naked "before the host" is also suggested in the Welsh
sources, specifically in the three champions, "diademed" or
"gorgeted" men featured in the Welsh Triads (Trioedd Ynys
Prydein 1. 21, p. 37).

Baldness, or a lack of head-hair, carries some ambiguous
charges: as a sign of approaching old age it seems to show
that male virility (held in, or symbolized in the hair) was
retreating. Early balding might especially be regarded as a
kind of personal affliction: an Irish source cites "baldness,
weakness, early grayness" as kinds of supernatural
punishment (Metrical Dinshenchas 3.1-2:5) and attempts to
reverse or "cure" baldness were well known. Curatives for
baldness using vegetable substances may have been conscious
of the hair:grass homology, but animal substances, such as
fats, were used as well: animals, in this way of thinking, do
not grow bald.

To show the mixing of images OIr mael prOVides the
ordinary meaning 'bald' but can also mean 'shorn' or 'crop
.haired', and so mael can indicate servile status or mark the
pre-adolescent male (the gilla) or be used of a shorn or
tonsored druid, a high-status figure of the First Function.
The great Finn mac Cumaill spent some time in his youth as
Demne Mael, Bald Demne, but Finn had some druidic, as
well as superlative Second Function, warriorly skills. His
"bald" state also shows a case of a price being paid for a
particular skill or talent gained. The Greeks of Homer's epic
invention have their semi-comic target in ThersHes (Iliad
11.212fL), who also combines a low-class appearance (as he
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Baltic I Distribution of the Baltic languages.
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makes a contrast with the 'thin growth' ofhis misshapen head
to the abundant hair of the Achaian warrior-lords) but
ThersItes too has his concealed connection to the satirist (in
the qld Irish context) and othe~s who have certain powers
related in all likelihood to the Trickster figure, but' not
completely detached from magical (and First Function)
potencies. .

See also HAIR: TRICKSTER. [D.Q.A., D.A.M.]

Further Readings
Bonfante, G. (1981) La parole nuda e la nudita sacrale fra gl' indo

europei. Archivia Glottolagico Italiano 66,89-94.
Thieme, P (1963). ]ungfraugatte. KZ 78, 161-248.

BALTIC LANGUAGES
The Baltic branch of Indo-European is itself divided into

two sub-branches: West Baltic whose only attested language
'is the extinct Old Prussian, and East Baltic attested in
Lithuanian and Latvian (the latter also known as Lettish).
Though first attested only in the early fifteenth century in the
form of the earliest Old Prussian text, Baltic as a whole, and

Lithuanian in particular, is a remarkably conservative branch
of Indo-European and so plays a greater role in the
reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European than the lateness of
its attestation might suggest.

Old Prussian is the name conventionally given to speakers
of a West Baltic language spoken in the former East Prussia.
They are first mentioned in history, under the name ofAistians
(and thus at least possibly. confused with the non-Indo
European Estonians) by Tacitus in the first century AD. By
the ninth century Prussian, or some similar name, had become
the usual designation for this ethnic group. The Yotvingians
(orjatvingians) to the east ofhistoric East Prussia are presumed
to have spoken a closely related language but there are no
certain records of it. Prussia was conquered by the Teutonic
knights in the thirteenth century and christianized. At the
time of the Reformation the then Grand Commander of the
order accepted the teachings of Marrin Luther and secularized
the order, making it into the Duchy of Prussia. Most of the
rather meager lingUistic remains of the Old Prussian language
reflect the activities of German-speaking Lutheran pastors who
translated religiOUS literature in 'Old Prussian. Thus none of
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Proto-indo-European and Baltic Phonological Correspondences

PIE Lithuanian PIE Lithuanian
*p > p *potis 'master' pats 'self'
*b > b *dubus'deep' dubDs'deep'
*bh > b *bhrehater 'brother' OPrus brote 'brother'
*t > t *tuhx'thou' tD'thou'
*d > d *dei1)os 'god' dievas 'god'
*dh > d *dhuh2mos 'smoke' dumai'smoke'
*K > 5 *J(rptom 'hundred' sirhtas 'hundred'
*g > t *gr;neha- 'know' tinoti 'to know'
*gh > z *gheimeha- 'winter' iiema 'winter'
*k > k *kor- 'war' karas 'war'
*g > g *haeug~ 'grow, increase' augu 'grow
*gh > g *h3mighleha- 'mist' miglii 'fog, mist'
*kw > k *JcWos 'who' kiis 'who, what'
*gW > g *!f'ou- 'cow' Latv gUovs 'cow
*gWh > g *gwhorm6s 'heat' OPrus gorme 'heat'
*s > s *haeus- 'ear' ausis 'ear
*. > *iuhxs- 'broth' juse 'fish-soup'1
*1J > v *lJ1kWos 'wolf' viJkas 'wolf'
*m > m *mehater'mother' mote 'mother'
*n > n *hxnas- 'nose' nosis 'nose'
*1 > 1 *loksis'salmon (trout)' lasis 'salmon'
*r > r *h1rudh- 'red' rudas'redCbrown)'
*rp > im *Krptom 'hundred' siIiJ.tas 'hundred'
*I). > in *gWh1J.- 'strike' giiJti 'to chase'
*1 > il *1)1kWos 'wolf' vilkas 'wolf'
*r > ir *mr- 'die' mitti 'to die'
*i > i *likw

- 'remain' Iikti 'to remain'
*1 > Y *gWih3uos'living' gjvas'living'
*e > e *medhu 'honey' medus 'honey'
*e > e *sehr'sow' seti 'to sow'
*a > a *haeKs- 'axle' asis 'axle'
*a > a *mehater 'mother' m6ce 'mother'
*0 > a *16Ksis'salmon (trout)' Iilsis 'salmon'
*6 > uo *doh3 _ 'give' dl10ti 'to give'
*u > u *kunos'dog's' sUfis 'dog's'
*u > u *bhuhx- 'be' b6.ti 'to be'
*h1 > 0 *hzesti 'is' esti 'is/are'
*h2 > 0 *h2erhT 'plow' arti 'to plow'
*h3 > 0 *h30kW 'eye' akis 'eye, round hole'
*h4 > 0 *h4orghis'testicle' attilas'stallion'

the few documents written in Old Prussian are written by a
native speaker and, indeed, there is no assurance that t~e

writers' command of Old Prussian was altogether fluent. Still
there is enough data to make it clear that Old Prussian does
differ in certain significant ways from Lithuanian and Latvian,
e.g., OPms dadan 'milk' but Lith pienas, OPrus agio 'rain'
but Lith lietDs or OPrus camstian 'sheep' but Lith avis. By the
eighteenth century speakers of Old Prussian were linguistically
assimilated to German or Lithuanian.

East Baltic is represented by Lithuanian and Latvian. Other

East Baltic groups are recorded in early historical times, e.g.,
Selonian, Semigallian, Curonian, but all have been linguistic
ally assimilated to Latvian and/or Lithuanian (if, indeed, they
were very different from Lithuanian or Latvian to begin with).
Latvian at least has also assimilated speakers of Livonian, a
variety of Baltic Finnish similar to Estonian, and some of the
development Latvian has undergone has been attributed by
some to substrate influence of Livonian. As is the case with
Old Prussian, the oldest literature in both East Baltic languages
consists of religious translations. Lithuanian is attested from
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BaItic II Baltic origins. Shaded area (1) indicates distribution of Baltic river names. Area indicated by broken line (2) indicates generalized
distribution of the Corded Ware culture which many argue would have been the ancestor of the Germanic and Slavic stocks as well as Baltic.

the beginning of the sixteenth century and Latvian from the
. last quarter of the same century.

In phonology Baltic shows clear connections 'with other
IE groups both to the east and west, but particularly with
Slavic. Both Baltic and Slavic are satdm languages (along with
Indo-Iranian and Armenian) which means that PIE *k and
*kwappear as Proto-Baltic and Proto-Slavic *k and PIE *]{

appears as *5 (in all Baltic and Slavic languages except
Lithuanian *5 subsequently becomes 5). However, both
groups, but particularly Baltic. show exceptions (e.g., Lith
pekus 'cattle', OPrus pecku 'cattle' from IE *peKu) which

.suggest that Baltic and Slavic were on the periphery of that
part of Proto-Indo-European that underwent satdmization.
Both Baltic and Slavic also show the effects of the ruki-rule
whereby a PIE *-s- is retracted to *-5- after *r. *u. *k, or *i.
an unexpected phonological development that is shared
otherwise only with Indo-Iranian. With Slavic and Germanic
Baltic shares dative and instrumental case endings in *-m-,
rather than in *-bh- as in all other IE languages that retain

these cases, e.g., Goth wulfam, Lith vilkams. oes vtllkomu
but Olnd vrkebhyal). 'to the wolves') .

East Baltic is generally a very conservative branch of Indo
European and Lithuanian in particular preserves an "archaic"
aspect otherwise found in IE languages at least a couple of
millennia older. Particularly the declension of the nouns and
adjectives, with seven .cases. singular and plural (and at least
in dialects the dual as well) persists as a remarkably faithful
witness to the situation in Proto-Indo-European. Only Old
Indic attests a system that is less changed from what is usually
reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European. With regard to the
verbal system Lithuanian. and all of Baltic. has been much
more innovative. The plE present tense is well-preserved and
the future reflects a PIE desiderative [ormation (Le.• 'want
to') revalued as a simple future. Both the PIE aorist and
imperfect have contributed to the simple past tense. But most
of the PIE aorist and imperfect formations have disapp ar d.
along with the entire 'perfect and middle. Very characteristic
.of Baltic is the fact that the original third person singular does
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duty for the dual and plural as well, thus estl, the descendant
of PIE *h]esti 'is' is used for all numbers.

The relationship with Slavic is particularly 'close. There
are numerous Balto-Slavic lexical innovations, e.g., Lith ranka.
'hand', OCS rQka 'hand', and a number of common
innovations in phonology, e.g., in the systems of intonations'
inherited from Proto-Indo-European, and 'morphology, e.g.,
the creation of a distinction between definite and indefinite
adjectives. The development of the latter distinction is
particularly interesting from the point of view of comparing
it with the same development in neighboring IE stocks. In
Baltic and Slavic the definite adjectives result from the fusion
of the basic adjective with a following demonstrative pronoun,
*jos (a form which in other IE languages functions exclusively
as a relative pronoun), e.g., 'which. (is) X' (Uth basasis '(the)
barefooted', OCS bost1j! '(the) barefooted' < *bhosos jos).
While the ancestral syntactic unit is shared by Baltic and SlaVic,
the process by which the old demonstrative pronoun became
a morphological suffix occurred independently in both
groups, witnessed by the fact that word-final *-s had already
been lost in Slavic when the morphologization occurred. A
similar definite adjective is seen in Albanian, though there
the old demonstrative (or relative?) pronoun precedes the
adjective and is still a separate word (e.g., j ri '(the) young').
In neighboring Germanic a distinction between definite and
indefinite adjectives was built by using purely morphological
material, each adjective comes in two shapes, "regular" and
in the form of an n-stem derivative. The latter is the definite
one of the pair. (A similar distinction may once have existed
in Tocharian.) We see a regional development of explicit
definiteness within late Proto-Indo-European, but only Baltic
and Slavic show identical manifestations of that definiteness.

Baltic Origins
The origin of the Balts has often been regarded as diagnostic

for locating the earliest Indo-Europeans. The conservatism
of Baltic, in particular Lithuanian, has been explained by some
as due to the fact that of all the IE stocks, the BaIts have
moved least from their homeland and, consequently, mixed
least with foreign substrates who would have stimulated
language change. On such reasoning one popular theory of
IE origins of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century
set the homeland of all Indo-Europeans in the Baltic region.

Although textual evidence for the Balts is extremely late,
the evidence of river names provides us with a considerably
greater antiquity in mapping out the distribution of the early
BaIts. It indicates that they once occupied a territory mariy
times the size that of the historically attested lands (excepting
the creation of an enonnous Lithuanian empire during the
Middle Ages that embraced much of European Russia and
employed Be10russian as a chancery language). Baltic river
names are found from west of the Vistula and east at least as
far as Moscow and almost as far south as Kiev on the Dnieper.
The contraction of their territory owes much to the rapid
expansion of the Slavs from the south and east from the fifth
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century AD onwards and the later conquest of Baltic lands by
the German Knights of the Teutonic Order coming from the
west. The evidence of Ptolemy in the second century AD of
names (Soudinoi and Galindai) dearly ancestral to those of
the later Prussian tribes makes it likely that Baits have occupied
at least their western territory since the beginning of the
Christian era. To locate the Balts any earlier on the basis of
written sources requires some guesswork. For example, in
the fifth century BC Herodotus records the existence of the
Neurol who occupied snake-infested lands north of what may
be the Pripet marshes and these Neural have been identified
by some as Balts; the Lithuanians, for example, were known
[or the cult of the green snake (but the geographical position
of the Neurol is controversial and others would argue that
they might more easily be aSSigned to the early Slavs). At this
time the Pripet region was occupied by the Milograd culture
and one can then argue a long sense of cultural continuity in
the Baltic region back at least to the earliest appearance of the
Corded Ware horizon in the late fourth and early third
millennia BC. This is the earliest culture that occupies the
entire Baltic region, here in the guise of the local variant known
as the Haffkustenkultur, whose general cultural inventory is
at least potentially Indo-European, e.g., it was in possession
of wheeled vehicles, domestic horse.

Any attempt to trace the IE ancestors of the Balts to a still
earlier period runs into serious problems. The Neolithic
(fourth millennium BC) TRB culture of the north European
plain may also accord with many of the expectations derived
from the reconstructed cultural lexicon of the IE languages,
but its distribution only extended to east Prussia and cannot
be seen to underlie the distribution of the East Balts. Rather,
there appears to have been a slow acculturation oflocal hunter
gatherer populations who slowly incorporated agriculture and
stockbreeding into their economy from their TRB and later
Globular Amphora neighbors. The archaeological result of
this process is the middle Neolithic Narva culture which
appears to have persisted into the Bronze Age in some areas.
There is considerable disparity between west and east
Lithuania with respect to the rehance on domestic animals
throughout both the middle (Narva) and late Neolithic
(Corded Ware) and it was only about 2000 BC that
stockbreeding begins to become important in the east. The
spread of the Corded Ware horizon in the Baltic region is not
particularly impressive in quantity, e.g., Latvia boasts no more
than about forty known Corded Ware burials. Baltic also
contributes to a set of cognates for fortified settlement (Lith
pilis 'fort', castle', Latv pUs 'fort, castle' < *pelhx-) and it is
only in the early Bronze Age (c 2000-1 100 Be) that Baltic
hillfort settlements begin to appear. Irrespective of where one
wishes to locate the IE homeland, it is unlikely that we can
speak of the full Indo-Europeanization of the Baltic region
until 2000 BC although lE-speakers may well have begun to
enter the east Baltic a millennium earlier. The geo
chronological position of Baltic also illustrates why the concept
of assigning the IE homeland to the Baltic region is rather
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implausible, Le., it requires IE expansions from an area that
itself could only have become IE-speaking when we already
begin to find differentiated IE stocks such as Anatolian or
can confidently presume their existence such as Indo-Iranian.

As the distribution of the Corded Ware horizon covers the
entire north European plain and beyond, it is unlikely that it
describes the specific distribution of the earliest Baits but
rather their more distant linguistic ancestors who would also
evolve into their Germanic and Slavic (and possibly other)
neighbors. The emergence of a distinctly Baltic language stock
depends largely on what date one assigns to such a
phenomenon and other than confining the Proto-Balts to the
last two millennia BC, nothing else certain can be established.
For those who believe that archaeological phenomena can
reflect linguistic developments, it has been argued by Lothar
Kilian that the first major cultural differences in the Baltic
territory emerge only about 1000 BC when the West Baltic
area engages in cremation burial while the East Baltic region
continues the inhumation mode of burial. Since the West
Baltic territory subsequently appears to divide into three
regional units corresponding with the historically attested
Prussian tribes, this may suggest some correlation between
the archaeological and the linguistic data. Certainly the
emergence of Proto-Baits in the period between 2000 and
1000 BC is unlikely to meet with many objections.

See also CORDED WARE CULTURE; INDo-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES;

TIME-DEPTH; TRB CULTURE. [D.Q.A.,].PM.)
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.BARK!
*16ubholeha- 'bast, bark'. lIEW690; d. Wat 37 (*leup-)].

Lith luabas 'rind, bark', Latv luobs 'shell, rind', Rus lub 'bast,
bark', Alb labe 'rind, bark, crust'. As such it is a word of the

center of the IE world but other derivatives also occur: Mlr
luchtar 'boat made from bark', Lat liber « *lubhr6s) 'bast;
book' (since bast, especially beech bast, provided an early
writing medium), OHG louft 'bark, bast'. Also probably
belonging here are the Baltic words for 'board': OPms lubbo
'board', Lith luba 'board', (pI.) lubos 'ceiling'. Although
sometimes set here but probably not related are: Oir luib
'herb', OWels luird 'garden', and the Germanic words for 'leaf':
OE leaf'leaf' (> NE lea!), OHG loub 'leaf', Goth laufs 'leaf'.

Words for 'bark', specifically inner bark, are sometimes
the same as or the source for the words for 'book' because
inner bark or bast (the soft elastic, sap-conducting layer) was
used by many peoples, including at least some of the early
Indo-Europeans, for writing. Thus, Lat liber'bark, bast', which
was used for writing before the advent of papyrus, eventually
yielded the meaning 'book, letter' (cf. the etymologically
unconnected Grk f3vf3AoC; - f3£f3AoC; which earlier meant the
inner bark of the papyrus, hence the paper, used for writing).
NE book ultimately comes from 'beech' (OE boc) since in the
Germanic area beechwood was used for writing. In the Slavic
area, Old Russian lubu, for example, denoted both 'bast' and
'material for writing'. Given these almost ubiquitous connec
tions, one can posit a more speCific, late IE meaning of 'bast'
and a culturally critical meaning of 'material for writing on'.

The many Slavic cognates such as SC lubura and Rus lub6k
often denote boxes made of bast, specifically elm and linden
bast, an essential ingredient of the peasant home into modern
times. Possible metaphorical extensions of this were words
for skull and forehead (Rus lob 'forehead'). Slavic and Baltic
reflexes of *leubh- often denote 'board, shingle' and the like
whereas Germanic reflexes, if they belong here, tend to denote
'leaf, foliage' and in Celtic we have MIr luchtar 'boat made of
bark'. In sum, a large set of central dialectal cognates point to
either an original generic meaning of the exterior of a tree:
'leaf, inner bark', etc., or, which is perhaps more likely, 'bark'
or 'wood',. and, eventually, the diverse objects made of such
materials. A tantalizing hypothesis would derive the word
for 'bark' from a verbal root 'peel, strip', e.g., Slavic lupiti
'strip' as a source for lub 'bast': however, the reconstructed
verb ends in a non-aspirated p and hence cannot, by the
conventional rules, be a source of *leubh-. On universal
semantic grounds also it is relatively unlikely that an item as
basic in the lexicon as 'bark' would be derived from a rather
specialized verb.

See also Pu.NTS; TREES. [PFI

BARK2
*leha- 'bark' (pres. *leha-ie/o-). [lEW 650 (*la- - *Je-);

Buck 18.14]. Lat latra (a denominative based on an unattested
*la-tTO- 'barking') 'bark (at); rant, roar', Lith 16ju 'bark', Latv
Jaju 'bark', OCS laj9 'bark', Alb leh « *loha-sKe-) 'bark', Oss
rxjun 'bark', OInd rayati 'barks'. Widespread and old in IE;
not obviously onomatopoeic but rather inherited by regular
phonological processes from the parent language. Cf. possibly
Grk vA-am 'bark' though this word cannot be a phonetically
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regular reflex and fits better with *ul-. Compare also *leha

'cry out, complain' which may be related.
*bhels- 'yelp, howl'. [lEW 123 (*bhel-)]. ON belja'roar,

howl', OE bellan 'roar, howl', OHG bellan 'bark', OInd bha$a
'barking, yelping', bha$ati 'barks, yelps' ..Not obviously
onomatopoeic and if the Germanic and Old Indic words
belong together, we have good evidence for a PIE word ..

?*baub- 'bark, low'. [lEW 95 (*bau)]. Lat baubor 'bark',
Lith baubti 'low of cows', Grk f3a{j~(O'bark'. An onomatopoeic
formation, quite possibly independent in each of the three
stocks, based on the sound of a dog barking (Grk {3av {3av)
or cows lowing.

?*bhereg- '± bark, growl'. [lEW 138 (*bhereg-)~ Wat 8
(*bherg-); Buck 18.14; BK 33 (*bar-/*b;Jr-)]. ON berkja 'bark',
OE beorean 'bark' (> NE bark), Lith burgeti 'spun, splash,
splutter, growl'. The difference in meaning between Baltic and
Germanic strongly suggests that we have independent
onomatopoeic formations in the two stocks. At best we have
a late IE dialectalism reflected here.

The fact that the first two verb roots, neither of them
obviously onomatopoeic, can be reconstructed for the barking
of dogs may suggest the long-standing association of dogs
and people, an association long antedating the PIE period,
and the relative importance that association had for PIE society
It might be noted that barking is an acquired trait, bred into
dogs through domestication, and it is not one of the behavioral
patterns of the wolf from which the dog was first domesticated.
It might be argued then that the first term, *leha-, is
"semantically" in full accord with both the noise made by a
domesticated dog and also an expression of some of the
primary reasons for its domestication, to serve as a watch
dog and assist in the hunt. The second term, *bhe1s-, may
lack the informational content of the first.

See also ANIMAL CRY; BIRD CRY; DOG; HOWL; MOAN.

[D.Q.A.]

BARLEY
*ghresdh(i) (gen. *ghrsdh6s) 'barley (Hordeum vulgare

and/or H. distiehum)'. [lEW 446 (*gherzd(h)); Wat 22
(*gh[zd-); Gl 565 (*gh(e)rdh-); Buck 8.44]. Lat hordeum «
*gh[sdheiom) 'barley', OHG gersta « *ghersdheha- with new
full-grade) 'barley', Alb drithe « *gh[sdhi) 'cereal grain', Grk
(Homeric sg.) ICp'i - 1Cpr9Tj « pre-Grk *ghrisdh with *-e- > 
i- as in i1rJro~ 'horse') 'barley'. Cf. the derivative OCS grosdu
« *ghrosdho-) 'grapes' « 'fruit' < 'kernel'). Another possible
cognate is Hit karas(=!kras/, Ikars/?) a kind of wheat. If the
Hittite word is accepted it may represent either *ghersdh or
*ghorsdh. Widespread and with no certain root connections
(though it has often been connected to *ghers- 'stiffen, bristle'
as the 'awned' grain or the like), this is clearly the oldest IE
word that specifically refers to 'barley'.

*h2elbhit 'barley'. [lEW29 (*albhi-); d. Wat 2 (*albho-);
GI565; BK 457 (*hal-/*hdl-)]. Alb e1b 'barley', Grk aAqn (pI.
aAqJlra) 'barleymeal'. A somewhat different formation is seen
in Khat rrusa- 'barley', Pashto orbase (pI.) 'barley', Wakhi

BARLEY

arbdsi 'barley' « Proto-Iranian *arbusa-). Probably a derivative
of a word for 'white'. Cf. Homeric ICPl A..£VICOV or aA..q>lra

A£vICa and the set of designations in Germanic for 'wheat'
(e.g., ON hveiti, OE hwxte (> NE wheal), OHG weizzi, Goth
lvaiteis) that all derive from the word for 'white'. The same
suffix occurs in Hit seppit 'wheat'. However, the word for
'white' would appear to be *h 4elbhos with a different
laryngeili. A word of the center and east.

*bhars (gen. *bhares(o)s?) 'barley'. [lEW III (*hhares-);
Wat 5-6 (*bhares-); GI 770 ( *bhar(s)-); Buck 8.44; BK 24
(*bar-/*b;Jr-)]. Lat far (gen. farris) 'grain; coarse meal; (coarsej
bread', farIna 'flour, meal', Umb far 'flour, meal', ON barr
'grain, barley', OE bere 'barley' (underlies OE beEr-lie> NE
barley), Goth barizeins 'barley-', OCS braslno 'nourishment',
Rus b6rosno 'ryemeal', SC brasno 'meal, flour'. Just possibly
to be added here are Grk (Hesychius) rpijpovan ancient plant
deity, or ll£pO'npoVl1 , if from *Phersephone and if originally
*'± grain-slayer'. Variants without *-s-, Le., aIr bairgen 'bread,
loaf', Wels bara 'bread' (Celtic < *barageno/a-), Rus bor'millet'
are also known. They mayor may not belong here. This word
is found in the west and center of the IE world and is often
taken to be a borrowing. Two candidates have presented
themselves. GI compare the word with Proto-Semitic *burr
/*barr- 'grain, threshed grain' (d. Hebrew bar'threshed grain')
but the distribution of cognates within IE does not support
direct connections with the Near East. Alternatively, others
have derived the word from some substratum language of
central or western Europe. It may be, but, if so, it is a very old
borrowing, taken across at a time when the various IE dialects
were not very much differentiated. Arguing against the
borrowing hypothesis is the morphological shape that this
word apparently had in late iE, a morphological type that
must have been very recessive. That it should have attracted
a borrowed word seems unlikely

*meig(h)- 'barley' ('grain'?). [Bailey 332-333]. OIr mlach
'measure (of grain), bushel', OPrus moasis - mayse 'barley',
Lith (pI.) mieziai 'barley', Latv (pI.) mieZl 'barley', mc1ize

. 'bread', Khat f!1a~~a- « *mig-so-) 'field'. If all these words
belong together, we have evidence for 'another widespread
and presumably old word, perhaps meaning 'barley', perhaps
something more general such as 'grain'.

There are a variety of terms [or barley that show a number
of overlaps among the IE stocks. The reasons for this may
have been motivated by any number of factors. For example,
the speCific uses of the cereal (whether consumed by people
or animals), its movement from one social class to another or
its role in poetic diction. One of the more obvlous factors
may have been the different types of barley being exploited.
The two main types of barley were Hordeum distichum (two
rowed barley) and Hordeum hexastiehum (six-rowed barley)
whose physical difference would have been obvious to a
prehistoric farmer. In addition, barley lllay be hulled, i.e., of
a type where the pales adhere to the grain after threshing
which would render the cereal more suitable for animal than
human consumption. Alternatively, barley may have been
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naked, Le., the hulls would have fallen away at threshing,
thus providing a cereal more easily processed and consumed
by humans. All of these types of barley are so widely dispersed
over Eurasia that they would all have been known to
prehistoric groups of IE-speakers. What is perhaps most
striking is that the varieties of wheats are even still greater yet
we lack a similar large set of 'wheat' terms.

Because of a lack of gluten, a porous loaf cannot be made
from barley; however, a flatbread may. Barley is also consumed
in the form of porridge or, when malted, in the form of beer.
Although the range of wild barley probably extended into
the southeast Balkans, it is unlikely to have extended much
beyond those territories immediately adjacent to Turkey and
its area of domestication is generally sought in southwest Asia
where the earliest domestic barley is set to c 9000 BC. From
there it was presumably carried along with a variety of wheats
into Europe by the earliest farmers in the seventh millennium
BC (unless domesticated locally in adjacent areas of the
Balkans) where it eventually reached northwest Europe by c
4000 BC. It also appears in the region northwest of the Black
Sea, in the Bug-Dniester culture and in the Linear Ware and
Tripolye cultures from the sixth millennium BC onwards. Here
also a route from Turkey through the Balkans and then
eastwards is commonly sought although it may also have
penetrated north of the Black Sea by way of the Caucasus
where it appears by the sixth/fifth millennia BC. It is also
known in the Sredny Stog culture of the Dnieper region and
perhaps in southern Siberia by the fourth/third millennia Be.

Barley is hardier than wheat and it eventually supplanted
the latter in a variety of regions where resistance to climatic
extremes favored the former, especially in northern Europe,
where barley gradually replaced wheat in some regions as
early as the later Neolithic or later during the climatic
deterioration of the later Bronze Age. Certainly the relatively
large number of IE words designating 'barley' and the fact
that a word meaning 'grain' can also be used more specifically
for 'barley' strongly suggests that barley was an important
grain of early IE speakers although no cognate terms are
known in the easternmost stocks, Indic and Tocharian. It
should be noted that barley was hardly unknown in either
Iran or India. It appears in Iran by 7000 BC and by c 6000
BC domestic barley is known from Mehrgarh in Baluchistan
and later in the Harappan culture.

Where barley and wheat co-existed, and that includes the
IE world, wheat was considered the nobler of the two grains
and preferred for human consumption, e.g., in the classical
world where wheaten bread was the typical fare of the upper
classes and barley bread that of the lower classes (soldiers,
serfs and slaves). In several IE traditions we find the names of
wheat and barley brought together as a designation for all
grains. Thus we have Grk Jrvpoi lCai lCprfh1 'wheat and barley'
and likewise Hit seppit euwann-a 'wheat and barley'. In these
combinations and in the placement of their constituents we
have a small echo of the PIE poetic verbal tradition and an
insight into how PIE speakers viewed one of their most

important food sources.
See also AGRICULTIJRE; GRAIN; STAND; WHEAT. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]
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BARREN
*ster- 'barren, infertile'. [lEW 1031 (*ster-); Wat 66

(*ster-); GI 101]. Lat sterilis 'barren', NIce sOrtla 'barren cow',
OHG stero 'ram', Goth stafra 'barren', Bulg sterica 'barren
cow', Grk (J'r£lpa 'barren cow', (Jripl(po~ 'infertile', Arm steIj
« *sterjo-) 'barren', Oind stan- 'barren cow'. Widespread
and old in IE.

See also CAsTRATE. [D.Q.A.]

BASIN
?*louh3trom - *louh3dhrom '(wash-)basin'. [lEW 692

(*loz};}-tro-); Wat 37 (*leu(;J)-); BK 581 (*law-an-/*bw
an-)]. Oir loathar (VIL lothar) 'trough, vat, tub, basin; boat',
MBret louazr'basin', Gaul1autro 'bath', Lat po-labrum 'wash
basin', Grk AOErpov'bath'. From *leuh]- 'wash' with the
instrumental suffix *-trom. Similar in construction, but
different in meaning is ON lauor'soap', OE leaaor'soap, soda'
(> NE lather); both a wash-basin and soap are (different)
'instruments of bathing'. Given the divergence in formation
( *-trom vs. *-dhrom) and meaning, the likelihood that we
have independent formations here rather than inheritance is
high.

See also CLEAN; POT. [D.Q.A.]

BASKET
*kwas- '(wicker-) basket'. [IEW635 (*k/Jas-jo-)]. Lat qualus

- quaium 'wicker-basket', quasillus - quasillum 'small basket;
basket for woo!' « *kwas-slo-and *kwas-slo-Io-respectively),
OCS kosI( *kwas-jo-) 'basket', Rus kos'basket, hurdle'. Aword
of the northwest of the IE world.

*kreb- 'basket'. [C£. IEW948-949 (*(s)kerb(hJ-»). ON hrip
'packbasket', ME rip 'fishbasket' (perhaps < Old Norse), OHG
ref'frame for carrying something on one's back', Lith krepsas
'large satchel, backpack'. Surely related are the o-grade Mir
corb 'wagon (-seat)', Lat corbis 'basket' (whence by borrowing
is OHG korb 'basket'), Lith kafbas 'basket', Latv karba 'bag
made from alder- or birchbark', Rus k6rob 'basket', The Baltic
and Slavic words are often, but not always, taken as
borrOwings from OHG korb (itself certainly a borrowing from
Latin). The meaning of the Latv kjrba argues against borrow
ing. The alder- or birchbark container is obviously a native
craft, owing nothing to Germanic or Latin models. Indeed,
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its technological ancestors, bark containers presumably for
coals, were found as part of the 'possessions of Otzi, the
"Iceman of Tyrol", who was recently dated to c 3300 BC. In
view of the meaning of the Germanic reflexes of our putative
*kreb-, it is possibly significant that the Iceman carried many
of his possessions in a simple rucksack supported by a u
shaped frame. In any case, it would appear that We have here
at least a word for 'basket' or the like, confined to the
northwestern part of the IE world, though as an item of trade
the word was subject to borrowing or at least renewal from
one IE group to another. Related perhaps to *(s)kerbh- 'turn'
and, if so, more particularly to Grk lCapcpoc; 'dry stalk, straw',
a raw material for basketry

See also BAG. '[D.Q.A.l

BATHE see CLEAN

BE
*hIes- 'be' (pres. *hIesmi 'am', *hIesti 'is', *hI senti ,[they]

are'). [lEW 340-341 (*es-); Wat 17 (*es-); GI 256, 264
(*es-); Buck 9.91). OIr am/is/it 'am/is/are', OWels hint 'are',
Lat sum/estlsunt'am/is/are', ON em/eslero'am/is/are', OE eom/
is/sind 'am/is/are' (> NE am/is), OHG ist'is', Goth irnlistlsijun
'am/is/are', OPrus asmai/est 'am/is', Lith esmi/esti 'am/is', Latv
esmulest 'am/is', OCS jesmIljestil/s9tQ 'am/is/are', Alb jam/
jene 'am/are', Grk EiJ1{j£Gr{j£vr{ 'am/is/are', Arm ernie 'ami
is', Hit esmi/eszi/asanzi 'am/is/are', Av ahmi/asti/hanti 'am/is/
are', Olndasmi/asti/santi'am/is/are', asat- « *l)-h]s-I)t-) 'non
being'. Nearly universal in IE. Possibly originally 'sit'. Already
in late PIE it was common in some parts of the IE world to
use a locative particle, *hlelon, either with or without 'be' in
the third person. Thus beside EGrl in Greek we also have
eV-l '(there) is' (whence NGrk Elval 'is'), Alb eshte « *hlen
sti) 'is', TochA na,? « *hl(e)no-ti) 'is', TochB nesam «
*h](e)no-s-) 'is'.

*bheu(hxJ- 'come into being, be; grow'. [lEW 146-150
(*bheu-); Wat 8 (*bheud-); GI 256 (*~uH-); Buck 9.91; BK
8 (*buw-/*bow-)]. A pres. *bhvije/o- is seen in the west of
the IE world: aIr -blu 'become', WeIs byddaf 'be', Lat fIo
'become', OE beo 'am' (> NE be); other formations are seen
in: OHG baan 'live', OPms bei 'was', Lithbuti 'be', OCS byti
'be', Alb buj 'lodge, stay', Grk qJlJOJ1al 'grow, become', cpVQJ
'beget', Arm busanim 'sprout up', Av bavaiti 'becomes', OInd
bhavati 'is' (and bhu- 'earth, world'). An old aorist
*(h]e)bhuhxt 'was' is fairly widespread: Grk eqJfJV 'would be',
OInd abhat 'was', and perhaps Lat fur 'was, have been', OCS
by 'was'. Cf. the widespread nominal derivatives (~)

*bhuto-: OIr both (DIL buith) 'hut', Wels bod 'dwelling',
OPms bunan 'house',Lith butas'house', and, independently,
Grk qJvr6v 'plant'; *bhuhxti-: Lith bdti 'to be', OCS byti 'be',
Rus bytl'to be', Grk qJVGlC; 'nature', Av buti- 'name of a demon',
OInd bhdti- 'being'; (3) *bhuhxsj6nt- '(what) will be': Lith
bdsiant- 'future', OCS bYS9st- 'about to be, future', Av basyant
'what will be'. Widespread and old in IE. In the meaning 'be',
it appears to have supplied the aorist beside the present

BEAKER CULTURE

*hles-. Its own present formations would appear to be late
and only dialectally present in late PIE.

See also SIT. [D.Q.A.]

BEAKER CULTURE
. The Beaker "culture", dating to c 2600-1900 BC, is a late

Neolithic or early Bronze Age cultural phenomenon that is
found intermittently across Europe from Ireland east to,
Hungary and from Denmark south to Sicily. A distinctive
drinking vessel, the beaker, often with an S-shaped profile
and decorated in bands, is the defining characteristic of the
Beaker horizon. Other frequent but not invariable associations
are made with archery eqUipment (barbed-and-tanged
arrowheads, wrist bracers, small bow-shaped pendants), v
perforated buttons, copper daggers, and copper, gold and
silver ornaments.

At least four social mechanisms have been employed to
explain the wide-spread distribution of the beakers and, in
general, undermine their designation as a specific
archaeological "culture". Their small cemeteries, the
conservatism of ceramic forms over a broad area and their
association with early metallurgy has fostered the suggestion
that the "Beakers" were the first European "gypsies" or
"tinkers", and hence explains their cultural integrity over a
large area of Europe. The presence of finely made beakers in
graves accompanied by local domestic wares has also
suggested that these were the product of craft specialists and
their largely maritime or riverine distribution has been
explained as the result of west European exchange systems
rather than evidence of any specific ethno-linguistic group.
The combination of the beaker with the archery eqUipment
and certain other non-subsistence goods has also been
explained as a "cult package", adopted by diverse peoples
across Europe, and participated in by the higher status
members of society. In this way, the appearance of beakers,
the analysis of which suggests their use in the consumption
of mead, would perhaps mirror the much later (Iron Age)
spread of Mediterranean wine-serving sets that were found
in the graves of the Celtic aristocracies' of western Europe.
Finally, in some regions such as the Netherlands and France,
northwest Iberia, parts of Britain and Ireland, beakers are also
found in considerable numbers on settlement sites and may
suggest population movements (or merely the degeneration
of the original social prestige of the vessels to household
wares). In general, there is probably no single explanation
'for the occurrence of beakers in every region of its distribution
'and there were probably several vectors (population
movement, exchange, etc.) that account for their spread.

The Beaker "culture" has often been associated with the
Indo-Europeans since there are good reasons to derive it from
the area of the earlier Corded Ware culture (the Netherlands/
Rhineland region is probably the most widely accepted),
which is frequently regarded as early Indo-European.
Alternatively, Marija Gimbutas derived the Beakers from east
central European cultures that witnessed the early impact of
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immigrating steppe tribes. The fact that the evidence for
domestic architecture has been extremely meager and is
generally confined to flimsy structures has suggested to some
that the Beaker culture was highly mobile (presuming it
represents an ethnic group). Beakers are also sometimes linked
with the spread of the domestic horse (in Ireland and parts of
Iberia, for example), solar symbolism, weaponry, and the
introduction of early metallurgy-all seen as Indo-European
traits. Some physical anthropologists have also argued that
the Beaker population may represent an intrusive physical
type in some of its areas of expansion. For those who argue
for movement of people, the Beaker culture represents the
earliest evidence for Indo-Europeans (or more speCifically
Celts) in the British Isles.

See also CORDED WARE CULTURE. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Gimbutas, M. (1991) The Civilization ofthe Goddess. San Francisco,

Harper.
Harrison, R. ]. (1980) The Beaker Folk. New York and London,

Thames and Hudson.

BEAM see PLANK

BEAN
*bhabheha- 'bean (Vicia [aba)'. [lEW 106 (*bhabha); Wat

5 (*bha-bha-); Buck 5.66]. Lat [aba 'bean', ON baun 'bean',
OE bean 'bean' (> NE bean), OHG bona 'bean' (Gmc <
*bhabhneha-), OPms babo 'bean', Rus bob 'bean'. Cf. Grk
qJaK"OC; 'bean' and Alb bathe 'bean' « *bhaKo/eha-). At least a
word of the west and center of the IE world.

The wild ancestor of the broad bean (Vicia [aba) remains
unknown and is perhaps extinct. The earliest certain
archaeological evidence derives from the Near East, e.g., Israel,
c 6500-6000 BC, and some remains are cited from early
Neolithic Italy and the later Neolithic in Greece and Iberia
while other forms of vetch are occasionally known from
southern European Neolithic sites. Generally, the domesticated
bean. appears to have spread across the Mediterranean only
about the third millennium BC and then northwards as the
plant thrives in both warm southern regions and the more
temperate climate of northern Europe. As it is found in central
and northern Europe earliest in Bronze Age contexts (as is
also the. case in the Caucasus), its dissemination among the
ancestors of the Germanic, Baltic and Slavic stocks probably
dates to c 2000 BC or later. Varieties of Vicia also appe.ar in
India by the Bronze Age.

The common bean (Vicia [aba) has been the subject of a
short and inconsequential discussion of the IE homeland. Both
the ancient Greeks, or at least the Pythagoreans, as well as
Roman priests shared prohibitions against the consumption
of the bean, which was seen as the repository of the souls of
the dead. This religious justification was seen as supplement
ary to physical reasons for avoidance as consumption of the
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bean by some Mediterranean populations, particularly in
south Italy, induced favism, a severe allergic reaction resulting
in anemia, fever and other unpleasant effects. This favism in
turn was seen to be a result of a particular gene deficiency
(glucose-6-phosophate dehydrogenase) which, however, like

. the sickle-cell gene, provided additional resistance against
malaria. On the basis of this, it was suggested that IE (actually
Mediterranean) attitudes to the bean might then be sought in
a homeland which fit the distribution of the mosquito and
malaria, i.e., northwest of the Black Sea, the Balkans ~nd

central Europe. The concatenation of arguments bears little
credibility since it confuses specifically Mediterranean beliefs
and behavior with Proto-Indo-European and seeks an origin
for the malaria-gene defiCiency complex outside of the region
where we actually find it in the Mediterranean.

See also AGRICULTURE; PlANTS. [D.Q.A.,].PM.]

Further Readings
Andrews, A. C. (1949) The bean and Indo-European toternisrn.

American Anthropologist 51,274-292.

Boyd, W C. (1949). Note on Andrew's 'Bean and Indo-European
toternisrn'. American Anthropologist 51 , 679.

Giles, E. (1962) Favism, sex-linkage and the Indo-European kinship
system. Southwestem]oumal ofAnthropology 18,286-290.

BEARl
*h2ftl<os 'bear (Ursus arctos)'. [lEW 875 (*fk/JO-S); Wat

55 (*[tko-); GI 417 (*H[thJ<.h-); Buck 3.731. OIr art 'bear',
Wels arth bear', Lat ursus 'bear', Alb an 'bear', Grk aplCroc;
'bear', Arm arJ 'beat', Hit hart(ag)ga- (= /hartka-l) 'a kind of
priest or culric official, bear-man', Av aldsa- 'bear', NPers xirs
'bear', Olnd fk$a- 'bear'. Note that Lat ursa, Grk aplCro<;, Olnd
fk$a- all designate the 'Big Dipper' or 'Plow' (Ursa Major)
constellation as well. ef. also Lith irstva 'bear's den', (dial.)
sirtva - sirta - sirtas 'den, lair' (if < *h2ftko/eha). Perhaps
originally a nominalized adjective, *h2[tk6s 'destroying'
(nominalized by a shift of stress), itself from *h2retkes seen
in Av rasah- 'destruction', OInd rak$as- 'destruction'. Wide
spread and old in IE. It may be signific'ant that in the northern
tier of IE languages (Slavic, Baltic, Germanic, and [partly]
Celtic) this inherited word for 'bear', originally itself surely a
descriptive substitute for a term now completely vanished,
was replaced by newer words, all apparently "taboo"
substitutes. Thus in Germanic the bear is 'the brown' one (d.

ON bj{Jm, OE bera [> NE bear], OHG bero) , in Baltic 'the
ice-fisher' (d. Lith Jokys 'bear' and luokyti 'break the ice in
order to fish'), in Slavic (and Old lndic) the 'honey-eater' (thus
oes medvedl'bear', OInd madhv-ad- 'honey-eater'). It has
also been suggested that under the same taboo pressure, some
Uralic tribes adopted the Indo-Iranian word for 'bear' which
emerges in Finnish as karhu « Indo-Iranian *hrksas).

The brown bear (Ursus arctos), the only likely referent of
*h2ftkos, was ubiquitous across Eurasia in almost all terri
tories in which IE languages are spoken (as far south as Iran
where it has been recovered from prehistoric sites, Kashmir
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and the Punjab) although its present distribution has seen its
virtual disappearance in western Europe. The bear has some
times been regarded as diagnostic in excluding the steppe
lands north of the Black Sea as a potential homeland area;
however, remains of bears have been recovered from Tripolye,
Sredny Stag, Yamna and Catacomb sites, clearly indicating
their presence in this region. As this territory also includes
the Use of bear teeth in pendants or burial with bear claws, in
both the steppe region and in the Fatyanovo culture in the
forest zone, it is clear that bears may have also exercised some
ritual-symbolic function in prehistoric society. How this role
may have applied to specifically PIE society is difficult to
determine as the bear is widely embued with certain cultic
significance in many cultures, cf. Greek Artemis whose name
is derived from that of the 'bear' and served as "Mistress of
Animals" and the hunt. Bear-skin dress can be observed in a
Hittite ritual where one of the dancers, the LUhartagga-,
member of the 'bear people', is apparently dressed in a bear
skin while the term in Old Norse for a warrior, operating out
of control in battle-frenzy; is berserkr(> NE berserk), which
many take to be literally 'bear-shifted', indicating one either
dressed in the manner of a bear or having taken on the
characteristics of a bear. The bear, in particular the she-bear,
is a widespread symbol of fertility and child-bearing.

One historical curiosity is some nineteenth-century
attempts to relate the word for bear, *h2ftKas with that for
'white, *h2rg- (only possible with some non-discriminatory
nineteenth-century reconstructions) and postulate an original
PIE *'white (bear)'. This was one of a number of extraordinary
arguments for the theory of a polar origin for the Indo
Europeans which here required the reconstruction of *'polar
bear (Thalarctas maritimus)'.

See also MAMMALs. [D.Q.A., j.PM.}

Further Readings
Delamarre, X. (1992) Finnois karhu, aryen *h[ksas, indo-europeen

*h2[tRos 'ours'. KZ 105, 151-154.

Karalil1nas, S. (1993) 'Reflexes of IE *h2ftKo- "bear" in Baltic'. lIES
21,367-372.

BEAR2
*bhere/o- 'bear (a child)'. [JEW 128-132 (*bher-); Wat 7

(*bher-); GI 32, 193 (*bher-); Buck 4.72; BK 6 (*bar-/
*bdr-)J. aIr beirid 'bears, carries', lat fero 'bear, carry', ON
bera 'bear, carry', OE beran 'bear, carry' (> NE bear), OHG
(giJberan 'bear, carry', Goth bairan 'bear, carry', OCS berr)
'gather', ORus bem 'gather', Alb bie « *bherjo) 'bring, take',
Grk qJipm 'bear, carry', Arm berem 'bear, carry', Av baraiti
'bears, carries', OInd bharati'bears, carries', TochAB par- 'bear,
carry'. A widespread but banal use of the ordinary, virtually
pan-IE, word for 'bear, carry'. More probative are various
derivatives: ON bam 'child', OE beam 'child' (> NE baim [in
Scotland}), Alb barre 'burden, fetus' (all < *bhomo-), Alb bir
« *bheros) 'son', Lith bemas 'child', Latv bfms 'child', TochB
prentsa 'pregnant (of a woman); potent (of a man)'.

*seu(hxJ- 'bear a child'. [lEW 913-914 (*seu-); Wat 58
(*seud-); GI 511 (*seu-); Buck 2.41, 4.71; BK 169 (*sYaw-/
*sYdW-)}. OIr suth « *su-tu-) 'birth, fruit', Av hu- 'bear a
child', Olnd sute 'bears/begets a child'. More common are
the derivatives *suhxnus and *suhxius 'son': ON sunr, OE
sunu (> NE son), OHG sunu, Lith sOnus, OCS syna, Av hunu
(of evil beings), OInd sOnu-; and Grk viv~, TochA se, TachS
soy. Cf. also Wels hagen 'girl' and Arm ustr'son' (rebuilt after
dustr 'daughter'). Outside of Anatolian this seems to be the
original verb for 'bear a child'.

*genhj- 'beget a child; be born': !JEW 373 (*gen-); Wat
19 (*gend-); GI 652 (*k'en-(th)-); BK 275 (*k'an-/*k'dn-)l.
Olat geno 'beget', gigno 'produce', OE cennan « *gonh]eje/
a-) 'beget', Grk y£vvaw 'beget', Olnd janati 'begets'. These
are all secondary, transitive, formations built in the individual
stocks. The underlying intransitive and undoubtedly older
formation 'be born' is to be seen in Oir rogenar
« *ro-gegn-) 'am born', Olat gnascar'am born' (Lat nascor),
Grk yiyvopal 'am born', yiyova 'am born', Olndjajana 'am
born'. The various present forms are post-PIE developments.
Cf. too the plentiful derivatives such as Lat natio 'nation',
Grk y£v£al~ 'birth, origins', Olnd jati- 'birth, family', etc.

*tek- 'bear or beget a child'. [lEW 1057 (*tek-); Wat 69
(*tek-); GI 131 (*thekh_); Buck 4.71,4.72]. Grk rlICTOj.1al «
*ti-tk-amaj) 'bear, beget'. Cf. *lekmen- and *tek(mJn-(o)-:
ON fJegn 'man, free servant', OE jJegn 'freeman, master, noble,
free servant' (> NE thane),OHG degan 'nobleman, hero; child,
servant', Olnd uikman- 'child, offspring'. Though less well
attested, there is still good evidence for assuming PIE status
for this root and its derivatives.

*pelhr 'bear young (of animal)' (particularly 'to faa!'?).
[IEW799 (*pel-); Wat 47 (*pau-)]. MWels ebawl « *h]ekl).O
polhxo-) 'foal', ON [ali « *pJhxon-) 'foal, colt', [yl
« *pJh..Jo-) 'foal, coIt', fylja 'filly' (borrowed> NE filly), OE
fala 'foal, colt' (> NE faa!), OHG fala 'foal, colt', [ulihha 'filly',
Goth fula 'foal', Alb pjell 'give birth to, produce', pele «
*polhxn(j)eha- [a lengthened grade derivative of the n-stem
seen in the Germanic words for 'foal'l) 'mare', Myc po-ro'foal',
Grk 7CmAo~ 'foal', Arm ul « *polhxos) 'kid, young of deer or
gazelle', amul « *V-polhxas-) 'unfrUitful, barren', yli « *i- +

*polhxnijeha-) 'pregnant'. At least a word of the west and
center of the IE world.

See also CHILD; SON. ID.Q.A.]

BEAUTIFUL
*kal- 'beautiful'. l!EW 524 (*kal-); Wat 26 (*kal-); Buck

16.81]. Grk K'aAo{beautiful', ICaMiwv'more beautiful', Olnd
kalya- 'healthy, prepared for, clever', kalyal)a- 'beautiful,
agreeable, excellent, good, salutary'. Although cited in some
handbooks, the Germanic forms ON hair 'man', OE hcele
'man', OHG helid 'man, warrior' « Gmc *kali- 'man') are
semantically insecure, while TocM kalwalle 'beautiful' is more
likely < *keu-. The heart of the etymology is the Greek-lndic
correspondence, which is less than completely tight
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semantically but fairly probable; ot~erwise, the evidence in
every other stock is weak.

U·C.S.l

BEAVER
*bhebhrus 'beaver (Cascor fiber)'. [lEW 136-137 (*bhe~

bhru-s); Wat 7 (*bhibhru- - *bhebhru-); GI448 (*f}i/J1er
*/J1ef}er); BK 29 (*burY-I*borY-)l. OBret beuer 'beaver' (if
not loanword), Gaul bebru- 'beaver', Lat fiber 'beaver', ON
bjorr 'beaver', OE beofor 'beaver' (> NE beaver), OHG bibar
'beaver', OPrus bebrus 'beaver', Lith bebras - bebrus 'beaver',
Rus bobr 'beaver', Av bawra- - bawri- 'beaver'. Cf. the
underlying adjective in Oind babhnl- 'red-brown'. PIE
*bhebhrus 'beaver' shows regular retraction. of stress in the
originally derived noun. A secondary nominalization of OInd
babhnl-, with no change of stress, yields OInd babhnl
'mongoose'. There is a widespread PIE derivative *bhebhrlnos
'pertaining to (a) beaverlbeavers' in Gaul bebrinus '[river] of
the beavers', Lat fibrIn us 'of the beavers', OHG bibarin 'of the
beavers', Lith bebrinis 'of the beavers', Av bawraini- 'of the
beavers'. The 'beaver' also appears to underlie a series of tribal
names, e.g., MIr Bibraige, OBrit Bibroci, and in Bythinia the
tribal name Bebrukes has been interpreted as "Thracian".

The utility of beaver skins has insured that its presence is
often attested on archaeological sites of the Neolithic period
in those regions in which it was present. For example, at the
site of Dereivka, proposed by supporters of the "Kurgan
theory" as one of the typical early Indo-European settlements,
the remains of fifteen beavers were recovered that suggests
deliberate hunting rather than chance encounters. It has also
been recovered from Poland during the Neolithic in
considerable numbers. The general range of the beaver in the
Neolithic period extended from Britain (but not Ireland
despite the evidence for 'beaver' in a tribal name) on the west
across Siberia; however, the southern limits are generally set
north of the Mediterranean (although the beaver has been
claimed for Iberia), Anatolia and the area north ofthe Caspian
and Aral seas. Its lexical retention in Iranian is not unexpected
since the territory of some of the eastern dialects could still
include the beaver. In the Avesta the beaver is associated with
the goddess Anahita. Its absence from the Indian subcontinent
explains not only the loss of PIE bhebhru- 'beaver' but also
the morphological gap which permitted the creation of
babhru- 'mongoose'.

See also MAMMAlS. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Reading
Hamp, E. P (1972) On Indo-European names in e-reduplication. IF

77,159-170.

BED
*leghes-- *16ghos'place for lying, bed, couch'. [IEW658

659 (*legh-); cf. Wat 35 (*legh-); GI 29 (*leGh-); Buck 7.42;
BK 587 (*lag-l*bg-)}. From *leghes-: MBret 1ech « *legh-s
0-) 'place', Grk MXO~ 'bed, bier'; from *16ghos: ON lag 'layer,
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place', Rus log 'ravine', SC log 'lair, den; riverbed', Alb lagje
'city precinct, neighborhood' (-je is a secondary suffix), Grk
A6xo~ « *logh~o-) 'place for lying, ambush', TochA 1ak
'riverbed', lake 'bed, resting place', TochB 1eke - leki 'bed,
resting place'. Other formations are seen in Oir lige «
*leghjom) 'act of lying down; bed, couch, grave', Wels lle «
*legho-) 'place', Lat 1ectus « *legh-to-) 'bed, funeral couch',
OE leger'lying, illness; couch, bed; grave' (> NE lair), OHG
1egar'couch, grave', Goth ligrs'bed, couch' « *legh-ro-), OHG
lehtar'womb; placenta', Grk Abcrpov « *leghcrom) 'couch,
bed; marriage bed'. Cf. Grk aAoxo~ 'partner of ones bed,
wife', SerbCS su-logl1 'wife' (both < *srp-logho- 'lying
together'). From *legh- 'lie down'.

?*sterhJlll1) (gen. *st[hJlDIl6s or *st;h]l1lens) 'strewn place,
?bed'. [lEW 1029-1030 (*scJ-men-); Wat 66 (*ster-); Buck
7.42; BK 113 (*c[h)ar-l*t[h);1T-)]. Lat scramen 'straw', Grk
arpm}1a'straw, bed', Olnd slarIman- 'act of spreading-out;
bed, couch'. From *scer(hjJ- 'strew'.

Although the two terms derive from PIE roots, both, but
particularly the second, may be banal constructions, built on
the concepts of 'lying down' or 'strewing', which may have
developed independently in various stocks. Although clay
models of chairs and tables from Neolithic (c 6000-4000 BC)
south-east Europe suggest skills of carpentry technology that
might have produced a timber-framed bed, there is no
evidence for a reconstructible word for a bed as furniture and
what little archaeological evidence does exists suggests, in
general, only a place where organic material may have served
as a soft foundation for sleeping. The underlying form in the
Germanic languages (ON beck, OE bedd [> NE bed], OHG
betti, Goth badi), *baoja- 'bed' is also to be found as a Finnish
loanword, palja 'cushion', and is presumed to derive from
*bhedh- 'bend, press', with reference to some organic material
on which one might lie. Theextension of meaning from 'lying
down' or 'bed' to 'grave' or 'bier' is found in Celtic, Italic (where
Latin lectus > Oir 1echl 'grave') and Germanic. Greek and
Roman sources reveal that the dead were placed on a bed
before being carried to either a place of burning or burial.

See also liEl ; UTIER. [A.D.V]

BEE
*bhi-kwc>- 'bee, stinging insect'. [lEW 116 (*bhei-); GI516

(*f}oi-~-);Buck 3.82; BK 27 (*bay-l*bdY-)]. OIr bech 'bee'
(also 'wasp' in compounds), Wels begegyr 'drone' « Proto
Celtic *bikio-), ON by 'bee', OE beo 'bee' (> NE bee), OHG
bla 'bee' « Proto-Gmc *bigwa-), OCS breela « Proto-Slavic
*bike-la) 'bee'. With a different, probably a-grade is Lat fOcus
'drone'. With a different suffix are the Baltic cognates: OPrus
bitte 'bee', Lith bite 'bee', Latv bile 'bee' « *bhihx-liha-).
Distribution indicates that this word was confined to the
northwest part of the early IE world. The word appears to be
formed from *bhei(hxJ- 'strike, attack'.

*melitiha- 'honey-bee'. [lEW 723-724 (*nlelic-); Wat 41
(*melit-); GI 516; Buck 3.82; BK 535 (*mal-/*m;Jl-)). Alb
blece « *melitiha) 'honey-bee', Grk pEAraaa « *meliliha)
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'honey-bee'. A late term shared by two contiguous stocks of
the center of the IE world and based on the word for 'honey'.

*dhren- 'drone' « 'buzz'). [lEW 255 (*dher-)]. OE dran
'drone' (> NE drone), OHG treno'drone', Grk 8pmva~'drone'

(d. also rev8pr,vl1 'hornet', av8pfWl1 'wood-bee', 8pijvo;
'lament for the dead, keening'). The presence of a specialized
term for a male bee, albeit limited to the west and center of
the IE world, may be due to the observation that in summer
some bees gather at the entrance of the hive to fan the honey
and that in the autumn dead male bees are at the entrance of
the hive whence they have been expelled to reduce the
population in· the winter.

*laph.xP-ha-'drone'. [IEW634I. OHG humbal'drone', Grk
1G1Cf'r,v 'drone'. At best a possible late IE isogloss.

The geographically confined terms for the 'bee' suggests
that we are not in a position to reconstruct a term for honey
bee, Apis mellifer, to PIE itself. Nevertheless, the existence of
reconstructed terms for 'honey' and 'wax' clearly indicates
that the early IE-speakers were familiar with that insect and
her works.

Races of Apis mellifera are widely disseminated through
Europe and the forested areas of western Asia as well as
southwest Asia, Iran and India. They are, however, absent
from the desert areas east of the Caspian which was a likely
staging area for the migration of Indo-Iranian tribes
southwards. Consequentl}\ the absence of cognate terms for
'bee' and 'honey' and the shifts in meaning from 'mead' that
are found in most of the Indo-Iranian languages is not entirely
unexpected. .

The exploitation of bees by human communities probably
goes back to the earliest forms of hominids as primates toda}\
as well as many other animals, have been gathering honey for
millions of years. The earliest representational an of honey
gatherfng occurs at about 7000 BC in Spanish rock art and
hives are depicted in Egyptian an from the middle of the
third millennium BC.

The question of "domestication" is moot, for bees were
not domesticated like other animals, even when kept for their
honey but merely lured into thatched skeps, artificial dwelling
places known to Hesiod CTheogony 593-599), until enough
honey was produced to make the destruction of the skep
profitable. Destruction of the habitation site, however,
frequently caused the bees to relocate, and one spell CAnglo
Saxon Poetic Records 6.125) records the magical attempts to
avert their relocation at an inconvenient distance. Pliny's
Natural History records the complementary folk custom of
attracting wild bees with dead carcasses.

See also HONEY; HUM; INSECTS; WAX. [M.E.H.)

Funher Readings
Crane, E. (1983) The Archaeology of Beekeeping. London,

Duckworth.

Hamp, E. P. (1971) The 'bee' in Irish, Indo-European, and Uralie.
Eriu 22, 185-187.

BEECH
*bhehak65 'beech (Fagus silvatica, F. orientalis)'. [lEW

107-108 (*bhago-s); Wat 5 (*bhago-); GI 533-535
(*1JhaHk'o-); Buck 8.62; Fried 106-115). Gaul bagos'beech',
Lat fagus 'beech', ON bok 'beech', OE boc 'beech; written
document, book' (> NE book), bece « Proto-Gmc *bokjo-)
'beech' (> NE beech), OHG buoh 'written document, book',
buohha - buocha 'beech', Rus buz 'elder', Alb bung «
*bhehagnos) 'oak', Grk qJ1Jy6; 'oak'. A word of the west and
center of the IE world.

The term for 'beech' is at once a basic and accepted
component of the early IE vocabulary, and the subject of much
controversy as to its actual form. Critical reflexes (with typical
divergent vocalisms) include Grk (Attic) Cf'l1yo;'oak', ON bok
'beech', and no less than eleven Slavic forms such as SC basi
basa, all of which mean 'elder'. Many of the Italic, Germanic
and Greek forms argue for (long or short) a. Almost all forms
indicate an initial *bh-; the Slavic, a palatal *g, and the Greek,
Germanic and Italic, a feminine o-stem, thus *bheh~os.

The semantic vicissitudes of these arboreal words include
the metonymic shift to a) 'hot lye or buck' (MHG bachen 
biuchen), reflecting one use, and b) 'bookstafl' or 'letter' (OHG
buohstap), and even 'book' (from OE boc'book'). The smooth
gray bark seems to have been used for writing, especially in
religious contexts, e.g., the beech was sacred in the groves of
the Alban Hills dedicated to Dodona. Metaphorical shifts
include the following: a) three varieties of elder in the Slavic
area on the basis, presumably, of the bark, the bright green
oblong leaves, edible fruit, and the overall shape (a missing
link of sorts provided by the borrowed Baltic terms which
denote either 'beech' or 'alder'); b) 'oak' in Greek and Albanian
on the basis of such similarities as the edible nuts and, possibly,
a religious taboo placed on the 'oak' term so that the 'beech'
word "filled the gap". Despite the peregrinations of meaning
and the variations of form, especially the vowel, the
distribution of stocks exhibiting cognates for this word could
suggest that IE *bhehagos referred to the common beech
(Fagus silvatica Unnaeus).

The beech has been long regarded as a critical marker of
the location of the IE homeland. The argument, simply stated,
observed that whereas a term for 'beech' could be
reconstructed to the PIE vocabulary, the historical distribution
of the beech was limited to the territory west of a line from
Kaliningrad (Konigsberg) on the Baltic Sea to Odessa on the
Black Sea. This distribution might then be employed to
demonstrate that the IE homeland must also lie to the west of
this line (generally, it was argued, in northern Europe) and
that a homeland north of the Black or Caspian seas must be
excluded. The argument rests on three assumptions-that
*bheh~osactually meant 'beech' rather than any of its other
semantic reflexes, e.g., 'oak', 'elder'; that *bhehai?os could be
attributed to PIE antiqUity rather than a later dialectal status;
and that the assumed distribution of the beech in prehistory
was correct.

The first assumption, that *bheh~os actually indicated
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Beech Distribution of the beech. Dark shaded area represents distribution of the beech (Fagus silvatica) c 4000-3000 BC; the lighter shaded
area reflects expansion of the beech by the Iron Age whose eastern border marks the famous "beech line". The shaded and dotted area
represents the distribution of Fagus orientalis and, in the Crimea, Fagus taurica.
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the 'beech' rather than either a different tree or a taxonomically
broader class of trees that may have involved a number of
species has been ch~llenged. As both the Alb bung and the
Grk Cf'1JrOf; both refer to the 'oak' while the beech is quite
common in the regions of both these stocks (it is the second
commonest tree in Albania), the motivation for a semantic
shift from 'beech' to '(chestnut) oak' is by no means clear. As
for the second assumption, the distribution of cognates for
*bhehatos are limited to languages of the west and center of
the IE world and there are no' grounds for asserting greater
antiquity. Attempts to adduce potential IraniaJ;l cognates such
as Kurdish baz 'elm' to this series have been universally
rejected. .

The third assumption concerns the prehistoric. distribution
of the beech. There are two main species of Fagus in areas
relevant to the earlier distribution of the Indo-Europeans. The
most widespread is Fagus silvitica the 'common beech' whiCh
today may be found across much of Europe, being absent as
a native plant only in northern Scandinavia, much of the
British Isles, and the 'southern Mediterranean (southern Iberia,
southern Italy, southern Greece). The more restricted Fagus
orientalis is native to Greece and the Balkans and can also be

. found over northern Anatolia and the Caucasus. In addition
to its palynologically attested distribution the beech is well
known from archaeological contexts where it was employed

for the production of implements, e.g., oars, handles, shuttles.
The nuts of the beech were also a nutritious source of edible
oil and mast for pigs since the eolithic period onwards.

The spread of the beech ~fter the end of the last Ice Age
can be traced across Europe where the initial finds are confined
to southern and central Europe. By c 6000 Be the beech was
largely confined to northern Greece, the Balkans and the
Alpine region with expansions westward into nonhern Italy
and towards south and central France. By c 4000 BC the beech
may be found as far north as southern Germany and Romania.
By 3000 BC, the beech would have penetrated further north
into soutl~ernPoland and by 2000 BC the beech would have

. reached the Baltic Sea and northern France. Despite many
claims to the contrary, this temporally dynamic spread of the
beech offers little comfort to any putative solution to the IE
homeland problem. In the area of Asia where we b lieve the
be~ch was quite native, Le.• Ailatolia to northern Iran, it is
linguistically unattested. Its heartland in Europe was largely
confined to Greece and the Balkans. the very territories that
provide the meaning 'oak' rather than 'beech'. In those regions
where IE stocks do attest the meaning 'beech', the tree itself
seldom appears earlier than the Bronze Age, i.e., clearly after
the period of PIE disintegrationlIE expansions. Its sensational
spread north and westwards from its priginal core area dUring
the Bronze Age (c 2500-1000 BC) may corre pond roughly
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to the expansion of some IE peoples into western Europe as
the vast primeval forests ofbeech and oakhad been established
in Gaul and Germania but the concatenation of assumptions
required to press the "beech line" into an argument concerning
the earlier location of the Indo-Europeans would appear to
be exceedingly dubious.

See also TREES. [PE, j.PM.]

Further Readings
Krogmann, W (1955, 1957) Das Buchenargument. KZ 72, 1-29;

73,1-25.
Lane, G. S. (1967)· The beech argument: a re-evaluation of the

linguistiC evidence. KZ 81, 197-212.
Thieme, P (1964) The comparative method for reconstruction in

linguistics, in Language in Culture and Society, ed. Dell Hymes,

New York, Harper and Row, 584-598.

BEER
"'haelut- 'beer'. [IEW33-34 (*alu-); Wat 2 (*alu-); GI838].

ON 91 'beer', OE ealu (gen. ealojJ) 'beer' (> NE ale), OPms
alu 'mead', Lith aIDs 'beer', Latv alus 'beer', oes 'ola 'beer',
oIovina 'dregs of beer', Rus 01 'beer, any alcoholic beverage
except wine' (both Baltic and Slavic words have at times been
taken as borrowings from Germanic but there is no particular
reason to do so), Oss telaton 'beer'. As a word for 'beer', it is
confined to the northwest of the IE world with an outlier in
eastern Iranian. At least late IE in. date.

There are two proposals for connections outside this area.
One would see *haelut- as 'the 'bitter drink' and related to Lat
aIamen 'alum', and Grk aA-V801,LlO; 'pungent, bitter'. The
second proposal is that this word is the same as Runic alu, a
magical term of some sort, and ultimately related to Latv aluot
'be distraught', Grk aA-Vm 'be beside oneself', and Hit
alwanzahh- 'bewitch, hex' (based on an unattested *alwanza
'affected by sorcery' < *h4elunso- < *h4elusno-). The notion
would be, then, that beer induced a "high" wherein the drinker
was infused with a sort of magical power.

The origin of beer is difficult to date although on theoretical
grounds alone it has been thought to date from the origins of
agriculture and the earliest domestication of barley by the
ninth millennium BC, i.e., an inevitable (and fortuitous)
discovery. On the other hand, the earliest reputed evidence
for beer derives from the site of Godin Tepe in western Iran
where ajug, dated to c 3500-3100 BC, was claimed to contain
the residue of beer and a vat recovered from the Early Dynastic
(c 3500-3400 BC) site at Hierakonpolis in Egypt yielded
evidence of beer residue (wheat, barley, dates, grape pips and
signs of fermentation). Other evidence are the pictorial
representations of brewing vats in Predynastic Egypt and
straws for straining and drinking beer that are known from
Mesopotamia c 3200 BC.

Generally, evidence for the existence of beer in Europe
consists of either sprouted grain, usually but not invariably
barley, or the presence of aromatic plants employed to flavor

. beer. In Europe the former is not commonly known before

the first century BC (and may be due merely to storage in
damp conditions) while the latter, generally in the form of
sweet galelbog myrtle (Myrica gale) or hops (Humulus
lapulus), is not found until the early Middle Ages. This "hard"
archaeological evidence tends to be much later than is
suggested by linguistic evidence or the presence of vessels
believed to have been employed in the consumption of
alcoholic beverages which begin to appear in Europe c 3500
3000 Be although they are perhaps more likely to have been
associated with the drinking of mead rather than beer. It is
clear that beer was consumed by various populations during
the Iron Age, e.g., Xenophon records it in Anatolia while
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (Roman Antiquities 13.10) claims
that the Gauls drank a 'foul-smelling liquor made from barley
rotted in water'. As beer does not appear to have been
commonly consumed in either the Aegean or Italy in classical
times, the absence of cognate terms in Greek and Latin
occasions little surprise.

See also DREGS; FERMENT; HONEY; JUICE; SACRED DRINK; WINE.

[D.Q.A.j.PM.]

Further Readings
Polome, E. (1954) Notes sur Ie vocabulaire religieux du gerrnanique.

1. Runique alu. La Nouvelle Clio 5:40-55.

Polome, E. (1996) Beer, runes and magic. lIES 24,99-105.
Sherratt, A. (1987) Cups that cheered, in Bell Beakers ofthe Western

Mediterranean, ed. W Waldren, R. Kennard, Oxford, BAR

International Ser, 81-106.

BEETLE see INSECTS

BEFORE
"'h2enti 'in front'. [lEW 48-49 (*anti); Wat 3 (*ant-); GI

136 (*H2anth_)~ BK 414 (*naI]-t{hJ-/*!i;)l)-t/hJ-))' Lat ante 'in
front of,'Lith ant 'on, upon; at', Grk avrl'instead of, for',
avra 'face to face', Arm ;)nd 'for', Hit hanti 'facing, frontally;
opposite, against', hanza 'in front', handa '(to the) fore', OInd
anti 'opposite', These are all frozen case fonus of a noun which
survives in Lith antis 'breast(s)', Hit hant- 'forehead, front',
TochB ante 'brow'. Cf. also Lat antiae 'forelock' and Grk avrlo;
'opposite'. Old in IE.

*prha&l 'in front of; before (of time)'. [lEW 813 (*p[-);
Wat 49 (*p[dii-); BK 40 (*p{hJa-/*p{h J;)-)). OE [ore 'in front
of, before' (> NE [are), OHG [ora 'in front of', Goth [aura 'in
front of', Grk 7rapa 'by, near, alongside of, beyond', Arm ar
'near, at', Av para 'before', Olnd puni 'formerly, before'. Old
in IE. From *per'through' ('through' and therefore 'beyond,
out front of).

"'prha8- 'in front of; before (of time)'. [IEW811-812 ( *praj);
Wat 49 (*pp-i-)]. OIr anair'from the east' (the east is in front
of anyone who orients himlherself towards the rising sun as
appears to have been the common PIE custom), Gaul are
'before, by, east', Latprae 'before', OPms prei 'to', Lith prie
'by, at, near; to; in the time of', Grk napa{'before', Oind pare
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'thereupon'. From *per'through' ('through' and therefore
'beyond, out front of'). Old in IE.

*pro 'forward, ahead, away'. (JEW 813-814 (*pro); Wat'
49 (*pro)]. aIr ro- (verbal prefix), MWels ry (verbal prefix),
Lat pro - pro 'before, in front of, for', OHG fir- 'before', Goth
fra- 'before', OPrus pra 'through', Grk 1CPO 'in front of, in
defence of, forward; before (of time)',' Hit para 'forward,
further', Av Era 'in front of', OInd pni- 'before'. From *per
'through' ('through', therefore 'ahead of').

See also AoPREPS; BEHIND~ DIRECTION; FACE; FOREHEAD.

[D.Q.A.]

BEGIN
*neik- 'begin'. [IEW761 C*neik-)]. OPrus neikal.1t 'change',

Lith ui-ninku 'begin', ap-ninku 'assault', OCS VlJz-nlkn9ti
'regain consciousness', Grk Vcll(o~'quarrel',Hit nini(n)k- 'start
up, mobilize'. Though only sparingly attested, the geograph
ical distribution of that attestation guarantees PIE status.

See also SET IN MOTION. [D.Q.A.]

BEHIND
*gho-'behind'. [IEW451-452 (*gho-); Wat 23 C*gho-)].

Lith ai(u) 'behind', Latv az 'behind' « Proto-Baltic *aio), Rus
za 'by, to', Arm z (preverb 'with regard to'). At least a late IE
preposition and particle.

See also AoPREPs; BACK2 . [A.D.V]

BELCH
*hlTeug- 'belch'. [lEW 871 (*reu-b - *reu-g-); Wat 55

(*reug-)~GI430-431 (*reuK'-); Buck4.57]. Lat erago'belch',
OE rocettan 'belch', MHG ite-riicken 'ruminate', Lith riaugmi
- rugiu 'belch', Rus rygatl'belch', Grk fpevYO)1al- fpvyyavm
'vomit', Arm Dream « *orucam) 'belch', NPers (noun) a-roy
'belch'. Widespread and old in IE. Probably unrelated to words
for 'roar'.

See also SPEW. [D.Q.A.]

BEliEF
*lired-dhehl- 'believe' « *'place heart'). [lEW 580 (*Kred

dhe); Wat 30 (*kred-dh;}-); GI 701' (*khret'-cJheH-)~ Buck
17:15]. air creitid'believes', Lat credo 'believe', Hit k(a)ratan
dai- 'place heart', Av zrazda- 'believing', zrazdaiti- 'belief', a Ind
srad-dadhati 'believes, has trust in', srad-dha 'faith'. Although
all the terms are generally regarded as cognate and indicative
of PIE status, there has been considerable debate over the
deeper etymology of the expression since it has long been
recognized that the 'heart' element of this reconstruction js
problematic. The Old Indic word for 'heart', for example, is
hfd- and the Avestan is z;}r;}d- and hence the first element of
the Old lndic compound, srad- cannot be easily derived from
the word for 'heart' (though OInd *s- [and Av *s-I is what we
would expect the word 'heart'. to begin with on the basis of
other IE languages). Emile Benveniste argued that the first
element in the expression was *kred- 'pledge, stake invested
with magic power'. Such a reconstruction is based on both

BEND

linguistic arguments and the use of the term in Old Indic. In
the Jigveda 'belief' involved prayers to the gods in which the
human supplicant put tnlst in a deity, particularly Indra, in
the certainty that the trust would be remunerated. The context
of the supplications were generally those involving some trial,
e.g., trust in Indra who would fight the demon Vpra.
Moreover, Benveniste maintained that there were no other
parallels in the early IE languages for seeing the 'heart' as the
organ of belief or trust. However, there is no trace otherwise
of *kred- 'pledge, stake invested with magic power' and the
majority of linguists has continued to see *J<.red- as a form of'
'heart' (which is fully supported by the expression in Hittite).
Even if Benveniste were right, we must assume the inlluence
of the form of the Avestan word 'heart' on the word for
'believing' since the latter would otherwise be *srazda-. It
may be worth noting that the descendant of the PIE word for
'heart' in Tocharian A means 'will'.

*hxehr 'trust in, believe'. [Wat 45 (*0-); G1 706 (*Ho-)I.
Lat omen 'sign, omen' « 'declaration of truth'), Hit ha(i)
'believe, take as truth' (the Hittite might either rellect an
athematic *hxehrti or an iterative-intensive *hxohx-eje/o-).
(One of the laryngeals must be *-hJ-; if it is the second
laryngeal, then the first must be *h2-). Perhaps also here are
air oeth 'oath', ON eior 'oath', OE ap 'oath' (> NE oath),
OHG eid 'oath', Goth aips 'oath' if the Celtic and Germanic
reflect *hxehri-to-. It has been suggested that the Celtic,
Germanic and Hittite words belong together from a PIE *hJei
but that forces one to leave aside the otherwise attractive Lat
omen. On the other hand, it has also been suggested that the
Celtic and Germanic words for 'oath' are derivatives of *h]ei
'go', i.e., one goes about a fire in swearing an oath; d. the
formally identical Grk airac; 'course, fate'.

*peri-steh2- 'belief'. [Del 791. aIr ires(s) 'belief', Parthian
parast'ardor'. From *peri- 'before' + *steh2- 'stand' (i.e., 'hold
oneself before'). Perhaps independent creations in the two
stocks.

See also HEART. [D.Q.A., j.PM.1

Further Reading .
Benveniste, E. (1973) Indo-European Language and SOCIety. Coral

Gables, University of Miami, 118-144.

BELT see GIRD

BEND
*h2enk- -*h2eng- 'bend an object so that it stays bent'.

[IEW45-46 (*ank- - *ang-); Gl 626 (*Hankh-); Buck 9.14;
BK 395 (*han-/*hdn-)]. With e-vocalism: Oir ecath 'fishhook',
Wels angad 'grip', ON angi 'spine', OHG ango 'fishhook', Lith
anka 'loop', Av aka- 'hook', Olnd aticali 'bends' I jllkas
'bending, curvature', IoeM ancal 'bows'; with o-vocalism:
Lat uncus 'bent', OE anga 'prickle', OCS pkOll 'hook', Grk
oYl(o~ 'barb', MPers ancllan 'bends'. Hit hinkn 'bows
(reverentially), curtsies' presents difficulties since one would
expect *ha- as the outcome of *h2e-; however, O. I.indeman
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suggests that the form may have had an original diph~hong
as is evident in the Old Hittite spelling ha-in-kan-ta. The broad
distribution of cognates makes the form securely
reconstructible to PIE.

*bhedh- 'bend (one's body)'. [lEW 114 (*bhedh-)~GI 133
(*bhedh-)]. ON bilJja 'ask, pray', OE biddan 'ask' (> NE bid),
OHG bitten 'ask, request', Goth bidjan 'ask, pray', Lith badas
'hunger', Alb bind 'convince', OInd badhate 'presses', TocM
poto 'honor', TochB pauto 'honor'. The correspondence
between OInd jtiu-badh- 'bending the knees' and OE cneow
gebed, OSax kneo-beda 'prayer (with bended knee)', strongly
suggests that the Germanic forms belong here. On the other
hand, it is also possible to derive the Germanic forms from
*gWedh-, seen also in aIr guidid 'requests', Lith gedauti
'desires', Grk 1C6(Jo~ 'desire'. Even with the Germanic forms
excluded, the root is securely reconstructible to PIE.

*bheug- 'bend (an object)'. [lEW 152-153 (*bheug- ~

*bheugh-)~ Wat 8 (*bheug-); Buck 9.14]. aIr boc'soft' «
*'pliable'), boingid 'breaks', OHG biogan 'to bend', Goth
biugan 'break', Latv bauga 'hill', OInd bhujati 'bends, curves'.
It has been suggested that this root and *bheug- 'flee' (seen
in Lat fugio 'flee', Grk qJ£vyw 'flee') are ultimately from the
same root, but it is more likely that they are homophones.
The wide geographical spread insures PIE status.

*geu- (*gehxu-?) 'curve'. [JEW 393-398 (*geu-); Wat 2
(*geu-); BK 281 (*k'aw-/*k'dW-)l. Highly productive root
which, with various extef\sions and suffixes, may underlie a
large number of nominal forms, several which relate to the
human body. It is 'impossible to say whether the notion of
'curve' is genuinely present in all the forms or even if they are
all certainly related to one another. These include *gudom
'intestines', *gu-ro-s 'lock of hair', *gut-[ 'throat, neck' (Lat
guttur'throat', Hit kuttar'neck'), *gu-r-no-s'back' (Lithgutnas
'hip, haunch', Arm kurn 'back'), and other features such as
*gupeha- 'hole, chamber' (ON kofl 'small chamber', OE coEa
'small chamber, den' [> NE cove] ~ *geu-lo-s 'ball' (Lat vola
'hollow of hand', Grk yVuJwv 'hollow', Ann kalum 'take', Oind
gola- 'ball, globe'). If the root *gehxu- 'curve' does indeed
underlie the nominal forms, then the large number of deri
vatives and the geographical spread of the cognates suggests
that it must be of early date.

*kam-p- 'bend (of terrain)'. [IEW525 (*kam-p-); Wat 26
27 ( *kamp-) J. Lat campus 'field', Goth hamEs 'maimed', Lith
kampas 'corner; region', Latv kampis 'tree scrub; pothook',
Grk Kclj.11C'UO 'bend', KCXJ.1m1 'bend (in a river)'. The fact that
the Latin, Lithuanian and Greek nominal forms all refer to
landmarks or features of the terrain suggests that this shade
of meaning was also present in the proto-language.

*keu-k- 'curve'. [IEW589 (*keu-k-); Wat 31 (*keu-); BK
250 (*k{hlaw-/*k{hldw-)]. OIr cuar(< *kuk-ro-) 'curved', ON
har'high', OE heah 'high' (> NE high), OHG hoh 'high', Goth
hauhs 'high', OPrus cawx 'devil', Lith kaOkas 'boil~ goblin,
gnome', kaOkaras 'high ground, hill', Latv kauks 'hobgoblin',
kukurs'hump; lump of earth', oes kukonosl1 'curve-nosed',
OInd kucati 'contracts, bends, curves', kuca- 'female breast',

TocM koc 'high', TochB kauc 'high'. The Lith kaokaras 'high
ground, hill' provides an intermediate semantic step between
the original meaning 'curve' and the Germanic meaning 'high'.
These forms, as well as those forms meaning 'boil', 'hump'
and 'breast' (if Oind kuca- is indeed related) suggest that PIE
form referred to the curve of a protuberance or hill. The Baltic
forms meaning 'demon, devil' may reflect either an association
between hills and otherworldly creatures (cL air sfd 'fairy
mound', aes sfde 'fairies') or an association between physical
unattractiveness ('boil', 'hump') and evil character.

*kleng- 'bend, tum'. [lEW 603 (*k/eng- - *klenk-); Wat
31 (*kleng-)]. Lat dingo 'gird', OFrench « Gmc) flenchir
'tum aside, flinch', ON hlekkr 'ring, chain', h/ekkjasL 'be
impeded' « 'be fettered'?), NIce hlekkja 'put in fetters', OE
hlence ~ hlinc 'link, chain of links, coat of mail (made of
links or rings)' (> NE link), OHG (hJ/anka 'hip', Lith k/enkti
'goes fast', Latv klencet'limps', oes kl~c9'kneel', TocM klank
'mount, setting', TochB klenke 'mount, setting', klank- 'doubt'.
The semantic value of Latv klencet 'limps' is explicable if the
Old Norse form hlekkjast 'be impeded' expresses a notion of
fetters. Distribution suggests PIE status.

*kwelp- 'arch'. [JEW 630 (*klJelp-); Wat 34 (*kwelp-)I.
ON hvelfa 'to arch', OE hwealf(noun) 'vault', behwie1fan 'arch
over', MHG welben 'to arch', Grk KOMo~(noun) 'fold, hollow',
KoA1COW 'billow'. The distribution suggests a word of the west
and center of the IE world.

*leng- 'bend'. [lEW 676 (*leng-)). Lith linguoti 'soar,
hover', Latv liguDt 'swing, rock', Slav lilgac 'bend', Alb lengor
'flexible', Oind rangati 'moves here and there', TocMB lank
'hang' « *'dangle'). Distribution suggests PIE status.

*lenk- 'bend; traverse, divide'. [lEW 676-677 (*lenk-);
Wat 36 (*lenk-); Buck 9.14]. ON lyng 'heather', lengja 'an
oblong piece', bak-lengja 'dark stripe down the back of cattle',
OE m(Est-lon 'pulleys at top of mast', sceaft-Io 'strap attached
to shaft of a missile', Lith lefikti 'tilts, bends', Latv liekt 'bends,
curves', oes raz-lpciti 'to separate, divide', TochB lenke'valley,
cleft'. Distribution suggests PIE status.

*lerd- ~ *lord- '± crooked'? [JEW 679 (*lerd-); Wat 36
(*lerd-)]. ?ScotsGaelic lorcach 'lame', OE be-lyrtan 'to deceive,
cheat', Grk Aop8oC; 'stooped', Arm lorc'-k' 'twisted bodies'.
The Armenian form is a hapax but seems to refer to physical
deformity of some sort. The underlying form is uncertain.

*leug- 'bend; bend together, entwine'. [lEW 685-686
(*leug-); Wat 37 (*leug-); Buck 9.14; BK 584 (*law-/*1dw-) l.
OIr fo-long- 'sustains, supports', Lat Lucca 'struggle, wrestle',
ON lokkr'lock (of hair)', OE locc'lock (of hair)' (> NE lock),
OHG loch 'lock (of a hair)', Lith lugnas 'fleXible, pliable', Grk
Avrisw 'fold, bend', AVyo~'vitex agnus castus, a kind of willow
tree'. OE loc'lock of a door' (> NE lock) « 'a bending together,
shutting' and, possibly, the Lat luctO 'wrestle' « 'entwine limbs
in a struggle') express the notion of 'entwining' while the Greek
reference to the 'willow', a pliant tree whose branches were
often twisted into containers, further supports this semantic
field; if this semantic shade was present in the proto-language,
then the meaning of the Old Irish form could be explained as
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well since things that are entwined support each other.
*nem- 'bend' (pres. *nemeti). [lEW 764 (*nem-); Buck

9.14; BK 576 (*nYim-/*nYem-)]. Wels nant'valley', Gaul nanto
'valley' (Celtic < *nrpto- 'that which is bent'), Av ndmaiti
'bends', OInd namati'bends, bows, submits oneself', TochAB
nam- 'bend', TochB ram- 'bend, deflect' (with dissimilation
of the two nasals). ef. also the derivative *nemes- 'bowing':
Av ndmah- 'honoring', ndmaxya- 'render homage', OInd
namas- 'bow, obeisance, referential salutation, adoration (by
gesture or word)', namasyati 'shows honor'. The same
phonological and morphological form is seen in Lat nemus
'sacred grove' and Grk V£J..I.O(; 'sacred grove', and in a different
morphological shape in OIr neimed 'sanctuary', Fris nimidas
'sacred groves', though whether these words belong here (as
*'where one honors the gods') or not is unclear. Even without
the 'sacred grove' set, this word's geographical distribution
(from Ireland to the eastern margins of the IE world) would
appear to guarantee PIE status.

*pel- 'fold'. [IEW802-803 (*pel-)~Wat 48 (*pel-); GI61I
(*phel-); Buck 9.15}. *-plo-: OIr drabul'double', Lat simplus
'single', duplus'double', ON fel'belly, stomach' « 'fold'), Goth
tweifls 'doubt', Alb pale 'fold', Grk 1l'brAO~ 'material, cloth
(worn by women and falling in folds)', (brA6o~ 'single',
Sl1l'A6o~ 'double'; *pol-t-, *p/-t-: aIr alt 'joint', ON falda 'to
cover one's head', einfaldr'simple', OE fealdan 'to fold' (> NE
fold), anfeald'simple', Goth falpan 'to fold', *ain-falps'simple',
Olnd puta- (noun) 'fold'. The use of 'fold' to express the idea
of multiplication, as seen in Lat simp/us, duplus, etc., is quite
straightforward: folding something in half "doubles" it. The
distribution suggests PIE status.

*sue(n)g- 'bend, SWing'. [lEW 1047-1048 (*sl)eng- 
*sl)enk-); Wat 68 (*sweng(wJ-)]. OIr seng'thin', ON svangr
'slim, slender, thin', OE swancor'slim, flexible', swingan 'whip,
strike, swing', OHG swingan 'swing' « Gmc *sweng-), OInd
svajate 'embraces, clasps', perhaps TochB suk- 'hand over to',
TochB $ukask- 'dangle' (i.e., 'let swing'). It is not certain that
the Old Indic and Tocharian forms are cognate with the Irish
and Germanic forms~ if they are not, then the root is almost
certainly a late, dialectal development in western Europe;
otherwise, if the Old Indic and Tocharian forms are part of
the cognate set, then there is a case for PIE status. The meaning
'thin' must have developed from the meaning 'flexible'.

*Ueng- 'bend; make a sudden veering motion'. [lEW 1148
1149 (*l)e-n-g-); Wat 76 (*weng-)]. ON vakka 'to stray,
wander about', OE wineian 'to blink' (> NE wink), wancol
'inconsistent' ,OHG winehan 'shake', OPrus wfngiskan (ace.
sg.) 'trick', Lith vengti 'try to avoid', Alb vang 'feJloe (of a
whee!)', OInd vaIigati 'limps'. The Old Indic form is
questionable since it is unattested in texts; otherwise, the
cognates are all found in western languages, suggesting the
possibility of a late dialectal development. The semantics of
the Germanic and Lithuanian forms suggest a motion which
is sudden and which veers from a linear path.

?·ueik- 'bend a pliable object'. [lEW 1130 (*l)eik- 
*l)eig-)~ Wat 75 (*weik-)]. Lat vincio 'bind, tie', Lith vykis

BETWEEN

'tape-worm', Latv vrkl 'bend, fold', Grk Ei'I(W 'yield, give way',
OInd vtei-'deceit (7)'; *l)eig-: ON vfkja 'bend, tum', OE wice
'wych elm'. The relationship between the Gennanic forms
with final *-g- and the other forms with final *-k- is unclear.
Also, the meaning 'of deceit' (7 < 'bent') for the Old lndic
form is not accepted by many

??*sue(i)- 'bend'. [lEW 1041 (*svt(i}-); Wat 68 (*swei-)].
Oir sel (noun) 'turn', Wels ehwid (noun) 'turn', ON svaoa 'to
slip', OE swaoian 'swathe' (> NE swathe), MHG swade
'swathe', Grk a[J..I.Oc; 'snub-nosed'. The semantic grounds for
associating these stocks is extremely implausible.

See also CIRCLE; CROOKED; CURVE; ELM~ VAllEY. [M.N.]

Further Reading
Niepokuj, M. (1994) Reconstructing semantics, or, a bad case of the

bends, in Proceedings of the Twentieth Annual Meeting of the

Berkely Linguistics Society, ed. C. Johnson et aI., Berkeley, 374

386.

BERRY
*ha6geha- '± berry, fruit'. lef. lEW 773 (*6g-); Wat 45

(*6g-); GI 558; Buck 5.76]. Lith uoga'berry', Latv u6ga'berry',
oes (jJagoda 'fruit, berry', Rus Jagoda 'berry' (the Baltic and
Slavic forms show long vowels because of the regular
lengthening of any vowel in these stocks before a PIE voiced
stop), TocMB oko 'fruit; result'. Probably also belonging here
are NIr aime 'sloe', Wels eirin(en) 'plum' (both < *agrlnl)a-) ,
aeron « *agron-) 'fruits, berries', Bret inn 'sloe', ON akam
'fruit of wild trees', OE xcem 'nut, mast of trees' (> NE aeom),
Goth akran 'fruit, result' « Gmc *agron), NHG buch-eekem
« *-agren-) 'beechnut'. Finally, it may be that the underlying
verb survives in Arm acem « *haegielo-) 'grow'. All of these
words taken together is evidence for a pan-IE lexeme;
*haogeha- by itself is central and eastern in its distribution.

*hx6iuoleha- '± berry, fruit'. [lEW 297 (*ei-); d. Wat 45
(*6g-); GI 541 (*oi-wo-); Buck 5.76]. Lat uva '(bunch 00
grapes, bunch of (other) fruit or flowers', Grk aa
« *hxail)eha-) 'service-tree (Sorbus domestica)', oov'service
berry', Arm aygi « *hxoil)ijeha-) 'grapevine'. At least a word
of the west and center of the IE world. Perhaps from a *h }ei

'± red' (because of the red or purplish color of the berries
involved) and so ultimately related to *h ]eil)os 'yew'.

?*sr6haJIS (gen. *srh~6s) '± berry, fruit'. Lat [raga (pi.)

'strawberries', Grk pm~ (gen. pwy6e;) - p&; (gen. paroe;) from
an earlier paradigm pm~ (gen. p(ir6~) 'grape, berry'.
Geographically much more restricted than the previous words
but one that is archaic in shape. Possibly a late IE word.

See also FOOD; MUlBERRY; PuNTs;
WINE; YEW. IPF, D.Q.A.I

BE1WEEN
*hlenter'into, between'. IIEW 313 ( *enlcr); Wat 17 (*en

ler); BK 432 (*in-/*en-)]. OIr cler'between, among', OWeis
ithr 'between', Lat inler 'between', OHG unlar(j) 'between',
OCS 9lI1'inside', Alb nder'hetween, among', Av antarJ'within,
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between', OInd anlar 'between'. From *h]en'in'.
See also AoPREPS. [D.Q.A.]

BEYOND
*hae1nos 'beyond, yonder'. (lEW 24-25 (*al-); Wat 2

(*al-); Buck 13.13; BK 431 (*ul-/*ol-)]. OIr 011 'ample (over)',
Olat ollus 'that one', Lat uls 'beyond', ON allr 'all', OE eall
'all' (> NE all), OHG all 'all', Goth alls 'all', OCS lani 'in the
past year'; perhaps also Lith aliai 'all'. This element also appears
in the names of Celtic matrons such as Ala-teivia, Ala-gabiae,
etc.

The root is .especially concentrated in the Germanic
languages, though extended forms from PIE *haeIjos 'other'
are also found, e.g., OIr aile 'other', Lat alius 'other', Goth
aljis 'other', OE elles 'in another manner' (> NE else), Grk
aAAoc; 'other', Arm ayl 'other', TocM ala-k 'other', TochB
alye-k 'other'. The distribution supports PIE status.

See also AoPREPS. [A.D.V]

BIND
*bhendh- 'bind'. [lEW 127 (*bhendh-); Wat 7

(*bhendh-); Buck 9.16; BK 26 (*binY-/*benY-)]. ON binda
'to bind', OHG bintan 'to bind', Goth bindan 'to bind', Lith
betidras 'companion', Grk 1r£laj1a 'rope, cord', 1r£vO£p6c;
'father-in-law', Av bandayeiti 'binds', OInd badhnAti «
*bhI)dh-) 'binds', bandhu- 'kinsman; connection, kinship'.
This root is securely reconstructible to PIE. The nominal forms
in Lithuanian, Greek and Old Indic suggest that the Indo
Europeans metaphorically conceived of familial and social
relationships as 'binding' people together.

*dehl- 'bind'. [JEW 183 (*de-); Wat 10 (*de-)]. Alb duaj
(pI.) 'sheaves', Grk Oem 'bind', Oind dyati 'binds'. Attested in
only a small number of languages that tend t.o show regular
isoglosses suggests that this may be a late IE dialectal form.

*h2ep- 'fasten, join'. [cf. lEW 325 (*epi-); Puhvel 3: 114].
Lat *apere'attach', aptus'fitted to; appropriate, fitting', copula
« *co-apula) 'bond', Hit happ- 'join, attach'. Derivatives
include Hit happessar 'limb', hapittala- « *h2P-e-tlo-)
'member', TochA apsa (pI.) 'limbs'. Perhaps also belonging
here are Grk fi1rLOC; 'gentle, kind, soothing, friendly', OInd
apf- 'ally, friend, acquaintance', apitvam 'friendship,
confederation', apyam 'confederation, alliance, friendship' if
from (late) *h2epis '± confederate'.

*ghedh- Join, fit together'. [lEW 423 (*ghedh-); Wat 21
(*ghedh-); GI 133 (*ghedh-); BK 221 (*gad-/*gdd-)l. Fris
gadra 'unite', OHG bigaton 'come together', OE togcedere
'together' (> NE together), Lith guodas 'honor, respect', oes
gadu 'appointed time', Oind gadhya- 'what one readily holds
fast, what suits one'; *ghodh-: ON goor'good', OEgod'good'
(> NE good), Goth gaps 'good, kind, beautiful'. The root IS

solidly reconstructible to PIE. Traces of the meaning 'be
appropriate, be fitting' may be found in the Slavic and Indic
forms and this metaphor must be the source of the meaning
'good' in Germanic.

*jeu- 'bind, join together'. [lEW 508-509 (*jeu-); Wat 79

(*yeug-); GI 625 (*jelj-k'-); Buck 12.22]. Lith jautis 'ox, steer'
« 'that which is yoked'), Latv jOtis'fork in a road, separation',
Olnd yauti 'binds, unites'; *jeu-g- 'Join together, yoke': Lat
jungo 'harness, yoke', Lith jungti 'yoke', Grk S£VyviJj1l
'harness, join together', OInd yunakti 'harnesses, yokes'. The
extended form *jeu-g- is more widely attested that the root
*jeu- but both are solidly reconstructible to PIE.

*h2emgh- 'tie, constrain'. [lEW 42 (*angh-); Wat 2
(*angh-); GI 60; Buck 9.16; BK 379 (*han-ag-/*ndn-ag-)].
Lat ango 'tie up, draw close, press, squeeze; throttle', oes
pZ9 'constrain', Grk ayxm 'tie together', Hit hammenk- «
*h2I]1negh-) 'tie; betroth', Av pz- 'hem in'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*dhergh- 'bind fast'. [lEW254 (*dhergh-)). Lith dititi 'be
tough, hard', ditia 'belt, girdle', Av dardzayeiti 'fetters, binds
fast', OInd dthyati 'is strong, fast'. The Lithuanian nominal
form and the Indic form support reconstructing the meaning
'bind fast' for this cognate set.

*pehab- - *pehaK- 'fasten securely'. [IEW787-788 (*pak
- *pag-J; Wat 46 (*pag- - *pak-); GI 123 (*phakh_ 

*phak'-)]. Lat pango 'drive in', ON [a 'capture', OE [on
'capture', [egan « *pakeje/o-) join, bind, unite', OHG [jhan
'capture', Goth [ahan 'capture', Grk 1rr,YVVj1l 'plant, make
solid', OInd pasayati 'binds'. Perhaps one might also add Lat
pax 'peace' « *'a binding together by treaty'), pacIscI 'agree',
pagus 'district, province; country (as opposed to the city)' «
*'boundary staked out on the ground'). The variation in the
voicing of the root-final consonant (*-g - *-kl, which may
also be observed in other examples, e.g., *peig- - *peiJ(- 'draw,
color', may find its origin in the athematic paradigm such as
1st sg. *pehaimi, 1st pI. *POagmes, but 3rd sg. *peh)<ti, and
3rd pI. *poaienti - *pOakenti. The Latin and Germanic forms
point to the presence of a nasal infix; the Greek forms show
the suffix -nu-. The Old Indic verb is a denominative based
on the noun pasa- 'follOWing the track of blood' (with span
'dog, bloodhound').

*seg- 'fasten'. (lEW887-888 (*seg-); GI 134 (*sek'-) 1. Oir
sQainem 'cord, lace', Lith segti 'fasten, buckle', Latv segl 'cover',
oes sfgnrti 'take, grab', Av vohuna-zga- 'snare', OPers [ra
haj- 'hang up', OInd sajati 'attaches, fixes'. Distribution
suggests PIE status.

*mer- 'braid, bind'. [lEW 733 (*mer-); Wat 42 (*mer-);
BK 531 (*mur-/*mor-)). ON meror(with dental extension)
'fish basket', MDutch marren 'tie', MLG moren 'tie' (borrowed
> NE moor), Grk j1ePj1fC; 'thread, cord'; *mergh-, *mregh-,
*mrogh-: OIr braga 'prisoner', Lith marska 'linen, bedsheet',
oes mreia 'net, running knot', Grk fipoxo<;'lace, knot'. There
is some doubt whether the Greek form belongs here; if it

does not, then a late northwestern dialectal term.
*(hvuer- '± attach'. [lEW 1150 (*ljer- - *sljer-); Wat 76

(*wer-)]. Lith verti 'thread (a needle)', Latv vert 'thread', OCS
vUvreti 'push in, drive in', Rus veratI 'prick', Alb \jerr 'hang
up', Grk a£lpw 'attach; lift up, suspend'. It is debatable
whether the Greek form belongs with this set; if not, then
there is no reason to reconstruct the initial laryngeal nor to
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assume anything other than late dialectal status.
"'kergh- 'bind'. {VW 206]. Lithketgli 'tie, bind', TochAB

kcirk- 'bind'. The Lithuanian form necessitates a PIE *kergh
rather than *kerg- since the latter should have had Proto
Baltic lengthening by Winter's Law. The agreement of Baltic
and Tocharian at least suggests late PIE status fqr this word.

See also VALLEY; YOKE. [M.N., D.Q.A.]

BINDER-GOD
The concept of a binder-god was treated extensively by

Mircea Eliade, who devoted a whole section of his The Sacred
, and the Profane to the topic. It originated in the notion that
the Vedic god VaruIJ.a puts trespassers in bonds, striking'them
with dropsy. Georges Dumezil devoted one of his e~rly works
to the alleged correspondence between, the Greek sky~god

OUpav6<; 'heaven, sky' and the Olnd (Vedic) VaruQa; both
names derived, according to him, from an IE root *l)er- 'bind',
hence the underlying notion of both deities was the concept
of one who bound others (in their power). But this hypothesis
led into inextricable complications as regards the Greek term
which looks to be a phonological development of an earlier
*l)orsano-. It has, therefore, been abandoned, and Varona,
whose name is susceptible to many interpretations, is currently
linked with the root *l)er- 'speak' (cf. Lat verbum 'word', NE
word) as the master of the sacred word or formula while Grk
OUpav6<; belongs with OInd var~a- 'rain', hence */Jorsanos
'rain-maker'. There are thus no linguistic grounds for attri
buting a binder-god to PIE antiquity, at least on the basis of
comparative linguistics.

A genuine binder-god is the regnator omnium deus,
mentioned by Tacitus (Germania 39) as residing in the sacred
grove of the Semnones. He has been identified in tum with
Iyr, Ooinn or a trinaC eponymic deity *Semno; whoever he
may be, no one is supposed to penetrate into the sanctuary
unfettered (nisi vinculo lignatus). It is therefore reminiscent
of the Eddic Fj6Curlundr in the second lay of Helgi
Hundingsbana.

See also PRIEST. lE.C.Pj

Further Readings
Dumezil, G. (1934) Ouranos- Varuna. Etudes de myrhologie

comparee indo-europeenne. Paris, A. Matsonneuve.

Eliade, M. (1961) The Sacred and rhe Profane. New York, Harpers.

BIRCH
*bherhxtos 'birch (Betula pendula)'. [lEW 139-140

(*bherdg-s); Wat 7 (*bherdg-); GI 531-533 (*j}erHJ('-);Fried
26-31; BK 16 (*bar-/*bdr-)]. Lat famuslfraxinus 'ash', ON
bjork 'birch" OE beorc 'birch' (> NE birch), OHG bir(i)hha
'birch', OPms berse 'birch', Lith bertas 'birch', Latv b~rzs

'birch', Rus bereza 'birch', Oss berrz 'birch', Olnd bhurja
'birch'. The Germanic, Baltic and Slavicwords all derive from
*bherh~os; however, the Latin form is a derived adjective
with zero-grade of the root, i.e., *bh[h~-s-i-no- and Old Indic
represents a *bh[h~os. Ossetic is ambiguous as to the original

BIRCH

root-syllable vowel.
The name for the birch tree, a traditionally basic COTIlpOnent

of the PIE vocabulary, is excellently attested in at least six
stocks from Europe to Asia. The Italic, here, Latin, reflex
fraxinus shifted to 'ash' (still our Linnaean term today). This
extreme shift, like the total loss of any ret1ex in Greek, was
possibly due to the relative scarcity of the birch in Mediter
ranean climes, except in the highlands-but the ecological
argument fails for Celtic and Armenian since the tree in
question is present in Britain, Ireland and Armenia. In Celtic
the words for 'birch' (OIr beithe, Wels bedw(en), Bret
bezv(en)) are all derived from *gWetu 'pitch'. Otherwise, the
correspondences are fairly regular in Germanic and Slavic
where all refer to the tre~. Given the regular correspondence
for the initial bh-, the medial r, the final gand a full vowel in
the root (with Old Indic indicating a laryngeal), and four
stocks exhibiting a feminine gender, we can posit a feminine
o-stem as above. Apparently related forms in five stocks
strongly suggest an etymological or at least folk etymological
or associational relation to the idea of 'bright, white, brilliant,
shine' and the like. For example, in Iranian we have Oss bcerz
'birch' but Av braz- 'to shine' or in Germanic there is ON
bjork 'birch' and bjartr 'bright', OHG bir(i)hha 'birch' and
beraht 'bright'. More compelling is the fact that the 'birch'
term in Baltic, Slavic and Germanic is feminine, not only in
grammatical gender, but in lexical substitution ('she') and
cultural-mythological symbolism. The birch was a symbol
for the feminine and specifically for young, virginal femininity
in PIE times (as it still is today in all the northern stocks and
indeed Finno-Ugric and Palaeosiberian languages). Gam
krelidze and Ivanov have suggested that the concept of 'purity'
is so closely associated with the name of the 'birch' that Hit
parku- 'ritually pure; innocent' may be denved from the name
of the 'birch' and provides secondary testimony of the
existence of the arboreal term in Anatolian. Such a connection
is possible but by no means certain.

The archaeological contexts for the birch in Eurasia are
many and varied. Birch bark, of course, was Widely employed
for the manufacture of containers and as insulation or flooring
material or outright construction of houses. Birch tar was also
the universal cement utilized in prehistoric times, e.g., birch
gum was employed to fix flint arrowheads on their shafts or
axes in their sleeves which helps explain the presumed
replacement of the word for this tree in the Celtic languages
by a term meaning 'pitch'. Finally, birch fungi was credited
with medicinal properties, and because 'of its hallucinogenic
effects, was used by Siberian shamans and perhaps by early
Indo-Europeans as well.

There are four main species of the birch in Europe which
range from Betula pendula which can stand up to 30 meters
high to Betula humilis, a lowland shrub found largely in
wetland environments. Tolerant of poor soils, the birch was
one of the first trees to spread over most of Europe where
subsequently it was replaced by later trees (oak, etc.).
Nevertheless, at c 6000 BC the birch could be found from
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Ireland in the west across Eurasia. Areas where it is not found
would seem to have been limited to Italy south of the Alps
and southern Greece. In no subsequent period does birch
seriously penetrate Italy which supports the suggestion that
Lat fraxinus 'ash' is the result of a semantic shift by IE
populations who settled in a relatively birch-less Italy. Betula
has been recorded from lake sediments in southwest Ana~olia,
across the European steppe and also in Kazakhstan where
there are also abundant archaeological contexts for birchwood
in the Andronovo culture which has long been regarded as
ancestral to at least some groups of Indo-Iranian languages.
Although PIE arboreal terminology is very poorly reflected in
Indo-Iranian, the terms for 'birch' are very well attested, e.g.,
Khot bramja- 'birch', Wakhi furz 'birch', Shughni b.Jruj'birch',
and the distribution of the birch extends at least into northwest
India. This wide distribution for the birch suggests that it
cannot be seriously employed in delimiting the homeland of
the IE language family

See also SHINE; TREES. [PEl

Further Readings
Wasson, R. G. (1968) Soma: Divine Mushroom ofImmortality. New

York, Harcourt, Brace and World.

BIRD
*haeuei- (nom. *hatuis, gen. *haUeis) 'bird'. [lEW 86

(*al)ei-); Wat 4 (*awi-); GI 454-455 (*Hwei-); Buck 3.64].
Wels hwyad 'duck', Lat avis 'bird', Umb (ace.) avif'bird', Alb
vida 'dove', Grk aieros 'eagle', Arm haw 'bird, chicken', Av
vfs'bird', OInd vi- 'bird'. Despite the occasional semantic shifts
to a particular species, the widespread distribution and
similarity to *hao(l))iom, the root indicating 'egg', suggests
that this is the probable general term for 'bird' in PIE.

*pipp- 'young bird, nestling'. [lEW 830 (*pip(p)-); Wat
51 (*pipp-)]. Slav pipa 'hen', Alb bibe 'young aquatic bird',
Grk Hznos'young bird', OInd pippaka 'a type of bird'. To this
may be added Lat pip6 'peep (of a nestling)'. The term is
surely onomatopoeic but it does provide a standard IE term.

See also ANIMALS; BIRD CRy; BIRDS; EGG. U.A.C.G.]

Further Reading
Schindler,]. (1969) Die idg. Warter 'Vogel' und 'Ei'. Die Sprache

15,144-167.

BIRD CRY
*kla(n)g- 'scream (of birds)'. [lEW 599-600 (*kleg-); Wat

31 (*kleg-)]. Lat clango 'cry (of birds)', ON hiakka 'cry of
eagle', Lith klageti 'cackle', Latv kladzet 'cackle', Grk 1CAaSW
'resound', 1CAarrmb1]s 'shout, scream (of people and birds),
bark or bay (of dogs)'. At least a word of the west and center
of the IE world.

?*kau(k)- 'cry out; cry out as a bird'. [lEW 535-536
(*kau-); Wat 27 (*kau-)]. From *kau-: Wels cuan 'nightowl',
Late Lat cavannus 'nightowl', OHG hawo 'owl', Rus kavatI
'.cough loudly' ,Grk K7j~« *kawak-) '± tern', OInd kauti 'cries

out'; from *kauk-: Lith kaukiD 'howl', kaukys 'a bird whose
cry was said to foretell a good harvest of flax', Latv klukc
'howl', Grk 1CW,roW'Cry, lament', Arm k'uk' 'sighing, groaning',
OInd kokayate 'cries out', k6ka- 'a kind of goose'. Cf. ME
halen 'howl' (> NE how!), OHG hiuwi16n 'shout with joy'.
Though it is not certain that all the words listed here are
related, the distribution may suggest PIE status for this word.

?*ker- '± caw'. [lEW 567 (*ker-); Wat 29-30 (*ker-); GI
457 (*k'er-)]. Lat cOlYUs'raven', Czech krakorati 'cackle', Grk
GKOpa1ClSw 'dismiss contemptuously', 1Copa~ 'raven', Olnd
karata- 'crow'. An onomatopoeic formation, perhaps of PIE
age.

?*ul-'± howl, hoot'. [IEWll05 (*ul-); Wat 72 (*ul-)I. Lat
ululare 'howl', Lith ula16ti 'shout hello', Grk VAaW 'bark',
Olnd ulalu- 'ululating'. Cf. Late Lat uluccus '(screech) owl',
OInd ulaka- 'owl'. Given the divergence of meaning, these
verbs probably represent independent onomatopoeic
formations. The agreement of Latin and Old Indic in the words
for 'owl', however, is striking.

See also ANIMAL CRY; CROW; NOISE; OwL. [D,Q.A.]

BIRDS
The IE people had a large number of bird names, about

forty of which have come down to us, surviving in the oldest
written dialects, such as Hittite, Old lndic and Greek, and in
the numerous other dialects that came later. In their pre
Linnaean minds, these IE tribes grouped birds together in a
way which would puzzle us, for the combinations seem odd.
In early Indic culture, the swan and goose were seen as one
and the same, or at least variants of the same, and were called
by a Single word hamsa-, no doubt linked together because
of the' birds' long necks and white bodies. Yet one was a
domesticated bird, the other less so. But there were probably
secondary terms to modify hamsa- that were added to the
root. Though we do not know what modifying term separated
the swan-hamsa- from the goose-hamsa-, we do have a speCial
Indic hamsa- that, in the RamayaI)a, was called the kala
harpsa-, literally the 'speechless swan', and this might be a
reference to our mute swan, though we can only guess. There
were other clusters of roots that would have us suspect that
Indic hamsa- was regarded as a heron as well. In other IE
languages we find that the eagle and the gull were related, as
elsewhere the loon and falcon. Though these perceptions seem
incongruous today, we would easily be able to understand
such ancient groupings as there are for PIE *ker-, which links
variously the crow, raven, grackle, jackdaw, blackbird and
even the starling, birds black in color. Or we would have a
group linked by the term 'sparrow' which would stand for
the small birds from chickadee to finch to warbler.

Not only is it apparent that the Indo-Europeans perceived
different groupings of birds under one name but the dialects
which inherited the IE proto-form would frequently see fit to

change the semantic value of the words. Thus, in some IE
dialects, an inherited term for 'owl' would yield a later
'jackdaw', the 'eagle' would become a 'kite', and the
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'woodpecker' a 'jay'. So pervasive was this switching of
designations that we have only four bird names from IE which
have survived with the same semantic value in five ot more
IE stocks: PIE *ger- 'crane', *ghan-s 'goose', *h3er- 'eagle',
*haenhat- 'duck'. Thus the reflexes of *ghan-s are seen in
Celtic, Italic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavie, Greek, Iranian and
lndic. The 'duck', under the root *h]enliati, is preserved in
Italic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, Greek and Indic. The 'crane',
surely a bird of commanding appearance, is known from the
root *ger- in Celtic, Italic, Germanic, Baltic, Greek, Armenian
and Iranian, and *h3er- as 'eagle' in Celtic, Germanic, Baltic,
Slavic and Hittite.

There are considerably more IE bird names which have"
been maintained with the same semantic load in two to four
stocks. These are the 'blackbird' (Celtic, Italic, Germanic),
'capercaille' (Germanic, Baltic, Greek), 'coot' (Italic, Germanic,
Greek), 'falcon' or 'hawk' (Italic, Germanic, Slavic), 'jackdaw'
(Baltic, Slavic), 'jay' (Italic, Germanic, Greek), 'kite' (Greek,
Armenian), 'magpie' (Baltic, Slavic), 'owl' (Celtic, Germanic),
'pheasant' (Slavic, Iranian [perhaps a loan}), 'quail' (Greek,
Old lndic), 'starling' Otalic, Germanic), 'stork' (Germanic,
Armenian [perhaps a loanl, Hittite), and 'thrush' (Italic,
Germanic, BaltiC, Slavic).

There is also a small body of IE birds which have no
ornithological cognate in another IE dialect. Rather, they were
individually derived from various IE roots, such as the root
meaning 'to make a raucous sound', or a color term 'white',
or the like. Into this category fall the 'dove', 'pigeon', 'finch',
'sparrow', 'vulture' and 'gull'. A final category contains
onomatopoeic terms which are not inherited from PIE, since,
lacking pertinent sound shifts, they must be originally
onomatopoeic in the individual IE languages. Here we note
*Ker-, *kor-, *kr-, etc., a proto-form for 'crow', which has
largely (though not completely) been renewed in each of the
IE dialects. The terms for the 'cuckoo' and 'hoopoe' have been
similarly unaffected by sound shifts and point to independent
onomatopoeic re-creation.

The continuation of bird names from PIE was in other
ways chaotic. There is no term for the 'dove' or 'pigeon' in
any two. stocks that has the same phonetic origin, although
all the IE languages do indeed have words for those two
common birds. Albanian has vida but from the PIE root
*hael).ei- 'bird' which produced both the generic term for 'bird'
in Lat avis and 'eagle' in Grk aieros.

It is quite reasonable that the earliest Indo-Europeans
would retain a common word for 'goose' and 'duck', as both
were widely exploited in the wild state and were subsequently
domesticated; and surely the crane is a bird of strong
impression-its lofty size, its forlorn cry and great stilted legs
are the stuff of folklore that is continued in the literature of
the various IE dialects, even though some abandoned the
inherited *ger- and replaced it with a different term.

One might wish to compare the principal birds of the Indo
Europeans with those of a living "pre-scientific" people. By
principal bird is meant a bird name that is not a compound

BIRDS

such as OInd kala-hamsa-, and by "pre-scientific", one might
select someone such as the Tzeltal Indians from the central
highlands of the Mexican state of Chiapas. We know of no IE
attempt at taxonomy until we come to the efforts of Aristotle
who sought comparative features. This grouping by Aristotle
survived until the eighteenth century when Linnaeus began
a process of combinations that has survived till this day, though
with continual modifications. A comparison of the groups
implied by the TzeItal's naming processes with those groups
implied by the association of names in the IE stocks is,
instructive. In IE we find domesticated birds such as 1) the
goose; and 2) duck, itself further linked to wild ducks, grebes
and teals; 3) vultures of many kinds; 4) game birds such as
the quail and capercaille; 5) birds of prey such as the eagle,
hawk and falcon; 6) pigeons and doves; 7) corvoid birds,
black in color, such as the crow, raven, jackdaw, blackbird,
and starling; 8) owls; 9) the hen and cock; 10) the
passeriforms, which seem to include most any small birds,
e.g., sparrow; 11) the swan; 12) the stork; and 13) the
woodpeckers.

The IE series can be compared with the Tzeltal bird names
where the birds can De largely grouped on the basis of an
active noun root to which are added frequent modifiers. These
yield: 1) water birds, such as the duck, grebe and shorebirds;
2) vultures; 3) birds of prey-eagle, hawk, kestrel; 4) the
turkey, including the jay(!) and chicken; 5) the quail, including
the tinamou and road-runner; 6) the dove and pigeon; 7) the
owl; 8) nightjay; 9) the swift and swallow; 10) the parrot; 11)
the woodpecker; 12) the flycatcher; 13) the thrush, including
the bluebird; 14) warblers, including the siskin and vireos;
15) the sparrows, including the towhee, grosbeak, tanager;
and 16) the blackbirds, including the cowbird, raven, grackle,
but no true crow as they are not found in Chiapas.

There are in Tzeltal far more identified birds than these,
some with their own unique, uncompounded name, and
others with modifiers of an avian root: thus 'white duck', 'large
duck', and 'feather bird', 'buttock bird', 'forest hawk' and
'streaked woodpecker'. Thus we can get. a lot closer to an
inventory of the birds as understood by Tzeltal culture since
their language yet lives than we can recover an inventory of
the PIE birds where most of the compounds have been lost
and the terms have permutated in the literary dialects.

But we do notice a certain similarity in perception from
the basic grouping of bird constellations in IE with that of
the Tzeltal culture, and further note that in some areas it does
~orrespond to the Linnaean system. Similar results can be
found from such distant cultures as the Maori of New Zealand
and the Mohawk Indians of New York State.

In all, we have for the Indo-Europeans almost twenty
classes of birds (this number should not be considered firm
for there are many ways one can argue for groupings and
spectrum, but it should be roundly acceptable), and about
thirty-five to forty names that can be shown to deSignate IE
birds. Yet in most languages of western Europe, we now have
names for every bird that can be seen, and even names for
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some that are extinct, and certainly, for any given area of the
early Indo-Europeans, there are far more terms than those
which existed during the Neolithic period. This later diversity
was arrived at in a straightforward way As the IE speakers
separated from their original source or each other, they
encountered non-IE cultures, and frequently adopted new
words from their neighbors and added them to their own
inventory. Correspondingly, they would either abandon the
inherited PIE word that had just been replaced by the
substratum term, or they would use that for another bird
they considered similar. Thus the preliterate Armenians
abandoned their inherited word for 'goose', *jan, and replaced
it with sag, taken from an unknown people living in western
Asia. The Greeks acquired 1COAV/lf30C; 'dove' from a language
unknown. And the English, having dropped the IE term for
'bird', *haeljei-, in the Proto-Germanic period, then also
abandoned, during the Anglo-Saxon period, the Germanic
form fugal (which survives somewhat with restricted use as
'fowl'), and replaced it with 'bird' in the ninth century from a
source unknown. In addition, though the IE dialects might
have a common word for 'crow', built on a root approximating
*kro- or *kor-, this word did not pass through any of the
particular sound shifts to produce NE crow. Rather, it
developed into OE hrac'rook', and NE crowwas re-invented
yet again through onomatopoeia inthat language. Similarly,
the onomatopoeic term for '(:uckoo' and 'hoopoe' remained
impervious to sound shift, and passed through the dialects as
possibly did *bu- for 'owl'.

The IE bird terminology thus shows us, under
reconstruction, nothing that Significantly distinguishes its
prehistoric naming-culture from that of any other such people.
They knew what they had to know to communicate about
food, to communicate about what was ritualistically
important, to protect their flocks from avian predators, and
to mention what amazed and delighted them. The
reconstructed roster of IE bird names does not indicate any
specific location in Eurasia for their origin as the various
species that are strongly atteste~ can be found over most of
Eurasia and certainly over the territories of any of the
competing solutions to the IE homeland problem. As far as
the purely lexical evidence is concerned, the Indo-Europeans
developed an ornithological taxonomy that was little different
from those of any other pre-Scientific people.

See also BIRD; BIRD CRY; BLACKBIRD; COCK; COOT; CRANE;
CROW; CUCKOO; DOVE; DUCK: EAGLE; EGG; FALCON; FINCH;

GAMEBIRD; GOOSE; GUlL; HEN; HERON; HOOPOE; ]ACKDAW;]AY;
KrfE; MAGPIE; NEST; OWL; QUAIL; SPARROW; STARLING; STORK;

SWAN; THRUSH; VULTURE; WING; WOODPECKER. U.A.C.G.]

Further Readings
Andre,]. (1967). Les noms d'oiseaux en latin. Paris, Klincksieck.

Dave, K. N. (1985). Birds in Sanskrit Literature. Delhi, MatHaI

·.Banarsiclass.

Greppin, John A. C. (1978). Classical and Middle Armenian Bird

Names. Delmar, New York.

Hunn, E. S. (1977). Tzeltal Folk Zoology: The Classification of

Discontinuities in Nature. New York, Academic Press.

Mallory,]. P (1991). Kurgan and Indo-European fauna Ill: birds.

lIES 19, 223-234.

Thompson, D'Arcy W (1936). A Glossary of Greek Birds. Oxford,

Clarendon.

BISHKENT CULTURE
The Bishkent (aka Beshkent) culture is a Late Bronze Age

culture (c 1700-1500 Be) situated in southern Tadzhikistan.
It is primarily known from its cemeteries which appear to
have been used by mobile pastoralists. Ceramics are generally
hand-made rather than wheel-made; the metal objects are
often of types to be found among the Andronovo culture of
eastern Kazakhstan, and some have regarded the Bishkent
culture as a local Andronovo variant. There is also some
evidence for contacts with the more settled BMAC of north
Bactria as some wheel-made pottery is also known. Material
from the cemetery at Tandriul, for example, is typical of the
BMAC (Sapalli culture). Prominent among the Bishkent sites
is the cemetery of Tulkhar, which yielded about eighty burials.
Although there were some cremation burials, most of the
evidence was comprised of inhumations. Sexual dinl0rphism
was observed with males placed on their right sides and
females on their left (similar practices are known from the
Corded Ware culture of central and eastern Europe and the
more proximate Tazabagyab and Vakhsh cultures of Central
Asia and the Swat culture of Pakistan). The males buried at
Tulkhar were accompanied by rectangular hearths reminiscent
of the rectangular fire-altar (ahavaniya) of the Indo-Aryan
priest while women were associated with round hearths, the
shape commonly ascribed to the garhapatya, the domestic
and hence female-associated hearths of the Indo-Aryan house.

The Bishkent culture has also been seen as a possible
contributor to the Swat culture which in tum is often asso
ciated with early Indo-Aryan movements into northwest .India.

See also ANoRONOVO CULTURE; BMAC; FIRE CULT;
SWAT CULTURE; VAKHSH CULTURE. U.PM.}

Further Readings
Kohl, P (1984) Central Asia: Palaeolithic Beginnings co the Iron Age.

Paris, Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations.

Mandelstam, A. M. (1968) Pamyatniki Epokhi Bronzi v Yuzhnom

Tadzhikistane. Moscow, Nauka.

BITE
*denl{- 'bite'. [IEW20I (*denk-); Wat 11 (*denk-); Buck

4.58]. ON t9ng'tongs, pincers', OE tang(e) 'tongs, pincers'
(> NE tang(s)), OHG zanga 'tongs, pincers', Alb (Gheg) dane
(Tosk dare) 'tongs', Grk Da1CVw 'bite', Av tiii-dpstra 'having a
sharp bite', titi-df;lsura 'having a sharp bite', Olnd dasati 'bites',
probably TochB tsak- (pres. tsakna-) 'bite (as of a snake)'.
The root vowel of the Tocharian form must be analogical in
some fashion but the meaning is certainly a good fit and the
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Bishkent a. Distribution of the Bishkent culture.
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Bishkent b. Tulkhar cemetery (nr. 23), male grave with
rectangular hearth, sheep bones, knife, and pot; c. Tulkhar (nr.
30), female grave.with round hearth, sheep bones and fragments
of a vessel.

nasal 'present corresponds to that of Greek. PIE status assured.
See also EAT~ Toorn. [M.N.1

, BITTER
·h~-ro-s 'bitter, sour'. [lEW 777-778 (*om-); Wat 46

(*om-); GI 551 (*om-/*J11-); Buck 15.37; BK 385 (*nam-/
*h~m-)]. Lat amarus 'bitter', ON apr 'sharp, hard, cold', OE
ampre 'sorrel, dock', OHG ampfaro 'sorrel, dock', Alb embeJ
'sweet', (Tosk) tembel 'gall', Arm amok' 'sweet', OInd amla
'sour'. Possibly Lith amalas 'mistletoe', latv amu(o)ls 'wood
sorrel, clover'. From *h2em- 'raw, bitter'. Well attested with
considerable, though straightforward, semantic developments
across numerous dialects, in the northwest as a botanical tenn

.while semantic shifts to 'sweet' are found in Annenian and
both meanings are attested in Albanian.

·sO-ros (·suhrros) 'sour, acid, especially of liquids or
cheese' « 'raw, moist'). [lEW 1039 (*sOro- ..... *sou-ro-); Wat
67 (*sQro-); Buck 15.38]. ON sorr'sour', OE sOr'sour' (> NE
sour), OHG sOr'sour', OPrus suns 'cheese', Lith sliras 'salty',
Latv sOrs 'salt~ bitter', oes syru 'wet', Rus syr6j'damp, moist,
raw'. A northwestemism, presumably in late IE.

See also BEER; ColD. U.C.S.]

BLACK
·me1-n- 'dull or brownish black'. [lEW720-721 (*mel- .....

*meb-); Wat 40 (*mel-); GI 685-686 (*mel-); Buck 15.65;
BK 535 (*mal-/*mdl-)]. Wels melyn 'yellow', Lat mulleus «
*mJn-eios) 'reddish', OE mre! 'mark, sign; time' (> E meal
[< 'set time']), OHG ana-mall 'spot', Goth me/a « *mel-)
'written mark', OPrus melne 'blue spot', Lith melas 'dar 
blue', melynas - mulvas 'blue', Latv m~Ins 'black', Grk f.L£.MJ
'black', jJ.EAalVro 'blacken', Olnd malina- 'dirty, black'. Cf.
Rus malina 'raspberry'. A term for 'brownish black', whose
distribution from Celtic to Indic confirms the root can be
reconstructed; the reference to brownish and eventually
'yellow' in Welsh indicates that a duller brownish black was
'the referent. GI suggest that this word is related to >/tme/it
'honey' (Le., originally 'honey-colored') but the 5 mantic
distance is very great.

·lieir-"dull or brownish black'. [lEW582 (*I<e-ro-); Wat 28
(*ke1-); BK 201 (*!tfh]ay-/*!ift]dy-)]. OIr cfar « *I<eir-o-)
'dark brown', Norw harr 'ashes', OE har 'hoar, gray' (> NE
'hoar), OHG her 'worthy, grand' « Proto-Gmc *xaira- 'gray' <
*Roi.r::-o-) , OCS seru « *I<oir-o..J) 'gray', Alb thirr
« *I<ir-no-) 'soot', Grk ,dpaqJo~« *KiI1J.-bho-) 'fox', 1(lpp6~

« *](imo-) 'orangy'. The root *Reir-, a word of the west and
center of the IE world, seems to refer to much the same range
of color as *mel-n- and may be an innovative replacement in
.that region. The lEW confuses this tenn with *]{er- 'bluish
gray' but the i-diphthong serves to distinguish the root for
'brownish black'.

*kw(.5n6s'black'. [IEW583 (*kers-); War 30 (*kers-); GI
365; Buck 15.65; BK 274 (*kfhJar-/*kfJdr-)J. OPrus kirsnan
"black', oes crOni1 'black', Rus cerny) 'black', Olnd Jq-$l)a
'black'. Different formations are seen in Uth kerSas 'white and
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black, piebald " Alb sorre « *k Wersneha-) 'crow'. A third root
confined to the center and east of the IE world, suggesting a
later innovation, signifies a glossy black, as shown by the
references to 'crows'.

See also BROWN; COLOR; DARK. [M.E.H.]

BLACKBERRY see MULBERRY

BLACKBIRD
*haemes-l- 'blackbird'. [lEW 35-36 (*ames- - *omes-);

Wat 2 (*ames-); BK 462 (*ham-/*hdm-)]. Wels mwyaIch
'blackbird', Lat merula 'blackbird', OE osIe 'blackbird', OHG
amusIa 'blackbird'. A western dialectal tenn.

*kopso-'blackbird'. [lEW614-615 (*kopso-)]. OCS kosu
'blackbird', Grk 1(6VIlXo~ 'blackbird', 1(6(J(Jvq>0~ 'blackbird'.
Possibly a central dialectal term.

Blackbird is a tenn that applies specifically to a thrush
like bird, the Turdus merola, which is entirely black in color
and smaller than the crow or raven. Although cognate sets
exist, they are clearly dialectal and provide no grounds for
positing a PIE word for this bird. From PIE *ker- 'crow' comes
the MAnn sareak 'blackbird', with the diminutive suffix -ek.
In Old Indic the blackbird has many names, doubtlessly
implying that the bird had no standardly understood
terminology; most of the n~mes are based on Oind kaI-,
probably meaning 'melodious' or 'murmuring', d. Theocritus,
who regarded the blackbird as sacred because of its sweet
song. The blackbird is well distributed from Europe to Asia.

See also BIRDS. O.A.C.G.]

Further Reading
Hamp, E. P (1982) Western Indo-European notes, 9. *meslH

'AmseI'. IF87, 77-79.

BlADDER
*J,11J.cPtfs 'bladder'. [lEW 1105 ( *udero-)]. Lat ves(s)Ica «

*venslca?) 'bladder', Oind vasti- 'bladder'. The apparent
phonological match of the Latin and Old Indic words and
the exact semantic match make this word a good candidate
for PIE status.

See also ANATOMY; ENTRAILS. [D.Q.A.]

BLAME
*hllengh- 'blame, reproach'. [cf. lEW676 (*lengh-)]. Grk

£A£YXW 'blame, reproach', Hit li(n)k- 'swear', lingai- 'oath',
Luv likk- 'swear'. The distribution, in Greek and Anatolian,
strongly suggests PIE status. The peculiar semantic
development seen in the Anatolian cognates is illuminated
by the phrasing of the "soldier's oath" in Hittite. Swearing an
oath in Hittite, and presumably more widely in Anatolian,
consisted of a curse on oneself--to be fulfilled if the oath was
broken.

See also OATH; PRAY. [D.Q.A.)

BLEAT
*bhlehl- 'bleat' (pres. *bhleh]ie/o-). [lEW 154 ( *bhle-)].

Lat fleo 'weep, cry, lament; shed tears', MHG bla:jen 'bleat',
Latv bleju 'bleat', Rus bIeju 'bleat'. A word of the IE northwest.

?*blek- '± bleat'. [lEW 102 (*ble-)). ORus blekati 'bleat',
Rus bIekotatl 'bleat', Grk !3AT/xaoJ1az 'bleat' (d. Alb blegeras
'bleat' and MLG bleken 'bleat'); as if from *bhled-: OE bltrtan
'bleat' (> NE bleat), OHG b1azan 'bleat'. A widespread
onomatopoeic formation, probably independent in each of
the stocks where it occurs.

See also ANIMAL CRy; SHEEP. [D.Q.A.)

BUND
*haendh6s 'blind'. [lEW 41 (*andho-); Wat 2 (*andho-);

Buck 4.97]. Gaul anda-bata 'gladiator who fights in a helmet
without eye-openings', Av anda- 'blind', Oind andha- 'blind'.
Though sparsely attested, its attestations come from opposite
sides of the IE world and suggest a respectable antiquity. As
the designation for an infirmity, the word was probably subject
to taboo or euphemistic replacement.

*koln6s 'one-eyed'. [lEW 545 (*kol-no-s)). Grk
(Hesychius) 1(EAAa~ 'one-eyed', OInd kana- 'one-eyed'.
Possibly aIr colI 'having lost the right eye' and/or MIr goll
'blind of one eye, purblind'. If the Celtic be accepted,
distribution would confirm at least a late PIE date for this
word.

*kaikos'one-eyed, cross-eyed'. [IEW519-520 (*kai-ko-);
Wat 26 (*kaiko-); cf. GI 135]. Oir caech 'one-eyed', Mlr lech
chaech 'cross-eyed', WeIs coeg 'vacant', coegddal 'one-eyed',
Lat caecus 'blind', Goth haihs 'one-eyed', perhaps Oind
kekara- 'cross-eyed' (only attested very late). The -J- suggests
a popular word, a "competitor" perhaps ofthe previous word.
Certainly a westemism in IE. If the Old Indic word belongs
here, then we have evidence for a much wider distribution
originally.

In IE tradition, the received wisdom is that blindness comes
about as a payment for other singular personal gifts or talents:
the blindness of the poet Homer and the Theban seer Tlresias
are examples from Greek tradition while, on another level,
the blind Indic god Bhaga, who rules all destiny, has obtained
a power to make up for his lost sight. Sightlessness can also
be construed as a "wound" in the IE First Function, affecting
the head and a "sovereign" sense, located in the eyes.

A blind or single-eyed deity is a recurrent motif in the
mythologies of a number of IE peoples, particularly those of
western Europe, where it marks the VaruI).aic character in
contrast to a one-handed Mitraic figure. In Norse mythology,
Qainn sacrifices one of his eyes for a drink from MYmir's well
which provides him with the gift of wisdom while his Mitraic
counterpart, Tyr, must violate his own word given on trust In

order to bind the wolf Fenrir and in consequence suffer the
loss of his arm.

The Roman counterparts to the debilities of QOinn and
Tyr are to be found in early Roman history, or historicized
myth, where Horatius Cocles, who is blind in one eye, is able
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to hold off the Etruscans with his one-eyed gaze while MOcius
Scaevola, a failed assassin of Lars Porsena, so impressed his
intended victim by holding his hand in a fire and swearing
an oath that many more assassins had also been ~ispatched

to kill the Etruscan king, that Porsena sues for peace. Another
possible instance of the one-eyed motif is to be found in Plinys
account of Regulus, a lawyer who would paint a large circle
around one of his eyes in order to cast a spell over those in
court.

Celtic examples of one-eyed figures who can "bind"
through the power of their gaze are well known, especially in .
Irish mythology. In the cataclysmic second battle of Moytura,
Lug dances about the armies of the Fonnorians on one foot
and with one eye closed in order to insure victory while his
main opponent, Balor, is renowned for his single enormous
eye which would so fix his enemy that they would be
powerless to resist. Moreover, many druidic names contain
the element dall- 'blind' and its connection with prophetic
power is evident in such tales as the Tromdamh Guaire where
the blind druid Dallan Forgaill has his sight restored and
thereby loses his special ability.

]aan Puhvel has noted how the eye as a source of power
finds a curious lexical association in both some IE and Semitic
languages where 'eye' and 'well' or 'spring' seem to be closely
related, e.g., Hit sakui- and Arm akn mean both 'eye' and
'well-spring' while Av casman- 'eye' yields both NPers casm
'eye' and casme 'spring' while Latv aka 'well' and Rus ako
'eye' are cognate. Wells or springs, e.g., the Well of Mlmir in
Norse mythology from which Doinn gains his prophetic
power, are well known in Germanic and Celtic mythology

See also DEFECT. [D.Q.A., j.PM., D.M.]

Further Reading
Puhvel,j. (987) Comparative Mythology. Baltimore,johns Hopkins

University Press.

BLOOD
"'hjtsh2/- *hjtsh2or(nom.), *hleSh2n6s(gen.) '(flowing)

blood'. [lEW 343 (*es-r(f!); GI 715 (*esHr/n-(th)); Buck
4.15l. OLat aser- assyr'blood' (this is an archaic word handed
down in tradition whose exact· shape had been forgotten),
Latv asins 'blood', Grk lap 'blood', Arm ariwn 'blood', Hit
eshar(gen. es(h)nas) 'blood', OInd as[k (gen. asnas) 'blood',
TochA ysar and TochB yasar « *h]esh2or) 'blood'. Cf. the
derivative in Lat sanguen « *h]sh2en-gW-en-) 'blood'. Its
geographical spread (including Anatolian) and archaic
morphology insure PIE status.

"'kreuha(nom./acc.), "'kruha6s(gen.), *kreuha-s, *kreuha
iio- 'blood (outside the body), gore'. [lEW 621 (*kreu-);
Wat 32 (*kreud-); GI 604 (*](hreuH-); Buck 4.15; BK 265
(*k[h]ur-/*k[hlor-)]. Mlr crii « *kruha-) 'blood', Wels crau
'blood', Lat cruor « *kreuhaos) 'thick blood, gore', OPrus
krawian 'blood', Lith kraujas 'blood', OCS kn1vl 'blood', Rus
kravI 'blood', Grk K:pta 'raw flesh', K:ptac; 'piece of meat',
oInd kravi~- 'raw flesh'. The wide geographical spread and

archaic morphology both guarantee PIE status. Cf. the deri
vative *kruharas 'bloody, raw': Lat crudus (dissimilated from
*criiro-) 'raw', Av xrura- 'bloody', Oind krura- 'bloody'; and
in Germanic, *krouhaos: ON hrar, OE hreaw (> NE raw),
OHG (h)ro, all 'raw'.

It has been argued that the lexical distinction between
'(inside) blood' and '(outside) blood' in PIE is emphasized by
derivatives and extensions of meaning that indicate two,
opposed metaphorical sets. According to this hypothesis, the
root for '(outside) blood' *kreuha- yields words signifying
aggression, e.g., Bret kriz 'cruel', Lat crQdelis 'cruel', Lith
kruvinu 'make bloody', Grk K:pOVW 'beat, whip, crush', and
dying, seen metaphorically in terms of the hardening (or

. freeZing) of 'outside blood', e.g., Oir cruaid'hard', Lat crusta
'crust', Latv kreve 'coagulated blood', Oind krudayati 'makes
thick, harden' and OHG hroso 'ice', Grk ICpVOr; 'icy cold',
Latv kruv-es-is 'frozen mud'. This connection, it is suggested,
establishes an underlying semantic notion that *kreuha was
to be associated with a negative set of connotations involving
wounding, death, the drying out or hardening of the body,
and in the sense of LeVi-Strauss, the "raw", i.e., the natural
rather than the cultural world. However, while the words
associated with blood clearly derive from *kreuha-, this is
not demonstrated for those that denote either 'cold' or 'strike'
which can or must be derived from *kreu- (without a
laryngeal). Therefore, there are phonological grounds for
distinguishing both the words and meanings in PIE although
some form of secondary association between *kreuha- and
*kreu- may have occurred. It is also suggested that *h]esh2[
'(inner) blood' not only was associated with the concept of a
life-giVing body fluid but also denoted the patrilineal line,
the male's own blood-line, in kinship terminology.

See also BODY; HEART; KINSHIP; SISTER. [D.Q.A.,j. P M.l

Further Readings
Hamp, E. P (1979) Indo-European *kreuh-. {F 82,75-76.

Linke, U. (985) Blood as metaphor in Proto-Indo-European. ]IES
13,333:-376.

Parvulescu, A. (1989) Blood and IE kinship terminology. IF 94,
67-88.

BLOW
"'bhe1- 'blow, blow up, swell (specifically used of genitalia)'.

[lEW 120-122 (*bhel-); Wat 6-7 (*bhe1-); GI 775 (*bhel-);
Buck 10.38; BK 10 (*bul-/*bol-)]. aIr ball 'body part', ball
feili 'pudendum', ball ferda 'penis', Lat follis 'leather sack
inflated with air', flo « *bhl-eha-) 'blow', ON blasa « *bhl
e-) 'to blow', OE blawan « *bhle-l)-) 'to blow' (> NE hlow),
OHG blasan 'to blow', Goth ufblesan 'blow', Grk fIlaAAoc;
'penis', Arm belun 'fertile', Oind bhaIXJa- 'pot'. The relatively
broad distribution of cognates makes this form solidly
reconstructible to PIE.

"'bhlei- '± become inflated'. [JEW 156 (*bhlei-)]. ON blIstra
'blow', Latv blistu 'become thick', Grk fIlA-18am 'overflow of
moisture'. An enlargement of the previous entry.
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*peis- 'blow through an aperture so as to make a noise'.
[lEW 796 (*peis-); Wat 48 (*peis-)]. Lat spIro 'blow', ON
lisa 'to fart', OE fisting'farting', MHG visen 'to fart', Lith pysketi
'bursts, cracks', OCS piskati 'to whistle', Rus piScu 'squeak',
OInd piechora 'flute, pipe', TocM pis- « *piyask-) 'blow (a
musical instrument)'. Latin spIro shows an initial s- which
makes its connection with the rest of this set a little doubtful.
The Baltic, Slavic and Old Indic forms point to a suffixed
stem *pi-sk-. The distribution supports PIE status.

*p(h)eu- 'blow, swell'. [IEW847 (*pu-); BK 34( *p[hJuw-I
*p[hJow-)). MIr Clan « *pou-irio-) 'foam, froth', Wels eW)71
« *pou-ino-) 'foam', OPrus pounian (misspelling for
*pomnan?) « *pon-man) 'buttocks', Lith pure 'tuft, puff',
Latv paDre 'summit, back of the head', Rus pulja 'ball', Arm
(h)ogi « *pou-io-) 'breath', OInd pupputa- 'swelling of the
palate and gums'; *pu-g-: ON fJuka 'snowstorm', Lith puga
'snowstorm', Latv puga 'squall of wind', Grk nvm 'buttocks',
Oind phupphukaraka- 'panting'; *p(h)u-s-: Lat pustula
'bubble, blister', Grk cpvaa 'wind, blast', OInd pU$yati
'flourishes, prospers'. The root-initial stop varies between
aspirated and unaspirated, perhaps for sound-symbolic
reasons. The large number of derivatives based on this root
and its broad distribution suggest PIE status.

*suei- 'blow through a small aperture so as to hiss or buzz'.
[lEW 1040-1041 (*sl,Jei-); Wat 68 (*swei-); GI 105; Buck
10.38]. *sl,Jeisd-: Oir s~itid 'blows', Wels chwythu
« *sl,Jisd-) 'blows', OCS svistati 'to whistle, hiss', Grk alsm
'sizzle, crackle', Olnd k$vedati 'buzzes, hums, murmurs';
*sl,Jeighl-: Lat sIbi]o 'whistle, hiss', OHG swegala 'reed, flute',
Goth swiglt>n 'to play the flute'. The stem *sl,Jeisd- may be
reconstructed to PIE with some certainty, based on the range
of languages in which it is attested and the fact that the
correspondences are fairly regular. The Latin and Germanic
fonns may be derivatives based on the same root but due to
their onomatopoeic nature, it is also possible that they
represent parallel innovations in the two stocks.

*h2Uehl- 'blow'. [lEW 82-83 (*ue-) ; Wat 73 (*we-); GI
584 (*Hl,J-); Buck 10.38]. OE wawan 'to blow', OHG waen
'to blow', Goth waian 'to blow', OCS vejati 'to blow', Grk
a1Jal 'blows', Av vaili 'blows', OInd vati 'blows'; *h2l,Jeh]
ntos: Wels gwynt 'Wind', lat ventus 'Wind', ON vindr'wind',
OE wind 'wind' (> NE wind), Goth winds 'wind', Hit huwant
'wind', OInd vata- 'wind', TocM want 'wind', TochB yente
'wind'. The Old lndic form may presuppose *h2l,JehlOtoswith
vocalism of the syllabic nasal preceding loss of medial
laryngeal. Both the verbal root and the participial derivative
are very solidly attested to PIE.

*per- 'blow (on a fire)'. [lEW 809 (*per-)]. OCS para
'steam, smoke', Grk npfJ()m 'blow', n{J11rp1J).ll 'burn', Hit
p(a)rai- 'breathe, blow'; *preus- ON frysa 'to pant, snort', Olnd
pru$l)6ti 'sprinkles, showers'. Some confusion exists among
forms based on the stem *preus- in the particular meaning
'blow on a fire'. and forms based on the homophonous root
*preus- 'freeze, burn'. Although the root *per- is only scantily
attested, its distribution suggests PIE status.

*bhes- 'blow'. [JEW 146 (*bhes-); Wat 8 (*bhes-); GI134
(*bhes-)]. Grk lJIVXOJ 'cool off' (tr.) (originally 'cool off by
blOWing'), Olnd babhasti 'blows', TochB pas- 'whisper'. If all
of these words belong together then we have evidence for
PIE status.

See also FART; SEXUAL ORGANS; SWEll; WIND. [M.N.I

BLUE see GREEN

BMAC
(BACTRIAN-MARGIANA ARCHAEOLOGICAL COMPLEX)

The BMAC (also known as the Oxus culture) is a late Bronze
Age cultural phenomenon (c 2200-1700 Be) of southern
Turkmenistan. Coincident with the collapse of urban societies
further south (Namazga V/VI periods), there was a
colonization of the oases of Bactria and Margiana from the
south (Namazga V type pottery is found on some of the earliest
BMAC sites). The proliferation of the new sites, however, has
also suggested that there was an additional demographiC
element absorbed by the BMAC.

The settlements of the BMAC are typified by defensive forts
such as Gonur and Togolok, both circular and rectangular,
that may be surrounded by up to three walls. These greatly
resemble the qala, the type of fort in this region also known
from the historical period. Within the forts are residential
quarters, workshops and temples. The social structure of these
forts, at least on the basis of later ethnographic evidence,
suggests that each had its own ruler who may well have been
in competition with both neighboring forts and with nomadic
tribes of the region. The existence of nomadic stockbreeders
is attested on and near many of the fortified sites by the
presence of Andronovo pottery

At the fortified site of Dashly 3 there was also a circular
ceremonial center. Investigation of some of the ceremonial
rooms has revealed evidence for cultic paraphernalia that has
been identified with the soma (Iranian haoma) ritual, i.e.,
eqUipment for expressing a liqUid, remains of both ephedra
and poppy, and it has been suggested that the *sauma ritual
emerged out of these BMAC centers and was carried
southwards into the historical seats of the Indo-Aryans.

The economy of the BMAC was based on irrigation
agriculture and stockbreeding. The primary cereal crop
identified so far is barley (Hordeum vulgare) accompanied
by a variety of wheats (Triticum aestiviumlduTum, T.
dicoccum) and some pulses and lentils, i.e., chick-pea (eleCT),
pea (Pisum), grass pea (Lathyrus) and lentil (Lens). Among
the fruits, there is evidence of plums (Prunus), apple (Malus),
and grape (Vitis). The domestic animal remains were
dominated numerically by sheep and goat with small numbers
of cattle. The age-structure of the sheep, with many older
individuals known from the site of Gonur, suggests that they
were exploited for wool as well as meat. In the later period
there is some evidence for camel. Wild animals included
gazelle, wild boar, tortoise. and eagle. Onager remains are
known from the culture as well but horse remains have not
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BMAC a. Distribution of the BMAC.

yet been found although the presence of Andronovo material
on the sites suggests a kn,?wledge of the horse since this animal
is very well represented on Andronovo sites further north.
Evidence of the domestic donkey (Equus asinus) have been
recovered but its chronological position (BMAC or still later
in the Bronze Age) is uncertain.

The ability of the BMAC to expand over a large area was
due to its adoption of intensive irrigation. The structure of
the citadels, along with the large quantity of locally produced
status goodS frequently recovered from bUrials, suggests a .
hierarchical society. The grave-gifts included metal goods
(copper bowls, ornaments, silver buttons), ceramics and stone
vessels, and stone seals. The seals reveal scenes presumably
associated With mythological figures, e:g., snakes, dragons,
lions, and entire "narrative" scenes. .

The BMAC now plays a very important role in discussions
of the archaeology of the early Indo-Iranians. One of the key
problems of identifying Indo-Iranian exparisions into Iran,
Pakistan and India has been the chain of Central Asian urban
sites that apparently separated nomadic stockbreeders of the
Russian and Kazakhstan steppe, the Andronovo culture, who
confomied very well with respect to settlement, economy,
technology and ritual expected of the early Indo-Iranians and
the earliest historically identified Indo-Aryan and Iranian
cultures further south. To the south of the Central Asian
centers were the local Iranian and Indian cultures which were

b.

d.
BMAC b. Reconstruction of the site of Togolok;
c. Cylinder seal from a burial at Togolok (the
depiction of humans apparently dressed as
ariimals has been interpreted as evidence for a
shamanic ritual); d. Antenna sword.

presumably or provably non-IE, e.g., to the southwest of the
Caspian were the Humans and Urartians while southern Iran
was occupied by the Elamites; the Harappan culture of India
is presumably non-Indo-European. There is no evidence that
these regions were penetrated significantly by the Andronovo
~ulture of the northern steppe. Hence, it has become
increasingly clear that if one wishes to argue for Indo-Iranian

. migrations from the steppe lands south into the historical
seats of the Iranians and Indo-Aryans that these steppe cultures

. were transformed as they passed through a membrane of
Central Asian urbanism. The fact that typical steppe wares
are f-ound on BMAC sites and that intrusive BMAC material is
subsequently found further to the south in Iran, Afghanistan

.. and Pakistan, may suggest then the subsequent movement of
·Indo-Iranian-speakers after they had adopted the culture of
the BMAc. Such a model, obviously, presupposes that one
can associate an Indo-Iranian identity with the BMAC.

Arguments for this identity rests on several lines of
·evidence. The geographical location of the BMAC or Oxus
sites conforms, it is argued, with the historical situation of
the Da(h)a and Parnoi mentioned in Greek and Latin sources
which have, in turn, been identified with the Dasas, Dasyus
and PaI).is of the Q.gveda who were defeated by the Vedic Arya.
·The presence of triple-walled circular forts in the BMAC also
matches the description of the fortified sites depicted in the
Vedas: Moreover, the BMAC sites have also yielded physical
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evidence of what has been presumed to be the Indo-Iranian
*sauma cult, one of the characteristic religious distinctions
between the Vedic Arya and their enemies. On the model of
contemporary relationships between Tajiks, the settled farmers
of the area, and the semi-nomadic Uzbeks, the steppe
populations are presumed to have been in regular seasonal
contact with those settled in the oases. Such relationships
have tended to result in bilingualism among the settled
populations, one of the prerequisites of a language shift.

See also ANDRONOVO CULTIJRE; BISHKENT CULTIJRE;
lfARApPAN CULTURE; INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES; MEHRGARH;

SACRED DRINK; VAKHSH CULTURE. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Hiebert, F (1994) Origins of the Oxus civilization. Antiquity 68,

372-387.
Parpola, A. (1994) Deciphering the Indus Script. Cambridge,

Cambridge University Press.
Sarianidi, V (1994) Temples of Bronze Age Margiana: traditions of

ritual architecture. Antiquity 68, 388-397.

BOARD see PLANK

BOAT
*nehaus(gen. *n.OaU6s) 'boat'. [IEW755 (*naus-); Wat 43

(*nau-); GI 582 (*naHw-); Buck 10.83; BK 568 (*na-/
*nd-)]. OIr nau (DIL no) 'boat', Wels noe 'boat', Lat navis
'ship' (borrowed> NE nave), ON nor 'ship', OE nowend
'skipper, sailor' (with, as sometimes happens, a "hardened"
laryngeal we have ON nokkui 'boat', OE naca 'boat', OHG
nahho 'skiff, small boat' reflecting a virtual *nehjl)-on-), Grk
vav~'(war-)ship', Oss naw'boat', Olnd nau- 'boat'; compare
the derivative *nehal)ijos: Grk vr] fo~ 'of or belonging to a
boat', Av navaya- 'naVigable', OPers naviya '[river] passable
only with a boat, not wadable', Olnd navya- 'crossable with a
boat', Khawar na 'mill-race, aqueduct consisting of hollow
logs' (and similar words in other Dardic and Nuristani
languages, e.g. Ashkun as no - nawa 'mill-race', Kati nil 'mill
race, aqueduct consisting of h0110w logs'). TochA new 'flood'
« *naiwe by metathesis < *nehal)ijo-; it may be a direct
inheritance or, more probably, a borrowing from Iranian,
specifically Sogdian). In the Iranian Sarikoli we have wan£w
'irrigation channel' reflecting *wi-nawiya. These latter
meanings may suggest that for the Proto-Indo-Iranians both
aqueducts and boats might be made out of hollowed-out logs.
From *(s)neha- 'swim' which renders quite uncompelling Gl's
attempt to derive this word from a West Semitic *'unw-(at-)
'jar, vessel'. The evidence of Dardic and Nuristani might
suggest that this PIE 'the swimmer' might have been, in earliest
times, a hollowed out log. In any case, this word is widely
reflected in IE and is clearly the most usual word for 'boat' in
PIE.

*hxa1dhu- '(dugout) canoe, trough'. [IEW31-3 (*aldh-);
Buck 10.83]. OE ealdojJ « *hxoldhu-to/eha-) 'trough', ORus
Ioduka 'boat', Rus 16dka 'boat', TochAB olyi « *hxold

huh]en-) 'boat'. Different formations appear in Norw (dial.)
aida 'trough', NSwed (dial.) fille 'trough', ODan aalde - olde
'trough' « Proto-Norse *aldon-), Lith aldija 'boat', OCS Iadiji
- aludiji 'boat' (Balto-Slavic < *hxoldhijehr ). Here is the
primary word for 'dug-out' or the like. Sufficiently widespread
to be very probably a late PIE word.

*(s)kolmos'boat'. [VW228-229]. OHGskalm« *skol-mo)
'boat', TochA kolam 'boat', TochB kolmo 'boat' (Toch <
*kolmo-on-). From *(s)kel- 'cut'. Though reflected in only
two IE stocks, the geographical distribution of those two
stocks makes it probable that we have here evidence for a late
PIE word.

?*plouos - *ploujom '± watercraft'. [lEW 835-837
(*plol)6-s); d. Wat 52 (*pIeu-); GI 582 (*ph leu-)]. From
*plol)os: Rus plov 'boat', TochB plewe 'raft'; from *ploujom:
ON fley'ship', Grk 1t'AOIOV 'ship'; other formations: Grk 1t'A.oV~

'time for sailing', Oind plava- « *plel)6s) 'boat'. From *pleu
'float'. This set of words is a second group reflecting an original
meaning 'floater' or the like. However, the derivational
processes which underly these words are all very productive
in these IE groups and it is quite possible that we have here a
collection of independent formations rather than the reflection
of a genuine PIE word.

The words for 'boat' that we can reconstruct for (some
part 00 the IE world are of two kinds: (1) those that appear to
have originally meant 'swimmer', 'floater', or the like ( *nehaus,
*plol)oS - *plouiom) and (2) those which appear to have
meant 'that which is carved out' (*hxoldhu-, *(s)kolmos) ,
though clearly the differentiation of these two groups was
not absolute. This distinction between 'swimmer' and 'that
which is carved out' is not far removed from the terminology
employed in the archaeological study of vessels where three
forms of water transport may be distinguished: the float, a
buoyant object employed by its user partially submerged in
water; the raft, a means of transport where the material of
conveyance floats because of its own natural buoyancy; and
the boat, where the means of flotation are achieved by the
hollowed-out shape of the vessel which displaces the water.
The structural variations of the latter are quite large and range
from simple hide boats, to those which are reinforced with a
frame, birch and basket boats, plank boats (of a wide range
of constructions) and solid (dug-out) boats. As for the rafts,
there is considerable evidence in the ethnographic record that
they need not be simply a few logs lashed together but may
even be built in the shape of a boat and fitted with a sail.

Boats long predate the existence of the PIE language family
and are attested at least since the Mesolithic in Europe and
western Asia by either inference, e.g., the occupation of Ireland
by human communities by c 7000 BC after it had become an
island or the presence of obsidian on mainland Greece which
had been obtained from the Island of Melos in the Cyclades,
or direct archaeological evidence, e.g., clay models of vessels
such as a small clay boat from a Copper Age site in Bulgaria,
or the actual remains of dug-out canoes fashioned from lime
wood discovered in a late Mesolithic settlement in Denmark.
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The use of dugouts was not confined to the coastal regions of
Europe but we also find evidence tn the inland waterways
'and lakes. During the Neolithic period, dugouts of oak are
known from the Swiss lake-side dwellings. The use of biWh-,
bark and hide vessels is more elusive but they are aiso believed
to date from a very early period; indeed the latter is regarded
as far more seaworthy and they were employed also since the '
Mesolithic. As the reconstructed PIE vocabulary for water
transport is confined to 'boat' and 'oar' (and does not include
the 'sail' which is encountered archaeologically from the
Bronze Age onwards, or any other specialized nautical terms),'
there are neither grounds for presuming a particularly high
level ofnaval technology for the speakers of the proto-language
nor can the evidence of the boat be employed to specify the
homeland of the Indo-Europeans.

See also FLOAT; OAR; SWIM. [D.Q.A., ].P.M.]

Further Reading
McGrail, S. (1987) Ancient Boats in N. W. Europe. Londorl and

New York, Longman.

BODROGKERESz:rlJR CULTURE
This middle Copper Age culture (c 4000-3600 BC) or

Hungary is known best from its seventy cemeteries which
show clear genetic links with its predecessor, the Tiszapolgar '
culture. Settlement evidence is extremely meager and confined
to only a handful of sites without clear architectural remains.
The economy was apparently mixed aghculture and sto~k

breeding with cattle the predominant species, followed by
sheep/goat and pig. Wild fauna include the aurochs, red deer,
wild boar, roe deer and hare. Ceramics continue the forms of
the earlier culture although a pan,icular form, termed a "milk
jug", is also prominent. There is an increase of objects of
copper and gold, both implements (shaft-hole axes, awls) and
ornaments from the preceding culture. Flint and stone tools,
also continue. '

The Bodrogkeresztur cemeteries make a sharp distinction
according to sex with males buried on their right side; females
on their left; ,both sexes are oriented with' their heads to the
east. Burials are accompanied by pottery, implements of stone
and copper, and ornaments of copper and gold. Social and
demographic analyses of the cemeteries have suggested that
the Bodrogkeresztur communities lived' in small groups of
15-20 closely related people. Comparisons between the
distribution of wealth in the Bodrogkereszhlr cemeteries and
those of the preceding Tiszapolgar period sugge~t tha~ the'
later burials were more egalitarian and showed less emphasis

, on male primacy. '
Within the Kurgan theory of IE origins, the

Bodrogkeresztur culture is explained, as a Ukurganized", Le.,
Indo-Europeanized, native culture of southeast Europe whose
structure was altered by steppe intruders although analysis
of the physical type indicates that the population was of the
local "Mediterranean" type rather than the intrusive proto
Europoid type of the steppelands. Alternatively, it has been

BodrogkeresztQr a. DistIjbution of the Bodrogkeresztur culture.

b.

Bodrogkereszt11r b. Bronze ax.
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Bodrogkeresztiir c. Cemetery at Pusztaistvanhaza (sexual dichotomy is marked with males on right side and females on left).

viewed as a culture stemming from a central-east European
(IE)homeland that, with the Salcuta culture of neighboring
Bulgaria, migrated southwards to form the "Proto-Greeks" in
the third millennium Be.

See also TISZAPOLGAR CULTIJRE. D.PM.]

Further Reading
Skomal, S. (1985) In search of the Proto-Indo-European

archaeological assemblage. Mankind Quarterly 26, 175-192.

BODY
*kreps(gen. *lqp6s) 'body'. [IEW620 (*krep-); Buck 4.11;

BK 323 (*kw[hjur-/*kW{hjor-)]. aIr cri(*kIPS) 'body, flesh',
Lat corpus 'body', OE hrif'belly, womb', OHG (h)re['body',
Av kdrdfS 'body', OInd kfp- 'form, beauty'. This is the one
word reconstructible for PIE with the meaning 'body'.

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.]

. BOll
*bher- 'seethe, bubble'. [lEW 132-133 (*bher-); Wat 9

(*bhreu-); BK 4 ( *bar-/*bdr-)]. Mir fobar (DIL fofor) « *uo-

bero-) 'well', Welsgofer« *uo-bero-) 'brook', Lat ferrnentum
« *bher-men-tom) 'ferment, leaven', OE beorrna 'yeast,
leaven', Grk (redup.) JropcpfJpm 'bubble', Av bara- 'move
oneself quickly', OInd bhuJtlti'moves rapidly, quivers'. There
is some question whether the Indo-Iranian forms are cognate
with the others though this word still seems reconstructible
to PIE.

*bhereu- 'seethe'. [lEW 143-145 (*bh(e)reu-); War 9
(*bhreu-); Buck 5.22, 10.31]. aIr berbaid 'boils, seethes',
Wels beIWaf'boil', Lat ferveo 'boil', OE breowan 'to brew' (>

NE brew), OHG briuwan 'to brew', Alb brume 'dough', Olnd
bhurval)i- 'restless, excited'. An extension of *bher- 'seethe'
with reference to cooking and brewing confined to the
European stocks.

*seu- 'boil (something)'. [IEW9I4-91S (*seu-); Wat 58
(*seut-)]. ON sjoda « *seu-t-) 'to cook, boil', OE seodan «
*seu-t-) 'to cook, boil' (> NE seethe), Goth (noun) saups «
*seu-t-) 'sacrifice', Lith siausti 'to rave, charge around', Rus
sutitl 'to joke, play with', Av havayeiti 'stews'. The range of
stocks in which this root is attested secures it to PIE. The
meaning 'sacrifice' in Gothic suggests the possibility that some
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sacrificed animals were boiled.
*jes- 'boil'. [lEWS06 (*jes-); Wat 79 (*yes-); Buck 10.31).

aIr es(s) 'cataract', Wels (noun) ias 'boiling',· OE gist 'foam,
yeast' (> NE yeast), OHG jesan 'to ferme~t, effe~esce', Grk
SEm 'boil, cook', Hit is(sa)na- 'dough', Av yaesya- 'boil', Oind
yasyati 'boils, foams', TochA yas- 'boil', TochB yas- 'excite,
ravish' « *'make boil'). Broad distribution and sernantic
regularity, especially with widespread reference to food
preparation, suggest PIE status.

*sret- - *sredh- 'boil, be agitated, move noisily'. [JEW
1001-1002 (*sr-edh- - *sr-et-)). MIr srithit 'spurt of milk or·
blood', OHG stredan 'effervesce, whirl, boil', Grk p6f)o~

'rushing noise, roar of waves, clash of oars' , TocM $artw
'incite, instigate, encourage', TochB $artt- 'incite, instigate,
encourage'. If all of these words, as seems probable, belong
together then we have evidence for a PIE word.

See also BEER; COOK; FERMENT; WAVE. [M.N.]

BONE
*h26st (gen. "h2ests) 'bone'. [lEW 783 (*ost(h)-); Wat 46

(*ost-); GI 716 (*qhelos-th_); Buck 4.16]. OIr asna - esna «
*h2estnijo-) 'rib', MWels eis(en) « *h2estan) 'ribs', Lat os
'bone', Alb asht'bone', Grk o<1reoy'bone', O<1qJv~ « *h20st
bhu-) 'hip', o(1raJ(6~ - a(1raJ(6~ « *h2e/ost{lk6-) 'lobster',
a(1rparaAo~ 'vertebra, ball of ankle joint, knucklebone', Arm
oskr« *h2ast-lJr) 'bone', Hit hastai- 'bone', Luv has(sa) 'bone',
Av as-ca- 'shinbone', asti- 'bone', OInd asthi (gen. asthnas)
'bone', TochB asta (pI.) 'bones'. (Possibly connected are Lat
costa 'rib' and OCS kostl 'bone' but the initial *k- is not
explained.) Practically universal in IE: clearly the PIE term
for 'bone'.

See also ANATOMY; COSMOLOGY. [D.Q.A.J

Further Reading
Hamp, E. P (1984) Indo-European 'bone' reconsidered. KZ92, 197

201.

BOOTY
*som 'booty (particularly men, cattle, and sheep)'. [d. lEW

910 (*ser-); GI 644 (*se/orw-)). Preserved as such only in
Hit saru 'booty (particularly captured men, cattle, and sheep)',
saruwai- 'plunder, rob'; cf. the derivative *seI1)o/eha- '±

pertaining to booty' in MIr serb « *seTlJeha-) 'theft', Wels
herw « *seT/Jos) 'raid (whose principal goal was usually
cattle); outlawry'. Perhaps belonging here also is Lat serviIs
'slave' if < *'he of the booty' (Le., 'someone brought home as
booty').

See also CAmVE; FREEMAN; REwARD; SERVANT; STEAL; WEALTH.

[E.C.P, D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1975) Hittite sam, Old Irish serb, Welsh herw. A Hittite

Celtic etymology, in Indo-European Studies 2, ed. C. Watkins,

Cambridge, Mass., 322-331.

BORDER
*h¢rh2os 'border, line, limit'. (lEW 784 (*ous-); GI 647

(*e/orH-); Buck 12.3531. Hit arha- 'line, rim, boundary,
confine(s)', arha(i)- 'go down the line, circulate, make the
rounds', arahzena- 'one liVing outside the boundary', irhui 
erhui « *h4[h2U-) 'basket' « *'circular line'). Cf. the derived
*h4orh2o/eha- in OE or(< *h40rh2om) 'beginning, front', ora
(-S *h40rh2-on-) 'border, bank, shore', Lat ora 'brim, edge.
boundary; coast; region, rope, cable' « *'line'); from *h4erh2o/
eha- we have Lith 6ras 'air, weather' « *'what is outside'), is

6ro 'outside', Latv ara 'border, boundary, country, limit'. The
line or limit separating indoors from outdoors or the village
from the surrounding countryside. Widespread and old in
IE.

*morg- 'border'. [lEW 738 (*mereg-); Wat 42 (*merg-);
Buck 19.17). aIr mruig 'district', Wels bra 'district' (Celtic
from a metathesized *mrog-) , Lat margo 'edge', ON mc;>rk
'borderland, forest', OE mearc 'border, district', OHG marka
'border, district', Goth marka 'border, region', Av maT;)za
'border country', perhaps TochA markam- 'characteristic
mark'. The distribution suggests PIE status.

"teImtl - "tennon 'border'. {lEW 1075 (*ter-m{l-); Wat
70 (*ter-men-); GI 50 (*ther-H-); Buck 19.17]. Lat termen
'border', Myc te-mi 'border', Grk ripJ.1a 'border, goal, end
point', arip/-lOJY 'without limits', Arm t'arm 'end', Hit tarma
'stake', OInd tarman- 'point of sacrificial post'. From *ter
'cross over'. Specific points along borders were marked by
posts or stakes, hence from *ter-men-, literally, 'that which
one crosses over' to Hit tarma- 'stake'. The use of stones, stakes,
posts, etc., as border markers arose with sedentism and
religious practices. In ancient Rome, for example, the father
of the family ritually circumambulated his fields whose
borders were marked by posts or stones which had been set
into the ground according to ritual prescriptions involving
sacrifices. In Rome, Greece and India, boundary posts or
stones were regarded as sacrosanct and ~arsh penalties were
exerted against anyone who violated such markers.

Historical records in Latin, Greek and Old lndic report
rituals intended to separate sacred, and thus living, space from
profane and thus uninhabitable space. Both the hearth and
the tomb were circumscribed with sacred rites. These rites
while emphasiZing kinship, implicitly required the separation
of one hearth, one household, one homestead, and eventually,
.a social unit bound by the same ancestral founder, from the
next. Social and religious considerations are therefore at the
inception of formal boundaries.

See also FURROW; LINE. [A.D.Vl

Further Readings
Della Volpe, A (1992) On Indo-European ceremonial and socio

political elements underlying the origin of formal boundaries.

]IES 20,71-122.

Eliade, M. (959) The Sacred and the Profane. The Nature of

ReligiOn. New York, Harcourt, Brace and World.
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BOTIOM see GROUND

BOW AND ARROW
Iftgw(i)jeha (gen. *gWiha6s) 'bow-string; taut thread'. [JEW

481 (*g'Jija - *g!Jijos)]. Lith gija 'warp threads', OCS iica
'thread', Grk {3zoc; « *gWiha-6-s 'that provided with a bow
string') 'bow', AvJya 'bow-string', NPers zih 'bow-string', OInd
jya 'bow-string'. Archaic in shape. In respect to the meaning
'bowstring', clearly at least a word of the southeast of the IE
world.

*hlJsus(perhaps originally *hltisus, gen. *hlisu6s) 'arrow'.
[IEW301 (*eis-); GI 643]. Grk io~ « *hlis1,Jos) 'arrow', Av
iSu- 'arrow', OInd i$u- 'arrow'. From *hleis- 'set in motion'.
Attested only in the southeast of the IE world.

*haerkuos 'bow and/or arrow'. [JEW 67 (*arqu-); Wat 3
(*arku-); Buck 20.24; BK 384 (*nar-akrhl-/*ndr-ak[hl-)]. OLat
arquus'bow', Lat arcus 'bow', ON 9r'arrow', OE earh Larrow'
(> NE arrow), Goth arlvazna 'arrow'. Attested only in the west
of the IE world.

?*c6ksom 'bow'. [cf. JEW 1059 (*tek!J-); cf. Wat 69
(*tekW

-); Fried 125-129]. Myc to-ko-so-wo-ko'bow-makers',
Grk 't'6;ov 'bow', Scythian taxsa 'bow', MPers taxs 'bow'. It
has often been assumed that the Greek word is borrowed
from Scythian, sometime after the founding of Greek colonies
on the northern shore of the Black Sea (albia, Tanais, etc.).
Certainly Athens was known for having a police-force of
Scythian archers. However, the apparent presence of the word
in Mycenaean, long before there is any recorded contact
between Greeks and Eastern Iranians, would suggest that
ro;ov might be inherited rather than borrowed. In any case,
this is a metonymic extension of *t6ksom 'yew' either in the
southeast of the IE world or in Eastern Iranian alone.

The use of the bow and arrow dates to the end of the
Palaeolithic (the last Ice Age) and it was one of the most
common and ubiquitous weapons known in Mesolithic
Eurasia. The archaeological evidence for the bow is derived
from well-preserved contexts, e.g., Swiss lake-side dwellings,
Danish bogs, and iconography From the actual evidence of
prehistoric bows we find that the material of manufacture
ever since the Mesolithic was a.lmost predictably yew followed
distantly by elm (d. ON aimr 'elm; bow', OE elm 'elm'), and
less occasionally maple or pine (cL PIE *dhonu- 'fir' which
may give Av 6anward 'bow', Oind dhanu$ 'bow'). That the
bow was not used exclusively for hunting is indicated by the
evidence of Mesolithic cemeteries in both the Baltic and the
Ukraine where arrowheads were found embedded in the
remains of the deceased. Similarly, dUring the Neolithic it
served not only for the hunting of the wild fauna found on
almost any site but also for warfare, e.g., in southern Britain
there is dramatic evidence for archery-based attacks on
Neolithic enclosures while in the Yamna culture of the Pontic
Caspian steppe the discovery of single arrowheads in burials
is often interpreted as evidence for the cause of death rather
than a gravegood. Archery kits, comprising flint arrowheads

. and wrist bracers and occasionally small bow-shaped

pendants, are a distinctive feature of the Beaker burials that
mark the transition from the end of the Neolithic to the early
Bronze Age across a broad region of western and central
Europe. There is also a large quantity of arrowheads found
among the slightly earlier Copper Age Rinaldone and
Remedello cultures of central and northern Italy.

There is some evidence for a transition to bronze
arrowheads in western Europe, e.g., in Brittany there are some
sixty examples of bronze arrowheads found alongside flint
while they also occur in the Argaric culture of Spain and they
are known later in the middle Bronze Age from southern
France. Despite the fact that Caesar mentions the possession
of the bow by the Gauls on the Continent, a Celtic word is
absent from any of the cognate sets due to the disappearance
of the bow and arrow from Insular Celtic-speaking territories
during the later Bronze Age. Although the bow and arrow
were well known in Ireland during the Neolithic and early
Bronze Age, there is no evidence for this weapon from c 1500
BC until literary records of the Middle Ages when the Irish
found themselves on the receiving ends of Viking archers.
Earlier encounters with the arrow probably derived from Irish
raids on Roman Britain and the Insular Celts gained their
word for 'arrow' from the Romans, i.e., Oir saiget < Lat sagitta
'arrow' (cf. Wels saeth, Bret saez). The critical factor here was

. that in some regions of Eurasia the shift from a technology
based on chipped-stone tools to those made of bronze saw
the disappearance of arrowheads without any replacement of
the weapon in the new material.

The shift to metal arrowheads, the probable referent of all
our cognate sets, is seen best in the east where bronze
arrowheads appear in eastern Europe and especially in the
steppe region of Eurasia. Although most Neolithic evidence
indicates flint arrowheads, there are occasional finds of metal
arrowheads in the final stages of the Tripolye culture of the
northwest Pontic region and in the Corded Ware horizon (c
3300-2500 BC). The Catacomb culture of the third
millennium BC has yielded some evidence for the actual bows,
measuring about 90 to 130 cm in length, and these are
believed to have been composite bows, i.e., bows constructed
of segments of wood fitted together with lashings, gum and
bone plates. In addition to the bows there were also discovered
the remains of quivers with ten to twenty arrows; the later
measured about 45 to 60 ern long. By c 2000 BC bronze
arrowheads are found at Sintashta, a site regularly associated
with the (?Indo-)Iranians east of the Urals. During the first
millennium BC arrows of steppe type with three lobes are
found widely over the Eurasian steppe and into parts of central
Europe. But these were not the earliest metal arrowheads in
this region as they are also encountered in middle Bronze
Age burials in central Europe, i.e., c 1500 BC, and in the later
Urnfield culture (c 1200 BC). With respect to the Germanic
cognate set, bronze arrowheads were also occasionally found
in northern Germany and Poland during the late Bronze Age
and a quantity of Iron Age and Roman-period bows made of
yew have been recovered from a Danish bog.
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Bow a. Mycenaean simple segment bow (c 1600 Be); b. Hittite composite angular bow
(c thirteenth-twelfth century Be); c. Mycenaean double convex bow; d. Scythian bow.
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Bronze arrowheads are also known in the Near East from
at least the third millennium BC and by the late second
millennium there were even occasionally arrowheads of iron.
In Anatolia, copper arrowheads are known from the third
millennium BC and bronze arrowheads are known among
the Hittites which are similar to those of Palestine. New
Kingdom Hittites are portrayed carrying bowsand the Hittites
are credited with revolutionizing warfare in their own region
with their application of chariot-mounted archers in battle;
they also utilized archers on foot. In Greece arrowheads were
fashioned from obsidian in the early Bronze Age but bronze
arrowheads are known from the late Bronze Age Mycenaean
levels of Knossos in Crete and archers are depicted in
Mycenaean art. These Greek bows are generally of the
segment-shaped and double convex type but descriptions in
Homer of bows made of ibex hom and which are described
as 7l'aA{vrovo~'bent-back', has led to the suggestion that they
were also employing composite bows..

In India there is evidence of copper arrowheads from the
Harappan culture and seals from the same culture depict
composite segment bows. Later in the first millennium Be
there is abundant evidence for iron arrowheads over much of
India. The Indian arrowhead was inserted into a shaft of wood, .
bamboo or reed. The bow is frequently mentioned as a major
weapon in early Indic literature.

From an archaeological perspective, the bow and arrow
must have been known to the Proto-Indo-Europeans
irrespective of the time or place of their homeland or the

more geographically confined clusters of cognate terms. For
the period of the fifth to third millennium BC the arrow was
one of the primary weapons employed by the peoples of
Eurasia until the emergence of close combat weapons, the
spear and the sword, in the second and first millennia BC.
While all the cognate sets presumably indicate a metal
arrowhead, the original referent, depending on the time depth
of the underlying proto-form, could just as well have been a
stone arrowhead. The probable referent of the bow mentioned
in the eastern cognate sets was the composite bow and this
'might have extended back to PIE times..

See also MEDICAL Goo; WARRIORS. [D.Q.A., J,PM.)

Further Readings

Rausing, G. (1967) The Bow: Some Notes on its Ongin and
Development. Bonn, Habelt.

Huld, M. E. (1993) Early Indo-European weapons tenninology. Word
44,223-234.

BOY see SON

BRAIN
*mreghmen-- *mregh(m)n-o- 'brain'. [IEW750 (*mregh

m(n)o-); Wat 43 (*mregh-m(n)o-); GI 712-713 (*mret-);

Buck 4.2031. OE bregen - bra:gen 'brain' (> NE brain), MHG
bregen - bragen 'brain', Grk {3pEXf.l6~ - {3peXJ1a - {3ptYf.la
'forehead'. A word of the west and center of the IE world.

*m6st(brain, marrow'. IGl 7131. Av mastldyan- 'skullwall',



BRAIN

Olnd masti$ka- 'brain', mastaka- 'head, skull', mastulunga
« *mast[-n-ga-?) 'brain', (Indo-Iranian < *mast[(gJ, gen.
mastnas?), TochA massunt (pI.) « *mest-eu-) 'marrow', TochB
mrestIwe (*mostr- + [later] -iwe?) 'marrow'. Probably ultim
ately related to *mosghos 'marrow, brain'. Apparently, this is
the eastern word for brain while *mreghmen- is the western.

See also ANATOMY; HEAD. [D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Bernabe, A. (1982) Nombres para el 'cerebra' en las lenguas

indoeuropeas. Revista Espanola de Unguistica 12, 53-68.

BRANCH
*J(6hlkoh2 (gen. *KClkh26s) '(forked) branch' « *'leaves

and branch of deciduous tree'?). [IEW523 (*J<akha); GI 596
(*J<hakh-); Buck 8.55]. Goth hoha 'plow', OHG huohhiJj
'wooden hook plow made from a curved branch', OPrus sagnis
'root', Lith saka 'branch', saknis 'root', Latv saka 'ramification
of a tree', sakas 'pitchfork', sakne 'root', OCS socha 'pole;
(primitive) wooden plow', Rus sokha '(primitive) plow',
posokh 'forked staff', Arm c'ax 'branch', NPers sax 'branch,
antlers' (the latter two as if from *J(sohjkoh2) , OInd sakha
'branch'. Archaic in its morphology and geographically
widespread; surely PIE in date. In origin a collective noun
derived from *Rehzkom 'edible greens'. The semantic variation
is intelligible: just as 'branch' in English means fork or other
bifurcation as much as anything arboreal, so many of the
reflexes of *]{oh1koh2 mean '(forked) root' or they mean 'plow'
as early and primitive plows.were made of tree-trunks or heavy
branches such that the forked end of it, or a large, forked
secondary branch, served as handles for the plowman. 'Branch'
was most probably the early PIE meaning.

*lCank- 'branch'. [lEW 523 (*kank-); GI 596 (*](hakh_)].
OIr eeeht « *kankto-) 'plow', MIr gee (with secondary g
rather than e-)'branch', Wels caine « Proto-Celt *kanku-)
'branch', ON har « *hanha-) 'thole-pin; shark' (from peg
like teeth), Lith atsanke'barb; crooked projection from a tree',
OCS srka 'shoot, twig, sprout', Rus suk 'branch, knot', Oind
sanku- 'peg', sakti- 'spear'. Similar in shape to the preceding
word but not related to it in form. PIE in date.

*h26sdos 'branch'. [lEW 785-786 (*ozdo-s); Wat 46
(*ost-); GI 175 (*Hos-th-); Buck 8.55]. OHG ast 'branch',
Goth asts 'branch', Grk o~OC; 'branch, shoot', Arm ost 'branch',
Hit hasduer'twigs, branches'. Compare, with lengthened
grade, OE ost 'knot in wood', MDutch ost 'knot in wood'.
Widespread and old in IE. This word and the PIE word for
'nest' (*h20-sd-os and *ni-sd-os, respectively) may have been
derived from the zero grade of the root 'to sit' (*sed-), i.e.,
'place to perch on, to sit in, etc'. But this idea, despite the
prestige of its authors, is problematic. The presence of several
words for branch, in any case, suggests a rather fluid situation
with a number of interlocking symbolic dimensions yielding

.various outputs in various stocks for the concrete denotations
at issue.

*lJr(haJd- 'root; branch'. [lEW 1167 (*l)(eJrad-); Wat 78
.( *wrad-); Gl572 (*wr(aJt'-/wr(o)t'-); Buck 8.54]. From

*l)r(eJhad-: Lat radIx 'root', ramus 'branch', ON rot 'root'
(borrowed> OE rot> NE root), Alb rrenje « *llrbadnio-)
'root', Grk pa8l~ 'branch, palm frond'; from *l)[d-: Oir fren
(MIr [rem) « *l)[dnio-) 'root', WelsbTWraidd« *l)[djo-) 'root',
OE wyrt 'herb, plant', OHG wurz 'plant', Goth waurts 'root',
Grk p{(,a « *l)rediha-) 'root', pa8al1voc; 'branch, shoot',
perhaps TochB witsako (if < *l)[di-k-eha- with loss of the
expected *-r-) 'root'. Though the difference in form is not
well understood, this is a word that in one shape or another
is universal in the west of the IE world and common in the
center. It is at least of late PIE date. The Greek root-branch
symbol intersects in some unrecapturable way with another
Greek 'branch' word O~OC;; perhaps Oind v[dh- 'grow' also
belongs here (d. TocM tsmar'root' from tsam- 'grow'). The
alternative meanings 'branch' and 'root' of either the same
word or two related words in the same language, or in different
languages, seems, in the case of both *l)r(haJd- and
*J<Ohlkoh2, to elaborate an early IE analogy, probably a
semantic near-universal, between the root and branch, i.e.,
the subterranean and aerial extensions or extremities of a
plant, a ghostly sememe of 'branching arboreal extension'.

*h41og- 'branch'. [JEW 691 (*log-); GI 563-564]. oes
loza 'vine, tendril, shoot', Rus loza 'vine, tendril, shoot', Grk
(Hesychius) 6A6YlVOC; 'branchy' (assimilated from *aloginos?),
Hit alkista(nJ- 'branch', Av razura- 'forest, thicket' « *'branchy
place'), NPers raz 'grapeVine', Oss rCEZCE 'fruits, vegetables'.
Widespread and early in IE.

*guesdos 'branch'. [JEW 480 (*glJoz-do-)]. ON kvistr
'branch', OHG questa 'tuft ofleaves, brush for sprinkling holy
water, broom', Alb gjeth 'leaf', and, o-grade in a collective
meaning: OSerb gvozd'forest', OPal gwozd'mountain forest'.
Cf. NorwlDanish kvas'small branches cut from a tree'. A word
of the west and center of the IE world.

*U[b- 'branch, sprig, twig'. Lat verbena 'leaves and saplings
for sacral use', (pI.) verbera 'thong, lash', Lith vitbas 'twig,
sprig, switch', Grk pa/38oc; 'twig, rod', pal1voC; 'thorn-bush'.
A word of the west and center of the IE world, perhaps
ultimately related to the previous word.

*skr;eis (gen. *skuj6s) '± needle and/or thorn. (perhaps
branch)'. [lEW 958 (*sk(hJl)oj-) l. Oir see (gen. seiad)
'hawthorn', Wels ysbyddad 'hawthorn' (Celtic < *skl)elJt-),
Lith skuja 'fir-needle and cone', Latv skujas 'a firwood', Rus
khv~ja - khvoj 'needles and branches of a conifer' (with new
full grade and metathesis of initial cluster, i.e., *kslJojo/eha-).
At least a word of the IE northwest; perhaps the coniferous
counterpart to *Kohjkoh2

See also PlANTS; PLow; TREES; VEGETABlES. [PF, D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Knobloch, j. (1987) Ast, Ranke unci Rabe in indogermanischcn

Sprachen. IF92, 29-32.

BRAVE
*dhers- 'brave'. [IEW259 (dhers-); Wat 14 (*dhers-); Buck

16.52]. OE dear 'dare' (> NE dare), OHG gater'dare' « Gmc
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*dhorso-) , Gothga-dars'dare', OPms dyrsos'able', Lith dr~su

'dare', Latv driloss 'bold, safe, secure', Grk Otpam;; 'bravery',
Av darsi- 'brave', Oind dh[$IJ.6ti 'is bold, dares'. Although
sometimes compared, Lat In-festus (if < *in-ferstus) 'hostile'
is controversial. The root is also found inflected in the zero
grade, e.g., *dh[stis: OE dyrst 'bold', OHG geturst 'courage,
bravery', Oind dh[$ti- 'boldness' (also showing-a zero-grade
is Grk ()apao~ 'courage, boldness'); and *dh[sus: Lith drpsus
'brave' ,OCs dri1zi1 'brave' (with problematic voicing of
*s> z), Grk Opaav~'bold, spirited', OInd dh[sl1- 'brave'. Hit
dassus 'heavy, strong' is sometimes derived from *darsus but
such a derivation is very dubious. The root is well attested
and very likely of PIE status although precise formations vary
considerably across dialects.

See also WARRIORS. U.C.s.]

BREAK
*bheg- 'break' (pres. *bhenegti). [lEW 114-115

(*bheg-); Buck 9.26; BK 22 (*bak'-/*b:Jk'-)]. OIr boingid
'breaks', Lith bengti 'to finish, end', Latv beigt 'end', Arm
bekanem (with nasal suffix rather than infix) 'break',Olnd
bhanakti 'breaks'. The underlying root of this present stem is
*bheg- 'break'. The root and stem are both securely
reconstructible to PIE.

*bhreg- 'break'. [IEWI65 (*bhreg-); Wat 9 (*bhreg-); Buck
9.26]. Lat frango (with nasal infix) 'break', OE brecan 'to break'
(> NE break), OHG brehhan 'to break', Goth brikip 'breaks',
OInd giri-bhraj- 'breaking out of the mountains'. Some doubt
exists to the meaning of the Old Indic compound; if it does
indeed mean 'breaking out of the mountains' then the case
for reconstructing the root to the proto-language is strength
ened. Otherwise, the root is probably of late, western, dialectal
status. Although some have connected this root with *bhrag
'clatter, make noise', such an etymology is very unlikely.

*bhreus- 'break, smash to pieces'. [JEW 171 (*bhreu-s-);
Wat 9 ( *bhreus-); BK 3 (*bur-/*bor-)]. OIr bruid (DIL bruid)
'breaks, crashes', MWels breu 'brittle', Lat frustum 'piece', OE
brysan 'crush' (d. NE bruise), Alb bresher (Gheg breshen)
'hail'. The relatively limited spread of the cognates suggests a
late word. The form *bhreus- may, however, be an extended
form of *bhreu- 'cut, break up' which in tum is probably an
extension of *bher- 'cut' which would suggest that the basic
root is quite early ,

*h]1em- 'break'. [lEW 674 (*lem-); Wat 36 (*lem-)]. Oir
ro-laimethar(DIL lamaid) 'dares, ventures', Wels llafasu 'dare,
venture', ON Jemja 'to lame, cripple', OE Jemian 'to lame,
cripple', OHG Jemmen 'to lame, cripple', Latv leme-?is
'plowshare', OCS Jomlj9 'break', Rus lam 'scrap, fragment;
crowbar', Alb leme 'threshing floor', Grk VOJA'£f1t~ 'without a
break, continually'. The distribution secures this fonn at least 
to the west and center of the IE world.

*leug- 'break, break off'. [lEW 686 (*Jeug-); Wat 37
(*leug-); Buck 9.26]. Olr lucht'load, cargo', Wels llwyth 'load,
burden', Lat luge6 'mourn', OE to-lucan 'to pull. or tear to
pieces', OHG liahhan 'to tear, pluck', Lith lauiti 'break', Latv

BREAST

lauzt 'break', Alb Junge 'knot', Grk A£VyaA£O~ 'unhappy', Arm
lucanem 'loosen', Av fra-uruxti 'destruction', Oind rujati
'breaks, shatters', TochB JakIe 'pain, suffering'. The root is
securely reconstructed to PIE. The first element of the Greek
compound aAV1cfoJr£81] 'shackles, fetters' has been cited in
connection with this root (aAv1Cro:- 'unbreakable' + Jr£81]
'fetter'), but such a connection is doubtful. It is interesting to
note that both the Greek and Latin formations based on this
root refer to unhappiness or grief, suggesting some meta
phoricallink between unhappiness and destruction which.is
also indicated in the Tocharian cognate. The precise nature
of the link is unclear, some scholars suggesting that it involves
the often violent manifestation of grief while others suggest a
metaphor of 'breaking down mentally'.

*reup- 'break'. [lEW 870 (*reup-); Wat 55 (*reup- 
*reub-); Buck 9.26]. Lat rump6 'break', ON rjufa 'to break',
OE *reofan (past ptcpl. rofen) 'to break' (cL NE rift), Lith
n1peti 'to grieve, afflict', Oind rupyati 'suffers racking pain'.
If the Old Indic form belongs with this cognate set, then the
root is PIE; otherwise, it may be a later formation_

*urehlg- 'break, tear to pieces'. [lEW 1181-1182
(*tJreg-); Wat 78 (*wreg-); Buck 9.261. Lith reiti 'to cut,
scratch', OCS rezati 'to cut, hew', Rus rezatl'to cut, slash',
Grk ;'r,yvVj1l 'break', Arm ergicane- 'tear, rip up'. The
Armenian form points to a vocalism *-ei- and hence may not
belong to this cognate set. The Balta-Slavic and Greek forms
correspond fairly well and the reconstruction is moderately
secure to at least the central area.

?*bhres- 'burst'. [lEW 169 (*bhres-); Wat 9 (*bhres-)] ,
MIr brosc'crash, din', ON bresta 'to burst, crack', OE berstan
'to burst' (> NE burst), OHG brestan 'to burst'. The Middle
Irish form is probably not cognate but rather a result of the
form blasc 'noise' being influenced by the initial cluster of
bris(s)id, bronnaid, and bruid, all of which mean 'breaks', If
the Irish form is discounted, then the root is only attested in
Germanic.

See also GRIEVE. [M. N.J

BREAST
*per1Cus(gen. *PIJ<tus) '± breast, rib'. [IEW820 (*perR-);

GI 712]. Lith (dial.) pirsys 'forepart of horse's chest', OCS
pri1si (pI.) 'breast, chest', Rus persi (pI.) 'breast, chest
(especially of a horse)', Alb parz(em) 'breast', Av par.Jsu- 'rib',
pdIdSU- 'rib, side', Olnd parsu- 'rib', parsva- 'region of the
ribs, side'. An eastern term in late PIE.

Female
*psttnos 'woman's breast, nipple'. [lEW 990 (*speno-);

GI 365; Buck 4.41]. Grk (Hesychius) arTlvlov 'breast', Arm
stin 'woman's breast', Av fstana- 'womans breast', OInd stana
'woman's breast, nipple', TocM passarn (dual) 'woman's
breasts', TochB pascane (dual) 'woman's breasts', With the
follOWing entry this word looks to be a strong candidate for
PIE status.

*speno- '(woman's) breast, nipple'. [fEW 990 (*speno-);
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Buck 4.41). aIr sine « *spenijo-) 'teat', ON speni'teat, nipple',
OE spanu 'breast', OHG spunni 'nipple", OPms spenis 'teat',
Lith spenys 'teat'. This word looks to be a western innovation,
by metathesis and simplification of the heavy consonant
cluster, of the (presumably more archaic) preceding entry,
Le., *pst> *sp.

*h16uhxdhT(gen. *hluhxdhn6s) 'breast, udder'. [IEW347
(*eudh-)~ Wat 18 (*eu;}dh-); GI 486 (*eudh_)~ Buck 4.42].
Lat uber'udder, teat, (lactating) breast', Ober'richness, fullness;
fruitful, copious, rich', ON jugr 'udder', OE oder 'udder' (>
NE udder), OHG utar'udder', Lith pa-udre 'abdomen', Odr6ti
'become big, get pregnant', Grk oi50ap 'udder', Oind udhar
(gen. udhnas) 'udder'. Cf. Rus Vjmja 'udder', SC vzme 'udder'
« *udh-men-). Old in IE, primarily referring to 'udder' but
also used more generally and symbolic of richness and
fullness. From *h]euhxdh- 'swell (with flUid)'.

*dhehllus (nourishing, suckling' and ~ *dhhlileha- 'teat,
breast'. [IEW242 (*dhi-lo-)~Wat 13 (*dhe(i)-); GI487]. Lat
felIx 'fruitful, prosperous, happy', Alb dele « *dhoh]/ijeha-)
'sheep, ewe', Grk lfflAv~'nourishing',OInd dhanl- 'suckling';
MIr deil (DIL deJa) 'teat', ON dilkr 'suckling lamb;' young of
animal', OE delu 'teat, nipple', OHG tila 'female breast', and
with new lengthened grade in the further derivative in Latv
dlle 'suckling calf'. All of these can be taken as rather banal
derivatives of *dheh](iJ- 'suckle'. We may have a northwestern
(Celtic, Germanic, Baltic) and late IE word for 'teat, breast' in
*dhh]ileha-.

*pap- '± mother's breast, teat'. [JEW91 (*baXb-); Wat 47
(*pap-)]. Lat papilla 'teat, nipple, breast', MHG buoben
'breast', Lith papas 'breast', OInd pippala- 'nipple'. Probably
not a real "word" at any point in PIE but rather a continuously
reinvented nursery term (cL NE pap, boob).

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.]

BREATHE
*haenhlmi'breathe'. [IEW38 (*an(;}J-); Wat 2 (*an;J-); GI

388 (*anH-); Buck 4.51; BK 369 (*an-an-/*;:m-an-)). Goth
uz-anan 'breathe one's last', OInd aniti'breathes', TochB anask
'breathe, inhale'. Though not widely attested the geographical
spread indicates great age within IE.

*hlehltmen- 'breath'. [lEW 345 (*et-men-); Wat 17
(*etmen-)~ GI 388 (*anH-); Buck 4.51; BK 369 (*an-an-/*;}n
an-)]. OE ~om 'breath', OHG atum 'breath', Oind atman
'breath, soul', TocM atiC:1m 'self, soul', TochB atime 'self, soul'
(Tach < *antmen-, a conflation of this etymon and the next
one). See also *h]eh]tr- '± lung, internal organ'.

*haenhlmos 'breath'. [lEW 38-39 (*an(;}J-); Wat 2
(*an;:J-); GI 388 (*anH-); Buck 4.51; BK 369 (*an-an-/*;}n
an-)). Lat animus 'spirit, wind', Grk aVE,uo~'wind',Arm holm
« *honm) 'Wind', perhaps OInd anila- (if < *anima-) 'wind'
(for Tocharian, see previous entry). (CL Oir anal 'breath' and
Wels anadl 'breath' from Celt ·*haenh]-tlo-). From *haenh]
'breathe', It seems reasonable that this word, based as it is on
a clearly attested verb 'breathe', is a later creation than
.*h]eh]tmen- which has no such underlying verb. Both words,

however, show a wide geographical spread and, as Tocharian
demonstrates, must have existed, in at least a part of the PIE
world, side by side.

*Kl}.eshxmi 'breathe deeply, sigh'. [JEW 631-632
(*Kl)es-); Wat 34 (*kwes-)). Lat queror 'complain, lament,
bewail', Av susi (dual) 'the lungs', Olnd 5vasi(j ~ 5vasali
'breathes, sighs', TochB kwas- 'lament, bewail'. With new long
grade (*Kl)eshx-): ON hvxsa 'hiss, sizzle, snort' (borrowed>
NE wheeze), OE hw{£st 'blowing'. Again the geographical
spread indicates PIE status for this word.

*dhl}.esmi 'breathe, be full of (wild) spirits' (Balta-Slavic
'breathe, exhale; expire'). [IEW268-271 (*dhel)es-); Wat 14
(*dheus-); GI 388 (*dheu-HIs-)]. aIr dasacht « *dl)o
stako-) 'rage, fury', Lat furo « *dhuselo-) 'rage', be.lua «
*dhl)eslu- with dialectal b- rather than *f-) 'wild anin1al', OE
dysig 'confused, dizzy' (> NE dizzy), OHG tusik 'confused'
« *dhusiko-), MHG tuster« *dhustro-) 'ghost, spectre', OE
dw;:ps 'foolish', MHG twas 'fool, evil spirit', and getwas 'ghost,
spectre; foolishness' « *dhl)eso-), Lith dvesiC1 'perish, die (of
animals)', dusas 'heavy sighing, asthma', dvasia 'ghost, spirit',
OCS duchnoti 'exhale, Sigh', dvachati 'puff, pant', Alb dash
'ram' « *dl)oso- 'anima!'), Grk Ouzro 'rage', OeElov'sulphur
(vapor)', Hit tuhha(i)- 'gasp', TochB col « *dhl)eslu-) 'wild
(of animals)'. With new full-grades: ON dyr '(wild) animal',
OE deor'(wild) animal' (> NE deer), OHG tior'(wild) animal'
(Gmc < *dheus6m), Lith dausos (pI.) 'upper air, paradise',
OCS duchu 'breath, spirit', Rus duch 'breath, spirit'. Wide
spread in IE though not universal; probably only secondarily
the usual word for 'breathe' in some IE areas. Related to *dheu
'breathe (one's last)'. It has been suggested that the underlying
semantic difference between *dhl)esmi and *haenh]mi might
be explained by presuming that the first meant 'exhale', hence
its association with 'breathing one's last' while the latter, which
lacks such connotations, may have indicated 'inhalation'.

*pneu- '± snort, sneeze'. [IEW838-839 (*pneu-); Wat 52
(*pneu-); Buck 4.51; BK 560 (*nap{hl-I*n;}p{hl-)]' ON fnysa
'puff, snort', OE fneosan 'sneeze', Grk lrVero 'breathe'. Probably
onomatopoeic in origin and only in Greek has it become the
ordinary word for 'breathe'.

*bhes- '± blow'. [lEW 146 (*bhes-); Wat 8 (bhes-)). Grk
lfIuxr1 'breath, spirit', OInd -psu- 'breath'. Probably onomato
poeic in origin; distribution suggests a late dialectal term in
PIE.

See also ANATOMY; BLOW; COUGH; DEATH; LUNG; NOSE; SIGH.

[D.Q.A.]

BRIDE-PRICE
*l}.edmo/eha- 'bride-price'. [JEW 1116 (*l)ed-mno-J; GI

660 (*Hwedh-mno-); Szem 32.7.3.2.2]. OE wituma 'bride
price', OHG widamo 'dowry', OCS vena « Proto-Slavic
*vednom < *l)ednom) 'bride-price', Grk f8vov « *Fe8/Jov)
'bride-price'. A word of the west and center of the IE world.

The family of the Indo-European bride received some fonn
of economic consideration from the groom or his family. This
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custom, the bride-price, is well-documented elsewhere and
is attested in a number of cognates from Germanic, Slavic
and Greek. Accordingly, an Indo-European proto-form, the
neuter noun *lJedmo-, may be reconstructed on the basis of
OCS veno « Proto-Slavic *vednom < PIE */Jedmon) 'bride
price' and Gk f8vov « *F£DpOV) 'bride-price'. OE wituma
'bride-price' with various spellings of the stem vowel and Fris
wetma point to Proto-Gmc *wet(u)mon, an n-stem. The
shifting medial vowel of Old English weotoma and Old High
German widamo, widemo results from oblique forms of the
stem, the English and German reflecting the syllabic nasal of
the oblique, *wetrp-n-, and the Frisian the consonant of the
nominative, *wetmon. The occasional high steIl} vowel [i]
seen in OE wituma, Fris witma and OHG widomo results
from contamination with *widuwo 'widow'. The [dl of OHG
probably reflects Low German influence.

The proto-form has often been wrongly taken as derived
from *lJedh- 'lead', a root frequently used in connection with
marriage to either convey the concept of simply 'leading' the
woman away from her family into that of the husband's or,
more aggressively, forcefully carrying off the wife away from
her family by abduction. A simple derivation from *lJedh-,
however, cannot be sustained as Grk 8, the Gmc *t and OCS
lengthening by Winter's Law clearly points to PIE *d and not
*dh, nor is there a need to reconstruct a complex nasal cluster
*ved-mno-. In such a case the [m] would always have been
syllabic. Normal processes of assimilation and paradigmatic
leveling of the productive Germanic n-stem accounts for all
observed variations. Alternatively, Szemerenyi has suggested
that a common form underlying both the word for 'bride
price' and for 'lead away in marriage' might be sustained if
one presumed a PIE *hxIJ.ed- which saw a loss of laryngeal in
the words for 'bride~price' and metathesis (*hxved- >
*vedhx-) in the verb 'lead away in marriage' (cL PIE *h26st
'bone' but *osthx- in OInd asthi 'bone'). Under this hypothesis,
the alternative Greek form ae8vov might more or less directly
reflect *h2IJ.ed-no-.

Later writers often mistake the custom of bride-price for
'dowry' and the word is thus often misglossed. The bride
price reflects the goods presented from the male or his kin
group to the family of the bride which rounds off the
transaction between the two parties. This payment naturally
suggests that the family of the bride are deprived of her services
and hence she has relocated in marriage away from her own
parents. The dowry, on the other hand, is the property of the
wife which she takes into marriage and prOvides her with an
element of financial security against a negligent husband or
one who dies prematurely; it might also serve to assist the
married party in establishing a household but it did not
represent the social transaction between the two families.
There is no clear evidence for a PIE 'dowry'.

See also Exc:HANGE; 1..EAn1; MAmuAGE. [M.E.H.I

BRIDLE see REINS

BROAD

BRIGHT
*leuk6s'light, bright, clear'. [IEW687-689 (*leuk-); Wat

37 (*leuk-); GI 779 (*l(e)ukh-); Buck 15.52; BK 580 (*law-/
*1.Jw-)]. Oir luacht (DiL loch) 'glOWing white', luacha(i)r
'brightness, gleam', Wels JIug'bright', Lith laukas'blazed, with
a white spot on the forehead (said of animals)', Grk AevK"6~

'light, bright, clear', Oind roca- 'shining, radiant', TochB
lyukemo 'bright', lyake 'light'. A derivative of *leuk- 'shine'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*gWhaidros 'bright, shining'. IIEW 488 (*g!Jh;)i-d-ro-s);
Buck 15.571. Lith gaidrus - giedras 'fine, clear (of weather);
bright, cheerful (of mood); clear, limpid (of water)', gaidra
'cloudless sky, hot weather', Latv dzidrs 'azure', Grk lpalDp6~

'beaming (with joy), cheerful' (d. Grk lpaiDlJ10~ 'bright,
shining, glistening; famous, glorious'). At least a word of the
central part of the IE world.

*(s)koitr6s - *kitr6s 'bright, clear'. [JEW 916 (*(s)kai-);
Wat 58 (*skedi-)}. ON heio 'bright sky', heiar'clear', OE hadar
'clear', OHG heitar 'clear', Lith skaidnis 'bright, clear (of
weather; clear, limpid (of water)', Latv ska{drs 'clear' (the
unexpected shape of the Baltic words may reflect a voicing
dissimilation from *k..t> k..d), Av ci(Jra- 'clear', Olnd citra
'excellent, bright, variegated'. The Germanic and Baltic words,
on the one hand, and the Indo-Iranian, on the other, look to
be independent creations of an unattested noun *(s)k6it[
'brightness', related to the *koitus seen in ON heiar 'honor,
rank', OE had 'rank, status', -had '-hood' (> NE -hoad), OHG
heit 'rank, status', -heit '-hood', Goth haidus 'way, manner' «
'appearance'), OInd ketu- 'brightness, light, apparition, form'.
This complex is, as a whole, of PIE date.

?*glain- 'bright'. [lEW 366-367 (*gel-); Wat 18-19
(*ge1-)]. OE clc'£ne 'clean' (> NE clean), clernsian 'purify,
cleanse' (> NE cleanse), OHG kleini 'shiny, fine', Grk
(Hesychius) lAalvoi 'star-shaped ornaments'. The Greek
attestation is weak; just possibly a late word of the IE west
and center.

See also UGlIT1; SHINE; WrnTE. [D.Q.A.I

BROAD
*pJth2u- (perhaps *p16th2us, gen. ·p/th26us) 'broad, wide'.

[lEW 833-834 (*pltit-); Wat 51-52 (*plat-); GI 683-684
(*ph(e)l-H-th-); Buck 12.61]. Lith platus 'broad', Grk 1rAarU~

'br.oad', Av pdrdOu- 'broad, Wide', Oind p[thu- 'broad, wide'.
Cf. the related abstract noun *plech2es- in Oir leth 'side (i.e.,
'broad part of body'); half', Wels lIed 'breadth', OCS plesna
'sale of foot', ORus polu 'half', Rus pol 'half', Polab pol-t'iipe
'thirty' « *pol- 'half' + kopy'sixty'), LowSorb pol sta 'fifty' «
*pol 'half; side' + *krptom 'hundred'), Grk 1rAarO~ 'breadth',
Av [ra8ah- 'breadth', Olnd prathas- 'breadth'. From *pleth2-
'spread'. Cf. also Hit palhi- 'broad, wide'.

*uerhxus (gen. *urhx6us) 'broad, wide'. [lEW 1165
(*IJ.er-); Wat 77 (*werd-); Buck 12.61; BK 482 (*wir-I
*wer-)l. Grk evpvr; 'broad, wide', Av vouru- 'broad, Wide',
OInd urU- 'broad, wide'. A late southeastern dialectal term in
the IE world.

See also HALF; HEAP; SPREAD. ID.Q.A.l
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BROTH
*itlhx5- 'broth'. [IEWS07 (*ius-); Wat 79 (*yii-s-); GI 608

(*yeu-s)]. Lat ius 'broth', OPms juse 'meat broth', Lith juse
'fish soup', OCS jucha 'soup, broth', Rus ukha 'broth, fish
soup', Grk ~vJ..I.lJ « *juhxs-meha-) 'leavening', NPers jusanda
'broth', OInd yU-?- 'soup, broth, the water in which pulses of
various kinds have been boiled'. Widespread and old in IE.
From *jeuhr 'mix, join together'.

?*konn.,-- *krem- 'broth, mash?'. [IEWS72 (*k(e}r-em-);
GI 608 (*khr-em-)]. OIr cuirm 'beer', MWeis cwrwf'beer',
Gaul 1COVP/ll - 1Cop/la type of beer, Lat cremar 'broth, pap',
OCS krama 'fodder', Rus karm 'fodder', OInd karam-bha
'barley porridge'; soup'. It is not certain that all these words
belong together, certainly no single proto-form can be
reconstructed. Perhaps a word of PIE antiquity

See also BEER; BOIL; FERMENT; FOOD. [D.Q.A.]

BROTHER
*bhrehater '± brother (?father's brother's son, cousin)'.

[IEWI63-164 (*bhrJter-); Wat 9 (*bhrater-); GI 666 (*~ra

Hther-); Buck 2.44; Szem 5.1; Wordick 134; BK 6 (*bar-/
*bdr-)]. OIr brathair 'brother, kinsman, cousin, tribesman',
Wels brawd'brother', Lat frater'brother', fratria 'brother's wife',
Venetie (dat. sg.) vhraterei'to the brother', ON brooir, 'brother',
OE brooor 'brother' (> NE brother), Fris brother 'brother',
OSax braoar 'brother', OHG brooder 'brother', Goth brojJar
'brother', CrimGoth broder 'brother', 0 Pms brati 'brother',
Lith brolis (broterelis) 'brother'; Latv bralis 'brother', oes
bratra 'brother, cousin', ORus brat(r}u 'brother, cousin', SC
brat 'brother', Czech bratr'brother', Grk (Ionic and Hesychian)
qJpfrrl1p ~ qJprl'rmp (Doric also q>pa1:r,p) 'brother, member of a
phratry, (fellow) clansman, kinsman', Arm eJbayr 'brother',
Phryg (pI.) bratere 'brothers', Av bratar- 'brother', ,OPers bratar
'brother', Pashto vror 'brother', Oss cervad 'brother; relative',
Olnd bhratar- 'brother', Ashkun bfa 'brother', Waigali bra
'brother', Prasun waya 'brother', Kati bfa 'brother', TocM
pracar 'brother', TochB pracer 'brother'.

The lexeme 'brother' is one of the most widespread of IE
kinship terms, lacking in only two branches: Alb vella 'brother'
which reflects Proto-Alb *wdlaoa (metathesized < *Jwadl-a
< *awa-del- 'mother's brother's son') and Anatolian (Hit
negna-, Luv *nana/i-'brother' [cf. nani(ya)- 'brotherly'}, and
Lycian neneli 'brother' are of obscure origin). In a third branch,
Greek, the original term survives with the meaning 'kinsman'
and is replaced by a8£AqJ£6~« *sl[1-gweIbh-eio-) 'co-uterine',
an indication that the IE term originally designated more
people than the male offspring of ego's parents. The use of
the word for 'brother' as a confraternity can also be found in
certain religious institutions of ancient Italy such as the fratres
arvales 'Arval Brothers' and in the other west European
languages (e.g., Old Irish, New English) where it is employed
to designate members of Christian religious orders. The
extended use of this term to patrilineal parallel cousins can
also be found in Celtic where OIr brathair indicates not only
'brother' but also 'kinsman, cousin; fellow-member of the same

kindred-group'. A wide use is also to be seen in Indic and the
term is extended to all cousins in Slavic while the use of Gk
q>prl'flJP as 'kinsman', as well as the use of terms derived from
'brother' for 'cousin' in Lithuanian (pusbrolis) also indicates
its application to a wider set of relations. Given the wide range
of individuals who might be included under the heading of
*bhrehater, the more specific designation of the 'brother' as
employed in modern English usage required the creation of
explicit qualifiers, e.g., Lat frater gennanus 'brother (of the
same stock)' or Grk OJ..l.o-1Carplo~ 'of the same father' = OPers
hamapita 'of the same father'.

The proto-form *bhrehater has stimulated abundant
etymological speculation as to its deeper formation, e.g., the
long dismissed (and completely inadmissible) attempt to
compare it with OInd bharuir- 'bearer, preserver, protector,
husband' and derive it from a PIE 'protector (of his sisters?)'.
More recently, O. Szemerenyi has analyzed the word as *bhr
(the zero-grade of *bher- 'carry, bear') + *h2ehxt[ 'fire'. The
underlying sense would then be 'fire-bearer' or, better, 'fire
tender', the presumption being that the young males of a
family would be delegated the task of procuring firewood
and taking care of the household fire. For a word which is
likely to be so deeply embedded in the antiquity of the
evolution of PIE, such speculations are hardly convincing.

See also KINSHIP; SISTER. [M.E.H,]

BROTHERHOOD
?*bhrehatriom - *bhrehatriieha- 'brotherhood'. [lEW 163

164 (*bhniter-); cf. Wat 9 (*bhrater-); cf. GI 666
(*[}raHther-)). OCS bratrlja 'brotherhood', Grk cpparpfa
'brotherhood', OInd bhraC[yam 'brotherhood'. 'Brotherhood'
is reflected as a neuter noun in lndic. The Slavic and Greek
feminines may arise from older collective neuter plurals «
*bhrehatrijeha-). Both Slavic and Greek have apparently also
remodeled the form on the basis of the oblique stem zero
grade without the syllabic -[- found in Sanskrit. In light of
these discrepancies, it is possible that the form is a later
innovation and not the relic of a PIE term.

See also AGE SET; BROTHER; COMPANION. [M.E.H.}

BROTHER-IN-lAW
*daihalJfr 'husband's brother'. [lEW 179 (*dail)er); Wat

10 (*daiwer-); GI 662 (*t'aiwer-); Buck 2,65; Szem 24;
Wordick 219-220]. Lat levir - laevir (with d replaced by
?Sabine !) 'husband's brother', OE tacor 'husband's brother',
Fris taker 'husband's brother', OHG zeihhur 'husband's
brother', Lith dieveris 'husband's brother', Latv dieveris
'husband's brother', OCS deverl 'husband's brother', Pol
dziewierz'husband's brother', Rus deven'husband's brother',
Grk Dar,p « *DajaFr,p) 'husband's brother', Arm taygr
'husband's brother', Pashto levar 'husband's brother', OInd
devar- 'husband's brother'. Distribution guarantees PIE
antiquity

?*sio(u)ros'wife's brother'. [IEW91S (*sje[u/-ro-); GI 663;
Szem 27]. oes surf 'wife's brother', SC sura 'wife's brother',
Arm hor 'son-in-law', OInd sya!a- 'wife's brother'. This
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traditional set has been challenged by Szemerenyi who has
suggested that the Slavic words may be derived from
*seurijo-, a v[ddhied form (*seuro-) of PIE *sO- 'woman, wife',
i.e., a term used to denote males related by way of their wife.
A similar origin for the Old lndic word « *s(u)jelo-) has also
been suggested. The traditional reconstruction still seems
more likely A word of the center and east of the IE world.

?*Sl,1elfur6s 'wife's brother'. [Wordick 185-186]. Fris swager
'wife's brother', OHG swagur 'wifes brother', OInd svasura
« *svasura-) 'pertaining to the father-in-law' (the presence
of svasuri- 'grandson of the father-in-law' may imply an Old
Indic noun *svasani- 'father-in-law'), Kashmiri hahar 'wife's
brother', Sindhi hOra 'spouse's brother'. A deriva,tive' of
*sueKuros 'father-in-law', perhaps independent in Germanic
and lndic. The derivative's restriction to 'wife's brother'
parallels the derivatives of *h2euh2os 'grandfather' such as
Lat avunculus 'mother's brother'.

*sueliion- ~ *suelihxOn- 'wife's sister's husband'. [lEW 1046
(*sl)e-lo-); Szem 27; Wordick 208]. ON svili 'wifes sister's
husband', Grk eiA.{ove~< *FeA.{ovE~ 'wifes sisters's husbands',
(Hesychius) &EA.lOl 'wife's sisters' husbands' « *sI]1-sl)e1ioi
'± co-brothers-in-Iaw'). Distribution suggests a word of the
northwest and center of the IE world. As with the preceding
word, Szemerenyi has suggested that this form is built on
*so- 'woman, wife'.

*g(e)m(hxJros 'sister's husband, son-in-law'. [lEW 369
(*gem(e)-); cf. Wat 19 (*gem;:J-); GI 664 (*g'en-); Szem 20;
Wordick 241-242]. Lat gener « *gem-er-, possibly under
the influence of genere 'beget, bear, bring forth') 'daughter's!
sister's husband', Grk raJ.lf3p6~ « *gameros or < *gamro- <

*gIJ1ro-) 'sister's husband'. Another form *g(e)mhx-tercan be
seen in Lith ientas 'daughter's/sister's husband', OCS z~ti

'daughter's/sister's husband', Rus zjatl 'daughter's/sister's
husband, husband's sister's husband', and Alb dhender(Gheg
dhanderr) 'groom'; d. also Av zamatar- 'son-in-law', Olnd
j3matar- 'son-in-law'. Subject to morphological rebuilding in
the various stocks that attest it, to the point that the actual
PIE form cannot be reconstructed. However, it is nevertheless
widespread and old.

?*SU6iniios 'wife's sister's husband'. Lith svainis 'brother
in-law' (particularly 'wife's sister's husband'), Latv svaTnis
'brother-in-law' (particularly 'wife's brother; wife's sister's
husband'). Derivationally related to *sl)oinijeha- 'wife's sister'
seen in Lith svaine 'sister-in-law' (particularly 'wifes sister;
brother's Wife'), Latv svaine 'wife's sister', Ann k'eni 'wife's
sister'. Though *sl)6inijos is found only in Baltic, the presence
of *sl)oinijeha- in Armenian suggests an earlier wider'
distribution. So too does the existence of OHG (ge)swio «
*sl)ejon) 'brother-in-law' (particularly 'sister's husband').
Morphologically *sl)oinijo/eha- might reflect originally an
adjectival derivative of *sl)ejon.

For the four people whom the term 'brother-in-law' may
be applied, PIE made a clear distinction, having separate terms
for each. The best recorded of these was 'husband's brother',
*daihal)tr, a term represented in seven stocks. With the

BROWN

exception of Latin, where the word appears to have been
borrowed from an alien dialect, the phonological corres
pondences are regular throughout the distribution and an
original PIE term cannot be doubted.

An archaic-looking term for 'wife's brother', *sjouros, is
preserved in Indic and Slavic, and perhaps Armenian,
although in that dialect the fonn reflects 'son-in-law' and may
be a borrowing from an otherwise unattested Iranian cognate.
The fact that a modem derivative for 'wife's brothers son'
survives in Rus sl1rin 'wife's brother's son' suggests that this'
was an ancient word and may have been the PIE term despite
its limited eastern distribution.

Widely separated Old Norse and Greek words for 'wifes
sister's husband', point to an IE term *sl)elijon. In Lithuanian
a special term svainis exists, derived from the term for wife's
sister, svaine (cognate with Arm k'eni).

In many stocks 'sister's husband' is not distinguished from
'daughter's husband', *g(e)m(hx)ros, a feature that is typical
of many Omaha systems where relatives linked by daughters
and sisters receive identical terms.

Finally, Germanic and lndic suggest the existence of a
v[ddhied or lengthened-grade form, *sl)ekuros, derived from
'husband's father'. Despite its archaic appearance, the
application of this form to 'wifes brother' is probably a parallel
innovation (lengthened-grades are highly productive in both
Germanic and Old Indic) from a common IE adjectival
meaning 'pertaining to the father-in-law' and this is the
meaning attributed to the Old Indic form which occurs very
late in Sanskrit literature.

See also KINSHIP; SoN-IN-LAW. [M.E.H.I

BROWN
*bher- 'brown'. [JEW 136 (*bher-); Wat 7 (*bher-); GI

190 (*bher-); BK 29 (*burY-/*botY-)]. From *bhrOnos
(*bhruhxnos?): ON brann 'brown', OE bran 'brown' (> NE
brown), OHG bn1n 'brown', Grk lfJPVVOS~ lfJptJv71 'toad'; other
formations include ON bjr;Jm « Proto-Gmc *bemu-) 'bear',
OE bera « Proto-Gmc *bero) 'bear' (> NE bear), Lith beras
'bay (color of a horse)', Mitanni papru- 'brown (of horses)',
OInd babhnl- 'red-brown'. The root is widespread, though
with the exception of the same formation in Germanic and
Greek and the word for 'beaver', each stock shows its own
morphological innovation(s). Also, its strong and sometimes
exclusive association with either the color of animals or the
names of animals suggests that is probably not a "primary"
color although it did develop into one in Germanic.

?*badios '(yellow) brown'. [lEW 92 (*badjos); Wat 4
(*badyo-)]. aIr buide'yellow', Lat badius'bay, chestnut brown
(of a horse)'. The ltalo-Celtic evidence is sufficient only to
reconstruct this word to the far west of the IE world. Although
the word may refer to the color of a horse in Old Irish, it may
be much more widely applied and usually is unlike the term
in Latin which seems to be primarily restricted to the color of
horses.

See also BEAVER; BLACK; COLOR; DARK. ID.Q.A.]
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Bug-Dniester a. Distribution 'of the Bug-Dniester culture.

BRUSH see TREE

BUG-DNIESTER CULTURE
The Bug-Dniester (or Dniester-Bug) culture is an early

Neolithic culture of the northwest Black Sea region dUring
the seventh and sixth millennia BC. The culture reveals a
transition from a predominantly hunting-gathering-fishing
economy to the adoption of domesticated animals (pig, cattle)
and "ceramics with the retention of a local Mesolithic tool
technology. The hunting-g~ltheringcomponent in the
economy is clearly local and included the hunting of aurochs,
red and roe deer and wild pig with extensive exploitation of
fish resources (eel, pike, carp). The presence of a domestic
component ·in the economy has been variously seen as
evidence for an intrusion of Balkan farmers into the north
west Black Sea region, the product of acculturation where
local Mesolithic populations adopted elements of the
agricultural economy from their Balkan neighbors, or a local
native development of agriculture (it has been suggested that
the cattle and pig were locally domesticated while the presence
of wild wheat [Aegilops cylindrical and grinding stones on

. some very early sites may mark a local transition to or
predilection for agriculture long before contacts with Balkan
farming communities), These later contacts are believed to

.be evident in the adoption of domestic wheat (emmer

Bug-Dniester b. Round-based pot; c, Bone fishhook;
d. Antler mattock.

[Triticum monococcum}, einkom [T. dicoccon], spelt [T.
spelta)) and barley (Hordeum vulgare). Other cultigens or
consumable plants include pea (Pisum sativum), sloe (Prunus
spinosa), cherry plum (Prunus cerasifera), bullace (Prunus
insititia), and Cornelian cherry (Comus mas)~ traces of oats
(A vena) and possibly millet (Panicum) have also been
recovered. Architectural remains include semi-subterranean
huts in the earlier phases with the development of surface
dwellings in the later periods. . .

While the Bug-Dniester culture does not impinge normally
on the identification of any specific IE stock, the nature of its
agricultural economy marks a watershed between some of
the major theories of IE origins, Proponents of an early
Neolithic homeland.associated with ttIe spread of agriculture
from Anatolia might tend to see the Bug-Dniester culture as
the result of agricultural (and IE) expansions from the Balkans
toward the steppe and forest steppe of the Pontic-Caspian
region. Those supporting a homeland in the Pontic-Caspian
itself would see in its evidence for local continuity possible
support for the local development of agriculture in that region
or, at least, a development independent of a migration of
Balkan populations (and their languages). In this way, early
agricultural populations to the west of the Bug-Dniester
culture would be non-IE and the IE homeland might be
situated somewhere to the east of the Bug-Dniester culture.



See also TRB CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADITION; TRIPOLYE CULTIJRE.
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BUILD
*dem(haJ- 'build (up)' (pres. *dem(h,J-eJo-:-). [lEW 198

199 (*dem-/*demd-); Wat 11 (*dem(;})-); GI 646 (*t'em-)~

Buck 9.44; BK 133 (*t'im-/*t'em-)]. OHG zeman 'be fitting',
Goth ga-timan 'match', Grk 8E/l(f) 'build', 8E/la~

« *demOas-) 'body, stature, fonn', HierLuv tama- 'build', Khat
pa-dlm- 'make' « Proto-Iranian *pati-damya-), TochAB tsam
'increase, grow'. From *dem(ha}-ro- comes a Germanic group:
ON timbr 'timber, wood felled for building', OE timber
'building~ building material~ trees, woods' (> NE timber), .
timbr(i)an 'build, construct, erect~ cut timber', OHG zimbar
'material, building', zimbaren - zimbaron 'build', Goth timIjan
'build (up), strengthen~ benefit; edify'. Widespread and old
in IE. It is perhaps significant for the history of Germanic
building techniques that this word has, in its derivative
*dem(haJro-, tended to become restricted to 'build in/with
wood'. Old and widespread derivatives of the verb, though
without the final laryngeal, mean 'house' in many IE stocks.
The relationship of this *dem(haJ- and the apparently similar
*demha- 'tame' is disputed.

*kwei- 'pile up, build'. [lEW 637-638 (*kl,Jei-); Wat 33
(*kwei-); Buck 9.44~ BK 320 (*kW{h]ay_/*kW{h]dy_)]. OCS tin!
'order', Grk Jrolioo « *kwoi-lJ-ejo-, denominative verb from
suffixed o-grade of extended fonn *kwoi-l)o-) 'to pile up,
make', Av kay- 'choose', OInd cinoti 'pile up'. Distribution
suggests a term primarily of the eastern part of the IE world.

Generally, words for 'build' are found in dialectally
restricted roots that reflect different utilization of the various
materials available for construction, e.g., OHG flehtan 'plait'
and OCS plota 'fence' from *plek- 'plait', or Osc feiho- 'wall'
and Grk 't'£i'xo~ 'wall' from *dheigh- 'to knead, mold' which
also gives Lat fingere « *dhingh-) 'to shape' and OE dIe 'dike,
ditch, embankment' (> NE dike). Other terms derive from
the concept of 'settle', e.g., Grk 1(r{~oo 'build', OInd k$i- 'settle'
from *tkei- 'lie'.

See also TEXTILE. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.]

BURDEN
*h16nhxes- 'burden'. [lEW 321 (*enos-); BK 423 (*an-/

*dn-)]. Lat onus 'burden', OInd ana-·'goods wagon'. The
underlying verb is perhaps to be seen in Hit anniya- 'do'.

See also CARRy; WAGON. [D.Q.A.]

BURN
*haeidh- 'bum; fire'. [lEW 11 (*ai-dh); Wat 1 (*aidh-t

Buck 1.85]. Oir aed 'fire', Lat aedes 'temple', OE ad 'heat,
fire', OHG eit 'heat, fire', Lith iesme 'firewood', OCzech niesteje
« Slav *esteja) 'furnace', Grk arOoo(tr.) 'bum', arOoj.1az (intr.)
'bum', aI8o~'fire',Av aesma- 'firewood', OInd indhe « *hai
n-dh-toD 'kindle', edha- 'firewood'. Distribution indicates PIE
status.

*hael- 'burn'. [lEW28 (*al-); BK 376 (*al-/*dl-)] , Lat altar
'altar', adoleo 'bum a sacrifice', Swed ala 'blaze, flare up, burn',

BURN

OInd alatam 'firebrand, coal'. Though only sparsely attested,
the geographical distribution of those attestations would make
PIE status likely. t

*h2ehr 'burn, be hot' (pres. *h2ehxOr). [cf. lEW 69
(*at(e)r-); Wat 4 (*ater-)j. The underlying verb is preserved
as such only in Palaic ha- 'be hot'. Derived verbal abstracts
are attested in OIr aith « *h2ehrti-) 'kiln', Hit has (acc.
hassan) 'soda ash, potash~ soap~ (pI.) ashes' « *h2ehx6s).
Other, more widespread, derivatives are *h2eh.rseha- 'hearth'
in Lat ara 'sacrificial fireplace, fire-altar', Hit hassa- 'fireplace,
hearth, fire-altar'~ *h2eh.rter- 'fire' « *'burner') in Av atar
'fire'; and *h2eh.rmer- '(heat of the) day' in Grk ;Jj.1ap'day'.
An enlarged *h2eh.rs- is probably to be seen in *h2bxs-ter
'star' « *'ember'?). Further extended by an originally present
forming suffix *-dh- is seen in Lat ardeo 'bum' and TochA
a$tar 'pure', TochB astare 'pure' « *h2eh;rs-dh-ro-). The

.evident antiquity of these derivatives assures the verb's PIE
antiquity. The recurring association of this verb with the sacred
('fire-altar', '[sacred] fire', 'pure') is noteworthy With the loss
of alliaryngeals in most IE stocks this root came to lack much
phonetic body and, presumably as a result, almost everywhere
it has been replaced by other words for 'burn'. t

*dehau- 'kindle, bum, blaze'. [IEW179-180 (*dau-)~Buck
1.86]. OIr (vn. dar. sg.) doud (DlL doud) « *doid < *dal)
io) 'burning', MWels dei[yaw« *dal"l-) 'bum, singe', cynneu
« *kom + dalJ-io) 'kindle', Grk 8aioo « *deh2u-jo or
*dh2lJ-) 'kindle, burn', Oind dunoti 'kindles, burns', TochA
twas- 'kindle, ignite, light', TochB tu- - Cwas- 'kindle, ignite,
light'. PIE status certain.

*dhegwh- 'burn'. [lEW 240-241 (*dhegl)h-); Wat 13
(*dhegWh-); GI 725 (*dhegho-); Buck 1.85; BK 142
(*dYakW{hl-/*dYdkW{h]-)). OIr daig« *degi-) 'flame', MWeis
go8eith « *-deith < *-dhegWh-teha-) 'blaze', perhaps de
'burning', Lat {oveo « *dhogWheielo-) 'heat, cherish', febris
'fever', Lith degu 'burn', oes ieg9 (where i < g for d) 'burn',
Alb djeg 'bum', Grk rEqJpa 'ash', Av daiaiti 'bums', Oind
dahati 'burns', TochAB tsak- 'burn'. Good distribution indi
cates PIE status. Goth dags 'day' has also been placed here
but this has been challenged since the derivatives from
*dhegWh-have the meaning 'summer' (e.g., OPrus dagis, OInd
ni-dagha-) and not 'day'. As it stands beside fidur-dogs, it
may point to *dh1Jxgh-, *dhohxgh- respectively~ *dh1Jxgh
may be found in TochAB tsak- 'light, give light'.

*hleus- 'burn, singe'. [lEW 347-348 (*eus-)~ Wat 18
(*eus-)~ GI 725 (*eus-); Buck 1.85]. Lat Oro 'bum', ON ysja
'fire', usli 'glOWing ashes', OE ysle « *h]us-) 'glOwing ashes',
Alb ethe « *h]eus-dh-iieha-) 'fever', yll « *hl usli-?) 'star',
Grk ruoo 'singe', OInd o$ati 'bums, singes'. PIE status assured.

*guelhr 'bum, glow; charcoal'. [IEW399 (*g(e)u-lo-); Wat
20 (*g(e)u-lo-)~ Buck 1.82]. OIr gilal « *gelouI-) 'charcoal',
ON kol 'charcoal', OE col 'glowing piece of wood', OHG kol
« *kula-), kolo« *kulon) 'charcoal', Lith ivilti'gleam', Latv
zvilnet 'flame, glow', OInd jvalati 'burns', jvala- 'flame; coal'.
Very doubtful is Artn krak « *guro-?) 'fire, glOwing coals';
the Celtic form is cognate only if it has a secondary full-grade
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based on the zero-grade *gul(hxJ-. Nevertheless, even with
cognates in the northwest and Indic, the distribution is fair
and indicates considerable antiquity

*suel- 'burn'. [JEW 1045 (*svel-); Wat 68 (*swel-)J. OE
swe1an 'burn', OHG swilizon 'burn', Lith svjlil 'singe', Latv
svelu 'singe'. Grk £iA,11, gA11, gAi'i 'heat of the sun' is unclear
as is aAea « *sl)lhx -?) 'warmth, heat'. The supposed
connection with *shal)el- 'sun' is semantically attractive only
for Greek and still does not explain £lA- nor £A- nor aA
(*shavel- > *aFEA-). Moreover, *sve1- is a root, whereas
*sehau-(e)l- 'sun' is a derived noun. Although sometimes
compared here, OInd svarati 'lights, shines' probably does
not exist. The root is solidly attested only as a
"northwesternism".

*SlJ.elp- 'bum, smoulder'. [lEW 1046 (*svelplo-s)]. Lat
sulp(h)ur'sulfur', OE swefl'sulfur', OHG swebal'sulfur', Goth
swibls'sulfur' (Latin and Germanic < *Sl)eJpj [gen. *sulplosJ
'that. which burns' with different kinds of dissimilation of the
*1...1), TocMB salp- 'be set alight, blaze up~ burn'. An
enlargement of the previous word.+

*lJer- 'bum'. [JEW 1166 (*l)er-); Wat 77 (*wer-); cf. GI
725; BK 491 (*wur-I*wor-)]. ON vannr'warm', OE weann
'warm' (> NE warm), OHG wann 'warm', Goth wannjan 'to
warm', Lith verdu 'boil', Latv v~fdu 'boil', oes variti 'boil,
cook', Hit ur-ani « by dissimilation *urari) 'bums', warant
'burnt', TocM wratk- 'cook'. Alb vorbe 'cooking pot' is
doubtful while Arm vatem 'burn' ~s probably an Iranian loan.
The Germanic forms have also been derived from *gWher-.
Even excluding doubtful items, there is still some claim to IE
antiquity.

?*ker- - *kerhx- 'bum, roast'. [lEW 571-572 (*ker(d)-)~

Wat 30 (*ker-)~ BK 207 (*fi[hJar-l*fi[hJdr-)]. ON hyrr «
*kuIja< *kr-io-) 'fire', OE hierstan 'roast', OHG hersten 'roast',
herd« *herp-) 'hearth', Gothhauri« *kr-jo-) 'coal'. Although
cited elsewhere, the follOWing cognates do not belong here:
Lith kuriu 'heat, build', oes kuriti 'smoke', Rus ceren 'hearth',
OInd ka(1ayati 'bums'. Doubtful also are Lat carbo 'charcoal',
Arm xar(s)em 'roast, boil', xorove1 'roast, boil'. Thus the root
Lc:; found with certainty only in Germanic.

?*Kehau-'bum'. [IEW595 (*Reu-); Buck 1.85). Grk KaiOJ
'(< *kehau-io) 'bum', 1(avj1a 'burning heat (of the sun)', TocM
korrz 'sun', TochB kaurrz 'sun' « *kehau-ni- 'burning heat [of
the sun]'). Uncertain is Lith koleci « *kuha-l- with metathesis
of *khau-?) 'get (a) burning (feeling)', kUles (with regular
metonymy) 'rust, blight' (= 'burning of plants'). If the
Tocharian words go with the Greek, then there is some claim
to PIE antiquity for this root.

?*h3ep- 'roast'. Grk 01trOI;; 'roasted, baked', Hit happin(a)
'open flame'. The connection between these words is a mere
possibility; the Hittite word is not cognate with Grk ElI'OJ
'cook', Arm ep'em 'cook'. Dubious antiquity

?*preus- 'burn'. [lEW 846 (*preus-); Wat 53 (*preus-»).
Lat prana « *prusna) 'glOWing coals', Alb prush 'glowing',

OInd plo$ati 'burns'. The evidence is not very reliable as the
Old Indic form is late and has a 1.

The large number of words for 'burn' is not surprising as it
concerns a very essential process. Probably the words had
different meanings, but these are hard to establish now. The
follOWing more specific meanings may be tentatively
suggested: *haeidh- 'the steady process of burning'; *hleus
'singe, burn something'; *gl)elhA 'glow'; *h3ep- 'roast'; *Sl)el
'smoulder'; *l)er- 'to (make) warm (by fire)?', and *h2ehx
'burn (to offer or purify?)'.

See also AsH2; CHARCOAL; COOK~ DAY; DRY; FIRE; HEARTH;

HEAT; HUNGER; PuRE; STAR. [R.S.PB., D.Q.A. t ]

BURY see DEATH BELIEFS

BUTTERFLY
*pelpel- 'butterfly'. [lEW 801 (*pel-)]. Lat papilio

'butterfly', ON fIfrildi 'butterfly', OE flfa/de 'butterfly', OHG
fjEaltra 'butterfly', Lith peteliske 'butterfly'. These words seem
related in some fashion, and attest a word of the IE northwest,
but the exact pre-form is not reconstructible. An expressive
word subject to various kinds of phonological defonnation.

See also INSECTS. ID.Q.A.1

BurroCKS
*h16rs(o)- 'rear-end'. [lEW 340 (*ers-); Wat 46 (*ors-);

. GI 717 (*ors-)]. Lat dorsum (if < *d-hlorso-, whether with a
prefix *d- or by misdivision in phrases such as *tod hlorsom
'this back') 'back, ridge', ON ars 'arse', OE ears 'arse' (> NE
arselass), OHG ars 'rump', Grk oppo~'rump', Arm ot'rump',
Hit arra- - arri- - aITU- 'rump'. Cf. also OIr err'back of chariot'.
Though sparingly attested, we have here the PIE word for
'rump, buttocks'.

*n(o)hxt- '± rear-end'. [IEW770 (*not-); Wat 45 (*not-)].
Lat natis 'buttocks (of humans)', Grk worov 'back'; possibly
related in some fashion is Goth nota 'stem (of a ship)' with
-t- rather than the expected *-p- (crossed with nati 'net'?).
Though its archaic morphology argues a great age, its
geographical distribution suggests that it was probably a
regionalism in late IE. .

*bulis '± rump'. [lEW 99 (*b(e)u-); Wat 5 (*beu-)). Lith
bulis 'rump', Grk (Hesychius) f3vMa 'stuffed', OInd buli
'vulva; anus'. Confined to the center and east of the IE world.

*ghJ).gheno/eha- '± buttock'. [lEW 438 (*ghengh-); Wat
22 (*ghengh-)). Grk 1(0XWVl1 « kakh6ne) 'crotch', OInd
jaghana- 'hind end, buttock, pudenda'. Related to OInd jangha
'shin' and further to Goth gaggan 'go'. The Greek and Old
lndic formations do not quite match, so they may be
independent creations. If they do reflect a common source,
we have at best a late dialectal term in IE.

See also ANus; HAUNCH. [D.Q.A.]

BUY see EXCHANGE
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CABBAGE see VEGETABLES

CALL
Shout

*gal- 'call out, speak'. [lEW 350 (*gal-); Wat 18 (*gal-);
Buck 19.13,18.41]. ProbablyOIr gall 'swan', Welsgalw'call',
Lat gallus 'cock', ON kall'shout', kalla 'to shout' (borrowed>
NE cal!), OE ceallian 'call', OHG kallon 'speak loudly' (Gmc
< *galso-), Lith galsas 'echo', OCS glasu 'voice' (and
reduplicated glagoliti 'speak'), Rus galas 'voice', Oss yalas
'sound'. With Iranian, sufficiently widespread that its IE status
is assured.

*gar- 'shout, call'. [IEW352 (*gar-); Wat 18 (*gar-); Buck
18.13, 18.14]. OIr do-gair 'call', gair (noun) 'shout', gairm
(noun) 'shout', Wels garm 'shout, cry', gawr 'shouting', Lat
garrio 'chatter, prattle', ON krr 'sickbed', OE cearu 'care,
sorrow, mourning' (> NE care), cearian 'mourn' (> NE to care),
cearm 'noise', OHG chara 'mourning', charon 'mourn', Goth
kara 'care', karon 'be concerned', Grk yijpv~ 'voice, call',
(Hesychius) yappu:xm 'rail at', Arm cicatn 'swallow [birdl',
cicatnuk'nightingale', Oss zarun 'sing', zar'song'. Widespread
and old in IE.

*neu- '± cry out'. [lEW767 (*neu-); Wat 44 (*neu-); Buck
18.43; BK 571 (*naw-/*nJw-)]. OIr nuall 'cry, noise', Lat
nuntius 'message; messenger', Latv nauju 'cry', NPers navfdan
'cry', Olnd navate 'shouts, cries', TochAB nu- 'roar'. Sufficiently
Widespread to be assured of PIE antiquity

*ghel- 'cry out, sing (particularly of birds)'. [lEW428
(*ghe1-); Wat 21 (*ghe1-)]. ON gjalla 'resound', gcela 'comfort,
soothe', gala 'sing', gala 'howl', OE giellan 'yell, cry out'
(> NE yel]) , galan 'sing' (d. nihte-gale 'nightingale'), OHG
gellan 'resound loudly', galan 'sing', (cL nahti-gala
'nightingale'), Goth goljan 'greet', Rus galitIsja 'mock', na-galitI
'cry, sing', Grk XEAt8mv 'swallow', ldXA71 'thrush'. At least a
word of the west and center of the IE world.

*(s)f)eh;@l- '± cry out; resound'. [lEW 1110 (*/Jagh- 
*suagh-); GI 106; BK 481 (*wa-/*wJ-)I. ON scrgr'noise',
svagla 'splash', OE swogan - swegan 'to sound' (> NE sough),
Goth ga-swogjan 'sigh', Lith sugti 'howl', Lith svageti 'sound',
suokti (the final -k- comes hy crossing this word with kaukti
'howl') 'sing', Latv svadzet 'rattle, clang', sudzet 'mourn', Grk
rJXJ1 'noise', rJX£w 'to sound, ring',rixw 'echo', iaX£w - iaxw
« *vi-/Jhagh-) 'cry, shout; resound, ring'. Cf. Lat vagio 'cry,
squall (of babies), scream' as if from PIE */Jehag-. At least a
word of the west and center of the IE world.

*(s)trep- '± cry out, dispute'. [lEW 1037 (*(s}trep- 
*(s}treb-); Wat 67 (*strep-)]. Lat strepo 'cry loudly, make
noise', ON jJrefa 'dispute, wrangle', OE jJrafian 'restrain,
reprove; urge, demand', jJrceft 'dissension'. MIr trena (pI.)
[DlL tItanl 'celebration, festival, rites, funeral games' has been
placed here as if from *trepno- but is more likely to derive
from the ordinal 'third' (trlan), i.e., a third part or triple
celebration. A western dialectal term in late IE.

*uehab- 'cry, scream'. IIEW 1109 (*/Jab-); Wat 73
(*wab-); Buck 18.13; BK 481 (*wa-/*w;:J-)1. ON crpa'shout',
OE wepan 'weep' (> NE weep), OHG wuoffen - wuofan
'bewail', Goth wopjan 'cry out, call loudly', Lith vobyti
'sum'mon at court', Latv vabit 'entice, summon to judgment',
OCS vabljo 'cry'. At least a northwestern term in late IE.

Invite
*gheu(h.J- 'call to, invite, invoke'. [lEW413 (*ghau-); Wat

23 (*gheu(J}-); Buck 18.41]. Without the final laryngeal of
the root we have Oir guth 'voice', and the Germanic word for
'god' (e.g., ON goo - guo, OE god [> NE god], OHG got, as
*'± that which is invoked'). From a present *gheuh.~/o-: OCS
zovr 'call', Rus zavD 'call', Av zavaiti 'calls', OInd havate 'calls,
invokes'; from a present *ghuhxeha-: OCS zuvati 'call', Av
zbatar- 'one who invokes', OInd hV,l- 'call, invoke', TachB
kuwa- 'call, invite'. Cf. the related noun in Slav z6v 'call', Av



CALL

zava- 'call', Oind hava- 'call'. With intensive reduplication
and with expressive *-a-: Grk K:aVxaOpal 'speak loudly, boast',
Av zaozao- 'call after', (perhaps then with dissimilation (*ghau
*ghau(hx)- > *Rhau-gh-] Arm xawsim 'speak'). Other present
fonnations are seen in Lith laveti 'conjure', Latv zavet 'conjure',
Annjawnem 'consecrate, bless'. Widespread and old in IE.

*kelhl- 'call out to'. [JEW 548-549 (*keI-); Wat 28-29
(*keld-); GI 174 (*kh-jl-e(s)-); Buck 18.13, 18.14; BK 244
(*k[hJal-l*k[hJdl-)]. OIr cailech 'cock', Wels ceiliog'cock', Lat
cala 'call together, summon, convoke', calendae 'first days of
the month when it was publicly announced on which days
the nones and ides would fall', ON hjala 'chatter, talk', Latv
kaluDt 'chatter', Grk K'aA£m 'call', K'aAfrrmp 'herald', K:Al1Dryv
'by name', Hit kalless- 'call', Olnd u$a-kaIa- 'cock' (if < *'dawn
caller'). Widespread and old in IE. Enlargements of this verb
include: OE hIawan 'roar, low' (> NE low), OHG (h)Iajan
'roar', OPrus kaltza 'ring', kelsai 'read, sound out', Lith kalba
'speech'.

*I<euk- 'cry out (to)'. [JEW535-536 (*kau-)J. Lith saukiu
'call, cry, shout; summon', Latv saukt 'call; summon; proclaim
(in church); elect', TochB kuk- 'call out to'. A Baltic-Tocharian
correspondence which must be at least of late IE date.

Cly Out
*kreuI<- 'cry out, raise the hue and cry'. [lEW 571

(*(s)k(o)reu-)]. OE hream '(juridical) outcry', Av xraos- 'call',
Oind (anu) krosati 'cries out, raises the hue and cry'. Here
we have preserved, at the far western and eastern fringes of
the IE world, a word with particular legal associations, namely
the raising of the hue and cry for a thief or other malefactor.

See also ANIMAL CRY; BIRD CRY; STEAL. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1970) Studies in Indo-European legal language,

institutions, and mythology, in Indo-European and Indo

Europeans, eds. G. Cardona, H. Hoenigswald, A. Senn,

Philadelphia, University of Pennsylvania Press, 321-344.

CAPTIVE
*kaptos 'captive'. [lEW 527 (*kap-to-s); GI 125

(*0arJ1-); Buck 20.47; BK 242 (*k[h Jap[hJ-I*k[hJdp[hJ-)]. OIr
cacht 'captive, female slave', Wels caeth 'slave', Lat captus
'captive', ON haptr 'prisoner', OE hceft 'captive, slave; bond,
fetter' (> NE haft), OHG haft 'bound; device for retaining,
fetters', Goth (dat.) -hafts 'laden with, subject to', qijJu-hafto
'pregnant'. A participial formation from the verbal stem *kap
'take, seize' (d. Lat capia 'I seize, take hold of, take'). Clearly
a west IE word whose development lies in the taking of
prisoners of war and their subsequent disposal as slaves.

See also BaolY; WARRIORS. [E.C.P]

CARP
*J{6ph2elos 'carp (Cyprinus spp.)'. [lEW 614

(*kop(h)elo-s); GI 28 (*Kophelo-)]. Lith sapalas 'chub
~Cyprinus [or Leuciscus] dobula)'. Latv sapal(i)s 'Dvina-carp,

chub (Leuciscus idus, L. grislagine)', OInd saphara- 'Cyprinu5
sophore; carp (in general)'. Though attested only late in Old
Indic the exact semantic and phonological equation with the
Baltic words need not be doubted. It would be nice to add
Khot kava- 'fish', Oss k.:ef'fish' here as *koph20S but the differ
ence in initial consonants is difficult. Similar phonetically,
but unrelated (to this word or to each other), are OHG karp(f)o
'carp' (whence medieval Lat carpa 'carp' and Rus korop 'carp')
and Grk K:vnpzvot; 'carp'. At least a word of the center and
east of the IE world.

*ghersos 'asp' or 'pikeperch'? Norw gj0rs 'pikeperch
(Stizostedion lUcioperca)' , Swed gars 'ruff (Gymnocephalus
cernua aka Acerina cemua)' , Rus terekh « *gherso-) 'asp
(Aspius aspius)'. Probably to be connected here, though the
connection is not without phonological difficulties, is Olnd
jha$a- 'a kind of large fish, Pisces (the zodiacal sign), fish'.
Also possibly cognate is Lat gerres '± Maena vulgaris' if it is a
borrowing from some other IE group (if it were directly
inherited we would expect *ferres). Clearly the Germanic and
Slavic words belong together but even with only three
attestations deciding the original meaning is very difficult.
Both the pikeperch and the ruff are members of the percidae,
though the pikeperch is about three times as large as the ruff.
The asp, however, is a member of the cyprinidae and
intermediate in size between the pikeperch and the ruff. The
Old Indic cognate, if it is that, would argue for a relatively
large fish as opposed to a smaller one. At least a word of the
west and center in IE; if the Old Indic is cognate then we
have good evidence for pan-IE status.

The distribution of the common carp extends across Europe
(it has been identified on Swiss Neolithic sites) and into
Central Asia and it is extremely well represented on sites north
of the Black Sea from the Mesolithic period onwards. It was
not only exploited as a source of food but necklaces and other
ornaments fashioned from the teeth of the carp are a frequent
artifact in the middle Dnieper region. Cyprinids are also
known from the Indus river system and were exploited in the
Harappan culture. The asp and pikeperch are known from
central and northern Europe and across eastern Europe to
Central Asia.

See also FISH; PERCH. [D.Q.A., j. PM.]

CARROT see VEGETABLES

CARRY
*bher- 'carry' (pres. *bhere/o-). [lEW 128-132 (*bher-);

Wat 7 (*bher-); GI 16 (*bher-); Buck 10.61; BK 6 (*bar-/
*bdr-)]. OIr beirid'carries', Wels cymeraf'take', Lat fero'carry',
ON bera 'carry, bear', OE beran 'carry, bear' (> NE bear), OHG
beran 'carry, bear', Goth bairan 'carry, bear', perhaps Lith beriu
'strew' and Latv be[u 'strew' though the semantic divergence
is great, OCS ber9 'take', Rus ben1 'take', Alb bie
« *bherje/o-) 'carry, bring', Grk qJ£pw 'carry', Arm berem
'carry', Av baraiti 'carries', Olnd bharati 'carries', TochAB par
'carry'. Cf. the widespread derivatives (1) *bhermn- 'load':
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OCS brem~ 'load', Grk q>epJ.1a 'fruit', OInd bharman- 'load';
(2) *bh[tfs 'carrying': Lat [ors 'luck', ON buror 'birth', OE
gebyrd 'birth, fate', OHG giburt 'birth, fate', Goth gabaurjJs
'birth', Arm bard 'pile', Av bdrdti- 'carrying', Olnd bh[ti
'carrying'; (3) *bhoros 'what is borne': oes sCI-barD
'collection', Grk cp6po~ 'produce; tax', NPers bar 'fruit', Olnd
bhara- 'acquisition, booty, burden', perhaps TocM pare 'debt'
and TochB peri 'debt'; (4) *-bhoros 'bearing': Grk -cpopo~

'bearing', Arm -vor'bearing', Av -bara- 'bearing', OInd -bhani
'bearing'; (5) *bh6r 'one who bears (away)': Lat [ur 'thief',
Grk cprop 'thief'. Absent in Hittite, but otherwise practically
universal and certainly old in IE.

*Uegh- 'bear, carry' also 'ride'? (pres. *Ueghe/o-). [lEW
1118-1120 (*vegh-); Wat 74 (*wegh-); GI 627 E*weg:-);
Buck 10.66; BK 301 (*wagY-/*wdgY-)]. Wels amwain 'drive
about', Lat veho 'bear, carry, convey; draw', ON vega 'move,
bring', OE wegan 'bring, be in motion' (> NE weigh), OHG
wegan 'move, weigh', Goth gawigan 'move, shake', Lith veiu
'drive', OCS vez9 'drive', Alb vjedh 'steal', Grk (F)exerro 'he
should bring', Av vazaiti 'transports; leads', OInd vahati
'carries, transports, conveys; leads'. Cf. the derivative *Veghtis
in Lat veetis 'bar, pole, lever', ON vett 'weight', OE wiht
'weight' (> NE weight); *veghitlom in Lat vehiculum'vehicle',
OInd vahitram 'vehicle, ship'; *veghjo- in OE wicg 'horse',
Av vazyam 'load'; *voghos in OCS vozCI 'wagon', Grk oxo~

'wagon'; *veghnos in OIr [en 'wagon', Wels gwain 'wagon',
TacM wkam 'way, manner', TochB yakne 'way, manner' (and
similarly *voghno- in NE wagon). Widespread and old in IE.
In many stocks it means 'ride (in a wagon or on a horse)' but
it is not certain that this meaning can be reconstructed for
PIE itself. Perhaps the best evidence that it could mean 'ride
in a wagon' in PIE is the apparent agreement of Lat vehiculum
and OInd vahUra-. However, it cannot be absolutely excluded
that these are independent creations in their respective stocks.

See also BEAR2; BURDEN; DRIVE; LITIER; RIDE; WAGON.

[D.Q.A.]

CASE
?*uelutrorn 'case'. [lEW 1141 (*velu-tro-m); Wat 75-76

(*welu-tro-); BK 486 (*walY-/*wdlY-)]. Lat involucrum
'covering case', Grk EAvrpov'case', OInd varutra- 'cloak'. From
*vel- 'Wind, turn'. Possibly a PIE word but also possibly
independent developments in the thre'e stocks that show it.

See also BAG. [D.Q.A.]

CASTRATE
*uedhris 'castrated'. [lEW 1115 (*vedh-ri-s); Buck 3.14;

BK 478 (*wad-/*wdd-)]. Grk £()pi~ 'eunuch', Luv wida(1)
'strike', OInd vadhri- 'castrated'. The agreement of Greek and
Old Indic in this instance suggests at least a late dialectal·
word in IE. Derived from the root *I)edh- 'strike'.

Castration, the surgical removal of the testes of the male,
was employed in stockbreeding regimes in order to induce
both physical changes, e.g., speed growth and the accumula
tion of fat, and behavioral, e.g., reduce aggression in bulls in

CAT

order to render them more useful as traction animals. Evidence
for prehistoric castration is limited to metrical analysis of the
bones of males where castrates will be expected to have a
greater length to width ratio than unaltered males. Given
natural variations in populations, such a technique results in
frequent controversy over whether one can actually discern
the presence of castrates although some have presumed that
the mere presence of paired bovine draught, seen in central
and eastern Europe from the fourth millennium BC onwards,
itself should suggest the existence of oxen (castrated males).
Nevertheless, even bulls, if their diet is reduced to inhibi1.
aggression, may be yoked to pull carts.

See also BARREN; SEXUAL ORGANS AND ACTMTlES; STRIKE.

(D.Q.A.,JPM.]

CAT
?*bhel- 'wildcat; any small carnivore'. Wels bele «

*bhelego-) 'marten', Lat [eles'(wild) cat; any small carnivore',
OInd bharuja- 'jackal' (only lexically attested), Maldivian balu
'dog'. This word seems the most likely candidate for the PIE
designation of the wildcat (Felis silveslfis) which, whatever
homeland model one adopts, must have been part of the faunal
environment of the PIE speakers as it is found from Ireland
into Asia while in Central Asia we have the Pallas' cat or the
manul (Felis manu!) and in India the yellow cat (Felis libyca)
and the jungle cat (Felis chaus). However, the original meaning
of the reconstructed word, if indeed it can be ascribed PIE
antiquity, is doubtful. Another possibility is that the Welsh
and Latin words alone belong together with a meaning of
'marten'.

??*kat- 'cat'. [lEW 534 (*kat-); GI 513 (*khath_); Buck
3.62]. Oir catt 'cat' (if not from Latin), VulgLat cattus - gattus
'wild cat'. From Latin are derived both the Baltic (OPrus cauo
'cat', Lith kate 'cat', Latv ka}<e 'cat') and Slavic (Rus kat 'cat')
names of the 'cat'. Cf. also Arm katu 'cat' and Oss gxdy 'cat'.
The appearance of the word cattus is relatively late in Latin,
as was the introduction (from Egypt?) of the domestic cat
which is its typical referent (though it may refer like the older
[eJes to the wildcat as well). The word 'cattus is presumably
borrowed from some non-Latin source as is, in tum, the source
of many of the other European words for 'cat'. In Latin itself
there was a secondary association with calulus 'young animal,
whelp' that is of IE provenance, d. ON haona 'young goat,
kid', MHG hatele 'goat', Rus kotitf5ija 'bear young'.

Distinctions between the wild and early domestic cats on
the basis of skeletal remains are difficult although domestic

.cats·will tend to be slightly smaller with respect both to stature
and dentition. In general, the domestication of the cat is widely
presumed to have occurred in North Africa and possibly not
until just before the New Kingdom in Egypt, i.e., the sixteenth
century BC, although some would claim that it may have
been domesticated as early as the Old Kingdom in the third
millennium BC. Whatever the precise date of its
domestication, it isto Egypt and such lexical forms as Nubian
kadIs 'cat' that the chain of borrowings of both the animal
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and the word is initiated. Domestic cats are said to have spread
into the Aegean world before the twelfth century BC and the
cat was present in Italy by the first centuries BC from whence
it spread throughout the Roman Empire and beyond. Its arrival
in India may be set to the third millennium BC. The domestic
cat can interbreed with the wildcat.

See also MARTEN. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

CATACOMB CULTURE
Early Bronze Age culture(s) north of the Black Sea and

Caucasus dating c 3000-2200 BC. The Catacomb culture was
closely related to the somewhat earlier (Pontic) Yamna culture
and occupies much of the same region while the successor to
the Yamna culture in the east (Volga region) was the Poltavka
culture. As the Catacomb culture occupies such a large area
and can be divided into regional variants (on the basis of
ceramic styles and to some extent burial practice), it is also
termed the "Catacomb cultural-historical area" and the
regional variants may themselves be designated as cultures.

Evidence for settlements is quite sparse and the
overwhelming majority are regarded as short-term seasonal
camp-sites situated near sources of water. Several more
substantial settlements are known such as Matveyevka on the
Southern Bug which had three large structures with stone
foundations. On the small island of Bayda on the Dnieper
river was discovered a late Catacomb stone-built fortress with
a surrounding ditch. The economy. is believed to have relied
considerably on stockbreeding; remains of cattle, sheep/goat
and horse have all been recovered with minimal remains of
pig. Plant remains are very rare but traces of wheat, both
einkom (Triticum monococcum) and emmer (T. dicoccon),
have been found, and remains of wooden plows have been
recovered from Catacomb burials.

The Catacomb culture derives its name from its burial rite
which augmented the shaft grave of the Yamna culture with a
burial niche at its base, the so-called catacomb. Individuals
were normally placed in the flexed position on their right
side and might be accompanied with weapons-axes (both
stone and metal), maces, arrows, daggers-and ornaments,
including silver rings. Animal sacrifices, including the head
and hooves of cattle, sheep and goat, accompanied burials
(animal remains occur in about 16% of the graves). Ceramics
were more elaborate than those of the Yamna culture and
included, especially in female burials, low footed vessels
interpreted as "censers", presumed to be used in rituals
involving some narcotic substance such as hemp. Wheeled
vehicles are also found in burials and some have suggested
that they include among their number some of the earliest
chariots. In some regions of the Catacomb culture, particularly
those centering on the Seversky Donets, there is considerable
evidence for artificial skull deformation, possibly as both an
aesthetic device and ethnic marker.

Another Catacomb cultural practice of considerable interest
concerns skulls where the face of the deceased has been
modelled in clay. This involved the infilling of eye sockets,

ears, nasal cavity and mouth with clay and, in various degrees,
modelling the surface features of the face. There are about a
hundred examples known from the Dniester east to the
Donbas which would constitute some 3% of all excavated
Catacomb bUrials. In some instances modelled faces are clearly
associated with status burials accompanied by wheeled
vehicles, axes, scepters, and other prestige items. Although
males are more likely to have this treatment, women and
children are also found with modelled faces. It has been
suggested that the Catacomb clay masks may have been a
distant prototype for the later gold masks that were found
accompanying the shaft-grave burials of the Mycenaeans.
Another marked occurrence (9% of burials examined)
involving the skull was the artificial widening of the occipital
or trepannation (i.e., drilling holes in the skull), presumably
associated with some (ritual-)medical practice.

Sets of tools from Catacomb burials have suggested the
existence of craft speCialists such as bronze workers while
evidence of other crafts, e.g., weapon manufacture, weaving,
have been found. Weapons occur in about 10%of all burials.
From palaeodemographic studies of the burials (1200 have
been studied) and assessment of the steppe resources, a
population of some 50\000-60,000 has been estimated for
the Catcomb culture in the north Pontic.

The presence of the catacomb niche in burials has been
regarded by a number of archaeologists as a diagnostic cultural
marker which permits one to trace either movements from
the steppe or to the steppe, depending on one's preference.
Thus, the existence of niche-like chambers in burials from
Italy across the eastern Mediterranean has been suggested as
evidence for the spread of Catacomb people through these
regions and other parallels in metal and figUrine types have
been proposed to support a movement of steppe populations
through Syria into Palestine c 3000-2500 BC. As the practice
of skull deformation has also been found in the east
Mediterranean, contacts (presumably quite distant) have been
sought to explain its appearance in the Catacomb culture. All
of these suggestions, however, are driven by purely archaeo
logical suppositions rather than linguistic and while IE
speaking populations must be accommodated in Anatolia
(where there is really no serious evidence for "Catacomb
migrations") or later in north Syria (Indo-Aryans among the
MitannO, there is no reason to postulate IE-speakers in
Palestine in the late fourth or third millennium BC. One
further diagnostic item is the hammer-head pin, a character
istic ornament of the Catacomb culture which has been found
much further afield in central Europe and Italy and these
have been tied to either folk-expansions or at least the diffusion
of a style from the steppe.

As for the ethno-linguistic identity of the Catacomb culture
in its own territory, the culture is variously seen as ancestral
to Indo-Iranians or perhaps Thracians although there have
been some recent attempts to represent it as providing a
common background to Greek Armenian, and Indo-Iranian.

See also POLTAVKA CUlTURE; YAMNA CUlTURE. U.PM.]
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Catacomb I a. Distribution ofthe Catacomb culture(s).

d.
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b.

Catacomb I b. Burial under kurgan in Catacomb niche; c. Bone
hammer-head pin; d. Artifically deformed skull; e. Stone macehead.
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c.

Catacomb 11 a. Catacomb burial with animal offerings; b. Molochansk ritual site,in periods 1 and 2; c. Stone "battle-ax";
d. Catacomb vessel; e. "Censer".

Further Readings
Kadrow, S. et a1. (1994) Nomadism and Pastoralism in the Circle of

Baltic-Pontic Early Agrarian Cultures: 5000-1650 BC Baltic

Pontic Studies 2> Poznan.

Shepel, E. A. (1996) Populations in the Northern Donets basin from
the 3rd to 2nd millennia BC lIES 24, 1-26.

Zanotti, D. G. (1981) The effect of Kurgan Wave Two on the eastern
Mediterranean (3200-3000 BC). lIES 9: 275-302.

c;ATAL HDYOK
Neolithic settlement site in central Anatolia dating c 7200

6100 BC. The site occupied 13 ha and although oniy a small
portion was excavated, it revealed an amazing complex of
what have been identified as both rectangular multi-roomed
dwellings and religious sanctuaries. The economy was based
on cattle raising and agriculture-wheat, barley, pea, vetch
and wild seeds and fruits. Cattle comprised the largest group
of livestock while sheep were apparently still hunted along
with a variety of other mammals, including the onager, half
ass, hoar, deer, wolf, bear, etc. Lime-plastered rooms with

painted walls and plastic decoration of animals, in particular
bulls' heads, have supported the concept of a bull cult at (atal
Huylik. Moreover, an abundance of figurines, particularly
female figures, has been interpreted as reflecting devotion to
goddesses. Burials were found below house floors and not
interred until the body had been exposed and the flesh cleared
by birds and insects (an apparent theme on the walls of some
of the shrines). Although most hurials were unaccompanied
by goods, some were associated with a wide range of orna
ments and occasionally weapons.

For those who derive the Indo-Europeans from Anatolia,
eitherwith the initial spread of the agricultural economy or a
somewhat later expansion, the site of (atal Huyuk has been
held up as a typical Proto-Indo-European site. V A. Safronov,
for example, has argued that (atal Huytik specifically satisfies
all twenty-seven of his lexica-cultural traits that define the
PIE community, although most of these-settled life, domestic
livestock, agriculture, hunting wild animals, ceramics, etc.
are so generic that almost. any Neolithic site in Eurasia could
accommodate his criteria and some of his proposed features,
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c;atal HllyQk a. Location of <::atal Hllyl1k. <;atal HfiyQk b. Reconstruction of a ponion of "town",

e.

<;ataI HQyilk c. Interior of room with access from the
roof; d. Shrine with wall-paintings of birds defle'shing
bodies and bull cult; e. Aurochs hunting scene.
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e.g., a "written" symbolic system or language, can hardly be
regarded as diagnostic markers of the Proto-Indo-Europeans.
Opponents to assigning an Indo-European identity to (alaI
HUyiik emphasize that it actually fails to meet the minimum
requirements of an Indo-European site or culture, lacking as
it does the horse and wheeled vehicles (it antedates the
appearance of wheeled vehicles anywhere by some two
millennia)~ that its proto-urbanism is very much at variance
with both the lexica-cultural evidence and the emergence of
most IE groups in history; that its "goddess-centered" religious
ethos is contradicted by the reconstructed male deities and
the strongly patriarchal society of the early Indo-Europeans;
and that it occupies a territory which is later assigned to the
Hatti, the non-IE occupants of the lands settled subsequently
by the Hittites.

See also ANATOLIAN lANGUAGES; INDO-EUROPEAN HOMEUND.

U·PM.]

Further Readings
Mellaart, ]. (1967) Catal HUylik: A Neolithic Town in Anatolia.

London, Thames and Hudson.
Safronov, V A. (1989) Indoevropeyskiye Prarodiny (Indo-European

homelands). Gorki, Volga-Vyatka Publishing House.
Yakar, Jak (1991) Prehistoric Anatolia. Tel Aviv, Institute of

Archaeology

CAVE see CAVITY

CAVITY
*h2eJr;os - *h2eulos 'elongated cavity, hollow'. [lEW 88

89 (*au-lo-s); cf. GI 523]. From *h2ell)os: Lat alvus 'belly,
womb; hold (of a ship)', alv(e)firium 'beehive', Hit halluwa
'hollow, deep'; from *h2eulos: Norw au1 'Angelica sylvestris',
aPms aulinis 'leg of a boot', Lith aulas 'leg of a boot', aulYs
'beehive', OCS ulica 'alley', Rus ulica 'street', ule) 'beehive',
Grk aVA.6~ 'flute', evavAo~ 'river bed', Arm uJ 'way', TochB
au10ii 'blood vessels'. The notion of 'beehive' comes from that
of a hollow tree for a swarm. The metathesis of the *-1- and
the *-u- parallels that seen in Lat nervus 'nerve' and Grk
vevpov 'nerve'. Distribution indicates PIE age.

*ghba1Jos 'gaping hole'. [lEW 449 (*gheu-); Wat 23
(*gheu-); BK 234 (*ga-I*gd-)]' Grk xao~ « *xaFo~) 'chaos,
infinite space', xavvo~ 'gaping', TocM ko 'mouth', TochB
koyrp 'mouth' « *ghuhaiom < *ghhaujom, or < *ghohaiu?
the exact form of the Proto-Tocharian word, much less its
PIE antecedent, is unclear). With suffix in north European:
OE goma 'gum, palate' (> NE gum), OHG goumo 'gum,
palate', Lith gomurys 'palate'. From *ghehal)- 'gape, yawn'.

*h2erjos'cavity'. [Puhvel3:143-144l. Arm ayr'cave', Hit
hariya- 'valley, vale, dale'. Cf. also Lith armu6 'abyss, bottom,
depth'. Despite the limited number of attestations, this word
is probably old in IE.

*f6uhx[ (gen. "'lfuhxn6s) 'hole, opening'. [lEW 593-594
(*kw,g) ; Buck 12.72). Lat cavema 'cave', Grk ruap « *](uhxr)
'eye of the needle; opening of the ear', Arm sor
« *Rouhxero-?) 'hole', Av sDra- 'hole, gap', OInd 5una- 'lack',

sDnya- 'empty, hollow', TochB kOT « *J<uhx[) 'throat'. Deri
vatives from the root *kouh'i include MIr cDa 'hollow', Wels
cau « *J(ouhxl)os) 'hollow, concave', Bret kao 'cave', Lat C3VUS

'hollow' (whence NE cave), Alb thelle« *kouhx-i-Io-) 'deep',
Grk (Hesychius) KOOl (pI.) 'cavities in the earth', KoiAO~

« *J(ouhx-i-10-) 'hollow'. The term primarily indicates a
depreSSion in a surface but may also refer to an opening of
some depth, even a gap. The geographical distribution strongly
suggests PIE status.

*KoilJ-is - *Koil,l.-eha- '± tube'. [IEW919-922 ( *skei-) I. Lith
seiva. - saiva. 'spool', Latv saiva 'spool', OCS ce\-1nlca 'lyre,
pipe', Polish cewa 'tube, pipe', TochB kaice '± trough, tub;
body of lute' « *koil)e-Ten-, or *koilJi-Ten-). The Baltic
represents a satdm-development of *k-, the Slavic a centUTTl
development. Sometimes taken to be from *(sJf(ei- 'cut, split'
but semantically the derivation seems most dubious.

?*kailJl(t) (gen. *kailJ1J.t6s) 'cave, fissure (in the eanh)'.
[lEW 521 (*kailJ[-t); BK 271 (*k[hJay-l*kfhJdY-)]. Grk
(Hesychius) Ka{a'ra~ (pI.) 'ditches, fissures opened by
earthquakes, (Doric) 1(a{a~{i~ 'pit or underground cavern in
Sparta into which state-prisoners or their corpses were
thrown', Olnd kevata- 'cave, hollow'. Limited distribution
suggests at best a word of the center and east. The meanings
range from a gap caused by an earthquake to a place in which
to throw bodies of criminals. One of a small number of
proposed Greek-Old Indic isoglosses, this equation has been
challenged in both Greek and Old Indic etymological
dictionaries.

See also Mourn; VAllEf. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.I

CEDAR see JUNIPER

CELTIC lANGUAGES
The Celts emerge in historical records during the first five

centuries BC when they dominated much of western and
central Europe and had begun impinging on the literate
peoples of the classical world. Known to the Greeks as the
KeA'roland Romans as Celtae or Gallatae, they are most closely
identified with the La Tene culture (c 500-1 BC) of western
Europe but, as the distribution of Celtic languages exceeds
that of La Tene metal work, Celtic origins and initial
expansions no doubt he still earlier in the Iron Age or Bronze
Age. Usually, the period of Proto- or Common Celtic is set to
c 1000-500 BC.

Continental Celtic
The Celtic languages are geographically and historically

divided into two broad groups-Continental and Insular
Celtic. Of the two, the Continental Celts have left the earlier
sources but these are neither abundant nor did any
Continental Celtic language survive late antiquity. The ancient
Gauls came into close contact with the Greek trading colony
at Massilia (Marseilles) from whence they eventually adopted
a form of the Greek alphabet to leave about seventy
monumental inscriptions and several hundred others on the
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sides of pots. These date from the end of the third century BC
while other inscriptions in central Gaul appear to date to the,
first century ~C. Other than these short dediCatory
inscriptions, the Gauls have also left some more extensive
documents of a religious nature such as the t 64-word lead
tablet from Chamalieres and the c 160-\vord inscribed tablets
from a burial at Hospitalet-d-U-Larzac. 'The most famous
extensive document is the Coligny Calendar, a much mutilated
bronze tablet providing the names of sixty-two Celtic months
covering a five year span and designating days as 'bad' or
'good', Le., Gaul mat(u), cf. aIr maith, Wels mad 'good', an
extraordinary testament of the early Celts' astronomical and
astrological proclivities. .

The Gaulish inscriptions provide us with some'evidence
for morphology and better evidence, for personal and
mythological names (e.g., the same name of a deity is found
in Gaul Lugus and aIr Lug). These names, coupled with the

. extensive references in Latin literature and later recorded place
names, are of considerable comparative interest in association
with similar evidence from the Insular Celts. It is clear that
the Gauls were largely P-Celtic, Le., they had replaced the
PIE labio-velar *kw_ with a pure labial p, hence Gaul petru
'four' but aIr cethair, Lat quattz.i9r, etc. Nevertheless, even in
some of the the Gaulish inscriptions, place names or the
Coligny Calendar, there are still traces of the labio-velar,'
rendered in Gaulish as qu, e.g., Sequanna (the River Seine).
What is also to be noted is that the Gauls themselves were'
not lingUistically unified and there is considerable (and
predictable) variation from one region to another.

Celts, under a chief nameQ'Brennus,' are reported to h~ve

sacked Rome in 390 BC and settled extensively in northern
Italy where they fonned the province of Callia Cisalpina. These
Celts were subjugated by the Romans by 192 BC but their
language partially survived as Lepontic. The inscriptional
evidence for Lepontic, devised in an Etruscan-derived
alphabet, is the earliest of any of the Celtic languages and
begins about the sixth century BC and runs to the first' two .
centuries BC. These inscriptions largely coincide with the
territory of the Golasecca culture and confinn the presence
of Celts in northwest Italy before the sacking of Rome. The
Lepontic inscriptions are frequently of a funereal nature while
there are also about sixteen coin ins~riptions. The narrow
geographical range of Lepontic has suggested that it be treated
as a dialect of Gaulish but it also shows a number of more
conservative features than Gaulish.

Celtic tribes also exploded into sou heastern Europe where
they sacked Delphi in 279 BC. These latter invaders also
settled in present day Turkey in 270 BC and became the
Galatians who gave their name to the later Roman province
to whom St Paul later addressed his Epistle. In general, the'
language of these Eastern Celts is known entirely from coin .
inscriptions, place and personal names.

The third main branch of Continental Celtic is variously
knoWn as Ibero-Celtic 'or Hispano-Celtic which is attested in
Iberia between Burgos. on the west and Zaragoza on the east.

. CELTIC lANGUAGES
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Celtic Distribution of the Celtic languages.

the first references to Celts in Spain may date to the time of
Herodotus (mid-fifth century BC) who claimed that Celts
occupied lands even beyond the Pillars of Hercules (Straits of
Gibraltar) and the name Celti-Iberian emerges by the third
century BC. Evidence for Hispano-Celtic is to found on
inscriptions written in a syllabic sCript borrowed from the
native non-Indo-European populations of Iberia. Occasionally.
texts,are also found in the Roman sCript. The Hispano-Celtic
inscriptions are generally short and date to the first centuries
BC. These consist of about fifty coin inscriptions, and about
thirty longer ones, some of which are of considerable length.
The longer inscriptions include tesserae hospitales, documents
reflecting pacts between individuals or communities. The
bronze tablet that carries the Botolitta insCription runs to c
190 words and a much longer inscription has been recently
discovered suggesting that we are a long way from fully
realizing the potential of Hispano-CeItic for the study of the
Celtic stock. Unlike Gaulish and Lepontic. Hispano-Celtic

, retains the PIE labio-velars. In the years after 220 BC, Iberia
was assimilated into the Roman world and its native languages,
other' than Basque, became extinct. In Portugal there i

, evidence of another IE language, Lusitanian, which has
sometimes been regarded a dialect of Hispano-Celtic but rno
often has been given separate language status. Tartessian, a

.language of the southernmost tip of Iberia, also shows som
,traces of CeltiC in its personal names.,

The extinction of the Celtic languages is largely due to th
spread of Latin or, in regions peripheral to the center of Celtic
expansion, the absorption of Celtic speakers by resident
.populations. Writing in the fifth century, StJerome suggested
that a language spoken in the territory of the earlier Galatians

. was similar to that of the Treveri, a Gaulish tribe living in the
vicinity of Trier which has been taken by some to suggest
that Celtic had surVived in both regions until this time while
it has also been argued that Gaulish survived in Brittany to
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Proto-Indo-European and Celtic Phonological Correspondences

PIE Celt PIE aIr Wels
*p > 0 *pJcnos 'wide' lethan 'wide' llydan 'wide'
*b > b *pibeCi'drinks' ibid 'drinks' ib- 'drink'
*bh > b *bhugos 'goat' boc 'buck' bwch 'buck'
*t > t *tauros 'bull' tarb 'bull' tarw'bull'
*d > d *dje- 'day' dia'day' dydd'day'
*dh > d *dhl}.or'door' doms 'doorway' d6r'door'
*1{ > c *]((u)l}.on'dog' ell 'dog" ci'dog'
*g > g *genu Jaw'. gin 'mouth' gen 'cheek'
*gh > g *ghI)dne/o- 'find' ro-geinn 'finds room' gann- 'find room'
*k > c *kreuha- 'blood' en1 'blood' erau 'blood'
*kw > c *JcWetl}.er- 'four' eethair 'four' pedwar 'four'
*gW > b *gw6us 'cow' b6'cow' buch 'cow'
*gWh > g *gwhedhie/o- 'ask' guidid 'asks' gweddi 'prayer'
*s > s *senos 'old' sen 'old' hen 'old'
*. > 0 *hziuh."I)KOS 'young' oae 'young' ieuanc 'young1
*1). > w *uehjros'true' fir 'true' gwir'true'
*m > m *mehjl- 'small animal' mIl 'animal' mil 'animal'
*n > n *neujos 'new' naue 'new' newydd 'new'
*1 > *legh- 'Ie' lige 'bed' lle 'bed'
*r > r *reumn- 'horse-hair' ron 'horses mane' rhawn 'horse's mane'
*IJ > en (Wan) *dlJgWhehat- 'tongue' tengae'tongue' tafawd'tongue'
*ijl > em (W am) *Klptom 'hundred' eet 'hundred' cant 'hundred'
*1 > li *pJcnos 'wide' lechan 'wide' llydan 'wide'
*r > ri - ar *krdieha- 'heart' cride 'heart' craidd 'midpoint'

*m[l)os 'dead' marb'dead' manv'dead'
*e > e *d~KI]1 'ten' deich'ten' deg'ten'
*e > *l)ehjros 'true' fIr 'true' gwir'true'
*i > *pibeti'drinks' ibid 'drinks' ib- 'drink'
*1 > *harihxmos 'number' 11m 'number' rhif'number'
*0 > 0 *roth2os 'wheel' . roth 'wheel' rhod 'wheel'
*0 > a *doh]nu$ 'gift' dan 'gift' dawn 'gift'
*a > a *hllenh]tlo- 'breath' anal 'breath' anadl 'breath'
*a > a *m~hater 'mother' mathair'mother' modrydaf'queen-bee'
*u > u *SIUtus 'flowing' sruth 'stream' [[rwd'stream'
*0 > 0 *kuh;..Jos 'back(side)' eol'back' cil 'back'
*h1 > 0 *h1eKl}.OS 'horse' eeh' horse' ebol 'colt'
*h2 > 0 *h2ttKos 'bear' art 'bear' arch 'bear'
*h3 > 0 *h3elVn- 'elbow' uilen 'corner' din 'elbow'
*14 > 0 *h4orghijeha- 'testicle' [MIr] uirge'testicle'

play an important role in the formation of the Breton language.
Whether this latter observation was accurate or not, there is
very little evidence other than in Brittany that the Celtic
languages on the Continent had not largely disappeared by c
400 AD.

Insular Celtic
The surviving Celtic languages all belong to the Insular

Celtic group and derive from ancient languages spoken in
the British Isles before the Roman conquest of Britain. The
.Insular Celtic languages are traditionally subdivided into two

groups: Goidelic and Brittonic (or Brythonic), with Goidelic
also being termed Q-Celtic because of its retention of the PIE
labia-velar while Brittonic is similar to Gaulish in its alteration
of *kW to p, e.g., Lat qUinque 'five' and aIr coic 'five' but
OWels pimp 'five', d. Gaul pempe 'five'. These differences
are trivial in that they are met elsewhere within other IE stocks
and do not alone provide a basis for distinguishing languages.
There is considerable disagreement among Celticists con
cerning the historical implication of the division between
Continental Celtic and Insular Celtic. Some argue that the
shared innovations of all the insular Celtic languages indicate
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that they represent a separate division of Celtic and shared a
common prehistoric linguistic development apart from that
indicated in the Continental Celtic languages. Others,
however, argue that certain conservative features are to be
found explicitly in Goidelic, Hispano-Celtic. and perhaps
Lepontic which indicate that they represent an early Celtic
spread along the periphery while the central core of Celtic
languages, Le., Gaulish and Brittonic, are more closely related
to one another.

The earliest evidence for Insular Celtic is to be found in
the works of Greek and Roman travellers and, consequently,
comes at least second or third hand. It begins about the fourth
century BC with names gleaned from the travels of. the·
geographer-explorer Pytheas (c 325 BC) and continues
throughout the classical period, e.g., Ptolemy'S description of
the British Isles (c 2nd century AD) with names of rivers,
tribes, and places. The Roman Conquest of Britain from the
Claudian invasion of c 43 AD onwards set the stage for
considerable bilingualism in Britain where apprOXimately 800
Latin words were borrowed into the Brittonic vocabulary

Native British coin inscriptions, beginning ,about the first
century BC, prOVide some of the earliest native testimony for
the Brittonic language. More useful are Brittonic inscriptions
that date to about the fifth century AD. Irish missionaries
reintroduced literacy to post-Roman Britain where we can
subsequently see the emergence of the main Brittonic
languages. The principal language is Welsh which may have
been written as early as the sixth or seventh centuries AD,
the period aSSigned to Archaic Welsh, and its traces rest almost
entirely in place-names and personal names in Latin
documents. Old Welsh marks the period from the ninth to
twelfth centuries while the period with far more abundant
texts, Middle Welsh, runs from the twelfth to fifteenth. Modem
Welsh is set to begin about the fifteenth century Welsh has
survived better than Irish, benefiting from a much closer
association with the attempts of the Methodist church to
increase literacy, which stimulated the use of Welsh in the
reading of the Bible and in hymns.

Cornish, which is derived from the early Brittonic languages
of south-western Britain, is first attested in the Old Cornish
period (c 800-1200). Other than place or personal names,
the main source of information is the Vocabularium Comi
cum, a Latin-Cornish glossary with 961 entries. Most of our
evidence derives from the Middle Cornish period (c 1200
1575 AD) and mainly from late mediaeval plays dating to
around 1450-1500. Late Cornish begins c 1575 and includes
a few religiOUS works and plays but by then the language was
in a state of collapse and it became extinct by 1800. Although
there has not been a native speaker for nearly two centuries,
a revival movement has resurrected the Cornish language
(taking the more abundantly represented Middle Cornish
grammar and pronunciation as its model) and some thousand
people now claim to know at least some Cornish.

Breton occupies the most controversial place of the Celtic
languages since its origins are confused if not disputed. The

CELTIC LANGUAGES

traditional explanation involves a migration of Celtic tribes
to Brittany from southwest Britain in the fifth to seventh
centuries, impelled eithet by Anglo-Saxon pressure from the
east or Irish pressure from the west. The natural problem is
that the goal of such a migration was a formerly Celtic
speaking territory of Gaul and the traditional explanation
presupposes that Celtic had become entirely extinct in this
region before the introduction of Insular Celtic. There is a
school of thought that argues that such a scenario may be
disproved and that the Breton language actually represents a
fusion of both British colonists and eXisting late Gaulisl1
speech. Breton is divided into Primitive Breton (c 500-600
AD), Old Breton (c 600-1000 AD), Middle Breton (c 1000
1600 AD) and Modern Breton from 1600 onwards. Breton
has been largely losing a battle against monoglot French
speakers and today all Breton speakers are bilingual. Estimates

. of the number of speakers runs about 550,000, largely in the
older age ranges although there are now serious attempts to
insure that the language does not become extinct.

The home of the Goidelic languages is Ireland. Here, the
earliest native evidence consists of Ogham Irish, known from
ogham inscriptions from about the founh-sixth centuries AD.
The ogham system of Writing was devised by someone familiar
with Latin, although the actual graphic system is very different
and consists of patterns of notches scratched on the corners
of memorial stones. These ogham inscriptions are confined
largely to southern Ireland (c 350 examples) and Wales (c 50
examples) where the Irish attempted to establish colonies
during the collapse of Roman rule. These inscriptions retain
the Celtic case endings and are easily comparable to both the
earliest British inscriptional evidence and that of the
Continental Celts. Subsequently, the case endings and much
else were lost dUring the extremely brusque restructuring of
the Irish language in the fifth and sixth centuries. An indication
of this simplification can be seen in the ogham name
CUNAGUSOS which, by the seventh century, was rendered
Congus. The seventh century coincides generally with the
period deSignated as Archaic Irish but most of the early
evidence for the Irish language derives from Old Irish. This is
the state. of the language which was written in the Latin
alphabet of early Irish Christianity and set to the period c
700-900 AD. Old Irish prOvides a relatively voluminous body
of material, the earliest of which is clearly religiOUS, e.g. I

glosses and commentaries on the Bible, but also includes a
body of native narrative and historical literature as well as
poetry. Among the most marked characteristics of Old Irish
are such features as the construction ofwords with numerous
prefixes, the use of infixed pronouns, the "conjugation" of
prepositions according to person, and a particularly compli
cated system of verbal endings. Middle Irish is the name given
to the literature of the period c 900-1200 AD and Modern
Irish (with c 180,000 speakers) runs from c 1200 onwards.

The Goidelic language was spread by Irish immigrants to
both Scotland and the Isle of Man from about the fifth century
AD onwards. The Scots employed the Irish standard as their
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literary language up until the seventeenth century and the
birth of a distinctive Scots Gaelic is generally set to about the
thirteenth century and the spoken vernacular (c 80,000
speakers) has emerged very much as a separate Goidelic
language. A Goidelic language was introduced to the Isle of
Man about the fourth and fifth centuries when the Irish were
attempting to expand into western Britain. Manx was not
recorded until the seventeenth century and although it was
the main language of the Isle of Man through the eighteenth
century, it was completely replaced by English in the twentieth
century with the last native speaker dying in 1974. However,
by this time Manx language enthusiasts had begun studying
Manx from the last native speakers and a revived Manx
survives among about 650 people.

Description of Celtic
Although the Continental Celtic languages are important

for the elucidation of Proto- or Common Celtic, the abundant
texts of the Insular Celtic languages, primarily Old and Middle
Irish, coupled with Welsh, provide the basic comparative
foundations of the Celtic languages and the evidence by which
the Celtic stock contributes to the reconstruction of PIE.
Phonologically, the most familiar characteristic of the Celtic
languages is the loss of PIE *pin Celtic, e.g., Lat pater 'father',
porcus 'pig', and piscis 'fish' but OIr athair 'father', Mir ore
'pig', and Olr fasc'fish'; also, the Celtic languages de-aspirated
the PIE aspirated stops so that they fell together with the non
aspirated stops, Le., PIE *ghlg> Celt *g, PIE *dhld> Celt d,
and PIE *bh> Celt *b. Among the vowels, PIE *e> Celt *f,

and PIE *6> Celt *a. The most unusual features of the Celtic
languages are to be found in the Insular Celtic languages.
These exhibit, on the one hand, certain quite archaic features,
particularly in the verbal system and word order, but also
many features found only in Insular Celtic, such as
"conjugated" prepositions, e.g., OIr la 'with', but lem 'with
me', lat 'with you', leiss 'with him'; infiXing of pronouns, e.g.,
aIr berid 'he carries' but no-m-beir 'he carried me'. The
restructuring of the Insular Celtic languages also resulted in
mutation, where the initial of a word experiences the effect of
the ending of a preceding word in the same clause even though
the ending has been dropped. For example, where a nasal
ending previously existed, it will modify the initial of the
following word to a corresponding nasal, e.g., aIr sechr
« *septem) n-ochr « *okto) 'seven eighths'.

The dialectal position of the Celtic languages is disputed
in detail although not in general. Similarities with Italic led
to the presumption of an !talo-Celtic stage before the
emergence of the individual stocks, and there is little question
that both Celtic and Italic do share a number of common
features, e.g., several preverbs, assimilation of *p...k w to
kW...kw (e.g., PIE *penkwe 'five' > Lat qUinque, aIr c6ic), the
superlative suffix *-isIJ1mo-, the optative in -a-, a number of
uniquely shared lexical items, e.g., Lat terra: aIr tfr'land'. By

.the 1960s, closer examination of all the putative shared
features by a number of scholars suggested that so few

correspondences existed and the differences were so great
that the concept of a period of Italo-Celtic unity was largely
rejected. It was argued that both stocks appear to have
developed independently from late PIE although there may
have been occasional contacts. But despite the collapse of the
Italo-Celtic hypothesis, most attempts to reconstruct the
interrelationships of the IE languages tend to group Italic and
Celtic closer to one another than to most other IE languages
and there are some today who wish to resurrect some form of
Italo-Celtic hypothesis. Against the broader spectrum of
dialectal relationships, Celtic is often held to be a peripheral
language which separated rather early (but after Anatolian)
from the main continuum of late IE dialects.

Celtic Origins
The earliest historical references to the Celts, dated to the

sixth and fifth centuries BC, place them broadly between
southwest Iberia and the Atlantic on the west to near the
mouth of the Danube on the east. By the fifth century BC, the
distribution of many of the Celts ofwestern and central Europe
coincides in general with the La Tene art style that dominated
Europe north of the Alps and the equation Celts = La Tene is
broadly correct for this region as long as one understands
that La Tene art could and did spread beyond the borders of
Celtic speech and that not all Celts can be associated with a
La Tene artwork. This divergence between the distribution
of Celtic speech and La Tene culture is particularly true of
Lepontic which is clearly linked to the Golasecca culture and
whose inscriptional evidence predates the appearance of the
La Tene. In Iberia there is effectively no evidence for the La
Tene and southern Ireland is similarly devoid of La Tene metal
work despite the fact that this very region provides the earliest
inscriptional (ogham) evidence in Ireland for a Celtic language.
On the other hand, the appearance of graves with intrusive
La Tene metalwork in east central Europe does tend to
correlate with historical testimony concerning the eastward
movement of Celts. In short, the La Tene provides an imperfect
marker for the sphere of influence of the Celts and rp.ay attest
late expansions but cannot reflect the area of the earliest
distribution of (Proto- or Common) Celtic speakers.

The La Tene is generally seen as an organic outgrowth
(under the admittedly heavy stylistic influence of Greek and
eastern models that penetrated western Europe through Greek
colonies in Marseilles and elsewhere) of the west European
Hallstatt culture. The Hallstatt culture (800-500 BC) has a
broader distribution than the La Tene but also does not
provide evidence of a unitary "Celtic phenomenon". For
example, it is represented in Iberia but only very minimally
so. A similar situation obtains in Ireland where about fifty
bronze copies of Hallstatt swords provide the primary evidence
for a Hallstatt "culture". From this evidence it is clear that
there is not a single Iron Age culture that can explain the
origin and dispersion of all the Celts.

Generally, the archaeological evidence for continuity can
be traced further to the late Bronze Age Umfield culture of
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the thirte~nth century BC and even earlier but with a de
creasing sense of linguistic utility It is ~lear from the Celtic
languages that they shared common words for (iron' and other
technological items Cshield', (caldron', etc.) that they are
unlikely to have encountered anywhere prior to the Urnfield
or late Bronze Age. Moreover, the Golasecca culture of north-.
west Italy is pan of the general Urnfield ph€momenon and
there is some evidence of the spread of the urnfields into
northwest Iberia as well. Hence, the initial spread of the Celtic
languages may have begun dUring the late Bronze Age and
involved some population movements and later migrations
are suspected for the Iron Age. But major shifts in populations
are not enVisaged: analysis of skeletal remains from "the
Hallstatt and La Tene, for example, point to broad homo
geneity anlong western and central European populations with
more marked differences between them and those of the
British Isles. Similarly, it has not been possible to discern any
particularly genetic features which are shared by all of the
main Celtic-speaking populations, even in the British Isles.
Here the physical and genetic composition of the Celtic popu
lations has generally been regarded as merely uresidual"" or
"peripheral" European rather than particularly derived from
some continental Celtic ((home.land". For this reason
archaeologists in western Europe have also emphaSized other
social processes that may have led to the spread of the Celtic
languages. The establishment of Bronze Age hillforts and later
centers of Iron Age chieftains has.been viewed as providing
an arena for language change and diffusion with varieties of
Celtic expanding along marriage networks between the social
elites (vaguely like French among the Russian nobility of the
early nineteenth century) or via travelling craftsmen who
received the patronage of such elites. It has even been suggest
ed that Celtic may have served as something of a pidgin or
lingua franca among the trade-routes of western Europe. This
latter theory, however, seems most unlikely as pidgins are
characterized by brusque simplification of grammar, a feature
that is hardly supported by both the conservatism of recon
structed Common Celtic and the complicated evolution that
some of the Celtic languages took, such as Old Irish with its
augmentation of the existing verbal forms. "

Finally, there are those who hold to a theory of. Indo
European origins that would seek the roC?ts of all IE stocks in
Europe in the spread of the agricultural economy from the
Near East. Such a model would have the (Proto-) Celtic stock
emerging out of the languages of the Neolithic"inhabitants of
western Europe dUring the period c 5000-4000 BC. This
model, however, seems most unlikely given the general:
similarity of all the Celtic languages with one anoth~r that we

"find with the first inscriptional evidence, e.g.; the Old Irish
expression (the women' would be rendered inna mna which,
were we to find it on an ogham inscription of the fourth
seventh century AD, would have been written *indas ronas,
the precise fonn that we do find it on a Gaultsh inscription of
c 100 AD. It is most improbable that the (Proto-) C~lts were
able to maintain parallel linguistic development from Ireland
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.Celtic T}:1e archaeological antecedents of the Celtic languages (shaded
area).

across western continental Europe from the beginning of the
Ne~lithic to the historical period, a time-span on the order of
four thousand years. For this reason, linguists have generally
confined the search for the Proto-Celts to the later Bronze
Age (c 1200 BC onwards) or the Iron Age.

As Celtic languages spread in the early historic p riod, they
prOVide us with cautionary evidence concerning the
relationship between the process of linguistic expansion and
visibility within the archaeological record. Even where we
can trace in time the course of Celtic movements, such as the
spread of Goidelic speakers from Ireland to Scotland in the
first millennium AD, such a migration is in no way supported
by hard archaeological evidence.

See also GoLASECCA CUlnJRE; HAusrAIT CULtURE; 1Noo
EUROPEAN 1..ANGUAGES; LA T~E CUL"IURE; URNFIELD CULTIJRE

U.P.M., D.Q.A.J
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Cemetery H b The painted motifs of the Cemetery H vessels
have been interpreted as peacocks with the siik$ma sanTa,
the souls of the deceased known later in Vedic religion.

Cemetery H a. Distribution of the Cemetery H culture.
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CEMETERY H CULTURE
Indus Valley late Bronze Age culture (c 2000-1400 BC)

which takes its name from a series of burials deposited in the
upper levels of Harappa, one of the major towns of the Harap
pan culture or Indus Valley civilization, The stratigraphic
position of the burials suggests that they followed the collapse
of urban society in north India-Pakistan. The burials were
dug into a mass of debris of Harappan pottery overlaying an
earlier cemetery (designated R 37), which belonged tQ the
Harappan culture. The burials from Cemetery H are divided
into two stratigraphical groups: the earliest were extended
inhumations while the latter burials involved the deposition
of bones (after exposure) in an ..urn, Among the complete
burials, which were accompanied by pottery vessels, there
was also some evidence of the sacrifice of a sheep or goat.

The urns, which were covered with lids, generally
contained only partial remains of the deceased after exposure.
These ranged in age from adults to infants. The upper stratum
yielded some 135 urns although many of them.contained no
evidence of human remains. The ceramics, which consist of
forms foreign to the Harappan culture but techniques of
manufacture reminiscent of it, have led some to suggest a
synthesis of native Indus and foreign elements. Among the
ceramics were vessels decorated with peacocks, bulls, a goat
and',a dog which have been interpreted in the light of-Vedic
mythology: The excavator of Cemetery H, Maho Sarup Vats,
for example, discerned within the body of the peacocks a
horizontal figure, the sak~ma sarIra, representing the souls
of the deceased in lndic religion. The dogs are compared with
the two hounds of Yama, the lndic lord of the dead. The goat
is regarded as an archetypal pathfinder. Amythological figure
(of uncertain interpretation) is depicted carrying a bow and
standing between two bovines. For this reason, he Cemetery
H culture has occasionally been regarded as evidence for a
mobile and intrusive population associated with early lndo
Aryan movements into India. An earlier theory that the
Cemetery H "people" represented Indo-Aryan destroyers of
the Indus towns is now rejected since there is a clear hiatus
between their burials and the abandonment of the towns.
Moreover, the paucity of Cemetery H remains in the Indus

. region does not support the proposition that it was responsible
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for major cultural and linguistic change. On the other hand,
certain traits of the Cemetery H culture with regard to.
cremation have been linked further north to the Swat culture,
which has often been seen as evidence for some form of lndo
Aryan movement toward the sub-continent. "DIe evidence of
physical anthropology, however, offers no further support for
an intrusive element in the Cemetery H· .population since
anthropological analysis of the skeletons from the Cemetery
H inhumations finds them very close to both the early burials
of the Swat ~ulture and the local Harappan (R-37) populations.

See also J:iARApPAN CULTURE; INDo-IRANIAN lANGUAGES;

Swir CULTURE. U.P.M.l

Further Readings
Kennedy, K. (1995) Have Aryans been identified in the prehistoric

skeletal record from South Asia?, in The Indo-Aryans ofAncient
South Asia, ed. G. Erdosy, Berlin and New York, de Gruyter, 32
66.

Vats, M. S. (1940) Excavations at Harappa. 2 vols. Delhi, Government

of India.

CENTAUR
??-gWhondheIlJos 'centaur'. [Del 73]. Lat Februus

(presiding god of Lupercales), Grk Kiv'favpo~ 'centaur',.Av
ganddIdwa- (name of monster), Shughni iindorv 'werewolf'"
Olnd gandharva- (mythical being). Most of these compartsons
cannot be maintained. The old comparison between the Greek·
and Old lndic forms is rtghtly dismissed in etymological
dictionaries as fantastic. Nor is Lat Februus 'god of death and
purification' cognate as it belongs with Grk (}Vw'offer (on the
sacrificial fire)' < *'fumigate' (cL Grk [Homeric} ()eelov
'SUlphur [used for purification]' which is derived from PIE
*dheu-s-). The vartous Indo-Iranian forms may be cognate
with one another but lack aclear etymology.

The Greek centaurs (Grk Kev'favpo~ 'centaur') are
descrtbed as a savage bunch of mythical beings.' half human,
half horse-like, living in the woods or mountains of Elis
(Arcadia) Of Thessaly. They represent wild life. and animal .
desires; they are lustful, often attempting to rape women; and
they indulge in heavy wine drtnking. Individual centaurs have
myths of their own, like Nessus whom Herakles tackled and
who ultimately caused the latters demise, as he was poisoned
by fabric dipped in the dying. centaur's blood. Attempts to
attribute this term to greater antiquity were made in an early
work of Georges Dumezil but the edific.e of such a proposal
has long since been rejected.

'See also HORSE. [E.C.P]

.Funher Reading .
Dumezil, G. (1929) Le probJeme des Centaures: Etude de mychologie .

comparee indo-europeenne. Paris, Annales du Musee Guimet.

CERNAVODA CULTURE
The Cernavoda I culture is a late Copper Age culture

(c 4000-3200 BC) of eastern Romania and Moldova, situated

Cemavoda Distribution of the Cemavoda culture.

prtmarily in the lower Danube region. The culture occupied
the previous territory of the Gumelnita culture, part of the
continuum of east Balkan tells that had been occupied since
the early Neolithic. According to the Kurgan theory of IE
origins') the earlier Neolithic culture was destroyed and a
hybrid "kurganized" culture involving local and steppe
elements was created. The latter is seen in the shift from stable
.tell settlements to hill-top settlement and defensive archi
lecture (Cemavoda I was surrounded by three ditches) the

. disappearance of painted wares and their replacement by
coarse ware potte~ especially employing shell-temper and!

. or decorated with cord impressions (both features of steppe
ceramics), the abandonment of surface buildings for timb r
semi-subterranean houses, and the occasional presence of the
horse .. In Moldova, the Cemavoda culture is attested by

.cemeteries where the deceased were placed in the flexed
position on their left (less frequently rtght) sides in a pit that
might have been elaborated with a timber or stone structure.
The covertng of the deceased and the bottom of the buIial
chamber with ocher as well as the tumulus erected over the
'grave, sometimes' with a stone kerb, are all traits also

. encountered among the steppe cultures. According to the
"Kurgan theory", subsequent steppe migrations pushed the
Cemavoda culture ·south and west where its western variant
played a pan in the formation ofa "Balkan-Danubian comple "
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of cultures, among which the Baden culture is quite
prominent. In the eastern part of its distribution in Moldova,
the Cernavoda I culture is one of the components that
underlies the foundation of the Usatovo culture.

Cemavoda II and Cernavoda HI refer to later cultures in
the same general vicinity, the first perhaps reflecting an
intrusive steppe culture and the latter a continuation of
Cemavoda I into the early Bronze Age. In the historical period,
the area of the Cernavoda culture was occupied by Dacian
and Thracian-speaking populations.

See also BADEN CULTURE; DACIAN LANGUAGE; EZERO CULTIJRE;

KURGAN TRADITION; THRAClAN lANGUAGE; USATOVO CULTURE.

U·PM.]

CHAFF
*peloleha- - *pelou- 'chaff'. [IEW802 (*pel-); cf. Wat 48

(*pel-)]. Lat palea 'chaff', Lith pelai'chaff', Latv peli 'chaff',
Rus (dial.) pela 'chaff'; OPrus pelwo 'chaff', Lith pelos 'chaff',
Latv P?lus - p~l(a)vas 'chaff', OCS plevy'straw', Rus (dial.)
po16va 'chaff', OInd (pI.) palavas 'chaff'. In one form or
another, widespread in IE and clearly of PIE date. Related to
words for 'dust', e.g., Lat pulvis 'dust'.

?*kWet-'chaff, bran'. [d. IEW632 (*kvec-)]. Mir caiCh «
*kW 6ti-) 'needle, bran', Grk nlrfJpoV « *kwecoro-) 'bran',
(Hesychius) nfJrEa 'bran'. If these words all belong together,
we have evidence for a word of the west and center of the IE
world.

See also AGRICULTURE; GRIND; PlANTS; THRESH; WINNOW.

[D.Q.A.]

CHARCOAL
*hx6ngJ (- ?*hxtng(1) 'charcoal'. [lEW 779 (*angelo-)].

NIr aingeaJ 'light, fire', OPrus anglis 'charcoal', Lith anglis
'charcoal', Latv uogle 'charcoal', OCS rglf'charcoal', Rus ugoll
'coal', NPers angiSt 'charcoal', OInd angara- 'charcoal'. The
variation e/o/0 of the second syllable and the variation of a

stern and i-stem suggest that we have new o-stem and i-stem
derivatives of an old root noun in *-1-, which may itself derive
from *hxI)gwnis 'fire'. Except for the New Irish and a few
others, such as Russian, meaning 'coal', all of the other fonns
stand for 'charcoal', the almost pure carbon derived by burning
wood under controlled conditions, e.g., by covering it with a
sod. The cognates in five stocks, in any case, virtually
guarantee its PIE status.

*g(eJulo- - *gulom 'fire, glowing coal'. [IEW399 (*g(eJu
10-); Wat 20 (*g(e)u-Io-); BK 299 (*k'al-/*k'dl-)]. Oir gOal
« *ge/ou10-) 'coal', ON ko1 'charcoal', OE col 'coal' (> NE
coaD, OHG kola 'charcoal' (Gmc < *gulo-) , TochB soliye
« *geulijo- or *geulih]en-) 'heanh'. The meanings of 'fire,
glowing coal' and of TochB 'hearth', suggest but do not prove
that in some stocks this word may have had a specific recent
meaning crucial in a domestic economy where fire must be
preserved through the night or borrowed from a neighbor.
By one hypothesis, in fact, this second charcoal word was
derived from a verbal root *geu- 'to glow', but this is

speculative. One of the birch-bark containers found with Otzi,
the Neolithic Ice-man, held a variety of pieces of charcoal
and leaves that was interpreted as an ember carrier.

Both the charcoal words illustrate isomorphic semantic
shifts: an earlier meaning of charcoal (ON kol, OCS 9glf) shifts
to 'coal' as part of technological change while the original
meaning is conveyed by a qualified form such as 'charcoal' or
'wood charcoal', e.g., Rus drevesnyj ugolr.

See also BURN; FIRE; HEARTH. [PF}

CHERNOLES CULTURE
Situated in the forest-steppe region between the rivers

Dniester and Dnieper, the Chernoles culture sees the transition
from Bronze to Iron Age 0050-725 BC) northwest of the
Black Sea. The culture derives from the preceding Belogrudov
ka culture that occupied the territory during the Bronze Age.
Settlements include both open sites and hillforts which might
be surrounded by multiple banks and ditches. Houses were
generally surface dwellings and substantial, on the order of
10 x 6 m in size. Material culture comprisedobjects of stone
(axes), bronze (axes, weapons, ornaments) and iron (tools).
Distinctive metal horse-bits are known from the culture and
even the ritual interment of the horse. Burials vary and there
is evidence of both inhumation under barrows and cremation
in urnfields, especially in the later periods. The later testimony
of Herodotus places the "Scythian Farmers" in the region
earlier occupied by the Chernoles culture and this also
coincides well with the region of earliest Slavic river names.
For this reason, the Chernoles culture is sometimes portrayed
as either a stage in the development of the Slavic languages
or at least some form of late Indo-European ancestral to the
evolution of the Slavic stock. Imports and metallurgical
developments suggest that the Chernoles culture was in
contact with Scythians from whom a series of Iranian
loanwords and river names may have been passed into the
(Proto-)Slavic and further, (Proto-)Baltic languages.

See also SLAVIC UNGUAGES. U.PM.l

CHERNYAKOVO CULTURE
The Chernyakovo culture occupied the north~est Black

Sea region (the Ukraine, Moldova, Romania and southern
Poland) from the second to the fifth centuries AD. Its sites
number in the thousands. Settlements vary considerably in
size, the most thoroughly excavated ranging from about
twenty-five to forty-five habitations. Houses comprised at least
three different types: semi-subterranean structures, surface
dwellings constructed of wattle and daub, and stone-built
structures. In the later period in the forest region there are
post-built walls that foreshadow the typical "Slavic" dwellings
of later cultures. Another frequent feature on the settlements
were storage pits in which there were found remains of various
wheats (Triticum monoccocum, T. diccocum, spelt) and
barley Clay ovens were also regularly found in the houses.
Only a few sites show evidence of defence, such as earthen
walls with timber palisades or stone-huilt walls. Cattle was
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Chemyakovo b .. Chernoles house with oven~ c. Inhumation
grave; d. Varieties of cremation burials.

Chemyakovo a. Distribution of the Chemyakovo culture.

Chemoles b. Hillfort at Chemoles (up to 1.5 km across).

Chemoles a. Distribution of the Chemoles culture.
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CHERNYAKOVO CULTURE

the primary livestock, followed by sheep, pig and horse;
remains of the donkey are also known. The economy was
further enhanced by trade with the classical world, and Roman
material such as coins, pottery, amber, alabaster, and glass
beads, have been encountered on Chernyakovo sites.

Cemeteries of the Chernyakovo culture are well known
and many have been excavated. They reveal both inhumations
(extended with head to north or west) and cremations in an
urn or small pit. Grave-goods were frequent and included
pottery, tools, weapons, ornaments and what have been
interpreted as food offerings for the dead.

The Chernyakovo culture embraced a territory which was
settled by a variety of ethno-linguistic groups. A primary
element were the highly mobile Sarmatians who spoke an
Iranian language. They are particularly evident in the
inhumation burials throughout the region and they occupied
not only the steppe but also the forest-steppe, and they
replaced or assimilated earlier Iranian speaking Scythian
tribes. A second major component is seen to derive from the
north, where elements of the Przeworsk and Zarubintsy
cultures are particularly marked in cremation rituals. These
two cultures are often assigned to the early Slavs. To the west
there were also local groups of Dacians and Getae and the
area was also penetrated by Gennanic tribes. The culture has
been presented as a convenient contact zone to explain lexical
borrOWings between Germans and Slavs, and Iranians and
Slavs. The culture was brought to an end in the fourth and
fifth centuries AD by the Hunnic migrations.

See also PRzEWORSK CULTURE; SUVIC lANGUAGES;

ZARUBINTSY CULnJRE. U.PM.]

CHERRY
"'Jernom - "'lqnes- 'cherry (Comus mas, Prunus padus)'.

[lEW 572-573 (*ker-); Wat 30 (*ker-); GI 554-555
(*khrno-); Fried 115-12l]. Lat comus 'cherry', Lith Kimis

'divine protector of cherry', Grk 1Cpavo~ 'cherry'.
The hard core of the evidence for the cherry are Latin

comus and Greek 1Cpavo~ (cL also Homeric 1CpaVEla, on
which Circe fed the 'wallowing swine' into which Odysseus'
men had been transformed). These are strongly supported
by the name for the Baltic, that is, Lithuanian 'patron of
cherries', Kimis (where Grk ap, Lat or, and Lith ir are the
regular reflexes of PIE syllabic *r). This PIE *krn- may
conceivably be supported by the Slavic form for the red or
black cherry such as Rus ceremukha « *cherem- < Common
Slavic *cherm- < late PIE *kerm-) although it should be
emphasized that the generally Slavic root for 'black' (e.g., Rus
cerny}) is a much likelier source. A Thracian or Phrygian
cognate might be the source for the Grk 1Cepaaoc; 'cherry';
Alb thane 'cornel cherry', whatever its precise origin, cannot
be placed here as an inherited cognate.

The problematical 'cherry' term could refer to the members
of two distinct genera. First, the cornel cherry (Comus mas)

was found from central and southern Europe across the Black
.Sea region to the Caucasus while several species of the cherry

(Prunus sp.)-bird, sour, mahaleb, and the cherry proper
were found widely over temperate Europe and Analolia. There
is abundant evidence for the consumption of wild cherries in
the Neolithic and Bronze Age but the earliest evidence for the
domestic cherry does not appear until the classical period.
Other than its fruit (which served both humans and as fodder
for livestock), the cornel tree along with the shoots of the
wayfaring tree (Vibumum lantana) were favored for the pro
duction of arrow shafts in the Neolithic and Bronze Age. As
in some modern languages, the same term (here *k(eJm-)

may have comprised both genera on the basis of shared
properties, notably the succulent, edible and often red or black
berries. While the grammatical gender cannot be established,
there are lexical and cultural grounds for thinking that the
cherry had feminine connotations.

See also TREES [PFI

CHICK-PEA
"'J{jIier- 'chick-pea - garbanzo (Cicer arietinum)'. [IEW598

(*]{i]{er-); Buck 5.67]. Lat cicer'chick-pea', Maced (Hesychius)
1C{1CcppOI 'birds' pease (Lathyrus ochrus)', Arm sisetn

« *]{ei]{er-) 'chick-pea'. Grk K'pr6C; (if < *kikri6s) 'chick-pea'
is sometimes placed here but is more often rejected as cognate
in most etymological dictionaries.

The geographical distribution suggests that this word may
be a borrOWing from some Near Eastern or Mediterranean
source but there is nothing in the shape of the word that
demands that it be a loanword. The chick-pea (Cicer arieti

num) along with the pea (Pisum salivum) was part of the
early Neolithic wheat-barley agricultural complex although
it differs from the latter by being a primarily warm climate
plant". The distribution of the wild chick-pea (Cicer arietinum

subsp. reticulatum) is confined to southeastern Turkey and it
is from here that the spread of the domestic chick-pea is
derived. It appears in archaeological contexts by the eighth
millennium BC in sites in Anatolia and Syria in quantities
markedly less than Pisum. Its earliest appearance in Greece
derives from the early Neolithic and it is presumed to have
been part of the initial Neolithic suite of domesticates intro
duced from the Near East. However, unlike the pea, it is not
found further to the north and is so far absent from the
botanical remains recovered from sites in the north Balkans,
Moldova, the Ukraine and the Swiss lakeside sites. It is known,
however, in southern France during the Neolithic. Although
popular in Italy, its archaeological attestation is very meager
before the classical period. Its earliest appearance in Afghan
istan and India dates to about the third millennium Be and
today India produces 80% of the worlds chick-pea crop.

See also AGRlCULTIJRE; FOOD; PEA; PlANTS; VEGETABLES.

[D.Q.A., J.PM.I

CHILD
*tekn6m 'child, offspring'. [lEW 1057 (*tek-no-); Wat 69

(*lek-); Buck 2.43 cf also 2.271. ON pegn 'man, free servant',
OE jJegn 'servant, follower' (> NE thane), OHG degan 'servant,
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follower', Grk 't'EK"VOV 'child'. Cf. Av taxma- 'seed, offspring',
Oind takman- 'child'. Distribution.suggests PIE status.

Terms for 'c1:lild' often overlap specific kinship labels such
as 'son' or 'daughter' or tenns for. servant. It is doubtful that
PIE made extensive use of any gender-neutral term; usually
gender specific tenns such as 'boy' arid 'girl' were employed.
One originally neuter term, der.ived from'the roo't *tek- 'beget'
(Grk 't'Z1C't'W < *'n-'t'1C-ro), is preserved as 'child' in Greek and
matches Germanic terms for '~ervant' which is semantically
upgraded in many areas to mean 'servant of the king' >
'nobleman' (cf. thane in Macbeth). Indo-Iranian cognates
suggest an original meaning 'seed, sprout', a meaning also
recorded in Greek. Geographically more restricted but
showing a similar range of meanings is ON bam "child', OE
beam 'child' (> NE bairn [preserved in Scotland]), OHG bam
'child', Goth bam 'child' « Proto-Gmc *bama-), Lith bernas
'servant', Latv b~ms 'child', all from *bher- 'bear (a child)'.
Other roots associated with begetting a child were employed,'
e.g., *genhl- 'give birth' which underlies OHG kind 'child'.
Elsewhere, a variety of terms signifying a"young animal' are
specialized as human terms, e.g., Lat puer'boy' akin to pullus
'colt, chick'. Also, terms for 'fre~' or 'noble' are applied to
children as in Lat lIber sugge~ting a concept of legitimacy.
These latter seem to be individual developments in the various
stocks.

See also Beai2; DAUGHTER; KINSHIP; SON. [M.E.H.)

CHIN
*smeK- 'chin, jaw'. [IEW968 (*smek-); GI96-97 (*smeJ<h

r-); Buck 4.142]. Oir smech « *smefeha) chin', Lat m~la «
*(s)meKsla-) 'cheek, jaw', maxilla « *(s)meKslola-) 'jaw(bone),
lower part of face', cf. also *smoft,1r'chin, beard': OE sm~ras

(pI.) « *smahria-) 'lips',.Lith smakras - smakra 'chin', Latv
smakrs 'chin', Alb mjeker'chin, beard', Arm mawruk"beard',
Hit z(a)mankur (beard', OInd smasru- « *smasru-) 'beard,
(especially) moustache'. ClearlyPIE in distribution and status.

?*men- 'chin'. [IEW726). MWels mane 'mouth, jaw', Lat.
mentum 'chin' (Italo-Celtic < *mlJ.-to-), Hit meni-'chin'.· The
Iralo-Celtic on the one hand and the Hittite on the other may
well be independent creations' from *men-' 'project'.' .

.Alternatively, we may have evidence of a root-noun *men
'chin' (again derived from *men- 'project') with different
morphological renewals in Halo-Celtic on the one hand and
Hittite on the other.

See also ANATOMY; HAIR;]AW. [D.Q.A.]

CHUST CULTIJRE
The Fergana Valley of -eastern Uzbekistan wa.s occupied'at

the end of the BronZe Ag~ or early Iron Age (c 1500-900 Be)
by the Chust culture. Settlements varied in size from small
single dwelling sites to larger settlements over 10 ha in size ..
Some sites indicate defensive architecture and others occupy
hilltop locations. The actual domestic structures are not well
known but were sometimes built of mud.-brick. Frequent in
settlements are large pits that are believed to have served for

Chust Distribution of the Chust culture.

the storage of grain. Wheat, barley and especially millet have
been recovered along with agricultural t!Jols (sickles and hoes).
Stone sickles and stone knives as well as painted pottery of
the Chust culture have been related to developments further
east·in Xinjiang. Domestic animals included cattle, sheep/goat,
horse, asses, camel and possibly pig. Wild animals included
gazelle, onager and saiga antelope. Pottery was hand-made;
both bronze (spearheads, knives) and sam iron objects are
attested. Burials are variable with interment on the edge of
settlements 'in pits; hoards of skulls are known as well as
human remains mixed with those of animals. The physical
type has been identified as Europoid and has b en variously
interpreted as the remains of Iranian peoples moving towards
the east or Iranian-speaking people retreating from the eastern
steppe or Xinjiang who had been forced west. Either way, the
presumption is that the Chust culture reflect the increasing
sedentiZation of earlier mobile (?Iranian) pastorali ts.

See also BISHKENT CUlTIJRE; 1Noo-IRANIAN 1.ANGUAGES;

VAKHSH CULTIJRE. U.P .J
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CIRCLE
*serk- 'make a circle, complete; make restitution'. [JEW

912 (*serk-); Wat 58 (*serk-); G1707-708 (*serkh-)]. Lat
sarcio 'make restitution; make whole (i.e., repair, mend)',
sarcina 'bundle', Alb gjarkez 'peritoneum' « *'that which
surrounds'), Grk £PlCO<; 'enclosure, hedge, (courtyard) wall;
net; snare' (£p1COr; 686v'fOJv 'set of teeth'), Op1CaV1J - iplCaVTJ
'enclosure, fence; trap, pitfall', Hit samikzi 'makes restitution',
IochA sark 'circle, cycle', TochB serke 'circle, cycle; complete
set' (keme$$e serke 'set of teeth'). Though the underlying verb
survives only in Latin and Hittite, and then in what was an
originally metaphorical meaning, the distribution of
derivatives assures its PIE antiquity.

*h3~rbhis 'circle, orb'. [VW 597]. Lat orbis 'ring, circle,
cycle; round surface, disk; world, earth, orb', TocMB yerpe
'disc, orb' (with Tocharian A borrowed from Tocharian B;
TochB < lengthened grade *h]erbhos). The pattern of
distribution suggests at least late PIE date.

See also FENCE; WAll; WHEEL. [D.Q.A.l

CLADISTICS see SUBGROUPING

ClAN see FAMILY

ClAY
*mldho/eha 'clay'. (lEW 719 (*mel-dh-); cf. Wat 40

(*mel-)]. OE molde 'sand, dust, soil; land, country' (> NE
mouleD, Goth mulda 'earth, clay', Grk paAOry 'modelling
mixture of wax and pitch', OIndm[t- - m[d- 'clay, loam'. The
deaspiration in Old Indic is probably due to influences from
the adjective m[du- 'soft'; the verb mardh- 'be moist, sticky'
preserves the expected aspiration. From *meldh- 'soft, weak,
flexible'. The agreement of Germanic and lndic would seem
to assure PIE status for this word.

*g1oiuos'clay'. [IEW362-364 (*gloi-l)o-)]. OE c1~g'clay'

(> NE clay), Fris klay'clay' « Proto-Gmc *klaijaz), Lith (pI.)
gleives 'slime', Latv glievs '?clay', Grk YAotOr; 'clay'. Cf. also
Lat glQten- « *gloi-ten-) 'glue'. At least a word of the west
and center of the IE world.

?*isti- 'clay'. [VW 184-185}. Av iStyam 'brick', z:Jm6iStva
'c1ay~tile', Olnd f~taka 'brick', Khawar ustu 'sun-dried brick,
large clod of earth', TochB iscem « *istjo-m-?) 'clay'. It is
possible that the Tocharian word was borrowed from Iranian
but, if so, the borrowing was very early. If the Tocharian is an
independent inheritance, then we have evidence here for a
word of the IE east.

Ceramic technology exploits naturally occurring clays
which need not vary greatly from other soils; thus, our inability
to recover a marked distinction between '(potter's) clay' and
other types of 'earth' occasions little surprise. The term
suggesting the greatest precision is *mjdho-. Although the
gloss at times is merely a generic 'earth, soil', the root
connection is 'be weak, flexible' which possesses the inherent
notion of modelling and thus suggests that 'clay' was indeed
part of the original semantics. The term *gloilJo-, which is

geographically more confined, emphasizes gluey or slimy
aspects of the substance which seems further removed from
the concept of modelling clay. The Grk 1CEpapOr; 'potter's clay,
pottery' is a local innovation, perhaps derived from the verb
lCepavvfJ/ll 'mix'. In the preparation of ceramics, the clay is
frequently mixed with another substance, e.g., grit, crushed
shell, vegetable matter, crushed sherds, in order to avoid
shrinkage and consequent breakage during firing. The other
primary use of clay would have been in the production of
daub as an insulation for wattle and daub houses.

See also POT. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.}

CLEAN
*hlerhr 'wash'. [Puhvell: 116}. Hit arr(a)- - arriya- 'wash',

TocM yar- 'wash'. The agreement of Anatolian and Tocharian
would seem good evidence for PIE status for this word.

*Kleu-'clean'. [IEW607 (*kleu-); Wat 31 (*kleu-)J. Olat
cloaca 'gutter, sewer' (although the Latin grammarians cited
a verbal form cluo 'clean' as the basis of this form, the verbal
form is not elsewhere attested), OE hlot(c)or 'pure', OHG
hlot(c)ar 'pure', Goth (acc. pI.) hlOtrans 'pure, clean', Lith
sluoju 'sweep', Grk 1CAt>SW 'wash'. Although sometimes cited
here, Wels clir 'clean, bright' is almost certainly an English
loan. The distribution of cognates suggests that this word was
at least known in the west and center of the IE world.

*Ieuh3- 'wash, bathe'. [lEW 692 (*lou-); Wat 37
(*leu(:J)-); GI 147 (*loHO-); Buck 9.36; BK 581 (*law-an-/
*IJw-an-)]. Lat lava 'wash, bathe', Myc re-wo-te-re-jo 'for
bathing', Grk AOVOJ 'wash', Ann loganam 'bathe, wash myself'.
Although these forms correspond semantically, there are some
phonological problems. Both the Mycenaean and Armenian
fo~s point to h3; the nasal present exhibited in the Armenian
word is purely an Armenian development.

*m(e)uhr 'wash (in urtne?)'. [IEW741 (*meu-)]. MIr mOn
'urine', OPms aumusnan 'wash', Lith maudyti 'bathe', latv
maudat 'bathe', maat 'submerge', OCS myjr 'wash', Rus mytr
'wash', Grk (Cypriot) J.1vAaaaafJat 'wash oneself', Av mo9ra
'din', OInd mutra- 'urine'. Old Indic, Baltic and Slavic all
point to *muhr . The Greek form is rather unclear (ufO?; A
far 8, not < OA?). The semantics is also difficult and may
suggest an underlying meaning 'wash' developing into some
stocks as 'dirt' rather than 'wet'. Alternatively, the semantic
development may possibly be related to the ritual practice of
washing in cow's urine which is attested in India. It might be
noted that human urine was also employed by the Romans
as a mouthwash (the ammonia brightened teeth) and urine
was a regular component of mouthwashes and toothpastes
up to the eighteenth century.

*neigw- 'wash'. [IEW76 1 (*nei!f'-); Wat 44 (*neigW-); Buck
9.36]. aIr nigid 'washes', ON nykr 'water spirit', OE nicor
'water spirit', NE nix - nixie 'water sprite', OHG nihhus 'water
spirit', Grk viSOJ 'wash', Av naeniiaiti 'washes', 0 Ind nenekCi
'washes'. Cf. also the derivative *nigWtos 'washed, clean': OIr
necht 'clean, pure', Grk aV1Jrro<; 'un-washed', Olnd nikta
'washed'. The Old Irish form points to a root in the shape
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*neig- rather than *neigW
-, and thus may not belong with

this cognate set. Aside from this uncertainty, the root is
reasonably well attested for PIE.

*peuhr 'clean (by straining or sieving)'. [lEW 827
(*peu-); Wat 51 (*peud-)]. OHG [owen 'sieve, clean grain',
OInd pavayati 'cleanses, purifies'. ef. also the various deriva
tives *puhrto-s 'cleaned': Lat putus (with'short -u- perhaps
influenced by putare 'to prune, clean') 'clean', Av potika
'serving as purification', OInd pOta- 'clean'; *puhrro-s'clean':
MIr Or 'new, fresh', Wels ir ~ iraidd 'fresh, green', Lat porus
'pure, spotless'. The distribution of the root *peuhr and its
derivatives suggests solid reconstruction to PIE. Attempts to
connect this root with *pUhxf- 'fire' (± 'the purifier') are highly .
speculative. .

See also PuRE. [M.N.; RS.P.B.; D.Q.A.]

CLOSE (THE EYES)
*meigh- - *meik- 'close the eyes'. IIEW 712-713

(*meigh-)]. From *meigh-: Lith (ui-)migti 'fall asleep', Latv
(iaiz-)migt 'fall asleep', miegt 'close the eyes', ORus megnuti
'blink', Rus miat! - miit! 'blink, close the eyes'; from
*meik-: Lat micare 'move quickly, flash', OSorb mikac 'blink';
Tach B mik- 'close the eyes' is ambiguous as to *-k- or
:«-gh-. In one form or another widespread in IE.

See also EYE; SLEEP. [D.Q.A.]

CLam see TEXTILE

CLOTHE (ONESELF)
*hleu- 'put on clothes'. [lEW 346 (*eu-); Wat 17-18

(eu-); GI610 (*eu-); Buck 6.11; BK 394 (*tiaw-/*1idW-)]. Lat
induo 'put on, get dressed in', exuo 'divest oneself (00', Lith
auti 'put on shoes', aveti 'wear shoes, boots, stockings', Latv
aut 'put on shoes, stockings', oes ob-uj9 'put on shoes', iz
uti 'take off shoes', Arm aganim 'dress'. Cf. also OIr [Dan
« *upo-ou-no-) 'outer garment, tunic', TochB ewe 'inner skin'.
The geographical distribution of this lexeme suggests
considerable antiquity in IE. A widespread nominal derivative
is *h]outleha- in Lat sub-ocula 'under tunic', Lith aukle
'shoelace', Latv aukla 'cord', Av ao(Jra- 'footwear', though the
wide variation in meaning suggests independent creations
rather than a word of PIE date.

*ues- 'be dressed; dress' (3rd sg. present [1] *ues(t)o 'is
dressed, wears', [2] *uostjeti 'dresses, clothes'). [lEW 1172
1173 (*lJes-); Wat 78 (*wes-); GI 610 (*wes-); Buck 6.11;
BK 460 (*haw-/*hdW-)]. [1] Grk lVVVJ.1l 'get dressed', Arm z
genum 'get dressed' (Greek and Armenian < *lJes-n(e)u-) ,
Hit wess- 'be dressed', Luv wass(a)- 'be dressed', Av vaste
'wear', OInd vaste 'wear', TochAB was- 'be dressed' (d. TochB
infinitive wastsi 'clothes'); [2] ON verja 'dress', OE werian
'dress' (> NE wear), OHG werian 'dress', Goth wasjan'dress',
Alb vesh 'dress', Hit wassezzi 'dresses'. Cf. the denominative
Lat vestio 'dress'. There are a number of nominal derivatives
meaning 'clothes': *lJesmn- in Grk (Lesbian) (f)tJ.1J.1a 'clothes',
Av vavhan;Jm 'clothes', Oind vasman- 'covering'; *lJestis in

CLOTHING

Lat vestis 'clothes', Goth wasti 'garment, dress', Grk
(Hesychius) (f)c<rria 'clothing', Arm z-gest 'garment,
clothing'; or *IJestr- in MHG wester 'baptismal gown', Grk
(f)tarpa 'clothes', Hit westra 'clothes', Av vastra- 'clothes'.
Cf. alsoMyc we-a2-no(= wehanos) 'kilt'. If *h]eu-wasactually
vowel-initial, i.e., *eu-, then *lJes- may be an old extension
of it, i.e., *u-es-. In any case *lJes- is the most basic and general
clothing word reconstructible for PIE, being attested in almost
every stock and geographical area, including Anatolian and
Tocharian. It is noteworthy that in Mycenaean Greek the
derivative wehanos, literally '[that] which is worn', is the word'
for 'kilt', the clothing par excellence, at least for men, which
was worn in Greece and Anatolia although it would be too
much to project it back into greater antiquity for all the IE
peoples given the wide variety of clothes that we encounter
when we first recover their apparel, e.g., trousers among the

. steppe populations, long tunics in the Bronze Age of the
Germanic world. It may be possible that *ues- is funher related
to Greek earla 'hearth' (d. Hestia, the goddess of hearth and
home). If so, it may be that its still earlier meaning was 'that
which warms/protects'.

See also CLOTHING; COVER; TEXTILE; TEXTILE PREPARATION.

[D.Q.A., E.j.WB.]

CLOTHING-
*uospaleha- 'garment'. [lEW 11 72 (*l)es-)]. Lat vespa ~

vespula ~ vespil10 'undertaker; one who steals clothes from
the dead', Hit was(sa)pa- 'garment, shroud', Luv waspant
« *lJOSpo-) 'wearing funeral shrouds'. From *ues- 'be dressed;
dress'. The derivative formant *-po- is productive in neither
Italic nor Anatolian, so it is very likely that *lJOSpO- is of PIE
age.

*bh[u- '(bolt 00 cloth'. [lEW 137-138 (*bhro-); BK 7
(*bar-/*bdf-)]. Lith burva 'piece of cloth', Latv burves 'small
sail', Myc pa-we-a2 (pI.) (= parweha) 'pieces of cloth', Grk
qJapo~'(bolt 00 cloth' (i.e., the cloth directly as it comes from
the loom, usable as is as a cloak, blanket, or woman's peplos).
Cf. also Lith bure 'sail', Grk (Hesychius) qJapal 'to weave, to
plait', qJopJ.16~ 'mat; seamans cloak of coarse plaited fabric'.
Though attested in only two traditions, the exact semantic
match is a strong argument that we have reflexes of a (late)
word in the center of the IE world. Only in Grk qJapal is the
underlying verb attested (PIE *bher- 'weave, tWine').

*drap-~ *drop-'±clothes,cloak'. [lEW211 (*drep-); Buck
6.12]. Gallo-Roman drappus 'clothes', ON tr9[ (pI.) 'fringe',
Lith drapanos (pI.) 'clothes', Latv drana « drapna) 'clothes',
bInd drapi- 'cloak'. Perhaps from *drep- 'split (of0'. Perhaps
also here Av dra[sa- 'flag', Oind drapsa- 'banner' but as likely
is a connection with *dreb- 'tremble'. This is one of the very
few words for clothing that has an eastern IE cognate. Despite
the uncertainty of the phonological shape of this word
(perhaps to be accounted for by some post-PIE borrowing
back and forth from one branch of IE to another), this looks
to be a likely candidate for (late) PIE status.

*baiteh2- 'cloak'. [lEW 92-93 (*baita ~ *paita); GI 53].
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CLOTHING

OE pad 'coat', OHG pfeit 'garment', Goth paida 'tunic, shirt',
Grkf3al't1] 'shepherd's or peasant's coat of skins; tent of skins'.
Alb petk 'clothes, garment' may belong here as well but, with
its initial p-, it is probably ultimately a borrowing from some
Germanic (Gothic?) source. This word is usually taken to be
a borrowing by both Germanic and Greek from some non-IE
source. It certainly may be, but there seems to be no reason it
has to be, save that *b was of very rare occurrence in PIE.
Certainly a cloak of wool or animal skin must have been part
of the Proto-Indo-Europeans' store of clothing.

*k~ntr/n- '± patch, patched garment'. [lEW 567
(*kenth(o)-); Wat 29 (*kentho-)J. Lat cento 'patchwork
clothes', OHG hadara « *kotreha-) 'patches', Grk 1(evrpmv
'patched clothes', Ann k'ot'anak'clothes'. Cf. also Olnd kantha
'rag, patched garment'. All but the lndic words would appear
to be reflexes of a widespread and ancient rln-stem. The lack
of an -n- in the first syllable of the Germanic and Armenian
words is plausibly explained by the dissimilatory loss in forms
like *kentn-. The Old Indic word would be an independent
derivative of *kent-. It is perhaps worthy of note that Otzi,
the 'Iceman of Tyrol' (of c 3300 BC), had as his principal
garment a cloak neatly composed of deer, ibex, and chamois
skins patched together. Perhaps related to Grk 1(EVrem 'prick'
(in the meaning *'stitch'?), though the latter would appear to
have been descended from a PIE *kent- (d. Latv sIts 'hunting
spear').

*lop- '± strip of cloth, bast or hide used for clothing'. [lEW
678 (*lep-); Wat 36 (*lep-)]. OE 16f'headband', Lith lopas
'patch', l6pyti 'mend, repair', Latv laps 'patch', lapIt'mend,
repair' (the Baltic words appear to reflect an earlier *lap- rather
than *lop-), Rus lapotl 'bast-shoe', lapitI'mend, repair',
lapot6k 'rags', Grk AmJro~ - AW1C11 'clothes made from skins',
(Hesychius) AWV' 'short cloak (worn by horsemen)'. From
*lep- 'strip (of0'. At least a word of the west and center of the
IE world.

*ruk-? 'over-garment'. [JEW 874 (*ruk(k)-); Wat 55
(*ruk-)}. OIr rucht « *ruktu-) 'tunic', MWels ruch(en)
« *roukka) 'cloak', OE rocc 'over-garment, rochet', OHG
rocko 'distaff', Goth *rukka (borrowed into Italian rocca
'distaff') « Gmc *rukkon). An isogloss of the western
periphery of the IE world. .

See also COVER; HEADBAND; SHOE; TEXTILE;

TEXTILE 'PREPARATION. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1969) A Latin-Hittite etymology Language 45, 235

242.

CLOUD
*n~bhes- - *nebh-el- 'mist, cloud; sky. [lEW 315

(*nebhos-); Wat 44 (*nebh-); GI 575-576 (*ne1Jh-); Buck
1.73]. OIr nem (s-stem) 'heaven', Wels neE (Celtic with
problematic -m-) 'heaven', Lat nebula 'mist, fog', ON niflheimr
'darkness', njol'mist, night', OE nifol'dark', OHG nebul'mist',
Lith debesis (with secondary d) 'cloud', Latv debess 'sky,
cloud', OCS nebo - nebes- 'sky', Rus nebo 'sky' (borrowed

from OeS), nebo'roof of mouth', Grk veqJo~, vEqJ£A.J(doud',
Hit nepis 'sky', Av nabah- 'sky', Oind nabhas- 'mist, cloud;
sky; air, space'. The PIE word for 'mist' or 'cloud' with
secondary development of 'heaven' in a number of stocks.

*sneudh- - *snoudh- 'mist, cloud'. [IEW978 (*sneudh-);
Wat 62 (*sneudh-)]. Wels nudd 'mist', Lat nobes 'cloud, mist',
Av snaoba- 'cloud', Baluchi nod 'cloud'. All forms may have
either -eu- or -ou-. Lat nabes is also explained differently.
Thinly but widely attested enough to insure PIE status.

*h]meigh- - *h]l11ighleha- 'drizzle, mist'. (JEW 712

(*meigh-); Wat 40 (*meigh-); Buck 1.74]. Oir nel (if from
*miglo- with n- from *nebhos) 'cloud', 0 N mistr« *mixstaz)
'dark weather', OE mist 'mist' (> NE nlist), NDutch mist 'mist',
miggelen 'drizzle', Lith migla. 'mist', Latv migla 'mist', oes
mrgla 'mist', Rus mgla 'mist, darkness', miitl'drizzle', Grk
oj.1{XA1J 'cloud', Av maeya- 'cloud', OInd megha- 'cloud', mih
'mist'. Arm meg 'mist' is an Iranian loan. It is doubtful whether
this root derives from *meigh- 'flicker' while *h3meigh- 'to
urinate' is semantically very close to 'drizzle' and as both had
*h3- (d. Grk OJ.1E{Xm 'urinate' and OJ.1{XAl1 'cloud'), the roots
will be the same except for the palatalized velar. Distribution
indicates PIE status.

The fact that *nebhos filled out the semantic fields of both
'cloud' and 'sky' led to an inconsequential attempt by both F
Specht and W. Brandenstein to reconstruct the weather
conditions of the IE homeland. It was believed that the earliest
Indo-Europeans had uniformly designated the heavens with
*djeus 'bright sky' which suggested fair weather conditions
in the homeland. The movement into the cloudy regions of
the Balts and Slavs, for example, had prompted them to
abandon their etymologically transparent word for 'sky' and
expand the meaning 'cloud' to include 'the heavens, the sky'
as a more appropriate term for their cloudy new homes. Specht
incongruously argued for a homeland in northern Europe
while Brandenstein proposed that the clear sky of the
Eurasiatic steppe was the original referent. He also observed
that the entire argument was likely to be specious since the
secondary meaning 'heaven' for *nebhos was by no means
confined to Baltic and Slavic. More recently, Gamkrdidze and
Ivanov have suggested that the association of 'cloud' and 'sky'
indicates that the Proto-Indo-Europeans lived in a
mountainous environment where the 'sky' might well lie in
the clouds. Such a hypothesis is obviously no more creditable
than the others.

See also GoD; RAIN. [R.S.PB.I

Further Readings
Brandenstein, W (1952) Bemerkungen zum Sinnbezirk des Klimas.

Scudien zur indo-germanischen Grundsprache, 23-25.

Specht, F (1948) Der indogermanische Himmelsgott im Baltisch

Slavischen. KZ 69, 115-123

CLUB
*bak- 'club'. !JEW 93 (*bak-); Wat 4 (*bak-)l. Olr baec

'staff (if not from Latin)', Wels bach 'corner', Lat baculum
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CLUB

• !

a.

d. e. f.

Club a. Wooden club (British Neolithic); b. Stone mace-head (Dnieper-Donets culture, Ukraine); c. Stone mace-head (Manupol
cemetery, Ukraine); d. Early Bronze Age burial with copper club (Kutuluk I, Volga region); e. Copper harpoon (Copper Hoard culture,
India); f. Copper bar celt (Copper Hoard culture, India). Note that both the harpoon and bar celt (as well as other weapons) have been
identified by various authors with the vajra- of the Indic god Indra.
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CLUB

'staff', MDutch pegge 'pin, peg' (borrowed> NE peg), Grk
{3alcrpov'staff'. By its phonology (possessing both *b and

. *a) probably a popular word of the west and center of the IE
world.

?*uedhegoleha- 'club'. [lEW 1115 (*IJ~dh-); d. Wat 73
(*wedh-); BK 478 (*wad-/*wdd-)]. OPrus wedigo 'ax', Lith
vedega 'ax', Latv v~dga 'ice-pick', Av va8ayan- (name of a
demon, the 'striker'?). From *lJedh- 'push, strike'. Only if the
Avestan word is related is there any evidence that this is a PIE
word rather than a specifically Baltic one. Since the original
meaning of the Ave?tan word is only an etYmological guess,
the PIE status is dubious. Certainly this verbal root shows a
good many other derivatives with precisely the meaning 'club':
OIr fodb 'ax', Av vadar- 'weapon', Olnd vadha- 'weapon',
TochB yatwe 'whip', but they are all independent formations.

?"U~gros'cudgel'. lcf. IEW1117-1118]. GrkMElteaypo~
'Meleager' « *mele-wagros 'caring for cudgel'), Av vazra
'mace, cudgel' (whence Finnish vasara 'hammer'), OInd vajra
'thunderbolt; cudgel' (whence TochAB wasir'thunderbolt').
A word of the southeast of the IE world. If the Germanic
name Odoacer« Gothic), OE Eadwacer« Proto-Gmc *Auda
wakraz) meant '± rich in weapons', then we would have
evidence for an originally wider IE distribution. From *TJag
'split, strike, bite'.

?*lorgeha- 'club'. [IEW691-692 (*lorga- - *lorgi-)]. OIr
lorg'club, pestle', MWels lloIY'club', ON lurkr'cudgel, club'.
Possibly a word of the far west of the IE world. The possibility
of borrowing between Celtic and Old Norse cannot be
excluded.

In the mythologies of the IE peoples, the god of war or a
similar deity charged with aggressive behavior, e.g., storm
god, wields a club, mace, ax or hammer. In Old Ifl:dic tradition
the weapon is the vajra- which is primarily employed by Indra.
In Vedic contexts this vajra- is wielded either by throwing or
striking and a part of it, at least, is made of copper as the
instrument is described as 'red-brown', the color designation
for copper. The texts also reveal that the vajra- is likened to
an arrow in that it possesses a point with four to eight edges,
barbs and a shaft. The shaft or handle was thinner than the
head. According to Wilhelm Rau, the instrument as described
in Old lndic literature finds by far its best parallel in the
"harpoons" of the Copper Hoard culture. On the other hand,
Harry Falk has more recently suggested that only the so-called
"bar celts" from the same culture provide a solid candidate
for the vajra-.

Clubs existed probably long before the emergence of
anatomically modem humans in Eurasia between 100,000
and 40,000 years ago. There is evidence for stone clubs in
the Mesolithic over broad areas of Europe where their purpose
has been variously described as serving for bludgeoning large
fish, seals, or pounding in stakes for fish weirs. In the Neolithic
and early Bronze Age one encounters more frequently some
evidence for a macehead, either attached by a perforation or
simply shaped and lashed to a wooden handle. These are

. found from the Atlantic to the Urals and are generally

interpreted as symbols of power and authority; they are found
generally in mortuary contexts with presumably important
individuals. From the early Bronze Age Poltavka culture in
the Volga region comes a burial accompanied uniquely by a
large copper club. It seems likely that some form of club or
mace-head would have been known to the earliest IE speakers.

See also Ax; COPPER HOARD CULTIJRE; TooL. ID.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Readings
Falk, H. (1994) Copper Hoard weapons and the Vedic vajra, in South

Asian Archaeology I, eds. A. Parpola and P Koskikallio, Helsinki,

Suomalainen Tiedeakatemia, 193-206.
Rau, W (1973) Metalle und Metallgerate im vedischen lndien.

Akademie der Wissenscha£ten und der LiceraLUr, Mainz,

1973,8.

COAL see CHARCOAL

COCK
There are no cognate sets between the various stocks for

the rooster, and the individual terms tend to be ultimately
onomatopoeic, stemming from roots with meanings such as
'call', 'sing', or, in the case of Greek, 'ward off'. Thus we have
OIr cailech and Wels ceiIiog [< *ke1- 'call'; lEW 548-550
(*ke1-)} 'cock', Lat gallus « *gal- 'call') 'cock', Goth hana «
*kan- 'sing') 'rooster' (but ON h~na 'hen', OE henn 'hen' [>
NE hen], OHG huon 'chicken'), OPers kahrkatat « *ker
'call of bird') 'cock', and the obviously onomatopoeic Olnd
kukkutA- « *ko ko) 'cock'. Grk ciitElcrPVtOV 'cock' derives
from *haelek- 'ward off', d. the Avesta where the crowing of
the cock drives away demons. The Lith gaidys 'cock' and OCS
kuru 'cock' are without etymology

See also BIRDS; HEN. U.A.C.G.I

Further Reading
Schlerath, B. (1953) Ueber den Hahn. KZ71, 28---32.

COLD
*xelto- 'cold'. [lEW 551 (*]{el-); Wat 28 (*ke1J:')]. WeIs

c1yd 'sheltered, warm, dry, snug', Lat calidus 'warm, hot', Lith
saltas 'cold', Latv salts 'cold, naked') Av safdta- 'cold'; perhaps
the reduplicated forms ON hela « *hehlon) 'frost', Olnd
sisira- 'the cool season' and less likely OCS slana 'hoar frost'.
As Celtic and Latin indicate, the root *fel-/*Kol- is also
connected with words meaning 'warm, hot', d. also Lat caleo
'to be hot', suggesting that the root semantics may have
concerned intensity rather than specifically temperature.
While several connections may be questionable, the
geographical spread still supports a PIE form.

*kwrusten '(freezing) cold'. {lEW 621-622 (*kreus- 
*krus-); GI 589; VW 236]. Grk KpvaralVoj1az 'am congealed
with cold, freeze' (d. also Kpvaraitlto~ 'ice; numbness;
crystal', KpVj16~'icycold, frost' « *krusmo-), 1(pvo~'icycold,

frost' « *knlses-; all the Greek fOTITIS show a delabialization
of original *kw_ to k- in the neighborhood of -u-), TocM
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kuras (ace. sg. krossam) 'cold', TochB krosce 'cold'. Other
derivatives are to be seen in Lat crusea 'crust', OHG hroso
'ice, crust', Latv kruvesis 'frozen mud'. The distribution
suggests that this word was widespread and old in IE.

*hJeug- 'cold'. [lEW783 ( *oug-)]. Olr Qache (noun) 'cold',
Wels oer'cold', Lith austi 'to become cold', Latv aOksts 'cold',
Arm oyc 'cold'. Although best attested in the northwest, the
Armenian cognate does support deeper IE status.

*gel- 'cold, to freeze'. [JEW 365-366 (*gel(J)-); Wat 19
(*ge1-); Buck 15.86; BK 287 (*k'uJY-/*k'olY-)]. Lat gell1 'cold,
frost', ON kala 'to get cold', OE calan 'to get cold', ceald 'cold'
(> NE cold), OHG kale 'cold', Goth kalds 'cold' « Proto-Gmc
*kaldaz). The earlier suggested Grk (Gallo-Roman)
y£A.av8pov 'cold' is now Widely discredited, restricting this
item to northwest IE.

*sI1ges- 'cold, frost'. [lEW 1004 (*srfg-); Wat 64 (*srrg-);
GI 589 ( *srIk'-)]. Lat fngus 'cold, frost', Grk pryoe; 'frost, cold'.
Geographical spread only supports late, perhaps dialectical
status.

?*haeJgh- 'be cold'. [lEW 32 (*algh-)]. Lat algor 'frost',
algere 'be cold', ON (gen. sg.) elgjar'snow', NIce elgur'snow
drift'. Doubtful cognates and even if the words share the same
root this is relevant only if it reflected a substantive 'cold, ice';
Lat algor is better derived from aIgere.

A wide variety of direct semantic oppOSitions among
homophones occur in IE, often in the religious vocabulary,
but extending well beyond it. This pattern has been taken by
Michael York to represent a "possible IE tendency toward
polarized perception", including a "basic positive-negative
duality".

U.C.S., R.S.PB]

Further Reading
York, M. (1993) Toward a PIE vocabulary of the sacred. Word 44,

235-254.

COLOR
No Indo-European term for the noun 'color' is

reconstructible, but this fact does not mean that the Indo
Europeans failed to recognize different colors. Among many
peoples, e.g., the NavajO, a complex set of specific color terms
may coexist with the absence of an abstract general term for
color. Within individual languages, terms for color often derive
from terms for the 'surface', e.g., Lat color (akin to celare
'cover, conceal, d. Oind vama- 'color' from a root var- 'cover')
or Grk xpmpa (akin to XpOfi 'pelt, hide') or are derived from
a specialization of individual color terms, e.g., Celtic *lIwo
(Olr If 'beauty, appearance, glory, color', Welshlliw 'form,
countenance, color') akin to Lat IIvor 'dark blue' or OE hlw .
'appearance, form, color' which is related to Lithsyvas 'gray'.
The most interesting of these terms appear to relate to
markings rather than color per se. A root *perk- is applied to
a variety of variegated beings, e.g., Lat porcus 'perch or piglet',
OIr erc 'perch, salmon'. It is further seen in Grk n£p1CVoc;

COLOR

which deSignates 'freckled' or 'red' as does its lndic cognate
PISl)i-, while a Greek term, npa1\Vov is glossed as 'black',
However, the most interesting derivative of *perJ<-, *porJ<
1)6s, occurs in Germanic, Proto-Gmc *{ar(g)wa-, the ante
cedent of NHG (arbe 'color'. This root is normally translated
as 'speckled', but 'striped' or 'stippled' may be more accurate
in light of the lineated speckles on the fish and animals named.
Other color words derive from 'spotted', PIE *poiJ<-. As a
verb Olnd pimsati, TocMB pik- and Rus pisaCf mean 'paint'
and later 'write'. The zero-grade *piJ(o- appears in OCS as
plsD. 'dog', Rus pes 'dog', i.e., 'spot' but the a-grade, *poiJ(o- ,
gives Av paesa-, Oind pesa- 'form, color' and OE fah 'color'
but also f3!ge 'fated, doomed to die', perhaps from < *poi/{jo
'marked'. Finally Grk PESO) and Oind rajyali both reflect PIE
*(s)reg- 'dye'. The same root occurs with lengthening via
Winter's Law in Lith snloga 'skein' < *(s)r6geha-.

The Proto-Indo-European Color System
Color-terms refer to a complex of optical properties: hue

(the discrimination of frequency in light waves), saturation
(the amount of admixture among different hues) and intensity.
Non-scientific systems of nomenclature often do not
distinguish these properties and result in complex overlapping
terms. In Berlin and Kays famous study, Basic Color Terms, a
hierarchy of seven color systems employing up to eleven
primary terms was proposed. The primary colors, here marked
in small capitals, are: \Vl-IlTE, BLACK, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE,

BROWN, PURPLE, PINK, ORANGE, and GRAY. The term primary as
used here should not be confused with primary spectral colors
(red, blue and yellow) which refer to the physical nature of
color blending. A primary term is monolexemic; its meaning
is not deducible by analYZing the meaning of its parts, e.g.,
'lemon-colored' or 'reddish' are not primary color terms. It is
also primary because it cannot be subsumed under another
color category, e.g., orange is a primary term because speakers
of English regard it as a color between yellow and red, while
crimson is regarded as 'a kind of red', that is it can be defined
as a variety of a more inclusive term. Secondary color terms,
those employed only for restricted objects, e.g., roan or bay
(for animals) or brunette (for hair), and those defined in terms
of other colors, e.g., scarlet (= a kind of red) or those derived
from natural objects as a sub-shade, e.g., turquoise (a kind of
blue) are all excluded as primary However, colors have been
known to shift classes, thus 'orange' was originally a shade of
yellow derived from the fruit, but is now Widely regarded as
a distinct color. In the absence of native intuition, it is often
unclear whether a given term is a primary one or not. Consider
Lat canus 'white' or 'gray' and OE hasu 'gray', both
reconstructible to PIE */{as-, but OHG haso, Olnd sasa- 'hare'
may indicate that this term originally referred to an animal,
not a primary color. However, it is also possible that the word
for 'hare' was 'the gray one', and thus the color meaning was
primary.

In their original study, Berlin and Kay tested speakers of
twenty different languages (drawn from different language
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families) with Munsell Color charts which display 320 color
chips. The speakers were asked to identify the focus of each
of their primary color terms. They revealed recurrent patterns
that suggested certain universals of color categorization. To
this sample of contemporary languages was then added
historical evidence taking the number of languages considered
to ninety-eight in which it was revealed that there were seven
'stages' of color systems and that each subsequent stage
required the incorporation of the distinctions made in the
previous stage. Berlin and Kay outlined their seven stages as
follows.

*me1-n- (- *keir-)
*h2[g- (- *h4£lbh65, *bholhl05, *kl)eitos)
*hlreudh- (- *hlelu-)
*ghel-
*kjehj-

WHITE, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BLACK
WHITE, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BLACK, BROWN
WHITE, RED, YELLOW, GREEN, BLUE, BLACK, BROWN,
PINK, PURPLE, ORANGE, GRAY

BLACK
WHITE
RED
YELLOW
GREEN

Stage V
Stage VI
Stage VII

As the best reconstructed color term in PIE is 'red', a Stage
II system is assured. That we have at least one word for 'yellow'
or 'green' is also fairly certain. Reconstructing both primary
GREEN and YELLOW is more problematic and the existence of a
GROW (green + yellow) has been observed for other language
groups. It has also been argued that the system employed by
Homeric Greek was only Stage II (transition to Stage III) and
to assign a "higher" stage to PIE is unlikely since, in general,

Berlin and Kay's categories were evolutionary in the sense
that each higher stage comprehended an earlier stage. They
found some social correlation in that languages of cultures of
small groups of hunter-gatherers tended to fall into the first
three stages while modem industrialized (including European)
languages employed Stage VII systems. They argued a Stage
III system for Homeric Greek (more recent analysis suggests
a Stage II) and a Stage IV system for Old and Middle Irish.
Russian and (New World) Spanish, two of the languages
examined, indicated a Stage VII.

It would be incorrect, however, to equate directly the
number of terms with the level of civilization. Classical Latin,
for example, had no primary term for BROWN which was
supplied in the Romance languages from (Barbarian)
Germanic. Moreover, some languages do not fit easily into
their schema. The presence of two separate term for 'blue' in
Russian (5inij 'dark blue', golub6j 'light blue') has often been
pointed out.

A more significant problem concerning the classification
of the PIE system is the presence in Indo-European of various

.'grayish' terms which should imply a Stage VII development,
although other Stage VII terms, e.g., PURPLE, PINK and ORANGE
are missing. Lerner suggested that Old English and Homeric
Greek employed bipartite systems in which hue and intensity
existed side by side. Such a theory would account for the
troublesome Russian (and Hungarian) data in which blues
and reds of different intensity are distinguished. Lerner's
evidence suggests that earlier systems were far more consistent
in this distinction, and we propose that the various 'grays' of
PIE may have been the non-intense counterparts of a less
developed system.

The lexical evidence for IE color terms suggests that we
can reconstruct with confidence a Stage III system and possibly
a Stage IV system which distinguished the follOWing five
colors:

WHITE and BLACK
WHITE, ROW Ired and yellow], BLACK
WHITE, RED, YELLOW, BLACK or
WHITE, ROW, GRUE, BLACK
WHITE, RED, YEllOW, GRUE, BLACK

BLACK, WHITE (two terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED (three terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN (extending into the blues)
(four terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED, YElLOW (four terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW (five terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE (six terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE, BROWN
(seven terms)
BLACK, WHITE, RED, GREEN, YELLOW, BLUE, BROWN,
PURPLE, PINK, ORANGE, GRAY (eight to eleven terms)

Stage I
Stage II
Stage III

Stage VII

Stage I
Stage II
Stage lIla

It was later realized that this system contained a number
of inaccuracies and could be greatly improved by taking into
consideration both the physical prpperties of light perception
in humans and a more precise and consistent definition of
the various color categories (e.g., the distinction between BLACK
and WHITE in Stage I was not the same as in Stage II).
Lexicalization of color terms appeared to be dependent on
three factors. Six primary colors received a basic response as
color categories, Le. black, white, red, yellow, green and blue.
To this had to be added a series involving the "fuzzy union"
of different primaries, e.g., black or green or blue yielded a
"dark-cool" perceptual and linguistic response while a union
of green and blue (named here GRUE) provided a "cool"
response, red or yellow produced a "warm response" and
white or red or yellow yielded a "light-warm" response. Finally,
there were five semantic categories that were based on "fuzzy
intersections" of colors, i.e. black + yellow = brown, red +
blue = purple, red + white = pink, red + yellow =orange and
white + black = gray. The evolutionary sequence originally
defined was reinterpreted as a "successive differentiation of
previously existing color categories", e.g., composite categories
(such as GRUE) between Stages 11 and V were decomposed
into their constituent primaries (green and blue).

The definition of the stages has remained similar to the
original study but is now generally elaborated as follows.

Stage llIb
Stage IV
Stage V
Stage VI

. Stage IV
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COMPANION

Some Basic Indo-European Color Systems

Color
WHITE

BlACK

RED

YELLOW

GREEN

BLUE

BROWN

PURPLE

PINK

ORANGE

GRAY

Greek
AEVJ(6~

J1EAa~

£pvf)p6~ [ROW]

XA(()p6~.

Old Irish
ban
dub
derg.
buide
glas [GRUE]

Russian
beJyj
cemyj
krasnyj
ieltyJ
zelenyj
sfnij
korfcnevyj
purpurovyj
rozovyj
kirpfcnyj
seIyj

Spanish
blanco
negro
rojo
amarillo
verde
azul
cafe
morado
roso
anaranjado
gris
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color systems do not descend to a lower stage over time. On
the other hand, it might also be argued that the semantic
"mixing" where PIE *ghel- 'yellow' also provided a base for
words meaning 'green' was an artifact of time, the original
meaning be primary YELLOW and that new formations
indicating green did not come into existence until after GRUE

had separated into GREEN and BLUE. Moreover, there is a case
to be made for regarding *J(jehl- as filling out the semantic
slot for GREEN in which case all five terms for a Stage IV system
might be proposed.

Words for color-terms found in other stages are not solidly
reconstructible as primary color terms in PIE. For example,
terms that might yield a meaning 'blue' tend to relate to specific
objects, e.g., *slihxu- 'plum colored', and are geographically
restricted; similarly, the word for 'brown' (*bher-) is difficult
to reconstruct as a primary color as so many of its referents in
various stocks are either to animal names or at least the specific
colors of an animal. Of modern languages, Stage IV systems
include Japanese, Korean, Cantonese and Mayan.

See also BLACK; BROWN; DARK; GoLD; GRAY; GREEN; HONEY;

LIGHTl ; PAINT; RED; SPECKLED; TEXTILE PREPARATION;

WHITE; YELLOW. fM.E.H.,j.PM.]
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COME
*gWem-'come' (pres. *gwrps/ielo-- *gwrpjelo-). \IEW464

(*tJem-); Wat 24 (*gWem -); GI75; Buck lO.47l. Lat venia
'come', ON koma 'come', OE cuman 'come' (> NE come),
OHG queman - koman 'conle', Goth qlInan 'come', OPrus
gemton 'bear', Lith gimiJ 'come into the world, be born', Latv
dzimt 'come into the world, be born', Grk fJazv(() - fJaa1((()
'come', Av jamaiti - jasaiti 'goes', 01nd gacchati 'goes', TochA
kumnas- 'come', TochB kanmask- 'come'. Cf. *gwrpti_
'motion': Lat con-ventio 'coming together', ON samkund
'meeting', OHG kum[t - chumft 'motion', Goth gaqumps
'meeting', Grk fJa(51~ 'step', Av gali- 'motion', OInd gati
'motion'. Widespread and old in IE. The basic intransitive
verb of motion toward the speaker.

*gweha- 'come' (pres. *(gWiJgWehati). {lEW 463 (*t-1a-);
Wat 24 (*gWa_); Buck 10.471. Oir bajd « *ba-a-ti) 'dies', Lith
(dial.) goju 'go', Latv gaju 'go', Grk (Laconian) f3lfJaV1:l 'they
stride', Arm kam 'stand', OIndjfg~1ti 'goes'. Ancient variant of
the preceding (like *drem- and *dreha- 'run'). Cf. also
*gWehamen-: Grk fJijJ1u 'step', OInd gaman- 'step'.

See als~ATIAIN; Go. ID.Q.A.]

COMPANION
*s6kw-h2-oi (gen. *sekw-h2-j6s) 'follower, companion'.

[IEW896-897 (*sok/Jjos); Wat 57 (*sokW-yo-); Buck 19.51,
19.53/. Lat socius 'partner, companion', ON seggr'follower',
OE secg 'follower', Grk aO(JeJ-£(() 'help', Av haxa- 'friend,
companion', OInd sakha- 'friend, companion'. The Gernlanic
forms (Proto-Gmc *sagwja- < a thematic *sok\~'h2j6s as in
Latin) apply in particular to those who follow the leader in

. combat, i.e., warriors, and this must be close to its original
meaning, given its derivation from *sek w- 'follow'. The
distribution indicates PIE status.

*dhrough6s 'companion, comrade'. [JE\tV 254-255
(*dhereugh-); GI658 (*dhreugh-)1. OE ge-dreag'troop', Lith
draugas'friend', OCS drugl1 'friend, companion' (also dnliina
'companions in anns'). The underlying verb exists in ON
drygja 'carry out', OE dreogan 'lead a (certain) life, do, work,
take part in, perform' (> NE dree, ?dnldgc), Goth driugan
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'wage, carry on (a military campaign)'. Aderivative *dhrughti
is seen in ON dratt 'troop', OSax druht-folc 'army', MHG
truht 'troop', Goth ga-dral1hts 'soldier', and a further
*dhrughti-no- in ON dr6ttinn 'lord', OE dryhten 'chief, lord',
OHG truhtIn 'chief, lord' « *'troop-leader'). A word of the
northwest of the IE world whose origins appear to lie in the
vocabulary of the military band. The military emphasis is par
ticularly striking in Germanic where it has given rise to the
usual word for 'lord'. It is sometimes thought that this word
is ultimately the same as *dhreugh- 'deceive' but the semantic
distance is very great and they should probably be kept apart.

*h;xtpis '± confederate'. [lEW 325 (*epi-)]. Grk finlO~

'gentle, kind, soothing, friendly', OInd api- 'ally, friend,
acquaintance', apitvam 'friendship, confederation', tipyam
'confederation, alliance, friendship'. This word has been taken
as a nominalization of *hjepi 'upon, near' (d. Grk enl, Olnd
apt), thus 'one nearby, neighbor' or, much more likely given
the meaning we find in Old Indic, from *h2ep- 'fasten, join'
seen in Hit happ- 'join, attach', Lat *apere 'attach, tie to', copula
« *co-apula) 'bond'. In the latter case the (late) PIE form
would be *h2epis and would provide further evidence that
laryngeals did not color adjacent long vowels. In any case an
isogloss in Greek and Indo-Aryan.

*haegmen- 'troop'. [lEW 5 (*agml)); Wat 1 (*ag-men-)].
Lat agmen 'troop, train', Olnd ajman- 'train'. Abanal formation
from *haeg- 'drive'.

See also ARMY; FOLLOW; WARFARE; WAR GoD~ WARRIORS.

[E.e.p]

COMPARATNE MYTHOLOGY
As with the reconstruction of Proto-Indo-European

linguistic forms, there is no direct evidence of the mythic
constructs of the PIE community Only the specific mythic
statements of the different IE-speaking stocks are available,
presuming that such myth has in fact survived in each
tradition, which often is not the case. The "approaches to
myth" taken within the community of Indo-Europeanists have
evolved over a century and half of research. In the mid
nineteenth century, the major approach to comparative
mythology was underpinned by the assumption that the key
to interpreting myth lay with natural phenomena, especially
the sun, thunder and lightning. By the early twentieth century
the interpretive emphasis had shifted to what would later be
termed the ritualist school where myths were seen as
expressions of ritual beliefs primarily concerned with the
manipulation of the universe, particularly as it concerned the
rejuvenation of the world. Although a number of other schools
developed that emphasized the psychological foundations of
myth, e.g., Freud and jung, these were largely ignored by
researchers in Indo-European comparative myth. Rather, the
cornerstone of the predominant approach to the mythology
of the Indo-Europeans today has grown out of the functionalist
school that concerned itself with how mythology served as a
charter of societal behavior. This was developed most fully
by Georges Dumezil, who is credited with founding the "new

comparative mythology". This approach may be generally
characterized as catholic or inclusive, rational-sociological,
meso-structural, and transdisciplinary. That is, in its investi
gation of mythology it is prepared to accept data, themes,
and resemblances taken not only from myth in the strict sense,
but also from epic and even from quasi-historical sources and
so accepts a rather broad definition of what "myth" is, and
where remnants or reflections of myth may be located. Under
the functionalist assumption that myths do provide a social
charter, the investigation of IE myths is then aimed at
describing or recreating an IE society or social structure, at
least as an ideological model if not as a provable, historical
reality or proto-reality. The meso-structural label detaches this
approach to myth from such grander macro-structural
attempts as those erected in the last century by the naturist
school and in this century by the structuralists: the
investigative focus on a single linguistic family, however widely
dispersed and various the cultures within this family, reduces
the focal ambition somewhat. Finally, this approach to
mythology is conducted along transdisciplinary lines, bringing
into play techniques derived from philology and linguistics,
comparative religion, sociology and anthropology (including
hints taken from structural anthropology), literary myth
analysis and other disciplinary varieties and tendencies; it is
accepted that sometimes the use of one approach may
contradict the rules or findings of another.

The Naturist School
The primary school of comparative mythology of the mid

nineteenth century argued that the underlying content of IE
mythology was an allegory of natural phenomena, particularly
that associated with the sun but also including the other
elements. The leading exponent of this approach, Friedrich
Max MOller 0823-1900), led the school of "solar mythology"
which sought to interpret IE myth, both linguistically and
structurally, in terms of oppositions in nature. Muller argued
that the early Indo-Europeans were incapable of abstraction
and hence the observable events most central to them, those
relating to natural phenomena, were described through mythic
circumlocutions, e.g., the Dawn disappears in the fiery
embrace of the Sun = the passing from dawn to day. After the
dispersion of the Indo-Europeans and the rise of the individual
language stocks, the myths were forgotten and new ones
created to remedy the "disease of language" which had
disassociated the original mythic metaphors. The purpose of
comparative mythology was to examine both the etymological
basis of the names of deities and compare the structural
elements of various myths to recover the original PIE myths
which were invariably connected with natural phenomena.
Hence, the career of a mythic hero, for example, with his rise
and ultimate demise, might be regarded as a mythic metaphor
for the course of the sun through the passage of the day while
combats between a hero and a monster were metaphors for
the battle between night and day.

The naturist or solar school of mythology was ultimately

T.
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defeated by its own excesses (one critic reduced Muller's own
life to a solar metaphor) and has been generally abandoned
as the primary interpretive key to IE mythology On the other
hand, that some IE mythology must relate to natural
phenomena cannot be denied, especially as the few names of
deities which are sufficiently widespread among the different
IE stocks to posit a PIE linguistic form relate to natural
phenomena such as the Sun, the Dawn, and the Sky Attention
to primarily natural phenomena in IE myth is particularly to
be seen in the more recent works of Jean Haudry who has
suggested that a central cosmological concept of the Indo- .
Europeans was that the universe was divided into three skies
(a diurnal, dawn/twilight, and nocturnal) which served to
organize other fundamental themes, e.g., divinities (celestial
gods, bridging gods, and night spirits or spirits of the dead),
colors (white diurnal sky, red dawn or twilight sky, and dark
night sky), social functions (the celestial colors have a social
valence), and about which mythic narratives were developed,
e.g., the archetypal hero such as Herakles (proposedly related
to Hera [< *jereha- 'year')) conquers the 'year', Le., gains
immortality and avoids the cyclic nature of existence.
(Although frequently proposed, the etymological basis for this
entire argument is by no means secure and Hera may well be
from *ieh]- 'make, be active' hence 'physical ability, strength'
[d. Spartan eipfw = lirenl) « *ih]r-en-) 'teenager' (= 'one
possessed of youthful strength')]. Hera would then be like
her Roman counterpart]l1no, a derivative of 'young', or OInd
Sakti, also a derivative of 'strength'. Herakles would then be
'famed for strength' which would make much better sense as
a given name than 'famed for the year' or 'famed for Hera'.)

The naturist school was very much dependent on
etymological connections and this approach has also been
recently extended in Garrett Olmsted's attempt to reconstruct
PIE myth by assembling the assorted bynames (aliases,
epithets, epiphanies, etc.) of various Celtic deities and
extending comparison to the mythological traditions of other
IE stocks. A Single Gaulish god, for example, is regarded as
underlying Gaulish Vellaunos and Esus (in the Roman
interpretation, Mars and Mercury) and his characteristics can
be assembled by analysis of the various bynames, e.g.,
Vemostonos 'wound with thunder' (i.e., has control of the
lightning bolt), Dcdos 'eye' or 'seer' (Le., similar to the Norse
Qoinn), Medocios 'who renders judgement' (Le., similar to
Old lndic Varuna), from which one ultimately reconstructs a
PIE sky god who wields a thunderbolt, rescues clouds from a
serpent, and produces rain and fertility Not entirely dissimilar
to Max Muller's "disease of language" we have here a
multiplicity of epithets for the various IE deities that may be
projected back into the period of PIE "unity" which helps
account for the apparent abundance of names for various
divinities.

The Ritualist School
The ritualist school, championed by such scholars as Sir

James Frazer (1854-1941) in his Golden Bough, emphaSized

COMPARATIVE MYfHOLOGY

the close relationship between myth and ritual. Its central
focus was the belief that rituals were undertaken to
manipulate, largely rejuvenate, the universe and that myth
wa$ merely the narrative accompaniment to such rituals. In
Frazer's work great attention was focussed on the king as the
embodiment of fertility who mated annually with a female
spirit to promote the growth of vegetation and whose own
health mirrored that of his society. Illness or disfigurement
resulted in his incapacity to promote fertility; he had to be
deposed or put to death by a successor or periodically die '
and be rejuvenated himself. The empirical basis of Frazers
study was world-wide reports of customs, folk-practice and
belief, as well as myths. Comparative mythology might then
uncover in ancient myths ·the various themes concerning the

.maintenance of fertility and, in some instances, possibly also
the traces of ritual behavior designed to manipulate the
elements.

As with the naturist approach, it would be impossible to
ignore certain elements emphasized by the ritualist school
that are to be found in the mythologies of the Indo-European
stocks, e.g., the frequent theme emphaSizing the ritual mating
of the king with either a mare or a female figure who
represented the (fertility of the) land. Moreover, other
members of this school such as Lord Raglan have had a major
impact on the study of comparative mythology. His The Hero
(1930) investigated the recurrent structural patterns in the
life of the hero, based both upon clearly mythic and also quasi
historical literature, where a recurrent sequence of events
could be discerned, e.g., unusual conception of hero of noble
birth, his exile and return. The underlying ritual behavior
suggested by some IE myth has also been emphasized by Bruce
Lincoln who has examined the nature of IE sacrifice within
the general scheme of IE cosmogonic myth where the world
is renewed, or better, "recycled" through the sacrifice of
animals which restore to the macrocosm of existence that
which was originally created. In some instances, specific rituals
in IE traditions, e.g., the burial of hair to promote fertility,
follOWing the homology between hair and plants, help to
augment· reconstructions of IE myth. But, naturally, as an
interpretive key to all IE mythology, a purely ritualist approach
would either be required to ignore much of what appeari
most essential or force the mythic elements into a procrust.ean
bed of interpretation.

Functionalist School
The functionalist school regards mythology as an

expression of the social collective whose purpose is to reirJorce
or integrate social behavior. That myths do reneet the
respective (often archaic) social structures can be arg11ed on
a tightly empirical base, for example, where one may
encounter the palace-centered pantheon of the ancient Greeks
where the various deities fill out both the occupations (eg.,
warrior, smith, cup-bearer, messenger) and social behavior
(e.g., constant intrigues, infidelities) of a Bronze Age or Iron
Age palace society. In contrast, the pantheon of the Norse
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with its emphasis on the drinking hall, dead warriors, and
more limited social complexity reflects better the social
realities of early Germanic society. On a more abstract level,
myths may serve to express the underlying charter for societal
behavior and its construction. This approach was particularly
emphaSized by Emile Durkheim (1858-191 7) who regarded
religion as "society personified" and the various deities or
sets of deities might be seen as collective representations of
the various social classes of society The relationships between
deities might then serve to reinforce the expected relationships
that operate within societies or illuminate areas of structural
conflicts. For example, the inferior social position of the lower
orders in society is frequently "justified" in the mythic
traditions of various IE stocks that relate how in some primeval
contest the lower social orders were incorporated into society
of the higher or in the simple order of births, three brothers
assumed the three major roles in society (priest, warrior,
herder-cultivator). As the school that most greatly influenced
the works of Georges Dumezil, functionalism still plays an
active part in the development of current approaches to IE

. mythology

Structuralist School
The structuralist approach to mythology is primarily

concerned with analYZing myths in terms of binary
oppositions which the content of th~ myths seek to resolve.
It assumes for all human beings there is a deeply embedded
mental structure that sets up 'opposing patterns to achieve a
resolution of conflicting elements. These oppositions might
include the distinctions between the natural world and that
constructed from culture (or the "raw and the cooked"), the
male versus the female, left. versus right, actiye versus
inanimate, visible versus invisible, gods versus giants, aspects
of color (black and white), direction (up and down, north
and south, etc.) or anything else that might be reduced to a
binary opposition. As an interpretive principle, such an
approach can be turned on almost any mythic text. In terms
of IE comparative myth, such an approach prOVides the basis
of the reconstruction found in T. Gamkrelidze and V Ivanov's
study of IE culture, where they seek a binary opposition in
the IE world view and social behavior rooted in the nature of
IE marriage which, for them at least, was founded in the
practice of women marrying across consanguineally related
halves of society. Hence they seek reflexes of this dualism in
dual kingship, cult of the Divine Twins, right and left

. dichotomy, etc. Structuralist opposition has been widely
employed as both one of the alternative approaches to the
functionalist in Indo-European comparative mythology and
also as a complementary approach that can be integrated with
others.

Tripartition
The most Widespread approach to IE myth today was first

laid out by Georges DumezH (1898-1986) in the 1930s and
1940s. It seeks to tie together different evidence, or sources

of data, by identifying the dominant and common IE pattem
producing mode, first and specifically tripartition, the urge
to divide mythic structures into three. Tripartition is regarded
as basic and central to an IE system or "ideology", an ideology
thus shaped with a strong segmentary-to use an
anthropological term-impulse or bias. Myth, either intact
or reflected (or disassembled) is brought forward as an
illustration or illumination of this ideology. The systematic
association of three fonctions or Functions-accepted as
Sovereignty (Fl), Guardianship or the Warrior Function (F2)
and the Function of Fertility (health, sexuality, etc.) (F3)-is
sought out in terms of statements of or concerning founding
myth, religious structure and belief, in socio-political
organization (regarded as primary, but sometimes
reconstructible only indirectly or by inference), even in the
relict characters and themes of legend and folklore. The
implicit assumption is that an IE or PIE mythic code or matrix
(and primarily the tripartitive impulse) has usually left behind
it traces of itself. Another assumption is that of the persistence
over time of this pattern, so that even when the "functional"
aspects of pagan religion (With the pantheon of divinities
seemingly divided according to the three major functions they
reflected or served) disappeared with the advent of
Christianity, the tripartite code might emerge, much later, in
quite another area. For example, Western medieval civilization
was ideally divided into the clearly identifiable trifunctionaI
job-titles of oratores, bellatores, laboratores-those who
prayed, those who fought, those who worked, a revivification
of the putative PIE societal structure. Or in another IE familial
situation investigated by Dumezil, trifunctional and other
patterns, encased in pagan myth and legend, survived the
christianization of Scandinavia, and clearly re-emerged in the
evidence of the Eddas and the epic-heroic sagas as these were
written down three centuries or more after the first wave of
conversion and baptism. The persistence of the IE tripartite
model thus establishes a diachronic-historical, and not merely
a synchronic-structural, pattern and in this way differs
fundamentally from the structuralist approach to mythology.

Dumezil's IE tripartite theory was supported early on by
the work of scholars such as Emile Benveniste and Stig
Wikander. Benveniste helped ground Dumezil's theories in
the ancient and important Iranian area, while Wikander
investigated Indic epic and other Iranian pOSSibilities as welL
Tripartitism since then has revealed its "echoes" resonating in
a number of speCific, contextually IE mythic or paramythic
situations or dramas and has been employed to determine
the probable existence of an IE base, root, or influence in a
particular cultural context. Thematic instances of tripartition
include, but are by no means limited to (a) the three "crimes"
of the king (connected to the theme of the king or sovereign
necessarily operating in all three functions) and the calamities
that proceed from these delicts; (b) the three sins of the
warrior, the theme of a type of death as fitted to each function,
again usually referent to the figure of the sovereign and how
he, engrossing all functions himself, may have to die a "three-
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Examples of Tripartition in Various Indo-European Traditions

Sacred fires initiated by Prayer to Ahura Mazdah to ward off
early Iranian kings (Shanameh)

INDIA
Mitanni deities RV

I: sovereign Mi-it-ra Mitra
Aru-na Varuna

11: warfare In-da-ra Indra

III: fertility Na-sa-at-tiya Nasatya
Dasra

IRAN Avesta Iranian social classes

Mahabharata

Yudhi$thira
Panqu

Arjuna

Nakula
Sahadeva

Indic classes
Manu 8.113
brahman
swears by truth

k$atriya
swears by chariot and weapons

vaisya
swears by cattle, grain and gold

1: sovereign

II: warfare

Asa Vasista athravan 'fire priest' Atur Farnbag 'priests'
Vohu Mana

Xsa8ra Vairya rathaestar 'chariot warrior' Atur Gushnasp 'warriors'

demonic evil and heresy

military conquest

III: fertility Amrtat
Haurvatat

vastry6 fsuyant- 'herdsmen' Atur Bazzen Mihr bad year of harvest

GREECE

-------- ~-----------------------

l: sovereign

II: warfare

Ill: fertility

ROME

Judgment of Paris

Hera promises kingship

Athene promises
military victory

Aphrodite promises love
of most beautiful woman

Athenian social groups

lepolrO £0 I 'priests'

qnJAaK"e; 'guards'

yewpyol 'farmers'

Lycurgus's reforms

establish senate

established military messes

redistributed land

I: sovereign

II: warfare

Ill: fertility

SCANDINAVIA

Deities

Jupiter
Dius Fidius

Mars

Quirtnus

Deities

Major Roman priests

Flamen Dialis Oupiter)

Flamen Martialis (Mars)

Flamen Quirlnalis (Quinnus)

Heimskringla

History

Romulus
Numa

Tullius Hostilius

Ancus Martius

I: sovereign

ll: warfare

Ill: fertility

Ooinn
Tyr

Porr

Njbror
Freyr
Freyja

on Winter's Day a blood sacrifice for a good year

on a Summer's Day, a sacrifice 'for victory in battle'

in the middle of Winter, a sacrifice 'for a good crop'.
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A Scheme [or Dividing Indo-European Tripartition

r
i

Function 'Marker'

Fl: TIME

F2: ACT

F3: SPACE

Left Hand

Varunaic King

Time: uncontrolled

Odinn-warrior

Act: uncontrolled

Merchant

space: uncontrolled

Interstitial

Magical King

Controlled

"Doubled" warrior

Controlled

Herdsman

Controlled

Rlght Hand

Mnraic king

Delimited

N)rr-warrior

Delimited

Farmer

Deltmited

,
fold death"; (c) the three major categories of diseases or
ailments and the three types of remedies that might be applied.
All of these themes are dealt with elsewhere in this volume.
Tripartition has also been located in images of division or the
parts of the human body (head = Fl, mid-body and arms =

F2, and lower body and legs = F3), in such symbolic usages
as functionally ordered colors (generally, white and gold =

Fl, red = F2, greenlblue = F3), and even in spatial or
geographical divisions. The best known spatial reference
would identify the sky as a Fl zone, the earth as F2, and the
subterranean (or sometimes submarine) zone as F3. As the
place of vegetal fertility and potential life, such a division
comes into play when defining the place of tapas of particular
gods--or with funerary customs (cremation or the body given
to the sky, placement of the body on the earth, interment
within the earth).

lnterfunclional Relations
"Echoes" in the mythic stratum also help to fill· out the full

image of each function in terms of both its positive and
negative valences, and they also demonstrate the systematic,
and not always cooperative, relationships between the
functions. In terms of the latter, the most prominent and
dramatic theme has been what Dumezil called the War of the
Foundation (or Interfunctional War). As this theme works
itself out, there is a secondary division initially established
between the first two functions- (priests and warriors) on the
one hand, and the F3 zone and potency of herder-cultivators
on the other. This division cannot be healed, and a complete
tripartite unity achieved, until the third function is either
defeated or otherwise manipulated and convinced to join the
totality. Dumezils original evidence came from the Norse myth
of the war between the JEsir and Vanir and from Roman
historicized myth (rape of the Sabines), but there may be
additional evidence for the drama of reconstitution to be found
in various places in the Greek sources, even including the
Iliad with the Trojans occupying F3. It may be said that the
subordinate or anomalous situation of the F3 area regularly
recurs in the evidence that is available to us, where the hero
warrior of the second function displays his disdain or
unconcern with the potencies or impotencies of the common
agricultural population (F3), especially as their mass or

numbers contrast to his heroic singularity. Some have seen in
this mythic theme evidence for real hostility among the
functions, and the theoretical construction of a PIE society
where agriculture (and perhaps the city, though not the activity
of the herdsman) lay outside of or exotic to the PIE socio
economic system (d. the clear bias among Hebrew pastoralists
in Genesis where the sacrificial offerings of Abel, the
herdsman, were favorable to God while the agricultural fruits
of Cain, the settled farmer, were unfavorably received),

Other tensions between the functions also can be found,
as when the ideology or true "sovereignty" is seized by or
allocated to a purely priestly or spiritual power (as in Vedic
India and the brahman priestly caste, or in the medieval West)
and the secular-military aspect of kingship is isolated and
forced "downward" into the warrior function, or when the
triumphant F2 zone of force and war, in a reversing man
cruvre, actively seeks to denature or even to remove most of
the po~ers of the sovereign function, with the intent of drastic
ally limiting or even demolishing kingship itself (e.g., Greek
aristocracies dominating the polis, Roman republican rule).

Duality or Bifurcation
The second important direction in which IE specialists have

turned or focussed their recovered mythic evidence is toward
the discovery of dual or binary aspects in each function.
Dumezil's initial suggestion and research involved the
bifurcation of sovereignty into two subsets of powers, Varunaic
and Mitraic. Very briefly described, the Mitraic aspect of
sovereignty shows forth the overt powers of the ruler, the
areas ofjustice, enforcing social order, and the exercise of the
sword-power, all powers operative in the open. Varunaic
potencies are always darker, more mysterious, magical and
even irrational and, in fact, are often difficult to define
precisely. Asimple demonstrative formula would put the kings
justice (effect follows on cause) on the Mitraic side, his mercy
(random, uncaused, unpredictable) on the other; the orienting
terms of left hand for the Varunaic, right hand for the Mitraic
may have been used.

Dumezil's second exploration was into the bifurcated nature
of the warrior (F2) function; he located, using especially the
legendary and myth-epical materials and sources of the
Germanic-Scandinavian North, a figure he tenned a "warrior
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zone may react not to one but to two situating elements, that
is, controlled/uncontrolled and nature/culture. Sayers'
spheroid figure has the additional advantage of showing the
relative proportion of the three functions in terms of the
totality, where the size of the function is inversely related to
its "ideological" importance: more signifies less.

A Fourth Function?
Finally, some investigators in the IE area have recalculated

myth and the mythic evidence to question and to re-examine,
or at least to modify, the very triparttte urge that seems to
dominate so much of the way IE-speaking cultures have
structured or reinvented their particular imaginative cosmos.
Dumezil knew early on of evidence suggesting that in some
IE cultural sources the dominant shape or "ideology" was not
ternary but quaternary; the Indic caste system, for example,
defined the caste hierarchy as composed of brahman, k$atriya,
vaisya and sDdra, each with its attached cluster of powers
and responsibilities. The last group, the sudra, might be
ignored because it was outcast, or situated outside the integral
system, but there is IE evidence elsewhere that also suggests

Comparative Mythology William Sayer's three-dimensional
representation of Indo-European trifunctionality. It is organized
into the three functions O. sacred-Juridical; 2. martial activity:
3. fertility) where each function (also expressed in terms of
Thought, Will and Sense) is scaled horizontally according to
the size of its representation within society. This model also
incorporates a series of dichotomies widely recognized in
mythological analysis. For example, the dichotomy between
the human-centered world and nature is recognized in
orientation (C =culture, N =nature) Similarly, the distinction
between the mediated (M), the normative view of culture, is
contrasted in modality with the unmediated (U), the
unpredictable world of tricksters, outlaws, criminals and
craftsmen. In this way a character in Indo-European mythology
may be located within a three-dimensional construct and his
career can be plotted dynamically through the model.

3

2

-------+--: -

........ U I -.... --..1.-----
N ---:M ............ ~

Thought I Word

Willi Act

Sense / Experience

of aainn" presented or contrasted against a "warrior of Parr".
The two types make a contrast specifically in their allegiance
to one or another key aspect of the second function: one aspect
is controlled, pro-social, open, honorable (the porr-warrior),
the other in contrast is uncontrolled, desquctive,.mysterious
and threatening (the warrior of aainn). Evidence for this
divided warriorhood may be found elsewhere in IE contexts;
it is suggested, at least, in a sequential arrangement when the
Athenian ephebos, the uncontrolled guerilla-fighter and
"black-hunter" graduates to full and disciplined social service
in the ranks of the hoplite army. It might be noted that an
alternative explanation for the "duality" of the IE war~or func-·
tion has been proposed by Kim McCone who has suggested
that the so-called "warrior of aainn" actually reflects an IE
age set of young warrior while the "warrior of Parr" reflects
the older age set of married and landed or at least propertied
warriors who are part of the IE *teuteha- 'tribe' under a *h3regs
'king'. The final age set, according to McCone's system, would
be that of the elders, the non-combatants who were respected
for their wisdom and advice and who therefore filled out what
Dumezil has otherwise termed his "First Function".

The Third Function already has an important mythic
marker in terms of the twinned gods that can reside in or
represent it (the Indic Asvins, for example, or the Greek
Dioskouroi); this gemination seems to reinforce the idea,
primary to this Third Function, of multiplicity or plenty, but
see below for other explanations and complications.

On the other hand, the F3 twins, and the phenomenon of
duality, may reflect or be related to an ancient IE cosmogonic
drama, one that was described and decoded in separate
investigations by both Jaan Puhvel and Bruce Lincoln: the
origins of society (or at least of religion and the sacral) are
assigned to a primeval act in which "Man" kills "Twin" in
order for the act of cosmogony or foundation to proceed.
The sources here are Indic-Vedic, Iranian and Germanic, and
the theme is reflected at last in the Roman "legend" of Ramulus
and Remus and the founding of Rome.

These attempts to divide the inner structure of the functions
have most recently been associated with a general reworking
of the original tripartite system, and especially a remapping
of the functions so as to produce a scheme in which each
function is divided not just into left and right modalities, but
also shown to contain an intermediating force or figure, one
self-crafted to operate according to the basic plot of the
function itself. That is to say, if we take the Parr-warrior/Ooinn
warrior division, we find at the center, between them, a
"doubled" warrior who may operate in either zone, and the
same intermediating ("self-controlling") figure may be located
for the First or Sovereign Function. Again, the Third Function
gives considerable difficulty, but what can theoretically be
produced takes the shape of the accompanying diagram.

A significant step beyond this two dimensional enneagram
has been taken by William Sayers, who has subjected the
three functional areas to a reformulation that actually allows
a tri-dimensional diagram to be designed: each functional
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or even demands a quadripartite functional division. The
Reeses found the ancient Irish provincial plan to provide four
foci for four "energies" or functions, plus the commanding or
central Fifth; the ancient Indic evidence also speaks of five
'tribes' or divisions. In Ireland, according to the Reeses, a
divided Sovereignty is present or resident in two "directions"
(center and west, Meath and Connacht), war and warrior take
the north (Ulster), prosperity is in the east or the province of
Leinster, while the remaining direction and province (south,
Munster) mixes its signals and is more than a little exotypic,
even sinister. They also found Irish (and other IE) evidence
for an additional social division, containing a variety of
craftsmen, entertainers, and marginal characters and occu
pations, but induding the smith, an important or even primary
artisan often connected, as a weapons-maker (and, in the
myth-epical eVidence, as a fosterer), to the Warrior Function.

In terms of this quaternary theme and the explanation of
its mythic echoes, we can now look to two theoretical
suggestions, those of Nicholas Allen and of Emily Lyle. The
first finds the likelihood of a Fourth Function reinforced
because of parallels with other societies that project a
segmentary "ideology", but finds support as well in terms of
the plausibility of a "closing" function, one standing for what
is alien, threatening, ambiguous, "beyond" or "outside" the
normative IE tripartite system; this function then is less
substantive than it is defined relationally. The second theory
uses mythic sources often mined for their reflection of IE
structures, such as the Greek, the Vedic and the Irish, to pOSit
that a complete IE system would have three "male"-orientated
functions and an overarching or all-inclusive "female"
function, standing, among other things, for truthfulness or,
possibly, for that earth upon which all the other functions
must act or exist; Lyle also adduces calendrical or seasonal
and other diagrammatic cyclical-circular plans to reinforce
her arguments, and she is sensitive to such quaternary divi
sions as the four directions, seasons, elements, of even the
four humors controlling the human body Lyles theory at least
integrates an aspect of the feminine into an IE structure.
Generally IE specialists have dealt with the feminine aspects
of power in a gingerly fashion: feminine deities can be found
associated with the F3 area, as would be expected given the
powers encased in that area, and it is possible that the Varunaic
modality of sovereignty contains a symbolic femininity, or
that the feminine is integrated into the king-sovereign's
responsibility to be a harmonizer or even a "vessel of piety".
It may be noted that of all the IE functions, it is the F2 zone
where the equality of the sexes is best recognized in myth
epical terms, in the widely-encountered image of the Amazon
or woman-warrior.

Summation
Clearly the approach to myth taken by investigators into

the IE ideology has by no means been closed off or declared
a final or concluded matter. In terms of the "ideology"
controlling IE religion, decoding the functional setting or

action of particular divinities (Norse, Gaulish-Celtic, and
especially Greek) has not been at all easy The Fourth Function
is still an attractive object for investigation and theory. The IE
ternary urge or patterning impulse, on the other hand, still
exists as an attribute which cannot ever be absolutely limited
to IE-speaking cultures (any more than dual or bifurcate
sovereignty can be) but tripartition does appear to be more
likely to be found in and characteristic of an IE context, and
often in exotic or out-of-the-way sources. The ternary mark
or marking, however derived, seems ever available; its imaging
always near the surface. Thus when William of Tyre, the
twelfth century historian of the Crusades, referred to Saladin,
nemesis of Outremer, he called him "wise, brave, and
generous", that is, he attached to the Moslem general the
canonical, in fact the mythic, excellences of the good or true
IE sovereign. Yet the mere collection of tripartite cases and
citations can be of little or trifling utility; IE "comparative
mythology" demands strict attention to the ramifications of
theory, and specifically of the theoretical struCture broadly
conceived by Dumezil. No criticism of this scholar has been
able to finally and absolutely shatter and replace the con1plex
image of the IE "ideology" he established.

See also COSMOGONY; COSMOLOGY; DMNE TWINS;

EscHATOLOGY; GoDDESSES; PRIEST; SACRIFICE;

WAR OF mE FOUNDATION; WARRIORS. [D.A.M., J,PM.l
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COMPENSATION
*kwoineha- 'compensation'. (IEW637 (*kr)oi-na); Wat 33

(*kwoi-na); GI 709 (*khoeloi-(na-)); Buck 16.76; BK 318
(*kwrh]ay-l*kwrh];Jy-)). MIr dn 'guilt, crime, payment due',
OPrus er-kinint 'freed from the devil', Lith kaina 'price', OCS
cena 'price', Grk nOlv~ 'compensation for a crime; blood price' '.
Av kaena- 'vengeance, hatred', kay- 'pay, compensqte', OInd
Giyate 'pays, punishes', Distribution indicates PIE status. Cf.
the related *h4epokwitis'compensation'. [IEW637 (*klJi-ti-);
Wat 33 (*kwei-)). Grk anoruJ'ls'recompense', OInd apa-citi
'recompense'. With a different morphological formation is
Proto-Anatolian *kwidhlom seen in Lycian tllaxiita 'payment,
tribute', Milyan kille 'payment, tribute',

Both forms are built on *kwei- 'fine, punish' which also
underlies Grk rivm 'make someone pay (a debt, ransom, fine)'
> 'take vengeance, chastise' (cL Grk rials 'payment, punish
ment, vengeance'). The notion here is very much one of
exacting punishment for a crime such as murder or violation
of an oath. This sense can also be found in early Irish texts,
e.g., i dntaib 'in revenge'. An extended development of the
underlying concept would then naturally be 'hate' as seen in
the Avestan form. Although sometimes compared here, forms
such as Grk rIm 'honor, praise', Olnd cayati 'has regard, respect
for' were seen by Emile Benveniste as semantically distant
and a result of contamination between two homophonous
stems (*kwei-), one indicating 'punishment' and the other
'honor'. On the other hand, the early Irish cin not only
designates 'guilt, crime, payment' but may also mean 'respect,
esteem' and the relationship between the estimation of one's
honor and the price of maintaining it may not have been so
distant.

*serk- 'make restitution'. [lEW 912 (*serk-); Wat 58
(*serk-)J. Lat sardo 'make restitution; make whole (i.e.,
repair)',Hit samikzi 'makes restitution'. The meaning 'make
restitution (for damage done)' is a specialization, ofPIE age,
of *serk- 'make a circle, complete' (d. TochB serke 'circle,
cycle, complete set') and is a lexical manifestation of the notion
that in a society founded on exchange and reciprocity, an
offense, whether to gods or to men, requires restitution or
recompense to complete the circle of social obligation.

*dhJgh- 'debt' [IEW271 (*dhJgh-); GI 708]. OIr dligid'is
entitled to, is owed', Wels dlyed 'duty', Goth dulgs'debt',
OCS dlugil 'debt'. A word confined to the IE northwest. It
has been suggested (and denied) that the Gothic word is
borrowed from Celtic; it has also been suggested (and denied),
independently of the previousproposal, that the OCS word
was borrowed from Gothic. Both borrowing hypotheses are
possible; neither is compelling. It has also been suggested
that the word is originally non-IE.

See also BlAME; CIRCLE; CRIME; HONOR. [E.C.P, D.Q.A.]
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COMPlAIN
?*leha- 'complain, cry out'. [lEW 650 (*la-); Wat 34

(*la-)). OIr liid'complains', Welsedliw(jo)'blame', Lat lamenla
'lamentation', Grk (Hesychius) 1afm '± make a sound', Arm
lam 'cry, weep'. Latin a~d Armenian clearly presuppose an
earlier *leha- while Celtic would seem to reflect *leh]-. The
discrepancy is unexplained. Of pOSSible but by no means
certain PIE antiquity. Possibly related to *leha- 'bark'.

See also BARK2; GRIEVE. ID.Q.A.l

CONCUBINE
?*parikeha- '± concubine; wanton woman'. [lEW 789

(*parika)]. Mlr airech '(type 00 concubine', Av pairika
'demonic courtesan'. Phonologically, the two forms are
comparable although the semantic relationship is somewhat
distant. The Mlr airech was a woman whose position (honor
price) in society was half that of a prim-ben 'wife of the first
class' but was regarded higher than that of a carthach 'lover'
or donnaine 'whore'. Unlike the carthach, the services of the
airech were not for free. The Avestan pairikJ has cognates in
Parthian Parik, NPers Perf. The term referred to a group of
beautiful temptresses who exercised special powers over eanh,
water, fire, livestock and the plant world. In the service of the
evil force, Ahriman, they work their sorcery on the stars to
prevent rain.

Many societies have tolerated some form of polygamy or
concubinage but such relations in PIE society were probably
the exception rather than the rule, as is the case in most
societies which tolerate polygamy. Nevertheless, the use of
specialized terms to designate legitimate children indicates
that such unions were not unheard of although it might be
emphasized that one of the distinguishing characteristics of
early Irish legal institutions is that they recognized illegitimate
children as heirs as well as legitimate (a practice that
scandalized the English). Although very poorly attested, the
Celtic-Iranian correspondence may suggest IE antiquity.

See also WIFE. [M.E.H., j.PM.)

CONIFER see PINE

CONQUER
*segh- 'hold fast, conquer'. (lEW 888-889 (*segh-); Wat

56 (*segh-); GI 134 (*segh-); Buck 20.41; BK 185 (*sag-I
*SJg-)]. OIr seg (DIL sed) 'strong', MWels haer « *sagro-)
'stubborn', Wels hy'clever', ON sigr'victory', OE sigor- sige
'victory', OHG sigu - sigi 'victory', Goth sigis 'victory' «
*seghes-, perhaps conflated with *seghl)f, cf. the derived
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Germanic verb in: ON sigra, OE sigorian, OHG sigiron, all
'conquer', OHG ubar-sigirot 'triumphant'), Grk EXOJ 'hold',
t<TXOJ« *si-sghe/o) 'hold', Av haz- 'gain', hazah 'outrage', OInd
sahate 'overcomes', sahas- 'victory', TochAB sak- 'hold oneself
back'. One should also note the derived *seghl)[in Grk £XVPOt;
'firm, strong', Hit sakkuriya- 'overcome' (though the -kk
rather than the expected -k- is unexplained), OInd sahuri
'victorious'. Widespread and old in IE, used of 'strength' both
physical and mental (as shown by the Celtic cognates). Both
Celtic, e.g., Gaul Sego-marus, Sego-dunum and Germanic,
e.g., ON Siguror, OE Sigeweard, OHG Sigwart, frequently
employed this word in personal and place names; it possibly
also underlies the name of the Trojan hero "EK:TOJP 'Hektor'.

See also ARMY; BooTY; FIGHT; WARFARE. [E.C.PI

CONSORT GODDESS
Various IE groups evidence a goddess in the role of royal

consort. In addition, associated themes include protectress
of marriage, fertility, and the bestowal of the gift of prophecy
These functions are much too generic to support the
supposition of a distinct PIE "consort goddess" and many of
the "consorts" probably represent assimilations of earlier
goddesses who may have had nothing to do with marriage.

Greek Hera (Roman juno) was a consort goddess, similar
to the Germanic Frigg, and the Indic concept of the 'Great'
goddess DevI as Sakti 'power', the power which an lndic
consort gave to her husband. Hera was sister and wife of the
king of the gods, Zeus. She was already connected with Zeus
to some extent in Mycenaean texts of c 1200 Be (e.g., PY
172). Hera is not necessarily the 'beloved Wife', but the
'betrayed wife'. Zeus has a multitude of affairs (only thus can
he be the father of all the deities and heroes)' by different
mistresses, and Hera always wreaks vengeance not upon her
omnipotent husband but upon the young maidens whom
Zeus seduces or rapes. The Scholia on Theocritus 05.64)
states that initially, Zeus was unsuccessful in his courting of
Hera. He therefore turned himself into a cuckoo which
perched, shivering, on Hera's knee. Hera took pity on the
cuckoo and warmed it at her breast, whereupon the cuckoo
re-metamorphosed into Zeus, who seized Hera. She agreed
to marry him, if he would not rape her. Their wedding night,
on the Isle of Samos, lasted three hundred years. Because she
was the consort par excellence, Hera was the goddess of
marriage. Her children by Zeus were the war-god Ares, the
goddess of youth, Hebe, and the smith-god Hephaistos; she
was said to have given birth to the latter parthenogenetically
She was also said to have given parthenogenetic birth to the
monstrous serpent Typhon, whom the father-god Zeus slew.
She was associated with the serpent in her iconography as
well as her mythology: in her sanctuaries were found votive
offerings which included terracotta snakes. Hera was the 'cow
eyed' (d. Homer, Iliad 1.551); she thus has affinities with
bovine goddesses such as the Egyptian goddess Hathor. Hera,

. like the Germanic consort-goddess Frigg, was able to bestow
the gift of prophecy (cL the Scholia on Homer, Iliad 19.407),

and she gave wise advice to Zeus (Homeric Hymn 3.345
346). Hera had three surnames, which reflected three stages
of life: she was called 'Child'; The Completed One' (that is,
matron); and 'Widow' (or, the divorced or abstinent woman)
(d. Pausanias, Description ofGreece 8.22.2). These life stages
were not linear but cyclical; each year she renewed her
virginity by bathing in the river Kanathus (Pausanias,
Description of Greece 2.38.2-3).

Romanjuno (Greek Hera) had much the same mythology
as Hera, as sister and wife of jupiter (Greek Zeus). She too is
the consort-goddess, and as wife of jupiter she is invoked as
both regina, 'queen', and mater, 'mother'. Although Ares was
considered the son of both Hera and Zeus, Mars, the Roman
counterpart of Ares, was described as the parthenogenetic
offspring of juno alone (Ovid, Fasti 5.231-232). juno was a
transfunctional goddess, juno S. M. R.: seispes 'unblemished'
or 'savior', mater 'mother', regina 'queen'. In her ritual grove
in Lanuvium, which was guarded by a serpent, the dictator
of Lanuvium made sacrifice to juno Seispes alone, rather than
as consort of King jupiter. On allotted days, young women
enter the grove bearing barley cakes. If the woman is a virgin,
the serpent will eat the cake; otherwise, the cake is rejected
and the maiden is duly punished. As a goddess of childbirth,
juno was invoked by women in labor, and she assisted at
childbirth. In a ritual for juno Luclna, in a grove under the
Esquiline Mount, young girls offered their backs, and were
struck with thongs; by this means, they believed that they
could achieve an easy conception. juno was also worshipped
in the woodland grove of Aricia, where there were bloody
rites .to determine the successorship of priests. juno was
invoked for religious and political unity, along with the two
other deities of the Capitoline triad, jupiter and Minerva (cL
the Iranian invocations, found in many inscriptions, to the
triad Ahura Mazdah, Anahita and Miera).

Frigg, the 'loved one' (d. Av fryo 'dear', OInd priya 'Wife,
daughter'), was the Germanic wife of Oainn and protectress
of marriage. She represented marital chastity, simil~r to the
Greek Hera and the Romanjuno. She could foresee the future:
she 'knows the whole of fate, even though she says nothing'
(Poetic Edda, 'Lokasenna' 29).

In Tantric philosophy, the lndic goddess Sakti was the
principle of activating female energy. In singular form, Sakti
is manifested particularly as the consort of the god Siva, who
in turn represents static energy (cL Saundaryalaharf I). Sakti
is one aspect of the 'Great'-goddess, Devl. As activating energy,
Sakti is personified as a plural deity as well as a singular one.
Each Sakti is the consort of a male deity. Sakti was the matron
goddess, the wife par excellence, similar to the Germanic Frigg
and the Greco-Roman Hera/juno.

See also GODDESSES; loVE GoDDESS; TRANSRJNCTIONAL

GODDESS. [M.R.D.I

CONTEND
*h3enh2- 'contend, quarrel'. [lEW 779 (*ono-); Puhvel

3:77-841. MIr on 'shame, disgrace, dishonor', Grk oV0J.1az

¥

,



'impugn, quarrel with', Hit hann{a)- 'contend (against),
contest, take legal action (against), sue'. Though only sparsely
attested, the geographical distribution of the attestations
strongly suggests PIE status for this word.

*me1- 'argue, contend'. [cf. VW 302). ON mal 'speech,
legal dispute', OE m:pl 'speech, quarrel', Grk IlwiEm (Cretan
j1w).,zw) 'contend, bring an action in a suit', j1mAoc; 'toil of
war, struggle', aVrlj1WAOC; 'adversary in a suit', TochB maJ
'argue, contest', moliye « *moluhlen- or *moluhlen-) '±

dispute'. Whether this word is further related to Lat moles
'shapeless mass, bulk, pile', molestus 'troublesome, irksome,
grievous' is unclear. With or without the Latin we have 'good
evidence for PIE antiqUity for this word. .

*reus- '± contend with, be angry at'. [cf Mayrhofer II, 471).
MHG rosen 'make a noise, uproar; rage, rave, bluster', OInd
r6$ati 'displeases, takes offense at', rO$ayati 'angers, irritates',
TochB ras- '± criticize, accuse, object to'. Sufficiently
widespread probably to guarantee its PIE status.

*h¢rgW - 'argue, assert'. (Puhvel 1: 150; d. Wat 3 ( *arg-»).
Lat arguo 'assert, prove, accuse', Hit arkuwai- « *h¢rgW
eha-je/o-) 'plead, argue, make excuses'. Again, though found
only in two stocks, the geographical distribution would appear
to guarantee PIE status.

See also ANGER; SPEAK; THREATEN. [D.Q.A.]

COOK
*bhog- 'bake, roast'. (lEW 113 (*bhog-); Wat 6 (*bhd-g-);

Buck 5.24]. ON baka 'to bake roast', OE bacan 'to bake, roast'
(> NE bake), OHG bahhan 'to bake, roast', Grk rpWyw- lfJrjJ~w

« *bh6g(j)elo- with lengthened grade of an original iterative
intensive verb) 'roast, toast, parch'. Though not widely attested
the substantial agreement between Germanic and Greek is
certainly suggestive of this word's antiquity, at least in the
west and center of the IE world.

*bhrg- 'roast'. [JEW 137 (*bher-); Wat 7 (bher-); GI 604
(*!JhreJ('-/*!JhruJ('-)]. Lat [rfgo 'roast, bake, fry', Grk lfJPVyw
'roast', MPers barstan 'to roast, bake', OInd bh[jjati 'roasts'.
This cognate set exhibits numerous phonological difficulties.
The Old Indic and Middle Persian forms point to *bhrg- with
a palatal velar. The Latin and Greek forms are non-committal
with respect to the quality of the velar but differ in the quality
of the long vowel they each exhibit. It is probably safest to
reconstruct a root *bher- 'roast' which is attested in the various
languages, with several similar but different extensions.

*pekw- 'cook, bake'. [lEW 798 (*peklj-); Wat 48
(*pekW

-); GI 604 (*phekho_); Buck 5.21). Wels pobia[ «
*kwekW-) 'bake', Lat coquo « *kwekW

_) 'cook', Lith kepu
'bake', Latv cepu 'bake' (Baltic with metathesis of p and kW),

OCS pek9 'bake, roast', Alb pjek 'bake', Grk 1C£CJCJW « *pek- .
io-) 'make ripen, cook', Av pacaiti 'cooks', Olnd plicati 'cooks',
TocM pak- 'becomes ready for eating', TochB pak- 'becomes
ready for eating'. Distribution clearly indicates that this root
can be reconstructed to PIE. This is also the case for the
nominal derivative *pekwtis (noun) '(act 00 cooking': Lat
coctio 'cooking', OPrus pectis 'fire shovel', OCS pestI'cooking',

COPPER HOARD CULTURE

Grk JrEIjIU; 'act of cooking, ripening', Oind pakci- 'cooking,
cooked food', which seems secure enough although all the
forms could conceivably be the result of parallel develop
ments. Far less certain is the derivative *pekWter- 'cook (as
an agent)' seen in Lat coctor'cook', GrkJrbrrpla'female baker',
OInd paktar- 'cook'. The Greek form here cannot unproblem
atically be connected with the Latin and Old Indic forms and
all three may well represent parallel formations so the case
for reconstructing the agent noun, a PIE 'cook', is weak.

*uer- 'boil, cook'. [lEW 1166 (*lJer-) ; Buck 5.21, 5.22;
BK 491 (*wur-/*wor-)l. Lith verdu 'cook, boil', Latv v~tdu

'cook, boil', OCS vfrj9 'cook, boil', Hit war- 'burn', TocM
wratk- 'cook'. It is pOSSible that the Germanic adjective
*l)arma- seen in ON vamr, OE wearm (> NE warm), OHG
warm 'warm' belongs with this set; it is likely, however, that
the Germanic form is a conflation of *lJer- with the PIE root
*gWherrnos- *gWhormosseen in Lat form us 'warm', Alb zjann
'fire', Grk O£PJ16C; 'warm', Arm ferm 'warm', Av gardma- 'hot',
OInd gharma- 'glow, heat'. Although attested in relatively few
stocks, those that do are distributed across a wide geographic
range and hence the root can be reconstructed to PIE with a
fair degree of confidence.

See also BoIL; BURN; FIRE, FOOD; HEARrn; HEAT. [M.N.)

COOT
*bhel- 'coot'. [lEW 119 (*bhel-)l. Lat fulica 'coot', OHG

belihha - pelihha 'coot', Grk qJaAl1P{C; 'coot'. This is the only
cognate set for the 'coot' and it clearly derives from a PIE
*bhel- but it cannot be derived from the root of that form
that means 'bright, shiny' since the coot is gray and quite
lackluster. Arm peal - p'alarik 'coot' is a loan from Greek.
There is also some similarity between Latv papis 'coot' and
Arm p'arp'ar 'coot' which may suggest onomatopoeia. The
coot is an odd water bird, favoring swamps and densely
vegetated marshes; its flesh is not particularly tasty and it
would reqUire a fairly desperate eater to employ it for food. It
is known throughout the IE-speaking ~rea.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

COPPER see METAL

COPPER HOARD CULTURE
The Copper Hoard culture is primarily localized to the

middle Ganges region, and dates very apprOXimately to the
.period c 2000-1500 BC. Evidence for the culture is based
largely on the discovery of hoards of copper artifacts, primarily
consisting of harpoons, anthropomorphic figures (possible
weapons), swords with antenna hilts, several different types
of axes and a variety of ornaments. There is evidence that the
copper hoards were also associated with the so-called Ochre
Coloured Pottery (OCP).

The Copper Hoard culture has been variously attnbuted
to Harappan refugees and to Indo-Aryan invaders. The latter
theory, particularly promoted in the works of Robert Heine
Geldern, was based on the stylistic similarity between certain
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COPPER HOARD CULTURE

Copper Hoard a. Distribution of the Copper Hoard culture.

items in the Copper Hoards with more distant parallels west
of the Indus and as far away as Russia. This theory has
generally been abandoned although outside links are still
proposed, for example, with the BMAC, another candidate
for Proto-Indo-Aryan speakers. Amajor, and obvious, problem
with associating the Copper Hoard culture with the earliest
Indo-Aryans is that the culture was situated east of the region
generally attributed to the geographical world of the ,Vedic
Aryans. Harry Falk has suggested that it is more obviously
correlated with the Middle Vedic culture, in particular the
territory assigned to the Kuru-Paficalas. The weapons, with
the exception of the antenna-hilted sworqs, appear to be as
much psychological as functional, i.e., large multi-barbed

, metal harpoons, anthropomorphic figures with hooked arms
that may have been launched with a rope, and large bar celts
which Falk identifies as the archaeological reality behind the
vajra, the special weapon assigned to the Old lndic god of
war, Indra. Falk has suggested that such weapons were intend
ed to impress and terrify the indigenous populations of the
Ganges dUring the eastern expansion of the Indo-Aryans.
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Further Readings
Falk, H. (1994) Copper hoard weapons and the Vedic vajra, in South

Asian Archaeology 1993, ed. A. Parpola and P. Koskikallio, I,
Helsinki, 193-206.'

Copper Hoard b. Anthropomorph, which, along with the har
poons and bar celts, has been identified with the vajTa of Indra;
c. Barbed harpoons; ~. Bar ,~elts; e. Antenna sword.
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Corded Ware a. Generalized distribution of all Corded Ware variants.
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Heine-Geldem, R. (1936) Archaeological traces of the Vedic Aryans.

Journal of the Indian Society of Oriental Art 4, 87-115.

CORDED WARE CUlTURE
The Corded Ware culture is the major north and central

European cultural grouping of the Copper Age during the ,
period c 3200-2300 Be. The culture, reflected primarily by
its burials, is known from the Netherlands and Switzerland
in the west, across southern Scandinavia and central Europe
as far east as the upper Volga (Fatyanovo-Balanovo culture)
in Russia and the middle Dnieper (Mtddle Dnieper culture) ,
in the Ukraine. The burials are' typified by flexed inhumation
under a tumulus. Sexual distinctions are strongly marked with
males on their right side, accompanied- by stone battle-axes,
beakers, arrowheads,- and boar to0.rh pendants~ females were
on their left side and provided with canine-tooth pendants,
and copper ornaments~' both males and females _were
accompanied by cord-dec,orated amphorae. The faces of the
deceased were directed to the south.

The Corded Ware culture(s) have long been regarded as
typically Indo-European because of the lack of settlements
which suggested a mobile pastoral economy (as was frequently
assumed for the earliest Indo-Europeans); their wide area of
distribution indicated rapid expansion at the appropriate time

for IE dispersals~ they were seen to be intrusiv in many areas
of Europe; the battle-axes were regarded a expressive of the
warlike propensities frequently attributed to th IE-speaking
peoples; their possession of both the horse and wheeled
vehicles correlated well with some of the more diagno tic
items'of the reconstructed IE lexicon; their area of distribution
'coincided with various IE stocks such as Germanic, Baltic
and Slavic; and no further significant cultural intru ion as
admitted into' their region that might have subsequently
explained the emergence of IE stocks. For this reason, the
Corded Ware culture was originally supposed to represent
the.PIE culture in theories that derived the Indo-Europ ans
from the north European plain. Today, this th ory has little

'. currency although the Corded Ware culture is still commonly
seen as ancestral to those IE peoples whose immediate origins

, are' sought across northern, central and parts of eastern
Europe, Le., the Celts, Germans, BaJts and Slavs. Some of the
other past generalizations must also be modified; for e ample,

, there is clear evidence that the Corded Ware culture did
engag~ in some agriculture. A Corded Ware pit from the site
of Bronicice in southeast Poland yielded trac s of emmer
(Triticum dicoceum) and bread (Tritium aestivum) wheat,
barley (Hordeum 'vulgare), lentils (Len e cuI nta), and pea
(Pisum 'sativum) and the discovery of dome tic pig on Corded
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c.

d.
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Corded Ware b. Male burial from Vikletice, Czech Republic; c. Stone battle-ax; d Beaker; e. Amphora.

Ware sites indicates that they could not have been (fully)
nomadic pastoralists.

Considerable controversy exists over the origins of the
Corded Ware culture and its associations with other cultural
groups. The distribution of the Neolithic IRB culture
coincides considerably with the later range of Corded Ware
sites and the physical type of Corded Ware burials tends to
reflect that of earlier populations of the same region. There is
little doubt that, at least in some regions, the earlier TRB
culture should be associated with the origins of the Corded
Ware horizon, e.g., in the Netherlands a Corded Ware house
has been discovered which parallels the form of earlier TRB
structures. In other areas, however, the appearance of Corded
Ware burials does appear to herald a new culture and physical
type, e.g., in Lithuania, although even here the numbers seem
to have been few and did not Significantly alter the genetic
pool of the native population. A case study from southeast
Poland suggests that Corded Ware populations may have
taken advantage of local environmental and agricultural
collapse to occupy previously depopulated regions.

Supporters of the Kurgan theory have argued that the
immigrants from the steppe lands were a prime stimulus in
the development of the Corded Ware culture. They argue that
the Black Sea-Caspian region sees the earlier development of
tumulus burial, cord decorated pottery, a mobile pastoral
economy, domestication of the horse, use of wheeled vehicles,

.and the supposedly warlike society suggested by the presence

of battle-axes. Opponents of such interpretations emphasize
that such similarities are not genetic, e.g., tumuli and cord
decoration are widely found through the world and do not
require a uniquely Kurgan origin; the specific burial rite,
including posture and sexual dimorphism, are not found in
the Pontic-Caspian but can be found among late Neolithic
cultures in central Europe, e.g., the Tiszapolgar culture; local
environmental change can explain the shift towards more
mobile economies; the wild horse was regularly hunted in
the TRB culture~ and wheeled vehicles also appear in the TRB
culture and do not require a Ukrainian or Russian origm.
From a purely archaeological standpoint, the origins and
dispersal of the Corded Ware culture is one of the pivotal
(and still unresolved) issues of the IE homeland problem.

See also FAlYANOVo-BAUNOVO CULruRE; INDO-EUROPEAN

HOMElAND; KURGAN TRADITION; MIDDLE DNIEPER CULTURE;

TRB CULruRE. U·PM I

Further Readings
Buchvaldek, M. (1980) Corded Pottery complex in Central Europe.

JIES 8, 393-406.

Kristiansen, K. (1989) Prehistoric migrations-the case of the Single

Grave and Corded Ware cultures. Journal ofDanish Archaeology

6,211-225.

Milisauskas, S. and]. Kruk (1989) Economy, migration, settlement

organization, and warfare during the late Neolithic in souLheastem

Poland. Germania 67, 77-96.
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COSMOGONY
Although there is a variety of creation myths among the

various IE-speaking peoples, there are also a sufficient number
of common elements to suggest the existence of an underlying
PIE myth or myths whose general structure can be at least
partially recovered. The creation myths may be divided into
two broad elements-a cosmogonic myth that explains the
origins of both the physical and social worlds, and a
"foundation" myth that is more directly associated with the
origins of mankind (anthropogonic) or the establishment of
specific peoples.

Cosmogonic Myth
The cosmogonic myth is centered on the dismemberment

of a divine being--either anthropomorphic or bovine-and
the creation of the universe out of its various elements. In the
Old Norse Grimnismal (40-41), the giant Ymir is dissected
so that the mountains are formed from his bones, heaven
from his skull, the trees from his hair, etc. (d. also the Old
Irish Tain which climaxes with the dismemberment of a
mythic bull into the various features of the Irish landscape).
This pattern of cosmogonic dissection is also seen in the Old
Russian Stit 0 golubinoj knig ('Poem of the Dove King') where
the Christian god's face yields the sun, his breast the moon,
his eyes, the dawn, etc. The christianization of the myth is
not limited to the Slavs but is also found in Celtic (BM MS
4783, folio 7a) and Germanic (Frisian Code of Emsig) sources
where Adams body is derived from elements of the physical
universe. Greco-Roman traditions offer us Ovid's account of
Atlas in the Metamorphoses (4.655-662) which relates how
the giants beard and hair become forests, his bones become
stone, his hands the ridges of mountains, etc. The Middle
Persian Skend GumanIg Wizar(l6.8-20) of the ninth century
AD describes how the physical world derives from the body
of the evil demon KunI, whose skin yields the sky, his flesh
the earth, his bones provide the mountains, and his hair
becomes the plants. The Old Indic Puru$asOkta (c 900 BC)
from the Sgveda describes how Puru~a, the (primeval) 'man',
was divided so that his eye became the sun, his mouth the
fire, his breath became the wind, his feet the earth, etc. Such
evidence presents a relatively consistent set of alloforms
between the anatomy of the host source and that of the
physical world (or vice-versa). The most frequent correlations,
or better, derivations, are the follOwing: Flesh == Earth, Bone
= Stone, Hair == Plants, Blood =Water (the sea, etc.), Eyes =
Sun, Mind == Moon, Brain == Cloud, Head == Heaven, Breath =

Wind.
The underlying structure of the cosmogonical myth is

reversible, Le., it also yields an anthropogonic myth where
the various sources speak of the constitution of the human'
body as its various parts are made from the elements cited
above, e.g., wind becomes breath, plants become hair. This
"atomization" of the human body, which is particularly evident
in Greek biological tradition, also underlies IE approaches to
medicine and related behavior, e.g., the cure for baldness often

COSMOGONY

involves the application of the alloform of hair, i.e., plants,
while there are Widespread traditions that shorn hair should
be planted in the ground (e.g., burial of the hair of the Roman
Flamen Dialis, the Avestan injunction to bury hair and nails
in the ground, the Old Indic Cadakarman where the childs
first tonsure is planted with a kusa root, the Slavic folk custom
of burying shorn hair).

This anatomical cosmology is also seen to extend into the
social world since the divisions of the primeval man not only
account for the physical world but also for the social divisions
of society. The class divisions derive vertically from the
anatomy of the initial Victim. The head is the source of the
priesthood and is the seat of thought, perception and speech
while the warrior class, logically enough, is derived from the
upper torso, in particular the arms, which provide strength,
and the breast is the seat of courage. As the lower class of
commoners is essentially defined by subsistence pursuits
where fertility will be the overriding factor, it is the lower
torso with both its sexual organs or its euphemistic symbols
of the same, e.g., the knee, that provides this social division.
In addition, just as the legs support the body, the herding
cultivating class is seen to support the higher social divisions
of their own society.

It has been occasionally claimed that one can discern
iconographic representation of the Indo-European creation
myth in the stone stelae of the early Bronze Age in the Alpine
region. Here there is a long tradition of expressing mythic
concepts in stone at sites such as Val Camonica and some of
the stelae, which depict a possible sunburst at the head and
repeated elements such as weapons, have been interpreted,
on grounds far more obvious to the proposer than others, as
clear reflections of the original cosmogonic or Puru$a figure.

Foundation Myth
Clearly related in structure is the other IE creation myth

that comprises a primeval sacrifice of 'Twin' by his brother
'Man'. The myth is seen in Indo-Iranian, Gennanic and Roman
tradition. In the lndic sources the figur~s are Yama 'twin' and
Manu 'man'. Yama is the first mortal to die and he establishes
the otherworld; Manu is the ::mcestor of mankind, first king,
originator of sacrifice and legendary composer of the Manu
sm[ti, the Tradition or Law of Manu. Yama is seen as the
sac.rificial victim of his 'brother' Manu which sets creation in
motion. The Iranian equivalent of Yama was Yama Xsaeta who,
after sinning, is deprived of his royal halo (xvaldnah) which
is then dispersed to the patrons of the three social classes and

. who is cut in half by his brother. The Germanic myth,
preserved best in Tacitus's Germania (2) records the origin of
the Germans from a primeval Tuisto (from the root 'two' and
often taken to mean 'twin' or perhaps 'bisexual') and his son
Mannus 'man' (and cognate with Olnd Manu) who generate
the three social classes of the Germans (as was also the case
in Iran). The Vmir « Gmc *Yumiyaz) of the Norse creation
myth noted above as an example of the cosmogonic myth
also means 'twin' and is cognate, some would argue, with the
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Cosmogony North Italian stela from Bagnolo which has been
interpreted as a pUTU,?a-stela, e.g., the sun is placed in the
highest registrar and is seen as an alloform for the "eye", the
weapons have been claimed to represent the multi-armed
nature of the primeval giant.

Cosmogony and Sacrifice
In both the cosmogonic myth and the foundation element

of it, one of the central aspects is the notion of sacrifice (of a
brother, giant, bovine, etc.). The relationship between sacrifice
and cosmogony was not solely that of a primordial event hut
the entire act of sacrifice among the Indo-Europeans might
be seen as a re-creation of the universe where elements were
being continuously recycled. The continuity of the creative
aspects of sacrifice is, for example, recorded by Tacitus
(Germania 39) who describes how the ancient Semnones
sacrificed a man on a fixed occasion where representatives of
all their peoples had assembled in recollection or perhaps
better, re-enactment, of the origins of their race. Similar
practices may be found among other IE traditions where the
victim saCrificed, e.g., the cow in ancient Rome or among the
Persians, the horse in ancient India, would be anatomically
dispersed in a pattern that reflected the prevailing models of
cosmic or social partitioning of the universe. Sacrifice thus
represents a creative re-enactment of the initial cosmic
dismemberment of a victim and it helps restore the material
stuff to the world

See also ANCESTOR GoO; COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY;

COSMOLOGY; CREATOR; DMNE TWINS; ESCHATOLOGY; HORSE;

SACRIFICE; STElAE; WAR OF mE FOUNDATION. U·PM.I

Further Readings
Lincoln, Bruce (1986) Myth, Cosmos and Society: Indo-European

Themes ofCreation and Destruction. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard

University Press.

Puhvel, Jaan (1975) Remus et Frater. HIstOry of Religions 15. 146

157.

COSMOLOGY
Cosmology is the world view of a people, a system by which

the constituent elements of their universe are related with
one another. It is to be contrasted with cosmogony which
concerns the origin of the universe itself or eschatology' which
describes the end of a universe. A clearly reconstructible
cosmology of Proto-Indo-European eludes us although there
are certain major widespread patterns that suggest elements,
possibly conflicting, of early IE cosmological systems.

Oind Yama. The familiar foundation legend of Rome also
preserves elements of the same mythological structure. The
city of Rome is established by two brothers Romulus and
Remus, the latter of whom is despatched by his brother for
violating a taboo and jumping the encircling ditch of the city
or Romulus himself was dismembered by the senate as a
tyrant. The sacrifice of a twin brother at the act of creation,
although heavily "historicized" in Roman legend, may even
retain a lingUistic resonance since the very name of Remus Polarity and Direction
may derive from a Proto-Latin *Yemos or *Yemonos 'twin' The vocabulary of the various IE stocks relating to direction
(and from the same root as OInd Yama and ON fmir) whose clearly suggests that the early Indo-Europeans (as well as their
initial was altered in association with the 'R' of Romulus. later successors) participated in the Widespread partitioning
Finally, and with very little of the mythic structure intact, the of the universe into right and left. For the early lndo-
medievallrish explained the foundation of the capital of the Europeans, the right hand and right side ( *deKsi-nos/ -1)051 -

province of Ulster, Emain Macha, with reference to a story teros; *h]regtos) was associated with concepts of male,
concerning the birth of twins, OIr emon (and cognate with strength, health, straight, and other "positive" aspects. The
the Proto-Latin *Yemonos). Although elements of this associations are persistent both in PIE and in the later
"foundation" myth may be found separate from the evolution of the vaIious IE stocks, e.g., Lat dexter'Iight; handy,
cosmogonic myth, there is sufficient evidence for positing a dexterous, skilful; of good omen, favorable, propitious' or
single PIE creation myth involving the sacrifice of a PIE *'Twin' the semantic range of NE right. Even more recent formations
and his subsequent dismemberment to bring about the world. would attract similar semantic bundles, e.g., OE swIjJ 'strong,
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mighty' but comparative swIore 'right (hand)'. Conversely,
the left (*lail,J.os; *seujos; *skailJ.os) was regarded as female,
weaker, unhealthy, crooked, and an assortment of "negative"
qualities, e.g., Oir cle'left; malign, inauspici~Us, sinister, bad',
Wels chwith 'left; strange; sad', Lat sinister 'left; wrong,
perverse'. This dichotomy was not only lexical but also
behavioral where the right side of a tent, house, table, etc.,
may be assigned to the male or the honored guests and the
left side is regarded as inferior. Archaeologically, a number of
Neolithic and later cultures of Europe and Asia (e.g., the
Corded Ware and Bishkent cultures) mark the sex of the
deceased by burying males on their right side and. females on
their left.

The reason for the dichotomization according to side is
probably based on the anatomical universal which favors right
handedness. This system, however, has also crossed with the
method of reckoning the cardinal directions among the early
Indo-Europeans. The lexical evidence makes it clear that in
IE culture one quite literally "oriented" oneself by facing the
sun. In so doing one faced the rising sun in the east and hence
the north would be on one's.left side while the propitious
right side faced south. This can be seen, for example, in Celtic
(OIr dess 'right; south', Wels dehau 'right; south') and OInd
dak$iI)a- 'right; south'. Terms for north, however, are built on
words for 'left', e.g., OIr focia 'north' from cie 'left; sinister,
unpropitious', Wels gogledd 'north' from c1edd 'left'; the
Germanic words for 'north' (ON noror, OE norjJ, OHG nord
an) but Umb nertru 'left'.

Other systems of binary opposition are proposed in the
cosmological schemes of Gamkrelidze and Ivanov who posit
a system of contrasting categories. For example, they argue
that all living things were classed as animate (animals) and
inanimate (plants). The fonner was then divided into wild
and "not-wild" animals; the "not-wild" were divided into those
that spoke and were rational and those who weren't; the
rational ones were divided into those that were terrestrial/
mortal and those that were celestial/immortal, etc. An
underlying binary system was, they argue, based on the IE
social practice involving cross-cousin marriage where women
were exchanged between two moieties. The actual evidence
for such a marriage system, much less support for the explicit
system of oppositions that they propose for PIE, is hardly
conclusive.

Three Worlds
Another recurrent pattern observed in the early religfous

literature of a number of IE stocks, Greece and India in
particular, suggests a physical tripartition of the universe. The
basic pattern, according to Jean Haudry, is a universe
consisting of three rotating skies, each marked by its own
deities, its own color and social associations. Each realm marks
out a speCific sphere of influence which cannot be infringed
upon by a different realm, e.g., in the Iliad Zeus, the Greek
reflection of the PIE god of the diurnal sky, cannot extend his
powers into the night. According to Haudry, one rnay posit

COSMOLOGY

an original system where the diurnal sky is the home of the
PIE sky god (e.g., LatJOpiter, Grk Zeus, OInd Dyaus) and the
associated color is white or, at least, bright. The night sky is
the home of deities such as Grk Ouranos and the associated
color is dark or black. The dawn and twilight provide the
realm of the Lat 5aturnus, Grk Kronos, OInd SavitL and the
color here is red. The skies rotate around a common pole
(axis mundD whose reflection as a post, pillar or enormous
tree is found across the various IE stocks. In their own treat
ment of IE cosmology, 1. Gamkrelidze and V Ivanov propose
that all living things were grouped into three main zones ahout
the "world tree", i.e., upper, middle and lower world.

The three skies and .their deities, according to Haudry, are
replicated in the generational myths of the Indo-Europeans,
e.g., the "kingship in heaven" theme, which exhibit a SUcces
sion of divinities ruling until the present generation (e.g.,
Greek Ouranos > Kronos > Zeus), the various schemes for
the "ages of the world" found, in particular, in Greek (Hesiod

. where the cycle begins with the black night of Ouranos,
followed by the red [Golden] age of Kronos, then the white
[SilverJ age of Zeus) and Indic tradition, the color-codes of
the social classes in various IE societies, e.g., Germanic
(RfgsjJula) where Jad (noble) is of a white complexion, Karl
(free farmer) is red and pr;;ell (slave) is black, Indo-Iranian
(white = priest, red = warrior, dark = herder-cultivator).

Haudry has also argued that the diurnal cycle of day
twilight-night provided the early Indo-Europeans with a
homology on which was also based their view of the time in
general, e.g., the year was similarly conceived of in terms of a
diurnal part, a twilight and a night, and this was extended to
eschatology where all existence confronts a twilight and a
night.

Three Functions
The most widely accepted cosmology of the Indo

Europeans is the "social" cosmology as elaborated by Georges
Dumezil and his followers. Like Haudry's tripartite cosmic
system, the central element of Dumezil's system is a tripartite
division of the world, here seen as primarily social rather than
physical. According to this system the earliest Indo-Europeans
and their successors have inherited a mental template that
naturally divides their social world into three basic spheres
of activity: judicial-religious, defensive, and procreative, or,
in terms of social roles, that of priests, warriors, and herder
cultivators. The system is expressed'and elaborated from the
level of high myth to folk-tale where the totality of society is
invariably expressed as a union of these three social elements.
The tripartition of the Dumezilian school is ideological and
not necessarily practical, Le., it does not require one to imagine
a PIE society with well defined social classes or castes but
rather it attributes to the speakers of the proto-language only
a mental map of their universe.

See also COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY; COSMOGONY;

ESCHATOLOGY; LEFf; RIGHT. U.PM.]
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Cotofeni b. Fortified settlement at Castrele Inane; c. Handled cup; d. Amphora; e. Shaft-hole ax; f. Bronze dagger.

Cotofeni a. Distribution of the Cotofeni culture.

COTOFENlCULTURE
Cotofeni is an early Bronze Age culture (c 3300-2500 BC)

ofwestern Romania and adjacent parts ofSerbia and Bulgaria.
Sites are primarily to be found in the upland regions, the
lower areas given over to other cultures. Variations in the
amount of settlement debris and the presence of Cotofeni
material in upland caves suggest that there was a mobile
component to the society as well as a stable element that
resided in hilltop sites, promontories, or settlements defended
by concentric ditches. Dwellings range from small pit
dwellings to surface structures up to 8 m long. Rudimentary
metallurgy existed with the production of arsenical bronzes
(awls, daggers and ornaments) while tools continued to be
fashioned of stone (axes) and flint, bone and antler. Marked
similarities with the neighboring Usatovo culture have been
observed in the production of metalwork, especially daggers,
which also have parallels in the Aegean. There are some clay

. Further Readings
. Gamkrelidze,1. and V Ivanov (1995) Indo-European and the Indo

Europeans. 2 vols. Berlin and New York, Mouton.'
Haudry, j. (1987) La religion cosmique des Indo-Europeens. Milan

and Paris, Arche.
Meid, W (1987) lur Vorstellungswelt der Indogennanen anhand

des Wortschatzes, in Studien zum Indogermanischen Wortschatz,
ed. W Meid, Innsbrock, 155-166.

Littleton, C. S. (1982) The New Compara~veMythology. Berkeley
and Los Angeles, University of California.
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figurines, both anthropomorphic and zoomorphic (oxen). The
ceramics belong to the horizon of Balkan-Danubian wares
which now see the proliferation of drinking ve.ssels, both
beakers and especially single-handled drinking cups. Painted
and other decorated pottery also continued in the Cotofeni
culture. Burials are infrequently encountered and may involve
both inhumations and cremations and there is some evidence
for the use of barrows over graves.

The origins of the Cotofeni culture have been sought in
both local late Neolithic cultures and new elements·
(Cernavoda Ill) which in themselves are derived from the
Pontic-steppe cultures. In the Kurgan model of IE expansions,
the Cotofeni culture is seen to be an amalgam of native non
IE Balkan population with elements of the intrusive steppe
cultures (barrows, some ceramics, arsenical bronzes). The
culture is then seen to develop broader links with other
Balkan-Danubian cultures, in particular Baden and Ezero, and
more distantly with Troy.

See also BADEN CUL1URE; CERNAVODA CULTURE;

EZERO CULTIJRE·; KURGAN TRADITION. U.PM.J

Further Reading
Roman, P (1977) The Late Capper Age Cafafeni Culture afSauth

East Europe.Oxford, BAR Supplementary Series 32.

COUGH
*kwehaS- 'cough'. [lEW 649 (*klJas-); Buck 4.53]. MIr

cosachtach 'act of coughing' (presupposing a *casacht 
*cosacht 'cough'), Wels pesychaf'cough', ON hosti 'cough',
hasta 'cough' (vb.), OE hwasta 'cough', hwosan 'cough' (vb.),
OHG huosta 'cough', Lith kosulys'cough', kosiu 'cough' (vb.),
Latv kaseju 'cough' (vb.), OCS kasllI 'cough', Alb kolle «
*kwehasleha-) 'cough', OInd kasate'coughs' (vb.), TochB kosi
'cough'. Though not found in Hittite, almost pan-IE in
distribution. Certainly the PIE word for 'cough'.

?*pster- 'sneeze'. [JEW 846-847 (*pster-); Wat 53
(*pster-); Buck 4.54]. OIr sreod'sneeze', Wels ystrew 'sneeze' ,
Lat stemua 'sneeze', Grk 1t-rapVu/lal 'sneeze', Arm p'tngam
'sneeze'. These words may be independent onomatopoeic
creations. PIE status doubtful.

?*skeu- (or *kseu-) 'sneeze'. [JEW 953 (*skeu-); Buck
4.54]. Lith skiaudiiu 'sneeze', Latv s/<auju 'sneeze', OInd
k~auti 'sneezes'. Again there is a strong possibility of
onomatopoeia here. PIE status doubtful.

(D.Q.A.l

COUNT see NUMBER

COUNTRY
·plth2-U-iha- 'country, land « the broad one)'. [JEW833

(*pJtd-ll]); d. Wat 51-52 (*plat-); GI 684 (*phelH-); Buck
12.71, 1.21]. Mir Letha (Brittany), We1s LJydaw (Brittany),
OE [aJde 'land', Lith plat-us 'Wide', Grk nAa-rala (place
name), Arm hal 'earth, country', Av pJTJ()wr 'surface', OInd
prthivi'earth'. With a different formation but similar meaning

is air Jathar 'place'. From *p1eth2- 'broad and Oat'.
Di;;tribution clearly suggests PIE status. In both OInd p[thivi
and Celtic, e.g., Gaul Litavi(s), the word for the land has been
turned into that of a female goddess and suggests either a
parallel development or reflection of an earlier IE concept of
divinized land.

In most IE languages, the terms for 'country' are generally
derived from such notions as 'place', e.g., Grk xmpa 'space,
place, country' or productive concepts such as 'land, earth,
ground, soil' when used to express the surface on which one
lives, e.g., Lat terra 'land', .Lith zeme 'land'. At times a 'tract of
land' is also employed, e.g., Lat pagus or a circumscribed

.area, e.g., Lat fines 'boundary', Olnd desa- 'region' or janapada
«jana- 'race' + pada- 'place'). More distantly related are OCS
polje 'field' and Ann hal 'earth, country'. Other creations are
'one's own country' which may be fonned from compounds
involving kinship terms such as Bret mamvra « mamm
'mother' + bra 'country') or Grk lCarpic;, Lat patria, OE
fcedereoe1, OHG fathervodil, Lith te"YlJe, Latv tevija - tevzeme
'fatherland' .

See also FlAT. (A.D.VI

COUSIN
No exclusive term can be reconstructed for PIE for any of

the four different types of cousin ('mother's sister's child',
'father's brother's child', 'father's sister's child' and 'mother's
brother's child'), nor to any subclass such as paralle1- (in which
the linking parents are of the same sex, Le., two brothers or
two sisters) or cross-cousins (the children of brothers and
sisters) or patrilateral or matrilateral. If our inability to make
such a reconstruction indicates a genuine absence of special
terms, then we can probably exclude the Eskimo, Sudanese
and Iroquois systems. This would suggest that PIE labelled
these kin types with extensions of pre-existing terms and that
it was most likely to have been of the Hawaiian, Crow or
Omaha type, Le., where 'brother', 'sister', 'son' or 'daughter'
or some other term may have been "extended" to denote the
cousins. There is some evidence that as the IE stocks develop
ed, they did distinguish between parallel cousins but not
between cross cousins. Evidence for this can be seen in Old
Norse where brceorungrdesignated the 'fathers brothers son'
but systrungrdesignated the 'son of mother's sister'; both cross
cousins (father's sisters son, mothers brother's son) were
designated by the same term, systkinabam. Similarly in Latin
the 'father's brother's son' was [niter patruelis, the 'mother's
sisters son' was [rater c6nsobrfnus while both cross-cousins

. could be labelled amitfnus.
An older situation, also seen in Latin, was to extend the

words for 'brother' and 'sister' to cousins, certainly to the
children of the father's brother and possibly to other cousins
as well. Thus 'father's brother's son' might be [rater patruelis,
patruelis or simply [rater. In Greek the inherited word for
'brother' was almost everywhere replaced by li8£AqJ£0S- but
remained as 'member of a phratry, kinsman' « *'cousin').
Likewise the inherited word for sister (lop) is found once in
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Hesychius and glossed as 'daughter of a cousin'. Other
evidence that words for 'brother' and 'sister' were more widely
applied than just to siblings is provided by such replacements
for the inherited words as Grk a8eAq>e6~ 'brother', a8eAq>(e)fJ
'sister' « *srp-gwe1bhes-o/eha- 'having the same womb'), Lat
([rater) gennanus 'own brother', (soror) germana 'own sister'
(> Spanish hermano 'brother', hermana 'sister'), 01 r
derbrathair 'brother' « *'true brother'), derbsiur 'sister' «
* 'true sister'), Alb moter « *motre < *mehatr-eha-) 'sister' «
*'matemal, Le., uterine [sister)]'). The presence of the Old
Persian adjectives hamapitar- 'having the same father' and
hamatar- 'having the same mother' point in the same direction.
As already noted, this extension of 'brother' and 'sister' to
'father's brother's son' and 'father's brother's daughter'
respectively is certain in many IE stocks. As most of the
historical data from which we derive our knowledge of Latin,
Old Persian, etc., kinship terminologies were most interested
in specifying paternal relatives, the lack of good examples of
a similar extension to maternal cousins (or even to 'father's
sister's son or daughter') may simply reflect accidental gaps
in the record. Certainly those kinship types which do typically
show extensions of 'brother' and 'sister' to cousins (Omaha,
Crow, Iroquois) almost always include the children of the
mothers sister along with the fathers brothers (Le., all parallel
cousins) in that extension. One might also note that the lack
of clear evidence for separate cousin terms in PIE is one of
the negative lines of argument against the proposition that
PIE society practiced cross-cousin marriage.

See also KINSHIP; MAluuAGE. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.J

COVER
*J{el- 'conceal, cover'. [lEW 553-554 (*Rel-); Wat 28

(*kel-); Buck 12.261. aIr ceilid 'conceals, dissembles', Lat
celo (with lengthened vocalism) 'conceal', occu]o« *ob-kelo)
'cover, hide', ON hylja (zero-grade) 'to cover', OE helan 'to
conceal', OHG he/an 'to conceal', Goth huljan (zero-grade)
'to cover', Grk K'aAV1t''l"W (zero-grade vocalism with labial
extension, perhaps influenced by J(pVlC'l"W 'hide') 'cover'.
Semantically, this set poses .little difficulty and is recon
structible at least to the west and center of the IE world.

*J<em- 'cover'. [IEW556-557 (*fem-); BK 353 (*q[hjam-/
*q[h}:Jm-)]. Late Lat camIsia'linen-shirt, nightgown' « Gaul?),
ON hamr'skin, slough', hams 'snakes slough; husk', OE hama
'dress, covering', ham 'undergarment', hemed 'shirt', OInd
samala- 'thick woolen shirt', sami- 'pod, legume'. The
distribution of attestations would seem to assure PIE status.

*(s)keu(h,J-'cover, wrap'. [lEW95 1-953 (*(s)keu-); Wat
60 (*(s)keu-)). As a verbal form this is only attested in Olnd
skunati 'covers' where the meaning 'cover' may well be late
and its earlier meanings: 'poke around, hunt around, tear'
suggest that its status as a cognate is doubtful. There are,
however, numerous nominal formations which are readily
reconstructible to the proto-language suggesting that the
underlying verbal root must be older. For example, OE sceo
« *skeuhxa-) '± cloud', scuwa « *skuhxan-) 'shade, darkness;

protection', OHG scuwo 'shadow', Arm c'iw « *skeu(h.~.)o-)

'roof, cover'; Lat ob-scDrus « *kuh~-r-) 'dark, obscure'
« 'covered'); *kuhx-1- 'cover; covered area': Olr col 'hind part,
nape of neck', Wels cil 'corner, hind part', Lat colus 'bottom,
buttocks', ON skjol 'shelter, refuge', Lith kevalas 'skin, cover',
Latv c8ula 'skin, cover', Grk (jKVA.o~ 'pelt, skin'; *(s)keu-t
'skin, hide': Wels cwd'scrotum', Lat cutis 'hide', ON hoa'hide',
OE hyd 'hide' (> NE hide), OHG hat 'hide', Lith kutys 'purse,
money-belt', kiautas 'case, cover', Grk (jJ(V'l"O~ 'hide, leather'.

*(s)teg- 'cover'. [JEW 1013-1014 (*(s)teg-); Wat 65
(*(s)teg-); GI 49 (*(s)thek'-); Buck 12.26; BK 135 (*t'aq'-/
*t':Jq'-)]. Lat tego 'cover', ON jJekja 'to cover, clothe', OE
jJeccan 'to cover' (> NE thatch), OHG dccchen 'to cover', Lith
stiegiu 'put on a thatch roof', Grk (Jriyw 'cover, protect', OInd
sthagayati 'covers, hides'. The -th- in Old lndic is problematic
and may point to a non-IE origin. Aside from this form, the
cognate set is unproblematic and may be reconstructed to at
least western and central IE with reasonable certainty.

*uer- 'surround, cover, contain'. [lEW 1160-1162
(*l)er-); Wat 77 (*wer-); GI 645 (*l)cr-); Buck 12.26]. Olr
ferenn « *lJer-eno-) 'girdle, belt', Lat aperio « *ap-yer-jo-)
'open, uncover', ON veIja 'hinder, forbid', OE werian 'guard,
hinder, forbid', OHG wer(r)en - werien 'hinder, forbid', Goth
warjan 'hinder, forbid', Alb varr 'grave', Grk EP vJ.1a I

« *l)eru-) 'protect', Hit warrai- 'come to aid', Av aiwi
v:Jr:Jnvaiti 'conceals', OInd vro6ti 'covers, surrounds'. The
Greek form is problematic because of the absence of the
expected initial digamma and an original prothetic vowel has
been suggested, i.e., E-(F)epv-. In Germanic the meaning
'surround, cover' has shifted to 'hinder'. The Albanian meaning
'grave' may have developed from the raised mound of earth
which normally covers a grave (d. ON ura 'heap of stones,
rubble').

See also BACKl ; CLOTHING; RoOF; SHADOW; SKIN. [M.N.]

cow
*gW6us (gen. *gW6us) 'cow' (in both the English senses:

'adult female bovine' and 'bovine of any age or sex') (Bas
taurus). [lEW 482-483 (*g;ou-); Wat 26 (*gWou-); G1482
483 (*kou-); Buck 3.20, 3.22, 3.23; BK 346 (*k'\llUW-/
*kwow-)). aIr b6 'cow', MWels buch 'cow', Umb (ace.) bum
'cow', Lat bas 'cow' (though the initial b- rather than the
expected *v- may reflect the influence of some other Italic
dialect), ON kyr'cow', OE cO 'cow' (> NE cow), OHG chuo
'cow', Latv guovs 'cow', oes govfzdI 'of cattle', go-memo
'threshing floor', perhaps Alb ka 'cow' (pI. qe) which would
be regular from *gWous, pI. *gWolJes, except for unexpected
k- rather than *g- (influenced by the PIE word for 'horn'?),
Myc qo-u- 'cow', Grk f3ov~ 'cow', Arm kov, HierLuv wawa
'cow', Av gau5 'cow', OPers gav 'cow', Oss qOg - rog 'cow',
OInd gau- 'cow', TocM ko 'cow', TochB keu 'cow'; d. the
widespread derivative *gWaujos in Grk rE(J(Japaf3olO~ 'worth
four cows', Arm kogi 'butter', Av garya- 'pertaining to cows',
OInd gavya- - gavya- 'pertaining to cows', TochB kcwiye
'butter'. Also of interest is the equation of Grk EKaroJ.1[3T7
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'sacrifice' (cf. OPers (}atagu- place name), OInd satagvin
'consisting of a hundred cows', both reflecting a PIE
*kIIllo(m)-gwlj-o- and with elements reversed in Grk
BOVKa1:l0~name of a month in Boeotia, Delphi, Aetolia, etc.,
Olnd gosatam 'pertaining to a hundred cattle'. Widespread
and old in IE. This word has variously been connected with
Sumerian gU4 - gud 'bull' and/or Ancient Egyptian gw'bull'
under the assumption that the PIE word might be borrowed
from some Near Eastern source or with Old Chinese *l}~)U

'cow' with the possibility that the Chinese word might be
borrowed from some IE source. Either suggestion is a possibi
lity but neither is necessary and an onomatopoeic origin for
this word in the various families cannot be entirely ruled out.

*hlegh- 'cow'. [fEW 7 (*agh-); Buck 3.23; BK 365 (*ag-/
*.:1g-)J. aIr ag« *aghes-) 'cow', ag allaid'stag' « *'wild ox'),
al 'brood, litter', Wels ae1 'brood, litter', eilion - eilion 'fallow
deer; horses', Arm ezn 'cow', Av aZI- 'giving milk', Olnd ahI

'cow'. This word is usually reconstructed as *haegh- but such
a reconstruction makes it impossible to include Arm ezn 'cow'.
The Indo-Iranian forms are ambiguous as to whether the initial
vowel was *hze- or *hae-; only the Celtic seems to require
*hae-. However, there is some precedent for an initial *e
appearing as a- in Celtic, d. aIr aig 'ice' from *jegi-. As the
word is attested at the margins of the IE world this strongly
suggests PIE status.

·uoliehr 'cow'. [lEW 1111 (*ljaka); Wat 73 (*wak-); Buck
3.23]. Lat vacca (with expressive gemination) 'cow', OInd
vasa 'cow'. Another word whose attestations on the margins
of the IE world would seem to guarantee PIE status. What, if
any, was the exact semantic difference between this word and
the previous two is impossible to recover. Though purely
speculative, one might suggest 'heifer'.

·uJlw)sen- 'ox'. [JEW 1118 (*uklJsen-); Wat 74 (*ukws
en-); GI 483 (*ukhos-en-); Buck 3.22]. aIr 05(5) 'stag, cow'
(transferred from the domesticated animal to the
"corresponding" wild one), Wels ych 'ox', ON oxi 'ox', OE
oxa 'ox' (> NE ox), OHG oxa 'ox', Goth aI1hsa 'bull', Av uxsan
'bull', OInd uk$an- 'bull', TochB okso 'draft-ox'. Widespread
and old in IE.

*tauros 'aurochs; bull' (in its first meaning = Bas
primigenius). [lEW 1083 (*t.:1uro-s); Wat 69 (*tauro-); Gl
439 (*thauro-); Buck 3.21J. OIr tarb 'bull', Wels tarw'bull',
Gaultarvos 'bull' (Celtic < metathesized *tamos), Lat taurus
'bull', Umb (acc. pl.) tumf 'bulls', ON pjorr 'bull' (as if <

*teuro-, the vowel has been influenced by the Germanic
descendants of *steuro- 'large [domestic] animal'), OPrus
tauris 'bison', Lith taQras 'aurochs; bull' (borrowed from Baltic
is Estonian tarvas 'aurochs'), OCS tum 'aurochs; bull', Rus
tur 'aurochs; mountain goat', Alb tarok - taro(: 'bull', Grk
'favpo~ 'bull', Khat ltura- 'mountain goat'. Widespread and
old in IE. Only those stocks whose speakers remained in areas
where Bos primigenius was to be found have retained the
earlier meaning 'aurochs; bull'. One might note the similar
concatenation of meanings in NE boar 'wild swine; adult male
(domesticated) pig'. These words have often been taken to be
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related in some fashion to Arabic twr, Hebrew sor, Akkadian
sum, all 'steer', whether because the PIE words were borrowed
from Semitic, the Semitic words were borrowed from PIE,
both languages borrowed from a third source, or the similarity
is evidence of the ultimate genetic relationship of PIE and
Semitic.

?*usr- 'aurochs'. Lat CIms 'aurochs' (borrowed from Ger
manic according to Caesar, from Celtic according to Macro
bius), ON Qrr(gen. CIrar) 'aurochs', Swed (dial.) ure 'ferocious
bull', OE CIr 'aurochs, bison', OHG Oro - urochso 'aurochs',
Goth Qraz (name of a rune) (all < Proto-Gmc *uru-, possibly
from earlier *uzru-). Possibly borrowed from Germanic is
Finnish uros 'male of an animal'. The Germanic (and perhaps
also the Celtic) may be connected with Pashto 0$ « Proto-

-Indo-Iranian *usra-?) 'camel', Oind usra- 'bull, ox', usra- 'cow'.
Not everyone agrees that the Germanic and Old lndic words
belong together. The phonological match is good, but the
morphological match is imperfect and the semantic match is
likewise imperfect. (The Old Indic words are otherwise taken
to be ultimately the same as usni- 'bright, of the dawn' and
usra-/usra- 'adult bovine of either sex' was originally 'red cow'.)
If we do take the Germanic and Indic words as evidence for a
PIE *usr6-/*usnl- then it is worth noting that the early
Germanic speakers, who knew both aurochs and cattle,
restricted this word to the aurochs which might be an
indication that they were closer to the PIE state of affairs in
their assignment of meaning than the Old lndic speakers (and
modern Swedish speakers) who were familiar only with
domestic cattle. Generally this set is taken to be from *lJes
'damp, moist' [JEW 1171-11 72J and to have originally meant
the 'inseminator'. But if the original reference was to the
aurochs we might also think of *l)es- 'stab, cut' [lEW 1172]
and the meaning 'the gorer' or the like.

However, the meaning of the Pashto cognate, if it belongs
here, suggests the inclusion of another set of Indo-Iranian
words: Av ustra- 'camel', OPers usa-bara- 'camel-borne' (the
OPers usa- may reflect either Proto-Iranian' *usa- or (probably
alsoJ *ustra-), Oind u-?tar- 'bull hitched to the plow', u$tra
'bull' (only in Vedic; in later Indic 'camel'). The shift in meaning
in Iranian and later in Indic may have been dictated by the
need to name the 'camel' (coupled with the loss of the aurochs
from their new environments) or the shift may been influenced
by other Near Eastern languages with similar sounding words,
e.g., Akkadian utm 'dromedary', Urartian ultu 'camel' (if these
words are not ultimately borrowed from Iranian). However,
the totality of the Indo-Iranian data suggests rather a meaning
'± useful one' for *ustar-, *ustra- and a relationship with OHG
ustrf 'industry', ustin6n 'to function'. If so, it is extremely
unlikely that the Germanic words for 'aurochs' are related
with this latter set at all.

Finally, if the long vowel in Proto-Germanic *Qru- is
secondary, for which there are some parallels, it is possible
that it is related to Myc wi-ri-no 'ox-hide', Grk (F)pfv6~
'(ox-)hide; shield'. If so, the chances are good that Germanic
has preserved the original meaning and that the derivative in
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Greek was semantically transferred to cattle. One might also
include Olnd ula- ~ 01a-, the designation for some wild animal.
In the absence of any more definite meaning for the Indic
words their possible inclusion must remain unsettled.

With regard to the possible semantic shift from 'aurochs'
or 'cattle' to 'camel' in Iranian, it is very difficult to distinguish
wild from domestic camel bones since there was very little if
any selective breeding of the domestic variety The camels
referred to in Iranian are most likely some variety of the
Bactrian camel (Camelus bactrianus). The earliest evidence
for its domestication so far is camel dung from a settlement
in central Iran (where it is presumed the animal was kept on
site rather than hunted off-site) dating to the mid third
millennium BC. Early IE populations passing through Iran
would no doubt have encountered the camel and the animal
is later found in significant numbers on sites of the Eurasiatic
steppe. Camels are in northern Kazakhstan by about 1700
1200 BC and in the Ukraine by the tenth century BC.

??*Uis- and/or *g(h)ombhros 'bison (Bison bonasus)'. [JEW
1134 (*l)eis-); Wat 75 (*weis-); cf. GI 440]. For *l)is-: ON
visundr'bison', OE we(o)send 'bison', OHG wisant ~ wisunt
~ wirunt 'bison' (> NE wisent~ Germanic apparently <
*l)isonts, gen. l)is1Jt6s~ from Germanic comes Lat bison),
OPrus wis-sambris 'bison'. The Germanic words appear to
reflect an old participle meaning 'stinking' (from *l)eis- 'give
off an unpleasant odor'; see also 'weasel') that presumably
reflects the strong musky odor given off by adult males during
the rutting season. The Old Prussian word is a compound
with *wis- as its first member and as its second member 
sambris that reflects a pre-OPms *zambra-, matching Rus
zubr 'bison' and similar words in other Slavi<;:: languages.
(Lithuanian has stumbras 'bison' while Latvian has stumbrs
~ sumbrs ~ sDbrs~ both the initial consonant, whether s- or
st-, and the vowel -u- seem secondary though their exact
explanation is uncertain.) The Old Prussian and Slavic would
reflect a PIE *g(h)ombhros with no known root connections.
This word may be the best candidate for the original (late?)
IE designation for the 'bison', the Germanic word being a
later word, originally a descriptive adjective, that replaced
the earlier *g(h)ombhros.

?*domhxios 'one to be tamed; young bull'. [JEW 199-200
(*dornio-s)~GI491 (*t'ernH-)l. Alb dem 'bull, steer', Olnd
damya- '(young bull) to be tamed'. Quite probably indepen
dent creations in Albanian and Indic. Cf. a Ir dam 'bull', dam
allaid'deer' (= 'wild cow'), Grk 8a)1aA:'7~'young steer'.

?*lohapo-/*lehapeha- 'cow'. [cf. lEW 667]. Latv luops
'cattle, livestock', Alb lope 'cow'. Possible evidence for a dialect
word of the center of the IE world. Although sometimes set
here, Oir loeg~ laeg~ ]oIg'calf' is more likely from *loigos'±
springer' and does not belong with the other words.

Wild Bovids
The primary form of wild cattle, the aurochs (Bas primi

genius), is the ancestor of the world's domestic cattle and was
known from Britain to the Pacific and south into Africa. The

Pleistocene aurochs was very large and stood some 1.8 m tall
at the shoulders. After the lee Age, the beast became smaller
but was still markedly different in appearance and disposition
from Neolithic domestic cattle and on numerous sites dating
to the Neolithic, aurochs remains are found alongside those
of domestic cattle. Given its distribution, there is almost no
place in Eurasia (the aurochs was well known in the region
north of the Black Sea, the Balkans and in Anatolia where we
find abundant evidence for the culric significance of the
aurochs at sites such as (atal HllyUk) where early IE-speakers
might have been situated where they did not know the aurochs
and so there is no archaeological difficulty in reconstructing
a PIE term for the animal (*tauros).

Shifts in the meaning of the word from 'aurochs' to 'bull'
could be motivated by the great size of the animal. Even in
the Holocene the withers height of the aurochs bull was 1.7
m and that of the females was 1.5 ill while the earliest domestic
cows in Europe only measured c 1.25-1.3 m in height~ hence
the replacement of a word for an exceedingly large wild bovid
by domestic bull could be easily motivated and could have
occurred quite early in some regions. Although Irish preserves
the word, there is no evidence for the aurochs in Ireland since
the time of its initial human colonization and so it may have
already meant 'bull' in Common Celtic if not earlier. Neverthe
less, a reason to preserve the name of the animal elsewhere
would have been easily motivated since it was widely hunted
in the prehistoric period and continued to exist in many
regions well into the historic period. There is, for example, a
depiction of an aurochs hunt in a Hittite settlement on the
uppet Khabur river while a gold statuette of an aurochs is
known from the Bronze Age Maykop burial north of the
Caucasus. Much later the aurochs is referred to in the various
Germanic law codes and the name of the aurochs occurs in
nearly three hundred place names in Germany. The last
European aurochsen were killed in the Middle Ages where,
despite royal protection, they became extinct in France and
Hungary by the thirteenth century, east Prussia by the fifteenth
and the last recorded liVing aurochs (a female) was killed in
Poland-Lithuania in 1617. The absence of a word for aurochs
or its shift to either the domestic cow or another animal in
India is predictable in that the corresponding lndic wild cattle,
the Bas namadicus, does not appear to have survived much
more recently than the earliest Neolithic (it is known from
Baluchistan at about 6000 BC); it is widely regarded as the
ancestor of the zebu or humped-back cattle (Bas indicus) of
India.

The other wild bovid, the European bison or wisent (Bison
bonasus) , still exists although the Caucasian or mountain
wisent has recently become extinct. The animal was easily
distinguished from early domesticated cattle; it stood some
2.0 to 1.8 ill high at the shoulder and could weigh up to

1000 kg. Its range would appear to have extended from
western and southern Europe across to Russia and the north
Caucasus. Since its distribution was confined largely to those
areas where the Baltic, Slavic, Germanic, and Iranian (in the
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form of Ossetic in the northern Caucasus) languages are
spoken, it is not surprising that no other tradition has a word
for the bison. A Celtic cognate would not be impossible since
although the animal was unknown in Ireland it did not
become extinct in Britain until the twelfth century and in
France until the eleventh century; however, we have no
evidence for the word. The bison was hunted to extinction in

Germany in 1755 (it is mentioned in the NibeJungenliedand
recorded in some sixty-two place names in Germany) and in
Hungary in 1790 and survives naturally only in Poland as
the north Caucasian herds were killed off in the 1920s: The
name for the 'bison' in Ossetic, in any case a relatively recent
language immigrant into the Caucasus, has no relationship
with either *lJis- or *g(h)ombhros. There is no evidence in
the past that the European bison was domesticated and hence
it is less likely that its name would have "crossed" with that
of a domestic animal (as with the aurochs). Today, European
bisons number in the several thousands and are kept in more
than two hundred breeding centers over the world. There is
also, of course, an Indian buffalo (Bubalus bubalus) which
was native to the subcontinent and was domesticated,
reputedly as early as the sixth millennium BC. This animal,
which only spread westwards in the Middle Ages, is
understandably without linguistic cognates in IE.

Although of no demonstrable IE antiquity, mention should
also be made of the water buffalo, speCifically of the Indian
wild buffalo (Bubalus amee), whose native range extended
from at least India westwards to Mesopotamia and thus
included later IE-speaking territories of India, Afghanistan
and Iran. The animal was domesticated by the third millen
nium BC and is often depicted on the seals of both the Harap
pan culture (Indus Valley Civilization) and of Mesopotamia.
It spread north into Russia but it was generally not until the
Middle Ages that it was imported through southern Europe.

Domestic Bovids
Domestication of cattle began during the transition to the

Neolithic economy, appearing earliestin Anatolia and Greece
in the seventh millennium BC and subsequently throughout
the rest of Europe, reaching northern and western Europe in
the centuries before 4000 Be. Domestic cattle are also found
by the sixth millennium BC north of the Caucasus as they
spread through the steppe and forest-steppe regions or were
there locally domesticated from the native aurochs. Domestic
cattle appear at a similar date in Central Asia. The domestic
zebu or hump-backed cattle (Bas lndicus) appears in
Baluchistan by the fourth millennium BC and its bones and
its depictions on seals are regularly recovered from sites of
the Harappan culture.

Cattle were certainly exploited for meat (hides, and their
bones and horns for tools) and by the end of the Neolithic
they also served as traction animals for pulling plows and
wheeled vehicles. Castration is argued to have begun at least
by the middle Neolithic, e.g., some 20 to 25% of th.e male
cattle recovered from a TRB site (c 3900-3100 BC) appear to

have been castrated.
Whether cattle were also exploited for their milk in the

early Neolithic is hotly debated. Some suggest that the age
sLiughter pattern of Neolithic cattle coupled with the existence
of clay objects that may have served as strainers for dairy
products indicate an early Neolithic date for a dairy economy.
Others believe that cattle dairying (as opposed to milking

goats or ewes) was not introduced until the end of the Neo;
lithic, or possibly later, and dispute conclusions drawn from
the age-slaughter patterns that indicate high calf mortality.

Cattle and Milk in Indo-European Belief
Irrespective of whether the cow was associated with milk

during the PIE period, a number of IE traditions place great
. emphasis on a mythical cow that provides enormous

quantities of milk. In Old lndic tradition it is the Kamadhenu
(or Surabhi), the Wish-fulfilling cow who has been compared
to AUGumla, the cosmic cow of Old Norse tradition whose
udders provide rivers of milk and the Welsh Fuwch Gyfeilioru
which also produced vast quantities of milk which had healing
powers. Such comparisons may well be generic but the
importance of cattle among the IE-speaking peoples is
emphasized not only by those lexical items related directly to
the animal, but also terms for the stomachs of ruminants
(*l)enVstr- 'Cab)omasum', *reumn- 'rumen').

Cattle Sacrifice
Cattle were also employed in sacrifices among many Indo

European peoples and there is some lexical residue of this in
*KI]1to(m)-gwlJo- 'hundred-cattle (sacrifice)': Grk £,caroll{3il
'sacrifice (of a hundred cows)', OPers Oatagu- place name,
OInd satagvin- 'consisting of a hundred cows', and transposed
as *gWOU-KI]1tO- 'cattle-hundred (sacrifice)': Grk Boul(ano~

'name of month (associated with cattle sacrifice)' I Olnd
gosatam 'of a hundred cattle'. This compound is confined to

Greek and Indo-Iranian and is best considered a later,
dialectally restricted word. The terms indicate speCifically a
sacrifice only in Greek and even by the time of Homer the
hecatomb had lost its etymological force, e.g., in the Odyssey
(3.6-8), only eighty-one bulls are sacrificed and in the Iliad
(23.146) the hecatomb consists entirely of fifty rams.

While the sacrifice of cattle is so widespread as to be almost
universal wherever domesticated cattle might be found in
antiquity, there are a number of parallel rituals among different
IE stocks that suggest the possibility of earlier inherited
behavior. Both the Romans and the early Indians, for example,
maintained the sacrifice of a pregnant cow. The Roman
Fordicfdia involved the sacrifice of a forda bove 'pregnant
cow' to Tellus, the goddess of the earth. Here the two were
kHled and the embryo removed to be burnt separately from
the cow which would provide the main sacrifice. Similarly, in
ancient India the priests sacrificed the a~lapadl 'the cow with
eight feet', i.e., a pregnant cow, and similarly, the embryo was
removed, here offered in a supplementary rite to the Maruts
while the main sacrifice of the cow was presented to the Earth.
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Rome, Greece and India also all present evidence of triple
sacrifices which involve a cow or bull, evidence which is
generally interpreted within the approach of Georges Dumezil
as a trifunctional sacrifice. Hence in the Roman suovetaurilia
(pig-sheep-bull) sacrifice, the bull was offered to Mars. In the
Greek rplrrv~, the sacrifice involves a ram (1(anpo~), a bull
(ravpo<;) and a boar (1(pT6~). In the Old Indic sautramanI,
the sacrifice comprised a ram, bull and a he-goat, the bull
being offered to Indra, the god of war. Cross comparisons
suggest that the bull (along with the horse) were the animals
most appropriately sacrificed to or on behalf of the warrior
function in IE society while the female cow is more obviously
to be associated with the concept of fecundity

One obvious context for the sacrifice of cattle is in
association with burials. In the Yamna culture and more
frequently in the Catacomb culture of the east European
steppe, remains of cattle are found associated with burials
(though far less frequently than sheep remains). One of the
recurrent practices is the deposition of the skull and forelegs
(head and hooves) of an individual which may have either
represented remains of a funeral feast or have been mounted
in an upright position, the bovine equivalent of the "golden
fleece". Cattle burials are also encountered in northern Europe
where the burial of a pair of oxen has often been interpreted
as evidence for a draught team of a plow or wagon.

Another aspect of cattle sacrifice is associated with the IE
creation myth. It has been suggested that the primeval myth
of the PIE community involved the sacrifice of both a human,
specifically a 'twin', and a bovine (ox or cow), out of which
both the material world and the social edifice of IE society
were formed. In the Sgveda 00.90), the sacrifice is made of
Puru~a,whose name is explained as a compound of OInd
pl1- 'man' and VJ$a- 'bull', the two combined into a Single
name, while in the later Satapatha Brahma.oa 0.1.4), ManaVl:
and a bull are sacrificed together. Although the story is not to
be be found in detail in the Avesta due to Zara8ustra's excision
of cattle sacrifice from his religion, it does emerge in the
Greater BundahiSn where Gayomart and an ox are the
sacrificial victims. In European traditions, the role of the ox
is supplemental rather than critical to the story, e.g., the Old
Norse myth of creation where the first bovine Auoumla
nourishes the giant Ymir before he is sacrificed and his body
rendered into the parts of the physical world. More tenuously,
Bruce Lincoln suggests that the nourishing by a wolf of
Romulus and Remus, the latter being the 'twin' who is
sacrificed in the foundation story of Rome, is a transposition
of theeadier IE version involving a cow which lacked the
necessary valence for early Romans. Finally, he also suggests
tliat the final battle of bulls which concludes the early Irish
Tain is a reflex of the earlier myth: here the Connacht and
Ulster bulls fight and Bricriu is killed along with the Connacht
bull whose body-parts are strewn cosmogonically across
Ireland.

Cattle Raid
Many of the IE stocks preserve traditions of cattle raiding.

In some cases, these are almost central to their epic literature,
e.g., in early Ireland the lana 'cattle raids' were a recognized
narrative category and in a society where wealth was reckoned
in cattle, cattle-rustling was regarded as the most appropriate
activity for young male warriors. That the practice of cattle
raiding might be earlier and postulated for PIE itself rests on
several bodies of evidence. There are a number of
correspondences among the various IE stocks for cattle
stealing that are built on the verb 'to drive': OIr tain « *to
ag-no-) b6 'cattle raid', Lat boV(~s agere 'to drive or raid for
cattle', Av gj:lm var;Jtj:lm az- 'drive off cattle (as) booty'.

Another source of information concerning cattle stealing
derives from the structure of what is generally described as
the IE dragon-slaying myth which Bruce Lincoln has suggested
was also the myth of the first IE cattle-raid. This myth is best
reflected in Indo-Iranian tradition but as elements have been
discerned in the traditions of other IE stocks, it has been
projected back into the PIE past. The underlying structure
describes how a warrior-hero by the name of 'Third' ( *Tri(05)
sets out with the assistance of the warrior god to recover cattle
that had been stolen from the Aryan people by a foreigner. In
order to recover the cattle, *Tritos must fight and kill a three
headed serpent, after which he returns with the cattle. In the
fJ.gveda (l0.8) the hero is Trita who, with the assistance of
the war god Indra, kills the three-headed (tri-slr$anam)
opponent ViSvarupa who is described as a serpent (ahO. The
Avestan (Yast 15) version involves 8raetaona, the 'son of the
Third', who with the help of the stann god Vayu defeats the
three":headed «(}ri-kam;Jr;Jd;Jm) serpent opponent (Azi
Dahaka). Here the spoils of his raid are described as women
rather than cattle. But in Greek mythology, the raid of Herakles
(according to Hesiod) is against the enemy Geryon who has
carried off cattle and who is described as three-headed (rpl

1(£qJaA.o~)and, being descended from the Medusa whose hair
was formed of writhing snakes, might also be associated with
a serpent. Bruce Lincoln suggests that vestiges of the myth
are also retained in Gennanic tradition, e.g., where the hero
Hymir, with the aid of the war god Parr employs an ox head
to capture the MiOgaro-serpent, and less clearly traces are
discerned also in Hittite myth.

The cattle-raid myth is seen as a charter for the hehavior
of the warrior, justifying cattle-raiding in general where the
raid is not simply to amass more cattle (or wealth) but to
"recover" what the Aryan (or earlier IE) community was
unjustly deprived of. In the idealized world view of the early
Indo-Iranians, according to Lincoln, the purpose of the cattle
raid was for the warrior class to recover cattle which were to
be given to the priest who would sacrifice the cattle (a re
enactment of the cosmogonical first sacrifice) to celestial gods
who awarded cattle to the Aryan people. Comparable mythic
structures concerning both the creation of the world from
cattle and the raiding for cattle tan also be found among
certain African tribes and Lincoln suggests that their
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similarities may be explained by the common cultural ecology
of cattle-raising people.

See also ABDOMEN; BARREN; CAsTRATE; COSMOGONY; MALE;

MAMMAl.5; MILK; SACRIFICE; THREE-HEADED MONSTER;

WAGON; WAR GOD; YOKE. [D.Q.A.,].PM.l
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CRAB see SHELLFISH

CRAFT, CRAFTSMAN
*dhabhros'craftsman'. [IEW233-234 (*dhabh-ro-s); Wat

12-13 (*dhabh-ro-); Buck 9.42; BK 71 (*dab-/*ddb-)). Lat
faber 'workman, artificer, smith', Arm darbin 'smith'. From
*dhabh- 'put together', d. OE ge-dcefte 'mild, gentle' «
*'fitting, becoming') (> NE daft). Though attested in only two
stocks the geographical distribution of those attestations'
strongly suggests PIE status.

*kerdos 'craft'. [lEW 579 (*kerd-); Wat 30 (*kerd-); BK
210 (*dfhjarY-at'-/*dfhjdrY-at'-)]. OIr cerd'craftsman, artisan
(usually gold- and silversmith)', Wels cerdd'song, poem; craft,
art', Grk lC£pOOC; 'gain, profit', (pI.) 'cunning arts, craft'
(borrowed > Lat cerda 'workman of the lowest class'). A
putative PIE *kerdeha- 'craftsman' is known only from Old
Irish and thus has no particular claim on PIE antiquity.
However, the intersection of 'craft', 'poetry', and 'profit' in
the form of *kerdos is clearly of PIE age.

*teks-(rJorln- 'one who fabricates (cloth, wood, etc.)'. [lEW
1058-1059 (*teKjJ-tor-); GI 611 (*theKhs-); Wat 69 (*teks-);
Buck 6.33; BK91 (*tfhjakfhj-/*tfhjdkfhJ)1. Lat textor'weaver',
Grk ,£'c!mv (rebuilt from *teksan) 'carpenter, artisan', Av
tasan- 'creator', Olnd tak$an- 'carpenter'. Sufficiently
widespread to be strongly suggestive of PIE status. From *teKs
'fabricate'.

One of the characteristics of agricultural or Neolithic
societies is the emergence of craft speCialists. These are people
who engage in various degrees in the production of some
commodity which can be exchanged for goods, particulariy
subsistence goods, since a certain amount of time expended
by the craft specialist will remove him or her from the
subsistence economy. Evidence for craft specialists before the
emergence of written records. such as the Linear B tablets
which list the names of a variety of craft workers is largely
circumstantial. The traditional areas where archaeologists posit
the existence of some specialist is in the manufacture of
pottery, especially technically demanding ceramics such as

CRAFT GOD

kiln-fired painted wares as known from southeast Europe and
central Asia where there is also evidence of potters' workshops
in settlements. Other workshops include those for manu
facturing stone and bone tools. With the emergence of
metallurgy, both the extraction of copper by miners (attested
in the Neolithic in the Balkans and across Eurasia by the early
Bronze Age) and the casting of copper and early bronze
implements also required specialists and their presence
appears to be indicated in metal-working tools, for example,
those which accompany burials in cultures such as the
Catacomb culture of the Pontic steppe. By the fourth
millennium BC we have good reason to posit the wheelwright
or wagon-builder as a specialized craftsman.

The underlying concept behind the several reconstructible
words for 'craftsman' in IE seems to vary. Since *dhabhros

. derives from a meaning 'put together', it seems more likely
that this described a carpenter or, in the British sense 'joiner',
than a 'smith' although that meaning is found in the cognates
of some of the IE stocks. The combination of 'smith' and 'poet'
seen in the Celtic reflexes of *kerdeha- may be explained by
the frequent metaphor of the poet as one who 'forges' words
together into verse. PIE *teKs-(t)or/n- combines the notion of
'weaver' with that of 'builder' which may be explained by the
widespread use of wattling in the construction of houses.
Despite the evidence for potters in the archaeological record,
there does not seem to be a reconstructible term for this craft
although the third word is also associated with *teks-t-eha

'plate, bowl', here perhaps originally one carved out of wood.
See also BUILD; CRAFf GOD; TooL. [D.Q.A., j.PM.1
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CRAFT GOD
Deities specifically concerned with particular craft

specializations may be expected in any ideological system
whose people have achieved an appropriate level of social
complexity. Among many peoples of the world, for example,
a smith deity or divine beings particularly associated with
the crafts of metalworking, are to be expected and such
divinities are predictably found among the various IE stocks
(e.g., the Irish Goibniu, Welsh Gofann, Latin Vulcan, Greek
Hephaistos). In some stocks, Celtic, for example, the
prominence of the craftsmen was very high where the aes
dan0, itinerant craftsmen, were protected by law, and Irish
tales emphasize the craftsmanship abilities of their heroes.
Similarly, in Indic mythology the deities concerned with the
fashioning of special weapons, e.g., Tva~n and also Visvakar
man 'all accomplishing', are regarded as primeval creators
Ccf. Grk Hephaistos and the mortal Germanic Weiand).
Nevertheless, despite our ability to reconstruct several terms
for metals to PIE, there is no widespread lexical correspon
dence upon which one might posit the existence of a specific
craft deity among the speakers of the proto-language.
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CRAFT GOD

In the absence of lexical evidence for craft deities, it might
be suggested that there existed structural evidence for such
deities in PIE. The Dumezilian reconstruction of IE ideology
envisages a mental template which divides the social world
into three "functions": judicial-religious, defensive, and
procreative, which may be translated into three social roles:
priests, warriors, and herder-cultivators. In the establishment
of this system it was observed that various IE traditions
exhibited such a social tripartition only if one excluded
evidence for a fourth class. In Varro's De Lingua Latina, the IE
social classes of offiCials, priesthood, military, and agricultural
ists are all reckoned but alongside them are also the artisans.
According to Strabo, the Athenians were divided by Ion into
iepo1Colo{ 'priests', q),uAa1(e~ 'guards', and yewpyol 'farmers'
with a fourth class of 81JJ.llOVPYO{ 'artisans', a system also
embraced by Plato in his Republic. In ancient Iran, the
"canonical IE" classes (a8arman 'fire priest', ra8aestar'chariot
fighter' and vastryo-[suyant 'shepherd-cattle-man') were
followed by the huitiS 'artisan'.

In general, the occasional presence of a fourth class of
artisans has been regarded as a later extension to the original
three social divisions reconstructed to PIE among later IE
groups whose social and economic complexity would
naturally have demanded such divisions. Already by the
Bronze Age, for example, the Greeks had developed a palace
economy in which a wide variety of artisans (potters, metal
workers, chariot-builders, ship-builders, weavers, etc.) were
an integral part of the Greek economy, a situation well attested
in the Linear B tablets. From an archaeological perspective,
the earliest appearance of craft specialization may have been
considerably earlier. During the Neolithic, for example,
specialized areas for the manufacture of pottery, figUrines,
bone objects, and other products are encountered in
southeastern Europe as well as the mining and processing of
copper. In the early Bronze Age there is evidence for the
materials associated with the production of metal artifacts
recovered from burials that suggests specialized bronze
smiths. It is in fact far easier to postulate the existence of
artisans from the archaeological record than it is to propose
the existence of priests. Nevertheless, the evidence for social,
or at least, ideological segmentation of society is far stronger
for the traditional tripartite than some quadrapartite system.

Nick Allen, however, has suggested the existence of a
"Fourth Function" both because such structures can be found
in other "segmentary" ideological systems and also because
there would be a need to devise some form of category that
would comprise all those "functions" that otherwise lay
outside the three canonical functions of society. Although he
does not explicitly assign craft specialists to such a "function",
their very existence in the social world of the early lndo
Europeans might argue for some resonance in the ideological
constructs of the various IE stocks if not PIE itself.

See also COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY; CREATOR; SMIlH GoD.

U·PM.]

Further Reading
Allen, N. j. (1987) The ideology of the Indo-Europeans: Dumezil's

theory and the idea of a Fourth Function. International journal

of Moral and Social Studies 2/1,23-39.

CRANE
*ger- 'crane'. [IEW383-384 (*ger-); Wat 20 (*geId-); GI

457 (*k'er-); BK 290 (*k'ur-/*k'or-)]. Wels garan 'crane', Gaul
tri-garanos 'three-cranes', Lat gnJs 'crane', OE cran 'crane' (>

NE crane), OHG kranuh 'crane', OPms gerwe 'crane', Lith
gerve 'crane', Latv dzerve 'crane', Rus ieravll 'crane, goose',
Grk y£pavo~'crane',Arm ktunk'crane' (also gre'crane' which
may be a loan from a neighboring language), Oss zymceg
'crane'. No term of IE origin exists in Old lndic where the
terms hurara- and pu~kara-are commonly employed although
the root *ger- does appear in OInd jarate 'shout hoarsely'.
The root *ger- is clearly the PIE term for this bird with
attestation in six to eight stocks, a situation matched only by
the cognates for 'goose'.

The crane is a large-bodied bird, up to a meter and a half
tall; it is attracted to bogs and wooded areas. Cranes are
frequently confused with storks and herons, and ancient
literature reveals these errors which are still made today.
Cranes were considered gregarious, affectionate with their
young, but are also known to be contentious. The crane is
widely distributed all over the world.

The crane is also the subject of an IE narrative complex
involving a battle between cranes and a (non-Aryan"?) people.
The tale is reflected in the traditions of five stocks (Latin,
Greek, Armenian, Iranian, Indic) although it has been clearly
borrowed among some of them. The basic motif in the west
is found in Greek tradition where Homer (Iliad 3.6) relates
how cranes slaughtered pygmies, a motif that was subsequent
ly picked up and elaborated on frequently in Latin literature.
Under Greek influence we also have a fifth-century Armenian
account of how pygmies fight with cranes who are competing
for the produce of their fields. The Middle Persian Greater
BundahiSn relates how a large bird, the camnJs, devastates
the fields of the non-Aryans while the OInd garw;la a'nacks
and devours a non-Aryan people, the Kiratas (cf. the
Sabdakalpadruma where the garuc;la is employed to define
kiratasin- 'Kiratas-eater'). Although not fully cognate, both
the PIE word for 'crane' and OInd garuc;la share the same
root. The Old Indic bird shares two other behavioral
similarities with that of the Greek 'crane': it is known to devour
snakes and it is associated with precious metals (in Greek
tradition a stone regurgitated by a crane becomes a touch
stone for gold) or stones (emeralds in lndic tradition). On
the basis primarily of Greek and Indo-Iranian, it might be
suggested that in late IE there existed a motif in which a non
Aryan people, set at the periphery of the world, were bested
by man-eating cranes who are also associated with the eating
of snakes and the discovery of precious metals and/or stones.

One further association between the crane and IE mytho
logy involves the interpretation of the Paris Altar, a stone relief
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from Gaul that depicts the Celtic god Esus cutting a tree and
then a bull with three cranes (tarvas trigaranus) which has
been linked to a Vedic account of how Indra slew a three
headed monster and was assisted by a woodcutter who hacked
off the three heads. Out of the three stumps flew three birds
(identified in the Indic version as a woodcock, partridge and
sparrow).

See also BIRDS. lJ.A.C.G.]

Further Reading
Greppin, J. (1976) Skt Garuda, Gk r£pavo~: The battle of the cranes.

JIES 4,233-243.

CRAWL
*sezp- 'crawl'. [IEW912 (*serp-); Wat 58 (*serp-); GI 445

(*serph-); Buck 10.41]. Lat serpa 'crawl', Grk £P1Uf) 'crawl',
Oind sarpati 'crawls'. Cf. Lat serpens 'snake', Alb gjarper
'snake', (pI.) shterpinj 'vermin' (both < *serpeno-) , Olnd
sarpa- 'snake', This seems to have been the usual verb for
'crawl (on one's belly)', hence the derivatives with the meaning
'snake'. Widespread and old in IE.

*rep- 'crawl'. [lEW 865 (*rep-); Wat 54 (*rep-); Buck
10.41]. Lat repa 'crawl, go on all fours', 0 Pros npaiti 'follow',
Lith repli6ti 'crawl, go on all fours', Latv rapat 'crawl, go on
all fours'. Unlike *serp-, this word seems to have focused on
crawling on hands and knees rather than crawling on one's
belly. Late word of the IE northwest.

",(t)sel- 'sneak up on, crawl up on'. [lEW 900 (*sel-); GI
129]. Lith selu - sclinu 'sneak, prowl, step softly', Arm solim
« *t-s01-1) 'crawl', Av srvant- 'crawling', Olnd tsarati 'creeps
up on, sneaks', tsaru- 'crawling animal'. Cf. OIr selige (DIL
seilche) « *selekjo-) 'turtle; snail', NIr seilide « *seh)tI-)
'snail', Alb shlige 'snake'. Though not attested in many stocks,
the geography of the attestations argues for PIE status. The
initial *t- may be simply the first part of a rare PIE initial
consonant-cluster or the remnant of a prefix.

See also SNAKE. [D.Q.A.]

CRAYFISH see SHELLFISH

CREATOR
*dhehlter- 'creator'. [lEW 237 (*dhe-ter); BK 70 (*diy-/

*dey-)]. Lat con-ditor'founder', OCS detell'doer', Grk 8£n1p
'founder', Av datar- 'creator', Oind dhJtar- 'founder'. From
*dhehl- 'set'. The root is widespread and the derivation so
common that these terms are likely to be independent
creations in each of their stocks.

*tt;.(li-ter- 'creator « *artificer < *cutter)'. [lEW 1102]. Ay
8waIdstar- 'creator', Olnd Tva~ta« *Tvar~tar) 'name of creator
deity'. As a deity, this term is entirely confined to the Indo
Iranian superstock although it is commonly derived from the
widespread root *tlJerl<- 'cut'. The lndic deity Tva~t[ is
prominent in the lJ.gveda as the artificer of the gods who,
among other things, fashioned the vajra of lndra by which he
killed the demon Vrtra. He is more than a craft god,however,
as he begets Trisiras, the 'three-headed one', who is prominent

CRIME

in one of the myths found widely among the IE stocks.
See also ANCESTOR GOD; COSMOLOGY; GoD; THREE-HEADED

MONSTER. [E.C.P, j.PM.]

Further Reading
Lubotsky, A. (1994) Avestan 8{3(Jrdstar- and the Indo-European root

turk-. Die Sprache 36, 94-101.

CRIME
*h2l3Uergh- '± commit a crime'. [ef. lEW 1154-1155 (*lJer

gh-), 1181 (*lJreg-); Wat 77 (*wergh-); GI 415; Puhvel3:401
402}. ON vargr'felon, criminal' (> metaphorically also 'wolf'),
OE (adj.) wearg 'evil, malignant, accursed', (noun) 'villain,
felon, criminal; monster, malign being' (d. wiergan [as if <

*h2/3lJorgheje/o-] 'curse; do evil'), OSax warag '± accursed'
(epithet ofJudas; cf. gi-waragean 'punish [a criminall'), OHG
·warg 'devil; criminal' (cf. fer-wergen 'curse'), MHG ware
'monster', Goth launa-wargs 'unthankful', gawargeins
'damnation', wargijJa 'judgment, condemnation', ga-wargjan
'condemn', OPms wargs'evil', wargan (noun) 'evil', Lith vargas
'hardship, misery', Latv vargs 'sick, suffering', OCS vragli
'enemy', Rus v6rog'enemy, devil'. From Old Low Franconian
medieval Latin has vargus 'one who is expelled (for a crime);
highwayman, bandit'. As such a word of the northwest of the
IE world. Germanic and Baltic have evidence of a lengthened
grade derivative *lJerghos in OE eald-werig 'vile of old', Lith
vergas 'slave', Latv vetgs 'slave'. Different in form but related
are Hit hurkil- « *h2l3lJ[ghil-) '± sin, (sexual) perversion',
hurkiles pesnes '± catamites' (subject to the death penalty
who may redeem themselves by heroic acts), TochB war.>.>e
« *h2/3lJOrgh(eJsjo-) 'highwayman, bandit'. The two
meanings of ON vargr, 'criminal' and 'wolf', have led many to
reconstruct *lJorghos and connect the Germanic word with
*l)ergh- 'strangle' (d. NE worry [as a predator might do to its
prey]) and wider speculations of the PIE juridical status of
calling someone a wolf (d. Oind v[ko hi ~ab 'he is a wolf',
referring to the special legal status of the abductor in the ritual
kidnapping of a bride). However, the meaning 'wolf' in Old
Norse seems clearly secondary and the mdrphologica.l1y exact
equation with Baltic and Slavic suggests a more mundane
original meaning of 'evil, criminal' though the Old Norse
equation of 'wolves' with 'criminals' may reflect a conceptual
connection of PIE age.

See also ARMY; BAD; Wou. [D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Campanile, E. (1979) Meaning and prehistory of Old Insh cu glas.

lIES 7,237-247.
Gerstein, M. R. (1974) Germanic warg The outlaw as werewolf, in

Myth in Indo-European Antiquity, eds. G. j. Larson, j. Puhvel,
C. S. Littleton, Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California,

131-156.

Weitenberg, j. (1991) To become a wolf, in Perspectives on Indo

European Language, Culture and Religion, vol. Il, ed. R. Pearson.

McLean, Va.; Journal of Indo-European Studies, 189-198.
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CROOKED

CROOKED
*(s)keng- - *(s)1o;;lg- 'crooked' lIEW930 ( *(sJkeng-); Wat

59 (*skeng-); BK 261 (*kfhJun-k'-/*k[hJon-k'-)). Mlr scingim
'spring', ON skakkr'skew, distorted', OHG hinkan 'limp, go
lame', Grk oxasm 'limp, go lame', Av haxti- 'thigh', Olnd
sakthi 'thigh', khaiijati 'limps'. While there is some variation
in precise formation, geographic spread supports PIE status.

*(s)kel- 'crooked'. [lEW 928 (*(sJkel-); Wat 59 (*skel-);
Buck 12.74]. ON skja1gr'slanting', OE sceo1h 'crooked', OHG
scdah 'slanting, crooked' « Gmc *skelha < *ske1-ko-), OPrus
culczi 'hip, haunch', Lith kDlnas 'heel', Bulg ku1ka 'thigh',
Alb (ale 'lame', Grk O'lCiAO~ 'thigh'. An early reading of TocM
ko1ye as 'hip' might have allowed a connection here, but this
word is now seen to mean something like 'tail' (while TochB
ko1yi appears to mean 'paw, claw, hoof). Although Lat sce1us
'crime, wickedness' and Arm se1'crooked, bent' are sometimes
proposed as cognates, they are doubtful. A word of at least
the west and center of the IE world.

See also BEND; LEG. U.C.S.]

CROW
*kVr-C- 'crow; raven'. [lEW 567 (*ker-); Wat 29-30

(*ker-); GI 457-458 (*k'er-)]. Lat corvus 'raven', comlx'crow',
OE hroc'crow, raven, rook' (> NE rook), Bulg kr6kon 'raven',
Grk 1(6pa~ 'raven', lCOpWVTl 'crow', Olnd karata- 'crow',
karava- 'crow' (Old Indic has in all thirty-six words for the
'crow'). The base term *kVr-C-denotes 'a harsh, coarse tone'.
Similar to this root is Arm agtaw 'crow' which cannot be easily
related. Armenian also has, for the term 'raven' and 'crow',
derivatives of *h3er- (cf. Grk OPVl~ 'bird'), Le., Arm ori'raven,
crow', while MIr telhra 'crow' derives from *leler- 'type of
large (game) bird'. The same root that underlies the words
for 'crow' and 'raven' also appears to supply Mlr·cerc 'hen',
OPrus kerko 'loon, diver', Grk 1(6pa~ 'falcon', Av kahrkatal
'cock' and OInd k[kara- 'cock' but there is no reason to think
that these non-crow terms could not have been
onomatopeically engendered, independently

*Uer- 'crow'. [lEW 1166 (*l)er-); GI 458 (*w[-m-)]. OPrus
warne 'crow', Lith varna 'crow', OCS vrana 'crow', Rus vorona
'crow', TochB wrautia 'crow'. Perhaps also Arm agtaw 'crow'
which could have developed *l)er- (PIE *l)V> Arm gV), but
the initial a- would be perplexing, although Armenian does
have atmn 'tooth' (d. Lat dens 'tooth') with no explanation
for the prothesis. The distribution suggests at least a late term
in PIE.

These large and most common black birds have a clear
name from the literature of many IE dialects. The bird itself is
indeed· remarkable, not only for its size and color, but also
for its behavior, which reflects intelligence and friendliness;
it has, as well, an amusing gait, suitable for such an inquisitive
animal, and is also extremely vocal, with a wide range of
sounds. On the other hand, these traits tend to be outweighed
by these birds' association with carrion and hence in Vedic
myth the crow is considered an inauspicious omen as it was
also among the Greeks, and indeed, others can see the crow

and raven as a spooky bird, lurking in the shadows, waiting
to announce flood, famine or disaster. ThIS emphasizes
another aspect of these birds, their association with prophetic
knowledge. A west European comparison may be found
between Celtic and Germanic where functionally cognate
deities, the Irish Lug (= Gaullougos 'raven') and the Norse
Oainn, were both accompanied by two ravens which supplied
them with foreign "intelligence".

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

CRUSH
*mer- 'crush, pulverize'. [lEW 735-736 (*mer-); BK 526

(*mur-/*mor-)]. Oir meirb 'lifeless', Wels merw'weak, slack'
(Celtic < *meTl)i-) , ON melja 'prick, pierce, sting', marna
'wither away, droop', OE mearu 'tender, soft, callow', OHG
maro 'tender, soft, callow', OCS iz-mrumirati 'root out, clear
(a wood for cultivation)', ORus mormomrati 'gnaw', Grk
f..UXpalVm 'extinguish (a fire)', Hit mariyattari 'is smashed',
OInd m[I)jti ~ m[I)ati 'crushes, grinds'. The basic meaning is
best preserved in the earlier attested languages, i.e., Hittite
and Old Indic, while Celtic and Gennanic show a semantic
development toward the result of crushing, i.e., something
that has been ground down, made soft. Widespread and old
in IE.

*ues- 'crush, grind, pound, wear out; wither, fade'. [8K
501 (*wasY-/*wdsY-)l. ON visna 'wither', \risinn 'withered',
OE wisnian 'dry up, wither, waste away', weomian 'pine away,
become weak, fade (away), wither', OHG fer-wesen 'destroy;
decay', Alb veshk 'wither, shrivel, wilt', Hit wesuriya- 'press,
oppress'. Widespread and old in IE.

*(sJtergh- '± crush'. (pres. *(s)tr-ne-gh-ti). Hit istarkzi ~
iSlar(ak)kiyazzi 'is ailing; afflicts', istaminkzi« *st[-ne-gh-ti)
'afflicts', OInd l[I)eqhi« *t[-ne-gh-li) 'crushes, bruises', st[hati
'crushes'. Though preserved only in Anatolian and Old Indic,
both the geographical distribution and the archaic morpho
logy (infixed ne-present) argue for PIE status for this word.
The meaning in Hittite may reflect semantic connation with
a phonologically similar *(i)swark- 'be sick' inherited from
PIE *sl)ergh-.

*veld- 'crush, grind, wear out; be worn out'. [BK 506
(*wal-/*wdl-)). Wels gwlydd 'mild, soft, tender, gentle', NE
wilt, TochB walts- 'crush, grind'. Cf. MHG weIken 'fade, decay'.
The geographical spread of the attestations indicates PIE
status.

See also GRIND. [D.Q.A.]

CUCKOO
*kukii 'cuckoo'. [lEW 627 (*kuku)). Mir coach 'cuckoo',

Wels cog 'cuckoo', Lat cuco1us 'cuckoo', ME cuccu 'cuckoo',
Lith kukuoti 'to cuckoo', Rus kukusa 'cuckoo', Grk lC61(K1)~

'cuckoo', Arm k(uJku 'cuckoo', NPers kuku 'cuckoo', Olnd
kokila- 'cuckoo'. This widely distributed name is likely
onomatopoeic in most instances, renecting the well-known
call of the cuckoo. The same term also appears in neighboring
language families, e.g., Georgian gugulis 'cuckoo', Turkish
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guguk 'cuckoo' and Akkadian kugu 'cuckoo'. The IE root
*(s)p(e)iko/eha- 'woodpecker' supplies the OInd pika- 'any
of the Indian cuckoos that breed in the Himalayas'.

The cuckoo is notable for its irresponsible nesting habits,
for it lays its eggs in other birds' nests, for them to raise. Thus
the bird's personality has sexual overton~s; it is also seen as a
harbinger of Spring. Its distribution covers' the IE area.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

CURE see HEAL

CURSE see PRAY

CURVE
*pandos 'curved'. [lEW 788 (*pando-s)]. Lat 'pandus

'curved, bent', ON [aur 'bent back'. Western isogloss in late
IE.

*(s)kamb- 'curve'. [lEW 918 (*(s)kamb-); Wat 58
(*skamb-); Buck 12.74]. aIr camm 'curve', Wels cam 'curve',
Grk CTKaJ.1{36c; 'curve'. At least a word of the west and center
of the IE world.

*kan-t(h)o- 'corner, a bending'. [lEW 526-527
(*kan-tho-); Wat 27 (*kanto-); Buck 12.353]. Wels cant 'tyre',
Gaul *cantos 'rim, border; iron rim of wheel' (> Lat canthus
- cantus 'iron rim of a whee!'), OCS kutu 'angle', Rus kut
'angle', Grk 1(av86c; 'corner of the eye'. The aIr hapax cet
(Cf~t?) 'pillar' has been placed here but this is doubtful. A word
of the west and center of the IE world.

See also BEND. [A.D.V]

CUSTOM
*s(uJedh- 'custom, characteristic, individuality'. [lEW883

(*slJedh-); Wat 67 (*s(w)e-); Buck 19.61]. Lat sodalis
'companion' « 'member of a group'), ON sior 'custom', OE
sidu 'custom', OHG situ 'custom', Goth sidus 'custom' « Gmc
*siouz < *sedhu-), Grk l8oc; 'practice, habit', perhaps Oind
svadha 'character, peculiarity, custom', TocM -?otre 'sign,
characteristic', TochB -?otri 'sign, characteristic'. Both the
Germanic (because of the i vocalism) and Old Indic cognates
are questionable but if Old Indic is accepted, then there is a
good case for PIE status. This has been analyzed as consisting
of *s(lJ)e 'own' + *dh(e)h]- 'set, establish'. This term has been
connected in particular to reciprocal and contractual relation
ships, including poet-patron relations and other gift
exchanges.

See also EXCHANGE; SIGN. U.C.S.l

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1989) New parameters in historical linguistics,

philology, and culture history. Language 65, 783-799.

CUT
*del- 'carve, split, cut'. [lEW 194-196 (*del-); Wat 11

(*de1-); Buck 12.232). OIr dello 'form', Wels de1w'form,
image', Lat dolo 'hew', ON te1gja 'carve, cut', OPms dellieis
'divides', Lith dalyti 'to divide', Latv dalrt 'to divide', Alb dallo)

CUT

'cut',Grk Oalc5aAAw « *dai-dal-]o-) 'work cunningly', Olnd
dalati 'bursts, cracks'. The root is attested in a broad range of
languages and may be reconstructed to PI E with a degree of
confidence. The Old Indic form is found only in the later
language, suggesting the need for caution in connecting it
with the cognate set; its semantic value may be the result of
influence by the phonetically similar form drojti 'bursts, tears'.

*gleubh- 'cut off, cut out'. IIEW401-402 (*gleubh-); Wat
23 (*gleubh-)J. Lat (verb) glubo 'peel, skin', ON k?jofa 'to
split', OE cleofan 'to split' (> NE cleave), OHG klioban'to
split', Grk yAVcpW 'carve out'. Cognates are confined to Italic, .
Germanic and Greek suggesting that the case for a PIE
reconstruction is not strong. On the other hand. the zero
vocalism seen in the Greek form may possihly point to an
earlier, athematic paradigm upon which the attested thematic
forms are based. Such a paradigm would suggest considerable
antiqUity for the root.

*(s)grebh- 'scratch, cut'. IJEW 392 (*gerebh-); Wat 20
(*gerbh-); GI 536 (*(s)k'rebh-) I. ON skrapa 'scrape'
(borrowed> NE scrape), OE ceorfan 'to cut' (> NE carve),
OHG kerban 'notch, carve', MHG kerben 'to notch, carve',
OPms girbin 'number', OCS trcbu 'lot', Grk ypacpw'scratch,
write'. Distribution suggests antiquity only in the western and
central IE world. The Old Prussian word for 'number' suggests
that the verb may have been used to describe scratching a
tally on some object.

*(s)ker- 'cut apart, cut off'. [IEW938-940 ( *(s)ker-); Wat
59-60 (*(s)ker-); GI 612 (*skher-); Buck 9.22; BK 246
(*k[hJar-/*k[hJ::n-) I. OIr scaraid 'separates, divides', ON skera
'to cut', OE scieran 'to cut, shear' (> NE shear), OHG sceran
'to cut, shear', Lith skiriU 'to separate, divide', Latv .S/<itl
'separate, divide', Rus krojl1 'cut', Alb shqerr 'tear apart', Grk
1(£{pw 'cut', Arm k'erem 'scrape off, scratch off', Hit karsmi
'cut off, castrate', OInd kroali 'wounds, kills'. The root is so
well attested that it is securely reconstructible to PIE.
Unfortunately, the present stems do not correspond very
neatly. The Old Irish form points to a root or the form
*skerhx-; the Old lndic form, with nasal infix, may also point
to a root with final laryngeal. The Lithuanian form exhibits a
zero~grade vocalism with a suffix *je/o-; Greek, on the other
hand, possibly reflects a full-grade vocalism with the same
suffix. The Hittite form shows the extensions -5-. cr. also the
derivative *(s)kert-. [lEW 941-942 (*(s)ker-l-)]: Lith kerttl
'hew', Latv c~rtu 'hew', Arm k'erl'em 'skin', Hit karcai- 'cut
off'. Av k:H;)nlai[j 'cuts', Olnd k[ntfltj 'cuts'. The root also
underlies the term for 'tally' in Germanic, e.g., ON skor'notch,
tally, twenty' (borrowed> NE score), OE sceard 'cut, notch',
i.e., it reflects a preliterate accounting technique by which a
notch on a stick or other artifact corresponded to a commodity
unit or set of units.

*kerd- 'cut into, carve'. [fEW 579 (*kcrd-); Wat 30
( *kerd-); Buck 9.41; BK 210 ( *rllhlar>'-ac'-/*rllhJ;][Y-at'-)]. aIr
cerd 'art, handicraft', Wels cerdd 'song', Grk 1f>:£p8oC; 'profit,
advantage, gain'. Another enlargement of *(s)ker-. At least a
word of the west and center of the IE world.



CUT

*skeh]i-d- 'cut'. [IEW919-92 1 (*skei-); GI 941. Lat scindo
'cut', ON sklta 'to defecate', OE be-scItan'to defecate' (> NE
shit), OHG scIzan 'to defecate' (Gmc < *skihxd-), Lith skiediiu
'separate', Latv sJdedu 'scatter', oes cediti 'filter, strain', Grk
axlsro'split, tear', perhaps Arm c'tem 'scratch'; *skei-t-: Goth
skaidan 'to separate'. The unextended *skeh]i- appears in
OInd chyati 'cut'.

*sek- 'cut'. [lEW 895 (*sek-); Wat 56-57 (*sek-); Buck
9.22]. MIr eiscid « *in-sek-) 'cuts off', Lat seco 'cut', scio'
'know', Lith j-sekti 'to dig', oes sek9 'cut', Hit sakk- 'know'.
Most forms based on this root are attested in west IE; if, on
the other hand, the root underlies the forms *(s)ker-, *(s)ker
t- and *(s)keh]i-, then it must be of great antiquity.

*kwer- 'cut' (pres. *kwerti). [ct". Buck 9.22; BK 328
(*kwfhjur-/*kwfhjor-)j. Wels pryd « *kwrlU-) 'time', Osc 
pert ' ... time(s)' (e.g., petiro-pert 'four-times'), Hit kuerzi 'cuts',
Luv k(u)warti 'cuts', Olnd -kIt' ... time(s)' (e.g., sa-kit 'once').
Though not attested in many stocks, the geographical
distribution of those attestations would seem to guarantee
PIE status for this verb.

*put- 'cut'. [VW 397]. Lat puUire 'prune', TocMB pUlk
« *put-ske/o-) 'divide, share, separate'. Although poorly
attested, the geographical distribution suggests PIE status.

See also CRAFT, CRAFTSMAN; HAIR (CUT HAIR); KNIFE; SWORD.

[M.N., D.Q.A., C.FJ,I
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DACIAN LANGUAGE
'The Dacians, situated north of the lower Danube in· the

area of the Carpathians and Transylvania, are the earliest
named Indo-European group in the present territory of
Romania. They are first mentioned in the writings of
Herodotus (Histories 4.49, 93,100,119,125) and Thucydides
(Peloponnesian Wars 2.96, 1) and later were known historic
ally from the first centuries Be, appearing in Greece as slaves
where a Dacian was known as a L1ao~ (or Latin Davas).

The Dacian language, attested primarily in the form of
personal and place names, whose etymologies can .only be
speculative, or in the fonn of a few Greek glosses, is very
little known. A Dacian origin has also been supposed for
certain words in Romanian that lack Latin or Slavic ancestors,
.e.g., Rom 1T!a]'mountain' (d. Alb mal'mountain'), Rom mare
'big' (d. Alb madh 'big') but again the Indo-European nature
of these words is controversial. Dacian is generally regarded
as a variety of Indo-European closely related to Thracian
(which was centered in what is now Bulgaria) and hence the
frequently employed expression "Thraco-Dacian". Certainly .
such an association makes sense geographically (and,
according to Strabo, was the opinion of the classical world as
well) but as Thracian is similarly poorly .attested such a
closeness of relations~ip must be taken largely as an act of
faith. Moreover, it has long been' observed that certain
toponymic elements show. markedly different distributions;
e.g., -dava 'town' is the standard element north of the Danube
while in Thrace the corresponding element is -brig. Other .
frequent toponymic elements, e.g., -para 'settlement', -diza
'fortified town' and -sara 'riv.er' are confined to Thracian
territory. Ivan Duridanov has reviewed· the evidence for
toponymical tenns of putatively IE derivation and found
thirteen exclusive to Thracian and eight (*aba, *au'ras'river';

Dacian Generalized distribution of the Dacians.

*mariska-, *tibas, *lugas 'swampy area'~ *mal- 'hill; bank';
karpa- 'cliff'; and *medas 'forest') confined to Dacian territory.

The Iron Age ·Dacians controlled the mines of the
Carpathians which provided gold, silver and iron and by the
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first century BC they had carved out a substantial empire
under their king Burebista. Wars between the Romans in the
next century ultimately led to Trajan's total conquest of the
Dacians by 106 AD. From the conquered territory the Roman
province of Dacia was formed and the earlier Dacian language
was eventually replaced by Latin whose legacy has survived
as modern Romanian.

Description
Some 20-25 Indo-European etymologies have been

regarded as reasonably solid for Dacian place and personal
names and botanical terms although in the absence of a secure
semantic base, little' certainty can attach to any of them. Among
the more convincing is the name of the town at the mouth of
the river Axios, }\~{oJra, which is modem Cernavoda, i.e.,
'black water'. The river name "A~lO~ may derive from
*l)-ks(e)i- 'not-shining' (i.e., 'dark', d. Av axsaena- 'dark
colored', while the second element may be from *upa 'river'
(e.g., Lith upe 'river'). The place-name element -sara
(Javaapa, Saprasara) may derive from *sora (d. Lat serum,
OInd sara- 'liquid') while similar appearing names such as
Aizis, Ai'la{~, and Azizis may all derive from the PIE *haeigs
'goat', cf. Grk al~'(she-)goat',Arm ayc'(she-)goat', Av izaena
'(goat)hide', and perhaps Alb edh 'kid'. The name of the 'birch'
(PIE *bherhxgos) probably lies behind the place-name
Bersovia/Berzobis. Comparisons such as Dacian seba 'elder
tree' and Lith seiva-medis 'elder-tree' from *J(eil)eha- support
the argument that Dacian palatalized the palatal velars. While
the evidence is far too meager to provide a full phonological
picture, Edgar Polome has outlined the basic features of
Dacian, among which are included: merger of voiced aspirates
with non-aspirates, change of palatal velars into sibilants,
*0> a, accented *e> ie - ia, *e> a, etc.

Dacian Origins
With historical attestations from the fifth century BC

onwards, Dacians can presumably be recognized in the
archaeological record as bearers of the Iron Age Ferigile group
who exploited the iron sources ofthe Carpathians. The Ferigile
group is presumably derived from the somewhat earlier
(eighth century BC) Basarabi. culture (situated in modern
Moldova). Beyond this point, the prehistoric record of
Romania is exceedingly complex and the ethnic identity of
its inhabitants is increasingly conjectural. What can be said
is that the earlier' cultures marking the transition from the
Bronze Age to the Iron Age horizon (corresponding to the
Hallstatt culture of central and western Europe) are seen to
be largely if not exclusively autochthonous and based on local
Bronze Age cultures. This relationship can be seen, for
example, in the way that the earliest Iron Age cultures appear
to distribute themselves on the basis of local Bronze Age
groups. The Bronze Age itself is marked by a cultural
succession, sometimes involving cultures covering broad
territories of Romania and adjacent territories such as the Noua
culture of the thirteenth-twelfth centuries BC or smaller
-regional groups, especially in the middle Bronze Age c 1600

BC. The early Bronze Age cultures of the region (eastern
Romania and Moldova) consist primarily of the Cernavoda
and Folte~ti cultures which represent, at least ceramically,
components of a broad Balkan-Danubian complex of cultures
that extended as far south as Anatolia.

In the Kurgan theory the creation of the early Bronze Age
cultures is credited to the incursion of steppe peoples from
the Ukraine and south Russia. The cultural milieu of Neolithic
Romania comprised the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture over the
north-east, the Petre$ti culture to its west and to the south,
the Gumelnita culture, which was primarily anchored in
Bulgaria, south of the Danube but extended into the northwest
Black Sea region. What is regarded as the structural collapse
of these earlier Neolithic cultures is held by many to have
been the result of Kurgan invasions which are attested in
Romania by relatively persuasive evidence for burials and
whole cemeteries of the steppe type and whose deceased may
be physically differentiated from those of the previous
Neolithic cultures by being taller, more robust and long
headed. Other cultural markers include the appearance of
the domesticated horse, cord-decorated and shell-tempered
pottery, etc. This cultural collapse represents the most recent
major discontinuity within the archaeological record that is
widely favored to reflect IE expansions into the region. Before
this discontinuity, only the initiation of the Neolithic itself
with the spread of the Cri$ culture and subsequent Neolithic
expansions eastwards across the northwest, e.g., the Bug
Dniester culture, or along the Black Sea coast, the Hamangia
culture (Dobrogea), could be seen as a major vector for the
spread of a new language. These Neolithic populations,
marked by a remarkable density of settlement, no doubt
formed the essential population basis of the region. Neverthe
less, both the evidence of cultural diffusion and the subsequent
evidence of physical types suggests a persistent influx of steppe
populations beginning with the Copper Age and continuing
into later periods. This influx is especially marked in the Iron
Age where presumably Iranian-speaking steppe populations
(Scythians and Sarmatians) contributed to the ethnic mixture
among the Dacians. By the first century AD, th~ impact of
Roman colonization and assimilation brought about the end
of the Dacians as an ethno-linguistic group.

See also BUG-DNIESTER CUL1URE; CERNAVODA CULTIJRE;

THRAClAN UNGUAGE; TRIPOLYE CULTIJRE. D.PM.I
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DARK
*dh(o)ngu- 'dark'. [lEW 248 (*dhenglJo-); GI 173

(*dhI)-k'-); BK 78 (*dum-k'w-/*dom-k'w-)]. Wels .dew.
(?< *dhI)g-l)-jo/eha-?) 'mist, smoke', ON d0kkr « Proto-Gmc
*dankwiaz) 'dark', OHG tunkal « PIE *dhI)g-) 'dark', Hit
dankuis (0- or zero-grade) 'dark'. The various reflexes suggest
an u-stem adjective, *dhongus, *dhI)gous. The distribution
suggests PIE antiquity. A proposed derivation from *dhemh,,\
'to blow' is semantically improbable.

*t6mhxes- 'dark'. [lEW 1063-1064 (*tem(d)-); Wat 69
(*temd-); Buck 15.63; BK lOl( *t[h]am-/*t[h]dm-)]. Lat temere
'blindly, by chance' « * 'in the dark'), Lith tamsa 'darkness',
Latv tumsa 'darkness', Av tdmah- 'darkness', OInd tamas
'darkness'. Compare the derivative *temhxsreha_ in Lat (pI.)
tenebrae « *temebrae) 'darkness', OInd (pI.) uimisral)
'darkness' and the laryngealless variant *temsro/eha- in OHG
dinstar 'dark', Lith tiIf1sras 'dark', Av tpOra- 'darkness', NPers
tar 'dark'. Other formations are seen in MIr teimen 'dark gray',
OCS trma 'darkness', amlnO 'dark', Rus temrivo 'darkness'.
Finally we find this word in various toponyms such as British
Tamesas « *tamessa) 'Thames' (as quoted by Caesar), and
Illyrian TOllapOC; (name of mountain). The underlying verb
is preserved in Lith temti 'become dark'. Widespread and old
in IE.

*hlregw-es- '(place 00 darkness'. [lEW857 (*reffos-); Wat
54 (*regW-es-)]. ON r0kkr 'darkness', Goth riqis 'darkness'
« *rekwez), Grk E'pe,Boc; 'hell, darkness of underworld', Arm
erek 'evening', OInd rajas- 'night'. Another formation is seen
in TocM orkam 'dark, darkness', TochB orkamo 'dark'.
Distribution suggests PIE status for a term that may refer to a
place of darkness, perhaps the underworld.

*s1,J.er- 'darken (either by making red or black)'. [JEW 1052
(*sl)ordo-s); Wat 68 (*swordo-); Gl 685 (*soer-) 1. The
underlying fonn is preserved only in Iranian: Oss (vb.) xuarun
'color', (noun) xuara>n 'color', Khot hvaraka- 'one who colors'
(the Ossetic and Khotanese implying a Proto-Iranian *hvaraya
'make dark, color'), Sogd xwrn- (= /xwaran/) 'color'; an
enlargement *sl)erd- appears in Lat sordes 'dirt, filth,
uncleanness', sordeo'am dirty, am despised, appear worthless',
suasum 'dirt' « *suassom< *suardstom but the *-a- is not
altogether explained), ON svartr 'black', sorta 'black color',
sorti 'darkness, thick fog', sortna 'become dark', OE sweart
'black, dark' (> NE swart), OHG swarz 'black', Goth swarts
'black', NPers xvaJ 'lampblack'. Other enlargements appear
in (possibly) aIr sorb 'stain, dirt', OE sweorc'cloud, darkness,

DAUGHTER

mist', sweorcan 'become dark; be troubled'. SuffiCiently
widespread to guarantee its PIE status.

*dhuenhr 'cover over, darken'. [lEW 266 (*dhl)en(d)-);
Wat 15 (*dhwend-)]. Grk OvryGxOJ'die', ri8vTJlCa 'am dead',
E'Oavov 'died', Oavaroc; 'death', 8vTJroc; 'mortal', Olnd
adhvanIt 'was extinguished (of anger)', dhvanaya- 'envelop,
wrap up, darken', dhvanta- 'covered, veiled, dark; darkness,
night'. The exact morphological equivalence of the Greek and
Old Indic assures at least late IE status for this word. It is
ultimately related to a large number of words for 'dust' and
'smoke' and the original meaning must have been 'be covered
or darkened with dust or smoke'. That meaning remains
relatively unchanged in Old Indic but in Greek we see a further
metaphorical (and euphemistic) change to 'die'.

*bhlendh- 'be/make cloudy'. [JEW 157-158 (*bhlendh-);
Wat (*bhel-); GI 366; Buck 4.97; BK 13 (*bal-/*bdl-)]. MLat
blundus 'blond' (loan word < Gmc *blunda-), 0 N blanda 'mix',
blindr 'blind', blunda 'close one's eyes, sleep', OE blandan
'mix, mingle; trouble, disturb, corrupt', blendan 'make blind;
mix', blind 'blind; dark, obscure' (> NE blind), blandenfeax
'grizzly-haired, old', ME blund(e)ren 'stir up, confuse' (> NE
blunder), OHG blantan 'mix', blenten 'make blind', blint
'blind', Goth blandan 'associate with', blinds 'blind', Lith
blandus 'unclean', bl~sti 'mix food with flour', bl~stis 'become
dark', OCS bl~d9 'err', b19du 'prostitution', Rus blud
'unchastity, lewdness'. A word of the northwest of the IE world.

*merk- '± darken'. [ef. IEW733-734 (*mer(J)k-) ; cf. Wat
42 (*mer-); BK 539 (*mar-/*mdr-)]. OIr mrecht- 'variegated',
Wels brith 'variegated', ON myrginn 'morning', OE morgen
'morning', OHG morgan 'morning', Goth maurgins'morning'
(Gmc < *m[kono- - *mrkeno- 'twilight'), Lith merkiu 'close
one's eyes, wink', OCS mrukn9ti 'become dark', mrako 'dark',
mraclnl1 'dark'. A word of the northwest of the IE world.

*(haJmerhxgW-'dark'. [lEW733-734 (*mer-)l. ON myrkr
'darkness' (borrowed> NE murk), OE mierce 'darkness' «
Proto-Gmc *merkwia-) , Lith margas 'variegated', Alb murg
« PIE *morhxgwo-) 'black', Grk allop,Boc; « *hamorhzgWo
or metathesized from *llopa,Boc; < *morh~~Wo-) 'dark'. A
relation to OInd mrga- 'wild animal' is doubtful. Distribution
suggests a word of the west and center of the IE world.

?*(haJmauros'dark'. [IEW701 (*mau-ro-)1. Rus (s)mllryj
'dark gray', Grk Cej1avpOC; 'dim, faint; troubling, confusing'.
Possibly a word of the center in late IE. Perhaps belonging
here as well is ON meyrr« Proto-Gmc *maurya-) 'soft, tender,
mellow' but the semantic distance is troubling.
See also COLOR; DEArn; DIRT; UNDERWORLD. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.I

DAUGHTER
*dhug(haJter (gen. *dhug(haJtr6s) 'daughter'. [JEW 277

(*dhug(h)dter-); Wat 15 (*dhughJter-); GI 668
(*dhughl;lther-); Buck 2.42; Szem 4; Wordick 153-154]. Gaul
duxtir'daughter', Osc [u(u)tir'daughter', ON Jotlir'daughter',
OE dohtor'daughter' (> NE daughter), OHG tohter'daughter',
Goth dauhtar'daughter', OPrus duckti 'daughter', Lith dukte
'daughter', OCS dl1sti 'daughter', ORus dO(l 'daughter', Myc
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cu-ka-ce 'daughter', Grk f)vya-r1]p 'daughter', Arm duscr
'daughter', Luv SALdutcar(ri)yati- 'daughter', Lycian (ace.)
kbacra- 'daughter', Av dUYddar- 'daughter', Sogd c5wyt
'daughter', Pashto lar'daughter', OInd duhitar- 'daughter',
Ashkun zu 'daughter', Prasun liisC(ul) 'daughter', TocM ckacar
'daughter', TochB ckacer 'daughter'.

That a single term 'daughter' survives in some way in all
major branches except Albanian shows that Indo-European
daughters were significant to their families. Later Italic and
Celtic languages have innovated with a new term, but archaic
Oscan and Gaulish inscriptions preserve traces of the original
lexeme. The exact nature of the medial laryngeal cannot be
determined, and the unexpected loss in Italic, Celtic and
Armenian suggests a unique cluster. Persistent efforts to create
just-so stories about Indo-European home-life by etymo
logiZing 'daughter' as 'milker' « *dheugh-, though the
meaning 'milk' for this verb is restricted to Indo-Iranian) and
more recently as 'the person who prepares the meals'
« *dhug- 'meal', cf. Goth dal1hcs 'meal, banquet', East Iranian
(Herodotus) rVKra 'banquet') provide no insight into the
actual state of affairs.

See also BRornER~ KINSHIP. [M.E.H.]

DAUGHTER-IN-LAW
*snus6s 'son's wife, brother's wife'. [lEW 978 (*snus6s);

GI 663 (*snuso-)~ Buck 2.64~ Szem 19; Wordick 244]. Lat
nurus 'son's/grandson's wife', ON snor'son's wife', OE snoru
'son's wife', Fris snore 'son's wife", OHG snur(a) 'son's wife',
CrimGoth schuos (for *schnos) 'sons wife', ORus snl1kha 'sons
wife, bride', Rus snokha 'son's wife, bride', Grk vvos 'son's
wife, bride', Arm nu 'son's wife', Sogd swnsh 'daughter-in
law', Oss nost'a 'son'slbrother's wife', Oind snu.>j 'son's wife'.
The distribution indicates PIE status. Unrel':lted or only
distantly related is Alb nuse 'bride' < (*(s)nubh-tieha), parallel
to the later replacement in Greek by VVJ1qJ1J 'young wife,
married woman, marriageable woman, daughter-in-law'.

Daughters-in-law have not only suffered at the hands of
their husbands' mothers but from Teutonic etymologists, who
hav~ attempted to relate the term to 'knot' « *snu- 'bind,
~ie'; cf. the homophonous German schnur). These attempts
and SzemerenYi's more recent attempt to see the word as a
derivative of 'son' « *snusus < *sl1nu-sQs < *sQnu-sQ-s'son's
wife') with unparalleled zero-grade ablaut of u is most
unconvincing. Alternatively, GI suggest a relationship with
the root *sneubh- 'marry' which is plausible if the latter
represents an enlargement of (an unattested) *sneu- 'marry'.

See also DAUGHTER; KINSHIP; SON-IN-LAW. [M.E.H.}

DAWN
*haeusos'dawn'. [lEW 86-87 (*(j)us-os); Wat 4

(*ausos-)~ Buck 14.43~ BK 393 (*naw-/*1idW-)]. Mlr [air
'sunrise', Wels gwawr'dawn', Lat aurora « *haeusoseha, with

.regular change of intervocalic -s- to -r-~ cf. aus-ter'south wind')
'dawn', OE eascre'goddess of springtime' (> NE Eascer), OHG
ostan 'eastern', Lith ausra 'dawn', Latv austra 'dawn', oes

(za) ustra 'morning', Grk (Homeric) ~ws, (Attic) eills'dawn',
Av usa 'dawn', Oind u.>a- 'dawn'. From *hael)es- 'to shine'.
The PIE word for 'dawn'.

*ha(e)us-sKeti 'it lights up, dawns'. [IEW86-87 (*al)es-)].
Lith austa 'Cit) dawns', Latv just 'Cit) dawns', Av usaiti '(it)

dawns', Olnd ucchati '(it) dawns'.
The root *haeves- 'to shine' effects a broad semantic range,

including not only 'dawn', 'morning', 'day' and 'light' but also
'east' (the direction of the sunrise) and 'red' (= morning
redness, the color of the dawn), reflected in Lat aurum
« *haeusom) 'gold', OPrus ausis 'gold'.

See also DAWN GoDDESS; DAY; EAsT; GoLD. [PB.]

DAWN GODDESS
A Proto-Indo-European goddess of the dawn is supported

both by the evidence of cognate names and the similarity of
mythic representation of the dawn goddesses among various
IE groups. The primary evidence for a PIE *hacusos 'Dawn' is
to be found in Oind U.>as, Grk 'Hros (£os), Lat Aurora (and
non-cognate Macer Matata), and the Baltic dawn goddesses,
Lith Ausrine and Latv Auseklis.

The Olnd U$as was the "reluctant" dawn, punished by the
warrior-god Indra for attempting to forestall the day. She, as
the Roman Mater Matuta, nurtured her sibling's child instead
of her own. In this case the foster child was Agni the fire god,
the son of the night, RatrI (RV 1.96). U$as was the most
addressed goddess in the f.J..gveda. She was described as a
'Great'-goddess, and she was transfunctional, being 'endowed
with knowledge', 'strong with strength', and 'bestowing all
treasures' .

Aurora (the feminine a-suffix is a Latin innovation) was
the Roman goddess of the dawn. In Greco-Roman myth, Eos
Aurora fell in love with the mortal, TTthonus, and she begged
the father-god Zeus to grant her lover immortality. She forgot
to ask that TUhonus be granted eternal youth as well, and
she continued to live with her immortal, but ever-ageing, lover.
In fact, it was with reluctance that she left his bed each
morning, until he became terribly old; then she locked him
in a room, where he mindlessly blathers (Homeric HYmn to
Aphrodite 237). This theme of the reluctant dawn is found
throughout Indo-European dawn mythology. Aurora's
inherited Indo-European mythology was shared by the Roman
Mater Matuta, 'Morning Mother', who took on much of
Aurora's inherited lndo--European myth. In the Roman rites
of 'The Mothers', the Matralia, yellow cakes were offered to
the goddess. Female slaves were excluded from the temple of
Mater Matuta at this time, and mothers prayed to her, not on
behalf of their own children, but on behalf of another's, since
she was an 'unfortunate parent'. The Indic myth of the dawn
goddess U$as explains this latter aspect of the rite, described
in Ovid's Fasti (6.473-568); U$as took care of Agni the fire
god, the son of the night, U$as' sister, RatTI. Plutarch (Vitae
Parallelae, 'Life of Camillus' 5.2) also describes the ritual,
stating that the mothers care for their brothers 'children rather
than their own. Further, slaves are not only excluded from
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the temple; a handmaid is led into the shrine, struck with
sticks, and driven forth again. The underlying myth behind
this rite is the punishment of the "reluctant" dawn, seen more
transparently in Indic myth; in Roman rite the handmaid is
punished in her stead.

Eos, the Greek goddess of the dawn, shares mythology
with Aurora, having the immortal, ever-'aging Tnhonus as
lover; Eos, as Aurora and other dawn goddesses, is "reluctant"
to leave her bed.

The Lithuanian Ausrine began each day by lighting a fire
for the sun. Her name is cognate with Latvian Auseklis, who
like other goddesses of the dawn, was "reluctant" in the sense
that she did not always rise in the morning. In Latvian folk-'
songs, there were various explanations for her absence: she
was said to be locked up in a golden chamber, or in Germany
sewing velvet skirts.

All of this evidence permits us to posit a PIE *haeusos
'goddess of dawn' who was characterized as a "reluctant"
bringer of light for which she is punished. In three of the IE
stocks, Baltic, Greek and Indo-Iranian, the existence of a PIE
'goddess of the dawn' is given additional linguistic support
in that she is designated the 'daughter of heaven'. This can be
seen in the correspondence of Lith dievo dukte, Grk 8vrarT7P
Lh6~, and Oind duhita divab which all derive from a PIE
*dhug(haJter dil}6s 'daughter of heaven'. The corresponding
'son of heaven' is not lexically reconstructible but is both
semantically and mythologically associated with the "Divine
Twins".

See also DAWN~ DMNE TWINS~ GoDDESSES; SUN GoDDESS.

[M.R.D.]
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DAY
*hatghr'day'. [lEW7 (*agher-); Wat 1 (*agh-); Buck 14.41;

BK 461 (*hag-Ihdg-)J. ON dagr'day', OE d;£g'day' (> NE
day), OHG tak 'day', Goth dags 'day', Av azan- 'day', Oind
ahar (gen. ahnas) 'day'. The etymological connection of the
Germanic and Indie forms is based on a dubious analogical
effect of Proto-Gmc *da3waz 'warm time of the year' ([ <

*dh6gWhos 'burning'] > ON dcegr- dcegn 'half day, period of
twelve hours', OE dagor 'day'), which purportedly supplied
the initial *d- to the Germanic forms. Another suggestion is
that the Gmc *d- results from a misdivision of *tod haegh[
'that day' or the like as *to(d) dhaeghrCwhere *dha- gave the
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same result as *dh-). If the Germanic and Indo-Iranian forms
are cognate, the root appears to be an archaic rln-stem. But
its limited geographical spread indicates dialectal status in
any case.

*h2ehr mer- 'day'. [JEW35 C*amer-); Wat 2 (*jmer-); Buck
14.411. Grk (Homeric) 11j..Lap (gen. iij..Laroc;) , (Attic) r1j..L£pa
'day', Arm awr« *h2ehxmor) 'day'. Dialectal IE, represented
only in two stocks that frequently exhibit shared isoglosses.

*deino- - *dino- 'day'. [lEW 186 (*deino-); Wat 10
(*deiw-); Buck 14.41; BK 119 (*t'aY-I*t';Y'-)1. Olr tredenus,
'three-day period', Lat nundinae 'the ninth (market) day', OCS
dini 'day', OInd dina-m 'day'; the full form of the root is
represented by Goth sinteins 'daily', OPrus (ace.) deinan 'day',
Lith diena 'day', Latv diena 'day'. Possibly belonging here as
well is Alb gdhin « *-d(e)inje/o-) 'it dawns'. The root *deino
- *dino- is a nominal form derived from the verbal root *deif)
'to shine' by means of a nasal infix. This secondary form is
probably PIE in date.

*die(u)- 'day'. [lEW 184-185 (*dejeu-); Wat 10 (*deiw-);
Gl693 (*£'il}-); Buck 14.41; BK 119 (*t'aY-I*£';Y'-)]. Oir dia
'day', Wels dydd 'day', Lat dies 'day', Osc zic%- 'day', Grk
lvoro~ 'at mid-day', Arm tiw'day', Hit siwatt- 'day', Olnd
diva 'during the day', divasa- 'day'. Words descended from
*dje(u)- 'day' are based on the root *deil}- 'to shine' (cL Oind
dideti 'it shines'). Though *dje- is geographically diffused and
is represented in three regional groups, the robust number of
metaphorical extensions of this root and the obvious nature
of the 'day' from 'shine' derivation suggest that *dje- may be
dialectally independent and not of PIE date.

The root *deil}- furnishes a number of lexical derivatives.
In addition to 'day', there is 'see' (cL Homeric oiaro 'he was
being seen'), 'clear' (eL Grk (Hesychius) o{aAo~ 'clear,
certain'), 'sky' (cL Olnd dyaub), 'heaven' (d. Olnd divam),
and 'god' (d. Grk Z£1)~, Lat deus, Jupiter).

See also BURN; SHINE; SKY Goo; TIME. [PB.I

DEAF
*bhodbxms'deaf'. [d. lEW 112 (*bhau,-); Buck 4.951. Oir

bodar'deaf', Vv'els byddar'deaf', Oind badhini- 'deaf'. Though
very sparsely attested, the exact equation in meaning and form
of Celtic and Old lndic guarantees PIE status for this word.
As a word designating an infirmity it was presumably subject
to taboo or euphemistic replacement.

*mO- 'dumb'. [lEW 751 (*rnu-); Wat 43 (*mu-); Buck
4.96]. Lat mutus 'dumb', Norw mua 'be silent', Grk
(Hesychius) j..Li)1(6~ 'dumb', Arm munj'dumb', Olnd muka
'dumb'. The underlying *mu- is probably sound-symbolic
(from the gesture of compressing the lips), though it would
appear to be at least of late PIE date.

Not to be able to speak is a serious disfunction in the IE
context, also affecting the First Function area or zone, of the
head, the tongue, and the powers of communication. Much
of the evidence comes from the Celtic area, where Caesar
noted that the druids privileged the spoken word over the
written (Bell. Gall. 6.14), where "the first lie" in Ireland was
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said to be an inscription on a sword, and where, in the mytho
legendary atmosphere of the Welsh Mabinogi, warriors
resuscitated in a Caldron of Regeneration can fight, but they
cannot speak. To be dumb is, in fact, to be seen as dead
(deafness would probably be included in this view); we note
the widespread European folkloric belief concerning "seeing
the wolf' (Grk ...A.VlCOS ic5£lv), that is, if the wolf (the sign of
death) is seen or sees someone, that person is struck dumb:
loss of the power to communicate verbally is tantamount to
loss of vitality, to dying.

See also BLIND; DEFECT. fO.Q.A., O.A.M.I

DEATH
*mer- 'die'. [lEW 735 (*mer-); Wat 42 (*mer-); GI 396

(*mer-); Buck 4.75; BK 525 (*mir-/*mer-)] , Lat morior'die',
Lith mirstu 'die', Latv mifstu 'die', OCS mlr9 'die', Grk
(Hesychius) lJ1opn:v (aorist) 'died', Arm metanim 'die', Hit
mer- 'disappear, die off', Av mizyeite'dies', OInd mriyate'dies'.
This is a very wide-spread verbal root in PIE (lacking only in
Celtic, Albanian and Tocharian) and clearly of great antiquity
It has spawned a number of nominal derivatives, some of
which are listed below:

*mrtos 'dead; mortal'. [lEW 735 (*mr-t6-); Wat 42
(*mr-to-); Buck 4.75; BK 525 (*mir-/*mer-)]. Lat mortuus
'dead', OCS mrutvU 'dead' (Latin and Slavic < *m[tl)os, whose
formation is analogical to the word for 'alive'), Grk {3poros
'person' « * 'mortal'), ap{3porot; 'immortal', Arm mard
'person', Av m;Jr;Jta- 'deac;l', OInd m[ta- 'dead', Widespread
PIE term for 'dead'.

*monos 'person, mortal'. [lEW 735 (*mor-to-); Wat 42
(*mer-); GI 396 (*mer-); BK 525 (*mir-/*mer-)]. Grk
(Hesychius) J10pros 'person; dead', Av mar;Jta- 'person,
mortal', OInd marta- 'person, mortal'. A late dialectal term in
IE.

*m[t.fs'death'. [IEW735 (*m[-ti-); Wat 42 (*m[ti-); Buck
4.75; BK 525 (*mir-/*mer-)]. Lat mors 'death', Lith mirtis
'death', OCS su-mrutl'death', Av m;Jldti- 'death', OInd m[tyl1
'death', and (only late attested) m[ti- 'death'. Distribution
suggests PIE antiquity

*mftom'death'. [lEW 735 (*m[-to-m); Wat 42 (*mer-);
Buck 4.75;BK 525 (*mir-/*mer-)]. ON mora 'murder', OE
mora 'murder, death, destruction', OHG mord'murder', OInd
m[ta- 'death'.

*moros'death'. [IEW735 (*moro-s); Wat 42 (*mer-); BK
525 (*mir-/*mer-)]. Lith maras'pestilence, plague', OCS moru
'plague', Grk J10POc;; 'fate, doom, death', Olnd mara- 'death'.
A word of at least the center and east of the IE world.

*nei- 'perish, die'. [IEW762 (*nek-); Wat 44 (*nek-); GI
397 (*Hnekh-); BK 557 (*nik[h}-/*nek[hj-)]. Lat neeo 'kill',
noceo 'inflict injury', Av nasyeiti 'disappears', 0 lnd nasyati 'is
lost, disappears, perishes', TochA nak.~Uir 'disappears,
perishes', TochB nak.?tar 'disappears, perishes' (nak-?aIJ1
'destroys'). Perhaps also here is the name of the Germanic
chthonian goddess Nehalennia. Though not certainly found
in Hittite, this word is also ancient in IE. Compare the

follOWing nominal derivatives:
*neJ<- 'death'. [IEW762 (*nek-); Wat 44 (*nek-); BK 557

(*nik{hj-/*nek{hj-)l. Oir echt « *I)kti-) 'killing', Lat nex
'death', OE oht « *onkleha-) 'hostile pursuit', Grk vWl(ap
'coma', v£K'rap 'nectar' « *'death conquering'), and possibly
Hit henkan- 'death', though the he- is not well explained (the
remains of a prefix?).

*neKus'death; dead'. !lEW 762 (*nek-); Wat 44 (*nck-);
Buck 4.77; BK 557 (*nik{h]-/*nek{h]-)]. Oir ec « *I)kLI-)

'death', Wels angau 'death', Grk vbrus'corpse; dead', Av naSLl
'corpse', TochA onk 'man', TochB enkwe 'man' (Toch
< *I)k1,J-6- 'mortal'). Distribution suggests PIE antiquity.

*uel- 'die'. [lEW 1144 (*/Jel-); Wat 76 (*web-); GI 723
(*wel-)]. ON vaIr 'one who dies on the battlefield', val-hpll

'Valhalla' (dwelling place of warriors fallen in battle), val-ky~ja

'Valkyrie' (one who chooses from the slain those who go to
dwell in Valhalla), OE weel'slaughter, carnage', (pi.) 'dead
bodies', weel-cyrige 'witch-sorceress', wol'pestilence, mortality,
disease', OHG wal 'battlefield', wuol 'pestilence, destruction,
overthrow', Lith vele 'soul, spirit', velines 'remembrance of
the dead', Ve1iuoka 'god of the dead', Latv velis 'spirit of the
dead', veins 'devil', VeJu iaiks 'rite of remembrance of the
dead', Ukr valjava 'body-covered battlefield', Czech valeti
'fight, make war upon', TocM waJ- 'die', walu 'dead'. Perhaps
belonging here as well is Luv walant(i)- - ulant(O- 'dead'
though it might also be derived from *gweI_. More speculative
is any connection with the Greek adjective rjltvalOv JrEc5{ov
'Elysian fields' (the abode of the dead). Certainly if the Luvian
word belongs here, we have a word that was widespread and
old in IE.

~dhgWhei- 'perish'. [lEW 487 (*ffhaei(d-))]. Grk cp(){VQJ

'dwindle', Olnd k~iyate 'disappear, be destroyed' (k;;ilJ.ati
'destroys'). Cf. the derived *dhgWhitis: Lat sitis 'thirst', Grk
cp(){a1s 'decay', OInd k-?iti- 'collapse'. With the exception of
Lat sitis 'thirst', which may not belong here, the distribution
suggests a late isogloss in IE.

*dheu- 'die'. [IEW260 (*dheu-); Wat 14 (*dheu-); Buck
4.75]. OIr duh 'end, death', Lat fan us 'burial', ON dt;yja'die'
(borrowed> NE die), OHG tauwen 'die', Goth diwans'mortal',
OCS daviti « *dho/Jeje/o-) 'strangle', Arm di 'corpse'. Found
in the west and center of the IE world. Perhaps from *'hreathe
one's last' and related to *dh/Jes- 'breathe'.

*nehauis 'corpse'. [IEW756 (*naljis); Wat 43 (*nau-); G1
724 (*nau-s-); Buck 4.77; BK 568 (*na-/*nd-)j. ON nar
'corpse', OE ne(o)- 'corpse', Goth naus 'corpse', OPrus nowis
'corpse', Lith nove 'oppression, torment of death, death', n6~yti
'oppress, destroy, extirpate', Latv nave 'death', navet 'kill,
destroy', ORus navf'corpse', TocM nwam« *nu-eh;rment-)
'sick'. In the sense of 'corpse' an innovation of the Germano
Balto-Slavic group. GI takes this word to be identical with
the word for 'boat', hence a vessel that transports one to the
afterlife.

See also DEATH BELIEFS; DESTROY; ExTINGUISH; UNDERWORLD.

[D.Q.A.I
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DEATH BELIEFS
The details of the Indo-Europeans' beliefs about death and

the afterlife can be ascertained to a degree by testimony from
comparative linguistics, inscriptions, religious texts, myth
ology, and archaeological evidence about funerary practices.

Burial
The traditions of the various IE stocks indicate that when 

a person died he or she was mourned by family and friends,
and the body was prepared for cremation or inhumation. One
of the few lexical sets possibly associated with burial is
*sepeJie/o- seen in Lat sepe1i6 'bury', sepulcrum 'tomb', Oind
saparyati 'honors, upholds'. The word is a derivative of *sep
'handle (skillfully), hold (reverently)' [IEW909 (*sep-)~Wat
58 (*sep-)~ GI 728 (*seph-)] as in Grk e1rw 'serve, prepare',
J.1efJ£1rw- bp£1rw'manage (horses)', Av hap- 'hold', Olnd sapati
'touches, handles, caresses~ venerates', sapti- 'team of horses'.

During the early historical period, inhumation was more
common among most IE groups than cremation, although
the latter was also accepted in many cultures and preferred
in India and Iran. In other areas such as Homeric Greece and
Scandinavia, cremation was sometimes a special honor
accorded to heroes. The variation in funeral rites over both
space and time, however, militates against any attempt to
reconstruct an "original" PIE burial mode through an analysis
of the burial rites of the various IE stocks. All that can be said
is that an IE origin set at any time up to about the fourth or
third millennium Be would more likely comprise inhumation
rather than cremation, which at that time was less widely
employed and more common in peripheral areas of Europe.
As for the former, inhumation was generally soon after death;
however, there is sporadic evidence from the Atlantic to Asia
of secondary burial of the deceased after the flesh had been
removed, either through exposure (to the elements or birds
or slower decay in a charnel house) or the assistance of flint
tools where the flesh would be cleaned from the bones. The
range of burial modes is also considerable: flat graves,
megalithic tombs, earthen barrows, both elongated or circular,
are encountered in various regions of Eurasia. In addition to
the actual bUrials there are in some IE traditions evidence of
sacrificial pits associated with the graves of presumably
renowned persons, e.g., at Mycenae and earlier sites in Greece,
in Hittite (Hattie and Hurrian) texts and at the Hittite site of
Gedikli, and some earlier Yamna sites in the north Pontic
region. But without decisive linguistic evidence it is impossible
to determine which if any of these may have applied
specifically to the Proto-Indo-'Europeans. It should also be
added that in the discussion below concerning various IE
themes, the different IE traditions present such a variety of
beliefs and approaches to death and the otherworld that one
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may well suspect that there was also considerable variety in
death beliefs among the Proto-Indo-Europeans as well.

Among the various IE stocks, the final disposition of the
body was accompanied by religious rituals, aimed at ensuring
the future well-being of the dead person's spirit, and sacrifices
or'drink, food, or animals. Grave gifts of weapons, tools,
clothing, jewellery, household objects, food, and drink were
commonly placed with the body; money was not usually
offered except as a coin or two to pay the otherworldly
ferryman in Greek and Roman tradition. Further sacrifice~

were often made after the funeral, both at specified intervals
following the rites (most commonly three, nine, thirty, and
forty days after the death, and thereafter at yearly intervals)
and on particular festival days honoring the spirits of the dead
(e.g., the third day of the Greek Anthesteria, a spring festival;
the Roman Dies Parentales; German Feasts of the Dead). The
soul maintained a strong link with the burial place, where
the libations and sacrifices were usually performed. In some
IE stocks, those who died without descendants to sacrifice to
them were condemned to eternal hunger; a desire to avoid
this promoted reverence for one's ancestors, a higher birth
rate, and (in some cases) the practice of adoption if there
were no offspring in a marriage.

Afterworld
Evidence from the different IE groups suggests a Proto

Indo-European belief that, after the inhumation or cremation
of the corpse, the spirit of the dead person made a journey
culminating in crossing a river or climbing a hill to reach an
afterlife. In this afterworld, ruled by a deity or deified human
and inhabited by other more minor deities, the souls of the
dead carried on their existence, occasionally returning to the
world of the living as ghosts, but more often simply receiving
gifts or sacrifices from their survivors and descendants. In
different cultures, the soul's journey to the afterworld may
begin at the moment of death, at the completion of a
prescribed ceremony or ritual, or at the dissolution of the
body, whether by fire or by natural dec~y. Primary evidence
for the death journey is found in various originally slang or
euphemistic terms for death and dying which are derived
from words meaning 'go' (e.g., *leit(hxJ- 'go forth' which gives
ON lioinn, 'dead', leioi 'tomb', Goth (causative) -leijxm, Av
rae()- 'die'; and *gWeha- 'go' which yields OIr bald 'he dies'
and at-bath 'died', at-bail(l) 'vanishes, perishes', bas 'death',
Wels bad 'plague'. Another linguistic pointer is the prevalency
of euphemisms for dying or killing formed from terms
meaning 'put' or 'bring' compounded with prepositions to
give a sense of movement from one place to another (e.g., Lat
inter!ici6 'put between, kill' and interea and perea 'die', Goth
usqiman 'die', OInd antar dha- 'do in, kill'),

Rituals and grave gifts also attest to the concept of the
journey: the Vedic sraddht.l ceremony is repeated at frequent
intervals for a year or two to provide the soul with food on its
travels, then discontinued when the soul is presumed to have
arrived. Vedic hymns adjure the soul to 'follow the path' to
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the afterworld. In Hittite funeral ritual, priests were responsi
ble for smoothing the path to be followed by the soul with a
mixture of honey, tallow, and oil. The souls of the dead in
Iranian belief must cross the narrow Chinvat bridge spanning
an abyss. In Greek mythology, the soul walked to the river
boundary of Hades, where the ferryman Kharon was waiting.

It has been suggested that this last motif reflects a PIE belief
that the soul was transported into the afterlife by an old man,
death personified, who served as a ferryman. The motif is
not only present in Greek myth where Kharon is consistently
depicted as an 'old man' (yEpmv < PIE *gerha- 'to age, mature')
but also in Old Norse sources where one encounters a karl
« *gerha-) '(old) man' ferrying the body of Sin(jQtli across a
fjord (V91sunga Saga 10). In Celtic tradition we find Barinthus
« *Barrfind 'head-white'), the ferryman who carries Arthur's
body to Geoffrey of Monmouth's Fortunata. The motif of a
ferryman is also known in Indo-Iranian and Slavic tradition
but here his role is more concerned with carrying the "saved"
to a happy afterlife rather than simply conveying all the dead
to the next world. Yet there are still a number of similarities
with the concept of a white-haired and bearded old man that
Bruce Lincoln has postulated a PIE belief concerning
*gerhaont- 'old man' as ferryman of the dead.

The river of the otherworld has also been analyzed in
comparative terms and it has been suggested that a number
of IE traditions are variations on an original theme. The well
known river of the Greek otherworld, Lethe, washed away
memories while the Vijara of [ndic tradition washed away
both good and bad deeds: On the other hand, there are also
lakes and springs such as the spring of the Norse NlImir which
imparts great wisdom as do certain springs or lakes in Irish
tradition. On such a basis, Bruce Lincoln has suggested that
there was a PIE tradition that envisaged the dead having their
memories washed away by a river of the otherworld. These
memories were then carried by the river into a spring from
whence certain chosen ones might drink and draw the
accumulated wisdom of the departed.

The soul of an unburied Greek was unable to make the
river crossing and could only wait outside the gates of the
afterworld. Early Attic tombs often contain clay models of
boats provided for the journey. Italian funerary monuments
and tomb paintings from the sixth through fourth centuries
BC show the deceased traveling on horseback or in a chariot
to the afterworld, although this may be influenced by the
Etruscan substrate. Nevertheless, the motif of conveyance to
the site of burial by a wheeled vehicle is widespread among
many IE stocks not only in the historic period but also among
their presumable prehistoric ancestors. Chariots or wagons
are found in the graves of the Celts and Iranians of the steppe
(attested both in Scythian royal burials and in the writings of
Herodotus) and the motif is depicted in art among both the
Italic peoples and ancient Greeks. In prehistoric contexts such
wagon burials are known in the Iron Age Hallstatt and La
Tene cultures in the west and in burials spanning the Bronze

. Age in eastern Europe, either in the form of actual wagon

burials in the late Yamna, Catacomb, and other cultures of
the steppe and forest-steppe or in the form of clay models in
the Baden culture of the Danube basin.

tn literature, the Romans were heavily influenced by the
Greek mythology of the journey, with few original touches.
However, in an older Italic (and Etruscan) tradition ~he soul
remained closely tied to the actual grave or tomb, which was
often decorated and furnished inside to provide a home-like
atmosphere. Tomb inscriptions often evince concern about
the safety of the tomb and the bones; violating a grave was a
criminal offense; and the tomb's owner frequently made
provisions against the sale or transmission by inheritance of
the tomb. In Baltic, Slavic, and steppe Iranian areas the tomb
is also often decorated like a house, with lavish funeral gifts.
Frequently a supply of horses, carts, and harness suggests
provisions for a journey to the afterlife and a prosperous
existence there. Scandinavian evidence again has the spirit of
the dead person closely associated with the grave while an
apparently separate soul inhabits either Hel, the underworld,
or Valhalla, the warriors' paradise. Those who died in battle
were taken immediately to Valhalla by the Valkyries. As befits
a seafaring people, the afterworld may also be reached by
sailing; the well-known image of the Viking funeral via a
burning ship dates back to the Bronze Age. For those too
poor to ride, grave gifts included wagons for the transport of
the soul or Hel-shoes for the long and arduous walk. A bridge,
a river, and a great gate all stand as obstacles to the pilgrim
soul. Although the Celtic traditions concerning the afterworld
are confUSing and contradictory, the concept of the soul's
journey is clearly present. Literary evidence deals mostly with
two coexisting traditions of water Journeys to an island
afteiworld or otherworld and access to an underworld through
a mound or hill (Olr sId, d. the NE loan banshee 'woman of
the sidh).

That the afterworld was surrounded by an earthen wall or
enclosure is widely found in IE tradition where a range of IE
terms relating to 'enclosure', 'fort' or 'wall' are employed in
depicting the place where mortals go after death. For example,
from PIE *gh6rdhos'hedge, fence, enclosure', ON (pI.) gardelf
is employed to describe the surrounding walls of the realnl of
Hel, the goddess of death; the Av g:HdOa is employed in the
Avesta to denote the cave ofdemons associated with pollution
by death, and OInd (ace. sg.) mrnmayam g.rham 'house of
clay' is used to indicate where one goes after death. lndo
Iranian tradition also employs Indo-Iranian *saitu- 'boundary
wall' (Av haetu-, Oind setu-) to indicate the wall surrounding
paradise (cf. NE paradise from Iranian 'that which is walled
around') while other tenns normally indicating a fort or wall
are found in other IE stocks. It has been tentatively suggested
that the concept of the earthen wall as a boundary between
the living and the dead may also derive from the practice of
tumulus burial where the house-like construction that
contained the body of the deceased was separated from the
world of the living by the earthen walls of the mound.

Once the journey was accomplished and the barriers of
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water or earth had been surmounted, the soul was believed
to exist eternally in the afterworld. The presumed location of
the afterworld varies according to the geographical situation
of each stock of the Indo-Europeans. A subterranean world
is depicted in Greek, Roman, Germanic, Celtic, and probably
Hittite belief, supplemented by an afterworld which could
be reached variously by travelling west over sea fot the Gre'eks,
Celts, and BaIts; north by land or sea for the Germanic people
and again the Greeks; and south for lndic people. Since there
is also some textual evidence for an afterworld in the south in
Celtic (the location of the Tech Duinn 'house of Donn' who is
the first king of the early Irish afterworld), Germanic
(Odainsakr, the 'land of the living' beyond India) as well as
Indic, it has been suggested that this is the direction of the IE
afterworld itself but there are so many variations that such an
assertion is exceedingly difficult to demonstrate. Many
branches of IE, among them Hittite, Germanic, Indic, Iranian,
Baltic, and Thracian, also believed that the souls of the dead
resided in the sky. In fact, the only direction which did not
lead to an afterworld for some group of Indo-Europeans was
east.

It has been argued on the basis of a number of IE traditions
that the afterworld or the deceased was ruled by a "lord of
the dead" who was also the 'Twin' of the IE cosmogonic myth.
This relationship is most clearly indicated in the Indic tradition
where Yama, the first king and etymologically equivalent with
'tWin', reigns over the departed. His Iranian equivalent Yima
was also first man and king and although the religion of
Zara9ustra deprived him of his original role, it is recollected
in part in the story of how he built an underground enclosure
to house humans, beast and plants through a mythic winter.
In Irish tradition we encounter Donn, one of a set of brothers,
who has a house across the sea where the dead are gathered
and one of the names of the Irish afterworld is Emain Ablach,
the first element of which reprises the IE word for twin (OIr
emon 'twin'). Twin' is found again in Old Norse tradition
where the functional if not lexically cognate Ymir, who is
part of the cosmogonic creation of the world, has his land in
the south, the direction of the Norse afterworld.

While there was no concept of, punishment for sins or
reward for virtue per se, the afterworld took different forms
in different IE branches. It could be pleasant, featuring
reunions with ancestors, abundant food, and enjoyable
activities, as in Indic, Iranian, Hittite, Greek, Germanic, and
Celtic tradition, or merely a dull waiting period, as in Hittite,
Greek, Roman, and Germanic, during which the souls felt
nothing but suffered if neglected by their descendants. It has
been observed that descriptions of the more pleas'ant
afterworld in IE literature tends to stress more what it does
not possess--sorrow, labor, pain, disease, hunger, etc.-than
what it does. Its southerly direction, at least according to some
IE traditions, is then held to be more congruent with a
northern homeland for the Indo-Europeans who would look
to the warmer climates of the south for a model of their more
pleasant afterlife. Sometimes both types of afterworld are
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present in the same culture, possibly representing a PIE
distinction between the pleasant afterworld designed to induce
heroes to sacrifice themselves in battle for the people, and
the somber underworld with its reminder of the seasonal cycle
of birth and death for women and the common people, who
needed a reminder of their duty to produce descendants but
were not to be encouraged to die young.

Through the great variation in IE afterworlds, one has been
suggested as having PIE status. In Anatolian, specifically Hittite
belief, one finds the expression nu-war-a-si-san sarrizzi
hannari Ie kuiski 'let none seize it (= wellu- 'pasture,
meadow')', which finds a Vedic (RV 10.14.2) echo in nat$fi
gavyiitir apabhartava u 'this cow pasture is not to b~ taken
away', both suggesting that the afterworld is modeled on a
pasture or meadow The lexical support for assigning this motif
to PIE requires an association between words meaning 'die'
(e.g., ON valr 'one who dies on the battlefield', val-hf)ll
'Valhalla', Lith ve1ines 'remembrance of the dead', Latv Velu
laiks 'rite of remembrance of the dead', TochA walu'dead',
which are from *l)el- and the element *1)e1- which may
underlie *l)eJsu- indicating a 'meadow, pasture' (e.g., ORus
VolosQ « *l)ol-su-) 'cattle god = deified pasture', Greek
'HAvalOv TC£O{OV 'meadowy field' = Greek otherworld, and
Hit wellu- « *l)el-nu-) 'meadow'. As there is no synchronic
derivational relationship between 'dying' and 'meadow' in any
IE stock, however, and the semantic development 'place of
the dead' > 'meadow' seems rather obscure, these two roots
are more likely to be independent of one another.

In addition to the more "pragmatic" approach to death,
various IE traditions reflect a more philosophical approach
founded within the IE cosmogonic scheme where the human
body is an alloform of the cosmos. And just as in the IE
creation myth, where the universe is constructed out of the
constituent elements of a primordial giant (or cow), death is
seen as a return of the body back into the elements from
whence it originally derived. In the Sgveda (10.16.3), for
example, the deceased is informed by the priest that in death
the eye must return to the sun, the self or spirit to the wind
while in Euripides Suppliants (531-534), on burial of the
corpses, the body is expected to return to the earth and the
breath to the aether. Such an extension of the IE cosmogonic
myth is found in other IE traditions and points to an explicit
belief that the world is essentially timeless, living things being
created out of the substance of the material world (stones,
grass, water, wind, etc.) and then dissolving back into their
constituent elements on death only to be reassembled, i.e.,
born, again.

See also COSMOGONY; DEAm; EscHATOLOGY; HELL-HOUND;

UNDERWORLD. [L.j.H., JPM.]

Further Readings
Hansen, l. J. (1980) Death and the Indo-Europeans: some traditions.

]IES 8,31-40.

Lincoln, B. (1980) The ferryman of the dead. lIES 8,41-59.
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DEBT see COMPENSATION

DECEIVE
*dhreugh- 'deceive'. [lEW 276 (*dhreugh-); Wat 15

(*dhreugh-); Buck 16.68]. OHG triogan 'deceive', Av druzaiti
'lies, deceives', OInd druhyati 'harms, is hostile to'; also MIr
aur-frach 'ghost, spectre', ON draugr 'ghost, spectre', Av
draoga- 'lie, deceit', OInd dhrogha- 'injUry, harm'. Cf. ON
draumr'dream', OHG troum 'dream' « *[false] vision').
Found only on the western and eastern extremes of the IE
world, its distribution would seem to assure its PIE status.

*(s)Ueig- 'deceive'. fef. VW 568]. ON svlkva, sVlkja
'deceive, betray', svik (pt.) 'betrayal, fraud', OE sw[can 
sWic(i)an 'betray; wander off; offend', swic 'deceit, treachery;
illusion', TocM wek- 'to lie',' TochB waike 'lie'. The apparent
agreement of Germanic and Tocharian would make likely the
PIE status of this word.

*kel- 'deceive'. [lEW 551 (*kel-); Wat 28 (*kel-)]. Lat
calvor""' calvo 'deceive', calumnia 'deception, calumny', ON
hol 'praise, boasting', hce1a 'praise, boast', OE hol 'slander',
holian - he1an 'slander', OHG huo1an 'deceive', Grk KTlAew
'bewitch, deceive', K6Aa~ 'flatterer'. At least a late PIE word
in the west and center of the IE world.

*(s)mel- 'deceive'. [JEW 719-720 (*mel-)]. Lith melas
(dialectally malas) 'lie', Latv m~li 'lie', Ann mel 'sin', Av mairya
'deceitful', TochA smale 'lie'. Distribution suggests at least late
PIE status.

*meug- '± cheat, deceive'. [lEW 743-744 (*meug-); Wat
42 (*meug-)]. OIr formQchtha - for-mOigthe 'smothered,
concealed', Lat muger 'dice cheat', ME micher'thief' (> NE
meecher), OHG mohhari 'highwayman'. Western isogloss in
late IE.

*meha- '± wave (the hand), trick (with the hand)'. [lEW
693 (*ma-)]. Lith mOju 'wave, signal with the hand', Latv
mat 'wave with the hand', madU 'wave, signal with the hand',
OCS (na)majati 'nod, beckon to', Rus ob-manl1tl 'trick,
deceive', OInd maya 'trick, illusion', TocM mask- 'switch,
juggle'. A word, apparently, of the center and east of the IE
world.

?*meng- '± charm, deceive'. [lEW 731 (*meng-); Buck
16.68]. Mlr meng 'deceit, guile', Grk Ilayyavov 'charm,

philtre', )1ayyavE{a 'trickery', Oss m<rng 'deceit'. If all these
words belong together, then their geographical spread would
indicate PIE status for the group.

See also UE2. [D.Q.A.I

DEEP
*dheub- 'deep'. [lEW 267-268 (*dheu-b- - *dheu-p-);

Wat 14 (*dheub-); GI 6; Buck 12.671. OIr domain 'deep',
Wels dwfn'deep' « Celt *dub-no), ON djopr'deep', OE deop
'deep' (> NE deep), OHG liof'deep', Goth diups 'deep' «
Gmc *deupaz), Lith dubus 'deep', Latv duobjs 'deep', OCS
dOno « PIE *dubno-) 'ground, floor' dabnl 'ravine, valley',
Alb det'sea' « *dheubetos), TochA tpar 'high', TochB tapre
'high' (Toch < *dhubros). Grk f3v86~ 'depth, bottom of the
sea' is highly unlikely and the Celtic forms have been
questioned. This item has sometimes been regarded as a
(possibly substratal) northwesternism, but the plaUSible
Albanian and Tocharian connections would secure IE status
which is of particular importance since this would represent
a relatively strong case for the rare PIE *b. Probably also with
a nasal infix is Olr domun 'world', Corn down 'deep', NE
dump 'deep hole in pond', OHG wmpfilo 'deep place in
water', Lith dumb1as 'slime'. With final voiceless stop as
*dheup- 'deep': ON dofa 'dive', OE doran - dy[an 'dive'
(> NE dive), OCS dupina 'cave'.

See also DIVE; lAKE. U.C.S.J

DEER
*hle1hletl (gen. *hlelhln6s) '(British English) red deer/

(North American English) elk or wapiti (Cervus elaphus)'.
(lEW 303-304 (*el-en-); Wat 16-17 (*el-); GI 437
(*el-en-); Buck 3.75; BK 452 (*il-/*el-)]. Lith ellenis 'elk!
moose; red deer/elk', eJnis - eJnias 'elk/moose (Alces alces)';
(in central Lithuania) 'red deer/elk (Cervus elaphus), stag',
Latv arnis 'elk/moose (Alces alces)', OCS (j)elenl (pI. (j)elene)
'red deer/elk (Cervus elaphus), stag', Rus olenf'red deer/elk
(Cervus elaphus), stag', Bulg (dial.) a1ne 'young chamois', Myc
e-ra-pi-ja 'pertaining to deer', Grk £Aaq>o~« *h]elh]Obhos)
'red deer/elk (Cervus elaphus)', £AA0S- « *h ]e1h] nos) 'young
of (red) deer, fawn', (Hesychius) £VEAO~ « *h Ielh Ieno- by
metathesis) 'young of (red) deer, fawn', Arm dn (gen. din)
'hind', TochA yaJ 'gazelle', TochB yal 'gazelle' (the Tocharian
probably = 'goiteredlPersian gazelle [Gazella subgutturosaJ').
Perhaps belonging here ScotsGael Ion « *hIlh]onos) 'elk!
moose (Alces alces)' and perhaps ON lamb 'lamb', OE lamb
'lamb' (> NE lamb), OHG lamh 'lamb', Goth lamb 'lamb', if
the latter set is from *h]lhjonbhos, a derivative with new
full-grade of the h]elhl{lbhos seen in Grk gAaqJo~, and once
meant *'young of any animal' < *'fawn'. Possibly belonging
here as well is Lat Inuleus - hinnuleus (the latter form
influenced by hinnus 'mule') 'young roebuck' if with the same
metathesis of *-1- and *-n- as we see in Grk £VEAO~ 'fawn'.
Also sometimes connected is Hit aliya(n)- 'lamb' but this word
is more likely to be an inner-Hittite creation from ali- '(soft)
wool'. Widespread and old in IE. The semantic development
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seen in Tocharian presumably results from the movement of
the pre':Tocharian speakers to the east, out of the territory
where red deer/elk are native and the assignment of the word
to perceptually similar game animals (i.e., *'red deer' > *'game
animal' > 'gazelle'). Often this word is taken as a derivative of
*h]el- 'brown' seen in OHG elo 'brown, reddish yellow', Av
aurusa- 'white', OInd aru$a- 'reddish, flame-colored', arui,Ja
'reddish'. Certainly such an assumption makes a good deal of
semantic sense (cf. British English 'red deer'). However, one
should note that the color-term is always with a *-u-, i.e.,
*h]elu-, which the animal designation always lacks and that
the color-term occurs in IE stocks that do not have the animal
term.

*hlelhln1ha- 'hind/cow-elk (adult female Cervus elaphus)'.
(IEW303-304 (*ebnl); BK 452 (*il-/*el-)). Wels elain 'hind',
OPrus alne 'animal' « *'hind'), Lith alne - eJne 'hind', OCS
lani - alni 'hind', Rus lanI'hind', (dial.) alynja 'cow' (the initial
*a- of the Baltic and Slavic words is probably an internal
development in those stocks). Cf. Oir elit « *h]elhlI)ti-) 'doe,
hind'. A feminine noun regularly derived from the preceding
word. At least a word of the west and center of the IE world.

?*bhrent6s'stag'. [JEW 168-169 C*bhren-to-s); Buck 3.75].
Norw bringe 'stag', Swed brinde 'stag', Messapic fJp£v8ov
'stag'. Cf. Norw brundC< *bh[I1tos) 'male reindeer'. Derivatives
of *bhrnos seen in Alb bri CGheg bri) 'horn'. Perhaps a word
of the west and center of the IE world.

??*b(h)roid(h)is 'red deer; elk'. [d. Buck 3.75]. 0 Prus
braydis 'elkJmoose CAlces alces)' , Lith briedis 'stag, hart
(Cervus elaphus)'; (in central Lithuania) 'elk/moose CAlces
alces)' , Latv briedis 'red deer/elk CCervus elaphus)', OCS a
brediI 'grasshopper' « *'like a stag'). Apparently limited to
only Baltic and Slavic; doubtful antiquity.

The red deer (Cervus elaphus) is ubiquitous across most
of Eurasia although its historical range only extended as far
south as the southern slopes of the Himalayas, i.e., it includes
Iran, Afghanistan and Kashmir, Sikkim and Bhutan but not
further south. It was one of the primary animals hunted in
both the Mesolithic and Neolithic and in later periods from
Ireland to across much ofAsia. There is probably no postulated
homeland in which the Indo-Europeans would not have
regularly hunted the red deer. It was exploited not only for
its meat (adult sizes range from 130 to 300 kg) and hide but
antler and bones which provided material for tool manufacture
and its teeth were often made into ornaments.

*i6rks 'roedeer (Capreolus capreolus)'. [lEW 513
(*jork-)]. Wels iwrch (with not well explained vowel)
'roebuck', Corn yorgh 'roebuck', Grk (6pg 'roedeer (in
Europe), gazelle (in the African colonies)', (Hesychius) lOpicoc;
'roebuck' (probably a word of the Celtic Galatians). A
remarkable Greek-Celtic correspondence which would seem
to assure this word PIE status at least in the west and center
of the IE world. Witczak has recently suggested that the
Germanic words for roedeer also belong here. Proto-Germanic
apparently had *raihas'roedeer' (> OHG reh 'roedeer'), *raiho
'roedeer' (> ON nfroedeer', OHG reha 'roedeer'), and *raihan-

DEFECT

'roebuck' (> OE ra - raha 'roebuck' I> NE roe), OHG reho
'roebuck'). Witczak takes the Proto-Grnc *raiha- as reflecting
a late PIE *roikos by metathesis from *jorkos. This species
has rather short antlers that do not branch elaborately; thus
it is not too surprising that the word might be readily
transferred in Greek to the gazelle. One might note that the
zoological name, capreo/us, is the Latin word for roedeer and
it is transparently a de·rivative of capra 'goat'.

The roedeer (Capreolus capreolus) is found across much
of Eurasia but not south of Iran and northern Iraq and it is
unknown from northwest India. It is regularly known from
European Neolithic sites, although usually in amounts
considerably less than those of the nluch larger red deer. In
general, most IE stocks, other than Indic, who knew the red
deer are also likely to have exploited the roedeer as well.

Among the Cervidae with whom some of the early Indo
Europeans would have come into contact there is also the
fallow deer (Dama dalna) whose natural distribution would
have included the Mediterranean, southeast Balkans, and
Anatoha while the Persian fallow deer (Dama mesopotamlca)
occupied western Asia. The animal is very infrequently found
on European sites and apparently lacks any significant lexical
antiquity. It appears to have been deliberately imported into
Cyprus and Crete by the Bronze Age. It was kept enclosed by
both the Hittites and Greeks and later in Italy and Gaul. The
barasingha or swamp deer (Cervus duvauceli) and the chital
or spotted deer (Axis axis) appear ill the early Neolithic of
Baluchistan.

See a/so ELK; MAMMALS. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Readings
Adams, D. Q. (1985) Designations of the Cenndae m Proto-Indo

European. lIES 13,269-282.

Witczak, K. 1. (1994) Germanic *raih- 'roedeer', Capreolus

capreoIus: A proposal for a new etymology. KZ 107, 123-142.

DEFECT
Moral

*me1os 'bad' and *meles- 'fault, mistake'. [lEW 719
(*mel-); Wat40 (*mel-)]. MIr melJ« *melso-) 'mistake', Lat
malus 'bad', Lith melas 'lie', Latv m~li 'lie', Grk P£AEOc;
'miserable, fruitless, vain', Arm melk' 'sin', Av mairya- (an
epithet of evil beings). From *mel- 'fail'. It is not certain that
all the forms given here belong together. If they do, they
provide good evidence for a word for 'moral flaw' or the like,
at least in late PIE.

Physical
*mendoleha- '± (bodily) defect'. [IEW729-730 (*mend(a,

-am)); Wat 41 (*mend-)j. OIr mennar'spot, srain', Lat menda
'bodily defect', mendum 'fault, error, mistake', Lycian mete
'damage, harm', OInd minda 'defect of the body' (crossed
with ninda 'abuse, slander'"?). A good semantic match from
both ends of the IE world, though weaker phonologically.
Probably of late PIE status.



DEFECT

*lord(slC)os'crooked of body'. [IEW679 (*lord-sko-); Wat
36 (*lerd-)]. ScotsGaellorcach « *lor(d)skakos) 'lame', MHG
lerz'left', Grk Aopt56<; 'bent backwards, so that the front of
the body is convex', Arm lorc'-k' « *lor(d)-sk-[iJ) 'bent
backwards, so that the front of the body is convex'. From
*lerd- 'bend'. Sufficiently widely attested that it is probable
we have at least a late IE word.

*(s)keng- 'limp'. [IEW930 (*(sJkeng-); Wat 59 (*skeng-);
Buck 4.94; BK 261 (*k[h]un-k'-/*k[h]on-k'-)]. ON skakkr
'awry, twisted', OHG hinkan 'limp', Grk GK:aSOJ 'limp', OInd
katij- 'limp', khatija- 'lame' (khatij(a)- a Middle lndicism for
*skatij(aJ-). A reasonably well-attested group of PIE date.

*sromos'lame'. [IEWI004 (*sr%mo-); Buck 4.94]. OCS
chroma 'lame', Rus khrom6j 'lame', Oind srama- 'lame'. The
underlying verb appears only in OCS o-chrump 'they became
lame'. The initial chr- of Slavic may suggest the influence of
an (unattested) Iranian cognate *hrama-. Probably an
"eastemism" in late PIE.

·skauros '± lame'. [Buck 4.94). Lat scaurus 'clubfooted',
OInd khora- (- khota- - khocja-) 'lame' (khora- a Middle
Indicism for *skor-). If these words belong together, we have
evidence for at least a late PIE tenn. However, it is also possible
that they are independent fonnations or borrowings in the
two languages.

As injuries to the head and the senses are usually tied to
the First Function, and injuries to the arms or hands or torso
are tied to the Second Function, so the lower part of the human
body is allocated to the Third Function, and wounds and
injuries there are conceived. of as attacking that function, and
the powers of generation and male sexuality generally Injuries
to the leg or knee (note Lat gena 'knee' and gena 'beget') are
transferred to the male generative powers, and can diminish
them. However, a more flexible symbolic usage seems to
dictate the widespread belief that an artificer, such as a smith
an ambiguous figure but one who in this case can be fitted
into the Third Function-has sacrificed bodily integrity for
his quasi-magical powers of material transformation. The
smith is often seen as dwarfish or crippled in his lower limbs
or, at least, unable to pass on his power and the mastery of
his art to any children of his own, though he may be very
often found in the IE sources as a fostering figure, protecting,
raising and training a son not hOis own.

See also BLIND; DEAF. [D.Q.A., D.A.M.]

DEGREES OF DESCENT
*pro-third generation marker. [JEWSl3 (*pro-); Wordick

249]. Wels or-wyr 'great-grandson', Lat pro-avlls 'great
grandfather', pro-nepas'great-grandson', OHG fer-nefo'great
grandson', Lith pro-anokis 'great-grandson', Rus pra-vnuk
'great-grandson', Grk np6nannoc; npoiyyovoC; 'great
grandson', OInd pra-napat 'great-grandson'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*h4ep- fourth generation marker. [lEW 323 (*epi);
Wordick 249-250]. Lat ab-avu5 'great-great-grandfather', ab
nepos 'great-great-grandson', OE of-spring 'offspring' (> NE

offspring), Grk ano-JraJrJroc; an-iyyovoC; 'descendant', OPers
ap-anyaka- 'great-great-grandfather', OInd ap-alyanl
'offspring'. Sufficiently widespread to support PIE status.

?*haet- fifth generation marker. [IEW344 (*eti); Wordick
250]. Lat at-avus 'great-great-great-grandfather', ad-nepos
'great-great-great-grandson'. Olnd ati-v[ddhaprapitamaha
'great-great-great-grandfather' has been placed here as well
but this is very dubious in that it is more transparently
explained as a compound of *ati-vrddha- 'very old' with ati
< PIE *hjeti 'beyond'. If this explanation for the Old Indie
word is correct, we are left with evidence only from Latin.
And as Lat aCavus has plausibly been taken as a compound of
alta 'grandfather' and avus 'grandfather', the likelihood that
we have anything of PIE date is very doubtful.

PIE employed distinctive kinship terms only to the second
ascending or descending generation, the grandparents and
grandchildren. Remoter degrees of kinship were signaled by
locational compounds. There is reasonably strong evidence
that *pro- was used to mark the third ascending and
descending generation, while *h4ep- marked the fourth
ascending or descending generation. Markers of remoter
generations are much more suspect. There are traces of a
"competing" system, at least for ascending generations in Hit
dan attas 'grandfather' (lit. 'twice father') and Lat *bis-avolus
(cL Spanish bisabueIo, etc.) 'great-grandfather' (lit. 'twice
grandfather') .

See also DESCENDANT; KINSHIP. [M.E.H.]

DEREIVKA
Dereivka is a site of the Sredny Stog culture on a tributary

of the middle Dnieper and dates to c 4500-3500 Be. The
site consists of both a settlement and cemetery and has been
presented as an archetypal Proto-Indo-European settlement
by supporters of the "Kurgan solution" to the IE homeland
problem. The settlement attests several structures, timber
built houses about 10 x 6 m in size, purportedly enclosed by
a fence. The faunal remains consist predominantly of horse.
Other species are domestic cattle, sheep/goat, pig and dog as
well as wild species (red deer, roedeer, wild pig, elk, badger,
bear, otter, wolf, fox, beaver, hare), a variety of birds (mallard,
pintail duck, goose, teal, coot), and fish (silurus, perch, roach,
red-eye, carp, and pike). Remains of over thirty tortoises were
also recovered. The horse remains from Dereivka, which
numbered at least fifty-two individuals, are widely regarded
as critical for determining the origins of the domestic horse.
One of the most important finds in the site was that of the
skull of a stallion, accompanied by the forelegs of another
individual and also the remains of a dog. The horses were
originally identified as domesticated on morphological
grounds (size) and age-slaughter pattern but recent analysis
has declared them to be wild horses. The stallion, however,
has been the major point of contention as it has been deemed
domestic because of the dental evidence for the use of a horse
bit (the other horses did not show such a pattern). Still others
have suggested that the skull of the stallion derived from a

i
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later period and that there is no evidence for domestic horses
at Dereivka. Direct radiocarbon dating of the skull satisfies
neither party in that it dates to c 2900 Be, too recent for easy
assignment with the other Dereivka dates but too old for those
who regard it as a very late deposition of the Bronze Age.

Adjacent to the settlement was a cemetery which comprised
burials from two cultures: the Dnieper-Donets culture and,
contemporary with the Dereivka settlement, burials of the
Sredny Stag culture.

See also SREDNY STOG CULTIJRE; HORSE; KURGAN TRADITION.

U·PM.J

Further Readings
Anthony, D. and D. Brown (1991) The origins of horseback riding.

Antiquity 65: 22-38.
Levine, M. (1991) Dereivka and the problem of horse domestication.

Antiquity 64: 727-740.
Telegin, D. Ya. (1986) Dereivka. Oxford, BAR International Ser 287.

DESCENDANT
*nepti,ios'descendant'. [lEW 764 (*neptjo-s); d. Wat 44

(*nepot-); cf. G1670; Szem 9; BK 573 (*nYip[h j-/*nYep{hj-)].

Rus netijl 'nephew', Grk a.ve'lllo; « *sIJ1-nepsi6s) 'cousin'
i.e., 'co-descendants', Av napt(i)ya- 'descendant'.

The most widely employed term for 'descendant' is based
on the concept of 'grandchild', but a term meaning just
'descendant' is found only in central and eastern languages
and is a masculinization of an innovative feminine *neptijeha,

analogically developed from the regular feminine, *nept-iha•

'daughter's daughter, sister's daughter'. Accordingly, there is
no reconstructible term for 'descendant' in the generic sense,
although any number of specific terms such as 'son' can be
used so metaphorically. In other cases metaphors derived from
the natural world like 'offspring' or 'scion' are employed. As a
result, many items are later glossed simply as 'kinsmen', e.g.,
Hesychius' [opec; . npoeTT]1Covre;, aVrYevEI; 'relatives'.

See also CHILD; DAUGHTER; KINSHIP; SON. [M.E.H.]

DESIRE
*las- 'be greedy, lascivious'. [lEW 654 (*las-)l. OIr lainn

« *lasni-) 'eager, greedy', Lat lasclvus 'lascivious', ON Josti
'joy, pleasure, desire', OE lust 'pleasure, desire' (> NE lusO,
OHG lust 'pleasure, desire', Goth lustus'desire, covetousness',
Lith JoksnCIs 'loving, amorous, tender', OCS Jaskati 'flatter',
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DESIRE

SC laska 'flattery', Czech Iaska 'love', Grk AlAaio/-lal 'desire',
(Hesychius) Aa<1'l'l1 'courtesan', Oind lasati 'strives, plays, is
delighted', la~ati « *la-ls-ati) 'desires'. Widespread and old
in IE.

*uenhr 'desire, strive to obtain'. [JEW 1146 (*lJen-)~ Wat
76 (*wen-)~ BK 619 (*win-/*wen-)]. Lat venus 'lust', ON vinr
'friend', OE wine 'friend', OHG gi-winnan 'achieve through
struggle', Goth wens 'hope', perhaps Hit wen- 'copulate', Av
vanta 'beloved, wife', OInd vanas- 'lust', van6ti 'demands,
strives for, likes; obtains, conquers', vama- « *lJl)hxm6-) 'dear,
fair, noble', IocM wani 'pleasure', IochB wfna 'pleasure'. Cf.
the derived verb *l).l)hxsKe/o- and its nominal derivatives in
OE "'!'scan 'wish' (> NE wish), OHG wunsc 'Wish', OInd
vatichati 'wishes, desires'. Widespread and old in IE.

*ghorQelo)- 'desire' [lEW 440-441 (*gher-); Wat 22
(*gher-); VW 188]. Lat horior 'exhort, incite', Umb heriest
'wishes', ON gjam 'desirous of', gima 'desire, yearn', OE
gieman 'yearn' (> NE yearn), OHG geron 'want, desire, long
for', Grk xa£pm 'rejoice', OInd haryati 'finds pleasure in,
desires', IochA kar(y)- 'laugh', TochB ker(y)- 'laugh'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*gheldh- 'desire' (pres. *gh]dhje/o-). [lEW 434
(*gheldh-)]. OCS tlrdeti 'desire', Oind gfdhyati 'is enVious';
d. the derivative *gholdhos: OCS gladu 'hunger', Rus g610d
'hunger', Oind gardha- 'envy'. A word of the center and east
of the IE world.

*hxihxigh-(e/oJ- - *hxigh-ie/o-'desire (strongly)'. [IEWI4
15 (*a(i)gh-); Buck 16.62; d. VW 609-610]. From *hxihxigh
(e/o)-: Grk lxap 'violent desire', Av Iia- 'desire', Oind [hate
'strives for, wants', Iha- 'desire', TochB ykasse 'concupiscence'~

from *hxigh-ie/o-: Av izya- 'crave, yearn for', TocM (pI.)
ysalmati '(sexual) pleasures', TochB yselme '(sexual) pleasure'
« *hxigh-jo-Imo-). At least a word of the center and east of
the IE world.

*hl0P- 'desire'. [IEW781 (*op-); Wat 46 (*op-)]. Lat optO
'wish', OCS za-{j)apu 'presumption, suspicion', Grk
errt0VJ0/-lal 'choose'. At least a word of the west and center of
late PIE. If 'desire' is in this case 'grasp at' (for which there are
parallels) then it may be that this word is originally an intensive
derived from *hlep- 'grasp', seen otherwise in Hit epzi 'grasps,
seizes'.

?*kwlep- 'desire'. ref. VW 242]. Av xrap- 'desire', TocMB
kulyp- 'desire'. Known only in these two stocks, this word
may be of late IE age.

*?moud- 'desire strongly'. [VW 282]. Lith maudiiUlmausti
'desire passionately', Czech mdliti po cem 'desire Csomething),
seek after (something)', TochB maune « *moud-no-) 'avarice,
avidity'. The apparent agreement of Balto-Slavic and Tocharian
would suggest at least late PIE status for this word.

See also loVE; PRAy~ WANT. [D.Q.A.]

DESTROY
*gWieha- 'physical power; overcome, oppress'. [lEW 469

470 (*gYejJ-)~ Wat 24 (*gWeiJ-)]. ON kveita 'make an end,
.kill', Goth qistjan C<*gWieha-s-) 'destroy', Grk j3£a 'physical

force, violence', j3lam 'do violence to', OInd jya 'force,
violence', jinati 'overpowers, suppresses'. The most secure
correspondence is between Grk f3ia and OInd jya, suggesting
that the root in the proto-language may have been nominal
rather than verbal. Uncertainty exists as to whether the
Germanic forms belong with this set~ if they do, then there is
a reasonable case for reconstructing the root as PIE. Otherwise,
the form may be a late dialectal isogloss.

*dhgWhei- 'destroy'. [JEW 487 (*glJhoei(d)-)]. aIr rinaid
'vanishes', Lat situs 'abandonment', Grk qJfHvm 'destroy', Av
ddjIt.ardta- (= /djit-arta-/) 'who violates Arta', OInd k~inati

'destroys'. The connection between Greek and Indo-Iranian
seems secure while the Old Irish and Latin forms are in some
doubt. Lat situs may go with sino 'place' via an intermediate
meaning 'act of placing, leaVing' which is semantically more
plausible.

*h3elhl- 'destroy'. [JEW 777 (*ol-(e)-); Wat 46 (*0/-); BK
412 (*nul-/*hol-)]. l..at ab-oleo 'destroy', Grk OA.A.vJll 'destroy',
Hit hulla(i)- 'combat, fight'. Although the form is attested in
very few languages, their geographic distribution makes a
good case for PIE status.

*h2erk- 'rend, destroy'. [BK 402 (*har-ak'-/*ndr-ak'-)]. aIr
orcaid (DlL oirgid) 'slays', Ann harkanem 'split, fell', Hit harkzi
'is destroyed'. The distribution of attestations suggests PIE
status.

*h~hx-'destroy'. [IEW332-333 (*er-); Puhvel136-137j.
Lith 1rti 'dissolve, go asunder', OCS oriti 'destroy', Rus raz
oria'destroy' « *h20rhxeje/o-), Hit harra- 'destroy'. The
agreement of Hittite and Balto-Slavic should indicate PIE
status.

?*bhrehxi- 'destroy, cut to pieces'. [lEW 166 (*bhrei-); Wat
9 (*bhrei-)]. aIr (3sg subj.) ro-bria (DIL bris(s)id) 'may spoil,
destroy', briathar 'word', Lat frio 'tear apart', Rus briU 'shave',
Av pairi-bnndnti 'cuts out', Oind bhIinanti 'injure, hurt'. This
cognate set presents numerous problems. If the Old Irish fonn
ro-bria belongs to the root bronn- 'use, consume' (DIL
bronnaid) , as Vendryes suggests, then the form probably
comes from *bhreus- 'break' rather than *bhrei-. Olr briathar
'word' may come from a form *bhrei-treha; Vendry'es notes
that in Celtic numerous forms exhibit a connection between
physical combat and speech. Lat fri6 probably belongs here
but has also been connected with OInd mrityati 'decays'. The
various uncertainties associated with this set suggests that
extreme caution should be used in positing the form for the
proto-language.

See also BREAK; DEArn; CONQUER. [M.N.]

DEW
*r6s (acc. *r6slp) 'dew, trickling liquid, moisture'. [lEW

336 (*ros3-); Wat 17 (*ers-); Buck 15.83]. Lat ros (gen. roris)
'dew; trickling liquid, drops, moisture', Lith rasa 'dew', Latv
rasa 'dew, droplets, fine rain', OCS rosa 'dew', Rus rosa 'dew',
Alb resh « the denominative verb *r6s-je/o-) 'preCipitate' (d.
po resh shi 'it's raining', po resh bore 'it's snowing'), re (Gheg
re) 'cloud' « *rosni-), Av Rauha (name of river), Scythian
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'Pii 'Volga', Oind rasa 'moisture, humidity~ name of a river;
mythical river supposed to flow around the earth and
atmosphere', rasa- 'sap, juice, any liquid or fluid; marrow,
essence'. It is also possible to reconstruct *h]ros- with an
initial laryngeal (only Greek could give the crudal evidence
on this point). If so, it would be possible to see a retationship'
of this word with *h]ers- 'flow'. However, it is also entirely
possible to take the meaning 'flow' which appears only in
Indo-Iranian (in the designation of rivers) as a secondary
development in that stock of IE, perhaps induced by the
phonetic similarity of the descendants of *r6s 'dew' and
*h]ers- 'flow'. In any case in the root noun *ros- we have a
solidly attested PIE word. .

See also FLOW; RAIN; WET. fj.C.S., D.Q.A.]

DIE see DEATH

DIG
*bhedh- 'dig, burrow'. [lEW 113-114 (*bhedh-); Wat 6

(*bhedh-); GI 133 (*bhedh-); BK 18 (*bad-/*b;Jd-)]. Wels
bedd 'grave', Gaul bedo- 'channel', Lat fodio 'dig', OPrus
boadis (noun) 'prick', Lith bedu (vb.) 'prick', oes bosti 'prick,
gore', Hit padda- - pidda- (reading of first syllable unclear)
'dig', TocM pat- 'plow'. A Germanic set indicating a 'bed'
(ON beor 'bolster, feather-bed', OE bedd 'bed' (> NE bed),
OHG beni 'bed', Goth badi 'bed') has sometimes been placed
here under the belief that the early Germans slept in hollows
in the ground, Le., 'dig' > 'animal burrow' > 'bed', but as the
Proto-Germanic form *baiJja- apparently was borrowed into
Finnish as patja 'cushion', derivation from *bhedh- 'bend',
Le., a pliable pad on which one slept, has also been suggested.
Even without the Germanic words, the root is securely
reconstructible to PIE.

*dhelbh- 'dig'. [lEW246 (*dheJbh-)~Wat 13 (*dheJbh-);
BK 79 (*dal-/*d;Jl-)]. OE delfan 'dig' (> NE delve), OHG bi
teJban 'dig', Lith daJba 'lever, crowbar', se dupsti 'dig out'. A
late dialectal form of the northwest.

*ghrebh- 'dig'. {JEW 455-446 (*ghrebh-); Wat 23
(*ghrebh-); BK 223 (*gir-/*ger-)l. ON grafa 'dig', OE grafan
'dig' (> NE grave), OHG graban 'dig', Goth graban 'dig', Lith
grebti 'rake', Latv grebt 'scrape, hollow out', OCS pogreb9
'bury'. A northwest dialectal term of late IE. It is doubtful
that this word can be related to the homophonous root
*ghrebh- 'seize forcibly' via a chain of semantic meanings
such as 'rake together' > 'plunder, seize'.

*h3reuk- 'dig up'. [lEW 869-870 (*reuk-); cf. Wat 55
(*reu-)]. OIr rucht 'pig' « *'one who roots things up'), Lat·
runco (with nasal infix) 'weed', Latv rakIt 'dig', Grk 6pvaaO)
'dig', OInd JuneaU 'tears, plucks'. Whether the Old Irish form
belongs here may be open to question.

See also BED. [M.N.1

DIRECTION
*deiK-(- *difeha-) - lftdoif6s'rule, canon, measure'. [lEW

188 (*deiJ<o-s)~ Wat 10 (*deik-); GI 706 (*t'eiJ<h_); Buck

DIRECTION

15.55,19.11,19.14]. From *deiJ<-(- *diJ<eha-): Grk<5iK7]«
*dik-a) 'justice', OInd dis- 'direction', diSa- 'direction'; from
*doiKOS: ON teigr'strip of land', OHG zeiga 'directions', Av
daesa- 'sign, omen', OInd desa- 'direction, region'. (eL *deiKoS
in OE. tIg- tIh 'meadow, pasture', OHG zIah 'forum'.) Related
verbal forms include Lat dicere 'say', dicare 'proclaim', Grk
8zK:ew 'throw'. The variant *deig- appears in OE t£Fcan'show,
teach' (> NE teach), tac(e)n 'sign, mark' (> NE token), Goth
taikns 'sign', Lat index 'finger' « *'pointer'). To explain the
semantic developments one must assume that the original
notion was that of 'norm, canon, rule', i.e., something that is
fixed. The semantic transitions then can be explained
according to the use of a norm, fixed point. For instance, a
fixed point from which one gets one's bearings gives 'direction';
a fixed point is also a 'sign'. When 'that which is fixed' refers
tQ an area, it may indicate a 'region or strip of land', in other
words, a measure. Such a notion can also apply to a set
distance, hence to a discus throw. When the notion of 'that
which is fixed' refers to social norms, it assumes the meaning
of 'custom', hence 'law, justice'. Customs or laws were generally
spoken formulae, hence a 'saying'.

Cardinal Directions
The majority of the words for the cardinal directions are

based on one of two systems. They may be based on literal
orientation, Le., where east is held to be 'in front', west is
'behind', south is to the (propitious) right, and north is on
the unpropitious left. Thus aIr anair'from the east' has as its
second part a PIE *prhaei 'in front of' also seen in Av pouru
and Olnd purva- 'front of, former, earlier' while Av apara
and Olnd apanc- indicate both 'backwards' and 'west' (d.
Olr tlar'in the west'). aIr dess, Av dasina- and OInd dak~jl)a

mean both 'right' and 'south' while Oir tOaiscert means both
'north' and 'left' as does OInd savya-. Later innovations, albeit
built on PIE roots, continue these semantic associations, e.g.,
a Ir de 'left' and Wels dedd 'left' also underlie words for 'nonh',
e.g., air fochla, Wels gogJedd. In Germanic the words for
'north', e.g., ON noror, OE norp, OHG nord-an « Proto
Gmc *nr-tro-) may be compared with Umbo nertru 'left' or, in
further semantic association with the equation of the 'north'
and 'left' with the unpropitious, Grk veprepoc; 'lower, nether
(world)'. The association of the cardinal directions with 'right'
and 'left' also emphasizes their polarity in terms of the positive
or propitious 'right' or 'south' and the negative or unpropitious
'left' and 'north'.

. In the other system the cardinal directions are associated
with the sun at a particular time of day, Le., east (or south) is
associated with the dawn or morning, e.g., PIE *hacusos
'dawn' which underlies ON austr'east', OE easte'east', OHG
oslan 'east' and Lat auster'south wind' while the west is linked
to the evening, e.g., OE west 'west' (d. Lat vesper 'evening',
etc.). Germanic also offers words for 'north' which are
derivatives of *ner- 'under' - the north being down as opposed
to the south being up (d. TocM kom-tpant 'south', lit. 'sun
high'). The latter terms would be proof, if proof were needed,
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that PIE speakers inhabited the northern and not the southern
hemisphere. The cardinal directions provide a situation where
the individual exponents of the PIE system cannot (usually)
be reconstructed but the principles underlying the system
can.

See also BEFORE; DAWN; DWEll; EVENING; l.EFr; RIGHT; UNDER.

[A.D.V, D.Q.A., ].PM.]

Further Readings
Benveniste, E. (1973) 'dike', in Indo-European Languages and

Society. Coral Gables, Florida, University of Miami Press, 385

388.
Meid, W (1987) Zur Vorstellungswelt der lndogermanen anhand

des Wortschatzes, in Studien zum Indogermanischen Wortschatz,
ed. W Meid, Innsbruck, 155-166.

DIRT
*rtm6s (or *rehlm6s) 'dirty; dirt, soot'. [lEW 853

(*re-mo-); BK 611 (*nlm-/*rom-)]. NIce rama-legr'dirty',
OE romig 'sooty', OHG ramak 'dirty', MHG ram - rom 'dirt,
soot', OInd rama- 'dark, black', Rama- 'Rama'. The
geographical spread of the attestations, from the west and
east margins of the IE world, would appear to guarantee PIE
status for this word.

*sollir 'dirt; dirty'. [IEW879 (*sal-); Wat 56 (*sal-); Buck
15.88]. Oir sa1« Proto-Celtic *sala- < PIE *sJhx-eha-) 'dirty',
salach 'dirty', OWeis hal~u 'dung', MWeis halog 'dirty', Lat
salebra « Proto-Italic *sales-ra-) 'dirt', ON s91r'dirtyyellow',
OE salu 'dark, dusky' (> NE sallow), OHG salo 'dirty gray',
OCS slavoj-ocije 'state of having greenish eyes', Rus solov6j
'buff, dun, cream-colored' (Germanic and Slavic < *solhxVo-),
OE sol 'dark, dirty; mud, wet sand, wallowing~place',TochB
sal 'dirty' (Old English and Tocharian < *sJhx-6-). Perhaps a
derivative is Hit sa1pa- '(dog) dung'. Even without including
the Hittite word we have evidence for a PIE term that was
widespread and old.

*tihxn- '(be) dirty'. [d. lEW 1053 (*ta-)]. OE jJlnan 'become
moist', OCS tina 'mire, filth', Bulg tina 'mire, filth; dung', Czech
tina 'dung', TochB tin- 'be dirty'. Clearly the Slavic and
Tocharian belong together though the connection of the Old
English is less certain due to its semantic distance. Even
without Old English, the evidence for PIE status is strong. t

*leu- 'dirt'. [lEW 681 (*leu-); Wat 37 (*leu-); BK 579
(*law-/*bw-)]. OIr 10th « *luta) 'dirt', Wels lluddedic« *le/
out-) 'muddy', Lat polluo 'soil, defile', lutum 'mud', Lith
liatynas (secondary zero-grade) 'puddle', Grk Av,ua (with
unique long u) 'dirt'. Fair distribution suggests some antiquity

*grUgs'dirt'. [BK 603 (*k'ar-/k';Jr-)]. Regional NE crock
'smut, soot, dirt', Latv gruzis 'dirt, smut; rubbish', Grk
(Hesychius) rpv; 'dirt in the nails'. Though only sparsely
attested, the geographical distribution of those attestations
and the possibility of reconstructing a consonant-stem in PIE
(i-stems in Baltic are the usual outcome of consonant-stems;

. the NE word. is indeterminate) would seem to be evidence
for IE status.

?*mai- 'soil, defile'. [lEW 697 (*mai-); Wat 38 (*mai-)J.
OE mal « *mai-1o-) 'spot, stain' (> NE mole), OHG meil «
*mai-Io-) 'spot', Goth (gen. pI.) maile 'wrinkle', Lith mii~/es

'yeast', Latv mieles 'yeast'. Grk ,ula{vw 'stain, sully' is
sometimes placed here but is better derived from *meih;c
'harm' (cf. Oind minati 'damages, lessens, diminishes', or
TochAB mi- 'harm'). Thus we are left with a Balta-Germanic
correspondence which is not a very strong basis for
reconstruction to PIE.

?*dhalis 'dust'. [lEW 262 ( *dha-li-) I. This root should be
rejected as MIr dail 'wish' is semantically too distant to be
related, Lat fa1Igo 'soot' is derived from the word 'smoke',
Lith dumai 'smoking beehives' does not belong here nor does
OInd dhaIi- 'dust'.

See also DARK. [D.Q.A.t , M.N., R.S.PB.]

DISH see POT

DIVE
*mesg- 'dip under water, dive' (pres. *mesgelo-). [lEW

745-746 (*mezg-); Wat 42 (*mezg-); Buck 10.33; BK 544
(*musY-ik'-/*mosY-ik'-) I. Lat mergo 'dip, immerse, dive', Late
Lat merganser 'duck' « *'± diving goose'), Lith mazg6ti 'wash
up', Latv mazgat 'wash' (Baltic < *'dip repeatedly'), Oind
majjati 'sinks, perishes'. Reasonably widespread and certainly
old in IE.

?*gWadh- 'dive'. [lEW 465 (*g.'adh-); Wat 24 (*gWadh-);
Buck 10.33]. Oir baidid 'dives; drowns', Wels boddi'drown;
overflow, flood', Grk {Jijaaa« *gWadhjha-) 'valley', Av vi-gafJa
'ravine'. If all these words belong together, then their ancestor
is surely of PIE age but it is still quite uncertain whether these
are actually cognates.

?*gWabh- 'dip'. [lEW 465-466 (*gI,Jebh-); Wat 24
(*gWebh-)]. ON kafa 'dive, plunge', kvefja 'dip, submerge;
choke', k(v)~fa 'choke', MHG erqueben 'choke', Grk {JaJrTw
'dip in'. Perhaps related to some Indo-Iranian words meaning
'deep' and the like: Av jafra- 'deep', Olnd ga(m)bh1ra- 'deep'.
If all these words are to be related, and their similarity of
form makes an attempt to relate them tempting, they would
appear to have undergone some irregular phonological
developments that may suggest that it was a "popular" word
of some sort.

See also WADE. lD.Q.A.1

DMDE
*Ui-dhhJ- 'put asunder'. [d. lEW 1127-1128 (*veidh-);

Wat 74 (*weidh-)]. Lat dlvido 'divide, separate', Lith vidus
'interior', Latv vidus 'interior', Hit wida(i)- 'bring', Olnd
vidhyate 'bores through', vi-dha- 'distribute, apportion, grant,
bestow; prepare; furnish'. See also the derivative
*vidhhleveha- 'widow'. Widespread and old in IE.

*deha(i)- 'cut up; divide'. [lEW 175-176 (*da-); Wat 10
(*da-); BK 130 (*t'ah-/*t'dn-)). OIr dam 'host, retinue', Alb
per-daj 'distribute, divide, share (out), scatter', n-daj'divide,
distribute, split; distinguish', Grk Da{opal « *dhaje/o-)

T.~·.. ':.·,!··:··
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'divide; feast on', 8alvUIll 'give a banquet or feast', t5ijllo~

'people' « *'section of population'), Oind dati 'cuts up,
divides', dyati « *dhaie/o-) 'cuts off, shares out'. Cf. also ON
tID 'time', OE tId 'time' (> NE tide), OHG zIt 'time', ON tImi
'time', OE tIma 'time', Arm ti 'age, time', TochB taiwe 'ripe
fruit' « *dehah.1o- '± what one feasts on'). Sufficieinly wide
spread to be assured PIE status.

*bhag- 'divide, distribute' (also 'receive, enjoy'). [lEW 107
(*bhag-); GI121 (*bhak'-); Wat 5 (*bhag-); Buck 4.1 1]. Grk
qJaYElv'eat' « *'enjoy, share'), OCS bogu 'god', Rus bog 'god'
(perhaps Slavic < Iranian), Av bag- 'apportion', baya-'god',
OPers baji- 'tribute', Oind bhajati 'divides, distributes,
receives, enjoys', bhaga- 'lord, "dispenser" (epithet of gods)',
TocM pak 'share, portion', TochB pake 'share, portion'
(Tocharian possibly borrowed from Iranian). At least a word
of the center and east of the IE world.

*hler(hl)- 'separate'. [lEW 332-333 (*er-); Wat 17
(*erd-)1. Grk tpijIlO~« *hjrehjmo-) 'desolate, lonely, solitary',
Oind [tc 'except, without'. A word of the southeast of the IE
world.

See also CUT; DESTROY; PORTION; WIDOW. [D.Q.A.]

DMNE1WlNS
Few mythological themes are as consistent or as widespread

among Indo-European groups as that of the Divine Twins.
Likewise few are as characteristically Indo-European. A pair
of lessor gods, the Divine Twins have enjoyed widespread
popularity in myth, legend and folklore from Sri Lanka to
the Isle of Man.

Their prototype is easily reconstructed from extant mytho
logical sources. They are two youths, twins or brothers, who
frequently bear the epithet 'son' or 'youth'. They are depicted
as supernatural horsemen and their epiphanies are horses. In
their equine form, they are the divine steeds which draw the
solar chariot. Perhaps for this reason, they are often regarded
as offspring of the Indo-European Sky or Sun gods. They share
a consistent relationship with the Sun god and the goddess
or goddesses who represent the dawn, the morning and
evening stars. One of the latter is presented variously as their
consort, Wife, or sister. Her solar associations are .likewise
extensive, her epiphany is frequently a swan, and she is
identified onomastically with roots meaning 'bright', 'white',
and 'shining'.

As a triad, the Twins and their consort appear in numerous
myths, epics, legends and are particularly popular in folktales.
Most often, these tales involve the rescue of the consort by
the Twins from some watery peril. This theme probably
evolved from the Twins' role as the solar steeds. It was the
widely attested belief that the horses of the sun traversed the'
sky during the day in pursuit of their consort, the morning
star. The Divine Twins, the Sun god and his daughters, the
morning and evening stars, would rest at the end of the day
on the islands in the western sea. At night, they would return
to the east in a golden boat. Whatever the source, at a very
early time the attribute cf rescuers, especially by or from water,

DIVINE 1WlNS

was attached to the divine youths. This has proven to be one
of the most durable, popular, and highly developed themes
in epic and folklore.

From these primary functions, this pair has developed a
greatly expanded range of attributes. Prevalent among these
are stockmen, healers, physicians, sailors, controllers and
forecasters of weather, and keepers of the wind. Especially in
their epical manifestations, the twins emerge as individuals
with distinct characters and different strengths. For example,
when one appears physically strong, aggressive, and martially
skilled, the other is a healer, who gives patient attention to
domestic duties, agrarian pursuits, and romantic adventures.
In certain geographic regions and among different ethnic
groups, this functional disparity often led to one brother's
popularity increasing at the expense of the other, effectively

. eclipsing the original relationship between the two and leaving
only faint traces for the mythologist to discern. Alternatively,
so extensively have the Divine Twins and their related themes
penetrated all strata of Indo-European religious and folk belief
that they have multiplied under varYing monikers and guises
and, in some of the more heavily worked sagas, they
recombine to form pairs of brothers or twins, encountering
and even combating themselves.

Celtic
No unambiguous myth has survived describing the

functions and relationships of the Celtic Sun god. One Gaulish
'Apollo', called Be/enos, was associated with sacred, thermal
springs and bore the epithet Atepormaros ('having great
horses'). In Ireland, his feast day was Be/taine, a term
combining the root tene 'fire' with bel 'bright'. Grannos,
another Gaulish god who the Romans identified with Apollo,
possessed curative powers. While etymologically obscure, it
is difficult not to associate his name with the Irish word grlan
'sun' (or 'hot springs'). Grannos is connected with the goddess
S(t)irona whose name has been variously related to the word
for 'star' or 'heifer'. In west and north Britain, the god Maponos
'divine son', who also was connected with healing springs as
well as music, was equated with Apollo Citharcedus 'the
harper'. In all, the historic and iconographic evidence indicates
the existence of a Celtic Sun god connected with horses and
an astral goddess. Furthermore, a divine 'son' is part of this
solar complex.

Celtic myth shows the Divine Twins in close association
with the horse goddess Epona 'divine mare', a peculiarly Celtic

.aspect of the IE transfunctional goddess who enjoyed wide
popularity among the Celts as well as subsequent Roman
cavalry units. She is easily recognized in myth as the Welsh
goddess Rhiannon (from *RiganWna 'divine queen') and the
Irish goddess Macha. Pagan iconography in Gaul and Britain
show this goddess seated on a horse just as Rhiannon is
introduced in the beginning of the Mabinogi, the principal
source of Welsh mythology Interspersed throughout that work
are references to horse-like behavior by this goddess which
makes her identification with Epona compelling. In the
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Mabinogi, Rhiannon bears a son, Pryderi, who disappears
immediately and is raised by foster parents together with a
magic colt born on the same night. This sort of simultaneous
equine birth occurs also in the tale of the birth of the Irish
hero, Co Chulainn. In another tale, the irish goddess Macha
is forced, in an advanced stage of pregnancy, to race against
the Ulster king's fleetest horses. As expected, this horse
goddess wins the contest but prematurely gives birth to twins,
who immediately disappear from the narrative. Thereafter the
ancient capital of Ulster, the site ofthe race, was called Emain
Macha Twins of Macha'. Another tale in the Irish Dindsenchas
connects Macha with the construction of Emain Macha.
Archaeological investigations of this site (Navan Fort) have
disclosed that around 100 BC, a huge temple structure was
erected there. Its name and the mythical tradition linked to it
suggests that the Divine Twins may have been worshipped at
this site.

Mabon 'divine son' (d. Gaulish Maponos, and the Irish
god Mac ind Og'the young son'), a Welsh mythological figure
who also disappears just after his birth, gives his name to the
Mabinogi. In addition to Pryderi and Mabon, tales in the
Mabinogi deal with the divine brothers under another name:
the children of Llyr. These are Bran 'crow', Manawydan and
their sister, Branwen 'white crow' (swan?). In the first tale,
the brothers rescue their sister from her abusive husband after
first crossing the Irish sea, a plot which conforms to the "rescue
by sea" formula. In a second tale, ~anawydan appears with
Pryderi as his partner and with Rhiannon acting as their
consort. In this confUSing tale, the brothers assume the roles
of itinerant craftsmen, wandering about and engaging in
numerous trades and agrarian pursuits which emphasize their
manifold functions. Ultimately, Rhiannon and Pryderi are
abducted and eventually rescued by Manawydan..

Counterparts for the Welsh divinities Bran, Manawydan,
and Mabon are found in Irish mythical figures of Bodb 'crow',
Manannan mac Lir (d. Welsh Manawydan mab Llyr) , and
Oengus Mac ind Og 'the young son'. All three are second
generation gods, sons of the Dagda. In the opening of the
Irish tale "The Fate of the Children of Lir", Bodb is made king
of the Tuatha De Danann (one of the "primeval" peoples of
Ireland) just as Bran was king in the Mabinogi. The remainder
of the tale focuses on Lir's children, Aed 'fire' and Fionguala
'white shoulder' (swan?) and twin brothers, Fiachra and Conn.
The tale stresses how Lir rises at dawn to play with them.
Retained here is a relic version of the Twins' original solar
function together with their sister and the Sun god. Ultimately,
a jealous stepmother turns the children into swans and exiles
them to watery places like the Sea of Moyle, between Ireland
and Scotland. Later Christian redactors substituted a stilted
Christian ending and the expected water rescue is not found.

A glimpse of the original ending may be preserved in the
"Dream of Oengus", wherein Oengus, the divine 'youth' > falls
in love with a girl who appears to him in his dreams. After
years of searching, Oengus locates her with the help of his
brother, Bodb. Finding her on a lake in the shape of a swan,

Oengus changes into a similar shape and flies with her back
to his mansion at Bruig na Boinne. Irish legends stress Oengus'
youthful good looks and recount his romantic adventures.
These characteristics and his proclivity for rescuing heroines
from watery peril mark him as the womanizing brother. For
example, in the Fenian tale, "The Pursuit of Diarmaid and
Grainne", he spirits the heroine Grainne away from her
pursuers to the safety of his fairy mound. In the "Wooing of
Etain", Etain is rescued by Oengus after Midir's jealous wife
causes her to be blown out to sea by a magical wind.

Oengus engages in a number of other, Twin-like enterprises:
sometimes with Bodb and sometimes with Manannan but
never with both at the same time. Here, a single deity
appearing under different names contributes to the confusion.
In an early tale, "The Nurture of the Houses of the Two Milk
Vessels", Bodb is chosen king but Manannan exercises the
kingship. Manannan conspires with Oengus to trick the Dagda
into giving Oengus the fairy mound, Bruig na Boinne. On a
joint cattle raid, Manannan and Oengus capture a brace of
magic cows whose milk has curative properties. Manannan
institutes the "Feast of Age" which fends off sickness and age
from the TOatha De Danann and Oengus hosts it at Bruig na
Boinne. Manannan and Oengus are called to cure Eithne of
her wasting sickness.

Even by the standards of Irish mythology, Manannan's
horses are conspicuously famous. His healing skills are
renowned. He is called the 'son of the sea' and in the late
pagan period, replaces Tethra as the god of the sea. His
kingdom is the Isle of Man but his mythical abode is Emain
Ablach Twins of the apple trees', generally regarded as the
Land of Promise, the Celtic realm of the dead. Mythologists
stress that Manannan mac Lir and Oengus appear among the
Tuatha De Danann but are not one of them. This outsider
role reflects the Divine Twins' membership in the ideological
Third Function which sets them apart from the primary gods
and allies them with chthonic and fertility gods of that order.
As elsewhere, these Irish gods are better understood in light
of their Indo-European origins.

Germanic
Evidence for the IE Divine Twins among Germanic speaking

peoples is dispersed over 1500 years and across central and
northern Europe. A composite picture drawn from these data
lacks the coherency of the other traditions. For example,
middle and late Bronze Age rock carvings in Scandinavia
repeatedly feature solar discs in conjunction with both
chariots, ships, pairs of figures, and aquatic birds. Half a
millennium later, in the Germania, Tacitus reports that a
Germanic tribe, the Nahamavali, dwelling near present day
Wrodaw in Poland, worshipped a pair of youthful, twin
brothers which Tacitus regards as close equivalents of the
Roman Castor and Pollux. He also remarks that they are
administered to by priests in female attire.

Almost a thousand years later, at the dawn of the Christian
era in Scandinavia, the bulk of the Norse myths and legends
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were recorded which provide the preponderance of informa
tion about Germanic mythology In these myths, figures readily
recognizable as the Divine Twins are not found. Instead, a
triad of deities comprising the god, Njbrar, his son, Freyr,
and his daughter Freyja, have been identified as the greatly
evolved IE Divine Twins and their consort. They are all
chthonic, fertility deities, belonging to the Vank branch of
gods. Careful examination reveals a number of compelling
qualifications. Both Freyr 'Lord' and Njbrar possess strong
associations with horses and the sea. Njbrar is the patron of
sailors and Freyr possess the magic collapsible ship
Sklablaanir which is the official ferry boat of the gods. Freyr
has the strongest solar characteristics of all the Norse deities ..
In the SkrmismaJ, Freyr becomes sick with love fOf Gerd, a
maiden so white her radiance lights up the sea and sky Having
had only glimpses of her as he sat in Cainn's seat on the
heights of Asgara, he sends his servant, Skfmir 'Bright One'
to woo her. This theme of the love sick god and his helper
searching for a distant consort follows very closely that of the
Irish tale, 'The Dream of Oengus". Like Manannan mac Lir,
Njbrar and Freyr are associated with not only the sea, but the
land of the dead and the apples of immortality.

In Norse myth, horses are also engaged as celestial traction
animals: Skinfaxi 'Shining Mane' draws the suns chariot while
Hrfmfaxi 'Frost Mane' pulls the moons. Both these bodies are
associated with the goddess Freyja. The most famous horse
in Norse myth is Sleipnir, Cainn's eight legged steed. As told
in the Prose Edda, Sleipnir's birth is connected with the
building of the Walls of Asgaro, for which a giant demands
Freyja, together with the sun and moon, as payment. Elements
of this story recall the Celtic horse goddess and birth of the
Divine Twins viz. the demand for the goddess by an unwanted
suitor and the seduction of the builders. Instead of a twin
birth, in the Norse tale Sleipnir is born with an extra set of
legs, thus representing an original pair of horses. Like Freyr
and Njbror, Sleipnir is responsible for carrying the dead to
the otherworld.

Early Germanic legends are salted with the appearances of
Divine Twin-like heroes. For example, the kingdom of Kent
was founded by two Anglo-Saxon leaders named Hengist
'stallion' and Horsa 'horse', whose sister was named Swana
'swan'. The consort rescue theme has been popularized in
Germanic epic, notably in the jumbled skein of tales
comprising the V91sunga Saga and the Nibelungenlied.
Historically, these epics build on the heroic sagas about famous
figures and events dating from the period of the Germanic
migrations. Accreted to these are an array of themes and motifs
drawn from folklore and myth, including the consort rescue
theme. An example of this evolution is seen in the Ermanaric
legend. Ermanaric was a Gothic king whose kingdom was.
overrun by the Huns and who subsequently committed
suicide around 375 AD. Two hundred years later, the historian
Jordanes, using an embellished version of this legend as his
source, reported that the defeated Ermanaric seized Sunhild,
the wife of an unfaithful vassal, and caused her to be torn
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apart by wild horses. Sunhild's death is revenged by her two
brothers, Ammius and Sarus. By the end of the thirteenth
century, this tale had been incorporated by German bards
into the saga of the Volsung family. In the Vrlsunga Saga,
Sunhild is named Swanhild and, as befits the sister of the
divine horsemen, can restrain wild horses with only her gaze.
Rescue or revenge of ill-wed sisters (e.g., Signy, GuJro.n,
Swanhild) by their brothers is so common in these famous
Germanic epics that the strength and popularity of the earlier,
underlying myth is hard to doubt.

Baltic
In the Baltic region, pagan religion survived much longer

than elsewhere in Europe. Nevertheless, only a few written
records document the religion of the Balts and these date from
the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries AD. Because these early

. chroniclers were often Christian missionaries whose perceived
duty was to eradicate pagan belief, their records are neither
comprehensive nor coherent. Fortunately, their reports have
been augmented by a body of evidence drawn from the native
folklore. This material is rich in solar imagery and corroborates
early ethnographer's accounts of sun worship by [he pagan
BaIts. Also forthcoming is evidence of a strong and remarkably
conservative tradition associated with the Indo-European
Divine Twins.

Named Dieva deli (Latvian: 'sons of god') or Dievo sundiai
(Lithuanian 'sons of god'), this pair of handsome youths are
an exact equivalent of the Greek Dioskouroi. Lith Dievas, the
Baltic Sky god, is the lingUistic cognate of Greek Zeus, Vedic
Dyaus and Roman JOpiter. He and his two sons are closely
associated with Latv Saules meita 'Sun's daughter' and Saule
'sun', the Baltic Sun goddess, whose name is cognate with
Greek Helios. Although Dievas does not appear to figure
among the principal gods in the early accounts, he together
with Saule and the Divine Twins enjoyed tremendous
popularity in the folk tradition.

Latvian folk songs, called dainas, are replete with the
adventures of the Sun as she rolls across the sky. At the end of
the day she rests in the waters to the west. Here, she washes
her pair of solar horses in the sea after their daily travail and
ties them to the sun tree, the Baltic axis mundi, which is
identified variously as a linden or an apple tree. This island
in the west is also the place to which the dead travel and
where they reside: the Baltic otherworld.

A favorite theme in the dainas is the rescue of the Sun, as
she sinks beneath the waves, by the Dieva deli who row to

. save her in a golden boat. Preserved in these songs is an
extremely ancient archetype of the consort theme.

Greek
Despite strong influences from older Mediterranean

cultures which tend to obscure its Indo-European roots,
ancient Greek religion provides a remarkably clear picture of
Indo-European Divine Twins. Their hest known
manifestations are the demi-gods, Kastor and Polydeukes.
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However, vestiges of other, archaic reflections allow precious
insights to their development.

Greek solar imagery begins with the god Helios 'Sun' and
his sister, E6s 'Dawn', who become in the course of the day,
Hemera 'Day' and Hespera 'Evening'. Eos' chariot is drawn

.. by the two horses, Lampas 'Torch' and Phaethon 'Shining one'.
E6s accompanies her brother in his solar chariot across the
sky At the end of the day, on the Islands of the Blessed in the
western ocean, Helios pastures his solar steeds. Later they
return to the east sailing Helios' golden ferry boat along the
ocean stream. Here again is the IE grouping of the Sun god
and his sister, and the equine pair. In addition, associations
with the Island of the 'Blessed' (i.e., the dead), the sea and
sailing are demonstrated.

The Greek Divine Twins' relationship with the solar ponies
is more than circumstantial. Kastor and Polydeukes have
strong equine associations: they are known as great horsemen
and bear monikers such as EVZTrTrOZ 'good horsemen',
AeVK'ZTr1l'oZ 'white horses', AeVK'OTrWAOZ1white colts' and even
AeVK'Q) 1l'mllw L1zo~ 'Zeus' white ponies'. The use of 1l'mAO~

'colt' here stresses their youth, as does their most commonly
used collective title, the Dioskouroi 'Zeus' youths'. This title
also reveals their relationship with the Indo-European Sky
god and sustains their comparison with their counterparts in
other IE traditions.

Kast6r and Polydeukes are also connected with maidens
who have suspiciously solar characteristics. Their sister is
Helene, who hatched from a. swan's egg and whose father,
Zeus, engendered her in the form of a swan. Etymologically,
Helene:s name is related to the Greek Sun god's, Helios. Kast6r
and Polydeukes abduct and marry the sisters, Hilaeira
'Shining' and Phoibe 'Bright one' who are known collectively
as the Leukippides.

Two other themes recur in tales of the Greek Divine Twins:
water and rescue. The twins are called 'rescuers' and are the
patron deities of sailors whom they save from shipwreck and
to whom they can send favorable winds. Conforming strictly
to the proto-type, they are famous for the rescue of their sister,
Helene, after she is abducted by Theseus and Pirithous and
hidden away in a remote villag~ in Attica. Abduction and
rescue are recurrent events in the careers of the twins and
their sister. For example, the first work of western literature,
the Iliad, involves Helene's abduction by Paris and her rescue
by the brothers; Menelaos and Agamemnon.

Hippomorphism, solar imagery, and twin births typify the
Dioskouroi's lineage as far back as Hellen, the mythical
ancestor of the Greeks. Thus Hellen's son, Aiolos, seduces
Thea who is later changed into the mare Euippe. In this form,
she gives birth to Me1anippe 'Black mare' who in turn is
seduced by Poseidon. When her foster father discovers her
pregnancy, he blinds and imprisons her in an empty tomb
where she gives birth to twin boys who are named Aiolos and
Boiotos 'herdsman'. Aiolos becomes a sailor and settles on
the island of Lipari, where he serves as the guardian of the
winds. As kings of Sparta, the Dioskouroi abduct and marry

their cousins who are betrothed to the kings of Messenia, the
twin brothers Idas and Lynkeus. This farrago of horsey twin
births, abduction, rescue, and seamanship is the Divine Twin
myth bumping into itself as the tutelary gods and tales of
early Greek tribes were consolidated into a greater Greek
tradition. Kast6r and Polydeukes' rivalry with Idas and
Lynkeos reflect the ethnic conflict between Sparta and
Messenia. The ascendancy of Sparta as a major political and
military power in Greece assured Sparta's dioskouroi the
dominant mythological position.

Indo-Iranian
When the Indo-Aryan tribes moved south across the

Iranian plateau early in the second millennium BC, their
cultural inventory included a refined skill in horse handling
and chariot warfare. To the great empires of western Asia,
Egypt, and the Levant, chariot warfare represented the latest
technology in the Bronze Age arms race. By conquest or
contract, Indo-Aryan speakers were entrenched by the
fifteenth century BC in the kingdom of the Mitanni which
stretched across northern Syria from the Mediterranean to
the Zagros mountains. In a treaty between the Mitanni and
the powerful Hittite kingdom to the north, the names of
numerous Mitanni gods were invoked. Among them was the
earliest recorded name of the Indo-European Divine Twins:
Na-sa-at-tiya.

An almost identical name, Nasatya, appears later in the
verses of the [J.gveda where it refers to the Indic Divine Twins.
Allonyms for these two Indic gods include Diva napatab 'sons
of Dyaus', asvinab 'horsemen', and dasrab 'wonder workers'.
In the Vedas, references to the Twins' acts of healing and
rescuing are numerous and these themes were readily
transposed in epic, legend, and folklore. Another frequent
theme is their role in fertility where they implant the seed (of
man or beast) and it has been suggested that they are to be
associated with paired male sexual organs, i.e., the testicles.
However, their celestial origins are also well attested. Their
father, or perhaps grandfather, is Dyaus, the ~ncient Indic
Sky god. As in the other Indo-European traditions, this
relationship is genealogically complex, incorporating U?as
'Dawn' (etymologically related to Greek E6s and Latin Aurora)
and Nakta 'night' who were· known collectively as Diva
duhitab 'daughters of Dyaus'. Jointly, these goddesses bear
Surya, the Sun god and father of the sun maid, SOrya. The
latter is the joint wife of the Divine Twins. The Sun god is the
solar charioteer and the wheels of his carriage are the sun. At
dawn, the Twins yoke the horses to the golden chariot and
U$as, the Dawn goddess, is born. With the sun maid, the
Twins accompany the sun on his daily course.

Transpositions of the Divine Twins occur in the major
Indian epics, the Mahabharata and the Ramayana, both of
which are traced back to the first millennium BC. In the
former, the twins appear as Nakula and Sahadeva, twin boys
who, with their more important half brothers Yudhi$tira,
Bhlma, and Arjuna form the famous PanJava family.
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Throughout the Mahabharata, the twins playa secondary role
commensurate with the minor status of their divine congeners
and exhibit similar behavioral characteristics.

At the heart of the RamayaI)a is the Divine Twins' popular
search and rescue theme. Rama leads his brother, Lak~maI).a,

and wife, SUa, into exile in Dandaka forest. SHa is abducted
by the demon RavaI).a to his island kingdom, Lanka (Sri .
Lanka). Together with his brother, Rama effects a rescue across
the Sea. In all, the RamayaI)a combines many of the elements
found in the later Welsh tales (e.g., "Branwen Daughter of
Llyr" and "Manawydan Son of Lyr") and demonstrates
convincingly the antiquity of this theme.

The reforms of Zara8ustra transformed at least one of the
original Divine Twins into a demon where Nanhaithya (=Vedic
Nasatya) is explicitly represented as a demon. Nevertheless,
the original dualism was replicated in the abstractions
Haurvatat 'wholeness' or 'health' and Amdrdtat 'deathlessness'
who are associated respectively with waters and plants,
features that may be related to their herbal healing techniques
reflected more clearly in Indo-Aryan myth.

Patterns
The genesis of the Divine Twins can be sought in Indo

European cosmology Associating a pair, or better, a matched
pair of perfect horses with the solar wheel and the celestial
deities representing the diurnal cycle would have occurred at
a very early date, if we use wheeled transport and horse
traction as a terminus post quem. Anthropomorphized, the
shining youths' birth and adventures with their celestial
companions would likely have soon become a standard
component of the mythological repertory

It is also reasonable to speculate that the cultural
importance of the horse among Indo-European groups,
especially among what might be called the nobility, was at
least partly responsible for the widespread popularity of these
two otherwise minor deities. Conversely, their links with
agrarian pursuits, healing, and romantic adventures surely
made them popular with the common folk. Evidence for their
worship can be found from Scandinavia to the Near East as
early as the Bronze Age. If the mythological evidence can be
relied upon, their importance in the pre-Christian pantheons
grew over time. In both Scandinavia and India, specific myths
relate how the Divine Twins were admitted into the ranks of
the older Indo-European gods and serve to document their
growing popularity

The relationships between the gods forming. the solar
constellation, including the Divine Twins, the Sun god (or
goddess) and the astral goddesses vary only slightly among
the different traditions. Always appearing at the head of the
family was the Indo-European Sky god, *djeus. The traditions
are equally insistent that the Divine Twins are his offspring
and that they are young. This is true even where their worship
had been adopted by the non-Indo-European Etruscans, who
knew them as Tinas Clenar'sons of Jupiter'.

Whatever the implications the notion of the evening sun
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sinking into a western sea has for Indo-European homeland
theories, it cannot be disassociated from the Divine Twins'
special nautical skills. Their reputation as sailors undoubtedly
stems from their part in the celestial crew navigating the golden
sun-boat through the night to their home in the east. Because
the crossing of water is integral to many of the consort rescue
themes, it is probable that the rescue theme is also rooted in
this cosmological belief. Whether the connection between
the solar gods and waters, especially thermal springs, may
have contributed to the Twins' reputation as healers is moot.
We know that this reputation is both ancient and strong,
occurring as it does from Celtic regions in the west to Vedic
tradition in the east.

Uniformly, European traditions held that on an island in
the western sea the solar deities rested after their daily journey.
That this island was also identified as the Isles of the "Blessed",
possessing magic apple orchards where the dead rested after
their own "labors" ended, may have been the connation of
separate themes. Whatever its origin, the connection between
the Divine Twins, the sea, magic apples, and the dead is so
similar in Celtic, Germanic and Baltic myth that it may well
be a later development among western Indo-European groups.

See also COSMOLOGY; DEATIl BEUEFS; TWIN;
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D]ElTUN CULTURE
The earliest appearance of domesticated plants and animals

and village settlement southeast of the Caspian is associated
with the Djeitun culture. The culture dates to approximately
6000-5000 BC. Settlements were small villages occupying
from one to two hectares; a completely excavated level at
Djeitun itself revealed some thirty houses constructed of mud
bricks, painted walls and lime-plastered floors. Internal
hearths are also very characteristic of the dwellings. Material
culture included pottery and flint tools, particularly sickle
blades and grinding stones. Plant remains include wheats such
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Djeitun b. Djeitun settlement; c. PI~ of house from site
of Pessedjik-depe.

c.
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Djeitun a. Distribution of the Djeitun culture.

D]EITUN CULTURE

as spelt and bread wheat (Triticum aestivum) as well as barley.
Sheep and goats dominate among the domestic animals with
evidence for cattle domestication occurring late; ~mong the
hunted animals were gazelles, wild boar and traces of onager.
A feline is depicted on a wall painting from a large room at
Pessedjik-depe which has been variously interpreted as a club
house or temple. Within one of the settlements were found a
number of graves covered with red ocher.

The 'earliest remains of the Djeitun culture already indicate
a mixed agricultural subsistence basis and it is clear that the
economy was imported to the region rather than marking a
transition from hunting-gathering to agriculture which is more
likely to have occurred in northern Iran. Djeitun and the
cultural sequence it initiates remains linguistically anonYmous
although it is highly unlikely that it was part of the linguistic
continuum that led to Proto-Indo-European. Nevertheless,

. by c 2000 BC, many-would argue that the Bronze Ag villages
and urban centers of the region played a critical part in
defining the origins and dispersals of the Indo-Iranians in
southern Asia.

See also BMAC; INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES; NAMAZGA. U.P.M.J
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DNlEPER-DONETS CULTIJRE
The' Neolithic Dnieper-Donets culture of the Black Sea

region flourished in the fifth and fourth millennia BC.
Settlements of the culture are not well known but include
semi-subterranean huts, and the economy of the population,
at least in i~ earliest phases, was primarily based on fishin
and hunting (aurochs, elk, red deer, roe, wild pig, onager,
etc.). Domestic plant remains have also been recovered and
these comprise wheat (Triticum monococcum, T. dicoccon),
millet (Panicum miliaceum) and pea (Pisum sativa). Examina~
tion of the dentition of the Dnieper-Donets populations
suggests that their diet was primarily high protein foods (meat,
fish, nuts) and that the component provided by plants was
minimal although there is so"me chemical (stable isotope)
evidence from skeletal remains to suggest the consumption
of plants. The importance of such information lies in the fact
that -the Dnieper-Donets culture, through the course of its
existence, marks a transition from hunting-gathering to an
agricultural economy.

The culture is best known from about thirty cemeteries
which have so far yielded about eight hundred individuals.
Burials are sometimes found in individual graves but mor
often in large grave pits in which the deceased were
periodically placed and covere9- with ocher. The physical typ
of the Dnieper-Donets population has been termed "proto-
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Dnieper-Donets a. Distribution of the Dnieper-Donets culture.

Dnieper-Donets b. Group burial pit from Vovnigy I, Ukraine.
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'Europoid", a variety which was considera~ly larger and more
massive than their neighbors elsewhere in Neolithic Europe.
Some physical anthropologists have asso iated the Dnieper
Donets population with Mesolithic ·peoples of northern
Europe.

The Dnieper-Donets culture has parall Is in the middle
,Volga region in the so-called Samara culture and has suggested
that already by the fifth millennium Be there was a broadly
similar cultural horizon stretching from the middle Dnieper
eastwards to the middle Volga. This is a region which is also
associated with the earliest IE homeland according to the
"Kurgan theory" and -the role of the Dnieper-Donets culture
has been the subject of some debate. In the Kurgan model,
the Dnieper-Donets culture has been cast as a pre-IE
population absorbed into the PIE community with the
expansion of steppe pastoralists to the west. Its contribution,
'-according to this model, may have been genetic, Le., the
massive physical traits of its population p rsisted among later
cultures, but not linguistic. On the other hand, its distribution
and connections with more easterly cultures might also
Suggest that it provided the initial foundation of the later so
called Kurgan tribes. Furthermore, its distribution, which
extended to the upper reaches of the Dnieper, a territory whose
river names have been ascribed to the early BaIts, and its links
with contemporary cultures ofnortheastern Eu ope, have also
prompted its identification with the later (IE) Baltic
populations.

See also KURGAN TRADmON; SAMARA CUllURE~

SREDNY STOG CULTIJRE. U.PM.J
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DOG
-lC(u)uon (gen. -lCunOs) 'dog (Canis fami]ians)'. [lEW632

633 (*klJon-); War 34 (*kwon-); GI 505 (*khwon-); Buck
3.61; BK 652 (*k[hJuwan-l*k[hJuwdn-)J. aIr cl1 (gen. con)
'hound', cuilen « *kuneno- by dissimilation) 'young dog',
Wels ci 'dog', colwyn « *kuneno- by dissimilation) 'young
dog', Lat canis 'dog', OPrus sunis 'dog', Lith suo (gen. suns)
'dog', Latv suns 'dog', Rus stika 'bitch', Grk lCVWV (gen. 1(VV0S-)

'dog', Arm sun (gen. san) 'dog', Hit LUkuwan-Ikun- 'dog-man',
HierLuv zl1-wa/i-n(i)- 'dog', Av spa (gen. spano) 'dog', Olnd
5Va (gen. sunas) 'dog', TocM ku (ace. kom) 'dog', TochB ku
(acc. kwem) 'dog'. Enlarged by *-to-we have ON hundr'dog',
OE hund 'dog' (> NE hound), OHG hunt 'dog', Goth hunds
'dog', Latv suntena 'large dog' (deprecatory), Arm skund «
*Kl)onteha-) 'small dog'. Widespread and old in IE. It has
been suggested (not very plaUSibly) that *Kljon reflects an
older *pklj-on '± he of the sheep' (i.e., 'sheep-dog'). However,
one might expect some trace of the initial *p- in some
descendant and, in any case, *peku seems not to have meant
specifically 'sheep'. It has also been suggested that *hjekljOS
'horse' is a thematic derivative, with new full-grade, of this
word but both the morphology (a new full-grade at the
absolu~e beginning of the word) and the semantic distance
(although some American Indian tribes did employ the word
for 'dog' to the newly introduced horse) make such a
derivation rather unlikely

??-Cs)koli- 'young dog'. [IEW550 (*(s)klJel-); Buck 3.612J.
OPrus scalenix 'setter, pointer', Lith kale 'bitch', skalikas
'hound, hunting dog', Alb keJysh 'young dog', Grk aX'vAa~

'young dog; young animal', (Hesychius) K1JAA.a 'young dog',
Arm c'uI 'young steer'. This is a most doubtful grouping. If all
the words assembled here do actually belong together, then
we have evidence at most for a late word of the center of the
IE world.

The dog is the earliest domesticated animal and derives
from the wolf (Canis lupus). The process of domestication
began by c 10,000-8000 BC and from the Mesolithic onwards
the dog is known widely across Eurasia and its remains are
relatively abundant on archaeological sites, often in the range
of 2 to 5% of all individuals, occasionally much more. Either
to assist in hunting or, in agricultural societies, to guard the
flock or herd or drive away wild deer from crops, the dog has
been indispensable. From an archaeological point of view,
the Proto-lndo-Europeans must have known the dog but it is
striking that other than the basic word, there seems to be a
relative dearth of reconstructible terms pertaining to it (cL
'wolf' where we can reconstruct a word for both the male and
female or the variety of terms for cattle, sheep, and goat).

Although the basic lines of the modern breeds may have
emerged only with the late Bronze Age or Iron Age, i.e., c
1000 BC, there were different types of dogs from the fifth
millennium BC onwards which, at least in size and probably
in other forms of appearance, might have called for different
terms.

Words for 'dog' in some IE stocks may also indicate the
'wolf', e.g., aIr cl1 (allah!) 'wolf' « 'wild dog'), Olnd svaka
'wolf' (but Av spaka- 'of a dog'). In these instances, the dog
participates in the extensive complex of myth and social
behavior which associates wolves with warriors.

See also BARK2; DEATH BELIEFS; HELL-HOUND; MAMMAlS;
MAYKOP CULTURE; SINTASHTA; WOLF. [D.Q.A.,JPM.]

Further Readings
Clutton-Brock, j. (1987) A Natural History of Domestlcated

Mammals. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
Hamp, E. P. (1980) IE *(p)J(uon- 'dog'. IF85, 35-42.

Mason, 1. L. (1984) Evolution of Domesticated Animals. London

and New York, Longman.
Schlerath, B. (1954) DerHund heiden lndogennanen Paidcuma6,

25-40.
Zeuner, F E. (1963) A History of Domesticated Ammals. London,

Hutchinson.

DOOR
-haenhxt(e)ha (gen. *hal;).hx.tha6s) 'doorjamb'. [lEW 42

(*an.Jta)~ Wat 2 (*an.Jta); Buck 7.22]. Lat (pi.) antae 'pillars
framing a door, square pilasters', 0 N 9nd 'foreroom', Arm
dr-and 'door-posts', Olnd ata 'door-post'. Cf. Av pjBya «
*halJhxthri6-) 'door posts'. Archaic morphology and
geographical distribution assure PIE status.

-dhuor (gen. *dhur6s) 'door, gate' (perhaps more
particularly when used in the dual, the two leaves of a double
door). [lEW 278-279 (*dhljer-); Wat 15 (*dhwer-); GI 647
(*dhur-); Buck 7.22]. aIr dorus « *dl)orestu-) 'gateway,
doorway', Wels d6r« *dhureha- or *dhvoreha-) 'door, gate',
Lat foris 'door, gate', (pI.) [ores 'the two leaves of a door~

entrance' (d. fora- in the adverbial foras 'to the outside' and
forIs '[from theJ outside'), ON dyrr « nom. pI. *dhures)
'doorway', OE dor« *dhurom) 'door, gate, pass' (> NE door),
dum « acc. pI. *dhuJT)s) 'door-opening', OHG turi « nom.
pI. *dhures) 'door', Goth daur« *dhurom) 'gate', auga-daur{)
'window' « 'eye-door'), OPrus dauris 'large double gate', Lith
(pi.) durys 'door' « an old consonantal stem), Latv durvis
'door', OCS dvlrf (as if < *dhl)[-Qs) 'door', Alb dere «
*dhl,]oreha-) 'door', Grk ()Vpa 'door', Ovpzs 'Window', Arm
(pI.) dur-k"door', dutn 'door, gate', Hit andurza « *h jcn
dhur-s) 'within' « *'in-doors'), Av dvardm 'door, gate', Olnd
(nom. pI.) dvaras - (dual) dvarau 'door, gate' (the loss of
aspiration, however it is to be explained, is secondary), TochB
(were 'door'. In addition there was a derived *dhl)orom
meaning 'enclosure, courtyard' « *'thal enclosed by the door')
and also possibly also 'gate, door': Lat forum (vulgarly torus)
'forum', Lith dvaras 'estate, court (of a prince)', oes dvorCi

I
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'court', OInd dvaram 'door, gate, passage'. Certain PIE status
for a word designating 'door' or 'gate'. That both the word for
'door' and 'doorjamb' show archaic morphology and no
known root connections strongly suggests the antiquity of
these objects in PIE culture.

This set of terms provides the essential elem.ents of the IE
'door', a set of jambs and (usually) two doors, the word for
door itself often appearing in the dual or plural. A door set to
swing from jambs may be postulated for most areas of Eurasia
from the beginning of the Neolithic (c 7000 BC) onwards. In
some instances in southwest Asia, however, at sites such as
(:atal HUyUk which has been advanced by some as a "typical"
PIE settlement, the entrances to the rooms would have been·
through the ceilings rather than the walls of the structures.
In the early historic period there is evidence for the re-use of
earlier door-jambs, structurally one of the most solid
components of a house.

See also HOUSE. [A.D.V,]. P M.I

DORMOUSE see MOUSE

DOVE
The distinction between 'dove' and 'pigeon' is not entirely

clear in English, and numerous European languages lack
separate tenus for each. In English, the slender Columbidae
are called 'dove', especially the white dove. It is likely though
that the white dove is a late arriver in Europe, being noted
first in Greek in the fifth century Be. The various IE stocks
support numerous and apparently unrelated terms. aIr
colman 'dove, pigeon' and Wels coIomen 'dove, pigeon' are
possible loans from Lat columba 'pigeon' while palumbus is
almost always the 'ring dove, wood pigeon, Columba
palumbus'. In Baltic we have Latv balodis'dove, pigeon' while
Albanian prOVides vida 'male pigeon', vide 'female pigeon'.
Grk 1CoAvpf3oC; 'waterbird, especially the grebe', is clearly
related to Lat columba but does not share the same semantics.
Armenian has alawni 'dove, pigeon'. In Old Indic there is no
distinction between dove and pigeon; the fJ..gveda has kap6ta
'dove, pigeon' while it is not clear if paravata- is only the
pigeon. Other than the semantically unrelated cognates in
Latin and Greek, there is no continued term for 'dove' or
'pigeon' in Indo-European.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

DOWN
*ni'downwards'. !lEW 312 (*ni-); Wat 45 (*ni)]. aIr ne

'down', ON nior'under', OE niaer'under' (> NE nether), OHG
nidar (Gme < *ni-ter-) 'under', oes nizi1 'down', Arm ni
'down, back, into', OInd ni 'down'. Widespread and old in
IE.

*kat-hae'down'. lef. lEW 613 (*k1J1ta);cf. Wat 27
(*kat-)J. Grk 1Cara- 1Cara'down; through, among; according
to', Hit katla 'down, by, with, under'. Cf. Hit katkattiya- '±

kneel, go down', TochB katk- « *kat-SKe/O-) 'to lower', katkare
'deep'. Grk 1Cara has sometimes been connected with OWels

DREAM

cant 'with', MWeis gan 'with', and OIr cet- (a verbal prefix)
bUl the -n- of the Celtic forms makes any comparison with
the Hittite or Tocharian words very difficult.

See also AoPREPS. [D.Q.A.)

DRAGON
*d[K- 'dragon'. [JEW 213 (*der}{-)1. MIr muir-dris « "-

d[KSi(haJ-) 'sea-monster', Grk Dpa1Cwv 'dragon', 8paxalva
'she-dragon'. The apparent agreement of Old Irish and Greek,
even though morphologically that agreement is only partial,
is at least suggestive evidence for the shape of the PIE word
for the mythical creature that places so prominent a role in IE
legend. From *derk- 'see' from the dangerous, potentially
lethal, gaze of dragons (e .g., Greek gorgons).

See also ANIMAL; POETRY; SNAKE; THREE-HEADED MONSlB..

tD.Q.A.)

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1995) How to Kill a Dragon: Aspects of Indo-European

Poetics. Oxford, Oxford University Press.

DRAW (WATER)
*h2eu(hxJs- 'draw water'. [JEW 90 (*aus-); Wat 4

(*aus-)]' Lat hauriO (with secondary h-) 'draw water', ON
ausa 'draw water', Grk avw'take fire to', Palaic hussiya- 'pour'.
Phonologically, this set is unproblematic but offers an
interesting semantic shift in Greek where fire replaces water.
Perhaps this relates to the IE myth of "fire in water" where
the Indo-Iranian god Apan1 Napat, who is characterized by
fire, lives in water and the Irish story of the well of Nechtan
which emits a blast of heat or light if anyone bUl its owner
attempts to draw water from it.

*h2en- 'draw (liquids)'. [Wat 2 (*an-); Puhvel 3:76-771.
Grk avrAov 'bilge-water', avrA£w 'bale (out)', Arm hanem
'draw out, remove', Hit han- - haniye- 'draw (liqUids)'. Though
attested only in Hittite, Armenian and Greek, it would appear
likely that we have here a PI E word.

*sem- 'draw water'. lIEW901-902 (*sem-)]. aIr do-essim
(*to-ess-sem-) 'pours', Lat sen-Una 'sewe'r', Lith semli 'ladle,
draw (waler)', Grk -allao/-lal 'gather, collect', aJ11} 'bucket'.
Old Irish, Latin and Lithuanian correspond well enough to
reconstruct this root at least to western IE. The Greek form is
more dubious. Possibly an onginal meaning 'draw water' could
have served as the basis for 'bucket' which in turn could have
underlain the verbal form 'place in a bucket', or, more
generally, 'gather'. Alternatively, if the Greek verb is not based
'on a nominal form, the meaning 'draw water' could simply
have become generalized to 'collect (objects)'; it is worth
noting that in Homer the verb is used to describe collecting
milk.

See also FiRE iN WATER. [M.N.)

DREAM
*h3enr'dream'. [lEW 779 (*oner-); Wat 46 (*oner-); GI

205 (*Honr- - *Hner-); Buck 4.62j. Alb enderr'dream', Grk
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DREAM

Dvap - DV£lP0<; 'dream', Arm anurJ « *h3norjo-) 'dream'.
Although the distribution is confined to the IE center, the
presence of an r-stem would suggest at least late PIE status
for this word.

?*sU6pnijom 'dream'. [lEW 1048-1049 (*sl)opnijo-m);
Wat 68 (*swep-); Gl 100 (*sweph-); Buck 4.62; BK 197 (*saw/
*SdW-)). Lat somnium 'dream', Lith sapnys 'sleep, dream', Grk
£VVJrVlOV 'dream', Olnd svapnyam 'dreamy'. ef. oes suniJe
'dream'. From *sl)ep- 'sleep' but quite possibly we have more
than one independent creation here.

See also DECEIVE; SLEEP. [D.Q.A.l

DREGS
*dhrogh- 'dregs'. [lEW 251 (*dherd-gh-); Wat 13

(*dher-); BK 76 (*dur-/*dor-)]. ON dregg« *drag-jo) 'dregs'
(borrowed> NE dregs), OE dcerst(e) 'dregs', OHG trestir
« West Gmc *draxst-) 'dregs', OPms (pI.) dragios'dregs',
Lith (pI.) drages 'dregs', Latv (pI.) dradii 'remains of cooked
fat', oes drotdlje « *drozga) 'dregs', MBulg (pI.) drostiJa
« *drog-sk;i) 'dregs', Alb dra « *draga) 'dregs, grounds, lees'.
Perhaps also Lat (pI.) !races 'dregs', if the -c- is from faeces
'grounds, sediment, dregs' or flocces 'dregs of wine' but the a
< *0 still remains difficult. To be rejected is Lith dregnas
'humid' as it indicates *gand not *gh (Winter-Kortlandt Law);
also Grk 8paaam « *dhrhagh-) 'trOllble, destroy' is
impossible. ef. ON draf'dregs', etc.

See also BEER. [R.S.PB.]

DRIVE
*haeg- 'drive' (pres. *haege/o-). [lEW 4 (*ag-); Wat 1

(*ag-); GI 61 (*aJ('-); Buck 10.64/65; BK 397 (*nek'-/
*hJk'~)]. OIr ad-aig 'drive', OWels agit 'goes', Lat ago 'drive,
lead', ON aka 'travel', Grk arm 'lead', Arm acem 'lead', Av
azaiti 'drives', Olnd ~jati 'drives', TochAB ak- 'lead'. ef. the
derivative *haegmen-: Lat agmen 'that which is driven', OInd
ajman- 'career, passage, battle'. The primary word for driving
cattle which also includes raiding for cattle, e.g., OIr tain (pre
Irish < *to-ag-no-) bo 'cattle raid', Lat boves agere 'to drive or
raid for cattle', Av gjlm vaIdtjlm az- 'drive off cattle (as) booty'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*kel- 'drive', [lEW 548 (*kel-); Wat 28 (*kel-); BK 248
(*k[hjal--/*k[h]dl-)l. Lat celer'swift', Grk 1CEAAw'drive (a ship
to land)', K£Ar1<;'swift', (Hesychius) K"OA£m'go', OInd kaJayati
'impels, bears, carries, does', kalayati 'impels'. ef. ON halda
'hold', OE healdan 'hold' (> NE hold), OHG haltan 'hold',
Goth haldan 'pasture cattle', TochB kalts- « *kjd-jeJo-) 'press,
goad, drive'. Reasonably widespread and certainly old in IE.

*dhreibh- 'drive'. [lEW 274 (*dhreibh-); Wat 15
(*dhreibh-); Buck 10.65]. ON drrfa 'pull', OE drrfan 'drive,
hunt' (> NE drive), draf'herd' (> NE drove), OHG trrban 'put
to flight', Goth dreiban 'drive, push', Lith drimbii 'slowly drop
down'. ef. the Lithuanian phrase sniegas drimba 'the snow
falls thickly' = ON jJa drIfr sncXr. A dialectally restricted word
of the IE northwest.

See also LEAD1; lEADER; RIDE; WAGON. [D.Q.A.]

DRY
*h2es- 'belbecome dry'. [JEW 68 (*.15-); Wat 3-4 (*as-);

BK 381 (*nas-/*nJs-)]. Lat area 'am dry', ara 'hearth', Osc
aasai'in the hearth', ON arinn 'hearth', aska 'ash', OE asce
'ash', OHG asca 'ash', essa « *asion) 'chimney', Hit h:1ssan
'hearth', has 'ash', Ormuri yanak « *as-naka-) 'ash', Olnd
asa- « *h20s0-?) 'ash, dust', TocMB as- « *h2es-) 'become
dry'. To this series may probably be added: Goth azga (with 
gh-) 'ash', Czech ozditi 'dry malt', Grk aSopal 'become dry',
Arm azazim « *h2es-gh -?) , aciwn « *h2es-g-?) 'ash'. The
underlying semantic development is clearly 'dry' > 'dust, ash'
> 'ash-place, hearth' and is unconnected with 'burn', e.g., Lat
ardeo 'burn' < aridus 'dry' and nol the reverse.

*h2SUS- ~ *h2S0usos'dry'. [lEW 880-8RI (*saus-); Wat
56 (*saus-); GIS12 (*saus-/*sus-); BK 168 (*S>'aw-/*sYdw-)I.
Lat sodus 'dry', OE sear 'dry' (> NE sear), OHG saren 'to dry
up', OPms sausai'dry', Lith sausas 'dry', Latv sauss 'dry', OCS
suchu 'dry', Rus sukh6j 'dry', Alb thaj « older and dialectal
than)) « *sausnjo) 'to dry up', Grk at1oS' « *ahuhos <

*h2sUSOS), Av haos- 'wither away', OInd su.>,- 'become dry'.
The underlying meaning seems to be adjectival. Perhaps
*h2sUs- is from the perfect participle of the previous root.
Both words are widespread and assignable to PIE.

*Ksehlros 'dry (of weather or land)'. [IEW625 (*kse-ro-);
Wat 33 (*ksero-)}. Grk ~Ep6v'dry (land)', ~l1P6<;'dry, dried
up', Olnd k.>ara- 'caustic, burning'. Other cognates have been
suggested such as Lat serenus 'dry, clean', OHG serawen
'become weak', Arm c'or 'dry', TocM ksar 'in the morning'
but each of these are problen1atic. At best, the Greek and Old
Indic forms may reflect parallel formations from PIE *J<sehz
'burn, singe'. t

*Senk- 'make/become dry, singe'. [IEW907 (*senk-); Wat
58 (*senk-)]. OE sengan « *sangjan) 'singe', MHG sungen
« *sI)k-) 'singe', oes pre-s9citi 'make dry'. Probably from
*sek- 'dry up', cf. Lith senku. 'dry up'; secondarily 'singe' in
Germanic.

*ters- 'dry'. [lEW 1078-1079 (*ters-); Wat 70-71
(*ters-); GI 39 (*ther-s-); BK 99 (*tthlar-/*t[h Idr-)I. Lat lorreo
'dry', ON jJerra 'dry', OHG derren 'to let dry', Goth·pal1rsus
'withered', Alb ter « *torseje/o) 'dry off', Grk rEpaO)1al
'become dry', Arm t'atamim 'wilt, fade', Olnd tf.>yati'thirsts'
possibly aIr tfr'land', tfrim'dry' « *teres), Lith tirstas'thick,
viscous, turbid (of clouds, rain, etc.)'. The same root also
provides *t[sus/*t[stos 'dry': aIr tart 'thirst, drought', Lal
lorrus'dried out', ON purr'parched', OE jJyrre'dry, withered',
OHG durn 'barren, arid, parched, drought', Goth pairs)an 'to
be thirsty', Av tarsu- 'dry', Olnd tI.>l1- 'greedy, desirous,
vehement'. The root *ters- 'dry' is broadly and securely enough
attested to suggest PIE status although the vocalism varies.
Further developments in Indic and the northwest may have
been post-lE. t

*siskus 'dry'. [JEW 894 (*si-sk-us)]. OIr sese 'sterile,
unproductive (of animals)', Wels hysb 'dry', Lat siccus (with
expressive gemination?) 'dry', Av hiSku- 'dry'. A redupliclted
form built from *sek- 'to drain, run off'; possihle IE status';-

See also BURN. [R.S.PB., ).e.s.-rl



Further Reading
Lubatsky, A. (1986). The PIE word far 'dry'. KZ98, 1-10.

DUCK
*haIJhati- - *haenhati- 'duck'. lIEW 41-42 (*andt-), 345

(*etI-); Wat 17 (*etI-); GI 460-461 (*anijth-); Buck 3.57].
Lat anas (gen. anatis) 'duck', ON 9nd'duck', OE ened - cenid
'drake, duck', OHG enit - anut 'duck', OPrus antis 'duck',
Lith antis 'duck', Rus l.1tka 'duck', Grk vijaaa 'duck', Khot
ace (pI.) 'waterfowl'; Oss ace 'wild duck', OInd ati
« *ha1)ti-) 'water bird'. Good geographical spread suggests
PIE status for this word. Cf. the banal derivation *ha1)hati
no/eha- 'duck flesh' in Lat anatIna 'duck flesh', Lith antiena'
'duck flesh'.

*pad- 'duck, tea!?'. Span pato 'duck', SC patka 'duck', Arm
bad 'drake', NPers bat 'duck'. This root is also known in
Semitic, e.g., Arabic batt 'duck', and Kartvelian, e.g., Georgian
batti 'duck' and has been termed onomatopoetic.

The species indicated by PIE 'duck', a bird widely known
and hunted for its meat, is not certain although the mallard is
by far the best attested species. It is ubiquitous across Europe
and much of northern Asia with migrations to India, and
frequently numbers among bird remains on archaeological
sites. There is no evidence, however, that the remains derive
from a domesticated variety. The domesticated duck is
generally believed to derive from the mallard CAnas
platyrhynchos platyrhynchas) and the earliest evidence for
the domestication of the duck in the Old World derives from
southeast Asia c 3000 BC. Although there are historical
references to ducks kept in captivity in ancient Greece and
Rome, the earliest solid reference to the domestic duck in
Europe does not predate the twelfth century AD. One of the
results of domestication was an increase in the size of the
bird such that domestic ducks became incapable of flight.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.)

DYE

Further Readings
Hamp, E. P (1978) Indo-European 'duck'. KZ92, 29-31.

Rix, H. (1991) Nochmals griech vryrra, vryaaa. KZ 104, 186-198.

DUMB see DEAF

DUNG see EXCREMENT

DWELL
*tKei- 'settle, dwell'. [lEW 626 (*kjJei-); Gl 127;'Buck

7.11]. Grk 1CrzSQ) 'found, establish', Av sen 'dwell, live', OInd
k$t?ti 'live, dwell'. Late IE isogloss of the south and east.

*h2ues- 'dwell, pass the night, stay'. [lEW 1170 (*ves-);
Wat 78 (*wes-); GI389 (*Hwes-); Buck 7.11; BK 368 (*aw/
*JW-)]. OIr [oaid « *h2l)oseti) 'passes the night, dwells', ON
vesa 'be, stay', OE wesan 'be, stay', OHG wesan 'be, stay',
Goth wisan 'stay, dwell', was 'was', Grk vVK'!a a(F)£aa 'I
passed the night', Arm goy « *h2I)OS-) 'is, eXists', aganim
'spend the night', awt' 'night's rest', Hit hues- 'live', huski- «
*h2us-ske/o-) 'wait for, linger, procrastinate', Av vauhaiti
'dwells', OInd vasati 'dwells, passes the night', TochB was
'dwell', TochB weswe'trace' « *'what lingers after'). Lat Vesta,
the goddess of the hearth has been put here but surely belongs
with Grk £arla - [aria 'hearth', 'Earra - [aria, the goddess
of the hearth, which must reflect *ves- rather than *h2I)es-.
Distribution assures PIE status. The underlying semantics may
have derived from a PIE 'to spend time' (with an accusative
of time) which variously developed into 'he', 'dwell' or 'pass
the night'.

[A.D.Vl

DYE see TEXTILE PREPARATION
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EAGLE
*h30r- 'eagle'. [IEW325-326 (*er- - *or-); Wat 46 (*or-);

GI 455 (*He/or-); Buck 3.64; BK 406 (*nur-I*nor-)]. air irar
(DIL ilar) 'eagle', Wels eryr 'eagle', ON ari - 9m 'eagle', OE
earn 'eagle' (> NE eme(e)), OHG aro 'eagle', Goth ara 'eagle',
OPrus arelie 'eagle', Lith erelis 'eagle', Latv erglis 'eagle', oes
orrla 'eagle', Rus oreJ 'eagle', Hit haras (gen. haranas) 'eagle',
Palaic haras (gen. haranas) 'eagle' (Anatolian and Germanic
suggest an original paradigm *h3eron, gen. *h3(e)m6s). Other
terms are derived from the same root with a meaning other
than 'eagle': Myc o-ni-ti-ja-pi 'of a bird', Grk apvl(; 'bird',
MArm urur « *h30r-h30r-) 'a raptor, kite', Arm oror 'gull'
and or1 'crow, raven'. Geographical spread would seem to
insure the PIE status of the word. The IE root for 'bird' *hael,J.ei
yields Grk aier6~ 'eagle' while Arm arciw'eagle' might be de
rived from IE *h2rgipj6- (ef. Oind rjipya-) 'rising straight up'.

The eagle is regarded highly for its strength, but its
intelligence and swiftness are considerably surpassed by
smaller raptors, the hawk and falcon. The term is used very
loosely by some to refer to almost any large soaring bird. The
eagle and other raptors are widely spread in numerous species
throughout Europe, southwest Asia and India.

In Indic religion, two eagle names, supama- and syena
are mentioned in the Vedas with special reference. The latt.er
term is equally seen to denote the 'falcon' or 'hawk'.

Demonstrable IE myths concerning the eagle are sparse if
not non-existent. The most frequently remarked corres- .
pondence is the Old Norse Qoinn's use of an eagle to obtain
the sacred mead which provides some vague parallel to the
Old Indic motif of Indra sending an eagle to fetch the
corresponding sacred drink, soma.

See also BIRDS; SACRED DRINK. U.A.C.G.]

EAR
*ha6us- (gen. *haeus-s or *haus6s) 'ear'. IlEW 785

(*ous-); Wat 46 (*ous-); Gl 688 (*o(H)s-); Buck 4.22; BK
393 (*naw-I*ndw-)]. aIr *au (DIL 0) 'ear', Lat auris 'ear', ON
eyra 'ear', OE care 'ear' (> NE ear), OHG ora 'ear', Goth auso
'ear', OPms ausins 'ears', Lith ausis 'ear', Latv auss 'ear', oes
ucho « *olausos) 'ear' (usi lpl., historically dual] 'ears,
intellect'), Rus ukho 'ear', Alb vesh 'ear', Grk otk (Doric dJ<;)
'ear' « *6usos), (Laconian) at3<; 'ear', Ann unkn 'ear', Av usi
(dual) 'ears'. Though not attested in either Anatolian (unless
one presumes that Hit aus- 'see' is a credible cognate for the
word for 'ear', i.e. < *'information receptor') or Tocharian, it
is otherwise widespread and the archaic morphology secures
its PIE status.

See also ANATOMY; HEAR. ID.Q.A.]

EAR OF GRAIN see GRAIN

EARLY
*haeier- 'early'. [lEW 12 (*aier-); Wat 4 (*ayer-); Buck

14.41]. ON ar 'early', OE ~r 'earlier, before', OHG fir 'earlier,
before', Goth air 'early', Grk (Homeric) lJplarov 'morning

.meal', 7j£PlO~ 'of the morning, in the morning', Av ayald (gen.
aYiin) 'day'. This root ranges semantically over 'morning',
'early', and 'day'. It has a limited distribution among the IE
languages, though its representation in three regional stocks
and its rln-root status in Avestan suggests an early IE
formation. There is a possibility that *haejer- is connected
with PIE *haei- that lies behind the extended *haeidh- 'burn,
shine', just as with *deil,J.- 'to shine' > *deino- - *dino- 'day'.

*pro- 'early, rno·rning'. [LEW 814 (*pro-); Wat 49 (*per);
Buck 14.44; BK 41 ( *pfhJar-l*pfhJdr-) J. OHG [ruo 'early', Grk



EARLY

1t'pml 'early, in the morning', Olnd pra-tar 'early'. Based
ultimately on the widespread root *per- 'forward, through',
from which *pr6- is derived, the lengthened form *pra
developed the meaning 'early' independently in a small
number of scattered IE languages.

The early part of the day, the morning, is signified in various
IE languages by the word for 'dawn', 'before' (cL WeIs eynnar,
Grk rcpml) , 'light' (cL Hit 1ukat 'at dawn', cognate with Lat
lax, Goth liuhajJ, OInd rae-) , and even 'good' (d. Lat mane
'in the morning' from manus 'good').

See also DAWN. [PB.]

EARTH
*dheghom 'earth'. [lEW 414-415 (*ghoem-); Wat 14

(*dhghem-); GI 720-721 (*dh(e)ghom-); Buck 1.21; BK 608
(*dag-/*ddg-)]. Olr do (gen. don) 'place, spot', Lat humus
'earth', OPms semme 'earth', Lith zeme 'earth', Latv zeme
'earth', oes zemlja 'earth', Alb dhe « *dhghem-) 'earth', Grk
xOdJv 'earth', Phryg S£)1£Am 'man' or 'earthly', Hit tekan, taknas
'earth', Av za, Zdm- 'earth', Olnd k~a, k$am- (gen. )mal) 'earth',
TocM tkarn 'earth', TochB kern. The PIE word for 'earth'.
The extension of this root to denote human beings, seen in
the Phrygian example above, has many other parallels, e.g.,
aIr duine 'person', Wels dyn 'person', Lat homa 'man', Lith
zmua 'person'. The derivation has been variously explained
as 'human' < *'being who lives on the earth' or the belief that
humans were created from the earth although here one might
have expected a derivation from one of the words for 'dirt',
'clay' or, finally, the concept of 'man' as a microcosm of the
earth, d. creation myths involving the carving up of a giant
to form the various parts of the landscape.

*hler- 'earth'. [IEW332 (*er-); Wat 17 (*er-); Buck 1.21;
BK 419 (*ar-/*dr-)]. ON )9ro 'earth', OE earoe 'ground'
(> NE earth), OHG erda 'earth', ero « *era) 'earth', Goth
airjJa (Gmc < *erta) 'earth', Grk epa 'earth'. Perhaps also Wels
erw 'field' although it may derive from the root for 'plow'
« *h2erh3-l,J-f). Uncertain is Lith erdve 'place', d. ardvas,
afdvas, efdvas, eftas 'wide'. Possibly a late dialectal term of
the west and center of the IE world.

See also COSMOLOGY; EARrn GODDESS; GROUND; MAN.
[R.S.PB.]

EARTH GODDESS
The existence of an IE 'Earth goddess', who is juxtaposed

with a 'Father Sky', is underwritten by cognate names confined
to the Baltic, Slavic, Thracian and Phrygian (Greek) traditions.
The Slavic Earth(-mother) goddess, Mat! Syra Zemlja ('mother
moist earth') is linguistically related with Latvian Zemes Mate,
Lithuanian zemyna, Phrygian and Thracian (Attic Grk)
L£j1-EAT] (d. Indo-European terms for earth: Lat humus; Grk
(Attic) X8dJv shows metathesis), Hit tekan, Av Zdm-, OInd
k~am-, TocM tkarn, TochB kern. The emphasis on the 'Earth
goddess' being 'Mother Earth' is also to be found in other IE
traditions, e.g., OE [aIde, [Ira mador 'earth, mother of men',
Eree, eorjJan mador 'Earth, mother of earth', OInd P[thivi

mata 'Mother Earth', bhumi-maul 'Mother Earth'.
Among Slavic peasants, Zemlja was Mother Earth and

prophetess. If one dug into the earth and listened at the
opening, the earth would make a particular sound if the
forthcoming crop was to be good, and a different sound if the
crop was to be poor. Peasants settled property disputes by
calling upon Zemlja as witness; when oaths were taken, one
swallowed a clod of earth.

The name of the Greek heroine Semele is etymologically
related to the other IE earth goddesses (though borrowed
from some other IE source rather than inherited in Greek);
however, her mythology strays far from that of Earth goddess.
She bore to Zeus the god Dionysus. Hera was angry with
Zeus' and Semele's affair, and she determined to punish
Semele. Hera disguised herself and went to Semele; she
advised the girl to demand of Zeus that he reveal himself in
his true form. Semele did so, and she was cremated by the
celestial fire of Zeus. The god took the unborn child and sewed
it into his thigh, later giving "birth" to Dionysus. Both Semele
and Dionysus were given immortality.

In addition to linguistically cognate earth-goddesses, a
similar function is fulfilled by other deities such as the western
Germanic Nerthus. According to the Roman historian Tacitus
(Gennania 40), a statue of Nerthus was led in ritual procession
through a village, and then returned to her temple. Then the
"goddess", along with her wagon and robes, was ritually
bathed in a lake. The slaves who bathed her were subsequently
drowned. Vestiges of this ritual may be represented by the
well-preserved remains of men, wearing nooses and blind
fC?lds, found in Iron-age Danish peat-bogs; this provides
graphic evidence of the so-called Threefold death'. Nerthus
is usually connected etymologically to the Roman goddess
Nerio, Grk avryp, Olnd nara- 'man' but Edgar Polome has
recently suggested that it is cognate with Grk vipr£po<; 'lower,
belonging to the lower world'.

See also EARTH; GODDESSES; THREEFOlJ) DEArn;
TRANS-FUNCTIONAL GoDDESS. IM.R.D.]

Further Readings
Euler, W (1987) Gab es eine indogermanische Cc)tterfamilie7, In

Scudien zum indogermanischen WOf[schatz, ed W Meld,

lnnsbruck, 35-56. ~

Glob, PV, (1969) The Bog People. New York, Ballentine.
Polome, E. (1954) A Propos de la Deesse Nenhus, Lacomus 13,

167-200.

Polome, E. (1987) NjQnjr, In The Encyclopedia of Religion, cd M.

Eliade, New York, Macmillan.

EAST
*haeust(e)ro- 'east'. [lEW 86-87 (*aus-tero-); Wat 4

(*aus-); Buck 12.45; BK 393 (*haw-/*hJw-)1. Lat auster(gen.
austrI) 'south wind; south country', australis 'southern'
(whence NE Australia), ON austr'east', OE easterne 'eastern'
(> NE eastern), OHG astar 'to the east', Latv ;;lustrums 'east',
oes uslrO 'summer', Av usastara- 'east'. From *hat'us- 'dawn'

r
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+ -t(e)ro- a suffix indicating implied contrast with a semantic
opposite (i.e., 'east' as opposed to 'west'). The shift from 'east'
to 'south' in Latin may result from a connation of the two
systems of deriving designations for the cardinal directions,
or, since the basic Latin word refers to 'south wind', the shift
may reflect a change in the direction of origin of the prevailing
hot, desiccating wind as the ancestors of the Italians emerged
from central Europe into the Italian peninsula.

See also DAWN; DIRECTION. [A.D.Vj

EAT AND DRINK
*hledmi 'eat'. {lEW 287-288 (*ed-): Wat 16 (*ed-): GI

603 (*et'-); Buck 5.11; BK 418 (*at'-/*.Jt'-)]. Oir estar·(DlL
ithid) 'eats', Lat edo 'eat', ON eta 'eat', OE etan 'eat' (> NE
eat), OHG ezzan 'eat', Goth itan 'eat', OPrus fst'eat', Lith edu
'eat' (3rd sg. esti), Latv Cdu 'eat', OCSjamI« *hledmD 'eat',
Grk £~ro'eat (up), devour', Arm utem « *hlode/o-) 'eat', Hit
etmi 'eat', Av a8aiti 'let eat', OIndadmi 'eat', TocM natsw
'starve' (Le. n'edStyje/o- 'not eat'), TochB matsts- « *natsw-)
'starve', yesti « *hjedS-to-) '± food, meal'. Clearly the PIE
word for 'eat'.

*gras- 'eat, graze'. [lEW 40 (*gras-); War 24 (*gras-); BK
216 (*d'ar-as-/*d'.Jr-as-)l. Lat gramen 'grass', Grk yparo'gnaw,
eat', yaan1p « *grastar-) 'belly', OInd gnisate 'swallows,
consumes', grastar- 'swallower', and with a new lengthened
grade: ON kras « *gresa-) 'delicacy'. Perhaps used originally
primarily of herbivores.

*geP- '± eat, masticate' (usually of animals). [lEW 382
(*geph- - *gebh-); Wat 19 (*gep(h)-); BK 624 (*q'ab-/
*q'.Jb'-)]. OIr gop 'muzzle, snout, beak', OE ceafl 'jaw, jowl'
(> NE jow!), NHG kiefer 'jaw', Lith iebiil 'masticate, eat
slowly', OCS o-zobati 'maltreat, outrage', Rus zobatl'eat', zob
'crop, craw', Av zafar- (- zafan-) 'mouth (of demonic being)'.
The final consonant shows a good deal of variability (-b- - 
p- - -ph- - -bb-), all of which suggests a popular word in
later PIE, albeit a widespread one.

*h..,eu- 'eat'. ref. Mayrhofer I, 133]. Alb ha « *h4eve/o-)
'eat', Av avaoa- 'prOVisions', Ashkun au « *avas- <

*h4el)es-) 'bread', OInd avasam 'food', avi$yant- 'gluttonous',
avaya- « an iterative-intensive *h4o'l)eje/o-) 'eat, consume',
osadhi- 'herb, (medicinal) plant'. Perhaps a semantic
specialization of *haeu- (i.e., *h4eu-) 'favor'. In any case a
word of the center and east of the IE world.

*d6rkwom 'evening meal'. ref. lEW 210 (*derek-)j. Alb
darke 'evening meal', Grk 8opnov 'evening meal'. (Alb darke
would be regular from *dorkwom; ending in -e, a shift to the
attested feminine gender would be unsurprising.) Related ~re

Bret dibri « *dribi) 'lunch' and Alb dreke « *drkweha-)
'breakfast'. These possibly reflect an earlier unitary *dorkw

(gen. *drkWos). At least a word of the west and center of the'
IE world.

*gjeuhr 'chew'. IIEW 400 (*g(iJeu-); Wat 26 (*gyeu-)].
ON tyggja (with dissimilation from *kyggja) 'chew, eat', OE
ceowan 'chew, gnaw, eat' (> NE chew), OHG kiuwan 'chew',
OCS iuj9 'chew', Rus iuju 'chew', NPers javldan 'chew',

EAT AND DRINK

TochAB 5uwa- 'eat'; also Lith (pI.) ziLiunos 'gills (of fish)', Latv
iaQnas 'jaw', Bulg luna 'jaw'. Widespread, but not universal.
Still it is probably the PIE word for 'chew'.

*mandh-- *mant-'chew'. [/E"""732-733 (*menth-)j. OIr
metal 'belly', Lat mando'chew', ON mel'bite', OE mlpl'bite',
OHG mindil'bite', Grk (Hesychius) paOvlal 'jaws'. Probably
a "popular" word for 'chew' and subject to irregular
phonological reshaping. Largely restricted to the west of the
IE world.

*treg- 'gnaw'. Grk rpwyro (aorist irpayov) 'gnaw
(particularly raw fruit)' > NGrk 'eat', Arm (ure 'jaw', TochB'
tresk- « *trog-sKe/o-) 'chew'. Not W1dely attested but certainly
of late PIE date.

*gWer(h])- 'swallow'. [JEW 474-475 (*gller-); Wat 25
(*gWer.J-); GI 607 (*k'Oer-)]. Perhaps Oir tDar(a)e 'food'
(if < *to-gWr-ijeha-) , Lat voro 'swallow (up), devour', Lith genu
'drink', Latv dze[u 'drink', OCS po-iIro 'swallow', Rus po
iraU 'devour', Alb ngrane 'eaten', zorre « *g\...·erh]neha-)
'entrails', Grk f30pa 'meat, food (of a predator)', Ann eker
'ate', Av jaraiti 'swallows', Oind girali 'swallows'. Of PIE date.
See also *grihxl)eha- 'neck'.

*kwem- 'swallow'. lIEW640-641 (*k llem-)1. Nice hvoma
'swallow', Arm k'im-k' 'throat', Av a-sam- 'sip', sama- 'gulp',
Khot tsam- 'sip' (Avestan and Khotanese < Proto-Iran
*cjam-), Oss cumun 'swallow', OInd camati 'swallows'. It is
possible that we have independent onomatopoeic formations
at opposite ends of the IE world. It is more likely that we
have here descendants of a PIE word, one whose "popular"
character could lead to phonological reshaping as happened
in Iranian.

*srebh- (pres. *sr6bhei) 'gulp, ingest noisily'. [JEW 1001
(*srebh-); Wat 64 (*srebh-)]. Lat sorbeo'sup, swallow, absorb',
MHG siirpfeln 'slurp' (as if with *-b- rather than *-bh-), Lith
srebiu 'sup, spoon', surbiil 'suck', Latv stre~ju 'slurp, spoon',
OCS srubati'drink noisily', Alb gjerb'sip, tipple', Grk pOqJEW
'gulp down', Arm arbi 'drank', Hit s(a)rap- 'gulp', Pashto
rawd.Jl'suck', TochB sarp- 'beat (of the heart)' (from the noise
of the beating heart). Very widespread, clearly PIE in status.

*h]fgWhmi'drink'. [Wat 16 (*egWh-)l. Lat ebrius 'having
drunk one's fill, drunk', Grk v~qJro 'be sober' « *n' egWh-e/o
'not drink'), Hit ekuzzi (= ekWtsi) 'drinks', Luv aku- 'drink',
TocMB yok- 'drink'. Though not widely attested, this word
would appear to be the oldest reconstructible IE word for
'drink'. Though often brought into this comparison, Lat aqua
'water' is phonologically incompatible because of its initial a
and the voiceless *_kw_.

*peh](i)- - *pih]- 'swallow' > 'drink' (present *piph]
e/o-). [lEW 840 (*po(i)-); Wat 52 (*po(O-); GI 607-608
(*phoH(i)-); Buck 5.13; BK 40 (*p[hja_/*p{h];}_)]. Oir ibid
'drinks', Lat bibo 'drink' (patio 'a drink', potor'drinker'), Wakhi
pov 'drink', Olnd pibati 'drinks'. Showing different present
formations: OPrus poieili 'drink' (poDt 'a drink'), OCS p~jo

'drink', Alb pi 'drink', Grk (Attic) ntvw (Aeolic Jrwvro) 'drink'
(aorist £Inov, perfect JrbrroKa; 1roazc; 'a drink', oivoJror~p

'wine-drinker'), Arm .Jmpem 'drink', Hit p,bi - paszi'swallows,
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gulps', papassala- 'esophagus', OInd pati 'drink' (patar
'drinker').

It seems likely that Hit ekuzzi preserves the older meaning
here and that after Anatolian separated from the remaining
PIE dialects, those dialects largely replaced *hlegWh- by
*peh](i)- as the usual word for 'drink'.

See also BITE; BREAST; FEED; LICK; SUCK; TASTE. [D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Bader, E (1992) 'Boire' et 'eau', in Perspectives on I.E. Language,

Culture and Religion (Festschrift Polome). UTES Monographs 9).

McLean, Virginia, 380-404.

EEL
"'hxVnghel- - "'hxVnghur- 'eel (Anguilla anguilla)'. [lEW

43-45 (*anglJ(h)i-); Wat 2 (*angWhi-); GI 444]. Lat anguilla
'eel' (whose form has been influenced by anguis 'snake';
presumably before such influence we might have had *angella
or *anguJ1a), OPrus angurgis 'eel', Lith ungurys 'eel'
(assimilated from *angurys, cf. Finnish ankerias 'eel'
[borrowed < Proto-Baltic *anguriya-]), OCS rgulja - j~gulja

(often taken as borrowings from Lat anguilla but that is not
what we would expect phonologically, nor is it a particularly
likely word to have been borrowed), Rus lJgorI 'eel', Grk
lrx£AV~ 'eel' (whose form has probably influenced lxu;
'viper'). All of these would seem to represent either *hxVnghel
or *hxVnghur- (plus other suffixes). The evidence of Slavic
and Greek would seem tq indicate that the first vowel was *e
- *0. If so, the Latin vowel would be analogical after anguis
'snake'.

Regarding its underlying meaning, GI argue that the Greek
word means 'water snake' and not 'eel' because Homer (Iliad
21.203) mentions irx£AV£~1"£ Kai ix9V£~ 'eels 'and the fishes'
devouring one of Akhilleus's victims and hence the contrast
(with the generic word for 'fish') suggests that the 'eel' is not
a fish. From this they assert that one cannot reconstruct a PIE
sememe 'eel' from the 'snake' word. That the meaning of the
Greek word must be reassigned is very questionable since
both the appearance and behavior of the eel might well lead
to its classification in a folk taxonomy as a 'non-fish', Le., it is
not only elongated like a snake but it also can be seen moving
on the ground outside of water. In Roman lore the eel was
believed to be purely female and that for the purposes of
reproduction, the eel mated with a male viper on visits to the
sea coast. In Mordvin, the eel is known as the 'snake-fish'.
Although there is considerable room for semantic confusion,
there are still solid grounds to reconstruct the meaning as
'eel' rather than 'snake'. And whatever its exact phonetic shape,
this appears to be a word at least of the west and center of the
the IE world.

The eel has played a role in IE homeland arguments as it
has been held to have been absent from the rivers draining
into both the Black and Caspian seas. Hence, if one can
reconstruct a PIE word for this fish, it suggests that the
homeland lay outside of the north Pontic region. There is no

archaeological evidence for the eel in this region in the
prehistoric period although this is hardly conclusive evidence
since the recovery of fish remains from archaeological sites is
notoriously difficult and the eel is a fish which has an
extremely variable record regarding its consumption, i.e. in
some cultures it would never be regarded as a consumable
item of food. The present distribution of the eel, however,
does include almost all the rivers of the Pontic region as far
east as the Kuban. The value for the 'eel' in terms of the IE
homeland is negligible in any case since this word cannot be
shown to be of PIE status but has both a restricted linguistic
and geographical range.

See also FISH; SNAKE. ID.Q.A.J.PM.]

EGG
"'hao(u)iom 'egg'. [lEW 783-784 (*6(I)j-om); Wat 4

(*o"'}'o-); Buck 4.48\. Wels wy'egg', Lat ov'um 'egg' (curiously
close in form to Lat avis 'bird'), ON egg 'egg' (borrowed> NE
egg), OE :eg 'egg', OHG ei 'egg', CrimGoth ada 'egg', OCS
ajIce 'egg', Grk WlOV 'egg', Av -avaya- 'eggs'; although
sometimes cited Arm ju 'egg' and OInd Jnda- cannot be
derived from this IE proto-form. It is quite possible that the
word for 'egg' is a vfddhied derivative of the word for 'bird'
(*hael)ei-).

In addition to the 'egg' as a basic part of any language's
lexicon, eggs occasionally are found in archaeological contexts,
e.g., eggs and eggshells are known from burials in the steppe
region of the Ukraine and south Russia during the Copper
and Bronze Ages.

See also ANIMAL; BIRD; BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

ELBOW
"'h3e1Vn- 'elbow, forearm'. [lEW 308 (*ollna); Wat 16

(*el-); Buck 4.32]. Oir uilen 'comer', Wels elin 'elbow', Lat
ulna 'forearm, ell', ON rln 'ell', rlnbogi 'elbow', OE eln 'ell' (>
NE elD, elnboga- 'elbow' (> NE elbow), OHG elina 'ell',
elinbogo 'elbow', Goth aleina 'ell', Grk WA£Vl1 'forearm',
wA£Kpavov « *6Ieno-kranon) 'elbow', (Hesychius) (oUOV
'elbow', Arm Din 'spine', TocM aJeJ!l (dual) 'palms of the
hands', TochB alyiye'palm'. Widespread and old in IE, though
subject to irregular phonological changes. Also used as a unit
of measurement, the 'ell', in Italic and Germanic.

*h3elek-'elbow, forearm'. [lEW308 (*eJ-eq-); Buck 4.321.
OPrus woaltis 'forearm, ell', alkunis 'elbow', Lith uolektis 'ell',
alkune ~ elkune 'elbow', Latv uolekcs 'elbow', elks 'elbow',
¢lkuon(i)s 'elbow', OCS /akl1U 'elbow, ell', Rus lokoCf 'elbow,
ell', Grk (Hesychius) aAa~ 'forearm', Arm %k' 'shin, leg'. A
variant of the preceding word used in the central part of the
IE world. Here we also see the elbow extended to a unit of
measurement in both Baltic and Slavic.

See also ANATOMY; ARM. [D.Q.A.]

ELEPHANT
??*(j)ebh- 'elephant'. [GI 443 (*yef}- - *Hebh -); Blazek

134-148]. Lat ebur'ivory; elephant', Oind ibha- 'elephant'.



These words are not really comparable but, as Blazek suggests,
derive from some third language. Cf. Egyptian 3bw'elephant'.

??*lebh- 'ivory'. [GI 443 (*le!Jhonth-)). Myc e-re-pa 'ivory',
Grk £A£qJa<; 'ivory', Hit 1ahpa- 'ivory'. Cf. Goth u1bandus
'camel'. Like the previous entry, the words collected here are
related by borrowing of some sort rather than by inheritance.
Neither 'elephant' nor 'ivory' can be reconstructed for PIE.

The two prehistoric elephants of the Pleistocene, the woolly
mammoth (Mammuthus primigenius) and the straight-tusked
elephant (Pa1aeo10xodon antiquus) were widely hunted in
the northern hemisphere during the Ice Age. The straight
tusked elephant became extinct before the end of the
Pleistocene while the woolly mammoth survived until about
11,000 years ago. The only elephants to survive the end of
the Pleistocene were those adapted to warmer climates, the
African (Laxodonta africana) and the Asian or Indian (E1ephas
maximus) elephants. The date of extinction of the pygmy
elephants of Malta, Sicily, Cyprus and other islands is
uncertain. Distant knowledge of the elephant in the Neolithic
is possibly suggested by depictions of what are presumed to
be an elephant on pottery from Adriatic Croatia which has
been attributed to trading links with North Africa.

Although the distribution of the elephant was quite
restricted, its primary purpose outside the area of its natural
range was as a source of ivory which was exploited also during
the Pleistocene. In the context of our lexical evidence, the
Minoan site of Knossos has yielded evidence of an ivory
worker's shop dating to c 1400 BC (about the time of or slightly
before the Linear Btablets on which we find the earliest Greek
form of 'iVOry') and elephant tusks have been recovered from
both the Cretan site of Zakro and palace of Mycenae itself.
The source of the ivory is uncertain. It may have been from
India, Africa or possibly Syria where there is iconographic
(e.g., a Hittite seal of the fourteenth century BC depicts an
elephant) and historical (Ashurnasirpal II reputedly killed
thirty elephants in Syria during the ninth century BC) but no
osteological evidence for the elephant at this time. In any
event, both the commodity and possibly a name for ivory
should have been circulating around the Aegean during the
Bronze Age. It was also quite popular throughout the Near
East around the ninth century BC and carried westwards to
Italy as part of the Orientalizing style found in Etruscan art.
Later it was very intensively imported from North Africa by
the Romans. The depiction of elephants on art was very
widespread, perhaps the most famous example in Iron Age
Europe being the elephants on the panel of the Gundestrup
cauldron which was discovered in a Danish peat bog (although
probably manufactured in southeast or western Europe) c
100 BC.

Until recently there has been little or no attempt at the
true domestication of the elephant, i.e. selective breeding,
although elephants have obviously been "tamed" for millennia.
Usually, the earliest date for such a process is attributed to
the Harappan culture (c 2500-1500 BC) where seals
frequently depict elephants with what appears to be a covering

ELK

on their backs which, it is suggested, would indicate that
they were already under some form of control.

See also MAMMAlS. ID.Q.A., j.PM.]

ELF
?*(a)]bh- '± elf'. [IEW30 (*a1bho-); Wat 2 (*a1bho-); Buck

22.44). ON a1fr'elf', OE ce1f'elf' (> N E elf), Olnd rbhu- 'artistic,
learned; artisan, artist; orderer of time; one of a group of gods'.
Perhaps also belonging here is OCS rabu 'servant'. The
apparent agreement of Germanic and lndic would suggest
PIE antiquity. Etymologically, the word appears to be related
to Lat a1bus 'white' and Hit a1pa- 'cloud', originally as the
'shining one' or the like.

The Germanic elves (ON alfr) are said to live in mounds,
which led to their identification with the dead buried in
barrows. They would receive sacrifice (ON alfab1ot) at the
beginning of winter in order to promote fertility The Icelandic
historian Snorri Sturluson distinguished light elves (ON
ljosalfar), dwelling in the resplendescent A1/heimrand more

. beautiful than the sun, sometimes called Ea1frooull 'ray of
the elves', and the hideous black elves (ON dlkka1far), dark
as pitch, living underground. In the Anglo-Saxon area, an
independent tradition developed, perhaps under Celtic
influence. Old English texts of the ninth and tenth centuries
mention a large variety of elves-berg~lfen, dunxlfen,
muntcelfen 'mountain elves', landxlfen, feldxlfen 'field elves',
w~terx1fen and sxcelfen 'water nymphs' and wuduxlfen
'wood spirits'. They were ambiguous, responsible for a number
of illnesses, e.g., OE y1fa gesceot 'elf-shot, I.e., lumbago', but,
on the bright side, there is an Old English adjective x/fsciene
'pretty as an elf', and this term appears in many personal
names, e.g., IE/fred, /Elbeorht.

The Olnd rbhu are divine craftsmen, described as extremely
skillful; they make a couple of old parents young again, put a
cow back together and call her back to life, build the chariot
of the Asvins, make two horses for lndra, and multiply by
four the magical cup of the artificer god Tvastr.

On a deep comparative level, they have been associated
with the yearly cycle and the renewal of the year. Very
important in this conception is their sleep after a long walk
symbolising the duration of the year: they stay for twelve
nights during the winter solstice in the house of SavitL
marking the transition to the new year like Angerona presiding
over the angustii dies in Rome.

lE.C.PI

Further Readings
Haudry, Jean (1987) Les I}bhus et Ies Aifes BulletIn des Ecudes

Indiennes 5, 159-219.

Moisson, Patrick (1993) Les dieux maglCiens dans Ie Rig- Veda.

Approche comparative de structures mythiques indo

europeennes. Milan.

ELK (AMERICAN MOOSE)
*hx61KisCgen. *hxlfeis) 'elk/American moose CAlces alces)'.
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[IEW303 (*el-); Wat 16-17 (*olki-); GI 437 (*(e)l-k"h-); Buck
3.75; BK 452 (*il-/*e1-)]. Lat alces 'elk/moose CAlces alces)'
(borrowed from West Gmc *alxi-), ON elgr « Proto-Gmc
*alxi-) 'elk/moose', OE eolh 'elk/Inoose' (> NE elk), OHG elho
'elk/moose' (Old English and Old High German with new
full-grade, i.e., as if < Proto-Gmc *elx-) , Rus 10sI (regularly
from < *olki-) 'elk/moose', Grk aAlCTJ 'elk/moose' (borrowed
from Latin), Khot rus- 'arghaliJovis poli (Ovis ammon)',
Wakhi rus 'wild mountain sheep' (Iranian < *rsya-), OInd
tsya- 'the male of antelope, particularly the painted or white
footed antelope' (probably = nilgai [Boselaphus lrago
camelus]). Widespread and old in IE. As with *h]elh]en 'red
deer', the meani'ngs that the eastern group give to descendants
of *hxolJ<is presumably reflect their removal into territories
where Alces alces was not native.

The current and Neolithic distribution of the elk (Alces
alces) extends from Britain (but not Ireland since the time of
human colonization) across Eurasia; however, it is generally
absent from southern Europe, the east Mediterranean and
territories south of the Caspian. For example, while it is found
in very large numbers on sites of northern Russia (where it is
often the most hunted animal), and frequently enough in
Mesolithic and Neolithic faunas of northern Europe and on
the Alpine Neolithic lake-side settlements, it is extremely rare
on Neolithic sites of Central Europe such as the Linear Ware
Culture or on Italian Neolithic sites and it seems altogether
absent from early Neolithic sites of the Balkans, Greece and
Anatolia. The elk is known f~om the Pontic-Caspian, southern
Urals and western Siberia and it was widely depicted in the
art of the Iron Age Scythians. If the sememe can be regarded
as PIE, then the semantic shift from 'elk' to 'antelope' and
perhaps then to 'sheep' has some possible explanation since
the elk was not known in most Iranian-speaking territories
and not at all in India. Alternatively, the original sememe may
have referred to something like the 'saiga antelope' whose
characteristic swollen snout could have prompted its re
application to the elk while its physique would have motivated
its shift to various types of other antelopes and wild sheep in
Asia. The saiga (Saiga tatarica) was essentially confined to the
steppeland regions of the Pontic-Caspian to Mongolia,
although preViously known as far west as Poland. In addition
to its meat, it was also hunted for its horns which were believed
to be an aphrodisiac. This explanation, which seeks an animal
midway in appearance between the much larger elk and the
much smaller antelope, could only be accommodated if the
PIE homeland were set in the steppe region.

See also DEER; MAMMALS. [D.Q.A., j. P M.l

Further Reading
Adams, D. Q. (1985) Designations of the Cervidae in Proto-Indo

European. ]IES 13, 269-282.

ELM
*hltlem - *hl(e)lmos 'mountain elrn (Ulmus montana)'.

[lEW 303 (*elem-); Wat 16-17 (*elmo-); d. GI 545; Fried

80-87]' Mlr lem 'elm', Wels lhvyf(en) 'elm', Lat ulmus 'elm',
ON almr 'elm', elmr 'elmwood bow', OE elm 'elm' (> NE
elm), OHG elmboum 'elm', Rus ilem 'mountain elm', Pol ilcm
'elm'.The distribution suggests a northwestern dialectal tenn,
possibly the attested forms represent the remains of an old
root-noun *h]eIem (*h]elom? *h]eIl]1?), gen. *hlJm<5s.

*lJi(n)g- 'elm (Ulmus spp.)'. [JEW 1177 (*t}ing-); GI 545
(*weiJ<'-/*winl?-); Fried 80-87]. OE Wfce 'elm' (> NE wych
elm), Lith vinksna 'elm', Latv vTksna 'elm', ORus \]azu 'elm',
Rus vjaz 'elm', Alb vidh « *Vingo-) 'elm', Kurdish viz 'a kind
of elm'. Perhaps Oss wis-qced 'maple'. At least late PIE status.

Two overlapping sets of species of elm were denoted by
two (solidly attested) terms that in tum overlap in both their
reference and their geography. To begin, the early *hlt'lmos
is found in Celtic, Italic, and Germanic and is buttressed by
many Slavic forms which most probably do not involve many
independent borrowings from Germanic hut, rather, a
Common Slavic original. The referent of the western forms is
the mountain elm (Ulmus scabra or montana). The second
term is also altested in Baltic and Slavic (as in Pol wi~u), and
is supported by Albanian, Germanic (e.g., NE wych 'elm'),
and, most critically, Kurdish. In sum, we have a PIE *t}i(n)g
for the 'common' or 'European elm (Ulmus glabra, U. [oJiacea,
and U. campestris)' and another term *hleImo- in western
Europe with Germanic, Baltic and Slavic showing both terms
(presumably with semantic complementary distribution).

*pteleieha- - *ptelelJeha- 'elm? (Ulmus spp.)'. [lEW 847
(*ptel(e)jj); Fried 89]. From *pteleieha-: MIr ceile 'linden',
Lat tilia 'linden', Arm t'eli 'elm'; from *pteleveha-: Myc pte
re-wa 'elm', Grk rcu:AEa 'elm', Arm t'elos 'wood', Oss [;,ElWC

'alder'. The reconstruction is weak in that the Middle Irish
mayor may not be a loan from English (the linden is not
native to Ireland) while the Armenian foml has been dismissed
as a Greek loan although more recently this explanation too
has been rejected. The Latin form is phonologically trans
parent but the motivation for the reference 'linden' is not and
both the elm and the linden are native to at least the northern
half of the Italian peninsula. The Ossetic is aboriginally
cognate. The Greek evidence is enhanced by the 'probahly
related form rcri..lm; 'wild rowan' as rowans are a frequent,
symbiotic understory in elm forests. In sum, a PIE *pteleja
for the elm and metonymically or metaphorically related trees
cannot be ruled out. If included, this might be the southern
(Greek and Armenian) elm word, with overlap in Latin, in
particular, since Latin participates in one of the two 'elm' words
which are rather solidly attested in mainly northern stocks.

The genus Ulmus 'elm' was found over most of Europe
excepting the Iberian peninsula and the southern extremes
of Greece and Italy. It increased greatly during the relatively
warm Atlantic period with climax forests, often mixed with
linden trees, throughout southern Russia, the Ukraine and
the north Caucasus. Ulmus is also represented in lake core
sediments from prehistoric sites in southwest Anatolia The
genus retreated drastically during the Sub-Boreal, not so much
because of climate (though disease has been seriously
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proposed, cf. modern Dutch Elm disease) as because of
extensive use as fodder through the harvesting of leaves, shoots
and branches, its clearance due to its association with good'
soils, and because of its utility in making ropes, mats, baskets
and other fiber-constructed objects. This practice has
continued until very recently among Baltic and Slavic peasants.

.See also TREES rpFI

Further Reading
Troels-Srnith,]. (1960) Ivy, mistletoe and elm. Climate indicators

fodder plants. Danmarks GeoI. Undersoegelse. Ser 4, vol. 4, no. 4.

EMPlY
*hleu(haJ- 'empty, wanting'. [IEW345 (*eu- ~ *eu;J-); Wat

18 (*eu-); BK 409 (*niw-/*new-) j. From *hleu- we have Grk
el}vl(deprived', Ann unayn 'empty'; from *hju(e)ha-we have
Lat vanus 'empty', ON vanr'lacking', OE wan 'lacking, wan'
(> NE wan), wanian 'lessen, wane' (> NE wane), OHG wan
'lacking', Goth wans 'lacking', Av una- 'wanting', Olnd un;l
'lacking' (lnd-Iran < *hluha-n6-). Widespread and old in IE.

*uak- 'be empty'. [lEW 345 (*eu-); Wat 18 (*wak-)]. Lat
vac6 'am empty', Hit wakk- 'fail, be lacking'. Though the
attestations are few, the geographical spread of those
attestations suggests PIE antiquity for this word.

*u(e)ha.stos 'empty', [lEW 346 (*l)asto-s); Wat 18 (*was
to-); GI 684 (*wastho-)1. Olr [as « *l)ehastos) 'empty', Lat
vastus (length of a unknown) 'empty, unoccupied, waste(d)',
OE weste 'waste, desolate, empty, unoccupied' (> NE waste),
OHG wuosti 'waste, desolate, empty, unoccupied'. Hit wastul
'sin' has sometimes been put here but in all probability belongs
elsewhere. A western tenn in late PIE. Although sometimes
so indicated in the handbooks, this word provides no evidence
for a noun 'desert'. Both this entry and the previous one may
be enlargements of *hleu(haJ- and, if so, should be written
*hll)ak- and *hll)(e)hastos respectively.

*tussKios 'empty'. [lEW 1085 (*teus-); d. GI 365; Buck
13.22]. Lith tUscias'empty, poor', OCS tUsti'empty', Rus toseyj
'empty', NPers whf'empty', Pashto las 'empty', OInd wcchya
'empty'. From *teus- 'to empty' as in Av taosayeiti 'lets fall,
lets go', tUS;Jn 'they loose'. Lat tesca (tesqua) 'barrens,
wasteland', an archaic form, has been suggested here but it is
obscure and an unlikely connection. Attempts have also been
made to connect OE post 'fertilizer' via a meaning 'emptying
out'. The Latin and Old English fonns are most likely parallel
formations; in Balta-Slavic and Indo-Iranian, i.e., a satJm
isogloss, from PIE *teus- 'to be empty'.

?*lCenos'empty'. [IEW564 (*ken-); Wat 29 (*ken-); Bock
13.22]. Grk 1(Ev6~ 'empty', Arm sin 'empty'. Perhaps a late
and dialectal word in PIE.

See also LACK. [D.Q.A., lC.S., R.S.PB.I

ENCLOSURE see FENCE

ENTRAILS

ENEMY
?*des-'enemy'. lGI 400; Mayrhofer 1,711-7121. Myc do

e-ro 'slave' Grk 80VAO~ (Doric 8WAO~) 'slave' (Grk <
*dos-e-Io-), Av dahyu- 'region', OPers dahyu- (noll1. sg.
dahyaus) 'province', MPers deh 'region', NPers dih 'town',
Manichean Sogd ztyw« Proto-Iran *uz-dah}l1-) 'exiled', OInd
dasa- 'demon, enemy; infidel; barbarian; slave', dasyu
'demon, enemy of the gods, barbarian, impious man' « Proto
Indo-Iran *dasyu- 'enemy, foreigner, foreign people', *di:lsyll
'(foreign) land'). Not everyone would agree that the Greek
word belongs with the Indo-Iranian one (rnany taking it to
be a borroWing from some unknown Asia Mmor source). If
these words do belong together, however, then we have
evidence for a word for 'enemy' in the southeast of the IE
world (the semantic shift in Greek would be the result of the
pragmatic fact that the usual source of slaves was captured
enemies).

An alternative hypothesis has been proposed by Asko
Parpola who suggests that the word was originally an ethnic
designation which later developed the meanings of 'enemy'
and 'slave', e.g., NE slave < (captive) Slav, Finnish or}a
< (enemy?) Aryan. He argues that the Oasas, lumped with
the Dasyus and Panis as enemies of the Aryans in the lJ.gveda,
refers to a more distant memory of encounters between Indo
Aryans and their enemies in Bactria and northern Afghanistan
(the Dasas lived in triple-walled forts which can be more easily
identified with the fortresses of this region rather than
anything in the Indian subcontinent). He argues that the Vedic
Dasas are cognate with the nomadic Persian tribe of the .1aol
mentioned by Herodotus (l.125) which occurs in later
historical and geographical sources, e.g., Tacitus's (Ann. 11.10)
Dahae. He suggests that Khotanese Saka preserves the original
meaning of the word in daha- 'male, man; man of courage',
i.e., like many peoples of the world, the word originally was
a self-designation 'men', e.g., Mari mari 'man' (Mari is the
self-deSignation of the Mari), or Bantu ba-ntu '111en; Bantu'.

See also FREEMAN. [O.Q.A., j.PM.1

Further Reading.
Parpola, A. (l988) The coming of the Aryans to [ran and India

and the cultural and ethnic identity of the D~lsas Scudia

Orienlalia 64. 19'5-302.

ENTRAILS
*hlen-t(e)rom 'innards'. lIEW 313-314 ( *enter-); Wat 17

(*en-tero-); BK 432 (*in-I*en-)I. ON iLJrar ~ i()r - innr
'entrails', OCS j~tro 'liver', Grk £VTEpOV 'piece of the gut' (pl.
'entrails'), Arm .::mderk"entrails', OInd anlra- ~ antrj- 'entrails'.
An old compound, at least late PIE in date, of *h ]en- 'in' + 
tero- a suffix shOWing contrast, thus the 'inner part of the
abdomen' (d. *udS-teroleha- 'abdomen').

*gud6m'intestines'. [IEW393 (*gudo-rn)1. LowCerm kUt
'intestine', Maced r68a 'intestine', 01nd gudA- 'intestine, anus'.
Possibly from *geu- 'bend, twist'. Though not WIdely attested,
it may be a late, popular, word for 'intestinLs' In PIE.
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ENTRAILS

*ghorhxneha- 'entrails'. [lEW 443 (*gher-); Wat 22
(*gher;:J-); BK 231 (*gur-I*gor-) l. Lat haruspex 'entrail-seer',
ON g9rn 'guts', garn 'yarn', OE micgern « *mid-gern)
'internal fat, stiet', geam 'yam' (> NE yam), OHG gam 'yarn',
Lith lama 'guts', Latv zafna 'guts', Grk xop8r, 'a string of gut;
sausage', OInd hira- 'band, strip', hini 'vein'. Germanic and
Baltic agree on *ghorhxneha. The other languages show
different and independent derivatives, presumably of some
root-noun *gh(e)rhr . It would appear that the semantic focus
of this word was on intestines, not in the living animal, but as
useful for sewing or binding, or as in the case of Italic, fortune
telling.

See also ABDOMEN; ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.]

ESCHATOLOGY
Eschatology is that branch of mythology concerned with

cosmic endings. Members of pre-scientific societies employ
creation and cosmic ending myths to account for the origin
and fate of the physical universe. Since the last century,
scholars in Europe have been fascinated by the ancient Norse
legend of Ragnarbk, the "doom of the gods", as an example
of a cosmic ending myth. More recently, IE eschatology has
attracted the attention of comparative mythologists who have
sought to recover the original IE proto-myth in the vestiges
of related traditions found in the eschatological literature of
ancient Scandinavia, Ireland, Rome, Iran and India.

.True to their martial nature, early IE societies believed that
the world would end in a great battle between the traditionally
opposed forces of good and evil. The reconstructed cosmic
ending or "final battle" myth features events which occur both
in the distant, mythic past as well as the future. Even in reflexes
~here this myth has been historicized, it is marked by a sense
of temporal ambiguity and often includes incongruous
predictions about the fate of mankind. Motifs common to
the various eschatological myths include:
1. An archdemon dwells in the community of the gods (or

men, in epic versions) whose paternal relatives are tra
ditionally inimical to the gods.

2. Through default or guile, the archdemon assumes the
leadership of the community

3. During his reign, his subjects are unjustly or harshly treated
while outsiders, on whose support the archdemon relies,
are favored.

4. Building projects, especially the erection of fortifications,
are carried out by the archdemon, in which his subjects
are tricked or forced to provide labor.

5. Usually as the result of a particularly heinous act, the
archdemon is exiled by his subjects.

6. The archdemon ultimately takes refuge among his foreign
relatives. Binding the archdemon occurs only in Norse and
Iranian myth.

7. A hero appears who is the nephew or grandson of the exiled
archdemon. This relationship is often that of the PIE
*nep(6)t- 'daughters son' or 'sister's son'.

8. A protracted period of time passes during which both sides

prepare for the final battle. This period is critical because
it represents the "present" in which the bearers of the
religious tradition lived and worshipped. In Norse and
Iranian traditions, a cataclysmic "cosmic winter" presages
the final battle.

9. The final battle occurs on a famous field. In it, many
notables among the community of gods and their
adversaries slay each other in single combat. Associated
with the final battle and its aftermath is widespread death
and destruction, interruption of the cosmic order, and the
end of a temporal "cycle" or era.

Ireland
Irish myth recounts two great battles which occurred on

the plain of Tuired (Mag Tuired). The first represents the Irish
reflex of the IE "War of the Foundation" while the Second
Battle ofMag Tuired is the Irish version of the IE "final battle".
Accounts of this battle are known from manuscripts dating
from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, although other
references to the conflict indicate that the tale is of great
antiquity and the language of the later manuscripts clearly
derives from an Old Irish original. At the center of the myth
is the struggle between the Tuatha De Danann, the gods
worshipped by the ancient Irish, and the Formorians, a race
of giants who were their traditional enemies. Unlike Ragnarok
the "final battle" theme is better developed in the Irish
accounts, especially events leading up to the conflict. Also
unlike Ragnarbk, the Second Battle of Mag Tuired has been
incorporated by its Christian chroniclers into the mythical
history of Ireland. Consequently, it represents not the end of
the ~osmos but rather the terminus of an historical cycle
comprising one of the mythical ancestors of the Irish.

In the Irish version, the archdemon is Bres, who has more
in common with the handsome ferrility god Baldr of Norse
legend than the demonic Loki. Because his mother is a
member of the Tuatha De Danann, they adopt him. His father
is Elatha, a Formorian king. Nuadu, then king of the Tuatha,
forfeits his kingship because of a physical imperfec~ion: his
hand was severed in the First Battle of Mag Tuired.
Subsequently, Bres is made king. Under Bres, the Tuatka suffer
greatly and are made to perform menial tasks. Guests to Bres's
house are not treated to their due hospitality and each house
in Ireland is forced to pay onerous tribute to Bress relatives,
the Formorians. Bres compels the Dagda (the 'good [profi
cient] god') to build fortifications around Bres's stronghold.

His parsimonious treatment of a visiting poet incites the
latter to satirize Bres, causing his reign to be unproductive.
For this, the Tllatha exile Bres who flees to his Formorian
kinsmen. Among them he raises an army to regain his
kingdom. Seven years pass during which preparations for the
ultimate conflict are made. Among the Tuatha De Danann, a
new hero appears named Lug who was the son of Balor's
daughter, i.e., the *nep(6)t- of a leader and primary warrior
of the Formorian host. Lug, known among the Continental
Celts as Lugus, was a prominent if not paramount god of the
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Celtic pantheon. His "appearance" in this myth fixes it in the
past according to the temporal perspective of his worshippers.

On the famous plain of Tuired, the "final battle" occurred
during which many prominent mythic figures (Nl1adu, Ogma,
Balor, Indech, Macha) are slain together with numerous others.
During the conflict, four physicians from the Tl1a(ha revived
their slain by casting them into an enchanted well. Lug slays
his demon grandfather, Balor, and routs the enemy. After the
battle, the Irish goddess, Morrtgan, predicts the coming era
of agricultural barrenness and social corruption.

Iconographic evidence attests to the active worship by the
Celts of some of these gods who perished in the battle, a· fact·
which lends a future sense to this "final battle". Revtving the
slain warriors in a sacred well or cauldron is a common motif
in Celtic mythology and iconography, e.g., the Gundestrup
cauldron, which parallels the Norse myth of the resuscitation
of the dead einherjar by the Valkyries.

Rome
Lacking a coherent body of myth, ancient Rome has

nevertheless provided mythologists rich sources of material
in its extensive ritual tracts and its early legends. Among the
latter is the legend of the overthrow of the Etruscan kings
and the founding of the Roman Republic. This "historical
event" contains the embalmed remains of the Indo-European
"final battle" theme. Livy's Early History of Rome provides
the primary source. Here, the cosmic ending theme is adopted
to account for the end of the era of dynastic kingships and
the birth of the Roman Republic.

Lucius Tarquin, the archdemon in this version, appears
twice in Livys history: as a father and son with identical names.
His parentage is clearly Etruscan, a nation traditionally hostile
to Rome's territorial ambitions. Tarquin is befriended by and
made the guardian of the royal offspring by the Roman king,
Ancus. When the succession of the kingship is to be decided,
Tarquin disposes of Ancus's sons and becomes king. As
monarch of Rome, Tarquin behaves in a lawless and tyrannical
manner. During the Tarquin reign the fortifications of Rome,
the temple of Jupiter, and Rome's sewer system were
completed. Atypically, this work is accomplished by
employing free Romans rather than slaves. Tarquin strives to
strengthen his grip on the kingship of Rome by enlisting
support from foreign peoples.

Tarquin's son outraged the Romans by his rape of Lucretia.
For this crime, the Tarquins were exiled. Tarquin sought
asylum among his Etruscan relatives, where he organised an
army to subdue Rome. A moratorium of unnamed duration
follows, c:lUring which both sides anticipate the impending
conflict. In Rome, the younghero responsible for the Tarquins'
exile was Lucius Brutus, the son of Tarquin's· sister and
Tarquin's *nep(6)t-. Like the Irish Lug, and the Norse Vloarr,
Brutus was known as the "silent" one.

The struggle between the forces of Tarquin and Rome
culminates in a series of battles, all of which bear
characteristics of the Indo-European "final battle". The first

ESCHATOLOGY

is the Battle of the Arsian Woods in which Tarquin's son,
Arruns, and the Roman hero Brutus slay each other in single
combat. The outcome is not decisive and Tarquin again returns
to Rome with the army of the legendary Etruscan king, Lars
Potsena. Porsena's siege of Rome is the setting for the heroic
acts of two of Rome's great legendary heroes, Horatius Cocles
('one-eyed') and Mucius Scaevola ('left handed'). Cocles is
recognised as the Latin reflex of the Indo-European one-eyed
god (e.g., Norse Qainn and Irish Lug). Likewise, Scaevola
represents the Indo-European one-handed god (Norse Tyr
and Irish NOadu). Their involvement in Romes critical War
of the Republic distinguishes the latter as a version of the
"final battle". Livy noted that the Battle of Lake Regillus, the
final battle of the war aga'inst the Tarquins, was fought with
more determination than usual; officers of high rank who

. would normally have confined themselves to directing
operations joined personally in the fighting, and with the
exception of the Roman dictator, there was hardly a man
amongst the nobility on either side who escaped without a
wound. Mutual slaughter in single combat typifies this struggle
as it does in other "final battle" reflexes. With the battle, the
old order is forever eliminated and the new republic securely
established.

Scandinavia
Reflexions of the IE eschatological myth are recorded in

both Old Norse myth and Danish historical tradition. The
least narrative of all versions of the "final battle", the Norse
Ragnarbk myth, is preserved in the Voluspa, the
VafjJruonismal, the Gnmnismal, the Lokasena, and Snorri
Sturluson's Prose Edda. An apparently rich body of myth
relating to the "final battle" is alluded to in these highly stylistic
but cryptic lays. Snorri's is the only extant prose account and
his deals' primarily with the actual battle and ensuing
apocalypse while shedding little light on the events which
lead up to the conflict. From the general body of Norse myth,
the main core of the theme can be reconstructed.

Loki is the foreign archdemon among the JEsir, the Norse
gods. His father was a giant, the traditional enemies of the
JEsir. Unlike the other figures of the Norse pantheon, there is
no evidence indicating that Loki was ever actually worshipped
in pagan Scandinavia. Although the iEsir suffer deprivations
and humiliations at Lokis hands, he is never "king" of the
JEsir. Instead, he is depicted as a wily trickster whose primary
purpose seems 10 be to torment the gods. Loki is responsible
for the construction of the walls around Asgaro, the realm of
the gods. By manipulating the blind Hoor, Loki causes the
murder of Baldr for which he is exiled by the JEsir. Variant
tales indicate that a) he is chained by the gods, perhaps in the
shape of a wolf, b) he is chained and his son turned into a
wolf, c) his son is chained in the shape of a wolf, and d) Loki
is banished to Otgara, where he is king. Ultimately, he turns
up among the enemies of the gods and is allied with them at
Ragnarbk.

Insofar as a sequence can be imposed on mythic time, it is
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clear that the death of Baldr and the exile of Loki were acts
which occurred in the mythic past. The bearers of the
Germanic mythic tradition considered their recent past and
present as antedating the "final battle". Folk beliefs associated
with the preparations for that conflict abound, especially
proscriptions against disposing of finger nails and conserving
shoe leather. Famous kings and warriors are selectively
gathered by Ocinn into Valhalla to form the einherjar (band
of dead warriors) and bolster the JEsir's defences. Wargames
are held in Valhalla after which the dead are revived by
Valkyries and returned to Ocinn's mead-hall for an evening
of feasting.

VIoarr, the son of Oainn, avenges the death of his father at
Ragnarok and rules the new regime in its aftermath. He is
associated with the Vedic god Vi$l)u because of his cosmic
stride which he uses, together with a special shoe, to tear
apart the demon wolf, Fenrir. VIcarr's relationship with Loki
is uncertain. While Loki is considered Qchnn's foster brother,
there is no evidence to indicate that he is Vloarrs uncle or
grandfather.

Prior to the battle, there occurs a period of climatic,
geological, astronomic and social cataclysm. A freeZing winter
(fimbulvetr) , three years long, is accompanied by the
disintegration of social order, earthquakes, floods, and the
disappearance of the sun. Monsters which have been held at
bay by the forces of order break loose. The "final battle" occurs
on the plain of Vlgrtor. During the fight, prominent figures
on both sides (Qoinn, porr, T9r, Heimdallr, Loki, Fenrir, the
Miagard-serpent) are slain in Single combat. The myth's
hallmark is the cosmic destruction wrought by the battle that
sees the world seared in flame and then submerged beneath
the sea.

Recorded in the Gesta Danorum of Saxo Grammaticus is
the famous battle between the king of Denmark, Harald
Wartooth, and his nephew, Sigurd Ring. Here, ancient myth
has been transposed to legend and subsequently adopted as
history. Similarities have been drawn between the "Battle of
Bravellir" and the Indic Mahabharata. Specific details and the
overall apocalyptic nature of the battle itself has attracted
comparison with the Norse myth of Ragnarok.

Gurid, a Danish princess, bears a son Harald by a
commoner. Because Gurid is the last surviving member of
the Danish royal lineage, Harald becomes king by default. A
mighty warrior, Harald expands his holdings through
conquest. However, his cruelty eventually makes him a burden
to his subjects. Harald recruits many foreign heroes into his
army with whose help he suppresses insurrections. No exile
motif is evident in the legend: the cause of the battle is a
territorial struggle between the king and his nephew, Sigurd
Ring. Harald and Sigurd declare war and then spend seven
years preparing for the conflict. Sigurd Ring is the *nep(6)t
'sister's son' of Harald. The final battle occurs on the plain of
Bravellir. The list of slain heroes is unusually extensive, and
Saxo takes pains to stress that the number of the lesser dead
are uncounta.ble. Other "final battle" motifs include references

to the sky falling, the earth suffering, the loss of cosmic order
and the return of chaos.

Iran
Ancient Iran retained the "final battle" as an integral

component of its documented religious belief, a distinction
which it shares with Scandinavia. Unfortunately, many of the
inherited Indo-European elements were seriously distorted
by the Zoroastrian reform in the first millennium BC. As
evidenced in the ancient Avestan texts, the Indo-European
pantheon was massively reorganized, and the gods' inherent
functions modified and restructured into an extensive array
of apotheosized abstracts and their demonic alter egos.

Amid the systematic transformation of Iranian religion,
most of the details associated with the "final battle" theme
have been lost. Evidence relating to the cosmic ending is found
in the later (200-600 AD) text, the BundahiSn. Preserved is
the motif of the cosmic winter, which may be compared with
the Norse fimbulvetr, and Yimas vara, the place where liVing
things will be sheltered.

A "final battle" is also recorded in which each of the divine
Iranian abstract deities combats his demonic counterpart,
including a long awaited face-off between MPers Ohrmazd
(Av Ahura Mazdah) and MPers Ahriman (Av Angra Mainyu).
When the forces of evil have been (ineVitably) overcome, the
souls of the dead undergo a trial by molten metal to determine
their worthiness. ExpliCit in this process is the formation of a
new, prosperous world where the righteous enJoy eternity.

India
At the heart of the colossal Indian epic the Mahabharata is

the struggle between the royal cousins, the PaDoavas and the
Kauravas. This conflict was resolved in a cosmic battle, which
occurs on the plain of Kuruk~etra. Scholars date the evolution
of this work to the post-VediC period, from 400 BC to 500
AD. Efforts to identify transposed mythic themes from the
Mahabharata have been extremely fruitful and among these
is an epical version of the Indo-European "final battle".

Dhrtarastra, the brother of the king, PaDQu, is the son of
the princess Ambika and the wild hermit Vyasa. When PaDOu
dies, his sons are too young to succeed him and by default,
Dhrtara~tra is made regent. The blind Dhrtara$~ra fulfils the
"archdemon" role and his sons, the Kauravas, represent the
transposed "enemies of the gods". The sons of Pandu, the
Pal)oavas, are Dhrtanl$tra's nephews. They endure endless
cruelties at the hands of the Kauravas. Denied their fathers
palace, the PaDoavas build and fortify the city of Indraprastha,
making it their capital.

A final outrage is committed when DraupadI, the PaDdavas
common wife, is dishonored by Duryodhana, Dhrtarastra's
primary son. This act takes place immediately after Yudhi~tira,
the eldest Panqava, loses the throne to the Kauravas in a game
of chance. Consistent with the narrative, the exile motif is
inverted and the PaDqavas, rather than the Kauravas, are sent
into exile. Thirteen years pass while preparations for the "final

_-------------.1.82---------------J
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ESTE CULTURE
The Este or Atestine culture was the Iron Age culture (c

900-182 BC) of the Veneti of northeast Italy. It takes its name
from their chief town of Ateste (modem Este). It is divided
chronologically into four main phases: Este I (900-750 Be).
Este II (750-57;> BC), Este III (575-350 BC) and Este IV
(350-182 BC). The main centers of the Veneti were the towns

,of Este, Padua, Verona and Vicenza. Here there is some
evidence for architecture (both circular and rectangular huts
or houses) but most of our evidence derives from shrines
and,. especially, cemeteries. The former include offerings of

'. bronze figures (warriors on foot and horseback) and other
evid~nce of votive deposits. Burial was by cremation in an
urn and graves were marked with tombstones and in some
instances were divided into what were presumably family
groups separated by walls. By the fifth century BC inscriptions
begin to appear on stone pillars and then votive objects,

. especially bronze pins, and tombstones. Altogether these have
yielded apprOXimately two-hundred inscriptions in Venetie,
an IE language of disputed relationship but generally held to
be close to (if not included' within) the Italic languages.
Whatever its precise linguistic ancestry, from an archaeological
point of view the Este culture emerges out of the Proto-

Patterns
By reconstructing a proto-myth, some insights into the

process of its evolution may be gained. It is clear fro~ the,
evidence that the relative importance of specific deitie~ and
their functional significance changed both spatially and
temporallY and these factors affected their role in the "final
battle". For example, Lug is depicted as the savior of the gods
in the Second Battle of Mag Tuired, while Ooinn, Lug's
Germanic counterpart, is slain but revenged by hisson VIoarr.
Lug shares characteristics with both Ooinn and VIoarr,
implying a convergence of functions in the Irish version or
divergence in the Norse. The occurrence of blind or semi
blind demonic figures in the ,"final battle" theme (Balor,
Dhrtanl-?tra, Hoar) suggest that; in a broader mythological
context, this characteristic may have been confused or,
conflated with a one-eyed god like Lug or Ooinn or their
epic personifications (e.g., Horatius Cocles, eli Chulainn).,
Motifs which receive greater attention in one tradition can
provide insights to vague or obscure references in others. For
example, Bfutuss silence was a ruse to ayoid the detection of
his true character by his ruthless uncle. Why this epithet was
applied to Lug and Vloarr is not explained, although both,
like Brutus, appear suddenly, displaying surprising skills just
when the gods' needs are greatest.

Recognizing the structure of a proto-myth does not ensure
a complete understanding of its social significance. All the
known versions show signs of influence from other religious
traditions as well as the accumulated impact of cenluriesof '
social change. For this reason, the outcome and aftermath of
the "fil).al battle" differ in each version. Consequently; little
light is shed on whether the proto-culture's concept of cosmic
time is cyclic or lineal. What can be affinned is that a complex,
cosmic ending myth existed in. the PIE period. Moreover, in
view of the widespread occurrence of epic versions of the
"final battle" theme and, the co-occurr~nce of an epiC and
mythic version in Scandinavia, it is likely that a transposed
epic version had evolved in the Prot€'-Indo-European period.

See also WAR OF 1HE FOUNDATION. [S'.TO.B]

Further Readings
Gray, E. A. (1982) Cath Maige Tuired: The Second J3attle of Mag

Tuired. Naas, Ireland, Irish Texts Society.

0' Brien, S. T. (1976) Indo-European eschatology: a model.]IES 4,

295-320.
OInk, A. (1922) Ragnarok. Berlin and Leipzig, de Gruyter.

Wikander, S. (1960) GeJ1!lanische und indo-iranische Eschatologie.

Kairos 2,83-88.

battle" are made.
The "final battle" is joined on the field of Kuruk-?etra, where

many of the most prominent heroes of the age 'are slain, as
were most of the Kauravas in single combat. From the
perspective of mythical time, the Battle of Kuruk-?etra is
followed shortly by the Kaliyuga, the earth's last, debased era
before the destruction of the world.
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EXCHANGE
*mei- 'exchange'. [lEW 710 (*mei-); Wat 40 (*mei-); GI

657 (*mei-(n)-)J. Latv miju 'exchange', Av fra-mita- 'changed',
OInd mayate 'exchanges', minati 'exchanges, deceives', TochB
mask- « *mi-sRe/o-) 'exchange' (we? mask- 'take the guise
of, disguise oneself as'). Cf. also the o-grade nouns *moinos
and *moinis: OIr main (DlL main) 'value, treasure', dag-maini
(DlL dag-main 'benefit') 'good gifts', Wels mwyn 'value', Lat
manus 'duty, charge, responsibility; public office; gift',
communis 'common', OE gemtlrne 'common' (> NE mean),
OHG gimeini 'common', Goth gamains 'common', Lith maTnas
'exchange', Latv marna 'exchange', oes mena 'exchange,
change', Av maeniS 'punishment'. Benveniste explains the
derivation of Lat manus 'duty, charge, responsibility; public
office' from *mei- as a mark of reciprocity of services expected
for the appointment of a magistrate, whose main duty to the
community was to provide for games and spectacles. Distri
bution suggests PIE status.

*meit- 'exchange'. [JEW 715 (*mei-t(h)-); Wat 40
(*mei-); GI 657 (*mei-)1. Lat mOW 'change', ON meidmar
'gift', OE madum 'gift', Goth maidjan 'change', Latv mietuej{

'exchange', oes mite 'exchange', Av miOa'tumed about', OInd
methati 'exchanges'. [lEW 710 (*mei-)]: derivatives in -t-:
Lat mOW '(ex)change', Goth maipms 'gift', Av miOwara

'paired', OInd mithati 'exchanges', Mitra- 'god of contracts'.
Here we can see, especially in the sense developed in Avestan,
that the exchange is viewed as reciprocal or mutual, hence
balanced as a pair, rather than commercial, i.e., advantageous
to only one of the parties involved. Similarly, the Germanic

Este b. Scabbard from Este; c. Decoration from the Benvenuti situla (c sixth century Be): the ornament
mixes motifs from the Near East, e.g., the winged hans and centaurs, with local scenes, generally mterpreted
as funeral ceremonies with attendant feasts, races and war-games.

EVENING
*uesperos - *uekeros 'evening'. [lEW 1173 (*l,Jesperos);

Wat 78 ( *wes-pero-); Buck 14.46). Lat vesper 'evening', Lith
vakaras 'evening', Latv vakars 'evening', oes vecenJ 'evening',
Grk E(T1U~PO<; 'evening', Arm giSer 'evening'. The distribution
of this root suggests a word of the center of the IE world. A
reduced form of the root is seen in Gmc *l)est- « *l)es-to-),
e.g., OE west 'west' (> NE west)(the direction of the sunset).

See also DAWN; EARLy; NIGHT. [PB.]
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Villanovan culture that spanned much of the length of Italy
and underlies the later ~ultures of the Italic languages.

In addition to inscriptional evidence, the Este culture
provides graphic representations of rituals. During the sixth
and fifth centuries the Este culture was one of the main centers
in the production of situla art, the decorating of large bronze
buckets. The original purpose of the situlae was as wine
serving sets but they were subsequently employed as urns.
The scenes depicted on the situlae have been interpreted by
some as incidents from funerals which might include games,
feasts, and processions. Este art was not confined to situlae
but is also found on other types of sheet metal.

By the fourth century, Celts had come to dominate the
plain of the Po river and the Veneti adopted much of their
material culture from the Celts. By 182 Be, the Veneti accepted
Roman leadership and were acculturated linguistically within
the Roman state.

See also GolASECCA CUlTURE; ITALIC lANGUAGES; VENETIC

lANGUAGE; VIllANOVAN CUlTIJRE. U.PM.]
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forms derived from *maipm- tend to occur in contexts that
suggest archaic usage of the term (e.g., ON meiomaris found.
only in the plural and in the Eddas in what may have been
inherited as a fixed phrase of poeticdiction [ON fJ9lo meioma
= OE (Beowulf) madma fela 'much treasure'}, and the word
occurs but once in Gothic). Thomas Markey has suggested
that the word retained its early semantic field of gift-exchange.
In this context, where gift exchanges cemented personal
relationships between individuals, clans or tribes, one can
understand how the Old Indic (and Iranian) god Mitra- could
mean 'friendship' as well as 'contract'.

*ues-no- 'purchase'. [lEW 1173 (*l)es-no-); Wat 78 (*wes
no-); Gl650 (*we/os-(n-)-); BK 484 (*wus-/*wos-)]. Lat (acc.)
venum 'that which is sold' (cf. venum Ire 'to go to oe bought'
and venum dare 'to put up for sale' > vendere 'to sell'), oes
veno 'bride-price' > Myc o-no 'price', Grk cbvo~ (with
problematic lack of F) 'price (usually of a captive)', wVEollal
'buy', Ann gin 'price', Hit wasi 'buys', usnyazi 'sells', Oind
vasna- 'price', vasnayati 'bargains, haggles'. ef. also NPers
hazar 'market' (> NE bazar) from a compound *waha-carana
'market-walk about'. From *l)es- 'buy'. Distribution indicates
PIE status.

*kwrei(haJ- 'pay' (pres. *kwrinehati). [lEW 648 (*kl)rei-);
GI 650-651 (*khoer-/*khor-ei-); Buck 11.81; 'BK 321
(*kw[hjar-ay-l*kW{h}dr-ay-)). aIr crenaid'buys', Wels prynu
'redeem' (Celtic < *kwrina-), ORus kI1nuti 'buy' (with a transfer
from *-neha- to *-neu-), Grk *nplaj1al 'buy', NPers xarIdan
'buy', OInd krfVc1ti 'buys', TochB kfiry- (subj. karna- <

*kwrina-) 'buy'. Cf. the derivatives: OIr tinnscra 'bride-price',
Lith (gen.) krieno'ofthe bride-price', Latv kriens'bride-price',
OInd kraya- 'price', TocM kuryar'trade', TochB karyor'trade'.
Distribution indicates PIE status. Derivatives in both Celtic
and Baltic suggest that one of its specifications in PIE was
'bride-price'. In a non-monetary society it would indicate the
exchange value of things, and in the patriarchal organization
of Indo-European society, it applied in particular to what was
given in exchange for the bride.

The semantic distinction between *lJes-no- and *kwrei
in Greek, where the two cognate forms exist alongside one
another, suggests that *l)es- is to be associated with the actual
business transaction, the haggling and purchase, while *kwrei
indicates the payment made at tqe conclusion of the
transaction. Although originally separate as two different
aspects of a business transaction, most IE stocks have tended
to retain only one of them.

*deh3f (gen. *dthJIlos) 'gift'. [lEW 225 (*do-no-m, *do
ro-m); Wat 15 (*do-); GI 656 (*t'oH-r-In-); BK 121 (*t'uw-I
*t'ow-»). aIr dan 'gift', Wels dawn 'gift', Lat donum 'gift', Lith
duonis 'gift', oes danf'gift', darn 'gift', Grk 8iiJpov 'gift', Arm
tur 'gift', OInd dAna- 'gift'. From *deh3- 'give'. Distribution
indicates PIE status.

*per-lexchange, barter' « *'transport across'?). [JEW817
(*per-); Wat 50 (*per-); Buck 11.82; BK 37 (*p[h}ar-I
*p[h };}r-)1. aIr ren(a)id 'sells, barters, exchanges', Lat inter
pres 'go between', pretium 'price', paris 'like, similar', Grk

EXCHANGE

Ji£PV1Jlll 'sell', Av pairyante 'were compared', perhaps Olnd
panate « *Pfnate) 'bargain, haggle' (if this word does not
belong with the following entry). The vocalism of the Greek
verb is problematic as a zero-grade would have been expected
in such a form that reflects an archaic type of present with a
nasal infix. This may be seen in the dialectal (Hesychius) form
JiOPVallEV 'to sell' and in the verbal adjective JiOPVT/ « *Pf
neha-) 'prostitute' « *'sold'). The earliest use of the tem1
applies to sales abroad (d. Homeric Ji£PT/v aAo~ 'across the
sea') and refers to the sale of slaves abroad. It is derived, like.
many Greek verbs meaning 'transport, cross' (e.g., JioPos'river
crossing, passage', JiOpEVm 'transport', JiElpm 'cross the sea',
Ji£pa'beyond, across', ltEpav8£ 'abroad') from *per'through,
across' and its development can be seen in JrElPW which
originally meant 'pierce ·through' (e.g., a piece of meat on a
spit), hence 'open a road, cross the sea' > 'transport (acrossr~

cf. the related oes na-peIj9 'pierce', Oind par$ati 'may he
cause to go through', etc. At least of late IE status.

*pel- '± sell'. [JEW 804 (*pel-); Wat 48 (*pel-); Buck
11.82]. ON fair « *polos) 'to be sold', OHG [ali « *peljos)
'to be sold', Lith pe!nas 'profit', Latv prIns 'profit', OCS plenil
'booty', Rus p%n 'booty' (Balta-Slavic < *pelno-), Grk HWAEW
'sell', perhaps OInd panate « *pgwte) 'bargain, haggle' (if
this word does not belong with the previous entry); perhaps
TochB plank- 'come up for sale' (if < *pl-enk- as Gme
*bringan- 'bring' is from *bhr-enk-). With the only certain
cognates deriving from the northwest, this has only late
dialectal status, a conclusion consonant also with the
presumption that in primitive systems of exchange, the
transaction was reciprocal rather than specially advantageous
to one side or the other.

Indo-European Exchange
Exchange in pre-state societies is generally seen as an

ongoing social contract between individuals, clans or tribes.
Exchange relationships may vary considerably. In generalized
reciprocity we find the type of constant exchange relationships
'that might obtain within a family where food, goods, etc.,
might freely flow from one member to another. Balanced
reciprocity ideally involves exchange relationships where
neither side seeks to gain at the expense of the other although
reality may fall short of the theoretical goal for a variety of
reasons, e.g., discrepancies in the exchange value, social
standing of the individuals involved. Balanced reciprocity is
most often found to exist between families, lineages, clans

. and even within tribes, although the expectation of parity
may decline as one moves further from one's closer kinship
ties. The semantic connotations revealed at least in Germanic
and Iranian which reflect "commonness" or "panty" for PIE
*mei- suggest that this term may have been associated with a
system of balanced reciprocity. Beyond the tribal level, one
may encounter more frequently negative reciprocity, a system
comparable to modern commercial systems where each party
seeks to profit over the other. Here one is dealing with
outsiders where the moral obligations pertaining to exchange
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may no longer be felt compelling.
The exchange may well involve the apparent presentation

of a gift (*deh3[) with reciprocation required by the moral
code of the individuals involved (d. the Old Norse Havamal
[145]: ey ser til gildis gi9f'gift looks for gift'). This concept of
expected reciprocation may be bound up with the frequent
appearance of opposed perspectives in the meanings assigned
to words for 'give' and 'take', e.g., *h4ei- yields Grk ai'vv).1az
'take' but ToeM e- 'give'; *deh]- has Lat do 'give' but Hit da
'take'. Non-reciprocation may be punished by bad-luck,
illness, etc. The reciprocation, however, need not be simultan
eous and the receipt of a gift may entail future obligations. In
terms of political theory, the exchange of commodities,
including women in marriage (d. the semantic ranges of both
*kwreiha- and *l)es-), cements contractual friendship and
helps to insure peace in situations that might otherwise result
in either warfare or mutual avoidance. As observed in Marcel
Mauss's celebrated study of gift exchange, there are three
options for groups of men who come together: hostility,
avoidance or mutual accommodation effected by the exchange
of gifts.

By the Bronze Age there is clear evidence for centralized
exchange or redistribution systems seen, for example, in
Mycenaean Greek where the overwhelming majority of the
Linear B tablets comprise the records of palace-based econo
mies. Here, chieftains were able to solicit from their subjects
various goods (through taxes) which might then be not only
consumed by the elite but also redistributed among the
population, stored in case' of need, or converted into other
commodities by way of exchange systems that could procure
luxury goods abroad (d. *per- 'exchange [abroad]'). Although
easily attested among the socially more complex societies of
the later Bronze Age, i.e., after c 1500 BC, such systems of
redistribution are believed to have begun much earlier among
some Neolithic and early Bronze Age societies where they
provided a stimulus to increasing social complexity.

The idea of actual "selling" pertains to a money economy
which would not emerge until millennia after the dispersal of
the IE stocks. Thus, Emile Benveniste explained the meaning
of ON selja 'deliver, sell' with reference to Goth saljan 'bring
an offering to a divinity' by quoting Tacitus to show that when
someone forfeited his freedom in gambling, the winner would
try to wipe out his feeling of guilt and shame for having
reduced his opponent to servitude by way of an offering. This
concept predated the establishment of commercial relations
and a similar semantic shift is to be found in the meaning of
the Germanic verb *bugjan 'liberate, redeem someone' (from
a servile condition) which developed into NE buy. Hence,
both terms were originally associated with religious concepts.

See also COMPENSATION; GIVE; TAKE. [E.C.P, j.PM.]
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EXCREMENT
*]{6kWr (gen. *]{(e)kWn6s) 'excrement, dung, manure'.

[JEW 544 (*kekljr-); W'at 28 (*kekW
-); Buck 4.66). Grk

1(6npo~'dung,manure', NPers sargfn « *sagr-fn) 'dung', Olnd
sak[t (gen. saknas) 'excrement, dung'. From *J{ekw- 'defecate';
d. Lith sikD 'defecate'. See discussion in next entry

*S6K[- (gen. *s(e)J<n6s) '(human) excrement'. [d. lEW
947-948 ( *sJ<er-(d)-); Wat 60 ( *sker-); G1 717 ( *skher/n-(c'»);
Buck 4.66]. ON skarn 'dung, manure, compost', OE sccam
'dung, manure', Latv sarpi 'slag, excrement; menstruation' (the
Germanic and Latvian forms represent a connation of the r
and n-stems of this noun), OCS sfrati 'defecate', Rus sor'dung',
senj 'defecate', Grk (J1(Wp (gen. (J1(ar6~) '(human) waste,
excrement', Hit sakkar (gen. saknas) 'excrement',
(reduplicated) za-sgar-ais 'anus' « *'excrement-mouth'), Av
sairya- 'dung'. Sometimes connected with the follOWing word
but note the difference in velars, *k vs *k.

Both *kokw[ and *SOk[ would appear to be IE in distri
bution, with evidence for the latter being somewhat stronger.
The two words may have been distinguished in that *se)K[
primarily referred to human excrement while *kokw[denoted
the agriculturally usable animal dung.

*kerd- '± defile, defecate'. [lEW947-948 (*sker-(d)-); \Val

60 (*sker-); Gl 717 (*sJ{her/n-(t'-))]. Lat moscerda 'mouse
dung', bu-cerda 'cattle-dung', 50-cerda 'pig-dung', NHG harz
« *kordo-) 'resin, rosin, gum', Khot khargga- « *xard-ka-)
'mud', sarp.-khal- « *tsama-xaro-) 'smear, dehle', MPers xard
'clay', Shughni sarf}k 'clay', saro- 'defecate', Pashto axcpl'to
plaster' (the Iranian all from *kh-), Olnd kardama~ 'mud,
slime, mire; dirt, filth', ToeM kartkal'swamp, marsh', ToehB
karkkalle 'swamp, marsh' (the Tocharian forms are derivatives
of the verb kartk- « *k[d-ske/o-). This word may not have
meant 'excrement' in sensu stricto in PIE but probahly
included the notion of excrement as part of a more general
meaning. Certainly of PIE age.

*gWuhr 'defecate', *gWuhxtos'dung, muck'. [lE\V 484
(*~6U-); Gl483 (k06u-)]. Arm ku « *guto-?) 'dung, manure,
muck', Av gu8a- 'dirt, excrement', Olnd gutha- 'dung' (the
Indo-Iranian *-th-, rather than *-t- may be due to the affective
nature of the word), guvali 'defecates'. The Armenian and
Indo-Iranian words are certainly related and guarantee an IE
word of the east. Perhaps Lat (im)bubmare 'defile with
menstrual blood' belongs here if, as is usually supposed, it is
for *bOvinare and borrowed from Osco-Umbrian (in any case
an affective word such as this might very well be sub,ect to

phonological deformation). Also possibly here is OHC quJl
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(if < *gWl)ch]dho-) 'dirt, excrement'. If one or both of these
latter possibilities belongs here, then we have a word whose
PIE status is guaranteed. GI, following earlier suggestions,
would divide *gWuhx- as *gWu-hx-, i.e., as *gWu_ 'COw' plus
some suffix. This is an attractive analysis and would mean
that originally the word must have meant 'cow~dung'.

*liuhxd6s'dung'. [lEW 627 (*kudh-)]. Lith sudas 'dung,
muck', Latv sods 'dung, muck', Grk (Hesychius) v(J1(1J8& 'pig
dung', 1Cv(}WDl1e; 'foul-smelling'. A word of the center of the
IE world.

*ghed-je/o- (Albanian, Greek), *ghed-e/o- (Old Indic)
'defecate'. (lEW 423 ( *ghcd-); Buck 4.66] . Alb dhjes 'defecate',
Grk xtt;OJ 'defecate', (Hesychius) xo81rEvOJ 'retire to relieve·
oneself', (Hesychius) x68avov 'rump', Av zaDah- ~ zadah

'rump', Oind hadali 'defecates', hadana- (only attested in the
work of lexicographers) 'excretion'. At least an "easternism"
in late PIE and, where the two existed side-by-side, more
formal than the follOWing word.

*kak(k)ehaie/o- 'defecate'. [lEW 521 (*kakka-); Wat 26
(kakka-); Buck 4.66]. Mir caccaid 'defecates', Wels each

'defecate', Lat caco 'defecate', Rus kakatl 'defecate', Grk
1Ca1C1CaOJ 'defecate', Arm k'akor 'excrement'. Originally a
"nursery word".

See also ANATOMY; DIRT. [D.Q.A.]
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EXTEND
*h]I'eg- 'move in a straight line; extend, stretch'. (lEW854

857 (*reg-); Wat 54 (*reg-); BK 591 (*rak'-/*rdk'-)}. Oir rigid

'stretches', MWeis ro(d)i 'give', Lat rego 'direct in a straight
line', ON rekja 'stretch, spread out', OE reccan 'stretch out;
be concerned about' (> NE reck), OHG rec(c)han 'stretch out',
Goth uf-rakjands (pres. part.) 'reach out, extend', Lith r¢ili

'stretch', Latv riezt 'stretch up', Grk optyOJ 'stretch', Hit
harganau- 'palm, sole' (d. Grk XEzpac; 0PEyvve;'stretching out
the hands'), Av nIzayeitj 'adjusts, arranges', Oind [nj::iti 

fjyati 'stretches, stretches out', TocMB rak- 'stretch out, cover'.
The root is so widely attested that it may be reconstructed to
PIE with a strong degree of certainty The attested present
tense forms, however, do not correspond very neatly: Old
Irish exhibits the reflex of a suffix *-je/o-; in Old Indic,
however, the form [tljati with a nasal infix is normally found
(although occasionally fjyati is found); in Greek, the preseRt
is thematic (although in collocations with XElpae; the evidence
points to a -VVJ11 verb as well), and in Avestan and Gothic a
causative form of the verb is found. Two interrelated words
are based on this root: one, a set of forms meaning 'correct,
right', and the other, with a lengthened grade form of this
root, provides a meaning 'king'.

*temp- « *ten-p-) 'stretch'. [lEW 1064-1065 (*temp-);

Wat 69-70 (*temp-)j., Lat tempus 'time', ON jJambr 'thick,
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swollen', Lith terhpti 'stretch out, pull out', limpa 'sinew', oes
t9PO 'thick', ?Arm (amb 'saddle', TochA lampe 'power',
TochAB camp- 'be able to' (?), The derivatives here all express
the notion of stretching or pulling. A great deal of uncertainty
exi?ts as to whether Lat lempus belongs here; if it does, then
it suggests that time was viewed metaphorically as a linear
object as it is today

*ten- 'stretch'. (JEW 1065-1066 (*ten-); Wat 70 (*len-);

GI 33 (*then-); Buck 9.32; BK 106 (*tlhjanY-/*t[h janL)j. Lat
tendo « *ten-do-) 'stretch', ON penja 'stretch out', OE pcman.

'stretch', OHG den(n)en 'stretch out', Goth urjJi1rlJan 'stretch
out', Lith tinti 'swell', Latv lil 'wind, roll up', Alb ndej - nder

« *h]cn-ten(j)e/o-) 'extend, spread, stretch', Grk ravvw

'stretch', Av pairi-tanuya- 'wish to keep a way', Olnd tanoti

'expands, extends'. This ·root is securely reconstructible to
. PIE. The present-tense forms exhibit several different suffixes:
Greek and Old Indic show *-u-, Germanic has causative
forms; Latin shows the suffix *-de/o-, A large number of
derivatives, e.g., Lat tenuis, OE jJynne (> NE thin) show the
meaning 'thin'. ef. also *tI)-{(j-s 'Sl retched': Lat tentus

'stretched', Grk rarDe; 'stretched', OInd tata- 'stretched'.
*teng(h)- 'pull'. Icf. lEW 1067 (*lengh-); BK 106

(*t[hjanY-/*tlhjdnY-)1. Lat tem() « *tengh-s-mon-) 'chariot
pole', ON jJIsI'wagon-pole, shaft', OE plxl'wagon-pole, shaft',
OHG dlhsila 'wagon-pole, shaft' « Proto-Gmc *jJenslo) , oes
ras-tf:g9 'pull apart', Av 8ang- 'pull' (with unexpected mitial
8- rather than t-), The geographical distrihution of the
attestations would seem to guarantee PIE status. An
enlargement of *ten- 'stretch'.

*ten-s- 'pull'. (lEW 1068-1069 (*lens-); Wat 70 (*tens-);

BK 106 (*t[hjanY-/*t[hj;;mY _)). OHG dinsan 'pull', Goth at

jJinsa 'pull', Lith t~sli 'stretch, pull', O·lnd tarnsayati 'draws to
and fro'. The root *ten- is extremely well attested; however,
the extended form *ten-s- is, aside from the Old Indic form,
only found in western IE suggesting the possibility that this
form was created independently in the west and east. From
*ten- 'stretch',

*reig- 'extend, stretch out (a body part)'. llEW 862
(*reig-); Wat 54 (*reig-)1. Otr ringid 'twists, tortures', OE
rrecan 'stretch out, extend' (> NE reach), OHG reichen'reach,
attain', Lith [{~iiti 'stretch, tighten'. Distribution suggests a
west IE dialectal form.

*seik- 'reach for, stretch out the hands'. I lEW 893
( *seik-)]. Lith sfekti 'reach for something', seikltl 'n1easure
capacity', Grk i'K"OJ 'arrive, reach', IK"tXvOJ - IK"avEOJ 'come;
reach, attain', TochB sik- 'set foot' « *'reach out the foot'),
TocM $ik 'footstep', TochS $iko 'footstep'. The phonological
correspondence between the cognates and the semantic shift
seen here in Greek from 'reach for' to 'arrive' is similar to that
shown in NE reach Distribution suggests PI E status.

?*tek- '± stretch out to', [lEv\;' 1057-1058 (*tek-)I, Olr
ateich (DIL ad-teich) « *ad-lt'ch-) 'entreats', tcchtaic.f

'possesses', ON /Jiggja 'take', OE jJicgian 'take, receive, partake
of', OHG dicken 'ask about', Lith tekti 'reach, suffice; stretch
oneself out'. Numerous doubts eXist concerning this cognate
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set. aIr ateich 'entreats' may more easily be derived from. the
verbal root tech- 'flee, run' which then yielded 'flee' > 'seek
refuge' > 'implore, entreat' rather than this set. The Lithuanian
form may belong with a root *tenk- 'thrive, make progress'
seen in Goth jJeihan 'thrive, succeed'. If we are left with only
aIr techtaid and ON jJiggja, it is possible to reconstruct a
root meaning 'stretch out the hand' which may have then
come to mean both 'possess' and 'entreat'; however, with so
few forms clearly belonging to this cognate set it is impossible
to reconstruct the root with any certainty, even for west IE.

See also KING; lEAnER; RIGHT; THIN. [M.N.]

EXTINGUISH
*gWes_ 'extinguish'. lIEW 479 (*giJes-); Wat 25 (*gWes-);

GI 43]. Lith gesti 'go out', Latv dzist 'extinguish', OCS ugasiti
'extinguish', Grk af3ivvulll 'extinguish', Hit kist- 'go out', Olnd
jasate 'be extinguished', TochA kas- 'go out', TochB kes- 'go
out'. Semantically this set fits very well but, unfortunately,
the Greek argues for a labia-velar *gW_ while Hittite supposes
a simple velar *g- (the rest of the set are ambiguous between
these forms). The prefix a- in Greek « *sgWes-nu-) is also
unexplained. Aside from these difficulties, the root can be
reconstructed with a moderate degree of confidence.

See also DEATII. [M. N.l

EYE
*h30kW'eye'. [lEW 775-777 (*okI,L); Wat 45-46

(*okW-); GI 688 (*se/akho-); Buck 4.21). aIr enech 'face',
MWeis enep 'face' (Celtic < *hjeni-h]kw-a/eha), Lat oculus
'eye', ON auga 'eye', OE eage 'eye' (> NE eye), OHG ouga
'eye', Goth augo 'eye', OPrus ackis 'eye', Lith akis 'eye', Latv
acs 'eye', OCS ako 'eye', osi (pl., historically dual) 'eyes', Grk
oaa£(dual) 'eyes', Ollila « 6kwmQ) 'eye', cOtJI'face', Arm akn
'eye', ac'k' (pI.) 'eyes', Av asi (dual) 'eyes', OInd ak-?i- 'eye',
TochA ak 'eye', TochB ek 'eye'. Clearly the PIE word for 'eye'.
It has been suggested that one of the PIE words for 'see', *sekw

is 'eye' with a prefix, Le. *s-(h]Jekw- but the resemblance is
most probably completely fortuitous.

*bhnlhxs 'eyebrow'. [lEW 172-173 (*bhra-); Wat 9
(bhl11-); GI 688 (*~ruH-)]. aIr forbra 'brows', ON bran
'brow', OE bra 'brow, eyelid, eyelash' (> NE brow), Lith bruvis
'brow', OCS brilvf'brow', Rus brov['brow', Maced af3poln£f
'brows', Grk oq>Pl)(; 'brows', Av (dual) brvat- 'brows', OInd
bhru- 'brow', TochA parwarrz (dual) 'brows', TochB parwane
(dual) 'brows'. The PIE word for 'eyebrow'.

In IE cosmology, the concepts of 'eye' and 'sun' are con
sistently linked to one another and in at least one case, aIr
sail 'eye', the word for 'eye' derives from the word for 'sun'.

See also ANATOMY; CLOSE (rnE EYES); COSMOGONY;

FACE; SUN. [D.Q.A.}

Further Readings
Dahllbf, N. (l974[75J) Some semantic variants of the I.E. radical

morpheme *okw. [F79, 35-52.

Hendriksen, H. (1981) The words for 'eyebrow' in Indo-Aryan and

in Indo-European. Acta lramca 21, 292-295.

EYEBROW see EYE

EZERO CULTURE
Ezero refers to the early Bronze Age (c 3300-2700 Be)

culture of Bulgaria named after the major tell site of Ezero
near Nova Zagora. The Ezero culture overlays the earlier late
Neolithic and Chalcolithic levels of the tells which appeared
to cease occupation c4000-3700 BC leaving a hiatus of several
centuries between the end of the Copper Age and the
beginning of the early Bronze Age (Ezero) culture. The site of
Ezero was surrounded by two lines of defence-an outer
perimeter which enclosed an area c 160 m in diameter and
an inner stone walled enclosure some 60 m across. The houses,
which are in evidence through nine building phases, were
rectangular with a percentage exhibiting apsidal ends as is
also known in the Baden culture and other contemporary
Balkan and Greek settlements.

Remains of the subsistence economy provide useful infor
mation about the livestock, wild fauna and agriculture of the
early Bronze Age of the Balkans. The cereals included wheat
(einkom, emmer) and barley which were augmented with
small amounts of lentils, peas and substantial quantities of
broad bean (Vida sativa). There were also some traces of the
grape (Vitis vinj[era). Cattle predominated among the lIvestock
followed by sheep/goat and pig. Wild fauna included aurochs,
red deer, roe, wild pig and small amounts of fallow deer, hare,
beaver, fox, wolf and bear. The technology exhibited local
bronze working, the earliest showing copper-arsenic alloys
·(which are linked with similar material in the neighboring
Usatovo culture). The ceramics reveal numerous stylistic
similarities with Troy to the southeast and the Baden culture
of the central Balkans.

The organization of the Ezero culture is generally regarded
as more ranked than that of the earlier Neolithic cultures since
settlements not only included tell sites but what are regarded
as ancillary dependent settlements. This has -prompted the
theory that the fortified Ezero settlements served as citadels
and had begun to approach the level of social complexity
that was emerging in northwest Anatolia at this same time,
e.g., at Troy.

The origins and the nature of external influences con
cerning the Ezero culture are controversial. Some have argued
that it was rooted distinctly in the earlier Neolithic cultures
and merely exhibits a cultural progression. Followers of the
Kurgan hypothesis emphasize the settlement hiatus on the
tells and attribute the culture to an amalgamation of local
Neolithic populations and steppe tribes. Still others, Impressed
by its similarities with northwest Anatolia, speak of some
population movement from Turkey while others would reverse
the direction of movement and see Troy and related sites as
extensions of Balkan cultures.
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Further Readings
Georgiev, G. n., N.Ya. Merpert, R. V Katincharov and D. G. Dimitrov

(1979). Ezero: RanilObronzovogo SeJishche. Sofia, Bulgarian

Academy of Science.

Sochacki, Z. (1988) The Ezero culture and the invasion of the ste'ppe

people. lIES 16, 185-194.

The significance of the Ezero culture in Indo-European
studies far exceeds its own regional identification as the future
home ofThracian trtbes. For theories of IE ortgins that exclude
Anatolia from the IE homeland, Ezero. offers a possible
explanation and cultural link between the steppe, the Balkans,
and Anatolia which may account for the early spread of an IE'
stock into Anatolia that still retains genetic connections with
Europe. Alternatively, for those who wish to reverse population
movements, it may offer some evidence for emigration from
Anatolia or, more plausibly, the creation of an interaction
sphere that would have embraced'populations all around the
shores of the Black Sea.

See ·also BADEN CULTURE; CERNAVODA CULTURE;

CotOFENl CULTURE; TROY. D.PM".]

EZERO CULTURE

Ezero' a. Distribution of the Ezero culture.
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FACE
*h]tni-h]kw-o/eha- 'face'. [lEW 311 (*en), 776 (*ok(J-)].

o Ir enech 'face', MWels enep 'face', Grk EVCOlt'1] 'face', Av
ainika- 'face', Oind anrka- 'face, front'. In origin a compound,
'(what is) in (front 00 the eye'. Apparently of PIE date.

*pr6ti-h3(o)kW-oieha- 'face, front'. [IEW776 (*ok(J-)]. Grk
Trpo(J(f)TrOV 'face', Olnd pnitrka- 'face', TocM pratsak 'breast,
chest', TochB pratsako 'breast, chest'. Another compound of
PIE date, '(what is) in front of the eye'. The exact, and
unexpected, equivalence of the Greek and Tocharian
fonnation, *pr6tj-h30kw-o/eha-, is very significant.

See also ANATOMY~ EYE. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Hamp, E. P (1973) Formations indo-europeennes asecond element

*(hoJkw. BSL 68,77-92.

FALCON
*kap-'hawk, falcon'. [IEW528 (*kap-)~Wat 27 (*kap-)].

ON haukr'hawk', OE heafoc'hawk' (> NE hawk), OHG habuh
~ habuk'hawk', Rus k6bec'(type 00 falcon'. Awestern isogloss
offers the only cognate set for the 'hawk' or 'falcon'. The
multivalent *h Vr-C- which supplies bird names ranging from
'crow' to 'hen' also underlies Grk 1ClP1CO<; 'falcon' while Upa~

was commonly used in early literature for the smaller hawks:
Armenian seems to lack an early term for 'falcon' or 'hawk'
and the eagle word arciw was used as a covering term as it is
still today by the ornithologically uneducated. Av saena- and
OInd syena- are used for both the 'eagle' and the 'falcon', and
it should be noted that references to falconry are common in
the earliest Indic and Iranian literature. A Slavic term, such
as Rus sokol 'falcon' is a loan from Iranian and jastreb 'hawk'
has no sure IE etymology. Lat accipiter'hawk, falcon' is derived

from pre-Lat *acu-peter'sharp-winged' or, as suggested by
GI, 'fast-flying'.

Consistent with the lexical evidence, the term 'falcon' is
much confused, but technically refers to any bird of the order
Falconidae, of which the hawks are genus accipiter while the
falcons are genus falco. The falconer uses the term 'falcon' for
any bird he trains, whether hawk or falcon or eagle. Popularly,
'falcon' is used for any of the smaller hirds of prey. The
ornithologist understands it as a small raptor with pointed
rather than broad wings. The term 'falcon', when used strictly,
thus refers to only those raptors with pointed Wings, long
tails and largish head. They can be described as perfect fliers,
capable of great speed when attacking. But the ancients clearly
made no such distinctions though there was knowledge of
numerous species of hawks in ancient times.

See also BIRD~; EAGLE. U.A.C.G.I

FALL
*liad- 'fall'. \lEW 516 (*kad-); Wat 26 (*kad-); GI 61

(*J<hat'-); Buck 10.23). OIr casar « *J<ad-t-ara-) 'hail', Lat
cado 'fall', cadaver 'corpse' « *'the fallen'), Arm c'acnum «
*fadjo-) 'fall', OInd sad- 'fall off, fall out (of teeth)'. Found at
the extremes of the IE world it is surely old but probably in
PIE a "popular'? rather than the normal word for '[JIl'.

*ph61- (*phx61-?) 'fall'. [JEW 85"1 (*ph61-); Wat 51
(*p(h)ol-); Buck 10.23; BK 53 (*pfh Jul-/*p[h 101-)]. ON Falla
'fall', OE feallan 'fall' (> NE fal]), OHG [allan 'fall', OPrus au
pallai 'finds', Lith pl10lu 'fall', Latv puolu 'fall', Arm p'ul 'fall,
crush', p'lanim 'fall'. A late IE word of the west and center.

*pteh]- 'fall'. [d. lEW 825 (*pet-); BK 45 (*p[hJat[hl-1
*p[h jdt[hj_) I. Grk (Doric) aJrT11c; 'not falling', JrTW)1a 'fall,
calamity', Hit piddai « *pt6h]ei) 'flees', pellinu- « *pllh /
neu-) 'cause to run'. Cf. the derivative *ptoh]t()s 'fallen': Grk
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Jrrwroc; 'fallen', Av UHa- 'fallen (of rain)'. Reasonably
widespread, certainly old in IE. From *pet- 'fly'.

"'ped- 'fall'. [lEW 791 (*ped-); Buck 10.23]. Lat pessum
'to the ground, to the bottom', ON feta 'find one's way', OE
gefetan 'fall', OCS pad9 'fall', Av paibyeili 'moves down,
plunges downwards', OInd padyate 'falls, perishes', pattave
'± downward'. Reasonably widespread, certainly old in IE. It
is probably a derivative from *ped- 'foot' or a derivative of
the same root that also gives *ped- 'foot'; cf. some
denominative verbs derived directly from *ped-: Lith pedinu
'step lightly', peduoti 'kick'.

See also FOOT. [D.Q.A.]

FAME
"'Kleues- 'fame'. [lEW 606 (*j(lel)-os-); Wat 31 (*kleu-);

GI 732-733 (*j(h1ewo-); Buck 16.47; BK 260 (*k[h]u1-1
*k[h]01-)]. Olr da 'fame', Lat duor'glory', OCS slovo 'word',
Grk 'CA..f(F)oC; 'fame', Av sravah- 'word', Olnd sravas- fame',
TochA -k1yu 'fame', TochB -ka1Y'¥e 'fame'. From *kleu- 'hear'.
The concept is most strikingly preserved in the phrase *k1el)os
IjdhgWhitom which is attested as Grk 1CA..fOC; aqJfJzrov 'fame
imperishable', OInd sravas ak$itam 'fame imperishable'. Cf.
the related concept found in Grk 6vo,ua-K'A.vroc; 'famous in
name', OInd sn1tyarn nama 'famous in name', TocM flom
k1yu 'fame', TochB nem-ka/ywe 'fame'. Cf. also *k1eumQtom
'fame'. [lEW 605-606 (*kleu-mQ-to-m); Wat 31 (*kleu-);
Buck 19.51, 19.53). OHG hliumunt 'fame', OInd sr6mata
'good reputation'.

The Indo-European concept of fame is particularly
associated with the vocabulary of oral tradition where deeds
are recorded in narratives, often epic poems. Even where the
precise lexical formula indicated in Greek, Old Indic and
Tocharian is no longer to be found, the same concepts may
still be nested in the individual elements, e.g., Oir da means
'fame' while OIr ainm, the cognate of Grk ovo,ua, Olnd nama,
etc., 'name' also denotes 'reputation, renown'. In all those
societies preserVing a heroic literature, Le., a literature
specifically devoted to recounting in elevated style the deeds
of warriors, we find a similar development. The goal of the
warrior is to seek 'fame everlasting' which is not simply
achieved on the battle-field but must also be recorded orally
by the poets. The imperishable element of fame rests then
with the oral literature in which one's deeds are recounted; it
is the only means of achieving immortality in early Indo
European tradition. Hence Akhilleus in the Iliad must ponder
whether to remain at Troy where he will most certainly die
but gain 'imperishable fame' or return home, saving his life
but abandoning his hope of achieving 'fame'. The early Irish
epic tale, the Tain, records similar sentiments when the young
hero Co Chulainn learns from a druid that he who takes up
arms on a particular day although his life be short, he will
have a 'name' (ainm) that would last forever in Ireland. Cu
Chulainn Willingly accepts the prophecy, expressing the
sentiment that if he achieves fame, he would be satisfied with

. but a Single day on earth. Although the sentiments expressed

in the institutions of the various lE stocks from Ireland to the
Tocharians may obViously involve parallel developments
which might be expected of any heroic society, the cognate
formula evident in Greek, Indo-Aryan and Tocharian suggest
that these particular notions of fame and how it is achieved
were already present in PIE society

See a/50 HEAR; POETRY. IE.C.P, J.PM.I

Further Readings
Nagy, G. (1979) The Best of the Achaeans. Baltimore,Johns Hopkins

University.

Schmitt, R (1967) Dichtung und DIChcefsprache m mdogcrm;m

ischer Zeit. Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz.

FAMILY
*genhles- 'family'. [JEW 375 ( *genos-); Wat 19 ( *gcna-);

GI 653 (*k'en-); BK 275 (*k'an-I*k';;m-)]. Lat genus 'family',
Grk yevoc; 'family', Arm cin 'birth', Ofnd Janas- 'family'.
Distribution supports PIE status. From *genh /- 'be horn'.

?*somo-btl(hJ)-io-s'same (kinship) line'. [lEW 375; BK
184 (*sam-I*sdm-), 275 (*k'an/*k'dn-)1. OE -cynn 'kin' (>

NE kin), Goth samakunja- 'of the same lineage', Grk OflOYVlOS
(but note lack of Siever's Law) 'of the same lineage'. This may
reflect independent creations in Germanic and Greek.

*dom (gen. *dems) 'house(hold), nuclear family'. [lEW
198-199 (*domo-); Wat 11 (*demd-); G1645-646 (*t'om);
Buck 7.12,7.122; Szem 28; BK 133 (*t'im-I*t'em-)}. Grk 8iiJ
'house', Arm tun (gen. tan) 'house', Av dam- 'house', OInd
dam 'house'. Though attested only in the center and east of
the IE world, its archaic formation makes it almost certain to
reflect an old PIE term which might indicate both the physical
manIfestation of the house and the social unit occupying it.
Cf. *dems-poti- 'master of the house' in Grk 8E(JJrOT1JC; 'master,
lord, owner', Av d:mg pati- 'master, lord, ruler', OInd d,lm
pati- 'master, lord, ruler'.

*d6m(haJos 'house(hold)'. [lEW 198-1 Y9 (*domo-); Wat
11 (*demd-); GI 645 (*t'om); Buck 7.12,7,122; BK 133
(*t'im-I*t'em-)]. Lat domus 'house', dominus 'master of the
household', Lith namas (with assimilation of *d- to the nasality
of the follOWing -m-) 'house', OCS domu 'house', Rus dom
'house', Grk 86J1oC; 'house; course of bricks', OInd dama
'house'. Directly derived from *dem(ha)- 'build' or a
thematicization of the previous word. Whatever the exact
morphological history, clearly of PiE status.

*1J.iK- 'extended family, clan'. [lEW 113 I (*l)elk-); Wat 75
(*weik-); GI 646 (*weloiKh-); Buck 2.82; Szem 2YI. Grk oz'1C{a

'house, household', Doric -(F)l1CcC; 'houses, households', Av
vis-'clan', OPers vi()- 'royal court, residence', Oind vis
'dwelling; clan'; OCS vlsf'village'; from *l)eikes-: Goth weihs
'village', TachB Ike 'place'; from *veloiko-: Lat vIctls 'village,
settlement', Umb uocu-com 'bUilding', Goth weihs'village'.
Distribution indicates PIE status.

The family that was established by the Indo-European
marriage, the genealogical descent group, was designated
*genhjes-, a neuter s-stem noun derived from the rool *genhl-
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'be born', This word is found in widely separated western
and eastern stocks and is thus unquestionably the principal
IE term for the family as a biological entity Terms that come
from a compound, 'of the same kindred', PIE *somo-gI)(h]J
jos, show later phonological developments in the loss of the
laryngeal and emphasize the importance that kinship
reckoning came to have in later post-IE society - -

With regard to the family as a social entity two terms
compete. A neuter noun *domha- refers to the members of a
single household as the o-grade *d6m(ha)os refers to the
homestead itself, the house; metaphorically the building
comes to represent the inhabitants in Italic and Slavic,
although the archaic situation is indicated by locatives-such
as Lat doml 'at home' and the use of rare Grk 8iJJ 'household'
and the Indo-Iranian social locution 'master of the household'
preserved in Av dJng pati- and OInd paeir dan. Benveniste
incorrectly inverted this order, taking the o-grade as the social
institution as in classical Latin. In actual fact athematic nouns
designated the social reality and the o-grades the physical
units as can be seen in the parallel situation with *l)iJ(- 'clan'
and *l)oiko- 'settlement'. The first form, which designates
the social unit, reflects the original PIE feminine preserved in
Indo-Iranian (Av vis- 'clan', OInd vis- 'dwelling; clan') and in
a series of compounds for 'master of the clan' (Alb zoe 'lord' <
*dzwapt < *wesa + *p6e-, Lith viespatis 'master' and Oind
vispati- 'head of the household'). The second form, *l)6ikos,
is the source of Lat vlCUS 'city block' and Grk 0[1(01:; 'house'.
The noun *domha- thus approximates the nuclear family and
*l)ik- the extended family.

A deeper etymology for *l)ik- has been attempted from
time to time but without great success. Few would accept the
suggestion that it derives from *l)eik- 'bend', Le., a hurdle or
fence encircling a household group. More recently O.
Szemerenyi has sought the origin of the word in a verb *l)eik
'go' (Grk (F)£l1((J) 'give way, Withdraw', Av paiti-vlsaiti 'enter,
visit', Yagnobi vfs- 'to go', OInd visati'comes, arrives, enters'),
In this way, the *l)iJ(- is a nominalization of the verb, a 'going,
gang, a group of people on the move', which would attest an
originally nomadic residential structure which was then re
applied to their later settlements. The restriction of this verb
to Indo-Iranian or, only somewhat more generally, to the
southeast (with the inclusion of Greek), however, makes it
uncertain that it can underly the widespread word for
'extended family, clan'.

The PrOW-Indo-European Family
The precise structure of the PIE family has probably beep.

more assumed than demonstrated. There are a number of
classification systems that have been applied to family
structures. It has been widely presumed that the PIE
communities were organized into what are variously termed
communal (patrilineal), joint or extended families. In such a
famlly, wives marry into a family dominated by their husband's
father; the daughters marry outside their family and move
out of their lineage into that of their husbands. Upon the

FAR

death of the father, the property may be divided equally among
the sons, and each may then establish his own communal
family with his sons as they marry. Encountered, although
very rarely, is the matrilineal version of the communal family
These forms of family can be distinguished from the stem
fa'mily where only one child (by way of primogeniture
[inheritance of the first born] or ultimogeniture [inheritance
of the last born]) inherits the parents' property. The other
sons may move out or be prohibited from marriage. The third
type of family is the nuclear family where all children tend tp
leave their parent's household on marriage to establish their
own families elsewhere (there may be a temporary phase
where newly-weds live with the parents before setting up their
own families). A final type is the patrilineal nuclear family
Here the patrilineal principle, which sees the disinheritance
of women, is not combined with the co-residence of all the
males nor of their forming a communal subsistence unit.

In a survey of Eurasian family types, the most numerous is
the patrilineal communal type (43%), followed by the nuclear
(28%), then stem (15%), patrilineal nuclear 01 %) and then
matrilineal communal (2%). The distribution of the patrilineal
communal (extended) family is found from the Baltic to

Vietnam and defines the center of Eurasian types while the
other family systems are dispersed about the peripheries.
Sagart and Todd have suggested that the principles of linguistic
geography, which holds that centers innovate while
peripheries conserve, suggest that the patrilineal communal
type is probably a late innovation that spread over a vast area
of Eurasia (they can trace its late inception, for example, in
China toward the end of the first millennium BC). They also
suggest that the reason for its spread in Eurasia may have
been that it assembled into a single co-operative unit the
fathers, sons, and their brothers which may have served as
an embryonic military unit.

See also HOUSE; KINSHIP. [M.E.H., j.PM.j

Further Readings
Benveniste, E. (1969) Indo-European Lmguage and Society. Coral

Gables, Florida, University of Miami, 239-261.

Sagan, L. and E. Todd (992) Hypothesis on the origins of the

communal family system. Diogenes 160,145-182.

FAR
*uiteros 'far'. [JEW 1176 (*l)iCero-); Wat 78 (*wi-tero-);

Buck 12.441. ON vidr 'against', OE wider 'opposite' (> NE
wither as in withershins), OHG widar 'against', Goth wi/Jra
'against', Av vftara- 'a further one', Olnd vitaram 'far away'.
Possibly also Lat vftricus 'stepfather' < 'the one farther away'.
From *1)1- 'in two, apart' + *-tero-, a comparative form used
both as a preposition and as an adverb denoting direction. A
possible but problematic reconstruction as only Old lndic
refers to 'far' and the Avestan and Old Indic forms differ with
respect to the length of the first vowel.

See also APART [A.D.Vl
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FART
"'perde/o- 'fart'. [JEW819 (*perd-); Wat 50 (*perd-); Buck

4.64]. Wels rhech 'fart', ON freta 'fart', OE feortan 'fart (> NE
fart), OHG ferzan 'fart', Lith perdiiu 'fart', Latv Pffdu 'fart',
Rus perdetf 'fart', Alb pjerdh 'fart', Grk nep8o}1az 'fart', Av
pdld8- 'fart', Oind pardate 'fart'. Derived nouns are seen in
Wels rhech 'fart', ON fretr 'fan', OHG furz - firz 'fart', Lith
pitdis - petdis 'fart', Alb pordhe 'fart', but they are all rather
banal derivatives of the verb. Though not universally attested,
in part because our texts of such languages as Tocharian and
Hittite have no reason to use such a term, this verb is clearly
of PIE age.

"'pesd~ 'fart'. [IEW829 (*pezd-); Wat 51 (*pezd-); Buck
4.64; BK 42 (*p[hJasY-I*p[hJdsY-)]. Lat pedo 'fart', podex
'rump, anus', perhaps NHG fisten 'fart', Lith bezdu 'fart', Rus
bzdetI 'fart', Grk f38em 'fan'. In origin, a phonetic variant of
the previous word although it has also been claimed that
*perdelo- indicated a louder fart than *pesd-.

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.]

FAST
"'h3eJi~us - "'hxeh]li-us 'fast'. [lEW 775 (*0](11-5); Wat 45

(*oku-); GI455 (*o](h u-)]. OWeIs di-auc 'not-fast', Lat ocior
'faster' (and possibly accipiter 'bird of prey' < 'quick-winged'),
Grk mK:v~'fast', Av asu- 'fast', OInd aszl- 'fast'. Good candidate
for PIE status; presumably < *h]e](- 'sharp'.

"'h2rg-r6s'[ast (of animals)'. (IE,W64 (*rg-ro-)]. Grk apy6~

'fast (of dogs, horses)', Olnd rjra- 'fast (of horses)'. The
underlying meaning here 'is 'white, shining' and suggests a
particular semantic development of a color term (d. "the
horses streaked on by") that might be late Indo-European.
Compare also the cognate expressions: Grk K:VVE~ apyoi'fast
dogs', OInd rJisvan- 'having fast dogs'; also OInd rJipya- 'rising
straight up', Arm arciw« *h2rgipj6s) 'eagle'.

?"'etro- 'quick, fast'. [lEW 345 (*etro-)]. ON aor 'before,
earlier', OE tFdre 'quickly, at once', OHG Mar 'quick', Lith
otrus'!ively', otu 'fast', Latv ,ltrs'fast' (with the Baltic apparently
representing *h2etro-), Thrac 'A(Jpv~ (river name, presumably
the 'fast, turbulent'). To be excluded on formal grounds is the
old suggestion: TocM atar'hero', TochB etre 'hero'. Primarily
attested in the northwest with a possible Thracian cognate
hence not a good candidate for PIE status.

"'Jieigh- 'fast'. [lEW 542-543 (*kei-gh-)]. OE hIgian
'hasten', Rus sigatI 'spring'; the uncertainty of OInd sighra
'quick, fast', the only non-northwestern cognate, does not
secure this good IE status.

?"'haegvhx1os'fast'. (JEW 5 (*ag-); Buck 14.21]. Lat agilis
'quick', OInd ajira- 'agile, quick'. This pair probably reflects
parallel dialectal formations from the very productive root
*haeg- 'drive'. Grk aye).:T] 'herd (of cattle, horses, etc.)' would
present another parallel, with considerably different semantic
development.

?"'bhris- - "'bhers- 'fast'. [lEW 143 (*bheres-); Wat 8
(*bhers-)]. Mlr bras 'forward, defiant, boastful', Wels brys
'haste, speed' and Lat [estIno 'hurry oneself' are derived from

a zero-grade here while the Balta-Slavic forms Lith burzdfls
burzgus 'fast', OCS bnJzo 'fast', Rus borz6j 'fast' reflect *z

rather than *5, making their connection more doubtful. Not
even secure as a northwest tenn in late IE.

??"'Jieibh- 'fast'. [lEW 542 (*kei-bh-)]. ON heipl 'enmity',
OE h:pst'violent, vehement, impetuous', OHG heIltfg'ardor',
Goth hai[sts 'conflict', Olnd sibham 'fast'. The heritage of the
Old lndic form is not entirely clear and modern sources are
sceptical about its connection to Germanic, thus highly
unlikely as a PIE form.

See also HORSE; SHARP; WHITE. U. C. S.I

Further Reading
Schrijver, P (1990) Latin festInare, Wels brys. M55 51, 243-24q

FASTEN see BIND

FAT
"'pfhxUT 'fatCness)'. [lEW 793 (*pi-/J-er-); Wat 47

(*peid-)]. Grk nlap'fat, tallow', lrtmv(fem. lrtnpa) 'fat, fruit
ful, rich', OInd pivas- 'fat', pivan- (fern. pivan-) 'fat, swollen',
payate 'is swollen, overflows'. The exact equation between
Greek and Old Indic of an archaic morphology would seem
to guarantee PIE status for this word. Possibly also here should
be OIr Eriu name of goddess and 'Ireland', MWeis Iwerd'Irish
Sea, Atlantic', Iwer80n 'Ireland' « Proto-Celtic *lwerjO <

*pihxfJerjohxn) where 'fatness' is applied to the land, d. Grk
IIrcpia name of a district in Thessaly and Homeric ntElpav
apovpav 'fertile land'; d. NE 'fat of the land'.

"'stlpes- (or "'s~lphxCe)s-?) 'oil, fat, grease'. [IEv'l 90 I
(*selp-); Wat 57 C*selp-); GI 609 (*selph-); BK 161 (*sYil-1
*sYel-)]. Alb gjalpe 'butter', Grk £AlrOC; 'oil, fat, grease', Oind
sarpi$- 'melted butter', TocM $al>P 'unguent, fat', TochB $alype
'unguent, fat'. Cf. OE sealf'grease' (> NE salve), OHG salba
'grease' (Gmc < *solpo-); OE sealfian 'to grease', OHG salbc)n
'to grease', Goth salbon 'to grease'. Widespread and old in IE.

"'smeru- 'oil, grease'. [lEW 970-971 (*smeru-); Wat 62
(*(s)mer-); Buck 5.89; BK 538 (*mar-I*mdr-)j. OIr smiur
'marrow', Wels mer 'marrow', ON smjpr'grease', OE smeoru
'grease' (> NE smear), OHG smero 'grease', TochB $mare «
*smel1Jo-) 'oily, greasy'. Unlikely to be connected, for both
phonological and semantic grounds, is Grk aJ.1vpu; 'abrasive
for rubbing'. The reflexes of this word are sufficiently
widespread geographically to guarantee its PIE status.

"'hlOpUS '(animal) fat'. Lat ad-eps 'suet, lard', opfmus (if <

*opV-plmus) 'fat', Hit appuzzi 'animal [at, tallow', TochB op
'± fatness'. The geographical spread of this word's reflexes
strongly suggests PIE status.

See also ANOINT; MEAT; MILK. [D.Q.A.]

FATHER
"'p1).ater(gen. "'p1).atr6s) 'father'. [IEW829 (*pdle(r); Wat

51 (*pdler-); GI 667 (*phljther-); Buck 2.35; Szem 1; Wordick
116-117J. OIr athair 'father', OWels -alr 'father', Lat pater
'father', Osc palir'father', Umb paler'father' (in compounds),
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ON faoir'father', OE fceder'father' (> NE father), OHG fater
'father', Goth fadar 'father', Grk narJ7P 'father', Arm hayr
'father', Av pta 'father' (dat. bc5roi) , OInd pitar- 'father',TochA .
pacar 'father', TochB pacer 'father'. The PIE word for 'father'.
Possibly also of PIE date is *p.batr-ijos 'paternal'. [JEW 829
(*pJtrjo-)]. Olr aithre 'paternal', MWels edryc5 '(paternal)
dwelling', Lat patrius'paternal', OE fcedera 'fathers brother',
Fris federia 'father's brother', OHG fatureo 'father's brother'
(Gme < *PQat[jo-on-), Grk na-rplO~ 'paternal', Olnd pitrya
'paternal', TochB patarye 'paternal'.

"somo-p.QatoT 'of the same father'. [JEW 829 (*somo
pdt6r)]. ON samfeora 'of the same father', Grk o}loTra-rmp'of
the same father', OPers hama-pitar- 'of the same father', TDcM
$Oma-pacar 'of the same father'. The distribution of this
compound suggests PIE status.

"at- (or "haet- or "hlat-?) 'father'. [lEW71 (*atos - *atta)~

Wat 4 (*atto-); Buck 2.35~ BK 430 (*at[hJ(t[h])-1
*dtfhJ(t[hJ)_)J. OIr aite 'foster-father; tutor, teacher', Lat atta
'father', ON atti 'father', OHG atto 'father', Goth atta 'father',
OCS otIcil 'father', Rus otec 'father', Alb ate 'father', Grk a-rra

'father', Hit attas 'father'. Although a word derived from the
language of children, the distribution suggests PIE status.

*t-at- (or "t-h.¢t-) 'father'. [lEW 1056 (*tata-); Buck 2.351.
Wels tad 'father', Lat (inscription) tata 'father', Grk rara, rerra
'father', Luv tatis 'father', OInd tata- 'father'. Perhaps a
deformation of the preceding word which again suggests at
least the possibility of PIE status.

"papa 'father, papa'. [lEW 789 (*pap(p)a)~ Wat 47
(*papa)]. Lat papa 'father', Grk nanna 'papa', Palaic papa
'father', Scythian Zev~ naJCalo~ 'papa Zeus'. Another childs
word which is widely enough distributed to suggest IE
antiquity.

*genhl-toT'father; procreator'. [JEW374 (*gend-ter-); Wat
19 (*gend-); BK 275 (*k~n-I*k'dn-)l.Lat genitor 'procreator' ,
Grk yevermp 'procreator', 0 lnd janitar- 'procreator'. Possibly,
even probably, a word of PIE status but it is also possible that
all three words are independent creations in the stocks in
which they occur.

A formal term, PIE *PQater, existed beside several informal
terms, most notable of which was *hjat-. The formal term
has been preserved in eight branches, Celtic, Italic, Germanic,
Greek, Armenian, Iranian, Indic and Tocharian. If one can
accept the loss of the vocalic laryngeal, then there may be
some (quite questionable) traces of the word in both Baltic
and Slavic. Szemerenyi proposes to derive Lith tevas 'father'
from *pte (d. Av pta) where the laryngeal has been lost and
*pt·· > *t- (and the rest of the word is not well explained) ..In
Slavic we have the divine name Stri-bogU, taken to be 'father~

god'.
Although Antoine Meillet was fond of pointing out that·

Proto-Indo-European 'father' was not merely the masculine
equivalent of 'mother', his chief argument, that 'father' was
used as a divine title in Lat Jupiter, Umb Juve patre (dative),
Grk Zev Trarep and OInd Dyau$ pitar, is less convincing in
light of titles like Greek Mr,r71P 8emv 'mother of gods' and

FATHER-IN-lAW

the Irish gloss Ana: ITlater deorum 'Ana, i.e., mother of the
gods'. Nevertheless, the fact that the Latin plural patresand
the Indic dual pitrau signify 'parents' and legal precepts such
as Lat si pater filium ler venum duuit, filius a patre Jiber ('if a
father sells his son three times, let the son be free from his
father') mention only the father indicates that the fndo
European father possessed considerable legal authority within
the family.

Beside the formal term for father, PIE *PQater, there were a
number of less formal terms. One of these, *at- or *haet-,
may have Signified 'foster-father', the meaning found in Old
Irish. This word has displaced the formal term in Slavic,
Albanian, and Hittite. A variation *t-at- or *l-hael-, with a
peculiar but attested reduplication of the final consonant seen
in other childish terms,' forms the common term in Welsh,
Baltic and most of Anatolian and is a common affectionate
term in Albanian and Greek as well. Latin, Greek, Palaic and
Scythian also possess a familiar form for 'father'. The need for
a term for 'having the same father' in Germanic, Greek, Iranian
and Tocharian suggests that the Indo-Europeans employed
parent and sibling terms for a wider variety of people than
one's own biological parents and the children of one's own
parents, that is, they employed a classificatory rather than
descriptive kinship terminology.

See also GRANDFArnER~ KINSHIP; MAsTER. [M.E.H.]

FATHER-iN-lAW
*SlJ~lfuTOS 'father-in-law, husband's father'. [lEW 1043

1044 (*sl)ekro-); GI 662-663 (*soe0uro-); Buck 2.61; Szem
17-18~ Wordick 170-171]. Wels chwegrwn 'father-in-law',
Corn whygeran 'father-in-law', Lat socer 'father-in-law', OE
swehor ~ swear 'father-in-law', OHG swehur 'father-in-law',
Goth swaihra 'father-in-law, Lith sesuras 'husband's father',
OCS svekru 'husband's father', Rus svekor 'husband's father',
Alb vjeherr « *l)eskuro-) 'father-in-law', Grk brupot; 'wifes
father', Arm skesr-ayr 'husband's father' (lit. 'mother-in-laws
man'), Av xVasura- 'father-in-law', NPers xusur'father-in-Iaw;
mother-in-law' (New Persian has generalized the inherited
words for both 'father-in-law' and 'mother-in-law' to both
sexes), Pashto sxar 'father-in-law', OInd 5vasura- 'father-in
law'. Widespread and clearly old in IE.

Oswald Szemerenyi has proposed that *Sl)eKUrO- be
derived from *sl)e- and *KOru- 'head', i.e., head of the joint
family', arguing that the word was created and employed from
the perspective of the wife (otherwise this derivation would
make no sense since a man's father-in-law, i.e., the father of

.his wife, could hardly be a member of his O\VO lineage). To a
woman who had married into a man's family, the head of the
family would be (presuming he was still alive), her husbands
father, i.e., her father-in-law. It would be natural then,
according to this line of reasoning, that the woman would
refer to her husband's father as the 'head of the family'. In
addition to purely linguistic problems concerning both
elements of this compound, this theory also rests on the pre
sumption that PIE 'father-in-law' initially (or only) designated
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the wife's father-in-law ('husband's father') and that the
husband did not possess a corresponding term for his wifes
father (with whom he would presumably have contracted the
marriage agreement and to whom he would have paid the
bride-price).

It is important then to distinguish the point of perspective
of the various terms for 'father-in-law'. The semantic contexts
of the cognate tenns can be divided into two groups. Those
words that designate the 'father-in-law' solely from the point
of view of the wife are Baltic, Slavic, Greek and Armenian.
The other stocks (Celtic, latin, Germanic, and Albanian)
extend it to both the husband and the wife's in-laws. It has
often been presumed that the extension of kinship terms to
both sides is a later phenomenon but Heinrich Hetterich
suggests that there is evidence of the early use of Av xVasura
(Yast 10. 116) to designate the 'father-in-law' from the
husband's point of view and there is also some circumstantial
evidence for this meaning in OInd .sva.sura-. This evidence,
he argues, would make it more plausible to reconstruct 'father
in-law' from the perspective of both husband and Wife, a
situation which would seem to be predicted by the general
analysis of other kinship systems (for example, Omaha kinship
systems typically do not distinguish the husband's parents
in-law from those of the wife), and renders Szemerenyi's
interesting attempt at a deeper etymology for this term far
less compelling.

?*bhendhrros or ·pentha-rTOS '± relation'. [lEW 127
(*bhendh-); d. GI23 (*bendh-); BK 26 (*binY-l*benY-)]. Lith
beiidras 'companion', Grk 1Cev(Jepoc; 'father-in-law', Oind
bandhu- 'relative'. Some would also place Arm aner 'wife's
father' here (Winter suggested loss of expected *b [for *bh]
by contamination with hayr'father'; the recorded form could
then be metathesized from *enar and derived from *pentha

rro-, a form that might also account for the Greek etymon). If
the relationship between Armenian and Greek is accepted,
we could have a second reconstructed form although this
would be confined to a limited region. The underlying root
of *bhendh[ros is generally taken to be *bhendh- 'join, tie,
connect' and hence we have here some one 'connected
(through marriage?)'. The case for anything other than some
late regional IE isoglosses is not particularly strong and the
specific kinship semantics are limited solely to Greek.

The relation between *sl,!.ekUros 'father-in-law' and
*sl,!.eKnlhas 'mother-in-law', is problematic. Most take the
masculine to have been remodeled to avoid an unWieldy
cluster in the expected *Sl,JeKI1)os. Four stocks-Baltic, Slavic,
Greek C?and Armenian)-record a special form for 'wife's
father'. The Baltic and Slavic forms, lith llosvis 'father-in
law', OCS tlstl 'wife's father' and Rus testl'wifes father' are
related to corresponding feminines, Lith llosve 'mother-in
law' and Rus tesca 'wife's mother', and do not provide any
inSight into PIE. The words derived from *bhendh[ros are
too general in meaning and the specific kinship semantics of
this word appear to be unique to Greek and not indicative of
PIE. It might be argued that the fact that several early and

conservative languages maintained a distinction between
'husbands father' and 'wifes father' suggests that the distinction
may have been original in PIE and its widespread loss was a
later development, even if no Single form for 'wife's father'
can be ascribed to PIE. Alternatively, it may have been the
case that PIE had generic terms for 'father-in-law' and 'mother
in-law' and where various stocks made distinctions between
the husband's in-laws and the wife's it is because of independ
ent innovations.

See also BROTHER-IN-LAW; KINSHIP; MornER-IN-LAW.

[M.E.H.]

Further Readings
Hetterich, H. (1985) Indo-European kinship terminology. Anthropo

logical LingUistics 27, 453-480.

Huld, M. E. (1979) Albanian Yjerrand IE. in-lawterms.IF84, 196
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FATYANOVO-BAIANOVO CULTURE
A variant of the Corded Ware horizon (c 3200-2300 BC),

the Fatyanovo culture is located in the region from Lake Pskov
eastwards to the middle Volga, and takes its name from a
cemetery in the Yaroslav district. Fatyanovo defines the
western part of the culture while in the eastern area of its
distribution it is known as the Balanovo culture. Settlements,
which are few in number, tend to be located in elevated
positions and on Balanovo settlements rectangular senli
subterranean houses are known. Here also there is some
evidence for sites defended by earthen banks. The general
absence of settlement remains throughout most of the culture,
aswith other variants of the Corded Ware horizon, is usually
interpreted as reflecting an essentially mobile economy. The
Fatyanovo culture is seen to introduce an economy based on
domestic livestock into the forest zone of Russia and the degree
of mobility that one may ascribe to it is seriously mitigated
by the fact that the main domestic fauna tends to be (the
non-mobile) pig, which is then followed by sheep, cattle, horse
and dog; there are also the remains of wild species.

Primary information regarding Fatyanovo derives from over
three-hundred cemeteries attributed to the culture, the largest
being on the order of over a hundred burials. Graves were
shafts, sometimes over 2 m deep, and the walls might be
lined with wood and the floor covered with birch bark. The
usual pattern of Corded Ware ritual is reflected with males
depOSited on their right sides (heads to SW) and females on
their left (heads to NE). Grave-goods included pottery,
ornaments of animal teeth, polished stone battle-axes (for
males) and occasionally stone mace-heads. Metal resources
from the western Urals were exploited and it is from this region
that one finds simple metal tools and ornaments although
they are manufactured according to types known in central
Europe. That the culture produced its own metal objects is
attested to by the finding of metal-working implements in
graves suggesting the presence of local smiths.

Unlike many of the other variants of the Corded Ware



d.

Fatyanovo b. Stone "battle-ax"; c. Male bUrial on right side;
d. Clay '~wheel"; e: Cord-decorated vessel.

FAVOR
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FAVOR
*haeu- 'favor', [lEW7? (*av-)]. OIr con-oj 'guards', Wels

ewyliys 'desire'. Lat aveo 'desire strongly'. Runic aUja 'good
f9rtune'. Goth 'awi-liup 'thanks', Grk (Doric) &:{1:a~ 'friend.
beloved', perhaps Arm aviwm 'inspiration'. Av avaiti 'cares
for. helps'. OInd avati 'is pleased. promotes'. avi- 'favorable',
avas- 'enjoyment. favor, help'. Widespread and of PIE status.
Perhaps *haeu- is actually *h¢u- and ultimately the same as
*h4eu- 'eat'.

*hlemaS- 'be well-disposed to someone'. Grk epaJ.lal ,..
eparo 'love') TocM]? yars- 'be deferential, respectful'. The
apparent agreement· of Greek and Tocharian' would eem to
be good evidence for at least late PIE status for this word.
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Further Readings
Kraynov, D. A. (1972) Drevneyshaya Istoriya Volgo-Okskogo

Mezhdurechya. Moscow. Nauka,

Hausler, A. (1976) Zur Ursprung der Fatjanowo-Kultur.

]ahresschrift fur mitte1deutsche Vorgeschichte 60,285-297.

horizon. the Fatyanovo culture is found'beyond the borders
of the earlier TRB culture and has been regarded as a genuine
folk movement into the forest region 'of Russia, variously
derived from the Baltic, central Europe or, less likely. the
Russian-Ukrainian steppe (there are similarities between
Fatyanovo and Catacomb culture stone battle-axes). The case
for an intrusive culture is based on the physical type of,the
population. flexed burial under barrows, the presence ~f

battle-axes and ceramics. On the other hand, it has also been
argued that the culture represents the acculturation qf the
local Pit:-Comb Ware inhabitants of this region through
contacts with Corded Ware agriculturalists to the west. Ifone
assumes that the Corded Ware horizon c;loes reflect an earlier
IE linguistic identity (which is frequently accepted), it is
unlikely to have persisted as later dUring the early historic
period this territory appears to have been 'Occupied by Uralic
speaking peoples before the still more recent expansion of
the BaIts and Slavs.

See also CORDED WARE CULTURE; PIT-COMB WARE CULTIJRE. .
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FAVOR

*teu- 'look on with favor'. [JEW 1079-1080 (*teu-): Wat.
71 (*teu-)]. aIr tOath 'north, left (when facing east)' «
probably a euphemistically used 'favorable'), Lat tueor
'observe, protect', tOtus 'secure', ON pyor 'friendly', OE ge
jJieoe 'good, virtuous', jJeaw 'custom, usage', OHG gi-thiuto
'publicly, truly', thau 'custom, usage', Goth jJiujJ 'good', Luv
tawali- 'eye' « *'looker, observer'). Attested on the western
and southern peripheries of the IE world which suggests PIE
status.

?*h."ens- 'be gracious to, show favor'. [IEW47 (*ans,.)~ Gl
683 (*wesu-): Puhvel 1, 205-206: BK 386 (*nan-/*ndn-)).
ON ast 'affection, love', OE est 'favor, grace, bravery', OHG
anst 'favor', Goth ansts 'favor, grace' (Gmc < *h4ensti-),
probably Grk npoCT11Vr1~ (Doric npoa'liVr1t;) 'gentle, kind, soft'.
Hit assu- 'good', ass- - assiya- 'be favored, be dear, be good'
have also been put here or, alternatively, derived from *hlesu
'good'. If the Hittite words belong here, and it is likely that at
least the verb does (though influenced semantically by the
phonologically similar word for 'good'), then we have evidence
for the shape *h4ens- and for PIE status. However, certainty
here cannot be achieved.

?*hlsu-menes-jefo- 'be well disposed to'. [GI 683; Del 286] .
Grk eVj1EV£m 'am gracious', OInd sumanasyate 'is favorable'.
Possibly a late dialectal term in IE, but also possibly
independent creations in Greek and Old Indic.

See also PlEAsE. [D.Q.A]

FEAR
*bhibh6ihxe 'is afraid'. (lEW 161-162 (*bhoi-): Buck

16.53]. ON bifa 'tremble', OE beofian - bifian 'tremble', OHG
biben - beben 'tremble', OInd bibhaya - bibheti 'is afraid'.
Though attested only on the extreme peripheries of the IE
world, the exact equation of form (the Germanic verbs, like
OInd bhibheti, reflect the secondary addition of the productive
present endings onto an old perfect) and meaning assure its
PIE status. Other presents appear in OPrus biatwei 'to fear',
Lith bijaus 'is afraid', Latv bijuos 'is afraid' (Baltic < *bhihr
eha-), OCS bojati s~ « *bhoihx-eha-) 'is afraid', OInd bhayate
'is afraid'. Cf. also Lat foedus « *bhoihrdo-) 'ugly, repulSive'.

*haegh- 'be afraid, be downcast'. [lEW 7-8 (*agh-): Buck
16.53; BK 302 (*/iagy-/*ndgY-)). OIr ad-agathar 'fears', ON
agi'terror', ogn 'fright', OE ege'sorrow', oga 'fright', OHG akr
- egl 'terror', egison 'shock, terrify', Goth og 'is afraid', agis
'fear, anxiety, terror', un-agands 'unafraid', af-agjan 'be moved,
frightened' ,Grk axot; 'mental pain or distress', axoJ.1az 'am
troubled, mourn'. At least a word of the west and center of
the IE world.

*duei- 'fear'. [lEW 227-228 (*dyei-): Wat 15 (*dwei-);
Buck 16.53]. Grk Dc{8m « perfect *dedwoia) 'fear', Arm
erknc'im 'frighten', perhaps Luv kuwaya- 'fear', Av dvaes- 'be
hostile, provoke', OInd dve$ti 'hates, is hostile', TochAB wi
'be frightened'. A verb derived from *dl)i- 'two' and thus
originally 'be of two minds, doubtful' or the like. Certainly if
the Luvian word belongs here (and not to *kW eh 1(i)- 'fear')
we have strong evidence for PIE status.

*neh2- 'be timid'. [JEW 754 (*na-): GI 705 (*naH-); BK
563 (*nan-/*ndn-)]. Mlr nar« *neh2-sro-) 'modest, diffident',
naire 'shame, modesty', Hit nah- 'fear, be afraid', nahsar- 'fear,
terror', nahsariya- 'fear'. Attested only in two stocks but the
geographical distribution would seem to support PlE status.

*kwehl(i)- 'fear, revere'. [lEW 636-637 (*kuei-); Wat 33
(*kweid-)]. OCS cajo'(a)wait, hope', kaj9'feel remorse', Grk
riw'honor, revere (of the bearing of men before gods)', perhaps
Luv k(u)waya- 'fear', OInd cayati 'reveres, pays attention to'.
Particularly if the Cuneiform Luvian word belongs here (and
not to *dl)ei-) the geographical extension would appear to
assure PIE status for this word.

*perk- 'fear'. [lEW 820 (*perg-); Buck 16.53; BK 68
(*p[h]ir-/*p{h jer-)]. OE forht 'fearful, afraid', fyrhto 'fright'
(> NE fright), fyrhtan 'frighten' (> NE to frighe), OHG [or(a)he
'fearful, afraid', forhta 'fright', for(a)htan 'fear', Goth fal1rhts

'fearful, afraid', fal1rhtjan 'be afraid', TocMB parsk- « *prk
sJ<e/o-) 'be afraid', TochA praski 'fear', TochB proskye 'fear'.
Limited to Germanic and Tocharian but at least dialectally
present in late PIE.

*tres- 'tremble, fear'. [lEW 1095 (*trcs-); Wat 72 (*cres-);
GI 207 (*thers- - *thres-); Buck 16.53; BK 97 (*e[h]ir-/
*t{hjer-)]. MIr tarrach « *t[sako-) 'fearful', Lat tenere 'terrify',
terror'terror', Lith triSu (if < *t[s-ske/o-) 'tremble', Grk rp£m
'tremble, flee', Av t;Jrdsaiti « *t[s-ske/o-) 'fears', Oravhayeiti
'frightens', OInd trasati 'trembles, is afraid'. Here we have a
metaphorical transfer from an outward sign of fear to fear
itself, probably of PIE date.

See also FRIGHTEN: SHAKE. [D.Q.A.I

FEATHER see WING

FEED
*peh2- 'guard, protect, cause to graze' (pres. *peh2U

*peh2s(K)eti). [ef. lEW 787 (*pa-), 839 (*po(i)-); Wat 46
(*pa-); Gl 600 (*phaH-/ *phoH(i)-); Buck 3.16; BK 52
(*p[h jan-/*p[h jdn-)]. Oir aInches 'bread basket', Wels pawr
'meadow', Lat pasco 'feed, lead to pasture; nourish', ON [oor
'fodder', OE foddor- fooor'fodder' (> NE fodder), OHG fuoter
'fodder', oes pas9 'protect, guard', Grk (Doric) nav{{j 'satiety',
Arm hawran 'herd', Hit pah(has)s- 'protect', Av paiti 'guards',
OInd pati 'guards', IocM pas- 'guard, protect, practice moral
behavior', TochB pask- 'guard, protect, practice moral
behavior'. Cf. Grk Jrwv « *pOh2iu) 'flock of sheep', Olnd
payl1 « *pOh2il1-) 'protector', and Grk nOlJ1~v 'guardian,
herder', Lith piemuo « *poh2imen-) 'herder'. This word is
widespread and old in IE. It was the usual word to describe
the herdsman's activities.

*ues-'graze'.IIEWl171 (*l)es-); d. Gl601 (*wes-)J. aIr
feis(s) - fess 'food', Wels gwest 'feast', ON VIst 'food', OE wise
'food', wesan 'feast, cause to graze', wesa 'reveler', OHG WIst
'food', Goth waila wisan 'feast', wizon 'be self-indulgent', Latv
v~s~ls'healthy, whole', OCS vese10 'joyful', Hit wesi- 'pasture',
westara- 'herdsman', .wesiya- 'graze', Av vastra- 'food', vasear
'herdsman' (the -a- is secondary in Avestan, introduced to
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distinguish vas- 'graze' from vas- 'wear'), TochA wasri 'grassy
area, pasture'. Widespread and old in IE. This word would
seem to be the intransitive equivalent of *peh2- above. .

·pen- 'feed, fatten'. [lEW 807 (*pen-); BK 58 (*p[h}inY-/
*p [h jenY_)]. Lat pen us 'store of food', Goth fenea (= / finjal) 'a
barley dish', Lith penu 'fatten', penas'fodder'; Palaic bannu
'liver' « *pen-nu- 'the fattened one'). Clearly old in IE.

See also EAT AND DRINK; FOOD; GRASs; PuNTS. [D.Q.A)

FELT see TEXTILE PREPARTATION

FENCE
*gh6rdhos ("'gh6rtos - "'gh6rdhos) 'fence, hedge;

enclosure, pen, fold'. [lEW444 (*gherdh-); Wat 22' (*gher-);
Gl647 (*terdh-); Buck 19.15; BK 303 (*gYir-/*gYer-)]. From
*ghortos: OIr gort 'standing crop', Wels garth 'pen, fold', Lat
hortus 'garden', cohors « *ko-ghrt-i-s) (gen. cohortis)
'enclosure, yard, cattle-pen' (via French> NE court), Osc
hurtum 'enclosure', Grkxop'l'ot;'enclosed place, feeding place';
from *ghordhos: ON garoar (pl.) 'fence, hedge, court', OE
geard 'enclosure, yard' (> NE yard; ON/OE < *ghordho-),
ortgeard 'garden' (lit. 'fruit-yard'; > NE orchard), OHG garto
'garden' (via Old French> NE' garden), Goth gards 'house,
household; court' « *ghordhi-), garda 'household', Lith
gafdas 'fence, fold, pen', OCS gradu 'town, city', Rus gorod
'town, city', Alb gardh 'fence, enclosure, hedge', Phryg 
gordum 'city' (cf. Gordion 'Gordium'); with zero-grade
*ghrdho-: Hit gurtas 'citadel', Luv gurta- 'citadel', Av gdrd~a

'cave housing demons', Olnd grha- « *grdha-) 'house,
habitation, home'. The ensemble of forms assembled under
*ghordhos suggests an earlier root-noun, *ghordhs (or
*gh6rdhs?), gen *gh[dhos. The word-final *-dhswould have
been pronounced *-ts and it is this pronunciation that may
have led to the creation of the variant *ghortos. Certainly
belonging here as well is TochB (pI.) kerclyi 'palace' « *ghort/
dhijoi 'courts', cf. Gordium). Widespread and old in IE.

The original meaning of *ghordhos would appear to have
included both the hedge or (wickerwork?) fence that enclosed
an individual yard or a whole settlement and the enclosure
(garden or corral) thus defined. The term is also used with
specific references to the walls surrounding the PIE
otherworld, e.g., ON garoar surrounds the realm of the
goddess of death, Hel, Av gdrJOa- IS used with explicit
reference to the cave of demons contaminated by death and
corruption, and OInd mrnmayam grham (acc. sg.) 'house of
clay', i.e., where one goes after death. From *gherdh- 'gird'
which, as a verb, exists only in Germanic (d. NE gird) .. A
number of IE stocks show semantically similar forms as if
from a palatalized PIE *gherdh-: OPrus sardis 'fence', Lith
tafdis'corral', tardas'drying rack (for grain); fence, enclosure', .
Rus zorod 'granary', Phryg -zordum 'city'. As living areas were
fenced in, it is not surprising to find the semantic shifts to
'house' or even to 'city', e.g., NE town is cognate with NHG
zaun 'fence, hedge'. The term was borrowed into Finno-Ugric,
e.g., Udmurt gurt 'village, settlement', Komi gort 'house'.

FERMENT

'*llorPo- 'enclosure'. Hit (pI.) warpa 'enclosures', warpa dai
'encircle', HierLuv warpi 'temple precinct' « *'enclosure'),
TochA warp 'enclosure\, TochB werpiye 'garden', werpiske
'garden'. Both Hittite and Tocharian show identical
denominative verb formations (*I,JOrP-eh2-): Hit (anda)
warpai- 'enclosure', TochAB warpa- 'surround, encircle'. The
double morphological agreement of Anatolian and Tocharian
would seem to guarantee this word PI E status.

*kagh- 'hedge, enclosure'. [lEW 518 (*kagh-); Wat 26
(*kagh-)). Wels cae 'hedge', perhaps Lat (pi.) caul(l)ae'enclo
sure for sheep' (if < *kaghleha-), ON hagi 'wheatfield', Of
haga 'hedge' (> NEhaw as in haw-thorn), hecg « *kaghjo-)
'hedge' (> NE hedge), OHG hag 'hedge'. Restricted to the
northwest of the IE world. From *kagh- 'catch, seize'.

*mand- 'enclosure, stall'. [lEW 699 (*mand-)]. Thrac
llaV8a1Clt; 'ring of sheaves', Grk llav8pa 'cattle-fold, byre;
horse-stall', Olnd mandura 'horse-stable', mandira
'habitation, dwelling; palace, temple; town'. Possibly late IE
and restricted to the south and east of the IE world; these
words have also, less plausibly, been taken to be borrowings
from some unknown (Near Eastern?) language.

?*urtoleha-- "'u[tis- ·uol101eha- 'enclosure'. [JEW 1161
1162 (*I}.[-tj-)~ cf. Wat 77 (*wer-)~ BK 489 ( *wurY-/*worY-)j.

From *vrto/eha-: OE worjJ 'court, courtyard; farm; street',
NLG wurt 'elevated settlement', TocM wart 'forest', TochB
warto 'forest' (Tocharian < *'what encloses or surrounds a
settlement'? or < *'sacred grove' < *'(sacred) precinct'?); from
*l)[ti-: Olnd V[ti- 'enclosure'; from *l,Jorto/eha-: OPrus waTlo
'door, gate', Lith (pl.) vattai 'gate, gateway', OCS rata 'gate'. It
is likely that these all represent independent derivatives of
*l)er- 'enclose, cover, protect'.

See also FORT~ GIRD, HIGH~ HOUSE; WAll.. [A.D.V; D.Q.A.l

Further Readings
Della Volpe, A. (1988) Hillfort nomenclature in Indo-European: The

case of Latin urbs. lIES 16, 194-206.

FERMENT
*bhreu- 'brew'. [cf. lEW 144-145 .( *bh(e)reu-); Wat 9

(*bhreu-); GI 553 (*bhreu-); BK 4 (*bar-/*b;n-)j. The
underlying verb is attested with the meaning 'brew' only in
Germanic: OE breowan 'brew' (> NE brew), OHG briuwan
'brew'. Aderivative *bhrutom 'beer' « 'what has been brewed')
appears more widely: Lat defrutum 'boiled must', ON brod
'broth', OE brojJ 'broth' (> NE broth), OHG brod 'broth', Alb
bersi(< *bhrutjeh2-) 'lees, dregs; mash', Thrac f3pvrot; a kind

.of beer. Cf. also ON brauo 'bread', OE bread 'crumb; bread'
(> NE bread), OHG brat 'bread' (named after the leavening
agent); and ON Bragi god of poetry. These words suggest that
the meaning 'brew' was widespread in at least the west and
center of the IE world. The use of *bhreu- is a specialization
of the *bhreu- that means 'boil, seethe'.

"'kuat- 'ferment'. [lEW627 (*kl)at(h)-); GI28]. Lat caseus
'cheese', Goth hva/Ja 'foam', hvajJjan 'foam up', Latv kt1sac
'boil', OCS kvaslJ « *kvar-so-) 'leaven; sour drink', kyselu
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FERMENT

'sour', Olnd kvathati 'boils, cooks'. Another word which
originally meant 'boil' that was specialized for some kind of
fermentation process in several IE stocks of the west and
center.

While fermentation may appear as a natural process that
might have been discovered quite early, at least during the
Neolithic period, Andrew Sherratt has suggested that this
would presume the unlikely existence of sufficient sources of
sugar to initiate the process. The sugars which one might
expect to be found among Neolithic populations and their
corresponding fermented drinks would comprise glucose from
honey which would yield mead, fructose from fruits to
produce wine, maltose from sprouted grain to yield beer and
lactose from milk which could make kumiss. Of these, Sherratt
suspects that mead was the earliest alcoholic drink produced
in Europe since honey at least contained sufficient sugars and
it has been circumstantially recovered in the form of
presumably honey-associated pollen in a vessel of a Beaker
burial c 2000 Be. Sherratt argues that the fruits of the
Neolithic, including the wild vine, would have had insufficient
sugar to have initiated fermentation (this assumption,
however, this been contradicted by the recent discovery of
the residue of wine from a Neolithic site in Iran dating to e
5400-5000 BC). An alternative method of fermentation, not
requiring the boiling of a mash, involves the chewing of grain,
for example, whereby fermentation is aided by pyalin, an
enzyme in saliva. This technique is known in various parts of
the world, e.g., Polynesia to make kaya beer and is also
recorded in Finland. The le"xical evidence, however, does not
suggest this particular semantic scope for any of the words
for fermentation.

The appearance of alcoholic beverages in Europe are usually
dated to c 3500-3000 BC with the appearance 0f distinctive
sets of drinking vessels in the Ezero, Baden, Corded Ware
and Beaker cultures which have been tentatively associated
with the consumption of mead.

See also BEER; Ball; COOK; HONEY; JUICE; POT;
SACRED DRINK; WINE. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Readings
McGovern, P E. et a1. (1996) Neolithic resinated wine. Nature 381,

480-481.

Sherratt, A. (1987) Cups that cheered, in Bell Beakers ofthe Western

Mediterranean, eds. W Waldren, R. Kennard, Oxford, BAR
International Ser, 81-106.

FEW
*pau- 'little, few'. [IEW842 (*pou-); Wat 47 (*pau-)]. From

*pat,lOs: Lat pauper 'poor' « *pau-paro- 'acquiring little'),
ON far 'little; taciturn', OE fea ~ feawe - feawa 'little, few' (>

NE few), OHG fa 'little, few', Goth (pI.) fawai 'few'; from
*paukos: Lat paucus 'little', OHG foh 'few'; from *pauros:
lat parvus 'small', Grk navpo<; 'little'. At least a word of the
west and center of the IE world.

[D.Q.A.]

FIELD
*haerh3Ur~ *haerh3uos'field'. [IEW63 (*ar(a)v-); d. Wat

3 (*ard-); GI 594; Buck 8.12]. Oir arbor (DIL ar!Jar) 'grain',
Wels erw'field', Lat alYUs'plowed', arvum 'plowed field', Myc
a-ro-u-ra 'field, arable land', Grk apovpa 'field', Arm
haravunk' 'field'. Av urvara- 'plant', Oind urvara- 'fertile soil,
field yielding crop' are often, probably rightly, included within
this group. They reflect a Proto-Indo-Iranian *urvarti- whose
phonological development, whether [rom *ha[h]l)ereha- or
*haerh]l)ereha-, is somewhat irregular. Fronl *haerh]- 'plow',
thus originally 'plowed field'. At the very least late PIE in date
in the west and center of the IE world.

*haegros 'field, pasture'. [lEW 6 (*ag-ro-s); Wat I
(*agro-); GI 600 (*Ha/?ro-); Buck 8.12; BK 396 (*nak'-I
*ndk'-)). Lat ager'field', ON akr'field', OE xeer'field' (> NE
acre), OHG aekar 'field', Goth akrs 'field', Grk aypo<; 'field',
Arm art 'field', OInd ajra- 'plain'. Widespread and old in IE.
A derivative of *h2eg- 'drive (cattle)' and thus originally
'pasture'.

*lendh- - *londh- 'open land, waste'. [IE\V 675
(*lendh-); BK 586 (*lamd-I*bmd-)]. Oir lann 'open land',
MWels llan 'area', ON land 'land', OE land 'land' (> NE land),
OHG lant'land', Goth land 'land', OPms lindan 'valley', OCS
ljadina 'weeds, shrubs', Rus ljada 'overgrown field'. Cf. ON
lundr'grove', Swed linda 'fallow land'. A late word in IE, found
in the west and center.

*polKeha- '± fallow land'. IlEW 807 (*polfa)]. Gaul olea
'fallow land', OE fealh 'fallow land' (> NE fallow), MLG falge
'fallow land', OCS pIasa 'strip of arable land', Rus polosa 'strip
of arable land'. A technical agricultural term found in the
northwest of the IE world.

*KaPOS - Iiapeha- (or *Kehapos - *Kehapeha-?) 'piece of
land, garden'. [IEW529 ( *ktip-); Buck 8.13; Bailey 355]. OHG
huoba 'piece of land', Grk Kfjno<;, (Doric Kano<;) 'garden',
Pashto sabah 'grass, vegetables' « *'that [produced] of a
garden'), Roshani sepe 'cultivated field', Shughni sapc
'cultivated field' « Proto-Iranian *sapacI-). Alb kopsht'garden'
presumably represents an early borrowing from Greek; an
inherited *Kapos should have given Alb *thop-. Widespread
and old in IE.

*p6hxiUeha- 'open meadow'. [lEW 793 (*poiljj); BK 52
(*p[hJan-l*p[hJdn-)]. Lith pieva 'meadow', Grk noli 'grass;
grassy place'. At least a late PIE word in the central part of the
IE world. Perhaps related to *peh2- 'nourish, herd, cause to
graze'.

?*ueIsu- 'meadow, pasture'. [lEW 1139-1140 (*I)el-); GI
723 (*wel-); BK 612 (*waIY-I*w.JIY-)I. ORus Volosa a pagan
god, probably the protector of cattle (and thus possibly the
personified pasture), Grk Tjllvaw<; 'Elysian' (if < *I)elsu-tio-),
Hit wellu- 'meadow'. All of these may reflect a PIE *ljelsu- (in
each case there are other possible, and mutually incompatible,
phonological antecedents). If so, we have good evidence for
an ancient PIE word for 'meadow, pasture'. ON v9llr'meadow,
uncultivated land' has also been put here but phonologically
it reflects the same Proto-Gmc *walfJu- 'forest, uncultivated
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waste' seen in OHG wald 'forest' and OE weald 'forest' (> NE
weald and wold, both of which refer to non-forested terrain).
j. Puhvel has suggested that the *l)el- of *lJeJsu- is basically
the same as *l)el- 'die' and that we have, then, etymological
evidence for the existence of the concept 'meadow of the
otherworld' or the like in PIE. Such a conclusion seems most
speculative and the two words are probably best kept apart.

The words for 'field', particularly *haegros, have long been
cited to illustrate the economic dichotomy between the
European and the Asian or eastern IE stocks where the former
shows consistently a series of cognates for agriculture, includ
ing 'cultivated field' while the latter either lacks any cognate
or, as is the case with *haegras, shares the form but does not·
denote a field employed in agriculture. However, the
recognition that a PIE word for 'garden', *kapos - kapeha-,
survives in Iranian greatly reduces the apparent dichotomy
between the European and Asian branches of IE.

See also AGRICULTURE; DEATH BELIEFS; DRIVE; GRASS; PLow.
[D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Puhvel, j. (1969) "Meadow of the Otherword" in Indo-European

tradition. KZ 83,64-69.

FIGHT
*haeg- 'fight' < *'combative activity'. [lEW 4 (*ag-); Wat 1

(*ag-); Buck 20.12). Mlr ag« *agu-) 'fight; warrior's ardor',
Av azi- 'avidity, greed' (pdsanA az- 'engage in a contest'), NPers
az 'aVidity, greed', OInd aji- 'race, fight', (ajim aj- 'put on a
contest', pttanaj- 'engage in a contest'), TochB ak 'zeal'.
Independently derived but ultimately the same meaning is
Grk arwv 'fight, contest'. The Greek word originally meant
'assembly, gathering', e.g., Homeric Uliad7.298) aywvLOl Beat
'assembled (statues of thecitys) deities', It became specialized
into gathering for games, hence 'competition, fight'. From
*haeg- 'drive, push' where its original sense may have been
'activity' or 'drive' (in the NE sense) which then became
specialized to 'combative activity'.

*judh- 'moved, stirred up; fight'. [lEW 511 (*jeu-dh-);
Wat 79 (*yeudh-); Buck 20.11,20.12]. OWelsJud- 'fight' (in
personal names), Lat iubeo 'order, command', Lith judD 'move,
stir', Pol judzic'incite', Grk va}.1tv1J 'battle', Av yDioyeiti 'fights',
OIndytidhyati'fights', TochAyutk- 'be anxious'. Distribution
indicates PIE status.

*katu- 'fight'. [lEW 534 (*Kat-); Wat 27 (*katu-); Buck
19.52, 20.12]. OIr c~th 'battle', Wels cad 'battle', ON hQo
'fight', OE heaou- 'fight', OHG hadu- 'fight', OCS kotora 'fight',
Rus kotora 'strife, fight', The Slavic k- (?borrowed from -a
centum language) is, of course, not compatible with OInd
satru- 'enemy', which is sometimes placed here and whose
meaning is not so obviously connected. This word appears to
be a northwestern term in IE and is widely represented in
personal names in Celtic, e.g., Gaul Catu-nx'battle-king', and
Germanic, e.g., Hadu-rIh 'battle-king' (d. also ON [Runic]
HaoulaikaR, OE Heaoulac, OHG Hadubrant). Attempts to

FINCH

relate this word to Goth hepjo 'chamber', Av kaca 'house',
i.e., a fenced-off area in which one fought a duel, are hardly
plausible.

*ueik- 'fight'. [lEW 1128-1129 (*I)eik-); Wat 75
(*weik-); G1369; Buck 20.11]. Oir fichid'fights', fiche 'military
expedition', OWels gUilh 'anger' (these two Celtic
< *I)ikcehr ), Lat vinca 'defeat' , Osc vincter'is convicted', ON
vega 'fight', vfg 'strife, war, battle', OE gewegan 'fight', wrgan
'fight', Wfg 'strife, war, battle', wfgend 'warrior', OHG wrhan
- wrgan 'fight', wIg - wfc 'strife, war, battle', Wfgant 'warrior',
Goth weihan 'fight', Lith apveikiD 'defeat', Latv veikt 'make
straight', OCS veku 'force', Rus vek 'force'. It has been
suggested that this word is associated with the root *I)eik
'separate' > *l)oikoleha- 'life force' (ON veig 'strength', Lith
viekas'life force') with its sacral connotations as the terms for
combat might allegedly have since the gods determine the

. issue of the fight, e.g., ON vapnadornrJudgement by arms' >
'fight'. On the other hand, *l)eik- 'separate (from the profane)'
> 'consecrate' may be a more logical development and hence
the two roots should probably be kept distinct. The distribu
tion suggests a northwestern term in IE.

*nant- (noun) 'combat, fight'. {IEW755 (*nant-)]. Olr neie
« *nanli-) 'battle, combat', ON nenna 'to strive', Goth ana
nanpjan 'to take courage'. The Germanic forms appear to be
denominatives. Tocharian forms, i.e., TocM nati 'might,
strength' and TochB nele 'might, strength' are sometimes
attributed to this root but as the second PIE *-n- should not
have disappeared, they should be excluded. The distribution
of the forms suggests a late northwestern dialectal status.

See alsoARMv; CONTEND; DRIVE; WARFARE; WARRIORS. (E.C.P]

FIll.
*pelhl- 'fill'. [JEW 798-800 (*peJ-); Wat 48 ( *peb-); cf.

GI 190 (*ph iph(o)lH-); Buck 13.21; BK 54 (*pfhJal-1
*p[hJdl-)]. aIr lrnaid 'fills', Lat plea 'fill', Grk nlJ.llCA1J}.1l 'fill',
Arm helum 'pour', Av par- 'fill', Oind piparti 'fills'. Both Greek
and Old Indic show a reduplicated present; the Old Irish
form may be a nasal-infix present or be based on an adjective,
e.g., Lat plenus 'full'. Distribution indicates PIE status.

See also ABUNDANT; DRAW (WATER); POUR; SATISFY. [M.N.]

FINCH
*(s)pingos 'finch, especially the chaffinch'. [JEW 999

(*(s)pingo-); Wat 64 (*sping-); GI 459-460 (*(s)pink'o-)I.
OE finc'finch' (> NE finch), OHG fincho 'finch', Grk anlYYo~

'finch', perhaps Olnd phingaka- 'shrike'. The Germanic and
Greek terms refer precisely to the 'chaffinch (Fringilla caelebs)'.
Arm sarekik 'finch' derives from the polyvalent *J<Vr- root. A
common Old lndic term for 'finch' kukinga- has no relation
to any other bird name, and Lat [ringJila is suspiciously close
to the Germanic and Greek forms and suggests onomatopoeia.

Finches form a greatly varied family of variegated birds,
and there is little doubt that terms for finch were used
indiscriminately for any such small and brightly colored bird.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]
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FIND

FIND
*uer- 'find, take'. [JEW 1160 (*l)er-); Wat 77 (*werd-);

Buck 11.32]. OIr -fOar (DIL £ruh) « *lJe-lJr-) 'found', Grk
evp{(11((J) 'find, discover', Arm gerem 'take prisoner'. Balto
Slavic shows an extended *l)ret- (*lJrehl t-?) in Lith su-resti
'catch', OCS s-u-resti 'find, meet', ob-resti 'find'. A word of the
west and center of the IE world.

See also FIND ONE'S WAY; KNow; SEEK. [M.N.]

FIND ONE'S WAY
*pent- 'find one's way' (pres. *pentelo-). [lEW 808-809

(*pent-); Wat 49 (*pent-); Buck 10.74]. The underlying verb
is preserved only in Germanic: ON finna 'find', OE findan
'find' (> NE flnd), OHG flndan - flntan 'find', Goth finjJan
'recognize, learn', OE fandian 'explore, seek out', OHG fandan
'explore, seek out'; OE fundian 'strive, hasten', OHG funden
'strive, hasten'. Widespread and old is the derivative *pontah2s
(gen. *pr;;1th20S) 'untraced path': Lat pons 'bridge', OPms pintis
'way', OCS P9tl'way', Grk nov't'oc; 'sea' « *'path through the
sea'), na't'oc; 'path, stride', na't'£w 'step', Arm hun 'ford', Av
panta (gen. pa8a) 'path' (from Iranian come OE peep 'path' [>
NE path], OHG pfad 'path'), Oind panthas (gen. pathas) 'path
(as yet untraveled), route', TochB amak$-pante'wagon-master'
(-pante' < *POth2-0- 'he of the way').

See also FIND; ROAD. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1954) Sema~1tic problems in reconstruction. Word

10,252-264.

FINGER see HAND

FIR
*dhonu- 'fir' (nom. *dh6nou?). [JEW234 ( *dhanu-); Buck

8.65; Fried lSD-151; BK 141 (*dYan-w-)). OHG tanna «
*dhonlJan-) 'fir', Hit tanau 'fir'. Though supported by only
two stocks, this equation is semantically, phonologically, and
morphologically perfectly regular (Germanic, of course, has
hosts of nouns that have been extended by one sort of an n
stem or another). The probability of PIE status for this word,
already strong, is even stronger if Av (Janwald (gen. 8anwano)
(with initial influenced by Oang- 'pull') 'bow', OInd dhanu$
« *dhanur, gen. dhanvanas) 'bow' is added to the equation.
The Indo-Iranian forms renect an earlier *dhenlJ[ (gen.
*dhenl)enos) 'bow' (granted that the use of fir (saplings] for
bows seems unlikely and needs to be researched; there is some
archaeological evidence for pine in the manufacture of
European prehistoric bows). Exactly the same word, with the
same archaic paradigm, reappears in Lat femur (gen. feminis)
'thigh'. In Latin the PIE cluster *-nl)- appears as -m-. The
semantic relationship between 'thigh' and 'bow' is seen again
in Grk (11(£..1.0<; 'thigh' and (11(OAIOC; <bent'.

*haebi- 'fir'. [Fried 150]. Lat abies (gen. abietis) 'silver fir
(Abies pectinata)' , Grk (Hesychius) af31<; 'fir'. The status of
the form in Hesychius is debatable as it might be Greek,

lllyrian or some other language, words of which might find
themselves in a Greek text (if the word is not Greek but
lllyrian, we are free to reconstruct *haebhi-). In later Greek a
Scythian place-name 'A{311C1], a district on the Borysthenes, is
glossed as 'the wooded/wild (place)'. This word's occurrence
in Latin, Illyrian (or Greek), and Iranian would appear to be
presumptive evidence of its PIE status.

The distribution of the fir (Abies) is primarily southerly
and pollen indicators suggest that c 3000 BC it was to be
found from northern Spain/southern France across central
Europe and the Mediterranean (it is a dominant tree of
Anatolia) to northwest of the Black Sea and the north Caucasus
and then across Siberia.

See alsa PINE; TREES. [D.Q.A.I

FIRE
*hxehxtl 'fire'. [JEW 69 (*at(e)r-); Wat 4 (*ater-); d. GI

690; Buck 1.81]. Lat ater 'black, dark', perhaps Arm ayrem
'burn', Av atars(gen. aOro) 'fire'. Perhaps also Oir {jith 'furnace',
Wels adyn « *ati-) 'furnace' and Palaic ha- 'be hot' derive
from the same root. Although sometimes cited as cognate SC
vatra 'fire' may be a loan from Romanian vatra which may in
turn be from Alb vatre; possibly all three of these are loans
from Iranian. Av *atrs, acc. atldm (* at[m) points to an old
neuter in -r In *hxehxt-at least one laryngeal was h2, perhaps
both, i.e., reduplication. The OInd atharvan- 'priest' may be
unrelated. Geographic distribution of the few certain cognates
still supports PIE antiquity.

*hxf)gWnis 'fire'. [lEW 293 (*egnis); Wat 16 (*egni-); GI
605 (*l)k'ni-); Buck 1.81]. Lat ignis 'fire', Lith ugnis 'fire',
Latv uguns 'fire', OCS ognf 'fire', Rus agonE 'fire', Olnd agni
'fire'. Certain PIE status.

*peh2ur 'fire'. (lEW 828 (*pel)or); Wat 53 (*piir-); Buck
1.81; BK 43 (*p[hJa-w-l*p[hJd-W-»). Umb pir'fire', ON [yrr,
[Orr, funi 'fire', OE fyr'fire' (> NE fire), OHG {jur'fire', Goth
fon, funins « *pl)on) 'fire', OPms panna « *plJan-?) 'fire',
Czech prf 'ashes', Grk nvp <fire', Arm hur (gen. hray) 'fire',
hnac' 'oven', Hit pahhur, (gen. pahwenas) 'fire', TocM por
'fire', TochB puwar 'fire'. Clearly of PIE status. The original
paradigm was *peh2ur, *ph2l)en-s. The secondary zero-grade
*ph2ur- > *puh2r- through metathesis. There were several
reshufflings, e.g., gen. *ph2u-n-es> *punes in Germanic.

The two main competing terms, *hxQgwnis and *pt'h2lJ[,
both mean 'fire' but have been seen to have originally
constituted an opposition. The first word, regularly masculine
in gender, is seen to represent the concept of 'fire' as something
active, hence its deification in Oind Agni- 'fire (god)' who is
one of the most invoked deities of the Sgveda. In contrast,
*peh2ur is neuter in gender and traditionally regarded as the
inactive conception of 'fire' as purely a material substance.

See also AsH2; BURN; CHARCOAL; DRY; FIRE CULT;

FIRE IN WATER; HEARTH. [R.S.PB.]

FIRE CULT
The use of fire in religious ritual is so universal that it is
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hardly unexpected that there is considerable evidence for its
employment among the early Indo-Europeans although the
lexical evidence for its deification is minimal. Central to
sacrifice in ancient India was the offering made to the gods
and dispatched by fire which was deified as Agni (fire) who,
consequently, conveyed human offerings to the gods and was
the second most frequent recipient of hYmns in the Sgveda.
The elaborate structure of the Old Indic fire sacrifice, the
Agnicayana, although extensively described in Indic religious
literature, is difficult to integrate into a comparative IE
framework as it appears to combine both native Indic
(Harappan?) traditions, e.g., it may involve a massive brick
altar constructed along precise geometric plans, and intrusive
Indo-Aryan elements, e.g., fire cult, employment ofonly hand
made rather than wheel-made pottery. Furthermore, despite
Agni's transparent IE etymology, further outcomes of PIE
*hxI)gwnis 'fire' such as Lat ignis or Lith ugnis lack such
deification and even ancient Iran, which placed great emphasis
on fire-worship, replaced this word with Atar. An underlying
lexical comparison may be more easily found in the names of
the Greek and Roman goddesses associated with fire where
Greek 'EarlEi (Hestia) and Latin Vesta may both derive from
*hH.l-eS- (a byform of *hleus 'bum').

Reflections of the IE three "estates" can be found in the
lore of the sacred fires of Iran where in Firdausi's Shahnameh
(Epic of the Kings), there were instituted the three great sacred
fires: Atur Farnbag (priestly fire), Atur Gushnasp (warriors'
fire), and Atur Bazzen Mihr (the third estate fire).

The most interesting comparisons that may hint at a
common core of IE behavior is to be found in the ritual
treatment of fire of the ancient Indians and Romans. Vedic
India employed three fires, two axial on an east-west line and
one lateral. One of the axial fires was the garhapatya 'fire of
the g[hapati (master of the house)'. It was the prinCipal fire
from which the others were lit and it was round in shape. As
the familial sacred fire, it was expected to be constantly
maintained and passed from father to son. The other axial
fire was the ahavanlya 'fire of the offerings', the fire of the
sacrifice made to the gods. It was quadrangular and oriented
to the four cardinal directions. The third, lateral fire was the
dak$inagni 'fire of the right/south' which served to protect
the other fires from attack from the dangerous side; it was
semi-circular.

The ancient Romans also maintained distinctions between
the fire of the household and offering fires as well as recognized
distinctions in the shape of the hearth or fire. Their greatest
fire was the aedes Vestae or ignis Vestae, the uniquely round
fire tended by Vestal Virgins that must always have been kept
burning and if extinguished, it was required to be relit
according to a specific ritual not involving another fire. This·
fire was housed in the Aedes rotunda Vestae (round house of
the Vestals), the only circular temple in Rome (d. also the
sacred fire of the Greeks, associated with the goddess Hestia,
which was kept in the prytaneum, a circular building). The
Romans also maintained the distinction between the fire of

FIRE IN WATER

the master of the house (a foculus, a portable hearth, brought
to the site as a representative of the domestic fire as its purpose
was to receive incense and the wine, associated with domestic
worship) and the fire of the offerings in a rectangular temple.
The underlying purpose of the different shapes was shared
by both the Vedic Indians and Romans: the square fire or the
temple in which it was housed concerned the celestial world
and had to be ordered to the four directions of the sky while
the round fire was earth-centered from which it drew its
power. .

Archaeological evidence from the Bronze Age cemetery at
Tulkhar in south Tadzhikistan, which was presumably utilized
by Indo-Iranians, found rectangular hearths associated with
male burials and round hearths with female, suggesting that
the shape of the fire may also have had a sexual valency, which
might also serve to explain the connection between females
and the circular fire in later Roman religion. Evidence for
hearths, ritual fires and ash pits, associated with both
structures (houses, palaces, temples) and graves is ubiquitous
across Eurasia.

A further item of IE comparanda is the tendency to invoke
the fire deity at the beginning or end (or both) of a litany of
gods or an offering, e.g., in invocations to multiple gods in
the fi.gveda, Agni is usually invoked at one end or the other;
in Iran, fire occurs at the end of the list of archangels; and in
Rome, Vesta is at the end of every invocation that involves
more than one divinity.

Elsewhere in the IE world, there is evidence for sacred
fires although without the striking comparative evidence seen
between India and Italy. Irish sources, for example, emphasize
the close relationship hetween the druid and fire, especially
the establishment of the ritual fires at the feast of Be/taine
('the fire of Bel [enus]', a surname of Lug), which was held on
the first of May. And in the Baltk world, fifteenth century
Lithuanians were accused of worshipping a fire dedicated to
Perkllnas which was tended by virgins who would he executed
if it went out.

See also BISHKENT CUlTURE; FIRE; FIRE IN WATER; HEARTH.

U·PM.]

Further Readings
Dumezil, G. (1970) Archaic Roman Religion. Chicago, University

of Chicago, 311-326

Maringer, j. (1976) Fire in prehistoric Indo-European Europe. JIES

4, 161-186.

Thapar, R. (1983) The archaeological background to the Agnicayana

ritual, in Agni: The Vedic Ritual of che FIfe Alcar, vol. 2, ed. F

Staal, Berkeley, Asian Humanities Press, 1-40.

FIRE IN WATER
?*neptonos - *h2epom nepots 'grandson/nephew of

waters'. IGI582-583; Del 74; BK 573 (*nYip/h/-/*nYeprh/-)!.
aIr Nechtan (guardian of well), Lat NeptOnu5 (sea-god), Av
Api1m Napat, a lnd Apam Napac. Possibly related here,
mythically if not lexically, is ON SCe\lar nidr'son of the sea', a
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FIRE IN WATER

kenning (by-word) for 'fire'.
A number of scholars reconstruct a PIE myth of "fire in

water" based on both the lexical correspondences reflecting a
'grandson/nephew of waters' and recurrent mythic elements.
The proposed Celtic reflex derives from early Irish tradition
where Nechtan is possessor of a secret well which may be
approached only by three cupbearers and himself; the
mysterious fire in the water bums out the eyes of anyone else
who approaches it. Nechtan's wife, Boand (who lends her
name to the river Boyne), attempts to draw water from the
well, walking withershins about it three times and incurring
three mutilations-the loss of her thigh, a hand and an eye
before being pursued to the sea and drowned by the water
from the well. The path of her retreat marks the course of the
river Boyne.

The Latin reflex, Neptiinus, concerns the Lacus Albanus,
the Alban lake, a lake within a deep crater that was supplied
by underwater springs. Inexplicably during the dry season,
at the time of the rising of Syrius (23 July, the time of the
Roman festival of the Neptunalia) the lake rose to overflow
through the mountains and began running toward the sea.
The Romans learned from the Oracle of Delphi and an
Etruscan soothsayer that if the waters reached the sea, their
enemies in the town of Veii would be undefeatable. The
Romans managed to change the course of the overflow so
that it watered the fields rather than reached the sea. The
account in Livy describes how the water (aquam) needed to
be 'extinguished' (extinguere), a verb that generally meant
'put out a fire' at the time of Uvy.

The proposed reflex in Indo-Iranian tradition is most clearly
found in the Avesta (Yast 19). Here one encounters the
xvaldnah, the fiery essence of kingship, which the god Apflm
NapJt places in Lake Vourukasa for safe-keeping. Only a
member of the airya (Aryan) may gain the xvar~mah and the
tale recounts how a non-Aryan Franrasyan dived into the lake
three times to recover the reward while the xvar;mah fled,
producing overflows from the lake which formed a series of
rivers. The Indicreflex is devoid of narrative myth but there
are enough descriptive elements to indicate that Apflm Napat
was both fiery (it is employed as a nickname of the fire god
AgnO but also dwelt in waters, burnt without fuel, and had
to be approached by priestly water-bearers.

Structurally, a possible Greek version of the myth has been
sought in the figure of Poseidon whose name may possibly
be etymologized as 'husbandllord of waters', i.e., < *da
'flawing water', Iran danu 'river', etc. It is related CApollodorus
11, 14, etc.) how Danaus sent his daughter Amymone in
search of water when she was accosted by a satyr who was
driven off by Poseidon who hurled his trident which lodged
in the earth. Instructed to pull the trident out, Amymone
released three springs from each of the holes which
commingled to form the lerna river.

.The structure of the reconstructed myth then points to a
fiery deity resident in water whose powers must be ritually
controlled or gained by a figure qualified to approach it.

Several of the myths suggest that the unsuccessful approach
to the deity resulted in the formation of (three) rivers, real or
mythical.

Whether the structural comparisons are necessarily well
supported by the lexical evidence has been disputed. F Bader
has suggested that the Latin reflex, Neptunus, was originally
'god of springs and rivers' and has related his name not to the
kinship term but rather Av napta- 'wet'. It has also been noted
that there is an Umb nepitu 'submerged (in a river)' and an
Etruscan nejJuns C< *nep- 'wet'). Critics of the Celtic evidence
derive Olr Nechtan from OIr neche 'pure, clean, white', a
word related to OInd nikta- 'washed'. If the Celtic and Latin
objections are upheld, the postulated PIE *neptonos would
seem to be excluded, at least in terms of its proposed lexical
cognates, and the only comparisons remaining would be
confined to Indo-Iranian.

See also FIRE; FIRE CULT. [E.C.P, j.PM.]
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FIRM
?*pastos 'firm'. [lEW 789 (*pasto-); Wat 47 (*past-); GI

648]. ON fastr 'fast', OE f~st 'fast' (> NE fast), OHG festi,
fasto 'fast, strong', Arm hast 'firm'; possibly OInd pastyam
'habitation'. Far less likely cognates are Lat postis '.door post'
and TochB epaslye 'skillful, clever'. The weakness of the
proposed evidence, outside of Germanic and Armenian, hardly
leaves this word as a strong candidate for PIE status.

See also POST. U.C.S.]

FISH
The words Proto-Indo-European-speakers used to

designate the various fish they were familiar with are harder
to reconstruct than words for mammals. In part this difficulty
arises because unless one is primarily a coastal dweller fish of
any son are a less salient portion of the environment than
mammals are-they are ordinarily invisible and usually less
important economically. Fewer members of the society are
likely to have "specialized" knowledge of the relevant
vocabulary and thus it may be easier for an individual item to
be lost or to be transferred to a different referent. As a case in
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point we may note that the descendants of *ghersos in two
so closely allied languages as Norwegian and Swedish refer
to two quite different ('pikeperch' and 'ruff' respectively) and
perceptually distinct species (indeed genera) of fish. Our
difficulty is compounded by the fact that the types of fish
found in central, northern, or eastern Europe, the most
plausible places to look for early IE communities, are much
more localized in their geographical distribution than are the
corresponding mammals. IE groups moving into western
Europe, the Mediterranean basin or Central Asia would have
moved into areas with a generally different assortment of fish
or into areas where fresh water fish (the Mediterranean basin)
or fish of any sort (Central Asia) are few in number. Moreover,
we know absolutely nothing about the words for 'fish' or
various types of fish in Anatolian. Thus, even if PIE were rich
in its fish terminology, we would expect that Celtic, Italic,
Greek, Armenian, Iranian, lndic, and Tocharian would have
lost, or at best reassigned, many of the inherited words
referring to fish as they moved into their new environments.
IE groups that we would expect to preserve the original fish
terminology would be Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic, three
geographically contiguous groups which are known to share
a sizable number of innovations in other areas of vocabulary
that are not general, pan-IE words. It is sobering to recall that
even in the Uralic family, whose ancestors are believed to have
practised a primarily hunting-fishing-gathering economy,
there are only four, perhaps five, solidly attested names for
different species of fish in Proto-Uralic, Le., *totka 'tench
(Tinca tinea)', *unca 'sheatfish (Stenodus leucichthys)' ,
*sampe 'sturgeon (Acipenser baerilguldenstadtilsturio)' , *kare
'sterlet (Acipenser ruthenus)' and perhaps *key- 'little
whitefish (Coregonus lavaretus)'. In the following list of items
are general terms for fish and those words where it is difficult
to assign an original meaning at the level of species or even
genera. More specific designations are to be found as separate
entries.

*dhghuhr 'fish'. [lEW 416-417 (*ghou-); Wat 14
(*dhgha-); GI 453 (*dhgha-); Buck 3.65; BK 80 (*dig-I
*deg-)]. OPrus suckis 'fish', Lith zuvis (dialectal consonant
stem gen. pi. iuvll) 'fish', Latv zuvs - zivs 'fish', Grk ixf}v~

'fish', Arm jukn 'fish'. Cf. Latv zutis 'eel'. Attested only in a
broad band of central IE languages, its archaic shape, both
phonological and morphological, as well as its probable lack
of any root connections within PIE (although GI see it as a
derivative of *dhegh- 'earth', i.e., the 'underground' or 'lower'
anima!), suggest that this may well have been the PIE word
for 'fish' which has been replaced, particularly in the west of
the IE world, by the word for 'trout'.

*ml)hx- '± minnow; small fish'. [lEW 731 (*meni-); Wat
41 (*men-i-)]. OE myne 'minnow (phoxinus phoxinus and
similar small cyprinidae)' (> ME meneu > NE minnow), OHG
muniwa 'minnow', Rus menl 'burbot (Lata lata)', Grk )1alv71
'Maena vulgaris (a small sprat-like fish which was salted)',
and perhaps Olnd mlna- 'fish'. But the Old lndic word is not
to be separated from a rich collection of similar words in the

FlAT

Dravidian languages. Whether the lndic word is borrowed
from Dravidian or vice versa is not easily determined but a
Dravidian origin for min 'fish' is certainly the more probable
as the 'fish' sign, phonetically mIn, is one of the most plausible
readings for the Indus Valley inscriptions which are widely
although not universally attributed to early Dravidian
speakers. Even if inherited from PIE, it is possible the Indic
word was phonologically influenced by the similar word in
Dravidian. Possibly also belonging here are Lith menke
'codfish (Gadus morrhua)', Latv metice 'codfish'. From *men
'small, thin'. At least a word of the west and center of the IE
world; if the Old lndic word is cognate, then we have evidence

.for pan-IE status.
?*J{6nkus a kind of fish. [lEW 523 (*J(ank-»). ON har «

Proto-Gmc *hanhu-) 'shark',. 01nd saIiku- a certain kind of
aquatic animal or fish, perhaps 'skate-fish', sakula- a kind of
fish. Not all authorities would agree that the Indic and Old
Norse words are related; in any case, it is not possible to
reconstruct a more specific meaning. Of doubtful PIE status.

*krek- 'fish-eggs, frog-spawn'. [IEW619 (*krek-); Wat 32
(*krek-»). ON hrogn 'roe' (borrowed> NE roe), hrygna «
Proto-Gmc *hrugnjon) 'female salmon or trout', OHG (h)rogo
- (h)rogan 'roe', Lith (pI.) kurkulai 'frog spawn', Latv (pi.)
kUfkulis 'frog spawn', Rus krjak « Proto-Slavic *kreku or
*krfku) 'frog spawn'. Clearly all these words share a single
root, though no particular PIE shape is reconstructible. A word
of the northwest of the IE world.

See also ANIMAl; CARP; EEL; lEECH; PERCH; SAlMON;

SHEATFISH; STIJRGEON; TENCH; TRom. ID.Q.A.I
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FIST see HAND

FlAT
*pelhak- 'spread out flat'. [JEW831 (*pla-k-); Wat 48-49

(*peb-); GI 581 (*phel_); Buck 12.71; BK 49 (*p[hfal-I
*plh}dl-)]. Lat placeD 'please, be acceptable to', piaCD 'soothe,
calm', ON fla 'chunk of a cliff-face', OE floh 'flagstone', OHG
fluoh 'cliff', Lith plakanas 'flat', Latv place 'shoulder blade',
Grk JrAa~ 'flat surface', Jr£Aayos « *pelhag-) 'sea', TochAB
plak- 'be in agreement' « *'be level, even'), The root, which
is widely spread and clearly of PIE status, also appears with a
variety of other extensions, e.g., *pel-lo-m > 0 E reId 'flatland,
field' (> NE field); *pleha-ru- > OE flor 'floor' (> NE floor);
*plehanos [lEW 806 (*peb-); Wat 48-49 (*peb-); GI 683
(*ph(e)l-H-); Buck 12.71; BK 48 (*p[h }al-I*p[hJdi-)]: Lat
planus 'flat, even, plain', OPrus plonis 'threshing floor', Lith
planas 'thin', Latv plans 'flat'. Numerous Gaulish place and
personal names ending in -lana have been connected here,
most notably Medio-Ianum 'Milan', but this is uncertain and
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some presume a homophonous name element related to the
meaning 'full', d. Oir lan, etc.; cf. also *plha-meha> Lat palma
«*palama) 'palm'.

See also BROAD; COUNTRY. [A.D.V, ].C.S.]

FLAX
*Iinom (central) - *1Inom (western) 'flax (Unum usitatissi

mum)'. [IEW691 (*If-no-); Wat 37 (*lfno-); GI568 (*lfno-);
Buck 6.23]. OIr lin 'net', Wels Ibn 'flax, linen', Lat lInum 'flax,
linen', OPrus lynno 'flax " Lith linas (sg.) 'flax plant', (pI.) lina[
'flax, linen', Latv (pI.) lini 'flax', OCS llnenu 'linen', Rus len
'linen', Grk A{vOV 'flax, thread; linen'. The Germanic set of
OE lIn 'linen; flax', (adj.) lInen 'linen' (> NE linen), OHG lIn
'linen; flax', Goth lein 'linen' has often been derived from Latin
lInum which is possible but not absolutely required by the
linguistic evidence nor that from archaeology. A word at least
of the west and center of the IE world.

Flax (Linum usitatissimum) is well known across Europe
and western Asia where it was the principal plant involved in
textile manufacture and its oil, which constitutes some 40%
of the seed, was employed both as a foodstuff and for lamps.
Domestic flax is derived from Linurn bienne or Linum
usitatissimum subsp. bienne (wild flax) which is distributed
locally across southern Europe to the Caucasus and the Near
East. The earliest wild flax in the archaeological record derives
from the Near East in contexts of the ninth millennium BC
onwards and domestic flax has been recovered from sites in
southwest Asia from seventh millennium contexts. Actual
fragments of linen have also been recovered from the seventh
millennium BC in both Israel and somewhat later in Turkey
Flax is known to occur in small amounts in Neolithic sites in
Europe, first in Greece, but then also in Swiss lakeside sites,
the Linear Ware Culture, the early Neolithic of southern
Britain, and in northern Europe in the TRB culture. Its earliest
occurrence in the pollen record of Ireland is during the early
Bronze Age, C 2200 BC. There does not yet seem to be evidence
for it in India earlier than the Bronze Age nor is it recorded so
far earlier than the Bronze Age in the Caucasus. The attested
word may then be inherited or a borrowing from some central
European language.

See also AGRlCULnJRE; TEXTILES. [D.Q.A., J.PM.]

Further Reading
Barber, E. ]. W (1991) Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of

Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. Princeton, Princeton

University Press.

FLEA
*pIus- 'flea'. [JEW 102 (*blou- - *plou-); Wat 52

( *p10u-)]. Lat pulex « *pus1ek- < *p1usek-) 'flea', Arm 1u
« *pluso-) 'flea', Yidgha frIgo 'flea' « Proto-Iranian
*p1usV-), OInd pll1~i- 'flea'. Grk 1/IVAAa « *psulj(eJha-) 'nea'
probably belongs here, metathesized from an earlier
*plusj(eJha-). A variant *bhluseha- 'flea' is found in Balto-Slavic:
Lith blusa 'flea', Latv blusa 'flea', OCS blucha 'flea', Rus blokha

'flea'. Other variants are seen in OE !leah 'flea' (> NE flea),
OHG !loh 'flea' (the Germanic words, presupposing a putative
PIE *ploukos, may owe their phonological shape to a folk
etymological relationship with 'to fly') and Alb plesht 'flea'.
In one form or another widespread and old in PIE.

See also FLyl [D.Q.A.]

FLEE
*bheug- 'nee'. [lEW 152 (*bheug-): Wat 8 (*bheug-); GI

150 (*bheugh-); Buck 10.51; BK 309 (*baw-ak'Y-/
*bdw-ak Y-)]. Lat fugi6 'flee', Lith bugstu 'be frightened', Grk
cpEvym 'flee'. Sufficiently well-attested to be a word of the west
and center of the IE world.

See also FEAR; FRIGHTEN; RUN. [D.Q.A.]

FLEECE see HAIR, WOOL

FLOAT see SWIM

FLOOR
*drp-pedom 'floor'. [lEW 198 (*dl]1-pedom)]. ON topt

'place for a building', Grk 8alCE8ov 'floor'. From *dem- 'build,
house' and *ped- 'foot'.

The absence of a specific word for the 'floor' of a house
belies the variety of possible floor types known in the
archaeological record during the period of the Proto-Indo
Europeans. While most evidence indicates floors made simply
of stamped earth, lime-plastered floors are already known
since the late Mesolithic both in sites in southwest Asia and
in Europe. In wetland regions such as lakeside settlements in
Switzerland and southern Germany, timber floors are in
evidence since the Neolithic period. And while single story
structures are the norm in the Neolithic of Eurasia, two story
structures have been suggested for both the Balkans and the
Tripolye culture northwest of the Black Sea.

See also GROUND; HOUSE. lA. D.V, J.PM.]

FLOTSAM
?"'KOpOS 'flotsam'. [JEW 529 (*k.:1pO-)]. Lith sapai 'what

remains in the field after a flood', sapas 'stalk, dry branches,
splinter', OInd sapa- 'what floats in water'. If Lith sapti (Sampu)
'disappear, fade away', or septi (sempu) 'grow a stubble, grow
a beard' belongs with sapa-, the connection between the Baltic
and Old Indic fonn becomes doubtful.

See also SWIM. [R.S.PB.]

FLOW
As in most modern IE languages verbs for 'run' could also

be used of water and other liquids, e.g., NE running water.
The words assembled here would appear to have been used
primarily or exclusively of liquids.

"'hlers- 'flow'. [lEW 336 (*ere-s-); Wat 17 (*ers-)I. Lat
err6« hlersehaie/o-) 'go astray', error 'error' , OE eorre'angry,
embittered', eorsian 'make angry', OHG irri 'perplexed', irran
'confuse', irr6n 'be confused', Goth airzeis 'deceived', airzjan
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'mislead', Grk (X7C£pam 'pour out', Arm etam
« *h]ersehaielo-) 'seethe, be disquieted, Hit arszi'flows', Oind
ar$ati 'flows'. Reasonably widespread, certainly old in IE. In
the west of the IE world this verb has been restricted to
metaphorical meanings, such as 'go astray'.. Perhaps an
enlargement of *h]er- 'set in motion'.

*hlreihr 'move' (pres. *hlrinehxti): [lEW' 330-331
(*erei-); Wat 54 (*rei-)]. OInd riI).ati'lets flow'. Cf. the
derivative *h]rihxtis: OE no 'stream', Oind rIti- 'stream, run';
and also OIr nathor 'waterfall', OWels reatir 'waterfall', Lat
nvus'brook', OCS rej9'flow', Alb I1te« *rinete) 'moist, damp'.
Both *h]rei- and *h]reihr are enlargements of *h]er- and
are further attestations to the latters antiquity in IE.

*gWel(s)- 'well up, flow'. [lEW 471-472 (*gVei-); d. VW
201; BK 362 (*qWai-l*qwJl-)]. OHG quellan 'well up, swell',
Grk {jaAav£lu; 'bathmaster', {3Avm ~ {3Avsm 'well up', OInd
gaiati 'drip, ooze, trickle', TochB kais- '± trickle'. The
geographical distribution suggests a likely candidate for PIE
status.

*hae1- 'well up, flow'. [Mayrhofer I, 120]. OInd arma
'spring', TochB €lIme 'spring', yoime 'pool, pond'
« *h2eimo-). Formally related are Lith almes 'serum, pus',
almuo 'pus', and certain European river names, Aimus, Alma.
Semantically related is Latv aluogs 'spring'. The geographical
spread of these words suggests considerable antiquity within
IE.

*de1- 'flow'. [lEW 196 (*del-); Wat 11 (*del-); BK 118
(*t'uIY-I*c'oJY-)]. MIr delt 'dew', ME tai(u)gh 'tallow' (> NE
tallow), MHG talg'tallow' (Gmc < *'drippings'), Arm te1'heavy
rain', telam 'rain, irrigate'. If all these words belong together,
then we have at least a word of the west and center.

*ser- 'flow'. [lEW 909 (*ser-); Wat 58 (*ser-); GI 196
(*ser-); BK 163 (*sYur-l*sYor-)]. The underlying verb is seen
only in Mir sirid 'wanders through'. Otherwise attested in a
few nominal derivatives: Lat serum 'whey', Alb gjize
« *srdjo-) 'whey, cheese', Grk opoc;'whey'. Certainly applied
to 'whey' in the west and center of the IE world.

*sreu- 'flow' (pres. *sreue/o-). [lEW 1003 (*sreu-); Wat
64 (*sreu-); GI196 (*sr-ew-); Buck 10.32]. Lith sraviu 'ooze',
Grk pEW 'flow', proo/J.al 'move with speed or violence, rush
at', Arm atoganem 'moisten', Oind sravati 'flow'. Cf. *srol)ol
eha-: Lith srava 'what flows; menstruation', OCS ostroVli
'island', Grk pooC;'flow', OInd srava- 'flow'. Cf. also Oir sruaim
'stream', ON straumr 'stream', OE stream 'stream' (> NE
stream), OHG stroum 'stream'. Widespread and old in IE.
Presumably an enlargement of the previous word which it
had largely supplanted even in late PIE times. .

*dhgWher- 'flow (away)'. [lEW 487 (*gVhoer-); GI 129].
Grk qJ8£lpm 'rUin, waste', qJ8Elp0/J.al 'perish', Av yzaraiti
'flows', OInd k$arati 'flows, perishes'. Archaic in shape,
certainly an IE word of the south-east.

*leg-'drip, trickle'. [IEW657 (*ieg-); Wat 35 (*leg-)). Oir
legaid 'perishes, melts', do-lega 'destroys', Wels dadieithiaf
'melt', ON lekr 'leak', leka 'let water through' (borrowed>
NE leak), OE hiec 'leak' (with secondary h-), ieccan

FLY

« *logeielo-) 'moisten' (> NE leach), Arm lie « *legjeha-)

'bog'. At least a word of the west and center.
*stag- 'seep, drip'. [lEW 1010 (*stag-); Wat 65 (*stag-)J.

Wels taen 'sprinkler', OBret staer « *5tagreha-) 'stream', Lat
stagnum 'standing water: lake, pool, swamp, fen', Grk araSm
'drip', arayvrov 'a drip'. A late word of the west and center of
the IE world.

*ueis- 'ooze out, (of a liqUid) spread slowly'. [JEW 1134
(*l)eis-); Wat 75 (*weis-)1. The underlying verb is preserved
only in Old Indic, e.g., aoristave$an 'they flowed'. Cf. the
root noun *l)iss - *1)15 'poison', OE wase 'mud, ooze' (> NE .
ooze), and a number of river names, e.g., the Weser
(Germany), the Wear(England), the Vistula (Poland). Old in
IE.

See also POISON; POUR; RIvER. [D.Q.A.I

FLOWER
*haendhes- '± flower'. lIEW 40-41 (*andhos); Wat 2

(*andh-es-); GI 770 (*Handh -); Buck 8.57). Fris andul
'marshgrass', Alb ende 'flower', Grk &v8o<; 'flower', Arn1 and
'field', Oind andhas- 'an herb, the soma-plant; grassy ground'.
The geographic distribution and the exact morphological
eqUivalence of the Greek and Old Indic words seem to assure
PIE status although its exact meaning remains difficult to
determine. GI have sought to derive this word from Proto
Semitic *hint-(at}- 'wheat, grains' but this seems rather distant
semantically

?*bhlohxdhos 'flower'. [JEW 122 (*bh16-); GI 389
(*}jJioH-); Wat 7 (*bhI6-); Buck 8.57; BK 11 (*bul-u-I
*boi-u-»). MIr blath 'flower', Wels blawd'flower', OHG bluot
'flower'. Dialectally restricted to the western fringe of the IE
world. From *bhel- '± blossom, bloom'. Cf. also Lat fl6s
'flower', Fl6ra goddess of plants, ON b16mstr 'flower', OE
bl6stma 'flower' (> NE blossom), OHG bluomo 'flower', Goth
b16ma 'flower'.

See also lEAF; PlANTS. [D.Q.A.)

FLyl

*muslhr 'fly; gnat, midge, mosqUito'. [lEW 752 (*mu-);
Wat 43 (*mu-); GI452 (*mu(s)-); Buck 3.83). From *mus-:
Lat musca 'fly', OPrus muso 'fly', Lith musis (gen. pI. mus(i)
~ muse- musia 'fly', Latv musa 'fly', OCS mus!ca 'gnat, midge',
Rus moska 'gnat, midge', OCS mucha 'fly', Rus mukha «
*mouseha-) 'fly', Grkpvla'fly', Arm mun « *mus-no-?) 'gnat,
midge, mosquito'; from *muhx-: ON my 'gnat, midge,
mosquito', OE mycg'gnat' (> NE midge), OHG mucka 'gnat,
midge, mosquito', Alb mize 'fly'. It is probable that *mus- is
the more original form, and that possibly of imitative or
onomatopoeic origin. *muhx - was the result of sound
symbolic substitution of *-hr for *-5- in certain parts of the
IE-speaking world. The Lithuanian genitive plural musfl
strongly suggests an original consonant stem (as does the
formation of Lat mus-ca) and, with *-hx- rather than *-5-, so
does Alb mi-ze. Homophonous in its root shape with *mus-
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'mouse', it is probably of different origin, though there may
well have been a secondary association as 'vermin' or the like.
However, the potential semantic clash has been obviated by
the generalization of a long vowel, i.e., *mus- in the 'mouse'
word and/or extensions of one sort or another in the 'fly' word
(the substitution of *-hx- for *-5- may also have been partly
motivated by a desire to separate more clearly 'mouse' and
'fly'). Certainly a word of the west and center of the IE world.
Cf. the derivative: *Kun-musieha- 'dog-fly' [IEW633] in Lith
sun-muse 'dog-fly', Grk 1Cvva,uvla'dog-fly' (abusive epithet).
If an ordinary fly is annoying, one that would annoy a dog
(rather than a person) must be a real low-life.

See also INSECTS. [D.Q.A.]

FLy2
·pet- 'fly' (pres. ·petelo-; intensive pres. "'potejelo-

"'potehaielo-- "'pOtehaielo-). [IEW825-826 (*pet-); Wat 50
51 (*pet-); GI 455 (*pheth_); Buck 10.37; BK 45
(*p[hJat[hJ-I*p[h];;t[h]_)J. WeIs hedeg 'fly', Lat pet6 'fly at,
attack', Latv petit 'search after', Grk ntropal 'fly', nor£opal 
noraopal- 1CltJraOpal 'flutter', Arm t'tc'im « *pter-i-sKelo-)
'fly', Hit peta- 'fly', Av pataiti 'flies, hastens', patayeiti 'flies',
OInd patati - patayati 'flies', patayati 'lets fly, lets fall, slings,
throws'. Cf. the derivative *p6tmos - *potmen-: Grk n6rpo~

'lot, fate', OInd patman- 'flight, path, road'. Widespread and
old in IE.

"'petha- 'fly' (pres. "'petJ;.ator). [IEW825 ( *pet-); Wat 50
51 (*pet;;-); BK 45 (*p[hJat[hJ-I*p[hJ;;t[h]_)J. Grk n£rapal
'fly', norap6~ 'river' « *'rushing [torrent]'), OInd pati~yati

'will fly'. A derivative of the previous entry
"'dihl- 'fly; move swiftly' (pres. "'dihlielo-). [JEW 187

(*dej;J-)]. OIr dIan 'fast', Latv diet 'dance', Grk olEpal 'hasten',
8lm 'run away, flee; am afraid', olollal 'chase away; am afraid',
8rv£ltJ 'whirl about', OInd diyati 'flies, soars'. Widespread and
old in IE.

See also WING. [D.Q.A.]

FOAM
"'spohxi-noleha- 'foam'. [IEWIOOI (*(s)poimno-); Wat 64

(*(s)poi-mo-)]. Lat spuma 'foam', pumex'pumice-stone', OE
fam 'foam' (> NE foam), OHG feim 'foam', OPrus spoayno «
*spaina) 'foam (of beer)', Lith spaine 'foam (of beer)', OCS
pena 'foam', se (s)pjena 'foam', Sogd pym 'kh 'foam', Oss fink
- finkce « *fina-ka-) 'foam', OInd phena- (sphena-) 'foam'.
The reconstruction is uncertain in many details. The alteration
between *-m- and *-n- in the cognate forms is due to
assimilation rather than an original *-mn-. If Av spama
'spittle, slime' belongs here, then the underlying form would
be *spohxmos. The Baltic and Slavic forms with acute accent
require a laryngeal. The word may originally derive from a
root *spehxi- 'to spit'. The Indo-Iranian *ph was generalized
from *phxi- in other forms. Despite problems of detail, this
does appear to be the PIE word for 'foam'.

See also SMOKE; WET. fR.S.PB.]

FOLLOW
"'sekw- 'follow' (pres. "'sekWetor). [JEW 896-897

(*sekI,L); Wat 57 (*sekW
-); GI 602 (*sekho-); Buck 10.521.

aIr sechithir (DIL seichichir) 'follows', Lat sequor 'follow',
Lith sekD 'follow, keep an eye on', Latv seku 'follow', Grk
£TCoj1al 'follow', Av hacaice 'follows', a Ind sacate 'follows'.
Cf. the widespread derivative *s6kwh20i (gen. *sekwh2i6s)
'follower, companion': ON seggr'follower', OE secg 'follower',
Av haxa 'friend, companion', OInd sakha- 'friend, companion'.
Perhaps further connected with ON sja 'see', OE seon 'see' (>

NE see), OHG sehan 'see', Goth sailvan 'see', Alb shoh «
*sokw-eh]-SKelo-) 'see', from *'follow with the eyes'.
Widespread and old in IE.

"'vei(hxJ- 'go after'. [JEW 1123-1124 (*l)ei-); Wat 74
(*wei-); Buck 10.53]. Lat VIS « *l)ei-s) 'thou wantest', Lith
vejD 'chase, drive, pursue', vaj6ju « originally iterative
l)oj(hxJeha-) 'drive, chase, pursue', oes po-vi-n9ti 'pursue',
Grk lEllal 'move oneself forward, strive, desire', Hit wlya
'hunt', Av vayeiti 'follows, hunts', Olnd yeti ~ vayati 'follows,
strives, leads, drives', TocM wa- 'will drive, lead', TochB waya
'will drive, lead' (Tach < *l)oj(hxJeha-). Widespread and old
in IE.

See also COMPANION. [D.Q.A.}

FOOD
"'1J6r(hxJgs (gen. "'1JIChxJg6s) 'nourishment, strength'. [IE\.V

1169]. Grk opyf, 'natural impulse, mood, anger', opyam 'grow
ripe, well, am eager', Hit wargant- « *vorhxgo- + later
-ant-) 'fat', Av valdZ- 'power', VdIdzi.casman- 'strong-eyed',
Sogd wrZ~7 'haughty', Olnd urj- - Drja- 'strength, nourish
ment'. OIr [erg 'wrath' may also belong here as a derivative
with new e-grade. Only lndic seems to require a laryngeal,
while Iranian seems to require that one not be present (since
v;;r;JZ- cannot be from *v[hxi-). The semantic development
would be similar to that seen in Greek or Sogdian and on the
natural association of being 'swollen' or 'puffed up' with
'anger'.

?*hledonom 'food'. [IEW287 (*ed-ono-); Wat 16 (*ed-);
d. G132; BK 418 (*at'-/*dt'-)]. Grk tc5av6v'food', Hit adanna
'food', Olnd adanam 'food'. Banal and not quite identical
derivatives of *h ]ed- 'eat' that may have been made
independently in all three stocks.

?"'pitus'food'. [lEW 793-794 (*pei-tu-); Wat 47 (*peiJ-);
Buck 5.12; BK 40 (*p/h]a_/*p/h]d_)]. aIr ith 'grain', OWeis it

'grain', Lith pietus 'meal', oes piSta 'meal'. From *peih:c 'be
fat'. Another word where the resemblances are as likely to be
the result of independent creation as common inheritance.

See also BEAN; BERRY; BROTH; CHICK-PEA; COOK; FAT; FEED;

GRAIN; MEAT; MILK; PEA; PORRIDGE; STRENGTH; VEGETABLES.

ID.Q.A.]

FOOT
·pdds (ace. "'p6drp., gen. ·ped6s) 'foot'. !lEW 790

(*ped-); Wat 47 (*ped-); GI 688 C*phet'-); Buck 4.37; BK 44
(*p[h]at'-/*p[h]dt'-)]. aIr Is 'lower part', Lat pes 'foot', ON
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fotr 'foot', OE fat 'foot' (> NE foot), OHG [uoz 'foot', Goth
fotus 'foot', Lith padas 'sole of foot', Rus pod 'ground', Alb'
per-posh 'down, under', below, poshte 'down (below)', Grk
nov£" (Doric nw£") 'foot', Arm otn 'foot', Hit pata- 'foot', Av
pad- 'foot', OInd pad- 'foot', TocM pe 'foot'; TochB paiyye
'foot'. This word is essentially pan-IE and clearly the PIE
designation for 'foot'.

*lehaP,",eha- 'foot, paw'. [lEW 679 (*lopa); Wat 36
(*lep-)]. ON Jofi 'palm', OHG laffa 'palm', Goth lofa 'palm',
Lith lopa 'paw', Latv lapa 'paw', Rus lapa 'paw', Kurdish lapk
'paw'. Probably a later word than *p6ds, nonually designating
an animal's paw rather than a human foot.

See also ANATOMY; HAND; HEEL; HOCK; HOOF'. lD.Q.A.]

FORCE
*haeuges- 'strength'. [IEW84-85 (*al)eg-); Wat 4 (*aug-);

cf. GI 53]. Lat augustus « *augus < *auges- < *haeug
'increase') 'sacred', Av aojah- 'strength', Olnd ojas- 'strength'
« Proto-Indo-Iranian *aujas-). Derived from *haeug
'increase'. With rhotacism, this root yielded in Lat augur, the
priest in charge of the interpretation of divine signs (beside
the flamen and the pontifex, connected more with the sacrifice
and paving the way to ritual acts). The distribution suggests
PIE antiquity and the word lies in the semantic sphere of the
sacred. Like the Indo-Iranian fonus, Lat *auges- was originally
neuter, which Georges Dumezil interpreted as 'the fullness of
muscular strength that enables the warrior or the hero to
perform his deeds', Le., the underlying concept would appear
to refer to the maximum in accrued potential (rather than
kinetic) energy that might be expended. Thus, OInd ojas- is
linked with physical force in the warrior function (e.g.,
applying to Indra) and also with the cosmic actions of the
Vedic deities; it indicates the increment that results from
praise. In the Latin usage, *auges- denotes the fullness
conditioning future action, an action that is not yet manifest,
and therefore not yet objectively verified (d. Lat in-augur
atiD 'inaugurate' < 'to hallow with auguries, take omens from
the £light of birds'). The field it covers is wider than in Old
lndic; it innovates in essence and in sign. The plenitude of
power of the augur is a gift of the gods (cf. Romulus who is
endowed with quasi miraculous power in his [First} function
as king and priest). Being augustus is a religious endowment,
the recognition of the fullness of (sacred) power: this is why
the title was given to Octavius.

*ueihxs 'vital force'. l lEW 1124 (*uei-); Wat 74-75
( *wet~-); cf. GI 391; BK 508 ( *wuy-/*woy-) ]. Lat vfs 'strength',
Grk I£" 'strength' , Olnd vayas- 'force'. From *l)eihx- 'be strong'.
Distribution indicates PIE status. This word has been related
to *l)ihxros 'man'.

*iehlgWeha- 'power, youthful vigor'. [lEW 503 (*jegVa);
Wat 79 (*yegWa-)]. Lith jega 'strength, power', Latv j~ga

'strength, power', Grk iff3T] 'youth, vigor, puberty'. A word of
the center of the IE world. The Greek form often designates
the sex of men or women, in particular eQJ11[3alOv 'pubic hair'
(of a sixteen-year old youth), hence 'ardor', and it also supplies

FORK

the name of the daughter of Zeus and Hera, Hebe.
See also MAKE; MAN; SACRED. [E.C.P]

Further Reading
bumezil, G. (1969) Idees romaines. Paris, NRF-Gallimard, 80-102

FOREHEAD
*h2ent- 'forehead'. [lEW 48-50 (*an-s); Wat 3 (*ant-); GI

713 (*Hanth-); BK 414 (*nal]-t[hj-/*liJIJ-t[hj_)]. OIr etqn
'forehead' « *antono), Lat ante 'in front of, before', Grk
£iaavra 'right opposite' (*eis + *antlJl), avri 'in front of,
opposite', Hit hant- 'face, forehead, front part', OInd anti 'in
front of, opposite', anta- 'end, limit', TochA ant 'surface,
forehead', TochB ante 'surface, forehead'. Cf. the derivative
*h2entjo/eha-: ON enni 'forehead', OHG andi 'forehead'; also
Lat antiae 'hair falling on forehead'. Clearly the PIE word for
the 'forehead, front', the forehead being apparently for IE
speakers the 'front' par excellence (truer for animals than
humans).

*bh61om 'forehead'. [lEW 118-119 (*bhel-); Buck 4.2051.
OPrus ballo 'forehead', Alb balle 'forehead', Olnd bhalam
'forehead'. Probably from *bhel- 'shine' and, in age, a word
of the center and the east.

See aJsoANATOMY; FACE; HFAD. [D.Q.A.I

FOREIGN lANGUAGE see STAMMER

FOREST see TREE

FORGET
*mers- 'forget'. [IEW737-738 (*mer-); Wat 42 (*mers-);

GI 110; Buck 17.321. OE mierran 'disturb, confuse, hinder'
(> NE mar), OHG merren 'give offense, prevent, injure, mar',
Goth marzjan 'offend', Lith mirstCl 'forget, overlook', Latv a1s
mirstu 'forget', Arm motanam 'forget', Oind m[?yate 'forget,
neglect', TochAB mars- 'forget'. Cf. the derivative *morsos:
Lith maiSas 'oblivion, forgetfulness', Av Marsa'lan- name of a
demon, Olnd mar$a- 'patience'. From *mer- 'disturb, forget'.
The Germanic words are not always considered a part of this
group because of the divergence of meaning. With or without
them we have a word of PIE date.

See also REMEMBER. lD.Q.A.1

FORK (OF TREE)
*ghabhlo/eha- 'fork, branch of tree'. [lEW 409

. (*ghabh(oYlo-); Wat 20 (*ghabholo-)l. Olr gabul 'fork', Wels
gafl'fork', OEgafol'fork', OI-IG gabala'fork'. The word, which
appears to be confined to the extreme west of the IE world,
would appear to have originally referred to a forked branch
which might have a variety of uses. The semantic sphere of
the Old Irish word ranges across any forked structure be it
tree (gallows, gibbet, beam), part of the landscape (river, valley,
paths) and even the bifurcation of the body, e.g., the thighs.
When in reference to a tree, probably its original meaning, it
describes a main branching (bough from trunk) rather than

a
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FORK

something smaller. Although fork-like instruments have been
occasionally discovered since the Neolithic and instruments
knoWn variously as flesh-forks have been recovered from later
prehistoric sites, the actual table utensil (from Lat [urea
'pitchfork') only emerged in modem Europe (the Romans also
had forks) in Italy in the eleventh century and against
considerable social resistance slowly spread across Europe
achieving widespread popularity only in the eighteenth
century

See also PlANTS; TREE; TREES. [D.Q.A., ].PM.]

FORT
*pelhr'fort, fortified place'. [lEW 799 (*pel-); Wat 49

(*peb-); GI 648 (*phel_); Buck 19.15; BK 55 (*p[hJal-1
*p[hJJl-)]. Lith pilis 'fort', castle', Latv pils 'fort, castle', Grk
1l"6Al~ ~ 1l"'l'OA1~ 'city; citadek state or country', a1(p61l"OA1~

'citadel', OInd pur 'wall, rampart, palisade', pl1ram 'wall,
fortress, city'. Possibly belonging here also is Arm k'alak' 'city'.
The existence of Grk 1l"rOA1~ and Arm k'alak' suggests that
the initial may have been *tp- rather than just *p- (*pl)- and
*pi- have also been suggested). At least a word of the center
and east of the IE world.

*bhergh- 'height = fort'. [GI 648 (*bh(e)rgh-); BK 19
(*burgY-/*bor-gY -)]. OHG burg 'fortress', Goth baurgs 'city,
town'. Certainly belonging to this are Grk (Homeric) 1l"VprO~

'town, fortress' and Arm burgn 'town', however, both are
phonologically unexpected, i.e., the Greek form should have
been **mipxo~ and the Arm **barjn and it has been widely
assumed that these have borrowed the term from a poorly
attested IE language such as Pelasgian which was credited to
the inhabitants of Greece before the arrival of the ethno
linguistic Greeks. Cf. also OLat [ortus'strong, hard', Lat [ortis
'strong, hard', OInd brrphati 'fortifies', TocM prakar 'hard,
solid', TochB prakre 'hard'. The alternative possibility that
this word has been borrowed from a non-IE source is
suggested by similar words in Near Eastern languages, e.g.,
Urartian burgana- 'bulwark, fortress', Syriac borga 'tower'.

*dhanos(*dhuhxnos?) 'fort'. [IEW263 (*dheu-); Wat 15
(*dhono-); GI 649 (*dheun-); Buck 20.35]. aIr don 'fort',
Wels din ~ dinas 'fort' « *'hill'), OE dan 'down, moor, height,
hill, mountain' (> NE down(5)) , MDutch dane 'sandy hill'
(borrowed> NE dune). Germanic borrowed Celtic *dhOno
before the phonological changes wrought by Grimm's Law
and thus it appeared in Proto-Gmc as *tOna- and is attested
in OE tOn 'enclosed place, homestead, village' (> NE town),
OHG zun 'fence, hedge'. Anorthwestemism confined to Celtic
and Germanic. Cf. also Lat [Onus 'burial' (?< *'burial hill').

*lJri- (*urijoleha ~ *lJrijen-) 'fort'. [lEW 1152 (*l)er-) l
Thracian f3pla 'fort', Myc ri-jo 'promontory', Grk PlOV
'promontory', TocM ri 'town', TochB riye 'town'. At least late
IE. Possibly from *l)er- 'high (place)'.

The various words for fort denote an enclosed place, wall
or protected area but the specific appearance of the PIE fort
is not recoverable. Old Indic offers the earliest attestations of
*pelhx- in the Vedas and other early Indic literature, the

contextual analysis of which suggests that the Olnd pur
consisted of one or several concentric ramparts of round or
oval plan; it might be built of mud or stone (but not brick),
and included a combustible component (gate, wickerwork,
prickly shrubs); enclosed wooden sheds as shelters; was
stocked with provisions for man and beast; was occupied in
times of danger; and probably required repair after the rainy
season. Earlier suggestions that the pur indicated the citadels
of the Harappan culture which were destroyed by the Indo
Aryans hold little currency today as the Vedic and other
descriptions make a very poor fit with the archaeological
evidence for massive rectangular brick citadels and all the
other aspects of urbanism attendant in the Indus citadels. It
has even been suggested that the Old Indic descriptions are
accommodated far better by the evidence of Bronze Age forts
in Central Asia, an area which has been regarded as the staging
area for later Indo-Aryan movements to the south. In Homeric
Greek the term 1l"OA1~~ 1l"rOA1~means 'city', e.g., 1l"OA1V TpoiTJv
'the city of Troy' which in both Homer and in the
archaeological record was clearly a fortified citadel. Baltic forts
were built of earth and timber palisades.

A fortified enclosure has been argued to be a diagnostic
feature of Proto-Indo-European culture which spread through
Europe with the expansion of the Indo-Europeans at the end
of the Neolithic, i.e. e the fifth-fourth millennium BC. This
argument, an integral part of the "Kurgan solution" to the
Indo-European homeland problem, presumes that the Indo
Europeans were a warlike society who formed military
aristocracies over the populations upon whom they imposed
themselves. But as the reconstructed forms are ambiguous
about the precise construction of the PIE 'fort' it is difficult to
read all attestations of enclosing fortifications as evidence for
Indo-Europeans. The enclosing of a settlement (permanent
or otherwise) by a ditch, earthen bank or palisade is widely
known since the Neolithic over much of Eurasia and before
any putative Kurgan dispersals, e.g., stone enclosures around
Greek settlements of the later Neolithic; timber palisades about
Balkan tell settlements of the Neolithic; ditched enclosures
surrounding Linear Ware and later settlements across central
(Lengyel culture), western (Michelsberg culture) and northern
(TRB culture) Europe; causewayed enclosures in the British
Isles; concentric ditches around Neolithic settlements of
southern Italy; and ditched fortifications surrounding the
settlements of the Tripolye culture of the northwest Black Sea
region. They are, of course, also known in the staging area of
Kurgan expansions, e.g., timber fencing around the site of
Dereivka of the Sredny Stag culture of the middle Dnieper
region; stone fortifications about some Yamna settlements.
Considerable discussion has been expended as to whether
some of these enclosures were primarily defensive or were
erected to mark territories or ceremonial precincts but
evidence from several British Neolithic enclosures clearly
indicates that such sites were attacked whatever their Initial
intention. It has been suggested that the evidence from the
Linear Ware culture and its successors in central and western

....
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Europe particularly match the descriptions of forts in Old
Indic literature which are similarly curvilinear and concentric.
That such constructions might be found in many parts of the
world, however, warns against presuming that there must be
a genetic connection between the literary evidence and that
of Neolithic settlements.

The specific evidence for the spread of Kurgan fortifications
rests with the appearance of stone-built citadels that are found
from north of the Black Sea, west around the eastern Balkans
and on into Anatolia, e.g., Mikhaylovka, Ezero, Troy, which
has been presented as a circum-Pontic development under
the aegis of IE chieftains. The lexical evidence, however, only
posits some form of fortification and not a specifically "stone- .
built fort" although it may have originally indicated such.
The earthen and timber-built fortresses such as Sintashta that
appear in the Bronze Age in the Asiatic steppe and forest
steppe may be ancestral to the types of forts indicated in Indo
Aryan literature.

In the west the earliest likely referent to the *dhunos found
in the Insular Celtic languages are the hillforts which appear
by the later Bronze Age (c 1200 BC) and continue through
the Iron Age and, in some regions, into the early medieval
period. A borrowing from Celtic into Germanic during the
Later Bronze Age or at the beginning of the Iron Age would
predate the commonly accepted dates for the first Germanic
sound shift.

See also EzERO CULTIJRE; FENCE; HIGH; KURGAN TRADITION;

TROY; WAll.. [A.D.V, ].PM.]
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FORTUNE
"'bhehagos 'apportioner'. [lEW 107 (*bhag-); Wat 5

(*bhag-); GI 121 (*lJ!ak'-); Buck 22.12}. Phryg Baya(o~

(epithet of Zeus), Av baga- 'good fortune, share' (borrowed>
Slav bogU 'god'), Oind bhaga- 'the apportioner', TocM pak
'share, part', TochB pake 'share, part'. From *bhehag
'apportion'. The lexical correspondence between the
underlying forms is secure to PIE. .

"'kobom'success'. [IEW610 (*kobo-m); Wat 32 (*kob-)].
aIr cob 'victory', Gaul ver-cobiu5 (personal name), ON happ
'luck' (borrowed> NE hap 'chance'), OCS kobl'divination'.
Anorthwestern word in late IE. From *kob- 'suit, fit, succeed'.

??"'bh[tUS 'bearing, winning'. [GI 193 (*!Jher-); Del 72].
lat Fortuna 'the goddess Fortune', Olnd Prthu- (the first king).
This comparison is linguistically insupportable. The name of

FORTUNE

the Old Indic god is a substantivization of the adjective p[thu
'broad, wide, extended' < Indo-Iran *prath- 'extend, expand'.
It reflects a *pJtha-u-, zero-grade of *pletha-, all of which can
have nothing to do with the IE root *bher- that underlies the
latin form Fortuna « zero-grade *bh[tu)-, beside *bh[tis,
cf.. Olr breth 'bearing, winning « *'carrying off')', lat fors
'blind fate'.

??*dheugh- 'fortune'. [JEW 271 (*dheugh-); Wat 14
(*dheugh-); GI 486 (*dheut-) I. Grk TVXl1 'the goddess
Fortune', OInd kama-duha (wish-granting wonder cow). This
comparison between Greek and Old Indic presumes 'a
common IE stem *dheugh- 'squeeze, milk' and presumes a
speCific mythic complex of an underlying "wonder cow" that
yields enormous quantities of milk which stands as a tnetaphor
for wishes, as indeed is the case with the Old Indic form. But
the comparison with Greek cannot stand as the Greek term

. cannot be separated from the verb rvnavw 'succeed, happen
by fate', which, in turn, is clearly linked with rEvxw'make'.
Cognate with the latter are aIr dual 'convenient', OE dohtig
'competent, good, valorous' (> NE doughty), OHG taug 'be
useful', tuht'value, power', Goth daug'it is useful, profitable',
lith daug 'much', Rus duiij 'strong, robust, powerful'. On
the other hand, the second element of the Old Indic
compound kama-duha is obviously derived from the lndo
Iranian root *dogh- 'milk', whose connection with the Greek
term remains most problematic, especially as it would imply
the improbable semantic evolution: 'touch' « *'obtain [by
fate]') > 'press' > 'milk'.

Fortune Gods
Unlike "Fortune" as "chance", which appears to be rather

consistently represented by a series of goddesses, deities
associated with the aSSignment of either wealth or the correct
apportionment of goods tend to be personified as males. In
the Ij.gveda, it is Bhaga 'portion' who is responsible for insuring
the just distribution of things (RV7.41.2). In the Indian epic,
the Mahabharata, Bhaga is reflected in the blind Dhrtara$tra
who dispenses goods as blind fortune. According to Georges
Dumezil, Bhaga is closely associate'd with Mitra who
determines that people get their proper share. The dualism
reflected in Mitra and Varul)a's realms of activities is carried
over into that of their assistants where Varul)a is assisted by
Arhsa who is concerned with the distribution of fate rather
than wealth. The actual god of wealth in the sense of merely
'goods, riches' is Vasu.

In Iranian religion very little is left of the Old lndic Bhaga
'except the name baga which is generalized to mean 'god' but
a hint of his more specific duties may be found in the Avestan
Asi which means 'redistribution'.

The Iranians (as Scythians, Sarmatians, Alans) were in
direct contact with the early Slavs in the steppe regions north
of the Black Sea and one of the terms possibly adopted from
Iranian into Slavic was baga which is reflected in the oes
bogCl 'god' (and the other Slavic languages). In addition to
the word, the semantic sphere of this deity was also passed
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on (if not inherited) and the chronicles recount the erection
of various images outside Kiev in 980 AD which included
Datrbogu « *dadhi-bhagos) 'give fortune' and Stribogu
'?scatter (or ?father) fortune/god'.

The closest structural equivalent to the Indo-Iranian deities
in Roman religion was the god Terminus who was charged
with the equitable distribution of goods among people (Ovid
Fasti 2.642).

Fortune Goddesses
Various IE groups also possessed a goddess of fortune or

fate. Although certain common themes are in evidence, they
are not so similar as to require a common origin nor is there
any linguistic evidence upon which to posit a PIE goddess of
fortune. Moreover, many of the thematic comparisons are with
divinities who filled other functions. Among the most
representative are the Latin Fortuna, the Baltic goddesses
Laime and Laima, the Indic Lak$mI, and perhaps the Iranian
Spenta Armaiti.

Fortuna, the Roman goddess of fortune, wealth, and
abundance (Greek Tyche) is portrayed holding a cornucopia
filled with all good things (e.g., Plutarch, Moralia 318 A-B).
To the Romans, she was fickle, giving her gifts to a person
one day, and withholding them the next. Fortuna Primigenia,
'first-born Fortuna', is the subject of many Roman inscriptions
and the recipient of dedicatory gifts. In Rome, fortune and
fate were distinguished, as Fortuna ,and the Parcae; in other
mythologies, such as the Baltic, the Germanic, and the Indic,
the two aspects were synchretized into one goddess.

The Baltic goddess of fate and destiny, associated with the
day and the sky, was called Laime in Lithuanian and Laima in
Latvian. As a goddess of fortune and destiny her functions
were similar to those of the Iranian Armaiti, Roman Fortuna
and the Parcae, Greek Tyche and the Moirai, Germanic Noms,
and Indic Lak$mL Along with Dievas, the sky-god, Laima
determined who was to live and who was to die. Laima aided
women in childbirth, and she determined the course which
the child's life would take. Like the Roman Fortuna, she could
grant an unhappy fate, but she was not decried for her
"fickleness" to the same extent as Fortuna. Further, she was a
more personal goddess than Fortuna; she could be embodied
in mortals, while the remote Fortuna always remained an im
mortal. At times the Laimas are viewed as multiple goddesses
(d. the Parcae, Moirai, and Noms); each person is given a
Laima, but not all recognize her. Laima sometimes appears as
a bird-maiden. While Laima was goddess of life and the sky,
her counterpart, Lauma, was goddess of the earth and the
underworld, a shape-changer who was similar to a witch.

Lak$mI was the Indic goddess of fortune, beauty, and love.
The term lak$mI originally indicated a 'token' or 'sign'; the
personification, Lak$mI, did not exist in the Sgveda. In the
Atharvaveda, the term indicated 'luck', good or bad; in the
Mahabharata, it indicated 'beauty', 'splendor', 'loveliness', and
also the goddess, the personification of beauty, fortune, and
loye. Srt Lak$mI was composed of all good things, and the

Hindu gods therefore desired her. Agni therefore took her
food, Soma her royal power, Varuna her universal sovereignty,
Mitra her noble rank, Indra her strength, Brhaspati her holy
lustre, Saviq her dominion, PU$an her wealth, SarasvaU her
prosperity, and Tva$tr the builder, took her beautiful forms.
Lak$mI was thus the embodiment of the cornucopia; through
her came all good things. (Cf. the Indic Devi who was given
all good things by the Indic deities.) In this respect Lak$ffil
synchretizes the functions of two Greco-Roman goddesses,
Fortuna with her cornucopia, and Pandora, the 'gift of
everything', or the 'all-endowed'. Lak$rnl had a son,
Kamadeva, a Love god similar to Eros/Cupid. Further, Lak$rnI
was born from the foam of the primeval sea of milk as it was
churned by the gods and the Asuras, much as the Greek
Aphrodite (Roman Venus) was born from the foam of the
sea. Lak$mI represented the two poles of fortune: Lak$ml as
good luck, and Alak$mI, 'not-Lak$mf, as misfortune. (The
Slavic Sreca and Nesreca are functionally equivalent
goddesses.) It was understood that the one goddess had two
polar forms. Lak$mI was married to the god Vi~I)u; she was
his sakti, his energizing consort. One of her epiphanies was
as RukminI, the principal wife of Lord Kr$na, the avatar of
Vi$nu in the Mahabharata.

Spdnta Armaiti, 'holy devotion', was a goddess of the
Iranian Zoroastrian religion, considered to be an aspect of
the 'wise Lord', Ahura Mazdah, rather than an autonomous
deity. Armaiti is invoked in several Yasnas, dating from c 660
to 583 BC. She granted wisdom, and she taught the path of
truth. She personified the earth and the fruits of the land,
and through her destiny was invoked; she is thus comparable
to destiny goddesses such as the Roman Fortuna. She granted
wisdom and advice about the spirit (Yasna 31.12) as well as
great strength (Yasna 33.12), and she was born
androgenetically of Ahura Mazdah. She may thus be compared
to the Greek wisdom and warrior goddess Athene, who was
born androgenetically from the head of Zeus.

See also loVE GoDDESS. [E.C.P, M.R.D.I
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FORWARD see BEFORE

FOX
*1J.1(oJp- '(red) fox (Vulpes vulpes)' ?+ 'corsac fox (Vulpes

corsac)'. [lEW 1179 (*ujp-); Wat 78 (*wjp-e-); GI 432-433
(*wj~-); Buck 3.741. Lat volpes 'fox', volpecula 'little fox',
Lith Jape 'fox, vixen', vilpisys 'wild cat', Latv lapsa 'fox', Grk
aAd)Jr11~- aAwJl'6~ 'fox', Arm alues 'fox', Hit ulip(pa)na- 'wolf',
Av urupis 'dog', raopi- 'fox, jackal', MPers ropas 'fox', Khot
rruvasa- 'jackal', Olnd lopasa- 'jackal, [ox'. Widespread and
obviously old in IE. However, reconstructing the PIE form of

I
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FRESH
·ken- 'fresh'. [IEW563-564 (*ken-); Wat 29 (*ken-); Buck

14.131. Mir cana - cano 'young animal (of wolf, dog, etc.)',
Wels cenau 'young dog or wolf', Lat recens (if re + cens) 'fresh,
just arrived', OCS zac~ti 'begin', Grk K'alv6; 'young', Oind
kantna- 'young'. The sometimes cited Germanic examples
such as OE hindema 'the last (newest)', OHG hinlana 'behind',
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Gables, Florida, University of Miami, 300-304.
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European languages. Acta Iranica 7. Leiden, Brill, 125-149.

Thieme, P (1938) Der Fremdling im Rgveda. LeipzIg, Deutsche

Morgenlandische Gesellschaft.

FRESH

freeman', Lycian arawa- 'free (from)', arus- 'citizens'; from
*h4erjos: OIr aire 'freeman (whether commoner or noble);
noble (as distinct from commoner)' (the latter meaning may
be rather from *prjos, a derivative of 'first'; the Gaulish
personal names with Ario-, e.g., Aria-manus, presumably
contain 'noble'), Av airya- 'Aryan', (i.e., 'Iranian' in the larger
sense), OPers ariya- 'Aryan', Iran Alani « *aryana) (the name
of an Iranian group whose descendants are the Ossetes, one
of whose subdivisions is the Iron [< *aryana-J), *alyanam
(gen. pI.) 'of the Aryans' (> MPers Iran), OInd ari- 'attached
to, faithful; a faithful devoted person; ± kinsman' (and distinct
from the homophonous ari- 'enemy'), arya- 'kind, favorable;
attached to, true, devoted', arya- 'Aryan; one who is faithful
to the Vedic religion'. From *h4er- 'put together'. Oswald
Szemerenyi's suggestion that it derives from an Ugaritic word
meaning 'kinsmen' is hardly compelling.
. Clearly supposed in the original meaning is an emphasis

.on in-group status as distinguished from the status of the
outsider, particularly those outsiders forcibly incorporated
into the group as slaves. In Anatolian the base word has come
to emphasize the personal relationship between individuals
while the derivatives continue the more general focus on social
status, as remains the case in Old Irish. In Indo-Iranian,
presumably because the unfree were typically captives taken
from other (ethnic) groups, the word has taken on a more
purely ethnic meaning. Less likely, but still possible, is the
assumption that this word was originally an ethnonym, the
self-deSignation of (at least parts 00 the Indo-European
people, that was revalued as a term of social status.

An independent derivative of the same verbal root is *haera/
eha- 'fitting' seen in Hit ara '(what is) fitting, right, proper,
[as', natta ara 'it is not right, it is forbidden/illegal, nefas', Av
arJm 'fittingly, enough', armaiti « *ara-mati-) 'right thought',
Oind aram 'fittingly, enough', ara~mati 'right thought,
devotion', evara 'truly fitting, just right'.

See also Boon; FRIEND; KINSHIP; MAsTER; PEoPLE; PHYSICAL

ANrnROPOLOGY. [D. Q.A.l

FREE see PEOPLE

FRAMEWORK
·J<red- (·J<reh]d-?) 'framework, beams'. [lEW 617-618

(*kred-); Wat 32 (*kred-)). ON hrat'roof,"attic', OE hrast«
*krad-s-to-) 'woodwork of roof, roost, attic' (> NE roost),
OHG rast 'pyre', MHG raz - raze 'honeycomb; pyre', Goth
hrat 'roof, house', oes krada « *kradeha with a centum
development of the initial palatal stop-perhaps a very early
borrowing from Germanic or some other western IE stock)
'funeral pile', Shughni RaO « Proto-Iranian *srad(yJa-)
'summer pen for cattle'. Possibly belonging here, and with
the same centum development of the initial palatal stop, are
such Baltic words such as OPrus creslan 'armchair', Lith kreslas
'chair', Latv krfsls 'chair' (if < *kred-st-lo-). With or without
the Baltic words we have evidence for a term which referred
to structures or substructures of interlocking wood and which
is without any known root relations. Widespread and old in
IE.

FREEMAN
·h¢r6s - ·h¢rios 'member of one's own (ethnic) group,

peer, freeman; (Indo-Iranian) Aryan'. [IEW67 (*ario-?); Wat 3
(*aryo-); GI 657 (*ar(yJo-); BK 387 (*llar-/*hJr-), 429 (*ar-/
*Jr-)]. From *h4eros comes Hit ara- 'member of one's own
group, peer, companion, friend', with further derivatives
arawa- 'free from', arawahh- 'set free from', arawanni- 'free;

See also HOUSE; POST. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.)

this word is extremely difficult. The attested forms would
appear to presuppose a bewildering number of PIE ante
cedents: *lJlope- (Baltic), *lJolpe- (Latin), *l(oJupi- (Iranian),
*loupek- (Indo-Iranian), *a-lapek- (Greek, Armenian),
*lJlpik- (Baltic). Clearly this word has been subject to
phonological defonnation, perhaps because of some sort of
cultural taboo, in many, if not all, traditions in which it is
attested.

The distribution of the fox is widespread across Eurasia
(Atlantic to Urals), including the Near East, and south to
central India. Although it might be presumed that the fur of
the fox was highly prized, most Neolithic and Copper Age
sites yield the remains of less than five individuals which
suggests chance encounters or vennin extennination' rather
than selective trapping. Even in areas of northern Europe such
as Russia where the beaver was hunted in great quantity, the
fox is only marginally attested. More relevant to some of the
theories concerning the IE homeland, fox-hunting is attested
to some degree in the Usatovo culture (Usatovo had eighteen
faxes, Mayaki had fifteen) and in the Yamna culture
(Mikhaylovka with twelve faxes). Fox remains have also been
recovered from Yamna burials and may include the teeth
(pendants), bones, and on several occasions, the mandibles
of a fox. The fox is also known from the Neolithic of Central
Asia.

See also MAMMALs; TAIL; WOLF. [D.Q.A.,].PM.]
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Goth hindana 'from beyond' are more likely from *J<ei- 'here'.
Even rejecting the weaker elements (the Celtic and Old Indic
fonns have been alternatively connected with a root *kan

'small'), the broad geographical distribution points to probable
PIE status.

See also NUMBER. U.C.S.]
FRIEND

*prihx6s 'of one's own', thus 'dear' and 'free'. [lEW 844

(*prijo-); Wat 53 (*priy-o-); Buck 16.28]. Wels rhydd 'free',
ON frf 'beloved, spouse', OE freo 'woman', freod 'love', freo

'free' (> NE free), OHG frf 'free', Goth freis 'free', Av frya
'dear', OInd priya-. 'dear', priya 'spouse', priyata 'desire'. Also
the name of the Germanic goddess ON Frigg, OE FrIg, OHG
Frija. It has been argued that *prihxos 'of one's own' may be a
derivative of *per'house' (attested in Hit per 'house', thus 'of
one's household' although this word may be of non-IE origin).
Attested in the west, center and east of the IE world, this
word is surely of PIE date. In Celtic and Germanic, the term
means 'free' which points to parallel socio-political
organization though borrowing from Celtic to Germanic has
also been suggested. As is the case of Lat 1Iber 'free' and Grk
eAev8epoc; 'free' « '*of lawful birth'), it indicates the legal
position of an individual who is a full-fledged member of the
ethnic community in contrast to outsiders or people subdued
into servitude by war. The specific meaning probably
developed originally among members of a particular social
class as a mutual term of affection.

*keharos~ *k.ttaros'friendIy'. [IEW515 (*ka-ro-); War 26
(*ka-ro-); Buck 16.28]. Olr cara 'friend', Wels car 'friend',
Lat carus'dear', ON horr'adulterer', OE hor'adulterer', hore
'whore' (> NE whore), OHG huor 'adulterer', huora 'whore',
Goth hors 'whore', Latv kars 'greedy'. Parallel derivatives of
*kehaJ (gen. *kCaros) 'love', itself a derivative of *keha- 'to
love'.

*keiuos ~ *liiU6s 'belonging to the household' (hence >
'friendly, intimate, dear'). [IEW539-540 (*J<ei-l,Jo-); Wat 27
28 (*kei-wo-); Buck 7.122]. Lat clvis 'citizen' (i-stem on the
analogy of hostis 'host'), Osc ceus 'citizen', ON hjon ~ hjon
'one of the household; (pI.) married couple', hy-ski 'household,
family', OE hlwen ~ hlw-rlFden - hlwisc 'household', hlwan
(pI.) 'members of a household', hIWCOjJ 'domestic, familiar',
OHG hfun 'married couple, parents; family members', hI(w)o
'husband', hI(w)a 'wife', hlwiski 'family', Goth heiwa-frauja
'master of the household; host', Latv sieva 'wife', OInd seva
'dear, intimate', siva- 'kind, friendly, auspicious, dear' (whence
Siva- 'Shiva'). Lurking behind these words is either a root
noun *J<ei- or au-stem *J<eju-/*J<iu- 'household, village as
social unit' from *J<ei- 'lie', either from *'± those that sleep
together' or, since *J<ei- + *h]en may mean 'depend upon',
from *'± collective dependants'. These words are widespread
and old in IE. The change of meaning from 'member of the
household' to 'dear' is possibly paralleled by *prihx6s'dear'

from *per 'house'. The OInd seva- 'dear, intimate' and siva

'kind, friendly, auspicious, dear' emphasize the sentimental
relations between individuals or groups, unlike sakha-

'companion'. Similar notions of intimacy lie behind the
meanings 'family, spouse' seen in Germanic and Baltic. On
the other hand, the particular semantic development that led
to the Italic meaning may be explained by the use of this
term as a form of mutual address among members of the
same community, d. the use of 'comrade' among citizens of
the fanner Soviet Union.
See also COMPANION; FREEMAN; HOUSE; LOVE; VILlAGE. [E.C.P]

FRIGHTEN
*gheis- 'frighten'. [lEW 427 (*gheis-); Wat 21 (*gheis-)1.

ON geiska- (in compound geiska-fullr) 'fear', Goth (past part.)
us-gaisijJs 'frightened', Av zaesa- 'horrible'; as *ghoisd

« *gheisd-): OE gtestan 'frighten', gast 'spirit, ghost' (> NE
ghost), OHG geist'spirit, ghost', Olnd hec;Ja- 'anger'. Both the
root and the extended form can be reconstructed to PIE with
a moderate degree of confidence.

*tergW - 'scare'. [lEW 1076-1077 (*terg-1
-)]. Wels tarfu

'hunt', Lat torvus 'piercing, wild (of the eyes)', ON jJjarka
'reproach, scold', OE jJracian 'fear, feel dread, shudder', Grk
'rapf3eOJ 'scare', OInd tarjati - tarjate 'threatens, scolds'.
Sufficiently widespread to guarantee its PIE status.

See also FEAR. [M.N., D.Q.A.]

FROG
*uorh;xd-ilo- 'frog'. [Fraenkel 12001. Lith var1e (with

secondary -1-) 'frog', Latv vatde 'frog', Arm gort 'frog'. At least
a word of the center of the IE world. A homophonous word
for 'wart' (*l,Jorhxdo-) is reflected in Germanic (e.g., OE wearte
'wart' [> NE wart]), Baltic (e.g. Latv ap-vitde 'abscess'), Slavic
(e.g. Rus vered 'abscess, ulcer'), and Iranian (NPers baln
'wart'), suggesting that the popular connection between warts
and the handling of frogs is of great antiquity Alternatively, it
may be that the frog derives its designation from its skin, the
texture of which may resemble a series of warts.

See also ANIMAL; SKIN DISEASE; SPAWN. [D.Q.A.]

FROM see AWAY

FROST see ICE

FRUIT see BERRY

FULL
*pJhln6s 'full'. [lEW 799-800 (*pl-no-); GI 684

(*~JH-(no-));Wat 48 (*peb-); Buck 13.21; BK 54 (*pfhJal-/
*p{hJdl-)]. OIr Ian 'full', OWels 1aun 'full', ON fullr'full', OE
full 'full' (> NE full); OHG fo1 'full', Goth fulls 'full', Lith pilnas
'full', OCS p]-uno 'full', Av pdrdna- 'filled', Olnd pOl1).a- 'full',
TochB pallew« *p]no-l,Jent-) 'full (of moon)'. Cf. the similarly
constructed *p1eh]n6- 'full': Olr 1fnaim (a denominative verb
presupposing a *IIn 'full') 'hll', Lat p1enus 'full', Arm Ii 'full',
Av frana- 'filling', OInd praI)a- 'full'.

See also ABUNDANT; EMPTY; FILL. [D.Q.A.]



FURROW
*piI<eha- 'furrow'. [JEW 821 (*perf-); Wat 50 (*perk-);

GI 595 (*pherfh-); Buck 8.212]. Wels rhyeh 'furrow', Gaul
riea 'furrow', Lat porea 'ridge between furrows', ON for
'furrow', OE furh 'furrow' (> NE furrow), OHG furuh 'furrow'.
Cf. also Lith pra-pefsa 'unfrozen patch of water in ice-covered
surface', pra-pafsas 'ditch', OInd parsana-: 'chasm, rift'. The
word for the speCifically agricultural 'furrow' would appear
to have been confined to the western edge of the IE world.
Cf. also PIE *p6rfos 'pig' (as one who creates a furrow-like
track while rooting in the earth).

*l(o)iseha- 'furrow'. [lEW 671 (*loisa); Wat 36 (*leis-)].
Lat lIra 'furrow', de-lIrus 'insane, off the track', 0 E lIste 'fringe, '
border' (> NE list), OHG leisa 'track', lIsta 'border, hem', OPms
lyso 'field bed', Lith lyse 'garden bed', OCS Jecha 'field bed,
furrow', Rus lekha 'field bed'. A technical agricultural term
found only in the west and center of the IE world. From *leis
'leave a trace on the ground'.

FURTHER

?*VOllJOS 'furrow', IBK 489 (*wurL /*worY-)1. Lat urvare
'mark out a boundary with a furrow', Osc uruvu 'boundary
ditch', Myc wo-wo 'boundary-ditch', Grk opo~ (Ionic oiJpo~)

'boundary', (pI.) ovpoi'trench or channel for hauling up or
launching ships', o~pov 'limit, range (of area that could be
plowed by a mule in a day); boundaries', Lat UIYUnl 'the
curved part of a plow' is usually included here but the semantic
distance invites caution. Though reflected in only two stocks
this word still seems a likely candidate for PIE status, at least
in the west and center of the IE world.

See BoRDER; PLow. ID.Q,A~I

FURTHER
*hleti 'and, in addition'. [lEW 344 (*eti-); Wat 17

(*eti-)). Gaul eti 'also, further', Lat et 'and also', OHG it(a),
ith- prefix indicating repetition, addition, Goth ijJ 'but',

. (perhaps) Messapic -Or 'and', Grk En 'yet, further', Phryg £rl

'again', Av aiti- 'over', Oind ati 'over, towards'. PIE status,
See alsoANo; FAR. IA.D.VI
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GALL
*gh61n- - *ghtln- (Latin, Germanic) - *gh61os (Greek,

Avestan) 'gall'. [lEW 429 (*ghel-); Wat 21 (*ghel-); GI 715
(*ghe1-)]. Lat fel (with dialect f- rather than expected *h-)
'gall, anger', ON gall 'gall', OE gealla 'gall' (> NE gal!), OHG
galla 'gall', Grk x6A.o~ - XOAr] 'gall, anger',' Av zara- 'gall'. Both
attested forms are independent derivatives of *ghel- 'yellow,
brown', and were, at best, regionalisms in late PIE. OCS zluel
- tlueI 'bile', Rus te]eI 'bile' also presumably belong here,
presupposing a late PIE *ghjkis, but the palatalized initial in
the Russian and second Old Church Slavonic form are not
altogether well-explained.

See also ANATOMY; YEllOW. [D.Q.A.]

GAMEBIRD
*teter- 'gamebird'. [lEW 1079 (*tet(eJr-); GI 459

(*theth(eJr-)]. Mlr tethra 'hooded crow', ON piaurr
'capercaille', OPrus tatarwis'capercaille', Lith teterva - tetervas
'capercaille', Latv teteris 'capercaille', OCS tetrevr 'pheasant',
Rus teterev'capercaille', Grk rErpamv 'capercaille', NPers
tadharv'pheasant', OInd tittira- 'partridge'. Arm tetrak'turtle
dove' is a loan word. These are all large and well-fleshed game
birds. The capercaille is a northern bird while the pheasant is.
also found farther south, in the sub-Caucasus and northern
Iran and India. The Irish cognate, the 'hooded crow' is
normally of little interest to hunters and diners. The Arm
tetrak 'turtle dove' is little hunted though it does· have food
value.

See also BIRDS; QUAIL. U.A.C.G.]

GARLIC see VEGETABLES

GATHER
*ger- 'gather; herd, crowd'. [lEW 382-383 (*ger-); Wat

19 (*ger-); BK 286 (*k'ar-/*k'dr-)). MIr graig 'horse herd',
Latgrex« *gre-g-) 'herd, company', Lithgutgulas'thickening,
knot', OCS grustI 'handful', Grk aYElpm 'gather', yapyapa
'crowd'. Middle Irish, Latin, Lithuanian and Greek all show a
reduplicated nominal form, suggesting that it may be
reconstructed to the proto-language as 'herd, crowd'. The
precise relationship between the nominal fonnation and Grk
aYElpm is unclear; the initial a- may, however, reflect an old
prefixal *h]l;)- 'in'.

*kr(eJu-bh-'gather, amass'. [ef. IEW616-617 (*kra(u)-);
Wat 32 (*krau-); Buck 12.27; VW 235]. Grk KpVll'rm 'hide',
TacM krop- 'gather, amass, herd', TochB kraup- 'gather,
amass; herd'. The geographical distribution of this word is a
strong argument for PIE status. With another enlargement,
we have PIE *kr(eJu-hx- in Lith krauju 'pile up, stack', krflva
'pile', Latv kraut 'heap up, load', OCS kryja 'cover, hide', krovU
'roof'. OIr cro 'enclosure, shed', Wels crau 'shed' have been
sometimes adduced here but they have also been associated
with *kropos'roof' which is the more likely connection. Also
dubious are attempts to link the forms cited here with the
words for 'round', e.g., aIr cruinn 'round', Lat curvl.ls.

See also AssEMBLY; HERD; ROOF. [M.N.]

GAUDO CULTURE
Gaudo is a Copper or early Bronze Age culture (c 3500

2700 BC) of south-west Italy Sites are almost entirely limited
to burials in rock-cut tombs. These consist of an entrance
shaft (which would later be blocked up with stone rubble)
leading to a kidney-shaped chamber which might contain
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Gaudo a. Distribution of the Gaudo culture.

two to twenty-five burials, accompanied by pots, flint daggers
(sometimes copper), and arrowheads. Both males and females
were found in the graves and there is some evidence for social
stratification, e.g., the Chieftain's Tomb at Mirabello Eclano
where a single male burial was accompanied by three copper
daggers, two flint daggers, forty-two flint arrowheads, pottery
and other stone tools. A dog was buried at the foot of the
deceased. The physical type of those buried in the Gaudo
tombs is more round-headed than what has been presumed
to be the native Mediterranean population and this has led to
the suggestion that the Gatido culture was a product of
immigrants. These have been variously derived from the
eastern Mediterranean (Anatolia) or north or east of the Alps

. where they. have been identified as an early wave of IE
speaking groups. Much of current opinion dismisses the
concept of foreign intrusions and seeks the explanation for
any correspondences between the Gaudo and other non
Italian cultures through exchange relations. If so, some
connection between the very peculiar ((joined bowls" of the
Gaudo culture and distant parallels in Anatolia are among
the more problematic. As "exchange" relationships may well
disguise small movements of people, one cannot entirdy rule
out some form of foreign intrusions into Italy The pattern of
such a move~ent, at least one seen emanating from the eastern

'. Mediterranean, would not provide much of a "fit" against the

~ssss~

Gaudo b. Bronze dagger; c. Jointed-bowl; d. Gaudo grave.

linguistic evidence forno.one, including those who specifically
advocate an IE homeland in Anatolia, suggest that Indo
Europeans entered Italy in the fourth millennium BC from
the eastern Mediterranean by way of the sea. Other than
satisfying, perhaps, a few of the proponents who derive the
Etruscans from Anatolia (and who also believe, against the
common opinion, that Etruscan was an IE language), such a
model linking Italy and Anatolia does not explain the
historically attested Indo-Europeans of Italy Intrusions from
the north, however, might .accord better with interstock
contacts between Italic and both Celtic and presumably the
IE languages of the Balkans. But as the Gaudo culture is the
most southerly of the major Copper Age cultures of Italy, one
might require that some fonn of intrusion be established for
the other Italian cultures as well.

See also ITAliC 1..ANGUAGES; REMEoEllo CULTIJRE; RINA1.ooNE

CUlnJRE. U.P.M.l

GERMANIC LANGUAGES
On their entrance into history in the last centuries before

Christ, Germanic-speaking peoples inhabited what is now
southern Norway and Sweden and a broad stIip of the North
European plain from Flanders to the Vistula. It is the consensus
among linguists that in the middle of the first millennium BC
their continental holdings had been more restr'icted,
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another, the Ostrogoths, became caretakers for the last Roman
emperors in Italy. The Goths of Spain and Italy were
linguistically absorbed by the Romance-speakers surrounding
them by the eighth century. The chief Christian missionary
and later bishop of the Visigoths, one Wulfila, translated the
Bible into Gothic while the Visigoths were in the northeast
Balkans and it is this translation that forms the overwhelming
portion of our linguistic record of Gothic, and of East
Germanic as a whole. A small subset of the Osnogoths, left
behind in the Crimea, emerge hnguistically in the sixteenth,
century in the form of a short wordlist (some eighty-six words)
compiled by Oguier de Busbecq, the ambassador of the Holy
Roman Emperor to the Sublime Porte. The Crimean Gothic
speakers disappeared linguistically soon after de Busbecq
recorded his vocabulary.

The West Germanic groups were also expansive though in
general they wandered less far than the East Germanic groups
did. The eastern flank of the West Germanic group, those
living roughly in the former East Germany; moved to the south
and west, ending up in southern Germany. Austria, and
Switzerland. Because in medieval and modem times these
West Germanic speakers lived in the more elevated parts of
the German-speaking areas their speech is collectively called
High German. Various High German dialects are attested in
written sources from the eighth century AD. Old High German
(OHG) is dated to c 750-1050; Middle High German (MHG)
to c 1050-1350. Modem (standard) or New High German
(NHG), which dates from c 1350 onwards, is based on certain
dialects of the northeast of the High German area, dialects
brought to prominence by the imperial chancery in Prague
and Luther's translation of the Bible.

The western portion of the West Germanic group, those
along the middle and lower Rhine, moved so as to straddle
the Rhine and further, on into north~m France. The leading
group politically of these western West Germanic speakers
were the Franks who gave their name to France and in the
person of their greatest king, Charlemagne, founded the Holy
Roman Empire. The Frankish (Franconi,an) dialects of the
lower Rhine, rather strongly influenced by the emerging High
German standard, gave rise ultimately to Dutch (wlth its South
African outlier, Afrikaans). North of the Franks, in modem
day Lower Saxony and Schleswig-Holstein were the Saxons,
Dialects from this area are collectively known as Low German
and, while now reduced to the status of a local patois, they
formed in medieval and modern times the dominant written
language of northern Germany and were extremely influential
in Scandinavia.

The West Germanic speakers originally living in Denmark,
Schleswig, and along the North Sea coast provided the
Germanic settlers who invaded Britain in the fifth century in
the confusion follOwing the wlthdrawal of Roman troops from
the island. The Angles (from Angeln in Schleswlg), the Saxons,
the jutes (from jutland), and their neighbors formed the bulk
of the new non-Celtic population of Great Britain whose
language eventually came to be called English, attested in

comprising southern Sweden, Denmark, Schleswig-Holstein,
Mecklenburg and immediately adjacent areas. In the western
part of their area their expansion had probably come at the
expense of Celtic-speaking peoples. Other groups, whether
Indo-European or not Indo-European, that may have been in
the area that was later Germanic vanished without any certain
linguistic trace though some such precursor language(s) may
have been the source of that part of the Germanic vocabulary
not shared with other IE groups. Some 28% of the core
vocabulary of Germanic has been estimated as of non-IE
origin.

Linguistically Germanic-speakers were divided into three
groups: North Germanic in Norway and Sweden, East
Germanic from approximately the Oder eastward, artd West
Germanic to the west of the Oder (including Denmark).

North Germanic speakers, originally at home in southern
Sweden and Norway, moved into Denmark very late in the
prehistoric period and repopulated an area that was largely
depopulated by the movement of the original West Germanic
speakers to the British Isles. At a somewhat later period (800
1050 AD), as Vikings, their raids were the scourge of both
western Europe (Vikings largely from Norway and Denmark)
and eastern Europe (largely from'Sweden). North Germanic
speakers settled in large numbers in the British Isles,
Normandy and Russia. In all of these places they were sooner
or later assimilated linguistically to the surrounding popula
tions. In England, however, they were sufficiently numerous
to have left a permanent linguistic mark on their earlier West
Germanic cousins, the English.

The earliest linguistic remains usually attributed to North
Germanic speakers are brief inscriptions in a special Runic
alphabet, found mostly in Norway and Denmark but also in
scattered locations elsewhere. These inscriptions are in some
cases datable as early as the third century AD. The language
represented on these early inscriptions is sufficiently archaic
that it is not even specially North Germanic and may be taken
as the common ancestor of West and North Germanic and
only little differentiated from the East Germanic that appears
a couple of centuries later in Gothic. Classical North
Germanic, Old Norse, appears, written in the Latin alphabet,
in the twelfth century. North Germanic is divided into two
groups on a rough east-west basis. In the east we have Swedish
and Danish. In the west we have the very conservative
Icelandic and also Norwegian (heavily influenced by Danish)
and Faroese.

East Germanic speakers were the first to trouble the later
Roman Empire in a major way A number of East Germani~
tribal groups wandered through Europe: Vandals,
Burgundians, etc. However, of these it was the Goths who
left us with the only linguistic record of East Germanic. The
Goths moved first from the lower Vistula to what is now the
Ukraine. Pressed in their new home by the onslaught on the
Huns, they moved into the Balkans and then into western
Europe. One group, the Visigoths, ended up in Spain, where
they formed the basis of the post-Roman state there and
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three PIE genders but only two of the PIE numbers (singular
and plural). The dual, save in personal pronouns, is lost and
the distribution of dual and plural personal pronouns breaks
down in the Middle Ages. The adjective shows a similar system
of inflection to that of the noun but it has, in addition, an
innovative distinction between indefinite ("strong") and·
definite ("weak") forms. The indefinite forms represent the
inherited PIE endings while the definite represent n-stem
extensions of the underlying adjectives. The distinction of
.strong and weak adjectives persists in all Germanic languages
except English (which lost the distinction in Middle English,
traces only remail1 in Chaucer's language), though the
distinction is very much reduced except in German and

DeSCription
From the morphological point of view Germanic shows

both conservative and innovative tendencies. The noun
preserves five of the eight cases (with traces of a sixth)
reconstruct~d for Proto-Indo-European. It also preserves all
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written documents from the eighth century. The earliest
period, Old English (OE), dates to C 700-1100 Be. It is
~ollowed by Middle English (ME).which runs c 1100-1450
and then New English (NE; c 1450-). English's closest relative
is Frisian, the speakers of coastal West Germanic who were
"left behind" as it were by the migration of the ancestors of
the English.

Germanic Distribution of the Gennanic languages. Shaded area marks the ]astorf culture which is closely associated with the Germanic
homeland.

GERMANIC LANGUAGES
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Icelandic. It is of interest to note that neighboring Baltic and
Slavic have also created new definite forms for adjectives, but
they have created them from very different morphological
material.

The verb has been handled considerably less conservatively
The dual has been lost (except in Gothic) as has the medio
passives (again save in Gothic where it exists in the present
only). The rich late PIE set of tense and aspect distinctions
has been reduced to a present and a past. The latter, when
inherited, mostly from the PIE perfect with vowel change (e.g.,
NE sing vs. sang). Distinctive for Germanic is the innovative
past tense in *-d- for (originally) derived verbs (e.g., NE tow
vs towed). Germanic preserves the distinction among
indicative, imperative, and optative (> Gennanic subjunctive)
but has lost the PIE subjunctive. The Proto-Gennanic verbal
system is largely intact in German and Icelandic but much
reduced in all other contemporary languages, including
English. However, English and most other Germanic'
languages have innovated in the creation of a new set of
compound tenses such as the English perfect and progressive
tenses.

Germanic is distinguished from other Indo-European
groups by the manner of articulation of the PIE obstruents.
Where Indic, for instance, has t, d, and dh, and Greek has t,
d, and th for what is conventionally reconstructed as PIE *t,
*d, and *dh, Proto-Germanic normally had *8, *t, and *d,
and likewise for all places of articulation. Thus where PIE
had voiceless stops, Proto-Germanic had voiceless con
tinuants~ where PIE had voiced stops, Proto-Germanic had
voiceless stops, and where PIE had voiced aspirated, Proto
Germanic had simple voiced stops (probably originally voiced
continuants, the various Germanic languages differ on this
point). This relationship is usually called "Grimms Law" (after
Jakob Grimm [1785-1863] its discoverer) or the First
Germanic Sound Shift and it is the single most dramatic
characteristic by which Gennanic is distinguished from other
IE stocks. Apparent exceptions to Grimms Law, particularly
cases where PIE *p, *t, and *k became Proto-Germanic *b,
*d, and *g rather than the expected *f, *8, and *x, were
explained by the Danish linguist Karl Verner ([1846-1896]
hence "Verner's Law") as reflecting the influence of PIE stress
(itself nowhere preserved in Germanic). His explanation says
that PIE voiceless stops gave Proto-Germanic voiceless
continuants, as Grimm had stated, when initial or after the
PIE stressed vowel. However, they gave voiced continuants
(or voiced stops) when non-initial and before the PIE stress.
Thus PIE *phacer'father' gives Goth fadarwhile PIE *bhreha(er
'brother' gives Goth brojJar. (The identity of the medial
consonants in these two words in contemporary English is
the result of later changes in English only) The fact that cases .
which were irregular by Grimm's Law (such as the Germanic
word for 'brother') could be seen as regular when Verner's
Law was added to the description was perhaps the single most
important building block to the notion that phonological
change was exceptionless (if one knew all the rules) and that

GERMANIC lANGUAGES

in turn made the reconstruction of unattested languages, such
as PIE, a genuine possibility. Germanic is also characterized
by the development of all vocalic resonants, whether or not
followed by a laryngeal, to *u followed by a resonant. Thus
*r(hxJ, etc., give Proto-Germanic *ur, etc.

High German is distinguished from the other Germanic
languages, including Low Gennan, its closest relative within
Germanic, by a second consonant shift which is very
reminiscent of the changes described in Grimm's Law. Proto
Germanic voiceless stops become voiceless continuants aft~r

a long vowel or diphthong within a word and voiceless
affricates elsewhere (in most varieties of High German Proto
Gmc *k remains a k except after a long voweD, Proto
Germanic voiced stops become voiceless stops (though both
*g and *b usually remaih in most varieties of High Gernlan),
while Proto-Germanic voiced continuants became voiced
stops. Thus a PIE *dheubos 'deep' gave Proto-Gme *deupa
(OE deop, Goth diups) which in Old High German is tiaror
PIE *trejes'three', gave Proto-Gmc *jJTI(OE prie, Goth preis)
which in Old High German is drl.

The rather radical changes, particularly the phonological
changes subsumed under Grimm's and Verner's laws, that
separate Germanic from its sister stocks and the large number
of Germanic words that do not seem to have good IE
etymologies, have led a number of investigators to assume
that Proto-Germanic was heavily affected by a lingUistic
substrate (that is, a population ofnon-Indo-European speakers
who were linguistically assimilated by the pre-Germanic
speakers who were themselves a relatively small proportion
of the resultant population of Proto-Germanic speakers).
Probably the best evidence for such a substrate is the large
number of apparently non-Indo-European words relating to
the sea, sea products, and ships. The assumption is that the
pre-Germanic speakers, coming from somewhere in the
interior of Europe, first became acquainted with the sea
somewhere on the Baltic and borrowed the words related to
the sea from a more original population which was
'subsequently linguistically assimilated t'? the Indo-European
newcomers. Since the linguistic substrate(s) disappeared
without a trace other than these putative loanwords, their
presence cannot be independently confirmed. In any case, it
is important to point out that Celtic loanwords into Germanic
during the latter half of the first millennium Be undergo the
first Germanic soundshift and thus the attribution of the
phonological changes subsumed under the shift to some
substrate which must have disappeared a thousand or perhaps
two thousand years before is impossible.

Within Indo-European Germanic is most closely related
to Baltic and Slavic. With them it shares many vocabulary
items, as well as the morphological peculiarity of certain case
endings in *-m-, where other Indo-European languages have
*-bh- (e.g., Goth wulfarn, Lith vi/karns, OCS volkamo, but
Olnd vrkebhyab, all 'to the wolves'), and the phonological
peculiarity of a-stem nouns with mobile stress (nominative
and accusative on the first syllable, other cases on the last
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Proto-Indo-European and Germanic Phonological Correspondences

PIE Gmc PIE ON OE Goth OHG
*p > f - B *phater 'father' faoir fxder fadar fater
*b > p *dheubos'deep' djopr deap diups tiof

*bh > b *bhere/a- 'carry' bera beran bairan beran
*t > -d *tuhx 'thou' po po pu t(h)u
*d > t *deil;os 'god' Tyr ng tyz (name of rune) Ziu'Mars'
*dh > d *dhurom 'door' dyrr (pI.) dar daDr tar
*1< > h *Krptom 'hundred' hundrao hund(red) hunda (pI.) hunt
*g > k *genu 'jaw, cheek' kinn cinn kinnus chinne
*gh > g *gheud- 'pour' gjota geotan giutan giozzan
*k > h *kap- 'seize, hold' hafa habban haban haben
*g > k *haeug- 'increase' auka eacian aukan ouhhon
*gh > g *ghordhos 'enclosure' garor geard gards gart
*kW > hw *kwod 'what' hvat hwc£t Jva (h)waz
*gW > kw *gWeneha-n- 'woman' kana cwene qino quen
*gWh > gw-w *gWhQ.-toleha- 'striking' gunnr- guor gap gund-

*gWhermos 'warm' varmr wearm warmjan warm
*s > s *seh]- 'sow' sa sawan saian sa(w)en
*i > y *iugom 'yoke' ok geoc juk joh
*lJ > w *ueh]ntos 'wind' vindr wind winds wint
*m > m *mehater 'mother' mooir modor muater
*n > n *no 'now' nO nO nu nO
*1 > 1 *lese/o- 'pick out' lesa lesan lisan lesen
*r > r *h]roudhos'red' rauor read raups rot
*rp > urn *kJ1ltom 'hundred' hundrao hund(red) hunda (pI.) hunt
*Q. > un *d:l)gWheha-n- 'tongue' tunga tunge tuggo zunga
*1 > ul *Ylkwos 'wolf' ulfr wulf wulfs wolf

*r > ur *y(dhom 'word' oro word watlrd wort
*i > i *yidmes 'we know' vitam witom witum wizzo
*1 > I *suihxnos 'swine' svfn swfn swein swfn
*e > e *h]ekyos 'horse' jar eoh aflva- OSax ehu-
*e > e *sehl- 'sow' sa sawan saian sa(w)en
*a > a *haegros 'field' akr recer akrs achar
*a > a *bhrehater 'brother' brooir brooor br6par brooder
*0 > a *ghordhos 'enclosure' garor geard gards gart
*6 > a *dhohlmos 'setting down' domr dom doms tuom
*u > u *dhug(ha)ter'daughter' dottir dohtor daUhtar tohter
*0. > 0. *nO 'now' nO nO nu nO
*hl > 0 *hlesti 'is' es is ist ist
*h2 > 0 *h2oYis'sheep' c£r eowu awistr auwi
*h3 > 0 *h]okw-on- 'eye' auga eage augo ouga
*h4 > 0 *h4orghos '(sexually) mounted' argr earg arg

syllable). This latter feature is witnessed for instance by ON
hestr 'stallion' but OE hengist 'stallion', the former reflecting
Proto-Gmc *hanxista- while the latter reflects (with Verner's
Law) *hangista-. Later Germanic seems to have come in
contact with pre-Italic and later yet, not long before both
groups enter recorded history, with Celtic.

The accompanying phonological chart puts OHG last in
the list of representative languages, so as to make clearer the
operation of this second sound shift (in those words which
were affected by it).

Origins
The earliest ethnographer to leave an account of the ancient

Germans, Julius Caesar describing his Gaulish campaign in c
58-50 BC, positioned the Germans to the east of the Rhine.
By this time the Germanic peoples and language had clearly
developed as an independent stock but not for long if the
estimates based on the close affinity of the earliest Germanic
texts to reconstructed Proto-Germanic is anything to go by.
Ihe inscriptional evidence and loan words between Celtic
and Germanic such as *lsama- 'iron' suggest that the Germanic
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stock may have formed quite late, the first sound shift often
being set to around 500 BC. In short, the formation of Proto
Germanic is generally set to the Iron Age of western Europe.

Caesar's positioning of the early Germans on the east bank
of the Rhine has long been suspected to have·been a product
of his political agenda and, in archaeological terms at least,
the Rhine has been usually dismissed as an important cultural
border at this time. Rejection of Caesar's assertion has
prompted archaeologists to seek the early Germans in a more
northerly culture. Traditionally, the starting point for locating
the earliest historical Germans is the Jastorf culture of
Denmark and north and central Germany as far south as the
Aller and the Weser. The problem with this identification;
one which is based to a large extent on establishing an
archaeological dichotomy between La Tene Celts and Jastorf
Germans, is that it does not account for the peoples in
between, some of whom at least should have also belonged
to the early Germans if the positioning of classical authors is
anything to go by On the basis of this approach, the Jastorf
culture would be a major component of the early Germans
but this ethno-linguistic group would also find other archaeo
logical reflections in various Iron Age cultures around its
periphery (e.g., the Hunsruck-Eifel culture of the middle
Rhine), including La Tene groups which might variously be
described as final Celtic or early Germanic, the two being
indistinguishable.

Any attempt to retreat further into the prehistoric period·
carries us beyond the temporal definition of Proto-Germanic
suggested by the lingUists into the vague realm of northwest
Indo-European or late Indo-European. It is Widely held that
there is considerable continuity in both the archaeological
and physical anthropological record of northern Europe from
the earliest appearance of the Germans back into the Bronze
Age. The Jastorf culture, for example, is regarded as a direct
continuation of the local northern Bronze Age after the
introduction of some iron metallurgy The line of continuity
extends throughout the entire course of the Bronze Age down
to the transition between the middle and later Neolithic in
south Scandinavia, i.e., between the earlier TRB culture and
that of the Corded Ware horizon. The appearance of the
Corded Ware culture (c 3200 BC) in this region is associated
by many archaeologists with the earli~st appearance of the
Indo-Europeans in the north European plain. There is
evidence for a new physical type in some regions at this time
although the archaeological evidence fordiscontinuity is very
hotly debated. As the Corded Ware horizon also expands over
territories that would appear ancestral to both Baltic and Slavic
ethnogenesis, it might also prOvide a reflection of the cultural
sphere in which the Germanic-Baltic-Slavic isoglosses arose.
The temporal definition of these isoglosses, however, might
have been achieved later and as the Corded Ware horizon
does extend south as far as Switzerland, it may also have
included distant ancestors of the Celtic and Italic stocks. In
this way, the Corded Ware horizon would have prOVided the
lingUistic arena for the earliest of those cognate sets described

GIRD

in this Encyclopedia as northwest Indo-European.
See also CORDED WARE CULTIJRE; INDO-EUROPEAN LANGUAGES;

jASTORF CULTURE. (D.Q.A., j.PM.)
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GIFf see EXCHANGE

GIRD
-jeh3S- 'gird'. [JEW5l3 (*j6{u/s-); Wat 79 (*yos-); GI 610;

Buck 6.57; BK 472 (*ya-/*yd-)). Lith jzJosiu 'gird, girdle,
buckle on (a sword)' (Lith 3rd sg. juosti), OCS pO-jas9 'gird',
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GIRD

Alb n-gjesh 'gird, fasten on, buckle on', Grk smVVVj1l 'gird',
Av y3uhayeiti 'girds'. The root-noun appears in Av yah- 'belt'
arid, extended by the addition of the thematic vowel, in OCS
po-jasu 'belt'. Nominal derivatives include: (1) *jeh3sm- 'belt'
in Lith juosmuo 'waist', Grk sroJia 'belt'; (2) *jeh3s(m)no/
eh2- 'belt' in RusCS pa-jasni « *jeh3sni-) 'belt', Grk swvij
'belt', Oind nisna (crossed with rasana 'belt'); and *jeh3sto/
eh2- 'belt' in Lith juosta 'girdle, belt; sash, scarf', Grk smaroc;
'belt', Av yasto 'belt'. The wide distribution of both verb and
certain nominal derivatives makes this lexeme a strong
candidate for PIE status. The nominal derivatives provide a
name for one of the very few specific types of PIE clothing,
one moreover with strong cultural connotations for both men
and women. For the latter we might particularly note the
string skirt, widely traceable in Europe from the Upper
Palaeolithic and subsequent periods. It appears to have
symbolized the nubile status of a woman, and was probably
a badge of considerable honor. Distant, and a bit confused,
echoes of the string skirt are probably to be found in Book 14
of the Iliad where Hera sets out to seduce Zeus and belts on 'a
girdle crafted with a hundred tassels'. As an accoutrement
over other clothes, it survives to this day as part of the woman's
folk costume of many parts of the Balkans. Non-fringed belts
were, and in some IE cultures still are, important in men's
costumes as a sign of virility

*gherdh- 'gird, surround'. [lEW 444 (*gherdh- 
*gherdh-); Wat 22 (*gher-); BK 303 (*gYir-/*gYer-)]. The
underlying verb is preserved only in Germanic: ON gynJa
'gird', gj9riJ - gyroill 'girdle', OE gyrdan 'gird' (> NE gird),
gyrdel 'girdle' (> NE girdle), OHG gurten 'gird', gurtil(a)
'girdle', MHG gurt 'girdle', Goth bi-gairdan 'gird', gairda
'girdle'. What demonstrates that this word is a retention in
Germanic, rather than an innovation, is the practically pan
IE distribution of the related root-noun *ghordhs 'fence,
enclosure' .

*kenk- 'gird, wrap around'. [lEW 565 (*kenk-); Wat 29
(*kenk-); GI 85 (*khen-kh-); Buck 6.57]. Lat cingo 'gird,
surround', Lith kinkau 'bridle a horse, harness', perhaps Grk
(Hesychius) KaKallov (if < *kl).kalo-) 'wall' (if < *'[that] which
surrounds'), Oind kancate 'bind', kancuka- 'cuirass, jacket,
skin of snake, husk', kancI- 'girdle'. Certainly of PIE date,
though probably more general in meaning than just 'gird'.

?*kerd- 'belt'. Oir cris 'belt', Wels gwregys 'belt, girdle'
« Celt *krd-su-) , Rus ceres 'leather belt' « Slav kerd-so-);
cf. aIr fo-cridigedar « *upo-krd-) 'girds'. A possible Celtic
Slavic isogloss.

The belt may be associated with the attire of both males
and females in IE tradition, e.g., Hera's belt alluded to above
but also the belt of Herakles (Herodotus 4) which Scythes,
the ancestor of the Iranian Scythians, must be able to put on
in order to claim his inheritance. That the belt itself was
invested with certain symbolic power is evident, for example,
from the anthropomorphic stelae of both western Europe and
the Pontic-Caspian region during the late Neolithic and early
Bronze Age. In the Pontic-Caspian region we encounter the

image of individuals in which the sole garment depicted is
the belt while sexual organs and breasts clearly indicate that
the individual is otherwise naked.

See also FENCE; STELAE. [D.Q.A., E. j.\VB.]

GIRL see DAUGHTER

GIVE
*haei- 'give'. [lEW 10-11 (*ai-); Wat 1 (*ai-); GI 656

(*aj-)]. Lat ae-mulus 'emulator, rival', Grk ai'vVJial 'take,
seize', alaa 'portion, fate', Hit pai « *pe-ai) 'give', Av aeta
'fitting portion, penalty', TochA e- 'give', TochB ai- 'give'.
Whether or not the Latin form belongs here is debatable. The
inclusion of the Greek verbal form here has been challenged
on the basis of its semantics but it is frequently the case in IE
that words meaning 'give' or 'take' often develop the opposite
meaning.

*deh3- 'give'. [IEW223-225 (*do-); Wat 15 (*do-); GI 37
(*['0-); Buck 11.21; BK 121 (*t'uw-/*t'ow-)]. Lat do 'give',
OPms dast 'give', Lith duoti 'give', Latv dUDt 'give', OCS dati
'give', Grk 8fomJil 'give', Arm tam 'give', Hit da- 'take', Av
dadaiti 'gives', Oind dadati 'gives'. This word may be un
problematically reconstructed to PIE. The reduplicated present
stem, seen in Greek and Indic and also Latin compounds
such as reddo « *re-dido) 'give back', is often posited for the
proto-language as well; this assumption requires, however,
the further assumption that in the majority of the daughter
languages the reduplicated syllable subsequently vanished
without a trace. The root also supplies the base of*dehJter
'giver': oes dateljl'giver', Grk 8mrmp 'giver', Av datar- 'giver',
Oind datar- 'giver, giVing'. These may be inherited or parallel
fo'nnations based on a relatively productive suffix.

*h2/3enK- 'bestow'. [GI818 (*onkho-); d. Puhvel3, 292].
The underlying verb is preserved only in Hit henkzi 'bestows'
but cf. the widespread derivative *h2l30nkoS 'what is be
stowed': Grk OYKO~ 'burden', Arm (pI.) hunjk' 'harvest', Hit
henkan- 'fate, death', Av psa- 'group of followers', Oind arl1sa
'portion, share'. Though sparsely attested, the geographical
distribution of those attestations strongly suggests' PIE status
for this word. With the loss of laryngeals, the word has become
phonologically confused with *h 1nek- 'attain'. It was appa
rently loaned from Iranian into Finno-Ugric, e.g., Finnish osa
'part, portion', Veps oza 'luck, portion'.

It is a striking fact that a number of IE roots which can be
reconstructed with the meaning 'give' surface in some
daughter languages with the meaning 'take' as *haei- and
*deh3- indicate. The root *nem- 'take', in turn, develops the
meaning 'give' in Grk viJi(J) 'distribute'. Several motivations
for this striking semantic development may be suggested.
Benveniste proposes that one motivation for the shift lies in
the ambiguity inherent in the physical gesture of giving,
comparing NE take with take to. More interestingly, Benveniste
notes that the vocabulary of giving is also closely bound up
with the concept of hospitality in PIE society. In this relation
ship, embodied in Lat hostis 'stranger, foreigner' or Grk ~tvoc;
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Glasinac a. Area of the Glasinac culture (associated with the
prehistoric I1lyrians). .

'foreigner', there is a sort of reciprocal gift-giving known as
potlatch in anthropology. In this relationship, one person is
bound to another by the social obligation of a gift or service;

. repaying this gift would then create an obligation in the ~irst .
giver to respond in kind, resulting in the circulation of wealth
throughout the society. As Calvert Watkins notes, this
relationship was manifested in many social bonds in PIE
society: host-guest, patron-poet, and lord-client,. etc. The
semantic shifts between 'give' and 'ta~e' could then be seen'
as the consequence of focusing on one side or another of
these reciprocal exchanges.

See also ExCHANGE; TAKE. [M.N., D.Q.A.]

Further Readings .
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GlAND
*TJ.gWtn- '± (swollen) gland'. [lEW 319 (*engV-)). Lat

inguen 'groin, swelling in region of groin', Grk a<57}v ~gland'.

GlASINAC CULTURE

Glasinac b. Reconst:f!.lcted appearance of a warrior from a
burial at Ilijaka II, Bosnia.

Related are NIce ft'kkr 'swelling, tumof, DHG ankweiz
'pustules'. Largely but not exclusively "western" in its
attestation. A reasonably good candidate for late PIE status.

*ghelgheha- 'gland'. [lEW 435 (*ghe1gh-)]. DeS ileza
.'gland', Rus ieleza 'gland', Ann gelj:k' <gland'. This word
would seem to have been restricted to certain "central" dialects
in late PIE times.

See alsoANATO . [D.Q.A.l

GLASINAC CULTURE
Glasinac refers to the Bronze and Iron Age culture ofBosnia,

especially noted for its substantial cemeteries on the Glasinac
. plateau, soutbeast of Sarajevo, that. include an estimated
20,000 graves. Material culture associated with the Glasinac
culture is found also in neighboring areas, including eastern
Serbia and northern Albania. The evidence for settlement in

. this region is poorly known hilltop defensive sites. The
primary evidence for the culture derives from its cemeteries.
They involve multiple inhumation burials, surrounded by a
stone circle about 10 m across, and covered by an earthen
tumulus. These tumulus graves have produced very rich grave
goods of more distant central European origin and the frequent



See also Pull. [D.Q.A.l

GLOBULAR AMPHORA CULTURE
The Globular Amphora (German Kugelamphoren) culture

was distributed broadly across central and eastern Europe,
from the Elbe to the middle Dnieper, C 3400-2800 BC. This
area was previously- the territory of the TRB culture which
certainly contributed to the formation of its Copper Age
successor and in some areas was contemporary with the earlier
phases 'of the Globular Amphora culture. Generall:y, Globular
Amphora is much better known from its burials than its
settlements although roughly rectangular surface dwellings

e.

presence of weapons has been interpreted as evidence of a
military aristocracy. By the sixth and fifth centuries BC
cremation becomes more common. The main floruit of the
culture would appear to have been from the eighth to founh
centuries BC after which the number of burials falls dramatic
ally The Glasinac culture would appear to reflect the local
evolution of societies that later emerged as the historically
attested Illyrians, the majqr IE group of the east Adriatic.

See also IllYRIAN lANGUAGE. U.P.M.]

GliDE
*dhreg- 'glide, pull (something) across'. (JEW 273

(*dhreg-); Wat 15 (*dhreg-)). ON drak'stripe', Lith drei6ti
'tear apart', OInd dhnijati 'move, go, fly, swoop', dhraj- ~ower
to glide or move'. Attested as it is on the margins of the IE
world, it must surely be old in IE.

Globular Amphora b. Amber ','sun disc"; c. Globular amphora;
d. Cist with multiple burials (the central burial is a male accompanied
by two women and children, and two adolescents at feet with a
separate burial in adjoining chamb.er); e. House plan from Poland.
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Globular Amphora a. Distribution oJ the Globular Amphora culture.

GLASINAC CULTURE
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GO
*hlei- 'go' (pres. *hleiti). [lEW 293-294 (*ei-); Wat 16

(*ei-); GI 627 (*ei-); Buck 10.47; BK 442 (*ay-/*.:JY-)]. Wels

GNAT see FLY, INSECTS

within the context of the "Kurgan theory". Burial ritual has
been regarded as extremely important in linking the Globular
Amphora culture with the Indo-Europeans. Here special
emphasis is placed on the evidence for suttee, the execution
of the wife on the death of the husband, which may be
suggested from a number of Globular Amphora burials. The
burial of livestock, particularly teams of oxen, has also been
regarded as an Indo-European trait as well as the presence of
amber "sun-discs". Finally, the physical type of the Globular
Amphora population, at least those in the easternmost
territories, has been seen to be similar to those of the steppe
region. Nevertheless, many of the more diagnostic attributes
of the Globular Amphora culture, such as the horse, animal
burials, axes, can all be found in the earlier TRB and Lengyel
cultures and any attempt to connect the Globular Amphora
with the steppe cultures genetically or through historical
contacts is strongly disputed by those who find its origins to
lie among local cultural developments, particularly in Poland.
Recent detailed analyses of Globular Amphora origins tend
to emphasize a complex set of relationships with earlier and
neighboring cultures that render inadequate past schemes of
simple genetic derivation. Given its area of occupation, the
Globular Amphora culture has been claimed as the underlying
culture of a Germanic-Baltic-Slavic continuum.

See also CORDED WARE CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADITION;

MAYKOP CULTURE; TRB CULTURE. U.PM.]

Globular Amphora f. Human burial and paired ox burials.

as well as round semi-subterranean huts are known from
Poland. Normally, these occur singly or with several together
suggesting a settlement pattern based on single families or
several living together. At least one component in the settle
ment system would appear to have been relatively transitory.

Subsistence appears to have been based on stock
breeding-cattle, pig, sheep/goat, dog and some horse; red
deer, hare, birds and fish were also exploited. There is a
tendency for pig to predominate among the earlier periods of
the Globular Amphora culture which is in marked distinction
to the earlier cattle-based economies of the TRB culture
although there are also Globular Amphora sites that have also
yielded a predominance of cattle remains. Among the plant
remains are wheat (Triticum dicoccum and T. spelta), barley
and pea.

The culture takes its name from its distinctive globular
vessels with two to four small handles mounted on a
constricted neck, which is decorated in a variety of motifs;
flint flat axes are frequently found in burials. The burials
themselves were generally inhumations in a pit or stone cist.
They were laid on their right or left sides in the flexed position
with heads to the east. The stone cists are sometimes covered
with incised decoration, among which the figure of a
composite bow has been identified. Along with several
amphorae and other vessels, grave goods included flint axes,
knives, arrowheads, amber beads, 3:nd a variety of objects
fashioned from bone. The lower jaw of a pig or boar tusk
provided characteristic animal offerings. The burial of
complete oxen is also known. Wooden remains from one site
were interpreted as remains of a shield.

The Globular Amphora culture arises in discussions of
Indo-European origins and expansions because of its
apparently mobile economy (or at least transitory settlement),
presence of (presumably) domestic horse, and distinctive
pottery The ceramics have been sometimes associated with
that of the Maykop culture of the north Caucasus and the
Lower Mikhaylovka Group of the middle Dnieper and some
form of direct connection between the Caucasus and the north
European plain has been controversially argued, especially
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"')'f'am', Lat eo 'go', Goth iddja 'went', OPrus eit 'goes', Lith
eimi 'go', Latv eiinu 'go', OCS iti 'go', Grk ft/ll 'will go', Hit
yanzi 'they go', paimi « *pe-eirni) 'go', ieUa « PIE middle
*hli-e-to-r) 'goes', Av aeiti 'goes', OInd eti 'goes', TocMB i-
'go', Cf. the widespread derivative *h]iter-: Lat iter 'a going,
walk, way', Hit itar 'a going', TocM ytar 'road, way', TochB
ytaIye 'road, way'. Practically universal in IE and old. This
appears to have been the least marked verb of motion in PIE.

*haet- 'go'. [lEW 69 (*at-); Wat 4 (*at-); GI 370; BK 366
(*at[h]-I*;Jt[h]_)]. Lat annus 'year', Osc akeno- 'year,
celebration, time of sacrifice', Umb acno- 'year, celebration,
time of sacrifice' (Italic *atno-) , Goth apn 'year', OInd atati
'goes, wanders'. Sparsely attested, but the geographical
distribution would seem to assure its PIE status. The semantic
development 'go' > *'cycle' > 'year' is a significant innovation
common to Italic and Germanic.

*sed- 'go'. [IEW887 (*sed-); Wat 56 (*sed-); Buck 10.47].
The underlying verb is attested only in Indo-Iranian, and then
only with prefixes: Av pazdayeiti 'frightens off', asnaoiti «
*a-sd-neu-) 'approaches', Oind a-sad- 'enter', ut-sad
'disappear'. Cf. OCS chodu 'walk', choditi 'go' (the Slavic initial
ch- suggests these words generalized the form once found in
compounds such as pri- or u-), Grk o86~ 'way', 68e.vw
'wander'. This verb is widespread and looks to be old in IE.
No doubt because at least its root shape was homophonous
with that of *sed- 'sit', it tended to be restricted to
combinations with preverbs where the semantic distinction
remained clear.

*sent- 'go'. [lEW 908 '( *sent-); Wat 58 (*sent-)). OHG
sinnan 'go, travel, wander' (d. ON senda 'send', OE sendan
'send' [> NE send], OHG senten 'send', Goth sandjan 'send' <
PIE *sontejelo-), Lith suntu 'send', Latv sutu 'send', Av hant
'arrive'. Sparsely attested as a verb, only in Germanic, Baltic
and Avestan. However, that distribution would seem to
guarantee at least late PIE status. Its derivative *sentos 'way'
is more widely known.

*ieha- 'go, travel'. [lEW296 (*ja-); GI 627 (*yaH-); Buck
10.66]. Lithj6ju 'ride', Latv jaju 'ride', OCS jadf) 'ride', Av ya
'go', OInd yati 'goes, travels', TochAB ya- 'go, travel'. Compare
the derivative *ieha-nu- 'a going' in Lat ianus '(arched)
passageway', TocM yorn 'trace, footprint' « *'trace [of
going]'); and the further derived *jehanu-ieha- in Lat ianua
'passage(way), entrance', TocM YOJ1i 'path, way, course', TochB
yotiiya 'path, way, course'. Widespread and old in IE. Perhaps
this should be reconstructed *hli-eha- and be regarded as an
iterative-intensive derivative of *hlei- 'go'.

*meihx:- 'go' (pres. *mineha- - *meihxeha-). [lEW 710
(*mei-); Wat 40 (*mei-); Buck 10.47]. MWels mynet'go', Lat
mea 'go, wander', OCS minf) 'pass by, pass away', Pol mijac
'pass by'. A later word of the west and center of the IE world.

*steigh- 'step (up), go'. [lEW 1017-1018 (*steigh-); Wat
65-66 (*steigh-); GI 101; Buck 10.21,10.47]. OIr tIagu(DIL
teit) 'stride', ON stiga 'climb', OE stIgan 'climb', OHG stIgan
'climb', Goth steigan 'climb', Lith steigtis 'hurry', Latv

. steigt(ies) 'hurry', OCS stignf) 'come', Grk (J'Te.lXW 'step, go',

OInd stighn6ti 'climbs'. Cf. the widespread derivatives: (l)
*stighs in ON stig'step', OHG steg 'plank, footbridge', OCS
stldza 'footstep, street', Grk (j'rixo~ 'row, line', (J'TlXE~ (pl.)
'series'; (2) *st6igho/eha- in OHG steiga 'step, way', Goth staiga
'way, path', Alb shteg 'path', Grk (J'TOlXO~ 'row, line'. Wide
spread and old in IE. The root may also underlie Germanic
expressions for 'twenty', e.g., NHG (dial.) steige 'twenty items',
CrimGoth stega 'score, twenty' which was borrowed into
Slavic *staga 'score'.

*hlel- 'go'. [lEW 306-307 (*el-\ Wat 17 (*el-); d. Buck
10.47, 10.65]. MWeis el 'may go', Grk EAavvw 'drive', Arm
el 'climbed, came out'. Sparsely attested but the geographical
spread of that attestation would seem to assure a word at
least of the west and center of the IE world.

Go Out (Away)
*leit(hxJ- 'go away, go forth'. [IEW672 (*leit(h)-); Wat 36

(*leit-)]. ON lIaa 'go (away)', leioa 'lead', liainn 'dead', OE
lIaan 'go, travel', l~dan 'lead, bring' (> NE lead), OHG lidan
'go, travel, go away', leiten 'lead, bring', leita 'burial', MHG
bileite 'burial', Goth galeijJan 'go, come', Grk (Hesychius)
AOlT1J 'tomb', AOlTe.VW 'bury', Av raef)- 'die', TochB Jit- 'pass
on, move away', litk- « *1(e)it-sJ(e!o-) 'remove, avert', lait
'depart, pass away, deviate'. Widespread and old in IE. This
verb gives us evidence in PIE for the same metaphor as in
English of 'pass on, pass away' for 'die'.

*h]leudh- 'go (out)'. [lEW 306-307 (*eJ-eu-(dh-); Wat
37 (*leudh-)]. aIr lod (DIL telt) 'went', Grk yJ,tvf)ov 'went',
TochAB hit- 'emerge' (TachE past lac 'he emerged'), lut- 'drive
out'. The agreement of the thematic aorist, PIE *hjludhec 'he
went (out)', in these three languages guarantees the PIE status
of this particular verb. An enlargement of *hlel- 'go'.

Go Forward
*sehl(i)- 'go forward, advance'. ref. IEW892 (*se[ijdh-)].

Wels hawdd 'easy, feasible, prosperous', Grk teV~ 'direct,
straight; upright', i6Vw'press forward', Arm aJ« *s{lJdhjo-)
'right', Phryg CflOe.TO 'succeeded, achieved', Hit zai « *sohliej)
'crosses over' (pI. ziyanzi < *shliienti), zInu- « *sihl-neu-)
'cause to cross over', Av -had 'directing', Oind sjdhate
'succeeds, prospers', sidhyati 'succeeds, reaches successfully',
sadhu- 'straight, direct; competent'. Reasonably widespread,
certainly old in IE.

Go Beyond
*per- 'pass through' (pres. *p6rei). [lEW 816-81 7

(*per-); Wat 50 (*per-); Buck 10.47; BK 69 (*pfhJar-1
*p[h]dr-)]. Lat portare 'lead', ON fara 'travel', ferja 'travel, ship',
OE faran 'set forth, travel; undergo' (> NE fare), gefaran 'die;
attack, overcome', OHG faran 'travel', ferjen 'travel, ferry
across', Goth faran 'wander, pull', farjan 'travel, go by sea',
OCS porjf) 'cut off', na-perjf) 'bore through', perp 'fly', Rus
perju 'fly', Alb sh-poroj « *pereha-njelo-) 'stab, pierce (with
spear)', sh-pie « *-perjelo-) 'send, carry, take to, lead', Grk
He.paW'pass through, transverse' (trans./intrans.), Jre.lpW
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'pierce, bore through', TtOP£vUJ 'bring, carry, convey',
1Cop£vopal 'go, walk, travel; pass through', 1CoP£lv (aorist)
'bring to pass; offer, bestow', Arm hordan 'go away', Av -par
'convey across', OInd pfparti 'conveys across; saves'. Cf. the
widespread derivatives (1) *pertus (gen. *P[tous) 'passage
way': OWeIs rit 'ford', Gaul ritu 'ford', Lat portus 'harbor',
ON f)oror 'estuary', OE ford 'ford' (> NE ford),' OHG fort
'ford', Av pdrdtu- 'bridge', Hu-pdrd(Jw-a- 'Euphrates' « *'±
that which is good to cross'); (2) *poro/eha- 'passage, way':
ON for 'journey', OE faro 'journey', Grk Jr6po~ 'ford; ferry;
way, track', Av para- 'bank, boundary, end', TochB akwam
pere- 'sprout and stalk'. Widespread and old in IE. From the
adverb/preposition *per- 'through'.

*terh2- 'bring across; overcome'. [lEW 1074-1075
(*ter-); Wat 70 (*terd-); GI 50,176 (*ther-H-); cf. Buck 10.57;
BK 149 (*tY[hJar-/*tY[h jdr-)1. Pres. *terh2ti: Hit tarhzi'defeats',
Olnd tarati ~ tirati 'sets over, brings across; overcomes'; pres.
*treh2ie/o-: Lat intrare 'enter', Grk rpl1vfJ~ ~ rp{jv6~

'penetrating, clear', Av (Jraya- 'protect from, shelter' « *'lead
across'), Olnd tr:iyati 'protects, shelters'. Reasonably wide
spread and certainly old in IE. From the preposition/adverb
*ter 'through' which shows up again in some other nominal
derivatives: Grk rip(Jpov 'end, point', rippa 'goal, endpoint',
reppUJv 'boundary marker' « *'boundary pole'), Arm t'arm
'endpiece' , Hit tarma- 'nail, peg'.

*serK- 'pass, surpass'. [VW 451-452]. Hit sarku
'projecting, immense, powerful', TochB $ark- 'pass, surpass,
go beyond'. The agreement of Hittite and Tocharian would
seem strong evidence for this word's PIE antiquity

?*ked-'± pass through'. [Wat 27 (*ked-)]. Lat ced6 'go
(from), give place, retire', TochAB katk- « *ked-sKeio-) 'cross
over; commit'. Though not widely attested, its geographical
distribution makes this word a likely candidate for late PIE
status.

?*peri-h]es- 'surpass'. [Del 273]. Grk 1C£pi£(J1:l 'comes
round', OInd pary asti 'surpasses'. Acompound of *h]es- 'be'
which might be old but may reflect independent formations
in Greek and Old Indic

See also ACROSS; ATIAlN; COME; DEATH BELIEFS; RIDE;
RUN; STEP; THROUGH; WAY; YEAR [D.Q.A.]

GOAT
*diks (gen. *dig6s) 'goat (Capra' hircus)'. [JEW 222

(*digh-); Buck 3.36]. OE ticcen 'kid', OHG ziga « *dikeha-)

'goat (male or female)', zickI(with affective consonant gemina
tion) 'female goat', Alb dhi « *deigeha-) 'she-goat', Grk
(Hesychius) 8isa '(she-)goat', Arm uk 'leather skin' ,Wakhi
tir (a call to goats), Ishkashmi dec 'goatskin bag'. Though the
text of Hesychius gives 8isa as "Laconia", others have thought
that that designation was an error and that the word was
actually Thracian or Illyrian. Widespread and old in IE.

*bhugos 'buck, he-goat (male Capra hircus)'. [lEW 174
(*bhugo-s); Wat 10 (*bhugo-); GI 501 (*lJhuk'o-); Buck 3.37l.
OIr boc'buck', Wels bwch 'buck', ON bukkr'buck', OE bucca
'buck' (> NE buck), OHG bok 'buck' (Gmc < *bhugno-, the
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Celtic may be borrowings from Gemlanic), Arm buc 'lamb',
Av boza 'goat, he-goar', NPers buz 'goat'. Related in some
fashion but phonologically very irregular is Oind bukka- 'goat,
he-goat'. Subject to expressive phonological rebuilding but
certainly of PIE age.

'*haeigs 'goat (Capra hircus)'. llEW 13 (*aig-); Wat I
(*aig-); GI 501; Buck 3.36]. Probably Alb edh 'kid', Grk al~

'(she-)goat', Arm aye '(she-)goat', Av izaena- '(goat)hide'.
Perhaps belonging here too is OInd ec;Ja- '(a kind of) sheep'
(with the -c;J- generalized from such cases as ec;J-bhis where it
would be regular from *-g-) but it is more likely to reflect a'
borrowing from Dravidian. A word of the center and east of
the IE world.

*haeg6s 'he-goat (male Capra hircus)'. llE\V 6-7 (*ag-);
GI 501; Buck 3.36]. OPms wosee 'goat', wosux 'he-goat',
wosistian 'kid', Lith oiys 'he-goat', oika 'she-goat', Latv jzis

. 'he-goat', Av aza- 'he-goat', MPers azak 'goat', Olnd aja- 'he
goat', ajika - api 'she-goat'. TochA as 'goat', TochB a$iye
'pertaining to a goat' represent borrowings from some Iranian
source. *haegos would appear to be a rather banal derivative,
albeit one of PIE age, of *haeg- 'drive, lead'. However, the
semantic specialization to 'he-goat' (through '± bell-wether'?)
is obscure. In astronomy, the OInd aja- represents the zodiacal
sign Aries. A word of the center and east of the IE world.

*ghaidos 'goat (Capra hircus)'. [lEW 409-410 (*ghaido
- *ghaido-); Wat 20 (*ghaido-); GI 501; Buck 3.36]. Lat
haedus 'young goat, kid', ON geit 'goat', OE gat (> N E goat)
'goat', OHG geiz '(she-)goat', geizln 'kid', Goth gaits 'goat',
gaitein 'kid'. A northwest regionalism.

*kapros 'he-goat (male Capra hircus)'. [lEW 529
(*kapro-); Wat 27 (*kapro-); GI 501; Buck 3.37; BK 253
( *k{hJab-/*k{hJdb-) I. Olr gabor 'he-goat', Wels gafr 'he-goat',
Gaul Gabro-magos 'goatfield' (with initial g- rather than *k
that is not well understood-perhaps by conflation with
*ghab- 'lamb' otherwise seen in Umb habina- 'ewe-lamb'),
Lat caper 'he-goat', ON hafr 'he-goat', OE h::efer 'he-goat',
NPers kahra « Proto-Iranian *kafra-ka-) 'kid'. Widespread
and old in IE. This word is a thematic derivative of *kapI
'penis' seen, extended by -th, in Olnd kapjth- 'penis'. A similar
extension, with a different though obviously parallel meaning,
is Grk l((i1Cpo~ 'boar'.

?*kogheha- 'goat (Capra hircus)'. [lEW 517 (*kago-); GI
500-501 (*qh OK'_); BK 213 ( *t1[hJali-/*t1[h /~)li-)}. OCS koza
'she-goat', kozr}o 'he-goat', koza 'leather, skin', Rus koza 'she
goat', kozeJ 'he-goat', koza 'leather, skin', Alb kedh 'kid' (Alb
< *koghos; instead of the expected *kadh we have kedh after
edh 'kid' or we have a rebuilt paradigm from the *kadh [sg.),
*kedh [pI.] , that we would expect from *koghos [sg.I, *koghoi
[pl.]). Possibly a late dialect word of the center of the lE world.
This word is often, albeit hesitantly, grouped with the earlier
entry, *haegos 'he-goat' (though the initial *k- is not well
explained by such a hypothesis), or with the Germanic group
represented by OE hecen 'kid', MDutch hoekCe) 'he-goat' (see
*(sJkegos 'sheep, goat'). Neither hypothesis would appear to

be possible since the lack of Winter's Law (wherehy a PIE
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short vowel is lengthened before original voiced stops but
not before aspirates) in the Slavic words forces us to
reconstruct a PIE *kogheha-, rather than the *kogeha- that
either of these other hypotheses would demand.

Archaeological Evidence
The range of the wild goat extended from Anatolia across

Central Asia to southern Afghanistan (with some evidence
for wild goats also in Crete and other Greek islands) and
following the Ice Age it was widely hunted along with the
gazelle. It is in southwest Asia that the domesticated goat
(Capra hircus) first appears by the eighth millennium BC in
the region ofAnatolia and Kurdistan and perhaps only slightly
later in Palestine. In archaeological faunas, the remains are
often difficult to distinguish from those of sheep (except for
the distinctive horns and metapodia), and the two are often
combined as "ovicaprids" or "caprovines". The utility of the
goat lies in both its wider adaptability than sheep--a wider
ranging diet that includes browse and greater tolerance of
temperature and terrain-and the fact that it provides more
milk than sheep; in fact, with respect to body weight it also
yields more milk than cattle. For this reason, the presence of
some goats are generally encountered everywhere across
Eurasia during the Neolithic period and it is difficult to
attribute its lexical diversity to a "late introduction" to speakers
of IE languages.

The palaeozoological evidence offers some possibilities for
explaining the diversity of 'goat' names but unless deeper
meaning can be extracted from the various terms (other than
the obvious association with the word for 'penis'), this remains
less than an hypothesis. For example, although the domestic
goat appears to have emerged from Capra aegagrus, the bezoar
goat, the same species shows some variety in appearance
across the range of its distribution from eastern Anatolia and
Crete east across Iran and Afghanistan. The differences might
be in size, color, and shape of hom and may have called for
early lexical distinctions. Moreover, other species of wild goats
of varying appearance, especially with respect to horns, did
exist such as the West Caucasian tur (Capra caucasica), the
East Caucasian tur (Capra cylindricomis), the markhor (Capra
falconeri) of Afghanistan, Pakistan and Tadzhikistan or the
ibex (Capra ibex) of Central Asia and the European Alps
(Capra pyrenaica). Contact with any of these other species of
wild goats might explain some of the regional isoglosses.
Regional breeding selection for some features might also
account for lexical diversity Goats with scimitar horns were
typical of the early Neolithic but by the middle Neolithic goats
with twisted horns began to predominate in central and
eastern Europe. Other levels of semantic distinction may have
derived from the particular use of the goat. For example, the
bezoar goat takes its name from NPers pad-zhar 'counter
poison', reflecting the belief that a concretion extracted from
the stomach of the goat could be employed as an antidote to
poison while the markhor takes its name from the modern
Iranian word for 'snake-eater'.

The Goat in Indo-European Myth
The goat occurs in the mythological traditions of a number

of IE stocks and there are some similarities that may suggest
either common inheritance or (long distance) borrowing. The
goat, for example, is the animal that draws the chariot of the
Old lndic fertility god Pl1$an (RV 10.26.8) and also that of
the Old Norse Porr who is also closely associated with
marriage and fertility, and his Lithuanian equivalent, Perkl1nas.
The goat is also prominent in the Old Indic burial ritual where
the deceased was laid on a goat skin and accompanied by its
entrails as gifts to the hounds of the dead; goat entrails were
similarly seen as sops for the Greek canine guardian of the
underworld, Kerberos.

See also HIDE; HORN; MAMMAlS; SHEEP. [D.Q.A., j.PM.)

Further Readings
Clutton-Brock, j. (1987) A Natural History of Domesticated

Mammals. Cambridge, Cambridge University Press.
Mason, l. L. (1984) Evolution of DomestIcated Ammals. London

and New York, Longman.
Zeuner, F E. (1963) A History of Domesticated Animals. London,

Hutchinson.

GOD
*deiU6s 'god'. [lEW 185-186 (*deil)o-s); Wat 10

(*deiw-); GI 692 (*t'eiwo-); Buck 22.12; BK 119 (*t'aY-/

*t';Y'-)]. OIr dIa 'god', OWels duiu-tit 'divinity', Lat deus 'god',
ON Tyr(name of war god), (pI.) tIvar'gods', OE nw(name
of war god, d. nwesdreg Tuesday'), OHG ZIo (name of war
god), OPms deiw(a)s'god', Lith dievas 'god', Latv dievs 'god',
OCS diva 'demon', Hit Dsius (with assibilation of the initial
'dental) '(sky) god', Av daeva- 'demon', Oind deva- 'god'. In
origin a thematic derivative of *djeu- 'sky, day, sun(god)'
meaning '± luminous one, god (in general)'. It is often
emphasized that the etymology of PIE 'god' indicates a
distinction between the world of the gods who are bright,
celestial beings (a deification of the diurnal sky) and humans
who are terrestrial, e.g., Lat homo 'man' with humus 'earth'
although there are also a set of deities whose names are built
on *ne- 'down(wards)' that may be regarded as subterranean.
The meaning 'demon' in Avestan and Old Church Slavonic
reflects directly or indirectly the "religious revolution" of
Zara8ustra whereby the old gods were pushed aside and
revalued as enemies of Ahura Mazdah. Obviously widespread
and old in IE, d. the fairly widespread derivative *dil)jos: Lat
dIus 'divine', Grk OlO~ 'divine', Oind divya- 'heavenly'.

*dieus pCater'sky-father'. [lEW 184 (*djeus-pdter); GI680
(*t'yeu(s)-phljther-)]. Lat lupiter - luppiter, Umb [upater,
IllyrianL1El-1r&rvpo~, Grk ZEV~1ran1p, Oind dyau~piCa. From
*djeus 'sky' and PQater 'father'.The expression also appears
in Anatolian with the children's word for 'father', i.e., Luv
tatis tiwaz 'daddy sky', Palak tiyaz... papaz 'sky. .. papa'. In
Hittite the name of the sky god was replaced by a Hattie loan
although the structure of the phrase was kept intact, i.e., Hit
attas lsanus'father Sun-god'. Cf. also parallel Baltic fonnations
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such as Latv Dievs, Debess tevs 'god, father of heaven'. It has
been argued that Rus StribogU (name of a deity), also preserves
the basic structure with (presumably Iranian loanword) bog
'god' replacing that for the sky, hence 'father-god'. A Celtic
reflex has also been suggested with regard to the Irish god,
the Dagda, who bears the epithet 'great father', i.e., OIr in
Dagdae Oll-athair « *sindos dago-deil)os ollo fpJatfr). The
distribution of this well known set of correspondences
indicates PIE status.
. *dhug(1;)aJter dilJoS 'sky-daughter'. Lith dievo dukte
'Saulyte' (daughter of the sky), Grk (Jvyar1JP .1l6~ 'sky
daughter' (epithet of Aurora, the dawn), OInd duhita divab
'sky-daughter. From *dhug(ba)ter'daughter' and *djeus ~sky'.·

Cf also Lith saules dukte 'sun-daughter', Latv sautes meita
'sun-maid', OInd duhita suryasya 'daughter of the sun'.

*dhehls (gen. *dh1J.ls6s) 'god'. [JEW 259 (*dhes-)~ Wat
14 (*dhes-); cf. GI 388~ Buck 12.22; BK 70 (*diy-/*dey-)].
Lat feriae 'festival day', festus dies'of a holiday, festive, festival
(day)', Grk (JE6~ « *dhblS-6-) 'god', (}eacparo~ 'spoken by
god, ordained, divine', Arm (pI.) dik' « *dheh]ses) 'gods',
OInd dhi$a '± with impetuosity'; cf. *dhOls-en- 'endowed
with supernatural force': Lat fanum « *fasnom < dhQlsno-)
'temple' « *'consecrated place'), Osc fiisnam 'temple', OInd
dhi$ana- (epithet of various gods), Dhi.~ana- (name of a
harmful demon), dhi$I)ya- (epithet of the Asvins), Prakrit
Dhi$ana 'Brhaspati' (god of devotion), Kati disafi (evil female
deity), Ashkun dasani (female monster). Widespread and
certainly old in IE. Possibly *dhehls- is an enlargement of
*dhehl- 'place, put, establish' but the semantic connection is
not overly compelling.

??*ghutom 'something evoked, god'. [d. lEW 413 (*ghu
to-); Wat 23 (*gheu(;J)-); Buck 12.22]. ON goo 'god', OE god
'god' (> NE god), gydig'possessed, insane' « *'possessed by
a god'; > NE giddy), OHG got 'god', Goth gujJ 'god' (in the
early Germanic languages this noun was neuter when referring
to the inherited Germanic gods but masculine when trans
ferred in sense to the Christian god). The only non-Germanic
cognate suggested here is TocM nkat 'god', TochB nakte 'god'
(Toch < *ni-ghuto- 'one called down') which seems
phonologically improbable; we would expect TochB **nkwate
from *nighut6s or TochB **nakute from *nighutos. The
Germanic forms have been variously derived from PIE
*gheuChxJ- 'call, invoke' or regarded as a substrate term.

The Indo-European Sky god
The *djeus PQater'sky-father' is one of the very few deities

that can be reconstructed to Proto-Indo-European on pure1y
linguistic (in contrast to structural) grounds. The underlying
structure would appear to posit a 'Father-sky' who begets both
the set of Divine Twins and a daughter. The Twins are
themselves accompanied by or wed to the daughter of the
Sun. Although the linguistic reflex is solid, the comparison
of other mythic elements is relatively sparse due to the different
evolutions of the Sky god in different IE stocks.

In Old Indic religion, the Sky god's pre-eminence has been

GODDESSES

greatly diluted and he has become something of a shadowy
ancestral figure. He remains the father of the Divine Twins,
the Asvins, a position paralleled by the Sun god Surya who
fathers Yama 'twin' and YamI '(female) twin'. He is also the
father of the goddess Usas, the 'dawn', who is of PIE date.
Dyaus mates with PrthiVi 'earth' (d. in Greek mythology the
marriage of Zeus and Hera or Ouranos and Gaia 'earth'). In
the Mahabharata Dyaus is incarnated as Bhlsma, an old warrior
and both his characterization and his career have been
regarded as filling in the "mythic portfolio" which is absent
from the Vedas.

The lingUistic cognates of the Old lndic Dyaus in Greek
and Roman religion are Zeus and Jupiter respectively. They
are both clearly sky gods, e.g., Lat sub love 'in the open (=

under the open sky), who have also accrued the roles of
weather deities, e.g., thunder, lightning, rain. in the cosmo-

. logical model proposed for Proto-Indo-European by Jean
Haudry deities of the diurnal sky such as the Greek Zeus
could not transgress the night sky which was inhabited by its
own sets of gods and the spirits of the dead.

Those who follow the Dumezilian model of IE mythic
analysis find better parallels between Dyaus and his structural
eqUivalent, Heimdallr, in Old Norse myth. Like Dyaus,
Heimdallr is a progenitor, in this case he is the ancestor of the
three social classes, anthropomorphized in his three sons,
prrell ('Slave'), Karl ('Peasant') and Jarl ('Noble'). He guards
Bifrbst, the Rainbow Bridge, against the onset of the monsters
who will come against the gods at the end of the world and,
when the Ragnarbk does come, he will be the last of the old
order to die.

In Anatolian tradition the lexical remnants of the Sky god,
found in Hit Siu-, Luv Tiwat- and Palaic Tiya- would appear
to still occupy central place among the other deities.

See also COMPARATIVE MYlliOlOGY~ EsCHATOLOGY; SACRED;

SPIRIT. [E.C.P, D.Q.A.,j.PM.\

Further Readings
Haudry, j. (1987) Le religion cosmique des lndo-Europeens. Milan,

Paris, Arche. .

Watkins, C. (1974) 'god', in Antiquitates lndogermanicae, eds. M.

Mayrhofer, W Meid, B. Schlerath, R. Schmitt, lnnsbruck, 101
110.

GODDESSES
The only goddesses which may be safely assumed to be

Proto-Indo-European are those which are not only
·mythologically comparable with one another but which are
lingUistically cognate as well. There are few such goddesses,
and they represent largely natural phenomena with slight
personification.

Proto-Indo-European Goddesses
These include the goddesses of the dawn (*haeus6s):

Roman Aurora, Greek Eas, Indic Usas, Latvian Auseklis,
Lithuanian Ausrine; the sun-maiden/daughter of the sun «
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*sehau/): Indic Surya, described in some hymns of the 8.gveda
as the bride of the twin Asvins, and in other hymns as the
bride of the moon-god, Soma; and the Baltic Saules meita,
described in folksongs variously as the bride of the moon,
Meness, and of the twin Dieva deli. A third possible sun
maiden is Greek Helene; her name is derived from PIE *sl,Jel
'to burn', with secondary -en- and feminine -a (Attic Greek
1J) suffixes; Helene 'burns homes' through her beauty
(Euripides, Trojan Women 893-894). Cognates include Greek
ElAT7, £A1J (fern.), 'sun's warmth'. If Helene is a sun-maiden,
her original relationship to the Dioskouroi, the Divine Twin
gods, was that of bride and not that of sister.

Both the indigenous cultures and the Proto-Indo-Euro
peans had earth-goddesses; the Proto-Indo-European Earth
goddess was the Slavic Mati Syra Zemlja, Latvian Zemes Mate,
Lithuanian Zemyna, Phrygian and Thracian Greek Semel,
borrowed into Attic Greek as EEJ.l-fA1J (cL also Lat humus,
Attic GreekxOwv, Hit tekan, Oind k$am-, TochA tkarp, TochB
kem).

The Proto-Indo-European river (or watery place) has
several personified cognates (*dhonu- or *dehanu-): Indic
Danu; Irish Danu, mother of the Tuatha De Danann; Welsh
Don; and with gender-switching, the Greek Danaus and his
descendants, Danae and the Dana"ids.

Greek Hestia, Roman Vesta, goddesses of the hearth, have
no other cognates in other Indo-European stocks, so they
cannot be considered Proto-Indo-European goddesses.

Goddesses Assimilated from Pre-Indo-European Substrates
The majority of Indo-European fem~Je deities have no

linguistic cognates, and are the products of pre-Indo-European
cultures indigenous to the areas to which the Indo-Europeans
migrated. After the migrations, these goddesses were
subsequently assimilated into the Indo-European pantheons.
They were generally represented as transfunctional (d. the
Greek Athene Hygieia, Polias, Nike; Roman Juno Seispes,
Mater, Regina; Irish Medb and the triple Machas; and Iranian
ArddVi Sura Anahita, the 'flowing, strong, spotless' one).

Whereas a male deity fulfilled one of the priestly, warrior,
or nurturing functions, the goddesses fulfilled multiple
functions; they were prophetesses and bestowers of wisdom;
bestowers of sovereignty and martial energy; they aided
conception and nurtured the populace. The goddesses largely
fulfilled a passive role in the Indo-European pantheons, for
example, bringing sovereignty to a male figure who would
assume the kingship. The Indo-European male deities
assumed more active roles in the pantheons.

Most of the goddesses in Indo-European pantheons were
linguistically isolated, even though they shared attributes and
functions. Whereas these pre- and post-Indo-European female
figures, assimilated into the Indo-European pantheons,
fulfilled a broad range of functions, and were diversely
personified, a lack of personification and narrow functionality
may be demonstrated for the goddesses of Proto- Indo
European origin.

See also DAWN GoDDESS; DMNE TWINS; EARTH GoDDESS;

FORTUNE; GODDESSES (MISC.); HORSE GoDDESS; RIvER GODDESS;

SUN GODDESS; TRANSFUNCllONAL GoDDESS. [M.R.D.]
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GODDESSES (MISe.)
*seren(j)uhxs (name of goddess). [Del 75]. Grk 'Eprvfh;

(name of a Fury), Olnd Saral)yU (name of Vedic goddess).
The Greek form is already attested in Myc e-ri-nu but without
etymology. In Greek myth 'Eprvvc; (Erinys) refers to one of
an unspecified (later fixed to three) avenging furies who have
been variously interpreted as spirits of murdered victims
(according to Hesiod they sprang from the blood of the
murdered Ouranos) or deified curses. Saral)yU is the daughter
of the divine craftsman Tv8.$tr and the wife of the Sun, to
whom she bears the twins Yama and YamL She ran away,
ta~ing the shape of a mare and leaving in her stead SavarDa,
a woman of similar appearance, with whom her husband
Vivasvat (the shining one = the rising sun) begets Manu, When
Vivasvat discovers how his actual wife escaped him, he
assumes the form of a stallion, and arouses the desire of the
mare AsvinI, as SaraDyU is now called. They mate and give
birth to the Asvins. The term Saranyu is actually the
substantivization of an adjective saral)yl.1- 'speedy, qUick'
derived from the root *sar- 'hurry', Although challenged in
some etymological textbooks it is legitimately linked with Grk
'Eprvvc; on etymological grounds although it is another thing
altogether to attempt to postulate a PIE deity of the same
name, especially when there seems little if any reason to

associate them in terms of mythological function.
??*il(j)eha- (name of goddess). [Del 73], Lat Ilia (daughter

of Numitor), Olnd Ila - Ida (daughter of Manu). Structurally,
the only reason to pOSit such a comparison is that Ilia was the
daughter of the progenitor of Romulus and Remus, the Divine
Twins who participate in the foundation myth of Rome, while
the OInd Ila is also the granddaughter ofYivasvat who begets
the lndic twins, Yama and YamL Beyond this there are no
further mythic grounds for suggesting a comparison ~lOd

lingUistically this is an extremely unlikely connection. The
Latin word is an appellative Ilia 'guts, womb, feminine parts',
related with Slavic *jelito > Pol kelito 'guts, sausage'. An
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Golasecca .Culture a. Distribution of the Golasecca culture.
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iniponant component in the culture is undoubted since the
region itself lacks many essential r sources such as metals
and salt and it sits athwart the main north-south Alpine passes
such as Saint Gotthard and Saint Bt:rnard. For this reason)
control of north-south trade between the Hallstatt culture to
the north and the Etruscans to the south has been seen as a
major factor in the accumulation of Golaseccan wealth.

. The ethnic identity of the Golaseccans) at least those who
were literate, was a mater of some dispute in the nineteenth

. and· early .twentieth century since some argued that it was
Ugurian (presumed to be non-IE) while others suggested a
Celtic identificati9n. The latter is now secure with both the
discoyery of more inscriptions and the redating of previously
discovered epigraphic evidence. The language spoken by the
Golaseccans, or at least those who were literate enough to
carve, was Lepontic which is recognized as one of the regional
variants of Continental.Celtic, or more specifically Gaulish.
Its presence in northern Italy is secured to at least the sixth
century BC and archaeologists have found it difficult to
discover anything other than continuity since about 1200
BC and the appearance ofUrnfield influences in the area. It is

.possible, therefore, that (Proto-)Celtic sp akers were already
penetrating northern Italy by the late Bronze Age. The fact
that the peoples of ~is region maintained re~lar contact with
Celtic-speaking populations north of the Alps would have

assumed further link with Grk [AUC; 'mud' has to be rejected.
Olnd Ic;la (as also jla and ira) is the persoq.ified 'soothing drink,
libation', corresponding to Av iza 'milk as soothing drink,
libation personified' which are generally derived from *jshlros
'(sacred) power'. Linguistically, the comparison between the
Latin and lndic deities rests solely on phonetic resemblance ..

As a goddess, Olnd lc;la is invoked to 'strengthen the
offering, as she' transfers the force inherent to the sacrifice; as
an appellative, icja designates the rest of the milk in. the
Agnihotra, a part of the animal slaughtered in bloody
sacrifices, a portion of the soma in libations. Ila means
variously 'nourishment, libation of milk, power of praise' and
Ila is also a deity of speech and an earth goddess. 'lc;la
participates in all offerings; she is full of mysterious' forces
and is said to SYmbolize the "completion of life" for the
participants in religious processes. Legendarily she springs
from the sacrifice offered by Manu to obtain a son. As he
mispronounced the ritual formula, he got a girl instead. She
later taught Manu new sacrificial rites, and Manu begat the
various races of mankind.

See also DAWN GODDESS; DMNE TWINS; EARTH GoDDESs;

GoDDESSES; HORSE GODDESS; RIvER. GODDESS~ SUN GoDDESS;

TRANSptj~CTIONAL GoDDESS. [E.e.F}

GOlASECCA CULTURE
The Irpn Age of northwest Italy is generally assigned to

the Golasecca culture which flourished from a Proto
Golaseccan or Camegrate group (c 1200-900 BC) through
three main phases down to 15 BC when the area was effectively
absorbed into the Roman world. Its origins have been soug~t

in population movements from the north associated with the
spread of the Umfield culture. A combination of intrusive
traits (urns, metal types [cremation burial had preceded the
spread ofurnfield types)) and local features fused, it is argued,
to form the Golasecca culture. Early settlements are not well
known but there is evidence of hUlforts or the occupation of
naturally defensive sites; later settlements became the nuClei
of major northern Italian urban centers. The culture is bette'r
known from its .cemeteries such as the eponymous site of
GC?lasecca which .was excavated iIi the ea"dy nineteenth century
(and misinterpreted as a war-cemetery from Hannibals defeat
of Scipio). Burial comprised cremation tn an 'urn which was
set in the ground or a stone cist (chamber) and frequently
surrounded by a circular setting of stones. Grave goods,
including both weapons (swords, daggers, spears, horse gear,
wagons, armor), situlae (metal buckets), and ornaments
exhibit very marked distinctions in status. At the site of SestQ
Calende, south of Lake Maggiore, were two chaDot burials'
dating to the sixth century ,BC accompanied ·with we~pons,

'ornaments and a large situla while an earlier burial at Ca'
Morta (c 700 BC) included a four-wheeled wagon in the tomb.

Explaining the wealth of "the Golasecca culture has
engendered some discussion. The rich wartior burials have
been interpreted as evidence for warlords who p~undered

surrounding peoples or trade parties. That trade was an
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Golasecca Culture b. Lepontic alphabet (left side is sixth-fifth
century BC script, right side is third-second century BC script).

assisted in both their language maintenance as well as opened
them to continuous linguistic influences from the north.
See also CELTIC lANGUAGES; ESTE CULTURE; HAusTATI CULTURE;

l...A T~NE CULTURE; URNFlElD CULTURE. U.PM.]

GOLD
*haeusom 'gold'. [lEW 86-87 (*al)es-); Wat 4 (*aurom);

GI 618 (*Hau-s), 773; Buck 9.64; BK 393 (*liaw-/*lidW-)1.
Olat aurom 'gold', lat aurum 'gold', Sabine ausom 'gold',
OPms ausis'gold', Lith auksas'gold', TocM was 'gold', TochB
yasa 'gold' « Toch *wesa < *halJes- [with metathesis]
< *haeus-). Although some have sought to derive the Baltic
forms from Latin, there is little to recommend such an
assumption as early intervocalic voicing and subsequent
rhotacism of [sl in Italic make an early borrowing unlikely.
K. Witczak has suggested that a possible Mycenaean reflex of
this word is to be found in the ideogram *141 which he
interprets as a ligature of two Linear B syllabic signs which
would render a a4-wo (hence *aF0C; or *iiF0C;). The distri
bution suggests the possibility of PIE antiquity for this neuter
noun which might be derived from the same root as 'dawn'.

It is fairly clear that this and other early metal terms are
some form of substantivized adjective, the original modifying
the neuter noun *haej-es- 'metal'. Terms for 'gold' which bear
a vague phonetic similarity to this word for 'gold', i.e., Basque
urre(gorri)a 'gold', Hurrian usbi 'gold', Sumerian GU5KIN
'gold', Arm (v)oski 'gold', reveal no regular sound change upon
which to connect these with IE roots. It has been suggested
that the Tocharian forms may have provided the original
referent for a series of words relating to metals in general that
occur among the Uralic languages, e.g., Balto-Finnic-Lapp
Mordvin *waske 'copper, brass', Proto-Ugric *was 'metal, iron'
and Samoyed *wesa 'metal, iron'.

*ghe1- 'yellow'. [lEW 429-430 (*ghel-); Wat 21 (*ghel-);
GI 618 (*f!el-); Buck 9.64; BK 228 (*gil-/*gel-)]. ON gull
'gold', OE gold 'gold' (> NE gold), OHG gold 'gold', Goth
gulp 'gold', CrimGoth goltz 'gold' (Gmc < *ghJ-t6-m), Lith
zeltas 'golden', Latv z~lts « *ghel-to-) 'gold', OCS zlato 'gold',
Rus z6loto 'gold' (Slav < *ghol-to-m) , Av zaranY!1m 'gold',
OPers daranyam 'gold', OInd hiraQyam (Indo-Iran < *ghJ
enio-m). The distinctive yellow color of the native metal makes
these derivatives from PIE *ghel- 'be yellow' rather banal.
The forms with the -to- suffixes are confined to central Europe
while the various ablaut grades indicate that they were created
independently of each other. The Indo-Iranian forms, zero
grades with -njo- suffixes, are yet another such post-IE
creation.

Grk xpuaoc; (Myc ku-ru-so) 'gold' is a loan from Akkadian
burasu 'gold' which form is occasionally used in Hittite beside
the Sumerogram GUSKIN.

Archaeological Evidence
Most prehistoric gold occurred as a native metal rather

than as a mineral ore that required mining and smelting. Its
color might range considerably, especially as much native gold
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has a high percentage of silver which whitens the metal. The
lightness of these native metals led to the alloying of gold
with copper during the Bronze Age in order to lessen the
whitening effect of the silver. As the sources of prehistoric
gold range from the British Isles, France and 'Iberia in the
west across central Europe, particularly the ~arpatl:iians, and
then through the Balkans to both the north Caucasus and
Anatolia, it can play little part in delimiting the area of early
IE settlement except that northern Europe, Le., the Baltic Sea
province, lies beyond the area where gold deposits are known.

As for the temporal horizon, the earliest gold objects in
the Near East are generally found in contexts dating to the
fourth millennium BC in Egypt and Mesopotamia, areas most
unlikely to be associated with early Indo-Europeans. Gold
appears still earlier in the circum-Pontic region which
embraces or at least borders most solutions to the IE homeland
problem. In a recent metallurgical study of early Bronze Age
metallurgy of the region from Anatolia across the Balkans and
Carpathians and east across the Black and Caspian seas gold
accounted for over 23,000 out of c 32,000 metal objects. Its
appearance in Greece probably predates the early Bronze Age
and hence should date there at least to the fourth millennium
BC while it is spectacularly well attested in the Varna cemetery
on the Bulgarian coast where it should date c 4500-4000 BC
and it is also found in the Gumelnita culture of c 4500-3500
BC. A Carpathian source is likely and gold is also known
from Hungary in the Iiszapolgar (c 4500-4000 BC) and later
Bodrogkeresztur (c4000-3500 BC) cultures. A gold bracelet
from a IRB site in Lower Saxony indicates that gold was
circulating as far north as the Baltic during the fourth
millennium BC while its presence in the north Caucasus
(Maykop culture) by the late fourth millennium and as far
east as the Afanasevo culture on the Yenisei suggests a very
broad horizon for gold artifacts by the end of the fourth and
early third millennia. Gold begins to appear in India in the
Indus Civilization of the third and second millennia BC. The
spread of gold objects and gold working to the west tends to
date to the third millennium BC where we encounter gold
ornaments with the Beaker "culture" from central Europe to
the Atlantic, and gold appears in the British Isles by c 2500
2000 BC. The archaeological record for Britain and Ireland
indicates instances where we must pres\lme that IE speakers
must have abandoned their inherited word for gold. For
example, despite the fact that gold is well known from
archaeological contexts in Britain a.nd especially Ireland from
c 2300 BC onwards, the insular Celtic languages have all
replaced their native words with a Latin loan, Le., aIr or 'gold' ,
Wels aur'gold' « Lat aurom). The assignment of gold to the
PIE community, if situated anywhere between Anatolia, the
Balkans or the Pontic-Caspian region, would then seem to be
at least archaeologically possible even if it does not assist us
in defining the PIE homeland.

See also COLOR; DAWN; HONEY; METAL; SILVER; WEALTII.

[M.E. H.,j. P M.l

GOOD

Further Readings
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Witczak, K. (1994) 'Gold' in Mycenaean Greek and Indo-European.

Orpheus 4,55-58.

GOOD
*uesu- 'excellent, noble'. [lEW 1174 (*l,Jesu-); GI 683

(*wesu-)]. aIr (dat.) feib (DIL feb 'excellence') 'in excellence',
Gaul Vesu-avus(personal name), Bello-uesus(personal name).
Sego-uesus (personal name) -uesus means 'worthy' > Late Lat
Vesuna (name of goddess), Germ Wisi ~ Wesi 'the noble
people (earliest name of the Goths)', Wisu-rih (personal
name), Luv wasu- 'good', Av vohu 'good', Oind vasu- 'good,
excellent'. Goth iusiza 'better' has generally been understood
as a suppletive form with comparative -iza, based on
·*ev(e)s-. The case for PIE status seems good, and is enhanced
by the parallel occurrence in personal, ethnic and/or divine
names, in most dialects where it is attested. Derived ultimately
from *h]es- 'to be' and related to *hj(e)su- and *su-, assuming
dissimilation of the initial glide. A long tradition of scholarship
also sees in adjectival *lJesu- a connection to nouns (d. Olnd
vasu- 'the good'), based on vocalism and accent. Some sources
assume historical realignments and mixing between the latter
two forms. See follOWing two entries.

*hl(e)su- 'good'. (lEW 342 (*esu-s); Wat 17 (*esu-); GI
683 (*wesu-)l. Grk tti«;; 'good, useful', Hit assu- 'good'.
Assuming a further semantic development, Lat erus, era «
*esos, *esa) 'master, lord', and the Gaulish divine name Esus
have also been placed with this group but the Celtic form is
etymologically unclear. Another possible cognate is Oind ahO
'master', again uncertain. Ultimately related to *hjes- 'to be'
but while this connection is generally accepted, the vocalism
and the fate of the laryngeal represent.longstanding problems.
*h]su- would represent an expected adjectival formation, and
both the Greek and Hittite forms could be traced to that.
S~ill, other scholars have posited a full grade here (e for the
Greek and 0 for the Hittite), which cannpt be excluded.

*su- 'good'. [JEW 1037-1038 (*su- - *50-); Wat 67
(*su-); GI683 (*su-); Buck 16.71]. aIr so--su-'good', Wels
hy ~ hu- 'good', Lith sodrus (? < *su-dru- 'good' + 'oak, tree')
'luxuriant', sveikas 'healthy, good', Latv sveiks 'healthy, good'
« *su-ei-kas 'to move along powerfully'), oes sOdravu
'healthy', Grk Vr111~ 'healthy', Av hu- 'good', Olnd 511- 'good,
well, rightly'. These forms might also reflect *hjsu-, as above,
except for the Greek, where loss of laryngeal would have to
be assumed.

*mel- 'good'. [IEW720 (*mel-); Wat 40 (*mel-); BK 529
(*mal-/*mdl-)]. Lat melior 'better', Lith malonus 'nice,
pleasant', Hit mala(i)- 'approve, be favorable', The apparent
agreement of Italic, Baltic and Anatolian would seem to make
this word a very likely candidate for PIE status.t

?*meha(t)- 'good (especially religious or mystical)'. [lEW
693 ( *ma-); Buck 16.71]. OIr maith 'good', Wels mad 'good',
Lat manis - manus 'good', Matuca (goddess of Dawn and
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GOOD

Ripeness). Grk p.cxr{t; 'great' has been connected here but is
highly doubtful and it is not even clearthat the word is Greek.
If this root can be posited at all, it is confined to the northwest.

?"'pro-bhuo-s '?good'. (lEW 814 (*pro-bhlJo-s); BK 8
(*buw-/*bow-)]. Lat probus 'good, honest', Umb prufe
'properly', OInd prabhu- 'powerful'. In all likelihood these
represent independent and parallel fonnations derived from
PIE *bhuhx- 'be' rather than cognates of a PIE root.

?"'selhr 'favorable'. [IEW900 (*sel- - *seb-); Wat 57 (*sel
- *seb-)]. OIr sIan « *sJhx-no-) 'safe, healthy', Lat solor
'comfort, relief', ON seell 'happy, fortunate', OE stel 'happiness,
joy', OHG salfg'happy', Goth sels 'good, kind, useful', Grk
tAcXa'l(op.cxl 'appease, conciliate, expiate'. The core of this
reconstruction rests with the Greek which is of uncertain
heritage and the Latin which is difficult both formally
(differences in vocalism) and somewhat semantically. The
Germanic forms are even less certainly connected here. This
is a possible but dubious IE root.

??"'bhehad-'good'. [IEWI06 (bhad-); GI 121; Buck 16.71].
ON betri 'better', OE bet(e)ra 'better' (> NE better), OHG
bezzir(o) 'better', Goth batiza 'better' (Gmc < *batizon), Av
hu-baDra- 'fortunate', OInd bhadra- 'fortunate, blessed'. While
older sources proposed such a root based on these Germanic
and lndic forms, both sets are now widely regarded as
etymologically unclear and no IE form can be posited.

See also BAD; BE; MAsTER. U.C.S., D.Q.A.tl

Further Readings
Hamp, E. P (1984). IE *meha-. MSS 43,45-46.

Puhve1,j. (1980). On the origin and congeners of Hittite assu- 'good'.

KZ94,65-70.

GOODS see WEALTH

GOOSE
"'ghan-s 'goose'. (lEW 412 (*ghan-s); Wat 21 (*ghans-);

Gl460 (*rtans-); Buck 3.56]. Oir geis'swan', Lat anser'goose',
ON gas 'goose', OE gos 'goose' (> NE goose), OHG gans
'goose', OPrus sansy'goose', Lith Zflsis 'goose', Latv zuoss
'goose', Rus gus!, 'goose', Grk XJ1v 'goose', Sogd z'y'some kind
of bird', OInd harpsa- certainly 'goose' but in the Sgveda
perhaps 'swan'. Perhaps derived from *ghan- 'yawn, gape'.
Geographical spread insures PIE status.

The species of the underlying referent is unclear. The
greylag goose, Anser anser, is by far the most widespread;
however, many other species, e.g., the bean goose, white
fronted goose, etc., are found on archaeological sites across
Eurasia.

In addition to being the largest domestic bird with
abundant though greasy meat, the bird is most watchful, and
thus has been associated with intelligence, e.g., it was allegedly
alert geese that saved Rome from a surprise attack of the Gauls
in 390 Be while in India the goose was said to have taught
the Vedas to Brahma.

The reconstructed term does not distinguish between the

wild and domestic varieties of the goose and even in historical
texts it is context rather than linguistics that provides an
answer. For example, in the Iliad (2.460) the X~v is numbered
with the wild birds whereas in the Odyssey (19.536) we find
Penelope tending her twenty geese about the house. In Greek
religion the goose was sacred to Aphrodite. The Romans also
raised geese for food as both meat (the front part being the
only portion consumed by the upper classes) and for its eggs;
the force-feeding of the bird to produced an enlarged liver
was already in practice in classical times.

The domestic goose is generally believed to have derived
from the greylag (Anser anser) which was widely found across
Eurasia. The origin of its domestication is uncertain but it
has been claimed for the Neolithic, particularly southeast
Europe.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

GRAB see TAKE

GRAIN
*ses(iJ6- 'grain, fruit'. [IEW880 (*saslo-); Buck 8.42,8.44].

Wels haidd « *sesj6-?) 'barley', Hit sesa(na)- 'fruit', Av hahya
'providing grain', haohus'± grain', OInd sasyam 'grain, frUit',
sasa- 'grass, field'. Ligurian asia, glossed 'rye' (Pliny H. N.
18.141: secale Taurini sub alpibus asias vocant) may also
belong here if it is from *hasia, in tum from *sasia. Occurring
only on the margins of the IE world, this may be an old word
in PIE displaced by newer terms in the more central areas.

"'ieuos - *ieuom 'grain (particularly barley?)'. [lEW 512
(*iel;;lO-); Wat 79 (*yewo-); GI 565 (*yewo-); Buck 8.42; BK
469 (*yiw-I*yew-)l. Lith (pI.) javaT'grain' (ef. j,1uja(s) 'barn'
with secondary accent), Latv jauja 'threshing bam', Rus ovin
'granary', Grk (pI.) SElai 'an inferior sort of wheat (einkorn
or emmer wheat, Triticum monococcum or T. turgidum)',
Hit ewan '± barley', Av yava- 'grain', Y.JVfn- 'grainfield', NPers
ja v 'barley', Oss jxw 'millet', Ashkun yii 'barley, millet', Oind
yava- 'bread; grain, particularly barley'. From *jeu- 'ripen,
mature (intr.)' otherwise seen in TochB yu- 'ripen, mature'.
TochB yap 'millet' may belong here as well if t~ere was an
early dissimilation of manner in *jel)om to give *jeb(h)om.
The usual assumption that yap is a borrowing from Olnd
yava- is made problematic by the difference in meaning
('millet' rather than 'barley') and the unexpected phonological
outcome (a borrowed yava- might be expected to give TochB
*yap or even *yaw). This is probably the oldest word
reconstructible for 'grain' and 'kernel' in PIE.

"'ohan6m 'grain'. [lEW 390-391 (*gt-no-m); War 24
(*g[d-no-); GI 600 (*k'r-no-); Buck 8.42; BK 284 (*k'irY-/

*k'erY-)]. OIr gran 'grain', Wels grawn 'grain', Lat granum
'grain', ON kom 'grain', OE com 'grain' (> NE com), OHG
kom 'grain', Goth kal1m 'grain', apms syme 'grain', Lith iimis
'pea', Latv zitnis 'pea', OCS zrfno 'grain', SC zfno 'grain', Alb
grure 'wheat' (if not a borrowing from Lat granum), Pashto
zaI)ai - zarai 'kernel,seed'. Cf. the morphologically identical,
but independent, creation in Oind jJl7).a- - jl1fTh1- 'old, worn
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out'. From *gerha- 'ripen', age' (intr.). A younger word than
*jCl)os, with similar meaning 'ripened grain', which has
replaced it in most of the west and center of the IE world and
competes with it in Iranian.

*h2ed- 'grain, barley'. [lEW 3 (*ades-); GI 564 (*Hat'-\
BK 181 (*llac'-/*ndc'-)l. Lat adar 'coarse grain; spelt; barley'
(a term generally restricted to use in religious rituals where it
is used for 'barley', typically dried, mixed with salt, and used
for aspersion), adareum 'barley', OHG ezzisc ~ ezzesc'sown
grainfield', NDutch es ~ esch 'cultivated fields belonging to a
village', Goth atisk 'grainfield', Arm hat 'grain', hacar «
*h2edy-) 'barley'. Sufficiently widespread to guarantee PIE
status. This word is also connected by some with Iranian *adu
'grain' in Av a8a.frac5ana- 'abounding in grain', BuddhIst Sogd
"dwk « *aduka-) 'grain'. However, it may be that *adu is a
derivative of *h]ed- 'eat'. Less likely, though accepted by many,
is a connection with TochA ati 'grass', TochB atiya- 'grass'.
The Tocharian words are semantically divergent and may well
reflect descent from *h2et- 'cut' (cf. OIr aith 'sharp, acute'
and for the semantics of Oind tfIJam 'grass' but NE thorn).
Watkins connects the words for 'grain; barley' with Hit hat
« PIE *h2ed-) 'dry' (intr.) and an original meaning of '±

parched stuff' > 'grain'. Lycian xf}(}ase« pre-Lycian *hadahasa
< Proto-Anatolian *hadasaka-) '± hay, fodder' would provide
a partial semantic parallel (*'dried stuff' > thai). If these words
for 'grain' are related to 'dry' the semantic development would
have been PIE in age.

*dhohxneha- 'grain'. [lEW 242 (*dhona-); GI 770
(*dhoHna-); Buck 8.42; BK 70 (*diy-/*dey-)]. Lith duona
'bread', Latv duana 'hunk of bread', NPers dana 'grain', OInd
dhanas (pI.) 'kernels of grain; fried grain reduced to a powder',
dhanyam 'grain', TochB Ulna 'grain, kernel'. Unlikely to be
connected with either *dheh]- 'place, put' or *dheh] 0)
'suckle'; GI have attempted to derive it from Proto-Semitic
*dubn- 'millet'. Largely eastern in its distribution, this word
may have been a dialectal competitor for *jc",lOS.

*dthxlJ,eha- '± grain'. [lEW 209 (*df-va)l. Gaul dravoca
'darnel, rye-grass (Lohum)', ME tare 'vetch (Vida sativa or V.
hirsuta), tare (Loliumspp.)' (> NE tare), MDutch tarwe'wheat',
NDutch tarwe 'wheat' (the Germanic forms with new full
grades), Olnd durva- 'panic-grass (Cynodon [= Panicum]
dactylon)'. Distribution indicates a word old in IE. Perhaps
related are Grk (Delphic) 8aparal (pI.) 'bread', (Thessalonian)
c5aparov 'bread' (if < *drhx-to- 'of grain'). Although sometimes
cited, Lith dirva '(arable) field', Latv dirva 'grain-field', Rus
derevnja 'village (without a church)', (dialectally) 'piece of a
field' are better derived from *der- 'split off'.

?*h2l3(e)lg(h)- 'grain' (or 'millet'?). [cf. Puhvel 3:39].
Anatolian Grk &AI~ 'spelt' (borrowed from some Anatolian
source), Hit halki- 'barley; grain', Lycian Qelehi- 'of the grain
god' « Proto-Anatolian *halgi-), NPers arzan 'millet' Pashto
gd;m « Proto-Iranian *arzana-) 'millet'. If the Anatolian and
Iranian words reflect a PIE *h2l31g(h)-, it would be possible
to add TochB lyeksye 'millet' if, in turn, it is from a PIE *h2/
3Ieg(h)i-kijo-. If all these words belong together, then we have

GRANDFATHER

evidence for something old in IE. Whether the word was 'grain'
as in Anatolian or more speCifically 'millet' as in Iranian and
Tocharian is difficult to determine.

*haeKes- 'ear of grain'. [IEW21-22 (*akes-); Wat 1 (*ak-);
BK 398 (*nuk[h]-/*nok[h]-)}. Lat acus 'chaff', ON ax 'ear',
OE ear 'ear' (> NE ear), OHG ahir 'chaff', Goth ahs 'ear', Grk
aXV1J « *haeksneha-) 'chaff', (Cypriot) a1()(J"n1 'barley', TocM
ak 'end', TochB ake 'end'. From *hael<- 'point, sharp'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*haekstf- '± awn, bristle'. [lEW 22 (*aJ<-sti-); BK 398
(*nuk[hj-/*nok[hj-)}. Wels eUhin « *akstIno-) 'furze', Lith'
akstis'spit (for roasting)', akstinas 'prickle; stimulus, impulse',
OCS osUnlJ 'pale, stake; thorn', Rus osCl'point, bristle, awn,
chaff', TocM asc 'head', TochB asce 'head'. Cf. OPrus ackons
'awn, bristle'. Widespread' and old in IE.

See also AGRlCULTIJRE; BARLEY; FOOD; GROW; MIllET; OATS;

PuNTS; RYE; WHEAT. [D.Q.A.I

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1973) An Indo-European agncultural term: Latin ador,

Hittite bac-. Harvard Studies in Classical Philology 77, 187-193.

GRANDDAUGHTER
*neptiha- 'granddaughter'. [lEW 764 (*neptr-); Wat 44

(*neptI-); GI 670 (*nephothia); Buck 2.49; Szem 10; Wordick
166-167; BK 573 (*nYi p fhJ-/*nYep [h J-)]. 0 I r n ech t
'granddaughter; (?niece)', Wels nUh 'niece', Corn nyth 'niece',
Bret niz 'niece; nephew', Lat neptis 'granddaughter, female
descendant' (in later Imperial and Medieval Latin, also 'niece'),
ON nipt 'sisters daughter', OE nih 'niece; granddaughter; step
daughter', Fris nift 'granddaughter', OHG nirt 'granddaughter,
step-daughter', Lith nepte 'granddaughter; niece', ORus
nestera 'niece', Alb mbese « *nepotjeh4-) 'granddaughter;
niece', Grk aV£'IIllx 'female cousin' « *sJ[1-nept-jha- 'co
granddaughter'), Av naptI- 'granddaughter', Olnd napti
'granddaughter'. Although derived from the masculine form
of this word, the distribution indicates that this word for
'granddaughter' was of PIE status. Derivatives: OCS netiji
'nephew' < *nept-ijo-; Grk (Hesychius)' v£oJrTpal . viet1v
fJvyartp£g'sons' daughters'.

In the northern and western stocks of IE the PIE word for
'granddaughter', *neptiha-, also came to mean 'niece' (nowhere
is it demonstrably only 'sister's daughter'). However, the fact
that that change in Latin postdates the classical Latin period
may suggest that the extension to 'niece', despite its
widespreadness, was not of PIE date. If the extension was
first to 'sister's daughter' (whether in PIE Itself or independent
1y in the northern and western stocks) we have evidence for
one of the characteristic features of Omaha kinship systems,
the equation of daughters and sister's children.

See also GRANDSON; KINSHIP. [M.E.H.}

GRANDFATHER
*h2euh2os'grandfather'. [lEW 89 (*ayo-s); GI 668

(*HauHo-); Buck 2.46; Szem 7; Wordick 90-92; BK 416
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(*haw-)). Lat avus 'grandfather' (and avia 'grandmother'), ON
ali 'grandfather; forefather', NHG (dial.) awwe 'grandfather'
(ON and NHG as if < *h2euh2o-on-), Goth awa « *h2euh2
eha-n-) 'grandmother', Arm haw 'grandfather', Hit huhhas
'grandfather', HierLuv huha- 'grandfather', Lycian xuga
'grandfather', TochB awe 'grandfather' (or 'uncle'?). Compare
also OIr aue (DIL ua) (as if < *h2euh2ijo-, later ua ~ aa ~ a)
'grandson' (with semantic reversal through reciprocity of
terms). Widespread and old in IE.

??*suhxSOs 'grandfather'. Uokl 1923:28; BK 169 (*sYaw-1
*sYJw-)]. Alb gjysh 'grandfather, gjyshe (as if < *suhxsiieha-)
'grandmother', Oind SU$3 'paternal grandmother' (?). This
Albanian-lndic equation is tantalizing but uncertain. The Old
Indic word occurs but once in the Atharvaveda and has been
translated (by contextual and etymological guesswork) as
'paternal grandmother' and 'parturient woman'. If 'paternal
grandmother' should tum out to be correct, it is still not certain
that the more restricted meaning in Old Indic is not an
innovation in that stock. From *seuhr 'bear, beget'.

It has often been thought that *h2euh2os might originally
have meant exclusively 'mother's father' rather than
'grandfather' in general and also to have meant 'mother's
brother' as would be expected in an Omaha system of kinship
terminology where the two relatives are often terminologically
equated (though not, it should be pointed out, in Omaha
itselO. Certainly all the attested descendants of *h2euh2os
clearly mean 'grandfather' (in general) rather than just
'mothers father'. Moreover, it seems quite remarkable that
the early Indo-Europeans, who were normally virilocal and
resided with paternal relatives, would have kept and, indeed,
generalized a word for their 'mother's father' whom they might
have seldom an occasion to see and so thoroughly abandoned
the term for 'father's father' with whom they would have been
in far more frequent contact. Particularly telling perhaps is
that we find *h2euh2os joined with generation markers, e.g.,
Plautus (Miles Gloriosus 373) ibi mei maiores sunt siti, pater,
avos, proavos, abavos'there is where my ancestors lie-father,
grandfather, great-grandfather, great-great grandfather'. It
would be very strange to presume that these originally referred
to the maternal line when the entire reason for such terms
was to trace one's descent through the paternal line.

The major piece of evidence that *h2euh2os may originally
have meant 'mother's father; mother's brother' is that in many
stocks derivatives of *h2euh20S do, in fact, mean 'mother's
brother'. Thus we have MWels ewyth(y)r 'uncle', Bret eontr
'uncle', Com ewnter'mothers brother', Lat avunculus'mother's
brother' (Italic and Celtic as if < *h2euh2-n-tlo- with Celtic
showing a change of *-1- to *-r-), OE eam '(maternal) uncle'
(> NE eme [preserved in Scotland]), Fris em 'mothers brother',
NDutch oom 'uncle', OHG aheim 'mother's brother' « Proto
Gmc *au(n)-haima- whose first element is *h2euh2o- but
whose second element is somewhat obscure), OPrus awis
'uncle' (specifically 'mother's brother'?), Lith avynas 'mother's
brother', OCS ujl'mothers brother' (d. the further derivative
ujka 'aunt') (Balto-Slavic as if < *h2euh2ijo-). Just possibly

belonging here is Alb vella (as if < *h2euh26-dhel-eha-)
'brother' (and if originally a cousin term). It is noteworthy
that none of these specific terms for 'mother's brother' can be
reconstructed to PIE itself; at most we have ltalo-Celtic,
Germanic, Balto-Slavic innovations. It is, however, also note
worthy that these (north)western innovations consistently
mean 'mother's brother' (occasionally generalized in historic
times to 'uncle') and never 'father's brother'. That such terms
which, from the point of view of their morphology, mean
'little grandfather' or 'he of the grandfather' does suggest that
the word from which they are derived should mean 'mothers
father' rather than 'grandfather' in general. It might also be
suggested that that 'little grandfather' was restricted prag
matically to the 'mothers brother' because 'father's brother'
had been pre-empted by a special term, e.g., Lat palmus
'father's brother' or OE f~dera 'father's brother'. However, it
is often forgotten that the Omaha tendency to equate 'mothers
brother' with 'mother's father' can be operative even if, as
indeed is more generally the case, 'mother's father' is not
distinguished from 'father's father' (e.g., as in Tzeltal or
Southeastern Wintun). GI, on the other hand, suggest that
*h2euh2os meant 'father's father' (and not 'grandfather' in
general) and 'mother's brother' because those two relatives
had the same role from ego's point of view in a society whose
preferred marriage pattern was that of the dual exogamous
marriage of cross-cousins (where a man can marry his mothers
brother's daughter or his father's sister's daughter, both of
whom belong to the other lineal group). Their theory, like
that of the "strict Omahaists", is made difficult by the almost
certain reconstruction of *h2eUh2os as 'father's father' and
'mother's father'.

See also GRANDSON; KINSHIP; UNCLE. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.I

Further Readings
Beekes, R. S. P (1976) Uncle and nephew.]IES4, 43-63.

Hetterich, H. (1985) Indo-European kinship terminology. Anthro

pological Linguistics 27,453-480.

GRANDMOTHER
*h2en- 'father's mother'. [lEW 36-37 (*an-);

Wat 2 (*an-); GI 668 (*Han-); Buck 2.47; Szem 8; Wordick
96-97; BK 454 (*anY-)]. OHG ana 'grandmother', Goth ana
'grandmother', OPrus ane 'female ancestor', OCS VlJ.nQka
'grandfather', Rus vnuk 'grandfather' « Proto-Slav *ononko
< PIE *h2en-h2en-ko-) , Grk avvis 'grandmother', Arm han
'grandmother', Hit hannas 'grandmother', Lycian xnnahe/i
'of a grandmother', OPers nyaka « *h2n-jeha-keha-) 'grand
mother'. A word, probably ultimately derived from child
language, which is widespread and old in IE. Only in Anatolian
and Armenian is this word phonologically distinct from *h4en
'(old) woman' as seen in Oir Ana 'mother of the gods', Lat
anus 'old woman', Hit annas 'mother', Palaic annas 'mother',
Luv annali- 'mother', Lydian ena- 'mother', Lycian eneli
'mother'. It seems likely that the form of *h2en- 'grandmother'
has been influenced by that of *h2euh2os 'grandfather'
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(compare the alliterating pairs in Hittite of attas annas 'father
and mother' and hahhas hannas 'grandfather and grand- "
mother').

?*h2euh2iha- 'grandmother'. [ef. lEW 89; Wordick 100;
BK 416 (*naw-)). Lat avia 'grandmother'; Alb joshe «
*h2euh2jeha-sjeha-) 'maternal grandmother', Grk (Hesychius)
ala 'the aunt or foster-mother' ('among the Cyrenaeans').
None of these equations is certain. The Latin word, for
instance, may reflect an inner-Italic development, the creation
of a feminine form to avus in the same way that fratria 'brother's
wife' was created from frater'brother'. A possible word of the
west and center of the IE world.

*seno-mehater 'grandmother'. [lEW 907-908 (*seno-"
mater); Buck 2.47J. Oir senmathair 'grandmother', Lith
senmote 'grandmother'. Possibly independent creations in
CeltiC and Baltic.

Those who support the contention that Proto-Indo
European kinship tenninology was originally unilineal and
that *h2euh20S originally deSignated only the 'mother's
brother, mother's father' (and not a relative on the paternal
line), cite the Latin, Albanian and Greek forms as obvious
feminizations of *h2euh2os. Another tenn, *h2en-, is more
widespread and may reflect an original patrilineal term
although the Greek cognate may refer to either the maternal
or paternal grandmother. Those who support the unilineal
hypothesis would then argue that as bilaterality became more
common, a compound, *'old mother' was developed in Celtic
and Baltic to cover both sides of the family. In other cases
each stock either created a new tenn or expanded one of the
old terms to take in the grandmother on the other side of the
family.

See also GRANDFATIIER; KINSHIP, [M.E.H., D.Q.A.]

GRANDSON
*ntpOts(gen. *ntpotos) 'grandson; ?sister's son'. [1£",'764

(*nepot-); Wat 44 (*nepc}t-); GI 669 (*nephoth-); Buck 2.48;
Szem 9; Wordick 155-165; BK 573 (*nYip{hJ-I*nYep{hJ-)).
OIr nia - niae 'sister's son, grandson, descendant', Wels nai
'nephew', Com noy 'nephew', MBret ni 'nephew', Lat nepos
'grandson, granddaughter, descendant' (in later Imperial and
Medieval Latin also 'nephew'), ON nefi'descendant', OE nefa
'grandson, sister's son', OHG nero 'sister's son; (paternal!
maternal) cousin', Lith nepuotis 'grandson' (once apparently
'niece'!, never 'nephew'), Alb nip 'grandson, nephew', Grk
vbcoo£~ 'descendants' (Od 4.404; the erroneous 0 was
backformed from *vi1rm~, the regular nominative, when
identity of the stem-final consonant was no longer certain),
Av napat- 'grandson, descendant', OPers napa 'grandson,
descendant', OInd napat 'grandson, descendant'. Clearly of
PIE status. Derivatives: OCS netijI'nephew' < *nept-jo-; Grk
aV£V'l6~'cousin'« *s1]1-neptijo- 'co-grandson'), Wels cefnder
'male cousin', cyfnither'female cousin' « *kom-nepot- and
*kom-neptiha- 'co-grandson and co-granddaughter'
respectively) .

This has been both widely and justly regarded as one of

GRANDSON

the more critical words concerning the reconstruction of the
PIE kinship system. One of the major distinctions between
the Omaha type, that which is attributed to PIE by a number
of scholars, and other possible kinship systems, is that in the
0!llaha system one may expect there to be generational
skewing where we should find the same term for 'sister's son'
(NE 'nephew') as 'daughter's son' (NE 'grandson'), As the
semantic range of the cognates derived from *nep6ts appears
to embrace both 'grandson' and 'sister's son', this composite
reference has prOvided support for the ascription of the PIE
kinship system to the Omaha type (generational skeWing also
occurs in the Crow type but as the Crow type is almost
exclusively matrilineal there are no grounds for ascribing it
to PIE). This interpretation, however, is by no means
universally accepted.

The existence of this nepotic skeWing rule has been
challenged on the basis of the actual linguistic evidence, That
*nepotsdesignated the 'grandson' is agreed by all; it is whether
we have any right to assume also a meaning of 'sister's son,
nephew' is what is at dispute. The evidence for such is
proposed for Celtic, Latin, Germanic, Baltic and Slavic,
Opponents to the extension of *nepots to 'nephew' emphasize
that this meaning is nowhere found in Indo-Iranian.

The Celtic languages uniformally attest the meaning
'nephew' although traces of 'descendant' may exist in MWels
keiv(y)n « *kom-+ *nepots) 'third cousin' « *'co-descendant
of a common ancestor'). The use of Latin nepos to deSignate
'nephew' is only found in texts of the third century AD and
later and even then did not carry on into all the Romance
languages where Spanish nieto and Portuguese nelo both
indicate only 'grandson'. This has suggested that the meaning
'nephew' was secondary and developed independently in
Latin. A similar explanation has been extended to Germanic
where OHG nefo (and its feminine forms) designate only the
'grandson, descendant' and 'nephew' only emerges in Middle
High German. Only OE nefa means both 'grandson' and
'nephew' from its earliest attestation. The Baltic evidence rests
on OLith nepuotis which almost invariab~y indicated 'grand
son' (there is one very problematiC reference to it designating
'niece'!). This leaves Slavic which is already among the latest
attested IE stocks and where, it is argued by critics of the
nepotic skewing rule, the shift from 'grandson' to 'nephew'
had already been completed. Hence those who challenge the
reconstruction of the Omaha system for PIE argue that "'nepots
originally indicated the 'grandson, descendant' and that the
meaning 'nephew' is a later development occurring independ
ently within some of the various IE stocks. Why such similar
but independent developments took place across a number
of stocks has been explained with reference to a similar shift,
again controversially argued, where 'grandfather' came to
deSignate 'mother's brother'. This occurs in the same dialects
that saw the shift from 'grandson' to 'nephew', Such a change
between reciprocal categories of kin would be entirely
expected; what is not so entirely convincing is the reason for
this change. Heinrich Hetterich has suggested that the shift
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from a more mobile settlement pattern to an increasingly
sedentary one would have made certain relationships between
groups related by marriage more continuous and intense and
may have demanded the coining or extension of new kinship
categories. This argument rests entirely on an undemonstrated
premise concerning the evolution of both the IE economy
and residence patterns.

Efforts to etymologize *ne-pot- as 'powerless' « *ne- 'not'
+ *potis 'independent, dominating', i.e., young unmarried
male of extended family) are pointless as the correct
segmentation revealed by the feminine forms is *nep-ot- in
which -ot- is the same nominal suffix found in Germanic
*menojJ- 'month' (from 'moon') or Hit sfw-att- 'day' (from
'daytime sky').

See also KINSHIP; NEPHEW; UNCLE. [M.E.H., ].PM.]

Further Readings
Beekes, R. S. P (1976) Uncle and nephew.]IES4, 43-63.
Hetterich, H. (1985) Indo-European kinship terminology in

linguistics and anthropology. Anthropological Linguistics 27,
453-480.

GRASS
*uel- 'grass'. [JEW 1139-1140 (*l)el-); Buck 8.51). Wels

gwellt 'grass', OPrus wolti 'head of grass', Lith valtis 'oat
panicle', Hit wellu(want}- 'grass'. ef. also oes vlasu 'hair,
particularly human headhair' and 0 lnd valsa- 'branch, sprout'.
Rather sparsely attested; however, its geographical distribution
assures its antiquity within IE. Probably the oldest word we
can reconstruct for 'grass'. Within the cosmological system of
the early Indo-Europeans, grass is an alloform of hair, Le., in
the stories of the creation of the universe, gr~ss is formed
from the hair of the primeval giant. Similarly, in cures for
baldness, grass is applied to stimulate the regrowth of hair.

*Koina- 'grass'. [JEW 610 (*1<oi-no-); Buck 8.52]. Lith
sienas 'hay', Latv slens 'hay', oes seno 'hay, fodder, grass',
Grk (Hesychius) 1(OlVa (pl.?) 'grass'. At least a late term used
in the central area of the IE-speaking world.

See also COSMOLOGY; FEED; PIANTS; FIELD; HAIR; MEDICINE.

[D.Q.A.]

GRAY
*1ias- 'gray'. [JEW 533 (*1<as-); Wat 27 (*kas-); GI 136].

Wels ceinach « *1<asnf + ako-) 'hare', Lat canus « *1<asno-)
'gray', Osc casnar 'old', ON h9SS « *1<asl)o-) 'gray, brown',
hen 'hare', OE hasu « *1<asl)o-) 'gray, brown', hara 'hare'
(> NE hare), OHG haso'hare', OPrus sasins'hare', Khat saha
'hare', OInd sasa- « *sasa-) 'hare'. The hare is originally the
'gray one' or the like (cf. Lith sirvls 'hare' to silvas 'gray').
Widespread and old in IE. That the connections between this
word and that of the hare are so close among the various
stocks suggests that the word cannot be included as a
"primary" color term as one might expect in a Stage VII system.

See BlACK; COLOR; HARE. [D.Q.A.]

GREEK lANGUAGE
The earliest certain evidence of the Greek language appears

in the Linear B tablets known from Crete (Knossos) and
mainland Greece (Mycenae, Tiryns, Pylos, Thebes) which date
to about the thirteenth century BC. Written in a syllabic script,
these tablets number several thousand and are largely confined
to economic records of the late Bronze Age Mycenaeans whose
palace-based civilization collapsed in the twelfth century. The
Linear B texts are written in the official palace language, a
chancery language employed uniformly by the late Bronze
Age civil service both on Crete and in the mainland Greek
palaces.

The collapse of Mycenaean civilization ushered in a "Dark
Age" where the art of writing in Greek was lost. When written
records in Greek resume, during the Iron Age between 825
and 750 BC, they are written in the familiar Greek alphabet,
a script based on that of the Phoenicians. "Alphabetic Greek"
had at first no uniform standard. Each city-state and its citizens
wrote in the variety of Greek appropriate to the local area.
These varieties can be grouped into several larger scale dialect
areas. On both sides of the northern part of the Aegean Sea
were the Aeolic dialects. Southward from them on the Asia
Minor coastline and extending to many of the southern Aegean
islands (including Euboea) were the Ionic dialects. In Attica
was the very similar Attic of Athens. (Attic- Ionic are
distinguished from all other Greek dialects by the change of
original *a to *e.) Widely separated in Arcadia in the
Peloponnese and on Cyprus was the Arcado-Cypriot group,
a group which was linguistically closest to the Mycenaean
chancery language. All of these, Aeolic, Attic-Ionic, and
Arcado-Cypriot can in turn be arranged together as "East
Greek" and contrasted with "West Greek". East Greek dialects
are diagnostically distinct by a change of original *-ti to -si
(e.g., Attic S{SOVO"l 'they give' but West Greek S{Sovn). The
West Greek group is composed of Doric, found in the
Peloponnese and throughout the southern islands (including
both Crete and Rhodes) and the closely related Northwest
group extending up the western half of the Greek mainland
as far as Corfu. The Doric dialect wedge looks to be intrusive,
and was certainly spoken in areas that in Mycenaean times
spoke a very different kind of Greek. It was traditionally
assumed that it was a Doric migration/invasion that brought
down the Mycenaean civilization. The Homeric dialect of the
Iliad and the Odyssey stands somewhat apart. It is an East
Greek dialect with both Aeolic and Ionic components
(including a late Attic veneer in some cases) that was the
speech of no local community but rather a pandialectal variety
of Greek that had grown up on the coast of Asia Minor and in
which epic poetry was composed.

The dominant variety of Greek from late classical times on
was a form of Attic, influenced by the closely related Ionic,
called koine or 'common' language. Its gradual acceptance as
the normative variety of Greek, first in Ionia and later
elsewhere, was aided by the cultural and military prestige of
Athens and particularly by the adoption of the koine as the
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Description
In general, Greek, whether ancient or modern, is a

conservative representative of Proto-Indo-Eurqpean. Ancient
Greek is arguably the phonologically most conservative IE

the same or at least they were in close contact before the
separation into independent stocks. More distant perhaps are
shnilarities between Greek and the Indo-Iranian super-stock.
Close simila~ties have also been suggested between Greek
and its Phrygian and Macedonian neighbors; however, these
latter are so poorly attested that any meaningful conclusions

. are difficult to substantiate.

Arcado - Cyprian

Doric

Attic - onie

AeoUc

mNWGree

Greek Distribution of the major Greek dialects.

official language of the Macedonian state and throughout
Alexander th~ Great's conquests. All medieval. and modem
varieties of Greek are d.E:scended from the koine with the
exception of Tsakonian, spoken in the east-central Pelopon
nese, which is basically Doric .(the Greek language spoken' in·
the once Greek-speaking islands of southern Italy also shows
some traces of Doric).

Greek.is an independent IE stock but it does share certain
similarities with other IE groups, A close relationship with
Armenian has been regularly suggested (though not always
accepted) indicating the possibility that at one time either
the linguistic ancestors of the Greeks and Armenians were
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Proto-Indo-European and Greek Phonological Correspondences

PIE Grk PIE Grk
*p > p *POater 'father' 1rar~p 'father'
*b > b *bel- 'strong' {jeArzmv 'better'
*bh > ph *bhrehater 'brother' tpparp{a 'clan'
*t > t *tritos 'third' , 'Cp{ros'third'
*d > d *doh3rom 'gift' ~iiJpov 'gift'
*dh > th *dhur- 'door' 8upa'door'
*l< > k *delCrp 'ten' 8bca'ten'
*g > g *gonu 'knee' rovu 'knee'
*gh > kh *gheimen- 'winter' ZelJia 'winter weather'
*k > k *kor- 'war' JCozpavos '(war) leader'
*g > g *h31igos'sick' OA{rO~ 'little, small'
*gh > kh *h3mighleha- 'mist' OJi{XAl1 'fog, mist'
*kw > P - c *leikwe/o- 'leave' Ac.{lCm'leave'

*kwis 'who' 'Cz~ 'who'
*gW > b-d *gWou- 'cow' {jofj~ 'cow'

*gwelbhus 'womb' ~eAcpVC; 'womb'
*gWh > ph - th *gWhonos 'striking down' tpovo~ 'murder'

*gWhermos 'warm' 8epJ10C; 'warm, hot'
*s > h-0-s *sepcrfl 'seven' hera 'seven'

*pesos 'penis' JrEo, 'penis'
*i > h-z *iag- 'honor, fear' &soJiaz 'stand in awe of'

*iugom 'yoke' 'vrov'yoke'
*lJ. > 0 *uoghos 'carrier' oxo~ 'wagon"
*m > m *mehacer'mother' Jl ~rT1P 'mother'
*n > n *nokwcs 'night' vue; 'night'
*1 > 1 *lege/o- 'gather' A£ym 'gather'
*r > r *hlrudhros'red' epv(}p6~ 'red'
*Q. > a *.tJ- 'un-' a- 'un-
*III > a *KIpCom 'hundred' bcarov 'hundred'
*1 > al *mldus 'soft' a-JiaASVVw 'grow weak'
*r > ar *k[d- 'hean' 1CapS{a 'heart'
*i > i *kwls'who' rlc; 'who'
*e > e *d~Krp 'ten' Se1Ca'ten'
*e > e *POater 'father' nan} p 'father'
*a > a *sal- 'salt' a)..c; 'salt'
*a > a *m~hater 'mother' J1~ rTlP 'mother'
*0 > a *g6nu 'knee' yOvv'knee'
*0 > 0 *d6h3rom 'gift' 8GJpov'gift'
*u > u *jugom 'yoke' Svr6v 'yoke'
*11 > 11 *mOs'mouse' JiVC; 'mouse'
*hl > 0 *hles- 'be' E~- 'be'
*h2 > 0 *h20l)js'sheep' o(F)i~ 'sheep'
*h3 > 0 *h30kwihl 'eyes' oaae 'eyes'
*h4 > 0 *h4orghis'testicle' opxz~ 'testicle'

language attested. It preserves all five PIE vowels (i,e,a,o, u-
both long and short), the PIE free accent (except in verbs),
and the distinction between the plain voiced stops (*b, *d,
*g, etc.) and their aspirated counterpans (*bh, *dh, *gh, etc.),
though the latter group appears in Greek as voiceless aspirates
(ph, ch, kh, etc.). The only major systematic changes
undergone by Greek was the complete loss of laryngeals, the
change of *s and *j initially to h- and the loss of these two

and *lJ in many other environments, and the change of *rp
and *1) to a and the "distraction" *r and *1 to ar/ra and allla
respectively (the placement of the vowel relative to the
consonant originally dependent on surrounding sounds),
though there is evidence that this latter change was not
completed by Mycenaean times.

Greek is also morphologically conservative in preserving
three numbers (singular, dual, and plural) in both noun and
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verb (though the dual disappears dUring the course of classical
times), three aspects (present, aorist, and perfect) and the.
distinction between active and middle/passive in the verb,
and five cases (with traces of two others) in noun and adjective.
It shares with Indo-Iranian and Armenian the 'presence of the
"augment" (a prefix e-) before past tenses (imperfect, aorist,
and plu-perfect). The presence of a subjunctive mood, distinct
from the indicative and optative, also characterizes the
southeastern group including Indo-Iranian and Greek but
reappears in Celtic and Italic as well.

Greek Origins
The origins of the Greeks is a much debated topic and'

while there are a number of general issues that find some
consensus, the specific issues of when and from where one
may derive the earliest Greeks are very controversial. The
presumption that the Greeks are intruders into their own
territory is based on a number of lines of evidence. These
include the Greeks' own tradition that they were later
immigrants, having been preceded by a people known as the
Pelasgians. There is also an abundance of non-Greek place
names, e.g., Corinth, Knossos, Mycenae, Olympus, and
allegedly non-Greek personal naines, e.g., Athene, which have
all suggested that Greece was occupied by a prior non-Greek
population or variety of populations. Another line of evidence
are the inscriptions in Linear A, the writing system that
preceded that of the Mycenaean Linear B. Although many of
the signs are similar to the Linear Bsigns, it has so far proved
impossible to read these earlier inscriptions and although they
cannot be attributed with any confidence to any known
language (Anatolian and Semitic are popular candidates), the
structure of their word-endings does not support their
identification as Greek. Finally, there is the evidence of the
Greek lexicon. On the one hand, Greek is remarkably
conservative and participates very widely in the basic cognate
sets that we can establish between the various IE stocks and
no serious case has ever been presented to support the
hypothesis that either its morphology or syntactic structure
has been heavily influenced by a non-IE substrate. On the
other hand, there is a substantial portion, estimated by some
at greater than 50%, of the Greek vocabulary that cannot be
compared with that of other IE stocks. An exercise in
comparing translations of selected passages of the Bible (Mt
2 and Lk 15) in various IE languages revealed that the lexical
items of non-IE or obscure origin numbered 15 for Russian,
34 for Lithuanian, 48 for Italian but 171 for Greek. The non
IE vocabulary in Greece has been attributed to a variety of
sources: some form of non-IE Anatolian language or Semitic
has been suggested for a number of the loanwords and there
is little question that certain semantic spheres relied heavily
on non-IE loans. Already in the Linear B tablets we find, for
example, words for spices such as Myc sa-sa-ma (Grk O1](JaIlTl

'sesame'), and Myc ku-mi-no (Grk K'VIl[VOV 'cummin') and
there is little doubt that Semitic languages, particularly
Phoenician, were contributing not only many products but
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also lexical items to their Greek trading partners and rivals. It
is clear then that many of the foreign words found in Greek
may well have entered after the Greeks themselves were
established. Of more importance are items of vocabulary that
h~ve been attributed to indigenous non-IE languages, some
times designated as "Mediterranean" or "Aegean". This latter
influence includes terms for native flora, e.g., cypress, laurel,
chestnut, olive, and technological terms, e.g., brick, jar, oil
flask, sword. That some of these terms reflect the names of
either native plants or technological items that should have
been known in Greece since the Bronze Age if not earlier has
led to the supposition that the Greeks superimposed
themselves on a non-IE substrate. The pOSSibility of other IE
stocks forming a substrate in Greece has also been suggested,
e.g., Luvian or Pelasgian·, the latter a largely hypothetical IE
stock whose existence is supported primarily by elements of
the Greek vocabulary that might be explained as IE if certain
non-Greek sound laws are invoked, e.g., Grk ratpoc; 'grave' is
cognate with Arm damban 'grave' and appears to continue
PIE *dhrpbhos but Greek also yields a word rVJ1{30c; 'grave,
tombstone'. This latter word cannot possibly be derived from
the underlying PIE form according to the rules of Greek
phonological development but proponents of the Pelasgian
theory suggest that it is easily derivable if one employs a
different set of phonological rules appropriate to Pelasgian,
e.g., dissimilation of "'dh to *d and then to t; PIE *rp >
Pelasgian urn; PIE *bh> Pelasgian b. Although each individual
word suggested by supporters of Pelasgian may be challenged,
there does seem to be sufficient material to support the
hypotheSiS that there was some form of IE substrate or adstrate
in Greek. The historical circumstances of these borrowings,
both with respect to when and where, remain elusive.

In terms of occupation, human or at least Homo
populations have existed in Greece since at least 350,000 years
ago but the time depth of IE suggests that Indo-Europeans
should not have been present in Greece any earlier than the
Neolithic, i.e., c 7000 BC. Archaeologists have variously
suggested the following "windows" for tJ1.e entrance of those
IE speakers who later emerged as the historical Greeks: 1)
the beginning of the Neolithic c 7000 BC; 2) the later Neolithic
c 4500-4000 Be; 3) the beginning of the Bronze Age c 3000
BC; 4) the transition from Early Bronze Age II to Early Bronze
Age III, c 2300 BC; and 5) the transition between the Middle
Bronze Age and the Later Bronze Age c 1600 BC. An earlier
theory that the Greeks did not penetrate Greece until the
collapse of the Mycenaean civilization c 1100 Be has been
obviated by the decipherment of the Linear Btablets as Greek.

The earliest of the proposed migrations derives circum
stantially from Anatolia where the Neolithic economy and
technology precedes that of Greece and is held to be the region
from whence the agricultural economy penetrated Europe
from the Near East. The evidence is circumstantial in the sense
that while there are close similarities between early Anatolian
farming sites and those of Greece, there is no clear "path" of
migration from one territory to another, the western coast of
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Anatolia being so far devoid of early Neolithic sites. Never
theless, such an origin for the Greek Neolithic is widely held
arid it has proven far easier to accept than the proposal that
the hunting-gathering populations of Greece independently
domesticated plants and ahimals and developed the requisite
agricultural technology

There are a number of very serious problems with the
Neolithic solution to Greek origins. By tying IE dispersals
with the seventh millennium BC spread of agriculture from
Anatoha, it requires the expansion and consequent differentia
tion of the IE stocks far earlier than is normally envisaged by
linguists. It also would seem to require a chain of IE dialects/
stocks such that Anatolian-Greek would be especially close,
then Greek-Latin, all relationships unsupported by IE
dialectology; conversely, such a model does nothing to
accommodate the relationships between Greek and the stocks
with which it does share many isoglosses, i.e., Armenian, Indo
Iranian. If the Greeks had occupied their historical seats since
the seventh millennium BC, it is difficult to understand why
we find apparently non-IE lexical items pertaining to the local
environment and economic developments ascribed to the
Neolithic and Bronze Age. Also, one might have expected the
Linear A script to have been read as Greek if Crete had been
(Proto-)Greek since the seventh millennium (when we find
the Neolithic settlement of Knossos). Finally, there are certain
basic items of the reconstructed IE vocabulary, established
from cognate sets which inclucle Greek evidence, that could
not have been known to Neolithic Greek populations. The
earliest evidence for both the horse and wheeled vehicles in
Greece does not appear until after 3000 BC. For the Greeks
to possess what would appear to be inherited words for these
items, we must then presume that they borrowed them from
an IE neighbor who still spoke Proto-Indo-European and that
the language of the (Proto-) Greeks had also been preserved
from any phonological change for millennia before they
adopted these later words so that they remained undetectable
as loan words. Later archaeological solutions to Greek origins
may well fail because of a lack of persuasive evidence for
intrusions while the Neolithic model fails because it seems
conceptually incompatible with accommodating the linguistic
evidence.

A second model would introduce Proto-Greeks at the be
ginning of the later Neolithic, c 4500-4000 BC. At this time
there appears a shift in settlement type (there is admittedly
limited evidence for this) where in place of earlier villages we
find enclosed compounds with large structures which have
been interpreted as the houses of elites. This pattern is seen
in Thessaly at the sites of Dhimini and Sesklo. It is argued
that this change from presumably egalitarian village settlement
to the citadels of the elite reflects the type of social change
that one might wish to associate with a new people
superimposing themselves on the earlier inhabitants. More
often, however, this shift in settlement type has been attributed
to local evolutions of social complexity and there is no obvious
foreign source for the later Neolithic cultures of Greece.

The third possible "intrusion" is posed for the period of
the fourth and third millennia BC, a period concurrent With
at least some of the linguistic estimates for IE time depth.
Elsewhere in southeastern Europe we find evidence for the
horse and wheeled vehicles although we have no hard
archaeological evidence for these items from Greece at this
time. Nevertheless, Greece appears to participate in an
interaction sphere which also embraces northwest Anatolia,
the east Balkans and the steppe and forest -steppe regions north
of the Black Sea. This interaction is evident, for example, in
the appearance of similar metal daggers (of copper or arsenical
bronze) across this region and the appearance of a brief
horizon of silver ornaments. There is some controversial
evidence for a cultural break in northern Greece while
southern Greece is seen to offer a more gradual transition
from the late Neolithic to the early Bronze Age. This model
presumes that under the guise of exchange patterns we might
also include some population movements that carried
languages into the Aegean from the north Balkans.

The fourth suggested horizon is the break between the
early Bronze Age periods designated Early Helladic II and
Early Helladic III (c 2300-2100 BC) where cultural change
is accompanied or followed by the destruction of earlier sites.
Innovations usually cited as evidence for intruders include a
shift in ceramic styles with the appearance of the so-called
"Minyan" ware, the appearance of two-roomed houses with
an apsidal end, perforated stone axes, small clay anchors, and
by the Middle Helladic period tumulus burial and the
appearance of the horse. These various elements do not form
a unified complex of intrusive features but derive variously
from Anatolia (new ceramic styles) or north of Greece and
appear to move through Greece progressively from north to
south arriving last in the Peloponnese. This is also a period in
which destruction horizons are known from a number of sites
which some would attribute to IE movements. Many would
argue that into this window have been lumped a variety of
features and processes, some local and some foreign, that
suggest some form of long-term progression of north to south
contacts rather than evidence for a distinct wave of,intruders.

The fifth possibility of Greek invasions is set to c 1600 Be
with the appearance of the chariot in Greece. In this model,
chariot warriors, whose remains can be found in the shaft
graves of Mycenae, entered Greece from Anatolia where
chariot warfare was earlier attested. The Hellenization of
Greece is regarded then as the superposition of a ruling elite
on the indigenous population as has also been suggested for
the Indo-Aryan conquest of India. It could be added that
surveys of the physical anthropology of Greek populations of
the Bronze Age have so far yielded no solid case for a new
population although those buried in the shaft-graves of
Mycenae do appear more robust than their predecessors.
Other arguments suggesting that the Mycenaeans do not
reflect a natural evolution on Greek soil but came from outside
Greece is the very nature of the shaft-graves themselves. They
involve an impressive assortment of status items derived from
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abroad and an emphasis on conspicuous consumption
unparalleled in earlier Greek burials.

The chariot-warrior hypothesis rests to a considerable
extent on the nature of the wheeled vehicle vocabulary of
Greek. William Wyatt has contrasted the terminology
associated with Homer's description of a horse-drawn chariot
(Iliad 5.722-730) with that obtaining for the mule-drawn
four-wheeled wagon (Iliad 24.266-275). The chariot terms,
Wyatt argues, are IE while many of the terms pertaining to
the wagon appear to lack an IE etymology. He concluded
that chariot-using Indo-Europeans (Proto-Greeks) obviously
knew the chariot when they arrived in Greece and probably
brought it with them; on arrival, they encountered an earlier
society who employed wagons and the Greeks borrowed the
terms for the wagon from the native population.

This theory is also not without its weaknesses. That part
of the vocabulary of the chariot employed in Homeric Greek
that reflects inherited PIE words, e.g., }(l)1CAa 'wheels', a~wv
'axle', 'vy6v 'yoke' , are generic terms and in other IE languages
may refer to wagons (or in the case of 'yoke', plow-teams) as
well as chariots. All those words whose semantic field is
specific to the chariot, e.g., 1CVT,P1] 'spoke', bdaawrpa 'tires',
may have underlying IE roots but these words do not have
specific chariot-associated meanings in any other IE stocks.
For this reason, while it is certain that we can reconstruct a
PIE 'wheeled vehicle', there is no specific lexical support for
a PIE 'chariot' and it seems likely that the Greeks shifted some
of the the wagon terms to the chariot which was in existence
in the steppe-lands since c 2000 BC if not somewhat earlier.
The linguistic argument presumes that 'this shift is unlikely
since this would require a model where the Greeks would so
thoroughly have shifted their wagon terms to the chariot that
they would have no inherited words left for the wagon and
would then have had to adopt the non-IE vocabulary for the
four-wheeled wagon. But this entire argument, as with so
many arguments concerning loan-word vocabulary in Greek,
implicitly presumes that the wagon terms in Homer come
from a pre-Greek population in Greece. The Linear B tablets
are of minimal use here since the only suggestion of a wagon
is the appellative use of Myc a-pe-ne-WG (cf. Grk aJrfJv1]
'wagon'). Given that the mule only began spreading across
the Mediterranean into Greece from Asia in the first
millennium BC, it is entirely possible that some of the specific
terms relating to a mule-drawn wagon post-dated the arrival
of the Indo-Europeans in Greece. In any event, the other Greek
word for the four-wheeled wagon, Grk apa~a, may well
derive from a PIE *h2em-OaKs-iha 'wagon-chassis' (with
cognates in Tocharian).

From an archaeological standpoint, an invasion of chariot
warriors has only the appearance of the chariot to sustain it.
The chariot begins to appear in Anatolia at about c 1950
1850 BC (seal impression from Karum Kanesh II) and chariots
are known from the same period also in the Volga-Ural region.
Other items of comparison are the disc-shaped bridle cheek
pieces which are attested in Mycenae from c 1600 BC and are
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found somewhat earlier in the steppe region. It seems difficult
to deny that there were connections between the steppe,
Anatolia and Greece, but precisely how these are to be
explained is far from understood. A late Bronze Age intrusion
of chariot-warriors might have introduced the Proto-Greek
language from elsewhere but there is really no solid evidence
of this intrusive culture other than the chariot and the cheek
piece, both of which could have represented technological
diffusion. Other items suggesting long distant connections,
e.g., the presence of Baltic amber in Mycenaean tombs, may
well be explained by exchange systems and are difficult to
link to either a steppe or Anatolian origin, and parallels such
as the use of golden death-masks at Mycenae and the
modelling of clay faces on Catacomb skulls in the steppe
region seem more than· a bit distant without intervening
evidence.

Subsequent evidence for population intrusion, such as the
appearance of crude pottery in the twelfth century after the
collapse of the Mycenaean citadels, is usually associated with
north-south movements within Greece itself which may be
tied to the Dorian invasions of Greek tradition but are too
recent to explain the arrival of the Greeks.

As to which, if any, of the proposed "intrusions" the Proto
Greeks should be attributed still seems impossible to
determine.

See also INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES; INDO-EUROPEAN

HOMELAND; MACEDONlAN lANGUAGE. [D.Q.A.j.PM.j
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GREEN
*l{jehl- 'deep intense shade, ± green'. [lEW 540-541

(*J<ei-); Wat 28 (*kei-); GI 200 (*J<hey- ~ *J<hy-eH-); Buck
15.67]. OE hIw « *J<ihl-l,JO-) 'color' (> NE hue), htewen «
*J<jehl-l,JO-no-) 'blue, purple, gray', OPms sywan « *J<ihl
l,JO-) 'gray', Lith sjvas « *J<ihl-l,JO-) 'light gray', semas «
*J<iehl-mo-) 'blue-gray', oes sivtJ « *J<ihl-l,JO-) 'dark gray',
sinr'dark blue', se sinji (*J<ihl-ni-) 'sea green', Alb thin}e
( *J<ihl-ni-) 'gray', Av syava- (in Syavarsan- 'having dark horses'
and other proper n~mes), Khat sava- 'copper', Sogd s'w «
*J<jehl-l,JO-) 'dark-colored', OIn~ syama- « *](jehl-mo- = Lith
semas) 'dark brown, dark green', syava- « *J<jehl-l,JO-)

'brown', TochB kwe1e' « *J<ilJolo-) 'black, dark gray'.
Distribution indicates PIE status.

*slihxu- 'plum-colored'. [lEW 965 (*(5)11-); Wat 61
(*511-); GI 615). OIr 11 'color', Wels lliw'color', Lat 1Ivor «
*(s)leihxu-es-) 'bluish color', OE slah 'sloe' (> NE sloe), OHG
sleha 'sloe' (Proto-Gmc *slaixwa- perhaps metathesized
< *sloihxu-ko-), Rus sliva « *sleihrl,Jo-) 'plum', se slIv'plum
colored'. A word of the IE northwest. GI's suggestion that this
color-term is derived from a word for 'lead' seen in Hit suli(ya)

'lead' founders on phonological incompatibilities (we would
expect Hit *s(a)liwa-).

*I<er- - *J<ruos 'grayish blue, grayish green'. [lEW 573
574 (*ker- - *J<er-) , 582 (*J<e-ro-)]. Lith sitvas « *J<[-I)O-)

'blue-gray', sitmas « *J<[-mo-) 'blue gray', Alb thjer-me «
*J<er-I)o-) '(blue)gray', sur-me « *J<[-u-) 'dark gray, black',
Grk 1G1PVAO~ mythical sea-bird, often identified with the
Halcyon, i.e., river kingfisher (which has greenish-blue
plumage), OInd sara- « *J<or-o-) 'colored'. A word of the
center and east of the IE world.

*modheros 'madder; blue'. [lEW 747 (*modhro-); Wat
43 (*modhro-)]. ON maora 'madder', OE mxdere 'madder'
(> NE madder), OHG matara 'madder', se modar'blue', Czech
modry 'blue', Hit antara « *amtara < *matara-) 'blue'.
Although not widely attested, the geographical distribution
of those attestations would seem to guarantee PIE status.

After yellow, some form of green is the next color expected
in the evolutionary color sequence proposed by Berlin and

Kay Under the designation GRUE one might also expect that
various shades of blue, gray, violet and brown would also
have been included. The root *](jehl-, which is found from
Germanic to Indic and thus can be ascribed to Indo-European,
may accommodate our expectations as it signifies the range
of colors expected of GRUE in a third-stage color system. This
word was replaced in the extreme northwest (Celtic, Italic)
by a second root, *slihxu-, probably derived from 'plum' or
'berry' in the more easterly languages of Germanic and Slavic.
Lith slpvas is a loan from Slavic. In all of these languages new
words for 'green' (e.g., OIrglas, Lat viridis, Proto-Gmc *groni-)

are attested. The Celtic is a derivative of the root 'yellow', also
found in Greek XAmp6~, Baltic (Lith zalias, Latv zals) and Slavic
(OeS zelenQ, Rus zelenyj). In Hit hahlawant-, a root for 'grow',
has given a term for 'green' as it did in Germanic. It has been
suggested that Homeric Greek lacked a word for GREEN and
possessed only a Stage IIIlII system (Le., J1iM~ [BLACK], A.ruKOs
[WHITE], and £pv(}p6~ [RED]; xAwp6~ is regarded as a term for
desaturated greens and yellows (= GROW). The number of
innovations for GREEN found in other languages also warns
against full acceptance of a PIE GREEN.

The third root, *J{er-, found from the Baltic to the Aegean
and into India, was often confused with 'gray' and thus
probably referred to a less intense or lighter, grayish blue or
green that is to be assumed for PIE. The same color may have
been designated in Germanic by Proto-Gmc *gr~wa 'gray'
perhaps cognate with Lat ravus (if irregularly from *ghr(e)hl
l,JO-) 'tawny'. If PIE GREEN is encoded in the above series of
words whose attested meanings range from 'blue' and 'gray'
to 'brown' and 'black', one can then posit a Stage IV system
for PIE; without a PIE word for the primary color GREEN, we
must presume a Stage III system.

The Slavic, Germanic, and Hittite words for 'blue' probably
reflect *modheros 'madder' a plant employed in the manu
facture of blue dye. *bhl(e)hluos, the source of Proto-Gmc
*bl~wa- 'blue', is cognate with Lat [Javus « *bhJhlVOS)
'yellow'.

See also COLOR; YEllOW. [M.E.H.]
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GREENS see VEGETABLES

GRIEVE
*reudha- 'mourn, lament' (pres. *reudhati). [lEW 867

(*reud-); Wat 54 (*reu-)]. Lat rudo 'roar, bellow, bray', ON
rauta 'roar' (borrowed> NE rout, root), OE reotan 'moan',
OHG riozan 'weep, cry', Lith raumi 'mourn, lament', Latv
raadat 'mourn, lament', Slav rydati 'weep, cry; sob', Av raod

'lament, moan', OInd roditi 'weeps, roars'. ef. the widespread
derivative *roudhaos: OHG r6z 'cry', Lith rauda 'cry', Olnd
roda- 'cry'. Widespread and old in IE.
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*glagh- 'cry out, lament'. [lEW 350-351 (*gIag-)]. MIr
glam « *glagh-smeha-) 'cry', OHGklagon 'bewail, complain
about', Av gJrJzaiti 'lament, cry', Olnd grhati 'laments'. An
enlargement of *gheI- 'cry out, sing'.

*haegh- 'be afflicted, downcast, fearful; grieve' (perfect
*haeha6ghh2e 'am afraid'). (IEW7-8 (*agh-); Wat 1 (*agh-);
Buck 16.53; BK 459 (*hak'-/*hJk'-)]. aIr ad-agathar 'fears',
ON agi 'terror', ogn 'fright', OHG akr - egI'terror', Goth og'is
afraid', un-agands 'unafraid', af-agjan 'be moved, frightened',
Grk axvVIJal 'am inflicted, grieve', ax80jlal 'am vexed,
grieve" Av ara- 'evil', OInd agha- 'evil'. Cf. the widespread
derivative *haeghlos: '± affliction' in Mlr alad « *haeghloto-)
'wound', MWe1s aeleu « *haeghlol,Jo-) 'pain', OE eg(e)le
'disagreeable, offensive', eglan 'inflict pain', egliim 'grieve'
(> NE ail), Goth agls 'disgraceful', agIo· 'tribulation', agljan
'harm', aglus 'difficult'; and the derivative *haeghes- in OE
ege 'fear', egesa 'fear', a HG agiso - egiso 'terror', egiscm 'terrify' ,
Goth agis 'fear, anxiety, terror', Grk axo~ 'mental affliction or
pain'. Widespread and old in IE.

*leug- 'grieve, be pained'. [cf. lEW686 ( *Ieug-)]. Lat lugeo
« *lougeje/o-) 'mourn, lament', Grk A,EVraA,eO~ 'sad,
horrible', Avrp6~ 'baneful, mournful', TochB 1akle 'pain,
suffering'. A word of the center and east of the IE world.

*?gem- 'weep, lament, moan'. [Buck 16.39; BK 279
(*k'am-/*k'Jm-)]. Nlr geamh 'prattle', Lat gemo 'sigh, moan,
lament, groan', Arm cmrim 'grieve'. If all these words belong
together, then we have evidence for a word at least of the
west and center of the IE world.

See also CAll; FEAR; PAIN. [D.Q.A.]

GRIND
*melh2- 'grind' (pres. *m6lh2ti). [IEW716-718 (*mel-);

Wat 40-41 (*meb-); GI 598 (*mel-); Buck 5.56; BK 518
(*mul-/*mol-)l. OIr meilid 'grinds', Wels malu 'grind', Lat
molo 'grind', ON mala 'grind', OHG malan 'grind', Goth malan
'grind', OPms malunis 'mill', Lith malii 'grind', OCS melj9
'grind', Rusmo16tf'grind', Grk lLVA17 'mill', Arm malem 'crush',
Hit mal1(aJ- 'grind', OInd mroAti 'crushes', IacM malyw
'crush, squeeze, lay waste', IochB me1y- 'crush, squeeze, lay
waste', mal- 'crush, repress'. An enlargement of this verb is
TochB mlutk- « *ml(h2J-eu-T-sKe/o-) 'grind'. Cf. the
widespread derivatives meaning 'meal' or 'nourishment':
MWels blawt 'meal', ON mj9l 'meal', OE melu 'meal' (> NE
mea!), OHG meJo'meal', OPrus meltan 'meal', Lith (pI.) miltai
'meal', Latv (pI.) milti 'meal', Rus melivo 'nourishment', Alb
mjel 'meal'. The Latin derivative immolare 'sprinkle with
sacrificial meal' retains the religious associations bound up
with agricultural fertility. The agreement of Hittite and the
various European stocks (as well as, in part, Tocharian B) on
the agricultural meaning 'grind' virtually assures us that that .
meaning is PIE in date.

*ghrendh- 'grind' (pres. *ghrendheti). [lEW459 (*ghren
dh-); Wat 23 (*ghrendh-); Buck 5.56; BK 351 (*Gar-/
*GJr-)). Lat frendo 'gnash the teeth', ON grotti 'mill', OE
grindan 'grind' (> NE grind), Lith grendu 'scrape, scratch (off)',

GROUND

Grk x6v8po~ (if dissimilated from *Xpov8p6~) 'grain'. A
younger word than the previous one, found in the west and
center of the IE world.

*h.,el- 'grind down'. [lEW 28-29 (*al-); Wat 2 (*al-); GI
598; BK 404 ( *hal-/*hJ1-)]. Grk aA,Eill 'grind, bruise, pound',
Arm a/am 'grind', Oind 3I)U- 'fine, minute « *'ground fine');
Panicum miliaceum' (OInd < *a1nu-). A word of the southeast
of the IE world.

See also AGRICULruRE; QUERN; THRESH. ID.Q.A.]

GROUND
*bhudhn6- 'bottom' > 'ground, depth, foot, root'. [lEW

174 (*bhudh-m(e)n); Wat 10 (*bhudh-); Buck 12.34]. Mir
bonn 'sole of foot', Lat fundus 'bottom, piece of land', ON
botn 'bottom', OE botm 'bottom' (> NE bottom), OHG bodam
'bottom', Grk 1rv8IJr,v 'bottom, depth, root', 1tvv8a~ 'bottom,
depth', Av buna- « *bundna-?) 'bottom, ground, depth', OInd
budhna- 'bottom, foot, root'. Arm bun is a loanword from
Iranian, as is Mari pundas, which points to *bund(n)a-. Later
Indian languages also have -nd(h)-, e.g., Prakrit bundha-. The
relation between the two Greek forms must be first established
as they clearly have the same base and exactly the same
meaning. Grk -v8- cannot be from *-ndh-. (The argument
that the place-name nv8va proves Macedonian origin for 8
< *dh is incorrect as the name I£pa1CVr/8va = -1rErpa on Crete
indicates that the word was not Macedonian but a pre-Greek
word probably meaning 'rock'). The old explanation that
-no- < -mno- seems both unnecessary and improbable as all
languages would have reduced -mno- independently (as Greek
still retains the original form). The development *-dhn- >
*ndh(nJ- is quite understandable. The Germanic alternation
of dentals is due to Kluge's Law (Cn > pp, tt, kk); the Germanic
m is secondary. The original meaning in PIE seems to be
'bottom', i.e., 'the (flat) base of a hollow object or space'; the
meaning 'ground', which is not found in Greek, is secondary.

*te1hr om - *tlhrom? 'floor (of planks)?' [lEW 1061
(*tel-); Wat 69 (*tel-); Buck 1.211. aIr calam (gen. caiman)
« *telhrmon-?) 'earth, ground', Lat (ellus (gen.) ce110ris
'earth', medicullium « *-toll-i-) 'inland, middle', ON jJel
'ground'~ jJil(i) 'plank, wall of planks', OE Pel 'floor', jJille
'plank of a floor', OHG dil(oJ 'plank', OPms talus 'floor of
room', Lith tiles « *tJhx-) (pI.) 'planks at the bottom of a
ship', Latv tilandi 'planks at the bottom of a ship', ORus erlo
« *tJhx-o-) 'bottom', Rus t10 'bottom', Oind cala- 'surface,
bottom'. The Germanic, Baltic and Slavic forms appear to
belong together; PIE status depends largely on the validity of
the Old Indic cognate. The relation between 'planks' and 'floor'
remains uncertain as well as other possible cognates, e.g.,
OCS steljp 'spread out (bed, rooO'; Grk TIJA,la 'playing table'
should be rejected since a lengthened grade is most
improbable and the underlying meaning may derive from
'sieve'. Connection with the PIE root *(s)celhx- 'fiat' is likewise
uncertain.

*dhgh(e)men - *dhghmeha(-iJ? 'on(to) the ground'. [lEW
414 (*ghoem-); BK 81 (*diq[hj-/*deq[hj-)I. Lal humr «



GROUND

*!fom-) 'on the ground', OPms semmai 'down', Lith iemat
'low, below, underneath', Grk xaJia{ « *dhghI]1mehaJ?) 'on
the ground', OInd jman 'on the ground', k$ama 'on the
ground'. Adverbs derived from *dhghem- 'earth' are much
debated. The form in -en is supposed to be *hien 'in'; the
word for 'man', *dhgheman (Lat homo < hema, etc.), is
supposed to be derived from this adverb. The Latin form is a
normal locative from humus, the Baltic is a normal adverb in
*-ai< *-oi. Grk xaJia[ is now suggested to contain a locative
suffix *-eh2(-i) from a Lindeman variant *dhghI]1-. OInd
k$ama might be a similar formation.

The wide semantic field of *bhudhn6- which ranges from
'ground' to 'wooden stand', etc., was pressed by W Porzig to
suggest that the various meanings could be best explained by
presuming an original IE environment that involved marshy
land and settlement raised on timber supports, in short, the
so-called Swiss "lake-dwellings", actually lake-side dwellings,
where houses were raised above the wet ground on wooden
piles. Even Porzig saw that this was hardly evidence to erect
a new homeland solution which archaeologically would be
regarded as fantastic and linguistically without compelling
evidence.

See also EARTH; HOUSE. [RS.PB.]

Further Readings
Hajnal,1. (992) Griechisch xapa{ - ein Problem der Rekonstruk

tion? Rekonstruktion und relative Chronologie, Akten d. VIII
Fachtagung der Idg. Gesellschaft, ed. R. S. P Beekes, Innsbruck,

207-220.
Porzig, W (933) Boden. W6rter und Sachen 15, 112-133.

GROUP see LINEAGE

GROVE
*nemes- '(sacred) grove'. [lEW 764 (*nemos-)]. OIr

neimed 'sacred grove, sanctuary', Lat nemus 'wood with
pasture land for cattle, sacred grove', OSax nimidas 'sacred
grove', Grk vt)10~ 'wooded pasture, glade'. In terms of our
firm evidence on the religious symbolism of trees, we have to
infer that the sacred groves in question consisted in large part
of oak trees bearing, of course, acorns and hung with mistle
toe. There are frequent references to sacred groves among the
various stocks offering cognate terms. In addition to OIr
neimed, we also have Celtic place-names with the element
'grove' from Britain Aquae Amemetiae to the sacred oak grove
of the Galatians of Asia Minor at Drunemeton, while Tacitus
describes both the sacred groves of the defiant druids on
Anglesey as well as the sacred grove of the Germanic Semnones
who believed their sacred grove to be the birth-place of their
tribe and home of their highest god. It is possible but
inherently unlikely that the whole *nemes-set is derived from
the verbal root *nem- 'to bow, to reverence', as reflected in
Av n;Jmah- 'bow, reverence', OInd namas- 'bow, reverence'.
The distribution of solid cognates clearly indicates a word of
the west and center of the IE world.

See also BEND; TREES. [PE]

GROW
*haeug- 'grow'. [lEW 84-85 (*al}eg-); Wat 4 (*aug-); GI

206 (*Hauk'-); Buck 12.53; BK 399 (*naw-/*naw-)I. Lat augeo
'augment, increase', ON auka 'augment, increase', OE t'iacian
'augment, increase', OHG ouhhon 'augment, increase', Goth
aukan 'augment, increase', Lith augu 'grow', Latv aOgt 'grow',
Grk at~(i) 'increase', Av uxsyeiti 'grows', Oind Ok$ati
'strengthens', TocM ok- 'grow, increase', TochB auk- 'grow,
increase', TochB auks- '± sprout, grow up'. Cf. the widespread
derivative *haeugmen-: Lat augmentum 'growth', Lith augmuo
'growth', OInd ojman- 'strength', TochB auki '± increase'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*halJokseje/o- 'grow'. [lEW 84-85 (*al}ek-s-); Wat 4
(*aug-); GI 206 (*Hwek'-); Buck 12.531. Goth wahsjan
'increase, grow', Av vaxsaiti 'grows', OInd vak$ayati 'grows'.
A derivative of the previous word.

*gerha- 'grow, age, mature'. [lEW 390-391 (*ger-); Wat
20 (*ger;J-); GI 151 (*k'erH-); BK 284 (*k'irY-/*k'erY-)I. OCS
zureti 'ripen', Grk YTJPOOK'Q) 'age, grow older', OInd jarafi
'makes old, decrepit', jiryati ~ juryati 'grows old, becomes
decrepit', TocMB kwar- 'age, grow old'. Cf. Alb grua 'old
woman', Grk rpav~ 'old woman', rtpwv'old man', yfjpa~

'old age', Arm cer'oId; old man', OIndj,1rant- 'old, decrepit;
old man', janis- 'old age', TochB (pi.) sran 'old men'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*hlleudh- 'grow' (pres. *hlleudhe/o-). [lEW 684-685
(*leudh-); Wat 37 (*leudh-); GI 216 (*(eJl-eu-dh -), d. GI
398 (*leudhero-); Buck 12.53]. Olr Jus 'plant', Lat Llber'god
of growth', OE leodan'spring up, grow', OHG ar-liolan 'grow',
Goth liudan 'grow', Av raoc5aiti 'grows', Oind r6dhati 'grows'.
Cf. .the derivatives *hlJeudheros: Lat lIber'free', Jlberf'children
(as opposed to slaves)', Grk EAEV8EPO~ 'free'; *h lIeudhis
'people': ON ljoar 'people', OE leod 'person' (pi.) leode «
*hi1eudhejes) 'a people, country', OHG Jiut 'person', liut(i)
'people' (Medieval Lat l< Burgundian] 1eudis 'free-born
commoner'), Lith liaudis 'common people', Latv laudis
'common people', OCS (pI.) ljudije« *hjJeudhejes) 'people',
ljudu 'a people', Rus ljudi 'people; servants', ljud 'a people'.
These represent a couple of metaphorical extensfons. First
we have the 'grOWing', i.e., 'younger' generation; secondly we
have the 'growth' of the people, more particularly one's own
ethnic group who are 'free'in contrast to outsiders within the
group who are likely there as slaves. The focus of this word's
meaning was apparently the growth to maturity of humans.
Widespread and old in IE.

*hael- 'grow' (pres. *haele/o-). [lEW 26-27 (*al-); Wat 2
(*a1-); BK 380 (*naJY-/*n;JI>'-)]. OIr ailid 'nourishes', Lat ahJ
'nOUrish', alesca'grow', ON ala 'nOUrish', OE alan 'grow', Goth
alan 'grow', Grk vEa;b7~ 'lively', avaAro~ 'insatiable' and
perhaps OInd an-ala- 'fire (if < *'the unquenchable'?). Cf. Lat
altus 'high', OE eald 'old' (> NE old), OHG alt 'old'. Certainly
a word of the west and center of the IE world. If the Indic
word is to be included (and that is questionable since it may
well be a Dravidian loanword), then it is old in IE.

*fer- 'grow'. [lEW 577 (*ker-); Wat 30 (*ker-); CI 555
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(*}{her-); Buck 12.53; BK205 (*li[h}irY-/*li[h}erY_)l. Lat cresco
'grow', ereo'create', Ceres 'goddess of the fruitful earth', OHG
hirso 'millet', Lith seriD 'feed', pa-saras 'fodder, feed', Alb
thjerre 'lentils', Grk 1(opeVVfJlll 'satisfy', 1(OVPO~ « *J<or-l)o-)
'adolescent', Arm serem 'bring forth'. From *J<er-hxk-we have
TochB kark- 'sprout', karak 'branch' (TachA karke 'branch'),
karas 'forest'. The focus of this word's meaning seems to have
been the growth of plants.

*mehl(i)- 'grow' (pres. *mohl(j)ei). [cf. lEW 704 (*me-);
GI 597 (*meH(i)-); BK 422 (*ma-/*md-)]. Hit mai- 'grow',
maya(nt)- 'grown man', OInd mimfte 'is conceived, grows (of
the fetus in the womb); reveals strength', TochB maiwe
« *moh] il)o-) 'young man, youth'. Though the verb is attested
in only two stocks, the derived *meh]ro- ~ *moh]ro- 'large'
is considerably more widely known, thus confirming the PIE
status of this word.

*uredh- 'grow, stand, take shape' (pres. *ur6dheD. [lEW
1167 (*l)erdh-); GI 205 (*wredh-); Buck 12.53J. Latv radit
'bear', oes redu 'nourishment', rodu 'race, tribe', Rus roditf
'produce, offspring', Grk 6p(J6~ 'upright, straight, true', Av
vdrddaiti 'grows', OInd v[dhali 'grows, increases, becomes
strong', vradhant- 'upright', TochAB wrat- 'shape, form'. With
a new full-grade, i.e., as if from*l)erdh-: Av vaIddaite 'grows',
OInd vardhati ~ vardhate 'grows, increases, becomes strong'.
An abstract noun *l)r6dh[(gen. *l)[dhnos) '± standing, taking
shape' is reflected, with considerable analogical remodeling,
in OCS ranD « *l)rodhnos) and Grk op(Jpo~ both 'time just
before or at daybreak, dawn' (i.e., the time the sun takes
shape). More distantly related are ON roskinn 'ripe, mature',
Goth ga-WTisqan 'bear fruit' (Gmc < *l)reskW

-), Alb Tnt (? <

*l)[t-) 'grow, enlarge'. At least a word of the center and east of
the PIE world.

See also GRAIN; lARGE; SWELL [D.Q.A.l

GRUNT
?*g(h)ru(n)(d)- 'grunt'. [lEW 406 (*gru-); Wat 24

(*gru-); Buck 18.14]. Lat grunniO - grundio 'grunt', OE
grunnian 'grunt' (> NE grunL), OHG grunzian 'grunt', Grk
ypvsm 'grunt'. Almost surely independent onomatopoeic
formations in the stocks where they are attested.

See also ANIMAL CRY. [D.Q.A.J

GUEST
*ghostis 'guest; stranger, enemy'. [JEW 453 (*ghosti-s);

Wat 23 (*ghos-ti-); GI 657 (*tosthi-); Buck 19.56; BK 237
(*gus-/*gos-)]. Lat hostis 'stranger, enemy', hospes « *hosti
pot-s) 'foreigner, guest; host' « *'guest-master'), ON gestr
'guest' (borrowed> NE guest), OE giest 'stranger, guest', OHG
gast 'stranger, guest', Goth gasts 'guest', OCS goslI'guest', gos
podI'master'. Possibly also Luv kasi-, if it means 'guest'. An
outsider in IE society could be considered both as a guest
and as a potential foe and this ambiguity is reflected in the

GUMS

semantic development of this root which pertains at least to
the IE northwest. The neutral meaning 'stranger' was
sometimes preserved, e.g., in ancient Rome where the stranger
enjoyed the same rights as a Roman citizen. According to
Benveniste, the Lat hostis was not a 'stranger' in general but
someone with whom some sort of reciprocal recognition, such
as gift-exchange, was recognized. This also helps explain the
incorporation of the concept of hospitality within the semantic
range of this term. It has been suggested that initially IE social
customs required one to be more hospitable to strangers but
with the progressive change in customs and experiences,
especially the shift from societies based on interpersonal
relations to ones governed by relationships within states, this
duty was no longer observed and the original meaning of
*ghostis changed dialectally according to the prevailing
attitude towards strangers. It is evident from its usage in Latin
that this involved an increasingly hostile relationship.

See also EXCHANGE; FREEMAN; FRIEND. [E.e.p]

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1973) Indo-European Language and Society. Coral

Gables, Florida, University of Miami, 71-83.

GULL
The ancients did not discriminate well between different

varieties of seabirds and what has come down to us as words
for 'gull' were probably not tightly used. Greek has both I(ava~

from a root 'to shriek' and Aapo~'gull', another onomatopoeic
root (*la-; lEW 650 (*la-)) which is also said to underlie ON
16 'sandpiper' and Arm lor 'quail'. Lat mergus was most any
waterfowl, but ultimately became the word for 'gull' alone;
Late Lat lams 'gull' is a Greek loan. Some of the other IE
stocks drew from roots denoting other birds, e.g., OPrus kerko
'sea bird' « *kVr-C-) and Arm oror 'gull' from *h]cr- 'eagle'.
It is clear then that there are no grounds for reconstructing a
PIE word for 'seagull'.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.I

GUlLET
*gut['gullet, throat'. [lEW 394 (*gut-[) I. Lat guttur'gullet,

throat, neck', Hit kuttar 'nape of neck'. Although poorly
attested, the Anatolian cognate suggests a word of considerable
antiquity.

*bherug- 'gullet'. [JEW 145 (*bherug-)J. Lat Immen 'gullet',
Grk qJapv(y)~ 'gullet', Arm erbue 'breast'. Prohably also
belonging here is ON barki 'neck' though there is no trace of
*-u- in this latter word. Both these words appear to be old in
PIE, though *gut[ may be the older.

See also ANATOMY; MOUTH. [D.Q.A.]

GUMUGOU CULTURE see QAWRIGHUL CULTURE

GUMS see MOUTH
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•

HAIL see ICE

HAIR
Head Hair (Human)

*Kripo- (Albanian, Indo-Iranian) *Kripes- (Latin, Albanian)
'± head and facial hair'. [Buck 4.14]. Lat crInis « *kripsni-)
'headhair', Alb krip '(short) headhair, facial hair', krife
« *Rripsijeha-) 'mane', Av srifa- 'plume', Oind sipra (dual)
« *sripa) 'moustache and beard, bearded lips'. An old word,
one that does not appear to be derived from any attested verbal
root, that seems to have been largely replaced by newer
formations and geographically and semantically marginalized.

Beard
*sm6KlJ( 'chin, beard'. [lEW 968 (*smek-); GI 96

(*smeJ(h-r-); Buck 4.142]. OE sm~ras(p1.) « *smahria-) 'lips',
Lith smakras - smakra 'chin', Latv smakrs 'chin', Alb mjeker
(with new vowel) 'chin, beard', Arm mawruk' 'beard', Hit
z(a)mankur 'beard', Oind smasru-. « *smasru-) 'beard,
(especially) moustache'. From *smeK- 'chin'. This is the oldest
reconstructible word for 'beard'.

*bhardh-eha- 'beard'. [lEW 110 (*bhardha); Wat 5
(*bhardha-); GI 61 (*1Jhardha); Buck 4.142; BK 4 (*bar-/
*bdr-)]. Lat barba « *farba) 'beard', ON bard 'beard', OE
beard 'beard' (> NE beard), OHG bart 'beard', OPrus bordus
'beard', Lith barzda (with secondary -z-) 'beard', Latv barda
'beard', OCS brada 'beard, chin', Rus boroda 'beard, chin'.
Compare the derivative *bhardh-eha-tos 'bearded': Lat
barbatus 'bearded', Lith barzd6tas 'bearded', OCS bradat1J
'bearded'. Related ultimately to words for 'bristle' or 'point'
(d. NE bristle or Oind bh[$ti- 'spike, point'), *bhardh-eha
itself is clearly a western regionalism within late PIE.

•

Body Hair (Human)
*pou-m-s- '(human) body-hair'. Lat pubes 'pubic hair',

pubes 'one adult enough to bear arms' « *'one characterized
by adult body-hair'), pubesco 'attain adulthood, come to
maturity', Lith (dial.) paustis 'animal hair', Rus pukh 'down,
fluff, fine hair', Alb push 'hair, down, fibre, fur', pushem 'begin
to grow a beard, body hair', Grk lUffylJJV « *pol)lJ1-gon-)
'beard', Shughni pum 'down, fluff', Oind pl1man (gen.
pUIPSas) 'man, male' « *'one characterized by adult body
hair').

*pulos '(a single) hair (of the' human body)'. [lEW 850
(*pu-lo-)]. Mir ul « *pulu) 'beard', Grk 1tUAIYYE~ 'hairs of
the body', Pashto pal 'fringe of hair', Kurdish pur 'headhair',
Oind pulakas (pI.) 'bristling hairs of the body', pulastin
'wearing the hair straight or smooth'. See discussion in next
entry.

*pilos '(a single) hair (of the human body)', ·piles- 'felt'.
[IEW830 (*pi-lo-); Wat 51 (*pilo-); Buck 4.141. Lat pilus '(a
single) hair (of the human body)', pilleus « *pilseio-) (adj.)
'felt', oes plustf'felt', Grk 1tlA..O~« *pilsos) 'felt'. Probably in
origin *pilo- is but a variant, via sporadic unrounding of *-u
in a labial environment, of *pulo-. A derivative, *piles-, seems
early to have been specialized as 'felt'. '*pu-lo- itself is obviously
related to *pou-ms-. Ihis group, which is almost pan-IE, is
clearly the word for '(human) body hair'.

Mane
*k(eJhaisVr- 'mane'. (lEW 520 (*kais-)). Lat caesaries

'(long) headhair', Olnd kesara- 'hair, mane', IocM sisri «
*sisri-) 'mane', Probably the oldest reconstructible word for
'mane',

*ghait(soJ- 'hair, mane'. [lEW 410 (ghait-a); Wat 20-21
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HAIR

(*ghait-)]. Mlr gaIsid 'stiff, stubbly hair', Grk Xah1J 'long
flowing hair, mane', Av gaesa- 'curly hair'. It is not clear
whether this word was originally 'mane' or 'human headhair'.
Of late PIE date.

Body Hair (Animal)
*j6lCu or *jelfu (gen. *jeKus) 'body hair'. Arm asr 'wool',

OInd yasu '± pubic hair', TocMB yok 'body hair, wool'. If all
these words belong here, this would seem to be the earliest
reconstructible word for '(animal) hair'.

*g6ur(gen. *gun6s) '(animal) body hair'. (IEW397 (*geu
ro-s); Buck 4.14) .Mlr guaire « *gourjeha-) 'hair (of animals),
bristles', ON karr « *gol)Vro-) 'curl of hair', perhaps Goth
kuna-wida 'fetters', Lith gauras 'down, tuft of hair' , Latv gaiiri
(pI.) 'pubic hair', Av gaona- 'body hair; color', Oind guna
'thread, string'. Possibly belonging here are Bulg gl1na 'furcoat',
gl1nja 'goathair cloak', Rus gun{j)a 'womout garment, old
furcoat', though they are usually taken as loanwords from
some Altaic language. Perhaps from *geu- 'be bent, curl' and,
though more widespread, likely to be younger than the
underived *itku.

?*.reumn- 'horse-hair' or 'fleece'. [IEW868 (*reu-); cf. Wat
55 (*reu-); Buck 4.14; BK 601 (*ruw-/*row-)). OIr ron 'horses
mane', Nlr riiaimneach « *reumenako-) 'long hair', Wels
rhawn « *reu(m)no-) 'horse's mane', Rus runo
« *reu(m)no-) 'fleece', NPers rom 'pubic hair', Sarikoli reb
'body-hair, fur', Olnd roman- - ,1oman- 'body hair of men
and animals' (Indo-Iran *rauman-). Also related: ON r9gg
r9ggr « Proto-Gmc *rawwo-/rawwa-) 'long hair'. From
*reu(hx)- 'pluck', thus *reumn-'that which is plucked'.
*reumn- is a banal formation and thus may have been
independently created at either end of the IE world,
particularly as the Celtic terms seem to be 'horse-hair' while
the eastern words look to be 'fleece' (whence 'body hair').

Hair (General)
*uendh- '(a single) hair', *ue/ondhso- 'facial hair'. [lEW

1148 (*I)endh-); Buck 4.14; BK 511 (*wun-d-/*won-d-)].
MIr find (DIL finna) 'a single hair (of humans or animals);
fleece, fur', fes « *l)endhsos) 'lip; beard; pubic hair', OHG
wint-brawa 'eye-lash', OPms wanso « *I)ondhseha-) 'first
beard', OCS V9sQ 'beard, moustache', Grk lOVOO~ 'hair root,
young beard; acne', Khot vatca- « *l)e/ondhso + -ca-) 'facial
hair'. Certainly of PIE date.

*dhrigh- '± a (coarse) hair'. [lEW 276 (*dhrigh-); Buck
4.14]. MIr gairb-driuch 'bristle, rough hair', Grk (Jpi~ 'a single
hair' (pI. 'hair [mostly of head), [pig's] bristles, woo!'), Khat
dro 'hair', TochB traksim (pI.) 'awns'. Another old term in
PIE, one largely replaced in the central PIE area by the
following word.

*](enes)- '± (rough) hair, bristle'. [IEW583 ( *J(er(sJ-); Buck
4.14; BK 204 (*ti[h]ir-/*[f[h]er-)]. ON har'hair', OE ha:r'hair'
(> NE hair), OHG haar 'hair' (all < *J(ero-) , OHG hursti «
*R{sti-) 'crest', Lith se1)'s'bristle, animal hair', Lith (dial.) si1)'s

.'hair', Latv sari (pI.) 'bristles, horsehair, mane, hair', oes srDstl

« *K[sti-) 'hair', Rus serstl'wool, animal hair'. The wide variety
of ablaut and formation suggests a respectable antiqUity but
its geographical spread suggests a status of a northwest
regionalism within PIE.

*delC- 'thread, hair'. [JEW 191 (*dek-); Wat 11 (*dek-);
Buck 4.14; BK 159 (*t'Yak[h]-/*c'Ydk[hj_)j. Mlr dual

« *doklo-) 'lock of hair', ON tagl'horse tail,' OE ccpg(e)l'tail'
(> NE rai!), OHG zagel 'tail' I Goth tagl 'a single hair' (all from
*dokI6-), ON tag 'thread, fibre', MHG zach « *deJ<(jehaJ-)
'wick', Khat dasa- 'thread', Olnd dasa- 'fringe', TocM saku «
*deKl)eha-) 'headhair'. Probably here should also be SC dlaka
(if it represents a metathesized *dolko-) 'a hair', Shughni 86f<.c
'goat's hair', Sarikoli 80rs 'goat's hair' (Proto-Iranian *darsa-),
Khot dairsa- 'pertaining to goat's hair' « Proto-Iranian
*darsya-). The original meaning of *dek- is more likely to
have been 'thread' than 'hair'. However, a shift to '(lock 00
hair' of the derivative *doklo- was widespread (Celtic,
Germanic, Slavic, Iranian) and surely of late PIE date. Toch
*deKl)eha- represents an independent shift of 'thread' > 'hair'.

Cut Hair
*koiK- 'cut hair'. Lith kfiiSiu 'scrape, shave', kaisa'scrapings',

Alb qeth « *k6iJ<-e/o-) 'cut hair, give a haircut; shear (sheep)',
Olnd kesa- « *k6ik-o-) 'head hair'. Though not widely
attested, the exact phonological and semantic correspondence
suggests at least a late PIE technical term.

*uerg- 'shave, shear'. [ef. lEW 1168]. Arm gercum 'shave,
cut hair', TocM wark- 'shear', TochB wark- 'shear'. The
distribution of attestations suggests a possible word of the
center and east of the IE world; possibly related to *l)erg
'work'.

There is a large number of PIE words that we can recon
struct for the semantic field 'hair'. This relative abundance
suggests that this semantic domain had a high degree of
cultural importance for PIE speakers. Certainly there is
evidence from several IE stocks that both headhair and pubic
hair were important signs of adult womanhood. Likewise body
hair, particularly the presence of pubic hair (and a beard),
was the sign of a youth's having entered into a man's estate.
Thus in Latin we have pubes (gen. pubis) 'pubic hair', the
adjective pubes (gen. puberis) 'grown up, adult', and another
noun pubes (gen. paberis) 'grown up males, youth able to
bear arms, young men'. The Old lndic cognate, pl.1man, has
become simply 'man'. In addition, the relatively large number
of terms apparently referring to animal hair (and 'mane')
suggests the economic importance of animal hair, particularly
horsehair.

Within IE creation myths, 'hair' is generally homologous
with plant life, trees or grass. This association is extended to
ritual behavior, including the proper disposal of shorn hair.
For example, in the Old Indic Caqakarman (Sar;khayana
G{hya SQtra 1.28) the ritual of the first tonsure involves both
the placement of plant material, here the shoot of the kusa
plant, in the child's hair and the deposition of the shorn hair
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itself in a mound of bull dung mixed with the same grass. In
the A vesta (Vrdevdat 17,1-6) shorn hair must be disposed of
ritually in a pit in the ground where it will be enjoined to
assist in the growing of plants rather than be casually dropped
to the ground where it may yield demons, The Roman Flamen
Dialis (Gellius' Attic Nights 10.15) has his shorn hair placed
in the ground under a fruitful tree while the Vestal Virgins
(Pliny's Natural History 16,235) "feed" a sacred (five hundred
years old) lotus with their own hair.

Hair and Epic Literature
Epical and anthropological-historical evidence can

maintain the parallelism of hair-growth to healthy vegetation, .
but also introduces animal images and parallels, especially
the horse's mane (Greek and Celtic warrior examples) and
some wild animal hair. The long-haired image is especially
marked in IE warrior contexts from the Iliad onwards, taking
in Indic, Germanic, and Celtic warrior societies, and we should
also note the correspondence between these long-haired
warriors and the long-haired nobility whose hair-style is noted
(and sometimes criticized) through the medieval period and
later. In fact, a case could be made that within the Dumezilian
scheme, an IE Second (Warnor) Function, marked by its long
hair, often finds itself placed between two short-haired or
cropped functions: the cropped or tonsured First (Religious)
Function of the druid, brahman or priest and the short-haired
Third (Fertility) Function figure of the farmer or herdsman.
However, Second Function long hair is expected to be
controlled or kempt, while there is evidence that uncontrolled,
as well as over-elaborate or over-styled lorig hair, was thought
to mark a glissade toward Third Function degeneracy or
effeminacy in a warrior (see Euphorbos in Iliad 17.51-52;
Starkaor's remarks in Saxo's Gesta Danorum 6,28), The
Germanic data, taken from Roman sources, tells us that war
chiefs (Suebian, Alemannic and probably others) styled their
long hair into horns, crests and "roaches" to appear taller and
perhaps even more monstrous in physical appearance (Tacitus
Germania 38~ SHius ltalicus Punica 5.134~ Ammianus
Marcellinus 16.12.24).

Long hair rather than the beard of the mature warrior seems
to be a more significant marker for an IE warrior-hero: a
significant number of these heroes are "beardless" (the Irish
Cll Chulainn and Conall Cernach, the Byzantine Digenes
Akritas). The typical IE Second Function hero, in fact, can
show marked adolescent characteristics, including long hair
and an immature, even virginal, sexuality The beard would
be predicted for a First Function sovereign but this is by no
means always the case. A graying or balding head would be
anomalous in a hero, however fitting for a sovereign figure,
because the hero expects to die young, and gloriously, in battle.
Graying or missing hair then would mark an eccentric or
Tricksterish IE warrior-figure or an Old Hero or one who,
like the Irish Finn mac Cumaill, has some First Function
druidic powers. Cutting the warrior-hera's hair is disgracing
and unmanning since it indirectly attacks the masculine

HALLSTAIT CULTURE

essence (Lat caput), though Tacitus says that the Germanic
Chatti allowed the cutting of hair and beard when a young
male had killed his first enemy (Germania 31).

Hair color follows no perceptible IE code, at least in the
epic canon; typical heroes tend to be blond (ancient and
Byzantine Greek, Irish and Germanic evidence, e.g., the 'flaxen
hair' of jad, the warrior-noble of the Rigspula (str. 35)) while
red, the canonical IE Second Function color, commonly seems
to be given a supernatural association. The hero Co Chulainn,
however, is at one point identified with hair tricolored in'
perfect consonance with the IE formula: dark-rooted, red in
the shaft, golden at the ends (rain 2268f£.).

See also AGE SET; ANATOMY; CHIN; COSMOGONY;

MEDICINE~ WOOL. (D.Q.A., D,A.M.I

Further ReadIngs
Adams, D. Q. (1985) Sanskrit pllman, Latin pubes and related words

Die Sprache 31,1-16.

Adams, D. Q. (1988). The Indo-European words for hair:

reconstructing a semantic field. lIES 16, 69-94.

Markey, T. L. (1984). IE beard and related matters. Linguisliquc

Balkanique 27, 71-73.

Thieme, P (1963) ]ungfraugatte. KZ 78, 161-248.

HALF
*semis 'half', [lEW 905-906 (*semi-); GI 741 (*sem-i-);

Wat 57 (*semi-); Buck 13.24; BK 184 (*sanl-/*sdm-), 198
(*sin-/*sen-)). Lat semi- 'half', OHG sami- 'half', Grk T]j.J.l

'half', OInd sami- 'half'. Sometimes taken as a lengthened
grade derivative of *sem- 'one', i.e., 'that which forms the
whole' or the like. Others take it to reflect a derivative of
*sehj- 'separate, divide' seen otherwise in Lat seed) 'without;
apart' (usually taken as a derivative of *sl)e- 'own'), Av hjj(J

'diVision', Latv sfta 'hedge, section, division'. Finally, at times
it is left without any connection to other IE words.

*s1pteros 'one or the other of two'. Wels hanner 'half', Bret
hanter 'half' 1 Grk (Attic) frEpOr; 'one or the other of two' (by
assimilation < arEpOr;, preserved in other Greek dialects). The
distribution would seem to guarantee at least late PIE status
for this word.

See also BROAD; HEAP; MIDDLE; NUMBER. [D.Q.A.\

HALLSTAIT CULTURE
The early Iron Age culture of much of temperate Europe

during the period c 800-500 BC was the Hallstatt culture.
Chronologically, it is confined to the final two phases of the
Hallstatt period, i.e., periods C and 0, the previous phases
assigned to the late Bronze Age Urnfield culture. The cullure
marks the transition from primarily bronze-using socicties to
the increasing adoption of iron weapons and tools. Both open
settlements, villages and farms, and defended hillforts,
especially in the east or in the Hallstatt 0 period, arc known
and there were growing trade relations with the
Mediterranean, first directly across the Alps and thcn via the
early Greek colonies in Italy and France External trade



HAND
"ghts-r- 'hand'. [JEW 447 (*ghesor-); Wat 22 (*ghesor-);

GI 707 (*p}Jes-r-); Buck 4.23; BK 220 (*gasY-I*gdsY-)J. Lat
(from Osc-Umb) flIr 'hollow of h~nd" Alb dore « *ghesr
eha-) 'hand', Grkxetp'hand', Armjetn'hand', Hit kissar'hand',
TochA tsar 'hand', TochB $ar 'hand' (Toch < *s$ar
<**gheser-). Archaic in morphology and widespread; there
is no doubt that we have her~ the Original PIE word for 'hand'.

*gh6s-to-s 'hand'. [lEW 447 (*ghesto-); Gl 707 (*tes
flo-); Buck 4.33; BK 220 (*gasY-I*gdsY-)J.lat praesto« *prai
hestod) 'at hand'. Lith pa-iaste-pa-iastls'arm-pit', Av zasta
'hand', OPers dasta- 'hand','OInd hasta- 'hand'. A derivative,
of at least late PIE date, of the previous entry

*mehar (gen. "mban6s) 'hand'. IlEW 740-741 (*m;rr)~

GI 707 (*m!jr-/n-(fl)-); Buck 4.33]. Lat manus 'hand', Umb

Hallstatt c. Wagon burial from the Heiligenbuck barrow
(sixth century BC).

FurtherReading
Collis,]ohn (1984) The European Iron Age. London. Batsford.

probably helped stimulate social stratification and rich burials;
warriors accompanied with weapons and ornaments, females
with the latter, are well known. Among these, large tumulus
burials often accompanied by the remains of wheeled vehicles
are especially spectacular. There is some evidence that the
eastern Hallstatt in Hungary and Poland may have experienced
incursions from Ghanian speaking) nomads from the steppe
region. Over much of its territory the HaUstatt culture is
replaced by the Iron Age La Tene culture.

In relation to the Indo-Europeans, the Hallstatt culture, at
least in the west, is usually seen as ancestral 10 the Celts and
many would describe it linguistically as Proto-Celtic. But
Hallstatt is also known in east central Europe in territories

. which might be more easily assigned to presumably non-Celtic
speakers. Moreover, the absence of Hallstatt remains in Iberia
arid their extreme paucity in Ireland have made it difficult to
associate the Hallstatt culture with the spread of the Celtic
language throughout these peripheral parts ofAtlantic Europe.

See also CELTIC 1..ANGUAGES; LA TM CUL1URE;

URNFJElD Ct.!LTIJRE. U.PM.]
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Hallstatt b. Male burial from the Magdalenberg (Hallstatt D).

Hallstatt a. Distribution of the Hallstatt culture.

HALLSTATI CULTURE
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manuv-e 'in the hand', ON mund'hand', OE mund'(palm of
the) hand, protection', OHG munt 'hand, protection, guardian' .
(Gmc < *mpha-t6-), Alb marr« *mar-n(j)e/a-) 'take, grasp',
Grk ,..u!tP17 'hand', Hit maniyahh- 'hand over', .Its exact shape
is difficult to reconstruct (what is given here seems to be the
most likely possibility). Though less well· attested, it is dear
that we have a word of PIE date. How it may have differed in
meaning from *ghes-r- is unclear: GI have suggested that the
underlying meaning of *mehaf was 'hand, power; put into
someone's possession', e.g.) lat manus 'hand; power' and Hit
maniyahh- 'hand over, tum power over, rule', maniyahhai
'government, power'. This would suggest that *mehaf'
symbolized or implied 'power' while *ghes-r- was solely an
anatomical tenn.

·polhaJP (gen. ·pJhamos) 'palm of the hand', [lEW 806
(*pI-rna); Wat 49 (*pJJ-ma-); Buck 4.33; BK 49 (*pfh jal-I
*pfhjJI-)] , aIr lam 'hand', Wels llaw'hand', Lat palma 'palm',
palam 'openly', OE folm 'palm; hand', OHG [alma 'hand',
Grk naAaf.1TJ 'palm'. All of these words are immediately from
the derivative *pJham-eha- but the archaic underlying
morphology speaks of great antiquity within IE. Presumably
ultimately a derivative of *pelha- 'flat'.

·dh~'palm (of the handY. [IEW249 (*dhen-); Wat 13
(*dhen-)]. OHG tenar 'palm', Grk Oivap 'palm, sole of the
foot'. Though not widely distributed, it looks by its shape to
be an old word.

*polik(o)s 'finger, thumb' C*p6lihxas 'pertaining to a
finger'). [JEW 840-841 (*palo-); Wat 52 (*pol-); Buck
4.34(2); BK 56 C*pfhJal-l*p[hJJI-)]. Lat pollexCwithsecondary
doubling of the -1-) 'thumb', RusCS pa]lcI'thumb', Rus palec
'finger, toe' « *poliko-), sesti-palyj 'Six-fingered', bez-palyj
'without fingers'; cf. also ON felma - falma 'grope about', OE
felan'touch, feel, perceive' (> NE fee!), OHG fualen 'feel' (Gmc
< *poljelo-), Bulg palam 'seek', NPers palidan 'seek', and
possibly more distantly lat palpo 'feel'. Though only found
in Slavic and Latin, the similarity in form and identity of
meaning strongly suggests at least late PIE status for this word.
Certainly no other word for 'finger' looks to be reconstructible
for PIE.

*mustf~ 'fist'. [ef. IEW745 (*meuk-)]. Av musti- 'fist', OInd
mu-?ti- 'fist', TochB masce « *musteis) 'fist'. Possibly an
"eastemism" in late PIE.

*pT,)(kW)stf- 'fist'. [lEW 839 (*pOksti-); Wat 49
(*plJk-sti-); GI 747 (*ph(e)nkhO-th_)]. OE .tYst'fist' (> NE fist),
OHG fust 'fist', Lith kumste « *punkste) 'fist', OCS p~stl

'fist', Rus pjast 'metacarpus'. Probably a derivative of *penkwe
'five'. Possibly a "westemism" in late PIE.

See also ANATOMY; ARM. lD.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Markey, T. L. (1984) The grammaticalization and institutionalization

of Indo-European hand. lIES 12, 261-292.

Pedrero, R. (1985[86]) Las nociones de mano, brazo y codo en

indoeuropeo. Emerita 53, 249-267.

HAPPY

HANDLE
*h2enseha- 'handle'. [lEW 48 (*ansa - *ansi-); Wat 3

C*ans-)]. Lat ansa 'handle', MHG 6se- 6se 'ring, loop', OPrus
ansis 'pothook', Lith psa 'pot handle', Latv uosa 'handle'. A
related word is perhaps to be seen in ON :£s (if < *ansi-)
'edge, outer border'. Presumably a derivative of 'hold, contain'.
At least a word of the northwest of the IE world.

The original referent of *h2enseha- may have been some
thing like a strap to account for the semantic range among
the various IE stocks. Its application to ceramics could date
from anytime after the beginning of the Neolithic, e.g.,
handled pots are well known from the middle Neolithic in
Greece and Italy and by 3500-3000 BC there is an explosion
of high strap-handled mugs across much of southeastern and
central Europe.

See also KING; POT; REINS; TooL. ID.Q.A., j.PM.l

HANG
*Konk-'hang'. [IEW566 (*kenk-), 614 (*l<onk-); Wat 32

(*konk-); BK 203 (*t1[hlunk[h l-/*dfhJonk[hJ-)]. Lat cunclor
'delay', ON hanga 'hang', OE hon 'hang' (> NE hang), OHG
hahan 'hang', Goth hahis 'you hang', Hit kank- 'hang', a lnd
sankate'doubts, fears', perhaps TochB sank- '± delay, hesitate'.
This form is securely reconstructible; both Latin and Old lndic
show a shift from immobility to a state of emotional un
certainty. If the Tocharian form belongs here we may have
evidence for a Narten present, strong-grade *Konk-, weak
grade *kenk-.

*lemb- - *remb- 'hang down'. Lat limbus 'hem, border',
OE lemphealt « *lxmpi-halt) 'lame, limping', Lith rembstu
'am slow, immobile', Olnd rambate 'hangs down'. This root
may be related to the follOwing. If so, the Old English and
Lithuanian forms may exhibit the same connection between
hanging and hesitation that is seen in the cognate set for
*konk- .

?*(s)leb- 'hang down'. [JEW 655-657 (*/eb-); Wat 61
(*sleb-)]. Lat labo 'fall, sink', OE slxpan 'sleep' (> NE sleep),
OHG slafan 'sleep', Goth slepijJ 'sleeps', Lith slabti 'become
weak', Grk Ao{36C; 'lobe, earlobe'_A problematic set of possible
cognates. Some doubt whether Greek belongs here while
others would addthe series of words for 'lip') e.g., Lat labia,
OE lippa (> NE lip), to this set although it is safer to assume
that they do not belong here. The Germanic and Lithuanian
fonns have also been grouped separately from the Latin on
semantic grounds.

[M.N.I

HAPPY
*teus- 'be happy'. Hit duski- « *tus-sKelo-) 'be happy',

dusgaratar 'joy', Olnd tu-?yati 'is delighted with'. Though
restricted in its attestation to Hittite and Old lndic, the pattern
of this distribution would seem to guarantee PIE status,

*ghleu-'revel'. [IEW451 (*ghleu-)]. ON gly'joy',glaumr
'noisy revels', OE gleo 'joy' (> NE glee), glean1 'revels, joy',
Lith glaudoti 'joke', Latv glaudat 'joke', Rus glum 'joke', Grk
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HAPPY

lA-Eun 'joke'. At least a word of the west and center of the IE
world.

*gehau- 'rejoice, swell with joy'. [lEW 353 (*gau-); Wat
18 (*gau-)). MIr guaire « *gehaurios) 'noble', Lat gaudeo
'am happy, rejoice', gaudium 'joy', Lith dtiaugiuos
(metathesized < *gaudtiuos) 'be happy', Grk ravvpal « *gOa
n-u-) 'rejoice', ravpo~ 'proud'. At least a word of the west
and center of the IE world.

*gehadh- 'rejoice'. Grk metro 'am happy, rejoice', TocMB
katk- 'rejoice'. A variant with a more easterly distribution of
the previous entry. Both derive by different enlargements from
a more basic (and unattested) *geha-.

*meud- 'be merry'. [lEW 741-742 (*meu-d-)]. Av
mao8ano-kara- 'lust-making', OInd modate 'is cheerful',
moda- 'cheerfulness', TochB mutk- « *mud-ske/o-) '±

strengthen, enliven'; cf. the widespread derivative *mudros:
Lith mudrus 'cheerful, lively', Latv mudrs 'cheerful, lively',
Olnd mudra- 'merry, cheerful'. At least a word of the center
and east of the IE world.

[D.Q.A.}

HARAPPAN CULTURE
One of the major centers of civilization of Eurasia, the Indus

Valley or Harappan culture flourished c 2700-1900 Be along
the Indus river and the coastal region to its south. The culture
occupied an area of c 800,000 km2 and settlement ranged
from small villages to extensive to\YTls. The largest of the urban
sites, each averaging some 80-85 ha in size, were Harappa in
the north, Mohenjo-daro on the middle Indus and the more
recently discovered but unexcavated Ganweriwala in
Bahawalpur. These major urban sites reveal citadels, large civic
buildings, a wide range in dwelling sizes, and extraordinary
evidence of plumbing and sanitation, inc1uding.large bathing
facilities. The towns were constructed of fired brick and
archaeologists have often been mesmerized by the uniformity
in construction techniques, brick sizes, the Indic system of
weights and measures, and other expressions of Indlc
technological and mathematical sophistication. Ironically, this
manifestation of apparent cultural homogeneity is not
matched by the evidence of physical anthropology which
suggests considerable heterogeneity among the populations
of the various Indus urban centers. The Harappan culture
was engaged in extensive trading relationships in both raw
and finished material which included a distant trading outpost
at Shortugai on the Amu Darya (Oxus). It also traded with
Akkadians where it is generally identified with Melubba, a
name which has been compared with OInd mleccha, a word
appearing in the later Vedas (e.g., Satapatha Brahma(w
3.2.1.23-24) applied to non-Vedic-speaking strangers.

The economic basis of the Harappan civilization depended
on domestic plants and livestock. Among the domestic
animals, the most prominent were the zebu (Bas indieus) ,
the domestic cow (80S taurus), the sheep (Ovis aries) and
goat (Capra hircus) with possible identifications of the
domestic water buffalo (Bubalus bubalus) and the Bactrian

camel (Camelus bactrianus). Wild species from the Harappan
sites included the Indian elephant (Elaphas maxim us) , one
horned rhinoceros (Rhinoceros unicornis), wild boar (Sus
scroia), chital (Axis axis), hog deer (Axis porcinus) , swamp
deer (Cervus duvauceli), nilgai (8oselaphus tragocamelus) ,
blackbuck (Antilope cervicapra) , gazelle (Gazella bennett])
and possibly wild sheep, goat, water buffalo and onager
(Equus hemionus).

The agricultural basis of the Harappans varied according
to region with influences deriving from western Asia (wheat
[Triticum compactum] , barley [Hordeum vulgare!, pea, etc.),
east Asia (rice [Oryza sativa)) and Africa (pearl millet
[Pennisetum typhoides) , finger millet [Eleusine coracana] and
sorghum millet (Sorghum bicolor]). There is some evidence
for sesame as well.

The Harappan culture undoubtedly contributed much to
the further development of Indian culture; however, it is
questionable whether its contributions were primarily
linguistic. The Indus towns have yielded a series of seals
providing evidence of the still undeciphered and possibly
undecipherable Indus sCript. While the identity of the builders
of the Indus towns cannot be proven, they are more likely to
have been Dravidian-speakers rather than Indo-Aryans. There
is strong circumstantial evidence to indicate that the lndo
Aryan-speakers superimposed themselves on Dravidians who
now occupy the southern third of India but whose earlier
distribution extended much further northward; one of the
Dravidian languages, Brahui, is still situated north-west of
the Indus (if not more recently moved there). Attempts to
translate the Indus inscriptions via a Dravidian key have met
with some level of possible success.

The collapse of the Indus towns was once credited to
invasions of Indo-Aryans although this relied on a minimum
of evidence-thirty-eight unburied corpses in the upper levels
of Mohenjo-daro, some indicating violent deaths-and a
liberal reading of the Sgveda which speaks of the sacking of
strong-holds. The invasion theory, at least as the cause of the
collapse of the civilization, is no longer given much credit
and other factors, particularly environmental, are sought as
more likely causes.

See also CEMETERY H CULnJRE; INDo-IRANIAN lANGUAGES;

PAINTED GREY WARE CULruRE; SWAT CULTURE. U.PM.]
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HARE
*liasos - *liasen- 'hare (Lepus europaeus)'. [lEW 533

(*J<as-); Wat 27 (*kas-); GI 440 (*J<has- - */(has-no-)). Wels
ceinach « *kasnf- + -ako-) 'hare', ON heri 'hare', OE hara
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Harappan c. Outline plan of Kalibangan with adjacent
citadel; d. The longest Indus Valley inscription; e. Halls
from Mohenjo-daro.
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Harappan b. Indus Valley seal with seated figure.

Harappan a. Distribution of the Harappan culture.
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HARE

'hare' (> NE hare), OHG haso'hare', OPrus sasins'hare', Khot
saha- 'hare', Olnd sasa- « *sasa-) 'hare': Cf. Lat can us 'gray'.
GI suggest that Hit sasa-, the designation for some otherwise
unknown animal, might mean 'hare' and the word borrowed
from Indo-Iranian. Originally the 'gray one' or the like (cf.
Lith sims 'hare' to sitvas 'gray'); the meaning 'hare', however,
is at least of late PIE date.

The hare (Lepus europaeus) is virtually ubiquitous in
Eurasia (in India we have Lepus nigricollis) and occasionally
found in quantities that suggest more than chance encounters,
Le., deliberate hunting or trapping of hares for meat or fur.
The animal is wild and has never been domesticated although
the ancient Romans did keep hares in their leporarianes. This
was far more easily done than the maintenance of rabbits as
the hare, unlike the rabbit, lives above ground and does not
burrow. The rabbit (Oryctolagus) was originally confined to
Iberia and southern France and when the Phoenicians made
its acquaintance in the twelfth century BC, they transferred
to the new animal their own word for the closest animal to
the rabbit in their own count~ the 'hYrax', which also bur
rows. The name of the rabbit was extended to the coast of the
land in which these small animals lived and hence Phoenician
i-shephan-im was later latinized to Hispania. It was the
Romans who carried the rabbit out of Spain and into the
empire although its introduction into the British Isles is attri
buted to the Normans, hence OFrench (pI.) conis, and then
ME cunin 'rabbit', MIr coinin, Wels cwningen. Lat cuniculus
'rabbit' is derived from an Iberian language; cf. Basque unchi.

See also GRAY; MAMMAlS. [D.Q.A.,].PM.]

HARM
*pehl(i)- 'harm'. [lEW 792-793 (*pe(i)-); Wat 47

(*pe(i)-)]. Lat patior « *p1;J.l-t-) 'suffer', ON fja 'hate', OE
[eon - [eogan 'hate', OHG fIen 'hate', Goth fijan 'hate', Grk
nij/la 'suffering, misfortune', OInd piyati 'reviles, blames'.
Some doubt exists over whether both the Latin and Greek
forms belong with this set; even without them, the root is
attested at the extremes of the IE world and that argues for
some antiquity.

*dhebh- 'harm'. [lEW 240 (*dhebh-); GI 133 (*dhe1Jh-);
Buck 11.28; BK 140 (*dYab-/**cJY;Jb-)). Lith dobiu 'beat, hit,
kill', Hit tepu- 'few, little', tepnu- 'belittle', Av dab- 'deceive',
OInd dabhn6ti 'hurts, injures; deceives; abandons'. A word
of the center and east of the IE world.

*mel- 'harm' (pres. *mel-se/o-). OIr mell 'harm,
destruction', millid 'harms', TochB maJ- '± wound, damage'
(pres. maJ-sa./e- < *mel-se/o-). The exact morphological
equation between Old Irish and Tocharian would seem to
guarantee PIE status for this verb. On the basis of the meaning
it is probable that this *mel- is the same as in *melh2- 'grind'.

*dhuerhr 'harm'. [GIllS; BK 144 (*dYaw-/*dY;Jw-)]. Hit
duwamai- 'breaks, shatters', OInd dhvarati 'bends, causes to
fall, hurts', dhurvati 'injures, causes to fall', dhQrti- 'injUry'.
Though attested only in these two stocks, it is likely that this
is a word of PIE age. Perhaps an enlargement of *dhl)er-

'pierce'. Sometimes associated with this root is the enlargement
*dhlJ.er(hx)gh- seen in ON dvergr'block of wood; dwarf', OE
dweorg'dwarf' (> NE dwarf), OHG twerk 'dwarf' (> NHG
zwerg'dwarf).

See also BAD; DECEIVE; INJURE; PAIN; PIERCE; WOUND.
[M.N., D.Q.A.]

~OWseePLOVV

HARVEST
*kerp- 'pluck, harvest'. [JEW 944 «(*sJkerp-); VVat 30

(*kerp-); GI 597 (*kherph-); Buck 8.41]. Mlr corran 'sickle',
cirrid 'mangles, maims' (if not from cerr 'crooked'), Lat carpa
'pluck', ON harfr 'harrow', OE h£erfest 'autumn' (> NE
harves0, OHG herbist 'harvest', Lith kerpu 'cut, shear, clip
(of hair or wool)', Latv cirpu 'shear', cifpe 'sickle', OCS crfp9
'ladle out', Grk K"apJr6~'fruit'« '*what is plucked'), K"pWTClOV

'sickle', Olnd krpal)I'dagger', k[pal)a- 'sword'. Widespread
and old in IE. It apparently was a general word for 'harvest'
(ultimately derived from *(s)ker- 'cut') that had a tendency
in some stocks to be specialized for the picking of fruit while
in others for the reaping of grain.

*h2mehl- 'mow'. [JEW 703 (*me-); VVat 39 (*me-); GI
596 (*Ham-); Buck 8.32; BK 516 (*mi-/*me-)]. OE mawan
'mow' (> NE mow), m:!ep 'mowing; mown hay', OHG maen
'mow', mad 'mowing', Grk a/lam 'mow, cut', Hit hamesha
« *h2mehl-sh20-) 'spring, ± early summer, Le., ± April-July'
« *'haying time'). The apparent agreement of Germanic and
Anatolian in a word for 'mow' seems of some significance
culturally, as it suggests that the Proto-Indo-Europeans crop
ped grass for winter hay. An enlargement of *h2em- '± mow,
reap'; otherwise unattested, that also underlies the next two
entries.

*h2met- 'mow'. [lEW 703 (*m-e-t-); Wat 39 (*me-); GI
597 (*meH(i)-); Buck 8.32]. OIr meithel 'reaping party',
meithleair 'reaper', Wels medi 'reaper', medel 'reaping party',
Lat meta 'mow, harvest', OE m~d'meadow, pasture' (oblique
case form> NE meadow). An enlargement of *h2em- '± mow,
reap' found in the northwest of the IE world.

*h2merg- 'gather, harvest'. [cf. IEW738 (*merg-); GI 486
(*merk-)). Lat mergae (pI.) 'reaping boards (used in pairs for
stripping the ears of standing grain)', merges (gen. mergitis)
'sheaf', Grk a/lcpym 'gather, harvest, pluck, pull'. Though
limited to only two stocks, this word would appear to be
another enlargement of *h2em- '± mow, reap'.

See alsoAGRICULTIJRE; GRIND; THRESH. [D.Q.A.]

HASANLU
This multiperiod tell-site in Azerbaijan near Lake Urmia

impinges on both the problem of Indo-Aryans in the territory
of the Mitanni and in the possible iconographic representation
of early IE mythology The site is associated with West Iranian
Grey Ware, a ceramic horizon dated to c 1500-1000 Be. With
the appearance of this ceramic horizon, there is a major break
in the cultural sequence which is often associated with early
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Mellink, M.]. (1982) The Hasanlu bowl in Anatolian perspective.
Iranica Antiqua 6, 72-87.

HATE
*h~d- 'hate'. [lEW 773 (*od-); Wat 45 (*od-)~ GI 113~

Buck 16.41]. Lat 6dI 'hate', odium (noun) 'hate', ON acall
'fierce, terrible', OE atol 'atrocious', Grk 68vC1acrfJal 'be angry
at, hate', '08v(J'C1ev~ 'Odysseus' « 'Fearsome'), Arm ateam
'hate', Hit hatukzi 'is terrible', hatugnu- 'terrify', hatuki
'fearful'. Reasonably widespread, certainly old in IE.

*J<ehades- '± concern; hate'. [lEW 517 (*Kad-); Wat 26
(*kad-); GI 113; Buck 16.31]. Mlr cais 'hate', Wels cawdd
'offence', Osc cadi- 'enmity', ON hatr 'hate', OE hete 'hate,
malice' (> NE hate), OHG haz'hate', Goth hatis'hate, anger',
Grk Kfi8oC; 'care, concern; sorrow, mourning for the dead',
Av sadra- 'grief', perhaps Olnd ri-sAdasif'caring for a stranger'.
In "eastern" IE we find a more general meaning 'concern' while
in "western" IE we find the negative concern, 'hate'.

*haleit- '± do something hateful or abhorrent'. [lEW 672
(*leit-); Wat 36 (*leic-)]. Oir lius « *halit-tu-) 'abhorrence',
ON leior 'disagreeable, loathsome', OE lap 'disagreeable,
loathsome' (> NE loath), OHG leid 'disagreeable, loathsome',
Grk aA£{TIl~ 'sinner', aAol'r6~ 'sinner', aAl'raivw 'trespass,
sin', allnp6~ 'evil'. A word of the west and center of the IE
world.

-peikIK- 'be hostile, hate'. [lEW 795 (*peig- - *peiJ<-);
Wat 47-48 *peig- - *peik-)]. OE [ah 'hostile, outlawed; foe'
(> NE foe), OHG [ehida 'hate, strife', fehan 'to hate', gi[eh
'hostile', OPms paikemmai 'we deceive', lith peikti 'blame,
rebuke, censure', piktas 'evil', Arm hek' 'unfortunate,
suffering', Oind pfsuna- 'backbiting, wicked' « *'hating').

Further Readings
Kurochkin, G. N. (1994) Archaeologicalsearch for the Near

Eastern Aryans and the royal cemetery of Marlik in northern

Iran, in South Asian Archaeology 1993, ed. A. Parpola and P

Koskikallio, Helsinki, 389-395.

,
Hasanlu Figures from the Hasanlu bowl. The scenes have been variously interpreted in terms of Indo-Iranian, Anatolian and Hurrian
myth. Note the combat with the three-headed monster (common to both Indo-European and non-Indo-European traditions) on the
lower right.

Indo-Aryan or Iranian movements south of the Caspian Sea.
The site has yielded objects with artistic motifs which may be
tied to those of either Iranian-speaking tribes of the steppe
region, e.g., portrayals of individuals bearing mirrors, or to
the mythological motifs found in Indo-Iranian religion. Most
prominent of the finds is a golden bowl from a shrine at
Hasanlu, dated to c 1500-1000 Be. Among the scenes
depicted are one of a hero associated with a three-headed
monster and in another scene with a bird of prey. G. N.
Kurochkin has linked these scenes with Yast 5 of the Avesta
where the hero 8raetaona confronts the three-headed monster
AZi Dahaka and then later assists Paurva to fly to heaven in
the form of a bird of prey. The three-headed monster motif is
also known from Indo-Aryan mythology (where Trita Aptya
slays ViSvarClpa) and may also be found in other IE traditions.
This richly ornamented vessel has been the subject of
numerous other studies which have also sought links with
Assyrian, Anatolian and Hurrian narrative and artistic motifs.
If the motifs are broadly Indo-Iranian (or at least their
narratives as new tales can be fitted to old pictures), given its
location, the site is most likely to be regarded as a possible
Indo-Aryan site associated with the Mitanni. Hasanlu was
destroyed about 800 BC, presumably by the Urartians.

See also INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES; MARuK;
THREE-HEADED MONSTER. U.PM.]
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Widespread and surely old in IE. Only Old Indic appears to
reflect PIE *-J<- rather than *-k- and this divergence may reflect
some purely Indic development. Also here, reflecting PIE
*peig-, are OE facen 'treachery, malice, deception', hcol'sly'
(> NE fickle), OHG feihhan 'slyness, deception'.

See also ANGER~ BAD; CONTEND~ ENEMY; GRIEVE; INSULT.

[D.Q.A.l

HAUNCH
*Kl6unis'±haunch, hip'. [IEW607-608 (*J<lou-ni-)]. Wels

dun 'haunch', Lat c10nis 'buttock, haunch (of animals)', ON
hlaun 'buttocks, 'loin', OPrus slaunis 'thigh', Lith slaunis
'haunch, hip', Latv slaiina 'haunch, rump', Grk KA.OVlS (with
unexpected vowel) 'os sacrum', Av sraoni- 'buttock', Oind
srol)i- 'buttock, hip, loin'. A strong candidate for PIE status.

*srenaleha- '± hip, thigh'. [JEW 1002 (*sreno-)]. Lith strena
(dial. srena) 'loin', Av rana- 'thigh'. A Balto-Iranian isogloss
that does not appear to have been widespread even in the
east and must have had a very restricted role in the latest PIE.

See also ANATOMY; BurrocKS. (D.Q.A.l

HAVE see HOLD

HAWK see FALCON

HAWTHORN
*h2ed(h)- 'hawthorn'. OIr *ad (gen. aide) '± hawthorn,

whitethorn', Hit hat(t}-alkisnas 'hawthorn/whitethorn branch'.
Although the distribution is limited to two stocks, their
distance from one another and the fact that Hittite is included
suggests PIE antiquity. In early Irish tradition, the whitethorn
or hawthorn was employed in black magic, including the
piercing of a clay image of ones enemy with its thorns. In
Hittite religion, hawthorn was employed in a purification
ritual, signalling that the plant may have played an important
ritual role in PIE times.

The hawthorn (Crataegus) is relatively ubiquitous across
Europe and southwest Asia and some varieties produced fruit
which were clearly gathered from the Neolithic period
onwards.

See also SLOETREE~ TREES. U.PM.j

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1993) Another thorny problem. Linguistica 23,243

248.

HAZEL
*k6s(V)]os 'hazel (Corylus avellana)'. [lEW 616

(*kos(e)lo-)~Wat 32 (*koselo-); GI 547 (*khos(e)]o-); Fried
73-77]. OIr coll'hazel', OWels coll'hazel', Gaul Coslo- 'hazel',
Lat corolus 'hazel', ON hasl 'hazel', OE hTs(e)l 'hazel' (> NE
haze!), OHG hasal 'hazel', Lith kasulas 'hunter's spear, stick,
bush'.

This word is supported by regular correspondences in three

stocks: Celtic, Italic and Germanic, all meaning 'hazel', which
attest a masculine o-stem. The dialectal, northwestern status
is broken by Baltic where the meanings extend to 'spears' and
other objects. It has been suggested that the 'hazel' word
derives from a non-IE substrate term « *ko-sli-lo-7 , d. the
proposed underlying substrate word for 'apple' *a-bo-lo-).
This is archaeologically plausible in that the remains of hazel
nut shells on prehistoric sites and evidence for the possible
maintenance of hazel tree growth through selective burning
is widespread across northwest Europe during the Mesolithic
period (c 8500-4000 BC).

Hazel shoots, tough and pliable, have long been used for
spears, spits, fishing poles and the like, and for wands to
ward off lightning and to symbolize legal authority. The Old
Irish tree-lists set hazel among the noble trees because of its
use as rods. Aside from its withies, the hazel has also been
long valued for its nuts, which are common on archaeological
sites from the Mesolithic period onwards. The hazel (Cory/us),
after long coexistence, mainly as an understory, with pine
and birch, spread sensationally during the so-called "hazel
period" of the late Atlantic-which corresponds roughly to
the late PIE and early dialectal IE period-and was virtually
ubiquitous across prehistoric Eurasia.

See a/so TREES. [PEl

HEAD
*lCrreh2 (gen. *Krh20S) 'head'; *Korh2Sr (singulative)/

*lCerh2or (collective) 'head'. (lEW 574-576 (*J(er-); Wat 29
(*ker-); GI 712-713 (*j(h(e)rHs-rln-); Buck 4.20; BK 200
(*[j[h]ir-I*[j[h]er)]. Grk (Ionic) lCap1J (nom./acc.) 'head', hrl
Kap « *J<[h2) 'headlong', Av sara- « *J(erh2-0-) 'head', Hit
kit-kar « *-k[h2) 'headlong'; Lat cerebrum « *J(erh2sr-o-)
'brain', ON hjarsi « *J<crh2sen-) 'crown of the head', OHG
himi « *J<crh2sn-ijo-) 'brain', Alb krye (pI.) krere « *J<roh2sn
0-) 'head', Grk Kpihroc; « *J<[h2SnOS with -(- analogically
added after the -n-) 'of the head', lCapapa « *K[h2Sr-eh;1-)
'head', lCpavlov« *J<[h2Sn-ijo-) 'crown of the head', Hit harsar
(gen. harsanas, nom./acc. pI. harsar) 'head' « *harshar by
assimilation < *karshar, the second -h- is lost in the cluster
*-rhs-), Av sarah- 'head', OInd siras- (gen. s[r$(las) 'head' (the
Indo-Iranian nom. is built on the oblique cases), TochB
kratiiye « *k[h2Sn-ijo-) 'neck' « *'occiput'). This is an
extremely complicated etymon that is entangled in many ways
with words meaning 'horn', though there may be some
evidence that 'head' is *kerh2- while 'horn' is *k[reh2-. In
any case, these words for head are of great antiquity in IE.

*ghebhol'head'. [lEW 423 (*ghebh-el-); Wat 21 (*ghebh
e1-); GI 713 (*ghebh_(e)l-)~ Buck 4.20; BK 219 (*gub-I
*gob-)]. ON gail 'gable, gable-side', OHG gibil 'gable', gebal
'skull, gable', Goth gibla 'gable', Grk K£<paAr] 'head, top',
Macedonian (lllyrian?) K£f3(a)Ar] 'head', ToeM spal 'head',
TochB spal-mern 'excellent'. More sparsely attested, but almost
as widespread geographically as the previous entry; a good
candidate for (late) PIE status.

*kaput'head'. [IEW529-530 (*kap-ut); Wat 27 (*kaput);
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Headband a, Copper diadem from Baden cuiture, Vars,
Hungary; b. Headband from burial of Abashevo culture,
Vilovatovo, Russia.

b.

3.

and Troy II, the latter including the famous headdress bound
by a golden band worn by Sophie, the wife of Heinrich
Schliemann, the excavator of Troy.

See also CLOnUNG. [O.Q.A., JPM.j

HEAL
*hll¢is- 'refresh (using a liquid), renew the strength of'.

[IEW299 (*eis-); Wat 16 (*i5J-ro-); GI 702 (*cIsljro-)j. Grk
i£p6~ 'manifesting divine power, holy; hallowed, consecrated',

Further Readings
Bernabe, A. (1984) Designaciones de la cabeza en las lenguas

indoeuropeas. Melanges Adrados. Madrid: 99-110.

Nussbaum, A. j. (1986) Head and Hom in Indo-European. Berlin

and New York, de Gruyter.

GI 713 (*khaphuth_)~ Buck 4.201. Lat caput 'head', ON h9fUd

'head', OE hafud 'head'. Related in some fashion are ON
haufuo 'head', OE heafod 'head' (> NE head), OHG houbit

'head', Goth haubijJ 'head'. Here we have a clear case for an
ltalo-Germanic innovation that held at best a very restricted
position in the latest phase of PIE (howeve~, see next entry).

*kapolo- '± head, skull'. [lEW 530 (*kap-(eJio-); GI 713
(*khaph-eJ-)~ Buck 4.201. OE hafoJa 'head', Oind kapaia- 'cup,
bowl; skull'. Surely related in some fashion to the previous
entry. Though very sparsely attested, the morphological
identity and semantic closeness of the Old English and Old
lndic words argue for at least late PIE status.

*mJhxdh-o- (Albanian, Avestan) - *mlhxdh-6n- (Old
English, Old Indic) 'crown of the head'. [IE'W 725
(*meJodh-); Buck 4.201. OE moida 'crown of the head', Alb
mal'mountain' (if < *'summit' < *'head'), Av ka-mJrdba- 'head
(of a demonic being)', OInd mfirdhan- 'head'. Cf. Grk
f3Awf)p6~ '± high grown'. At least a late PIE word.

The association between the concept of 'head' and 'pot' is
quite frequent among the IE languages, e.g., OE hafoia 'head'
and Oind kap;ila- 'cup, bowl; skull' or ON kollr 'head' but
kolJa 'pot', and in the Old Indic ritual offering of the Pravargya,
a clay pot is used to represent the"head' of a human figure. A
similar relationship is revealed by the change of Lat testa
'earthen vessel, pot' to French tete 'head'.

See aisoANATOMY; HORN; POT. [D.Q.A.l

HEADBAND
*pulC- 'headband'. [IEW849 (*PUk-)]. Grk a)11rv; « *ana

puks) 'metal headband', Av pusa- 'diadem'. Though only
attested in two IE stocks, it may be that we have reflexes of at
least a late PIE word here. The Greek word refers specifically
to a headband worn by women, e.g., one is worn by
Andromache (Iliad 10.469).

*dehllIl1) 'band'. [lEW 183 (*de-ml))~ Wat 10 (*de-,)J. Grk
buxb1Jf.la 'diadem', Oind d;iman- 'band'.From *dehl- 'bind'.
A word of the IE southeast.

Although infrequent as an archaeological find, metal
diadems do occur from as early as c 5000-4500 BC where
golden diadems are recorded from the Copper Age cemetery
at Varna, Bulgaria. Such finds do not appear to represent the
beginning of a continuous development in Europe and it is
generally about 3000 BC that we begin to find metal diadems
over a broader area of Eurasia. A fine example derives from
the burial of a male in the Baden culture cemetery at Vbrs in
Hungary where a copper diadem some 67 cm long was
wrapped about the skull. Gold diadems are particularly
evident about 2500-2200 Be during the "Treasure Horizon"
in Anatolia where they have been recovered from Alaca HUyiik
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iaOJ.1.al « *ihy-a- < *hl/4isi-eha-, a denominative of *hl/4is
10- 'strong') 'heal, cure', ili'Cp6~ 'doctor',' iaivOJ « *h1l4is-Q.
je/o-) 'warm, heat, cheer, refresh', Hit iski(ya)- « *h1l4is
sKe/O) 'salve (to groom or to medicate), anoint (for ritual
purposes)', Av lS- 'strength', aesa- 'strong', OInd 1$:" 'refresh
ment, comfort, strength', i$ayati 'is fresh, strong, lively;
refreshens, enlivens', i$ini- 'strong, lively', i$-k[ti- 'healing',
TochB aise 'power, surplus'. An old word in PIE which at
least in lndic and Greek came to have a specifically medical
meaning. Probably not derived from *hleis- 'set in motion'.

*med- 'heal, cure'. [lEW 705-706 (*med-); Wat 39
(*med-); GI 711·(*met'-); Buck 4.87; BK 527 (*mat'-I
*mdt'~)]. Lat medeor'heal, cure', medicus'doctor', Grk Mijc5o~

(healing divinity), cf. Medea (healer consort ofJason), Av Vi

mad- 'healer', vi-ma8aya- 'act as a healer'. Probably a
specialization of *med- 'measure' (Le., 'judge well'). Though
only sparsely attested, there is reasonable evidence to suggest
that this meaning of *med- is of late PIE age.

"jak(k)- '± cure, make well'. [JEW 504 (*iek-); Wat 79
(*yek-); GI 718 (*yeHkh-)). OIr Icc 'cure, treatment', Wels
iach 'wholesome, healthy', Grk &1CO~ 'cure, treatment,
medicine', a1CEO/-lat 'treat, cure'. It seems likely that these
words belong together, though there are phonological
difficulties (the *-k- presupposed by Greek does not match
the Celtic *-kk- and the initial *T- of Old Irish is not well
explained). If so, then we have evidence for at least a late PIE
word for 'curing'.

?"bher- '± cure with spells and/or herbs'. [ef. lEW 135
(*bher-)). Lith burti 'cast" a spell, practice Witchcraft, tell
fortunes', Latv butt 'cast a spell, practice witchcraft', Alb bar
'grass, herb, drug, medicine', Grk lpap/-lU1COV 'material, esp.
an herb, bringing health or harm, drug, medicine'. It seems
very likely that the Greek and Albanian words belong together,
but whether the Baltic should be included is more dubious.
There is at least the reasonable possibility that it should and
that we have a PIE *bher- '± cure with spells and/or herbs'.
Further related to *bher- 'bear' or *bher- 'strike, cut down'?

See also MEDICINE. [D.Q.A.]

HEALTHY
"k6hailus 'healthy, whole'.[IEW 520 (*kai-lo-); Wat 26

(*kailo-); GI 712 (*khai-10-); Buck 4.83]. Wels coel «
*kehailo-) '(good) omen', ON heill 'healthy', OE hal 'hale,
whole' (> NE hale, whole), OHG heil 'healthy', Goth hails
'healthy', OPms kai1s 'haill', (ace.) kail05tikan 'health', OCS
cera 'healthy', Grk (Hesychius) 1COlAV 'good'. See follOWing
discussion.

*s61uos'whole'. [IEW979 (*5010-); War 62-63 (*501-); GI
711 (*sol-(w-)); Buck 4.83; BK 162 (*sYul-l*sYel-)]. Lat salvus
'whole, well', Alb gjalle 'living, agile, deft', Grk OA.O~ «
*h61wos) 'whole', Av haurva- 'entire', Olnd sarva- 'all, whole',
TochA salu 'complete' (cL Arm olj 'healthy; whole', TochB
solme 'complete' with new suffixes). Together these two words
cover the IE territory. Neither seems clearly older than the
other. We find *5611)05 generally in the east and *k6hai1us

generally in the north and west. Only in Greek, if the
Hesychian 1COlAV is really Greek, do we find both.

See also MEDICINE. [D.Q.A.l

HEAP
?"meuhxkon (gen. -muhxkn6s) 'heap'. [IE"V 752

(*muk-); Wat 43 (*mOk-)}. ON mOgi 'heap', OE mOga 'heap',
Grk (Hesychius) /lV1C(JJV 'heap'. A pOSSible word of the west
and center of the IE world.

?"(s)keup- 'bundle', [lEW 956 (*(s)keup-); Wat 60
(*skeup-)1. ON skauf'sheaf', skofr'tassel, bundle', OE scea!
'sheaf' (> NE shea!), OHG scoub 'bundle', Rus cup 'tuft, head
of hair, crest' (cf. also Slavic *kopa 'heap; batch of sixty' in
numerals, e.g., Polab po1-t'iipe 'thirty' « *p01- 'half' + kopy
'sixty'). Perhaps a dialect word in late PIE.

See also ABUNDANT. ID.Q.A.j

HEAR
"K1eu- 'hear'. [lEW 605-606 (*Rleu-); Wat 31 (*kleu-);

GI 33 (*j(h1eu-); Buck 15.41; BK 260 (*k[hJul-l*k[hJ01-)].
OIr ro-cluinethar 'hears', Wels clywed 'hear', Lat clueD 'am
called', Goth hliuma 'hearing', oes sluti 'be called', Alb qua)
'call, name; consider', quhem 'be named; be regarded', Grk
1CAE(f)(JJ 'tell of, make famous', Arm isem 'hear', iua) 'heard',
Av surunaoiti 'hears', OInd sfl:l6ti 'hears', .sriiti- 'hearing',
TochA klots 'ear', TochB klautso 'ear' (Toch < *Klou-tjeha-).

ef. the widespread derivative *J<iutos'known, renowned': aIr
cloth 'fame', Wels clod 'fame', Lat inclutus 'famous', OE
Hiop-, OHG Hlot- the first part of several personal names
(Le., 'famed for'), Grk clu'C6~'famous', Arm lu'known', Olnd
sruta- 'famous'. With a new Germanic lengthened grade: OE
hlod"loud' (> NE loud), OHG hlOt 'loud'. From *Rlol)eha

either as a verbal or nominal derivative come oes s1ava 'fame',
TochAB kJawa- 'be called, named'. The verb forms a frequent
framing device in IE poetry, e.g., aIr ro-coala 'I have heard'
and OInd susrava 'I heard' (both < *RuKlo1)h2e).

"K1eus-'hear'. (IEW606-607 (*Kleu-s-); Wat 31 (*kleu-);
GI 33 C*Rhleu-); BK 260 (*k[hJul-l*k[hJol-)J. aIr clOas'ear',
WeIs dust 'ear' (Celt < *Klous-teha-), ON hlust 'ear', h1usta
'listen', OE hlyst 'hearing', hlystan 'listen' (> NE li~ten), OHG
hlosen 'listen', OPms klausTton 'answer', Lith klausau 'hear',
Latv k1ausIt 'hear', OCS s1ysati 'hear', Messapic klaohi 'hear!',
OInd 5ro~ati 'hears', TochA kiyo$a-Iklyosa- 'hear', TochB
klyau$a-Iklyause- 'hear'. An enlargement of the previous entry,
further attesting to the antiquity of the former.

See also EAR; FAME; POETRY. [D.Q.A.]

HEART
"Kerd (gen. *Jqd6s) 'heart'. [lEW 579-580 (*Rerd-); Wat

30 (*kerd-); GI 701 (*0er-t'-); Buck 4.44]. Lat cor 'heart',
ONhjarta 'heart', OE heorte 'heart' (> NE heart), OHG herza
'heart', Goth hainG 'heart', OPrus seyr 'heart', Lith serdis
'marrow, heart', Lith sirdis 'heart', Latv seide 'marrow, heart',
Latv sifds 'heart', oes snJdlce 'heart', Rus serdce 'heart', sereda
'middle', Grk Jdjp 'heart', Arm sirt 'heart', Hit kir 'heart',
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HierLuv zar-za 'heart', Av zJrJd- 'heart', Oind hfd- 'heart'
(lndo-Iranian < *ghrd- with unexpected initial). Several
groups show an old derivative *Krdjeha-: Oir cride 'heart',
Wels craidd « *Kredjom) 'middle', Grk 1Cap8ia 'heart,
stomach', OInd hfdaya- 'heart', TochA kri 'will', TochB karyati
(pI.) 'hearts'. Pan-IE in form and meaning.

The frozen expression to 'put' or 'place heart', Le., *kred
dheh1- is strongly attested and indicates that in the period of
PIE, the heart was regarded as the organ of belief or thought.

See also ANATOMY; BEUEF. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Szemereny1, O. (1970) The Indo-European name of the 'heart" in

Donum Balticum, ed. V Rl1~e-DraviI1a, Stockholm, Almqvist and

Wiksell, 515-533.

HEARTH
*h2ehrseha- 'hearth'. [lEW 68 (*cis-); Wat 3-4 (*as-); GI

605 ( *Has-)]. Lat ara 'hearth, fire-altar', Osc aasai'on the altar'
(the Osc -5- is difficult since we would expect -r- as in Latin
rather than -5-), Hit hassa- 'fireplace, hearth' (d. Osc aasai
purasiai'in the fiery hearth' and Hit hassi pahhur 'fire in the
hearth'), OInd asa- 'ashes' « *'burnings'). Cf. ON aska 'ash',
OE asce 'ash' (> NE ash), OHG asca 'ash' (ON/OElOHG <
*h2Qxs-g-eha-), Goth azgo'ash' « *h2Cxs-gh-eha-), Ann aCiwn
« *h2Cxs-g-i-) 'ash'. From *h2ehr 'bum' (seen as a verb only
in Palaic ha- 'be hot'). Cf. also OIr auh « *h2ehx-ti-) 'kiln'.
Distribution assures PIE status.

*h2ehrtr-eha- 'hearth'. IIEW 69 (*at{e)r-); Wat 4
(*ater-)). Lat atrium 'forecourt, principal foam, room which
contains the hearth' « *'chimney-way over a hearth'), Alb
vater'hearth' (whence vatra 'hearth' in Slavic [e.g., Czech vatra]
and vatra 'fire' in Romanian), This is a derivative, limited to
the west and center of the IE world, and not everywhere there,
of *h2ehrter- 'fire' « *'bumer') seen in Av atar- 'fire', and,
further derived, in Lat ater 'black' « *h2ehxtr-o- 'blackened
by fire').

In Indo-European, the domestic hearth was often set at
the center of the house and was the focal point of religious
and social ceremonies. It was also an altar and therefore
represented the expression of IE religious beliefs. These beliefs
linked ancestor worship to the cult of the fire. The domestic
hearth was the symbol of the basic social unit, the family
Through the rites and ceremonies around it the family hearth
linked the members of a kin group both diachronically,
through the cult of the ancestors, and collaterally. In the
traditions of the Romans, Greeks and IndO-Aryans, a new.
hearth could only be established with the beginning of a new
household when fire was brought from the bride's family
hearth and in ancient Greece a child was accepted formally
into the family only after it had been carried ceremoniously
around the fire. Among the ancient Germans, in Greece and
India, at the death of the head of the household the fire was
ceremonially extinguished. The significance of the hearth and
the fire was also featured in Hittite tradition which related

HEAT

special instructions and rituals to keep the hearth fire.
As hearths were being built even before the emergence of

anatomically modern humans, their presence in the archaeo
logical record can hardly be attributed to any particular ethno
lingUistic group. The discovery of hearths is one of the most
frequent manifestations of human settlement and the range
of the evidence is both archaeologically (and in terms of lexical
formations) linguistically varied: simple fires (e .g., Arm
hn-oc' 'fire-place'), fire-pits (e .g., Arm gehean 'hearth' [< geh
'pit'], NPers gau 'pit'), stone enclosures for the hearth (OInd
agnigrha- 'fire-place' [< *fire-house')), plastered hearths. Those
words for 'hearth' that can be reconstructed to PIE are far too
vague to indicate the shape or appearance of a notional PIE
hearth.

See also BURN; FIRE; FI~ CULT; GROUND. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.l

Further Readings
Adams, D. Q. (1995) Tocharian A 8star, B aSCare 'clean, pure' and

PIE *h2ehx(s)- 'bum', in Analecta lndoeuropaea Cracoviensia,

vol. 2 (= Kurylowicz Memorial Volume. Pare One). ed. W

Smoczynski, Cracow, Universitas, 207-211.
Della Volpe, A. (1991) From the hearth to the creation of boundaries.

lIES 18, 157-184.

Eilers, W (1974) Herd und Feurstatte in Iran, in Antiquitaces

Indogermanicae, ed. M. Mayrhofer, et. al., Innsbruck, 307-338.
Hamp, E. (976) On the distribution and origin of vatra, in Opuscula

slavica et linguistica, eds. H. D. Pohl and N. Salnikow, Klagenfurt,

Johannes Heyn, 201-210.

HEAT
*gWherm6s 'warm (especially by fire, sun)'. [lEW 493

494 (gJhermo-); Wat 25 (*gWher-); GI 589 (*tf°er-m-); Buck
15.85; BK 314 (*gWar-/*gwJr-)]. Lat form us 'warm', ON vannr
'warm', OE weann 'warm' (> NE warm), OHG warm 'warm',
OPrus gorme 'heat', Latv gatme '(slight) warmth', Thracian
germo- 'warm', Tf.pJ.1ac; (city characterized by hot springs),
Alb zjarm 'fire', Grk 8EpJ.16C; 'warm', Arm jenn 'warm', Av
gaidma- 'hot', OInd gharma- 'heat, glow'. Clearly of PIE status.
From *gWher- 'warm'. .

*gWhrens6s 'warm'. [lEW 495 (*g!hre-ns-o-); Wat 25
(*gWher-); BK 314 (*gWar-/*gwJr-)]. Olr grIs 'heat, fire', Wels
gwres 'heat (of the sun, fire)', Oind ghramsa- 'heat of the
sun'. From *gWher- 'warm' with relatively rare suffix suggesting
IE antiquity

*tep- 'hot'. [JEW 1069-1070 (*tep-); Wat 70 (*tep-); GI
589 (*theph-); Buck 15.85; BK 92 (*t{hjap{hj_/*t[hjJp{hj_)).
Lat tepe6 'be lukewarm', OE jJefian 'to pant, gasp', Rus topit!
'to heat', Alb ftoh (a-grade causative < *h4eps-top-eh 1

Ske/O-) 'make cold', Av tapaiti 'be warm', OInd tapati'to warm,
bum'; cf. OIr te - te 'hot', Wels tan 'hot'. Also several suffixed
forms such as *tep-{VJs-: Oir tess 'heat', warmth', Wels tes
'heat', Lat tepor 'warmth', Umb tefm « *teps-ro-) 'burnt
sacrifice', perhaps Hit tapissa- 'fever, heat', Luv tapassa- 'fever,
heat' (which some tre"at as an Indo-Aryan loanword although
it may also be from Proto-Anat *tapessa- [< putative PIE
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*topes-o- with new o-grade and thematic suffix, with meta
thesis of gemination, Le., *-pp... s- > *-p...ss-]), OInd tapas
'heat', tapu~- 'heat, glow', tapnu- 'burning, glowing'. The case
for a PIE root *tep- is extremely strong.

*uel- 'warm, heat'. [lEW 1140 (*lJel-); BK 495 (*wal-/
*wjl-)). ON vella 'bubble, boil', ylr'warmth', ylja 'to warm',
OE weallan 'boil, be hot', wielm 'boiling, surging, raging',
OHG walm 'boiling, fervor', wale 'heat', Goth wulan 'be aglow
with, seethe', Lith videO 'make lukewarm', Alb vale 'heat,
boiling', vlo} 'boil, ferment, seethe', Ann gol 'heat', golanam
'warm oneself'. At least a word of the west and center of the
IE world.

*kehxi- 'hot'. [JEW 519 (*kai-); Buck 15.85]. ON heitr
'hot', OE hat 'hot, burning, glOWing' (> NE hot), OHG heiz
'hot', Goth heito 'fever', Lith kaisti 'to heat, to become hot,
Latv kiiitet 'to burn, to singe, heat'. The Germanic forms are
based on a *-d- extension while the Baltic forms are based on
*-t-. Even aside from this minor formal difference, distribution
points at best to a northwestern dialectal term.

See also BURN; DRY. LJ.C.s.]

HEAVY
*gWrehru- - *gWrhru- 'heavy'. [lEW 476 (*glJer-); Wat

25 (*gWerd-); GI 685 (*k'O(e)r-u-); BK 339 (*k>WurY-/
*k'WorY-)]. MIr bair '?heavy', WeIs bryw « *gWer-) 'lively,
vigorous, strong', Lat gravis C< *gWroi-or *graus) 'heavy', Goth
*kaurjos (only by assuming loss of labialization, otherwise
unlikely) 'weighty, oppressive', Latv gruts 'heavy', Grk f3apvc;
'heavy', OInd guru- 'heavy'. Cf. TochB kramar 'weight,
heaviness', whence TochB kramartse 'heavy' and related TocM
kramarts 'heavy', which must reflect a putative PIE
*gWre/ohrmr Av gouru- 'heavy' has often been suggested
here, but is found only in one compound where. the reading
'heavy' for this element is unclear. Alb zor'heaviness, trouble'
has also been placed here. In spite of the weakness of several
links, close correspondences from several stocks makes IE
status likely.

*tengh- 'be heavy, difficult', [cf. lEW 1067]. ON jJungr
'heavy, difficult, unfriendly', Lith tingiis 'idle, lazy, sluggish',
tingti - tingeti 'be slow, idle', OCS o-t~iati 'become heavy,
loaded', t9ga 'anxiety, trouble', Rus tjatkyj 'heavy, pressing',
tuga 'suffering', TochB tank- 'hinder, obstruct'. Old in IE.

See also UGHT2 . LJ.C.S., D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Fischer, H. (1982). Lateinisch 'gravis'. M55 41,33-34, and (1991).

Nachtrag. M55 52,7.

HEDGEHOG
*hleghis 'hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus [+ Hemiechinus

auritus?])'. [lEW 292 (*eghi-); GI 444 (*eghi-) J. ON igull
'hedgehog', OE igil'hedgehog', OHG igil'hedgehog', Lith eiys
'hedgehog', Latv ezis 'hedgehog', OCS O)ez! 'hedgehog', Rus
ei 'hedgehog', Grk £XlVOC; 'hedgehog', Phrygian eSlC;
'hedgehog', Arm ozni 'hedgehog, Oss wyzyn - uzun

'hedgehog'. Widespread and obviously old in IE. Traditionally
this word is explained as a derivative of *hleghis 'snake', the
semantic connection being that the hedgehog is a 'snake-eater'.
Alternatively, we may have two largely homophonous and
unrelated, though secondarily associated, words.

*gher 'hedgehog (Erinaceus europaeus [+ Hemiechinus
auritus?])'. [lEW 445 (*gher-s); Wat 22 (*ghers-)j. Lat er
« *her) 'hedgehog', Grk (Hesychius) Xr7P 'hedgehog'.
Apparently a regional word for 'hedgehog' in IE. A root-noun
from *gher- '± pointed object, point'. It is at least possible
that *hjeghis and gherreferred to the two different species of
hedgehog but, if so, the exact semantic distribution is im
possible to recover. The association of the word for hedgehog
with a pointed object is a transparent reference to the animal's
spines and there is a considerably body of folklore concerning
the ability of the hedgehog to carry apples on its spines.

With the exception of the far north, the European hedgehog
is distributed across Europe and most of Asia but only as far
south as northwest Kazakhstan. The long-eared hedgehog
(Hemiechinus auritus) is known from the rivers Don and Volga
southeast across Iran (where it has been recovered from
Neolithic contexts), Afghanistan and well into India. The
European hedgehog is present on Mesolithic and Neolithic
sites across Europe but never in numbers that would suggests
anything other than chance encounter and there is no evidence
that it was eaten as it later was during the Middle Ages, e.g.,
the Normans appear to have introduced it into Ireland and it
is already presumed domesticated by the time of Aristotle in
the fourth century BC. Among naturalists (presumably
ignorant of the suggestions concerning its deep etymology),
the hedgehog has long had a reputation as a snake-killer whose
spines protect it from fangs and it is also known that it is
unusually impervious to snake poison (the macroglobulins
in its blood heIp prevent haemorrhaging from adder venom).
Interest in the association between snakes and hedgehogs has
even produced a number of experiments where hapless snakes
have been placed in boxes with a hedgehog. In some instances
the animals have ignored one another while in others the
hedgehog has efficiently killed the snake by systematically
biting it along its spine, and in one case, devouring the snake,
although its normal diet is earthworms and insects. Records
of hedgehogs killing adders also exist where this ordinarily
sluggish mammal has successfully defeated an adder very
much in the manner of a mongoose, i.e., by bobbing and
weaving and tiring the snake before it strikes. While this need
not secure the etymological association between the name of
the hedgehog and that of the snake, it does rest on something
stronger than fanciful folklore.

Killing of the hedgehog was proscribed in the A vesta (in
the Videvdat 13.2-4, it is known as VaIJ-hapara or, to the evil
speaking people, Duzaka, and is described as a 'shy, pointed
nosed dog') and for practical reasons, the use of its spines in
preparing cloth, the Romans also attempted to curtail its
slaughter.

GI have suggested that the original referent of *h legllls

j
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was the mongoose (Herpestes ichneumon) which inhabited
North Africa, Anatolia and Spain while the Indian mongoose
(Herpestes edwardsi) occupies the subcontinent. While this
animal was most certainly a 'snake-killer', it was primarily
known only in ancient Egypt until the classical period when
it was to be found in Greek naturalists' works and Rome where
it became fashionable for ladies to keep' mongooses. The
Romans may have introduced it deliberately into Iberia to
reduce the population of rabbits and it has been observed
that there is a deficiency of small carnivores (e.g., the stoat
and beech marten) generally in the Mediterranean. It is most
unlikely that *hleghis originally meant the 'mongoose' as the
animal is conspicuous by its absence on European prehistoric "
sites (which do offer evidence for similarly sized animals such
as martens, weasels, and hedgehogs), the meaning 'mongoose'
is not attested in any of the IE stocks, its natural distribution
is discordant with the general range of European cognates
(Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, Greek), and the hedgehog satisfies
any etymological demands required if one derives the animals
name from that of the snake.

See also MAMMALS; SNAKE; STIFF. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

HEEL
*¢rsn-eha- 'heel'. (IEW823 (*persna); Wat 50 (*persna);

Buck 4.35]. Lat perna 'haunch', OE fiersin - fiersn 'heel', OHG
fers(aJna 'heel', Goth fairzna 'heel', Grk n7:epva 'heel', Hit
parsna- 'upper thigh'; with long vowel: Av pasna- 'heel', OInd
parSI)I 'heel', TochB porsnai- '± heel, ankle'. Clearly PIE in
status.

*pent- 'heel'. [IEW988 (*(sJpen-(dJ-))". OPrus pentis 'heel',
Lith pentis 'butt-end of an ax', OCS p~ta 'heel', Rus pjata 'heel',
Pashto ponda « *panta) 'heel'. A word of the center and east
of the IE world.

*sPTh16m 'heel'. IlEW 992-993 (*sp(hJer-); Wat 64
(*sperd-)). ON spar 'footprint', OE spar 'footprint' (> NE
spoor), OHG spar 'footprint' « *sp[hlorn), OE spure 'heel',
spora - spura 'spur' (> NE spur), OHG sporo'spur' « *Sprhl
o-on-), spun-halz 'lame', Grk alpvpov « *Sprhlom though
both the aspirate -ph- and the vowel -u- are unexpected)
'ankle(bQne)', TochB sprane (dual)'± flanks' « *Sprhl
o-on-, the meaning < *'hollow above hips' < *'hips' < *'hock'
as similarly for Lat perna above). From *sper(h]J- 'kick'. Also
derived from *sper(hlJ- are OIr seir'heel' and Wels ffer'ankle'
« *sperets). *Sprhlorn would appear to be at least oflate PIE
age.

See also FOOT; HOCK; KIcK. ID.Q.A.)

HEIR see ORPHAN

HELLEBORE
*kemeros '± hellebore'. [lEW 558 (*kemero-)]. OHG

hernera 'hellebore', Lith kerneras 'marigold', ORus cerneru
'poison', cerneI1'hellebore', cerner'pain, ache', Grk 1(aJlapo~

'larkspur'. OInd kamalarn 'lotus' is semantically distant and
probably a Dravidian loanword. Both the hellebore and

HELL-HOUND

larkspur are members of the buttercup family. Probably a late
word in at least the west and center of the IE world whose
exact meaning is not recoverable.

See also PLANTS. [D.Q.A.l

HEll-HOUND
*J<erberos mythical dog of the underworld. (JEW 578

(*l{erbero-)]' Grk KEPf3£po~(houndof Hades), Oind sarvara
(epithet of one of Yama's dogs). From *kerberos 'piebald,
spotted'. The linguistic equation is exact between the Greek
and Old Indic forms.

The association ofdogs with death and the otherworld is a
common IE theme. They appear, singly or in pairs, to guide
the soul to the afterlife in Indic and Iranian, to guard the
afterworld in Greek, Roman, Germanic, and Celtic, and as
choosers of the dead in Indic and Celtic. In Hittite, although

. the connection is unclear, dogs seem to be associated with
the spirits of the dead.

The Old Indic Yama has two four-eyed dogs, Sabala
'Spotted' and Syarna 'Black'. In 8gveda 10.14, they are referred
to as guardian dogs and keepers of the path to the afterworld.
Only the souls who have sacrificed properly may pass on to
the happy afterlife. The Atharvaveda depicts the dogs as
messengers of Yama, sent forth to choose those who are to
die. In the epic tradition of the Mahabharata, it is a dog that
leads Yudhi?tira and his brothers northwards where each dies
as they approach the afterworld until Yudhi?~ira himself is
invited by Indra to enter the next world.

In Iranian tradition, a four-eyed dog was brought in to a
dead body in order for its gaze to expel the demons,
particularly Nasu the goddess of decay who disguises herself
as a fly on the body The Oaena, or 'inner self' of the dead
person, in the shape of a beautiful woman, escorts the souls
of the righteous to Paradise accompanied by two dogs whose
function is to guide the soul to the proper path by barking.

The three-headed Greek Kerberos is the best-known
otherworldly dog, first attested in the Theogony 311. His duty
Was to maintain the boundary between Hades and the world
of the living, although he could be bribed or drugged. Another
resident of Hades, Hekate, was also called 'Our Lady of
Hounds', leading a swarm of ghosts and demonic barking
dogs through the underworld nightly

The Norse hell-hound is Garro, another guardian of the
boundaries. The souls of those who have died of sickness or
old age encounter him on their way to Hel; if they have ever
given food to the hungry, they find a crust in their hands
With which to propitiate him. The Elder Edda names two
dogs, Gifr and Geri, guardians of the boundary between this
world and another, who will keep watch night and day until
the end of the world. One wishing to pass could give them
the wings of Vlo6fnir, a mythical bird, and slip past while

"they ate. aoinn has a pack of otherworldly hounds, and the
Valkyries ride through the sky over battlefields on wolves.

In Welsh tradition, Gwyn ap Nudd, a god of the under
world, leads the Wild Hunt through the sky. He is accom-
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panied by his dog Dormarth ('Death's Door'), perhaps another
gate guardian. In Irish folklore, two dogs or wolves wait beside
the dying person to pursue the soul at the moment of death.

Perhaps representing the devouring aspect of death, dogs
have a clear role in Indo-European mythology as guardians
of the path or gate to the otherworld and as choosers of the
dead. In some traditions, e.g., Germanic and Greek, there is
also evidence that the souls of those who for various reasons
(suicide, childlessness, failure to marry, etc.) cannot enter the
afterlife, must pass their intervening time in the form of dogs
or wolves which regularly haunt cemeteries. Related is the
belief indicated in the religion of Zara8ustra that dogs (and
birds) consume the flesh of the deceased wherein rests the
soul that it may pass to the afterlife. In various IE traditions
the worst throw of the dice is known as the 'dog' which is
associated with death and fills a semantic sphere similar to
that of the Ace of Spades in cards; conversely, the best throw
is known as the 'dog-killer'.

The pairing or doubling of the dogs associated with
mortuary beliefs is common and expressed either in pairs of
dogs or the doubling of some feature of the dog, e.g., the
four-eyed dogs of both Indic and Iranian tradition or perhaps
a double-headed dog. These pairs are usually given contrasting
colors, e.g., in Brittany and Armenia, they are black and white
while in Indic tradition they are spotted and black. This pair
ing has been interpreted as an expression of the limnal aspect
of the dog, resting on the junction between this life and that
of the otherworld.

Some archaeological reflection of this network of beliefs
has been recovered from prehistoric sites which have been
associated by some with early Indo-Europeans. At Klady in
the north Caucasus, a tomb of the Maykop culture dating to
c 3300 BC yielded at the head of the deceased, among other
things, two figures of dogs, one of bronze and one of silver,
which are said to reflect the different colors of the two
guardians of the dead in Indo-European myth. In a more
general way, the burial of dogs with the deceased is so wide
spread that it can hardly be interpreted as a specifically IE
rite. Burials accompanied by dogs are known at least· since
the Mesolithic period in Scandinavia where in southern
Sweden they not only may accompany the deceased but in
some instances have received individual interment and been
prOVided with the same grave goods as found in the burials
of humans. Dog remains are very infrequently found in Kurgan
sites of the Pontic steppe, and normally in the form of teeth,
jaws or occasionally a whole skull. There are exceptions,
however, such as the burial of a dog over a grave of the Yamna
culture. Dogs are also occasionally encountered in the
presumably (Indo-)Iranian burials at Sintashta in the southern
Urals. The suggestion by Gamkrelidze and Ivanov that the
employment of dogs in burial rituals of the Shang dynasty
derives from IE contacts is unpersuasive given the fact that
dog burial and sacrifice is also found in the much earlier native
Neolithic cultures of China.

See also DEATH BEUEFS; DOG. [L.].H., ].PM.]

Further Readings
Lincoln, B. (1979) The Hellhound. ]IES 7, 273-286.

Schlerath, B. (1954) Oer Hund bei der Indo-Germanen. Paideuma

6,25-40.

HELP
*]{elb- 'help'. [lEW 554 (*J<elb- - *J<elp-); Wat 28

(*kelb-); Buck 19.58]. ON hjalpa 'help', OE he/pan 'help' (>

NE help), OHG helfan 'help', Goth hilpan 'help', Lith selph)
'help, support'. A northwest dialectal form.

IM.N.I

HEMP
?*kannabis 'hemp (Cannabis sativa)'. (Wat 27 (*kannabis);

GI 570-57l}. aIr cn,Hp 'hemp', Lat cannabis 'hemp', ON
hampr'hemp', OE ha?nep 'hemp' (> NE hemp), OHG hanar
'hemp', OPrus knapios 'hemp', Lith kanape 'hemp', Latv
kapepe 'hemp', OCS konoplja 'hemp', Alb kerp 'hemp', Grk
1((XVva!3u; 'hemp', Ann kanap' 'hemp'.

Hemp is an important source of bast fibres for textiles. It
grows up to four or five meters in height, prodUcing longer
and coarser fibres than flax (though they are otherwise very
similar to them). These fibres may be used for coarse cloth
but are even better suited for making ropes and sails. Hemp
seed is also traditionally used for its oil or as an animal feed,
and, finally, as a narcotic.

Hemp is found in the wild state in Central Asia and it
occurs on Neolithic sites from Germany, Switzerland, Austria,
the Czech Republic (seed impressions on pots), Romania,
Moldova (seed impressions on Linear Ware culture pots) and
the Ukraine. Its presence in all these areas is sparse and it
does' not seem to have been common in Greece until the
classical period although Herodotus (4.74) does mention its
use among the Thracians.

The various attested words, while similar to one another,
cannot reflect a common PIE source and their similarity must
reflect a later series of borrowings from one IE stock to another.
E. Barber has suggested that a common source, perhaps
Thracian or Scythian, prOVided the Greek form whi'ch was
then borrowed into Latin. It was also lent first into Slavic and
then to Baltic and on to Finnish, and Germanic apparently
borrowed the word before the first sound shift. There is also
a pOSSible Old Indic cognate bhanga- which has been
explained as a reversal of the original word, with labial first
and velar last, i.e., *kan(nJaB- > ?*Ban(a)g-. The reversed
position of the stops has been explained as an attempt to gain
access to the spirit world by a reversal of order, comparable,
for example, to a Black Mass where the mass is recited
backwards. This borrOWing of a new term for an old object
could have been induced by a new variety of hemp which
could be put to new purposes.

The old northern hemp that the PIE speakers and their
neighbors had been using since 5,000 BC did not contain the
narcotic THC. Presumably the "new and improved" hemp
was improved precisely because it did contain THC. It has



been argued that the additional narcotic use of hemp is
relatively late, appearing only in the first millennium Be.
Herodotus, for example, records its use as a narcotic among
the Iron Age Scythians and a complex of brazier, hemp seeds
and wooden tripod to form a tent like structure, all described
by a confused Herodotus as a "vapor-bath", has been recovered
from the Iron Age royal tombs of Pazyryk in the Altai
Mountains. It was by no means confined to the steppe region
and hemp has also been discovered in Iron Age contexts in
western Europe, e.g., a Hallstatt burial, presumably Celtic, at
Hochdorf in Germany It has been presumed that the narcotic
uses developed in the steppe region and then diffused
westwards during the Iron Age accounting for the particular'
pattern of loans. But it has also been suggested that this spread
of hemp may date to a much earlier period. Hemp has not
only been recovered from settlement sites in Romania but
also from a Yamna bUrial at Gurbane~ti (Moldova) where traces
were found in a "censer" (a shallow footed bowl believed to
have been used in the burning of some aromatic substance).
It has been found in a similar context from an early Bronze
Age burial in the north Caucasus. These "censers", often highly
decorated with "sunburst" motifs, are widespread across the
steppe region in the third millennium BC (extending at least
from the Dnieper to the Yenisei) and may be a part of a ritual
complex. The censers also diffuse westwards at this time in
Romania, Hungary and further along the Danube. As cannabis
can also be infused, Le., served as a component in a drink, it
has also been suggested that the spread of cord-(hemp?)
decorated pottery from the steppe westwards may also have
been part of the same complex.

While attractive, this theory that emphasizes purely the
narcotic nature of hemp does not entirely explain the later
spread of Cannabis sativa in Europe. Hemp, for example,
appears to have been employed in the making of textiles in
Anatolia by at least the eighth century BC, was widely
employed in the Near East and Greece in the first centuries
BC and spread to Italy c 100 BC. It was also introduced into
both Britain and Ireland during the first centuries BC and AD
and during the early mediaeval period its primary use was in
textiles where it was regularly coincidental with a rise in flax.
There are thus at least three chronological horizons to which
the spread of hemp might be ascribed:. the early distribution
of hemp across Europe during the Neolithic c 5000 BC or
earlier; a later spread of hemp for presumably narcotic
purposes about 3000 BC; a still later spread or, at least, re
emergence of hemp in the context of textiles durtng the first
millennium BC. Given the fact that the word appears to
involve inter-stock borrowing after the collapse of PIE, the
more recent horizon appears to be the more attractive period
for the spread of the word.

See also HENBANE; PLANrs; PopPY. [D.Q .A. )J.PM.]

Further Readings
Barber, E.]. W (1991). The archaeolinguistics of hemp, in Prehistoric

Textiles: The Development ofCloth in the Neolithic and Bronze

HENBANE

Ages. Princeton, Princeton University Press, 36-38.
Sherratt, A. (1991) Sacred and profane substances: The ritual use of

narcotics in later Neolithic Europe, in Sacred and Profane, eds. P

Garwood, D. Jennings, R. Skeates and]. Toms, Oxford, Oxford

University Committee for Archaeology, 50-64.

HEN
*kerk-'hen'. [IEW568 (*kerk-); GI 515 (*kherkh-); Buck

3.54]. Mir cerc'brood hen', Grk K'ipK'o~'rooster',Av kahrka
'hen', Oind krka-v;iku- 'rooster', TochB kranko 'rooster',

The hen, a Neolithic economic miracle, a bird that lays an
egg every day, originated as the Red Jungle Fowl, and was
borne westward. Its point of origin is disputed and while
traditionally held to be India where it occurs at Mohenjo
daro c 2000 BC, there appears to be much earlier evidence
from southeast Asia which would project its appearance back
to before c 6000 BC and already by the sixth millennium BC
it has expanded far beyond its natural range to reach the arid
plains of northern China. Remains of Gallus are known from
north of the Black Sea by c 3000 BC which has prompted the
suggestion that the hen may have spread from China via the
steppe region into Europe. The other route, from India to the
Mediterranean, cannot be excluded although this would
appear to have been later than the spread across the steppe.
There is also some evidence of the hen from Greece in the
period c 3000 BC. In general, the main rise in the dispersal of
the Gallus is to be found in the later Bronze Age and the Iron
Age. The archaeological evidence might suggest the possibility
of reconstructing a common IE word for the hen (*kerk-)
across a number of stocks if not to PIE itself although the
clearly onomatopoeic features of this word invites con
siderable caution.

See also BIRDS; COCK. U.A.C.G., j.PM,]

Further Reading
West, B. and B. -x. Zhou (1988) Did chickens go north? New evidence

for domestication. Journal of Archaeological Science 15, 515

533.

HENBANE
*bhel- 'henbane (Hyoscyamus niger)'. [lEW 120

(*bhel-)]. Gaul belinuntia - {3eAivlov 'henbane', Belenos
'Apollo', OE beolone 'henbane', OHG bil(Osa 'henbane', Rus
belena 'henbane'. The exact form which this word took in
PIE is not recoverable; however, its existence, at least in the
.west and center of the IE world, is assured. The plant appears
to have been indigenous across most of Europe (it is known
from the Neolithic Swiss lake-side dwellings and traces of
henbane have been recovered from a mortuary structure in
Scotland) and much of Asia where it was particularly prized
for its narcotic (it produces hallucinations) and nledicinal
properties (it is a pain-killer and muscle-relaxer); it was also
employed by Danish chicken-thieves to stun their victims. It
has been traditionally consumed both by smoking and, in
India, as a beverage. It is a regular ingredient in witches'
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potions and is poisonous. Today it is commercially grown for
the production of the drugs atropine, hyoscyamine and
scopolamine.

See also HEMP; PIANTS; POPPY. (D.Q.A.,].PM.l

HERD
"uretos (or "urehltos?) 'flock, herd'. [lEW 1151

(*vreto-)]. ODan wrath 'herd of twelve swine', OE wr~jJ'herd

(of swine)', Goth wrijJus (recte *wrejJus) 'herd', Oind vnita
'flock, swarm, troop (particularly the non-Brahminical section
of society)'. The basic meaning here seems to be 'flock' or
'herd' as a derivative from the root *1)er- 'bind, array' (d. OInd
VfI)6ti 'cover, surround~ ward off). Compare also Gmc *warina
in OE weam 'troop, crowd' and similar Celtic forms, e.g., aIr
foirenn 'indefinite number of persons, band, troop', We1s
gwerin 'host'. Though *vretos is not widely attested, the
geographical distribution of those attestations suggests PIE
status.

"kerdheha- 'herd, series'. [JEW 579 (*Kerdho-); Wat 30
(*kerdh-) ~ Buck 3.18]. ON h)9ro 'herd', hiroir 'herdsman',
OE heord 'herd' (> NE herd), hierde 'herdsman', OHG herta
'herd', hirti 'herdsman', Goth hairda 'herd', hairdeis
'herdsman', OPms kerdan 'time', Lith (s)kefdiius 'herdsman',
OCS creda 'herd, series'. A word of the northwest of the IE
world. Related more distantly are MWels coro 'troop, crowd,
family', Grk 1Cop9v{heap, sheaf'. Though sometimes put here,
Av sar;Joana- 'avenger', OInd sardha- 'might, strength' (later
also 'herd') are semantically (and phonologically, *K- rather
than *k-) distant. .

See also HERDSMAN. [D.Q.A.]

HERDSMAN
"uestor 'herdsman'. (JEW 1171 (*!)es-); GI 601 (*wes

ther-); Buck 3.18]. Hit LUwestara- 'herdsman', Av vastar
'herdsman'. From *1)es- 'graze'. Though not widely attested,
the distribution suggests great antiquity in IE.

*gWou-kWolos 'cowherd'. [lEW 483 (*gl)ou-); GI 601
(*-kh°eI-); Buck 3.18~ BK 346 (*k'wuw-l*k'Wow-), 317
(*kw{h]ul-l*kW{h]ol-)]. MIr buachail 'cowherd', Wels bugail
'shepherd', Myc qo-u-ko-ro 'cowherd', Grk f30V1CoAoC;
'cowherd'. At least a word of the west and center of the IE
world. A compound of *gWou- 'cow' and *kw010- 'one who
turns, moves' (from *kwel- 'turn, move around').

*poh]im.en- 'herdsman'. (IEW839 (*poi-men-); cf. GI 600
(*phaH-); Buck 3.18]. Lith piemuo'herdsman', Grk 7rOlJ1~V

'herdsman'. A word of the IE center. From *poh](i)- 'watch
(after cattle)'.

See also Cow; FEED; HERD~ PRoTECT. [D.Q.A.]

HERNIA
*k~uhxl (gen. *kuhxlos) 'hernia'. [lEW 536-537

(*kau(;J)la)). ON haull 'hernia', OE heala 'hernia', OHG hola
'hernia' (Germanic from an o-grade derivative *kouhxl-o-) ,
Lith kuIas 'hernia', kula 'thickening, swelling', OCS kyIa

. 'hernia', Rus kila 'hernia', Grk (Ionic) Kt]A1] 'tumor', (Attic)

1(~71 'hernia' (Grk < *kewala-) , Oss k'ullaw 'hernia'. From
*keuhr 'be bent' (d. *kuhxlo- 'back'). A widespread and
remarkably specific medical term. At least late PIE in status.

See also MEOIONE. [D.Q.A.]

HERON
?"hlorhxdeha- - "hlr(O)hxdeha- 'some form of water bird,

heron?' [lEW 68 (*arod-)]. Lat ardea 'heron', ON arta 'teal',
SC rada 'stork', Grk PWOlOC; - epwoloc; usually 'heron' but
also confused with the 'stork'. Both geographical spread and
uncertain semantics provide little support for a PIE 'heron'.
Old Indic largely uses kanka- 'heron' though other names are
used for particular species while Armenian employs a single
term, jknak'alliterally 'fish gatherer' which is also the word
for 'swan'. The NE heron is probably from an early ono
matopoeic form derived from the much employed *ker-.
Whatever word is used for heron, the word was also used for
the various water birds with longish necks who caught fish
by darting their bill into the water.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

HIDE1

"bhergh- 'keep, protect'. [lEW 145 (*bhergh-); Wat 8
(*bhergh-)~ GI 366; Buck 12.27]. ON bjarga 'keep, preserve',
OE beorgan 'keep, preserve', OHG bergan 'keep, preserve',
Goth bairgijJ 'keeps', Lith birginti 'be parsimonious', oes
bresti 'care for'. A northwest dialectal term.

*gheugh- 'protect, hide'. [lEW 450 (*gheugh-); GI 84
(*ffeut-)~ Buck 12.27] Lith gUiti 'cover with something
warm', Av gaoz- 'hide', Oind gilhati 'conceals, covers'. A word
ofth~ IE center and east unless one accepts ON eld-gygr'abyss
(crater of a volcano)' « *'something hidden').

"lieudh- 'hide'. (JEW 952 (*(s)keudh-); Wat 60
(*(s)keu-)~Buck 12.27]. OE hydan « Proto-Gmc *hudjana
with a new lengthened grade) 'hide' (> NE hide), Grk 1CEV(JW
- 1CEvOcivw'hide' (tr.), Arm suzanem 'submerge, hide'. A fonn
showing metathesis, namely *dheuk-, appears in OE deog
'he concealed himself, deagol 'secret, hidden, mysterious',
OHG tougan 'hidden', tougali 'secret', TocM tpuk- « *I)i
dheuK-) 'be hidden', TochB tuk- 'be hidden'. The'agreement
of Germanic and Tocharian in both metathesis and probably
the prior existence of a present *dhouKei is very significant
and clearly supports antiquity in IE.

See also COVER. [D.Q.A.I

HIDE2
"p~ln- 'animal skin, hide'. IIEW803 (*peI-no-), 985-986

(*(s)p(h)el-); Wat 48 (*pel-)~ GI 227-228 (*p!lel-H-); Buck
4.12~ BK 60 (*p{h]al_l*p{h ];Jl-)l. Lat pellis « pelni-) '(animal)
skin, hide', ON (jall 'skin', OE fell 'animal skin, hide, pelt' (>
NE feI!), OHG feI 'animal skin, hide, pelt' (Gmc < *peIno-),
OPms pIeynis 'meninges', Lith plene 'film (on milk), scab',
Latv plene 'membrane', Rus plena 'pelt' (Baltic and Slavic
derivatives with new full-grade), Grk epval-7rEAac; « *pd
Q-S- or perhaps rebuilt from < *-pelar) 'red inflammation of
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the skin', n£AAopaqJ1]t; 'sewing skins together'. Cf. OE filmen
'film, membrane; foreskin' (> NE film), Grk n£AJ1u 'sole of
the foot', or Lith pleve 'membrane, scab', Rus' pleva
'membrane', Grk bdHAO(f)oC;'omentum'. More distantly yet
we have Lat spolium '(animal) skin, hide', Grk anoAlu 'fine
wool plucked from the legs of sheep'. From *(s)pel- 'tear off',
though the underlying verb is nowhere attested as such.
Widespread, though not universal, in late PIE.

*haegmom 'hide'. [IEW7 (*ag-); GI 501; Buck 4.12]. OCS
(j)azno 'hide, leather', OInd ajinam 'hide'. Formally very
similar but with a different, and more original, meaning is
Lith otiena 'goat flesh'. A derivative of *haeg6s 'goat'. A word
of the east and center of the IE world.

*letrom 'leather'. [lEW 681 (*letro-); Wat 36 {*letro-)]'
OIr lethar'leather', Wels lledr'leather', ON lear 'leather', OE
leaer'leather' (> NE leather), OHG leder 'leather'. A dialect
innovation of the far northwest of the IE world. It has been
suggested that the Germanic words for leather should be
explained as a Celtic loan word, i.e., *peJ-tro > (with
metathesis) *ple-tro- > Gmc *lepra-. This would ultimately
derive from *pe1- 'cover' but the metathesis required here is
not otherwise attested.

?·n~k(es)- '± pelt, hide'. [JEW 754 (*nak-)). OE n~sc

« *n~ks) 'dressed fawn-skin', OPms nognan « *noknan)
'leather', Grk vaJCoc; (stem nak-es-) - vaK1] 'pelt, fleece, hide
of deer or goat', (Hesychius) vaK'6plOv 'skin'. Perhaps a word
of late, dialectal IE; perhaps a culture-word or trade-word
from some source.

See also ANATOMY; GoAT; SKIN. [D.Q.A.]

HIGH
*bhrghus - *bhrghtnt- 'high'. [lEW 140-141

(*bheregh-); Wat 8 (*bhergh-); GI 576-577 (*[}1(e)rgh-);
Buck 12.31; BK 19 (*bur-gY-I*bor-gY-)]. From *bhrghus: Arm
baIjr 'high', Hit parku- 'high', Luv parray(a)- 'high' in the
collocation parrayanza 'high mountains', TocM parkar 'long',
TochB parkare 'long' (Tocharian with regular replacement of
u-stem by ro- stem; note that the Tocharian meaning results
from a horizontal perspective as opposed to the original
vertical one; the same semantic development can also be found
in certain Iranian reflexes, e.g., Khot bulysa- 'long', Sogd (3rz
'long'); from *bhrghent-: aIr Brigit (feminine proper name),
ON Borgundarholmr 'Bornholm' (an island that rises high
from the sea), OHG Burgunt (feminine proper name), Av
b:Jr:Jzant- 'high', OInd brhant- (fern. brhatr) 'great, high'. Cf.
Olat [orctus'strong', Lat [or(c)tis 'strong'. PIE *bherghs (gen.
*bhrgh6s) 'height': Mlr bTl (ace. brig) « *bhrgh-) 'hill', QN
bjarg - berg 'mountain, rock', borg 'height, wall, castle, city',
OE beorg 'hill' (> NE barrow), burg - burh 'fortified place,
castle, city' (> NE borough), OHG berg 'mountain', burg'fort', .
Goth bairgahei 'mountainous area', baurgs'tower, city', Av
bars (gen. b:Jrdz6) 'height'. PIE status assured. Germanic
derivatives indicate both natural high places such as hills or
mountains as well as fortified heights.

*U6rhxdhus (gen. *urhxdhu6s) 'upright, high'. [IEW339

HIll

(*er(;J)d-), 1167 (*I)erdh-); Wat 17 (*er:Jd-); BK 500
(*war-/*w:Jr-)]. Grk (F)ap8oc; 'upright, standing; straight;
just', possibly Av :Jrddva- 'high, erect' if by dissimilatory
loss (Le., *1)... I) > *0 ... *1)) from *v:Jr:Jdva-, OInd Qrdhva
'upright, erected, high', TocM oTto '(from) above'. A word of
the PIE southeast.

*h2erdus 'high, lofty'. [d. lEW 339; Puhvel 3:203]. OIr
ard'high', Lat arduus'steep, lofty; difficult', ON 9fougr'steep',
OCS rast9 'grow', Rus rast 'height', Hit harduppi- ± high'.
possibly Av drdova- 'upright' (if it doesn't belong above),
Roshani war8 'irrigation canal built on a stone causeway'.
ar8an 'embankment between irrigation canal and field'
« Proto-Iran *arda- and *ardana- respectively). The
geographical distribution would appear to guarantee IE status.

See also FENCE; FORT; HIGH-ONE; Hn.L. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.]

HIGH-ONE
*bhrgh.cltiha- 'high one'. [lEW 140-141 (*bheregh-); Wat

8 (*bhergh-); GI 576 (*bhergh-); BK 19 (*bur-gY-I
*bor-gY-)]. aIr Brigit (Celtic goddess), OSrit Brigantia (Celtic
goddess), OHG Burgunt - Purgunt (womans name), OInd
brhatf- 'high, lofty'. The derivation is clearly from *bhergh
'high; hill, mountain' and the OBrit Brigantia is cognate with
the Old Indic adjectival form which may occur as a womans
name. The Celtic goddess is attested in both Britain and
Ireland (d. also the British and early Irish tribal name Brigantes
of whom Brigantia would have been the titular deity). In the
Roman interpretation of Celtic deities, Brigantia is equated
with Minerva and hence is seen as a patron of the crafts,
especially poetic or those pertaining to foretelling the future,
while the Irish sources also associate her with crop fertility.
Although recorded in pagan contexts in early Irish literature,
characteristics of the pagan Brigit are also recovered after her
christianization into St Brigit, a six'th-century Leinster saint,
whose sacred fire at Kildare suggests other rituals pertaining
to the goddess. St Brigit was also a patron of agricultural
fertility and her feast day fell on the Irish festival of Imbolc,
the summer solstice. Although leXically cognate with the Old
Indic adjectival form, there is no corresponding body of myth
concerning an lndic brhatf- on which to sustain a mythological
comparison.

See also GoDDESSES; HIGH; HILL. [D.Q.A., JPM.)

HIll
*bhergh- - *bh(gh- 'high; hill, mountain'. [lEW 140-141

.(*bheregh-); Wat 8 (*bhergh-); Gl 576-577 (*bh(e)rgh-);
Buck 1.22; BK 19 (*bur-gY-I*bor-gY-)]. MIr brf (gen. brega)
« *bhrgh-) 'hill', Wels bre 'hill', Gaul -briga (*bhrgh-a) 'hill',
ON bjarg- berg 'mountain', OE beorg'mountain', OHG berg
'mountain', Goth bairgahei« *berga-) 'mountainous region',
OCS bregu 'riverbank', Rus bereg 'riverbank' (Slavic with
problematic -g), Arm erkna-berj 'sky-high', Av b:JldZ- (nom.
bars < *bh(eJrgh-) 'high; hill, mountain', Oss ba-rzond 'high,
mountain'. The PIE word for 'high', 'hill' or 'mountain'.



HILL

*koJhron - *kJhrn-os 'hill'. [JEW 544 (*ke1-); War 28
(*kel-); GI 577 (*khel-); Buck 1.22]. Lar collis (with early
loss of laryngeal) 'hill', OE hyll « *huln-i- < *kJhxni-) 'hill',
MDutch hil(le), hulle 'hill' (ON holmr, holmi 'island', OE holm
'wave, sea, island', OS holm 'hill'), Lith kalnas'mountain',
kalva 'hill', Latv kalns 'mountain', kalva 'hill, river island',
Grk K'OAmVl1, J(oAcov6~ 'hill'. Uncertain is ON hallr, OE heall
(> NE halD, Goth hallus « *kolhxn-u-) 'rock'. Lat columen
'top' is from *ke1amen < *ke1hx-ml). (with syncope culmen).
Very doubtful is Hit kalmara- 'mountain'. From *kelhx
'project, tower up'. With Baltic, Germanic and Greek from
one paradigm, this is certainly the PIE word for 'hill'.

*gWorhr - *gW'rhr'mountain; mountain forest'. (lEW
477-478 (*g}Jer-); Wat 25 (*gWeld-); GI574 (*Hkor-i-); Buck
1.22; BK 363 (*q'Wur-/*q>Wor-)]. OPms garian « *gWorhx-)
'tree', Lith giria (fern. gire) « *gWrhr ) 'forest', Latv dzira 
dzirc 'forest', oes gara 'mduntain', Rus gara 'mountain', Alb
gur« *gw[hx-) 'rock, stone', Av gairi- 'mountain', Oind giri
'mountain' (Indo-Iran *gWrhx-i-?). PIE had a root noun,
probably *gWorhx-s (gen. *gWrhx-os). Perhaps the Indo-Iran
i-stem originated in the nom. *garis « *gWorhxs). Grk f3opia~

'northwind' is uncertain here as well as Grk (Hesychius)
8elpor; 'hill' which is secondarily derived from a compound.
The semantic shift to 'forest' in Baltic is not uncommon as
forests tend to be associated with mountainous regions and
parallel developments have been observed in other languages
and language families.

?*men- 'mountain'. [IEW726 (*ml).-t-); Wat 41 (*men-);
GI 574 (*m(e)n-th-); Buck 1.22; BK 533 (*mun-/*mon-)].
We1s mynydd « *manjo-) 'mountain', Lat mons (gen. mantis)
« *mon-ti-) 'mountain', Av mati « *mIJ-li) '(mountain)
height'. These are all probably independent derivatives from
a word for 'neck' which itself derives from *men- 'project,
stick out'.

The existence of multiple words for mountains has been
employed by GI to demonstrate that the earliest Indo
Europeans lived in a mountainous region (d. also words for
'cloud', 'thunderstorm', etc.), specifically the highlands of the
south Caucasus and Armenia. Such conclusions are ingenuous
in the extreme as possession of a virtually universal conceptual
category can hardly have any bearing on the specific location
of a population and there is nowhere in Eurasia where one
could set the Proto-Indo-Europeans where they could be
expected to have never encountered a mountain or hill.

See also HIGH; HIGH-ONE; PEAK. [R.S.PB.]

HIP see HAUNCH

HOCK
*kenk- '± hock, back of knee'. [lEW 566 (*kenk-); Wat

29 (*kenk-)J. ON h;ell 'heel', OE bela 'heel' (> NE beeD
« Gmc *hanhila-) , ON hi-mot 'ankle', OE hoh 'hock, heel'
« Gmc *hanha-), Lith kenkJe 'hock, back of knee', klnka
« *kl).keha-) 'hock, back of knee', Latv cinksla 'nerve behind
the knee', OInd kankala- (as if < *konkolo-; but attested only

late and sparingly) 'bone, skeleton'. The original PIE word (a
root noun?) has not survived. Rather we find several indepen
dent derivatives. If the Old lndic word belongs here, we have
evidence for at least a late, but general PIE word. If it does
not, then we have evidence for a "westernism" in late PIE.

See alsoANAroMY; FOOT; HEEL; LEG. [D.Q.A.I

HOE see PLOW

HOLD
*h2erk- 'hold back (so as to prevent someone from doing

something), contain'. [lEW 65-66 (*areq-); Wat 3 ( *arek-)].
Lat arceo 'shut in; keep at a distance, prevent', pareeo « *pa
+ *areeo) 'hold off', arx'stronghold, fortress', area 'chest,
container', Grk apK'£co 'ward off, defend; assist; achieve; suffice'
(denominative to apJ(o~ 'defence'), Arm argelum 'hinder,
restrain, hold back' (denominative to argel 'obstacle'), Hit
hark- 'hold, have', pe hark- 'bring along, tender, deliver',
possibly TochB ark- 'be obliged to' (if, like NE have to [=
'must']). To these may be added Lith raklnti 'lock with a key'
although the latter is more probably related to the root seen
in Lith rakti 'to poke with a sharp object' (or rakinti may be
an unexpected new full-grade, influenced by rakei). OIr
aeerann 'shoe, clothing' « *'that which holds the foot') has
also been set here but this connection is extremely dubious.
Nevertheless, the distribution of the other cognate sets seems
to secure this word to PIE.

*dher- 'be immobile; support, hold up'. [lEW 252-255
(*dher-); Wat 14 (*dher-); Buck 11.15; BK 143 (*dYar-/
*dYdr-)]. Lat firmus « *dher-mo-) 'solid, firm', OE darian
'lie motionless, lurk', Lith dereti 'be useful, serviceable', Grk
(aor. in£.) (JpT,aaaf)al 'seat oneself', Arm dadarem 'become
quiet, stop', Av darayat 'holds fast', Olnd (caus.) dhaniyaei
'holds, preserves'. The Greek form appears to be based on
*dher-ha-; the other forms show no signs of a laryngeal.
Semantically, Old English, Greek and Annenian all point to a
quality of immobility; such a meaning may have then
developed into 'dependability', seen in the Latin and
Lithuanian fonns.

*haeiK- 'possess'. [lEW 298-299 (*eik-); Wat 16 (*clk-);
Buck 11.22]. ON eiga 'possess', OE agan 'possess' (d. NE
0\Vl1), OHG eigan 'possess', Goth aih 'have', Av ise 'is lord
over', Oind i5e 'owns, possesses', TochB aik- 'know'. The
distribution and comparability of the Germanic and Old Indic
forms suggests PIE status; the Old lndic must be based on a
reduplicated perfect of the root *i5-. The Tocharian form is
semantically somewhat distant unless the meaning 'know'
developed from 'have power over', a semantic field suggested
in the Avestan fonn.

*skabh- 'hold up'. IIEW 916 (*skabh-); GI 1011. Lat
scamnum « *scabnum) 'stool, bench', Av upa-skambdm
'support, prop', Pashto skarn 'tent pole', Khot $kam- 'make,
form' « *'prop up'), Oind skabhnati 'supports, fixes'.
Distribution suggests considerable IE antiquity.

*iem- 'hold'. [cf. lEW 505 (*jem-)j. Av yam- 'hold', OInd
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HONOR

yam- 'hold, sustain, offer, grant', TocM yom- 'achieve, obtain;
reach', TochB yam- 'achieve, obtain; reach' « *'come to hold'
or the like), yam- 'do, commit, make, effect' « *jom- originally
an iterative-intensive of 'achieve, obtain'). At least a word of
the east of the IE world.

See also BIND; WAGON. [M.N., D.Q.A.]-

HOLLOW see CAVITY

HONEY
*mtlit (gen. *mlit6s) 'honey'. [lEW 723-724 (*melit-);

Wat 41 (*melit-); GI 517 (*mel-i-th-); Buck 5.84; BK 535
(*mal-/*mdl-)). OIr mil 'honey', Wels mel 'honey', Lat mel
'honey', OE mildeaw'mildew' « *'sweet sap')'(> NE mildew),
milisc 'honey-sweet', Goth milijJ 'honey', Alb blete «
*melftiha) 'honey-bee', Grk p.eAl 'honey', lleAlaaa « melitiha)
'honey-bee', Arm melT 'honey', melui « *melujo-) 'bee', Hit
miliu- (perhaps intended for *malit) 'honey', Luv mallit
'honey', Iranian p.£A{rzov 'a kind of Scythian drink'. The
distribution indicates PIE status. The clearest and fullest of
the attestations in the six stocks where it is found are in Greek.
Here, a neuter noun for the substance (ileAl), a derivative
noun p.eAlaaa « melitiha) 'honey-bee', and a zero-grade verb
!3Jdrrw« *mlit-jelo-) 'rob a hive', i.e., 'gather honey', preserve
evidence of an ablauting athematic stem. Moreover, the same
neuter noun is preserved in Germanic and Anatolian. Lat mel
(gen. mellis) probably represents an early Italic syncopation
of the same form, Le., < *melid while Oir mil (gen. melo) is
an i-stem, analogically refashioned after the u-stem 'mead'.
Although sometimes claimed to be a western innovation, its
eastern appearance in Armenian and Iranian and especially
the rare, ablauting athematic neuter root assure this word of
PIE antiquity.

*mtdhu'mead'-. [IEW707 (*medhu); Wat 39 (*medhu-);
GI 517 (*medhu-); Buck 5.84; BK 543 (*madw-/*mddW

-)).

OIr mid 'mead', Wels medd 'mead' « Proto-Celtic medu)
and OIr medb 'intoxicated', Wels meddw 'intoxicated' «
Proto-Celtic *medhl)o-), ON mjror'mead', OE meodo 'mead'
(> NE mead), OHG metu 'mead', OPms meddo 'honey', Lith
medils 'honey', Latv medus 'honey, mead', OCS meda 'honey,
wine', Grk 1l£9v 'wine', Av maOu- 'berry wine', Oss myd
'honey', Sogd m8w'wine', Olnd madhu 'honey, wine', TochB
mit 'honey'. Gothic may be assumed here as well from
Byzantine glossary notices of medo and Lith midus 'mead', a
loanword from Germanic. Tocharian offers a related word,
mot 'alcoholic beverage' (= Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit sura)
which probably reflects a vrddhied *medhl)om or .the like
although some regard this (with some phonological
difficulties) as a borrOWing from an Iranian ma8u. Cf. also
TochB kuni-mot 'grape-alcohol'. Although *medhu has been
glossed as 'honey', the sense of 'mead' is recoverable from six
stocks, three of which, Celtic, Germanic and Baltic, preserve
the original meaning. In three other more centrally located
stocks (Baltic, Slavic, Indic) and Tocharian the innovation of
synecdoche, the process of naming an ingredient from its

product, has caused the word to mean 'honey'. In three stocks
(late Slavic, Greek, and Indo-Iranian) the term has come to
mean another type of alcoholic beverage by a common
semantic association. In addition, Celtic use of the thematic
adjective to mean 'intoxicated' points to an original intoxicant
rather than a sweetener. The original meaning 'mead' is also
clear from the contrast with *melit 'honey'.

*1a}.ha6nks (gen. *1qJ.hal)k6s) 'honey-colored, golden'.
[lEW 564 (*kendko-); War 29 (*kendko-); Buck 5.84; BK
251 (*k[h JunY-/*k(h /onY-) I. Lat (pI.) canicae 'bran', OPms
cucan (a mishearing or miswriting for *cuncan) 'brown', Grk
K1'T11(6~ (Doric 1\Va1(6~) 'pale yellow', KVijI(O~ 'safflower [=
Carthamus tinctorius]', OInd kanaka- « *konhaQko-) 'gold',
kancana- 'gold'. For all of these the immediate ancestor is
*kQhakos with dissimilatory loss of the second *-n-. From
*kQhaonkos: ON hunang 'honey', OE hunig 'honey' (> NE
honey), OHG honag - honang 'honey' with Old English and
Old High German [in part] showing dissimilatory loss of the
second *-n-), TochB kronkse'bee' (either < *kQhaonkan which
is morphologically expected, i.e., '(s)he of the honey', though
phonologically a little difficult, or *kQhaonkuken- which is
phonologically regular and might be a diminutive, i.e., 'little
one of the honey' or 'little golden one'-in any case with
dissimilation of *-n ...n- to *-r...n-). From *konhaQkos with a
different full-grade is OInd kanaka- 'gold'. A derivative of
*kohaf 'wax, honey-comb', built on the n-stem derivative
*kban-n- with metathesis to *kQha-n-.

See also BEE; FERMENT; SACRED DRINK; WAX.
[M.E.H., D.Q,A.]

HONOR
*dekes- 'honor'. [lEW 189-190 (*deiJ(-); Wat 10-11

(*dek-); GI 110 (*t'e](h_); BK 131 (*t'akfh/-/*t'dkfh /-)1. aIr
dech 'best', Lat decus 'grace, dignity, honor', decec 'it is fitting',
dignus 'worthy', docea 'make clear, instruct, teach' « *'let
someone accept something'), Grk 8£1(ollal - 8exollal 'take,
accept; receive well or graciously', 8£I1(VVI1£VO~ 'paying
homage', Arm tasanem (aorist tesj) 'see', Av dasdma
'deference, respect, veneration', dasa- 'goods, possessions',
dasa8avant- 'rich', Khat das- « *das-ya-) 'receive, get
(possession), receive with honor', da-?fa- 'rich in, happy with',
OInd dasasyati 'serves, obliges, favors', dasnoti 'serves, obliges,
favors'. The distribution assures PIE antiqUity for this word,
Various derivatives mean 'right' (as the favorable side), thus
*deks-(i)-nos in Lith desinas 'right', OCS desnii 'right', Av
dasina- 'right, dexterous; southern' (given an orientation to
the rising sun, the south is to one's right), Oind dak$iIJa
'right, dexterous; southern'; *deks-(O·I)OS in Gaul Dexsiva
dea '± favorable goddess', Goth taihswa 'right', Myc de-ki-si
wo 'right'; *deKs-(O-teros in Lat dexter 'right', Alb djathce
'right', Grk o£~lr£p6~'right'; *deKsos in aIr dess'right; south'.
The semantic development of 'favorable' > 'right' must be at
least of late PIE age. From *dek- 'take, accept'.

See also COSMOLOGY; DIRECTION; RIGHT; SACRIFICE; WORSHIP.

[f.C.P, D.Q.A.]
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HOOF

HOOF
*foph26s 'hoof'. [lEW 530 (*kapho-); Wat 27

(*kap(hJo-); GI28 (*Kopho-)]. ON hofr'hoof', OEhof'hoof'
(> NE hoo!), OHG huof'hoof' (Germanic with lengthened
grade), Rus kopjto 'hoof' (with a centum development of
*J<-, perhaps influenced by some more western IE language),
Av safa- 'horse's hoof', Oind sapha- 'hoof, claw'. Attestations
are sufficiently widespread geographically to assure PIE status.

See also ANATOMY; FOOT; HORSE. [D.Q.A.]

HOOK
*ko(n)gos 'hook'. [lEW 537-538 (*keg-); Wat 27

(*keg-); GI 714; Buck 12.75J. Mir alchaing 'weapon rack',
ON haki 'hook', OE hoc 'hook' (> NE hook), haca 'bolt, lock',
OHG hako 'hook', ?Lith kenge 'hook' (borrowing < MLG
henge 'hook for hanging something'?), Rus k6gotl 'claw', Hit
kagas 'tooth'. Widespread and old in IE. GI suggest that it
may be borrowed from Sumerian gag 'peg'.

*klehauis 'bolt, bar; (wooden) hook'. [JEW 604 (*kleu-);
GI 771 (*0/aHw-)]. Lat clavis'key, bolt', Grk KAc{<;(Homeric
1CATf{<;) 'bar, bolt; catch or hook passed through the door from
the outside to catch the strap attached to the bar on the inside;
key; hook or tongue of a clasp', ICAclW « *klehalJie/o-) 'close'.
Compare also Oir do 'nail', MWels do 'bolt', Lat clavus 'nail,
spike', clava « *klehalJo/eha-) 'knotty branch, rough stick,
club', Lat claudo 'close'. Also related in some way would be
OCS kljucl 'hook, key'. The ex.act agreement of Latin and
Greek has sometimes been attributed to borrowing (from
Greek to Latin) but the existence of related words in Latin
(and Celtic) makes the hypothesis of borrowing unnecessary.
Admittedly the notion of 'key' in anything approaching its
modern sense must clearly be an independent development
in both languages from the more original notion of 'bar, bolt;
hook'. GI suggest a relation with Semitic, e.g., Akkadian kala
'restrain, detain', Hebrew kala' 'lock' but the phonetic
resemblance is not overly great.

*ha6nkos (gen. *hatnkos) 'something bent, hook'. [JEW
45-46 (*anko-); Wat 3 (*ank-); GI626 (*Hankh-); Buck 9.14,
12.75]. Oir ecath 'fishhook', Wels angad 'grip', Lat uncus
'hook, barb', ancus 'one with a crooked arm', ON angi 'point',
OE anga 'point', OHG ango 'fishhook', Lith anka 'knot', OCS
9kotf 'hook', Grk OYKO<; 'barb (of an arrow)', Av aka
« *haI)k-o-) 'hook', Oind anka- 'curve, hook' (in the dual:
'part of a chariot'). Widespread and old in IE. A root noun
derived from *haenk- 'bend' seen in OInd aI1cati 'bends'.
Related are Grk &YKO<; 'valley', Olnd anka- 'curve, bend',
TochA ancaI « *haonk-el-o-) 'bow'. The underlying referent
would appear to be anything with a hook-like shape, including
a barb. Fishhooks are known in Europe at least since the
Mesolithic period where they have been found fashioned from
the rib bones of red deer.

See also TOOL !D.Q.A.]

HOOPOE
*h]epop- *h]opop'hoopoe'. [IEW325 (*epop- *opop);

GI 459 (*e/o~oph-)]. Lat upupa 'hoopoe', NLG hllpphupp
'hoopoe', Lith puputis 'hoopoe', Latv pllpu!<is 'hoopoe', Pol
hupek 'hoopoe', Grk £7W1I' 'hoopoe', Arm popop 'hoopoe',
NPers pupil Though all the various forms are similar, it is
likely that the word for 'hoopoe' is entirely onomatopoeic
since those languages which show a sound shift do not exhibit
it for this term. Further, in unrelated Georgian, we have opopi
'hoopoe' and in Turkic hupup 'hoopoe'. These terms are built
on the hoopoes cry: hoo-hoo-hoop, or, as Aristophanes had
it: £1t01t0\ 1t01t01t01t01t01t01t01tOl. The bird is considered, along
with the stork, a devoted child who cares for his aged parents
which is reflected in OInd putra-putra- 'hoopoe' but literally
'son-son' after its acknowledged love of progeny and parents.
Where its name is not derived from its cry or paternal
associations, it may be called a 'dung bird' from its feeding
custom, e.g., French coq puant, NHG stinkhahn.

The hoopoe is notable for its dramatic crest and for its
call. Although it is frequently included in myths and legends,
references tend to be peripheral.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.l

HORN
The several PIE words for 'hom' are based on a root *lier

'horn'. [IEW574-576 (*ker-); Wat 29 (*ker-); GI 404 (*J...:her
w/n-); Buck 4.17; BK 200 (*d{hjir-/*fi{hjer)j. The derivative
*J{er1)2s, as well as meaning 'hom', is the basis for several
words for 'head'.

*J<Inom 'horn'. Gaul K'apvv~ 'trumpet', Galatian
(Hesychius) K'apVOV 'trumpet', Wels cam 'hoof', Lat cornum
- comO 'horn', ON hom 'horn', OE hom 'horn' (> NE hom),
OHG hom 'hom', Goth haum 'hom', Latv sima 'roedeer',
ORtis sima 'roedeer' (Balta-Slavic < *k[neha-) , Grk 1Cipval
(pI.) 'vertebral processes' (with new full-grade), ICpayywv
'shrimp' « *'the horned-shaped' and a derivative of the
*K[n-g6- 'having a horn' that, nominalized by retracting the
accent, is reflected in Olnd sfriga- 'horn'), Luy zanvani(ya)
'of horn', HierLuv zumid 'horn' (with unexplained -u- rather
than expected *-a-), OInd sfriga- 'horn', sarabha- '(a kind 00
deer' « *keI1).bho-with new full grade). Cf. also OHG hrind
'cow' « *krenteha- 'the homed one' [as opposed to a horse}).
Widespread and old in IE.

*ferQ.2(s) 'horn'. From *kerb2 we have Myc ke-ra 'horn
(materia1)', ke-ra-jo 'made of horn', Hit karawar 'horn'; from
*KerP2S we have: Grk 1C£pa<; 'horn', 1C£pao<; 'having horns',
(Hesychius) ICapli « *K[h2Seha-) 'cow; tame goat', TochB
karse 'stag' « *k[h2S6- 'horned one'). Not so widespread but
clearly old in IE. See also the next word.

*ftr1.J2sr 'horn'. The underlying noun appears nowhere
but it has left its trace in numerous derivatives: Lat cnlbro «
*k[h2Sro-on-) 'hornet', NDutch horzel 'hornet', Lith sir.~/ys

'hornet', sirsuo 'hornet', oes s[rsen[ 'hornet' (of the 'hornet'
words, all save Latin show some kind of dissimilation,
induding dissimilatory loss, of the sequence *r... r), Myc -ka
ra-ofr] '-horned', TochA kror 'crescent (i.e., horn) of the
moon', TochB krorrya 'horn' (Tach < *K[h2Sr-u{-jeha)-).
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Widespread and old in IE.
*lC6ru 'horn'. Again the underlying noun appears nowhere

but it has left its trace in numerous derivatives: Wels carw
'stag', Lat cervus 'stag', cervix 'nape of the neck', ON h}9rtr
'stag', OE heoroc 'stag' (> NE hart), OHG hiruz'stag' (Gmc <

*Rerudo-) , ON hrucr (with new lengthened grade) 'ram',
GPrus sirwis 'roebuck', curwis 'ox', Lith karve 'cow', Rus
korava 'cow' (it is noteworthy that these Balto-Slavic forms
for cattle show a centum development of *R-, perhaps under
the influence of some western variety of IE), Grk 1(6pv8o~

'(crested) lark', 1(OpvqJ11 'crest (of mountain or horse)',
1(0pV1CrW 'butt with horns', 8i1(poo~« *d1,Ji-Rrou-jo-) 'forked,
cleft' , Av STV- - srva- 'horn; claw, talon', Ashkun s6 « ,Proto
Indo-Iranian *sarva- = Lat cervus) 'mountain goatfmarkhor'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*liem- 'hornless'. [lEW 556 (*Rem-); Wat 29 (*kem-)].
ON hind 'hind', OE hind 'hind' (> NE hind), OHG hinta 'hind',
OPms camstian 'sheep', camneC 'horse', Lith smulas 'hornless',
smulis 'ox without a hom', smDle 'cow without a hom', kumele
'mare', OCS konl 'horse', Rus konl'horse', kamonr'horse' C<
*komnjo- and *komon- respectively, meaning 'hornless one'
[as opposed to cattle]), komalyj'homless', Grk 1(E,LU:X~'young

deer', OInd sama- 'hornless'. Old Prussian and Slavic
presuppose a non-palatal *k, rather than *R. Widespread and
old in IE. A noteworthy phenomenon in several stocks, most
clearly in Slavic, is the replacement of the original words for
'cow' and 'horse' by 'horned' and 'hornless' respectively

Hornor antler was widely used throughout Eurasia in the
manufacture of tools, e.g., harpoons, mattocks, and as a
hafting mechanism for stone or metal tools. It was also
employed as a musical instrument where horns fashioned
from bronze begin to appear by the late Bronze Age,
particularly in northwest Europe. These latter may have been
modeled on earlier prototypes made from the horns of either
the aurochs or the domestic cow. The hom was also widely
employed as a drinking vessel.

The semantic range of PIE *kem- 'hornless' in the various
IE stocks is quite large and is employed to distinguish animals
which would not naturally have horns, e.g., horses, from
horned animals, and also the hornless varieties of otherwise
horned animals. The latter begin to occur quite early For
example, hornless ewes are already present by 7000 BC in
Iran and they also appear in Europe' at an early date while
hornless rams are not found until the Middle Ages.

See also ANATOMY; DEER; GoAT; HEAD; SHEEP. [D.Q.A.]

Further Readings .
Golflb, Z. (1985) Slavic komonl and kon'I 'equus': An attempt at

etymology against the background of the history of domestication.

lIES 13, 415-443.
Nussbaum, A. ]. (1986) Head and Hom in Indo-European. Berlin

and New York, de Gruyter.

HORNBEAM
*(s)grehab(h)- 'hornbeam (Carpinus betula)'. IlEW 404

HORSE

(*grebCh)o-s); GI 535-537 (*Cs)k'rolf1o-); Fried 99-106].
Umb Grabovius 'oak-god', OPrus wosi-grabis 'spindle-tree',
Lith skroblas 'hornbeam', Latv skabarde 'hornbeam', Rus grab
'hornbeam', Pol grab 'hornbeam', SC grab 'hornbeam', Alb
shkoze 'hornbeam, oak', NGrk ypaf30vva 'hornbeam
(loanword?)'. Cf. Lat carpinus 'hornbeam' with unexpected
voiceless consonants and metathesis of vowel and -r-, perhaps
the result of some sort of taboo deformation or the result of
borrowing from another IE group where PIE voiced stops
had become voiceless.

The hornbeam is attested in Baltic, Albanian and above ,all
in several of each of the three substocks of Slavic. In Greek,
like Albanian, IE *Cs)grehab(h)- 'hornbeam (white beech)'
shifted to 'oak' Qust as the IE 'beech' term shifted to 'oak').
Italic, here Umbrian, also indicates or at least strongly suggests
a shift to 'oak'; the name and derived epithets for an 'oak god'
occur on one Iguvine tablet in association with Jupiter. The
shift to 'oak' in the three southern dialects, Albanian, Greek
and Latin, is not well explained as the distribution of the
pollen of Carpinus betulus during the period c 4000-2000
BC was largely concentrated in the region of these languages,
i.e., all of peninsular Italy, the Balkans and Greece, as well as
in eastern Europe, the presumed homeland of the Balts and
Slavs. The shift to 'oak' and/or 'beech' in the three southern
stocks may have been motivated metonymically-the
hornbeam grows as understory to both trees-and
metaphorically, in light of its gray bark and sensitivity to
drought. The hornbeam term is phonologically problematic,
involving an initial *g- (or *k- or *sk-) and a final p or
aspirated bh; such variation might reflect its use in ritual.

During the Neolithic and Bronze Age, the hornbeam was
found from Italy and Greece, across east Central Europe and
the Baltic to the Ukraine and the Caucasus and south into
Anatolia. Sometimes rising to twenty meters, the hornbeam
produces an excellent harvest of nutritious nuts every two
years and its hard, elastic wood is ideal for weapons, annor
and some tools.

See also TREES. [PF]

HORNET
*1C{h2sro-(hxJon- 'hornet'. [lEW 576 (*kfs-en-); GI 453

(*0rs-en-); BK 200 (*rf[hjir-/*!i[hjer)1. Lat cr{ibn) 'hornet',
NDutch horzel 'hornet', OPrus sirsilis 'hornet', Lith sirse
'hornet', sirslys 'hornet', sirsuo 'hornet', Latv sirsis 'hornet',
OCS slrsenf'hornet', Bulg scursel'hornet' (all save Latin show
some kind of dissimilation, including dissimilatory loss, of
the sequence *r... r). Cf. OE hymec(u) - humitu 'hornet' (>

NE hornet), OHG hurnuz 'hornet' « Proto-Gme *hurzniJa/
uc-). A derivative of *J<er1J2s- 'horn', either as *'having
antennae' (antennae = horns) or, more probably, *'having a
stinger' (stinger = horn).

See also HORN; INSECTS; WASP. ID,Q.A.]

HORSE
*hleKr;.OS 'horse CEquus caballus)'. lIE~V 30 I (*ekl.)O-s);
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Distribution o[ Wild Horses
The horse (Equus cabalJus) was nearly ubiquitous in

Eurasia during the Pleistocene and is commonly divided into
two subspecies: the tarpan (Equus [eTUs [eTUs or gmelini) and
the taki or Przewalski horse (Equus [ems przewalskii). The
former was well known on the western steppe, particularly
in the Ukraine, and because of its changing color during the
winter, it has been identified with the 'white' horses that Hero
dotus describes north of the Black Sea. The tarpan was hunted
to extinction in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the
last one dying in a zoo in 1918, although reconstituted

languages of Anatolia and the Near East, e.g., Hurrian es.~i,

Akkadian sisu, Ugarit ssw, Abkhaz acyand others. This is
generally seen in the context of the spread of the horse and
its name throughout the region by IE tribes.

*h]eJqzeha- 'mare'. [lEW 301 (*eKl)O-s); Buck 3.44]. Lat
equa 'mare', lith esva - asva 'mare', Av aspa 'mare', Oind
asva- 'mare'. A regular feminine derivative, itself of PIE date,
of the previous word.

*markos 'horse (Equus caballus)' and '?wl1d horse (Equus
przewalskii or gmelini)'. [lEW 700 (*marko-); Wat 38
(*marko-); GI 472 (*markho-); Buck 3.41]. Olr marc 'horse',
Wels march 'horse', Gaul Marco- 'horse', ON marr 'horse',
OE mearh 'horse', OHG marah 'horse'. In Germanic there is a
derived feminine *markiha-(cf. Buck 3.44) in ON merr'mare',
OE miere 'mare' (> NE mare), OHG meriha 'mare'. At least a
word of the western region of the IE world. If the supposition
that in animal names a derived feminine in *-eha- denotes a
domestic animal and a derived feminine in *-iha- denotes a
wild animal (d. *1JJkwiha- 'she-wolf'), it may be the case that
in the western IE dialects showing *markos its meaning in
those stocks was 'wild horse' and it was opposed to *hjd(/Jos
'domesticated horse'. Beyond the certain Celtic and Germanic
cognates it has been suggested that this putative PIE *markos
is related to a series of words for 'horse' that extend eastward,
in non-IE languages, all the way to the Yellow Sea. Thus we
have Mongol morin, Chinese rna, Korean mal, Burmese mraI}-.
Opinion is divided as to whether, if the PIE word belongs
with the others, the PIE word is a borrowing from, say, pre
Mongol (which would also be the source of the Chinese word
and that in tum the source of the Korean and Burmese) or
the Mongol, Chinese, etc., words are ultimately borrowed
from PIE. Under either borrowing scenario *markos would
have had to have been much more widespread in PIE than its
Celtic and Germanic reflexes would suggest.

*ghtjos 'horse (Equus caballus)'. [lEW 424 (*ghei-); GI
441; Buck 3.41]. Arm ji 'horse', OInd haya- 'horse'. A
derivative of *ghei- 'impels, stimulates, drives'. An innovation
of the center and east of the IE world.

??*mendios 'horse'. [GI 474-A75]. Romanian « Dacian)
mlnz'colt', Thracian M£~1Jval (name of horse-riding divinity),
Illyrtan mandos 'small horse', Messapic luppiter Menzanas
(name of divinity to whom horses were sacrificed), Alb mez
'foal'. Cf. Lat mannus 'small horse'.

Wat 16 (*ekwo-); GI 463 (*ekhwos); Buck 3.41]. OIrech
'horse', Wels ebol 'colt', Gaul epo- 'horse', equos (name of a
month), Olat equos 'horse', Lat equus 'horse', Venetie (ace.)
ekvon 'horse', ON jor'horse', OE eoh 'horse', Goth ailva-tundi
'brambles' (= 'horse-thorn'), OPrus.aswinan 'horse-milk', Lith
asvienis 'stallion', Myc i-qo 'horse', Grk l1l'1l'O~ 'horse', Arm es
'horse', Hierluv azu(wa) 'horse', lycian esbe- 'horse', Av aspa
'horse', OPers asa- 'horse', Sogd 'sp 'horse', Oss j;e[s 'horse',
OInd asva- 'horse', TocM yuk 'horse', TochB yakwe 'horse'.
Cf. the derivative *hlekl)O-t-in Lat eques(gen. equitis) 'rider',
Grk i1r1r6r1J~ 'rider'. Practically universal (lacking only in Slavic
and Albanian), it is surely old in IE. This word has been
connected with the PIE word for 'swift' (cL the formula in
Grk mJ(ie~ IJr1l'Ol 'swift horses', Av asu.aspa- 'owning swift
horses', OInd a5vah asavah 'swift horses'). Thus *h]eKl)OS
would have been originally 'the swift one' or the like. However,
the word for 'swift' always shows *OK-, suggesting an original
o-coloring laryngeal, i.e., *h]ehjK- or the like.

The Greek form for 'horse' -has often been regarded as a
loan word from an otherwise unattested IE language of the
Mediterranean region since the rough breathing in iJr1ro~ is
unexplained, as also l instead of the expected *e, and the
gemination of the labial stops (-1r1r-, or, in some dialects, the
velar stops, e.g., rJ(J(o~ 'horse'). The expected Greek form is
generally taken to be *£1rO~; however, as the Mycenaean form
i-qo (likkwosf) can be explained as a distinctly Mycenaean
development (e.g., *e > i in Mycenaean in the vicinity of a
labiaD, there is no reason to look outside of Greece for the
origins of the Greek term for 'horse'.

The Anatolian forms for 'horse' with sibilants, e.g., Hierluv
azu(wa) 'horse', lycian esbe 'horse' or the Indo-Aryan
(Mitanni) forms have been sometimes seen as underlying the
:words for 'horse' found among a number of the non-IE

Horse a. The distribution of the horse in the fourth-third millennia
Be. The horse may have been more widespread in northern and
central Europe than the broken distribution indicates.
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Horse b. Perforated objects of red deer antler (8 to 14 em long)
from the Sredny Stog culture that have been claimed by some to
have served as cheek-pieces for the earliest domestic horses.

Domestication of the Horse
Distinguishing between wild horses and domesticated

horses and the various stages in between is exceedingly
difficult as horses did not undergo the degree of morphological
change experienced by the other livestock upon
domestication. One of the primary prehistoric sites of Europe
relevant to the entire question of horse domestication is that
of Dereivka, a settlement of the Sredny Stog culture in the
Ukraine, which in the "Kurgan solution" to the IE homeland
problem has often been ponrayed as an almost archetypal
settlement of the earliest Indo-Europeans. Initial comparisons
of the skeletal remains of a stallion from Dereivka with that
ofthe tarpan, Przewalski horse, and what are presumed to be
early domesticated horses led to the conclusion that the
Dereivka stallion more closely resembled the domestic than
the wild horse but such a proposition has been disputed on
the grounds that we have a very imperfect knowledge of the
range of variability among wHd horses (the comparative tarpan
sample comprised only two specimens). Another approach
to distinguishing wild from domestic horses is the age
slaughter pattern since this is expected to differ between horses
that have been simply hunted against domesticated horse,
especially when they have been bred for other uses such as
riding or even for their meat. Again the results have been
contradictory with some claiming that the horses from
Dereivka reflected the pattern of horse-keeping among
Mongolians while others have argued that it could be better
explained by hunting though possibly assisted by horse
mounted hunters.

Other approaches to determining horse domestication are
technological. At Dereivka and other sites of the Sredny Stag
and Yamna cultures, perforated pieces of antler have been
recovered that have been interpreted as cheek-pieces (or
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tarpans, where horses have been specially bred to reflect the
physical characteristics of the wild tarpan, do exist. It should
be noted that there are those who argue that the tarpan is not
a true sub-species but rather the result of very early feral
horses. The Przewalski horse, somewhat larger than the
tarpan, dominated the more eastern steppe in Asia, especially
Mongolia, but has been virtually hunted "to extinction in the
wild although they survive in the hundreds in zoos.

Although the horse was widely hunted in the Pleistocene,
after the Ice Age it became much more restricted in its
distribution, a fact that weighs considerably both in the study
of its domestication and in discussions of the IE homeland.
In general, Europe and western Asia can be divided into three
main areas with regard to the distribution of the 'horse. In
some regions, it appears to have been altogether absent or, at
least, does not appear in the faunal records of early Neolithic
sites. From west to east, these areas would include Ireland,
peninsular Italy, Greece, western Anatolia, the Near East, and
India. In all these regions the earliest horses appear to arrive
from somewhere else, usually after 4000 BC (western Anatolia)
or later (c 2500-2000 BC in Ireland, Italy, Greece, and India
[claims of earlier horses in India and Baluchistan have never
been fully substantiated]). Some of these regions, however,
were not devoid of equids since the 'wild ass' (Equus
hydruntinus) did exist from Iberia across southern Europe
and on into Anatolia although it probably became extinct in
most of these regions by c 3000 Be.

A second region is characterized by the occasional presence
of horses, in all cases presumably wild and hunted, usually
in numbers that suggest marginal exploitation, i.e., 3% or
less of the animal remains. This region comprises Iberia,
Britain, northern Europe (the horse was extensively hunted
here in the Mesolithic), and Danubian Europe (of the over
5000 bones recovered from Linear Ware sites in central
Germany, only seventeen belong to horse) eastwards to the
western Ukraine (early Tripolye culture). Wild horse remains
have been recovered from some early Neolithic sites of
Anatolia but by the fourth millennium their remains appear
so far to have been confined to northern Anatolia (they do
not appear at Troy until the second millennium BC). Generally,
the quantity of horse remains recovered from sites falls off as
one moves from east to west.

The third region of horse exploitation is the steppe and
forest steppe of the Ukraine, southern Russia and Kazakhstan
where the horse flourished in large numbers after the Ice Age.
They are found to be particularly abundant in the Sredny
Stog and Yamna settlements and contemporary sites in the
south Russian and Kazakh steppe. On some sites, such as
Dereivka, they were the most numerous mammals found and
although the Yamna site of Mikhaylovka had greater numbers
of ovicaprids and cattle, there were still the remains of over
650 horses on this site. On some settlements, they constitute
almost the entire faunal assemblage, e.g., Khutor Repin, and
the site of Botai southeast of the Urals in northern Kazakhstan
has yielded horse bones in the hundreds of thousands.
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psalia), devices for securing the bit in the horse's mouth. The
presence of horse-bits presumes horse-riding and it has been
argued that it would be impossible to secure horses alive in
the wild or to control and herd them without also being able
to ride them. But it has also been argued that the objects
interpreted as cheek-pieces may not have served in that
capacity. There is no unequivocal association of a pair of such
devices, for example, with horse remains (although two were
found at Dereivka) nor do we find such devices after these
Copper Age cultures for at least a millennium or more when
indisputable metal cheek pieces appear in the Bronze Age.
Nevertheless, experiments have been conducted that have
demonstrated such antler objects could have served as cheek
pieces although that need not have been their intended
function.

One further line of evidence for the use of the bit has been
suggested by the analysis of bit-wear on the horse's teeth since
a ridden horse with a bit in its mouth may cast off the bit
from the soft tissue where it will then ride against the horse's
premolars and leave characteristic marks on the enamel. Such
marks have been discovered on the stallion from' Dereivka
and other sites of the steppe region that suggest at least some
of the horses were ridden although there is no evidence that
all were ridden. The Dereivka stallion, upon which so much
evidence for the earliest horse domestication rests, has been
variously seen (by the excavators and others) to have been
part of a cult deposition where the· head and forelegs (a "head
and hooves" offering) were associated with similar remains
from two dogs, or, as others have suggested, a later horse
skull was deposited among the remains of earlier kitchen
debris. While there is a series of radiocarbon dates that
indicates that Dereivka was occupied c 4200-3700 BC, a
sample from the stallion's skull dated to c 2900 BC. This date
offers little comfort to either side as it is too late for the Sredny
Stog culture but too early to be associated with a later Bronze
Age intrusion.

It is clear then that the precise date of the origin of horse
keeping and riding is still disputed. What is not at issue is
the fact that in the southern Ukraine, south Russia and
Kazakhstan there was intense and selective exploitation of
the horse from at least c 4500 BC onwards. Whether it was
based on selective breeding of horses, more generalized
keeping, a combination of the two, or something far less
structured remains problematic. So also does the assignment
of the domestic horse to a series of late Neolithic or Copper
Age cultures in northern and central Europe. It has been
suggested that while horse remains are minimal on early
Neolithic sites of the region, their numbers are such on some
of the later Neolithic settlements to indicate that they may
have been domesticated. The Altheim culture (c 3600 BC),
Bemburg culture and some late sites of the TRB culture have
been cited but the evidence has not been scrutinized in such
a way to permit solid conclusions. The rise in horse remains
on later Neolithic sites has also been attributed to climatic

.change that favored the expansion of wild horses at the time.

The current model of a steppe origin for horse domes
tication makes sense with respect to the abundance of the
horse remains encountered in this region, the unequivocal
development of horse-riding in this region in later prehistoric
times, and the subsequent appearance of the horse in regions
adjacent to the steppe region, e.g., the earliest domestic horses
to the south appear first in the Caucasus and then eastern
Anatolia while those in Central Asia appear to derive from
the steppelands to the north. But analysis of horse remains
from central European and north European sites of the later
Neolithic and subsequent periods also suggests that there are
marked differences between the steppe horses and those of
other parts of Europe and one cannot speak of a replacement
of the native European horses by steppe horses. In western
Europe, for example, where the domestic horse appears by c
2500 BC in contexts of the Beaker culture, there is great
variation in the size and presumably origin of horses from
Ireland to Iberia. It is reasonable to suppose, therefore, that
the spread of the domestic horse entailed not only the
movement of the horses but, in some or many instances,
merely the spread of the idea of horse domestication. Analysis
of horse remains, for example, from Sweden suggests that
the domestic horses of the Bronze Age here were derived
directly from the native horses follOWing the lee Age and
similar claims can be made for early domestic horses in central
Europe. Although some have sought distant eastern links for
*markos 'horse', which in Indo-European is confined to the
northwest stocks (Celtic and Germanic), it is difficult to see
how one can match the western distribution of the IE cognates
with the eastern distribution of its putatively non-IE
borrowings or loans. The only major east to west movement
of horses, after their initial domestication, was in the Iron
Age where we have steppe horses which were introduced into
the Carpathian basin by the Scythians. These were
subsequently brought to Austria and Italy by exchange. At a
withers height of over 136 em, they were larger than the native
Celtic horses of the time (126 em) and so it is difficult to see
how an "eastern" name would have been introduced into
western Europe and assigned to a different variety of native
horse. It seems more likely that such an isogloss could be
better explained as the name of the local wild horses of western
Europe or the name applied to the native domesticates of this
same region.

Exploitation of the Horse
Irrespective of where one finds remains of Neolithic horses,

it is clear that the horse was exploited primarily for its meat,
and on some sites it constituted the primary, sometimes
virtually the exclusive, source of meat. Prohibitions against
eating horse-flesh do not seem to appear until the Bronze
Age. At some time over the period c 4500-2000 BC, the use
of the horse as a means of transport and for the management
of herds was also developed. It is often presumed that the
small size of the steppe horses, generally about 136 cm at the
withers, would have left them unsuited to pulling the type of
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heavy carts or wagons with disc wheels that we find in the
Copper Age and it would not be until the invention of the
lighter spoked-wheeled chariot that the horse became an
effective draft animal. Another limiting factor in so far as the
employment of horses for draft was the harnessing
mechanisms that we find employed across at least the later
Europeans which appeared to be designed to suit the physique
of an ox rather than that of a horse, and were, consequently,
extremely inefficient. Other than the possible carrying or
pulling of loads (d. the travois of the American Indian), the
primary role of the horse in transportation was presumably
riding.

It has long been regarded impossible to reconst~ct to PIE'
a word for 'ride a horse' as we generally encounter new
formations, themselves built on the word for 'horse', in the
various IE stocks, e.g., Gaul marcosior'l would like to ride'
from *markos, and a series of words rebuilt on *hzek1,Jos
'horse', e.g., lat equitare 'to ride', Grk ltr1L£Vro 'ride a horse',
OInd a.svayati 'rides a horse'. But Wolfgang Meid has suggested
that *h]ek1)o-t- 'rider', which is attested in Lat eques (gen.
equitis) and Grk itr1L6r11~, may point to a word of some
antiquity.

The linguistic evidence aside, the existence of horse-riding
among the early Indo-Europeans has been challenged as a
comparatively late phenomenon as opposed to the use of the
horse in pulling the light, spoke-wheeled chariot, which was
developed in the centuries before 2000 BC and which
accompanies much of the earliest equestrian evidence for the
Indo-Europeans, specifically the Mycenaeans, Hittites, (Indo
Aryan element in) Mitanni, Iranian' and Indo-Aryan.
Nevertheless, there are also dear instances of horse-riding as
well and it is exceedingly difficult to imagine a system of horse
domestication that did not first involve the riding of horses
in order to control herds~ Among the Hittites the horse is
most closely associated with the god Pirwa who is both
described and, in the form of statues or on seals, depicted as
riding a horse. lndic tradition also offers early evidence for
horse riding, e.g., in the IJ.gveda (1.162,17) a horse is goaded
forward with whips and heels, certainly implying that it is
ridden, and the horses saddle is mentioned in RV5.61,2-3.
Riding is specifically attributed also to the Marots, the youth
bands of early Indo-Aryan tradition. On the other hand, in
descriptions of aristocratic warfare, it is invariably the horse
drawn war chariot that is employed, as can be seen in the
epic literature of various IE stocks (e.g., the Ulster Cycle
among the early Irish, the Homeric poems among the Greeks,
the ~gveda and other works among the early Indians). It is~

also the impact of chariot driVing that plays such an important
role in the borrowed Indo-Aryan vocabulary found among
the Mitanni of northern Syria and subsequently borrowed
into Hittite.

The impact of horse-riding has been regarded as
revolutionary since it provided a high-bulk means of transport
and permitted high-speed movement from one territory to
another. It has been suggested on the basis of evidence from
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American Indian ethnographies that the introduction of the
horse-riding in Eurasia would have permitted communities
to exploit territories up to five-times larger than were
previously occupied and the area of social groups might
in~rease ten-fold. With the introduction of the horse,
populations occupying river systems of the steppe could now
exploit the open grasslands and begin incipient pastoral
nomadism (the evidence for semi-mobile pastoralists has been
employed as secondary proof of horse domestication in the
fourth and third millennia Be). Horse-riding also would grant
to those communities that possessed it a decisive military
advantage over their neighbors, both in terms of swift raids
and also in avoiding pursuit. As was the case with the
American Indians, who gained the domestic horse only after
European contact, horse-riding would itself stimulate the

. emergence of a complex of horse-associated system of values
(wealth, prestige, and ethics of warfare).

The Horse in Indo-European Myth
The horse had developed a powerful imaginal presence in

IE sources even before it became a prime mark there, as the
ubiquitous mount of a warrior-noble (as expressed in the terms
ritter, cavalier, caballero and others). As an adjunct to the
warrior, the horse seems first to be presented (in the archaic
Greek and lndic sources) as one of a chariot pair, propelling
the hero-warrior toward his enemy The Irish insistence on
the war-chariots use in their own heroic literature is not borne
out by archaeology and may be a late borrowing. Eventually,
as in the western medieval context, the horse shows up as
the Second Function (F2) figure par excellence, as in the
widely known trifunctional collective of Knight, Horse and
Hound: Knight emblematic of directing intelligence or, better,
esprit; Horse signing warlike energy; Hound expressive of
faithful service.

The association of horse and IE horse-riding hero can begin
with the extraordinary birth of this hero, when a horse is
"twinned" to him by being foaled at the same time he is born:
this is seen, for instance, with the Irish hero co Chulainn
and the Welsh Pryderi. The essential identity of the two is
reinforcedifthe hero is called 'mare-suckled' (we have ancient
Greek and medieval Serb evidence) or if, in reverse, the animal
is given specifically human traits. So Xanthos, chariot-horse
of Akhilleus, had oracular powers, and the horse of the
legendary Serb hero Marko Kraljevic, Sarac, knew human
speech and drank wine like his master. Myth very often
"mixes" the two, horse and hero: the Greek god Poseidon, in
stallion-shape, sired at least three sets of human twins while
Pegasus and a human hero, Khrusaor, were sired by Zeus,
also in the shape of a stallion, on Medusa: the two were "born"
together when their monster-mother was beheaded by
Perseus.

Another set of beliefs connects the natural and animal
powers of the horse to a natural locus of power such as the
wind-and mares in ancient Thrace were thought to be
impregnated by the North Wind-or by or in water.
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Extraordinary horses in the Armenian and Serb epic-heroic
contexts were 'water,..born', emerging from a lake (or sired by
a stallion who came from a lake), and so were the chariot
horses of the Irish Co. Chulainn. The theme of twinning of
horse and hero also continues in Armenian epic where the
founding figures of a great heroic line were born after their
mother had been impregnated in a lake, so they were
considered 'water-born' while the Old Indic Mahabharata
(l (3)154) relates how Indra "obtained the horse Vaisvanara,
the ancient fruit of the waters, as his mount". Water-horses
may simply be hostile and monstrous, however, as they are
in Norse folk-tradition.

The monstrous aspect of the horse indeed can show itself
variously: in Greek legend there are flesh-eating horses that
kill their master (these, too, were Thracian) and one of the
widely-circulated tales about Alexander the Great had it that
his horse, Bucephalos, was a man-eater. Other horses may be
monstrous in their shape, like the eight-legged Sleipnir in
Norse myth or the six-legged Lazky in the Armenian epos;
the term 'winged' for a hero's mount, especially known in the
Serb epos, evidently may be taken either figuratively or
literally. But the monstrous aspect of the horse is also most
closely associated with its fatal significance as a "horse of
death", bearing its master on to his inevitable end. In Hades
the Lord of the dead was iamous for his horses' and is
associated with the shades of the underworld. So, as the horse
may be a sign in the IE-speaking world, of wealth, prestige,
and rank, in the world of the imagination it occupies an
ambiguous and often threatening and fatal place: in terms of
the IE hero-figure-the primary horse-rider-and his various
traditions the horse accompanies this human or superhuman
exemplar from cradle to grave.

Other aspects of the horse, though widespread, are also
found outside of IE traditions so that their specific attribution
to PIE is suspect. For example, the concept of the sun (god or
goddess) coursing the sky in a chariot or wagon drawn by
white horses is widespread. Baltic tradition depicts the sun
goddess saule travelling across the sky in a wagon drawn by
four white horses. Among the Greeks, the sun god Helios
also travelled across the sky in a horse-drawn chariot while
the Old Indic sun god surya had seven horses to pull him
across the sky. The antiquity of such a motif can be seen in
late Bronze Age Denmark where the bronze model of a horse
pulling a golden sun-disk was recovered from a bog at
Trundholm. But this motif is hardly confined to the IE world,
e.g., there is evidence for the association of the solar deity
with a horse-drawn wagon also in Mesopotamia.

Another mythic motif that has been projected into the PIE
past is that of the horse tethered to the Cosmic Tree. The
Oind asvattha- 'horse tree' is interpreted as the Cosmic Tree
or axis mundi of the ancient Indians and, it is argued, finds a
Germanic parallel in the ON Ygg-drasill, the Germanic Cosmic
Tree, the name of which literally means 'Ooinn's (Ygg is a by
name for Qoinn that means 'terrible, rough') horse'.

Horse Sacrifice
Many if not most IE stocks reveal evidence for the sacrifice

of horses. These may range from mortuary offerings to specific
horse sacrifices, often as part of an inauguration ritual. This
latter, it has been suggested, may well have its roots in PIE
ritual since vestiges of it have been found in Celtic, Latin and
Old Indic traditions. The clearest expression is to be found in
the Indic asvamedha, the inauguration ceremony of a king.
Although a highly complicated affair, the pertinent com
parative elements that are usually invoked are the following:
1) the sacrifice was concerned with the elevation of a member
of the warrior-caste and although Prajapati was the recipient,
the original recipient is believed to have been the warrior
deity Indra; 2) the ceremony took place in the spring; 3) the
horse, a stallion, is described as grey or white; 4) the stallion
selected was that which excelled on the right side of the
chariot; 5) the stallion was bathed in water in which a dog
was sacrificed and deposited; 6) the stallion was sacrificed
along with a hornless ram and a he-goat (and many other
animals were also dispatched); 7) the queen underwent a
mock "coupling" with the stallion; 8) the stallion was then
cut up, portions being awarded to different deities who
bestowed the canonical three functional gifts of spiritual
strength, physical strength, and wealth.

Parallels for this ritual have been sought in the Roman
Equus October. These include: 1) the victim was offered to
the warrior deity Mars; 2) the sacrifice took place during
September-October, the Roman equivalent of the Old lndic
month asvayuja- '(month of the) yoked horses'; 2) the victim
was a stallion which excelled on the right side of a chariot; 3)
the victim was dismembered, the head and the tail (some
would argue a euphemism for penis) going to different
locations.

The Irish analogue to all this was recorded in the Middle
Ages by the Norman Geraldus Cambrensis who described
the inauguration ceremony of a king in Ulster. Similarities
with the other rituals comprise: 1) the high probability
(Geraldus is not entirely explicit) that the king couples with
the mare to be sacrificed; 2) the victim is dismembered (and
is placed in a large cauldron to be cooked and then consumed
by the king who also enters the cauldron).

The underlying structure of this ritual, which is supported
by elements of IE myth, involve the coupling of a king with a
mare, the latter which is seen as a representative of the tri
functional goddess of IE myth, i.e., the goddess who can
impart to her chosen mate the blessings of the three
"functions" of IE society. Some lexical support for this
ceremony is claimed by the similarity of the Gaulish personal
name Epomeduos and Oind asvamedha. The Celtic form is a
compound of 'horse' and *medhu 'mead, intoxicating drink'
while the Indic compound is composed of 'horse' and either
'drunk' « *mad-dho-) or 'strength' « *mej-dho-). This
coupling, incidentally, produces the Divine Twins of IE myth.
There are also numerous problems involved here which have
been widely debated, e.g., the Roman myth has nothing to
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do with a royal inauguration, the manner of execution of the
horse (strangulation in India and a spear in Rome), and the
degree to which the various rituals would appear to be
concerned with fertility rites. Some, such as Edgar Polome,
regard the reconstruction of the horse sacrifice to PIE as
unjustified given the differences between the various
traditions.

The primary archaeological context for the ritual use of
the horse is in burials. The tradition of accompanying burials
with the full or partial remains of horses extends from the
Copper Age down well into the historical period. Nearly three
hundred cemeteries with horse burials are known from
England to central Europe during the Middle Ages,· for'
example, while the Baltic region displays an abundance of
horse burials as well. The execution of horses upon the death
of a Scythian king is described by Herodotus and royal tombs
of the Iron Age steppe may number horses in the hundreds.
This practice is widely found from the Ukraine to the Altai
mountains. The horse was also frequently deposited with
burials in Iron Age India. Horse burials are by no means
confined to IE populations and are also widely known among
the Turkic peoples, including the Avars of eastern Europe.

The earliest evidence for horse burial, however, has been
presented as a marker of IE-speaking communities by some
scholars who have emphasized the importance of the horse
among the earliest Indo-Europeans which should also find a
resonance in ritual. Some of the earliest ritual evidence cited
is the horse skull from Dereivka which was accompanied by
the forelegs of another horse and the remains of two dogs.
This evidence has been interpreted by those who see it as a
ritual deposit as an example of a "head and hooves" cult, Le.,
where the head and hooves of the animal were mounted
upright on a pole which subsequently collapsed. Horse skulls
have also been recovered from the soil overlying the Khvalynsk
cemetery of the middle Volga region. In both cases, their
attribution to a deliberate ritual has been challenged. More
certain are the depositions of horse remains within actual
burials. This practice occurs on occasion in both the Yamna
and Catacomb cultures where we find the skulls, hooves, and
"head and hooves" buried with the deceased; sometimes this
is in conjunction with other animals (cattle, sheep/goat, dogs).
Horse skulls have been recovered on occasion from burials
of the Globular Amphora, Corded Ware' and Beaker cultures.
These attest the suitability of the horse in the mortuary ritual
of these various cultures but do not insure that the depositions
are of domestic horses since all of these cultures buried wild
as well as domestic animals with their deceased.

See also DERENKA; DMNE TWINS; HORSE GoDDESS; MAMMALS;

SACRIFICE; SREDNY STOG CULTURE; TRANSFUNCflONAL GODDESS.

[D.Q.A., j.PM., D.A.M.]
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HORSE GODDESS
Various Indo-European mythologies reflect the existence

of a Horse goddess. Although the names of the divinities are
not always cognate with one another, there are enough shared
linguistic elements to reveal a common structural theme that
may have been absorbed into the existing mythology of pre
Indo-European peoples. The horse goddesses are best
represented in Old Indic tradition and among the Celts as
the Gaulish Epona, the Welsh Rhiannon and the Irish Macha.

Celtic
The Irish goddess Macha was personified as three distinct

mythological female figures. The first Macha was a prophetess
(= First Function), wife of Nemed, 'the sacred one'. Macha
foretold the suffering of the Ulstermen who fought in the
rain Bo Cuailnge, the "Cattle Raid of Cooley". The second
Macha, the warrior Macha Mongruad, 'red-maned Macha',
fought the sons of King Dithorba for the right to finish her
father's term of office as ruler of all Ireland. Macha was
victorious, and she ruled for seven years. She later compelled
the sons of Dithorba to build a fortress for her, the fort of
Emain, shaping the boundaries of the fort with her brooch.
That fort became the capital of Ulster. Macha later fell in battle,
slain by the warrior Rechtaid 'red-wrist'. The color red
underlinesMacha's martial characteristics. (Similarly, the Indic
goddess Devi: becomes the 'red-toothed' after battling, and
consuming, the Asuras; cf. Devfmahalmyam 11.44-45).

The third Macha, she who fulfilled the Third Function,
upon marrying a farmer, greatly increased his wealth, and
became pregnant with his children. Superimposed upon her
Third-Function fertility traits is the element of hippo
morphism found also in the Welsh Rhiannon and Greek
Demeter. Macha was compelled to take on the function of a
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horse, racing King Conchobor's horses, even though her
pregnancy was at term. As she reached the finish line,
victorious, she gave birth to twins, a mare and a boy, and
then she died of the exertion (Metrical Dindshenchas "Ard
Macha" 93 ff.), cursing the Ulstermen as she died. Each man
and his descendants, through several generations, would in
time of need be as weak as a woman in childbed, suffering
the "pangs of Ulster". Later, when the Ulstermen battled the
men of Connacht in the rain, the men were for a long time
incapacitated by these "pangs".

Macha may be seen as a "transfunctional" or "tripartite"
goddess, serving the three Indo-European functions of priest
(prophetess), warrior, and fertility figure. To these functions
was superimposed the function of horse, probably the horse
which was sacrificed in the Indo-European horse sacrifice:
the lndic asvamedha, the Roman Equus October. This asso
ciation receives some linguistic support in the thematically
cognate figure of Queen Medb.

The epic Queen Medb was depicted as two figures: Medb
of Connacht and Medb of Leinster C'Medb Lethderg'). She
has the same character traits in both of her embodiments and
she is obviously one female figure, a transfunctional goddess.

As queen of Connacht, Medb had several husbands, each
of whom became king when he married her. She set rules for
her husbands: they must be 'without stinginess, without
jealousy, without fear' (Tain Bo CQailnge 27-28). In the Tain,
Medb's wealth was equal to that of her husband Ailill, save
one bull; Medb, in order to match her husband, and to
maintain an economic and thus social equalitarianism with
him, decided to steal a brown bull which belonged to the
people of Ulster, the brown bull of Cooley, and she therefore
initiated the war of the rain.

Medb was queen in her own right (Metrical Dindshenchas,
"Ath Luain" 17); a warrior who led the campaign against the
province of Ulster; and a nurturing figure, 'the best (of all her
sisters) in pledges and bestowal (of gifts)' (Tain 15-16). She
was in reality a transfunctional goddess who conferred
sovereignty upon her mate. LeXically, OIr medb is 'strong,
intoxicating'. Flaith, an Irish sovereignty figure, in Old Irish
meant 'sovereignty, rule', but in Modem Irish it also means
'ale'. In the Scela Cano Meic Gartnain 452-453, a man will
not 'be a king over Ireland if the ale of Cuala does not come
to him.' In the Book of Leinster (6416), Medb of Leinster is
called 'the daughter of Conan of Cuala'. So Queen Medb is
the ale of Cuala, and it is she who brings the sovereignty over
Ireland.

Rhiannon, the Welsh goddess, perhaps 'great queen' (d.
Wels rhiain 'maiden', OIr r[gain 'queen'), was associated with
birds and horses. She appeared in the first branch or chapter
of the Mabinogi riding a white horse. She married the hero
Pwyll, and subsequently gave birth to a son, later named
Pryderi; the child was stolen at birth, and her serving women,
swearing that Rhiannon had murdered her son, substituted
the bones and blood of an animal for the body of the baby.

.Rhiannon was made to suffer penance for this crime: she must

sit near a horse-block outside the city gate, and offer to carry
passersby on her back to the king's fortress. In a later chapter
of the Ma binogi, Rhiannon was made to wear around her
neck the collars of donkeys. She was thus a horse-substitute.
At the very time of Pryderi's birth, the horse of Teyrnon Twrf
Liant bore a colt. Moments later, Teyrnon Twrf Liant found a
child, of obviously noble birth, lying just outside his door.
Liant and his wife raised the boy, along with the colt, and
subsequently, hearing of Rhiannon's misfortune, brought the
boy to her. Thus Rhiannon, herself treated as a horse, gives
birth to a child who is reared along with a horse (d. Demeter
and Macha, both of whom give birth to both a horse and a
child). Rhiannon is also connected with birds; the bIrds of
Rhiannon sing while the bodiless head of Bendigeidfran, son
of Llyr, talks to his seven friends for seven years.

Epona was the Gauhsh Horse goddess. Her name appears
in a multitude of Roman Celtic inscriptions, and the goddess
is depicted in about two hundred images as a female figure
sitting upon a mare, or flanked by horses. She is depicted
with cornucopiae, fruit, corn and sometimes dogs. Epona
herself has no mythology, but the eqUine myths of both Macha
and Rhiannon probably are similar to those of Epona. The
Greek Apuleius described an image and shrine of Epona (The
Golden Ass 3.27); according to the Roman satirist Juvenal,
soldiers worshipped Epona, hanging her picture in their
'smelly stalls' (Satires 8.156.7). Plutarch gives her a mortal
origin: she is the product of Fulvius Stella, who hated women,
and a mare (Moralia 312E). The latter description, as well as
Celtic myth, may point to the Indo-European ritual horse
sacrifice, known in India as the asvamedha.

Greek
The Greek Demeter (Roman Ceres), although essentially a

cereal goddess, the goddess of vegetation, offers some parallels
with the other horse goddesses. The most famous hymn to

her is Homeric Hymn Two, which describes her daughter
Persephone's abduction by the underworld god, Hades,
Demeter's world-wide search for her daughter, and her
eventual arrival in Eleusis, where she established the
Eleusinian Mysteries, a Greek mystery religion which probably
celebrated death and regeneration. As long as Persephone was
in the underworld with Hades, Demeter allowed no vegetation
to grow; the land and living creatures were barren. Finally
Persephone was allowed to return to Demeter and the upper
world, albeit for only part of the year. While searching for
Persephone, Demeter was pursued by Poseidon; she
transformed herself into a mare, in order to elude him, but
he metamorphosed into a stallion and raped her. Demeter
subsequently bore twins: a daughter, the Despoina, and a
horse, Areion. In this form the goddess was called Demeter
Erinys. A similar myth is told of the lndic Saral)yU, who fled
from her husband Vivasvat, haVing assumed the form of a
mare. Vivasvat metamorphosed into a stallion and caught up
with her, and of their intercourse were born the twin Asvins .
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Indie
MadhavI, an lndic epic heroine, was given by her father

Yayati to a young brahman, to enable the youth to fulfill a
vow which he made to his guru: to obtain eight hundred
horses, each the color of the moon, and each characterized
by one black ear. The brahman gave MadhavI in marriage to
three kings in succession, receiving as purchase 'price from
each king two hundred of the rare horses. Since these six
hundred horses were the only moon-colored black-eared
horses in existence, the guru accepted MadhavI in place of
the last two hundred horses. MadhavI bore a son to each of
her four husbands, and she recovered her virginity upon the
conclusion of each marriage.

After the fourth marriage, Yayati held a svayarnvara for
MadhavI. The svayarrzvara was a ceremony in which a young
woman selected a husband from among a number of suitors.
But Madhavl chose vana, the forest, and an ascetic life, and
she thus became a perpetual Virgin. In this Virginal,
autonomous state, she became recharged with energy and
virtue.

Many years later, Yayati died and went to heaven; while
there, becoming guilty of great pride, he fell back from heaven
to earth. As he descended, he prayed that he might land in
the middle of good men. He landed among his four grandsons,
as they were performing sacrificial rites. The grandsons, along
with MadhavI, who came out from her forest hermitage, each
gave to Yayati a portion of his virtue, and Yayati was enabled
to ascend to heaven once again.

The name Madhavi has the root found in the aIr Medb
(and Gaulish Meduna and Medugenus). The Old Indic reflex
of the root is madhu 'sweet drink, honey, soma, milk'. The
root underlying the Indic Asvamedha which is sometimes
compared here may be connected with OInd mad- 'boil,
rejoice, get drunk', again indicating an intoxicating substance
although by a different word; this substance played a part in
the Indo-European ritual of the horse-sacrifice, the ritual
which established the sovereignty of a king. The ritual of a
sacrificed mare became the myths of Madhavl exchanged for
horses, of Medb the intermediary of sovereignty, and of the
Celtic Macha and Rhiannon, forced to perform the functions
of horses.

Although it is not pOSSible to reconstruct a PIE *'Horse
goddess' in the strict sense, there is considerable evidence for
the existence of a bundle of IE themes concerning horse, twins,
marriage to or legitimation of a king and intoxication that
were incorporated into the structures of previously non-IE
pantheons.

See also HORSE; TRANSFUNCTIONAL GoDDESS. [M.R.D.]

Further Readings
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HORSE SACRIFICE see HORSE

HOSTILE
*dusmenes 'hostile'. [JEW 727 (*men-); GI 683; BK 154

( *t'Yaw-/*t 'YdW-) 1. Grk 8vaf.1Evr1s 'hostile', Av dusmanah

'hostile', OInd durmanas'sad'. Distribution is limited to late
IE innovating dialects. From *dus- 'bad' and *men- 'thought'.

See also BAD; HATE. !E.C.P]

HOUSE
*d6m (gen. *dems) 'house'. [lEW 198-199; (*domo-); Wat

11 (*demd-); GI 645 (*r'om); Buck 7.12,7.122; BK 133
(*t'im-/*t'em-)J. Grk Om 'house', Arm tun (gen. tan) 'house',
Av dam- 'house', Oind dam 'house'. Though attested only in
the center and east of the IE world, its archaic formation makes
it almost certain to reflect an old PIE term. Cf. *dems-poti

'master of the house' in Grk OEaJrOTIJs 'master, lord, owner',
Av dJng pati- 'master, lord, ruler', OInd dam-pati- 'master,
lord, ruler'.

*d6m(haJos 'house'. [lEW 198-199 (*domo-); Wat 11
(*demd-); GI 645 (*t'om); Buck 7.12,7.122; BK 133
(*t'im-/*t'em-)1. Lat domus 'house', dominus 'master of the
household', Lith namas (with assimilation of *d- to the nasality
of the follOWing -m-) 'house', OCS domi1 'house', Rus dam

'house', Grk OOJ1os 'house; course of bricks', OInd dama
'house'. Directly derived from *dem(haJ- 'build' or a thematici
zation of the previous word. Whatever the exact morpho
logical history, clearly of PIE status.

*h2V6stu 'dwelling'. [JEW 1170-1171 (*/)es-); Wat 78
(*wes-); GI 645 (*Hwes-); Buck 7.12, 7.122; BK 368 (*aw-/

*dW-)]. Grk (F)aarv'city', Olnd vastu 'place, seat, thing', cf.
vastu- « *h2ll(~stU) 'house, dwelling', TocM wa$t 'house',
TochB ost 'house'. Cf. also OIr i [ass 'at home', Wels gwas «
*h21JOstoS) 'abode', ON vist « *h2vestis) 'sojourn'. A deriva-
tive of *h21,JeS- 'dwell, pass the night, stay', as seen for instance
in Grk vV1Cra a(F)Eaa 'I passed the night' or Hit hues- 'be
(aliv~)'. Both Greek and Hittite presuppose a PIE *h21,Jes- for
the underlying verb which is incompatible with a direct
relationship with Grk (F)aarv. Perhaps Proto-Greek *wastu,

with its admittedly difficult root vowel, is a borrOWing from
some non-Greek but Indo-European language of the Balkans
which had already lost the initial laryngeal. In any case,
*h21,J6stu would appear to be of PIE age. Difficult also is a
relationship with Lat Vesta (goddess of the hearth) and Grk
£a!la 'hearth, altar; house, family', since they too show no
sign of an initial laryngeal. Perhaps we have a variant *l)es- of
*h]eus- 'burn' in this case.

*trebs (acc. *trtbrp, gen. *trb6s) 'dwelling'. [IE\;V 1090
(*treb-); Wat 71 (*treb-); Buck 7.122]. aIr treb 'habitation,
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The Proto-Indo-E1Jropean House

Celt Ital Gmc BaIt Slav Alb Grk Arm Anat Iran Indi Tach
doorjamb "'haenhxt(e)ha X X X X x
door "'dh l,Jor x x x x x x x x x x x x
floor "'drp-pedom x x
house "'dam x x x x

"'d6m(haJos x x x x x
dwelling "'h2l,J6stu x? x x x

"'trebs x x x x x
*solo/eha x x x x

room *J{el- x x x x x x
*ket- " x x x x

plank *bhelhabs x x x x x
*kJhrro-s x x
*plut- x x x
*s(l,J)el- x ? x

post *J{lfts x x x x x
*ksUlom x x x
*kroku- x x x x
*mlts x x x x x
"'masdos x x x x x
*perg- x x x x
*(s)teg- x x x x ?
"'rehlpoleha- x x
*rehlt- x x x
"'steh2bholeha- x x x x
"'steh2ur x x x? x
*stJneha- X X

*SlJer- x x x x
*u~lsos x x x x?

roof *liropos x x
*hlrebh- x x x
"'(s)teges- x x x x x x

family, tribe', Wels tref'village', a-dref'at home', Lat trabs ~

trabes 'beam, timber, rafter; roof-tree' (with analogical zero
grade), Osc triibo-« *trebeha-) 'house', ON porp'farm, estate;
grave mound', prep 'vault', -prep 'estate', OHG dorf'village,
estate', Goth paurp 'field, land, property', Lith troba 'house,
building', Latv traba 'building'. Cf. *trebno- in Umb tremnu
'(augural) tent', Grk -cepapva ~ -cepEpva « *terbno- with an
intrusive medial vowel breaking up the difficult consonant
cluster) 'house, dwelling'. Widespread in the west and center
of the IE world.

*solo/eha- 'dwelling, settlement'. [lEW 898 (*sel-); Wat
57 (*sel-); GI 649 (*se1-)]. From *solo/eha-: ON salr'building,
room', OE srel 'room, hall, castle', OHG sal 'building, room',
Goth saljan 'stay; be the guest of' (denominative verb to an
unattested *sals 'dwelling, room'), Lith (dial.) sala 'village',
Latv sala 'village'; from *so/elitl)eha-: OE sxljJ 'dwelling,
house', OHG se1ida'dwelling, house', Goth (pI.) salijJwos'inn,
dwelling', OCS selitva 'dwelling'; other formations: ON se1

'chalet, mountain dairy', OE seIe 'hall, house, dwelling; prison',
gesele 'tabernacle' (ON/OE < *solio-), seld 'hall, ·palace,
residence', OCS selo 'field, village', Rus selo 'village'.
Northwestern dialectal term.

*/iels(gen. *J{(J)16s) '(store)room'. [IEW553-554 (*}(el-);
Wat 28 (*kel-) J. Lat cella « *cela with length reassigned from
vowel to consonant) 'store-room, cell, granary', clam 'secretly,
privately', Grk K"aAW « Pre-Grk *kaI-is-ja-?) 'wooden
dwelling, hut; nest; shrine, grotto', NPers saray 'abode', Olnd
sala 'bUilding, house, room', salam 'at home'. Cf. Olr cuile «

*kolijeha-) 'storeroom, kitchen', and also ON h9Il 'great hall',
OE heall 'hall' (> NE hal]), OHG halla 'hall' (as if
< *kolneha-). A root nominalization from *}(el- 'protect,
conceal' with a sufficiently wide distribution to suggest PIE
antiquity

*ket- 'room'. [lEW 586-587 (*ker-); GI 126 (*kheth- ~

*khoth_)]. OE heaaor'enclosure, prison', Goth hepjo 'room',
OCS kotrctchamber', Rus kotec 'fishweir', Av kata- 'chamber',
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NPers kad 'house', OInd catta- 'hidden'. Grk KOrVA,1J 'cup'
has been also been assigned here but this may be disputed.
Distribution indicates PIE status. This word was borrowed
into Finno-Ugric, e.g., Finnish kOla 'dwelling, tent, hut',
Estonian koda 'house', Mordvin kudo 'house'. -

*gubho/eha- '(store-)room, alcove'. [IEW395 (*gupa); Wat
33 (*ku-); Buck 7.13, 7.21]. ON kofi 'room', OE cofa Lcove,
bedchamber' (> NE cove), OHG kubisi 'hovel', Bajui bidyaj
« Proto-Iranian *pati-gubhaka-) 'lower part of storeroom'.
The apparent agreement of Germanic and Iranian is strongly
suggestive of PIE status for this word. Perhaps from the rather
amorphous root *geu- '± bend'.

?*per (gen. *prn6s) 'house'. [GI 645; BK 61 (*p[h}ie-/ .
*pfh jer-)]. Hit per (gen. parnas) 'house', parna- 'house',
parnant- 'house', pamawa(i)- 'build', Luv parna- 'house',
HierLuv parna- 'house', Lycian prnnawa- 'build'. The
nominative *per is the phonologically expected outcome of
the morphologically regular *perr Attested as such only in
Anatolian, the word is not securely PIE in status. In favor of
such status is the obviously archaic shape of its paradigm
and the possibility, allowed by some, denied by others, of
relating to this word the widespread *prihxOs 'dear, beloved'
« *'of the [same] household'). There is also perhaps one
possible cognate outside of Anatolian in Iranian where we
find Khot pira- « *prio-) '± house'. Against attributing PIE
status to this word is, of course (if one does not accept the
Iranian word is cognate), its restriction to Anatolian and the
existence of words of a similar shape in non-IE languages of
Asia and Africa, e.g., Egyptian pr 'house', Hurrian pur(u)li
'house'.

The Proto-Indo-European House
The range of architectural forms which a house might have

taken during the period of PIE antiquity is considerable. The
structure might be set either on the surface or sunk into the
ground, Le., semi-subterranean. Its walls may have consisted
of stone, stone foundations with mud-brick superstructure,
wooden planks, posts interwoven with wattle and daub, or
walls constructed of stacked sods. The shape of the house
might range from circular, small rectangular, rectangular with
an apsidal end, to a long house and the number of rooms
may have varied from a single to many. Other appurtences
may have included a porch or an intenor court. Although
most structures were single-storied, there is also some
evidence for two-storied structures as well. Entrance was
almost always through a doorway although in Anatolia there
is also evidence of entrance portals through the roof..
Settlement in most areas of Europe and Asia was nucleated,
Le., a series of houses clustered together to form a village
although there is also evidence of dispersed single-house
settlements, especially on the northwestern peripheries of
Europe.

The terminology associated with Indo-European domestic
architecture permits at best the most general description of
its structure. The primary words for 'house' would appear to

HOUSE

have been *d6m or *dom(haJos with *h2IJOSlU 'dwelling' as
a term both vague in meaning and derivative in construction.
Reconstructing words for the various parts of the house is
more difficult. One can easily reconstruct a word for 'hearth'
but the presence of a hearth is, of course, not diagnostic of
any' particular culture or construction type. The 'floor' of the
house is limited to a Germanic-Greek isogloss, *drp-pedom.
For 'roof' we have much stronger evidence in the form of a
reconstructed *hjrebh- 'cover with a roof'. The more general
*(s)teg- 'cover' is also used for 'roof' in several stocks and, by
metonymy, for 'house' in generaL This use of *(s)teg- for 'roof'
may well be the result of independent developments in the
several stocks that show it. In both Gennanic and Greek words
for 'roof' overlap with words for 'thatch' and that overlap may
be significant but one should note that the Iranian descendant
of *hjrebh- means 'plank'. On the other hand, the TochB
'word for 'roof' is ~im from PIE *sih2mQ '± what is bound
together' and might well have originally referred to a bundle
of thatch.

There are abundant terms for 'post' but none seems
necessarily to have meant 'house-post' or the like. Nor do the
words for 'plank', in any case restricted to the European
branches of IE, demonstrate anything more than that the
Proto-Indo-Europeans were familiar with worked wood of
one sort or another, whether used in house-construction or
for other things. More Significant for the insights it might
give us into PIE house-construction is *J<red- 'framework of
wood'. The presence of such a word suggests at least one
building technique. So does the best attested component of
the house, namely the *dhl,Jor 'door' which is practically
universal in the various IE stocks, and which was apparently
set between *haenhxtCe)ha 'doorjambs', a term whose
distribution also guarantees it PIE status. A house with doors
and a wooden framework will, practically of necessity, also
have walls. The word that would appear to fill this piece of
semantic space may have been *dighs though its original
referent may have been to something other than the sides of
a house. It seems more likely then that its association with
words indicating 'dough' and hence 'clay' refers to an earthen
bank surrounding a settlement though its extension to the
wattle and daub component of a house wall would have been
natural enough.

The structural terms associated with the house were also
extended to the social unit inhabiting it. For example, as with
the term 'house' in English, so does PIE *domChaJos 'house'
refer to both the structure and the family inhabiting it while
the tatpuru~a compounds with PIE *poiis 'lord' designate the
patriarch. Thus: Lat domus 'house' and dominus 'head of
household'; Grk 80)10; 'house' and 8Eo.,ror71~ 'householder';
Oind dama- 'house' and dam-pati- 'master of the house'; d.
also Grk 8)1w; 'slave' and 8J1qJ17 'female slave'.

Proto-forms have also been reconstructed for the unit
formed by several joint families: PIE l)eiJ(-/ *l)oiJ(- from *l)iJ{
'to settle'. The o-grade fonn gives *l)oiKos which designates
the physical construction and even stresses topographic
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clustering: Lat vIcus 'village, dwelling cluster', Grk olK:oC;
'house, homestead of joint family'. The zero-grade root-noun
*uik-refers mostly to the social unit.

See also BUILD; DOOR; FAMILY; FENCE; FLOOR; FORT;

FRAMEWORK; GROUND; HEARrn; MAsTER; PLANK; POST;

ROOF; VILlAGE; WAll. [A.D.V, D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Reading
Knobloch, J. (1980) Ergologische Etymologie des indogermanischen

Hausbaus. Sprachwissenschaft 5, 172-200.

HOUSEHOLD see FAMILY

HOW (MANY) see PRONOUNS (INTERROGATIVE)

HOWL
*bukk- 'howl' (pres. *bukketi). [lEW 97 (*b(e)u- 

*bh(e)u-)]. SC bl1kati 'howl', Grk f3vK:r1J~ 'howling', Av buxti
'howling', OInd bukkati 'bark'. Perhaps an onomatopoeic
formation of PIE date.

See also ANIMAL CRY; BARK2 .[D.Q.A.]

HUB see NAVE

HUM
*kem- 'hum'. [lEW 556 (*kem-); Wat 29 (*kem-)]. ME

hummen 'hum' (> NE hum), MHG hummen 'hum', OPrus
camus 'bumble-bee', Lith kimstu 'become hoarse', Latv
kamines 'bee, bumble-bee','Rus emell 'bumble-bee'. Though
possibly of onomatopoeic origin, there is reason to suppose
that in this word we have something of late (northwestern)
dialectal IE date.

See also BEE. [D.Q.A.]

HUMBLE
*kaunos 'humble, lowly'. [lEW 535 (*kau-no-s); Buck

16.45], OE hean 'lowly, despised', hynan 'despise', hrenjJ(o)
'disgrace', OHG honi 'despised', honen 'despise', honida
'shame', hona 'mockery', Goth hauns 'humble', Lith Kaunas
(place name, second city of Lithuania, originally 'Low Place'),
Latv kauns 'shame, disgrace', kaunigs 'bashful', kauneties 'be
ashamed', Grk (Hesychius) K:avv6~ 'bad, evil'. More distantly
related are ON haa « *hawijJa-) 'mockery', Lith kuvetis 'be
ashamed'. The Greek gloss rhymes with the other Hesychius
gloss 1Cavpoc; 'evil'. A word of the west and center of the IE
world.

[E.C.P]

HUNGER
*Kos-t- 'hunger'. [GI607; Del 84]. Hit kast- 'hunger', TocM

ka$t 'hunger', TochB kest 'hunger', Secure connection only
between Hittite and Tocharian with a variety of questionable
suggestions (reviewed in detail by Tischler). The most
plausible, to OInd jasuri- 'hungry', would find support in
HierLuv astar on the reading 'by/from hunger' and would

moreover support a voiced initial. While this might lead to
positing *ges-, earlier proposed connections to *gWes
'extinguish' are not tenable.

*kenk- 'hunger' « 'to burn, hurt'). [lEW 565 (*kenk-);
Wat 29 (*kenk-); Buck 5.14). ON hungr'hunger', OE hungor
'hunger' (> NE hunger), OHG hungar'hunger', Goth hahrus
'hunger', Lith kanka 'pain, torment', Grk (Hesychius) 1C£Y1CEl
'be hungry', 1CaYK'aVO~ 'dry'; OInd kakate 'is thirsty' is cited
in lEW but is a ghost word. This represents more likely an
independent semantic extension of the root *kenk- 'to burn,
hurt' than a PIE form.

See also EAT AND DRINK; PAIN. U.C.S.I

HUNT
*leuhr 'hunt'. Preserved as such only in Slavic: OCS lo\'u

'hunt', lovitI 'to hunt', Rus lov 'capture, catch', lovitI 'chase,
hunt; capture, catch'. A derivative *leuhx6n (gen. *luhxnos)
'the one of the hunt' persists in Grk A£WV 'lion' « *'the
hunter'), TocM lu 'animal', TochB luwo 'animal' « *'the
hunted'). (From Grk A£WV was borrowed Lat leo, whence the
word for 'lion' in most western European languages.) The
Greek-Slavic-Tocharian distribution strongly suggests a PIE
word.

*Ureg- 'track, hunt, follow', [d. VW 4541. Lat urgere 'press,
urge', ON reka 'push, chase; punish', OE wrecan 'push, impel;
drive out, punish' (> NE wreak), Goth wrikan 'persecute',
Hit iirki- C< *l}.[gi-) 'track, trail', TocM wark 'hunt, hunting',
TochB werke 'chase, hunt, hunting'. The distribution assures
the PIE status for this word.

*haegreha- 'hunt'. [lEW6 (*ag-ra); d. Wat 1 Cag-)). Oir ar
'carnage (especially by dogs), battlefield', Wels aer 'battle',
Grk aYP1J 'hunt', Av azro- 'hunt'. Although all are derived
from *haeg- 'drive', the antiquity of this loose set of
comparisons is not clear. The Avestan term occurs in a
compound hapax -azro-daie5im as an epithet of a she-wolf
and is also translated as 'roaming in the fields'; d. also Olnd
ghase-ajra- 'stimulating the appetite'.

See also LION; RELEAsE. [E.C.P, D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Vendryes, j. (949) Sur quelques mots de la langue des chasseurs.

Archivum Linguisticum 1,23-29.

HURRY
*speud- 'hurry'. [JEW 998-999 (*(s)p(h)eu-d-)]. Lith

spausti 'press', Grk (JTrEve5w 'hurry'. Cf. the derivative
*spoudeha-: Lith spauda 'press', Grk (JTrove5~ 'haste', NPers
poy'haste', Parth pwd 'course, run', Alb pune « *pudneha-)

'work', punoj (vb.) 'work', Arm p'oyt' 'zeal'. Cf. also ON spjot
'spear', OHG spioz 'battlespear'. With derivatives, Widely
enough attested to be aSSigned PIE status.

*spergh- 'move energetically'. [lEW 998 (*spergh-); Wat
64 (*spergh-)]. ON springa 'spring', sprengja 'sprinkle', sproga
'spring, run', OE springan 'spring' (> NE spring), sprengan
'burst, sprinkle, sow', OHG springan 'spring', sprengan 'make
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(a horse) jump; sprinkle, strew', Grk CJ1C£PXOJ 'drive, press',
G1C£PXO)1az 'hurry', Av a-sp:JTdZa- 'be excited', OInd sprhayati
'desires', TochAB spark- 'disappear, perish'. Sufficiently
widespread to guarantee its PIE status.

*sel- 'move qUickly'. [cf. lEW 899 (*sel-), 909-910
(*ser-)]. ON selja 'deliver, sell', sala 'sale', OE sellan 'deliver,
sell' (> NE sell), sala 'sale' (> NE sale), OHG sellen 'deliver,
sell', Goth saljan 'present, sacrifice', OCS sola 'messenger',
salj9 'send', Arm ylem (if < *y-lem) 'send', Oind ucchalati
'hurries forward', sisarti 'stretches out, extends', sisrate 'they
rush off, stretch out', TochAB lsal- 'fly', 2sal- 'throw (down)'.

HURRY

Widespread and old in IE.
?*krob- 'hurry'. [lEW934-935( *(sJkre-b-); VW 196]. MIr

crip - crib « *krb-) 'quick', ON hrapa 'fall; hurry', MLG rap
'quick', sik reppen 'hurry' (Gmc < *krob-) , TocMB karpa
'descend, come down, step down' (Tach < *korb-). If all these
words belong together, and the Tocharian is admittedly
semantically distant, then we have good evidence for a PIE
term. IfTocharian does not belong here, then we have evidence
for a dialect term of the IE west.

See also DRIVE; FAST; JUMP; RUN; SET IN MOTION. [D.Q.A.]
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ICE
*ieg- 'ice, icicle'. [lEW 503 (*jeg-); Wat 79 (*yeg-); GI

588 (*(y)ek'-); Buck 1. 77]. Oir aig (gen. ega) « *jegi-) 'ice',
Wels ia 'fce', ON )aki « *ekan- < *Jekan-) 'piece of ice',J9kull
« *ekula-) 'icicle', OE gicel(a) 'icicle' (> NE icicle), OHG ihilla
'icicle', Hit eka 'ice'. Probably PIE status. A PIE origin would
be more certain if Sarikoli yoz 'glacier', Wakhi yaz 'glacier',
reflecting a Proto-Indo-Iranian *yaia-', comes from PIE
*iegeha-.

?*hleihr'ice'. [JEW 301 (*ei-s-); Wat 16 (*eis-); GI 588
(*eis-); Buck 1.77]. ON Iss 'ice', OE Is 'ice' (> NE ice), OHG
Is 'ice' (Gmc < *Isa-) , Lith ynis 'glazed frost', OCS inlje
'hoarfrost', Rus ine) 'hoarfrost', Av aexa- 'frost, ice', isu- 'icy',
ass yex, ix « *aixa-) 'ice'. The Baltic and Slavic forms have
*(hxJihx-ni-. The Germanic forms may derive from either
*(hxJihx- or h]ei(hxJ-. Neither Avestan -x- nor -5- can derive
from a PIE -5-; they continue -khr « *-kh2-0- < *-keh2-?)
and *-K- respectively. This leaves only a root etymology for
PIE 'ice'.

*ghe1QJ.2Jd- ~ *ghJ(h2J-ed-? 'hail'. (I~W 435 (*ghebd-);
Wat 22 (*ghebd-)]. OCS iledica « *eld-) 'freeZing rain', Rus
iledica 'freeZing rain', Grk xaAa~a 'hail', NPers tala
« *alda-) 'hail'. Greek points to *d, which would agree with
Slavic as this has an acute tone. The Greek form requires a
laryngeal, *ghJ(h2}-ed-. At least late PIE status.

?*kaghlos 'hail'. [lEW 518 (*kaghlo-); Wat 26
(*kaghlo-)). ON hagl 'hail', OE hagol 'hail' (> NE hail), OHG
hagal'hail' « Gmc *hagla-), Goth haal (name of a rune sign),
Grk K'aXA1J~ 'small stone, gravel in a river', (late) K'6XA1J~.

This set should be abandoned as non-IE. As PIE had no *a,
we would have to posit *kb2gh-, which does hot inspire confi
dence. The Greek word has been considered onomatopoeic
(d. K'aXAasw) or a substrate word, related to X&Al~ 'cup'

•

(whence Lat calx). Cf. also Grk xa.Aa(a 'hail'.
*lier(s)no- ~ *lionmolmehaJ- 'hoarfrost, frozen snow'.

[lEW 573-574 (*Rer-no-)l. ON hjam « *her(z)na-) 'frozen
snow', Lith sarma « *kormeha-) 'frost', serksnas ~ sitksnas
« *R(e)r-sno-) 'hoarfrost', Latv sarma 'frost', scrsns, scrsna
'frost', ORus serenQ « *semQ-) 'frozen snow', Rus seren, seren
'frozen snow', Arm satn (gen. satin) 'ice', satnum « *Kor-)
'freeze'. At least of late IE status.

*preus- - *prus- 'frost'. [JEW 846 (*preus-); Wat 53
(*preus-); GI 589 (*phreu-so-)]. Lat prufnCl « *prus/Jfna?)
'hoarfrost', ON fren ~ frer « *fruza-) 'frost', frost 'frost', OE
forst 'frost' (> NE frost), OHG frost « *frusta-) 'frost', Goth
frius « *freus-) 'frost', Olnd pru$va - pn1$Wl 'hoarfrost' (but
perhaps rather 'dew, drop' < *prus- 'sprinkle'?). ON fnn and
Gothic point to a root noun *preus ~ *prus- with *prrls-to
and *prus-l)o- 'frozen'? Uncertain are "the possible Celtic
cognates: aIr reud (OIL read) 'strong cold', and Wels rhew
'strong cold'. The root ultimately derives from *preus- 'to
freeze'. With the Old Indic cognate uncertain, this need not
reflect anything other than a northwest dialectal term in
late IE.

See also SNOW. IR.5.PB.]

IIIYRIAN LANGUAGE
Illyrian was the major although scantily attested IE language

of the northwest Balkans spoken over the territory of ancient
Illyria, later the Roman province of lllyricum. The lllyrians
constituted a loose tribal confederation that occupied Albania,
Dalmatia, Bosnia and Croatia although the earliest historical
accounts and place names suggest that as an ethno-linguistic
group, they were largely confined to the south of this territory
while further north very different tribes were often incor
porated into the geographical entity of "Illyria" hy various
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assumption and nothing more. In that the Albanians occupy
part of the former territory of the lllytians, it is also possible
that the Albanian language continues the earlier lllyrian. Again
such a connection is not demonstrable. lllyrtan is too little
known and Albanian is first attested only in the fifteenth
century, already haVing undergone very substantial
phonological changes.

Hlstoricall~ Illyrian tribes such as the Dardani and Paeones
appear in the Iliad as allies of the Trojans where they 0 cupy
a traditional position as one of the opponents of the Greeks
due to their opposing interests in controlling the Adriatic
seaways. The Greeks established a colony in the south oflllyria
by the seventh century Be. The later lllyrian kings came into
conflict also with the Macedonians while Queen Teuta, in the
late third century BC, antagonized the Romans with her fleet
and set in train a series ofwars that brought about the conquest
of Illyria by the Romans. In 168 BC Gentius (Genthius), the
last lllyrian king, surrendered to the Romans. llIyricum
became a military recruiting ground for the Roman Empire
producing not only many of its troops but also some of its
more notable emperors, including Diocletian and Constantine
the Great. During the sixth and seventh centuries AD lllyrian
territory was overrun by Slavic tribes who spread their
language over the entire region, except for Albania.

Description
There is just enough evidence to make it relatively cettain

that IUyrian was Indo-European. The Illyrian personal name
Teuta « *Teutana) and the identical tribal name Teura, for
example, are clearly relatable to aIr roath 'a people', Wels
tud 'cQuntry', Osc touto 'community', Umb (acc) totam
'citizenry', ON Pj6o'folk', OE peod'folk', OHG diot'people',
Goth piuda 'folk', OPrus tauto 'country', OUth tauta 'people',
Latv tauta 'people', etc., all from PIE *teuteha-. Personal names,
built on the numerals as in Latin, e.g., Tritanus, TTilano 'Third',
Sestus, Sextus, Sexto 'Sixth', also appear to oe fairly
transparent. To go beyond this becomes increasingly difficult
since all further evidence is largely confined to place· and
personal names whose etyrnol~gies may be challenged. If,
for example, the name of the lllYrian king Genlius (Genthius)
is derived from *gen- 'be born', then we have evidence of a
centum language; but if the name Zanatis is similarly derived
(or from *gen- 'know'), then we have evidence of a satdm
language or l perhaps, later palatalization. Similarly, mixed
possibilities may be seen in the place-name Asamum if from
*hae1<- 'sharp' (cf. Oind asman- 'stone, rock'), an etymology
that receives some support from a medieval reference to
Asamum as Lapida 'stone' while the same root is also said to
underlie' the personal name Aerabanus where there is no
evidence of palatalization. Edgar Polome has summarized the
existing phonetic rules of lllyrian as involving the merger of
aspirates and non-aspirates (e.g., *g/*gh > g), syllabic *rand
*J> ur and uI, and preservation of only the diphthongs ai, au
and eu. To these might possibly be added delabialization of
the labio-velars and *0> a.
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Illyrian Approximate distribution of the lllyrians.
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classical authors. A pan-Illyrian theory was promulgated by
a number of modem linguists who made the lllyrians
coincident with the eastern Umfield culture and sought them
over most of central and much of eastern Europe; they were
even tracked as far west as Ireland! In actual fact, the Illytian
language is only marginally attested in glosses in Greek texts,
place and personal names. A putatively Illyrian inscription of
three words on· a ring from Kalaja Dalma<;es in Albania was
originally read ana oe8e iser and translated as a votive to the
sacred goddess Oege until it was shown that the ring was
actually Byzantine and when read from bottom to top clearly
read ~n Byzantine Greek 'Lord, help Anna'.

Illyrian is generally presumed to have been closely related
. to Messapic, a language known in a series of Iron Age
inscriptions from southeast Italy. The Messapi were supposed
by Roman historians to have come to southeastern Italy from
Illyria in late prehistoric times (the name of the Daunians of
the same region in Italy was derived from that of a rich 11lyrian
by the name of Daunus), so a linguistic relationship between
Messapic and Illyrian would be reasonable. However, the
marginal attestation of Messapic and the almost complete lack
of .Illyrian data ~ak~ a Messapic-Illyrian connection an
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lllyrian Origins
The Roman author Appian (The Illyrian Wars 2) suggested

that the lllyrians, along with the Celts and Galatians, all
stemmed from three children of the cyclops Polyphemus and
emigrated to their historical locations fro~ Sicily. This the.ory
is not much less cre.ditable than that of the pan-Illyrian
enthusiasts who sought the Illyrians specifically in the Umfield
culture as this is precisely the archaeological phenornenon
that is unattested in those territories (Albania, Bosnia) with
the greatest claim to being considered lllyrian from an
historical perspective.

Generally, most recent discussions of lllynan origins discern'
a mixture of autochthonous pre-IE elements over' which a
layer of intrusive IE elements was superimposed. Such models
must be seen as reflexes of nluch larger solutions to IE
dispersals in general and the best that can be argued is that
items characteristic of IE lexical-cultural reconstruction do
not appear in the region of the Illyrians until the early Bronze
Age. A pre-Illyrian (non-IE) substrate is consequently sought
in the earlier Neolithic. In the core region of the lllyrians, the
Neolithic culture is identified as the Hvar-LisiciCi culture
whose own origins lie in the Impressed Ware cultures of the
central Mediterranean. By the late Neolithic influences are
seen from Salcuta-Bubanj, a culture whose origins lie further
east in the Balkans but which either expanded or was pushed
westwards at the end of the Neolithic (fourth millennium
Be). By the end of the Copper Age, influences are seen to
derive from the northern Baden and later Vucedol cultures
from Croatia and the Carpathian basin which have been
identified by supporters of the "Kurgan model" of IE dispersals
as early IE-speakers in the Balkans.

By the beginning of the Bronze Age c 3000 BC, tumulus
burials are common across Illyrian territory, fortified sites
begin to appear and a coarse ware is widely found and
interpreted as primary evidence for the gradual expansion of
a new people who mixed with the earlier inhabitants. These
changes are regarded as evidence of the last major cultural
intrusion which might explain the arrival of Indo-Europeans
in the region. Putatively local Illyrian evolution is particularly
seen in the continuous development of the Glasinac culture
of the late Bronze Age and early Iron Age in Bosnia.
Subsequent developments such as continuity of settlement
and culture in the Albanian Bronze Age or further north in
Croatia are interpreted by some as evidence of the stabilization
of the Proto-Illyrian identity of the region. Also, during the
Bronze Age there is evidence of the spread of ceramics and·
mortuary ritual across the Adriatic into southern Italy which
may play some part in the presumed similarities between the
lllyrian and Messapic languages.· The later expansion of the
Umfieldculture into the region was limited to the deep interior
while the coastal region more properly associated with the
earliest 11lyrians developed as a series of local cultures derived
from the early Bronze Age which preserved the inhumation
burial rite. The creation of local cultural groups in the centuries
around 1000 Be which continued into the Iron Age (eighth-
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sixth centuries BC) is seen to mirror the later presence of a
number of the major tribal groups of Illyria.

See also ALBANIAN LANGUAGE; GUSINAC CUlTIJRE; hADC

UNGUAGES; MESSAPIC LANGUAGE. U.PM.j
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IMPELLER
??*seuJ.;.xtoT 'impeller'. (lEW 914 (*seu-)). Lat Saturnus

(god), Oind Savitar- (god). The two deities involved in this
comparison have linguistically nothing in common. The deity
corresponding to the Lat Saturn in ancient India is rather
Sani, the son of SOrya 'the Sun' and Chaya 'the Shade', whose
cult is associated with occultism and the origin of the Vratyas.
The name Savitar- is from *sel)Qxtar'the impeller' < *seuhr
'bend, impel'. He owes his immortality to the I}bhus; offers
brought to him yield treasures; he 'impels' the sun (i.e., his
golden arm pushes the sun between heaven and earth); he
destroys the darkness and all ills tied with it; he wakes and
takes to sleep men and animals. Related are OInd suvari 'brings
in motion, presses, drives', cf. OIr said 'turns', Lith sukti 'tum'
(with underlying alternating stems: *seuh:-;- (Olnd savi-) and
*suhxe- [OInd suva-D. Satumus, on the other hand, is an old
Italic god, whose name was connected folk-etymologically
with Lat sera 'cut' or satus 'sown') i.e., god of the harvest. In
the Roman interpretation, Satumus is equated with the Greek
Kronos and this provides the only structural basis for a
comparison between the Roman Saturnus, Greek Kronos, and
the Old Indic Savitr.

In the IE cosmological system proposed by Jean Haudry,
the early Indo-Europeans envisaged a universe conSIsting of
three skies: a diurnal sky which was home to the celestial
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deities, a night sky which had its own specific deities and the
spirits of the dead, and a third transitional sky which
comprised both dawn and twilight. The transitional celestial
deities are represented by the Greek Kronos (who in the
theagony of Hesiod is intermediate between the representative
of the night sky, Ouranos, and that of the diurnal sky, Zeus),
the Indic Savitr whose association with the rising and setting
of the sun are familiar motifs in the Vedas, and the Roman
Satumus. The feast of the latter, the Saturnalia, mark the
period immediately preceding the winter solstice, i.e., the
'twilight' of the year (as Savitr is associated with the twilight
of the day; d. also the Old Irish feast of samain which marked
the end of the Celtic year). The derivation of Saturnus (and
its doublet Saeturnus) is obscure and also includes a possible
Etruscan loan although Haudry mentions the possibility that
it may be related to Savitr (d. Hit sawatar 'horn' [< suwai
'strike'] with an underlying *suhxtrom) and come into Latin
by way of Siculan, a poorly known Italic language.

See also CREATOR, [E.C.P, ].PM.]

Further Reading
Haudry, J. (1987) Le religion cosmique des Indo-Europeens. Milan,

Paris, Arche, 45-80.

IN
*hlen(i) 'in, into'. [IEW311-314 (*en); Wat 17 (*en); BK

432 (*in-/*en-)]. OIr in 'in(to)', Wels yn 'in(to)', Olat en
'in(to)', Lat in 'in(to)', ON (in', OE in 'in' (> NE in), OHG in
'in', Goth in 'in(to), because', OPrus en 'in', Lith i-iii 'in', Alb
n- 'in, on', inj 'up to', Grk £v - £vi'in', £iC; « *en-s) 'into, to',
Arm i 'in', TochAB y- - yn- 'in, among'. A variant *hlon'in'
occurs in OCS on 'in', Hit an- 'in', TochA -arp 'in, to', TochB
-ne'in, to', enerp 'within'. Cf. *hlnitjosin Goth nijJjis'relative',
OInd nitya- 'ones own' (i.e., < *'within one's own group'),

*h1en-do 'into'. [cf. lEW 198 (*dem-), 311-314 (en); BK
432 (*in-/*en-) I. Lat endo 'in', Alb nde 'in', Grk lvoov 'within',
Hit anda(n) 'in'. Widespread and old in IE.

See also AnPREPS; BETWEEN. [D.Q.A.]

INDO-EUROPEAN HOMELAND
One of the longest standing and still unresolved problems,

not only of Indo-European studies but also general prehistoric
research, is the time and place of origin of the Indo-European
language family and the nature of its dispersal. Solutions to
the problem have been derived from the Bible and mythology,
linguistics, physical anthropology, genetics, and archaeology.

Background to the Problem
The Indo-European languages begin to appear in the

written record in the Bronze and Iron ages. The earliest attested
languages are first encountered between Greece and northern
India and consist of: Anatolian, the proper names of which
are first attested in Akkadian trading documents of c 1900
BC; Indo-Aryan first emerges in northern Syria in the Mitanni
kingdom by c 1600-1500 BC; and Greek which is known

from the palace documents of the Mycenaeans, in the so
called Linear B script, from at least c 1300 BC. By the Iron
Age (c 700-1 BC) we have evidence for the Italic, Messapic,
Celtic and Germanic stocks in the west, the Balkan languages
such as Thracian, Dacian and Illyrian, Phrygian in Anatolia
and first hand evidence of Iranian. The other IE languages,
other than occasional parahistorical references, do not appear
in written records until the first millennium AD or later.
Although this evidence allows us to see the full "historical"
distribution of the Indo-European languages of Eurasia, there
are substantial reasons for rejecting the notion that this
distribution had been stable for many thousands of years.

First, there is some evidence for the existence of relic non
IE populations that preceded IE expansions into their
territories. In the Iberian peninsula there are Iron Age
inscriptions in what would appear to have been two different
non-IE languages known as Tartessian and Iberian while the
modern (non-IE) Basque language, situated in nonhern Iberia
and southern France, reinforces the notion that Spain and
Portugal were the subject and not the source of IE expansions.
Similarly, central and northern Italy offers the remains of the
Etruscan, a language that is generally, although not quite
universally, regarded as a non-IE language, while fleeting
inscriptions in a number of other meagerly attested languages
(e.g., North Picene) have also been held to reflect the existence
of relic non-IE populations in Iron Age Italy. Central Anatolia,
the historical seat of the Hittites, was apparently previously
occupied by the non-IE Hatti who have left some texts,
primarily religious. It is generally accepted that the Hittites
themselves established their state in Hattic territory (from
whom they borrowed their name) where they absorbed the
previous occupants along with sections of their vocabulary
pertaining to both the running of the state and religion. Eastern
Anatolia, territories historically occupied by the Luvians and
Armenians, were previously settled by the non-IE Hurrians
and their linguistic cousins, the Urartians, and so this territory
is also traditionally excluded from the earliest IE-speakers, as
is northern Syria where the earliest attested traces of lndo
Aryan appear among the Hurrian-speaking Mitanni. The
Iranian languages emerge beyond the limits of the earliest
historical records but expanded southwards into the kingdom
of Elam in southern Iran whose language was clearly non-IE.
Finally, the Indo-Aryan languages still share the Indian
subcontinent with the non-IE Dravidian and Munda language
families and their presence indicates that this enormous region
was also the subject of later IE expansions. Thus, the written
record tends to suggest that the IE languages spread from
somewhere north of Iberia, Italy, central and eastern Anatolia,
northern Mesopotamia, southern Iran and India-Pakistan.

The second line of evidence is primarily theoretical. There
are finite limits to the size of area that any language may
occupy without separating into different dialects and gradually
unintelligible languages. Language is constantly changing and
without a written standard and other artifices of modem media
exchange, it is impossible for the various speakers of a
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language, spread over a broad territory through time, to enjoy
sufficient inter-communication that they experience the same
course of linguistic change through time. This process is self
evident among various IE stocks where Latin and Common
Slavic of the early mediaeval period have both differentiated
into the modern Romance and Slavic languages r~spective1y

Studies of North American Indian languages suggest that the
area they occupied ranged from about 530 to 660,000 sq km,
averaging about 19,000 sq km, about the size of the modern
state of Israel. The area occupied by a single language will be
dependent on many factors such as terrain and the nature
(and mobility) of the economy but the probable maximum
upper range of a prehistoric language would be on the order·
of 250,000 to a million sq km (i.e., the size of the United
Kingdom to about one and a halftimes the size of the Ukraine).
The theoretical limits then suggest that the IE language family,
at some time in its prehistoric existence, should have occupied
a territory far more confined than that which is evident in its
earliest historically attested distribution.

History of the Problem
Attempts to locate the earliest Indo-Europeans have existed

since the discovery of the IE language family itself. Initially,
the IE language family was explained by reference to the Bible
where japhet, one of the sons of Noah, was regarded as the
source of all those languages neither Semitic (from Noah's
son Shem) nor Hamitic (Ham) and hence Mount Ararat in
Armenia, the reputed resting place of the Ark, served as a
convenient homeland. The rise in interest in the early literature
of the Indo-Aryans and Iranians, coupled with an exaggerated
conception of their antiquity, encouraged the belief that the
earliest IE peoples derived from the territory between the
Caspian Sea and Bactria, part of Afghanistan, Uzbekistan and
Tadzhikistan, and the cradle of the Indo-Europeans was set
variously in mountainous areas such as the Hindu-Kush. Such
a homeland stimulated romantic notions of how the earliest
Indo-Europeans nurtured their language and culture in
isolation and then burst forth from their homeland to spread
their higher culture to Europe and the rest of Asia.

The consensus of an Asian homeland, although still widely
accepted throughout the nineteenth century, received its first
attack in 1851 when the English philologist, Roger Latham,
argued on linguistic grounds that an Asian homeland was
contrary to the linguistic evidence. Employing the biological
model of the relationship between species and genus, Latham
argued that the similarity between Indo-Aryan and Iranian,
what today we recognize as the Indo-Iranian superstock, is
such to suggest that it represented a more recent. expansion
from Europe where a much greater number of linguistic stocks
(species) existed, suggesting that the original territory of the
language family (genus) was Europe and not Asia. Although
Latham's arguments were not widely accepted, they were
augmented during the 1870s and 1880s by a variety of
scholars who confused language and race and argued that
the earliest Indo-Europeans, now frequently designated with

INDO-EUROPEAN HOMElAND

the Indo-lranian ethnonym "Aryans", must have derived from
the lightest pigmented Caucasian physical type. Once the
concept of the tall, long-headed, blue-eyed blond Aryan was
accepted, the homeland was shifted to southern Scandinavia
or.northern Germany and a new consensus emerged.

By the turn of the century, this newer consensus began to
crack and the various schools of thought emerged and set the
course for most of the solutions of the twentieth century.
Although Europe was almost universally accepted as the IE
homeland, the precise location of the homeland became very
much a matter of dispute. The case for northern Europe
persisted and the earlier racial arguments were augmented
by archaeology that associated the earliest Indo-Europeans
with the Corded Ware (Battle-Ax) cultural horizon that
covered northern and central Europe. A Baltic origin was

. further supported by linguists who found in Lithuanian the
most conservative IE language. That conservatism suggested,
in their opinion, that it had travelled least from the original
homeland.

The nonhern homeland theories (in whatever guise) were
opposed by those who became increasingly convinced that
the earliest Indo-Europeans were primarily steppe pastoralists
and the homeland was variously set to the Ukraine, south
Russia, and occasionally as far east as Kazakhstan. Other
proposed homelands were within the territory of the Linear
Ware culture that spanned the Danubian drainage from the
Netherlands and France in the west to the Ukraine in the east
or the Neolithic cultures of south-eastern Europe, centered
on the northwest corner of the Black Sea and stretching from
the Balkans again to the western Ukraine. The only part of
Europe universally rejected as potential homeland territory
was the Atlantic periphery and the Mediterranean, the former
on geographical grounds and the latter on the exclusion
principle as it was the one region that possessed evidence of
non-IE populations. Now even this latter principle has been
partially breached by a number of solutions that seek the IE
homeland in Anatolia and Armenia, either on linguistic
grounds that the IE language family i~ closely related to
language families of the Near East and southern Caucasus, or
on archaeological grounds that the Indo-Europeans should
be linked to the earliest spread of agriculture from Anatolia
to Europe.

The path to the current indecision has hardly been straight
and in addition to the various broad schools of thought, there
have been numerous less widely accepted solutions. These
range from proposals to set the homeland at both the North
and the South poles, North Africa, Egypt, India, and as early
as the Neanderthals or as late as c 1600 BC.

LingUistic Solutions
Solutions to the IE homeland problem have often derived

from the field of linguistics and these can be categorized into
five different approaches.

The first approach involves the external relationships of
the IE family. Just as the stocks of a language family may be
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Homeland I The shaded area indicates the generalized distribution
of the Nostratic language family The darker shaded area indicates
the Nostratic homeland c 15,000 Be according to Allan Bornhard.

more or less similar (and presumably once geographically
proximate) to one another, so also one may argue that similar
relationships exist between different language families. Within
the area of homeland studies, these types of relationships are
argued either on a one-to-one basis or as part of a larger
linguistic entity that itself comprises different language
families. For example, there have been frequent attempts to
demonstrate that the IE languages share broad grammatical
features and individual items of vocabulary with the Semitic,
Kartvelian, North Caucasian and Uralic families. The putative
"super-family" that would include Indo-European and these
other language families is usually called "Nostratic" (derived
from Lat noster 'our'). On such evidence the location of the
homeland has been set to the Black and Caspian sea areas
because of the close relationship between Proto-Indo
European and Uralic to its north or North Caucasian to its
south or the proposed relationships between IE and Semitic
or Kartvelian have been employed to support an IE homeland
south of the Caucasus, in Ahatolia, or Central Asia. The
"ultimaten homeland .has even been pulled so far south as
Egypt in some solutions to Nostratic origins although they
-generally lie ~omewhere in southwest Asia. Since all of these
other language families are at least geographically proximate
to the earliest attested IE languages, the solutions are possible
but the levels of similarity which are proposed between the
language families fall vastly short of those found between the
individual stocks of Indo-European. Lexical items that
reputedly link different language families are often dismissed
as undemonstrated or the products of widespread borrowing

. while grammatical similarities are often rejected as hopelessly
vague. In short, no extra-familial relationship with Indo
European has been demonstrated at a level that would enjoy

.anything othe~ thaI;l partisan support. The only exception here

is that there is clear evidence for some form of substantial
contact between the IE and Uralic families but these may have
occurred at too late a date (Le., pre-Proto-Indo-Iranian or
later) to be relevant to the homeland problem.

A second linguistic approach derives from an examination
of the mutual relationships of the different IE stocks under
the assumption that their internal configuration will reveal
their original position. Theoretically, such an approach usually
embraces the "center of gravity" principle wherein it is
assumed that where the IE languages have existed longest,
we should expect the greatest differentiation since this would
be the area which has had the greatest opportunity to
experience language change. The corollary of this is that those
stocks who seem to be most similar to one another have
probably occupied their relative positions most recently hence
their lack of marked differentiation. On the basis of this, the
Indo-Iranian superstock, for example, would be regarded as
a relatively recent expansion into their historical seats,
presumably dUring the Bronze Age. Possibly much the same
could be said of the Celtic languages that occupied much of
western and central Europe during the Iron Age. The greatest
density of IE languages seems to appear between about 20
and 40 degrees longitude, the area between Poland and
Albania on the west eastwards to the Dnieper to central or
eastern Anatolia. This area would appear to be central and,

-indeed, it tends to be the area where the IE homeland is most
often sought with territories to the west and east being
regarded increasingly peripheral to the homeland. There are,
however, several problems with such a line of argument.

First, while the Indo-Iranian superstock may be regarded
as relatively late, it is not specially related to the Tocharian
langUages to its east which have generally been regarded as
more closely associated with the languages from the
supposedly central zone. Second, any attempt to employ the
"center of gravity" principle should be undertaken with
languages that are contemporary with one another which is
virtually impossible when studying the IE languages since
some languages, e.g., most of the Anatolian stock, were already
extinct long before other stocks, e.g., most of the Eu'ropean
languages, had emerged in the written record. Very often the
"center of graviti' proposed by linguists for Indo-European
tends to be a palimpsest of different linguistic periods,
particularly for those who ~rgue a Balkans homeland. Here
we have numerous marginally attested languages to pile into
the IE nucleus. In actual fact, a similar exercise could put the
homeland in Italy where the nucleus of (marginally attested)
IE languages and stocks is even greater. Finally, the theoretical
premise of the arguments rests on the notion that the only or
at least primary factor in linguistic differentiation is time, and
it therefore ignores other possible reasons for language change,
e.g., some would explain the heterogeneity of the Balkan
languages with reference to different non-IE substrates or to
the mountainous topography that impedes communication
and rhus hastens linguistic fragmentation.

In addition to time then, another major factor often cited
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Homeland II The traditional representation of the "center of
gravity" of the IE stocks has often been employed to support a
homeland in the Balkans. However, it is filled with languages
that are either minimally known, e.g., Venetie, Thracian, Illyrian,
Messapie, or whose Balkan origins are assumed rather than
demonstrated, e.g., Phrygian, Armenian.

in language change is the impact of foreign substrates on an
expanding language. The theoretical assumption is that when
a language spreads over an existing population, the native
language with its presumably different phonetic and
grammatical systems will influence the way its speakers
articulate the new language. Conversely, where languages seem
to preserve the greatest number of early IE features, this lack
of change is credited to their speakers having occupied their
home region the longest and involved the incorporation of
few if any foreign speak~rs. The identification of foreign
substrates is most easily accomplished when one also has
documents in the foreigner's language. Hence the presence of
Hattic or Hurrian vocabulary in Hittite suggests foreign

.contacts in central and east Anatolian while the Armenian
language appears to have borrowed tenus for their own native
environment from Hurrian or Urartian and the occasional
Dravidian loanword is uncovered in Old Indic. These
examples, however, do not gain much since there is already
historical documentation for the various substrate languages
in these territories. The evidence offoreign lexical items,
however, has also been extended to Greek and many of the
other lang\lages of Europe where even cognate forms tend to
throw up reconstru~tions that lopk suspiciously non-IE
because of their root structure or (unstable) root vocalism qr
perhaps because of the instability of the reconstruction that
suggests different IE groups .adopting a foreign term from a
substrate and assimilating it differently from one region to .
the next. A classic example is the designation for 'hemp'. In
the various Indo-European languages where this particular
word is attested we have a variety of only partially compatible
forms: Lat cannabis, .ON hampr, OE hrenep (whence NE
hemp), NHG han£, .OPrus knapios, Lith kan~pes) Grk

Homeland ill When compared with the Balkans, Italy offers as many
. ill-attested Indo-European dialects to suggest a different "center of

gravity". If the "center of gravity" principle is to be credited with any
validity, it must be employed using well attested languages derived
from the same time depth.

lCawaf3u;, OInd saJ;ui-. The Latin, Germanic, and Greek Conus
might reflect a putative PIE *kannabis which would be
phonologically unusual in the two *a-'s, the double *-n- and
the presence of the rare *-b-. Baltic shows *-p- rather than
*-b- (borrowed from Germanic?) while Old lndic shows a
palatal *K- and no labial at all. (Similar words are found in
non-Indo-European languages as well, e.g., Turkish kenevir,
'Karakalpak kenep.) In addition to prtmartly lexical arguments,
linguists have also proposed substrate influences on the basis
of broader linguistic features such as the supposed
restructuring of the insular Celtic or Anatolian languages from
their IE ancestor, the Germanic sound shift, the abandonment
of the free accent in west European languages, etc. Finally,
linguists have frequently examined the oth r side of the coin

. 'and sought out the least altered IE language. Most often this
· distinction is awarded to the Baltic stock, in particular
Lithuanian which, although only attested in the last four
hundred years, still reveals a remarkable conservatism which
has stimulated arguments for an IE homeland in the Baltic
regipn.

Both the logical and methodological premises of the search
. for foreign substrates is open to serious questions. It assumes
. that language change is primarily a product of lingUistic
·expansion across foreign substrates but in actual fact language
change does not respond so symmetrically to substrate effects,
even when they are well known. For example, Old English
behaves very much as any other early Germanic language

· despite the fact that it was superimposed on a native British
(Celtic-speaking) population. In any case, reference to possible
substrate's as agents of linguistic change can only be tested
when the substrate is known. When the presumed substrate
has been completely replaced long before the suppa edly
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Homeland IV According to W Schmidt the shaded area bears early
"Indo-European" river names while the dots indicate where the such
"Indo-European" names might be found elsewhere in Europe.
Schmidt suggested that the concentration of early names in the Baltic
region supported this region's claim to have been the Indo"-European
homeland.

influenced language is recorded, the very existence of the
substrat~, much less the kinds of influences it may have had,
is completely speculative. Moreover, if the mechanisms of
language change are really- quite variable, then distinctions
between supposedly conservative languages such as Baltic and
much altered ones such as Albanian may have nothing
whatsoever to do with the prior location of their linguistic
ancestqrs. Indeed, the prinCiple that a languag~ will remain
most archaic where it has existed longest is an apparent
contradiction of the previously discussed "center of gravity"
approach that would assume that such a language area would
have experienced the greatest rather than least linguistic
fragmentation.

Finally, some linguists have argued that the most direct
testimony of the location of the IE homeland can be found in
the examinatton of river names. Other than a few attempts to
situate the earliest Indo-Europeans either between the Kura
and Araxes rivers in Armenia or along the banks of the Volga
because the Indo-Iranians appeared to share a common name
for these rivers, most attempts to employ rivers as indicators
of the homeland have been based on systematic hydronomies.
The logic of the approach rests on the widely "recognized
phenpmenon that river names often appear to be the oldest
and most conservative place names on a landsc;ape and can,
therefore, be used to indicate the distribution of earlier
populations. The prehistoric limits of the Balts and Celts, for

.example, have been assigned on such a ba~is. The existence.
of such British river names as Thames and Severn in England
is a histortcallyverifiable case·in point. The largest such system
within the early IE-sp~aking world is generally known as Old

European (Alteuropaisch) which was proposed by Hans
Krahe. His hydronymic system comprised a se'ries of
frequently recurring river names that were believed to have
been established by the common linguistic ancestor of the
Celtic, Italic, Germanic, Illyrian, Venetic and Baltic stocks c
1500 BC. This construct was then pushed eastwards by
Wolfgang Schmid to also include the Slavs as far east as the
Dnieper and, more importantly, it was also pushed further
back in time to Proto-Indo·-European. Observing that the
Baltic region seemed to be both the geographical center of
the distribution and the territory possessing the most early
river names, Schmid proposed that the homeland should then
be sought in the Baltic region.

Hydronymic arguments for the homeland are empirically
quite controversial since they are based, on assuming that
similarity of river names in different areas must derive from a
common proto-form, a statement with very little hope ofverifi
cation. Moreover, much of the evidence rests on river names
with a root vocalism in awhich is widely thought to be either
late, i.e., not PIE, or a marker of the assimilation of a non-IE
word by IE speakers in Europe. Hydronymic evidence for
the IE homeland (as opposed to the distribution of individual
IE stocks) does not enjoy much currency beyond the limits
of those few specialists concerned with such research.

Lexico-geographical Approach
In addition to purely lingui$tic approaches to resolving

the homeland problem, there are also a series of arguments
where linguistics is combined with some other discipline such
as geography or archaeology to locate the territory of the
earliest IE speakers.

Lexico-geographical analysis utilizes the reconstructed
vocabulary to determine the geographical borders of the proto
language and is a technique widely applied not only in IE
studies but also in determining the location of most other
language .families, e.g., Uralic, Semitic, AlgonqUin. The
primary data is drawn from the semantic fields concern d
with flora and fauna which tend to have restricted ranges. In
the search for the IE homeland, special prominence has been
accorded to the beech and s~lrnon. The significance of the
former is the fa~ous "beech line", the eastern limit of the
beech (Fagus silvatica) which ran from the Baltic (Kaliningradl
Konigsberg) south to the nonhwest comer of the Black Sea
(Odessa). It was widely acc'epted that the existence of PIE
*bhagos 'beech' indicated that the Indo-Europeans could not
have originated east of this line. However, this argument loses
much of its force when it is noted that the reconstruction of
the word is confined to European stocks, that its reconstructed
semantic range is not unambiguous (the cognates yield 'elm'
in SlaVic and 'oak' in both Albanian and Greek), and the range
of the Caucasian beech (Fagus oriencalis) is known from the
Caucasus region and could therefore extend the area of a
potential homeland east to the Caspian Sea. The second term
*loKs'salmon' was generally taken to be the sea salmon CSalmo
salar) which might oniy be found in the rivers draining into
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the Baltic Sea and, therefore, argued for a homeland
somewhere between north Germany and Latvia. This
argument has proven even less robust than the beech line'
since the semantic reconstruction would now seem to be the
ubiquitous Salma trulta, the trout, that is found widely
throughout much of Eurasia, thus denying this term any utility
in determining the IE homeland. Other'terms that have at
least enjoyed some currency in the history of the problem are
words for 'eel' , which also reputedly demonstrated a north
European homeland (despite the fact that it is not strongly
ascribed linguistically to PIE nor is it restricted geographically
to the Baltic) and the 'tortoise', whose distribution was seen
to exclude the far north of Europe. Attempts to employ other
environmental t'erms are numerous but even less conse~

quential. Example can be found in the recent attempts of T.
Gamkrelidze and V Ivanov to assert that since the PIE lexicon
shared words for mountains and fast running water, the
homeland was most logically set to the Caucasus mountains.

The distribution of cognate sets and shifts in the semantics
of reconstructed forms have also been employed to trace the
location of the homeland. The reconstruction of a PIE term
for the 'birch', *bherhdos, for example, which would exclude
Anatolia from the homeland, has been dismissed by one
linguist because it is etymologically transparent, Le., it
indicates the 'bright one', and it is a late o-stem, therefore, it
is ascribed not to the homeland but only to those Indo
Europeans who had left their Anatolian homeland and entered
Europe. On the other hand, semantic shifts in the meanings
of reconstructed arboreal terms in Greek and Latin, for
example, the Latin cognate for the 'birch' word denotes the
'ash', are employed to demonstrate that the Indo-Europeans
originated north of the Mediterranean and when they did
not find the same trees in their new enVironments, they
reapplied the inherited names to different trees. The most
extensive attempts to employ semantic shifts as a marker of
the homeland appeared in the works ofWilhelm Brandenstein
who sought to demonstrate that cognate sets between Indo
Iranian and the other European languages indicated that the
former preserved the earlier non-agricultural meaning, e.g.,
OInd ajra- 'open field, pasture' but Lat ager 'cultivated field',
and that the Europeans had innovated with many terms for
their new, wetter and more forested environment when they
had moved from a homeland in Kazakhstan.

Finally, the lexicon has been employed to provide negative
evidence for the location of the homeland where, for example,
the presumed absence of terms for 'oil', 'cypress', 'olive', 'ass',
'lion', etc., have been employed to show that the Indo
Europeans did not originally inhabit the Mediterranean 'or
Anatolia while the absence of terms for such items as 'amber'
have been used to exclude a Baltic homeland.

LeXica-archaeological Approach
The most direct testimony for the early culture of the Indo

Europeans is the reconstructed vocabulary which provides
the only direct bridge between Indo-European as a primarily

linguistic concept and the hard data of archaeology. The
reconstructed vocabulary for domestic animals ('sheep', 'goat',
'cattle', 'pig', 'dog') and 'grain', coupled with terms for
agricultural implements, e.g., 'sickle', 'grinding stone',
'pottery', all attest an agricultural or Neolithic economy which
should not have existed anywhere proximate to the Indo
European world prior to c 7000 BC. Other terms suggesting
the use of animals for draft or secondary products such as
'wheeled vehicles', 'yoke', 'plow', 'milk', 'wool', as well as 'silver'
and the ascription to the PIE community of the domestic
'horse' tend to lower the earliest date for the common IE
lexicon to c 4000 Be. This date does not necessarily pertain
to the movements of IE-speaking cornmunities but only marks
the time by which those communities, whether they had
expanded or not, still showed no signs of significant linguistic
separation. By c 2500 BC, it is Widely regarded that at least
some of the IE stocks had already become so significantly
different from the reconstructed proto-language that items of
vocabulary should be recognized as loan words rather than
inherited. In the intervening period, between c 4000 Be and
2500 BC there is hardly an item of culture, diagnostic for the
reconstruction of PIE culture, that had not expanded from
one end of Eurasia to the other, regardless of where it had
first appeared.

The other terms relating to the culture of the earliest Indo
Europeans are not particularly diagnostic. Concepts such as
the 'house' or even some form of 'enclosure' , 'village' or even
'fortified settlement' are nearly ubiqUitous across the Eurasian
Neolithic. The PIE arsenal of 'knife', 'spear', 'bow', and 'arrow'
are similarly found over all Eurasia while IE social institutions,
including the detailed evidence for its kinship system, are
not credibly retrievable from the archaeological record.

Assessing Homeland Solutions
One of the major reasons for the abundance of homeland

solutions (and scepticism that any of them is correct) is the
absence of a commonly agreed upon set of criteria by which
one can evaluate the validity of any parti<;:ular solution. There
are, nevertheless, some criteria that appear so Widespread that
they constitute an essential suite of principles. A homeland
solution should be robust enough to satisfy or, at least, not
violate the follOWing basic principles.
1. Exclusion principle. It is widely argued that the homeland

should not be set in an area where there is evidence of
prior non-IE occupation. This has generally prOVided
grounds for excluding areas such as Iberia (Tartessian,
Iberian, Basque), Italy (Etruscan, ?North Picene), north
central (Hattie) and eastern (Hurrian) Anatolia, the
Caucasus, almost the entire Near East (Semitic, Sumerian),
southern Iran (Elamite) and much if not all of the Indian
subcontinent (Dravidian, Munda). The limitations of this
prinCiple is that establishing the presence of non-I E
speakers in a particular region does not necessarily establish
their priority there, e.g., the current language of Anatolia
is Turkic yet we know that it was previously Indo-European
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Homeland V The exclusion principle is indicated in this map of
Eurasia which indicates where non-IE languages were solidly attested
or presumed to underlie the expansion of the Indo-Europeans.
Tartessian, Iberian and the modem Basque generally exclude Iberia.
The Etruscans are commonly regarded as non-IE. North and east
Anatolia was occupied by non-IE languages during the Bronze Age
while to the south and east were the Hurrian, Semitic, Sumerian
and Elamite languages, the last ofwhich may be related to the Dravid
ian of southern India (Le., Elamo-Dravidian). The Uralic homeland
and the early dispersal of the Ur~lic languages (indicated by question
marks) is generally set to the forest zone of either side of the Urals.

(Le., Greek, Phrygian, and the several Anatolian languages).
Generally; the antiquity of out attestations, e.g., for the
Bronze Age in Anatolia and the Near East and the Iron Age
in Iberia, has suggested that our evidence for non-IE
languages is close enough to the date of early IE dispersals
that we may assume that they were indeed "substrates"
and not later intruders. This example also emphasizes that
the exclusion principle is of limited application because it
can only be applied where there is certain evidence of non
IE populations which, for most of Eurasia, could only be
known (one way or the other) with the spread of writing
in the last <;:enturies BC or first centuries AD. It is impossible
to pronounce on whether there were non-IE languages,
for example, in the Baltic territory before our earliest
evidence for Baltic languages.

2. Temporal principle. Any homelan~ solution should be set
within the broad temporal constraints of the leJ9.cal-cultural
evidence for Proto-Indo-European. The lex"ico-cultural
evidence indicates that the Proto-Indo-European
vocabulary cannot predate the Neolithic, i.e., the
establishment of a settled way of life based on domesticated
plants and animals and the technology associated with such
a subsistence base. On the other hand, any date after c
2500 BC is unlikely to accommodate the degree of linguisti~

. differentiation we already encounter in the second
millennium BC. If the full range of the reconstructed

vocabulary is taken into consideration, including those
items of material culture that only appear at the end of the
Neolithic or early Bronze Age, the date of PIE should be
broadly set to the period c 4500 -2500 BC.

3. Relationship principle. The interrelationships of the IE
languages sugge.st that their dispersal was not uni
directional but appears to involve a series of interrelation
ships. While the specific. nature of the "branching" of the
IE stocks is subject to debate, there are certain broad
patterns that are generally agreed upon. These would
comprise the follOWing:
A. Anatolian would appear to have separated early from

the other IE stocks (or the reverse).
B. A core of "Late" IE stocks formed which comprised

Greek, Armenian, Irido-Iranian.
C. A "Northwestern" group of languages formed

comprising Germanic, Baltic and Slavic.
D. The western stocks of Celtic and Italic seem to be more

closely associated with the Northwestem rather than
the Late IE stocks.

E. The position of Tocharian is disputed but it does not
appear to be in any particular close association with
Indo-Iranian.

These broad relationships should be accommodated within
any solution to the homeland problem and description of
IE dispersals.

4. Cultural principle. The minimum cultural and environ
mental picture derived from the reconstructed PIE lexicon
should be accommodated within a homeland solution. In
general, much of the reconstructed lexicon attests environ
mental or cultural fe4tures that are found broadly over
much of Eurasia and are not panicularly diagnostic. In
some instances, where we have an animal such as the horse
which is both fully reconstructible to PIE (notwithstanding
debate as to whether it was wild or domestic) and app IS

to have.had a limited distribution in the prehistoric record,
it may be employed as a test of a solutions plausibility:
Such tests, however, are also dependent on time, Le.,
although limited in distribution at 4500 BC, the hor e was
found over a much broader area of Eurasia by c 2500 BC.
Diagnostic cultural items are hence time factored, Le., they
only have meaning if one. can control for time as well.

5. Archaeological principle. Although ignored in some purely
linguistic solutions to the problem, it is difficult to accept
any homeland solution that lacks some form of confirming
evidence for dispersals in the archaeological record. While
archaeologists will freely acknowledge that there is great
uncertainty as to what constitutes evidence for population
dispersals in the archaeological record (much less how that
evide~ce should be "read" linguistically), the archaeological
record does indicate trajectories that require some spatial
and social mechanism of. explanation and it also can
evaluate to some extent the conditions of social change
under which lingui:stic replacement may have occurred.
Fragile although it may be, archaeology offers one of the
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Homeland VI Baltic-Pontic homeland set to the Mesolithic.

few forms of confirming ~vidence to purely linguistic
arguments.

6. Total distribution principle. Probably one of the single
greatest reasons for rejecting many solutions to the IE
homeland problem are breaches of the total distribution
principle. Any homeland solution must account for the
dispersal of all the IE stocks. Numerous solutions proposed
in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries made
vigorous defences of how Indo-Eu'ropeans spread from,
for example, a Baltic homeland through the rest of Europe
without providing the slightest evidence of how dispersals
from this area carried IE stocks into Anatolia or Asia;
conversely, the Asiatic homelands proposed in the
nineteenth century and more recently by some scholars
provide no explanation whatsoever how the IE stocks
reached Europe. No solution is acceptable unless it expl~ins ,
the distribution of all IE stocks.

Current Homeland Solutions
From the great number of homeland solutions one can

select four that enjoy fairly wide currency. Each differs not
only with respect to where its sets the homeland but also
when it initiates IE dispersals.
1. The Baltic-Pontic solution. This sohition'argues that a PIE

linguistic continuum already exis ed dUring the Mesolithic,
i.e., c 8500-5000 Be, in the area between the B~1tic and
Black/Caspian seas. The Neolithic cultures that emerge
across this enormous region are then ancestral. to their
respective regional IE stocks, e.g., the northwest IE
languages emerge in the TRE culture of the north European '
plain, while Indo-Iranian develops in the steppelands of

, the Ukraine and south Russia and pushes eastwards into
Asia. A central tenet of this solution, at least as, argued by
archaeologists, is .that there is a major cultural bqrder

INDO-EUROPEAN HOMELAND

Homeland VII The Anatolian or Neolithic "wave of advance" model
seeks IE origins in Anatolia in the eighth-seventh millennium Be.

between the steppe cultures and those of temperate Europe
which provides the foundation for the split b tween Asiatic
and European languages as this cultural border was not
seriously transgressed at any period from the Neolithic
onwards (except dUring the Iron Age where the late spread
of Iranian nomads to eastern Europe is irrelevant to IE
dispersals) .

The Baltic-Pon~ic theory cannot be evaluated according
to the exclusion principle. It fails both the temporal and
cultural principles in that there is no way that a homeland
set among hunter-gatherers can explain the agricultural
and specific technological vocabulary reconstructed to PIE.
It can accommodate the relationship principle but does
not fully satisfy the archaeological or total distribution
pnriciples in that, other than the movement of IE-speakers
to Asia, it does not account for their spread into the Balkans
or Anatolia. In sum, this solution attempts to embrace two
conflicting a~temative solutions, Le., the central Europe!
Balkan and the Pontic-Caspian solutions, into a single
model pushed back further in time.

2. T~e Anatolian solution. There are several variations on an
Anatolian homeland. The most widely accepted is that
~hich seeks to associate the dispersal of the lndo
Europeans with the spread of agriculture from Anatolia
into Europe. This spread, set to the c 7000-6500 BC, is
attributed to a movement of peoples (demic diffusion) over
generations as farming populations increased and moved
progressively through Europe at about a rate of 1 krn per
year. In this way putatively IE-speaking farming colonists
absorbed (culturally, genetically and linguistically) the
previous occupants of Europe as they expanded in a "wave
of advance". E~ansion into Asia is accounted for in one
of two models. One requires that the Neolithic economy
spread eastwards from Anatolia into Iran and India. The
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other model continues that of the first (and all other
solutions) by attributing IE dispersals into Asia to
populations previously occupYing the steppe1ands of the
Black and Caspian seas, In this model, these steppe-nomads
are ultimately derived from the same farmers who migrated
from Anatolia through the Balkans and then eastwards
around the northwest shore of the Black Sea.

This solution comes very close to violating the exclusion
principle if it does not directly do so since broad areas of
central and eastern Anatolia can be attributed to non-IE
populations with the emergence of written records within
the region from .the third mUlennium BC onwards. It might
be emphasized that the clearest evidence for a local
transition from hunting-gathering to farming occurs in the
southeast of Anatolia and that it is just as plausible to
assume that if any new language spread to Europe with
farming it was probably not an IE language. The solution
can avoid violation of the exclusion prinCiple only by
shifting the IE heartland to western Anatolia where
linguistic evidence for non-IE Bronze Age populations is
lacking.

The Anatolian solution also seems to be a bit early to
accommodate the temporal prinCiple. Although Anatolia
does produce evidence for basic domestic plants and
animals, the cultural reconstructions which appear to date
to the end of the Neolithic or early Bronze Age, e.g.,
wheeled vehicles, plow, wool, c;annot be attributed to the
seventh millennium BC. With respect to the cultural
principle, there is no evidence of the horse (domestic or
otherwise) in western Anatolia or in neighboring Greece,
the first region "Indo-Europeanized" according to this
solution, until c 2000 BC. Even the relationship principle,
whi~h can normally be satisfied with a little cartographical
legerdemain, seems to be violated as this model suggests
dispersals that run Anatolia > Greece > Italy, which
implicitly suggests linguistic relationships
unaccommodated by any lingUistic evidence. The model
has been adjusted by some who have argued that
population movements were limited to the Balkans and
central Europe and that later Bronze and Iron Age
expansion~ must account for the distribution of the IE
languages on the European periphery.

The archaeological principle has been the strongest
element in support of this theory in that the spread of
agriculture can'be followed in the archaeolOgical record
and could offer the social conditions for large-scale
language replacement. Insofar as the spread to Asia is
c01?-cerned, the model that ties the Asiatic Indo-Europeans
to the initial spread of agriculture seems very unlikely in
that the transition to agriculture in Iran and India can be
explained by sources far closer than Anatolla. This model
falls on just about every possible matter of assessment,
e.g., the exclusion prinCiple as the area between eastern
Anatolia an4 the Indo.-Iranian world was clearly occupied
by non-IE language families (Human, Urartian, Semitic,

Homeland VIII The Balkan-central European homeland associates
.the earliest Indo-Europeans with the Unear Ware culture and early
Neolithic cultures of southeast Europe.

Sumerian, Elarnite), it is no better at satisfying the temporal
and cultural principles, it does not explain the relationship
between the "late" IE stocks of Greek, Annenian, Indo
Iranian. The alternative model of Asiatic expansions is
questionable since there is some evidence that the Pontic
Caspian region received its Neolithic economy not from
the Balkans but from the Caucasus,

Other solutions based on an Anatolian homeland are
set later, i.e., c 5000-2000 Be. These mitigate the'impact
of the temporal and cultural principles but still do not
resolve the problem of the exclusion prinCiple. Nor is the
archaeological evidence f~r such expansions particularly
strong (in some cases it :is non-existent).

3. The Central Europe-Balkan solution. This theory has
generally been driven by recognition that the exclusion
principle appeared to remove Anatolia and Greece (on the
acceptance of the secondary evidence for a non-IE Greek
substrate) from consideration and the positive fact that
such a homeland fitted the "center of gravity" principle. It
places the homeland in central Europe (the Unear Ware
culture), including perhaps the Balkans, from the Neolithic
onwards. It can be adjusted. (if one accepts a late date of c
5000-3000 BC) to accommodate the temporal and cultural
principles but suffe~s in terms of the archaeological and
total distribution principles. It is difficult to employ this
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model to explain the Indo-Europeans of Asia or Anatolia.
In fact, by ignoring the relationshIps between Anatolia and
Greece and the Balkans, it unaccountably attributes a non
IE language to the Neolithic cultures ofAnatolia and Greece
and yet finds grounds to assign an IE identity to their later
descendants in the Balkans and cent~al Eurqpe.

4. The Pontic-Caspian solution. This is the theory that places .
IE dispersals in the most recent period, i.e., c 4500-2500
Be. It suggests that the homeland lay among mixed
agricultural and increasingly mobile pastoralist tribes that
emerged in the steppe and forest-steppe of the south
Ukraine and south Russia and then expanded both to the
east and west. The western expansion, seen as the "Kurgan
model" of IE origins (the kurgan or tumulus is one of the
typical markers of this expansion), involves the spread of
populations into southeast Europe and their progressive
domination or acculturation of non-IE peoples across
Europe. This model meets almost all requirements except
the archaeological principle where many would argue that
the evidence for expansions from the steppe was l~mited

(the hard evidence seems to end with the river Tisza in
Hungary) and so it is very difficult to explain IE dispersals
in much of Europe nor is the evidence for intrusions into
either Greece or Anatolia particularly strong.

The solution to the IE homeland problem thus remains
elusive despite periodic announcements to the contrary.
Geographically and archaeologically, the major issue of
dispute appears to occur north of the Black Sea between
the rivers Dniester and Dnieper since this has traditionally
formed a division between two cultural "worlds" .. The
Baltic-Pontic solution attempts to reconcile this division
by retreating back in time to the Mesolithic and drawing a
circle around both areas. The Anatolian and central Euro
pean solutions argue that the Indo-Europeans transgressed
this Dniester-Dnieper fault line from the west while the
Pontic-Caspian solution suggests that it was transg!essed
from the east. How this particular issue can be reso,lved,
and whether its resolution can accommodate the other
assessment principles invoked here will be essential to
resolving the Indo-European homeland problem.

See also A1..BANlAN LANGUAGE; ANATOllAN lANGUAGES;
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INDO~EUROPEANlANGUAGES
Approximately two billion people or about a half of the

world's population presently speak an Indo-European
language. Yet the Indo-European language family is but one
of about twenty language families spoken throughout the
w~rld and1S followed in numbers by the Sino-Tibetan (which
includes Chinese) which numbe~s close to one billion
speakers. Other major language families include Altaic (with
Turkic and Mongolian) with 250 million speakers, Austro
nesian (c 180 million speakers), Afro-Asiatic (which includes
the Semitic languages) with c 175 million speakers, etc.

The concept of a language family expresses the genetic
relationship of a group of different languages that shares a
commo'n ancesto~. The Indo-European family consis of about
140 languages divided into approximately twelve major
'stocks' (and a number of isolated languages) which stand in
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Indo-European Generalized distribution of the major stocks of the
Indo-European family (c lOaD-lOa Be).

varying degrees of relationship to one another. In some
instances the relationship is so close that the languages are
actually mutually intelligible, for example, Spanish and
Portuguese or Norwegian and Danish while other language
relationships are considerably more distant, for example,
English and Polish. The similanty or dissimilarity is, to a
considerable extent, dependent on their temporal and spatial
distance from one another, Le., how long their speakers (and
the ancestors of their speakers) have been out of mutual
contact with one another, and how distantly from one another
they have been separated. Hence the relationsllips between
the individual Scandinavian languages or the Slavic languages,
which are not only mutually contiguous with one another
but also began to diverge only within the last one to two
thousand years, permits varying but significant degrees of
mutual intelligibility. On the other hand, it is by no means
easy to even recognize the affinity.between languages separated
distant in time such as Hittite, already extinct by about 1100
BC and Albanian, attested only from about the fifteenth
century AD: Nevertheless, all languages that have been
assigned to the Indo-European family are closely enough
related that one can be confident that they do derive from a
'common ancestor, Le., a prehistoric language or chain of
mutually related dialects. This common descent, of course,
does not deny that many of the various Indo~European

languages or their earlier ancestral languages have also been
in contact with one another and loan words abound between
the various Indo-European languages.

The Indo-European Stocks
The position of the Indo-European languages from their

earliest historical attestation and prior to their historically
recorded colonizations extended from Ireland in the west to
Chinese Turkestan and India in the east. Most of the IE

languages may be ascribed to the following major stock ,
summarily described here from west to east.

Celtic
During the Iron Age the Celts were not only the western

most IE-speakers but they were also attested over most of
southern and central Eurppe and even parts of Asia Minor.
They may be traced in the historical record of the classical
world, sacking Rome in 390 BC and Delphi in 279 BC. These
latter invaders settled in present day Turkey in 270 Be and
became the Galatians to whom Paul addressed an epistle. The
Celtic languages are traditionally divided into two groups-
Continental and Insular Celtic. Less than one hundred
inscriptions, mostly from France, survive to record the Gaulish
language while Lepontic, a sparsely attested language of
northern Italy, has also proved to be Celtic. The third main
branch of Continental Celtic is variously known as Hispano
Celtic or Celt-Iberian and is recorded in inscriptions in the
Iberian peninsula.

The surviving Celtic languages all belong to the Insular
Celtic group and derive from ancient languages spoken in
the British Isles. The Goidelic division consists of Archaic
Irish, known from ogham inscriptions from about the fourth '
century AD, and Old Irish, known from at least the seventh
century' AD, and its more recent derivatives, Middle Irish,
(New) Irish, (Scots) Gaehc and the recently extinct Marnc
The Celtic language(s) of early Britain provides the ancestor
of later Old Welsh, Middle Welsh and (New) Welsh as well as
the now extinct Cornish, primarily known from late medieval
dramas. The most widely spoken Celtic language is Breton,
which was transplanted to northwest France by British settlers
who may have encountered remnant Gaulish speakers on the
continent.

Italic
The earliest Italic inscriptions date to the sixth century Be

and indicate the existence of two sub-groups, Latino-Faliscan
and Osco-Umbrian. Oscan was the native language ofPornpeii
and much of Campania. Umbrian is best known from a long
series of ritual texts, the Iguvine Tables. Closely related to
Osco-Umbrian are the Sabine dialects of Paelignian,
Marrucinian and Vestinian.

The other major group consists of Faliscan and a series of
archaic inscriptions such as those in Praenestine and Lanuvian
as well as Latin, the language that ultimately came to dominate
in Italy. As the official language of the Roman Empire, latin
Was the only language of the Italic group to survive post
imperial times, becoming a lingua franca of the west European
Middle Ages. From spoken Vulgar or Common latin derive
the modern Romance languages of Portuguese, Spanish,
Catalan (all spoken in Iberia), French, Provenc;al (both spoken
in France), Romansch (spoken in Switzerland), Sardinian,
Italian, Ladin, Friuhan, (all spoken in Italy), and Romanian.
Dalmatian, now extinct, was formerly spoken on the east
Adriatic coast.
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A possible third sub-group of Italic, if not an independent
Indo-European "branch", is Venetic, recorded in a series of
inscriptions from the Iron Age in the Veneto. Other Indo
European languages recorded in ancient Italy include
Messapic, spoken in the sixth to first centuries BC in Apulia
and Calabria and possibly closely related to the so-called
Illyrian language of the east Adriatic. South Picene or South
East Italic and the four Sicel inscriptions from Sicily are
thought to be related in some fashion to Italic.

Germanic
The earliest attested Germanic languages dertve from the

East Germanic group. Extensive documents first appear in
the fourth century AD in the form of a translation of the
Gospels into a Visigothic dialect, usually called Gothic for'
short. Proper names from other Gothic tribes as well as the
Vandals, Burgundians and other such tribes, a few runic
inscriptions, a list of rune-names preserved in a later
manuscript and a short list of Crimean Gothic words made
in the sixteenth century before its last speakers died out
complete the roster of East Germanic material.

North Germanic material consists of early Norse runic
inscriptions, a considerable body of Old Norse literature,
especially in its western or Icelandic dialect. The modem
descendant of the more western variety of Old Norse are
(New) Icelandic, Faroese, N0rn (once spoken on the Shetland
and Orkney islands off of nonhern Scotland), and Norwegian.
The eastern subdivision of North Germanic consists of
Swedish, Gutnish and Danish.

Western or Maritime Germanic includes Old English and
its later descendants Middle English and (New) English. Also
in this group are Old Frisian with its modem descendant,
Frisian, which was first continuously recorded in the late
thirteenth century. The Old Saxon of the ninth century is the
ancestor of the modem northern or Low German patois. The
Continental West Germanic languages include Old High
German, attested from the eighth century, Middle High
German and (New) High German. High Germanic influence
on other West Germanic languages such as Old Low Franco
nian and its later survivals-Dutch, Flemish and Afrikaans
obscure their relationship with Maritime Germanic.

Baltic
The Baltic languages Lithuanian and Latvian (or Lettish)

are the sole surviving members of the eastern subgroup of a
family that once stretched as far east as Moscow. The earliest
Lithuanian text dates from 1503 with a catechism from 1547;
Latvian texts begin somewhat later at 1586. Among the extinct·
East Baltic languages, recorded only in onomastic sources,
are Curonian, Selonian and Zemgalian. A Western Baltic
subgroup is reflected most extensively in Old Prussian which
was first recorded in the fifteenth century and ceased to be
spoken in the eighteenth, and Yotvingian, for which our sole
evidence, apart from onomastics, may be a recently discovered
wordlist with Polish glosses.

INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES

Slavic
Slavic names first appear in Byzantine records a century

after the collapse of AnHa's empire as sixth-century Slavic tribes
. moved south to fill the political vaCl:lum left in central Europe.

By the time Slavic texts were first committed to writing in the
ninth century (the traditional date of the mission of Saints
Cyril and Methodius who converted the Slavs and devised an
earlier form of the "Cyrillic" alphabet is 863), dialect diversity
was already evident. Old Church Slavonic, the liturgical
language of the Eastern Orthodox Church, is based on the
Thessalonican dialect of Old Macedonian, one of the South
Slavic languages. Modern South Slavic languages are
Macedonian and the dosely related Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian
and Slovenian. The present East Slavic languages consist of
Russian, Belorussian (or White Russian) and Ukrainian. The
Western Slavic languages are the closely related Moravian
dialects of Czech and Slovak, the Pomeranian dialects of
Kashubian, Slovincian and the extinct Polabian, and Upper
Sorbian, Lower Sorbian (or Wendish or Lusatian) and Polish.

Albanian
The first short text in Albanian dates from 1462 and dUring

the follOWing centuries sporadic documentation occurs,
generally in the northern or Gheg dialect. Acontinuous literary
tradition was not established until the nineteenth century and
the modern standard is based on the southern dialect, Tosk.
Albanian has a considerable number of loans from Turkish,
Slavic and Latin and a few from classical Greek. The ancient
language of modern Albania was Illyrian, attested only in
glosses and proper names although quite possibly reflected
also in the Messapic inscriptions of southern Italy. To the east
of the Illyrians one finds Thracian and Dacian. The first is
known from only a few inscriptions, glosses and proper names
while even less is known of Dacian, the language of ancient
Romania.

Greek
Greek has been documented since at least the thirteenth

century BC in the form of Linear B, attested in territories
controlled by the ancient Mycenaeans. Greek is traditionally
divided into two major divisions. The eastern dialects consist
of Attic-Ionic, the most important dialectal group in Greek
antiquity, Aeolic, as well as the more archaic appearing
Arcadian and Cypriot; possibly the obscure Pamphyhan may

. also belong here.
The western group is more diverse and comprises nine

dialects. In the northwest is Phocian, the language of the
DelphiC oracle, Locrian, Elean and a northwest koine or lingua
franca used by the Aetolian League. Doric is a diverse group
of eight local dialects that include Laconian, the language of
ancient Sparta, Messenian, Megarian, Corinthian, Argolic,
Rhodian, Coan, Theran and Cretan.

The Tsakonian dialect of Modem Greek has words derived
from ancient Laconian; otherwise, Modern Greek or
Dhimotiki continues the triumph of Attic over its competitors.
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However, in earlier times the dialects h~d considerable value
in literature and there are numerous unassignable dialect
words, especially recorded in the compendium of the Greek
lexicon compiled by Hesychius of Alexandria in the fifth
century AD.

Armenian
Classical Armenian reflects biblical religious literature

traditionally ascribed to the fifth but more probably dating
from the ninth century AD. Situated between several of the
ancient civilizations, the Armenian vocabulary has been
extensively affected by Greek, Iranian, Caucasian and Semitic
languages.

Phrygian
The ancient language of Phrygia, although situated in

central Anatolia, is not closely related to the Anatolian stock
and represents apparently a separate subgroup of Indo
European. From the eighth to the third century BC we have
about 240 Old Phrygian inscriptions while about a hundred
New Phrygian inscriptions belong to the first century AD.
The latter texts, which are brief and repetitive, seem to reflect
the funerary use of a dying language. Another language
sometimes and without any really solid linguistic evidence
presumed to be related to Phrygian is Mysian, a language
attested in a single seven-line inscription dating from the third
or fourth century Be.

Anatolian
The Anatolian languages of ancient Turkey provide the

oldest traces of the Indo-European family. Hittite and Palaic
texts written in cuneifonn provide the terminus a quo in the
eighteenth century BC for a documentation that extends to
the fourth century BC with alphabetic inscriptions in Lycian
and Lydian. Hittite, textually the most important of these
languages, stands somewhat apart from the others. After the
fall of the Hittite Empire at the beginning of the twelfth century
Be, records in this official court language abruptly cease. In
the south, the popular idioms, Luvian and especially its near
relative-perhaps best regarded as just an eastern dialect
Hieroglyphic Luvian, formerly called Hieroglyphic Hittite
before decipherment confirmed its closer relation to Luvian,
continued for several centuries as spoken and written
languages of the Neo-Hittite kingdoms. A more divergent
western variant, Lycian, is recorded in about 150 inscriptions
and another fifty coin legends in a Greek-derived alphabet of
the Hellenistic era. Several of these inscriptions contain
passages in a different, perhaps more archaic d·ialect, Lycian
B or Milyan. Palaic, possibly already an extinct liturgical
language, preserved only in a handful of religious texts among
the Hittite archives at Bogazkoy, shows some similarities with
both Luvian and Hittite. Unlike Lycian, Lydian, known from
more than fifty inscriptions, has no clear antecedent or relative
in the earlier cuneiform texts, and its closer relations within
.the Anatolian. stock are unclear. Certain languages such as

Cappadocian, Cilician, Isaurian, Lycaonian, Paphlagonian,
Pisidian and Sidetic are known from proper names or glosses
recorded in antiquity or, in the case of Carian, nearly seventy
six inscriptions, and they have been suspected of being
members of the Anatolian stock, but such interpretation is
still debatable.

Indo-Iranian
Indo-Iranian forms a superstock consisting of three sub

stocks: lndic, Iranian and Nuristani, of which only the first
two were recorded in antiquity. Indic is sometimes called Indo
Aryan to distinguish it from the non-Indo-European languages
of India. The earliest Old lndic languages are frequently
distinguished as Vedic Sanskrit, the language of the earliest
ritual texts, and Classical Sanskrit. These texts were not
recorded during their period of composition and were
transmitted orally until the Middle Indic period. Other than
traces of Indo-Aryan terms and names in Hittite and Mitanni
documents, the earliest written evidence for lndic dates from
the reign of the emperor Asoka (269-232 Be). During the
later Middle lndic period emerged the Prakrits, the most
significant of which was Pali, the language of the Buddhist
scriptures. The other early Prakrit languages include
Maharastri, Ardhmagadhi, Magadhi, SaurasenI, Jaugaqa,
Dhauli, Kalsi, Girna, Mansehra and Shahbazjarhi.

The modern languages of the Indian subcontinent derive
largely from the earlier Prakrit languages. In the northwest
are found Panjabi, Lahnda, Sindhi and the Pahari group,
spoken near the Himalayas, which includes Nepali in the east)
Kumauni and Garhwali in the center and western Pahari.
Romany, the language of the Gypsies who migrated into
Europe dUring the Middle Ages, appears to be a northwest
lndic dialect as well. The central division is the largest and
consists of a number of closely related dialects such as Hindi
Urdu, Bagheli, Awadhi, Chattisgarhi, Braj-Bhasa, and Bundeli,
as well as the Bihari group, of which MagadhI, Maithili and
Bhojpuri are representative. Also, members of the central
division are the Rajasthani group, consisting of Mewati,
Ahirwati, Harauti, Malvi, Nimadi, Marwari and Rajasthani:
to this also belongs the Bhili group as well as Khandeshi and
Tharu. The southwest division consists of Gujarati, Marathi,
Konkani, Sinhalese and Maldivian. The eastern division
consists of Assamese, Bengali and Oriya. The Dardic languages
did not derive from a Prakrit but seem to have evolved from
an Old Indic dialect. The eastern Dardic languages consist of
Kashmiri, the only Dardic language with a literary history,
the ShiIfa group consisting of DumakI, Phalura and Shina
proper and the Kohistani group-Baskarlk, Maiya, TirahI,
Torwall and WotapurI-Katarqalai. The western division
consists of Darnell, Gawarbati, Shumashti and Pisai. The
Chitral languages, Kalasa and Khowar, form the central
division.

Isolated in the Hindu-Kush are the NOristani (or Kahn:)
languages-Kati, Prasun, Waigali and Ashkun and their
dialects-which constitute the smallest of the sub-stocks of
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Indo-Iranian. They derive from an ancient Indo-Iranian
language or chain of dialects that was distinct from both lndo
Aryan and Iranian.

The Iranian sub-stock was already divided into three
divisions when the first written monuments 'of Iranian, the
sixth century inscriptions of Darius the Great, were carved
into the face of a cliff at Behistun. The Old Persian of the
Achaemenian dynasty is the earliest representative of the
southwestern division. The inscriptions also reveal occasional
words derived from Median, a northwest Iranian dialect. In
the Middle Iranian period, this or a similar northwest dialect
formed the basis of the Arsacid Pahlavi of the Arsacid dynasty.
(250 BC-226 AD). During the Sassanian period (~26~652

AD), the southwest dialect re-emerged as Sassanian Pahlavi
and Middle Persian. The northeastern division is represented
by the A vesta, liturgical texts originally transmitted orally like
the Indic vedas. The A vesta is written in two slightly divergent
dialects, one of which is Gathic, the language of the prophet
Zara8ustra (or Zoroaster) who is reputed to have composed
the hymns that reflect the earliest evidence of the Iranian
language. The greater part of the Avesta, usually termed
Younger Avestan or simply Avestan, is linguistically
comparable to the earliest Old. Persian inscriptions. The
northeastern languages of the Middle Iranian period are
Sogdian, Khorasmian, Khotanese Saka and Tumshuqese. The
latter two languages are thought to be related to that of the
Iron Age Scythians of the Old Iranian period.

Of the modern northeast dialects, Yaghnobi seems to be
most akin to Sogdian. The Pamir dialects. consist of Shughni,
Yazghulami, and the extinct Wanchi. Pashto, the chief
language of Afghanistan, is a northeastern Iranian language
as are also: Wakhi, of whichZebaki is perhaps a dialect, the
lshkashimi-Sanglechi gr<?up, Munji, the now apparently
extinct Sargulami and Yidgha, and perhaps Pakhpo for which
there is no reliable data. Finally, the most displaced of the
northeastern languages is Ossetic, thought to be the
descendant of the language of the Alans of classical history,
which is found now in the Caucasus, the territory otherwise
occupied by northwestern languages.

The northwestern Iranian languages of the Caucasus
include the Caspian dialects of Mazandarani, Gilaki, Talishi,
Zaza, Harzan, Galinqaya, Gorani and Kurdish. The tribal
movements that propelled Ossetic into the Caucasus also help
explain the appearance of northwestern dialects such as
Baluchi in southeast Iran and Pakistan and Parachi and Ormuri
in Afghanistan. Some confusion reigns over the dialectal
placement of some Tati dialects (labeled northwestern but
said to resemble Persian to the southwest), Semnani,Bashkard
and Lur dialects which have been variously labeled
northwestern or southwestern.

The main southwestern dialect is Farsi or Persian which is
called Tajik in the former SovIet Union where it is also
indigenous. Southwestern dialects closely related to Persian
include Somghuni, Papuni, Masarmi, Buringuni and perhaps
luristani. Kurnzari is spoken across the Persian Gulf.

INDO-1RANIAN lANGUAGES

Tocharian
The Tocharian group first became known to European

scholarship when fragments of Buddhist texts from Xinjiang
(Chinese Turkestan) began appearing in the 1890s. It was
not until the 1906-08 expedition of Sir Aurel Stein that these
texts could be placed in their proper context and dated
betweenthe sixth and eighth centuries AD. This group derives
its name from the (probably) erroneous notion that they were
the same people the Greeks called IT6kharof, who in fact
were more likely to have been an Iranian-speaking tribe. I

Two Tocharian languages are recognized. Tocharian A, a
liturgical language employed in the oases of Turfan and
Qarasahr, the territory of the ancient kingdom of Agni, is
also known as Turfanianor Agnean. The western language,
Tocharian B, was employed in the kingdom of Kuci and is

. sometimes known as Kuchean.
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INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES
The Indo-Iranian branch is the only undisputed super

stock of IE languages, i.e., a stock comprised of two or more
major language divisions. The divisions of the Indo-Iranian
stock consist of Indo-Aryan, Iranian and a much smaller group
of languages, Naristani, whose position as a separate division
is agreed by many although perhaps not all linguists. The
Indo-Iranian languages also have the largest territorial
distribution and were spoken from north of the Black Sea
eastwards to the Yenisei and south through Iran, Afghanistan,
the western borders of China and the northern two-thirds of
the Indian sub-continent. In the historical period, Iranian
nomads of the Ukrainian steppe pushed into the Danubian
basin: tribes belonging to the Sarmatian confederation settled
in Hungary until they were absorbed by expanding German
and Slavic tribes (some Sarmatians were even posted to Britain
as part of the Roman army). The Alans, another east Iranian
speaking people, allied themselves with the Huns and crossed
the entire length of Europe to Iberia and then moved on to
settle in north Africa. A probable remnant group of the Alans,
the Ossetes, is to be found in the central Caucasus.

The Indo-Iranian languages clearly derive from an ancestor
intermediate between Proto-Indo-European and the earliest
individual Iranian and Indo-Aryan languages, i.e., one can
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reconstruct a Proto-Indo-Iranian language. The close similarity
of the earliest attested Indo-Iranian langLiages is clearly evident
if we extract several lines from the Avestan hymn to the Iranian
god Miera, and provide it with an interlinear translation in
the language of the /i.gveda of ancient India (and the recon
structed Proto-Indo-Iranian forms).

Indo-Iranian Phonology and Grammar
From a phonological point of view the Indo-Iranian

languages, at least in their earliest forms, are relatively
conservative. Indic, alone of the various IE stocks, preserves
the three-way distinction in manner of the PIE stops in the
way they are traditionally reconstructed: voiceless (i.e., *k),
voiced (*g), and voiced aspirate (*gh). In Iranian the latter
two series have become merged as simple voiced stops.

Indo-Iranian is innovative in four important ways. First,
Indo-Iranian are satdm languages, meaning that the dorso
palatals of PIE (e.g., *kj appear as affricates or continuants
(OInd 5, Av s) while the labio-velars (e.g., *kW) have lost all
trace of their labialization (Old lndic and Avestan k). Secondly,
Indo-Iranian has merged PIE *e, *a, and *0 (and *e, *a, and

. *0) as a (and a). The merger had tremendous morphological

Our ability to reconstruct a Proto-Indo-Iranian intennediate
between Proto-Indo-European on the one hand and Proto
Indic and Proto-Iranian is also supported by the self
designation, *aryo- (OInd arya~, Av airya-, OPers ariya-)
'Aryan', shared by both Indic and Iranian. The old genitive
plural *aryanam is preserved on the Iranian side in the name
of the Alans, in Iron, the self-designation of the eastern
Ossetes, and most importantly in Iran 'Iran'. Linguists remark
that the similarity between Iranian and Indic is not only one
of grammar and general lexicon but even the -references to
the means of ritual offerings in the two languages derive from
a common ancestor which speaks for a common cultural
background. This common background is also reflected in
the sharing of names for rivers and common deities (albeit
some of the earlier deities common to both were demonized
in the later religious reform of ZaraSustra).

Yast 10.6
Avestan
Old Indic
Proto-Indo-Iranian

Avestan
Old Indic
Proto-Indo- Iranian

Avestan
Old Indic
Proto-Indo-Iranian

tJm amavantJm yazatJm
tam amavantam yajatam
*tam amavantam yaJatam
This powerful deity

sOrJm damohu s;JvistJm
suram dhamasu savi$tham
*curam dhamasu cavistham
strong, among the living the strongest

mi(}rdm yazai zao(}raby6
mitram yajai hotrabhyab
*mitram yaJaiJhautrabhyas
MiSra, I honor with libations

impact, in that it abolished the frequently used distinction
between *e and *0, e.g., the present tense of a verb might
have *e while the perfect *0 (since PIE *0 was lengthened in
an open syllable before a resonant [r, 1, n, m], at times the PIE
distinction between *e and *0 was preserved as Indo- Iranian
a vs. a). It should be noted that this merger occurred only
after original (labio-)velars had been palatalized before original
front vowels. PIE *kwe gives Oind ca 'and' while *kw6s gives
kal) 'who'. It was this "law of palatals" that convinced
nineteenth century Indo-Europeanists that the uniform a of
Indo-Iranian was actually an innovation vis-a-vis the e, J,

and 0 found in Greek and Latin. Thirdly, there has been a
strong tendency to merge *r and *1. The merger is conlplete
(as r) in Iranian (Is found in later Iranian have a different
origin). In Old Indic the situation is more complex. There
appear to have been western dialects that merged the two as
r, just as in Iranian, and eastern dialects that merged theIn as
1, while central dialects preserved the distinction, at least in
part. Finally, Indo-Iranian shares with Baltic and Slavic the
so-called ruki-rule whereby PIE *s was retracted after *j, *u,

*k, and *r. Thus PIE *h30J(ws(i) (one form of the word for)
'eye' appears as OInd ak$i 'eye' and Av asi 'eye'. Separate from
Iranian, lndic has developed a series of retroflexed consonants,
t, (1, $, 1). The second $ comes from PIE *s when the latter has
undergone the ruki-rule. The others come from borrOWings
or other internal developments (e.g., PIE *nisd6s gives Olnd
nI(1a- 'nest'). Iranian on the other hand is characterized by
the change of stops to continuants before resonants (e .g., PIE
*kruharos 'bloody' gives Av xn1ra- 'bloody').

As in all branches save Anatolian and Albanian, the PIE
laryngeals have been lost as separate phonemes in Indo-Iran
ian. However, that loss would appear to have been very late
and both Old lndic and Avestan preserve a trace of their pre
sence in uncontracted vowels (i.e., *-ahxa- remains as -(1-a
rather than as *-a-). Between consonants Old Indic alnl0st
always vocalizes the laryngeals as -1- while in Iranian they are
vocalized as -i- only in initial and final syllables. The choice
of -i- as the vocalization of laryngeals sets Indo-Iranian apart
from other IE stocks where the vocalization is -a- (though in
Greek -e-, -a-, or -0- depending on the laryngeal), The results
of these changes (and others of a less sweeping nature) can
be seen in the accompanying Indo-Iranian phonological table.

The Nl1ristani languages stand a bit apart from both Indic
and Iranian in their phonological development. They share
with Iranian (and Baltic, Slavic, and Anatolian) the merger of
the voiced and voiced aspirates, series which in lndic remain
independent. However, they preserve PIE *1( as an affricate,
unlike both Indic and Iranian where it has become a
continuant (OInd dasa 'ten' and Av dasa 'ten' compared to
Kati duts 'ten'). There is also some evidence that they did not
undergo the ruki-rule change (e.g., Kati mJs.J'mouse', cf. OInd
mU$- 'mouse'). All this may suggest that the Nuristani group
was originally peripheral to the rest of Indo-Iranian,
presumably because the speakers of Proto-Nuristani were
already in the mountains of northeastern Afghanistan where

...
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Proto-Indo-European and Indo-Iranian Phonological Correspondences

PIE Olnd Av PIE OInd Av
*p > p p *PQater 'father' pita 'father' pitar- 'father'
*b > b b *bel- 'strong' balam 'strength'
*bh > bh b *bhrehater 'brother' bhnitar- 'brother' bratar- 'brother'
*t > t t -*tuhxom 'thou' tuvam 'thou' tVJln 'thou'
*d > d d *doru 'wood' daTU 'wood' dauru 'wood'
*dh > dh d *dhohxneha- 'grain' dhanA- 'grain' dana- 'grain'
*l< > 5 s *deKIp 'ten' dasa'ten' dasa'ten'
*g > j z *gonu 'knee' jAnu 'knee' zanu- 'knee'
*gh > h z *ghimos 'cold' hima- 'cold, frost' z;;Jmaka- 'winterstornl'
*k > k-c x- c *kruharos 'bloody' krQra- 'bloody' xrura- 'bloody'

*teket 'may he run' tatal 'may he run'
*g > g - j g-z *haeuges- 'strength' ojas- 'strength' aOJah strength'

*haugros'strong' ugra- 'strong ugra- 'strong'
*gh > g-h g-z *dJhxghos 'long' dlrgha- 'long' dardga- 'long'

*dlehxghistos'longest' draJista- 'longest'
*kw > k-c k-c *kwos 'who' kab 'who' ko'who'

*kwe 'and' ca 'and' ca 'and'
*gW > g - j g - J *gWou-_ 'cow' gav- 'cow' gau- 'cow

*gWih]uos 'alive' jiva- 'alive' OPer Jiva- 'liVing'
*gWh > gh-hg-J *gWhnenti 'strike' (pI.) ghnanti 'strike' (pI.)

*gWhenti'strikes' hanti'strikes' Jainti 'strikes'
*5 > S h *septI]1 'seven' sapta'seven' hapta 'seven'
*" > y y *iugom 'yoke' yugam 'yoke' yuga- 'yoke'1
*\J. > v v *uegheti 'drives, rides' vahati 'drives' vazaitj 'travels'
*m > m m *mehater 'mother' matar- 'mother' matar- 'mother'
*n > n n *nos 'us' nas 'us' n6'us
*1 > I, r r *linekWti'leaves' riQakti'leaves' irinaxti 'releases'
*r > r r *kruharos 'bloody' krara- 'bloody' xrura- 'bloody'
*I) > a a *.tz- 'un-' a- 'un- a-'un'
*rp > a a *krp.tom 'hundred' satam 'hundred' satJm 'hundred'
*1 > r Jrdr *l)JkW05 'wolf' vika- 'wolf' vdhrka- 'wolf'
*r > r JfJr *krd- 'heart' hfd- 'heart' zdI:dd- 'heart'
*i > i *linekWti'leaves' riI)akti 'leaves' irinaxti lreleases'
*e > a a *deKrp'ten' dasa'ten' dasa'ten'
*e > a a *haner'man' na'man na'man
*a > a a *haegeti 'drives' ajati'drives' azaiti 'drives'
*a > a a *mehater'mother' mata 'mother' matar- \mother'
*0 > a-a a-a *g6mbhos 'tooth, peg' jAmbha- 'tooth, tusk'

*g6nu 'knee' janu 'knee' ZMlU- 'knee'
*6 > a a *dhohxneha- 'grain' dhana- 19rain' d~na- 'grain'
*u > u u *jugom 'yoke' yugam lyoke' yuga- 'yoke'
*0 > 0 0 *mtls'mouse' mtl$- 'mouse NPers mas 'mouse'
*hl > 0 0 *hlesti'is' asti'is' asti lis'
*h2 > 0 0 *h2[tkos 'bear' ik$a- 'bear' arJsa- 'bear'
*h3 > 0 0 *h30kws(i) 'eye' ak$i 'eye' asi 'eye
*h4 > 0 0 *h4orghis 'testicle' JrJzi- 'testicle'
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their descendants are found (at a time when the Proto-lndic
speakers were still somewhere on the Iranian Plateau), and
thus not subject to all the innovations that otherwise affected
Indo-Iranian. Their current, geographically central, position
with Indo-Iranian results from their being "outflanked" by
the Indo-Aryan speakers who moved around them into the
Punjab and ultimately throughout northern and central India.

The Indo-Iranian languages are also conservative
representatives, at least in their earliest attestations, of the
PIE morphological system. Old Indic and Avestan both
preserve all eight of the PIE nominal and adjectival cases
(vocative, nominative, accusative, genitive, dative, locative,
ablative, and instrumental) as well as the three numbers
(singular, dual, and plural) and three genders (masculine,
feminine, and neuter) reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European.
The verb is equally elaborate, having three persons (first,
second, and third), three numbers (singular, dual, plural),
three aspects or ways which the speaker can "view" an action
("present", aorist, and perfect), three tenses (present, past,
future) and four moods (indicative, imperative, subjunctive,
and optative). In this complexity it matches Greek and clearly
reflects at least a late, dialectal situation in Proto-Indo
European though for Proto-Indo-European as a whole it is
doubtful that we can reconstruct a future (tense), a perfect
(aspect), or a subjunctive (mood).

Indo-Aryan
The earliest attested representatives of the Indo-Aryan

languages are to be found in north Syria and in India. The
evidence from northern Syria appears as loan words in the
language of the Mitanni, a group of people speaking the non
IE Hurrian language who were in diplomatic and cultural
contact with the Hittites and Egyptians. The Indo-Aryan
element of the Mitanni vocabulary is evident in treaties and
other works found in the archives of both their neighbors:
the archives of the Mitanni themselves remain unknown. The
relevant Mitanni texts date to c 1400-1330 Be. The evidence
for an Indo-Aryan language rests primarily with the names of
some Mitanni leaders, the deities they swore by (Mitanni
Indara, Mitrasil, Nasatianna, and Uruvanassil = Olnd Indra,
Mitra, Nasatya and Varul)a), and terms associated with the
horse-drawn chariot which are most notably found in a Hittite
horse-training manual attributed to Kikkuli 'the Mitanni'. The
evidence for Indo-Aryan terms are seen in the numerals
preceding the various 'turns' (Mitanni wa-ar-ta-an-na, OInd
varta-) of the race-course, e.g., Mitanni a-i-ka 'one' (OInd
eka-) , Mitanni ti-e-ra- 'three' (0Ind tri-) , Mitanni pa-an-za
'five' (OInd patica) and Mitanni na-wa 'nine (OInd nava). The
close association between the Indo-Aryan element and the
war-chariot has generally prompted the conclusion that the
Mitanni were briefly subjugated by Indo-Aryans who
possessed the chariot and introduced it into northern Meso
potamia. After a number of generations, however, the lndo
Aryan element declined to the status of a (dead) linguistic
re~idue in an ot~erwise Hurrian-speaking population.

The earliest evidence for the Old Indic language is to be
found in the massive corpus of lndic religious literature, the
earliest of which is the Sgveda. The Sgveda consists of 1028
hymns (more than 10,000 strophes or about the size of the
Iliad and Odyssey combined), associated largely with various
clans or families of northwest India, and is one of the four
main branches of the vedas. As an oral literature , passed down
through the generations by priestly memory and recitation,
the dates of its original creation can only be vague but they
are generally set to the period c 1500-1000 Be. The oral text
was "edited" about the seventh century BC by Sakalya and
the earliest written manuscripts date to the eleventh century
AD. Other prominent Vedic liturgical texts include the Athar
vaveda and the BrahmaI)a (manuals for undertaking the sacri
ficial rites). There is also an enormous later classical literature,
most prominent being the two major epics, the Mahabharaca,
the longest epic poem in the word (with c 100,000 double
verses) and the Ramaya1)a plus a vast quantity of other works.
The language of ancient India was codified or 'put together',
(i.e., OInd sarp-skfta- > Sanskrit) by the great Indic gram
marian Panini c 400 BC. All of this literature was originally
produced orally and the earliest evidence for written Old lndic
to survive is in the numerous inscriptions attributed to the
reign of the emperor ASoka in the third century Be. The corpus
of the Old Indic lexicon is enormous and provides one of the
main sources of comparanda for reconstructing the IE lexicon.

The Middle Indic languages or Prakrit « 0 lnd prakrc 'made
before', i.e., 'natural' or 'vernacular' in contrast to the more
artifiCially governed sanskrit) are the "natural" or vernacular
languages of early India that were spoken before c 400 Be to
1100 AD. Their initial date is difficult to determine but they
seem to have existed alongside some of the later Vedic
compositions which reflect Prakrit influences. The Prakrits
emerged during a period when the impact of the Dravidian
languages on Indo-Aryan became much more apparent.
Among the Middle Indic languages are Old PrakIit, the Prakrit
language found, for example in, the Asoka inscriptions and
Pali, the liturgical language of Buddhism which also emerges
by about the fourth century BC. Other Prakrits include
MagadhI, SaurasenI and Mahara$trI. In classical Sanskrit
drama, kings and brahmins would speak Sanskrit while the
dialogue of women, children and the lower classes would be
written in Prakrit.

The modern Indo-Aryan languages began to emerge from
Prakrit about 1100 AD. These provide the largest of the spoken
languages of India-Pakistan today The Midland dialectal group
comprises Hindi-Urdu, Bihari, Rajasthani while the Western
languages are GUjarati, Marathi, Sinhalese (in Sri Lanka), and
Konkani. Other major Modern Indo-Aryan languages
comprise an Eastern group (Assamese, Bengali, Oriya), a
Northwest group (Panjabi, Lahnda, Sindhi, Pahari) and the
more isolated Dardic languages (Kashmiri, Kalasa, Khowar,
Darnell, Gawarbati, Suma$t!, PasaI, Baskarik, Torwali, i\1aiya,
WotapUrl, TirahI, Sina, Phalura, DumakI). Occasionally, an
IE cognate in Indo-Aryan will only be found among the

t.
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NiiristanI
The Nu~stanI languages have only been attested since th

nineteenth century They consist of five languages spoken in
the Hindu-Kush, the territory fonnerly named Kafiri tan by

to become the state language of modern Iran and it is Iso
'Yidely spoken outside its borders, e.g., in Central Asia and
Afghanistan (Tajiki). Other modem western Iranian languages
include Kurdish, spoken in the mountainous territory of
Kurdistan, and Baluchi in Baluchistan, the southern territories
of Iran and Afghanistan, Tan and Talishi in Azerbaijan, Gilani
and Mazandarani along the southern shores of the Caspian;
Gorani is spoken in the region of Kermanshah and Zaza
s~rvives in eastern Turkey. The more conservative eastern
Iranian languages comprise Pashto (Afghan), the state
language of Afghanistan, and a series of minor languages:
Yaghnobi (on the river Yaghnob), Munjani and Yidgha
(Badakshan), Parachi (north of Kabul), and Ormuri (north of
kabul and in Pakistan). The languages of the earlier steppe
Iranians survives in mountainous regions such as Ossetic
(which some regard as the descendant of the languag sp ken
by those Alans who did not migrate to western Europe with
t~e Huns) in° the Caucasus, and the Pamir languages
(Shughni, Roshani, Bartangi, Oroshori, Sarikoli, Yazghulami,
Wanchi, lshkashimi and Wakhi). The more limited literary
remains of the earlier Iranian languages are frequently enough
augmented by the linguistic residue that has survived in the
much more recently attested modern languages.

'Indo-Iranian I The distribution of major Indo-Irani n languages.
Indo-Aryan languages are italicized; the Niiristani group is underlined
and the Iranian languages are indicated in the Roman script.
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Iranian
The early Iranian languages are far more poorly atte~ted

that those of ancient India. The earliest evidence of the Iranian
languages is the Avesta, the ancient religious texts associated
with the prophet Zara8ustra (the Zoroaster of the early'Greeks)'
and the royal inscription of the Achaemenid kings, primarily
Darius I (522-486 BC) and Xerxes (486-465 BC). The date
of the Avesta has been long disputed but on the bas~s of its
similarity with the earliest Indo-Aryan texts and the cultural
background depicted in its hymns, it has been set to the
eleventh century BC although much of the material included
in it was added later. The earliest sections of the Avesta are
attributed to Zara8ustra himself and are known as the Ga(}as.
These have been assigned to the, period c 1100-600 BC
(depending on who one trusts for devising a date for
Zara9ustra). The latter pans of the Avesta are variously set to
c 800 BC to 200 AD. The Avesta was first written down 'about
the fourth to sixth centuries AD and the oldest surviving
manuscripts date to the' thirteenth century and appear to
derive from a tenth-century edition. The sixth and fifth century
Persian texts written dUring the reigns of Darius and Xerxes
are termed Old Persian. These were written in cuneiform and
generally appear as trilingual inscriptions, which also include
Elamite, a non-IE language of (southern) Iran, and Babylonian
(Semitic). Dialectally, Old Persian is regarded as a
southwestern Iranian language in contrast to the east Iranian
Avestan which covered most of the rest of greater Iran.

The primary language of Iran until the Arab conquest of
642 was Middle Persian OJ; Pahlavi, a markedly simplified
version of Persian which spread over the territory of many of
the other Iranian dialects of Iran. North of the Persian state,
Iranian languages were spoken through the Middle Ages
which belonged to the Eastern Iranian group. On the lower
Amu Darya, south of the Aral Sea, Khwarazmian survived
until the Turkic conquest of this region in the thirteenth and
fourteen~h centuries. The ancient land of Sogdiana, which
had its capital at Samarkand, was the home of Sogdian which
was widely employed across Central Asi~. Records in Sogdian
date from about the fourth to eleventh century by which tim'e
Persian had generally replaced it, with the exception of
Yaghnobi which has survived to the present. The language of
the Iranians of the steppe lands is generally referred to as
Saka. The Saka conquered northw~st India in the, second
century BC and also expanded into Xinjiang, th~ weste'm '
province of China, where their language is best preserved in
documents from Khotan, hence the designation Khotanese
(Saka). Turkic expansions eliminated the Khotanese language,
recorded from the seventh to tenth centuries. Khotanese has
left no descendants. The related, but phonologically
conSiderably more conservative, Sarikoli is spoken in some
of the higher areas of sO,uthwestern Xinjiang.

Modem Persian e~erged after the Arab conquest of-rersia

modem Indo-Aryan languages rath~!lhan in any of the earlier,
languages.
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their Islamic conquerors from Kafiri Ipagan' and Kanr has
sometimes been applied to the Nl1ristanI languages but is
generally abandoned now as politically objectionable. The
NuristanI languages are Ashkun, Kati, Prasun, Waigali and
Tregami (the latter the language of three villages, hence its
name tre-gami). The dialectal position of the NuristanI
languages has been a subject of some debate and their precise
position with regard to the other Indo-Iranian languages is
still undecided. Some, possibly most, argue that Nl1ristanI is
an independent stock of the Indo-iranian(-NuristanI)
superstock. Certain similarities with Old lndic have prompted
some to suggest that Nl1ristanI was part of Indo-Aryan but
unlike the rest of this stock, it did not enter the Punjab and
the rest of India nor undergo the linguistic evolution of Old
lndic. Others have argued on the ground of phonological
similarities with Iranian that the NuristanI languages were
originally Iranian and that their speakers had moved into the
vicinity of Indo-Aryan (here Dardic) speakers and were
influenced by the other language division.

Indo-Iranian Origins
The distribution of the Indo-Iranians finds them spanning

the Eurasian steppe from at least the Ukraine in the west
(whence we have historically attested movements of Iranian
speaking peoples such as the Sarmatians and Alans into central
and even western Europe) across south Russia, Kazakhstan
and extending as far east as Xinjiang in western China (the
Saka). They are also found in Iran, Afghanistan and the
northwestern two-thirds of the Indian subcontinent. This
distribution comprises the open steppe of the north, the oases,
lake-side and river valley (Amu Darya, Syr Darya) urban
centers of Central Asia, and the plains, mountains and major
river systems of southern Asia.

The close linguistic association of the Indo-Iranians
demands a common geographical origin before the separation
that led them to occupy their historically attested positions.
That they were intrusive into at least part of their area of
distribution is suggested by the presence of non-IE language
stocks in the southern part of their historical territories. The
Indo-Aryans who were present among the Mitanni of north
Syria operated in a milieu of non-IE Hurrian speakers who
occupied the region of northern Mesopotamia and eastern
Anatolia. In Iran, there is evidence of Elamite, a non- IE
language attested since c 2300 BC, occupying most of
southwestern Iran (modern Khuzistan)~ to what extent it
existed further north cannot be determined with any certainty
Peninsular India still preserves two non-IE language families:
Munda in central India and, more importantly, the Dravidian
languages that presently cover the lower third of India but
once occupied a much larger area. This larger area of
occupation is suggested by the fact that Dravidian place-names
are found in now Indo-Aryan regions of central India and
one Dravidian language, Brahui, is situated in Baluchistan
(although it has also been proposed that Brahui only achieved
t~is position relatively recently). Arguments that it covered

the Indus Valley itself are suggested by putative substrate
effects of Dravidian on early Indo-Aryan (there are an
estimated thirty to forty Dravidian loanwords in Vedic) and
the possible identification of the Indus Valley script with the
Dravidian languages. There are arguments that Dravidian was
related to Elamite and that it was Dravidian speakers who
carried the earliest agricultural economy through western
India at the beginning of the Neolithic. The Neolithic of
eastern India is generally associated with the western spread
of Austro-Asiatic languages. Munda is the westernmost of
these languages which also include Khasi, spoken in Assam,
and Nicobarese in the Nicobor Islands. In the far north of the
Indian subcontinent is Burushaski which lacks any
demonstrable genetic connections.

It can be seen then that India was probably very
linguistically diverse and it experienced the "Neolithic
Revolution" from both the east and the west. That the non-IE
component of the Indo-Aryan vocabulary for local plants and
animals derives heavily from Dravidian and other "local"
languages suggests that the Indo-Aryans superimposed
themselves on existing agricultural populations. An estimated
one third of the modern Hindi vocabulary pertaining to
agriculture cannot be explained with reference to Indo
European.

A second reason for excluding the Indo-Aryan languages
a local origin is that they share a range of lexical items with
the other IE languages for flora, fauna, and technological items
which are widely distributed over Eurasia but cannot be seen
to have originated in India, e.g., wheeled vehicles.

Thirdly, any attempt to anchor the Indo-Iranians in their
historical seats since at least the beginnings of the Neolithic c
7000~6000 Be requires two models, neither of which is
persuasive. It might be argued (as a number of Indian linguists
and archaeologists suggest today) that the IE homeland was
tn or near northwest India and that the other IE languages
had emigrated from this region. This theory, which resurrects
some of the earliest speculations on the origins of the lndo
Europeans, has not a shred of supporting evidence, either
linguistic or archaeological. Alternatively, the spread' of the
Indo-Iranian languages has been tied to the spread of the
Neolithic economy and hence, for example, some would credit
Proto-Indo-Aryan farmers with introducing agriculture to
India. This theory is proposed under two alternative models:
The first would argue that the transition from hunting
gathering to agriculture took place in the vicinity of India
and that the Harappan culture was a (linguistically) local
phenomenon. Archaeologically, a possible case can be made
for this as we do find the development of an agricultural
economy from its hunting-gathering past in Baluchistan at
the site of Mehrgarh and subsequent developments in
architectural and social complexity that foreshadow the
urbanized culture of the Indus. But if the identification is
argued to reflect linguistic continuity until the emergence of
Indo-Aryan texts, then. we would have to look to this same
region as the IE homeland itself which renders such a linguistic
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model liable to the criticism above. Moreover, one can also
witness a local transition to agriculture in the upland ~egion .
of Iraqi Kurdistan and we can hardly have two separate origins
for the Indo-Iranians.

The Anatolian model of IE origins offers a second
agricultural solution where Indo-Iranians .are expJained as an
eastern spread from a common IE agricultural heartland
situated in the vicinity of central or eastern Anatolia. The
problem here is that between the later speakers of Indo
European languages in Anatolia and those of India and Iran,
we find non-IE language families, e.g., Semitic, Hurrian,
Elamite, and possibly Dravidian. Moreover, the entrance of
Indo-Aryans into the Indian borderlands at about ,6000 Be
(the appearance of agriculture in the region) renders it
impossible to explain how later Indo-Aryan languages share
the same vocabulary with western Europeans for items such
as wheeled vehicles which would not even be invented for
several thousand years later. Moreover, such a model ignores
the evidence for local origins of agriculture in Baluchistan.

Finally, the Indo-Iranian languages show deep connections
with the Uralic language family whose own origins are
variously set to either the regio~ immediately west or east of
the southern Urals. There are numerous loanwords in the
Uralic languages that were probably borrowed from Iranian
but in some cases, an earlier Indo-Iranian loan is suspected,
e.g., Proto-Indo-Iranian *ketstro- 'spindle' (cL Pashto ca$ai,
GInd cattra-) > Proto-Finno-Ugric *kestra (cL Finnish kehra
'spindle'). This contact suggests that the ancestors of the Indo
Iranian languages were once in contact with those of the
Finno-Ugric languages of the Eurasian ·forest zone and that
the distribution of the Indo-Iranian languages is best explained
by a north to south movement.

The most widespread model of Indo-Iranian origins today
finds their direct ancestry among the populations of the
eastern steppe. From the end of the third millennium BC,
cultures emerge in the southern Urals and Kazakhstan, which
appear to have all the prerequisites of what one would expect
of the earliest Indo-Iranians. These prerequisites include the
domestic horse and the chariot, the latter which first appears
at such sites as Sintashta in the southern Urals just before
2000 BC. The more mobile way of life, witnessed in the earliest
Vedic hymns, is also seen in this region along with a primary
stockbreeding economy. This region also provides a
convenient contact zone with the Finno-Ugric languages. The
culture most frequently associated with the earliest Indo
Iranians is that of the Andronovo culture, actually a blanket
term for a variety of cultures situated across the forest-steppe,
steppe, and later on the northern borders of Central Asia.

The theoretical model of Indo-Iranian expansions generally
follows at least a variant of the scheme suggested by Thomas
Burrow. According to Burrow, the Indo-Aryans were the first
to diverge from the Indo-Iranian continuum or proto-language
and they were the earliest to penetrate south of Central Asia.
They moved both west (MitannO and east (toward northwest
India). They were then subsequently pushed out of the central

regIon by a second major wave of Iranian speakers who
absorbed earlier Indo~Aryans, including some of their
vocabulary, placenames and deities (who were demonized as
foreign gods).

Indo-Aryan Origins
As we have seen, the Indo-Aryans appear both in northern

Syria and in northwest India. Those who found themselves
among the Hurrian-speaking Mitanni probably did so by c
1500 BC as the Indo-Aryan element in the ~itanni vocabulary
has been regarded as a residue of a dead language. The
archaeological evidence for such an lndo- Iranian presence
among the Mitanni generally centers on the introduction of
the horse-drawn chariot, evidence for some form of cultural
movement from the east Caspian region that might be linked

. to Indo-Iranians, and the possibility of recognizing Indo-Aryan
(or Indo-Iranian) mythological motifs in Mitanni art. The site
of Marlik in northern Iran tends to meet such requirements
as it is situated in a region associated with the location of the
historical Mitanni and it contains Mitanni seals. Moreover, it
yields West Iranian Grey Ware, a pottery type that appears
about 1500 BC and whose origins lie southeast of the Caspian.
The cemetery of Marlik yielded evidence for the horse and
chariot, and items associated with Indo-Iranian religion, e.g.,
fire cult, mortars for pressing out the sacred *sauma have
also been recovered from the site. The contemporary site of
Hasanlu near Lake Urmia has also yielded iconographic
evidence that may have been inspired by Indo-Iranian
mythology, e.g., the hero confronting the three-headed
monster. All of this evidence has suggested an Indo-Aryan
presence in the Mitanni region. How precisely this presence
ties in with putative Indo- Iranians further north is uncertain
although there have been attempts to derive this westward
spread of Indo-Aryans from the Bactrian-Margiana Archaeo
logical Complex (BMAC), a recently defined culture which a
number of scholars have suggested may be associated with
the Indo-Aryans.

The archaeological evidence for the earliest Indo-Aryans
in northwest India is either controversial or ambiguous as it
is difficult to define what precisely should be expected of an
Indo-Aryan culture. The early Vedic hymns reflect a
geographical knowledge of the sapta-sindhava, the 'seven
rivers' or tributaries of the Indus, which would place them
between the rivers Kabul in the north and Ghaggar in the
south. Their distribution would cross with that of the
Harappan culture of the Indus region but we have seen that
the latter culture would make a very poor candidate for early
Indo-Aryans. The local continuity of early agriculturalists
through the rise of Elamites and the Harappan culture renders
it far easier to propose linguistic continuity from the Neolithic
into the Bronze Age in both much of Iran and northwest India
(Proto-Dravidian has an agricultural vocabulary of its own
which includes rice and plow: also a more urbanised
vocabulary in that it reconstructs a word for the second story
of a house). Moreover, Vedic literature also makes it clear
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location, some evidence for urn burial (indicated in the Vedas),
and the depiction of peacocks and dogs on vessels which is
reminiscent of motifs indicated in Vedic mythology (peacocks
represent the spirit of the dead while the dogs are identified
as the hounds ofYama, lord of the underworld). The material,
however, is not entirely intrusive as local techniques of
manufacture are employed. Furthermore, the physical remains
of the deceased are indistinguishable from those of earlier
"pure" Harappan cemeteries, the evidence for the culture is
far too sparse to be regarded as an expression of an Indo
Aryan conquest of the region, and there are no external sources
from which to derive the culture.

The Copper Hoard culture (c 2000-1500 BC) consists
primarily of a complex of metal artifacts, largely weapons,
including peculiar copper harpoons which some have identi
fied with the vajra the special weapon of the Indo-Aryan war
god, Indra. That the primary distribution of these objects is
in the Ganges valley rather than further west suggests that
this culture cannot be seen as an archaeological e..xpression of
the earliest Vedic Indo-Aryans. although their eastern spread
may possibly be connected in some way with the Copper
Hoard culture.

The Painted Grey Ware culture meets the requirements of
distribution in so far as later Old Indic literature is concerned
since it is found to match roughly the areas mentioned in the
Mahabharata. It is non-urban and it possessed the domestic
horse (chariots are presumed) and dates from c 1200 to 400
BC. But its distribution is centered on the region between the
eastern Punjab and the Ganges which does not correlate well
with the geographical view of the earliest attested Indo-Iranian
literature. Furthermore, it too lacks any clear external
derivation and it is, consequently, difficult to link it to an
intrusive group of Indo-Aryan speakers.

The Swat culture occupied the region of the Swat Valle-y.
the northern approach to the Indus, and consequently, a
territory through which one might expect Indo-Aryan
intruders. It has a number of parallels with Vedic religion,
e.g., both inhumation and cremation were practiced and there
is evidence for the domestic horse, including horse burials
and horse trappings. It dates'from c 1800/1700 to 400 BC
and some argue that its roots lie further to the north in the
Bishkent culture ofsouthern Tadzhikistan which offers furth r
parallels of Indo-Iranian religion. As a possible expression of
early Indo-Aryans, this is a robust candidate but also a very
limited one in that it cannot be convincingly linked to culture
changes throughout northwest India but only in the far
northwest comer. Its territory is the later seat of both the
Dardic and Nl1ristani-speaking peoples and it is with either
of them that one most easily' identifies the Swat culture.
Arguments for connecting it with movements further' south
require some form of cultural assimilation into the post
Harappan cultures such as the 'Cemetery H culture.

Finally, the most recently proposed candidate as an
archaeological expression of the early Indo-Aryans is to be
found much further to the northwest. The spread of the

Indo-Iranian II Archaeological cultures associated with Indo-Iranian
migrations. The early phases of the Andronovo culture have often
been seen to offer a "staging area" for Indo-Iranian movements. The
BMAC offers the Central Asian cultural "filter" through which some
argue the Indo-Iranians must have passed southwards to such sites
as Mehrgarh and Sibri. The Yaz culture has been most closely
associated'with the culture depicted in the Avesta. The Swat culture
may reflect either Indo-Aryan movements toward northwest India
or the emergence of Nl1ristani or Dardic populations. Candidates
for early Indo-Aryan cultures include the Cemetery H, Copper Hoard
and Painted Grey Ware cultures.

that we are dealing with a largely pastoral society which
employed the horse and chariot~ it makes no mention of towns
yet is geographically situated where urbanism previously
existed. Hence the emergence of an Indo-Aryan community
in northwest India is traditionally dated after the Harappans
or concomitant with their decline. That there was a decline
and population readjustment is'unequivocally supported by
the archaeological evidence. In the period between c 2000
and 1800 BC there is a total collapse ofurbanism in northwest
India and amassive, almost total in some regions,
abandonment of areas in the west and a relocation or at least
population increase in the east, e.g., the eastern Punjab. Out
of this Late Harappan period, numerous candidates have been
invoked to represent the archaeological expression of Indo
Aryans.

Prominent candidates for early Indo-Aryans have included
the Cemetery H culture, the Copper Hoard culture, the
Painted Grey Ware culture and the Swat culture. The Cemetery
H culture (c 2000-1400 BC) is reflected in a series of burials
that clearly date to after the collapse of the Indus towns. Their
ascription to I~do-Aryans is founded on their geographical

INDO-IRANIAN LANGUAGES
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Neolithic economy to Central Asia was already achieved by
the seventh millennium BC when agricultural villages
appeared along the southern fringe of the Central Asian desert.
From this period there is evidence of marked regional cultures
that share some similarity from Central Asia in the north to
the Indus Valley in the south but the amount of interaction,
other than occasional exchange items, raw materfal trade, or
generic similarities in ceramic styles and decoration, suggests
only a weak interaction sphere. The major cultural change
that cannot be simply credited to evolutionary factors is the
emergence of the Bactrian-Margiana Archaeological Complex
(BMAC) in the period c 2000-1750 BC. This complex repre
sents the development of a series of colonies along the Bactrian'
and Margiana oases that formed primitive "khanates"; fortified
citadels of elite farming groups. The culture is marked by a
series of stylistic elements, represented in steatite seals, and
other iconographic representations, and the BMAC absorbed
imports of raw material from a vast area of Central Asia. Its
importance regarding Indo-Aryan origins concerns the spread
of burials with BMAC material further to the south. BMAC
graves are found on the Iranian plateau and as far south as
Quetta, Mehrgarh (VIII) and Sibri, on the approach to the
Indus Valley. This intrusive material appears c 1900-1 700
BC and offers another candidate for movements from north
to south during the period generally presumed to embrace
that of Indo-Iranian expansions.

That the BMAC was not speCifically an urban society has
been employed to suggest connections with the non-urban
societies that characterize post-Harappan India. Against the
supposition that the BMAC "resolves" the- entire issue of Indo
Aryan origins and expansions is that it is very sparsely
represented outside of its core territory (Le., there is no
evidence of an infilling of Iran and Afghanistan with BMAC
material antecedent to movements into northwest India). In
addition, the evidence that the BMAC was guided by Indo
Aryan-speakers requires it to have been linguistically
assimilated by early Indo-Iranian steppe tribes (Andronovo
culture). Although there is some evidence for contacts between
the two cultures, the evidence falls far short of demonstrating
that the BMAC had adopted an Indo-Aryan language.

Iranian Origins
The earliest historical reference to Iranian-speaking peoples

occurs in the ninth century when in 835 BC the Assyrian
king Shalmaneser received tribute from the twenty-seven
tribes of the Parsuwas, ,which is generally thought to indicate
the Persians. The Medes are subsequently mentioned in th.e
eighth century. The A vesta is an older document a~d provides
enough geographical points of reference to indicate that its
cultural milieu was east of the Caspian as far as the river
Helmand. The Avesta also mentions the aiI}'an;Jm vaej6 (Aryan
expanse', which is generally taken to refer to the Aryan
«homeland", a geographical concept that has'exercised scholar
ship (and not a little imagination) since the nineteenth century
Although not rich in content concerning material culture,

INDO-IRANIAN LANGUAGES

the general economic picture of the earliest parts of the A vesta
suggests a primarily pastoral society with no evidence' of
agriculture or urbanism. 'The later Avestan texts do portray a
society with mixed agriculture and acquainted with urbanism.
Finally, the Iranian-speaking nomads of the steppe are des
cribed by Herodotus (Bk 4) as appearing in successive waves,
moving east to west, across south Russia into the Ukraine.

Models of Iranian origins and dispersions refer back to the
steppelands and presume that the difference between the
Indo-Aryans and the Iranians is more a matter of chronology
than cultural content, i.e., sites once occupied by the earliest
expansion of the Indo-Aryans should have later been occupied
by the Iranians who filled the same territory and may have
"pushed" the Indo-Aryans southwards into India. As the
Andronovo culture continued down until 900 BC, it may be
presumed that its later phases were expressions of speCifically

. eastern Iranian languages. The same might also be said for its
western neighbor, the related Srubna culture of the Volga
Don region. The subsequent evolution to Iron Age societies
across the steppe might then be regarded as the irnmediate
ancestors of the Scythians and Sarmatians, the Iranian
speaking nomadic tribes mentioned in the earliest Greek
historical texts.

As the A vesta reflects an increasingly more sedentized
society, the likely candidate for it in the archaeological record
is the Iron Age Yaz I culture (c 1500-1100 BC) which occupies
the regions most closely assigned to the A vesta at a time
roughly coincident with its earliest creation. Early farming
citadels, steppe-derived metallurgy and ceramics, and the
conspicuous absence of burials, which possibly reflects the
Zoroastrian norms for disposing of the dead by exposure
rather than burial, fit in well with the textual evidence for
Avestan society. Later cultural continuity in Central Asia may
then reflect the ancestors of the later East Iranian communities
that emerged in the later historical period.

The western Iranians, the Medes and Persians, are the most
difficult linguistic entity to trace in the archaeological record.
Since the earliest historical records of the Iranians place them
in territories proximate to those earlier assigned to the Indo
Aryan route into Milanni, the earliest evidence for these
Iranians is set to the period after the appearance of West
Iranian Grey Ware (c 1500-1000 BC). The next cultural
expansion moving southwestwards from the east Caspian is
the West Iranian Buff Ware, a ceramic style that first appeared
in the Gorgan region east of the Caspian c 1100 BC and then
on sites of the Zagros region later attributed to the Medes and
Persians. This ceramic style is intrusive wherever it occurs in
Iran and is regarded as ancestral to the ceramics later attributed
to the Achaemenid Empire of the Persians.

See also BMAC~ COPPER HOARD CULTIJRE~ fuRApPAN CULTIJRE:

HAsANLU~ INDO-EUROPEAN HOMElAND~ INDO-EUROPEAN

l..ANGUAGES~ MARuK~ PAINTED GRAY WARE CULTIJRE~ SWaT

CULTIJRE. [D.Q.A., J.PM.)
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INJURE
*fer- 'decay' (intr.), 'harm' (tr.). [lEW 578 ( *Ker-)~ Wat 30

(*ker-)]. OIr ara-chrin ldecays', Lat caries 'decay', Alb ther
'slaughter, stab, goad', Grk K£palSro 'devastate, kill', Av a
sardta- 'not broken', Oind siryate 'decays', IochA karyap
'injUry', TochB karep 'injUry'. Widespread IE word~ a sure
candidate for at least late, PIE.

*sket(h)- (or perhaps *Skehlt(h)-) 'injure, harm'. [IEW9S0
(*sketh-)~ Wat 60 (*sket(d)-)~ Buck 11.28]. OIr sCIth «
*sket(h)o-) 'tired', ON skaoi 'harm, loss', skaoa 'injure'
(borrowed> NE scathe), OE sceaoe 'injUry', scaoian 'injure,
spoil, steal', OHG scado 'harm, loss', scadon 'injure', Goth
skajJis 'harm, injustice', Grk aC1Kl}£h7~ 'uninjured'. Less
widespread and presumably younger than the preceding
word. Perhaps a Hpopular" word subject to a certain amount
of phonological rebuilding.

*haei- 'assail, afflict'. [lEW 10 (*ai-)~ Buck 16. 75~ Puhvel
1984:366). Hit inan- 'illness, disease', Av aenah- 'violence,
damage', jti- 'injUry, offense', Olnd enas- 'sin, guilt', iti- 'plague,
disease'. The root may also be found in Grk (Hesychius)
Srrrpo<; 'executioner', OInd yatar- 'avenger'. If the corres-

pondence between Anatolian and Indo-Iranian is accepted,
then a word of considerable antiquity.

See also HARM: WOUND. [D.Q.A.]

INSECTS
?*k6ris '± biting insect'. [IEW938-939 (*kori-)]. OCS karl

'moth', Rus korl 'moth', Grk 1COPU; 'bedbug (Cimex
lectularius)'. Probably a word of the center of the IE world,
though it is also possible that the Slavic and Greek represent
independent formations from *(s)ker- 'cut' in the two groups.

*hlempfs 'gnat, stinging insect'. [lEW 311 (*enlbhi- ,."
*empi-)). OE ymbe 'swann of bees', OHG imbi 'swarm of
bees' (Gmc < *hlempij6-), Grk EJ11CiC; 'gnat'. This is an old
equation, not universally acknowledged by any means. If it is
correct, we have evidence for a word of the west and center
of the IE world.

*moko- 'gnat, stinging insect'. [lEW 699 (*mako- ,."
*mok-o-)). Lith masalas 'gnat', Latv masalas 'horsefly', MPers
makas (metathesized from Proto-Iranian *masaka-) 'fly', Olnd
masaka- 'gnat, mosquito, any insect that bites or stings'. With
*-k- rather than *-k- we have Lith makatas 'gnat', Av maxsl-
'fly', OInd mak~-,." mak$a- 'fly', mak~ika- 'fly, bee' (borrowed
from Indo-Iranian we have Mordvin meks 'bee', Hungarian
meh 'bee', Finnish mehilainen 'bee'). A word of the center
and east of the IE world.

*uebhel- - *uobhel- 'weevil, beetle'. [lEW 1114-1115
(*lJebh-\ Wat 73 (*webh-)). ON toro-yfill'dung-beetle', OE
wifel 'weevil, beetle' (> NE wee\-7l), OHG \vibil 'weevil', Lith
vabalas 'beetle, weevil', vabole 'dung-beetle', Latv vabals
'weevil', Rus (dial.) veblica '(intestinal) worm'. Always taken
to be a derivative of *(h l)l)ebh- 'weave' in the latter's
metaphorical meanings of 'move quickly' or 'move back and
forth' (cL NE waver). Neither semantic derivation is
particularly compelling and it would seem at least possible
that this etymon is independent of the word for 'weave'.
Whatever its origin, a word of the northwest IE world.

*gWelon 'insect's stinger'. [lEW 470 (*glJel-)~ Wat 24
(*gWel-)~ BK 359 (*q'Wal-/*q'w;:)l-)) , Lith geluo - geillonis
'(insect's) stinger', Latv dz~luonis '(insect's) 'stinger', Grk
(Hesychius) 8£AA1(JE<; (pI.) 'wasps' « *gWel-nidh-). CL Grk
f3£AOVl} 'point, needle'. At least a word of the center of the IE
world. From *gWel- 'strike, stab'.

See also ANlMAI..~ ANT; BEE~ BUTIERFLY; FLyl; HORNET~ WASP;

WORM. [D.Q,A.I

INSPIRATION
*ish1ros '(sacred) power'. llEW299 (*is;Jro-s); Wat 16 ( *is

(J)ro-); GI 702 (*ejsljro-)~ Buck 22.19). Myc i-je-ro 'powerful',
Grk lepoc; 'sacred, powerful, vital', OInd i~ira- 'powerful,
liv·ely'. The Old Indic is an adjective derived from j~jyati

'makes lively, invigorates' which is a denominative from *i~

'a drink which is consumed at an offering which invigorates'.
The lexical relationship between the Greek and Indic is also
underpinned between cognate expressions where Grk lEpov
IJ£VOc; 'sacred strength' =OInd (jnstr.) isircI)a ,'. manasa (fierce
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in sacred spirit'. Both of these apply to sacred religious power
and indicate participation in the marvelous potency· of the
gods. In Greek, the sacred connotation is also tu be found in
the derivative iepeve; 'priest', iepevro 'sacrifice', etc. Attempts
to bring in here also a series of Italic terms: Osc aisusis
'sacrificiis', Umb esono- 'divinus' are not accepted today~ these
words are rather to be derived from Etrusco"-Latin aesar'god',
aisuna, aisna 'divine' or something to do with sacrifice. Cf. Av
aesa- 'powerful' and the phrase vaxs aeso 'efficacious voice'.

See also HEAL~ IRON. [E.C.P]

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1973) Indo-European Language and Society: Coral

Gables, University of Miami, 456-461.

INSULT
*(hxJneid- 'insult'. [lEW 760 (*neid-)l. OE ge-nxfan

'torment', OHG neizzan 'torment', Goth ga-naitjan 'treat
shamefully', Lith niedeti 'despise', Latv nTst 'hate', Grk
ovel~{~(JJ 'revile', Arm anec 'curse', Av naed- 'insult', Olnd
nindati 'insult'. The prothesis in Greek and Armenian indicates
that we may be dealing with an enlarged stem *(hxJn-ei-d
from *(hlJni- 'downward' as in *(hxJnei-l)- in Grk velaroe;
« *neil)atos) 'lowest', velofJev 'from below', Lith neivoti
'revile', Latv nievat 'revile, despise'. The major difficulty with
this hypothesis is that the Greek initial 0- (also in oveu)oe;
'blame, reproach') requires PIE *h]whereas one has to assume
*hl, or, more likely no laryngeal at all, for *(hlJni- 'down
ward'. Further zero-grade cognates in Old lndic include
nid(aJ- 'reproach', nlnda 'abuse, slander'. Distribution clearly
supports PIE status.

*pih£iJ- 'revile'. [lEW 792 (*peO)-)]. ON fja 'hate', OE
feon 'hate', OHG ffen 'hate', Goth fi}an 'hate', Olnd pfyati
'insults'. The proto-form may be a suffixed zero-grade with
laryngeal metathesis of the stem *pehx(iJ- with the same root
*pehr seen in Grk TrijJ.la 'suffering, misfortune', Av paman
'skin disease', Olnd paman- 'skin disease'. As Vedic papman
'misfortune, suffering' is considered to be reshaped froni
*paman- after papa- 'bad, evil', a basic meaning 'misfortune'
can be assumed for the underlying root *pehr . Goth faian
'blame' derives from peh1-j- Distribution suggests PIE status.

See also Bl.AME~ CONTEND. [E.C.PI

INTERJECTIONS
·0 '0' (vocative particle). [lEW772 (*0)). aIr a(vocative

particle)], Wels a (vocative particle), Lat 0 (cry), MHG 0

(vocative), Goth 0 'alas', Lith 0 (vocative particle),. Latv °a

(vocative particle), OCS 0 (vocative particle), Grk (J (cry of
astonishment, vocative particle), Olnd a (vocative particle).
Clearly old in PIE but also possibly subject to irregular
refonnation in the various stocks which preserve it.

*uai 'alas'. [lEW 1110-1111 (*l)ai)~ Wat 73 (*wai)~ BK
479 (*way)]. Mir fae 'alas', Wels gwae 'alas', Lat vae 'alas', ON
vei'alas', OE wa'alas', OHG we 'alas', Goth wai'alas', Lith val
'alas', Latv vai 'alas', Alb va} 'lament', Grk ovaz'alas', Arm vay

IRON

'woe, misfortune', Av vayoi 'alas'. Basically a widespread
onomatopoeic word, continually recreated (thus accounting
for the irregular phonological developments in Albanian:
Greek and Armenian).

See also CAll. [D.Q.A.l

INTESTINE see ENTRAILS

INTOXICATOR
*medhuiha- 'intoxicator'. [IEW707 (*medhu)~cf. Wat 39

(*medhu-)~ cf. GI 517-518 (*medhu-)~ BK 543 (fmadW-1
*mddW-)]. OIr Medb (queen of Connacht), Gaul Meduna,
Medugenus, perhaps OInd Madhavi (daughter of Yayati).
Linguistically, the form certainly underlies the Celtic name
where aIr medb. was originally an adjective meaning
'inebriating' beside mid 'mead, intoxicating drink'. The same
form, with lengthened grade, could also underlie the name
of OInd Madhavi. Conceptually related, it is argued, is
asvamedha- 'horse sacrifice' which may be connected with
OInd mad- 'boit rejoice, get drunk', again indicating an
intoxicating substance although by a different word (cf. also
Olnd madhu 'sweet drink, honey, soma, milk'). In both the
Celtic and Old lndic cases, an intoxicating substance played
a part in the Indo-European ritual of the horse-sacrifice, toe
ritual which established the sovereignty of a king. The
mythological correspondence between the two stocks also
rests on the interpretation of two female epic characters by
Georges Dumezil. Both the Olnd MadhavI, the daughter of
Yayati in the Mahabharata and the Irish queen of Connacht
Medb involve specific speculations about the royal function.
Olnd madhavfeither designates a spring flower, rich in honey,
or an intoxicating drink like the Vedic adjective madhvi
'sweet'. The geographical distribution of the semantically
similar names and the structural similarities of the deities
involved suggests we are dealing with a PIE concept.

See also HoNEY: HORSE: HORSE GoDDESS~ KING AND VIRGIN:

SACRED DRINK. U.PM.]

IRANIAN see INDO-IRANIAN LANGUAC;ES

IRON
Although there are occasional traces of earlier meteoritic

iron and chance finds of iron objects in the third millennium
Be, e.g., in Egypt, iron-working in general does not emerge
until after c 2000 Be where it appears first in eastern Anatolia.
From there it appears to have spread both through the Near
East (at least partly with the help of the Phoenicians) and
across Europe, generally after 1000 BC. It appears in Greece
by 1000 BC and in northwest Italy shortly thereafter and it

diffused through central and western Europe by about 800
BC, reaching Britain by about 500 BC. The spread of iron
and its ultimate replacement of bronze for the manufacture
of tools and weapons (although not of ornaments) was due
to the fact that iron ore is far more ubiquitous in Eurasia (and
the rest of the world) than copper and especially tin (needed
to alloy with copper to produce the harder bronze) hence it
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provided a much more abundant and also less expensive
metal. Also, the carburization of iron, Le., the production of
steel by impregnating iron with carbon, produced a hard edge
which was particularly useful in the production of both
weapons and edged tools. It should be noted that in western
"Eurasia the earliest iron objects were forged, i.e., made of
wrought iron by beating the iron into the int.ended shape; the
casting of iron required higher temperatures than could
usually be found in the west and so there was also a
manufacturing shift from casting to forging for the primary
utilitarian metal (in ancient China, cast iron was regularly
employed). This· diffusion of the new iron-based technology
would date to a period long after the dissolution of PIE and it
occasions no surprise that there is no common word for this
metal between IE stocks other than occasional loans.

The Celtic forms (OIr lam [DIL lam] 'iron', Wels haeam
'iron') are derived from the same adjective which yielded Grk
lepoc; 'sacred, holy' but might equally be translated 'might~

powerful'. The Latin form ferrum 'iron' was borrowed possibly
from a Semitic language, e.g., Phoenician barzel'iron' that
may also have given OE brces 'brass, bronze' (> NE brass)
and Fris bres 'copper'. The spread of iron through the central
Mediterranean by both Greeks and Phoenicians might explain
the Latin word but the shift in meaning of this word to 'copper'
or a copper alloy (brass [copper + zinc], bronze [copper +
tin]) is not so easily explained although northern Europe was
to depend on foreign sources for its copper and bronze as it
lacked native sources. The Germanic forms for iron (ON lsam
'iron', OE lse(r)n 'iron' [> NE iran], OHG lsam 'iron') provide
evidence that iron metallurgy was borrowed from the Celts
who, controlling the Erzgebirge, were among the foremost
metallurgists of the central European Bronze and Iron ages.
Variance in vowel lengths indicates that, though related, the
Baltic (Lith geleiis 'iron') and Slavic (OCS ieleza'iron') terms
cannot be reconstructed to a common Balta-Slavic proto-form,
and we seem to meet another loan word. Similarities to Grk
XaA,1(OC; 'bronze' (itself identified as a loan) and even to Sino
Tibetan *qhleks '(cast) iron' have been noted, but the
significance of this data is unclear. (It is doubtful that 'iron' is
the original meaning for the 5ino-Tibetan *qhleks since 5ino
Tibetan unity must have been dissolved before the advent of
iron metallurgy-in which case we seem to have another loan
word). Phonetically Grk a{~l1Poc; 'iron' resembles the
Germanic (OE sealfor'silver' [> NE silver]) and Balto-Slavic
(Lith sidabras, OCS sIrebro) 'silver' words; although both
metals may be white the phonological similarity may be
fortuitous. The similarity to Germanic words for slag (OHG
sintar 'sinter'), a necessary by-product of low-temperature
iron-smelting, is more promising. However, the irregular
relationship of the consonants in the putative equation of
Lith sidabras and OHG sintar(defying Grimm's Law) and the
anomalous nasal of the Germanic form indicate a loan source
in Balta-Slavic, Germanic, or both. These loans may suggest
that an active· (non-Indo-European?) metallurgical tradition
survived in central Europe until the Iron Age.

The derivation of the term for 'iron' from an adjective
meaning 'black' may explain the Armenian form where the
first part of erkat' 'iron' may be derived from 'black' « PIE
*h]regW-es-) with the same suffix found in 'silver' (cL Arm
arcat). Similar forms are widely disseminated throughout the
Caucasus, and it is often difficult to determine which language
is the borrower and which the donor. The Hittite form
(h)apalki- bears only the most tenuous similarity to the Greek
forms for 'bronze' and we are dealing with an Anatolian source.
A situation similar to that of Armenian may be found in Indo
Iranian where an older term for 'bronze' was first given an
adjective 'black' (Olnd syamam ayas-) to designate the newer
metal and eventually became the technological metal par
excellence.

See also INSPIRATION; METAL~ SILVER. [M.E.H., j.PM.]

ITALIC LANGUAGES
The predominance of the Latin language in the Italian

peninsula was an achievement of the first centuries BC and
until that time Italy was occupied by a variety of both IE and
presumably non-IE linguistic groups. In some cases, the
linguistic position of various peoples is relatively secure but
in a number of cases the inscriptional evidence is so Ineager
that one can determine at best whether the language in
question is IE and in some instances even the language [amily
itself may be in doubt. The certain IE languages comprise
those that are commonly designated Italic and several other
languages, some Celtic or at least heavily influenced by Celtic,
and some languages whose status with regard to the other IE
stocks is disputed or indetenninable.

For comparative purposes, by far the most important of
the'Italic languages is Latin which was originally centered on
Rome and then expanded over the entire peninsula in the
first centuries BC and eventually over the Roman Empire to
provide the foundation of the modern Romance languages.
The earliest evidence for Latin are inscriptions that first appear
e 620 BC. These are in Old Latin (Olat) and reveal certain
archaisms that are contiRtled, at least in inscriptions, down
to c 80 BC although Classical Latin (Lat) is found in earlier
literary works, at least since the time of Cicero, i.e., 106 BC.

Closely related to Latin was Faliscan whose main town,
Falerii Veteris (modern Civita Castellana), was situated 40
km north of Rome. The language was first recorded in
inscriptions from about 600 BC and probably became extinct
in the first centuries Be. When the Faliscans were defeated
by the Romans in the third century BC and relocated to Rome,
they were assimilated to the Roman language. Dialectally, Latin
and Faliscan are generally grouped together as two closely
related languages or, according to some, even dialects of the
same language, e.g., a Faliscan inscription on the base of a
wine cup reads: faied uino pipafo era carefo which would be
rendered into Classical latin as hodie uinum bibam; eras
earebo 'today wine I will drink; tomorrow I will lack'.

Down the spine of Italy was spoken the language of the
Samnites, Oscan, which survived on graffiti on the walls of
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Pompeii as well as in the form of about two-hundred docu
ments, generally quite short, except for the first-century Be
Tabula Bantina, a bronze tablet. Sources of Oscan first "appear
about the fifth century BC and run to the first century BC.

The best represented Italic language after Latin is Umbrian,
found north of the Oscan speech "area and east of the
Etruscans, which is known principally' from the Iguvium
tablets (named after their place of origin in Iguvium, modern
Gubbio). These comprise a set of seven (of an original nine}
bronze tablets. Those recorded in the Umbrian « Etruscan)
script are the earliest and date from the third century BC while
those tablets in the Latin script have been attributed to the
first century BC. The tablets are ritual in nature and provide
not only a useful source for comparative linguistics but also
early Italic religious practices. Other than the tablets, most
other evidence for Umbrian is prOvided in glosses.

Latin and Faliscan are obviously very closely related, as .
are Oscan and Umbrian (and with Oscan and Umbrian are
grouped a number of other scantily attested languages or
dialects, e.g., Volscian, Sabine, Marsian). The exact
relationship of Latin-Faliscan and Osco-Umbrian, however,
is not altogether clear. The two are usually grouped together
as the two halves of a unitary Italic branch of Indo-European,
to which Venetie in the northeast of Italy is sometimes (but
more often not) added as a third major subbranch. The many
similarities of phonological and morphological development
that Latin-Faliscan and Osco-Umbrian share, however, have
also been explained as the result of the long-term mutual
influence of Latin-Faliscan and Osco-Umbrian on one another
but that the two were originally quite separate IE branches.

Briefly, the other ancient languages of Italy comprise Sicel
(whence Sicily) which appeared to be spoken to the southwest
of the Italic languages, in Calabria and Sicily The southeastern
side of the Italian "boot""was occupied by a number of peoples
whose language is covered by the term Messapic and is granted
a status independent of Italic. To their north lay the Picenes,
an inappropriate ethnic term which includes probably two
different languages. Southern Picene is clearly Indo-European
and may well be closely related to or part of Italic while
Northern Picene has defied interpretation, some regarding it
as an Indo-European (but without actually being able to
interpret its largest literary monument, the Novilara stele
which yields twelve lines of unintelligible text which some
have aSSigned to IE because of its sounds and endings) and
others to an aboriginal non-IE language because of our
inability to read anything on it with any certainty To the north
of Rome lay the Etruscans whose language is more commo~ly
(although not universally) regarded as non-Indo-European.
The northern Italian languages comprise Ligurian in the
northwest which has been variously regarded as influenced
by Celtic if not actually a Celtic language. The central region
of northern Italy centered on Milan was the territory of the
Lepontic language whose inscriptions date from the sixth to
first centuries BC and are now aSSigned to the Celtic stock.
Further east in the modem Veneto were the remains ofVenetic,

ITALIC lANGUAGES
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Italic I Distribution of the Italic languages (Umbrian, Faliscan, Latin,
Volscian, Oscan, S. Picene, Sicel, and possibly Venetie) and other
Indo-European languages of Italy. Shaded area indicates the territory
of non-Indo-European Etruscans while N. Picene may well be non
Indo-European.

a possibly independent IE language (soine would argue Italic)
with (controversially) pOSSible connections to Illyrian and
Germanic. North of Venetie is Raetic, again known from a
small number of inscriptions dating from about the fourth
and. third centuries BC and again defying certain classification
although presumably Indo-European.

Description
From the point of view of PIE the" Italic languages (Latin

Faliscan and Osco-Umbrian taken as one group) are fairly
conservative. In phonology, the Italic languages are centum
languages, merging the palatals with the velars, thus Lat
centum with a k-, but keeping this combined group separate
from the labio-velars, e.g., Lat qUis 'who' (in Osco-Umbrian
the labio-velars are subsequently merged with the bilabials,
thus pis 'who'). The Italic languages are distinct from all the
other major IE groups in that the series *bh, *dh, etc., appear
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in many positions as voiceless continuants (f, etc.). Indeed"
the fact that Venetie shares in this development is an important
argument for assuming that Venetic is an Italic language
(although the same result is also found in medieval and
modern Greek as well).

In morphology the Italic languages preserve six cases in
the noun and adjective (nominative, accusative, genitive,
dative, ablative, vocative) with traces of a seventh (locative),
but the dual of both the noun and verb has completely
disappeared. A certain amount of reworking of the inherited
material has resulted in the restructuring of nouns and
adjectives on the one hand and the verb on the other into five
declensions and four conjugations familiar from Latin school
grammars. More significantly perhaps, the verb has been
restructured so as to emphasize the aspectual difference
between completed actions (the perfectum) and uncompleted
or on-going ones (the inperfectum). In the process the older
IE distinction, in the past only, of aorist (for completed actions)
and perfect (for actions with on-going relevance) has
disappeared into the common perfectum.

From the position of both morphological innovations and
uniquely shared lexical items, Italic shows the greatest
similarities with Celtic and Gennanic with some of the shared
lexical correspondences also being found in Baltic and Slavic.
The exact nature of these similarities is not entirely clear and
there are ~o grounds to posit a special branch of the IE
languages that would comprise ,all of these languages.

Origins
The fact that different IE sub-groups occupied the same

general region renders the problem of the origins of any or all
of the IE peoples of Italy extraordinarily complex. Where
related languages are found occupying a confined territory, a
linguistic-geographical pattern is naturally sought that might
provide a clue to the direction from which the Italian peninsula
received its IE speakers. The presumption that they did not
originate in Italy itself is supported by several lines of evidence.
The first emphasizes that one of the dominant languages of
Italy was Etruscan which is generally regarded as non-IE and,
although a number of both archaeologists and linguists have
sought to derive the Etruscans from the east Mediterranean,
this is not the hypothesis supported here. From the viewpoint
of physical anthropology, there is little to distinguish the
Etruscans from. other Iron Age populations of Italy and this
similarity may provide some support to the hypothesis that
the Etruscans represent a local or autochthonous population.
Also, it might be argued that it is unlikely that a sea-borne
invasion in the Bronze Age would have achieved such a
position of predominance, and such a migration is
undemonstrated (there is no single place in the eastern
Mediterranean from whence the Etruscans can be
convincingly derived from an archaeological standpoint). The
primary evidence for an east Mediterranean connection, other
than Herodotus' reference to an east Mediterranean origin
for the Etru~cans, is an inscription on Lemnos in the northeast

Aegean which is clearly related to Etruscan. However, with
clear evidence for Etruscans in the eastern Mediterranean (the
longest Etruscan manuscript was employed as a wrapping
sheet about an Egyptian mummy), it is perhaps easier to derive
the Lemnian evidence from the west than the Etruscans as a
people and language from the east. Consequently, the
Etruscans are more likely to be a remnant non-IE population
of the central Mediterranean, occupying a role similar to that
of the Basques of the Iberian peninsula and southern France
but who clearly absorbed various art-styles and an alphabet
from their eastern (Greek) neighbors. But to be fair, it should
also be emphasized that archaeologists are not in a position
to determine whether a migration did not happen and it
cannot be entirely excluded that the Etruscan language was
carried to Italy from the eastern Mediterranean by perhaps
merchants, who like the Phoenicians, established colonies"in
Etruria where they superimposed their language on the local
Indo-European population.

It is also proposed that within the Indo-European languages
of Italy there are preserved numerous terms that derive from
a native substrate "Mediterranean" language which may also
be evident in Greece. Terms suggested as non-IE in shape
and related to Mediterranean flora include Grk AEipov: Lat
lilium 'lily' or Grk CJtJ1cov: Lat fIcus 'fig' while other alleged
substrate terms in Latin include Lat papaver 'poppy', larix
'larch', frutex 'shrub', codex 'tree trunk', murex 'a shellfish',
papilio 'butterfly', etc.

The earliest period seriously regarded as a possible window
for an IE intrusion into Italy is the Neolithic for those who
hold that the IE homeland lay in central and western Anatolia
and the IE languages were spread by populations moving
westwards, first into Greece and then into Italy. This model is
so sketchily presented with regard to Italy by its proponents
that it is difficult to evaluate, although there are serious
objections to any model that seeks the spread of the IE
languages into Italy as early as the sixth millennium BC.
Archaeologically, there is considerable evidence for the
persistence of local populations from the Mesolithic to the
Neolithic in Italy and hence a simple model of population
replacement rather than the acculturation of native hunter
gatherers is suspect. More importantly, derivation of the Italic
languages from a Neolithic expansion into Italy from Greece
would appear to demand closer linguistic relationships
between the Italic and Greek stocks than can be justified and
the number of isogloss borders between the two stocks
suggests that they had been in considerable separation during
their development rather than close proximity. The Italic
languages also retain a series of terms reconstructed to PIE
such as the 'horse', 'wheel', etc., whose referents simply did
not exist in Italy until the Bronze Age. Consequently, the
origins of the Italic peoples is traditionally sought in a later
period, generally the Copper Age or the Bronze Age with some
possible later migration even during the Iron Age. This
hypothesis is to some extent supported by the observation
that Italic shares a number of isoglosses and lexical tern1S
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Proto-Indo-European and Italic Phonological Correspondences

PIE Lat PIE Lat
*p > p *p6rKos 'piglet' ' porcus 'young pig'
*b > b *belos 'strong' debilis 'weak'
*bh > fib *bhebhrus 'beaver' fiber 'beaver'
*t > t *ta uros 'bull' taurus 'bull'
*d > d *dJkus 'sweef dulcis 'sweet'
*dh > fld *dhehllus 'nourishing' felIx 'fruitful,
*K > c *J{(uJ1Jon 'dog' canis 'dog'
*g > g *genu 'jaw' gena 'cheek'
*gh > h *ghaidos 'goaf haedus 'young goat'
*k > c ~kapr 'penis' caper 'he-goat'
*g > g *gJh] is 'mouse' giis 'donnouse'
*gh > h *ghostis 'stranger, guest' hoscis 'host'
*kw > quo *kwis 'who' quis 'who'
*gW > v/gu *gW~mje/o- 'come' venia 'I come'

*h]ongWen- 'salve' unguen 'salve'
*gWh > flu *gWhermos 'warm' form us 'wann'
*5 > 5 *sus 'pig' sus 'pig'
*i > *iugom 'yoke' iugum 'yoke'
*lJ > v *uellJer- 'squirrel' Vlverra 'ferret'
*m > m *mus 'mouse' mus'mouse
*n > n *nelJos 'new' novus'new'
*1 > 1 *lencos 'soft' lencus'soft'
*r > r *rik- 'tick' ricinus 'tick'
*IJ. > en *.v- lun-' in- 'un-
*rp > en,..., in *K1p.tom 'hundred' cencum 'hundred'
*1 > 01 *mJdus 'soft' molJis 'soft'
*r > or *K[d- 'heart' cord- 'heart'
*i > i . *pilos '(a) hair' pilus '(a) hair'
*1 > I *gWih]lJoS 'living' vIvus 'alive'
*e > e *deKrp. 'ten' decem (ten'
*e > e *sehlmI) 'seed' semen 'seed'
*a > a *sal- 'salt' sal- 'salt'
*a > a *mehater 'mother' maCer (mother'
*0 > 0 *p6tis 'capable' poris (capable'
*6 > 6 *d6hJl1om 'gift' don urn 'gift'
*u > u *uterQs 'abdomen' uterus 'abdomen'
*u > 11 *mtls 'mouse' mDs'mouse
*hl > 0 *hles- 'be' es- 'be'
*h2 > 0 *h2OlJis 'sheep' ovis 'sheep'
*h3 > 0 *h30kW 'eye' oculus 'eye'
*h4 > q *h..,.eu- 'enjoy' avea (I long for, desire'

with Celtic and Germanic, some of which are more likely -to
be attributed to the Bronze Age.

The next period in which IE intrusions have been suggested·
is the transition to the Bronze Age where a number of different
copper-using cultures (c 3500-2500 Be) appear in both
northern Italy (the Remedello and Rinaldone cultures) and
in" the south (the Gaudo culture). It has been suggested that
these cultures are intrusive, and they witness the penetration

of their respective regions by warrior-aristocracies. Reasons
for ascribing these cultures to Indo-Europeans basically center
on the appearance of weapons (copper or bronze daggers,
arrowheads, stone battle-axes) with some of the burials, the
appearance of the horse in Italy at this time, and proposed
connections between the material culture of these cultures
and central Europe". As a chronological horizon, the Eneolithic
(copper-stone age) has more to recommend it than the
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of Celtic peoples in the Iron Age who also penetrated (and
pillaged) Italy from the north. This model sees the Indo
Europeanization of the peninsula essentially in terms of a north
to south movement. While there is no question that northern
Italy was in close contact with developments north of the
Alps, the spread of bronze metalworking traditions from the
north or indeed across Europe need not be explained in terms
of the movement of an et~o-linguisticgroup. Moreover, the
pattern of language distributions in Italy, especially with non
IE Etruscan lying athwart central Italy, renders a simple north
south movement of language and people an unconvincing
explanation for all the IE languages of the peninsula, unless
linked to the evidence for other movements as well.

Later migrations from the north are proposed in the
formation of both the Proto-Villanovan and Villanovan
horizons. These horizons see the widespread distribution of
bronze artifacts of general central European types coupled
with the expansion of cremation cemeteries clearly a ociated
with the Umfield phenomenon north of the Alps. The problem
with seeing these cultural horizons as reflections of IE
immigrations down the Italian peninsula is the fact that both
the Proto-Villanovan (1100-900 BC) and Villanovan (c 900
500 Be) cultures clearly coincide with the distribution of the
historical Etruscans as well as the IE Italic groups (hence some
would still argue that the Etruscan represents a late intrusion
into Etruria, perhaps coincident with the spread of east
Mediterranean artistic styles). On the other hand, the Urnfield
culture does provide a convenient background for th
emergence of the Celts ·ofwestern Europe, the Celtic-speaking
Lepontians of the Golasecca culture of northern Italy, and it
is also dispersed down the length of Italy where we might
expect to find the ancestors of the Italic groups. Such a model
of Italic origins would at least accommodate those linguists
who suggest that Italic and Celtic shared a particularly close
dialectal association before their emergence as separate stocks.
But the problem of non-IE Etruscans participating in the same
cultural phenomenon as well argues that there is no clear
archaeological model in which one can di cern either IE
intrusions or differentiate IE-speakers from non-Indo
Europeans in the immediate- protohistoric period.

Finally, a more recent model sees the IE groups of Italy as
having been formed by _an east-west (Adriatic to Italy) .
movement where the more archaic dialects of western Italic
(Latin, etc.) were pressed against both non-IE Etruscans and
the Tyrrhenian Sea by subsequent movements from the east.
Possibly the Veneti of northeast Italy might also be seen as
early arrivals. This earlier movement is then believed to be
followed by the eastern Italic dialects (Osco-Umbrian) which 
are aligned across central arid southern Italy. The final Indo
Europeanization was, it has been suggested, the most recent
and included peoples such as the Messapi on the southeast
coast of Italy who were presumably linked both archaeo
logically and linguistically with the Illyrians across the Adriatic.
This model has an obvious archaeological attraction for the
final wave of IE peoples since cross-Adriatic connections are
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beginning of the Neolithic in that it does not presuppose the
existence of Indo-Europeans in Italy before the introduction
of animals like the horse (and wheeled vehicles would easily
fit "into this time frame as well). On the other hand, there is
no conclusive evidence for a migration and the ceramic
traditions, especially between the Gaudo culture and the other
two are so different that they can hardly be ascribed to the
same source. Moreover, one of the cultures, the Rinaldone,
occupies the area of the later Etruscans who are generally
dismissed as non-IE. Many archaeologists today see in the
development of these cultures local origins stimulated by more
long distant contacts with other cultures in the Aegean,
southern France or central Europe.

One of the most popular of the traditional models for IE 
migrations into Italy has been sometimes dismissed as
pigoriniana, a term cotned after its major proponent. L.
Pigorini suggested that the Italic-speaking peoples came across
the Alps during the Bronze Age and introduced the Terramare
culture (c 1500-1100 BC) in northern Italy. This model was
consciously ~n extension of the historically attested movement

Italic II Archaeological cultures that'have been associated with Indo
European migrations into Italy The Remedello, Rinaldone and Gaudo
cultures all date to the early Bronze Age (c 3300-2500 BC), the
Terramare culture dates to the middle Bronze Age (c 1500 BC), while
the Villanovan culture (darkest shading), dates to the beginning of
the Iron Age (c 1100-900 Be).
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archaeologically evident but it does little to resolve the more
fundamental problems of establishing the origins of the other
IE groups of Italy.

See also GAUDO CULTURE~ GoLASECCA CULTIJRE~

MESSAPIC lANGUAGE; PICENE lANGUAGES; REMEDELLO CULTIJRE~

RINALDONE CULTURE; TERRAMARE CULTURE~ VENETIC lANGUAGE;

VU.LANOVAN CULTtiRE. [D.Q.A.,J.PM.l
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JACKDAW
Other than Lith k6vas 'jackdaw' and Rus kavka 'jackdaw',

both ostensibly from the onomatopoeic root *kau- [IEW536
(*kau-)~ cf. OInd kauti (shrieks'], terms for the jackdaw vary
with each major stock. Armenia sports no term until the
Middle Ages when cayeak, formerly 'gull' became the standard
term for the 'jackdaw'. Confusion with seabirds is also seen
in Grk J(oAol(S~whichmay signify a 'shearwater' or (cormorant'
though most commonly the 'jackdaw'. Lat monedula Jackdaw'
and OInd caurikaka- Jackdaw' have no suitable etymology
though the Old lndic form does exhibit onomatopoeic
elements.

The jackdaw is another of the noticeable species of
Corvidae. It is smaller than the crow, of dark brown color
(though usually perceived as black) with a light brown
underbelly

See also BIRDs. U.A.C.G.l

JASTORF CULTURE
The Jastorf culture is the earliest Iron Age culture of

northern Germany and southern Scandinavia which emerges
c 600 Be and continued until the end of the millennium. It is
divided into three phases: Jastorf (c 600-300 BC), Ripdorf (c
300-150 BC), and Seedorf (c 150-1 BC). Its core area is
northeastern Lower Saxony, Holstein, west Mecklenberg ~nd

then extends in diminishing "purity" north through Jutland
and into southern Sweden and south toward the Weser-ftJler
region.

The Jastorf culture was spread over its territory in regional
groups where small settlements were clustered into confined
areas (settlement cells) separated from one another by forests
or other natural barriers such as marshlands. The settlements
tend to fall in the same regions as earlier Bronze Age

settlements and are evidence for the local continuity of the
culture. Actual house structures are better known from the
peripheral than the central areas of the culture. These vary in
shape, size and construction, ranging from small single room
houses about 5 m on a side to long houst:;s some 20 m or
more long and subdivided into a series of rooms and stalls.
Semi-subterranean structures are also known.

The economy was based on mixed agriculture. Wheat at
this time was declining in popularity in some regions in the
face of barley Oats were also raised in abundance although
their ultimate destination-people or livestock-is unknown.
Millet and flax were the other main plants with rye forming a
dubious addition. Among the domestic animals cattle
predominated, followed by pig, sheep, goat, dogs and horses.
A small amount of hunting (red deer, aurochs, wild pig, and

. beaver) was practised. .
Most of the Jastorf sites are cemeteries. Often these consist

of umfields, Le., cemeteries of urn burials accompanied by
gravegoods such as bronze pins and other ornaments: in some
instances unprotected cremation remains were deposited.

.The Jastorf culture is regarded as the continuation of the
native late Bronze Age culture (albeit under heavy Hallstatt
influence) which subsequently adopted stylistic features of
the La Tene culture to its south. The local continuity is seen
in cemeteries that begin in the late Bronze Age and are used
without apparent interruption well into the Jastorf period ~

the earliest ceramic forms also exhibit clear evidence for
continuity. The Hallstatt culture introduced both a large
assortment of bronze metal types and iron metallurgy which
was adopted by native smiths.

The ]astorf culture is generally considered at least part of
the core area of the Proto-Germanic peoples and there has
been a tendency to date the first Germanic sound shift to the
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km 500,

Jastorf a. Maximum distribution of the Jastorf culture.

period of the early Jastorf culture, Le., c 500 BC. Contacts
between it and its Hallstatt and later La Tene neighbors may
coincide with the borrowing of Celtic terms into Germanic
as witnessed, for example, by the adoption of Celtic *isamo
'iron' into early Germanic as *isama or the borrowing of a
Celtic *rIgos 'king' to form Germanic *nkaz 'king'.

See also GERMANIC lANGUAGES; HAusTAIT CULTIJRE; LA TtNE
. CULTIJRE. O.PM.]

Further Readings
Schwantes, G. (1950) Die]astorf-Zivilisation, in Reinicke Festschrift,

ed. G. Behrens and]. Werner, Mains, Schneider, 119-130.
Kruger, B. (1983) Die Gerrnanen. Berlin, Akademie-Verlag.

JAW
*gblu- 'jaw'. [IEW381 (*genu-); Wat 19 (*genu-); GI 715

(*]{'enu-); Buck 4.207; BK 626 (*k'an-/*k'dn-)]. aIr gin
'mouth', Wels gen 'cheek', Lat gena 'cheek', ON kinn 'cheek',
OE cinn 'chin, jaw' (> NE chin), OHG kinni - chinne <chin,
jaw', Goth kinnus'cheek', Grk rEvv~'chin,jaw', Phryg a{~v

'beard' « *hH,l-gen-'[that which is] on the chin'?), Av zanu
'jaw', OInd banu- (with unexpected initial) 'jaw', TochA (dual)
sanweIp 'jaws'. Clearly PIE in status.

*g6nhadh-o-s and *KnOadh-o-s. <jaw'. [lEW 381
(*gonddh-); Wat 19 (*gnd-dho-); Buck 4.207]. lith iandas

.'jaw, cheek', Latv zuods'<chin', Grk rva(Jo~<jaw, mouth', Ann
cnawt 'jaw'. Related in some fashion to the previous entry.

See also ANATOMY; CHIN; KNEE; Mourn. [D.Q.A.l

d.

I;.
:~{r.~

/': -=.. ---
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Jastorf b. Settleme~t plan of Gr0ntoft, Denmark; c. Early Jastorf vessel; d. Jastorf urn; e. Early Jast6rf pin.
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JAY
*kiJ<-(iJeha- 'jay'. [lEW 598 (*kik-)]. Italian (Calabrian)

cissa 'jay', OE hig(e)ra 'magpie (or woodpecker?)', -OHG
hehara 'jay', Grk 1C{aaa ...., 1C{rra ...., 1Cclaaa 'jay', Olnd cisa
'roller'. The variable semantics are not difficult· to explain: the
roller is quite similar in shape and behavior to a jay, and is
often confused with the jay Just as the magpie and jay can be
confused by the omithologically untutored (as in Old English)
so also can -the Armenian term ancel, which stands for both
species. An OInd kiki- 'bluejay' is occasionally cited as cognate
but this term is found only in the lexicographers. The term is
no doubt onomatopoeic but it was in that shape in the proto
language and accordingly transferred thus to the dialects.

The jay is well distributed in Europe and the Middle-East
through to India. They are highly visible birds and, along
with the magpie and roller, are quite chatty, a fact noted in all
ancient writings that refer to the jay

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

JOIN see BIND

JOINT
*k61Cs-oieha- 'hollow of (major) joint'. [lEW611 (*koKsa)~

Wat 32 (koksa)~ GI 85 (*khoJ<h-)~ Buck 4.35]. Oir cos 'foot',
Lat coxa 'hip', OHG hahsa 'back of knee', Av kasa- 'armpit',
Khot ka~a- 'loins', OInd kak~a- 'armpit, groin', TochB kakse
« *keKS-O-) '± midriff, loins'. From *koKes- 'inner part, nook'
(cf. OInd kasas- 'inner part', Khot kasa- 'inner part, nook').
Geographically widespread and of PIE status.

See also ANATOMY: ARM: LEG. [D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Jamison, S. (1987) Linguistic and philological remarks on some Vedic

body parts, in Studies in Memory ofWarren Cowgill (1929-1985),

ed. C. Watkins, Berlin and New York, Walter de Gruyter, 66-91.

Lane, G. (1933) A note on Sanskrit kak~a-. American Journal of

Philology 54, 63-64.

JUICE
*suleha- '± (fermented) juice'. [lEW 912-913 (*su-la-)~

cf. GI 563: BK 191 (*saw-al-/*saw-dl-)]. OPrus sulo'curdled
milk', Lith sula 'sap/Wine from birch t~ees', Latv sula '(birch)
sap', Av hura 'kumiss', OInd sura- 'intoxicating beverage'. Cf.
OE sol « *sulom) 'mud, wet sand, wallow'. At least a late
PIE word in the center and east. From -*seu(hxJ- 'express (a
liquid)'.

See also BEER; BROTH; FERMENT: SACRED DRINK. [D.Q.A.]

JUMP
*preu- 'jump'. [IEW845-846 (*preu-): Wat 53 (*preu-); 

GI 452 (*phreu-): Buck 10.43]. The underlying verb is attested
only in Rus prytI'run quickly', -OInd pnivate 'jumps, hastens'.
Cf. ON [rar'quick', OHG [ra 'strenuous, quick: glad, joyful',
OInd plava- (with dialect 1-) 'frog'. Attested only on the
peripheries of the IE world, this word is undoubtedly old.

JUMP

*preug- 'jump'. (lEW 845-846 (*preu-); Wat 53
(*preu-); GI 452 (*phreu-)). ON [rauki'frog', OE frogga 'frog'
(> NE [rog) , Lith sprugtl 'leave, escape', Rus prygnuII 'leap',
prygatl 'jump about, jump up and down', TochB pruk- '±

make a leap; get away from; overlook, neglect'; also ON [roskr,
oE [rose..., forse, NHG frosch, all 'frog' if deverbative from
*prug-sKe/o-. An enlargement of the previous verb. At least a
late PIE verb in its own right.

*hlleig- 'jump' (pres. *hl16igei). [lEW 667-668 (*/eig-):
Wat 36 (*leig-)}. ON leika 'play, swing', OE lacan 'leap, fly',
MHG leichen Jump up, bend, mock at', Goth laikan 'jump,
hop', Lith laigyti 'run around wildly', Grk £AcAZ~W 'whirl
around', NPers alextan 'jump, kick (of a horse)', OInd rejate
'trembles'. Widespread and old in IE.

*lek- 'jump, scuttle along, bulge (of muscles)'. lcf. lEW
673 (*lek-); Wat 36 (*lek-)]. Norw (dial.) lakka 'hop, patter

. -about', MHG lecken 'hop', Lith lekiu 'fly', lakus 'fleeting,
shaking', Latv l~cu 'jump', and from an iterative-intensive
present *lek-eha-je/o- we have Latv lekaju 'jump about', Grk
A1]1Caw'dance to a song'. Cf. Lat lacusta ...., locusta 'locust;
lobster', lacerta 'lizard', lacertus 'muscle (esp. of the upper
arm)', ON leggr« *Jokjo-) 'leg, bone', OE lIra « *lekeson-)
'any fleshy part of the body, calf of the leg' (> NE lire), Grk
(Hesychius) Al1CcprzSro « *lekert-) 'jump, bound', TocM
lya$kam « *leks(e)ko-) (dual) '± haunches'. At least a late
word in PIE. The identity of the Latvian and Greek iterative
intensive verb is remarkable.

*dher- 'leap, spring'. [lEW 256 (*dher-); BK 176 (*]ar-/
*]dr-)]. MIr dar- 'spring, leap', Grk fJop6~ 'semen', fJovpos
'rushing, raging', {}p4Ja1Cw 'leap, spring, attack, assault', Olnd
dhara 'flood, rush'. The apparent agreement of Irish on the
one hand and Greek and lndic on the other would strongly
suggest PIE status for this word.

*sel- 'jump' (pres. *slie/o-). [lEW 899 (*sel-); Wat 57
(*sel-); Buck 10.43~ BK 186 (*sal-/*sdl-)). Lat salia 'jump,
hop', Grk clAAo,ual « *sa/jo-) 'jump, hop', Geographically
restricted but probably at least late IE. A semantic specializa
tion of *sel- 'move qUickly'.

*J<ehak-'jump'. [IEW522 (*kak-); Buck 10.43]. Lith sokti
'jump, dance', Grk K1J1CZW 'jump'. A late word limited to the
center of the IE world.

*skand- 'jump'. [Wat 58 (*skand-); Buck 10.43]. Oir
sceindid (DlL sceinnid) 'leaps', Wels chwynnaf'leap', Lat
scanda 'climb', scalae (pI.) « *skandsleha-) 'stairway', OInd
skandati 'jumps, falls down, spurts out'. Attested only in the
marginal IE stocks, this word must be old in IE.

*skek- '± jump'. [IEW922-923 (*(s)kek-...., *skeg-)]. OIr
scochid (DlL scuchaid) « *skokeli) 'yields, goes away,
perishes', ON skagi 'point of land sticking out', OE sceon 'fall
(to), occur; go quickly, fly', OHG scehan 'hasten, go away
qUickly', Lith skatau (with dissimilation *skok- > *skoc-)
'jump', OCS skocili 'jump', probably Olnd khacati 'projects
(of teeth)' (with MInd kh- for *sk-), TocMB skak 'balcony'
« *'that which projects'). Cf. perhaps Grk (l-fesychius) (pI.)
1CcKfivcs 'hares'. We have evidence here of a verb that is



JUMP

widespread and surely old in IE.
*sker- '± hop about'. [lEW 933-935 (*(s)ker-)~ Wat 60

(*sker-)]. OE seege-gescere 'locust', OHG seeron 'be
mischievous', Lith skerys 'locust', OCS skoru 'quick', Grk
GKalpm 'jump, hop, dance'. A word of the west and center of
the IE world. The third PIE word meaning 'jump' that begins
with *sk-.

See also COME~ CRAWL~ DRIVE~ Go~ HURRY. [D.Q.A.l

]UNAZITE
junazite is a tell site in Bulgaria with evidence for settlement

extending from at least the Eneolithic period to the early
centuries AD. The site is the westernmost of the five hundred
or more large Bulgarian tell sites whose occupation began in
the Neolithic. ]unazite is some 12 m high and measures e
100 to 140 m in diameter. Its importance in the discussion of
Indo-Europeans lies in the evidence for a marked cultural
break at about 3500 BC between the Eneolithic Krivodol
Salcuta layers and the succeeding early Bronze Age levels
which in terms of architecture, ceramics and metallurgy, have
been tied into a wider Circum-Pontic province that extended
from the northwest of the Black Sea to northwest Anatolia,
e.g., the Ezero culture, Troy. Within the "Kurgan theory" of
IE origins, this cultural break marks the establishment of IE
chiefdoms throughout the Balkans with the emergence of
citadels such as Ezero and junazite. The importance of the
latter site is emphasized by the fact that the final Eneolithic
settlement was not only qestroyed and burnt but the remains
of forty-six individuals have been found deposited in the
collapsed dwellings before the early Bronze Age settlers had
established themselves. Such evidence has been employed
by supporters of the Kurgan theory to illustrate the violent
nature of the IE conquest of the Balkans.

See also CERNAVODA CULTIJRE~ EzERO CULTURE; KURGAN

TRADITION. U.PM.]

Further Reading
Merpert, N. (1993) The problem of the transition between the north

Balkans eneolithic to the Early Bronze Age in the light of new
exploration in the upper Thracian plain. Orpheus 3, 5-8.

JUNIPER
*h]eleu- 'juniper, cedar'. [lEW 303 (*el-): GI 545 (*el-)~

Fried 38-49]. Rus jalovee 'juniper', Grk EAarl1 'pine, fie oar',
Arm elevin 'cedar'. A word of at least the center of the IE
world.

The ambivalent meaning, 'juniper' or 'cedar' is necessary
for three reasons: 1) members of cognate sets that are
phonologically probable sometimes refer to one or both trees~

2) a non-cognate word like Theophrastus' l(Ebpo~ is used for
either tree~ 3) the similarity of the trees' in terms of berries
and tough rubbery wood. In some cases the word seems to
have shifted to the 'fir' or 'spruce' (e.g., because the cedar/
juniper was lacking in the area, or for functional reasons
the use of fir/spruce in boat-building). The main reflexes of
*h]elel)- on phonological grounds appear to be a Slavic set
(including Russian dialectal jalovec 'juniper'), Armenian elevin
'cedar'~ Slavic) as in Rus jel 'fir'~ and the Greek word which
was employed not only to designate 'fir' (Odyssey 5.239) but
also for 'oar' and 'canoe' or a similar boat by a metonymic
extension (like 'spear' for 'ash' or 'bow' for 'yew') that is close
enough to the universal to be found in other parts of the
world, e.g., among American Indians.

The Grk 1(E8po~'juniper, cedar l is sometimes compared
with aprus kadegis 'juniper', Lith kadagys 'cedar', and Latv
kad~gs 'cedar' but the connection between the Greek and
Baltic forms is unclear and the latter are most probably
borrowed from the Uralic languages, panicularly Balto-Finnic,
e.g., Finnish kataja 'cedar', Estonian kadakas 'cedar'.

Both cedars and junipers extended from the frozen moors
of northern Europe southwards to the Mediterranean and
formed an understory to coniferous stands or acted as pioneers
on dry, barren soil.

See also REED~ TREES. [PF)
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Karasuk a. Distribution of the Karasuk culture.

. the west or southwest. Grave goods included one or two
vessels at the head and remains of a sheep at the feet; the
latter might be accompanied by a knife and was regularly

'. divided into four basic cuts: shoulder, ribs, thigh and shin.
The culture is especially known for ~ts knives and daggers,

sometimes with ornamented hilts. Other tools are also
produced of (arsenical) bronze and include axes, awls, and
arrowheads (of flint or bone). Bronze and copper ornaments
(bracelets, rings, pendants) are also recovered from female
burials.

The origins of the Karasuk culture are comple but it is
generally 'accepted that its roots lay both with the Andronovo
culture and the local cultures of the Yenisei.

The ethnic identity of the Karasuk culture is e tremely

KARASUK CULTURE
.This Bronze Age culture of the eastern steppe lands ranged

from the Aral Sea on the west to the Yenisei on the east and
south to the Altai Mountains and Tien Shan. This distribution
covers the eastern portion of the Andronovo culture which it
appears to replace. The culture is dated to the period c 1500
800 Be.

The evidence for settlements is minimal. The few that have
been excavated indicate both small semi-subterranean houses
and larger (l00-200 m2) "winter" houses, typologically similar
to those erected among Siberians with domed or 'pitched
rooves covered with ear'th to protect against the cold. The
houses reveal storage pits and hearths and a variety of domestic
artifacts. The economy was based on mixed agriculture and
-stockbreeding: cattle, sheep and horse are all found, and there·
has been a presumption at least that the Karasuk culture was
more markedly mobile than the earlier AndronoYo. On the
other hand, querns are also found as well as bronze sickles
which indicate plant processing and whatever form of mobile
economy might have existed, it woulq appear to have been
only seasonal with permanent agricultural settlements as well.
It is presumed that the Karasuk communities pastured, their
sheep at higher elevations in the summer and then returned
to somewhat more permanent settlements in the river valleys
dUring the winter.

The Karasuk culture is almost exclusively known froni its'
cemeteries from which two thousand burials hav~ been
excavated. Although there 'are regional varieties of mortuary
practice, the typical burial is placed within a cist built of stone
slabs which may be covered by a small mound. The burial
wa$ then surrounded by a rectangular enclosure built of stone
slabs. The deceased was generally placed in the .extended
position or with legs slightly flexed; orientation was often to
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Kelteminar a. Distribution of the Kelteminar culture.

domestic animals have also been recovered. In general, the
Kelteminar populations are believed to have survived by a
mobile form of economy which included both hunting and
stockbreeding although some later sites have also produced
sickle blades and grinding stones. later sites have also yielded
evidence of copper and turquoise working. .

The Kelteminar culture has on occasion b en connected
with the development of early stockbreeding societies in the
Pontic-Caspian region, the area which sees the emergence of
the Kurgan tradition, which has been closely tied to the early
Indo-Europeans. This association was based on the discovery
of sheep remains in cave sites in the southeast Caspian and
the later appearance of sheep in the southern Urals and north
of the Black Sea; also, general similartties were seen between
the round-bottomed pottery of the Kelteminar culture and
those of the earliest Neo~ithic cultures of the steppe. Unks
between the two regions are now regarded as far less
compelling and the Kelteminar culture is more often viewed

.more as a backwater of the emerging farming communities
in Central Asia than the agricultural hearth of eolithic
societies in the steppe region.

See also DjEllUN CULTIJRE. U.PM.]

d.

problematic. Although the Andronovo culture is normally
presumed to be associated with the Indo-Iranians (or a
subgroup of this super-stock), the local cultures of the Yenisei
have often been regarded as unconnected with the steppe
cultures and, consequently; with the spread of the Indo
Europeans. Nevertheless, a specifically Proto-Iranian identity
has been proposed for the Karasuk culture.

See also ANnRoNOVO CULTURE. U.PM.]
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Karasuk b. Karasuk grave at Kyurgenner 1; c. Karasuk dagger;
d. Bracelet.

c.

KELTEMINAR CULTIJRE
Among the early Neolithic cultures southeast of the Caspian

Sea was the Kelteminar culture that dates c 4000-2500 Be.
The sites were distributed largely over what is now desert but
during the period of its existence clearly more favorable
conditions prevailed. There are some thousand Kelteminar
sites known although these consist almost entirely of lithic
scatters. A few settlements have been investigated such as
Djanbas 4 which revealed a very large (24 x 17 m) post-built
hut. The size of this structure has suggested some form of
large co-operative social unit very much different than that
obtaiiling from neighboring agricultural villages of Central
Asia or the Near East. Economic remains from the sites include
primarily. evidence of hunting and fishing although some
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Kemi aha b. Cist bUrial; c. "Censer"~ d. Kemi Oba vessel.

b.
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Kemi aha a. Distribution of the Kemi aba culture.

KEMI OBA CULTURE

KEMI OBA CULTURE
One of the constituent elements of the Kurgan tradi~ion,

the Kemi Dba culture dates c3700-2200 BC. It occupied the
Crimea (it derives its name f~om a kurgan burial in the
peninsula) and the area immediately north, particularly the
area between the lower Bug and Dnieper rivers. The economy
was based on both stockbreeding (cattle, sheep/goat, pig and
horse) and agriculture (sickle blades, stone querns). Tools.
arid weapons were manufactured primarily out of stone and
included arrowheads, dagger blades, scrapers, and sickle
blades. Most metal artifacts appear to have been imported
from the Maykop culture as they were made of arsenical
bronze and included typical Maykop forms, e.g., shaft-holed
axes, double-edged knives, spear-points. But there is some
evidence for local prod~ction of pure copper implements,
e.g., a fork-like instrument and an ax; moreover, metal
working tools have been found in a Kemi Oba burial.

The culture is best characterized by its flexed bUrials, in
pits or stone cists, which were covered by a kurgan. The stope .
cists were sometimes decorated with engravings or paintings
among which tree-like motifs are co~mon. Pit-graves may
also have been lined with wooden slabs. The ceramics are
more finely made than those of their steppe neighbors and
exhibit possible connections with the Lower Mikhaylovka and
Maykop cultures.· .

Of particular interest are a series of stone stelae or statue
menhirs, human figures ·up to life-sized shape, w:hich were
apparently erected in religiOUS s nctuaries. These are
distributed over the Crimea and the steppe region of the
Ukraine in the hundreds arid are generally found as coverings·
of Yamna burials and, occasionally, Catacomb bUrials. Most
of these are schematic and their position as r,?ofing slabs
appears to be secondary to their original use. As their
distribution coincides broadly With the Kemi Oba territory, it
has been suggested that they were Originally an important
ritual component of this culture and then only secondarily
employed to cover graves by their successors.

Kelteminar b. Pointed-based pot.
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Khvalynsk a. Distribution of the Khvalynsk culture.

c.

f.

b.

KHVALYNSK CULTURE
The Khvalynsk culture is a Copper Age culture (c 4900

3500 BC) of the middle Volga region. This culture appears to
be the eastern contemporary of the Sredny Stag culture of
the Ukraine, with which it shares a number of similarities in
both material culture and ritual behavior. Its name derives
from the two Khvalynsk cemeteries (near the modem town
of Khvalynsk) where there were both individual burials and
group burial pits, perhaps related to family groups. The burial
rite, deposition on the back with knees draWn up, is also
typical of the Sredny Stog culture. Horse, sheep and cattle
remains were discovered as ritual deposits overlaying the
burials while animal remains were found with 17% of the
158 skeletons of Khvalynsk I.

Many of the burials were accompanied by grave goods,'
e.g., bead necklaces, pots, and arrows. Copper grave goods,
particularly rings, had .been imported from the Balkans and
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Khvalynsk b. BUrial; c. Fishhook; d. Copper rings; e. Copper bracelet; f. Pot; g. Stone "ax"; h. "Scepter"; i. Antler harpoon.

In addition to the many schematic or simple stelae are
a~o a small series of finely carved statue-menhi~s depicting
human figures, mainly males but also females, which are
covered with human and animal figures, weapons, anatomical
features and ornament. The presence ofweapons'and animals
on them has led to their interpretation as iconographic
reflections of IE sky and thunder gods or of the Puru~a of
Vedic mythology.

See also CATACOMB Cm..TIJRE; COSMOGONY; KURGAN TRADITION;

MAYKOP Cm..TIJRE; STEUE; YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.)

KEMI OBA CULTURE
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stone "maceheads", also attributed to Copper Age cultures in
the west, were recovered. Among the more unusual finds was
a stone "scepter" which has been compared with other "horse
headed" scepters that have been found across the steppe into
the northeast Balkans.

The Khvalynsk culture appears to be a regional reflection
of a large interaction sphere over the European steppe during
the Copper Age. It is recognized as one of the constituent
elements in the formation of the Yamna cultural-historical
region and forms one of the fundamental components of the
Kurgan tradition from which many derive the earliest lndo
Europeans.

See also KURGAN TRADITION; 5REDNY 5TOG CULTURE; .

YAMNA CULTURE'. U.PM.]

Further Reading
Agapov, S. A., I. B. Vasilyev and V 1. Pestrtkova (1990) Khvalynsky

Eneolitichesky Mogilnik. Saratov, Saratov University.

KICK
*Sperhl- 'kick, spurn'. [IEW992-993 (*sp(h)er-); d. Wat

64 (*sper;J-); GI 48 (*spher-)}. Lat sperno 'separate; spurn',
ON sperna 'kick, spurn', OE spurnan 'kick, spurn' (> NE
spurn), OHG spuman 'kick, spurn', Lith spirti 'oppose, defy',
Latv speit 'kick', Grk analpm 'palpitate, give a start', Hit ispar
'tread down, destroy, spread out', Av spar- 'spring, tread', Olnd
sphuniti 'springs, spurns'. Unproblematic and distribution
supports PIE status. The Hittite form may be the result of
conflating two separate IE roots, one meaning 'strew' and the
other 'kick'. The underlying meanings of both 'kick' or 'move
the feet' and the more abstract 'spurn' are attested in the
daughter languages.

See also HEEL;]UMP. [M.N.}

KIDNEY
*h2eh2(e)r- '± kidney'. OIr am 'kidney, gland', Wels aren

'kidney, testicle' (Celtic < *ar-en-) , Hit hah(a)ri- '± lungs' or
'± kidneys' (some paired internal organ), TocM anne 'heart',
TochB aral'iee 'heart' (Toch < *ara-nc-); perhaps here also Lat
renes (pI.) 'kidneys' (if < unreduplicated *h2r-en-). The oldest
reconstructible term for 'kidney' in PIE.

*(hl)negWJ1r6s 'kidney'. [lEW 319 (*neffh-ro-s); Wat 44
(*negWh-ro-)}. ON nyra 'kidney', ME' nere 'kidney', OHG
niora 'kidney', Grk ve'PPOC; 'kidneys'. Cf. the derivative Lat
(Praenestine) nefrones'testicles' (because of their kidney-like
shape). Perhaps from *h]engW

- 'swell'. A newer word
than *h2eh2(e)r-, occupying a dialectally central position vi~

a-vis the more peripheral *h2eh2(e)r-.
See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.]

KING
*U(1J.)natks (gen *unatkos) 'leader, lord', [GI 654-655}.

Myc wa-na-ka 'king', Grk (F)ava~ 'ruler, lord, prince',
(F)aVaK'EC; (pI.) 'the Dioskouroi', (f)avaaaa 'queen', TochA
natak (pI. nacki) 'lord', nasi (pI. nassati) 'lady'. Greek has

KING

generalized the variant *l)Qnatks while Tocharian has
generalized *l)natks. Greek forms such as (f)avaK'ec;'OiOSCUrI'
without a -t- may be back-formations from the nominative
(F)ava~ « *wanakts < wanatks) and/or the feminine
(F)avaaaa « *wanacca < *wanaccL'a < *wanatkya) since the
stage *-cc- would imply a masculine *-k-. (The recessive stress
of (F)ava~ is analogical to the morphologically regular
recessive stress of (F)avaaaa and/or the recessive stress of
the vocative.) The shape of *l)natk- looks rather un-Indo
European and it may betoken an early borrowing from SOIne
unknown source. However, a root of that shape is not totally t

unprecedented (d. *h2retk- 'harm' in Av ras- 'harm' and
*h2retK-es- 'danger' [OInd rak$as- 'damage, injUry', rak$as
'demon', Av rasah- 'damage, ruin'] and *h2ftk-OS 'bear') and
thus may represent a purely IE inheritance. In any case, the
agreement of Greek and Tocharian A is certainly striking and

, argues for at least a dialectal existence of this word in late
PIE.

*h3regs - *h3reg-on- 'ruler, king'. [lEW 855-856
(*reg-s); Wat 54 (*reg-); Gl654 ( *rek-); Buck 19.32; BK 591
(*rak'-/*ldk'-)]. From *h3regs (gen. *h3regos) we have: OIr
rf (gen. rIg) 'king', Gaul -rix 'king' (in personal names), Lat
rex 'king', Av b;Jr;Jzi-raz- 'ruling in the heights', Khat kathi
raysa- '± mayor' « *'town-ruler'), rraspora- 'prince', rraysduar
'princess' « Proto-Iranian *raz(i)-puOra- and *raz(i)-dugdar
respectively), Olnd raj- 'king', sam-raj- 'overlord', adhi-raja
'overlord'. From *h3reg-on- we have: OIr rIgain (OIL rfgan)
'queen', Wels rhiain 'maiden' « Proto-Celt *nganf-), Lat regina
« *regnI-na-) 'queen', Khot rraysan- 'lord, ruler' ('king' is a
different word), rr1l)a 'queen', Olnd r~jan- 'king', raJl'if- 'queen',
sam-nijnr 'wife of an overlord', rajanya- 'royal'. Other
widespread derivatives are *h3reg-jo-m 'kingdom, power'
[IEW855-856 (*regiom)] in OIr rrge 'kingdom', Khot rasa
« *razya-) 'power, might'; Olnd rajyam 'kingdom'; *h3reg
jo-s'royal' [IEW855-856 (*regios)1 in Lat regius 'royal' and
Olnd rajya- 'royal'.

The traditional and still majority view is that in the word
for 'king' we have an agent noun derived from *h3reg- 'stretch
out the arm; direct' (d. the derived *h3regtos 'right, correct').
The traditional view is bolstered by certain of the Khotanese
forms (those for 'prince', 'princess' and 'queen') which show
the short vowel originally appropriate to the non-nominative
forms; elsewhere the long vowel of the nominative has been
generalized in this word and its derivatives.

This traditional explanation has, however, been challenged
on several grounds. Andrew Sihler found both the form (the
apparent invariant *-e-; he did not take into account the
Khotanese forms) and the semantic difficulties in deriving
the concept of 'king' from 'stretching out one's arms'
problematic. He resolved the problen1 by postulating the
existence of two separate roots, *h3reg- 'stretch out' and
*reh]g- 'be efficacious'. The latter root would, in Sihler's
opinion, also appear in Olnd 6r)- - lirjd- 'strength, nourish
ment'. Moreover, Hartmut Scharfe has suggested that we
cannot be entirely certain that Olnd dj- means 'king'; it is
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possible that this word is a feminine abstract meaning
'strength, power'. Thus whether or not this complex of words
is derived from *h3reg-, there would not, under this
hypothesis, be a direct, formal equation between Old Indic
on the one hand and Italo-Celtic on the other thus throwing
the existence of a PIE 'king' into further doubt.

However, neither of these "revisionist" hypotheses is really
compelling. If OInd drj- were really a zero-grade *rhlg-, we
might expect *Irj- instead, while the actual Orj- is explained
if we reconstruct *l,ghlg- and compare 50gd wrzyw'haughty'
« *'swollen') and, more distantly, Hit wargant- 'fat'. 50 too,
starting from *rehlg- rather than *h]reg- makes it difficult to
account for certain Iranian forms such as Khot rraspura
'prince' or the obviously related (and quite archaic) paradigm
of Av razard (gen. razdng, instrumental rasna) 'directive,
statute'. Finally, collocations such as rAt agnis CRV 6.12.1)
would certainly seem to demand a translation '± king Agni'.

The linguistic evidence is supported by certain cultural
data. Thus the complex set of Roman rituals connected with
the Rex sacrorum 'the sacred king', including the ritual of the
Equus October 'the October Horse', in which a winning
racehorse is slaughtered and cut apart, its tail brought to the
Regia, matches in their essentials the ancient Indian fite of
the asvamedha, performed at the coronation of a king. In
ancient Irish tradition also the king is symbolically wed with
a slaughtered horse. The agreement of these geographically
peripheral traditions in connecting a particular horse sacrifice
with kingship (and sharing the same designation for 'king') is
striking. It should be noted that the pre-Christian kingship
of the various IE groups involved both the secular and the
sacred monarchy. Indeed, even in situations where the
monarchy itself disappeared, as in Rome or Athens, the title
(rex and {JaGLA-Eve; respectively) and office remained in its
priestly function.

The underlying verb appears in OInd rA$O 'rules' and Lat
rego 'guide, direct; govern, administer'. Together these suggest
a PIE paradigm (3rd. sg.) *hJregti, (3rd. pI.) *h3remti (cL
the derivative 'statute, directive' *hJregr, gen. *hJregI)s,
preserved in Avestan). It is possible that this *hJreg- is distinct
from *hJreg- 'stretch out the arm'. (In which case we should
reconstruct *(hxJreg- for '·king'.) The latter is generally
explained by the practice observed in various IE traditions
where the priest lays out the sacred precinct (the extended
arms employed either to layout the lines straight or used as a
unit of measurement [cf. NE span]). Alternatively, the former
root is also quite plausible as there seems to be no reason not
to see 'direct, rule' as a metaphorical extension (of PIE age) of
'stretch out the arm'.

*haensus (gen. *hal)S6us) 'god, spirit; vital force' < '?king'.
[lEW 48 (*ansu-); GI 653; BK 369 (*an-ah-/*;Jn-an-)]. ON
055 'god' (gen. asir, nom. pI. cesir), OE oS (gen. pI. esa) 'god',
Goth (as reported by Jordanes) anses 'half-gods', Av auhu
'lord, overlord; life (period) of eXistence', ahura
« *haVsu-ro-) 'god, lord', Ahura-mazda- (the highest of gods),
Olnd asu- 'powerful spirit', asura- 'divine, mighty; god, lord'

(also a designation for a particular class of gods). Sometimes
put here is Venetic ahsu-, supposedly 'idol'. However, it does
not exist, having been "created" by wrongly putting two
fragmentary inscriptions together which do not belong 'Nith
one another.

Further connections are a matter of controversy. This
*haensus has long been thought to be related to *haen(hl.)
'breathe' (and thus might mean 'spirit' or 'inspirator' or the
like). Probably the most widely accepted hypothesis, on the
other hand, is that which sees this set related to Hit hassu
'king', hass- 'procreate, give birth; engender, bear', hassa
'progeny', and TochB as- 'produce', all from *haens- 'engender'.
(Luvian hamsa/i- 'grandchild' is also often taken as related to
Hit hass-; if so, it is evidence for an original *h2cms-.) The
original meaning under this hypothesis would be preserved
in Anatolian and Tocharian, while the semantic development
of Hit hassu- would be similar to that seen in the relationship
of NE kin and king. The development of 'spirit, god' in the
rest of Proto-Indo-European would reflect the creative powers
inherent in the gods-as when Odinn, embodying the creative
power of the JEsir, blows the spirit of life into the prehuman
logs, Askr and Embla. (Though adinn's action could also be
taken as mythological support of a relationship with
*haen(h]J- 'breathe' as well.) In a variation of this hypothesis,
GI take the semantic development of *haensus to be
'procreator' > 'ruler' > 'god' (the last step paralleling the history
ofMyc wa-na-ka 'king', Grk (fJava~, but classical Grk 'divine
king' or even the history of lord in NE). Finally C. Watkins
has connected the Indo-Iranian and Gennanic words with
Hit hassu- but separated the latter from hass- 'give birth'. He
takes *h2ensus then to be an agent noun from a putative
*hiens- 'hold, control' (the agent noun would, outside of
Anatolian, have undergone a shift from 'ruler' > 'god'). In his
view *h2ensuswould be further connected with *h2cnsijeha
'reins'. (Under this hypothesis *h2ens- 'hold, control', though
nowhere attested as such as a verb, might be an enlargement
of *h2em- 'hold', with assimilation of *-m-s to *-n-s, seen in
Lat ampla 'handle', OInd amatra- '(drinking) vessel', and
otherwise extended as *h2em-hx- in OInd amiti 'grasps,
swears', Grk OJiVUf1l'swear'.)

See also GoD; lEADER; MAsTER, MISTRESS. [D.Q.A.l
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KING AND VIRGIN THEME
Indic, Roman, Scandinavian and Celtic mytholo'gy contain

stories in which the well-being and succession of a king
depends on the assistance of a virgin.

Celtic
Celtic mythology has several versions of this theme, but

'they are presented far less straightforwardly than in other
traditions. In the fourth branch of the Ma binogi, Math the
king of Gwynedd needed a virgin to hold his feet in her lap in
time of peace. When his usual footholder was disqualified
from her position after she was raped by his nephew, his niece
Aranrhod offered herself for the position. When her claim to
virginity was tested, however, she gave birth to two children,
one of whom (Dylan, a sea god) plunged into the sea and
swam away, while the other, still in an embryonic stage, was
preserved in a chest by his uncle Gwydion until the proper
time for birth. Despite many hindrances from his mother, the
child grew up to become LIeu Llaw Gyffes, succeeding Math
as the ruler of Gwynedd. Here the IE elements are distorted:
the "virgin" aided the king against her will and only two sons
were born in a triple birth process, but still the Virgin
supported the king against his bad heirs and the succession
was preserved since the Celtic tradition passed sovereignty
through the king's sister's son.

Irish tradition too is confusing, being both distorted and
multiplied. In the Cath Boinde, Eochaid, the high king of
Meath, is challenged by his four sons, a set of triplets named
Nar 'Modesty', Bres 'Tumult', and [orhar '(Feeding) Trough' ,
and a fourth son, Conall. The night before they were to fight
him, the sons committed incest with their sister, resulting in
a child named Lugaid Three Red Stripes. Apparently weakened
by this sin, the triplets are killed by their father and the fourth
son is banned from the succession. In other versions, the sister
is shown to be deliberately inviting her brothers to commit
incest in order to aid her father by weakening their. virtue.
Again we see the IE motifs: the sons of the king threatening
his welfare, the good daughter coming to his aid by means of
three acts of sexual intercourse, and the resultant birth of a
grandson who can continue the kings bloodline on the throne.
To make the tripartite nature of this grandchild clear, the three
red stripes for which he is named are actually two lines
dividing his body into three parts, each of which resembles
one of his sires, and by extension represents the virtues of the
three functions: a virtuous mind, ferocity in battle, and
generosity.

Latin
In the Roman version, the virgin was Rhea Silvia, who was

made a Vestal Virgin by her usurping uncle so that her father,

KING AND VIRGIN THEME

King Numitor, would have no direct descendants. However,
she was impregnated by Mars, producing the twins Romulus
and Remus, who grew up to overthrow their great-uncle and
restore their grandfather's throne. Romulus represented
warrior courage as the son of Mars, and was also the protege
ofjopiter; deified after his death, he became QuirInus, patron
of men in their peacetime role as producers of offspring and
society. In this way, by embracing the three social aspects of
IE society (priestly, warrior and herder-cultivator), Romulus
fulfills the tripartite function by himself, with Remus adding
the element of sacrifice in his own person.

The forms of Roman religion designed to support and aid
the king, with their reliance on the service of virgins, continued
even after Rome became a republic. The Flaminica Dialis, the
wife of the high priest, took care of the cult of Jupiter, while
the Salian Virgins and the Vestal Virgins looked after the cults
'ofMars and Ops respectively, ensuring military readiness and
a store of food on behalf of the king, to whom they had
reported annually.

Germanic
In Norse mythology we again find a Virgin ensuring the

well-being of the king by bearing sons, and a number of
maidens assisting the three functions of the deities. In the
Prose Edda, Gefjun, a virgin goddess, was sent by Odinn to
ask for land when he first arrived in Scandinavia. When Gylfi,
the king of Sweden, offered her as much as four oxen could
plough in twenty-four hours, she went to the Giants to be
impregnated, bore four sons, turned them into oxen, and
ploughed the island now known as Zealand for Odinn's
benefit. aoinn was also served by the Valkyries, warrior
maidens, and less directly by Fulla, whose name means
'plenty', a handmaiden and friend to adinn's wife Frigg. Here
again we see the virgin aiding King Odinn, as a harvest supplier
in Fulla, as a group of battle maidens, the Valkyries, and,
through Gefjun as the physical means by which the
sovereignty is established.

Indic
In the Indic story (Mahabarata 5), King Yayati offers his

virgin daughter MadhavI to aid a brahman who needs eight
hundred moon-white horses with one black ear to give to his
former teacher. The brahman is to give this desirable woman,
whose virginity is renewable and who is destined to be the
mother of four kings, to a childless ruler in return for the
horses. Since no king has enough horses, MadhavI spends
one night with each of three kings in return for two hundred
horses apiece, and bears each king a son. To make up for the
last two hundred horses, she spends the night with the teacher,
bearing him a son as well. Finally MadhaV'l retires to the forest
in the form of a doe. The four sons represent the tripartite
virtues: generosity (the virtue of the herder-cultivator estate
or function), courage (the warrior function), truth and sacrifice
(the two aspects of the first, judicial and priestly, function).
They eventually save their grandfather Yayati from
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posthumous disgrace by sharing with him the virtues they
represent so that he may re-enter heaven.

Patterns
From all of these indications we may posit an IE myth in

which a king whose well-being is threatened by his
unsatisfactory sons is saved through the offspring of a virgin
daughter. The virginity is clearly not a physical attribute, but
symbolizes a woman who has no loyalties to any man other
than her father; to further emphasize this, the offspring is
begotten not by a husband or potential mate but through
incest, virtual prostitution, or divine intervention. The child
she produces is also loyal only to his royal grandfather, and is
able to utilize his tripartite virtues to benefit the king directly
or indirectly

See also HORSE GoDDESS. [L.j.H.J
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KINGSHIP IN HEAVEN see ANCESTOR GOD

KINSHIP
Kinship terminology reflects the social structures that are

imposed upon human society by birth, both natural and
fictitious, and marriage' alliances. The former relationship
produces a series of consanguineous terms, e.g., 'father',
'mother', 'son', 'daughter', 'brother', 'sister'; the latter a series
of affinal terms, e.g., 'husband', 'Wife', 'husband's father'.
Further distinctions can be made between terms of address,
those used only when speaking to the kinsman, and terms of
reference, those used when speaking about the kinsman to
others. In some kinship systems these are quite sharply
distinguished, and a term like English dad could never be
used interchangeably with my father. Another important
distinction that is sometimes made is that of age grades, in
which different terms are used of kinsmen, chiefly brothers
and sisters, in reference to whether they are younger or older
than the speaker. Taking all of these into consideration, a
great variety of systems for referring to kinsmen is possible.

Nevertheless, human kinship systems do occur in a limited
number of basic varieties, which, like all human institutions
and customs, are subject to change and development over
the course of time. There are basically six possible kinship
systems which comprise almost all examples in the ethno
graphic record, though it must be kept in mind that none of
these systems is monolithic but rather each is a congeries of
subsystems sharing certain system-defining tendencies (e.g.,
"Omaha tendencies", "Hawaiian tendencies"). One of the
frequent goals of IE research has been the reconstruction of
the PIE kinship system and its assignment to one of the six
primary kinship types. The difficulties involved in such a task

are numerous since kinship systems change through time and
hence the referent to any particular term may remain stable
or may change from one stock to another over time. Moreover,
the very evolution of kinship systems may require the
replacement or extension of terms beyond their "original"
semantic range. Finally, there are few areas of IE reconstruction
where arguments for negative evidence, Le., the absence of
specific terms for kinship positions, may be quite tempting
since the distinctions between some of the various types
requires the absence of certain kinship terms.

Before examining the basic kinship systems recognized in
the ethnographic literature, the so-called "Patriarchal" systetn,
formerly quite popular in handbooks of IE studies, requires
some discussion. The term "Patriarchal" is made not with
reference to any specific kinship system but is founded on
the general observation that while terms for consanguineal
and affinal relationships can be reconstructed from the
husband's viewpoint, there are supposedly no corresponding
terms from the point of view of the wife. It was, therefore,
imagined that when a woman married within "PIE society",
she moved not only into the household but also the kinship
reckoning of her husband. She possessed terms for his family
but he lacked the corresponding terms for the in-laws on his
wife's side, e.g., 'wife's father', 'wife's mother', 'wife's sister',
or, as seen from the viewpoint of the son, there were no words
for 'mother's brother' or any of the other relations on his
mother's side. This argument was founded not only on what
appeared to be the distribution of cognate terms among the
IE stocks but also the presumption that because there is solid
evidence that PIE was virilocal, i.e., that the woman went to
live in the house of the husband (or his family) rather than
that of her (father's) family, and that inheritance appeared to
be through the male line, then the kinship terminology should
also reflect this exclusively male "bias" and one would not
expect, therefore, that the husband/son would possess words
for his wife's/mother's family

There are two arguments against the case for reconstructing
a "Patriarchal" kinship system to PIE. The first is based on
ethnographic observation that the putative system
reconstructed to the proto-language of the Indo-Europeans
has never been encountered in the ethnographic record. While
societies may invest almost all power in male family heads
and where post-marital residence is invariably with the male
and/or his family, terms for the wife's relations, seen from the
viewpoint of the husband, are still universally encountered.
The second argument is empirical and rests with terms such
as *mehatruha- 'mother's sister', *sl)elijon- - *s~lelihxon- 'wife's
sister's husband' and *g(e)m(hx)ros 'sister's husband, son-in
law' which indicate some antiquity for words referring to the
mother's or wife's kingroup.

The Proto-Indo-European Kinship System

Among the kinship systems commonly recognized by
ethnologists, the first to be considered is the Eskimo system
which is most familiar to English speakers since it is the one
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Basic Kinship Systems and Nomenclature

Kin Type Eskimo Hawaiian Sudanese Iroquois Crow Omaha PIE

FaFa GrFa GrFa FaFa FaFa FaFa FaFa ?*h2euh2os
FaMo GrMo GrMo FaMo FaMo FaMo FaMo *h2en-
MoFa GrFa GrFa MoFa MoFa MoFa MoFa ?*h2cuh20S
MoMo GrMo GrMo MoMo MoMo MoMo MoMo *h2euh2-iha
Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa Fa *PQater
FaBr Uncle Fa FaBr Fa Fa Fa ?*pQatru(lJ)os
FaSi Aunt Mo FaSi FaSi FaSi FaSi ??
Mo Mo Mo Mo Mo Mo Mo *mehater
MoSi Aunt Mo MoSi .Mo Mo Mo *mehatruha-
MoBr Uncle Fa MoBr MoBr MoBr MoBr ?*h2euh2-
Br Br Br Br Br Br Br *bhrehater-
FaBrSo Cousin Br FaBrSo Br Br Br ??*bhrehater-
FaBrDa Cousin Si FaBrDa Si . Si Si .?*slJcs6r
FaSiSo Cousin Br FaSiSo FaSiSo Fa Ne ?
FaSiDa Cousin Si FaSiDa FaSiDa FaSi Ni ?
Si Si Si Si Si Si Si *slJcsor
MoSiSo Cousin Br MoSiSo Br Br Br ??*bhrehater-
MoSiDa Cousin Si MoSiDa Si Si Si ?
MoBrSo Cousin Br MoBrSo MoBrSo So MoBr ?
MoBrDa Cousin Si MoBrDa MoBrDa Da Mo ?

they employ themselves. Here the primary emphasis is on
the members of ego's family and no distinction, other than
sex and generation, is made between the names of the other
relations, i.e., no distinction is made as to whose side one's
aunt, uncle, or cousins are on. In terms of the naming of
aunts and uncle this is termed a lineal system as ego classifies
only members of the nuclear family as lineal relatives and all
non-lineal relatives (aunts, uncles) are regarded as equally
related to ego without respect to which side the relationship
is derived. There is also a term for cousin. This is clearly not
the system we reconstruct for most early IE groups since here
lexical distinctions are often made between patrilineal and
matrilineal kin. Also, there is some evidence for skewing
generations, e.g., where 'brother' may be applied to ego's own
brother and to the son of his father's brother. The absence of
any reconstructible word for 'cousin' is also not in support of
the Eskimo system.

The Hawaiian type fails to distinguish siblings from any
cousins and uses one label for all, e.g., the word for 'brother'
might be extended not only to one's biological brother but
also to all the sons of one's aunts and uncles. In terms of
aunts and uncles, this system is termed generational since
the only distinctions made appears to be between generations
and, other than sex, no distinctions are made within
generations. This system cannot accord with the reconstructed
evidence for PIE since here we find distinctions between
paternal ('father', 'father's brother') and maternal ('mother' and
'mother's sister') relations and nowhere is there evidence that

the term for 'brother' or 'sister' can be extended to all males
or females of the same generation although 'brother' and 'sister'
may have been extended to the children of 'father's brother'.

The Descriptive or Sudanese type is the exact converse of
the Hawaiian and has specific labels to distinguish siblings
from cousins and each type of cousin from each other. In
terms of its naming of aunts and uncles, the Sudanese system
is termed bifurcate-collateral. This is because the collateral
relations are bifurcated (i.e., split, distinguished) from both
the lineal relations and each other. One would expect then
that the son and daughter of father's. brother would be
distinguis:ted from the son and daughter of father's sister, etc.
The terms used for these relations may be descriptive, i.e.,
terms such as OIr brachair machar 'mother's brother' rather
than a single unanalyzable word.

One of the founders of the study of kinship systems, Lewis
Henry Morgan, argued that the IE kinship system was
Descriptive, i.e., PIE was believed to possess single word tenns
only for the most basic concepts, e.g., fat~er, mother, brother,
sister, son, daughter, husband and wife, and all other kinship
terms were compounds of these basic "units". This theory
was dismissed by Frank Wordick in his study of IE kinship
who cited counter examples of such terms as *PQatru(l))jos
'father's brother' (although this word is clearly of some
antiquity in the center and east of the IE world, it is not
certainly ascribed to PIE). More recently, Heinrich Hetterich
has argued that the reconstructed PIE kinship system does
come closest to the Descriptive type. His argument rests on a
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rejection of the major alternative system, the Omaha type,
where one might expect skewing of generations in kinship
terms (e.g., *h2euh2os as both the 'grandfather' and 'mother's
·brother'). Hetterich observes that as we are unable to
reconstruct the terms for cousins in PIE and that this is the
area which would offer the most diagnostic evidence for
assigning PIE kinship to a particular type, we are unable to
assign it with certainty to any of the classic kinship types
known from ethnography The absence of special terms for
the various cousins, he argues, is best explained by the
assumption that PIE society did not possess such terms rather
than that they had lost them without a trace. Instead, where
we might expect to find names for various kinship positions
outside the nuclear family, we generally find descriptive
formations in the daughter languages, e.g., Lat fratris filius
'brother's son' (instead of 'nephew') or OIr siur athar 'father's
sister' or suffixal derivations, e.g., *bhrehatrujos 'brother's son',
*mehatruha- 'mother's sister'. Such a system most closely
accords with that of the Sudanese or Descriptive type. The
problem with this conclusion is that it is not entirely
demanded by the lack of evidence for cousin terms since these
could also be filled by existing terms ('brother', 'sister', 'son',
'daughter', etc.) as indeed is the case in the Crow and Omaha
types (and to a lesser extent in the Iroquois).

The Iroquois (or Dravidian, although distinctions are made
between these two) system has a cousin term for cross cousins
(father's sister's children and mother's brother's children) only,
but does not distinguish parallel cousins (father's brother's
children and mothers sisters children) from siblings. In terms
of the aunts and uncles, this system is described as bifurcate
merging in that some of the terms for uncles and aunts are
merged with those of the parents, e.g., the same word may be
employed for both father and for father's brother (and, by
extension, for one's own siblings and those of one's paternal
uncle). The Iroquois type is widespread and is the principal
type of bifurcate merging system in the ethnographic record.
The evidence from the reconstructed PIE vocabulary finds
the term for the 'fathers brother' formed descriptively from
that of the 'father', e.g., *PtJa t[U (lJ)jos, but by no means
identical with it (nor can we presume that this term extended
back to PIE although it obviously enjoyed antiquity in the
center and east of the IE world). While it cannot be certainly
determined, *bhrehater- was arguably extended to cousins
such as the son of father's brother.

The Crow and Omaha types, both bifurcate-merging
systems, also equate parallel cousins with siblings but have
no special terms for cross cousins. In the Crow type, the father's
sister's children are regarded as the corresponding patrilateral
aunts and uncles (father's sister and brother), while the
mother's brothers children are regarded as brother's son and
brother's daughter. Omaha, the mirror image of this system,
equates father's sister's children with sister's children and
mother's brother's children with mother and her brother.

The Crow system is easily excluded as accommodating the
evidence for PIE kinship in that it is a matrilineal system and

almost all historical evidence of the early Indo-Europeans
would suggest a patrilineal descent system. In any event,
characteristic features of the Crow system such as applying
the same word for ego's father also to father's brother and to
father's sisters son ('cousin') and even fathers sister's daughters
son ('nephew') because they are all males of mothers husband's
descent group finds no correspondence with the lexical
evidence of the reconstructed PIE kinship system.

Currently, one of the most widely accepted hypotheses is
that the PIE kinship system was of the Omaha type, the
patrilineal version of the Crow system. Although none of the
recorded societies employ a complete Omaha system,
supporters argue that only the Omaha system explains a
number of terminological anomalies found in the surviving
kinship terms. These include a number of terms that merge
generations under common terms, e.g., the same term
( *h2euh2os) is employed both for 'grandfather' and 'mother's
brother' which is then reciprocated by the use of the same
term (*nepots) for both ego's 'grandson' and ego's 'sister's son',
Another merging is argued to occur between the term for
(*slJesor) 'sister' and a 'woman's brothers daughter'. We also
find the lack of a reconstructible unitary term for 'cousin'.
The typical society that employs Omaha kinship terms is
patrilineal and exogamous. These conclusions are supported
by the analysis of terms for 'marry', which indicate that Indo
European marriage was exogamous and virilocal.

The ascription of the PIE kinship terms to the Omaha
system is, however, also difficult to demonstrate since every
line of diagnostic evidence is liable to challenge or there is no
reconstructible term for a diagnostic category. While
*h2euh2oS unquestionably did designate the 'grandfather' in
PIE, it is much more difficult to prove that it also was applied
to 'mother's brother' although a derivative of *h2euh2os was
widely employed in forming this term in different IE stocks.
In the case of *nepots, the word unquestionably designates
the 'grandson' but its assignment to the 'sister's son' is seen to
be late in some IE stocks (e.g., Latin) and critics of assigning
PIE to the Omaha system argue that it did not take in this
extended meaning until after the collapse of PIE "unity".
Finally, the extension of *slJesor beyond 'sister' to 'brother's
daughter' is rarely found in the IE stocks and cannot be solidly
ascribed to PIE.

On the basis of this review, we can exclude certain kinship
types from consideration (Eskimo, Hawaiian, Crow) on the
grounds that the categories predicted by such kinship systems
are clearly filled differently in the reconstructed PIE system.
The other three types (Descriptive, Iroquois, and Omaha) do
not fail so much on the basis of positive evidence providing
an incongruity between the reconstructed PIE system and
the ideal ethnographic types but rather because the linguistic
evidence is either lacking, indeterminate or weak for those
categories that are most diagnostic.

Kinship categories are at best ideal constructs which, in
the ethnographic record, are seldom filled out precisely
according to the canonical model. Moreover, there is a
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considerable amount of evidence that speakers of the same
language may not even share the same kinship terms or
terminological system. The temporal distance between PIE
and the attestation of many of the IE languages has clearly
obscured the precise nature of the PIE kinship system. There
do seem to be elements of generational skewing that. are easiest
explained by assuming that either some IE languages had
either once possessed them or were making the transition
towards an Omaha kinship system. But it is another thing
altogether to attribute the Omaha or any other kinship system
to PIE.

See also AGE SET; AUNT; BROTHER; BROTHER-IN-LAW; CHILD;

COUSIN; DAUGHTER; DAUGHTER-IN-LAw; DEGREES OF DESCENT;

DESCENDANT; FAMILY; FATHER; FATHER-IN-lAW; FREEMAN; FRIEND;

GRANDDAUGHTER; GRANDFATHER; GRANDMOTHER; GRANDSON;

HOUSE; KINSMAN; LINEAGE; MAN; MArouAGE; MAsTER; MOTHER;

MOTHER-IN-LAw; NEPHEW; NIECE; SISTER; SISTER-IN-LAW; SON;

SON-IN-LAw; UNCLE; WIDOW; WIFE. [M.E.H.,].PM.]
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KINSMAN

*pljatrous (gen. *pljatTWJ6s) 'paternal kinsman,
(particularly) paternal uncle'. [IEW829 (*pdtrul)jO-s); GI669
(*phljthruwio-); Buck 2.51; Szem 11; Wordick 124-1251
Lat patmus (if < *pbatru-o-s rather than *pbatru-jo-s) 'father's
brother', Grk TCarpmc; 'paternal kinsman; fathers father; father's
brother'. Cf. the further derived *p(haJtm(l))-jo-s 'paternal,
pertaining to the patemalline': Lat patmus (if < *pbtru-jo-s
rather than *pbatru-o-s) 'father's brother', Lith stnJjus
'grandfather, old man', strujus 'fathers brother; mother's sisters
husband', OCS stryjI 'father's brother', ORus stryjI - strap
'father's brother', Rus stroj 'father's brother', Grk narpvroc;
'step-father', Arm yawray 'step-father', Av tlJirya- 'father's
brother', Oind pit[VJa- 'father's brother'. The semantic specifi-

KITE

cation of Greek and Armenian, on the one hand, and Balto
Slavic and Indo-lranian~ on the other hand, are possibly
independent but both may reflect late PIE dialectal develop
ments. Alternatively, the possibility that the same word might
me~n 'father's brother' and 'step-father' might argue for the
existence in PIE society of the levirate where a brother (i.e.,
'father's brother') would marry the wife of his deceased brother
to become ego's step-father. Among IE groups, some remnants
of this custom are recorded in the Law of Gortyn for Greeks
and survived among the Albanians until after World War Il

j

The phonologically difficult initial cluster *ptr- was simplified
by the loss of *p- in Iranian and by the change of the latter to
*s- in Balta-Slavic. The forms in the other languages reflect
*pbatr-. The Germanic forms such as OE f(£dera 'father's
brother', Fris federia 'father's brother', and OHG fatureo
.'father's brother' are derivatives of the semantically similar
*pbatr-jo-s 'paternal'.

*mehatTouS (gen. *mehatruU6s) 'maternal kinsman,
(particularly) maternal uncle'. ref. IEW701 (*matml)ia); Wat
39 (*mater-); Buck 2.52]. Grk j.l17rpmc; 'maternal kinsman;
maternal uncle'. While attested as such only in Greek, the
further derivative *mehatru(l))-jo-s 'maternal; pertaining to
the matemalline' is found more widely: OE modrige 'mother's
sister', Fris modire 'mother's sister' (Gmc < *mehatrujehan-) ,
Grk J.111rpvra 'step-mother', Arm mawru 'step-mother;
mother-in-law'. As in the case of the previous entry, the differ
ing semantic developments seen in Germanic, on the one
hand, and Greek and Armenian, on the other, may be of late,
dialectal IE age. Or, again as with the preceding word, the
combination of 'mother's sister' and 'step-mother' might be
seen as giving evidence for the sororate, whereby a man may
marry two or more sisters successively, often after the death
of the first wife. Thus a second wife, a 'step-mother', might
be ego's own mother's sister.

Both this word and the previous one show an extremely
rare extension of a noun in *-ter- by a u-stem and a particularly
archaic u-stem formation with a nominative singular in *

ous. This formation is found only (rarely) in Greek, Avestan,
and Hittite. That a noun with this particular morphological
shape should be formed after PIE unity had broken up is
most unlikely

See also AUNT; UNCLE. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.]

KISS
*kus- 'kiss'. [lEW 626 (*ku- - *kus-); Wat 33 (*kus-);

Buck 16.29]. ON kyssa 'kiss', OE cyssan 'kiss' (> NE kiss),
OHG kussen 'kiss', Grk KlJvEm'kiss', Hit kuwaszi'kisses'. The
initial *k- in Germanic is problematic; possibly it was retained
for sound-symbolic reasons. The phonological problem
indicates the need for caution in reconstructing this to PIE.

See also LOVE. [M.N.]

KITE
*ghi- - *Kjei- 'bird of prey, kite?'. lIEW 541 (*kje-); GI

457 (*J(hye_)]. Grk h(TZVOc; 'kite', Arm c'in 'kite'. The Greek-
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KITE

Armenian isogloss is the only secure cognate between two
stocks although Av saena- 'eagle' and OInd syena- 'eagle,
falcon' are also sometimes included. Armenian also employs
urur from an early period, and this word might be related to
the Arm oror'gull' « *h]or-nis). Neither the Lat milvus nor
the Olnd sakl1ni- are demonstrably IE.

See also BIRDS; EAGLE; FALCON. U.A.C.G.J

KNEE
*g6nu (gen. *genus) 'knee'. [IEW380-381 (*genu-); Wat

19 (*genu-); GI 688 (*k'enu-); Buck 4.36). OIr glan «
*gluhxni-< *gnu-hx-ni-) 'knee', Latgena 'knee', ON kne'knee,
limb', OE cneo(w) 'knee' (> NE knee), OHG knio - chniu
'knee', Goth kniu 'knee' (Gmc < *gnel)o-), Alb gju « *gluno
<*gnu-no-) 'knee', Grk rovv 'knee' (d. also rwvia [< pre
Greek *gonwia] 'corner, angle'), Arm cunr 'knee', Hit genu
'knee', Av inu- 'knee', OIndjiinu 'knee', TocM kanwern (dual)
'knees', TochB keni(ne) (duaD 'knees'. Pan-IE in distribution,
wanting only in Balta-Slavic. Most probably related to *genu
'chin, jaw', both being sharply angled parts of the body Clearly
of PIE status. Words for the 'knee' were often used
euphemistically for the genitals.

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.]

KNIFE
*ueben- 'cutting weapon, knife'. [Wat 76 (*wepnam); VW

596-597]. ON vapn 'weapon:, OE w:Ppn 'weapon' (> NE
weapon), Goth (pI.) wepna 'weapons' (Gmc < *l)eb-no-),
TochAB yepe (A is borrowed from B) « *l)eb-en-) '[cutting]
weapon, knife'. Though found in only two stocks, this word
has no known root connections and must be at least late PIE
in date. The underlying semantics here are vague in the
extreme. The ON vapn was a generic term and in one text
specifies ax, sword, spear, and types of halberd. The Old
English word means 'weapon, sword' but can also be extended
to mean 'penis' which certainly suggests a thrusting weapon.
The Gothic word translates Grk o1CAa 'arms'. Only in
Tocharian do we have a more specific meaning 'knife'.

?*Kos-trom - *Jios-dhrom 'cutting instrument, knife'. [lEW
586 (*kes-lro-m); Wat 30 (*kes-); Buck 9.23; BK 243
(*k[h Jas-I*k{h jdS-)]. Lat castro 'prune, cut, castrate' (a de
nominative verb from *castrum 'cutting instrument' with not
well-explained *-a-), Alb thader « *kos-dhrom) 'a type of
adze', Olnd sastra- 'knife, dagger'. From *kes- 'cut' + the
instrumental suffix *-tram or *-dhrom. It is possible that these
are independent creations in the stocks which show them.

?*kert- 'knife'. [lEW 941 (*(s)ker-); cf. Wat 59-60
(*sker-); Buck 9.23; BK 246 (*k[hjar-l*k[hj;Jr-»). Av kar;Jti
'knife', Olnd k[ti- 'knife', TochB kertle 'sword'. From *(s)ker
'cut'. Since there remains the very real possibility that the
Tocharian B word is borrowed from Iranian, the IE status of
this word is quite doubtful.

?*kjter'knife' (i.e., "cutter"). [IEW923-926 (*(s)kd-); Wat
59 (*ske1-)~ Buck 9.23]. Lat culter '(butcher's) knife', Oind
kuthara- 'ax'. From *(s)kel- 'cut'. If the lndic word belongs

with the Latin it is because it shows a Middle Indic phono
logical development of expected -r-. Such a development is
by no means impossible but it has also been suggested that
the Indic word is a borrowing from some Dravidian source.
In short, a possible but by no means certain PIE word.

By the earliest historical attestations of the various 1Estocks
knives were made of bronze or iron; however, across Eurasia
there were stone equivalents at least since the Neolithic. At
that time long blades fashioned of flint or some other suitable
stone were fixed within a wooden haft. Despite the weak
lexical evidence, it is impossible to imagine that the earliest
IE speakers did not possess 'knives' of some sort, either stone
or copper.

See also CUT; RAzOR; SWORD; TOOL [D.Q.A.l

KNOTl

*ned-'knot'. [lEW 758-759 (*ned-); Wat 44 (*ned-); d.
GI 224 (*not'-); Buck 9.192; BK 559 ( *na(Y-/*n;Jt"'-)]. Olr
naiscid 'binds', naidm(m) 'bond', Lat neclo 'knot, bind' (the
shape of the Latin verb has apparently been influenced by
pectere 'comb [wool]'), nodus 'knot', nassa « *ned-teha-?)

'weel, wickertrap for fish', ON not 'net', OE nett 'net' (> NE
net), OHG nez(z)i 'net', Goth nati 'net' (perhaps also ON nest
'needle, clasp', OE nostle 'fillet, band', OHG nestila 'brooch',
nust 'connection'), Av naska- « *nad-ska-) 'bundle', Olnd
nahyati 'bind' (the apparent -dh- of the Old Indic word may
be due to crossing with the synonymous badh-). A widespread
and presumably old word in IE.

Also. probably part of this etymon are certain words for
'nettle': MIT nenaid 'nettle', OE netd 'nettle' (> NE nettle),
OHG nezzila « *nod-il-eha-) 'nettle', nazza 'nettle', Grk a8iK1]
« *lJd-ik-eha-) 'nettle'. Bast fibres, particularly those of tree
bark, were used from Mesolithic times on for the construction
of nets. It would seem that even in late PIE times, the name
for bast fibre was transferred to the nettle which has also been
used for weaving of fine soft cloth, though not apparently for
creating nets.

See also TEXTU..E. [D.Q.A., E.j.WB.l

KNOT2
*hxasgos 'knot (in wood), joint of branch with tree'. Oir

odb 'knot (in wood)', Wels oddf1knot (in wood)', Grk oaxo~

'sucker, shoot; vine-branch' (-skh- rather than expected -zg
by crossing with ,uoa"Xo~ with the same meaning), MPers 'zg
'branch', NPers azy'branch', Olnd adga- 'knot, joint~ stalk,
(stem 00 bamboo)'. Widespread and old in IE.

See also PlANTS; TREES. [D.Q.A.l

KNOW
*gneh3- 'know, be(come) acquainted with'. [lEW 376

(*gen-); Wat 23-24 (*gno-); GI 32 (*k'en-); Buck 17.17; BK
295 (*k'anY-/*k';JnY-»). The most widespread present is *gQh3
neha-: Olr ad-gnin 'recognizes', ON kunna (pres. kann) 'know,
be able to', OE CUl1nan (pres. cann) 'know, be able to' (> NE
can), OHG kunnan (pres. kan) 'know, be able to', Goth
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KOLOCHIN CULTURE
The Kolochin culture is the eastern regional element of

the Prague-Penkov-Kolochin complex of-cultures that date
from the fifth to seventh-centuries AD.•The Kolochin·culture,.
attested by about a hundred sites, was situated primarily along ~

the Dnieper drainage. S.ettlements were undefended clusters
.of small single-roomed houses~ burial was by cremation. The
culture has been variously identified as an element of the
Baltic culture on the evidence of Baltic river names in this
region or Slavic peoples shortly- before their emergence in
historical records. If the culture were indeed Baltic, and the
area ofits distribution does not seem to lead to typically Slavic
finds, then it along with its southern relations who are

kunnan (pres. kann) 'know', OPms posinna 'recognize', Lith
iin6ti 'know', Latv zinat 'know', Arm. caneay 'knew', an-can'
'unknown', Av zanaiti 'knows', OInd janaU 'knows,
recognizes', TochA knana- 'know', TochB nana- 'appear' «
*'come to be known')~ almost as widespread are presents in
*-sKeJO- though they may all be independent creations: lat
(g)nosco 'know', Lith pa-iistu 'recognize','Alb njoh 'know',
Grk ytyvroCJ'1(CO 'know', OPers xsnasatiy 'should know'~

different yet. is Hit ganeszi « *gneh]-s-ti) 'recognizes'; the
original aorist was *(hle)gneh3c 'knew; came to know'.
Practically universal in IE and surely old. Cf. the following
widespread derivatives: (1) *gneh]cis 'knowledge' in Lat nocio
'a becoming acquainted, investigation; conception', Rus zhaCI .

'(circle 00 acquaintances', Grk yvW<Tt£" 'knowledge', 01nd pra
jiiati- 'knowledge'~ (2) *gneh3ter'one who knows' in Lat notor
'knowee, Grk YVCO(J'r17P 'knower', Av inatar- 'knower', Olnd
jtiatar- 'knower'; (3) *gneh3t6s 'known' in aIr gnath 'used
to, known', Lat notus 'known', Grk yvoJ'rO£" 'known', 01nd
jiiata- 'known'.

·ueid- 'see, know (as a fact)' (perf. ·u6ide). [lEW 1125
1126 (*u(e)di-[sic]); Wat 74 (*weid-); GI 734 ("'w(ojit'-);
Buck 17.17]. 0 lr ro-fetar 'knows', Wels gwydd- 'know', Lat
video 'see', ON vita (pres. 'veit) '~ow', OE witan (pres. wat)
'know' (> NE wit), OHG wizzan (pres. weiz) 'know', Goth
witan (pres. wait) 'know', OPms waidimai 'know', Lith
veizdmi 'see', DeS vedeti (pres. vede; 'know', Grk olDa 'know',
Anngitem « *uoid-) 'know',Av vae8a'know(s), see(s)', OInd
veda 'know(s)'. This is the classic example of the PIE perfect,
whose basic meaning was to denote the result of an action,
which became reinterpreted as a present: In this case 'have
seen' could be taken as 'know'. Though absent in Hittite (and
as a verb in TochariaI).), this verb is extremely widespread
and clearly old in IE. Cf. the widespread derivatives 0):
*l,Jidmen- 'knowledge': Grk rDJ.LWV « *veidmon- 'having
knowledge') 'skilled', Olnd vidman- 'wisdom', TochB ime
'consciousness, awareness~ thought'~ (2) *l)eides- 'what is seen,
appearance': MIr Dad 'face to face', Wels yngwydd 'face 'to
face', ON vIss 'certain, -wise', OE Wfs '-wise' (> NE. wise)~
OHG Wfs '-wise', Lith veidas 'face', OCS vida 'appearance',
Grk El8o~'appearance', Olnd vedas- 'knowledge'.

See also SEE. [D. Q .A.J
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Komarov b. Burial; c. Pot with "solar" decoration on base; d. Bronze dagger; e. Stone "battle-ax".

generally regarded as Slavic, might have provided an
appropriate environment for Baltic-Slavic linguistic exchanges.
See also BALTIC LANGUAGES; PENKOV CULruRE; PRAGUE CULTIJRE;

SLAVIC UNGUAGES. U.P.M.]
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KOMAROV CULTURE
Bronze Age culture dated to c 1500-1200 BC which

occupied the region along the middle Dniester. Although a
few settlements are known, e.g., Komarov with its twenty
small single-roomed houses, the culture is primarily known
from its inhumation burials, set into a timber- or stone-covered
grave and covered with "a tumulus. Flat grave burials and
crematIons are also knowri. The existence of a sun cult has
been postulated on the basis of decoration found on ceramics
and the presence of cromlechs, stone rings, around the base
of tumuli. Its origins are sought in a local development of the
Corded Ware horizon with which it shares similarities in
ceramics, metallurgical traditions and burial rite. Closely
related to the Trzciniec culture, the Komarov is generally
assigned to a phase in the evolution of the Proto-Slavs or the
Thracians.

See also SLAVIC LANGUAGES; THRAClAN LANGUAGE;

TRZCINIEC CULTURE: U.P.M.J

KURGAN TRADITION
The Kurgan Tradition is a blanket term for a series of

Copper and Bronze Age cultures of t~e Black Sea-Volga region.
As a cultural designatton, the term is primarily associated
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with the works of the late Marija Gimbutas and supporters of
her Kurgan solution to the IE· homeland problem and; .
therefore, the term "Kurgan Tradition" is often used synony
'mously with th~ earliest Indo-Europeans. In .the system
employed locally by Russian and Ukrainian archaelogists, the
Kurgan tradition or culture embraces the Khvalynsk culq.lre
of the Middle Volga, the Sredny Stog culture of'the Middle
Dnieper, the Kemi Oba, Lower Mikhaylovka and Usatovo
cultures and contemporaneous cultures of the western·steppe .
and forest-steppe region, the Novosvobodna and Maykop
cultures of the north Caucasus and the entire Yamna cultural
historical complex of the Pontic-Caspian and its regional
variants.

According to Gimbutas, the Kurgan Tradition is character-'
ized by seasonal settlements, semi-subterranean dwellings,
pastoral economy, hierarchic social structure, strongly
patriarchal familial system, aggressive warfare, burial of the
dead in a hut-like chamber beneath a tumulus (Russian
kurgan) , animal sacrifice, utilization and veneration of the
horse, use of wheeled vehicles, and worship of solar deities.
The culture is held in contrast t6 that of her "Old Europe",
the consensus of Neolithic and Copper Age cultures ofEurope,
especially evident in southe~stern Europe, before the
penetration of the Kurgan tribes. These cultures are typified
as peaceful and sedentary agriculturalists living in large villages
or townships in egalitarian and matrilineal societies with
special emphasis on female deities. .

The Kurgan Expansions
Gimbutas argued that the Kurgan culture expanded from

its homeland in the steppe and forest-steppe of the Ukraine
and south Russia carrying' With it the IE languages. This
dispersal took place over an extended period from 4500 to
2500 BC. The expansion of the Kurgan culture or, at least,
Kurgan traits, is seen eastwards in the form of related steppe
cultures such as the Afanasevo and Andronovo cultures of
the Asian steppe and forest-steppe; southwards through the
Caucasus; and westwards in a series· of three waves into
southeastern and central Europe.

The first wave (4500-4300'BC), according to Gimhutas,
begins with the development of horse domestication in the
Volga-Ural region and the subsequent e~pansion ofpastoralists .
westwards from the Kurgan ·"heartland". They achieved
domination of the steppe and forest-steppe regions of the
Ukraine, e.g., the Dnieper-Donets culture, where they emerge
as the Sredny Stog culture, They pJ.lshed further west where
their presence is indicated by Kurgan graves such as that from
Suvorovo in Moldova and Casimcea in Romania where high":
status males were buried wi~h horse-head scepters. As the
Kurgan people entered th~ Balkans they precipitated a crisis 
which saw the collapse of the local agricultural c'ommunities
who had occupied stable villages for over a millennium. These
tell sites were abandoned and new cultures such as Cernavoda
I appeared which reflected a hybrid of local agricultural
traditions mixed with. those of the steppe.

,KURGAN TRADITION

. .'

o km 500
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Kurgan The three "waves" envisaged in the UKurgan solution" to
lndo-European expansions. The first wave (I) dates to c 4400-4300
BC; wave II is dated to c 3500-3000 Be; wave lIi to c 3000 BC.

The second wave of intrusions is set to the period c 3500
BC. It sees the appearance ofhybridized Kurgan cultures from
the northwest Pontic across the Balkans. The Tripolye culture.
whose origins lay in the indigenous Balkan Neolithic, was
transformed by this time into Kurganized cultures such as
Usatovo which mixed the ceramic, metallurgical and mortuary
traditions of the Tripolye culture with those of the steppe.
This is also the period of the emergence of a CtBalkan
Danubian" complex where similarities in ceramics Chigh
handled drinking cups, etc.) and the use of (Caucasian
derived) bronzes appears across the northwest Pontic and
Balkans in the Baden, Cotofeni, Ezero and Troy cultures. ost
of these cultures also reflect the emergence of stone-built
citadels:

It is also at this time that there are major cultural changes
in central and northern Europe with the expansion of the

. Globular Amphora culture over the ~arlier territory of the
TRB culture. Gimbutas argues that this latter culture, which
marks a shift to increasing pastoralism and less permanent

. settlement, derives ultimately from influences from the
Maykop and Lower Mikhaylovka cultures of the north
Caucasus and Ukraine (hence her use of the term CtMaykop
culture" for all of these different cultures). The connections
.between the Globular Amphora and Maykop cultures, she
argties, is especially to be seen in ceranuc forms and the use
of stone in the construction of mortuary chamber .

The third wave (c 3100-2900 Be) is associated with the
.spread of the Yamna culture from the steppe and forest-steppe
of the pontic-Caspian to the Danube basin and east Balkans.

. This is the best attested of the three "waves" and is marked
by thousands of kurgans across the Balkans which have close
if not exact parallels with burials of the steppelands. Tumulus
burials spread southwards into Albania and northern Greece
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and Gimbutas credits the cultural changes between Early
Helladic II and III (c 2300-2200 BC) in Greece with the arrival
of Kurgan populations bearing IE languages to Greece.

The expansion of the Kurgan culture to western Europe is
also seen in the spread of the Beaker culture whose origins,
she argues, lay in the Vucedol culture of the Danube basin
(most would rather derive it, at least partially, from the Corded
Ware culture of the Rhineland). Similarities are cited with
reference to metal objects, burial rites, the use of solar motifs,
the presence of the domestic horse, that link the Beakers with
the Danube from whence they spread. over the western half
of Europe. Central and northern Europe were "Indo
Europeanized" by the Corded Ware culture which Gimbutas
derives from the Globular Amphora and Yamna cultures.

The Caucasus
Gimbutas also argued that Kurgan tribes penetrated the

metallurgical centers of the Caucasus. This spread is witnessed
by the close association between the steppe cultures and those
of the north Caucasus such as the Maykop culture which
exerted an influence in metallurgy, ceramics and in mortuary
ritual over a broad area of the steppe, e.g., the Kemi Oba
culture, the Lower Mikhaylovka culture. More direct
connections between the two regions, Gimbutas argued, were
to be seen in the spread of Kurgan tribes through the Caucasus
into the territory of the Kuro-Araxes culture (here marked by
the presence of tumulus burials). Some suggest that the Kuro
Araxes region provided a convenient staging area for Kurgan
expansions into eastern Anatolia which might be employed
to explain the arrival of the Anatolian linguistic stock.

Asia
Kurgan expansions east of the Volga are 'also part of the

general explanation of Indo-European dispersals. Generally,
these expansions are attributed to the period of the Yamna
culture (c 3500 BC onwards) although in the recognition that
horse domestication may have also occurred in the southern
Urals and western Kazakhstan, the origins of the Kurgan
tradition as a whole may be set to an area that included the
far west of the Asiatic steppe. If the Afanasevo culture of the
Yenisei and Altai mountains is also an offshoot of the European
steppe cultures, this too would speak for a very early (fourth
millennium BC) expansion of the Kurgan tradition eastwards.
The subsequent development of the Andronovo culture with
its strong links with European developments (Potapovka,
Sruhna culture) also speaks for a general cultural trajectory
from the European steppe eastwards that formed the staging
area for subsequent Indo-Iranian migrations.

Evaluation
There are core elements in the theory of Kurgan expansions

that are founded on generally recognized canons of
archaeological evidence and are widely accepted. The third
wave of Yamna expansions into the Balkans, for example, is
abundantly supported by thousands of burials in Romania,

Bulgaria and Hungary, and it would be difficult to deny that
there was an influx of steppe pastoralists into the Balkans at
the end of the third millennium BC. Similarly, connections
between developments in Kazakhstan and those of the
European steppe also speak for some form of cultural
trajectory emanating out of the Volga-Ural region. Where there
appears to be a spread of steppe elements or populations into
adjacent steppelands or neighboring regions, the evidence
seems fairly solid.

On the other hand, depictions of major cultural changes
beyond these regions or the attribution of new cultures to
steppe intruders becomes increasingly difficult to sustain the
further one is removed from the open grassland environment
in which the steppe cultures formed. Gimbutas' arguments
for more distant Kurgan expansions often rests on evidence
that moves from the specific comparison between (almost)
identical cultural elements to increasingly generalized and,
possibly generic comparisons. Hence the spread of Kurgan
populations west and north of Hungary, for example, is
marked not by specific similarities of mortuary ritual but by
fairly vague comparisons, e.g., tumulus burial, stone battle
axes, warfare, defensive or merely enclosed settlements, "solar"
motifs on ceramics. In almost all cases, examples of these
Kurgan "traits" can also be found in European cultures that
precede any putative Kurgan expansions. For example, the
Baalberge tumuli cover early TRB burials which are regarded
as a pre-Kurgan culture of northern and central Europe;
similarly, stone battle-axes are well known in the non
Kurganized TRB culture. Solar motifs can be clearly discerned
on early Neolithic ceramics in Italy. The evidence of warfare
can be found in the earlier Linear Ware culture (again non
Kurgan) as well as among Mesolithic populations of both the
Baltic and Dnieper-Donets regions and the presumption that
inter-societal violence was initiated in Europe by a specific
linguistic group (the Indo-Europeans) to the exclusion of all
others seems extremely unpersuasive. Such broad assertions
reflect one of the core problems of the Kurgan theory: the
presumption that major social and economic changes must
be attributed exclusively to a new ethnic component rather
than natural (e.g., climatic change) or internal processes
(environmental degradation, social evolution). The collapse
of Balkan settlement patterns at the end of the Neolithic, for
example, is laid entirely to intruders who "traumatized" local
populations.

In the face of some of Gimbutas's general arguments, critics
have assembled specific arguments to indicate the local origins
or the non-correlation between the steppe cultures and those
elsewhere in Europe. The Corded Ware culture, for example,
reflects a strict sexual polarity where males are deposited on
the right side and females on the left, a ritual observance not
encountered among the steppe pastorlists but found among
local Neolithic and Copper Age cultures of east Central
Europe. Battle-axes, often regarded as a marker of the Kurgan
culture, are conspicuous by their absence from graves of the
steppelands.
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Kuro-Araxes .b, Reconstruction of house (Kvatskhelebi);
c. Bronze dagger; d. Bronze hammer-head pin; e. Bronze ax,

Kuro-Araxes a. Distribution of the Kuro-Araxes culture.
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KURO-ARAXES CULTURE

As asingle explanatory model, the concept of an expanding
Kurgan tradition as currently pres~nted is still not robust.
enough to provide a convincing solution to the problem of
Indo-European origins. One canno~, of course, hope to follow
any single "Kurgan" marker such as the horse, tumulus burial,
or solar representations, as a direct proxy for Indo-Eur{)p~an

dispersals. Nor can Ii combination of these features (e.g.,
hillforts, warfare), when unsupported by a clear .chain of
cultural connections in a chronologically validated pattern, .
be employed to chart the process of linguistic movements.
Through its use of the concept of UKurganized" cultures, the
model of Kurgan-IE expansions does suggest the type of future
direction its supporters might take if they wish to demonstrate'
that a linguistic process, emanating from the steppelands of
the Ukraine and south Russia, eventually,embraced much of
Europe and Asia.

See also CERNAVODA CULTIJRE; £zERo CULTURE;

INDO-EUROPEAN HOMELAND; KHvAlYNSK CULTIJRE;

'MAYKOP CULTURE.; SREDNY STOG CUL1URE; TROY;

USATOVO CUlTURE; YAMNA CUlTURE. U.PM.}

KURO-ARAXES CULTURE
The Kuro-Araxes culture is the major early Bronze Age

culture centered on the southern Caucasus but with sites
extending also into the northeast Caucasus, eastern Anatolia
and northwestern Iran. It dates to c 3500-2200 Be and is
known from ·more than three-hundred sites. Its origins are
uncertain although at least one compone.nt would be the local
Eneolithic cultures of the region.

Settlements of the Kuro-Araxes culture tend to be small,
about one to two hectares· in size, although some large ones
exceed ten hectares. There is also. evidence of defensive
architecture including large stone walls surrounding a
settlement. Only one site (Kvatskhelebi) has been .excav~ted .
fully and offers evidence of about twenty-five rectangular
.houses arranged in rows~ round houses are known from the
majority of other sites.

There was a mixed agricultural economy with the raising
of cattle, and sheep/goat. Agriculture is well reflected also in
the material culture with stone quems and hundreds.of metal
sickles. The culture appears to have been an early center of
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wheeled vehicle production, and exhibits a precocious
metallurgical development which' strongly influenced
surrounding regions. Bronze tools included axes, awls, sickles
and knives; the characteristic metal weapon was the dagger
and large bronze spearheads are also known. Bronze
ornaments included pins and spiral rings. Other than pottery,
clay was also used to fashion figurines and what have been
presumed to be altars.

Burials are to be found both in fiat graves and under
kurgans (tumuli). The graves are generally inhumations on
their side (a few cremations are known) and the flat graves
may include stone cists while the kurgans may be surrounded
by a stone circle (cromlech). Both single burials and collective
graves containing what are presumed to be family groups are
encountered.

The presence of large tumulus burials in the territory of
the culture along with the appearance of rectangular dwellings
have been attributed by Marija Gimbutas to a penetration of

Kurgan tribes from the steppe. For this reason the Kuro-Araxes
culture is sometimes drawn into discussions concerning the
migrations of the Anatolian stock into their historical seats.
However, the area of the Kuro-Araxes culture and its close
cultural contacts with southwest Asian cultures support its
association with the Hurrian-Urartian family, one of the major
non-IE groups south of the Caucasus. Alternatively, some have
claimed that the Kuro-Araxes culture is best identified as
lingUistically Kartvelian (Georgian).

See also ARMENIAN lANGUAGE; KURGAN TRADITION. U.PM.)
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lACK
*deu(s)- 'be lacking'. [lEW 219 (*deu-); Wat 12 (*deu-);

Buck 4.91]. OE teorian 'faint, grow weary; fade (of colors)' (>

NE tire), Grk 8io/lal - OeVO/lal « *del,J.e/o- and *deuse/o
respectively) 'feel the want of, lack', OInd dO$a- 'crime, fault,
vice, want'. Reasonably widespread and probably old in IE.

*hleg- 'be in need, lack; be extinguished'. [lEW 290
(*eg-); Wat 16 (*eg-); BK 447 (*ak[h]-/*dk[h]_)]. Lat egeo
'need', egestas'lack' egenus « *eges-no-) 'lacking', ON ekla
'lack', OHG eko-rodo'only', Hit akilakkanzi'dies/they die' «
*hj6geiJ *hjcgI)ti 'be extinguished'), TochAB yak- 'neglect, be
careless about' (Le., < *'be lacking with regard to'). If all these
words belong together, we have evidence for a word that was
widespread and old in IE.

*menk- 'lack'. [JEW 729 (*men-); VW 289]. Lat maneus
'maimed, infinn' « *'lacking'), OHG mengen « Proto-Gmc
*mangjan) 'be without, lack, miss', mangolon 'be without,
lack, miss', MHG mane - mang 'lack', Lith metikas 'feeble,
weak; scanty; insignificant', Olnd maIiku- '± wobbly', TochAB
mank- 'be deprived of, suffer the loss of; lack (impersonal)'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*das- 'lack'. [lEW 178 (*d-es-)]. Norw (dialectal) tasa
'unravel', Hit das(u)want- 'blind', Oind dasyati 'suffers want,
becomes exhausted'. Even if the Norwegian does not belong
here, the agreement of lndic and Anatolian would seem to
assure the PIE status of this word.

See also SMAll; THIN. [D.Q.A.]

lAKE
*lokrls 'lake, water, pool, pond, cistern'. IlEW 653

(*laku-); Wat 35 (*laku-); Buck 1.33]. Oir loeh « *lo/aku)
'lake', Gaul penne-Iocos ('head of lake'), Lat lacus 'lake, cistern',

•

ON 199r 'water, lake', OE lagu (Gmc < *lakl.1-) 'water, river,
lake', OCS loky'pool', Grk llalCK"o~'pond,cistern'. The Latin
derivative lacOna 'cavity, hole, pond' has the generalized Latin
-l1no/a- and does not attest an old -uhx as in OCS loky. The
Latin and Greek fonns are difficult. If Greek had a zero-grade
*hxJk-, it should have given *aAx- (or illlC- or dllK"-); the
development of *Jk- is unknown but may well have been
llalC-. Perhaps late PIE or possibly a loanword.

*ten.QaE-- *tJ;)hag- 'shallow water?'. [lEW 1067 (*tendgos);
cf. Wat 65 (*stag-)]. Latv tigas « *tingas) 'deep spot in water',
Grk 't"ivayo~ 'shoal, shallow water'. If the two forms are
cognate, the ablaut requires a consonant stem. Lat stagnum
'standing water, pool, pond, swamp' could be from *stnagum
or *stnagnum < *stI)h2g- (after *stti- 'stand'?).

. ??*h]egherom'lake'. [JEW 291-292.( *eghero-); Wat 16
(*eghero-); Buck 1.33]. OPms assaran 'lake', Lith eieras'lake',
Latv ~zfrs 'lake', OCS jezero 'lake', Rus ozero 'lake'. These
[onns are limited to Baltic and Slavic « *eiera-) and the only
other cited cognate is Grk 'Axepmv (river of underworld),
which is quite improbable. Uncertain is the connection wlth
Lith eie 'frontier', Latv eta 'frontier', ORus jezu 'fish-pond',
Rus jaz 'fish-pond', from a root noun *h]egh-.

?*J,j.op- - *uop- - *up- 'pond'. [lEW 1149 (*~lep-); BK
392 (*nap[h ]-/*hdP{h]_)]. Lith upe 'river' (more likely from
*h2ep- 'water'), OCS vapa 'pond', RusCS vapa « *1)6pehc?;
doubtful) 'pond', Hit wappu 'riverbank', Olnd vapf « *1)6p
or *l,J.Op-) 'large pond, pool, tank'. The reconstruction is most
uncertain as all the possible cognates have been challenged.

See also FIRE IN WATER; MARsH; SPA. [R.S.PB.I

LAME see DEFECT
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LAUGH
. *kha-'laugh'. [lEW634 (*kha kha.0l. Lat cachinno'laugh',
OE ceahhettan 'laugh loudly', OHG kachazzen 'laugh loudly', .
oes chochotati 'laugh', Grk lCa(y)xa'm 'laugh loudly', Arm
xaxank 'laughter', Olnd ka(k)khati 'laughs'. Originally an
onomatopoeic formation, constantly renewed in the various
stocks that have it. Probably reflecting a PIE onomatopoeic
word.

*smei- 'smile, laugh'. [IEW967 (*(s)mei- .... *smeu-): Wat
61-62 (*.C'rnei-); Buck 16.26]. Norw smila 'laugh', ME smIlen
'smile' (> NE smile), Latv smeju 'laugh at', oes smejp 'laugh',

reason, its predecessor, the Hallstatt culture, which is found
ov.er an even broader area, is also often seen to represent the
archaeological expression of the Proto-Celts. The expansion
of the La Tene an style has also been attributed to exchange
and cultural diffusion rather than folk movements. Such an
explanation has an obvious validity in some circumstances
but is unlikely to explain the entire distribution of this culture.

See also CElnc LANGUAGES; HAusrATI CUl.1URE. U.P. .]

La Tme a. Distribution of the La Tene art style.

lARGE
*megha- 'large, great' (non-neuter *megoha,neuter *mttba

[gen. *zpgha6sD. [JEW 708-709 (*meg(h)-)~ GI 684
(*meK'H-)~ Wat 39-40 (*meg-)~ Buck 13.15~ BK 514

,(*maG-/*mdG-)]. OIr maige 'great, large', MIr mag- 'large',
Gaul Mag1o-rIx (proper name), Lat magnus 'large', ON mikill
'large', mjpk 'much', OE mice1 'large' (> NE mickle) , OHG
mihhi1 'large', Goth miki1s 'great, many', Alb madh 'large',
Grk j.1Eyat; 'large', j.1eya{pm 'envy', Arm mec 'large', mecarem
'esteem', Hit mekkis « *megha-i-) 'much, man~ numerous~

in large numbers', Av maz- 'large', OInd mahi- 'large', TocM
mak 'many', TochB maka 'many'. Widespread and old in IE.
The -a-'of Celtic, Latin, Albanian and Tocharian, as opposed
to the -e;.. of Germanic, Greek, Armenian, and Hittite (and
probably Indo-Iranian), is not easy to explain, more particular
ly as the distribution of these two vowels does not follow any
well-established dialect lines.

*mehlTos - *mohlTos'large'. [lEW 704 (*me- - *mo-)~

Wat 39 (*me-)~ Buck 12.55~ BK 422 (*ma-/*md-)]. From
*mehlros: ON m.:err'known, famous, great', m.:era 'announce,
praise', OE mtere 'known, famous, great', m~ran 'announce,
praise', OHG mati 'news, narrating~ known, famous, great',
maren 'make known', Goth mereins 'news, gospel',' merjan
'proclaim', OCS Vladi-mem (personal name); from *moh1ros:
OIr mar (DIL mar) 'large', moraid 'magnifies', Wels mawr
'more', Grk Erxe(1{-J.J.mpo~ 'mighty with a spear'. From '
*mehl(i)- 'grow'. Widespread and old at least in the west and
center of the IE world.

. See also ABUNDANT; GROW. [D.Q.AJ

IA TENE CULTIJRE
La Tene, named after a site at Lake Neuchatel, Switzerland,

refers to the major Iron Age culture of western and central
Europe c 500-1 BC. The culture, primarily identified by its
art style, coincides with the early distribution of the Celts,
and has been used to identify their movements into Ital~ the
British Isles and eastwards into Hungary and Romania where
La Tene remains are particularly well known from cefl?eteries.
Settlements range considerably. The largest are the hillforts
and fortified (proto-)towns or oppida which exhibit
considerable evidence for craft specialists as well as purely
agrarian economies. The production of weapons, including
long iron swords, and defensive architecture, coupled with
the evidence of .Greek and Roman writers, demonstrate the
existence of a hierarchical society with kings, warriors, priests
(druids), merchants, farmers and slaves. Moreover, an
abundance of ritual evidence, especially seen in watery
depositions or votives, and later iconography, provide an '
invaluable source for the study of Celtic religion and ritual
behavior.

The borders of the La Tene culture, however, are not
entirely coincident with the historical distribution of all the
Celtic languages as, for example, Iberia does not indicate any
substantial La Tene presence nor are there many La Tene
artifacts known from the southern third of Ireland. For this

LARGE
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daman- 'abode', 01nd dhaman- 'law'.
*ieu(o)s 'law, ritual norm'. [JEW 512 (*jel)os-); Wat 79

(*yewes-); Gl 706 (*yewo-); Buck 21.111. Oir uisse «
*justijos) 'just, right, fitting', Olat ious 'law, right, justice,
duty', Lat iQs'law, right, justice, duty', iOr6 'swear (an oath)',
ius iurandum 'oath', iudex « *jous-diR- 'law pronouncef')
'judge' (borrowed> NE judge), perhaps OCS lSCO (if < *justos)
'actual, true', Av yaoi-da- 'make (ritua1.1y) pure', Oind samca
y6sca 'happiness and health!'. This distribution on the western
and eastern peripheries of the IE world assures this word's
PIE status.

Indo-European Law
Law in early IE society was apparently designed to maintain

the "order" of the universe, the underlying concept that a
harmony must be maintained, be it in the physical universe
or the social world. Precisely how this order was to be effected
may vary from one IE stock to another, most of which reveal
some systematic codification of their laws so that we can speak
of the law texts of the early Irish, Roman law, the 19uvine
tablets, law codes of various Germanic tribes (Burgundian,
Salic, etc.), the 'Law ofJaroslav' among the Russians, Albanian
traditional law, Greek law, Hittite legal texts, and the Indic
law texts, particularly the ManU-Sill[ti 'Code of Manu'. To
what extent any comparison of these texts leads us to genetic
rather than generic reconstructions is moot (frequent

I
\G\ Ic. ? i

\ ,

1; .......

d. e. i

La Tene b. Murus Gallicus, La Tene fortifications from Preist, Germany; c. Cavalry on sword scabbard from Hallstatt, Austria;
d. Irish scabbard in La Tene style; e. Hungarian scabbard in La Tene style.

[D.Q.A.j

LAW

b.

lAW
*dheh1tis (gen. *dh1;}.lteis) 'what is established, law'. [lEW

237 (*dhJ-ti-); Wat 13 (dhe-ti-); BK 70 (*diy-/*dey-)]. L~t

con-diU-a 'basis', ON da 'fact', OE dted 'deed' (> NE deed),
OHG tat 'deed', Goth gadeds 'deed', Grk 8iaz<;'order', OInd
-dhiti- 'position'. The distribution indicates PIE status. From
*dhehj- 'set, place' as is other derivations from the same root:
*dhehjmis [IEW238 (*dhe-mi-)]: Grk 8i)1z<;'law', Av dami
'creation'; and *dhdnm{1 lJEW 238 (*dhe-men-); GI 710
(*dheH-m-); Wat 13 (dhJ-m.Q)]: OE dam 'fate' (> NE doorn),
OHG tuom 'custom', Goth dams 'sentence, glory', Grk 8illa
'assertion', ava9r])1a 'that which is set up, votive offerip.g', Av

Grk J1czouxm 'smile', OInd smayate 'smiles, blushes', TochAB
smi- 'laugh'. Widespread and old in IE.

*gag-'cackle'. [IEW407 (ghagha); BK291 (*k'ak'-)). Lith
gagu 'cackle', Rus gogolatI 'cackle', g6got 'cackle, loud
laughter', Arm kakac'em 'cackle', kakazem 'stammer, jabber,
lisp'. A word, presumably originally onomatopoeic, of the
center of the IE world.

?*suard- 'laugh'. [lEW 1040 (*svard-); Wat 67 (*sward-)J.
Wels chwarddiad 'laugh', Grk aap8avlo<; '(bitter) laughter',
aapoa(m 'scoff, jeer'. If the Celtic and Greek belong together,
then we have evidence for a word of the west and center of
the IE world.
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comparisons can also be made with [non-IE] Mesopotamian
law codes) and the establishment of the specific legal
vocabulary of Proto-Indo-European has been more elusive,
or at least less studied, than that of literary texts.

One of the few terms providing some interstock compari
son are those built on *dhehl- 'place, set, establish'. The
concept of 'establish' here would appear to refer not to human
but divinely established and guarantied norms of behavior.
Hence Emile Benveniste has argued that Grk (JtJ.1l~ is a set of
rules established by the gods and implemented by the
f3a(J1AEv~'king'. These rules controlled the whole social fabric,
though (JtJ.1l~ applied specifically to situations within the
family group. It finds a close parallel in the OInd dhaman
'law', which again referred to the maintenance of order within
households which was particularly associated with the divine
wills of Mitra and VaruI)a. There is some evidence then that
late IE had a concept of 'household law' built on the root
*dhehl-'

Laws that governed wider relationships in society are more
difficult to recover. The root *deil<- 'show' provides some
comparative evidence as it underlies essential legal
terminology in both Latin and Greek. In Lat dIcere the word
has come to mean 'speak' but this may apply to specifically
legal contexts, e.g., multam dIcere 'pronounce a fine', and
the word is compounded with the other widespread legal
term *je1,J(o)s'law, ritual norm' to make iudex « *jous-dik
'law pronouncer') 'judge'. The,semantic sphere of 'show',
Benveniste has argued, indicated a 'verbal showing' of what
the norms or laws must be' (d. Old Indic forms built on *deik
such as di~ti- 'instruction', desa- 'direction', disa 'direction').
The latter is directly cognate with Grk Ol1C1J 'custom, usage;
right, law, judgement' and suggests that here the underlying
concept was the showing or recitation of a legal formula
specific to a particular case. It is clear from many of the earliest
written legal codes that we are dealing with earlier oral
formulas, memorized by a member of the legal profession
and passed on from one generation to another to provide
gUidance in interpersonal disputes such as those involving
compensation (in terms of wealth or blood). Unlike the terms
built on *dhehl- which refer to divinely sanctioned norms,
those built on *deik- appear to have been recognized as laws
created by society itself.

The semantics of the second primary legal term *jel)(o)s
'law, ritual norm' also hints at distinctions between divinely
inspired and secular law. The apparently divergent semantics
of Av yaoi-da- 'make (ritually) pure' and OInd y6~- 'happy'
are explained by the notion that the Avestan term, a compound
'place yaos, indicated the putting of something into a
comfortable state in accordance with ritual prescription, Le.,
ritual integrity, and that the Old Indic word indicated not so
much happiness but 'physical integrity', Le., being 'on form'.
The compound formation found associated with Lat iDs 'law'
such as iudex suggest that we are again dealing with fonnulas,
Le., the ius is originally to be construed as a formula to be
recited whieh is intended to guarantee or restore the norm.

In Latin, the ius refers to the norms or laws governing
relationships within human society and is distinguished from
[as 'divine law' (and ne[as 'contrary to religiou3 law') which is
derived from *bheha- 'speak' (cf. Lat [or 'speak', [atum
'utterance, oracle'). According to Benveniste, the semantic
derivation is explained by the fact that *bhehr is typically
employed to indicate depersonalized speech, i.e., what is said,
fame, rumour, the mystic power of the 'word'.

Although sometimes cited here, there are no grounds for
positing a PIE *legs'law' [Del7S] as Lat lex 'law' is not cognate
with the proposed Indo-Iranian forms: Av razar- 'religious
law', Oind rajani 'under the law of'. The latter term actually
means 'under the conduct of' and all the Indo-Iranian forms
cannot be separated from OInd raj(an)- 'king' as 'ruler, leader'
while Lat lex can be better explained as a root noun to legere
'read' perhaps by way of 'summation' > '(confirmed and
binding) ordinance'.

See also COMPENSATION; DArn; ORDER; SHOW; SPEAK; SWEAR.

[E.C.P, j.PM.]
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LEADl

*neihr 'lead' (pres. *n6ihxei). [lEW 760 ( *nei-); Wat 44
(*nei;}-); Buck 10.64]. Hit nai 'leads', Av nayeiti 'leads', OInd
nayate 'leads'. Very restricted in its geographical attestation
but its appearance in Anatolian and Indo-Iranian would seem
to assure its PIE status.

*h2lJed(hxJ- 'lead; take to wife'. [lEW 1115-1116
(*l)edh-); GI 658 (*Hwedh-); BK 474 (*wad-I*w;}d-)]. aIr
redid (DlL feidid) 'leads, goes, wears, brings', Wels arweddu
'lead, bring', cyweddaf'lead, bring in', dyweddio 'marry', OE
weotuma 'brideprice', OHG widema - widoma 'bride-price',
Lith vedu 'lead, marry (said of a man)', vedekle 'young man
of marriageable age', Latv vedu 'lead, marry (said of a man)',
vedekle 'daughter-in-law', OCS ved9 'lead' (rarely 'marry'),
void9 'lead', ORus voditi ienu 'bring home a wife', Grk ££8va
'nuptial gifts (from suitor to bride or her parents, from bride's
parents to suitor, or from guests to couple)' (by assimilation
from *aedna), aVlx£c5vo~ 'without bridal gifts', Hit huett(iya)
'draw, pull', Av vac5ayeiti 'leads, pulls', upa-va8ayeiti 'gives a
woman in marriage', va8u- 'young woman, bride', va8rya
'nubile', OInd vadhu- 'young woman, bride'. Widespread and
old in IE. Though not attested with marriage within its
semantic field in Anatolian, the connection of this verb with
marriage, more particularly marriage from the man's point of
view, is obviously very old in PIE.

See also BRIDE-PRICE; DRIVE; MAIuuAGE. [D.Q.A.I
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LEAD2

There is no reconstructible PIE term for 'lead' although
there are some terms that cross the boundaries of indiVidual
IE stocks. The absence of a word for 'lead' is interesting in
view of the presence of a term for 'silver', a metal which is
chiefly extracted from lead ores. For archaeologists the
distribution of silver in antiquity may often proVide proxy
evidence for the distribution of lead.

The ancient Romans do not seem to have distinguished
the toxic lead from the far safer tin, identifying both as low
melting 'solder'. That term can be etymologized as *pleu
dhom 'flowable', apparently a substantized neuter adjective
(modifying a presumed PIE *haej-es- 'metal'). This etymon is'
found in both Italic (Lat plumbum 'lead') and Celtic (OIr
luaide 'lead'), and seems to have been loaned from Celtic into
Germanic (OE lead 'lead' [> NE lead], OHG lot 'solder'),
another sign of the metallurgical status of the early Celts. The
Roman author Pliny the Elder noted the use of the descriptive
adjectives nigrum 'black' and album 'white' to distinguish the
grayish lead from the brighter and more tarnish resistant tin.
Undoubtedly the same technological terminology spread to
other people in contact with the Celts. ON blp'lead', OHG
bllo 'lead' are derived from 'blue-gray' (d. OE bleo 'blue, violet,
gray') and must refer to the oxidized grayish cast of the metal.
The Baltic (Lith alvas'lead') and Slavic (Rus Glovo'lead') forms
have been the subjects of much speculation concerning
possible Finno-Ugric loans. However, loans from this relatively
metal-poor and technologically backward region are less likely
than a loan from the metal-rich Erzgebirge which was
inhabited by the Celts. The Slavic term' *olovo (Rus Glovo,
SC olovo, Pol o16w'lead') and its Baltic counterpart represent
ed by OPms alwis, Lith alvas (the alternative alava is a loan
from Slavic), and Latvian alvs are semantically ambiguous,
signifying either 'lead' or 'tin' . The correspondence of initial
Slavic [0] and Baltic [a] points to an ambiguous non-front,
non-high IE vowel which may be symbolized as *a. The accent
revealed by the Lithuanian form and the post-resonant vowel
point to a lost Indo-European laryngeal, denoted by the
symbol *hx. Our Baltic and Slavic terms then reconstruct to
*alhxlJom. Such a word may be a borrowing from central
European Celtic (stem-accented lJo-adjectives in IE are usually
o-grades which would have given PrQto-Celtic *olhxelJ0)

though no actual Celtic descendant is known, or from some
non-Indo-European, metallurgically sophisticated group in
central Europe.

The commonest Greek form for 'lead' is Myc mo-ri-wo-do
'lead', Attic-Ionic )16Avf38o~ (Homeric J.16Alf30~) while Delphic
f36Al)10~ 'lead' most closely resembles the Basque form, beron,
in its general phonetic shape, but with such a repetition of
labials, liquids and sonorants, any number of metatheses are
possible. Nevertheless, the Greek forms have frequently been
connected with Basque, and there is nothing inherently
improbable in such an inner Mediterranean relationship given
the importance of the Iberian peninsula as a source of metals.
The Greek and Basque terms might reflect an "Aegean" word

LEAD

for 'lead', which, like many of the items regarded as part of
this stratum of the Greek lexicon, has syllables of open sonority
and indeterminate liquids. Thus the original Mediterranean
word for 'lead' could have been something like *bo-Jii-mo
However, the efforts to add OIr loaide and Lat plumbum or
ev~~ Slavic Glovo and Lith Mavas to this set of cognates
complicate phonetic matters far beyond what is necessary
and these words have been explained differently above.
Moreover, the motivation for a Basque> Aegean loan is not
altogether clear. For example, Iberian lead is found primarily
in Cartegena, Portugal, and the Huelva province in Spain, all
areas distant from the Basques while we know fronl the
beginning of the Bronze Age that the Greeks were already
exploiting local sources of lead far earlier than their first
millennium entry into the Iberian market. Hittite reveals a
Near Eastern orbit in its Sumerogram designations, A.GARs
and A.BAR. The full form, Hit suli(ya)- seems to be an adjective
'dark', again a reference to the grayish oxide coating that lead
develops upon exposure to air.

Archaeological Evidence
Lead is distributed more widely than either copper or tin

in nature and may be found from the Atlantic right across
Eurasia. It is generally obtained in the form of the are galena
whose gray/black color may help explain its association with
color terms in some IE languages. Lead artifacts are known
in the Aegean from at least the third millennium BC, e.g., a
double-ax fashioned in lead from MachIas and bars of lead
and a lead figure from the Cyclades, while it is also found on
mainland Greece at the same time. Some objects of lead are
also known from the north Caucasus (Maykop culture) from
c 3000 BC. Lead objects are also found in the Harappan
culture. One might expect that there would be widespread
loan words concerning lead by the late Bronze Age, c 1200
BC. By this time lead was deliberately being alloyed with
bronze in order to reduce the bronze's melting temperature
and thereby ease casting difficulties. In the areas of Asia
occupied by the Indo-Europeans, the geliberate alloying of
lead is seen in the Harappan culture and earlier in the third
millennium in Turkmenistan (in Vedic texts, OInd sisa- 'lead'
is found coupled with copper and tin). In the west such alloys
would have diffused from central and western Europe and
the possibility of a widespread Proto-Celtic tenn for lead might
receive some archaeological support. While lead objects
themselves were normally not made in any great number, the
one major exception is the Armorican. (Brittany) axes of the
late Bronze Age, i.e., c 700 BC. Here, a series of shaft-hole
axes, usually with an exceptionally high lead content (30
60%) or entirely fashioned from lead, were manufactured in
Brittany and Normandy. Their find contexts are often hoards
with as many as 4000 in a single deposit and they are found
widely over western Europe. There are sound reasons to
dismiss these as non-functional axes-they are often too soft,
incapable of holding a cutting edge, lacking their shaft-holes,
etc.-and, consequently, are more easily interpreted as a form
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of ingot or currency. While it is probable that these axes cir
culated within a general Celtic environment (the British Isles
to north Germany and Switzerland), there is really no evidence
that they may have penetrated those regions traditionally
ascribed to the earliest Baltic and Slavic settlement.

See also GoLD; METAL~ SlLVER~ TIN. [M.E.H.,]. P M.I

LEADER
*haeg6s'leader'. [lEW 5 (*ag-); cf. Wat 1 (*ag-); BK 397

(*/iek'-/*h;Jk'-)]. Lat prod-igus'lavish', Grk ar6~'leader',OInd
aja- 'driver'. The semantic field indicating 'leader' is confined
to Greek and Indo-Aryan and may suggest a southeastern
term. The Greek term applies specifically to heroes. From
*haeg- 'drive, push'.

*korjonos'leader'. [lEW 615 (*korjo-no-s); Wat 32
(*koro-); GI 644]. ON Herjann 'army-chief, Le., adinn', Grk
Ko{pavo~ 'army leader'. The word is derived from *korjos
'army' with the IE suffix *-no- denoting leadership (cf. Lat
domus 'house' and dominus 'head of the house(hold)', Goth
/Jiuda 'folk' and jJiudans 'head of the people'). The Greek
word specifically referred to the king in time of war while the
king in peacetime seems to have been designated by (r)ava~
and f3a(IlAiv~but survives perhaps in the name of Mycenaean
officials ko-te-re. Attempts to set Hit kUriwanas'independent'
here are dubious and it may be argued from the meager
distribution of this word and the productive formation that it
was independently created in several stocks sharing the PIE
word for 'army'.

*tag6s'leader'. [JEW 1055 (*tag-); cf. Wat 69 (*tag-)]. Grk
rar6~ 'leader', TochA tassi (pI.) 'leaders', TochB $le-tas '±

mountain-commander', ywarc-tas'±commander of the central
region' (Toch < *tagjus). Compare Lith pa-togus 'agreeable;
ordered' (the long vowel in Baltic is regular before an
unaspirated voiced stop). From *tag- 'put in order, arrange'.

*1JiJ(pots 'master of the clan'. [JEW 1131 (*l)(eJiJ<-potis);
GI 646]. Lith viespatis - Lith viespats 'master', Alb zot «
*dzwApt < *wtsa + p6t-) 'lord', Av vispaitiS 'master of the
clan', OInd vispati- 'head of the household'. Cf. also the
feminines: OPms (ace.) waispattin 'woman of the house', OInd
vis-parnI 'woman of the house'. From *l)ik- 'clan, extended
family' (d. *l)6ikOS 'settlement') and *pot- 'master, lord'. The
Avesta lists the various leadership terms in ascending rank of
authority as dmama-paiti- 'master of the household', vispaiti
'master of the clan', zantu-paiti- 'master of the people', and
dahyu-paiti- 'master of the ?world' with vispaiti- as the highest
rank for which one may derive other IE cognates. Distribution
indicates at least a word of the center and east of the IE world.

See also ARMY; COMPANION; DRIVE; KING; MAsTER;

PuT IN ORDER; SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. [E.C.P, ].PM.]

LEAF
*bh6liom'leaf'. [lEW 122 (*bhel-); Wat 7 (*bhol-yo-); GI

389 (*bhloH-); Buck 8.56; BK 11 (*bul-u-/*bol-u-)]. Lat
folium 'leaf', Grk qJlJAAOV 'leaf; plant'. Cf. MIr bileoc 'little
leaf'.

*bhlbad- 'leaf'. [lEW122 (*bhel-); GI 389 (*bhllj-); Buck
8.56; BK 11 (*bul-u-/*bol-u-)]. ON blao'leaf, blade of grass',
OE blt£d 'leaf, blade of grass' (> NE blade), OHG blat 'leaf,
blade of grass', TocM palt 'leaf', TochB pilta 'leaf'. Both of
these words are restricted to two stocks. Both may have been
present dialectally in late PIE. From *bhel- '± blossom, bloom'.

*dhal-'sprout'. [IEW234 (*dha1-); Wat 13 (*dhal-)]. MIr
duille 'leaf', Wels dail 'leaf', Alb dal 'arise, appear, emerge,
leave', Grk OaMOJ 'bloom', Arm dalar'green'. A word of the
west and center of the IE world.

See also FLOWER. [D.Q.A.]

LEAN
*K1ei- 'lean'. [lEW600-602 (*J<lei-); Wat 31 (*klei-); Buck

9.14]. MIr de 'left; defective, bad', Wels cledd'left', Lat clivus
(noun) 'slope', cllvis 'inauspicious', OE hlinian 'lean' (> NE
lean), OHG hlinen 'lean', Goth hleidumei 'left', Lith slieri 'lean
against', Latv sliet 'lean against', Rus 510) 'layer, level', Grk
KAtVOJ 'cause to lean', Av sray- 'lean', Oind srayate 'clings to,
leans upon', IochA kla(w)- (with secondary-w-) 'fall', TochB
klay- 'fall' « an iterative-intensive *J<loi- 'lean over [so as to

fall)'? or 'decline very much' > 'fall'?), TochB klask- 'set (of
the sun)' « *kli-ske/o-; d. Grk ro 11/lap KAlveral 'the day
wanes'), TocMB klin- 'be necessary' « 'depend on' < 'lean
against'). Although the present stems vary from one language
to another, the basic root is well attested and can be
reconstructed with confidence. Note the particular semantic
development in western Indo-European to 'left, inauspicious',
probably from the notion of 'crooked, wrong' < 'lean, not
straight'.

*knei-gWh- 'lean'. [IEW608 (*knei-gVh- - *knei-b-); Wat
3 (*kneigWh-)2]. Lat conlveo « *com-nigu- 'lean together
[the eyelids]') 'blink', ON hnIga 'to bow', OE hnigan 'to bow',
OHG hnIgan 'to bow', Goth hneiwan 'to bow'. Distribution
suggests a late west European dialectal form.

See also DIRECTION; lEFT. [M.N.]

LEARN
*men(s)-dh(e)hl- 'learn' « *'place in the mind'). [lEW

730 (*mendh-); Wat 41 (*mendh-); Buck 17.24; BK 519
(*man-/*m;Jn-)}. Wels mynnu 'wish', ON munda 'strive for,
aim', OHG mendon 'rejoice', muntI1 'zeal', munter'lively',
Goth mundon 'pay attention to, observe', mundrei 'goal', Lith
matidras 'lively, awake', Latv muodrs 'lively, awake', OCS
m9dr9 'Wise', Alb mund 'be able', Grk /lavOavm 'learn', Av
mazda 'wisdom', mpz-da- 'stamp in the memory', m(1dra
'Wise', OInd medha 'wisdom'. A compound, old in IE, of
*men(es)- 'mind' + *dheh]- 'place, put',

See also THINK. [D.Q.A.I

LEATHER see HIDE2

LEAVE
"'leikw- 'leave (behind)' (pres. *li-ne-kw-ti), [lEW 669

(*leik!J-); Wat 36 (*leikW
-); GI39 (*leikh-)]. Oir leicid'leavcs',
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Lat linquo 'leave', lieeo 'be for sale', ON lja 'lend', OE leon
'lend' (> NE loan), OHG JIhan 'lend', Goth leilvan 'lend', OPms .
pollnka 'remains', Lith lieku (- dialectally with linku) 'leave',
Grk A£{nw 'leave', Arm lk'anem 'leave', Av irinaxti 'releases',
OInd rinakti'leaves, gives up, releases', perhaps TochB plank
(if < *(h]e)pi-li-n-kW

-) 'be for sale'. Widespread. and old in
IE.

*deuh~- 'leave, go far away'. [lEW 219-220 (*deu-); BK
139 (*taw-/*t'dW-)]. OHG zouwen 'hasten, proceed, succeed',
Grk o71v « *dlJeh4m) 'long, for a long time; far', Hit tuwa 'to

a distance, afar', tiiwala- 'distant, remote', Av dural 'far', OInd
davati 'goes', davayati 'makes distant, removes', diita
'messenger, envoy', dura- 'distant, remote'. Widespread and·
old. .

*gheh]- 'leave' (pres. *(ghVe)ghehlti). [lEW 418-419;
(*ghe-) Wat 21 (*ghe-); GI 33 (*Ghe-); Buck 10.47]. OE gan
'go' (> NE go), OHG gan 'go', CrimGoth geen 'go', Grk lClXavm
'light upon, meet with, arrive at', Av zazami 'leave off', OInd
jahati 'leaves'. Sparsely attested but the geographical
distribution of the few attestations would seem to guarantee
its PIE status.

*lehld- 'leave'. [IEW666 (*le(i)-); Wat 35 (*le-)]. ON lata
'leave', OE l~tan 'leave' (> NE let), OHG lazan 'leave', Goth
letan 'leave', Lith leidiiu 'leave', Latv laist 'leave' (the -i- of the
Baltic forms is without a good explanation), Alb Ie « *lh]d
ne/o-) 'leave, let, abandon, allow'. Perhaps originally identical.
with the homophonous *Ieh]d- 'be tired'. Unextended by
*-d- we have Hit laO)- 'let go, allow'. With Anatolian,
sufficiently widely attested to guarantee PIE status.

See also loNG; RaM1N; TIRED. [D.Q.A.]

LEECH
*gelu- 'leech'. [d. lEW 365 (*gel-)]. OIr gil 'leech', WeIs

gel 'leech' « Celt *gelu-), NPers zalu 'leech', Kurdish zalu
'leech', OIndjaluka- 'leech', presumably from a verb *gel- '±

swallow' (compare aIr gelid 'grazes, consumes'). If the Celtic
and Indo-Iranian words belong together their distribution
would seem to guarantee PIE status for this item.

See also ANIMAL; FISH; INSECTS. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Witczak, K. 1. (1992) Indo-European word for 'leech' and its

Nostratic equivalents. Archlv Orientalnl 60,38-42.

LEFf
*laiJ}os 'left'. [lEW 652 (*lail)o-): Wat 35 (*laiwo-); GI

686; Buck 12.42]. Lat laevus 'left', OCS levU 'left', Grk
Aal(F)oe; 'left', TochB laiwo '± lassitude'. Perhaps from *lei
'bent' if the expected **leilJos was crossed with *skail)os 'left'.

*seui6s 'left'. [lEW 915 (*selJio-); GI 686; Buck 12.42].
oes sujI'left', Av haoya- 'left', OInd savya- 'left'. Nominalized
form of *seu- 'turn', probably through the meaning 'bent'.

*skaiJ}6s'left'. [GI 686; Buck 12.42]. Lat seaevus'left', Grk
alCaloe; « *aK:alF0C;) 'left'. Cf. OIr ciotan 'left', Lith kaire 'left
hand', kairys 'left'. A word of at least the west and center of

LENGYEL CULTURE

the IE world.
There is no single widespread inherited term for 'left'

although each of the above indicates considerable antiquity
and is associated with the concept of 'bent', the left-side being
regarded as unpropitious among the early Indo-Europeans
as well as many other language groups. lingUists generally
ascribe the absence of a single word for 'left' to the negative
associations of the term which would have invoked taboo
replacements while the more positive term for 'right' would
have been far more stable. It has also been observed that each
word retains the deictic particle *-l)e/o-, which has been long
seen to mark opposition, i.e., where two qualities are in direct
contrast, the "positive" is the unmarked and the "negative" is
marked by the particle *-l)e/o- which is frequently found in
indicating directional, sexual or seasonal oppositions. Thus,
the semantic associations of 'left' in the various IE stocks (and
also among many non-IE as right and left markedness is a
universal) are broadly feminine and negative, i.e., left indicates
the female side, matrilineality, chthonic, unlucky, unordered,
weakness, and is expressed in polar opposition as 'north'.
These associations have been renewed within the IE languages
on numerous occasions, e.g., OIr de 'left; malign, inauspi
cious, sinister, bad', Wels ehwith'left; strange; sad', Lat sinister
'left; wrong, perverse' which was then further replaced in some
Romance languages, e.g., the Romanian term for 'left' means
'tired', i.e., 'the weaker' (hand), OE lyft- 'left' beside Fris luf
'weak', or, in a seasonal opposition, e.g., ON vinscri 'left' which
must be compared with Goth wintrus 'winter'.

See also COSMOLOGY; RIGHT. [A.D.V]

Funher Readings
Markey, 1. l. (1982) Indo-European etyma for 'left', 'left-handed'

and markedness reversal. The Mankind Quarterly 23, 183-194.

van Leeuwen-Turnovcova, j. (1990) Rechts und Links In Europa.

Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz.

LEG
*k6nhaIP (gen. *lq;lham6s). 'lower leg, shin'. [JEW 613

614 (*kondmo-); Wat 32 (*kondmo-)]. Oir cnaim 'leg', ON
hom 'lower leg', OE hamm 'ham' (> NE ham), OHG hamma
'hollow of the knee, ham', Grk K:VTU.11] (AeolicIDoric KV4.La)
'tibia, spoke of wheel'. Though only attested when extended
by *-i- or *-0-, the underlying morphology (apparently an
old ill-stem) is very archaic and it is likely that this word is of
PIE date.

*s6kW t (gen. *sekW tn6s) '(upper) leg'. Rus stegno «
*segdno- < *sektno-) 'hip, groin, thigh', Hit sakutt(a)- 'upper
leg', Av haxti- 'hip', OInd sakthi (gen. sakchnas) 'thigh'.
Sufficiently widespread as to guarantee PIE status. It is
tempting to add Wels heg] « *sektlo-?) 'leg' to this group but
the lack of labialization on the *-k- is difficult.

See also ANATOMY; FOOT; HAUNCH; LIMB. ID.Q.A.]

LENGYEL CULTURE
The Lengyel culture was the eastern successor to the Linear



Lengyel b. Reconstruction of a Lengyel village in Poland;
c. Lengyel painted '.'fruitstand"; d. Lengyel female figurine.

European by proponents of the Kurgan solution to the IE
homeland problem; however, it plays an integral part in
defining the early distribution of the Indo-Europeans by those
who support a Danubian origin. It is also a possible
component in the origins and dispersals of both the TRB and
Globular Amphora cultures.

See also 1.JNEAR WARE CULlURE. U.P. .]

LEOPARD
??*singh6s 'leopard (Panthera pardus)'. [GI 427

(*sinto-); Buck 3.72]. Arm inj - inc 'leopard', OInd sirpha
'lion'. TocM sisak 'lion' and TochB secake 'lion', although
sometimes placed here, do not belong but may be related to
Lat saeta 'bristly hair'. The correspondence between Armenian
and lndic has led a number of scholars to postulate an
inherited PIE word for 'lion') here assuming that it is lndic
that has retained the original meaning of this word. There are
considerable difficulties with this proposition. If the pre
Armenians, as is generally supposed, entered Anatolia from

.the west, having moved south through the Balkans in
association with their nearest IE relatives the pre-Greeks, they
would constantly have been in areas where lions were native.
There would have been little reason to reassign a word for
'lion' to another, quite different, felid. On the other hand,

. km 500
I

Lengyel a. Distribution of the Lengyel culture.

Ware culture, especially in the lands west of the Tisza river,
i.e~, southern Poland south to Croatia and from Hungary,
Slovakia and northeast Austria. The culture dates to c 5000
3400 BC. Lengyel settlements include both ditch-enclosed
and open villages where small houses and the much longer
houses of the earlier Linear Ware culture are well known. In
some instances the large enclosures lack evidence for
settlement and a ceremonial purpose is supposed. Cattle
predominates in faunal remains followed by pig and small
quantities ofsheep/goat. Both wheat and barley are also known
and the settlements are presumed to have had much the same
econo~y as the earlier Linear Ware sites although some faunal
samples produce markedly higher percentages ofwild animals.
Proximity to southeast European ceramic traditions may help
account for the popularity of painted wares among the earlier
phases of the Lengyel culture; also, the Lengyel culture
participated in the production of cult vessels and figurines,
again characteristic traits of the more southerly cultures.
Burials are found in cemeteries, some ofwhich are quite large.
They are typically flexed inhumations on either side
accompanied by pottery, ornaments, stone and sometimes
copper implements. In some instances male burials lack their
skulls or have their jaws replaced by the mandible of a pig.

The L~ngyelculture is largely dismissed as non-Indo-
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pre-Indic speakers should have sojourned for a long period
of time on the Kazakh steppes and areas around them that
have never been the habitat of lions. It would be remarkable
if they kept an old word for 'lion' alive in some fashion (as
the designation of another felid or a mythical beast?) and then
just happened to reassign it to lions on re-entering areas
inhabited by lions (Iran, Afghanistan). Perhaps the· simplest
hypothesis, assuming that the Armenian and Indic words
belong together, is that the Annenian word retains the original
meaning, and it is the Indo-Aryans who applied it to the lion
upon entering northern India.

Evidence for leopards is not common although remains
have been recovered from the Anatolian Neolithic site of (atal
Huyuk where they are also depicted on the walls of shrines.
That part of their historical range pertinent to the IE stocks
includes the north Caucasus, Anatolia, Iran and Baluchistan
across northwest India and much of China. To any discussion
of the leopard should also be added the Ounce or Snow
Leopard (Panthera uncia). While its recent distribution is
limited to Turkestan, the Altai and south to the Pamirs, it was
a regular motif of the art of the eastern Iranian steppe nomads
who occupied the entire Pontic-Caspian steppe during the
Iron Age.

See also LION; MAMMAlS. [D.Q.A., ].PM.]

LESS
*mei- 'less' (adjective *minu5 'small', verb *mineuti

'lessens'). [JEW 711 (*mei-); Wat 40 (*mei-)]. Com minow
'lessen', Lat minus 'small', minuo 'lessen', ON minnstr
'smallest', OHG minnisto 'smallest', Goth minnists 'smallest'
(Gmc < *minl)-ist-), Grk }llVVWPlO~ 'short-lived', }llVVf)W
'lessen, decrease', Olnd minati ~ min6ti 'lessens', miyate 'gets
smaller', perhaps TochAB mi- 'hurt, harm (grievously)'.
Widespread and of PIE status.

See also LACK; NUMERAlS (FOUR); SMALL [D.Q.A.]

LIBATION
*spend- 'make an offering, perform a rite; engage oneself

by a ritual act' (pres. *sp6ndei [middle *sp.Qd6(to)r]). [lEW
989 (*spend-); Wat 63 (*spend-); GI 562 (*sphent'-)]. Lat
spondeo 'promise, vow', Grk G1Civow 'pour a libation;
conclude a pact' (Le., to make the gods guarantors of a certain
action), G1Civ8oJ.1al 'take one another as mutual guarantors;
enter into a mutual agreement; accept a guarantee', Hit
sippand- ~ ispand- 'pour a libation', TochAB spant- 'trust'
« *'accept a guarantee'), Widespread and ancient in IE.

*gheum1J, 'libation'. IJEW 447 (*gheu-); Wat 22-23
(*gheu-)]. Grk xevJ.1a 'that which is poured', Phryg SevJ.1av
'libation', Olnd h6man- 'libation', hotra- 'offering', h6tar
'priest', cf. Arm jawnem 'offer, consecrate', Av zaofJra
'sacrifice', zaotar- 'priest'. From *gheu- 'pour'.

*leib- 'pour, make a libation'. [ef. lEW 664 (*le/ei-); Wat
36 (*lei-)). Lat llbare 'taste, sip; pour out, make a libation',
lIbum 'sacrificial cake (soaked in honey)', Grk A,clf3W 'pour
out (drop by drop)'. Although attested in only two stocks, it

LICK

would appear that we have the ret1ex of something of some
antiquity in IE in this word.

PIE *spend- poses certain problems of interpretation. As
E. Benveniste observed, the Hittite word indicated purely a
religious act, Le., a part of a sacrifice, while the Latin was
entirely juridical, e.g., it is used characteristically in the
wedding ceremony where the response to being asked whether
one gives one's daughter or takes one's daughter to be
someone's wife is spondeo '1 do (pledge)', cf. the derivative
sponsus 'husband' and sponsa 'wife' which by way of French
gives NE spouse. The Greek cognates include both concepts,
Le., 'pour a libation' and 'conclude a pact' and the context of
the former meaning does not always suggest that the libation
was at the conclusion of an agreement. In its earliest
attestations, in Homer, the term indicates 'to pour a libation'
on the occasion of some particularly difficult situation as a
way to invite the support of the gods to protect someone.
The middle form G1riv8oJ.1al indicates that it is not so much
the gods but the individuals involved who take each other as
guarantors. Benveniste argued that the underlying semantic
development began with the 'libation' and then developed its
juridical sense of 'make an agreement, accept a guarantee'.

The proper libation is indicated by *gheumQ which derives
from a well attested verb *gheu- 'pour'. While the Greek word
suggests the pouring of any liquid, the Old Indic form refers
specifically to the pouring of the melted butter on the sacrificial
fire. It has also been observed that *gheu- 'pour' is employed
in Latin, Greek and Old lndic not only for the pouring out of
liquids but also speech, particularly that concerned with
sacrifices in Indic, e.g., 'these songs of praise ... I pour (juhomO
to the Adityas ...with an offering spoon' (RV 2.27.1), and
elevated poetic passages in Greek, e.g., 'may you hear from
me pouring forth (xeovaa~) prayers ... ' (Aeschylus Suppliants
631), and Latin, e.g., 'had Cloanthus not poured forth
(fudisset) prayers .. .' (Aeneid 5.234). These may either be
independently developed metaphors or reflect an earlier IE
motif that associated the 'pouring out' of both liquid offerings
and prayers.

The form *leib-suggests the dripping of a'liquid in offering.
In Homer it is employed in contexts suggesting that it repre
sented a few drops poured from a cup before its consumption
in order to appease the deities.

See also PRAy; SACRIACE. [D,Q.A., J,PM.]

Further Readings
Benveniste, E. (1973) Indo-European Language and Society. Coral

'Gables, Florida, University of Miami, 470':'-480.

Kurke, L. (1989) Pounng prayers: A formula of IE sacral poetry.

)1E5 17, 113-125.

LICK
*leigh- 'lick'. [lEW 668 (*leigh-); Wat 36 (*leigh-); Buck

4.5]. air ligid'licks', Wels llyfu 'lick', Lat lingo 'lick', OE liccian
'lick' (> NE lick), OHG lecch{m 'lick', Goth bi-laigon 'lick',
Lith lieziu ~ laizau 'lick', OCS lizati 'lick', Grk Aeixw 'lick',
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UCK

Arm lizem 'lick', Av ratza- 'lick up', OInd leh- 'lick'.
Widespread in IE, it is likely to have been the primary word
for 'lick'.

*lab- 'lick'. [lEW 651 (*lab-): Wat 34 (*lab-): Buck 4.59].
Lat lamba 'lick', NIce lepja 'slurp', OE lapian 'lap' (> NE lap),
OHG laffan 'lick', Grk Aa1t''l'(O'slurp, drink', Arm lap 'ei 'lick'.
Reasonably widespread and at least a word of the west and
center of the IE world, but phonologically marked as a
"popular" word by both the la/and fbi See also *leb- 'lip'.

*lak- 'lick'. [lEW 653 (*lak-); BK 589 (*lak[h}-I*bk[h}-)).
Lith laku 'lap up', OCS locu 'lick', Arm lakem 'lick'. Probably
in origin an onomatopoeic word in late PIE where it was
confined to certain central dialects.

See also EAT AND DRINK; KIss; SUCK. [D.Q.A.]

UEI
*J.<ei- 'lie'. [lEW 539 (*Rei-); Wat 27-28 (*kei-); GI 256

(*J(hej-); Buck 12.14; BK 259 (*k[h}ay-I*k[h}dY-)]. Grk 1CEl/Jaz
'lie', Hit kittari 'lies', Av satte 'lies, rests', OInd saye 'lies'. All
cognates agree in conjugating this verb in the middle voice
rather than the active. Distribution secures PIE status at least
to the center and east of the IE world. In IE poetic language
this root also conveys the sense of lying deceased, e.g. Grk
(Homeric) 1CE1'l'az na'l'p01CAOC; 'Patroklos lies', OInd ahil)
sayate 'the serpent lies'.

*legh- 'lie'. [lEW 658-659 (*legh-); Wat 35 (*legh-); GI
186 (*legh-); Buck 12.14; BK 587 (*lag-I*bg-)}. MIr laigid
'lies', Lat leetus 'bed', OE liegan 'lie' (> NE lie), OHG ligan
'lie', Goth ligan 'lie', OCS leiati 'lie', Grk A£XE'l'aZ 'lies', Hit
laki 'lays aslant', lagari 'lies aslant', TocM lake 'bed', TochB
leke 'bed', lyak- 'lie'. Although most languages treat this verb
as thematic, the Homeric Greek aorist form l€1C'l'O suggests
that the verb originally belonged to the athematic conjugation.
It is striking that in several languages this root parallels *sed
'sit', e.g., Oir saidid 'sits' with laigid 'lies', Goth sitan 'sits'
with ligan, OCS S~d9 'sit down' with lei9 'lie down'.
Distribution secures PIE status. A suffixal o-grade form of the
root *logh-o- may underlie ON 199 (pI.) 'law', borrowed into
English as OE lagu (> NE law), via the meaning 'something
laid or fixed'. A similar semantic development is exemplified
by OE dam 'statute, law, judgement' (> NE doom), which is
based on the root *dheh]- 'put, place'. A lengthened-grade
form of the root *ltgh- underlies Germanic and Baltic forms
meaning 'low, flat, level' « *'lying down flat'): ON lagr'low',
OE lah 'low' (> NE low), MHG l:rge 'flat', Lith leksnas 'flat',
Latv l~zns 'flat'.

See also BED. [M.N.]

LIE2
*leugh- 'lie, tell a lie'. [lEW 686-687 (*leugh-); Wat 37

(*leugh-); Buck 16.67]. ON ljiiga 'lie', OE leogan 'lie' (> NE
lie), OHG liugan 'lie', Goth liugan 'lie' (cL ON lokka 'allure,
entice', OE loecian 'attract, entice, soothe', OHG loehan 'entice'
< *lughneha-),·Lith liig6ti 'ask', Latv lugt 'ask', OCS lai9 'lie'.
A word of the northwest of the IE world.

See also DECENE. [D.Q.A.]

LIFE
*ha6jus (gen. *hai6us) 'vital force, life, age of vigor'.

[lEW 17 (*ail)-); Wat 1 (*aiw-); GI 702 ( *ayu-); BK 446 ( *hay
aW-/*1idy-aw-) ]. OIr aes 'life, age', Lat aevus 'lifespan', ON
:rvi'life, age', :r« *haoil)o-) 'always', OE L'P(w) 'law, marriage',
a 'always', OHG ewa 'eternity, law', twIn 'eternity', io 'always',
Goth aiws 'time, eternity', Grk alwv 'vitality, lifespan', Av ayii
(gen. yaos) 'lifespan', Olnd ayu- - ayu~- 'life, lifespan', To the
original meaning 'vital power, life' is the connotation of
duration which can be seen in Grk 80Alxaiwv 'having a long
life', Av dardg-ayu- 'long-lasting', OInd dlrgh-ayu- 'long
lasting'. Widespread and old in IE. The root *haiu-, in the
zero grade, with the same n-enlargement as in Olnd (instr.)
ayuni and (loc.) ayuna 'life' is found in PIE *haiul)en- 'youth':
Lat iuvenis 'youth', OHG jugund 'youth', Indo-Iranian
*haiul)en- 'youth', etc., or with the "possessive" suffix
*-h]en-, *haiu-hlen- The association with law and religious
issues in Germanic seems to be a late semantic development.

See also STRENGTH; YOUNG. [E.C.P, D.Q.A.I

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1937) Expression indo-europeenne de l'etemite. BSLP

38, 103-112.

LIFT
*telh2- 'lift, raise' (-tJneh.2ti). [lEW 1060-1061 (*tel-); Wat

69 (*teb-); GI 152(*thel-); Buck 10.22; BK 98 (*t[h]aJJ'-/
*t[h};JlY-)]. MIr tlenaid'takes away', Lat tol/a « *tl-no-) 'lift',
ON jJola 'endure', OE jJolian 'endure (> NE thole), OHG dolen
'endure', Goth jJulan 'endure', Grk (aor. inf.) raAaaaaz 'bear,
suffer, endure', Arm t'oluw'let, permit', Olnd tula- 'scales',
TocMB tal- 'uphold, keep raised; raise, lift; acqUire' (TochB
present talJa-< *talna-). Distribution indicates PIE status. Note
that Celtic, Latin and Tocharian all point to a nasal suffix in
the stem, suggesting that the stem can be reconstructed as
well.

*kel(hl)- 'lift, raise up'. [IEW544 (*kel-); Wat 28 (*kel-);
Buck 10.22; BK 305 (*ky[h}ilY-I*ky[hjely-)). Lat ante-, ex-,
prae-eeJ1a'surpass' « *kel-d-), Lith kelti/keliu'raise up', kilti/
kylu 'raise oneself up', Grk lCEA£ovn:c; 'vertical beams in the
upright loom', TocMB kaly- « *kjhx-ie/o-) 'stand, stand still;
last' and nominal derivatives (with the meaning 'hill', etc.) in
Celtic, Germanic, Slavic and Greek.

See also HILL; PuT; STAND. [M.N., D.Q.A.l

LIGHT1

*16uk(es)- 'light'. [lEW 687 (*louko-); Wat 37 (*leuk-);
GI 40; Buck 1.61; BK 580 (*law-/*bw-)]. Lat lux 'light', Arm
loys (gen. lusoy) 'light' (Armenian from palatal variant
*leuk-) , Av raocah- 'light', Olnd roci~- 'light', TochB lyuke
'light'. Widespread and old in IE. From the highly productive
verbal root *leuk- 'shine',

?*bheh2(e)s- 'light'. [lEW 104-105 (*bha-); Buck 1.61;
BK 20 (*bah-Ibdh-)]. Grk cpiiJC; 'light, daylight', OInd bhas
'light'. It seems natural to see in this Greek-Old lndic equation
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an inherited s-stem derivative of *bheh2- 'shine'. The Greek
is usually taken to be from *bh02-l)-eS- but there is no trace
of a *-1)- in any of the dialects that normally preserve it. The'
correspondence could be the result of independent creations
in both Greek and Old lndic but the unproductive
morphological shape would favor common inheritance. Cf.
Luv piha- 'splendor; might' « *bhehio-). From *bheh2
'shine'.

?*bheh2tis (gen. *bh1)2teis) 'light'. [lEW 104 (*bha-); Wat
5 (*bha-); BK 20 (*bah-Ib;]h-)). Grk q>a(Jl~ 'star rise', Olnd
bhati- 'splendor, light, perception'. From *bheh2- 'shine'. The
Greek-Old lndic equation may be a mirage, as it is entirely
possible that the two words are independent creations in the
two stocks.

See also BRIGHT; COLOR; SHINE; WHITE. [D.Q.A.]

UGHT2
*hlle(n)gWh- 'light (of weight), light (on one's feet)'. [lEW

660-661 (*lelfh-); Wat 35 (*legWh-); Gl 685 (*leffO-); Buck
15.82). OIr laigiu 'lighter, poorer', MWeis llei 'less', Lat levis
« *h]legWh-1)-i-) 'light', ON lettr'light', OE leoht 'light' (>
NE light), OHG lIht(i) 'light', Goth leihts 'light' (Gmc <
*h]le(n)gWh-t(j)o-) , OE lungre 'rapid', OHG lungar 'rapid',
Lith lengvas - lengvi1s 'light, easy, slight', Latv liegs 'light',
OCS llguku « *h]bJgwh-u-ko-) 'light', Alb lehti'3 'light, soft,
slight, nimble', Grk iA.axv~ « *h]lI)gwh-u-) 'small, little',
iA.aqJp6~ 'light, fast', Oss rtPwtPg « *h]b;)gWh-lJ-oko-) 'light',
Olnd raghl1- - laghu- « *hJII)gWh-u-) 'fleet, fast', TochB
lankutse « *h]lI)gwh-tio-) 'light'. Cf. ON lungo 'lung', OE
lungen 'lung' (> NE lung), OHG lunga 'lung', Arm lanjk'
'breast' « *'lungs') , as the lightest internal organ, one that
floats; d. the dialectal NE lights 'lungs'. It may be that there
were originally two roots here: *hzlegWh- 'light of weight' and
*(hJ)lengh- 'swift' (cf. aIr lingid 'leaps', leimm 'a leap', Wels
llam'leap' [Celtic < *lQgh-s-men-l, Av Tdnjaiti 'speeds', Olnd
laIighati 'leaps', raIflhate 'hastens') but it seems likely that, if
so, the semantic and phonological similarity had caused the
two to be confused even in PIE times. In any case, widespread
and old in IE.

See also FAST; HEAVY. [D.Q.A.)

LIGHTNING
*meldh- 'lightning'. [IEW72 (*meldh-); Buck 1.57). Wels

mellt « *meldhneha-?) (pI.) 'lightning', ON Mj911nir «
*meldunia-) (porr's hammer), OPrus mealde « Proto-Baltic
*me1dia) 'lightning', Latv milna « Proto-Baltic *mildna)
(hammer of the Thunderer), OCS mlunii 'lightning', R':!s
m6lnija « *m[ldnlji < *mJdh-ni-) 'lightning'. A northwest
dialectal term in late IE.

See also OAK; THUNDER. [R.S.PB.)

LIMB
*h2epes- 'limb, part of the body'. [d. JEW 50-51 (*ap-)].

Hit happessar 'limb, joint, part of the body', Oss tP{ctPg
'prOjecting part of body, neck', Oind apsas- 'protruding body

LINDEN

part, breast, forehead, tusk', TocM apsa (pI.) 'limbs'. From
*h2ep- 'fit, fasten (oneself to)'. Though rather a banal deriva
tive, *h2epes- would appear to be old in IE with this meaning.

*meles- 'limb'. [lEW 720 (*mel-); Wat 40 (*me1-)). Bret
mell « melseha-) 'knuckle', Grk J1tA.o~ 'limb'. Whether Lith
melmenys 'flesh surrounding the kidneys', me/mUD 'small of
the back, backbone', Latv meJmepi 'region of hips, sides,
groin', Olnd marman- 'vital spot, joint, organ' belong here or
not is unclear. In any case the agreement of Celtic and Greek
would appear to guarantee at least late PIE status for th~s

word.
See also ANATOMY; ARM; JOINT; LEG. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Witczak, K. 1. (1989) Tocharian A <ipsa (pl.) '± (minor) limbs' and

its cognates, in Tocharian and indo-European Studies 3,23-34.

LINDEN
*lenteha- 'linden (Tilia spp.)'. [IEW677 (*lenta-); Wat 36

( *lento-); Fried 90-92 I. ON lind 'linden', OE lind 'linden' (>
NE lime with dissimilation), OHG linta 'linden', Lith lenta
'(linden) board', Rus lut '(linden)bast', lutlje 'young linden
ready to be stripped', Alb Jende 'wood, material', lende «
*lentiieha-) 'oak', lis « *lent"to-) 'oak'. To this might be added
Lat lentus 'pliant, sticky'. A word of the west and center of
the IE world.

?*leipeha- 'linden (Tilia spp.)'. [Fried 90-921. Lith liepa
'linden', Latv liepa 'linden' « Proto-Baltic *ltipJ), Ukr lyPa
'linden' « Slav *lipa). To the Baltic and Slavic set has
sometimes been compared MWeis llwyf(en) 'elm; linden', and
Celtic place names in Llmo-, etc. « Celt *leimo-) although
this is more likely from *h]eJem 'elm' because of the similarity
between the two trees. Also dubious are attempts to relate
Grk (Hesychius) aA.iqJaA.o~ 'a kind of oak' (if < *'linden').
The word may derive from *lip- 'to stick to, to slip, smear'
with a shift to the tree name because of its special properties.

There is a sharp contrast between botany and linguistics.
The tree was present in many forms and used in many ways
such that the early Indo-Europeans (excepting the Irish whose
land lacked the linden) must have had a word for it. Yet the
philological evidence, while rich and suggestive in some
stocks, leaves us with several only potentially related cognate
sets, each of which splay out into possible etymological
relations with disparate but logically associated concepts and
symbols. That the linden or lime (American basswood) was
important in the religious ritual of early Indo-Europeans is
.suggested not only by the Germanic evidence but also by the
Finno-Ugric cultures of European Russia where hast bridles
were used for sacrificial horses, linden bark and branches
dripped with the blood of sacrificial animals, and there existed
linden groves and linden sacrifice trees. These functions and
the easily worked wood, the useful fibrous bark, and the
medicinal blossoms have to be combined with the fact that
the genus Tilia in three species, roughly nonhern, central
and southern, was spread across Europe from east to west
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LINDEN
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Unear Ware a. Distribution of the Linear Ware culture.

spanned the region from the Netherlands, Belgium and
northern France on the west to Romania and the Ukraine on
the east. The culture flourished dUring the period c 5500
4500 Be, the terminal period seeing the emergence ofvarious
regional derivatives (e.g., Rossen in the west and Lengyel in
the east). Settlements are typically distributed over loess soils
and consist of small villages that spread horizontally over large
areas through time. The Linear Ware sites mark the earliest
intrusion of farmers into much of temperate Europe.

Both open sites and ditch-enclosed sites are known. The
individual villages consisted of perhaps five to ten houses at
any time. Settlements frequently include long houses
measuring about 6 m wide but 20 to 45 m in length, divided
into what would appear to be functionally different rooms
(living,' storage).

The economic system was based on mixed agriculture and
stockbreeding. Among the arable component the following
plants are recovered: wheat (TriticuIn monococcum, T.
dicoccon, T. aestivum, T. spe1ta), barley (Hordeum vulgare),
millet (Panicum miliaceum), and small amounts of both rye
(Secale cereale) and oats (Avena sativa); other cultigens include
peas (Pisum sativum) , grass pea (Lathyrus sativus), 'lentils
(Lens culinaris), flax (Unum usitatissimum). Poppy (Papaver
setigerum) is conspicuous in the western regions but generally
absent from the eastern part. of this culture's distribution.
Occasionally, hemp (cannabis), cherries (Prunus) and
Cornelian cherry (Comus mas) are recovered. Most samples
indicate that the main crop was wheat while barley tends to
be attested in smaller amounts or in somewhat later phases.
Among the domestic livestock cattle predOminates while the
second position may be filled (in terms of number of indi
viduals) by either oVicaprids' (sheep/goat) or pigs. The
domestic dog is generally present in small numbers. There is
a considerable range of wild animals, the most prominent
numerically being red deer, roe, aurochs, wild pig, wild horse.
Other species include beaver, bear, badger, wolf, fox, hare,
and hamster.

The culture takes its name from its ceramics, which are

LINEAR WARE CULTURE
The Linear Ware (German Linearbandkeramik) culture is

t4e major Neo~ithic culture of temperate Europe which

See also FAMILY; l<:tNSHIP. [M.E.H.]

during the Atlantic period: the linden was an essential part of
the early IE world.

See also SOFT; TREES. [PF.]

LINE.
*seT-'line up'. [IEW91 1 (*ser-); Wat 58 (*ser-); BK 170

(*sYir-/*sYer-)]. aIr semaid 'arranges', sreth « *s[ta-) 'row',
Lat sera 'line up, join, link', sors « *s[-ti-) 'lot', Uth seris
'thread', Grk etpro « *serja with loss of initial aspiration)
'line up', Hit sarra- 'break', OInd sarat- 'thread'. Distribution
suggests PIE status.

*reik- 'scratch~ line'. [IEW858 (*reik(h)-); Wat 54 (*rei-);
Buck 12.84]. Wels rhwyg "break', OE raw - r~w

« *roik-lJo-) 'row, line' (> NE row), MHG nhe 'line', Lith
rieke 'slice (of bread)' , ?Grk epeb((() 'bend, bruise', OInd rekhA
-lekha'line'. From *rei-k-, extended form of *rei- 'to scratch,
cut'. This extension has only a limited distribution suggesting
late IE status.

*U6rghs(gen. ·urgh6s) 'chain, row, series'. [VW 545]. Alb
varg 'chain; row, string, strand; series', Grk oPXo~ 'row of
vines', TochB warke 'chain, garland'. At least a word of the
center and east of the IE world.

See also BORDER; RIGHT; T~. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.]

liNEAGE
*s(u)ebh- 'lineage'. [lEW 883 (*s(l,J)e-bh(o)-); Wat 67

(*s(w)e-); Szem 6.13.5]. From *sebh- we have OE sibb (>
NE sib) 'relationship; kin', OHG sipp(e)a 'group', Goth sibja
'group', Thrac Za{3a{lo~ ("epithet of Dionysus, cf. Grk
'EAev(JeplO~and Lat LIber), OInd sabhA 'assembly'. From
*slJebh- we have OCS svobodrfree' and perhaps OLat suodalis
'associate', Lat sodalis 'associate' (ifnot from *s1Jedho- below),
and to these may be added tribal names as the German tribe
of the Suabi (OHG Swaba) 'Swabians' and Semnones «
*Seb(a)names) 'Semnones'. Distribution suggests that this
word is of at least PIE antiquity

*suedh-o- 'lineage'. [lEW 883-884 (*s1Jedh-); Wat 67
(*s(w)e-)]. OLat suodalis 'associate', Lat sodalis 'associate' (if
not from *sl,!.ebh- above), Grk l(Jo~ (Laconian {3eGo-, i.e.,
Proto-Grk *hFe(}o~) 'custom, habit', possibly OInd svadhA
'homestead, kindred group'. If these words do go with one
another, the distribution would suggests PIE status.

Alternate terms for the lineage such as *sebh-, from which
NE sib derives, and *sl)edh- emphasize the c"ommonality of
residence as a feature of shared kinship. It appears that Proto
lndo-European family-life was centered around a "great
family" of two or three generations occupying neighboring
but separate residences which fonned the *lJiK - or homestead,
the physical representation of the extended household,
*1JOiKOS.
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UNEAR WARE CULTURE

See also INDo-EUROPEAN HOMElAND;

LENGYEL CULTURE. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Bosch-Gimpera, P (961) Les Indo-Europeens: Problemes archeo

.logiques. Paris, Payot.

Devoto, G. (1962) Origini lndeuropee. Florence, Sansoni.

Makkay,j. (198]) The Linear Pottery and the early Indo-Europeans,

in, Proto-Indo-European: The Archaeology of a LingUistic

Problem, ed. S. Nacev Skomal and E. Polome, Washington,

Institute for the Study of Man, 165-184.

Europeans is being made by Janos Makkay who has detailed
the reasons for assigning it to PIE speakers: 1) agricultural
economy; 2) similarity over wide region attesting close
linguistic and ethnic ties; 3) marked difference between itself
and its neighbors; 4) continental rather than coastal nature
of PIE society; 5) temperate rather than Mediterranean
environment of PIE society; 6) proximity to Uralic languages;
7) distribution coincides with early IE agriculturalists in
contrast to those tribes east of the Linear Ware culture who
should be seen as Indo-Iranian pastoralists; 8) area includes
the Old European hydronyrnic (river name) system; 9) area
of distribution is outside those areas easily excluded as non
IE, e.g., Iberia, Mediterranean coast, but close to same areas
which would require colonization by IE groups; 10) area is
only possible staging area for later migrations into Italy; 11)
most likely staging area for absorption of nori-IE substrates
in western Europe; 12) only probable staging area for spread
of IE languages to northern Europe; 13) cultural similarity
and proximity with Balkan and perhaps Anatolian Neolithic
cultures which should have proved ancestral to other IE
groups.

UnearWare b. Enclosed settlement at Kbln-Lindenthal, Germany; c. LBK pot; d. Long-house from Bylany, Czech Republic (30 x 6 m);
e. Music-note decorated LBK pot.

decorated with linear geometric or curvilinear designs.
Cemeteries are found close to villages with burial in the flexed
position accompanied by pottery, tools and ornaments as grave
goods. Analysis of the physical type of the deceased indicates
that the population of the Linear Ware culture belonged to
the gracile "Mediterranean" type.

The Linear Ware culture has always played a critical role
in the discussion of a possible IE homeland in Europe. Its
appearance over a vast area suggested that it was initially
spread by a highly mobile population, expanding by slash
and burn agriculture, where forests were cleared by fire, and
soil exhaustion continually drove farming communities to
open new lands (an economic model now widely rejected).
There was also little evidence for the incorporation of local
Mesolithic communities whom these earliest farmers
putatively replaced. The culture occupied the same territory
which, by the Bronze and Iron Ages, would have incorporated
many of the local territories of various IE-speaking stocks. Its
very virtues, however, were turned against it since its marked
cultural uniformity over a broad region was seen to be
confined to that very area hence it could not be employed to
explain movements into the Mediterranean and the steppe
regions of eastern Europe much less Anatolia, Iran and India.
Moreover, it was seen as a typically peaceful farming society
incapable of subjugating foreign lands (death by violent acts
has now been recorded among Linear Ware burials). The
realization that Linear Ware settlements were also enclosed
by ditches helped mitigate the later problem and a Linear
Ware solution was favored in monographs on the IE homeland
by G. Devoto and P Bosch-Gimpera.

Currently, the most vigorous case for a Linear Ware
association with at least a major segment of the Proto-Indo-
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LION

LION
?*li(u)- 'lion (Panthera leo)'. [Cf. GI 427-428 (*leu-)). OCS

llvU 'lion', Rus lev 'lion', d. Grk Al~ 'lion', If the Slavic reflects
*li-I)o-, then Greek would reflect a root noun *li-. If Slavic is
*li1,J-o-, then Greek would be *lil)-i- (cf. 'rlrpl~ 'tiger' and
lc&:pt5aAl~'leopard'), (From OCS llvU, via an unattested Goth
intermediary, comes OHG lewD 'lion'; from Rus lev comes
Lith levas'lion'). Traditionally the Greek word is taken to be
a borrowing from Hebrew layiS 'lion'. While this is possible
there is no clear motivation for such a borrowing as lions
lived in Greece and were also to be found in both the Balkans
and Anatolia, the two areas commonly ascribed to the pre
Greeks before their arrival in their historical seats.

The cave lion (Felix leo spelaea) ranged rather widely from
Italy and north of the Alps eastwards across Asia during the
Pleistocene but had become extinct in many areas by early
historic times. It was, however, known from the Neolithic
period through the Iron Age in the Balkans (Herodotus speaks
of lions in Thrace) and western Ukraine, and native lions are
also known from Bronze Age depOSitS in Greece. The distri
bution of the lion also extended through western Asia (it was
formerly known in both Iraq and Iran) and into India
(Gujurat) although there lions may have ultimately derived
from Africa. It does not seem accidental then that the two IE
groups longest in continuous contact with lions (Slavs and
Greeks) should have a similar word for them. The figurative
associations of Olnd sirnha- 'lion' involves kingship as is also
the case from various Near Eastern and by derivation
European traditions.

See also ANIMAL; LEoPARD; MAMMALs. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

LIP
*gheluneha- 'lip'. [lEW 436 (*gheluna); Wat 22 (*ghel

una); Buck 4.25]. ON gj9lnar (pI.) 'jaws', Grk XEAVV1J 'lip'
(XEIAo~ [Aeolic X£AAO~] 'lip' may be from an apocopated
*ghel(u)nos~ otherwise from *ghel-s-o-), Arm jeJun 'palate'.
Though not Widely attested, the oldest reconstructible word
for 'lip' in PIE.

*leb- 'lip'. [lEW 655-656 (*leb-); Wat 35 (*leb-); Buck
4.59]. Lat labium 'lip', labrum 'lip', OE lippa 'lip', OHG leHur
'lip'. Cf. Hit lipp- 'lick'. As 'lip' a "westernism" in late PIE.

See also ANATOMY; KIss; LICK; MOUTH. [D.Q.A.l

LIITER
?*bhenlom'litter'. [JEW 128-129 (*bher-); BK 6 (*bar-I

*bdr-)). Lat ferculum 'litter, frame', Grk tp£PE'l'pov'bier, litter',
Olnd bharitra- 'arm'. Both the verbal root *bher- 'to carry',
Le., 'that by which something is carried' and the suffix are
Widespread and may have been independent formations.
Moreover, the Old Indic meaning seems very distant to be
cognate. The form of both Greek (with -e-) and Old Indic
(with -i-) suggest later creations, as if from PIE *-hxtrom
where the *-hx- has been misdivided from verbal roots
originally ending in a laryngeal.

See also BED; CARRY. [A.D.V]

LIVE
*gWeih3- 'live'. [lEW469 (*glJej-); Wat 24 (*gWei-); GI 387

(*kofw-); Buck 4.74]. Present *gWih3-lJclo-: Lat v1v6 'live',
OPrus gIwa 'live', Lith gj1u. 'become healthy', Latv dZiju
'become healthy', OCS iiv9 'live', Av jvaiti 'lives', OIndjivati
'lives'; present *gWjeh3-1,Je/o-: Grk (row 'live', ToeM 50- 'live',
TochB saw- 'live'. Cf. also the widespread derivative *gWih3
ljOS 'liVing': OIr beG 'alive', WeIs byw 'alive', Lat vIV11S 'alive',
Goth qius 'living', Lith gjvas 'liVing', Latv dZivs'living, fresh,
healthy', OCS iivU 'living', Grk f3lo~'life', Av jva- 'alive', OInd
jfva- 'living'. (Related in some way are ON kvikr, OE cwic [>
NE qUick as in 'the qUick and the dead'], OHG quck, also
'liVing'). Nearly universal in the IE languages (though lacking
in Hittite) and clearly of PIE antiquity. The term apparently
referred to all classes of living things, both plants and animals.

[D.Q.A.]

LIVER
*iekwr(t) 'liver'. [lEW 504 (*jekl)-r(t-)); Wat 79 (*yekWr);

GI 715 (*yckhorln-th-); Buck 4.45). Lat iecur (gen. iccoris
iocineris) 'liver', OPrus iagno 'liver', Lith (j)eknos (pI.) 
(j)aknos (pI.) 'liver', Latv aknas 'liver', Grk ryrrap 'liver', Av
yakard 'liver', NPers jigar 'liver', Oind yakrt (gen. yaknas)
'liver'. Presumably the most likely candidate for the PIE word
for 'liver', but see below.

?*lesi- 'liver'. [GI 7151. Arm leard (*lesi- with the ending
of the competing *jekWrt) 'liver', Hit lissi- 'liver'. Either this
word represents a very old word for 'liver', replaced almost
everywhere by *jekWrt, or, more likely, an Anatolian inno
vation that, like a number of Anatolian words, was borrowed
by Armenian.

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.I

LOINS
*isghis- 'loins'. Grk iaXlov 'hip', Hit iskis(a)- 'loins', Cf.

also meta thesized *ikS- 'loins, groin': La t Ilia (pI.)
« *ikslijo-) 'abdomen below the ribs, groin, flanks', Grk i~v~

'loins, groin'. Though rather spottily attested, surely the PIE
word for 'loins'.

*16ndhu (gen. '*1tJdhu6s) 'loins'. [IEW675 (*lendh-); Wat
36 (*lendh-)]. Lat lumbus « *londhl)os) 'loin', OE lendenu
(pI.) 'loins', OHG lena 'kidneys', OCS kdvfj~ 'loin', Rus
ljadveja 'loin, hip' (Gmc and Slavic < *londh1Jjfi), OInd
randhram (by assimilation < *randhvam) '± loins', Also related
are ON lund 'loins, kidney-fat' (pI. 'flesh under the backbone'),
OE lynd 'fat', lundlaga 'kidneys', gelyndu 'loins', OHG lunda
'fat, tallow', With the Old Indic cognate, clearly of PIE status.

See also ANATOMY; HAUNCH. [D.Q.A.I

Further Reading
Gota, T. (1985) Altindisch nindhra- und uridg. */endh-. MSS 44,

77-91.

LONG
*duharos - *dueharos 'long (of time, space)'. [lEW 219-
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220 (*do-ro-s); Buck 12.44; BK 139 (*t'aw-/*t'dW-)]. Lat
dOrare 'to last', Grk 817poC;, 817POV 'long, too long', Arm erkar
'long (in time)', Av dOire 'far', OInd dO-ra- 'far, distant'. Hit
tOwa- 'far, distant' has been placed here, reflecting a different
formation in -jo-, i.e., *duhaio-, rather than -ro; Oir cundrad
'commerce, act of buying and selling, contract' has been placed
here but is very unlikely. A zero-grade is found in Latin and
Indo-Iranian while Greek and Armenian point to *dl)eha-.

Still, wide distribution supports PIE status.
"'dJhlgh6s'long'. [lEW 197 (*delegh-) ; Wat 11 (*del-);

GI 685 (*t'elH(n)to-); Buck 12.57; BK 123 (*t'al-/*t';Jl-)].
Lat in-dulgeo 'am long-suffering, indulgent', OE tulge 'rather',
Goth tulgus 'firm, steady', OPrus ilga 'long', Lith ilgas 'long', .
Latv iIgs'long' (the initial *d- lost in Baltic in combination
with the immediately following *-/-), OCS dlagu 'long', Rus
d6lgyj 'long', Alb gjate « *d/hlghto-) 'long', Grk 80A1XOC;
'long', £V8£A£X~C; 'long-lasting, uninterrupted', Hit daluki
'long', dalugasti 'length', Av daIdga- 'long', draja- 'length', OInd
dIrgha- 'long', draghayati 'lengthens'. Cf. the derivative
*d]hlghoteha- in OCS dlagota 'length', OInd dIrghata 'length'.
Widespread and old in IE.

"'dlonghos 'long'. (lEW 197 (*(d)longho-s); Wat 11
(*del-); GI 685 (*t'elH(n)to-); Buck 12.57; BK 123 (*t'al-/
*t'dl-)]. Lat longus 'long', ON langr'long', OE lang 'long' (>
NE long), OHG lang 'long', Goth laggs 'long', MPers drang
'long'. Related in some way to the previous entry. Not as
widespread but clearly old in IE.

"'mehak- 'long, especially thin', slender'. [IEW699 (*mak
- *m;Jk-); Wat 38 (*mak-); GI 179 (*mIjJ(h-ro-); Buck 12.57J.
Lat macer 'thin', ON magr'thin', OE m~g(e)r 'thin', OHG
magar 'thin', Grk j.1aK:poc; 'long, thin', j.1i]K:OC; 'length', Hit
maklant- « *mak-ro-, with -ro- > -lo-?) 'meager', Av mas
'long', masah- 'length'. OIr mer 'finger' has been suggested
but is unlikely The close correspondence in form and meaning
has led some to propose that the Germanic forms were loaned
from Latin but that, while possible, remains speculative. The
semantic development would appear to be: 'long' > 'thin,
meager'. While much of this etymology is shaky, enough
remains to suggest probable IE status.

"'seros ("'sehlros) - "'setos ("'sehltos) 'long'. [lEW 891
(*se-ro- - *se-to-); Wat 56 (*se-ro-); Buck 12.57]. OIr sIr
'long lasting', MIr sith- 'long', Wels hir'long, tall, lengthy',
Lat serus 'late', setius 'less, worse', ON sid 'late', OE sId 'long,
wide', OHG sid 'late', Goth sei{JUs 'late'. The inclusion of OInd
sayam 'evening' here is uncertain. It is best to regard this as a
northwestern development of late PIE *seh1(i)- 'throw, neglect'
with both -r- and -t- forms.

See also lEAVE; NARROW; THIN. O.C.S., D.Q.A.]

LOOSE see RELEASE

LORD see MASTER

LOUSE
"'lu- ("'lus-) 'louse'. [lEW 692 (*165); Wat 37 (*105-); GI

453 (*165-)]. Wels llau « *lUl)a-) 'louse', ON los 'louse', OE

LOVE

las 'louse' (> NE louse), OHG los 'louse' (Gmc < *luss - Ius,
the old nominative singular), Lith vievesa 'goose or cattle
louse', ute - lillie 'louse', Latv uts - ute - utele 'louse', OCS
vUs[ 'louse', Rus vos[ 'louse', Oind yuka 'louse'. Even more
than in the case for 'ant', this word for 'louse' has been reshaped
phonologically because of its heavily affective meaning.

*f(o)nid- 'nit, louse egg'. [lEW 608 (*knid-/*Knid-); Wat
32 (*knid-); GI 453 (*ghnit'-)]. Oir sned 'nit', Wels nedd 'nit'
(Celtic < *sKnideha-?), ON gnU 'nit; louse eggs', OE hnitu
'nit' (> NE nit), OHG (h)niz 'nit' (Gmc < *l<nidehr), Lith
glinda 'nit', Latv gnida 'nit', Rus gnida 'nit', Alb therije «
*konid-) 'nit', Grk K:ov{~ (gen. K:ov{DoC;) 'nit, eggs of fleas and
bugs', Arm anic 'louse' (by dissimilatory loss < *sanic <

*konid-s). From a preform something like Lith glinda
probably comes Lat lens (gen. lendis) 'nit', Though its exact
PIE shape is difficult to reconstruct because its various

. descendants have undergone phonological deformation of one
sort or another, this word seems clearly to have been originally
pan-IE. Its exact semantic relationship to the next threesome
of words is hard to reconstruct as well.

"'rik- 'nit, tick'. [lEW335 (*erek-)]. Lat ricinus 'tick, sheep
louse', NPers riSk 'nit', Oss lisk~ 'nit' (Iranian < *riSka
metathesized from *riksa-), OInd lik$a 'nit'.

"'hxarghi- 'nit'. [lEW 335 C*erek-)j. Alb ergjez 'nit', Arm
orJil 'louse, nit'.

"'hxarki- 'tick'. [lEW335 (*erek-)]. Lith erke - arke 'tick',
Latv erce 'tick', Arm ork'iwn 'ringworm, tetter, scabies, mange'.
By its distribution on the eastern and western fringes of the
IE world *rik- would appear to be old in PIE. Both *hxorghi
and *hxOrki- appear to have been words of the center of the
IE world and the latter to have been the result of "crossing"
*hxOrghi- with *rik-.

"'dig(h)- 'tick'. [JEW 187-188 (*delgh-); Wat 10
(*deigh-)]. MIr dega 'stag-beetle', OE ticia 'tick', MHG zeche
- zecke 'tick', Arm tiz 'tick'. Germanic implies a final *-g
while Armenian implies *-gh-; Irish is ambiguous. Though
the exact shape of the word is not recoverable, it is clearly
one that was current at least in the west and center of the IE
world.

See also INSECTS. (D.Q.A.j

LOVE
"'keha- 'love'. [lEW 515 (*ka-); Wat 26 (*ka-)]. The

underlying verb is attested only in Indo-Iranian: Av ka- 'long
for', kama- 'desire, wish', Oind kayamana- 'liking', kama
'desire, wish, love'. From a verbal noun *keha[(gen. *koaros)
we find the widespread derivatives: OIr caraid 'loves', cara
'friend', Wels caraf'love', car 'friend', Lat carus 'dear', ON
horr'adulterer', OE hor'adulterer', hare 'whore' (> NE whore),
OHG huor 'adulterer', huora 'whore', Latv kars 'greedy'.

*kem- 'love'. [lEW 515 (*ka-)]. Lith (pI.) kamaros
'lasciviousness', Latv kamel 'hunger', Olnd karnayati 'desires,
longs for, is in love with, copUlates with', kanlfa- 'charming,
beautiful', kamana- 'greedy', TochB karlm- C< *k(1m-ne/o-)
'play'.
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*ken- 'love'. [IEW515 (*ka-)J. Mlr cin « *kenu-) 'love,
tendency', Av cakana 'be pleased', canah- 'demand, request',
OInd cakana 'is pleased', canas- 'pleasure'. These three
(*keha-, *kem-, *ken-) represent different enlargements of
the same theme (d. *gWeha- and *gWem- 'come'). Widespread
and old in IE.

*prih;reha- 'love'. [JEW 844 (*prai-); Wat 53 (*prI-); BK
622 (*p[hjar-l*p[hj;Jr-)]. ON frja 'love', fr.:endi 'relative, friend',
OE frIgan 'love', freond 'friend' (> NE friend), OHG friunt
'friend', Goth frijon 'love', frijonds 'friend', OCS prija-j9 'am
favorable', OInd priyayate 'befriends'. In Indo-Iranian we also
have *prihx-nehr in Av frInaiti 'loves, praises', Oind prIl)ati
'pleases' (eL priyate 'is pleased'). Attested in the west, center
and east of the IE world, this word is surely of PIE date.

Originally a denominative verb from *prihxo5 'of one's
own', thus 'dear' (ON frI'beloved, spouse', OE freo 'woman',
freod'love', Av frya- 'dear', Oind priya- 'dear', priya'spouse',
priyata 'desire'). To this may be added the names of a Gennanic
goddess (ON Frigg, OE FrIg, OHG Frija) or 'free' (Wels rhydd,
OE freo (> NE free), OHG frI, Goth Freis). In turn, *prihxos
'of one's own' may be a derivative of *per 'house', thus 'of
one's own household', which is attested in Hit per 'house' if
this is not a non-IE loan.

*leubh- 'love, desire'. [lEW 683-684 (*leubh-); Wat 37
(*leubh-); Buck 16.27; BK 585 (*law-/*bw-»). Lat lubet 
libet 'pleases', lubIdo - libIdo 'desire, pleasure', OE (noun)
lufu 'love' (> NE love), luhan 'love' (> NE to love), OHG (noun)
liubI'love', liubon 'love', Lith liaupse 'glorification', liaupsinti
'praise', OCS (noun) ljuby 'love', (vb.) ljubiti 'love', Alb laps
'wish', Grk (Hesychius) Avnra « *lubhjeha-) 'courtesan',
OInd lubhyati 'desires ardently', lobhayati 'arouses desire'.
Cf. the Widespread derivative *leubh6s 'dear': Runic liubu
'dear', ON ljufr'dear', OE leof'dear', OHG liob 'dear', Goth
liufs 'beloved', OCS ljubu 'dear'. In OInd l6bha- 'desire', we
have the same formation only with the retracted accent of a
noun. Reasonably Widespread, certainly old in IE.

*lehad- 'dear'. Rus ladJ1'dear', lada 'wife', Lycian lada- 'wife'
laOOeli- « *lada-heli-) '(husband's) in-laws', IocM lar'dear',
TochB lare 'dear' (Tach < *lehad-ro-). The geographical distri
bution would seem to assure PIE status for this word.

See also DESIRE; FAVOR, loVE GODDESS. [D.Q.A.J

Further Reading
Winter, W (1965) Tocharian evidence, in Evidence for Laryngeals,

ed. W Winter, The Hague, Mouton, 190-211.

LOVE GODDESS
There is no certain evidence for a PIE Love goddess,

although the individual goddesses who fulfill this function
may have transparent but unrelated IE names.

Aphrodite was the Greek goddess of love and beauty Her
origin is obscure with many argUing that her worship most
likely originated in the Near East, as a fonn of Mesopotamian
Ishtar, eastern Mediterranean Ashtarte. On the other hand,

, others have sought an IE etymology for the name of this

goddess, e.g., 'foam-bright' with Grk -8tTI] < PIE *dhei- 'shine'
or, most recently, aqJpo- < PIE *abhor- 'very', i.e., <
*'exceedingly-bright'. It is also suggested that she is a reflection
of the IE goddess of the dawn. According to Hesiod (Theogony
190-197), she was born in the sea, out of the foam which
arose from the severed genitals of Ouranos. Thus she is given
the "popular etymology", the 'foam-born', acppo-c5tr1]. Hesiod
writes that she floated to Cythera, and then to Cyprus; many
later authors called her "Cyprian. The story of her origin as
the 'foam-born' is similar to that of the lndic SrI Lak~mL The
latter also had a son, Kamadeva, 'love-god', whose function
was similar to that of Aphrodite's son Eros.

Roman Venus (= Greek Aphrodite) was a goddess of love
and beauty. Although her name is related to Indo-European
words, e.g., OHG wini 'friend', Hit wenzi '(s)he has sexual
intercourse', Av vanta- 'won, desired', and Oind vanas
'loveliness', this name was superimposed upon an indigenous
Italic goddess, who later attracted the mythology of Greek
Aphrodite. Although cognate tenns abound, there are no other
cognate goddess names. There were many forms of the god
dess, including Venus Verticordia, the goddess who converted
the minds of virgins and chaste matrons 'from pleasure to
modesty' (ValeriUS Maximus, Dictorum Fac{orumque
8.15.12); and Venus Genetrix, the mother of all, According
to Ovid, she created all of the gods, and she gave laws to
heaven, earth and sea (Fasti 4.92 ff.). The duo Venus and
Cupid (Aphrodite and Eros) may be compared to the Indic
Sri Lak~ml and her son Kamadeva, 'love-god'.

Freyja, 'the lady', was a Germanic love goddess, similar to
the Greek Aphrodite. Just as Aphrodite, she was identified
with gold, as Gullveig. She taught the magic called seior. She
was 'thought to enjoy love-poetry, and her assistance was
invoked in love affairs. She was also a battlefield goddess,
and to her fell half of the slain in battle (compare Baltic Laima).
As battlefield goddess, she was the first, or proto-, Valkyrie.
She was twin sister of Freyr. Freyja is cognate with the New
High Gennan term frau 'woman, lady'. Her chariot is drawn
by two cats, descendants of the lions which flanked many
Neolithic European female figures. Epithets of Freyja are Cern
'the giver', and Syr'sow'. She had a golden necklace, the
necklace of the BrIsings, which was crafted by four dwarves,
with each of whom she passed a night in payment for the
necklace. She had a 'falcon coat', and she lent her 'feather
form' to others. She thus received the bird imagery of the
Neolithic European bird goddess. Her functions and attributes
are similar to those of the Near Eastern Ishtar. Recently, she
has been compared with both the Slavic deity Proue who was
worshipped by the twelfth century Polabians and the
Mycenaean Pe-re-wa2, Grk (Pamphylian) ITp£lla, all of which
may derive from *preujeha-.

See also FOR1UNE; loVE. IM.R.D.]

Further Readings
Friedrich, Paul (1978) The Meaning of Aphrodice. Chicago,

University of Chicago Press.
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Lower Mikhaylovka b. Lower Mikhaylovka vessel; c. "C nser".

Lower Mikhaylovka a. Area of the Lower Mikhaylovka culture.

LOWER MIKHAYLOVKA GROUP
Constituent element of the so-called Kurgan tradition that

occupied the steppe region of the lower Dnieper to the north
Don during -the Copper Age, c 3600-}000 BC. It takes its
name from the lower level of the fortified site of Mikhaylovka
(otherwise known as Mikhaylovka 1) whose upper deposits
are ascribed to the Yarnna culture. It is known from both
settlements and some tens of burials. The faunal remains
include sheep/goat, cattle, horse and pig~ quems "attest·
agriculture. Burials are typically under low tumuli (kurgans)
and small ceremonial enclosures and anthr:opomorphic stone
stelae are also known. It is closely related to the Kemi Oba
culture and possibly also the Maykop culture.

See also KEMI OBA CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADmON;
MAYKOP CULl1JRE. U.PM.]

Witczak, K. (1993) Greek Aphrodite and her Indo-European origins,

in Miscellanea Linguistica Graeco-Latina, ed. L. lsebaert, Namur,.

115-123.

LUNG
"'pl~umon (gen. "'plumn6s) 'lung'. [IEW837-838 (*pl(e)u

mon-)~ Wat 52 (*pl(e)u-mon-); GI 715 (*phl(e)u-mon-)]. Lat
pulmo 'lung', Grk 1l'Aev,uwv 'lung', Oind kl6man-
« *p16man-) 'right lung'. A derivative of *pleu- 'float'; the
lung was the 'floater' because it would not sink in water.
Despite its transparent morphology, its wide (if sparse) "
distribution makes it a reasonably good candidate for Qate)
PIE status. Another derivative is to be seen in Balto-Slavic
*plou-tj-oleha: OPrus pIauti 'lungs', Lith plautiai (pI.) 'lungs',
Latv plausas 'lung', OCS plusta 'lung'.

"'hlehltT- '± lung, internal organ'. [IEW344-345 (*eter-)].
Oir inathar « *hlen-hlohltr-o-) 'entrails', ON reck 'vein',
,OE ~dre 'artery, vein, sinew' (pI. 'kidneys'), OHG ad(a)ra 'vein,
sinew' (pI. 'entrails'), OHG inn-ethron 'suet, lard', Grk 11-roP
'heart', 11-rpov 'belly, abdomen', Av hv-alJra- 'comfort, ease'.
Adjectival derivatives (*hlehltr6s) are ON aor'earl~ previous',
OE ~dre 'immediately, completely', OHG atar 'wise, sharp,
qUick', Latv fUrs 'quick, passionate, hot-tempered' (crossed
with *h2ehxtr- 'fire'). Though never attested as 'lung'~ it seems
reasonable to suppose that this organ was includeq in the

.sphere of its original designation since it obviously related to
*hleh]tmen- 'breath'. Perhaps it was the interior of the body
in general, the source both of breath and life, and of emotion
in general. In any case an old PIE word. "

" See also ANATOMY; BREATHE." [D.Q.A.l

LYNX
" "'lulC- 'lynx (Lynx lynx)'. [lEW 690 (*leuK-); GI 431
"(*leukh-); BK 580 (*law-/*1dw-)]. MIr lug 'lynx' (base
meaning, generally figurative meaning 'warrior, hero, fighter'),
OSwed 10 « *luKo-) 'lynx', OE lox 'lynx', OHG luhs .... luchs
'lynx' (the -ks- of West Germanic may reflect the influence of
fox)", OPrus luysis 'lynx~, Lith lasis 'lynx', (dial.) hmsis 'lynx' y

Latv lusis 'lynx', Rus JYsI'lynx' (whose r- may com"e from a
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crossing of this word with an adjective meaning 'red'), Grk
AVr~ 'lynx' (borrowed> NE lynx), Arm (pI.) lusanunk'
'lynxes'. Perhaps belonging here also are Khawar ru~k 'manen',
Yidgha 10 'marten'. At least a word of the west and center of
the IE world. This word is commonly taken to be a derivative
of *leuk- 'see'. Thus the lynx is named 'the looker' or the like,
d. the sharp-eyed pilot of the Greek Argo, Lynkeus, and the
epithet 'lynx-eyed' with reference to extra-sharp eyesight.

Once widespread over Eurasia, the lynx today is confined
largely to central and eastern Europe (with pockets in Iberia)
although it still extends across western Asia, Iran and through-

out Siberia. It does occur in Neolithic faunas of northern,
western and southern Europe as well although in quantities
that suggest that it was seldom or never hunted for its fur. It
is also known from sites in the Pontic region. No matter where
one locates the earliest Indo-Europeans, they should have
known the lynx. That they might have preserved the name in
regions where it had become extinct is suggested by its
presence in both Middle Irish and Old English since the lynx
had died out in the British Isles quite early in the prehistoric
period, the most recent find being only of Mesolithic date.

See also CAT; MAMMALs. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]
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MACEDONIAN lANGUAGE
The name of the territory which comprises the modern

Macedonian Republic, and bordering territories in south
Bulgaria and northern Greece, has been applied to a number
of variants of IE languages. Slavic Macedonian represents one
of the branches of the South Slavic language stock whose
linguistic relationship is reasonably secure. As a (possibly)
independent IE language or even stock, the term Macedonian
is also employed to describe the language spoken there before
the fifth and fourth centuries Be when the rise of the
Macedonian state also saw its gradual "AUicization". According
to Strabo, the ancient name for the land of the Macedonians
was 'HJla8ia and the name of its people has been explained
as derived from J1a1(£8v6~ 'tall, taper', with possible reference
to either the population's stature or the hills in which they
dwelt.

The evidence for a Macedonian substrate rests on coin
inscriptions and glosses and our reliable Macedonian
vocabulary is limited to about a hundred words plus a series
of place and personal names. The majority. of these words
can be confidently assigned to Greek albeit some words would
appear to reflect a dialectal form of Greek. There are, however,
a number of words that are not easily identifiable as Greek
and reveal, for example, voiced stops where Greek shows
voiceless aspirates, e.g., Maced af3pofj'r£~ but Grk ocppvC;
'eyebrow', Maced 8avov but Greek (}ava'ro~ 'death' or the
Macedonian royal name BepvllcrJ 'Bernice' ('± bearing victory')
which in Greek would have been *(f>£pev{lcrJ. In some cases
there is no corresponding Greek form and Macedonian
contributes its own cognate to an IE series, e.g., Maced y68a
'intestines' is from *gudom 'intestines' (cf. LowGerm kiit
'intestine', OInd guda- 'intestine, anus'). The evidence,
extremely meager as it is, has spawned no less than four

•

historical interpretations for Macedonian. It has been seen as
an "lllyrian" language mixed with Greek; a Greek dialect mixed
with lllyrian and Thracian; a Greek dialect with a non-Greek
substratal influence; and a close cousin of Greek but not part
of the Greek stock (and also related to Thracian and Phrygian).

See also GREEK lANGUAGE; IuYRlAN lANGUAGE; THRACIAN

lANGUAGE. U.PM.J

Further Readings
Brixhe, C. and A. Panayotou (1994) Le Macedonien, in Lmgues

indo-europeennes, ed. F Bader, Paris, CNRS, 205-220.

Katicie, R. (1976) Ancient Languages of the' Balkans. The Hague,

Mouton.

MAGGOT see WORM

MAGIC
*keudes- 'magic force'. [lEW 587 (*keud-); Wat 31

(*keud-)~ GI 734-735 (*khe/ou-)1. OCS cudo 'miracle,
wonder', Grk Ki>8o«;" 'renown'. In a study of the Greek term,
Benveniste has shown that in Homer the term does not Tnean
'glory' but rather indicates the edge given to a hero by the
godswhich gives him an advantage over his adversaries. It
denotes the magic force, the irradiation of power a god can

.bestow upon a king or hero. It is also something that is recog
nized by his adversaries, i.e., they perceive that one with KiJ8oc;
cannot be defeated. Thus it fits better with the Slavic tenn
which indicates 'magic'. From *keuhj- 'pay attention to', cf.
Lat caveD 'am careful', OE hleran 'hear' (> NE hear), OHG
hor(t)en 'hear', Goth hausjan 'hear', OCS cujp 'perceive', Av
kavay- 'leader', OInd kavi- 'wise man'. The underlying
semantic development, Benveniste suggests, is 'perceive' >

'perceive something strange' > 'marked with magic power,
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charmed'.
*soito/eha- 'sorcery'. IlEW 892 (*soi-to-)]. Wels hud «

*soito-) 'magic', ON seieJ'magic'. Compare also ON sieJa
'practice sorcery', OE -siden 'magic' (t£lfsiden 'fever' < 'elf
magic'). The term may be limited to the northwest although
attempts to extend it have been made, e.g., ?TochA nesset
'magic', ?TochB nesait 'magic'. It has also been suggested that
the underlying etymology is to be found in the root *seh](i)
'bind', Le., 'magic' is something that "binds" or "fetters"

. someone, d. ON seieJr 'band, belt', OE sada 'band, noose,
cord', Lith sahas 'bond, fetter', etc., and other etymologies
have been proposed. It has also been claimed as a pre-IE
substrate term of northwest Europe.

*hxOlu or *alu '± spell'. [cf. lEW 33 (*alu-); Wat 2
(*alu-); GI 708]. Runic alu '± magic spell', ON Ql-run '± myth'
(or '± taboo'?-the meaning of neither the Runic nor the Old
Norse word is known very precisely but they have some sort
of magical import), Hit alwanzatar 'witchcraft, sorcery, spell,
hex', alwanzahh- 'bewitch, hex' (presupposing "an unattested
*alwanza- '± affected by sorcery, bespelled'). Possibly
belonging here are also Latv aluot 'be distraught', Grk aAvw

'be beside oneself, lose self-possession under extreme emotion,
be delirious' if the meaning has been "secularized" so to speak
from *'be bespelled'. The Germanic-Hittite equation seems
reasonably secure, thus guaranteeing the word's PIE status.
Sometimes included here are the Germanic, Baltic, Slavic,
and Iranian words for 'beer' (cL NE ale) since drinking beer
may induce a 'bespelled'-like state of drunkenness. However,
it is at least possible that the words for 'beer' are to be kept
separate.

See also BEER; BINDER GoD; SACRED DRINK. IE.C.P, D.Q.A.]
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Polome, E. C. (1975) Old Norse religious terminology in Indo
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MAGPIE
*J(arhxkeha- 'magpie'. IlEW 569 (*ker-)]. OPrus sarke

'magpie', Lith sarka 'magpie', Rus soroka 'magpie'. Although
sometimes attributed to PIE, the only sure cognate set for
this word is confined to Baltic and Slavic. Armenian cognates
are sometimes suggested but Arm sarik « ?*Rer-, *R[-)
designates the 'rose-colored starling' and is perhaps a New
Persian loan « sar 'starling') while Arm sarek is a 'thrush,
blackbird' and MArm sareak is the 'blackbird'; the Armenian
word for 'blackbird' kac'alak is a loan from NPers kajala
'magpie'. Similarly, Olnd sarika- 'starling' although deriving
from the same root *Rer- is semantically difficult (the Old
lndic name of the magpie was kusakutha- or kaIkuda-).
Though bird name roots in *k are suspect of being onomato
poeic, PIE *ker- with a palatal velar was a parent form for

various IE dialects, e.g., Grk K"6pa~'raven',Lat comfx'crow'.
The magpie (Pica pica), noted for its forceful personality,

arrogant chattering and boldness, is well distributed
throughout Europe, southwest Asia and in India, where there
are several species. It is generally smaller than the crow, but
with a longer tail; its color is black with white patches under
the wings and body

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.1

MAKE
*kwer- 'do, make, build'. [lEW 641-642 (*klJer-); Wat 34

(*kwer-); GI151 (*khoer-); Buck 9.11; BK 331 (*kw[hjur_/
*kw{hjor-)]. Olr cruth 'form', Wels pryd 'form, time', paraE
'work, shape', Lith kUriCI'make, build, create', keras'magician',
kereti 'bewitch, enchant, charm', OCS krucljI'smith', Rus cal}'
'magic', carovall 'bewitch, enchant, charm', Av kJrJnaoili
'does, makes', Olnd karoti - k[I)oti 'does, makes, performs;
executes; builds'. Widespread and old in IE.

*jehl- 'do, make; act Vigorously'. [BK 468 (*ya-)I. The
underlying verb is seen in Hit iezi « *jehl-,ti) 'does, makes,
performs, acts, signals (with the eyes)', iss(a)- « *ih]-selo-)
'do, make', IochA ya- 'do, make'. Various derivatives are seen
in Lith jega 'strength, force', Latv j~ga 'mind, thought; wit',
OCS jam 'stem, severe, sharp; tart, sour', Rus jaryj 'violent,
fUrious, fiery', Grk ijpw<; 'hero' « *'one imbued with vigorous
activity'), uHpa'Hera' (the embodiment of vigorous activity),
(late) Doric ei'p7]V (= IIrenl) 'adolescent youth', ijf37] 'youthful
power, youth; pubic hair' (the outward sign of youthful
maturity), Av yatu- 'witchcraft; sorcerer', Oind yatLl
'witchcraft, magic; ghost, apparition'. Surely old in IE.

*kon- 'do, make'. [lEW 564 (*ken-); Wat 29 (*ken-); BK
270 (*k{hjan-/*k{hjJn-)). OWels digoni 'makes, does', Ltt
conor 'put myself in motion, attempt', OCS ukonu 'execution,
deed', Czech konat 'do, achieve', vykon 'achievement', Myc
ka-si-ko-no 'servant, companion', Grk DltiK:oVEW 'minister to,
serve', Dzm-ovo<; 'servant' (borrowed> NE deacon), £yt(OVEW

'make haste', Oss kt£n- 'do, make'. Widespread and old in IE.
*haer- 'prepare, make ready, put together'. !lEW 55-57

(*ar-); Wat 3 (*ar-); Buck 9.943,12.22,14.29,1'6.73; BK
383 (*h.ar-/*nJr-) 1. Grk apapzaK"w 'put together', Ann atnem
'make', Av arante 'they set themselves, remain', OInd ara
'spoke' « *'that which isfitted in'), TochA arwar'ready', TochB
arwer'ready'. The verb itself looks like it is restricted to the
southeast of the IE world but derived nouns indicate that it
was once more widely distributed. (1) *haertis (gen. *ha[teis):
Lat ars (gen. artis) 'practical skill, (work of) art', artio 'insert
tightly, wedge; am a tight fit, crowd', Lith arti 'near'; (2)
*haerlUs (gen. *ha[tous): Lat (pI.) artQs 'joints; limbs', artus
'a narrow place', MHG art 'way, manner', Grk (Hesychius)
aprv<; 'putting together, arranging', aprvw 'put together, make
ready', Arm ard (gen. ardu) 'structure, ornanlent', Olnd [tu

'fixed time, time appointed for some purpose' (d. also Av
asa- 'what is right or true', OPers arca- 'law, right', Olnd [ta
'afflicted with; right, proper', [tam 'fixed rule; divine law;
sacred or piOUS action').

See also TOOL; WORK. ID.Q.A.I
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*[Sen 'male (as opposed to female)'. [lEW 336 (*[sen-);

Buck 2.23, 2.12]. ON orri 'capercaille', OHG or(e)huon

'capercaille', Grk apaT]v 'male', Av arJsan 'male' (note also
such compounds as aspa-arJsan- 'stallion' vs. aspa-daenu

'mare', of gau-arJsan- 'bull' vs. gau-daenu- 'cow'), Olnd
[~abha- 'bull; male animal in general'. .

*ue.rsen 'male (as sire)'. [JEW81 (*I;)[Sen-); GI 484 (*wers

en-); Buck 2.23,3.12; BK427 (*aw-ar-I*Jw-ar-)]. Lat verres

'boar', OPrus werstian 'calf', Lith vefSis 'calf', Latv versis 'ox',
Av varJsna- 'male', vaIdsni- 'male; ram', Olnd vt$an- 'male,
manly; man; male animal (e.g., bull, stallion)', Vf$abha- 'manly,
vigorous, strong', TocM kayur$ 'bull', TochB kauur$e ~bull"

(Toch < *gWou-l)[sen-). Both this word and the preVious one
are widespread and old in IE and liable to phonological and
semantic confusion (particularly in Old Indic) owing to their
near identity on both counts.

See also MAN. (D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1973) 'Male and sire', in Indo-European Language

and Society, Coral Gables, University of Miami Press, 19-22.

MAMMAI.5
Proto-Indo-European speakers knew and named many

species of mammals, both wild and domestic, and we are
able to reconstruct a substantial list of those names. Unlike
the case for plant names where the gaps (terms for plants that
we know the PIE speakers must have known) outnumber the
instances where we can reconstruct a proto-form, the names
of mammals, particularly the larger ones which were
economically important or environmentally salient, appear
to be much better represented. By and large it is the smaller
mammals who lack names or provide us with a reconstructible
name that appears to comprise more than one species, or
even a range of different, and occasionally disparate, species.
Since the same phenomenon can be found in the older attested
IE languages, e.g., Lat Felis 'small carnivore, e.g., marten,
polecat, wildcat', there seems no reason not to impute it to
PIE itself.

The existence of mammals known to the Proto-Indo-Euro
pean community may also be proposed from archaeological
or bio-geographical evidence. Certain widely distributed
animals such as the badger must have been known to the
Proto-Indo-Europeans, no matter where they were situated,
even if we are unable to reconstruct with any certainty a
common word for it. In evaluating the distribution of the~e

mammals, however, both lines of evidence have certain
limitations. For example, animals present in the environment
and well-known to prehistoric communities may not have
been killed frequently nor their remains brought back to
settlements where they might be uncovered by archaeologists.
The reasons for this lack are varied and may range from the
economic unimportance of the animal, e.g., various types of
mice, voles, shrews, to the understandable desire for human
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communities to avoid rather than seek out lions, panthers,
bears or other large predators. Modern or historical distribu
tions of animals may also be biased in that often the modern
range of an animal is only a fraction of the earlier range because
of the hunting of animals to extinction, e.g., bears, beavers
and wolves in western Europe, or climatic and environmental
changes. The reverse situation, although less frequent, may
also occur where mammals may have established new ranges,
e.g., fallow deer, rabbits, mongooses, since the dispersion of
the IE stocks. Finally, where animals were not economically
or mythologically salient to a community, there may have bee~
little attempt to provide them with a precise name and just
because we can point to an animal in the environment does
not necessarily presuppose that the human occupants of the
same environment had a'special name for it.

The order of presentation here follows that of traditional
.. zoological taxonomy, beginning with the order of insectivores

and ending with the ungulates.

INSECTIVORA

Among the insectivores, the 'hedgehog' (Erinaceus euro

paeus) (*hleghis) is the best reconstructed where it is found
from Germanic to Armenian although it is lacking in the
eastern languages. Asecond possible word ( *gher) is restricted
to Latin and Greek. This restricted distribution of
reconstructible terms cannot be explained on environmental
grounds as the hedgehog was known in Asia as well as Europe
and its killing (under a different name) was specifically
proscribed in early Iranian law. The only other insectivore to
provide some case for reconstruction is the 'shrew' ( *sl)oraks)

where cognates may be found in Latin and Greek. The varieties
of shrews known to the earliest Indo-Europeans, should they
have cared to distinguish them, is probably extensive and
would include the common shrew (50rex araneus), the
European water-shrew (Neomys fodiens) , Savi's pygmy shrew
(Suncus etruscus), the lesser white-toothed shrew (Crocidura

suaveolens), the common European white-toothed shrew
CCrocidura russula), the bicolor white-toothed shrew
(Crocidura leucodon), possibly the lesser shrew (Sorex
minutus) and Alpine shrew CSorex alpinus).

Without reconstructible designations but surely part of the
faunal environment of PIE speakers, wherever in Eurasia they
made their home, was the mole (either or both the common
mole [Talpa europea] and the Mediterranean mole [Talpa

caeca]), This animal has defied reconstruction despite its
·marked physical characteristics, its unusual behavior, and the
importance of this animal within the realm of IE medical
beliefs as attested in both Greece and ancient India. The range
of the Russian desman (Desmana moschata) would have fallen
within a proposed Pontic-Caspian homeland.

CHlROPTERA

The entire order chiroptera (bats) is missing from the
reconstructed lexicon but bats could hardly have eluded the
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attention of the earliest IE speakers. The probable types known
should have included the greater horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus
ferrilmequinum) , the lesser horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus
hipposideros), the whiskered bat (Myotis mystacinus), large
mouse-eared bat (Myotis myotis) , and a variety of other
species.

LAGOMORPHA

The lagomorph with the most obvious economic use is
the *fasos - *kasen- 'European hare (Lepus europaeus)',
which is not only ubiquitous across Eurasia but occurs on
archaeological sites in numbers that suggest deliberate hunting
or trapping rather than just chance encounter. A Volga-Ural
homeland might presuppose knowledge of the steppe pika
(Ochotona pusilla). The rabbit (Oryctolagus) would not have
been known to the early Indo-Europeans as it emerged only
in the Iberian peninsula and was first domesticated during
the historical period and spread through Europe during the
Middle Ages.

RODENTIA

While the larger rodents could prOvide a useful source of
both meat and, more particularly, fur they are seldom
encountered on archaeological sites in large numbers that
might suggest specific exploitation. Nevertheless, some of the
larger rodents are reasonably well reconstructed to PIE. Thus
we have cognates ranging from the Atlantic to Iran for the
*'Jel1)er- 'red sqUirrel (Sciurus vulgaris)' and possibly the
'Persian sqUirrel (Sciurus' anomalus)', and the *bhebhrus
'European beaver (Castor fiber)'. Although the mouse played
no economic role and its remains are generally absent from
archaeological sites, its Widespread presence across Eurasia is
reflected in the abundance of cognates providing.us with three
terms for 'mouse': *mus - *muss, *peJus, and *gJhlis, the
last of which might have deSignated the 'dormouse'. Among
the possible referents would be the garden dormouse (Eliomys
quercinus) , the forest dormouse (Dryomys nitedula) , the fat
dormouse (Clis glis), the common dormouse (Muscardinus
avellanarius) , the harvest mouse (Micromys minutus), the
yellow-necked field mouse (Apodemus flavicollis), the
common field mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus), the striped field
mouse (Apodemus agrarius), and the house mouse (Mus
musculus), all of which have enormous ranges across Eurasia.

Missing are any reconstructible terms for the common
hamster (Cricetus cricetus), the migratory or gray hamster
(Cricetus migratorius) , the golden hamster (Mesocricetus
auratus), the ground sqUirrel or European souslik (Citellus
citellus) which has a range from Germany to the Ukraine and
into Anatolia, the spotted souslik (Citellus suslicus) which
ranges from Poland and Romania to the Volga, the little souslik
(Citellus pygmaicus) which ranges from the Ukraine across
Kazakhstan, the bobak marmot (Marmota bobak) which
ranges from Poland across the Ukraine and south Russia and
then south to northern India; the range of the southern birch
mouse (Sicista subtilis) runs from Central Europe to

Kazakhstan, the great jerboa (Allactaga major) from the
Ukraine to the Altai, the little earth hare (Alactagulus pumilia)
from the north Caucasus and Volga across Kazakhstan, the
northern three-toed jerboa (Dipus sagitta) from the northern
Caucasus to the Altai steppe, the thick-tailed three-toed jerboa
(Stylodipus telum) from the Crimea to Mongolia; also missing
are any reconstructed words for the common redbacked vole
(Clethrionomys glareolus) , the water vole (Arvicola terrestris),
the European pine vole (Pitymys subterraneus), the snow vole
(Microtus nivalis), the social vole (Microtus sOcialis), the
common vole (Microtus arvalis), possibly the field vole
(Microtus agrestis). A steppe origin might presuppose
knowledge of the northern mole-vole (El/obius talpinus) and
the steppe lemming (Lagurus lagurus). In addition, we have
no common term for the mole rats, either the Russian mole
rat (Spalax microphthalmus) which is known from Greece
and Poland in the west across the Ukraine and Russia, or the
lesser mole rat (Spalax leucodon), known from eastern Europe
and the Balkans to the Ukraine and Anatolia, despite the fact
that, like the moles, they play an important comparative role
in Greek and Old Indic medical tradition.

CETACEA

There are no terms for any of the cetacea (whales, dolphins
and porpoises) which is hardly unexpected. However, the
range of the common dolphin (Delphinus delphis) extends
from the Atlantic, through the Mediterranean and into the
Black Sea, rarely to the Baltic, which would put it in the vicinity
of most solutions to the IE homeland problem.

CARNIVORA

One of the most solidly attested mammal names is that of
the canid 'dog' (*f(u)'Jon), the first wild animal to be
domesticated. Much more dubious are attempts to reconstruct
an early IE term for 'puppy' or 'young dog' (??*(s)koli-). Names
for the more widespread wild canids are also solidly
reconstructible. These comprise the *I)l(o)p-, 'fox (Vulpes
vulpes), with considerable phonological alteration and the
'wolf (Canis lupus)' (*'JI kWos) and 'she-wolf' (*'Jlkwiha-).

Other canids that may have been known would include the
Asiatic jackal (Canis aureus) which is known from the Balkans
to India, possibly the corsac fox (Vulpes corsac) which was
known from the Volga to Iran, and Blanford's fox (Vulpes
cana), found from Anatolia, southwest Russia to Baluchistan.

The single ursid that one might expect is that of the
*h2ftkos 'brown bear (Ursos arctos)' whose name is clearly
old and solidly reconstructed to PIE.

As relatively smaller mammals, the mustelids are less
strongly reconstructed to PIE antiquity than many of the larger
mammals. Probably the best is the *udr6s 'common otter
(Lutra lutra)' whose name is a transparent derivative of the
word for 'water'. Otherwise, the reconstructed terms are either
areally speCific such as the central IE designation for the
'weasel, ermine/stoat' *kormon- or a (western?) word for
'weasel', ?*(ha}'Jiselos or 'marten' (possibly 'wildcat') ?*bhel-,
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or more widespread terms whose underlying meaning is even
less certain, e.g., *kek-which underlies 'polecat' (in the center)
but 'weasel' (in the east). Setting aside the lexical confusion
between the different species, the mustelids most likely to
have been known to the PIE community would include the
pine marten (MaTtes manes), the stone or beech marten
(Martes Eoina), the stoat or ermine (Mustela erminea), the
weasel (Mustela nivalis), the European polecat (Mustela
putorius), and the marbled polecat (Vormela peregusna). The
distribution of the wolverine CGulo gulo) ranges across
northern Europe but may have been too far north for the
earliest IE speakers (although its prehistoric range extended
as far south as the Tripolye culture and the early Neolithic of .
the Ukraine); however, the distribution of the badger (Meles
meles) is so widespread across Eurasia that it is difficult to
imagine it not being known. Its presence on European
Neolithic sites ranges from chance (remains of one to five
individuals) to deliberate hunting, e.g., over twenty from
various lake-side Neolithic sites in Switzerland. It is recon
structible at the level of IE stock in Celtic, Germanic, Baltic
and Slavic but, with the possible exception of a Latin-Slavic
isogloss, no further, all of which suggests a series of late
formations, possibly based on pre-Indo-European substrates.

Among the cats, the least controversial animal to be
reconstructed is the *luK- 'European lynx (Felis lynx)' for
which a common word is attested in the west and center of
the IE world. The caracallynx (Felis caracal) ranges over the
distribution of the Asiatic IE stocks. A perennial cause of
debate are the possible cognate terms for the large cats, the
?*li(l))- 'lion (Panthera leo)' and the ??*singhos 'leopard
(Panthera pardus)'. An animal far more ubiquitous on archaeo
logical sites across Eurasia, the European wildcat (Felis
silvestris) and the Asiatic African wildcat (Felis Libyca), lie
beyond reconstruction (unless preserved as ?*bhel-) although
it must have been known to the earliest Indo-Europeans. The
jungle cat (Felis chaus) was known from the Volga and
Anatolia southeast to India as is also the Pallas cat (Felis
manu/).

UNGULATES

The major equids, indeed one of the mammals most closely
associated with the Indo-Europeans, is the *h]eKUOS,
'(presumably domestic) horse (Equus caba11us)' , which is also
attested in the female form *hlekueha- 'mare', and in more
regionally confined terms: *markos 'domestic horse (Equus
caballus)' and/or 'wild horse (Equus przewalskii or gmelini)'
and *ghejos 'horse (Equus caballus)'. Two other equid terms
are preserved in specific regions; from the east is ?*gordebho5
'ass/donkey (Equus hydruntinus)' or 'onagerlkulan (EquJ1s
hemionus)' or 'domestic ass (Equus asinus)' , and from ~he

west and center of the IE world comes ?*ml1(k)skos 
*mukslos 'ass/donkey (Equus hydruntinus)' or 'onagerlkulan
(Equus hemionus)'.

Pigs are attested under a number of names: *sus 'pig (wild
or domesticated) (Sus scro[a)' which along with *p6TKOS
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'young pig, piglet' is strongly reconstructed and *h]eperos
'boar (Sus scro[a)' which is confined to the west and central
regions of the IE world.

Tenns for deer, among the most widely hunted animals of
Eurasia, are relatively abundant and include the strongly
reconstructed *hlelhlen 'red deer/(American) elk (Cervus
elaphus)' and its feminine derivative (here found in the west
and center) *h]elh]niha- 'hind/cow-elk'. Presuming that the
underlying meaning is best retained in the west and center,
we also have the *hx61Kis 'elk/American moose (Alces alces)'
which tends to mean some form of sheep or antelope in the ·
east. Geographically much more confined terms would
include ?*bhrent6s 'stag' and ??*b(h)roid(h)is 'red deer; elk'.
Widely attested archaeologically is also the roedeer whose
name in IE survives at least in the far west and center as *iorks
'roedeer (Capreolus capreolus)'. If the IE homeland existed

·on the east Russian steppe, then the saiga antelope (Saiga
tatarica) should have been known. If the homeland lay
somewhere further west, i.e., anywhere between Spain and
the Caucasus, including the Balkans and Anatolia, one might
have expected the chamois (Rupicapra rupicapra) to have been
known. The absence of a word for the fallow deer (Dama
dama), which is confined to southern Europe is not
unexpected.

The bovids comprise primarily but not exclusively the main
domestic livestock of the early Indo-Europeans and terms for
both cattle and sheep/goat are abundant and very strongly
attested. Words for the domestic cow include *gW6us (gen.
*gWous) 'cow' (in both the English senses: 'adult female bovine'
and 'bovine of any age or sex (Bos taurus)' which is found in
most IE stocks and words like *hlegh- 'cow', */JoKehcr 'cow'
and *uk(w)sen 'ox' which are found on the peripheries of the
IE world. Wild bovids are found under the names of *tauros
'aurochs; bull (Bos primegenius)' which is widespread and
old in IE and the regionally more confined ??*lJis- and/or
*g(h)ombhros 'bison (Bison bonasus)'.

Sheep and goats may be discussed together for a number
of reasons. It is not only the fact that palaeozoologists who
study their remains from archaeological sites find it difficult
to distinguish them (except for horns and certain bones) but
it is clear that the PIE speakers themselves may have grouped
them together under the category of 'small domestic animal'
(*mehll-) and opposed them to large stock, cattle and horses.
This can also be found in modem IE languages, e.g., NHG
kleinvieh 'small livestock' (although here pigs may be
included), and Rus meJkij (rogatyj) skot 'sheep and goats'.
The lingUistic evidence, however, for the two kinds of animals
is rather different in that sheep terminology tends to be both
persistent and pan-IE while there is no Single word for 'goat'
although the goat's presence is supported by numerous
regional isoglosses. Words primarily associated with sheep
comprise *h20l)is 'sheep (Ovis aries)', a word virtually
ubiquitous among the IE stocks and the less strongly but still
PIE feminine derivative *h20l)ikeha- 'ewe'. The young sheep
is found in regional terms, *haegWhnos 'lan1b' and *h]er-
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'lamb, kid' in the west and center, and *lJrh]en- 'lamb' in the
center and east. Further terms associated with sheep are
*mois6s 'ram, sheep; fleece, skin', found in the center and
east, and ?*(sJfego- 'sheep/goat' which is known on the peri
pheries. The terms for goats include one widespread and
dearly PIE term: *bhugos 'buck, he-goat (male Capra hireus)',
and a series of regionally specific words in the west: *ghaidos
'goat (Capra hireus)' , *kapros 'he-goat'; the west and center:
*diks(gen. *dig6s) 'goat (Capra hireus)'~ the center: ?*kogheha
'goat (Capra hircus)'; and the center and east: *haeigs 'goat
(Capra hireus)' and *haegos'he-goat (Capra hircus)'. The ibex
(Capra ibex) ranges across the mountainous regions of
northern Italy to the Caucasus and south to northwest India.

In addition to the genus or species labels for the various
mammals, the early Indo-Europeans also had a number of
more generic terms for animals/mammals that contrasted them
with other categories, e.g., fish, insects. These comprise the
transparent compound *kWetlJor-pod- 'animal' (i.e.,
'quadruped') which is strongly reconstructed as well as
designations for both the *ghyer 'wild animal' and the
domestic *pefu 'livestock', both old and widespread in IE.
Other cognate series suggest the existence of *gWjeh3lJjom
'animal' « *'living thing') and *leuhx6n 'animal' « *'the one
of the hunt'), both of possible PIE date. Mammals were also
divided by categories of size and we can reconstruct to PIE
general terms for both large anq small animals: *steuros'large
(domestic) animal' and *meh]l- 'small animal'.
See also ANIMAL; Ass; BADGER~ BEARl~ BEAVER; CAT; Cow; DEER;

DOG~ ELEPHANT; ELK; Fox~ GoAT; l-lARE~ HEDGEHOG~ HORSE;

LEoPARD~ LION; LYNX; MARTEN~ MONKEY; MOUSE~ OTTER~ PIG;

POLECAT; SHEEP; SHREW; SQUIRREL; WEASEL; WOLF

.lD.Q.A., ].PM.]
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MAN
*uihxros'man, husband'. [IEW1177-1178 (*lJlrO-s); Wat

78 (*wf-ro-); GI 391 (*wIr-); Buck 2.21; Wordick 210-211].
aIr fer'man, husband', Wels gWr'man, husband', Lat vir'man,
husband', Umb ueiro'man', ON verr'man, husband', OE wer
'man, husband' (> NE werewolf), OHG wer'man, husband',
Goth wair'man', OPrus \vijrs'man', Lith ryras'man, husband',
latv VlrS 'man, husband', Av vira- 'man; person (as opposed

to animals)', Oind vira- 'hero; (eminent) man; husband'. A
derived adjectival form of this word is to be found in TocM
wir 'young, fresh'; possibly Alb ri 'young', which might also
be placed here as a metathesized form of *l)ihxros (Le., >
*yrihxos). Clearly PIE status.

*haner (gen. *hal}TOS) 'man, person'. [IEW765 (*ner-(t-J
*aner-)~Wat 44 (*ner- - *dner-); GI 703 (*Ijner-(thJ-); Buck
2.21; BK 558 (*nir-/*ner-)]. Wels ner'hero', Umb ner- 'chief',
Osc ner- 'man, chief', Alb njeri 'person', Grk civr1P 'man',
Ann ayr (gen. atn) 'man, person', Phryg avap 'man', luv
annara/i- 'forceful, virile', Av nar- 'man, person', Oss mel 'man',
Oind nar- 'man, person'. Cf. the derivatives: OIr nert 'strength,
power', Wels nerth 'manliness, courage; anny', Lat neriasus
'firm', 0 Prus nertien 'anger', Lith noras 'will', Olnd n[tl1- 'hero';
and from *su-hanr-tos 'provided with vital energy' we have
OIr sonairt « so + nert) 'brave, strong', Wels hynerth 'brave,
strong', Oind sQntta- 'exultation'. Distribution supports PIE
status.

*dhglup.-on- 'man'. [lEW 414-415 (*ghJem-); Wat 14
(*dhghem-); GI 720-721 (*dh(eJghom-); Buck 2.21; BK 81
(*diq[hj-/*deq[hj-)]. Oir duine 'human', Wels dyn 'person',
Olat hema 'man', lat homo 'person', ON gumi 'man', OE
guma 'man' (> NE bridegroom after folk etymology), OHG
gomo 'man', Goth guma 'man', OPrus smoy'person', Lith
zmu6 'person'. From *dhghom- 'earth'. Although sometimes
cited here, TochB saumo 'man', akin to TocM SOJTl 'youth'
are both < PIE *gWjeh3u-mon- 'living'. A word of the IE
northwest.

*moTtos 'man, mortal'. [lEW 735 (*mor-to-); Wat 42
(*mer-); GI 396; BK 525 (*mir-/*mer-)]. Grk (Hesychius)
p.opr6c; 'man, mortal', Arm mard 'man', Av mafdta- 'mortal',
OInd marta- 'mortal'. From *mer- 'die'. Banal derivation from
very productive root coupled with distribution among
southeastern stocks often sharing isoglosses suggests that this
is a late dialectal term in IE.

*mVnus'man'. [lEW700 (*manu-s); Wat 38 (*man-); GI
396 (*manu-); Buck2.1]. ON maiJr- mannr'man', OE mann
'man' (> NE man), OHG mann 'man', Goth manna 'man'
(?Gmc < *monwon-), OInd manu- 'man; person'
« *menu-). Often derived from *men- 'think'. The nature of
the relationship between the Germanic and Old Indic is not
entirely clear as the Germanic words are derived n-stems.
Distribution on the peripheries of the IE world suggests PIE
status.

The most common word to designate the adult male
human, *yihxros, may be connected to a root 'strong'. A
similar passage in both Umbrian (ueiro pequo) and Avestan
(Ys. 9.4) (pasu vira), which finds 'men' joined in context with
'flocks', indicates that the PIE *l)ihxros was also seen as a
worker. In the stocks where it co-occurs with the second term,
*haner-, it is always the less honorific. The second term for
man, also relatable to the concept of strength, often has a
sense of honor or prestige about it and the semantics of
*yihxros and *haner may perhaps be compared to German
mann and mensch'. In addition to seeing men as sources of
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either physical or social strength, Indo-European society
viewed humans as inhabitants of the earth and a widespread
term *dhghJ[1-on- 'earthling' is recorded in northwestern
Europe. In southeastern Europe and western Asia a term based
on the concept of 'death' designated humans as *mofCOS

'mortals'. A root found only in the extreme west (Germanic)
and the east (Indic), *mVnu-, was perhaps the original Indo
European designation of humans without regard to gender.
Some have argued that this form may be based on the root 'to
think' and designates humans as rational beings. The English
cognates of this root have recently become associated
exclusively with the male gender (cf. also NHG mann 'man
(male)l and a host of originally gender-free compounds are
now being revised to restore the earlier unbiased meaning,
'rational being'. Slavic forms: OCS m9zr'man', Rus muz 'man',
are perhaps from a different root signifying virility, which is
also seen in Alb mez 'colt' « *mongWjo-) and is the basis of
the Greek word 'A/la~wv, which although frequently folk
etymologized as 'breastless' by the ancient Greeks and more
recently identified with Iranian tribes, it is more probably
from PIE *I)-m1)g w-jon-es 'man-less, without husbands'.

See also DEATII; EARTH; HUSBAND; KINSHIP; MALE; MANu;
STRENGTH; WOMAN. (M.E.H.]

MANE see HAIR

MANU
*manu- 'Man, ancestor of humankind'. (JEW 700

(*manu-); Wat 38 (*man-); BK 542 (*manY-/*m;mY-)). Germ
Mannus (ancestor of the Germans), Av Manus-ci8ra
'descendent of Manu', Olnd Manu (ancestor of mankind).
The correspondence, although confined to Germanic and
Indo-Iranian, appears both phonologically and structurally
sound.

The story of the Germanic Mannus is recorded solely by
Tacitus (Germania 2) who relates how the ancestor of the
Germans was Tuisto 'Twin' who had a son Mann us 'Man' who
then begot the three primary Germanic tribes, the Ingvaeones,
the Herminones and lstaevones. In the Old Indic account,
Vivasvat couples with Savamc1 'Same Looks', a "double" of
his wife Saral)yU, and begets Manu 'Man'. He then goes on to
father Yama Twin', the ancestral figure of all mortals. Manu
also initiates sacrifice and human laws, the Law of Manu.
Structurally, both tales relate the foundation of human society
which is brought into being when a primeval *Man (Mannus,
Manu) sacrifices his *Twin (Tuisto, Yarna).

See also COSMOGONY; DMNE TWINS; MAN. U.P1v1;.]

MAPLE
*kleinus (gen. *k1in6us) 'maple (Acer spp.)'. [JEW 603 .

(*kleno-); Fried 64-69]. From *kieinu-: OE him 'maple', OHG
lIn-bourn 'maple-tree', Lith klevas ~ klHivas 'maple', Latv klavs
'maple' (Baltic < late Proto-Baltic *klieva-< earlier *kleiva-,
from *kleinva-?); from *klinu-: ON hiynr « Proto-Gmc
*hluni- by metathesis from *hlinu-) 'maple', Rus klen « Proto-

MARLIK

Slav *klinu-) 'maple', Maced (Hesychius) K"Alvo(aJrpoxos
'kind of maple'. Perhaps Grk yAivo- '(a kind 00 maple'
(perhaps =Acersempervirens [aka A. orientae or A. creticurnf)
belongs with *kleinu-, though the initial g- is not well
explained. Certainly a word of the northwest, possibly also
of the center of the IE world.

*h2flq (gen. *h2ekr(o)s or ?*h2e}qJs) 'maple (Acer spp.)'.
[IEW20 (*aker); Fried 64-691. Lat acer(gen. aceris) 'maple',
Dan xr« Proto-Gmc *ahira-) 'maple', OHG ahom « Proto
Gmc *ahuma-) 'maple', Grk (Hesychius) aK:apva 'sweet bay',
a1Caaroc; « *akarstos) 'maple', Hit hiqqar- '± maple'.

The maple, valuable for bowls and other wooden artifacts,
was present throughout early IE times in much of Europe,
with subgeneric diversification that, depending on the area,
included the common', Norway, sycamore, and, in the
Caucasus, the mighty maple. It is also known from southwest
Anatolia. Consonant with this great spread and variety, there
are two early names for this tree, which overlap in Germanic,
where there is much botanical subspeciation as well. One of
these names, *kleinus is reflected in Germanic, Baltic and
many Slavic languages-all of which denote the 'maple'.
Sometimes set here are the Celtic forms (OIr cui/enn, Wels
celyn(en)) but these both mean 'holly' and the British Isles
lies outside the native prehistoric distribution of the 'maple'
and 'sycamore'.

The second name is reflected in Latin, Germanic, Greek,
Hittite and probably Indic; one can posit a PIE *h2eker- or
*h2ekem-, probably derived from the root for 'sharp', as in
Lat acer (whence NE acrid). In the Germanic area, at least,
the reflexes of this 'maple' name were probably used for the
Norway or sharp-leafed maple, complementing the uses of
the other term for other maples present. The second name,
speculatively but probably, is related to an Old Indie (fi.gvedic)
form akra-. At first blush, this denotes something high that
the sons of Aditi grew into, but closer analysis makes it likely
that the Vedic poet, drawing on his cultural memory, meant
that "the sons of Aditi grew upward like the mighty maples",
which, as it happens, flourish in the .central and eastern
Caucasus near to where the ancestors of the Indie and Iranian
speakers lived. It is possible that both maple forms go back
to a single PIE **kR-n-, but this is highly conjectural.

See a/so TREES. IPF, D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Oettinger, N. (1994) Der Ablaut von 'Ahorn' im Indogermamschen.

KZ 107, 77..c.86.

MARLIK
This Iranian cemetery, dated to the mid second millennium

BC, is situated near the Caspian Sea. It yielded funeral altars
and fifty-five burials in stone lined chambers with a wide
range of gifts of bronze and gold, including figures, vessels,
weapons and horse-gear. Many of the objects are regarded as
prestige goods obtained from the western parts of the Near
East. G. N. Kurochkin has proposed that the identification of
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for ritual mortars with spouts which he likens to instruments
that might be employed in pressing the soma, the sacred drink
of the early Indo-Aryans, and to similar devices found in con
temporary Hindu shrines. Further afield, Marlik has yielded
a golden bowl with scenes depicting the birth and torment of
hoofed animals which corresponds to a widely attested artistic
motif found not only on Mitanni seals but also among the
Iranian-speaking nomads of the Eurasian steppe.

See also HAsANLU; INDO-IRANrAN lANGUAGES;

. SACRED DRINK, U·PM.I

e.

b.

f.

d.

a.

Marlik Torment and birth scene from a. Scythian burial at Tolstoy Mogila, Ukraine, b. Mitanni glyptics; c. golden bowl from Marlik;
Mirror scene from d. Scythian' ornament, e. Golden bowl from Hasanlu; f. Ritual spouted mortar from Marlik; g. Ritual mortar from
modem Hindu shrine.
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the Indo-Aryans in this region would be secured if one can
find evidence for the horse-drawn chariot, widespread trading
relations, the presence of typical Hurrian goods (as the basic
language of the Mitanni was Hurrian), and elements typically
displaying Indo-Aryan motifs. He has attrib:uted Marlik to
the Mitanni (it contained seals typical of those found in the
Mitanni region) as it met all of his criteria. The graves produced
both the remains of horses and models of war-chariots which
attest the specifically equestrian Indo-Aryan element in
Mitanni. Of the ritual elements, Kurochkin cites the evidence

MARLIK
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Further Reading
Kurochkin, G. N. (1994) Archaeological search for the Near Eastern

Aryans and the royal cemetery of Marlik in northern Iran, in

South Asian Archaeology 1993, ed. A. Parpola and P Koskikallio,
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MARRIAGE
*gemhx- 'marry (from the male point of view)'. [IEW369

370 (*gem(e)-)~Wat 19 (*gemJ-); GI 775~ Buck 2.33; Szem
20.3.1; BK 215 (*d'im-/*d'em-)]. Grk yaj.1'£m'marry (of
males)', yap£opal 'marry (of females)'. Derivatives: Lat gener
« *gemros< *gemiros) 'son-in-law', Grk rapf3p6~« *grpros)
'son-in-law', Alb dhender (Gheg dhanderr) 'groom', Av .
zamatar- « *gomhrter-) 'son-in-law', OInd jamatar- «
*gomhx-ter-) 'son-in-law'.jara- « *grphrrllo-) 'suitor'. This
productive root would appear to be of PIE status. A possible
continuation of this root in Pashto ZJman 'payment of wages,
stipend' has suggested that the underlying meaning of this
word may have referred to the payment by the suitor for the
bride of the bride-price. Others, however, have taken the
semantics of this word (NGrk yapaw is the obscene register
of 'copulate') to suggest that it reflected the actual
consummation of a marriage.

*sneubh- 'marry (from the female point of view)'. [lEW
977-978 (*sneubh-); Wat 62 (*sneubh-); GI 663
(*Cs)neu[}-); Buck 2.33]. Lat nubere 'marry (of females)'.
Derivatives: OSC snubiti 'to pander', Grk vvprpTJ 'bride'. A
word confined to the west and center of the IE world. If *sneu
bh-, then perhaps related to *snus6s 'daughter-in-law' «
*'bride').

*h2uedh(hg)- 'lead in marriage, marry (from the male point
of view)'. [lEW 1109 (*lJadh-), 1115-1116 (*I)edh-); Wat
73 (*wadh-); GI 658-660 (*Hwedh -); Buck 2.33; BK 474
(*wad-/*wJd-)]. Wels dyweddro 'marry', OE weddian «
*h2lJodh(hx)eje/o-) 'marry' (> NE wed), OPms wedde 'wed',
Lith vedu 'lead, marry (of a man)', Latv vedu 'lead, marry'.
Derivatives: Lith vedekle 'son's wife', Av va80- 'bride', OInd
vadhu- 'bride', udha « *h2udh-teha-) 'married woman, wife'.
Perhaps ORus nevesta 'husband's brother's wife, brother's wife.
son's wife' with analogic lengthening from ORus veno 'bride
price'. Cf. OlrIedid (DlL feidid) 'leads', OCS ved9 'lead" ORus
vadUi 'get married'. Hit huttiye- 'pull, drag', Av va8ayeiti 'pulls'.
A productive root which is clearly old in 'this meaning among
the northwest stocks and with the Indo-Iranian derivatives
probably of PIE status.

Indo-Europeans did not possess a single term for marriage;
instead. a number of different verbs were employed for malc:
and female subjects and various aspects of the marriage
process. The active verb *gemhr is preserved only in Greek
raf.1EW 'marry (of male subjects)'. but a variety of derivative
nouns signifying males (dAlb dhender 'bridegroom', Lat gener
< *gemros and Olnd jamatar- both 'son-in-law') assures its
Indo-European presence. The original connections of this root
are doubtful. A relation to Lat geminus 'twin' and an original
concept of 'pairing' has been suggested, but others have seen

MARRIAGE

in Latin geminus a special development of the root *jem
'twin'; therefore, it is best to assume that 'marry' is the primary
meaning. The widespread use of phrases with the concept
'lead' as in Lat uxorem ducere 'to lead a wife' in the sense 'to
marry' and especially derivatives of the root *h2IJedh(hxJ
'lead' in this use, best seen in the English verb wed
< *h2lJodh(hxJeje/o-, confirms the Indo-European practice
of virilocal post-marital residence and native idiom probably
used causatives of the verb *h2lJedh(hx)- 'lead' in this sense,
A second verbal root *(s)neubh-, is seen in Lat nabere 'marry',
used of female subjects and RusCS snubiti 'pander'; it also
provides the basis for a number of feminine nouns, e,g., Grk
vVpqJ1J 'Virgin, bride' and Alb nuse 'bride' « *(sJnubh-ciha.

the same source as Lat nuptiae 'marriage rites'), The existence
of this second verb for women points to the fact that the Indo
European couple had markedly divergent marital roles,

.although it would be unwise to assume that these were
necessarily those of dominance and subservience. In Albanian
and South Slavic great families of the nineteenth century, elder
females exercised considerable independent powers within
the family. Younger females were certainly restricted in their
decision making, but so too were younger males, who often
possessed no private property beyond their clothing and
weapons.

Eric Hamp has suggested that we can recover (at least)
four tenns relating to the institution of marriage in PIE. The
well-attested root *perj{- (- *prej{-) 'ask, beg', also carries
the specific meaning of 'initiate a proposal of marriage', e.g.,
Lat procus 'wooer', Lith persu 'propose in marriage', Arm
harc'anem 'ask', harsn 'bride'. This would be followed by the
exchange of presents, the *lJedmo- 'bride-price'. As part of
the wedding the bride would be literally led away into
matrimony, i.e., *h2lJedhChx)- 'lead (into marriage)'. Finally,
he argues that *gemhx- is more precisely translated 'consum
mate a marriage' which may well explain the particular bias
of this word towards males in the various IE stocks (in a central
and eastern dialect area we can also reconstruct *jebhe/o
'copulate', a semantic specialization o~ *jebhe/o- 'enter'
preserved in Tocharian and Anatolian).

Types of Marriage
The system of analysis applied to IE mythology has also

been .extended to the structure of IE marriage institutions,
particularly in Roman and Old Indic traditions. Georges
Dumezil noted that the eight types of marriage listed in early
Indic traditions can be divided into essentially three basic
social types.There were four associated with the priestly
function (brahma [< 'priest']. daiva l< 'of the gods'], ar;;a [<
'priest'] and prajapatya I< 'of Prajapati')) that were surrounded
with religious ceremony and sanction and associated with
the priest class. Dumezil found their correspondence in the
Roman c6nfarreati6 the marriage union of priests which was
sanctioned by the highest priest and held before Jupiter. In
ancient India the warrior function found its expression in the
marriage types knows as gandharva, the co-habitation of man
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and women without ceremony and rak~asa 'marriage by
capture'. The Roman equivalent was hel9 to be the ususwhich,
like the gandhaIYa, involved co-habitation for a year preceding
the official marriage bonds. The third or fertility function in
India was marked by asura which involved the purchase of
the wife; it was specific to the third estate vaiSya and the lowest
estate, the sudra. In ancient Rome it found its parallel in the
coemptio, marriage by purchase. Similar extensive systems
of marriage can be found in Ireland where they descend from
legitimate marriages sanctioned by both families to marriages
based on cohabitation (cL the Old lndic gandhara and Lat
usus) and marriage by capture (OIr lanamnas eicne).

The range of types of marriage within different IE societies
tends to be large (and on a world-wide ethnographic sample
would be extended many times over). A number of early IE
societies exhibit sufficient evidence to presume formal
arrangements of marriage involving the payment of a 'bride
price', a word reconstructible to PIE. The forcible abduction
of the bride (which may include the bride's consent in the
absence of her parents') is sa widely seen in both the early
literature and the ethnographies of the IE (and other) peoples
that it would be difficult to deny its possible existence in PIE
even if there are no specific lexical grounds to demonstrate it.
GI have suggested that the verbal root *h2vedh(h2)-,
commonly translated as 'lead away (in marriage)', expressed
rather greater force and that abduction may have been the
earliest form of marriage. As some institution of marriage is
likely to have long predated the fonn of the PIE community,
it is much more likely that marriage by abduction, still
practiced into the present century, was always an option but
hardly the earliest known in PIE society. We should be cautious
about trying to assign a single type to the speakers of the
proto-language which, if like their later descendants, probably
themselves recognized a considerable variety of marriage
forms.

Cross-Cousin Marriage
One specific form of marriage has been attributed to PIE

antiquity: cross-cousin marriage where the preferred marriage
partner is sought with a cross-cousin, i.e., one who is related
through a kin of different sexes (father's sister's son, mother's
brother's son). In its simplest form, symmetrical cross-cousin
marriage, a male in family A will invariably marry the sister
of a male in family B who in turn will marry A's sister. This
process may be continued for generations between the two
families. Other variations, particularly popular among
patrilineal groups, is to select by preference one's partner from
the mother's line, i.e., matrilateral selection. The existence of
cross-cousin marriage in PIE rests largely on certain solutions
to the problem of *h2euh2os 'grandfather' and *nepols
'grandson'. It has been argued that the best way to explain
why the word for 'grandfather' should also yield derivative
meanings for 'mother's brother' (and conversely why
'grandson' should also yield 'nephew', perhaps via 'sisters son')
.is that the terms were created in a system of cross-cousin

marriage. In this way one would simultaneously be the
grandfather (father's father) of ego and his mothers mothers
brother; the term for 'grandfather' would then be employed
to derive another term for the 'mother's brother', i.e., the 'little
grandfather' (d. Lat avunculus 'mother's brother' from aVllS

'grandfather'). This explanation has been embraced by GI who
regard the dualism of two intermarrying families as one of
the underlying frameworks for the binary opposition in IE
mythic structures. As the basis of the problem has not been
firmly established, Le., the validity of projecting the different
semantics to the PIE forms, the ascription of cross-cousin
marriage to the PIE speakers (among probably other forms of
marriage as welD may well be possible but is hardly required
by the existing evidence. Against such a proposition also is
our failure to reconstruct specific terms for the cross-cousins
in PIE, the paucity of examples of this type of marriage
occurring within the individual IE stocks (and where it does
occur such as India, it is largely confined to the east and south,
Le., those areas where we have the greatest reason to suspect
a non-IE substrate), and, finally, where it does occasionally
occur, it does so in the very stocks which do not show evidence
of the shift from 'grandfather' to 'mother's brother' or the
nepotic skewing rule.

See also BRIDE-PRICE; HUSBAND; KINSHIP; SEXUAL ORGANS

AND ACTIVITIES; WIFE. [M.E.H., ].PM.I
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MARROW
*mosghos'marrow, brain'. [IEW750 (*moz-g-o-); Wat 43

(*mozgo-); GI 713]. ON mergr'marrow', OE mearg'.marrow'
(> NE marrow), OHG mar(a)g - mar(a)k 'marrow', OPrus
musgeno 'marrow', Lith smagenes 'marrow', smegenys 'brain')
Latv smadzenes 'brain, marrow', smedzene 'brain', oes mozgU
'brain, marrow', Av mazga- 'marrow, brain', OInd maJjan- (for
expected *majjhan-) 'marrow'. Widespread geographically, at
least a late PIE word for 'marrow'. See also *mosl[ 'brain,
marrow'.

See also ANATOMY; BONE; BRAIN. [D.Q.A.j

MARSH
*stles- 'marsh'. [IEW901 (*seJos-); War 57 (*sel-es-»). Grk

EA..o~ 'marsh, meadow', Av Haraxvati, OPers Harauvati, OInd
SarasvatI« *saras-vant- 'marshy') all river names, saras- 'lake,
pond'. Perhaps here Wels heledd « *sel-ijeha-), hel'meadow
along the side of a river'. Clearly of some IE antiquity

*pen- 'water', *ponjom'swamp'. !JEW807-808 (*pen-);
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Wat 49 (*pen-)]. MIr en « *peno-) 'water', enach 'swamp',
Gaul (ace.) anam 'swamp', ON fen « fanja- < *ponjo-)
'swamp', OE fenn 'moor' (> NE fen), OHG fenna 'swamp',
Goth fani 'swamp', OPrus pannean « *panja-) 'peat-bog',
Lith paniabude 'toadstool', Latv pane 'liquid manure, slurry',
pepava 'puddle'. Distribution indicates a "northwestemism".

*hxihr1u- 'mud; swamp'. [lEW 499 (*i1-)]. Latv i1s 'pitch
dark', OCS ilo 'mud', Rus i1 'mud', il- i1a 'loam', Grk TA:Ut;"
'mud, swamp'. The analysis must yield *hxihx-1u- as *ihx

would probably have produced Grk *jV-; Slavic shows -u
while Grk -uhx-. At least a late isogloss in IE.

?*penk- 'damp, mud'. (lEW 808 (*pen-ko-)). Mir eicne
« *penk-in-io-) 'salmon', OE fuht « *funxtja- < *pl)kt-jo-)
'wet', OHG fuht 'wet', OInd panka- 'mud, mire. These
connections are no more than a possibility; the underlying
fonn may contain the root *pen- 'water, mud, marsh'.

See also DIRT; 1...AKE; WET. (R.S.PB.]

MARTEN
?*bhel- '± marten' (or '± wildcat'). [lEW 119]. Wels be1e

'marten', Lat Felis 'small carnivore, e.g., marten, polecat,
wildcat'. Possibly a word of the far west of the IE world, with
a meaning much as is attested by Lat Felis (d. Nlr cat crainn
'marten' [literally 'tree-cat'l). A possible lndic cognate bhanJjf
(some kind of unidentified animal) might suggest the center
of the meaning was 'wildcat' rather than 'marten'. The current
distribution of both the pine (Martes maTtes) and beech
marten (Martes [oina) embraces almost all of Europe with
the exception of southern Iberia and the Aegean. There is
also evidence of the pine marten in Iran while the beech or
stone marten is also known in Iran, Afghanistan, Baluchistan
and northwest India. Martens are known from prehistoric
sites from Britain to the Crimea and in the Near East. In the
Baltic region there is evidence for selective hunting of marten
where large numbers are recovered on sites in Estonia and
Latvia while some sites of the Tripolye culture also show more
than occasional numbers of marten. It is also known from
riverine sites of the steppe region. The linguistic evidence
notwithstanding, the earliest Indo-Europeans would have
known the marten, probably both the pine marten and the
beech marten.

See also CAT; MAMMALS; POLECAT; WEASEL. [D.Q.A.,j.PM.]

MASTER, MISTRESS
The words gathered here appear to be those used to

describe the first level of leadership in Indo-European society,
the master of a particular household.

*p6tis 'husband'. (lEW 842 (*poti-s); Wat 52-53
(*poti-); GI 661 (*photh_); Buck 2.31; Wordick 214-215].
Bret ozah « *potis stegesos) 'husband, master of the house',
lat hospes « *ghos(t)-pot-) 'host', Goth brup-faps 'bride
groom' (whence Alb fat 'husband'), lith pats 'husband, self',
latv pats 'master of the house, self', Rus gospodr « *ghos(t)
pot-) 'host', Alb zot « *dtopl- < *± wfsa + *pot-) 'master of
the house', Grk nO(Jls 'husband', Hit pat 'self', Av paili-

MASTER, MISTRESS

'husband', OInd pali- 'husband, master', TocM pats 'husband',
TochB pelso 'husband'. Distribution clearly indicates PIE
status.

*pot-niha- 'mistress, lady'. llEW842 (*potnI); d. Wat 52
53 (*poti-); GI 661 (*~othnf); Buck 2.32; Wordick 196
197]. OPrus (ace. sg.) waispattin 'wife, mistress'. Lith viespatni
'lady', Myc po-ti-ni-ja 'lady, wife, mistress', Grk norvla 'lady,
wife', Alb zonje « *doptnja- < *lJisa + *potnpl) 'lady, Wife',
Av -pa8na- 'lady', OInd parnI'lady, wife'. Although clearly
derived from the masculine form above, the distributiol)
suggests that it is likely to be old in IE as well.

Terms for 'husband' and 'wife' often renect the general Indo
European terms 'man' and 'woman', but the terms *P(){js and
*potniha-, 'lord' and 'lady' seem to have functioned in this
sense, although when combined with the feminine noun *lJiK
'settlement, homestead' the terms come to assume a quasi-

'political sense. It is perhaps significant that *potis has a
persistent feminine counterpart in the form of *pol-nih,- with
a non-productive suffix. Both terms are probably related to a
root for 'power', PIE *pOl-, and referred to the control over
the household. It is possible that the feminine did not refer to
the wife of the *potis but his mother as was still the case of
Albanian zonje 'lady' the feminine of zot 'lord' even in the last
century

*dom(haJu-no-s 'master'. [lEW 198-199 ( *dem-); Wat 11
(*dem-); GI 646}. Lat dominus 'master of the house', Lith
namQnalfis « *namunas< *damunas; d. Av nmana- 'house'
for the dissimilation) 'son of the proprietor', Olnd damuna
'master of the house'. A common -no derivative for leader of
the house, parallel to such constructions as Proto-Gmc
*fJeudanaz 'leader of the tribe' (OE peoden 'chief of a tribe,
ruler', Goth fJiudans 'ruler') or Grk Koipavoc; « Proto-Grk
*korjanos) 'leader of the army' is inferred from the presence
of an identical derivative of the archaic u-stem noun 'house'
even after the replacement by thematic nouns was complete
in Baltic and lndic and the u-stem remained only vestigially
in Latin.

*dems-pot- 'master of the hous~'. [lEW 198-199
(*dem-); Wat 11 (*dems-pot-); GI 646; Buck 7.12,7.122;
BK 133 (*t'im-/*t'em-)}. Grk 8Eanorryt;" 'master, lord, owner',
Av d:Jng pati- 'master, lord, ruler', OInd dam-pati- 'master,
lord, ruler' (in the dual 'heads of the household, husband
and Wife'). Notionally the same as the previous entry, i.e.,
'ruler of the household', but limited to languages of the
southeast. Still, the archaic shape of the compound virtually
assures its presence in this dialect area oflate PiE. An originally
Wider distribution may be suggested by Bret ozah « *potis
stegesos) where we have the same semantic combination but
with a newer word for 'house'.

?*hlesh26s'master', *hlesh2eha- 'mistress'. [d. IEVl342
(*esu-s); Gl 400-401; BK 434 (*as>'-/*d.<»'-)]. Olat csa
'mistress', Lat erus'master of the house or family, lord, o\vner',
era 'mistress, lady, owner', Hit isha- 'master, lord, owner;
mistress, lady', ishassara- 'lady, mistress'. This Latin-Hittite
connection has been affirmed and denied in about equal
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Maykop a. Distribution of the Maykop culture.

metal 'artifacts which is almost unprecedented for its period.
Bronze was employed in axes (over forty known), awls, chisels,
daggers (about a hundred are known), what have been
presumed to be psalia (horse bridle-pieces) and other tools
while vessels were also manufactured of bronze as well as
gold and silver. The gold and silver vessels are noted for their
artwork and attest external influences (Iran, Mesopotamia,
Anatolia, the Aegean are all cited) as well as local creations.

The May~op culture impinges on various solutions to the
IE homeland'problem. Its ethnic identity is entirely unknown
although it is often assumed.to be Indo-European according
to some models of IE origins. For example, wall paintings
from a late fourth millennium BC burial at Klady have been
interpreted in the light of Indo-European or Indo-Iranian
religion. Within the Kurgan theory, Maykop is used as a
covering term for not only the Maykop cultural remains of
the north Caucasus but also the Lower Mikhaylovka and Kemi
Oba cultures north of the Black Sea. Some archaeologists also
suggest that the Maykop culture had genetic links with the
TRB~ Globular Amphora and Corded Ware cultures and thus
represented an extensive cultural region from the Baltic to
the Caucasus. Such a theory, it must be emphasized, is highly
speculative and controversial although there is a recognition
that this culture may be a product of at least two traditions:

MASTER

measure. In its favor are the almost exact, semantic equation
and the possibility of exact phonological equation. Adding
weight to the latter point is the fact that Hittite has very few
end-stressed thematic nouns, ,this one and an1- 'companion'
and yukan 'yoke'. Since both of the latter are unequivocally
inherited from PIE it is likely that isha- is as well. Arguing
against the equation is the fact that there is no obvious root
etymology: *h]es-h2-6s 'one who is' from *h]es- 'be' does
not explain the *-h2- and relating it to *h]esh2[ 'blood' as
'one of the blood' does not explain the semantics.

See also HOME.' [M.E.H., D.Q.A.]

MAYKOP CULlURE
The Maykop culture, which takes its name from the famous

royal burial ofMaykop, was the major early Bronze Age culture
of the north Caucasus. Its area of distribution extended from
the Taman peninsula in the west across the plains and valleys
of the north Caucasus as far as Dagestan. The Caucasus
mountains served as a natural barrier to its south while to its
north lay the steppelands which served as the home of the
Novotitorovka and Yamna cultures. The center of Maykop
development is generally situated in the Kuban region. The
dates,of Maykop are still a question of di~putebut it falls very
broadly within the range c 3500-2500 BC.

There are about thirty known settlements belonging to the
Maykop culture. They tend to be on the order of one to two
hectares in size, the largest reaching some ten hectares. Some
of the settlements such as Meshoko were defended by stone
walls (here 2 m high and 4 m thick). Settlements reveal semi
subterranean houses, measuring c 10 by 5 m arranged in small
villages of seven to ten houses. Circular structures are also
found and may be the result of influence from the Kuro-Araxes
culture. Stockbreeding is indicated by the remains of pig,
cattle? sheep, goat and horse while hunting (red deer, wild
pig, etc.) played a minor role in the economy. ,

Maykop is known primarily for its burials. The standard
burial rite was inhumation in 'a pit (which might be stone
lined and timber roofed) which was surrounded by a stone
cromlech (ri,ng) and covered by a kurgan (tumulus). The
central chamber at Maykop was very large (it measured 5.3 x
3.7. x 1.4 m in size). Other Maykop, burials were of similar
dimensions (e,g., the kurgan at Nartan was 100 m il} diameter
and stood some 13 m high; its burial chamber was 7 x 4 m in
size). Later Maykop burials tended to employ a stone cairn in
their construction. Stone cists were also utilized. When not
found in a destroyed state, bUrials tend to be flexed on their
sides.

Burial goods in large amounts have been recovered from a .
number of the Maykop kurgans. A wide range of stone tools
and weapons ~axes, arrows, spears, knives) as well as ceramics
are recorded hut the major interest lies in the abundance of

Further Reading
Pennaod, G. (1983) Le maltre de maison et son entourage en breton.

£1£3,41-46.
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Maykop b. Plan of the Maykop tomb; c. Aurochs standard; d. Decoration on silver vessel; e. Gold vessel; f. Clay pot; g. Horse cheek
piece (psalia); h. Bronze "battle-ax"; i. Bronze and silver dogs from Klady; j. Bronze dagger. The metal dogs have been compared to
the two differently colored dogs of Yama, the Vedic lord of the dead.

e.
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MEAT
*me(m)s (gen. *mems6s) 'meat'. [lE\;\t' 725 (*memso-);

Wat 41 (*mems-); GI 604 (*mems-o-)]. Goth mimz 'meat',

MEASURE
*med- 'measure, weigh'. [lEW 705-706 (*med-); GI 711

(*met'-); Wat 39 (*med-); Buck 4.87; BK 527 (*mat'-/
*mdt'-)]. aIr midithirJudges', Lat meditor'mediate', ON meta
'reckon, estimate', met 'weight', OE metan 'measure, mete
out' (> NE mete), ge-met 'measuring', metian 'weigh, consider',
OHG mezzan 'measure, compare, evaluate', mez'measure',
mezzon 'measure, compare, evaluate', Goth milan 'measure',
milan 'plan', Grk j1£8oj1az 'provide for, be mindful of',
j1r,8oj1az 'intend; plot, contrive', Arm mit 'thought, reason';
with an even more specialized meaning « *'± judge well')
we have Lat medeor'heal, cure', medicus'doctor', Grk Mij80s
a healing divinity, Av vf-mad- 'healer', ~'i-ma8aya 'act as a
healer'. Cf. further ON mj9tuor'creator, god' « *'dispenser'),
OE meotod 'creator, god'. Widespread and old in IE.

*mehltis(gen. *m1Jlteis) 'measure'. [IEW703 (*me-); Wat
39 (*me-); Buck 14.11; BK408 (*mi11-/*men-)]. Lat melior
'measure', OE mtejJ 'measure', Alb mot 'season, rainstorm',
mat« *mb]tj-e/o-) 'measure', Grk,u~ns'plan', Av zastO.miti
'having the measure of a hand', Oind mali- 'measure'. From
*meh]- 'measure', other derivatives of which are OE mtel
'measure, mark, appointed time, (time for a) meal', Goth mel
'time', Hit mehur 'time', Av ma- 'measure', OPers a-mata
'grand, elegant, approved', OInd mfmatI 'measures'.
SuffiCiently widespread to guarantee PIE status. Perhaps
ultimately related to *meh] (i)- 'grow'.

See also MEDICINE; MOON. [D.Q.A.J

k2.kl.

Maykop k. Wall decorations from Novosvobodna tomb at Klady. The bow depicted in kl and k2 has been seen as symbolic of the
death of a king, e.g., in Vedic tradition the successor to a dead k~atriyawould take the bow of the deceased in his hand as emblematic
of the succession of power. The horses shown in k3 have been interpreted as the procession of horses that would encircle (counter
clockwise) the grave of the deceased. Finally, the seated figure with the grill-like visage has been interpreted as VayuNayu, the Indo
Iranian god of the wind and death, whose baleful glance could cause death.

MAYKOP CULTURE

Further Readings
Munchayev, R. (1994) Maykopskaya kul'tura, in Epokha Bronzy

Kavkasa i Sredney Azil, eds. K. Kh. Kushnareva and V I. Markovin,

Moscow, Nauka, 158-225.
Rezepkin, A. D. (1992) Paintings from a tomb of the Maykop culture.

lIES 20, 59-70.

Vasil'kov, Y. V (1994) Some Indo-Iranian mythological motifs in the

art of the Novosvobodnaya ('Maykop') culture, in South Asian

Archaeology 1993: II, eds. A. Parpola and P. Koskikallio, Helsinki,

777-787.
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the local steppe tradition embraced in the Novosvobodna
culture and foreign elements from south of the Caucasus
which can be charted through imports in both regions.

That Maykop was the recipient of artistic influences from
the Near East might also be employed to explain the occasional
appearance of what have been presumed to be Near Eastern
(largely Semitic) loanwords in Indo-European. Alternatively,
in the theory of Indo-European origins proposed by T.
Gamkrelidze and V Ivanov, the Maykop culture may be
presented as a movement of IE-speaking groups from a
homeland in Armenia-eastern Anatolia northwards to a
secondary "European" homeland in the north Caucasus. But
it should also be observed that the Maykop culture lies within
the present distribution of the non-IE north Caucasian
languages and that its ascription to the early Indo-Europeans
is merely an assumption by some scholars while others prefer
to attribute the Maykop culture to non- IE groups of Anatolia
such as the Hatti or Kaska.

See also I<EMI DBA CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADITION; LOWER

MU{HAYLOVKA GROUP. U.PM.]
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OPrus mensa 'meat', Lith mesa 'meat', Latv miesa 'meat', OCS
mfso 'meat', Alb mish 'meat', Grk /lijVlY~ 'skin, meninges',
Ann mis 'meat', Oind mas 'meat', maITlsa- 'meat', TachE mIsa .
(pt) 'meat'. The derivative *me(mJs-ro/eha- is seen in OIr mlr
'bit « *'a bit of meat'), share, portion', Lat membrum 'member'
« *'part of carcass'), membrana 'membrane',. Rus mjazdra
'meat side of skin'. Both widespread among the IE languages
and archaic in morphology Certainly the PIE word for 'meat'.

See also ANATOMY; FOOD. [D.Q.A.]

MEDICAL GOD
The structure of IE medicine appears to reflect the tripartite

social divisions of society and just as there are three classes of
medical practitioners attending three different 'socially
associated types of diseases and injury, so also were deities
arranged to both inflict and lift pains appropriate to each class.
In Vedic India, for example, VaruQa, the deity associated with
the priestly class and the one charged with the maintenance
of order, punished trespassers of his realm with bonds,
identified as jalodararoga-, i.e., dropsy ('water-belly'), which,
appropriately enough to his social role, could only be lifted
by prayers. The deity assigned to the warrior class who was
concerned with disease was the archer Rudra who inflicted
disease in the form of fevers, coughs. Finally, the Asvins, the
Divine Twins who were linked to the third estate, were the
general practitioners who renewed sexual vigor, healed broken
limbs, and were generally concerned with the restoration of
health. The etymology of their Iranian counterparts Haurvatat
'wholeness, health' and AmJrJtat 'long life' also suggests such
concerns and as these two were particularly associated with
water and plants respectively, one might conclude that potions
and healing herbs were the particular stock of the Indo-Iranian
Third Function medical deities.

Possible comparative data derives from Greek mythology
where Apollo, like the lndic Rudra, is both an archer who
inflicts disease from afar (Iliad 1.48-52) and is invoked as a
healer. Moreover, both share the same and peculiar association
with rodents; Rudra's animal was the '(rat) mole' (akhl1-) and
he was himself described as Vanku-, the 'tottering one' while
Apollo shared the epithets Smintheus (the rat god) and Loxias
(the one with the oblique gait). A dualism arises in that the
name of Apollo's son, the healer Asklepios, derives from
oKaAo'J! 'blind rat, rat mole' and his sanctuary at Epidauros
was built to resen1ble a molehill while Rudra's son Ganesa,
beside his typical association with the- elephant, was also
connected with the rat. All of this is at least suggestive of a
mythic complex involving a disease-dealing or -healing arche.r
god who may have been reflected as the disease-ridden rat or
the more beneficent (healing) mole. Although Asklepios is
credited with the ability to heal by spells, surgery and herbs,
thus matching the three medical "functions" recorded in
Iranian tradition, ]aan Puhvel has suggested that this corres
pondence could have resulted from a borrowing of concepts
from Persia where Greek physicians were in attendance.

Another possible mythic reflection of a healing deity may

MEDICINE

be seen in the Indo-Iranian Aryaman-Airyaman and the Lrish
Eremon « *h4erjo-men-). The Vedic Aryaman is generally
associated with the institution of marriage, the building of
roads and paths, and to some extent also healing_ This asso
ciation is better retlected in his Lranian guise where Airyaman
who, in the A ~Testa (Videvdat 22), institutes the decontamina
tion ritual of the gaomaeza-, where the patients bathed in
furrows filled with the urine of bulls and water. In Irish myth
ology, Eremon, like Aryaman, provided wives, built causeways
and roads, and during his reign, one of his allies was healeq
from poisonous darts by bathing in furrows filled with milk,
another bovine liquid to parallel that of the gaomaeza-.

See also MEDICINE. LJ.PM.I

Further Reading
Puhvel, ]. (1970). Mythological reflections of Indo-European

medicine, in Indo-European and Indo-Europeans, eds. G.

Cardona, H. Hoenigswald and A. Senn, PhiladelphIa, University

of Pennsylvania, 369-382.

MEDICINE
There is both lexical and mythological evidence that

permits us to reconstruct at least some of the diseases and
procedures of cure of the earliest Indo-Europeans.

Diseases
Modern classification of diseases by topography, anatomy,

physiology, etc., are probably too specific to be employed
against the evidence of lexical reconstructions for the Indo
Europeans. Other than the more obvious physical defects such
as blindness, most of the terms relating to disease that we can
reconstruct seem to be confined to skin diseases which would
not necessarily have led to death, a word for which the IE
vocabulary produces abundant cognate sets, e.g., *mer- 'die'
and a large series of derived forms (*m[tos 'dead; mortal',
*m[tis'death', *m[tom'death', *moros'death'), *nek- 'perish,
die' (and *nekus 'death; dead'), and later (7) regional terms
such as *dhgWhei- 'perish' and *dheu- 'die'. The oldest term
for 'sickness' or 'to be sick' is *sl)ergh- 'sickness, be sick' while
other terms, less well attested, such as *h lermen- 'sickness'
and *seug- 'be sick', are also found. There are also a series of
references to pain and suffering which suggest either an
original or derived medical basis, e.g., *seh4i- '± be angry at,
afflict' which yields such terms as OE sar'bodily pain, wound,
sore' (> NE sore) and Grk aiJ.1wc5{a 'kind of tooth-ache';
*kwent(h)- 'suffer'; *haeghleh;].- 'affliction'; *haenghes- '±

suffering, grief, fear' which carries connotations of 'con
striction'; *peh}ml) 'misfortune, suffering' and *haem(h:J-I
ljeha- 'suffering'.

Evidence for skin diseases and swellings can be found in a
series of words such as *dednls 'tetter, skin eruption, leprosy',
*kreup- '± rough, scabby', *kinos 'callosity', *1..1[h.\-os 'pimple',
*ljorhxdo- - *ljerhxdeha- 'wart', *h]e1kes- '± ulcer', and a
number of terms for 'pus' or 'suppurating wound'; *pl.lhxes
'putrefaction, PUS', *Sl)eros '(suppurating) wound', *l..lchat-
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'(suppurating) wound'. More general wounds are attested in .
*lJolno/eha- (~ *lJorno/eha-) '(bloody) wound', *haeru(s)
'wound', and *pelos- 'wound'.

Finally, among the physical ailments, there are several terms
relating to the eyes, e.g., *haendh6s 'blind', *koln6s 'one
eyed', and *kaikos'one-eyed, cross-eyed'. Hearing and speech
defects are seen in *bhodhxr6s'deaf' and *mQ- 'dumb'. Other
physical disabilities are seen in *mendo/eha- '± (bodily) defect',
*lord(sJ<}os'crooked of body', *(s}keng-'limp' and *(hJ}lJ.gWen
'± (swollen) gland'.

Cures
There are both general terms for curing an individual and

occasionally suggestions as to how this might have been done.
For example, *hJ/4eis- 'refresh (using a liquid), renew the
strength of' yields specifically medicinal connotations in Grk
iao)1al 'heal, cure' and iarp6c; 'doctor', and Oind i$-k[ti
'healing', while *jak(k}- '± cure, make well' provides another
cognate set. The specific medical use of *med- 'heal, cure', a
root which is widely enough attested, is seen only in Italic
and Iranian and is derived from a base with the meaning of
restoring a particular situation to normal by following a
customary set of practices. A possible late term for more direct
medical treatment may be found in *bher- '± cure with spells
and/or herbs' which is limited to Baltic, Albanian and Greek.
There is also the verbal root *h3engW- 'anoint (with salve),
(be)smear'. The expected result. of such remedies would be
to render the patient healthy again, Le., *k6hailus 'healthy,
whole, complete' or *s6Ii).os 'whole'.

Sick Maintenance
The care of the injured in many of the world's systems of

traditional law requires that the individual who inflicted an
injury also be responsible for the recovery of the injured, either
by undertaking the nursing himself or employing a medical
practitioner to effect the cure. It has been argued that there
are both structural and lexical reflections of such a system in
Indo-European, specifically in the legal texts of both the early
Irish and the Hittites. The evidence from Hittite (KBo 6 2 1
16-19) states that if someone injures another, he shall take
care of him and provide a replacement for him in his house
hold until the injured party recovers. He shall also make a
payment to the injured party and pay any necessary medical
expenses. In the Old Irish legal tracts relating to medicine we
find a similar system involving the injury of the individual
and their sick maintenance, the substitution of the injured
party during convalescence, and payment to the injured and
for attendant medical expenses. The structural similarities,
as Calvert Watkins argues, suggests an inherited expression
of customary law from Proto-Indo-European. He also argues
that there is some lexical support in that the Hittite term 'to
take care of, perform sick maintenance', i.e., saktaizzi, is a
denominative from an unattested *sakta- « PIE *sokto-)
which may also be reflected in OIr sochc « *soktos) 'stupor,
silence'.

The Medical .System
The tripartite or trifunctional conceptual system seen in

other IE social behavior is also reflected in its medical system.
The Iranian Videvdac (7.44) lists three medical specialists:
those who heal by the knife (kdrdto-baesaza-), those who heal
by herbs (urvaro-baesaza-) and, the most effectual, those who
heal by spells (m;1(Jro-baesaza-), where the three methods are
associated with diseases and the appropriate medicinal cures
of the warrior class (healing with the knife), the herder
cultivator class who would utilize herbs and other plants,
and the priest class (healing with spells).

A parallel set of cognate medicinal lore is to be found in
Old Indic tradition where the Asvins (RV10.39.3) are credited
with curing blindness with spells, fractures with knives and
emaciation with herbs. The evidence for tri-partition is
particularly strong in lndic mythology where the divinities
Varuna, Rudra and the Asvins have clearly defined spheres of
disease and healing. Varuna, the god charged with maintaining
religious order punishes transgressors with debilitating
diseases, in particular dropsy (jalodararoga-), which can only
be healed by prayers, the "tool" of the First Function. Rudra,
known in Vedic texts as the 'first divine physician' also inflicts
and cures disease. He is closely associated with Indra and the
second or warrior estate of IE social tripartition and he inflicts
disease with his arrows. In this and other features, he shares
parallels with the Greek Apollo who, in the Iliad (1.50) also
inflicts disease with his bow. Apollo is associated with the rat
(a)1lv(Joc;) while Rudra is closely associated with the mole
(akhu-) as is also the case with Apollo's son Asklepios
(a}(aAOljl). The third estate or function is connected with the
Asvins who undertake general curing, and who had a close
link with healing waters and herbal cures.

Other than the parallels already mentioned, the archetypal
Greek healer Asklepios (Pindars Third Pythian Ode 40-55)
apparently heals spontaneous sores with incantations,
weapon-:inflicted wounds or injury from stone-throwing with
external medications or incision, and fevers with potions,
again reflecting both diseases and cures appropriate to the
social tripartition of society. Parallels may also be- adduced
from Old Irish tradition where the physician Mlach (each
Maige Tuired 33-35) restores a severed hand by incantation,
he is then killed by his fathers own sword stroke, and herbs
subsequently grow out of his grave.

In addition to evidence for an underlying medico-religious
system, there are occasional traces of common healing channs
found widely throughout the IE area. In Old Indic tradition
we find a charm in the Atharvaveda (4.12) for healing (a lame
horse?) where marrow is to be put to marrow, skin to skin
and flesh to flesh. In ninth to tenth century German tradition
we find in the Second Merseburg charm the words by which
various deities attempted to heal the sprain to Baldr's horse:
Ben zi bena, bluoc zi bluoda, lid zi geliden, sase gelimida sin
('bone to bone, blood to blood, limb to limb, so let them be
joined') while the Irish physician Mlach (Lath N[aige Tuired
34.135-136) attempts to rejoin the severed arm of Nuadu
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with the incantation ault fri halt di & Feith [ri [eth ('joint to
joint of it, and sinew to sinew'). The antiquity of this charm
is insured by its presence in a Hittite-Luvian document (CTH
760) where the spells of the "Old Woman" conclude: "bone
to bone is fitted, sinew to sinew is fitted, blood to blood is
fitted'. Traces of this charm are also found in the traditions of
Norway, England, Russia and Greece.

A second widely attested medical solution to a problem
concerns cures for baldness. In Indo-European cosmology
where the universe is created from the parts of a primordial
giant, plants are formed from the giant's hair. There appears
to be a specific relationship between grass and hair within
this system with the former behaving like hair in that it is
long, appears on the surface (flesh =earth in the cosmogonic
system) and the two materials both grow longer. This nexus
of associations helps explain not only the Widespread beliefs
concerning disposal of hair in the ground (as if it were a plant)
but also the cures for baldness. The Atharvaveda (6.136-137)
describes how baldness should be cured by sprinkling the
remains of a plant with strong roots on the head while Pliny
(Natural History 26.30) recommends the application of
ladanum, an extract from the Cistus plant. Germanic folk
practice advises the use of burdock root and fireweed to restart
the growth of hair through the nourishment of plants. The
persistence of such cures until today hardly reqUires comment.

In the cure for baldness and other maladies or injuries,
there is clear evidence that the etiology of Indo-European
disease reqUired the application of the cosmogonic principles
to restore the "wholeness" of the individual. As the universe
was created from the body of a giant, the appropriate members
or parts of the body possessed correlates in the material world
which might then be applied for their restitution. The
Atharvaveda, for example, explains the healing properties of
the Arundhati plant (A V5.5) from the fact that the first man's
(Yama's) horse spattered blood on it which can then, in tum,
be employed to restore broken limbs in a horse. (A V 4.12).
Similarly, healing plants and herbs are attributed to the
dismembered parts of a primeval Irish healer, Dian Cecht, or
a primeval Iranian ox, the herbs' efficacy being related to the
particular body part from which it originally derived.

Finally, comparative evidence also suggests a recurring
pattern of removal of a disease or infestation from the body
of the diseased. In the Indic cure (A V2.33·.6) for the decaying
disease yak~ma, it is charmed out of the body from the bones
to the marrow to the sinews to the veins and out the
extremities (hands, fingers and then nails) while an Old Saxon
charm drives the 'worm' of disease out from the marrow, to
bone, to flesh, to skin, and then out through the sale of a
horse's hoof. Corresponding examples can be found in Slavic
and Iranian traditions which again show how the cosmogonic
dissection of the universe is brought to bear to restore health.
Hence, one drives the disease from the central core, the bone
and marrow (stone) through the flesh (earth) and blood
(water) and out one of the extremities. The restitution of
health, in short, constitutes a restoration of the cosmic

MEHRGARH

"wholeness" to revive that of the body.
See also ANATOMY; BUND; COSMOLOGY; DEAF; DEFECT; HERNIA;

MEASURE; MEDICAL GOD; SICK. ID.Q.A., JPM.I
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MEET
*moo- 'meet'. [JEW 746-747 (*mod-); Wat 43 (*m{)d-);

Buck 19.65]. ON mcrta 'meet', mot 'meeting, public assembly',
OE metan 'meet' (> NE meet), gemot 'meeting, public
assembly' (> NE moot), OHG muoten 'meet as enemies', MHG
muoze 'meeting, public assembly', Goth ga-motjan 'meet', Am1
matc'i- « *mad-e-sKe/O-) 'approach'. At least a word of the
west and the center of the IE world.

See also FIND. [M.N.]

MEHRGARH
Long lasting settlement in Baluchistan spanning the period

from c 8000 to 2500 BC. The site is of critical importance for
detennining the ortgins of the Neolithic economy in the Indian
borderlands. Already by the eighth millennium BC there is
evidence of einkorn (Triticum monococcum), emmer
(Triticum dicoccum), bread wheat (Triticum durum/
aestivum), and barley (Hordeum \Ttllgare) along with utensils
such as sickle blades and grinding stones. Initially, the primary
mammalian fauna was hunted, e.g., chinkara (gazelle) (Gazella
dorcas), wild sheep, wild goat, swamp deer (Cer\/us
duvauceli), nilgai or blue bull (Boselaphus tragocamelus) and
wild cattle (B05 namadicus). Through time the percentage of
cattle, sheep and goat increases at the expense of wild fauna.
Domestic goat may have been kept from the very beginning
of the site.

The importance of Mehrgarh is that it appears to exhibit a
. local transition to agriculture or, at least, a transition that was

almost as early as that experienced in western Asia and
Anatolia. For those who propose that the Indo-Europeans
spread with the expansion of early agricultural communities,
Mehrgarh renders it unlikely that the earliest farmers in the
territory of later Indo-Aryans and those of the west, e.g.,
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Messapic a. Distribution of the Messapians (and Greek colonies).

Anatolians, southeast Europeans, would have had any cause
to have spoken the same language. Rather, it makes it more
likely that the Harappan culture or Indus Valley ciVilization
w~ rooted both economically and perhaps linguistically (Le.,
a n,?n-Indo-European language) in local developments of the
region.

Mehrgarh also plays a prominent role in arguments for
later Indo-Aryan migrations to India. In Mehrgarh 7 (and also
at the site of Sibri) there have been found graves which have
been regarded as intrusive from the Bactiian-Margiana
Archaeological Complex (BMAC) which. a number of other
scholars have suggested is to be identified with Indo-Iranians.
Such evidence, dated to c 1800 BC, has been employed to
suggest the movement of Indo-Aryans into northwest India
in the late or final period of the Harappan culture.

See also BMAC; liARAPPAN Cm..TURE;
INDO-IRANIAN LANGUAGES. U.PM.]

MELT
*teha- 'to melt'. [lEW 1053-1054 (*ta-); Wat 69 (*ta-);

BK III (*tfhJan-l*t[hJ;)n-)]. Wels toddi « *ta-or *tau-) 'melt',
Lat tabeD 'melt', ON peyja 'thaw', OE pawian 'thaw' (> NE
thaw), OHG douwen 'thaw' (Gmc *paujan), OCS tajp'rnelt',
Grk n11CW 'melt', Arm (anam (formation unclear) <moisten',
ass tajyn - tajun « *tai-) 'melt'. The Germanic forms
represent *jJau- which may derive from *teha-u-. Distribution
and formation clearly indicate a I?IE root.

*(s)meld- 'to melt'. [lEW718 (*mel-d-); Wat 40 (*mel-)).
OE meltan 'melt' (> NE melt), OHG smelzan 'melt', Grk
)1£)"80)1al'melt'. The meaning 'to melt' is clearly derived from
a more general 'dissolve' (cf. ON melta 'to malt, to digest',
etc.) from PIE *mel-(d) '(become/make) soft'. A word of the
west and center of the IE world.

See also ICE; SOFT. [R.5.P.B.]

MEHRGARH

MESSAPIC LANGUAGE
Messapic is the designation usually given to the Indo

European language of southeastern Italy, spoken by a series
of Iron Age peoples such as those designated by the Greeks
as Messapians or known locally as the Iapyges. Other peoples
of the region included the Apuli, Calabri, Daunii, Peucetii
and Sallentini. Messapian proper is attested in c 250 inscrip
tions which date from the sixth to first centuries BC. The

.inscriptions are short and generally comprise only the names
of the deceased inscribed on a gravestone but there is sufficient
evidence to indicate that they comprise an IE language, e.g.,
an inscription found at Vaste which includes the name of the
town Basta (cf. Grk (f)aa'rv 'town', OInd vasati'dwells'), and
which, like a number of other inscriptions, begins klaohi
presumably 'hear!' « *](leu- 'hear'). Other possible words of
IE origin include Mess penke- 'five' « *penkWe-), Mess

. barzidihi 'birch' « *bherhxBos). Ancient traditions held that
the ancestors of the speakers of Messapic (including their
immediate neighbors) had come to Italy in the not too distant
past from Illyria, the Adriatic coastal region of Croatia, Bosnia
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and Albania, and modern linguistic tradition may be in
agreement. In fact, Messapic is considered by some to be the
best attested variety of Illyrian, a feat of little distinction as
Illyrian proper is virtually unattested. What we actually have
is a series of personal and place-names on both sides of the
Adriatic Sea whose similarity suggests a close genetic relation
ship, e.g., Illyrian L1aSlOS and MessapiC Dazes, Illyrian
Aau51as and Messapic Ladi- and Illyrian IIAarmp and
Messapic Plator-. The Peucetii are found in Apulia and also
northwest across the Adriatic in Libumia; Apuli is a tribal
name in southern Italy while Apulus is a personal name in
Illyrian territory; Dalmathus is a personal name in Messapia
which, it is claimed, corresponds to the Illyrian personal
names Dalmata and toponyms Dalmatas, Dalmana. Such
comparisons have been adduced to support the idea that the
Messapians spoke a dialect of Illyrian and that they migrated
to Italy sometime before the eighth century BC. In any case
Messapic represents a kind of IE that is quite independent of
the Italic languages and its Balkan relationships, whatever
they might be precisely, have been employed to suggest east
to west movements in the establishment of IE-speaking
populations in Italy.

See alsolI.LYRIAN LANGUAGE. U.PM.l
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METAL
*haei-es- 'metal> copper> bronze'. [lEW 15-16 (*ajos-);

Wat 4 (*ayes-); GI 614 (*Haye/os-); Buck 9.66}. Lat aes
'bronze, copper', Dmb ahesnes 'copper mine', Osc eisemim
'copper mine', ON eir 'are', OE ar 'ore' (> NE ore), OHG er
'are', Goth aiz 'money, metal coin' « Germ *ayiz), Av ayah
'metal (probably bronze)', OInd ayas.; 'copper; iron'. The
geographical distribution assures PIE status for this word but
its underlying meaning is difficult to specify. Although the
Iranian fonn has sometimes been taken to Indicate 'iron', there
are references in the Avesta (51.9b) to ayar,;ha xsusta 'molten
metal' which accords far better with copper or a copper-alloy
than presuming the te<;:hnology of cast iron for the early
Iranians. Reference to Miera carrying a mace zaroiS ayar,;ho .
frahixt;Jm 'cast of golden metal' is surely a reference to copper
or bronze rather than iron. Similarly, in Old lndic the earlier
meaning of 'copper' for ayas- is well attested, e.g., reference
to a milk vessel made out of ayas- without an admixture of
'tin' (Kapi.~tha-Katha-Sarphita4,2; MaitrayaI).ISarphita 1,8,2),
which clearly indicates unalloyed copper in contrast to bronze
(an alloy of copper and tin) and in no way can be construed
as 'iron'. Early Indic literature also reveals no word for 'bronze'

METAL

but requires a circumlocution where both constituent ele
ments are mentioned together. The absence of PIE terms for
either of the other two constituent elements of bronze, i.e.,
tin and arsenic, as well as the absence of a term for 'alloy' all
suggest that the IE metal term may predate bronze metallurgy.
The' original referent was probably simply 'metal' which in
practical terms first meant 'native copper' or 'smelted copper',
then only later 'bronze'. Among the Indo-Iranians *hae]es
eventually came to mean 'iron' but in Germanic it came to
mean 'are' suggesting that *haejes- was a generic term and
not a specific element among a constellation of other metals. f

?*hlTOudh6s'the red metal, i.e., copper'. [JEW 872-873
(*roudho-); GI 616-617 (*r(e)udh-), 773; Buck 9.661. ON
rauoi 'red iron ore', OHG aruzzi 'ore', OCS ruda 'are, metal',
Rus ruda 'ore', MPers rod 'copper', Oind loha- 'copper' (also
'reddish; iron'). These are transparent and banal extensions
bf *hlreudh- 'red' and cannot be employed to reconstruct a
PIE 'copper'. Lat rudus is frequently placed here but this s
stem neuter actually means 'lump', the material, stone, bronze,
iron or lead, being identified by an attributive genitive saxI
'of stone', aeris 'of bronze', FerrI 'of iron', or plumbI 'of lead'.
The true cognates of Lat rudus may lie with OE great 'gravel'
(> NE grit) and Rus grudy'breast'. If so, we have evidence of
a borrowing on the part of pre-Latin from some IE language
of central Europe. The Sumerogram URUDU which provides
the Hittite form has frequently been linked to the PIE form
under the presumption that either it or a pre-Sumerian form
was borrowed into PIE. But this may well be a chance
similarity since PIE *h]roudhos is clearly an adjectival term
and the only solid term in PIE for 'red'. In Hittite the
Sumerogram appears phonetically as kuwannu and is
probably related to Grk ruavo<;" 'blue', perhaps with reference
to the color of copper ores; further suggested affinities such
as OCS svinec 'lead' and Lith svinas 'lead' (the latter a loan
from Slavic), are phonologically and semantically distant.

For the modem metallurgist, bronze is a generic term for
an alloy whose principal constituent is copper which is
coupled usually with tin, more rarely with arsenic. Lexically,
the terms for 'bronze' are late or are restricted to specific
regions. Myc ka-ko 'bronze', Grk XaAKos 'bronze', points to
a non-IE source, for PIE did not tolerate a root with both a
voiceless and an aspirated stop. Yet this word lacks the open
sonority and the characteristic suffixes of other "Aegean"
lexical items. The Greek word is perhaps related to Lith ge1eiis
'iron' and OCS te1ezo 'iron', which themselves may be related
to Sino-Tibetan *qhleks '(cast) iron', though the direction and
details of the borrowing are obscure. The Hittite word for
'bronze' is indicated by a Sumerogram ZABAR but its phonetic
equivalent is unknown. Lat cuprium 'Cypriot' came to mean

. the raw material found on Cyprus as native copper (it has
been suggested that the name K {)Jcpo~ 'Cyprus' was derived
from Hurrian kabali 'copper'), and gave rise not only to

Romance forms such as French cuivre, Spanish cobre and
Romanian cupro but also loans in Germanic such as OE copor
(> NE copper), and NHG kupfer'copper'. Latv kaparsis from
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a Low Germanic trade language. The name of the town of
Brundisium, a leading center for the manufacture of bronze
mirrors, is' the probable source of Italian bronzo 'bronze',
French bronze 'bronze' (borrowed > NE bronze) as well as
Byzantine Grk {3pOVn7(Jwv; whether this word was carried
through Roman trade into the Near East (where for example
the Roman denarius remains today as the dinar of Bahrain,
Kuwait and Iraq) and resulted in Arm phnj 'bronze', NPers
binn] 'bronze' is unlikely for the phonetics are inexact and
more likely candidates occur in the Caucasus, Le., Kartvelian
*pilen31, e.g., Georgiansp'ilen]i'bronze'. These and a variety
of other terms for copper and its alloys are clearly late, post
PIE terms whose affinities are not always easy to determine.

Archaeological Evidence
Copper as a diacritic of early PIE culture has but limited

value as it occurs quite early and appears over a considerable
area of Eurasia already by c 3000-2500 BC. Copper could be
acquired either as a native metal, Le., as pieces of metallic
copper, or through the reduction of copper ores to metallic
copper by smelting. Native copper could be worked into beads
or other small ornaments and tools through beating. In order
to strengthen the copper, annealing is required whereby the
copper is subjected to temperatures of c 200-400 C although
annealing might be achieved as low as 150 C.

Copper is already present at <::atal HtiyOk in Anatolia by c

7000-6000 BC. Copper beads were found in association with
slag which may have derived from either the melting of native
copper or the smelting of copper ore (it is exceedingly difficult
to distinguish the two processes). By the fifth millennium BC
copper objects are known from both Iran and the Balkans.
Copper mines dating from the fifth millennium BC are known
at both Rudna Glava in Yugoslavia and Ai Bun~r in Bulgaria
and the Vinca and east Balkan Eneolithic cultures reflect the
consumption of copper in the form of axes, awls and orna
ments. Copper exchange systems are in evidence where the
Balkan centers supplied the area northwest of the Black Sea,
e.g., the Karbuna hoard in Moldova of the fourth millennium
BC which yielded over 850 copper objects, and copper objects
of Balkan derivation are found across the entire European
steppe region, notably in the cemeteries at Khvalynsk on the
middle Volga. The steppe region was also served by the
development of copper-working in the Caucasus and by the
beginning of the early Bronze Age a local copper center was
established in the southern Urals associated with the Yamna
and neighboring cultures. Further east, copper appears in
the Afanasevo culture in the Minusinsk-Altai region where
another major copper and bronze industry would later
emerge.

From the Balkans we can trace the spread of copper
elsewhere in Europe. It was employed in the Eneolithic
Tiszapolgar and Bodrogkeresztur cultures in the Danube
region, and in northern ltaly by the late fourth millennium
BC. Copper was exported northwards from central Europe
into the Baltic region by the period of the TRB culture where

it may have been used in exchange to acquire flint. A
particularly thriving copper industry developed in Iberia also
by the fourth millennium BC. In Atlantic Europe, copper is
often associated with the Beaker horizon which appears by c
2500 BC, and copper mines are known as far west as Ireland
by the late third millennium BC. From this pattern, it should
not be surprising that a considerable number of stocks share
a common word for 'copper' or 'metal' although it is still very
much uncertain whether the distribution of its lexical cognates
was a product of expansion from an early copper-using center
or whether a common tenn circulated over a wide area of
closely associated IE dialects.

See also GoLD; IRON; l..EAo2; SILVER; TIN. [M.E.H., j.PM.1
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MIDDLE
*(s)me 'middle, among'. [lEW 706-707 (*medhi-); Wat

39 (*me-); GI 58; Buck 12.37). Alb me 'with', Av mal
'(together) with', OInd smat 'with': *me-tha-: ON med 'with',
OE mid - mijJ 'with', OHG milO) 'with', Goth mijJ 'with,
among', Alb mjet 'middle', Grk pEn:1. 'with, among'; and the
widespread derivative *medhjos'middle': Mir mide 'middle',
NIr MI(Irish county in the 'middle' of the island), Wels mewn
'in', Lat medius 'what is in the middle, intermediary', ON
midr 'middle', OE midd 'middle' (> NE mid), OHG mitti
'middle', Goth midjis 'middle', OPms median 'forest', Lith
medtias'wood, tree', Latv meis'wood, forest' (Baltic < *'what
lies between [settlements]'), OCS meida 'street', meidu
'between', Rus meta 'border', Alb mjesdite 'noon', mjesnate
'midnight', Grk J.1£(J(cr)OC; 'middle', Arm mej 'middle', Av
mai8ya- 'middle', OInd madhya- 'middle'. Old in IE.

See also AoPREPS. [D.Q.A.]

MIDDLE DNIEPER CULTURE
The Middle Dnieper culture is an eastern variant of the

Corded Ware cultural horizon (c 3200-2300 BC) and was
situated primarily in the north Ukraine between the other
Corded Ware regional groups and the forest-steppe and steppe
zone cultures. The culture is known from over two hundred
sites, primarily tumulus barrows, some of which have been
inserted into earlier Yamna burials and the cultural substrate
is seen to be both Yamna and late Tripolye. Settlements are
poorly known but would appear to have been small villages
with surface dwellings. Burials were within kurgans with the
deceased usually in the extended, more rarely in the flexed,
position; there is also evidence of cremation from sites in
Belarus. The burials were accompanied by pottery (amphora
and beakers), stone battle-axes and possibly ornaments. Metal
imports appear in the late stages along with ornaments of
amber. As the primary contenders for staging areas of major
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Middle Dnieper b. Decorated bowl; c. Bone hammer-head pin;
d. Bronze spearhead; e. Stone "battle-ax"; f. Bronze shaft-hole ax.

'milk', ORus miiIzu 'milk', Grk aJ.1.eA,r(j) 'milk'; from pres.
*hamolgeje/o-: MIr bluigid « *hamlogeielo- with metathesis)
'milks', Lat mulgeo 'milk', Lith malijti 'to milk'; from pres.
*hamolgeha-: Lith maliau 'milk', ToehA malka- 'will milk'.
Cf. derived words for 'milk' (noun): OIr mlieht, ON mjolk,
OE meolc{> NE milk), OHG miluh, Goth miluks, oes mleko,

. . Rus molok6 (Slavic < Gennanic), Alb mjel 'milk" TochA
malke, TochB malkwer. In Latin, perhaps also in Celtic, this
verb came to have, in addition to its basic meaning, a more
general one 'bring to light, make public', e.g., Lat promulgare
legem 'to promulgate a law'. Widespread and old in IE. We

. do not know the Hittite word for 'to milk'; in Indo-Iranian
the origmal word has been replaced by a verb whose earlier
meaning was 'to makelbecome useful'.

*g(J)l;f~ (gen. .gIakt6s) 'milk'. [lEW 400-401 (*glag-
*glak-)~ Wat 41"( *g(a)lag- - (g(a)lakt-);. GI 85; Buck 5.87].
Lat lac (gen. lactis) « *lakt < *dlakt with regular reduction
of dental stop + -1- cluster < *glaktwith regular dissimilation)
'milk', Grk raAa (gen. raMxl('t'o~) 'milk' (with generalization

. of the Undeman variant *gJlakt), rlaKToq>&ro~'livingon milk'
.(without the *-twe have rAa1(roV'rE~ [pl.l 'full of milk', rAarO~
[with voicing assimilation] 'milk'), Hit gaJaktar (= /glaktarl)
'sap, milky "tluid from trees and plants'. Since Latin, Greek,
and Hittite are all centum languages the reconstructed initial
is ambiguous; it could be *g- or *g-. If the latter, it is very
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Middle Dnieper a. Distribution of the Middle Dnieper culture.
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IE migrations are the Corded Ware culture and the Yamna
culture of the steppelands and forest-steppe, the Middle
Dnieper culture occupies a pivotal role in attempts to define
the interrelationships between these two vast cultural blocks.
The territory of the Middle Dnieper culture would appear to
have been later occupied by the Proto-Slavs.

See also CORDED WARE CUL-ruRE;

FAlYANOVo-BAlANOVO CULlURE. U.PM.]

MIDGE see FLyl, INSECTS

MILK
We can reconstruct a rich vocabulary.for PIE concerning

milk and milk products, a testimony to the importance of
these things to a people who were heavily dependent on
animal husbandry for sustenance. In some stocks, Indo
Iranian particularly, milk and its propucts come t6 be the
type example of both food and richness in general. CUri~usly .
perhaps, it is difficult to reconstruct the original PTE words
for 'milk' itself, most PIE stocks using d~rivatives of the
extremely widespread verb for milking.

*hamelg- 'to milk'. [lEW 722-723 (*meg-); Wat 41
. (*me1g-); GI 486 (*me1]{'-); Buck 5..86; BK 552 (*mal-/

*mdl:-)J. From pres. *hamelgti/*hamJgenti: MIr bligid «
*mlig- < *mJg-) 'milks', ON molka 'milk', mylkja 'suck', OE
melcan'milk' (> NE milk), OHG me1chan 'milk', Lith meliiu
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Av paeman- 'mothers milk', Olnd payas- 'milk'.
?*(k)SlJeid- 'milk'. [lEW 1043 (*slJeid-)]. Lith sviestas

'butter', Latv sviests - sviests 'butter' (Baltic < *(k)slJeid-to
'± milk product'?), Av xsvId- 'milk'. It is not certain that the
Baltic and Iranian words belong together. If they do, we have
evidence for a word of the center and east of the IE world.

??*gh(e)rto- '± milk'. [lEW446 (*gheno-); GI 486; d. Buck
5.89]. MIr gerr 'product of cattle (not calves) but especially
milk and manure', Olnd ghrta- 'cream, butter, ghee'. An
equation that is both phonologically and semantically less
than perfect~ very dubiously a PIE word.

*t~nkJ (gen. *tJ;Zkl6s) 'buttermilk'. [lEW 1068 (*t(e)nk
lo-m); cf. Wat 70 (*tenk~)J. ON pel 'buttermilk', MPers taxr
'bitter' « *'50ur'), OInd taknim 'buttermilk mixed with water',
From *tenk- 'become firm, curdle, thicken'. Though attested
only on the fringes of the IE world, and there only late, there
is a reasonable chance that we have in these attestations the
reflexes of a PIE word.

?*reughmen- 'cream', [JEWS73 (*reugh-m(eJn-); d. Buck
5.89]. ON Ijumi'cream', OE ream 'cream' (> NE ream), OHG
raum 'cream' (OE and OHG < *roughmo-), Av raoyna- 'butter'
« *reugh(m)n-o- 'pertaining to cream'). The apparent
agreement of Germanic and Iranian suggests but does not
guarantee PIE status for this word.

*h3~ngw1) 'butter'. [lEW 779 (*{lgl,!-en-); Wat 46
(*ongW

-); GI 609 (*onto-); Buck 5.89]. Olr imb 'butter',
Wels ymenyn 'butter', Lat unguen 'fat, grease', OHG ancho
'butter', OPms anctan 'butter'. Cf. Olnd afIjas- 'ointment'. A
word of the west and center of the IE world. From *h]engW



'anoint'.
*tlJ6hxI (gen. *tuhxr6s) 'curds, curdled milk'. [lEW 1083

(*turo-); Buck 5.88]. OCS tvarogu 'curdled milk', Rus tvor6g
'curds, soft cheese', Grk rfJp6~ 'cheese', f3ovrfJpo~ 'butter'
(> Lat buty-rum, whence ultimately NE butter), Av tuiri
'curdled milk, whey'. This looks to be a nominal derivative of
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Milk a. Ceramic strainer from Neolithic Poland; b. Ceramic strainer from Usatovo Culture, Ukraine; c. Bronze Age Italian
(Apennine culture) "milk-boiler".

tempting to add the various Nuristani words for 'milk': Ashkun
zo, Kati zu, Tregami dzor, Waigali zOr. These words reflect a
Proto-Nuristani *dzara-, Proto-Indo-Iranian *i(h)ara- or
*i(h)rra-. A *irra- would match Grk yaAa exactly There is
also an Ancient Chinese *lak 'dairy product, cottage cheese,
or similar commodity, imported from northern barbarians'
that would appear to reflect an even older Chinese *glkrak
or the like and it has been suggested that this word reflects a
borrowing on the part or' Chinese from some IE group in
eastern Central Asia. With or without the evidence from
Chinese, both the archaic morphological shape and the
geographical distribution would seem to guarantee this item
as at least a regional word in PIE. Possibly the original noun
'milk' since it has no known root connections within PIE.

*dh~dhhli (gen. *dhedhn6s) '± coagulated (sour) milk'.
[lEW241-242 (*dhedhn-); GI 487]. OPms dadan 'milk', Alb
djathe 'cheese', Olnd dadhi 'coagulated milk, thick sour milk,
curds and whey'. A reduplicated derivative of *dheh](i)
'suck(leY. Related are the unreduplicated Grk 9r]vlOv 'milk',
Arm del 'colostrum, milky liquid'. At least a word of the center
and east of the IE world.

*ksihxr6m '± (skim) milk, whey'. [GI 487]. Alb hirre «
*ksihxr-neha-) 'whey', MPerslNPers sIr 'milk', Yidgha xsfra
'milk', Oss ~xsyr'milk', Olnd k$fnlm '(thickened) milk, milky
sap'. Aword of the center and east ofthe IE world. If *ksihxro
is metathesized from *skihxrom it might be possible to connect
this word with Lith skiediiu 'weaken, dilute', skystas 'flUid,
liquid~ thin (of soup)', Latv sjdedu 'dissipate' [cf. lEW 921
(*skei-d-)] but the connection is obviously most speculative.

*pipihxusiha-'rich in milk'. IIEW793 (*pi-pj-us-r)~BK 40
(*p[h ja_/*p[h jJ-)]. Lith papijusi 'cow who produces milk', Av
a-pipyusI'milkless', Olnd pipyl1$I'rich in milk'. At least a
word of the center and east of the IE world. A participle of
*peihr 'be swollen, overflowing', other derivatives of which

,are *pihxlJf 'fat(ness)', Lith pienas 'milk', Latv piens 'milk',
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an underlying verb *tl,Jehr which, however, is otherwise
unknown (it is sometimes connected with *teu(ha)- 'swell,
grow strong'-from the notion of the curds "swelling" in the
whey?). At least a word ofthe center and east of the IE world.

The identification of milking and dairy products in pre
history rests in general on secondary evidence· that is fre
quently disputed. The earliest milked animal was ·probably
the goat or the sheep, the fonner providing the greater quantity
of milk. Iconographic evidence from the eastern Mediter
ranean suggests that cattle were milked only after goat and!
or sheep dairying had been established as the earliest cattle
milkers are depicted to the rear of the animal (as one might
milk a goat) rather than at the side as one customarily milks
a cow.

That sheep and goats may have been milked since the early
Neolithic is rarely disputed unlike the evidence for exploiting
cattle for milk which is a common cultural and also mythic
motif among many IE stocks. Arguments for cattle dairying
rests primarily on two lines of evidence. The first is the age
slaughter pattern of livestock where it has often. been assumed
that calves were competitors for milk with humans and thus
a dairying economy would be indicated where there is
evidence of a very high slaughter pattern of calves. Such
criteria, however, may be proceeding from an invalid
assumption and there is also considerable ethnographic
evidence among African cattle-milking populations and early
medieval European sources to argue that in prehistoric and
early historic times cows would not give milk in the absence
of their calves. Some empirical evidence, such as the
examination of animal remains from historically attested dairy
economies such as that of early medieval Ireland, suggests
that the latter may well be true and hence most claims for
Neolithic cattle dairying on the basis of the slaughter of young
aninlals may not be secure.

The second group of evidence is technological and rests
primarily on the presence of a series of clay strainers (and for
the Bronze Age, "milk boilers" and open strap-handled vessels)
which were presumed to be part of the dairy economy The
identification of the function of these utensils is based largely
on their similarity with modem metal strainers which were
employed, for example, in separating curds from whey As
fragments of ceramic strainers have been found on early
Neolithic sites in central Europe, e.g., Linear Ware sites, it
has been suggested that the raising of cattle for their dairy
products as well as their meat was known already in the early
Neolithic. But it should be emphasized that the modern
strainers which suggest this interpretive scheme are employed
in the production of cheese from sheep's milk and there is no
reason to assume that they must have been utilized for cow's
milk in the early Neolithic. Generally, on the evidence of age
slaughter pattern and similar strainers, and the increase in
the numbers of cattle in some areas, the origins and dispersion
of cattle-based dairying is set to the period c 3500 Be, Le., at
the transition from the late Neolithic to the Bronze Age, when
a series of other "secondary products" such as the use of
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animals for draught, the plow, and the appearance of woolly
sheep are recorded.

Dairying, at whatever date, has certain genetic implications
as well as economic. Many of the world's populations, after
the age of four, do not produce sufficient quantities of the
enzYme lactase which breaks down lactose (milk sugar). The
consumption of milk by an adult who cannot process the
lactose results in a variety of unpleasant side-effects
flatulence, belching, upset stomach, and extreme diarrhoea.
The enzyme is present among populations of Europe and.
north Africa extending eastwards to east India but even here
there are large areas where people are lactose intolerant, e.g.,
about half the population of the Mediterranean. Some have
argued that the gene for producing lactase developed in
northwest European populations, when their diets shifted to
cereal agriculture in an environment low on sunlight. The
c'onsumption of milk, which is high in calcium and would
have helped mitigate against vitamin 0 deficiency, would have
presented them with a selective advantage. Those lacking the
necessary enzyme can still consume cattle-based dairy
products provided that they have been processed to make
butter or cheese.

See also ANATOMY; Cow; FOOD; GoAT; SHEEP.

[D.Q.A., j. P M.l

Further Readings
Bogucki, P (986) The antiquity of dairying in temperate Europe

Expedition 28,2, 51-58.

McCormick, F (1992). Early faunal evidence for dairying. Oxford

Journal ofArchaeology 11,201-209.

Sherratt, A. (1981) Plough and pastoralism: Aspects of the Secondary
Products Revolution, in Pattern of the Past" Studies in Honour of

David Clarke, eds. 1. Hodder, G. Isaac and N. Hammond,

Cambridge, Cambridge University Press, 261-305.

MlliET
?*melh2- '± grain, millet'. [lEW 718 (*meJ-i-/*me1n-es);

Wat 40-41 (*meb-); GI 567-568 (*mel-); BK 518 (*mul-/
*mol-)]. L~t milium 'millet', Lith malna (mostly pI. malnos)

'row of mown grain or grass; Italian millet', Grk J1e).,[vry 'millet'.
It may be that these are all rather banal derivatives of *me1h2

'grind', in which case the apparent agreement of these three
stocks is not very significant. It is, however, also possible that
the Latin and Greek words reflect different derivational
enlargements of a PIE *melh2i- or even, as the lEW supposes,
that all three reflect different rebuildings of a heterochtic
(nom.lacc.) *melh2i, (gen.) *melh2nos. Certainly the presence
of the latter type of paradigm would be strong evidence for
the existence of this word in PIE but positing such a paradigm
·would be speculative.

?*pano- - *panike:v'eha- 'millet'. [d. lEW 789]. Lat p£lnIcurn
'millet' (borrowed> NE panic grass), Shughni pIn] 'millet',
Sarikoli pen]'millet', Khufi rusbinJ« *nlsta- 'reddish' + word
for millet) 'a kind of millet', Yaghulami xarhan 'millet,
(particularly Panicum Italicurn)' , Wanji xarban 'millet,
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(particularly Panicum ltalicumY (both < Proto-Iranian *xarda

pana- '± black/dark mille!'). The apparent agreement of Latin
and the lexically conservative Iranian languages of the Pamir
region makes probable, but not certain, the (late) PIE status
of this word.

Unlike wheat and barley, millet does not seem to have been
pan of the initial "package" of cereals introduced by the earliest
farmers of the Near East into Europe although it does appear
on later Neolithic settlements. Its origins are uncertain but
the evidence points to Central Asia rather than the Near East
where certain evidence of its exploitation as a domesticate
begins only in the first millennium BC. It is known much
earlier in eastern and central Europe, for example, on sites of
the Linear Ware and Tripolye cultures as well as further east
in the Dnieper Donets and Sredny Stog cultures. It is also
recorded from western Siberia by about the founh millennium
BC. Other than a possible middle Neolithic exception, millet
does not seem to appear on Greek sites until the early Bronze
Age and it tends to appear similarly late, late Neolithic or
Brome Age, elsewhere in the Mediterranean or in Switzerland.
It appears on the frontiers of India by the third millennium
BC while foxtail millet (Setaria italica) is known from the
Harappan culture.

Millet is regarded as one of the hardiest cereals since it can
prosper in desiccated environments on poor soils, and for
this reason some have proposed that it expanded along the
steppe which accounts fOT its prominent appearance in
cultures north of the Black and Caspian seas. It was consumed,
boiled like rice or ground as porridge.

See also AGRICULTURE; GRAIN. {D.Q.A., ].PM.]

MINNOW see FISH

MISTLETOE
*Uikso- 'mistletoe, birdlime'. [lEW 1134 (*(Jfks-); GI 555

( *wfkhs-)]. Lat viscum 'birdlime', OHG wichsila 'black cherry
(Prunus cerasus)', Rus visnja 'cherry', Grk i~6~ 'mistletoe'.

This dialectal form is mainly' supported by the Latin and
Greek cognates although the latter primarily denotes the
golden, parasitic plant which cloaks the wand of druids and
shamans discussed in James Frazer's The Golden Bough,

whereas in the former stock the primary meaning is 'birdlime',
a kind of sticky stuff smeared on branches by fowlers to catch
(perching) birds. Viscum, incidentally, is the source of NE
viscous. The classical language forms have been linked to
Germanic and Slavic although the two latter stocks all yield
the meaning 'cherry'. Given the low similarity between the
mistletoe and the cherry (granted that both bear berries) and
the absence of any information on the value of any part of the
cherry for making birdlime or glue, the Germanic and Slavic
forms must be questioned and *(Jikso- be classified as very
late and dialectally limited.

See also GROVE; OAK; PuNTS; TREES. [PF]

MIX
*ieuhx- 'mix something moist'. [fEW 507 (*jeu-); Wat 79

(*yeud-); GI 608 (*ie(J-s-)]' OIr ith 'pottage', MWels iwd

'porridge', Lat iDs 'sauce, soup', OPrus juse 'fish-soup', Lith
jauti 'mix, entangle', Latv jauC 'mix, mix dough', Grk (Uf.1.Tf
'leaven', Oind ya-uti 'binds, unites', yU-?- 'soup, broth'. The
zero-grade of the root provides the base for the nominal forms
meaning 'soup' or 'porridge'. Distribution suggests PIE status.

*Kerhr'mix'. [lEW 582 (*J(eld-); Wat 30 (*keld-); Buck
5.171. ON hrrera 'move, stir', OE hreran 'move, stir', OHG
hruojan 'move, stir', Grk IdpvTfJil 'mix', Av sar- 'associate with,
mix with', Oind srfl)ali 'mixes, mingles'. Cf. the participle
*RrQrco-s attested in Grk a-1(p(iro~ 'unmixed, pure', and
Oind srfta- 'mixed'. The Old Indic form is unexpected but
may be explained as an attempt to avoid homophony with
sRuiti 'smashes'. Both Greek and Old Indic show a nasal infix
for the present stem. Distribution supports PIE status for this
word.

*meilC- 'mix'. [IEW714 (*mei-K-); Wat 40 (*meik-); Buck
5.171. aIr mescaid 'mixes, agitates, troubles', Wels mysgu
'mix, mingle', Lat miscea'mix', OE miscian 'mix', OHG misken
'mix', Lith miesti'mix', Latv maisf[ 'stir, mix', OCS mesiei 'miX',
Grk J1 laroo « *meig-) 'mix', Av minasti 'mixes', a lnd
mek.?ayati 'mixes, stirs'. Celtic, Latin, Germanic (if the
Germanic words are not ultimately loans from Lat misce6)
and Greek all exhibit the suffix *-SKe/O- while the Old Indic
causative is based on a s-extension of the root. Distribution
indicates PIE status.

See a/so BROTH. [M.N.]

MOAN
*sten- 'moan'. [lEW 1021 (*(s)een-); Wat 66 (*(s)ten.J-)/.

ON stynr'moaning', OE stenan 'moan, Lith sCenu 'moan',
OCS stenj9 'moan', Grk arEvoo 'roar', Oind sUinafi 'thunders'.
Cf. Rus stan 'moaning', Grk ar6vo~ 'moaning', Olnd abhi

-?tana- 'din'. Sufficiently widespread to be a likely candidate
for PIE status. Related to *tenhx- 'thunder'.

See a/so THUNDER. [D.Q.A.]

MONKEY
There is no reconstructible word for 'monkey' or 'ape' in

PIE although there are several borrowed forms that underlie
words in various IE languages. [lEW 2 (*aba(n)); GI 442
(*qhe/oph_); Buck 3.76]. Celtic (Hesychius) a{3pavac;
'monkey, ape', ON api 'ape', OE apa 'ape' (> NE ape), OHG
a[[o 'ape', ORus apica 'monkey, ape', Grk KfjJro~ - Kijf30s'long
tailed monkey', OInd kapf- 'monkey'. The Greek and lndic
words are cognates by borrowing with other Near Eastern
words for 'ape' such as Hebrew qaph and Egyptian qephi but
what language was the ultimate donor and what the exact
route of transmission was remain unclear. The Germanic
words are generally taken to be borrowings from Celtic,
presuming a{3pava~, recorded by Hesychius, is a mistake
for a{3ava~. Again the ultimate source of the Celtic word is
not known, but surely it does not reflect anything PIE.
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The only monkeys to survive in Europe up until the time
of humans was the macaque (Macaca) whose remains are
found from Britain to the Caucasus from five million years
ago to c 200,000 BC. The Barbary ape (Macaca sylvanus), if
not a relic, was re-introduced to Gibraltar from North Africa.
The earliest context for monkeys in Greece is their depiction
on the walls of Minoan palaces in Crete during the Bronze
Age. Their earliest appearance in west European contexts is
when they appear as the result of long-distance contacts,
presumably prestige gift-exchange, with North Africa. Barbary
apes have been uncovered from both Ireland and Luxembourg
in apparently "Celtic" (Le., La Tene) contexts during the last
three centuries BC.

[D.Q.A.,j.PM.]

MOON
*louksneha- 'moon'. [lEW 687 (*louk-s-no-); Wat 37 .

(*leuk-sna-); GI 591 (*loukhsna-); Buck 1.53; BK 580
(*law-I*bw-»). MIr dia luain 'Monday' (or Latin loan?), Lat
lana « *le/ouksna) 'moon', OCS luna « *louksna) 'moon'
(Latin loan?). A word meaning 'shining, gleaming' (d. Av
raaxsna- 'gleaming') from the root *leuk- 'light', was no
doubt an epithet for the 'nioon' and adopted by a few
languages as one of the words for the 'moon', e.g., Arm lusin
« *le/aukenos) 'moon'. The OPms (pI.) lauxnosmeans 'stars'.

*mthl-not - *mehl-n(t)s- 'moon'. [JEW 731-732
(*mencH); Wat 39 (*men-); GI 590-591 (*meH-sl
*me(HJ-n-); Buck 1.53]. aIr mj'month', Wels mis« *mens)
'month', Lat mensis (gen. pI. mensum) 'month', ON mani
'moon', OE mana 'moon' (> NE moon), OHG mano 'moon',
Goth mena 'moon' (cL ON manaor 'month', OE monajJ
'month' (> NE month), OHG manot 'month', Goth menojJs
'month'), Lith menuo 'moon, month', Latv menesis 'moon',
oes mes~cf « *mes-v-ko-) 'moon, month', SC mjesec
'month', Alb muaj « *mon- < *men-) 'month', Grk I.l~V

'month', Arm amis 'month', Av ma (= maah) 'moon, month',
OInd mas- 'moon, month', TocM mati 'moon, month', TochB
metie 'moon, month'. Lithuanian probably retains the old
paradigm *mehjnot, (ace) *mehlnes-rp, (gen.) *meh]ns-os
(with retraction of the stress according to Hirt's Law).
Germanic generalized the t-stem, but the loss of -t in the
nominative stimulated the creation of an n-stem; the t-stem
was retained in the plural, where the meaning 'month' occur
red most often. Ann amis has been contaminated by am- 'year'.
Indo-Iran *maas < *mehg;zs-. From *mehl- 'to measure'.

*(s)kend- 'moon'. [lEW 526 (*(s)kend-); Buck 1.531.
MBret cann « *kI)d-) 'full moon' (d. Wels cann 'hrilliant'),
Alb (Gheg) hane 'moon', (Tosk) hene « *skondna) 'moon',
OInd candra-mas 'the Moon (god)', Sindhi cal)c;lru 'moon'.
Grk 1(avc5apo~ 'charcoal' does not belong here. From the roor
*(s)kend- 'shine'.

Within the structure of reconstructed IE cosmogony, the
moon tends to be derived from the mind or from the seat of
thought, the breast. Unlike most of the other cosmogonic
transformations, e.g., wind is from the breath (of a primordial
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giant), the heavens are from the head, the association between
the moon and human anatomy, found in lndic, Greek, Slavic
and Romanian sources, lacks a transparent connection. Bruce
Lincoln has suggested that it may have been motivated in
early IE times on the (?vague) phonological similarity between
*mehl-not - *meh j-n(e)s- 'moon' and *men- 'to think, mind'
and its extensions.

See also COSMOLOGY. [R.S.PB.I

Further Readings
Beekes, R. S. P (1982) GAv rna, the PIE word for 'moon, month' and

the perfect participle. lIES 10, 53-64.

Lincoln, B. (1986) Myth. Cosmos, and Society. Cambridge, Mass.,

Harvard University Press.

MORNING see EARLY

MOSQUITO see FLyl

MOSS
*meus (gen. *mus6s) 'moss, mould'. [/EW742 (*meus-);

Wat 42 (*meus-); GI 572 (*m(eJus-)]. Lat muscus 'moss',
ON mosi 'moss', myrr« *meusf-) 'mould', Dan (dial.) musk
'mould', OE meos'moss', mas 'bog, marsh' (> NE moss), OHG
mas 'moss, bog', mios 'moss', Lith (pi.) musos 'mould', (pi.)
musai'mould on soured milk', ORus mucha'moss', Rus mokh
'moss'. Restricted to the west and center of the IE world.
Probably a late and dialectally restricted word in IE.

See also PlANTs. [D.Q.A.)

MOTHER
*meh.ater(or *mehaceror *mAter) (gen. *mehatros) 'mother'.

[lEW 700-701 (*mater-); Wat 39 (*mater-); GI 667
(*maHther-); Buck 2.36; Szem 2; Wordick 103-1041. OIr
mathair 'mother', Lat mater 'mother', Osc maatreis 'mother',
Umb mater- 'mother', ON maoir'mother', OE modor'mother'
(> NE mother), Fris moder 'mother', OHG muater 'mother',
OPrus mothe 'mother', Lith mote 'mother' (later 'wife'), Latv
mate 'mother', OCS mati 'mother', Rus mati 'mother', Czech
mati 'mother', Grk 1.l~T1JP 'mother', Doric J.1tirr]p 'mother',
Phryg J.1arap 'mother', Ann mayr'mother', Av matar- 'mother',
OPers matar- 'mother', Sogd m '(mother', Oss mxd 'mother',
Olnd matar- 'mother', TocM macar 'mother', TochB macer
'mother'. The stress pattern we find in Indic and Germanic
for 'mother' is probably analogical to that of 'father' and
'daughter'. Derivatives: Wels modreb 'mother's sister', Alb
moter« *mehatr-eha- '[maternal) sister') 'sister'. The PIE word
for 'mother'.

*h¢n- (or *an) '(old) woman, mother'. [lEW 36 (*an-);
Wat 2 (*an-); BK 454 (*anY-»). OIr Ana 'mother of the gods',
Lat anus 'old woman', Hit annas 'mother', Palaic annas
'mother', Luv annali- 'mother', Lydian ena- 'mother', Lycian
ene/i 'mother'. A word, probably ultimately derived from
child-language, which is widespread and old in IE. Only in
Anatolian and Annenian is this word phonologically distinct
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from *h2en- 'grandmother' as seen in OHG ana 'grandfather',
Goth anD 'grandmother', OPrus ane 'female ancestor', OCS
viln9ku 'grandfather', Rus vnuk 'grandfather' (Proto-Slavic
*ononko- < *h2en-h2en-ko-), Grk avviS- (Hesychius)
'grandmother', Arm han 'grandmother', Hit hannas 'grand
mother', Lycian xnnahe/i- 'of a grandmother', OPers nyaka
« *h2n-jeha-keha-) 'grandmother'. It seems likely that the
form of *h2en- 'grandmother' has been influenced by that of
*h2euh20s 'grandfather' (compare the alliterating pairs in
Hittite of attas annas 'father and mother' and huhhas hannas
'grandfather and grandmother'.

*n-h¢n- (or *n-an-?) 'mother'. [lEW 754 (*nana), Wat
43 (*nana); BK 454 (*anY-)].Wels nain 'grandmother', Late
Lat nonnus 'nurse', Alb nene 'mother', Rus njanja 'nurse', Grk
v<xvv17 'cousin, aunt', NPers nana 'mother', OInd nana
'mother'. Possibly a reduplicated form of the previous entry.
In any case, widespread and old in IE.

*h¢m- (or *am-) 'mother'. [lEW 36 (*am(m)a); Wat 2
(*amma); BK 439 (*am(m)-/*dm(m)-)]. Late Lat amma
'mother', ON amma 'grandmother', OHG amma 'mother', Lith
amba 'nurse', Alb erne 'mother', Grk al1l1as- 'mother', Oind
amba 'mother', TochB amma-kki 'mother'. Another word that
reflects child-language. By its widespread distribution, it is
likely to reflect a pet form for 'mother' of PIE age.

*m-h..,.em- (or *m-am-) 'mother'. [lEW 694 (*ma 
*mama); Wat 38 (*ma-)'; Buck 2.36; BK 439 (*am(m)-/
*dm(m)-)]. Nlr mam 'mother'; We1s mam 'mother', Lat
mamma 'breast; mommy, grandmother', OHG muoma 'aunt',
Lith mama 'mother', Latv mama 'mother', Rus mama 'mother' ,
Alb meme 'mother', Grk /1al1l117 'mother' (later 'grandmother'),
Arm mam 'grandmother', NPers mam 'mother', Oind rna
'mother'. Possibly a reduplicated form of the previous entry
and may obviously derive from the universally observed
pattern of children's references to their mother, e.g., NE rna,
Chinese rna 'mother'.

*haekkeha- 'mother'. (IE\.-V 23 (*akka); BK 41 7
(*akfhl(k[hJ)-/*dkfh](k[hJ)-)]. Lat Acca 'mother' (Roman
goddess), Grk 'AK'1Cw(nurse of Demeter), Oind akka 'mother'.
Although less widespread than many of the other popular
words for 'mother', it is possible that this one too is of (late)
PIE antiquity

?*genhltriha- 'mother, procreatrix'. [lEW 374 (*gen-); Wat
19 (*gend-); BK 275 (*k'an-/*k'dn-)j. Lat genetIix'procreatrix',
Grk yEvernpa 'procreatrix', 0 lnd janitrf 'procreatrix'. Since
the morphology is productive, it is not certain that these words
reflect a PIE ancestor.

The most common Indo-European term for 'mother' was
*mehater, a formation absent only in Hittite. Speculations on
whether this term was built on an existing semantic root or
derives from a common human tendency to use labials and
alveolars for parental terms is even more fruitless than most
etymological speculation of kinship terms although it has been
shown on a cross-language family basis that stops, nasals and
a-vocalisms predominate in the words for 'mother' and 'father'.
If the deep etymology of PIE 'mother' is indeed only the 'one

who gets addressed rna-rna', then we might presume that the
reconstructed laryngeal is hardly etymological.

In addition to this formal term, PIE also possessed a number
of pet terms, *an- and *am-, identified by a-vocalism; often
these appear in variants (*n-an- and *m-am-) which renect a
peculiar reduplication in which the second consonant of the
stem is added to the beginning of the word. Finally, there
may also have been a biologically precise term, *genh 1trih.l
'progenitrix' (if the Latin, Greek, and Old Indie words are not
independent creations). The need for a specific term for
biological mother suggests that the social term 'mother'
included more than the biological mother, possibly the
mother's sister and mother's brother's daughter.

See also GRANDMaTIIER; KINSHIP; SISTER. [M.E.H.]

MOTHER-IN-I.AW
*suekrrlha5 'mother-in-law'. [lEW 1043-1044( *sl)ekru-);

GI 662 (*soeJ(hruH-); Buck 2.62; Szem 17-18; Wordick 190
191]. Wels chwegr'mother-in-law', Lat socnls'mother-in-law',
ON sv~ra « Gmc *swehron) 'mother-in-law', OE sweger
'spouse's mother', OHG swigar- swigur'mother-in-law', Goth
swaihro 'mother-in-law' « Gmc *swegr6) , Lith sesiure
'mother-in-law' (widely replaced by anyta 'husbands mother'),
OCS svekry 'husband's mother', Rus svekr6vT 'husband's
mother', Alb vjeherr « older vjeherre) 'mother-in-law'
(refashioned after *l)eskuros), Grk £K1JpU'husband's mother'
(refashioned after the masculine £K'VPOC;;) , Arm skesur
'husbands mother' (refashioned after masculine *skekuros) ,
NPers xusnJ 'father-in-law; mother-in-law' (New Persian has
generalized the inherited words for both 'father-in-law' and
'mother-in-law' to both sexes), Olnd 5vasru- 'mother-in-law'.
Wide distribution indicates PIE status.

The forms for parents-in-law undergo extensive deforma
tion in virtually all Indo-European branches which makes
determining the original shape and nature of the velar stop
and the position of the accent difficult. It seems clear that the
word for 'mother-in-law' was derived from that of the 'father
in-law' ( *sl)ekuros) and that the original feminine contained
a palatal stop and was an end-stressed u-stem. In Baltic, Greek
and Armenian, the feminine has been remodeled after the
masculine. Albanian has suffered regressive assimilation, while
Germanic has shifted the form to the typical o-stems except
Norse which has a refashioned n-stem based on the masculine
with initial accent. The original u-stem is preserved only In

Italic, Slavic and Indic. An alternative explanation, suggested
by Uli Linke, analyzes the word as *sl,Je- 'own' + *knlh;r
'(outside) blood', i.e., 'own outside-blood-woman'. This
ingenious explanation, which is supported by evidence from
IE beliefs, unfortunately not only ignores the likelihood that
the feminine form is derived from the nlasculine but also the
palatal velar in the kinship term which is decidedly not present
in *kreuha '(outside) blood'.

See also FATHER-IN-LAW; KINSHIP; MarnER. [M.E.H., J.PM.l
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Further Reading
Linke, U. (1985) Blood as a metaphor in Proto-lndo-European.]IES

13,333-376.

MOTHER'S BROTHER see UNCLE

MOULD see MOSS

MOUNTAIN see HILL

MOURN see GRIEVE

MOUSE
*mas - *muss (gen. *mus6s) 'mouse'. [lEW 752-.:.753 .

(*mas); Wat 43 (*mus): GI 449 (*mus-); Buck 3.'63]. Lat
mus'mouse', ON miis'mouse', OE mOs'mouse' (> NE mouse),
OHG mas 'mouse', OCS mysl'mouse', Rus mys'mouse', Alb
mi 'mouse', Grk J.1V~ 'mouse', Arm mukn 'mouse', NPers mas
'mouse', Oss myst 'mouse', Oind mU$- 'mouse', TochB (pI.)
mascItsi 'mice, rats'. Widespread and clearly old in IE. Possibly
originally a root noun, *'the stealer', from *meus- 'steal,
remove'. A similar semantic association is perhaps to be seen
in Hittite where the word for 'mouse', kapirt, may reflect a
PIE *kom-bher-t, a derivative of*bher-, usually 'carry, bear',
in its secondary meaning 'steal' (d. Lat far'thief'). An apparent
denominative verb, derived from the Proto-Anatolian ancestor
of kapirt, may exist in Lydian kabrdokid 'steal'.

*ptlus (gen. *p(J)lous) 'mouse'. [cf. lEW 804-805
( *pe1-)}. 01r luch 'mouse', Wels JIyg 'mouse' (Celtic
< *pluko-), Bulg plach 'rat', SC pu 'dormouse', Rus polokhok
'dormouse' (Slavic < *palxa < *pluxa <: *plukso-) , Wakhi
piirk 'mouse', Shughni parg 'mouse' (Iranian < *paruka- <

*pe1uko-). The distribution of attestations suggests that we
have here at least a late PIE word for 'mouse' < *'gray one'
(from *pel- 'be gray'). OPrus pele- 'mouse', Lith pele 'mouse',
Latv pele 'mouse' represent an independent Baltic creation
from the same root.

*gJhlfs'dorrnouseT. [lEW367 (*geli-)]. Lat glIs 'dormouse',
Grk ralliry 'weasel' « *'± mouser'; cf. Lat mQstela 'weasel' <
*mus-dhers-leha- 'mouse-grabber'), Ormuri gilak 'rat',
Bakhtiarigirza 'rat' (Iranian < *gJhlio-), Oind giri-- girika
'mouse'. Sufficiently Widespread to reflect PIE age.

We eVidently have three words th~t can be plaUSibly
reconstructed as meaning 'mouse' in PIE, *mus, *peJus, and
*gJh] is. If the distinction in Latin is anything to go on, one
might suggest translations as 'mouse' and 'dormouse'
respectively for *mus and *gJh] is, the latter including any
one of a group of species, among which we could number
the garden dormouse (Eliomys quercinus) , the forest dor
mouse (Dryomys nitedula), the fat dormouse (Clis glis) , and
the common (= hazel) dormouse (Muscardinum avellanarius).
Such a distinction, however, is by no means certain and there
are at least nine other species of rodents, liVing in relevant
parts of Europe, that may well have been called 'mouse' by
early IE speakers. In all contemporary IE languages *mus has
as the focal point of its meaning the species Mus musculus

MOUTH

which is ubiqUitously commensal with man. However, it is
not altogether clear that that commensality had begun with
man in those parts of Europe where PIE may have been spoken
at the time when it was spoken. Therat, of course, is an animal
of ~sia and only introduced into Europe in historically recent
times.

The distribution of the mouse covers all Eurasia: however,
it is very rarely attested on archaeological sites of the pre
historic period, no doubt because it fulfilled no evident
economic role. Later, in early Greece, mice were employed
for both fortune-telling (Pliny) and medicinal purposes, e.g.,
mouse blood, cock's gall and a woman's milk was the
recommended remedy for cataracts according to Galen while
mouse blood also was used to cure warts (Hippocrates). Mice
also had broadly healing uses in Hittite ritual. In the folklore
of a number of IE stocks the mouse is conceived of as blind
and hence related to the mole.
See also MAMMALS; MEDloNE; MUSCLE; STEAL. [D.Q.A.,j.PM.)

Further Reading
Oettinger, N. (995) Anatolische Etymologien. KZ 108, 39-49.

MOUTH
*hll46hl(e)s- (gen. *hl/."ehlS6s) 'mouth'. {lEW 784-785

(*6us-); Wat 46 (*05-); GI 714 (*ois-); Buck 4.241. MIr a
'mouth', Lat os 'mouth', ON oSS 'mouth of river', Hit a(y)is
(gen. issas < *i(h1l4)hlSOS with prothetic vowel *-i-) 'mouth'
(nom./acc. reflects putative PIE *h1l40h1es), Luv ass- 'mouth',
Av ah- 'mouth', Oind .1s- 'mouth'. Widespread and old in IE.

*hxaust-eha- 'mouth, lip'. [lEW 784-785 (*;Jus-ta); Wat
46 (*os-to-); GI 714 (*ous-th_); Buck 4.24). Lat 6stium'mouth
of a river', aPms austo 'mouth', Lith uosta 'mouth of river',
z10stas 'port, harbor', Latv uosts 'harbor', ap-aOsi
« *-austjo-) 'haIter', oes (pt.) usta 'mouth', ustfna 'lip', Rus
z1stlJe « *hxaustiiom) 'mouth of river', Av aost(r)a- 'lip', a lnd
o$tha- « *hxoust-hx-os) 'lip'. The initial vowel in Latin,
Lithuanian, and Latvian (uosts) has been influenced by that
of *h1/40h 105 'mouth'. It is conceivable, .if not demonstrable,
that *hxOust- is ultimately related to *haous- 'ear', perhaps
both from a more general meaning '± orifice'.

*stomTJ. 'mouth'. [lEW 1035 (*stomen-); Wat 67 (st.?

men-); Buck 4.24). Wels safn 'jawbone', Grk O"ro,ua 'mouth',
Hit istaman- 'ear', Luv tilm(m)an(t)- 'ear' (Anatolian <

""orifice'), Av staman- 'maw'. The Germanic group represented
by NHG stimme 'voice' « Proto-Gmc *stemna'voice' 1< *'that
of the mouth']) represents a derivative. Another derivative is
to be seen in Hit ista(n)h- 'taste, try (food or drink)' from PIE
*stem-h2-'

*gheha(u)-mr(gen. -mnos) 'interior of mouth (e .g., gums,
palate)'. [lEW 449 (*gheu-); Wat 23 (*gheu-); BK 234
(*ga-/*gd-)). ON gamr 'palate, gums', OE g{)ma 'inside of
mouth or throat; gums' (> NE gums), OHG guomo - goumo
- giumo (where giumo is certainly secondary and goumo may
be) 'palate', Lith gomurys 'palate', Latv gamurs 'Windpipe,
larynx'. A "northwesternism" in late PIE.
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*uolsuom 'gums'. Grk ot3AOV 'gums', OInd barsva
(dissimilated from *varsva-) 'gums'. Apparently a dialectal
term in late PIE. From *1Je1s- 'bulge, be padded'.

See also ANATOMY; CHIN; JAW; LIP; TONGUE; TOOTH. [D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Lindeman, F O. (1967) Indo-Europeen *05 'bouche'. To Honor

Roman]akobson II, The Hague, Mouton, 1188-1190.
Wennerberg, C. (1972) lndogermanisch *stomen- 'Mund'. Die

Sprache 13, 24-33.

MOVE
*meu(hxJ- 'move'. [lEW 743 (*mel)-); Wat 42 (*meu;J-);

Buck 10.11]. Lat moveo 'set in motion', Lith mauju 'put on
or off', Grk (aorist) aj1£vcracr()al 'surpass, outstrip', ajivvro
'ward off' ~ ajiVVOjial 'defend oneself against' ~ Hit mauszi 'falls' ~

Av ava-mlva- 'take away'~ OInd mivati 'shoves~ pushes, sets
in motion' ~ TochA mew- 'shake, quake', TochB miw- 'shake,
quake' (the Indo-Iranian and Tocharian < *meihx-l)- by
dissimilation from *meuhx-y-). Widespread and old in IE.

*meus- 'move; remove'. [IEW743 (*meu-s-)). OHG chreo
mosido 'grave-robbery', Khot mu.5Sa « *mus-ya-) 'robbers',
Oind mu~nJti~ mO$ati 'steals', TochAB musna- (TochB subj.
mu~a-/muse-) 'lift, move (aside)', musk- 'disappear', TochB
nlas- « *mus-) 'go'. An old enlargement of the preceding
verb which was also widespread in IE. On both the eastern
and western fringes of the IE territory, it shows a tendency
(not shared by Tocharian) to come to mean 'steal'; d. PIE
*mus'mouse'.

*dheu(hxJ- 'be in (com)motion, rise (as dust or smoke)'.
[lEW 261-263 (*dheu-); Wat 14 (*dheu-); GI 177
(*dheuH-)]. Lat suI-flo 'smoke', ON dyja 'shake', OCS dunr;J
'blow', Rus dl1ju 'blow', Alb deh - dej « *dheu-SKe/o- ~

*dheu-nje/o-) 'intoxicate, make drunk', Grk f}Vm 'rush on',
(Juvem 'dart along', Arm de-dev-im 'shake', Av dvaiaiti
'flutters', OInd dhunoti - dhunati 'shakes, moves about,
kindles a flame'. The basic meaning is illuminated by some
nominal derivatives: ON daunn 'stench', dunn 'down'
(boITowed> NE down), Goth dauns 'smoke, dust', Lith dUja
'dust', duje 'down', OInd dhuli- 'dust', TochA twe 'dust', TochB
tweye 'dust'. \Videspread and old in IE.

*hlTei- 'move' (pres. *hjrineuti). [IEW330-331 (*erei-);
Wat 54 (*rei-)]. ON rinna 'flow, run', OE rinnan 'flow, run,
swim' (> NE run), OHG rinnan 'flow, run, swim', Goth Finnan
'run, walk, go', OCS vy-rin9ti 'thrust out', Grk optvw 'stir',
(Arcadian) epTvvm 'be angry at', OInd rinvati 'lets flow',
TochAB rin- 'renounce'. Cf. the derivatives *hjrolos: OCS roju
'bee-swann', OInd raya- 'stream, run, haste'.

?*hjeig- 'move' (pres. *hleige/a-). [lEW 13-14 (*aig-)].
ON eikinn 'furious', OCS igrati 'play', Grk brelym'drive on',
OInd ejati 'stirs, moves'. It is not altogether certain that all
these words belong together. If they do, the geographical
distribution would argue for a word of PIE date.

See also COME; FLOW; Go; HURRY; MOUSE;

SET IN MOTION; SMOKE; STEAL. [D.Q.A.]

MOW see HARVEST

MULBERRY
*morom 'blackberry'. [lEW 749 (*moro-); Wat 43

(*moro-); GI 555-557 (*moro-); BK 532 (*mur-/*mor-)1.
Wels merwydd(en) 'mulberry', Lat m6rum 'mulberry, black
berry', morus <mulberry tree', Grk J.10pOV 'mulberry, black
berry', J.1opea 'mulberry tree', Arm mor 'blackberry', mori
'blackberry vine', Hit muri- '(bunch 00 grape(s)', despite the
unexplained difference of vowel.

The two main meanings of the cognates are motivated by
the fact that the tender and juicy fruits of the blackberry are
similar in taste and shape to those of the mulberry. Thus Lat
morum denotes or has at least been translated as 'mulberry'
in Horace and 'blackberry' in Virgil. The Greek form has been
glossed 'mulberry', 'blackberry' and, even more specifically
'black mulberry'. Armenian helps supplement the classical
languages and the Celtic cognate is unlikely to reflect a Greek
loan as has sometimes been alleged. In both northern and
Mediterranean Europe, the mulberry was grown for what is
in general its main use: sericulture. At another cultural level,
Greek myth has it that the red mulberry had its origin in the
white when the roots of the latter were stained by the blood
of the suicidal lovers Pyramus and Thisbe.

See also BERRY; PLwrs; TREES. [PF]

MURMUR
?*murmur- 'murmur'. [lEW 748 (*mormor- 

*murmur-); Wat 43 (*mormor-); BK 547 (*mur-/*mor-)].
Lat murmuro 'murmur', OHG munnuron 'murmur', Lith
murmenti 'murmur', Grk jiopJ.1vpm 'murmur', Arm mnnram
'murmur', OInd marmar- 'roaring'. Clearly onomatopoeic but
perhaps reflecting a late PIE onomatopoeic word rather than
independent creations in the various stocks that have it.

See also SPEAK; STAMMER. [D.Q.Al

MUSCLE

*mas(tlo)- '(little) mouse; muscle'. [IEW752-753 (*mus);
Wat 43 (*mus)]. Lat ml1sculus 'little mouse; muscle', Khot
mula- 'mouse; muscle', malana- 'calf (of leg)'. Cf. also OHG
mDs 'mouse; muscle' (especially of the upper arm)', Arm mukn
'mouse; muscle', Grk J.1VC;'Il1ouse; muscle'. The metaphorical
leap from 'mouse' to 'muscle' (based presumably on the
perceived similarities of certain muscles, such as the biceps,
when contracting, to a mouse's movements, say, under a doth)
is sufficiently odd that it is unlikely to have happened
independently in so many IE groups. Therefore, the metaphor
must be of PIE antiquity. The form *mus-tlo- may very well
also be old since *-tlo- is not common as a diminutive marker.

See also ANATOMY; MOUSE; TENDON. [D.Q.A.l

MUSSEL see SHELLFISH
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Namazga Location of the site of Namazga.

2500 BC). Namazga IV also sees the first unequivocal evidence
for wheeled vehicles: models of vehicles drawn by camels or
bulls. Metallurgy is more advanced and involves the delib rate

See also ANATOMY; FOOT; HAND. [D.Q.A.]

NAIL
*hJllogh(uJ- 'Cfinger- or toe-)nail'. [lEW 780 C*onogh-)~

Wat 4S (*nogh-); cf. G160; Buck 4.39]. aIr ingen 'nail', OWels
eguin 'nail', Lat unguis 'nail, claw', ungulus 'hoof', ON nagl
'nail', OE nrege1 'nail' (> NE nail), OHG nagaI 'nail', OPrus
nage 'foot' , Lith nagas 'nail, claw', naga 'hoof' , Latv nags 'nail' ,
OCS noga 'foot, leg', nogiltI 'nail', Rus noga 'foot, leg', Grk
ovv~ 'nail', NPers naxun 'nail', Olnd tinghri- 'foot', nakha
(with -kb- for expected -gh-) 'nail, claw', TochA maku (pI.)
'nails', TochB mekwa (pl.) 'nails' « *nekwa). The PIE word
for 'nail'.

NAKED see BALD

NAMAZGA
The site of Namazga-depe is the type site for the Namazga

culture a~d with its 24m of material provides the backbone
of periodization for southern Turkmenistan, an area .critical .
for the discussion of the movement of early Indo-Iranian
speakers. Namazga I dates to the fifth millennium BC and
marks the early Eneolithic period. Sites have yielded domestic

, animals (catde, sheep/goat and some pig) and evidence for
the hunting of onager..Namazga II (c 4000-3500 Be) sees
more impressive architectural evi'dence of stone-:-built~

fonifications (with circular towers) and the erection ofshrines
.with their comers oriented to the cardinal directions, raised
~ltars and an ash-sump for' offerings. Although wheat was
raised, ir was in insignificant amounts compared with barley
and cattle were outnumbered by sheep/goat. Namazga III (c
3500-3000 BC) sees the appearance of extensive irrigation
systems and the rise of urbanization in the region which
increases markedly in t~e next period, Namazga IV (c 3000-
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alloying of copper, lead and silver. Namazga V (c 2500-2100
BC) sees the final urban expansion in the region with major
sites such as Altyn-depe which occupied an area of some 25
ha. Namazga VI (e 2100-1700 BC) represents an urban
collapse in the local region although it is also coincidental
with the rise of the Bactrian-Margiana Archaeological Complex
(BMAC). Reasons for the collapse are diverse (environmental
deterioration, over-urbanization, shifting trade-routes) and
include incursions of steppe tribes (Andronovo culture) which
are generally connected with some phase of Indo-Iranian
expansions. The smaller Namazga VI settlements indicate the
introduction of the horse to the region and also there are
traces ofspoked-wheeled vehicles. All of these have been taken
to indicate an intensification of an Indo-Iranian presence in
southern Turkmenistan.

See also BMAC~ DjEITIJN CULTIJRE; INDO-IRANIAN UNGUAGES.

U·PM.]

Further Reading
Kohl, P (1984) Central Asia: Palaeolithic Beginnings to the Iron Age.

Paris, Editions Recherche sur les Civilisations.

NAME
"'hln611U). (or "'hlenh~ or "'hlnehJ11U).?) 'name'. [lEW

321 (*en(o)ml)-)~ Wat 45 (d)nod-ml))~ GI 732 (*nom(e/o)n)~

Buck 18.28; BK 569 (*in-im-/*in-em-)]. OIr ainm (DlL
ainmm) 'name', OWels anu 'naITI;e', Lat nomen 'name', ON
nafn 'name', OE nama 'name' (> NE name), OHG namo
'name', Goth nama 'name', OPrus emens 'name', OCS im~

'name', Rus imja 'name', Alb emer (Gheg emen) 'name', Grk
ovof.la 'name', Ann anun 'name', Hit laman 'name', OInd nama
'name', TochA nom 'name', TochB nem 'name' (Toch <
*h]nemI) or *h3neh]ml;,J. metathesized from *hJJ1(~h3ml;,J.). We
can also reconstruct a phrase *h]nomI) dheh]- 'to set a name,
give a name' [GI 732] found in several stocks: OCzech dieti
jme, Grk ovof.larof)£r1J<; 'name-giver', Hit laman da-, HierLuv
atamain tuha 'gave a name', Av namjln da-, OInd nJma
dha-, TocM nom ta-, TochB nem ta-. These constructions,
which employ the root *dheh]- 'put, set, establish' ecf.
'Believe', 'Law') often have a particular sacred or ritual
association and there is widespread evidence that the giving
of a name also established the identity of the named, i.e., was
an essential part of hislher own persona and power and
expressed an individual's true essence. There is also a
widespread denominative verb 'to name': ON nefna 'name',
OE nemnan 'name', OHG nemnen 'name', Goth namnjan
'name', Grk oVOf.lalVm - ovof.laSm 'name', Hit lam(ma)niya
'nam.e', but these are all likely to be independent formations
in the various stocks in which they occur. The distribution of
the noun 'name' clearly supports PIE status; however, the
reconstructed fonn(s) underlying this series of cognates has
long been discussed and argued and the exact phonological
relation between all the attested forms remains disputable.

Indo-European Personal Names
Abroad similarity among the personal names of the earliest

attested Indo-European peoples reveals a series of patterns
that can probably be projected back to the proto-language
itself. Unfortunately, the system is so pervasive and productive
(and personal names are continuously "invented") that it has
generally been found very difficult to demonstrate that forms
in two or more stocks, no matter how similar, are necessarily
inherited from PIE rather than independent creations.

Personal names among the early Indo-Europeans may
consist of either a single lexeme or two elements, e.g., ON
Ulfr 'Wolf' or Kveld-Olfr 'Evening Wolf'. A "long" name
consisting originally of two lexemes may be abbreviated, e.g.,
Olnd Rudra-ta « *Rudra-bhat(t)a). The source of names
would be drawn from various classes of phenomena. Deities
(and names expressing relationships with deities) are
particularly common, e.g., Gaul Lugus (the Celtic god Lug),
Lugudeca 'chosen by Lug', Luguselva 'possessed by Lug',
Lugenicus 'born of Lug'. The relationship may also be with a
metaphysical quality associated with the world of the sacred,
e.g., OIr Medb 'intoxication', Lat Augustus 'possessed of
spiritual power', Av XVaronbaxsa 'having well being as his
share', Oind BhotaJT1sa 'having living beings as his share'. Some
of the few names suspected of being cognate between stocks
are built on an element meaning 'fame', e.g., Grk EVJ(An7~,

OInd Susrava- both 'whose fame is wide'; OCS SobeslavI,
Grk l:OqJOJ(Aij~ both 'wise-famous'. Physical attributes may
also be selected, e.g., Lat Dentalus 'big-toothed', ON Grani
'slender'. Names of weapons and arms (e.g., OIndJyamagha
'who fights with a bow') were popular as well as animal names
which frequently supply one of the elements of a name, e.g.,
words for canines seen in OIr Co 'Hound', Ole 'Wolf', OE
Wulf 'Wolf', Grk AVKO<; 'Wolf', AVJ(oqJ6vT7J~ 'Wolf-killer',
OInd Vtka- 'Wolf'; 'cow' seen in the comparable forms of aIr
Boand (d. the name of the Boyne, Bovinda) 'White-cow', Olnd
Govinda- 'White-cow'; or the horse, e.g., OIr Eochu 'Horse'.
The names of plants, e.g., Lat Cicero 'Chick-pea', are also to
be found. Numbers are frequently found as elements in names
and, as there appears to be a general trend for the widespread
use of numbers in earlier texts and lesser use in later, it has
been suspected that the use of naming with numbers was an
archaic practice, e.g., Lat Quarta, Lith Keturai, Rus (etvertoj,
Myc Qe-ta-ra-je-u, Grk T£rapriwv all 'Fourth', or the
mythological figure of OInd Trita 'Third'. With respect to the
employment of deities in IE names, 1. Markey has suggested
that while we find clear instances of the names of deities in IE
personal names and what we may presume to be totemic
references, e.g., OIr Bodb 'Raven' (a bird especially associated
with the god Lug), we do not find totem and deity together
in the same name, e.g., ON Ooinu]fr 'Oainn's wolf' (but d.
Grk 'APl1lAVKO<; 'Wolf for Ares'), and this argues against the
presumption that the early Indo-Europeans employed totem
ism, i.e., divided themselves into clans or other descent groups
which had specific ritual associations with animals or plants.

See also FAME; POETRY. [E.C.P, JPM.l
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NARROW
*haenghus'narrow'. [lEW42 (*anghu-s); Wat 2 (*angh-);

GI 683 (*Hanghu-); Buck 12.62]. Oir cumgae 'strangling,
suffocation', cumung « *kom-I)ghu-) 'narrow, restricted',
Wels eang « *eks-I)ghu-) 'wide', Lat angi-portus 'narrow
street, cuI de sac', ON 9ngr'narrow', OE enge 'narrow', OHG
angi 'narrow', Goth aggwus 'narrow', Lith atikstas 'narrow',
MPers hnzwg- 'narrow', OInd aITlhu- 'narrow'. Other possible
cognates include: oes ozuku 'narrow', Grk afJqnlv 'neck'
although doubtful, Arm anjuk 'narrow' appears to be an
Iranian loan. Even excluding the Greek' form, this word is
likely to be PIE. The concept of narrowness or constriction
also underlies the PIE notion of 'fear' which is reflected in the
modern German cognate angst 'fear' and OInd arphas- 'fear'.

?*sten- 'narrow'. [lEW 1021-1022 (*sten-); Wat 66
(*sten-)]. ON stinnr'stiff, hard', OE sup 'stiff' (Gmc <
*sten-to-), Grk O"r£v6~ 'narrow'. Restricted to two branches,
with both the Germanic and Greek etymologies unclear,
although possibly connected, but still very weak grounds for
positing a PIE form.

See also FEAR; loNG; NECK; PAIN; THIN. U.C.S.]

NAVE
*hJl1obh- 'navel; nave'. [IEW314-3{S (*n6bh-); Wat 4S

(*nobh-); GI 716 (*nof}-); Buck 4.43]. ON nQ['nave of
wheel', OE na[u 'nave' (> NE nave), OHGnaba 'nave', OPms
nabis 'navel, nave', Latv naba 'navel', OInd nabhya- 'nave'.
Sometimes put here also is Ann aniw 'wheel' though. there~
are phonological irregularities (one would expect *anowor
the like). The 'nave' is named after its resemblance to the
'navel' (in Old Prussian a single word retains both meanings).
Usually the word for 'navel' (the original meaning) is in fonn
a morphological derivative of the word for 'nave', thus Oir
imbliu - imbliu 'navel', Lat umbilIcus 'navel', umbo 'boss on
shield', ON nafli 'navel', OE nafe1a 'navel' (> NE nave!), OHG
nabalo 'navel', amban 'belly', Grk oJ1qJaA6~ 'navel; boss of

NECK

shield', Oind m1bhi- 'navel'. The semantic and morphological
relationship between the words for 'nave' and 'navel' is similar
to that between the words for 'axle' and 'shoulder(-joint)'.
The metaphorical extension of 'navel' to 'nave' is widespread
and old in IE. In Gennanic the word for 'auger' derives from
a special technical term for the tool employed in boring the
nave, Le., ON nafarr, OE nato-gar, OHG naba-ger « Gmc
*naba-gaizaz) '(nave-) auger'; d. NE auger < *a nauger by
false analysis.

See also AUGER; AxLE; WAGON; WHEEL. ID.Q.A,]

Further Reading
Meid, W. (1994) Die Terminologie von Pferd und Wagen im

Indogermanischen, in Die Indogermanen und das pferd, cds. B.

Hansel and S. Zimmer, Budapest, Archaeohngua, 13-65.

NAVEL
*h]Ilobh- 'navel, nave'. [JEW 314-31S (*nebh-); Wat 45

(*nobh-); GI 716 (*nof})-; Buck 4.43 I. aIr imbliu - inlbliu
'navel', Lat umbilIcus 'navel', umbo 'boss on shield', ON nafli
'navel', nQ['nave of wheel', OE nafela 'navel' (> NE nave!),
nafu 'nave' (> NE nave), OHG nabaJo 'navel', naba 'nave',
amban 'belly', OPrus nabis 'navel, nave', Latv naba 'navel',
Grk o,uqJaA.6~'navel',Olnd nabhi- 'navel', nabhya- 'nave'. The
'nave' is named after its resemblance to the 'navel', though
often 'navel' (the original meaning) is in form a morphological
derivative (similarly with *haeks- 'shoulder[-jointl' and 'axle').
Clearly the PIE word for this meaning.

See also ANATOMY; NAVE. [D.Q.A.]

NEAR
*hlepi - *hlOpi 'near, on'. [lEW 323 (*epi - *opi); Wat

17 (*epi)]. Oir iar (DIL Jar) 'after', Lat ob 'towards', OPms
ep- 'about', Lith ap- 'about', Latv ap- 'about', OCS ob 'on',
Alb epere« *hzopi-reh2) 'upper', eper'upper, superior', epert
(adj.) 'top', Myc o-pi 'on, near', Grk bd 'on, upon, up to',
o1rur8£v 'behind', Arm ev'and, also', Av aipi 'upon', Olnd jpi
'also, in addition', TochAB p- (verbal pr~fix). Old in IE.

See also AoPREPS. ID.Q.A.]

NECK
*monis- *moneha-'neck'. [IE~V747-748 (*mono-); Wat

43 (*mon-); GI7lS (*mono-)1. Olr muin 'neck', We1s mwn
'neck', ON mQn 'mane', OE manu 'mane' (> NE mane), OHG
mana 'mane', Av manao8Ii'neck', Olnd manya 'nape'. Though
not extraordinarily well-attested, this word is the most likely
to be the PIE word for 'neck'. ef. also the extensions of this
root that indicate 'necklace': Lat monlle 'necklace', oes
monisto'necklace', Av minu- 'necklace', OPers bara-man- 'one
who wears a necklace', Mitanni mani-(nnJ) 'necklace'.

*gwrihxU-eha- 'neck'. [lEW 474-475 (*gl..lrJ-ljJ); BK 361
(*q'Wur-/*q'Wor-)I. Latv grJva 'river mouth', OCS griva 'nlane',
Rus griva 'mane', Av grlva 'neck (of demonic being)'. Olnd
gIiva'neck'. Related is Grk 8ip1J« *gWcIlJeha-) 'neck'. Related
in some way to *gWer(h3)- 'swallow'. At least a word of the
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center and east of the IE world.
*k61sos 'neck'. [ef. lEW 639-640 (*kl)ol-so-)]. Mir coll

'head, chief', Lat collus'neck', ON hals'neck', OE heals 'neck',
OHG hals 'neck', Goth hals 'neck'. From *ke1- 'raise' [lEW
544 (*ke1-)]. A "westernism" in late IE.

*haengh(u)en- 'neck'. [lEW 43 ( *angh-)]. Goth hals-agga
'nape of neck', Rus vjazI 'nape', Grk (Aeotic) iXj.upryv 'nape',
(Attic) aVX1}v 'nape' « *ankhwen-?), Arm a"1ik'(pl.) 'neck'.
From *haengh- 'narrow'. A late PIE word.

See also ANATOMY; NARROW; NECKLACE. [D.Q.A.]

NECKLACE
?*monoli- 'neck ornament'. [lEW 747-748 (*mono-); cf.

Wat 43 (*mon-)]. OWeis mind 'collar, necklet' (borrowed>
OIr muince 'collar, necklet'), Gaul (in Greek) ,uavuxK1J(Celtic
necklace', Lat monfle 'necklace, collar', ON men 'necklace',
OE mene'necklace, collar', OHG menni'neck ornament', OCS
monisto 'necklace', Av zaldnu-maini- '(bird) with golden neck
ornament', OPers ba-ra-man-nu-is '(horse) bearing a collar',
01nd maI)i-grIva- 'carrying a neck ornament'. From *mono
'neck'. A metaphorical extension or a derivative of a word for
'neck, mane', probably of at least late PIE date.

Necklaces are well known in the archaeological recordsince
the Upper Palaeolithic, i.e., since the appearance of anatomic
ally modern humans, and self-adornment has been regarded
as one of the characteristic behavioral shifts from earlier forms
of human (Neanderthal) society. to those of modern popu
lations. Necklaces are encountered widely in all subsequent
periods and it would be 'nearly impossible to imagine that
the speakers of the proto-language did not know and employ
them. For the Neolithic period, the evidence for necklaces is
varied. There is widespread evidence of necklaces composed
of bone, animal teeth such as deer incisors, claws, shell, and
stone, some of which may have been acquired through
extensive exchange systems. By the Bronze Age we find the
use of bronze beads as well as precious metals (gold, silver)
in the manufacture of beads. At this time there was also an
extensive exchange system in both amber beads and,
occasionally, in beads made of faience, a primitive form of
glass.

See also NECK. [D.Q.A., ].PM.]

Further Reading
Mayrhofer, M. (1974) Ein neuer Beleg zu cler indogermanischen

Sippe fur "Halsschmuck", in Antiquitates Indogermanicae, ecls.

M. Mayrhofer, W Meid, B. Schlerath, R. Schmitt, Innsbruck, 19

21.

NEEDLE (OF A TREE) see BRANCH

NEPHEW
*nepots (gen. *nepotos) 'grandson; ?nephew'. [lEW 764

(*nepot-); Wat 44 (*nepot-); GI669 (*nephoth_); Buck 2.48;
Szem 9; Wordick 155-65; BK 573 (*nYip{hj-/*nYep{hj-)]. In
the meaning '± nephew': aIr nia - niae 'sister's son', Wels nai

'nephew', Corn noy 'nephew' (glossed by Lat nepos,
presumably in the latter's medieval meaning 'nephew' rather
than its classical meaning 'grandson'; there is no warrant for
'sister's son'), MBret ni 'nephew', Lat nepos 'grandson;
granddaughter; descendant' (in later Imperial and Medieval
Latin also 'nephew'), ON nefi 'descendant', OE nefa 'grandson,
sisters son', OHG nefo 'sister's son; (patemaVmaternal) cousin',
Alb nip 'grandson, nephew'. Derivatives: OCS netijrnephew'
< *nept-ijo- and Grk aV£Vllos 'cousin' « *sIJ1-neptijo- 'co
grandson'), Wels cefnder'male cousin', cylnither 'female
cousin' « *kom-nepot- and *kom-neptiha- 'co-grandson!
daughter' respectively). This word also may mean 'grandson,
descendant'. In the meaning 'nephew', the word is confined
to the west and center of the IE world.

*suesr6s - *SUesrij6s 'pertaining to a sister, sisterly; sister's
son'. [lEW 1051 (*s/Jesor-); cf. Wat 68 (*swesor-); Gl 666
(*SOesor-); Szem 6; Wordick 144-145]. OSwed swiri 'mother's
sister's son', 0 E swor- (ge)sweor 'mother's sisters son', geswirga
'sister's son; mother's brother's/sister's son, father's sisters son',
Arm k'eh 'mother's brother', Sanglechi xlr'sister's son', Munji
xurI 'sisters son', Shughni xar 'nephew, niece', Yazgulyami
xwer'nephew, niece' « Proto-Iranian *hwahrya/a-), Ashkun
past 'sister's daughter', OInd svasriya- 'sister's son', svasrlya
'sister's daughter', Gawar-Bati pest'(a mans) sister's son, sister's
daughter' (Nuristani and Indic < *svasriya/a-). Assuming
'sister's son' as the oldest meaning allows us to explain Ann
'mother's brother' as an example of reciprocal naming (d. OIr
aue 'grandson' from *h2euh20s 'grandfather' or OHG enikl
'grandson' from ano 'grandfather'). In Germanic we find the
further derivative *ga-swerjan- 'co-sister's son' (much as in
Lat cons6brInus 'mother's brother's/sister's son, father's sister's
son' < *'co-sister's son'), though there has been considerable
confusion and overlapping of the earlier and later meanings.
Widespread and old in IE

?*SUesrihxllos 'sister's son'. [lEW 1051 (*s/Jesr-Inos); Wat
68 (*swesr-Ino-)]. Lat sobrInus 'second cousin', consobrlnUS
'mother's sisters son; (any) cousin', Lith seserenas 'sister's son',
OCS sestrinl1 'of the sister'. The Latin and Old Church Slavonic
words agree in form, but it is probably the Old Church
Slavonic word that preserves the original adjectival meaning
of which Latin is a nominalization. The Lithuanian word given
here is, in any case, morphologically distant, though showing
the same kind of semantic development seen in Latin. The
meaning 'sister's son' for *s/Jesrihxnos is probably not of PIE
age, though 'sister's son' as the nominalization of another
adjective meaning 'pertaining to a sister' is seen in the evidence
of the preceding word.

?*bhrehatruios 'brother's son'. [Szem 13-141. Late Lat
fratruelis 'brother's son', Av bratuirya- 'brother's son', Oind
bhra{Jvya-'brother's son'. Cf. also Lith brolenas '(first) cousin'.
Independent creations in Latin and Indo-Iranian from an
adjective meaning 'pertaining to the father'.

The first term, *nepots, exhibits a semantic range that W1th
in attested IE languages embraces both 'grandson' and 'sister's
son, nephew' and the antiquity of this semantic complex is
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one of the major issues with regard to reconstructing the
nature of the PIE kinship system. Those who argue that the
original meaning of this word was confined to the 'grandson'
suggest that the meaning 'nephew' was secondary in all the
(north)western languages in which it occurs and was a
semantic innovation of the various individual IE stocks. The
fact that we can see the change of Lat nepos frorri 'grandson'
to 'grandson, sister's son' taking place within the history of
Latin may suggest that 'sister's son' (or, more generally,
'nephew') is everywhere a late development. Those who
support the assignment of both 'grandson' and 'sister's son' to
PIE see this word as primary evidence for the ascription of
PIE kinship to the Omaha system where the generations would,
be skewed. Clearly there is a tendency to make an' Omaha
like equation of 'grandson' and 'sister's son' but whether that
tendency is PIE in date or post-PIE is not easy to see. The
equation of 'grandson' and 'sisters son' is a sort of mirror
image of the equation of 'grandfather' and 'mother's brother'
though only Middle Welsh actually shows both such equations
at the same time. The other terms are late and are built from
the words for 'brother' and 'sister' as seen above or from 'son',
e.g., SC sin6vac - sinovac 'brother's son' « *'little son').

See also GRANDSON; KINSHIP; SON. [M.E.H.]

Further Reading
Beekes, R. S. P (1976) Uncle and nephew. JIES 4,43-63.

NEST
*nisdos'nest', (literally) 'sit-down (place)'. [IEW887 (*ni

zd-os); Wat 45 (*nizdo-); GI 101 (*ni-st'-os)]. MIr net 'nest',
We1s nyth 'nest', Lat nIdus 'nest', OE nest 'nest' (> NE nest),
OHG nest 'nest', Lith lizdas 'nest', Latv ligzda 'nest', OCS
gnezdo 'nest', Arm nist 'site', OInd nI(1a- 'resting place, abode,
nest'. Clearly PIE in status and derived from *ni- 'down' or
'alone' + *sed- 'sit', hence a 'sit-down place'.

See also BIRDS; SIT. U.A.C.G.]

NET
*hlekt- 'net'. Myc de-ku-tu-wo-ko (= Idektu-worgo-/J 'net

makers', Grk oi1crvov '(hunting/fishing) net' (with the vowel
perhaps influenced by ouo/iv 'throw'), Hit ekt- 'net', Luv
aggati- 'catch-net', OInd ak~u- 'net'. The Greek forms represent
neuter nouns with (prefixed?) *d- as in the word for 'tear'.
The Greek-Anatolian-Indie correspondence makes it likely
that we are dealing with a PIE word here.

Nets are preserved in the archaeologieal record only under
extraordinary conditions (waterlogging, extreme aridity)
although net weights of stone or clay are frequently enough
encountered; occasionally, impressions of nets in clay have
also been recovered. Traces of nets are known since at least
the Mesolithic and are also attested in Swiss lakeside
settlements of the Neolithic period along with floats and
weights. The Swiss evidence reveals nets of various mesh sizes
appropriate to the size of the fish being sought. The use of
the net is not confined to fishing (or hunting) but may also

NIECE

have been employed in carrying things as is still attested in
many parts of Europe today.

See also FISH; KNOTl ; TooL. [D.Q.A.}

Further Reading
Po'etto, M. (1992[94]). 'Net' in Anatolian. Vedic, and Greek MSS

53, 159-174.

NEITLE
*ned- 'nettle'. [IEW758-759 (*ned-); Wat 44 (*ned-); GI

224 (*not'-)). MIr nenaid 'nettle', MWels dynat 'nettle' (Celtic
< *ninati- with dissimilation in Welsh), OE netele 'nettle' (>
NE nettle), OHG nezzila 'nettle', Grk a<5i1(7] 'nettle'.
Presumably related in some fashion are: OPrus noatis 'nettle',
Lith noten? 'nettle', Latv natre 'nettle', Slav nat 'nettle', though
the -t- (rather than *-d-) is not explained. Though showing

. some uncertainties of form that may reflect inter-group
borrowing, this would appear to be a word of the west and
center of the IE world. The nettle has a wide variety of uses.
It has been employed as a textile (nettle fibres have been
recovered from a Bronze Age burial in Denmark) and it can
be spun into coarse sheets like hemp. Medicinal uses derive
from the high iron and vitamin C content and beer and soups
are prepared from nettles. From *ned- 'knot'.

See also KNOT1; PlANTs; THORN. ID.Q.A.I

NEW
*neuos 'new'. [lEW 769 (*nel)os); Wat 45 (*newo-); GI

685 (*newo-); Buck 14.13; BK 561 (*naw-/*n.Jw-)]. Lat flOVUS

'new', OPms neuwenen 'new', Lith naQjas 'new', OCS nova
'new', Grk v£'(f)oC; 'new', Hit newas 'new', Av naVJ- 'new',
OInd nava- 'new', TocM flu 'new', TochB I1uwe 'new'; and
with extension: *neujos in Olr nOa - nQae 'new', Wels ne""Ydd
'new', ON nyr 'new', OE nlwe - neowe 'new' (> NE new),
Goth niujis 'new', Lith naOjas 'new', Grk (Ionic) vElas 'new',
OInd navya- 'new'. Both forms are pan-IE in distribution and
are of certain antiquity; the root is related to *nu 'now', a
thematic with a new, accented, full-grade vowel inserted in
the first possible place, i.e., *nu > *nu~o- > *nCl)-o-.

See also Now; OLD. IPB.)

NIECE
There are no terms reconstructible to PIE that speCifically

denote 'brother's daughter'. For a male speaker, the 'brother's
daughter' may have been simply termed a *dhug(ha)ter
'daughter', resulting in later specialized forms like Irish ingen
'begotten' to refer to the biological da'ughter as opposed to
the sociological 'daughter' who may have remained as der
'girl, daughter'. Female speakers might refer to her as 'sister',
a use preserved in a single passage of Old Irish where siUJ «
*sl)csor) was employed to render 'woman's brothers daughter'
and possibly reflected in the Greek confusion of the two terms
recorded in Hesychius' gloss lop ·lJvyarTlP, aVEV!l~ 'daughter,
(male) cousin' (perhaps intended as 8vyar17P aV£'I"OU
'cousin's daughter'). Otherwise, most words for the 'niece' are
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associated with the word for 'granddaughter'.
*neptiha- 'granddaughter; ?niece'. rIEW764 ( *neptI-); War

44 (*neptI-): GI 670 (*nephothifi); Buck 2.49; Szem 10:
Wordick 166-167: BK 573 (*nYip{h ]-/*nYep{h]-)]. Where the
meaning is '± niece': Olr necht 'granddaughter; (?niece)', Wels
nith 'niece', Corn nyth 'niece', Bret niz 'nephew; niece', Lat
neptis 'granddaughter' (in later Imperial Latin also 'niece'),
ON nipt 'sister's daughter', OE niEt 'granddaughter, sister's
daughter', OHG niEt 'niece, granddaughter, sister's daughter',
Lith nepte 'granddaughter, niece', ORus nestera 'niece', Alb
mbese « *nep6tjeha-) 'granddaughter, niece'. Derivatives: Grk
(Hesychius) v€Onrpal. viwvOvyarip€~'sons'daughters'. The
form of the word is more widely found but in the meaning of
'granddaughter'. Although derived from the masculine form
of this word (*nepots), the distribution indicates that the word
is of PIE status in terms of morphology although confined to
the west and center of the IE world according to meaning.
The arguments concerning whether both the meaning
'granddaughter' and 'sister's daughter' can be attributed to
the same PIE word are rehearsed in the discussions of
'grandson' and are one of the critical pieces of evidence for
determining the kinship system of Proto-Indo-European since
the identity of 'sister's daughter' and 'daughter's daughter' is a
feature of the Omaha kinship system.

See also DAUGHTER; GRANDDAUGHTER; GRANDSON;

KINSHIP; NEPHEW. [M.E.H.]

NIGHT
*nekWt- - *nokWt- 'night'. [lEW 762-763 (*nekr;-(t-}_);

Wat 44 (*nekW-t-); GI 693 (*nelokhOth_); Buck 14.42]. aIr
innocht 'tonight', Wels peunoeth 'every night', Lat nox 'night',
ON nott 'night', OE neaht 'night' (> NE night); OHG naht
'night', Goth nahts 'night', OPrus (ace.) naktin 'night', Lith
naktis 'night', Latv nakts 'night', OCS nost[ 'night', Alb nate

'night', Grk vv~ 'night', Hit nekuz (gen. sg.) 'at night', OInd
nakt- 'night', TocM nokte 'at night', noktirp 'last night', nakcu

'last night, at night', TochB nekclye 'last night, at night' (the
last two < *nokWteujos). Pan Indo-European, and clearly
reconstructible for the proto-language.

*.QkWtus'end of the night'. [IEW763 (*neklJ-(t-}-); cf. Wat
44 (*nekW-t.,.); Del 195]. ON -oUa 'early morning', OE ahte

'early morning', OHG ahta 'early morning', Goth ahtwo 'early
morning', Grk alCrlq; (problematic in that one might expect
*a1rrv~) 'ray of sunlight', a lnd aktl1- 'night, end of the night'.
The word is quite possibly a suffixed zero-grade form of
*nekWt- 'night'; as such it is of PIE date.

*kwsep- 'night'. [lEW 649 (*klJsep-); Buck 14.42]. Grk
lJIecpaq; 'dark', Hit ispant- 'night', Av xsap- 'darkness', Oind
~ap- 'night'. Though somewhat limited geographically, the
unanalyzable nature of the root suggests PIE status.

See also EVENING. [PB.]

Further Reading

Markey, 1. L. (1987) Morning, evening, and the twilight between,

in Proto-Indo-European: The Archaeology ofa LingUistic Problem,

eds. S. N. Skomal and E. Polome, Washington, Institute for the

Study of Man, 299-321.

NIPPLE see BREAST

NIT see LOUSE

NOD
*neu- 'nod'. [lEW 767 (*neu-); Wat 44 (*neu-)J. Lat ad

nuo 'agree by nodding', Grk VEVW 'nod', Olnd navate 'goes,
moves'. It is uncertain whether the Old lndic form belongs
here. The correspondence between Latin and Greek is suffi
cient to postulate at least a word of the western and central
region of the IE world.

[M.N.]

NOISE
Gathered here are a number of onomatopoeic formations

whose exact meaning in PIE, if they are of PIE antiqUity, is
generally unclear.

*mug- '± make a (low) noise, low, mutter, grumble'. [JEW
751-752 (*m6-)1. Lat magio 'low, bellow', OHG muckazen

'grumble', Grk J.1V~W 'mutter, moan, growl', Hit muga(i)

'entreat', Oind ml1tljati 'makes a noise'. The distribution of
attestations strongly suggests PIE status for this word. An en
largement of *mu- (d. [IEW751 (*mu-); Wat 43 (*mu-)]):
Lat ma facere 'make a mmm sound', OHG mfiwen 'cry', Latv
maunu 'growl', Czech myjati 'low (of cows)', Grk J1V 'a cry'.

?*(s)prhxg- 'crackle, sputter'. [lEW 996-997
(*(s}p(h)ereg-); d. Wat 64 (*spreg-); GI 101 (*spherG-); Buck
18.21]. ON spraka 'crackle, rattle', Lith sprageti 'crackle', Grk
GqJapayeOJ.1al 'crackle, sputter, hiss', Olnd sphurJ3ti
'thunders, rumbles'. While it is fairly certain that the Old Norse
and Lithuanian words belong together and, likewise the Greek
and Old lndic words, it is phonologically difficult to reconcile
the two pairs. Perhaps independent onomatopoeic forma
tions. Possibly related to *spreg- 'speak'.

?*ju- '± shout (for joy)'. [JEW 514 (*j6); Wat 79 ( *yu-)].
MIr ilach 'victory cry', Lat iabilo 'shout', ON pia 'yell', ME
yalen 'yowl' (> NE yow!), MHG holn - holen 'yell', Grk ;v{w
'shout'. Probably onomatopoeic and only possibly of PIE
age.

?*sner- '± rattle, growl'. [lEW 975 (*s)ner- - *(s)nur-);
Wat 62 (*sner-)]. ME snoren 'snore' (> NE snore), NE snarl,

MHG snarren 'rattle, rasp', Lith niumiu 'growl, grumble', Latv
punU 'growl', Grk (Hesychius) £VVP€v '± cried out'. Probably
onomatopoeic and only possibly of late PIE age.

?*meh](i)- '± mumble, speak indistinctly (?)'. [JEW 711
(*mei-)]. oes mumati 'stammer', Grk (Hesychius) J1lJ.1lXJ10<;

'neigh of horses', Arm mayem 'bleat', Hit memma- « *me

mhli-) 'speak', OInd mimfiti 'bellows, roars, bleats'. The
differences in meaning invite caution. The apparent pOSSibility
of reconstructing a reduplicated present and the fact that this
possible verb is also attested in Hittite suggests that this
collection may reflect something of PIE age.
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?·ger- '± hiss, howl'. [lEW 383 (*ger-); BK 276 (*k'ar-/
*k'dr-)]. ON k;;era 'complain', OE ceorran 'creak', OHG karra!?
'hiss, whizz', Lith g(1rti 'yell', Alb nguron 'howls (of the wind)'.
Possibly a late 'PIE word of the west and center

?·dhren-'±rumble, drone'. (IEW255-256 (*dhren-); Wat
14 (*dher-)]. MIr dresacht 'creaking noise', -Lat drensC! 'cry
(of a swan)' (possibly a loanword from Gaulish),'Nlce drynjan .
'rumble', OE (with unexplained vowel) dran 'a drone' (> NE .
drone), OHG treno'a drone', Goth drunjus'sound, ring", Lith
tranas (with unexplained initial) 'a drone', Slov drok 'pestle',
Grk fJpijvoc; 'funeral lamentation' , fJpl1v£m 'lament', fJpiiJva~

'a drone', Arm dtnc'im 'toot, resound', OInd dhraI)ati
'resounds', and perhaps TocM triink- 'speak', TochB·trenk
'speak'. If all these words belong together, theh we have
evidence for something of PIE age.

?*b(o)mb- '± muffled noise'. [IEW93-94 (*baxmb-); Wat
4 (*bamb-)]. ON bumba 'drum', Lith bambeti 'roar', Rus
buben 'drum', Alb bumbullit 'it thunders', Grk f3oJJ.f3oC;·
'muffled noise'. Cf. related terms for insects:.Lith bambalas
'beetle', Grk f30JJ.f3VAfI 'type of bee', Olnd bambhara- 'bee'.
Obviously onomatopoeic; probably not of PIE date...

See also AN1MAL CRy; BIRD CRY; SOUND. [D.Q.A.]

NOSE
-hxnass .... -hxnas (gen. ·hxnasos) 'nose'. [lEW 755

(*nas-); Wat 43 (*nas-); GI 713-714 (*nas-); Buck 4.23; BK
165 (*nasY-/*ndsY-)]. Lat naris 'nostril' (pI. 'nose'), nasus :....
nassus 'nose', ON n95 nose', OE nosu 'nose' (> NE nose),
OHG nasa 'nose', OPrus nozy 'nose', Lith n6sis 'nose', Latv
nass 'nostril', OCS nosil 'nose', Av nah- 'nose', OPers (ace.)
nahan 'nose', OInd nasa (dual) 'nostrils' (ef. urUI)asa- 'wide
nosed' and rJrlnas- 'straight-nosed'). The PIE word for 'nose'.
Cf. OPrus po-nasse 'upper lip' and possibly Grk lnr17Vl1
'moustache', Shughni bdn 'moustache' « *h4up-hx1J.s-neha
'[that] below the nose').

See also ANATOMY~ FACE. [D.Q.A.]

NOT
-me 'not'. [lEW 703 (*me-)l. Alb mos 'not', Grk J.i~ 'not',

Arm mi 'not', Av ma 'not', OInd ma 'not', TochA mar 'not', .
TochB ma 'not'. Widespread and old in IE.

·nenot'. [IEW757-758 (*ne); Wat 43-44 (*ne); GI 221"":
222 (*ne); BK 562 (*na/*nd, '*niI*ne~ *nu/*no)]. Lat non «
*n 'oin[om]) 'not', ne-fas 'what is contrary to divine command',
ne-scio 'not know, am ignorant of', Ose: ne 'not', ON ne 'not',
OE ne 'not', OHG ne 'not' (nein 'pot' < *n'oinoin)~ Goth ni
'not' (ON nei'no', OE na'no' [> NE no]; OE na + wiht.'not at
all' [> NE not], OHG nio 'never', all < Proto-Gmc ne +aiw
'not + ever'), OPrus ni 'not', Lith ne 'not', OCS ne 'not', Hit
natta 'not', Av na 'not', OInd na 'not'. From *ne: OIr nl'not';
Goth ne 'not'; from *nei: OLat nei '(that) not~ if not', Lat nI

'(that) not; if not', Osc nr'not'; ON nl'no', OHG nl'not at all',
~oth nei 'not'. From *Q- 'un-': Olr in- -' e- .... an- 'un', Wels
an,;. 'un-', Lat in- 'un-'; Osc an- 'un-', ON 0- - ii- 'un-', OE un
'un' (> NE un-) , OHG un- 'un-', Grk a(v)- 'un-', Hit a- 'un-',

OVODANILOVKA GROUP

Av a(n)- 'un-', OInd a(n)- 'un-', TocM a(n)- 'un-', TochB e(n)
'un-'. Widespread and old in IE. Where there is a distinction,
this negative is the «ordinary" ne ative, while *m - is used
with prohibitions and the like.

[D.Q.A.]

NOVODANlLOVKA GROUP
The Novodanilovka group is a Copper Age culture (c4400

3800 BC) of the Ukraine situated along the lower Dniep r
and the steppe adjacent to the northeast. It is primarily defined
by a series of small cemeteries or individual burials. The
parallel the rites of the neighboring redny tog culture, i. .,
flexed supine burial, ocher, orientation to a t or northeast,
but the burials are more elaborate with stone coverings or

.chambers. Moreover, the burials are distinguish d by relati ely
rich grave goods comprising flint, stone and copper w pons
and copper bracelets. Some have argued that the may reflect
an 'aristocratic component of the Sredny tog culture rather
than represent a separate cultural group. In the Kuigan theory,
these burials are often presented as evidence of the at< hetypal

. patriarchal warlike society of the early Indo-Europeans.
See also SREDNY STOG CUltURE. U.PM.]
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Novotitorovka a. Distribution of the Novotitorovka culture.

b.

Novodanilovka b. Paired burial from Yama, Ukraine; c. Male burial from ChapU, Ukraine; d. Flint knife; e. Flint point; f. Bone object;
g. Copper bracelet.
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NOVOTITOROVKA CULTURE
Near the Maykop culture of the north Caucasus and the

Yamna culture of the steppe1ands was the newly defined early
Bronze Age Novotitorovka culture (c 3300-2700 BC). The
culture, specifically situated immediately east of the Sea of
Azov and north of the Kuban river, is known from over five
hundred burials. These are found flexed on their sides in pits,
the floors of which may have been covered with rushes and
roofed with timber. Early period grave goods consisted of
pottery, bronze knives, awls, axes, the astragali (knucklebones)
of sheep, querns, and flint tools; later burials also had rings
of bronze and silver. Animal remains are frequently
encountered in graves and, in descending frequency, include
sheep/goat, c~ttle, horse, boar, <::anine (dog or wolO, red deer
and birds. Querns may provide evidence for agriculture. What
marks the Novotitorovka culture out in particular is the
presence of wheeled vehicles which would be placed in the
burial pit. Some ninety have been found among the five
hundred graves and they may be presumed to reflect people
of high status; they may be found with both adult males and
femaks. The Novotitorovka culture has been included within
the Yamna cultural-historical area but distinguishes itself from
the Yamna culture by its polished ceramics. It is presumed to
be the culture of semi-nomadic pastoralists occupying the
~ransition zone between the agricultural and metallurgically
more advanced Maykop and other north Caucasian cultures
and the steppe cultures to its north.

See' also ~YKOP CULTURE; YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.}
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'numbers', ON rim 'reckoning, calculation; calendar', OE rIm
'number, calculation' (> NE rhyme - rime), OHG rim 'number,
series'. It is possible that the Germanic words are ultimately
borrowed from Celtic but, even so, the agreement of Celtic
and Greek would appear to assure the PIE age of this word.
An enlargement of *haer- 'put together, arrange'. From the
same *harei-dh- that lies behind Grk aplf}J16~ 'number' is a
Germanic set represented by OE rxdan 'advise', OHG reda
'speech, word, account', Goth garaidon 'arrange'. Other
enlargements with similar meanings include Lat racio
'calculation, reckoning', Goth rapja 'account, explanation',
OE -red in hundred '± hundred-count', or Lith rinda 'row,
line', Latv rfda - r[dams 'in rows'.

*de1- 'aim, compute', !lEW 193 (*del ..); Wat 11 (*de1-);
Buck 13.12]. ON tal - tala 'talk, tale', 0 E uP] 'tale, number,
series', talu 'talk, tale', tellan '(re)count, tell' (d. NE talk), MHG
zal 'number', OHG zalon '(re)count, tell', Goth talzjands
'teacher', Grk 86Ilo~'guile, bait', Arm ta/'row'. At least a word
of the west and center of the IE world.

See also NUMERAlS. [C.Fj., D.Q.A.I

NUMERAI.5
Similarities in the form of IE number words along with

similarities in words for kinship, body parts, and morpho
logical patterning served initially as a major argument for the
'hypothesis that there was once a people who spoke an IE
parent language that no longer exists. Similarities among the
number words attested in older and more recent IE languages
suggested that the Indo-Europeans of an early period had
similar words for the digits 1-10. The internal evidence
suggests that this system evolved over time, traces of the

NUMBER
*harei(hxJ- 'number, count (out)'. [lEW 60 (*(a)ri-); Wat

3 (*ar-); Buck 13.12; BK 383 (*nar-/*ndr-)]. From *harei-:
OIr aram (DIL airem) « *ad-ri-ma-) 'number', Grk vr,pl'ro~

« *IJ-hari-to-) 'countless, unnumbered', (Arcadian) braplrol
'the chosen ones', apl()J16~ 'number, quantity'; from
*hareihx-: OIr rIm 'number, computation', rfmid 'counts',
b6raime (bo + rime 'cattle-count') 'cattle-tribute', Wels rhif
'number', cyf-rif'count, recount, narrate', Corn (pI.) IyVow

Further Reading
Gey, A. N. (1991) Novotitorovskaya kul'tura. Sovetskaya

Arkheologiya 1991, 1, 54-71

--~~1_._1/

Novotitorovka b. Burial with wagon; c. Reconstructed wagon.
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NOW
*nu 'now'. [lEW 770 (*nu-); Wat 45 (*nu-); BK 561

(*naw-/*ndw-)]. Lat num 'now', ON nu 'now', OE nu 'now'
(> NE now), OHG nu 'now', Goth nu 'now', OPms -nu 'now',
Lith nu 'now', Latv nu 'now', OCS nu 'now', Grk vv(v) 'now',
Hit nu 'now', Av nu 'now', Olnd nu 'now', TocM flU 'now',
TochB no 'now'. Pan-IE and clearly of PIE date. It is related to
*nel)as, *neujos 'new'.

*jham 'now, already'. [lEW 285 (*jam)]. Lat iam 'now,
already', OE ju 'already', OHG ju 'already', Goth ju 'already',
Lith jaD 'already', Latv jau 'already', OCS ju 'already'. This
word is apparently built on a pronominal stem, of which Latin
represents an accusative case (d. Lat tam 'so much' and quam
'how much'), and the Baltic, Slavic, and Germanic words are
constructed from a locative case (d. Goth flU 'now'). Dialectal
IE, confined to the northwest of the IE world.

See also NEW; TIME. [PB.]
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development still evident in the comparison of the cognate
terms among the various stocks. There was actually no abstract
number 'one' but rather two different roots which were
required to indicate "singleness". Proper counting only began
later with 'two', and the numerals from 'two' to 'four' are
usually inflected for gender and are etymologized as archaic
adjectives, Le., 'two' « *'further away'), 'three' « 'still further').
That a later stage of Indo-Europeans counted on their hands
is suggested by the deep etymology of 'five' which appears to
derive from a word [or 'hand'. It is from 'five' to 'ten' that we
find possible loanwords from other language families. These
larger units also behave like nouns rather than adjectives and
their more recent origins are suggested by the possibility that
'eight' is a dual form and that the underlying meaning of 'nine'
is 'new', Le., the new number.

The IE languages also reveal similar words for the tens
and decades, and for 'hundred'. Belief that the Proto-Indo
Europeans had the decimal system is based on: (a) linguistic
forms for the lower numerals in the daughter languages that
show reflexes of inherited forms, (b) the assumption that forms
underlying modern 'ten' and 'hundred' were the inherited
numeral bases for building the higher numerals, and (c) that
both the lower numerals (digits) and the bases 'ten' and
'hundred' are, for the most part, semantically unmotivated,
at least as far as we can tell.

Examination of both the number words and the cognitive
strategies by which IE numeral systems build their higher
numbers, however, shows that the facts are not nearly so
straightforward. While Neogrammarian sound correspond
ences do argue for inherited forms, a form often changes
meaning over time. Irregularities in the systems of teen and
decade formations also raise doubts about the inheritance of
a system based on ten, as such irregularities. are likely to
preserve relics of earlier systems (d. 'sing, sang, sung' which
preserves the old verbal system that has been regularized in
verbs like Jump, jumped~ walk, walked'). But our modem
thinking about numeral systems is, with few exceptions, so
influenced by the decimal system that it is difficult to imagine
a system that has words for 'ten' and 'hundred' in which higher
numbers are not formed by successive multiplication by ten.
The relative chronology of the IE numerals is now in the
process of being reappraised in the context of what we know
from early economic documents written on clay tablets in
the fourth millennium Be in the valleys of the Tigris-Euphrates
and Indus rivers. Before c 3400-3100 BC calculation was
not yet based on a unified system of 'ten' or any other single
base unit. Clay token forms standing for different commodities
were initially impressed into clay, once for each unit of
commodity suggesting a system based on one-to-one corres
pondence between the unit of goods and a token. So five
undifferentiated impressions of a jug-shaped token would
represent five jugs of wine, a fusion between concepts for
quantity and commodity By the late fourth millennium BC
substitution of five neutrally-shaped marks plus one jug
shaped token impression came to differentiate the quantity

from the commodity, thus separating number as an abstract
concept from the commodity quantified. This break in
notation strategy represents a cognitive shift in thinking about
the quantification of goods.

Early Near Eastern base units included '2', '6', and '10',
among others, depending on the commodity counted. (As
late as the twentieth century we still have not regularized
factors 12 and 60 for measuring time and 12 and 30 that,
irregularly, divide the year.) Sumerian and Elamite systems
that evolved along with early agriculture were based on factors
6 and 10 but did not exponentiate on either, as the decimal
system does with ten. If our best records for the rise of
numeracy show abstract counting only in the third millennium
BC, it would be surprising to find Proto-Indo-Europeans
before the late fourth millennium using a decimal system
based on exponentiation by ten.

Among number forms, base units or multiples have
elsewhere been reinterpreted when a system changed the value
of its base. The most pervasive IE base unit form, *klJ1tom, is
widely attested in the meaning' 100', yet disturbing uses of it
occur where one would expect a form of 'ten', perhaps even
'five', instead. Did it once mean 'base unit' with a different
numerical value in a pre-decimal system? Despite clear
evidence for IE numeral forms, there remain tantalizing
mysteries about their interpretation.

In the follOWing data the units are given hrst with cardinal,
ordinal, and (in the case of the 'two' and 'three') the
multiplicative. Oldest deictic forms underlying the digits 'one'
to 'three' may reflect concrete counting, while 'four' and 'five',
to the extent that they reflect a system based on hand counting,
may show an early stage of abstract counting. If 'eight' is
derived from 'four', it reflects a stage when 'four' was a base
number. 'Six' and 'seven' may be borrowed, while 'nine' Jnd
'ten', with the borrowing of 'seven', take on roles in the new
decimal series based on atoms 'one' to 'ten'.

Units
One

The number 'one' was represented in the proto-language
by two roots. The current hypothesis is that *oi-no- referred
to an individual object alone while *sem- referred to the group
as a whole: a 'unity' formed from a 'joined together'
multiplicity The fact that no one [arm stood for the cardinal
number 'one' suggests that at the earliest stage of PIE the
concept of 'one' as an abstraction of unitness or cardinality
had not yet evolved, but that it arose independently by two
separate, semantically motivated paths of development. The
absence of a single word for 'one' has also been recorded for
other language families, e.g., Semitic, Kartvelian, Sumerian,
and is explained by the observation that single objects do not
require a numeral and that actual counting begins with the
number 'two'.

*oi-no-s - *oi-lJo-s - *oi-ko-s (or *h]oi-no-s 
*hlOi-lJo-s - *hlOi-ko-s?) 'one'. [IEW28 1-286 (*oi-nos); GI
741 (*oi-no-/*oi-wo-/*oi-kh-); Wat 45 (*oi-no-); Buck 13.321
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< *e-/*o- deictic pronoun [JEW 281-286 (*e-, *ei-, *i-)];
*0-, locative *oi- 'with the one, in the one, on its own' (1)

*oi- + particle -no-: OIr oin 'only one, single', oena 'units'
(not adj. nor numeral in early Irish), Wels un 'one; a,an Cindef.
art.)', Lat anus 'one, alone', ON einn 'one', OE an 'one' (> NE
one, a, an), OHG ein 'one, an, a', Goth ains 'one',OPrus ains
'one', Lith vienas 'one', Latv viens 'one', OCS ino~ 'one' in
ino-roga 'unicorn', (jJed-in- 'one', Rus odfn- 'one' « *(jJed
ina), perhaps Alb (Gheg) nji, (Task) nje 'one' « stressed *nia
< *eni-oino- 'deictic + numeral' or < *smieha-); (2) *oi- +
particle *-yo-: Av aeva- 'one', OPers aiva- 'one, alone'; (3)
*oi- + particle *-ko-: Mitanni aika-wartanna 'one turning, one
lap (in horse race)', OInd eka- 'one' (with pronominal
inflection)(< Indo-Iran *aika- < *oi-k6-); (4) *e-/*o-: perhaps
Alb (Gheg) nji, (Task) nje 'one' « *eni-oino- 'deictic *e- +
numeral *oi-no-), Hit *a- pronoun: Hit stem *a- 'one'. The
roots also have the meaning 'one alone, one single one'; it is
deictic in origin, Le., *oi-, *ei-, *i- < *e-/o- 'that one': Oir e,
he 'that one', Lat is 'that one', ON es 'which, that one', OHG
er, ir 'he', Goth is 'he', CrimGoth ita 'one', Lithjis 'he', Grk
(Homeric)(fem.) fa 'she, the one, the same', ioe; 'that one',
OInd ayam, iyam, idam 'he, she, it'. The deictic fonn *0- and
its derivatives *oi-, *oi-no- referring to singularity are old
PIE forms. Use of this root with variant suffixes in *oi-yo-,
*oi-ko- for the cardinal numbers 'one' represents independent
dialectal innovations.

*sem-s - *sem - *sm-iha- 'united as one, one together'.
[lEW 902 (*sem-); Wat 57 (*sem-); Buck 13.32; BK 184
(*sam-/*sdm-)]. Perhaps Alb (Gheg) nji, (Task) nje« *smieha
or stressed *nj- < PIE *eni-oino- 'deictic -+- numeral') 'one',
Grk e[r;, pia, EV (masc., fern., neut.) 'one', Myc e-me 'one',
Arm mi « *sm-iha) 'one', TocM sas(masc.), sam (fern.) 'one',
TochB.$e « Proto-Tach *sems) 'one'. Clearly widespread and
old in IE.

*per- - *pro- (in derivatives) 'first'. IlEW 811-815
(*per-); GI 741 (*ph(e)r-H-); Wat 49 (*per-); Buck 13.34;
BK 41 (*pfh ]ar-/*p/h ]dr-)]. From *prhxyos: OE forwost
'captain, chief', OCS prlvO 'first', Alb pare « *PIhx-yo- or
*p[hxa-yo-?) 'first', Av paurva- 'prior', paourvya- 'prior, first',
OPers paruviya- 'prior, first', Oind pLII-va- 'first; to the fore,
eastern', purvya-'prior, first', TocM parwat'first', TochB parwe
'earlier', parwe.$.$e 'first' (d. ON Freyr [name of god]), Goth
frauja 'lord' as if < PIE *proujo-; OE frea 'lord', OHG fro 'lord'
(as if < PIE *proyon-); formations with the suffix *-mo-: Lat
primus 'first' « superlative *pri-is- + -mo-), Umb promom
prumum 'at first') ON frum-buriJr 'first-born', OE frum
'primal, original, first', fruma 'origin', Goth fruma - frumists
'first', OPrus pinnas 'first', Lith pinnas 'first', Latv pirmais
'first' (Baltic, and perhaps Gmc, < *PIhrmo-); formations
with a *-t- suffix: Grk npmror; 'first, foremost' « old
instrumental *prohl- 'by the front side'), nporepor; 'in front;
earlier; superior', Av fratara- 'prior', fratJma- 'first', OPers
fratama- 'first', OInd (adv.) prataram 'further, future',
prathama- 'first' (the Indo-Iranian forms with *-ta-ma- show
the influence of the general Indo-Iranian superlative suffix *-

NUMERAlS

tama-); other formations: ON fyrstr 'first', OE fyrest - fyrst
'first' (> NE first) « PIE *prhx-isto-) , Ann ataj(~in (with difficult
-jc-) 'first'. Other roots used for 'first' in IE languages include
*ken- 'young' as in Oir celnae« *ken-t-on-jo-) 'first', Gaul
cintu-gnatos 'first-born' (d. Lat re-cens 'young, fresh, new')
and '*h2ent- 'front' in Luv hantelCi)- 'first', Hit hantezzi- 'first,
anterior', Lycian xntawa- 'rule, kingship; ruler', and again in
Rom Intfi 'first' « *antaneus, derived from Lat ante 'before').

By far the majority of IE words for 'first' come from varlants
of an old IE spatial root (*per-/ *pro-) in its meaning of
anteriority. Nevertheless, other roots are responsible for Celtic
and Anatolian forms. The fact that there is so much hesitation
in the exact derivations from *per-/ *pro- that give the majority
of IE words for 'first' suggests that PIE had not yet developed
an abstract ordinal of 'firstness' nor the related cardinality for
which *oi-no- 'one alone' and *sem- 'united as one, one
together' compete.

See also ALONE; ONCE; SAME; SOME.

Two
Fonns relating to 'two' and 'twoness' are of old IE origin,

possibly from an older demonstrative meaning 'that one
farther away', with the abstract cardinality of "twoness"
developing later. Cardinal 'two' from dual forms *dl,Jeh3(uJ
- *duyeh3(u) is inflected as a pronoun or adjective in
languages with case, number and gender inflection. Singular
*d(u)yoi- 'two', with collective meaning, suggests that IE
'twoness' was first collective then cardinal.

*dueh3(u) ~ *duueh](u) 'two' (dual). [lEW 228-229
(*dyo(u)); GI 742-743 (*t'wo-); Wat 15-16 (*dwo-)].
*dl,Jeh3(U): OIr dau ~ d6u 'two', OWels dou 'two', Lat duo
'two', ON (masc.) tveir, (neur.) tva 'two', OE (masc.) to 'two',
(fern.) twa 'two' (> NE two), OHG (fern.) zwa, zwo, (neut.)
zwe 'two', Goth (pI.) twai 'two', CrimGoth tua 'two', OPrus
(pI.) dwai 'two', Lith (masc.) dil, (dual) dvi 'two', Latv (pI.)
divi 'two', OCS (masc.) dCiva 'two', Rus dva, (fern.) dye 'two',
Alb dy'two', Myc dwo 'two', Grk Dvro 'two', Arm erku 'two',
Av dva 'two', OInd (masc.) d\-'a (fem./neutJ.dve 'two', TocM
(masc.) wu, (fern.) we 'two', TochB wi 'two'; *du~leh3(u): ?Hit
tOwa 'distant'.

*dUi-ios - *dUi-tos 'belonging to two, second'. (JEW 230
(*dVi-)]. From *dyi~jo- 'that one farther away': Hit Lliduyanalli
'officer of the second rank', Lycian kbijehi 'foreign, other';
also with *-jo-: NPers dovvom, doyyom 'second', Pashto
dwayam'second'; *dojos, variant of *dyoj-lo- 'two, twofold':
Hit (lac.) t1dan 'for the second time, again, secondly'; from
*dyi-to-: Alb clyte 'second', Khot .53la- 'second', OInd dvila
'doubly so', TochA wac 'second', TochB wate 'second'; on
analogy with *-tjo in 'third': Umb *du-lio- as duO 'a second
lime', Av daibitya - bitya 'second', Parth byd « Olran *dl,Jitija
'second' on the model of *t[lfya- 'third'), Olnd clvicfya
'second'. Cf. also *l,Ji-teros: OCS vOton] 'second', OInd \;1lava
'the next, later'. Clearly separate semantic innovations include:
OIr tanaise « *dO-anal 'expects') 'second', Lat secundus
'second' « *sekw- 'follow'), Grk OE1JTEPOc; « *OEV 'here' +
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*-repo-) 'second, on this side'. Variation in source and original
senses of 'second' suggests that PIE had no single form.

*duoi- - *d(u)uoijos 'two, group of two' (cardinal
collective). [lEW 229 (*duoi-), 231]. OIr dIas 'unity of two
peoples, couple', Khat dvi- 'two'. Phonological variant *dojas:
Hit *t/da- 'two' (d. da-iuga 'two years old, two-fold, double
year') usually written 2 + phonetic complements; *t1dan (adv.)
'second time, secondly', Luv tuwanza, tuwinza (formerly read
tu-wa-i) 'two'.

*dUi- 'bi-' (prefix). [IEW229 (*dlJi-)]. lat bi- 'two-' as in
bi-pes 'two-footed', OE twi- as in twi-fete 'two-footed', Grk
8(F)1- 'two-' as in·8i-1CoV~ 'two-footed', Av bi- 'two-' as in bi
zangra 'two-footed', Oind dvi- 'two-' as in dvi-pad- 'two
footed'.

*dUis'twice' (multiplicative). [lEW 230 (*duis); GI 743
(*t'wis)]. OIr fo di 'tWice', Olat duis 'twice', Lat bis'twice',
MHG zwir'twice', Grk 8(F)i~'twice', Arm erkir'twice, second',
Av biS 'twice', OInd dvi- 'twice'. Also *dui-t- 'twice, double':
OInd dvita-'twice, double', dvitiya- 'secondly'. Cf. *duis-uo
'other, twice' in Milyan tbisu, lycian kbihu 'other, twice'. The
widespread coincidence of form and meaning among reflexes
of this old multiplicative form for 'two', beside the fact that
other words such as 'apart, twin, between, doubt' are derived
from it, suggests that it is inherited.

*duojos 'double(d), twofold'. [JEW 231 J. OCS duvoji
'twofold, two', dCIvoje 'a set of two things', Grk 8016~ 'doubled',
Hit dan-ki « *duojom + ki) 'twice, to a double level' (written
2-an-ki), Oind dvaya- 'duplicity'. Widespread and probably
old in IE. The Germanic genitives of 'two' are sometimes put
here, e.g., ON tveggja 'of two', OE twegen 'of two' (> NE
twain), OHG zwei(i)o 'of two', Goth twaddje 'of two', but
they mean something different and are better taken as remains
of a morphological dual in Germanic than as a derivative
formation.

*du(e)i-plos'double, twofold'. [lEW802 (*duei-plo-); GI
682 (*t'wei-phlo-)]. Oir dlabul 'double', lat duplus'double',
duplex 'two-fold', Grk 811fA0S- - 811fAa~ 'twice', Milyan tbi
ple 'two-fold, double', possibly also Av bifra- 'comparison,
similarity'. This multiplicative of 'two', formed with the verb
*pel- 'fold', undoubtedly belongs to late IE conceptual struc
tures as multiplicatives; the more pervasive suffixes, -ko-,
-no- are older, and *dUis 'twice' is older still.

*bhou 'both'. [lEW 34-35 (*ambho(u)); GI 59; Wat 2
(*ambho)}. Av uba- 'both', OPers uba- 'both', OInd u-bhal1
'both'; Gmc *bai: Goth (pI.) bai 'both', d. Lith abiem 'both',
latv abiem 'both', OCS abema 'both'; with pronominal
suffixes: ON baoir'both', OE begen 'both', NHG beide 'both',
Goth bajops; with emphatic prefix *am-: Lat ambo 'both',
Lith abu 'both', OCS oba 'both', Rus aba 'both', Grk apqJro
'both'; and *am-bhi, *rp-bhi 'on both sides, around' [IEW34
(*ambhi)}. OIr imb - imm 'about', Gaul amb- 'about', Lat
ambi- 'about', OHG umbi 'about', Grk apqJi 'around', Olnd
a-bhi 'about', TochA ampi 'both', TochB ant-api 'both'. The
form for the collective numeral root is clearly old as seen
from its widespread presence from one end of the IE dialect

expanse to the other, and the semantic development of a
concept 'both' is probably a shared phenomenon, albeit one
that proceeded independently by more than one path in the
individual dialects with the addition of a suffix in Germanic,
the prefix *am- elsewhere.

See also DMDE; FOLLOW; OlliER.

Three
*trejes (pI.) 'three'; perhaps older *ter- - *tr- 'even further';

cf. *tr-i- 'upper, above (two); last number of a pre-manual
count system'. [lEW 1090-1091 (*trei-); GI 743 (*threi-);
Wat 71-72 (*trei-); Buck 13.41-52}. OIr (masc.) tri - crf
'three', Wels tri 'three', Lat tres 'three', ON prfr 'three', OE
(masc.) pne'three' (> NE three), OHG drf'three', Goth (masc.)
preis 'three', (neut.) prija 'three', OPrus tris 'three', Lith trps
'three', Latv trIs 'three', OCS (masc.) crije, (fern.) tri'three',
Alb (masc.) tre'three', Myc *tri- in ti-ri-po'tripod', Grk rpei~

three', Arm erek"three', Hit teri- 'three', Lycian tri- 'three'. Av
(masc.) fJrayo 'three', 01nd (masc.) trayas, (neut.) tn'three',
TochA (masc.) tre 'three', TochB (masc.) crai, (fern.) tal}'a
'three'. In languages with inflected lower numerals, the
cardinal numeral 'three' is inflected for gender. Widespread
agreement in form and meaning suggests that this is an old
IE root, probably originally 'upper, above' with derivatives
meaning 'group of three, three'. Tocharian forms reflect a blend
of *trejes and *trojos 'trio, triad', clear recent innovations on
the older root. An old late PIE dialectal feminine *tisres
« *tri-sr-/*tri-sor- or *tris-r-/*tris-or- [lEW 1091 J) is
preserved, with r. oOr dissimilation, in OIr teoir, MWeis teir,
Av tisro, Olnd tisras « Indo-Iran *tisr-) , competing with
feminine-neuter (collectives) *tri-i(j)ha: Lat tria, Goth prlja,
Grk rpza, OCS (masc.-fem.) trlje.

*ter-jos - *tIij-os> *tri-jos 'third', (late PIE) *tri-tos, with
remodeled *tri-t-iios (d. lat it-in-er-is 'journey' (gen.) for
*itinis of older heteroclitic *iter, *itinis). [lEW 1091 (*crei-);
Wat 71-72 (*trei-)]. OIr triu 'three', Arm eri-r, eri-rord'thrice,
third', Hit teriyan 'third', teriyanna (+ *-ono-) 'for the third
time', teriyalla- 'third ranked', luv tarriyanalli- 'third rank';
with *-to-: Alb trete third', Grk rp£ro~ 'third', (Homeric)
rpiraroc; 'third', Olnd erita- 'third', TocM erit 'third', TochB
trite 'third'. From *tritijos, *t[tijos: Wels tl}'dydd 'third', Lat
tertius 'third', Umb tertiu, terti « *t[-), ON pridi 'third', OE
jJridda 'third' (> NE thirc/), OHG dritt(i)o 'third', Goth jJridja
'third' « Proto-Gmc *pridjan) , aPms tfrts, lirts 'third', Lith
trecias 'third', latv tresais 'third', oes tret~Jr, creti 'third', Rus
tretij 'third', Av Oritya- 'third', Oind t[tiya- 'third'. *-tijo- quite
likely reflects a later development in which abstract ordinal
*jo- renews an older ordinal in *-t-. It would not be surprising
to find shared words for the abstract ordinal 'third' of late PIE
date if abstract counting was also late and cardinal 'three' itself
was from an original root meaning *tr-i- 'above, upper' that
was adapted for use as an abstract numeral when the numeral
system developed. Clearly outside the numeral system proper
and perhaps of PIE date are forms reflecting *tristis, *t[SlOS

with meanings relating to 'third' and the role of a third person
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in a transaction: aIr cress, triss 'third', Lat testis 'witness', Osc
trstus 'third standing by', or *terijo-: Hit teriyalla- 'mediator'.

*tris'thrice'. (JEW 1091 (*tris); G1743 (*thris)). Olat terr
'three', Lat ter « *t[s < *tris) 'thrice', trIni « *tris~no-) 'three
each', Grk rp{~'thrice', Av Oris 'thrice', OInd tri~- trib 'thrice'.
Despite the similarity of appearance, NE thrice is an innovation
of ME thrfes and similarly MHG drfes 'thrice'. Though typically
replaced by newer formations in the various IE groups, the
remaining attestations of *tris would seem to guarantee it

PIE status.
See also THREE-HEADED MONSTER.

Four
*kWetuor- - *kWetur- - *kweluor- - *kWetur- 'fout'. [lEW

642-643 (*klJetl)er-); GI 743 (*khOethwelor-); Wat 34
(*kwecwer-)]. OIr eethair- cithir- eethri 'four', Lat quattuor
'four', lith keturi 'four', Latv ceeri 'four', OCS ceeyre 'four',
Alb kater 'four', Myc (insL) qe-to-ro-pi 'with four feet', Grk
(Homeric) re(j(japE~ 'four', (Attic) rirr:apE~ 'four', (Doric)
riropE~ 'four', Arm c'ork' 'four', Av caOwaro 'four', OInd
catvara- - eatl1ra- 'four', TocM stwar'four', TochB slwer'four'.
From *petl)or- « *kWetl)or- under the influence of *penkwe
'five'): OWels petguar 'four', Wels pedwar 'four', Osc pecora
'four', ON fjorir 'four', OE feower 'four' (> NE four), OHG
fior 'four', Goth fidwor 'four', CrimGoth Eyder 'four', Grk
(lesbian) 1re(jvpE~ 'four', (Boeotian) 1rirrapE~ 'four'. From
this root are various derivatives, e.g., *kWetl)er-: Lith ketveri
'quartet', OCS cetver! 'quartet', OInd eatvani- 'four-cornered
(place)'. In compounds we have *kWetur-: OInd catu~-pad

'four-footed' and various derivatives: Lat quadru-ped- 'four
footed', Myc qe-to-ro-po-pi 'four-footed (animals)'. Dialectal
innovations on the form and irregularities in correspondences,
e.g., the oddity of Lat quattuor and Germanic and Celtic
innovations, leave open the possibility of borrowing. Proposals
for analysis range from Finno-Ugric *kwet- 'pair' (variants
*kWetl)er-, *kWetesor- plus suffixes *l)er- 'man', *sor
'woman') to *kwe-tur, formally 'indefinite particle' + 'grasp
(with the hand), whatever grasped, four' with false sandhi
split in a counting series *tri-, *kwe tur'three-indefinite, four';
cf. ordinal forms without *kwe-: Grk (personal name)
Tvpra'ioc; similar to Lat QUIntus 'Fifth', Av tOizya, Olnd eUriya
'fourth'.

As with the feminine of 'three', by late PIE, dialectal
feminine ablaut variants in *-s(o)r- compete with feminine
(abstract collective) forms in *-i(j)ha (Lat tria, oes [fem.
neuL] cetyri, Grk rirrapa). These competitors, *kWeto-sr-,
*kWete-sor-, are preserved as *kWetesore- in OIr cethoiT,.
cetheoir, Wels pedair, and *kWetosr- in Av catavro, Oind
catasras, with dissimilations of -w- and r...r before the much
discussed ablauting suffix, *-s(o)r-. The concrete meaning of
*-s(o)r- of Hit hassussara- 'queen' (hassu- 'king'), isha-ssara
'lady' (isha- 'lord', perhaps also PIE *sl)e-sor'sister' « ?'own

woman') argues that *-s(o)r- was established as a separate
feminine marker before the separation of Anatolian from the
rest of Indo-European. Only later, after that separation, did
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*s(o)r- become an agreement marker for these numerical
adjectives.

?*mei-uosCadj.) 'belonging to the little hand?' or 'increased
above "3"?,. [IEW7l1 (*mei-); d. GI 743; Wat 40 (*mei-)1.
Myc me-wi-jo 'smaller, younger' (if not also 'four'), Luv mawa
'folir', mawati'with four sides', mawaninta 'harnessed in fours
(7)', Hit meyu-, miyu-, miu- (u-stem noun) 'member of a group
of four; four', miuwaniyant- 'harnessed in fours'. Comparison
of the Mycenaean form with Lat romor'less', Goth mins'less',
Greek J.l£(r)zwv 'smaller' has suggested relations with PIE
*mei- 'be little, small', i.e., the 'smaller (hand)' in a system
based on hand counting, as a semantic proto-type of 'four'.
Forms for the number 'four' pose problems that point to IE
innovation and borrowing. Reflexes of a *mei-I)os in Luvian
and Hittite argue for an· old IE alternative to the usually
accepted *kWetl)or- and related forms.

*kwet1Jor-tos- *kWetur-tos- *perur-tos'fourth' (ordinal).
[IEW643 (*klJetur-); GI 743 (*(kho)thur-yo-)]. Lat quartus
'fourth', ON fjordi 'fourth', OE feorjJa 'fourth' (> NE fourth),
OHG bordo 'fourth' « Proto-Gmc *f18urpa-), OPrus ketcwirts
'fourth', Lith ketvittas 'fourth', Latv c~tuttais 'fourth', OCS
cetvrltl1 'fourth', Rus cetverty} 'fourth', Alb katert 'fourth', Grk
rirparoc; 'fourth', (Attic-Ionic) !irapro~ 'fourth', Olnd
eaturtha- 'fourth', TocM start 'fourth', TochB starte 'fourth';
with *-jo-: Av tOirya- 'fourth', Olnd turiya- 'fourth'. Arm c'or
ir 'fourth' is an innovation on the analogy of erk-ir 'second'.
er-ir'third'. Other derivatives include Lat quadru- 'fourth',
Av caOru- 'fourth', and possibly non-numeral Hit kutruwan
« *kW

etur-j6-m) 'witness « *'the fourth party to a trans
action'). Cf. OIr tress 'third' but Lat testis 'witness', the third
party. Ordinal forms for 'fourth' derived from *kWetl)or- and
its variants are of late PIE or post-PIE origin.

See also GROW; LEss; NUMERALS (EIGHT).

Five
*penkwe 'five'. [lEW 808 (*penklJe); GI 743, 746-747

( *phenkhoe); Wat 49 ( *penkWe)]. Grk 1riV!E 'five', Arm hing
'frve', probably Luv 5-w(a) « *panku) 'five', Av panea 'five',
OInd panca 'five', TocM pan 'five', TochB pis 'five'. Suffixed
forms are also found: lith penki 'five', OCS p~tl 'five', Rus
pjatI'five', Alb pese (Ghegpese) 'five', Mitanni panza-wartanna
'five-laps (of a horse around a track)', Oind pankti- 'group of
five' (d. also pra-panea- 'diversity', prapanca-na- 'detailed
exposition'; *kwenkwe with assimilation of *p- to *kw_: OIr
coie 'five', Lat qUInque 'five', *pempe with assimilation of
*_kw_to -p-: OWels pimp 'five', ON fimm 'five', OE ijf'five'
(> NE five), OHG fimf'five', Goth fimf'five', CrimGoth fyuf
*fynf - *fiff 'five' « Proto-Gmc *fim!) , Grk (Aeolic) 7'CiPJrE

'five' (d. also Grk JrEJ.l1ra~m 'count'). The form for 'five' is
clearly PIE in origin although comparisons with *penkw-, an
IE word for 'hand', and Grk Jr£J..l1rm 'send' < *'escort, lead by
hand', for example, may suggest that 'five' is secondary, derived
from the original meaning 'hand'.

*pQkW-t6s - *penkW-tos - *ptnkw-e-tos 'fifth'. [IE~V 808
(*penkl)tos); GI 743 (*phenkho-rho-)l. *pQk"'ros: Av pux8a-
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'fifth', Oind paktha- 'fifth'; *penkw-ws: OPms piencts 'fifth',
Lith peflktas 'fifth', Latv piektais 'fifth', OCS p~tll 'fifth', Rus
pjaty} 'fifth', Alb peste 'fifth', TochA pant 'fifth', TochB pinkte
'fifth' (d. also perhaps epinkte - epinte 'between' if < *'in the
fifth place' [Le., after the four cardinal directions}). With
assimilation of *_kw_ to *-p- (*pemp-tos): ON fimti 'fifth',
OE Hfta 'fifth' (> NE fifth), OHG fifw - fimto 'fifth', Goth
fimfta-'fifth' « Proto-Gmc *fimfta-), Grk neJl1l"ro~ 'fifth'; with
assimilation of *p- to *kW_(*kwenkW-tos): Lat quintus 'fifth';
*penkw-e-tos with assimilation of *p to *kw_(*kwenkw-e
tos): Oir coiced'fifth', and assimilation of *kw_to -p- (*pemp
e-tos): OWeis pimphet 'fifth'. Arm hing-er-ord 'fifth' is an
innovation of a different sort.

See also ABUNDANCE; HAND.

Six
*(s)uelCs - *(k)selCs - *ksuelCs'six'. [JEW 1044 (*Sl)eKs);

GI743 (*SOeKh-s); Wat 68 (*s(w)eks); BK 193 (*swak[hJsw-I
*sw;)k[hJsw_)). From *Sl)eKS - *l)eKS: Oir se 'six', seisser'six
men', Wels chwech 'six', Myc we-pe-za '(table with) six feet',
Grk (F)e~ - £~ 'six', Arm vec"six'; from *seks: Lat sex 'six',
ON sex 'six', OE siex'six' (> NE six), OHG sehs'six', Goth
saihs 'six', TochA -?ak 'six', TochB $kas 'six'; from *(k)seKs:
Lith sesi 'six', Latv sesi 'six', OCS sestf 'six', Alb gjashte 'six';
from *kSl)eKs: Av xsvas'six', Oind .?a-? 'six'. The range of the
IE forms may suggest independent borrowings rather than
an inherited numeral. One might recall here words for 'six' in
East Semitic Akkadian (sessum, sesset), if not Egyptian s'rs'w
beside s'i's'w.

*sueis-os - "'sueK(s)-tos - ·seli(s)-tos - *uelCs-tos
*ksuKs-tos'sixth'. [lEW 1044 (*sl)eks); GI 743 (*SOekh-tho-);
BK 193 (*swak[hJsw-I*sw;)k[hJsw_)). From *(k)s(l))eks-os:
Gaul suexos 'sixth', Av xstva- 'sixth'; from *(s)(lJ)ek(s)-tos:
Lat sextus 'sixth', Umb sest- 'sixth' (in compounds), ON seui
'sixth', OE siexta 'sixth' (> NE sixth), OHG seh(s)to 'sixth',
Goth saihst~ 'sixth', OPms usts - uschts « *zjktos) 'sixth',
Lith sestas 'sixth', Latv s~stais 'sixth', Bulg sestl 'sixth', Alb
gjashte (dialectally gjashtet) 'sixth', Grk (F)e1(ro~ - £1(ro~

'sixth', Arm vec'erord 'sixth', 0 Ind -?a$tha- 'sixth', TochA -?ka$t
'sixth', TochB $kaste 'sixth'; from *s(l))eks-eto-: OIr seissed
'sixth', Wels chweched 'sixth'. Ordinal formations reflect layers
of development from those with only the theme vowel
(Gaulish, Avestan), to later ordinal suffixes in *-to-, remodeled
in Old Irish and Welsh with still later *-eto-.

Seven
"'septIP 'seven'. [lEW 909 (*septI[1); Gl 743-744

(*sephthI[1); Wat 58 (*septI[1); BK 188 (*sab-I*s;)b-)]. Oir
secht n- 'seven', MWels seith « *heith with Latin influence)
'seven', Lat septem 'seven', ON sjau - sjo 'seven', OE seofon
'seven' (> NE seven), OHG sibun 'seven', Goth sibun 'seven',
Lith septyni 'seven', oes sedmr 'seven', Rus semI 'seven', Alb
shtate (dial. shetate) 'seven', Grk £1l"ra 'seven', Arm ewt'n
'seven', Hit sipta- 'seven', perhaps sipta- in sipta-miya kind of
drink (with seven ingredients?, cf. NE punch 'drink with five

ingredients'), Av hapta 'seven', Mitanni saUa-wartanna 'seven
laps (of a horse around a track)', Olnd sapta 'seven', TochA
$pat 'seven', TachE $ukt 'seven'. The IE form for 'seven' may
be a PIE borrOWing from Semitic feminine *s-b- '-tu (in the
role of an abstract noun, *sib'alt 'a seven, the number seven')
with the IE suffix *-m- on analogy with -m- in 'nine' and 'ten'
ordering it into the new series 'one' to 'ten' (or alternatively
from Proto-Semitic *sab-at-u-m [stem + fern. abstract marker
+ nom. + definite marker)). It has also been suggested that
Kartvelian *swid- 'seven' is related while Hurrian siuanna
'seven laps', translating Mitanni salta-wartanna 'seven laps',
suggests a shared fourteenth century Be Anatolian and upper
Mesopotamian culture word. All of this seems to argue for
the widespread dissemination of a (presumably Proto-Semitic)
word for 'seven' among a series of language families but not
Sumerian where we find imin 'seven' (literally 'six + one').

"'sepUp-m6s, later *septIp.-tos - *septIp-(e)tos 'seventh'.
[IEW909 (*sept(e)mos); GI 743-744 (*sej/Jth-mo-); BK 188
(*sab-/*s;)b-)]. From *septJIl-mos: Lat septimus 'seventh',
OPms sepmas 'seventh', Lith sekmas 'seventh', oes sedmo
'seventh', Grk £{38oJlo~ 'seventh', Hit 7-an-na 'but for the
seventh time', sapta- in the Cappadocian place-name sapla
nigra 'Seventh sister' (with nasal assimilation), MPers haftom
'seventh', OInd saptama- 'seventh'; from *septqi-tos, *septI[1
etos: OIr sechtmad'seventh', Wels seith fed 'seventh', OE siolfJa
.... siofooa 'seventh' (> NE seventh), OHG sibunto 'seventh',
Lith septifltas 'seventh', Latv septitais 'seventh', Alb sh[att~

'seventh', Grk (Homeric) i{3boJlaros'seventh' (d. rp{raro~

'third'), Av hapta(Ja- 'seventh', OInd saptatha- 'seventh', TocM
$aptant 'seventh', TochB $uktante 'seventh'; *septl]1-tis: ON
sjondi « Proto-Gmc *sijundi-) 'seventh', sjaund'set of seven,
seventh day after a death, wake'. Productive IE ordinal
( *-to-, *-eto-) and abstract (*-ti-) suffixes are innovating
formations that replace older ordinal derivations with only
the theme vowel.

Eight
"'olito - "'OKtOu (or "'hxOlitO - *hxOlit6u) (dual) 'eight' «

*'two fours'?). [lEW 775 (*OktO(U)); GI 744 (*oJ(h.th6(u));
Wat 45 (*okto(u))). OIr ocht n- 'eight', Wels W)'th 'eight', Lat
octO 'eight', ON alta 'eight', OE eahta 'eight' (> NE eight),
OHG ahto 'eight', Goth ahtau 'eight', CrimGoth ohle 'eight',
Lith astuoni 'eight', Latv astuopi'eight', OCS osmf'eight', Rus
v6sem 'eight', Alb tete 'eight', Grk o1(rw 'eight', Ann ut' «
*-pt-, influence of *septrft.) 'eight', Av asta 'eight', asti- 'length
measure, breadth of four fingers, palm', OInd (dual) a$(a 

a$(au 'eight', TocM okat 'eight', TochB okt 'eight'. Dual forms
for 'eight' suggest that the root form was related to 'four', a
suggestion reinforced by Av asti-'- 'breadth of four fingers, palm'
beside Av asta 'eight'. Alternatively, *oKt6u 'eight' may be
derived from full-grade roots: *ekWetu-, *okwelu- or
*ekWetl)6(s), *6kWetl)6(s) from which PIE *kwell)Or- 'four'
may be a zero-grade. With addition of a numeral determinative
*-r, this zero-grade form, *k Wetl)o-r- 'four', would have
become ordered into the new numeral systenl. A dual of such
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an early IE form for 'four' would thus be the prototype for the
dual *oKt6u 'eight'. Instances in which older numeral systems
formed higher numbers by duplicating forms for lower
numbers are well known. For example, an Old Sumerian
system formed 'six' pes-pes from pes 'three', and Finno-Ugric
*kwet 'two' is the basis for *kwet-kwet'four'. It is thus not
unreasonable that IE would use the dual of the lower number
for double its value.

*oKt-u6s - *OKtoUOS 'eighth'. [lEW 775 (*oKt6(U))]. Lat
octavus 'eighth', Grk oyDo(F)oc;'eighth', OPhryg orvFol F£r£l
'in the eighth year', Luv 8-wa-a-i 'eighth'. With early *-m
formations on analogy with *septrp-o- re-analyzed as *septI[1
mo-: OPms asman 'eighth', Lith asmas 'eighth', perhaps Latv
asmlte 'measure of land', OCS osmli 'eighth', Rus voslm6j
'eighth', Av ast;Jma- 'eighth', Oind a$tama- 'eighth'; with later
abstract and ordinal suffixes: *-t-, *-ti-, *-to-, *-eto-: OIr
ochtmad 'eighth', We1s wythfed 'eighth', ON atti 'eighth', ;rtt
'group of eight runes', OE eahtooa - eahteoa 'eighth' (> NE
eighth), OHG ahtodo 'eighth', Lith astutitas 'eighth', Latv
astotais 'eighth', Alb tete (dialectally tetet) 'eighth', Grk
(Homeric) oyc56aroc; 'eighth', HierLuv 8-wa-a-I = 8-wanza/i
(*hak?taunanzi?) 'eighth', TochA oktant 'eighth', TochB
oktante 'eighth'. The lack of consistency in the formation of
the ordinal 'eight' suggests that its creation was of post-PIE
date.

See also NUMERALS (FOUR).

Nine
*(e)neu-tZ (or hlneu-tZ?) 'nine'. [IEW318-319 (*e-nel)en);

GI744 (*neu(e)n-); Wat 45 (*newv)]. OIr noIn- 'nine', MWels
naw'nine', Lat novem 'nine' (ending influenced by septem
'seven'), (inscription) nove 'nine', ON nIu 'nine', OE nigon
(on analogy with seofon 'seven') 'nine' (> NE nine), OHG
niun 'nine', Goth niun 'nine', CrimGoth nyne 'nine', Lith
de\-Y11i'nine', Latv devipi'nine', OCS dev~tl'nine', Rus devjatf
'nine' (initials of Balta-Slavic forms on analogy with 'ten', Le.,
*d-), Alb nende - nente (Gheg nande - nante) 'nine', Thracian
£VEa 'nine', Myc e-ne-wo pe-za 'nine-footed (table)', Grk
£vvia 'nine', Arm inn 'nine', Lycian nuti- in nutit-ata « *nin
ant) 'derivative of nine', Hit 9-an-ti happesni 'to the nine
limbs', Av nava 'nine', Mitanni na-wartana « *nawa-wartanna)
'nine laps (of a horse around a track)', Oind nava 'nine',
TochAB tiu 'nine'. A common IE form, perhaps from 'new,
the new number', with innovations under the influence of
neighboring numbers.

*neu-tZ-nos - *neu-tZ-mos (nasal dissimilation or influence
of 'seventh' and 'tenth') 'ninth'. [lEW 319 (*e-nel)eno-); GI
744 (*neu(e)n-) l. Lat nonus 'ninth', ON niundi 'ninth', Hit
9-na 'but the ninth', 9-an-ki 'nine times', Av naoma- 'ninth',
Olnd navama- 'ninth'; later *nel)n-(e)tos: Oir nomad 'ninth',
MWels nawuet 'ninth', Gaul namet{ J 'ninth', ON niunde
'ninth', niund 'set of nine', OE .nigoda 'ninth' (> NE ninth
with influence from cardinal number), OHG niunte - niunto
'ninth', Goth niunda 'ninth', OPrus newInts 'ninth', Lith
devititas 'ninth', Latv devftais 'ninth', OCS dev~tli 'ninth', Rus
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devjatyj 'ninth', Alb nende - nente 'ninth', Grk £va(F)roc;
'ninth', Luv 9-un-za 'ninth', HierLuv 9-1, nU-I = 9-za/i or
nunzali 'ninth', 9-wa-a-f = 9-wanza/i or nuwannza/i 'ninth',
TochB tiunte 'ninth'.

Ten
*delGp - *delGp-t- - *deKu- 'group of ten, ten'. [JEW 191

( *deK1]1); GI 744 (*t'eKh1]1); Wat II (*dek1]1); BK 132
(*t'ak[h]-/*t'Jk[h}_)]. From *deJ<u, *deken: Oirdeichn-'ten',
Wels deg 'ten', Lat decuria 'group of ten'; from *dekI[1: Lat
decem 'ten', ON tIu 'ten', OE tIen 'ten' (> NE ten), OHG zehan
'ten', Goth taihun 'ten', CrimGoth thiine 'ten', Grk 8£1(0: 'ten',
Arm tasn 'ten', Av dasa 'ten', Oind dasa 'ten', TocM sak 'ten',
TochB sak 'ten'; from *deRT]1-t(j)- 'group of ten, ten': OPms
dessimpts 'ten', Lith desimts - desimtis 'ten', Latv desimt 'ten',
OCS des~tI'ten', Rus desjat 'ten', Alb dhjete'ten'. PIE *dekI]l
may be from *de-kont-, *de-kT]1l- 'two units, two hands; unit
of ten' « *Krptom 'unit, large unit; hundred'). At least as
plausible is a relation to *deK- 'take' from which *deKs-, an
old word for 'hand' or 'right hand' (d. Lat dexter 'right hand',
etc.), iflE hand counting started with the left hand and ended
with the tenth finger on the right hand.

*deKm-DS - ·delGp-mos - *delap-tos - *de1iIp-(e)tos'last
member in a set of ten, tenth'. (JEW 192 (*deKemo-s); GI
744 (*t'eRhT]1-th_); BK 132 (*t'akfh J-/*t';Jkfh}-)]. *dekm-os,
deK.rp-mos: Corn degves 'tenth', Lat decimus 'tenth', Av
dasJma- 'tenth', Oind dasama- 'tenth'; from *deKl]1-mO- =
*deKrp-to-: OIr dechmad 'tenth', MWels decuet 'tenth', Gaul
decametos 'tenth'; from *deK1]1-tos: ON tIunda, tiuna 'tenth',
OE teoda, tegeda 'tenth', OHG zehanto 'tenth', Goth taihunda
'tenth', OPrus dessimts 'tenth', Lith desirhtas 'tenth', Latv
desmitais (with metathesis, d. dial. desimtais) 'tenth', OCS
des~tl 'tenth', Rus desjatyj 'tenth', Alb dhjete (dialectally
dhjetet) 'tenth', Grk 8i1(aroc; 'tenth', Luv 10-ta 'ten-fold',
TochA skant 'tenth', TochB skante 'tenth'.

Teen Formations
Most linguistic expressions of the teens combine the digit

word with a 'ten' form using the mathematical function of
addition. The syntactic order may be 'digit + ten' (d. Lat duo
decim 'twelve', lit. 'two-ten', and similarly Greek, Armenian,
Avestan, Old Indic) or, less commonly, 'ten + digit' (Crimean
Gothic, Tocharian, e.g., TochB sak-wi 'twelve', lit. 'ten-two').
While these two examples show the addition function by
simple juxtaposition, there may also in some languages be a
connecting word such as 'and', e.g., Lat decem et duo 'twelve'
or decem tTis-que 'thirteen', Non-additive formations include
the Germanic and Lithuanian type exemplified by Goth twa
lif 'twelve', lit. 'two left (after ten)' or the subtractive type
exemplified by Lat duo de vfgintI 'eighteen', lit. 'two from
twenty'. As can be seen even from these examples a particular
language may simultaneously use more than one system side
by side. Regularities result from creation at a period when
the internal numeral system had already attained its inner
decimal coherency. Irregularities, by contrast, represent
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valuable relics of the older system(s) now lost to us. The
tantalizing relic pieces may be IE or the result of IE contact
with non-IE systems. They may even reflect the generalization
of a system that was used to quantify a specific kind of
commodity (e.g., a 'dozen' for eggs, 'sixty' for time
measurement) for more general uses in a particular language.
Examples are given for 'twelve' and 'fifteen'.

Twelve
*duo delap - *delap-duo ~ *duo-delfu 'twelve' < 'two

(and) ten, ten (and) two'. [IEW228]. OWels deuSeg'twelve',
Wels deuddeg 'twelve', Lat duo-decim 'twelve', decem et duo
'twelve', CrimGoth thunetua « *thiine-tua 'ten-two') 'twelve',
Grk SroSeK'a'twelve, two-ten', Svo-K'a{-S£K"a'twelve, two and
ten', Arm erko-tasan 'twelve', Av dva-dasa 'twelve', OInd
d(u)va-dast1 'twelve', TocM sak-wepi 'twelve' (lit. 'ten-two
and'), TochB sak-wi 'twelve'. Alternative derivations with 'two
left (after ten)': ON tolf'twelve', OE twxlf'twelve' (> NE
twelve), Goth twalib-wintrus 'twelve (lit. 'two-left') winters,
twelve years old', Lith dvylika 'twelve', Latv divipadsmit
'twelve' « 'two after ten'); with 'two on ten': OCS dava na
des~ 'twelve' « 'two on ten'), Rus dvenadcatI 'twelve'.

Fifteen
*penkwe de/{rp. 'fifteen'. [lEW 808]. OWels pymtheg «

*penkwe-deku) 'fifteen', Lat quindecim 'fifteen', ON fimtan
'fifteen', OE fiftene 'fifteen' (> NE' fifteen), OHG finfzehan
'fifteen', Grk 1r£vT£K:afS£K'a '.fifteen', Arm hingetasan 'fifteen',
Av pancadasa 'fifteen', Oind paiicadasa- 'fifteen'. Other
formations are Seen in TocM sak-paf1pi 'fifteen', TochB sak
pis 'fifteen' ('ten' + digit); Lith penki6lika 'fifteen' (digit + 'left'
[after ten)); Latv piecpadsmit 'fifteen' (digit + 'aft~r' + 'ten').

Decade Formation
Most IE l~nguages show more or less extensive reflexes of

an old decade formation that is a variant of PIE *kIJ1t6m,
either *-Komt(ba) in 'thirty' through 'ninety' or *kIJ1t- in
'twenty' (*lJi-KIJ1tih]J. These formations are found in Latin,
Greek, Armenian, and Tocharian, and to 'fifty' in Avestan and
Old Indic. For its lower decades (to 'sixty') Germanic has
substituted Proto-Gmc *-tigu, which may reflect a PIE *deku
'decade' (cf. Lat decuria 'decade, group of ten') or a
contamination of this word, or something similar, with a
Germanic word for 'score' (cL CrimGoth stega 'score').
Germanic clearly went its own way with the upper decades.
Without abandoning (Proto-Gmc) *tigu of the lower decades,
the Germanic languages added a *kIJ1t6m, arguably from
*(d)Romt-, to the upper decades, all the way to '120'. Thus
we have OE hundseofontig'seventy', hundeahtatig 'eighty',
hundnigontig'ninety', hundteontig'hundred', hundeendleeftjg
'110', huntwelftig ~ hundred '120'. From 'sixty' to 'ninety'
Avestan and Old Indic show a different formation, one made
by the suffixation of *-ti-.

Besides multiplication (e.g., 'fifty' as '5' X '10') there are

occasional cases of division, e.g., Celtic and Slavic where 'fifty'
is 'half-hundred', or of multiplication using '20' rather than
'10' as the multiplier. Thus Albanian made use of a 'twenty'
unit (-zet, formally reflecting PIE *lJi-kl]1tiha 'twenty') in
'twenty', 'forty', 'sixty', and 'eighty', but digit + 'ten' for the
uneven decades.

Given the wide variation in the use of otherwise old base
unit forms and the comparative asymmetries among decade
systems in the daughter languages, one may conclude that
the decades, like the teens, arose independently from a PIE
system in which decimal decades were unlikely to be the only
system. East Semitic Akkadian texts, for example, predating
our earliest IE texts, show competing decimal and sexagesimal
systems. The asymmetries in fact are valuable relics of
successive remakings of numeral systems that stand to tell us
more about how numeral systems evolved from an IE that
post-dated the late fourth millennium Be technologies of the
Ancient Near Eastern towns.

Examples are given for 'twenty', 'thirty', 'fifty' and 'sixty'.

Twenty
*UfKIptihl « *ui-(d)K1ptihl) (dual) 'twenty' « *'two

decades, a double set of decades'). [lEW 1177 (*lJI-kIpt-I);
GI 744-745 (*wf-khqnh-(iH)-)]. OIr fiche 'twenty', OWels
uceint'twenty', MWels figgit'twenty', Lat vfgintl'twenty', ON
tottogo 'twenty', OE twegentig « *-tigu) ~ twentig'twenty'
(> NE twenty), OHG zweinzug 'twenty', Alb njezet 'twenty'
(where nje is 'one' and -zet < *lJiKlpti; d. dyzet 'forty' from
dy'two' + -zet), Grk ei'K:OCTl (Homeric ££lK'OCTl, Doric (f)lJ(an)
'twenty', Arm k'san 'twenty', Av vfsaiti 'twenty', Oind vimsati
'twenty', TocM wiki 'twenty', TochB ikarn 'twenty'. Baltic and
Slavic 'show clearly innovating strategies where *dlJi- serves
as the basis for compound formations of ,two' plus 'ten', e.g.,
Lith dvi desimti - dvidesimt(s) 'twenty'.

See also CUT.

Thiny
*tl1-KomtQlaJ « *tri-(d)KomtQlaJ) 'thirty'. [lEW 192; Gl

745 (*thn-fhomth-)]. Oir trIcho (DIL tricha) 'thirty', OWeis
trimuceint 'thirty', Lat trIginta 'thirty', Grk TpltiKovTa 'thirty',
Arm eresun 'thirty', Av Orisa(n)t- 'thirty', Oind trirnsat 'thirty'
(Old Indic has transferred the nasal from the second to the
first syllable), TocM taryak 'thirty', TochB taryaka 'thirty' (at
some point in the history of Tocharian the *-oml of the
decades fell together phonologically with the common neuter
singular ending *-om, prompting its replacement by *-3, the
common neuter plural ending). Other formations in
Germanic: ON jJrio tiger 'thirty', OE prittig'thirty' (> NE
thirty), OHG dnzzug'thirty', Goth prins tiguns (ace.) 'thirty';
in Baltic and Slavic: Lith trisdesimt - *trys desimtys, Latv
trIsdesmit (with *-dekrpti- 'group of ten, ten').

Fifty
*penkwe-iomtQlaJ « *penkwe-(d)J{omt(1)aJ) (fifty'. [lEW

808 (*penklJe-konta); GI 745 (*~enkhoe-khomlh-)l. Olr
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coIca 'fifty', Lat qUlnquaginta 'fifty', Grk 1C£vrryK'Ovra~'fifty',
Ann yisun 'fifty', Av pancasat;Jm 'fifty', Olnd paflcasat 'fifty',
TocM pnak 'fifty', TochB piSaka 'fifty'. Other formations, in
Germanic: ON fimm tiger 'fifty', OE fIftig 'fifty' (> NE fifty),
OHG funfzug 'fifty', Goth fimf tiguns (ace.) 'fifty'; in Baltic
and Slavic: Lith peflkios desimtys 'fifty', Latv piecdesmit 'fifty',
Bulg pedesce(t) 'fifty' (with *-deRI]1ti- 'group of ten, ten'); in
Alb pesedhjete 'fifty' (lit. 'five-ten').

Sixty
*(k)s(u)eKs-komt(1;;J.aJ'sixty'. [G1 745 (*s'OeRhs-J(homth_)].

OIr sesca 'sixty', Lat sexaginta 'sixty', Grk £~ryK'Ovra 'sixty',
Ann vat'sun 'sixty', TocM saksak 'sixty', TochB $kaska'sixty';
other formations in Indo-Iranian: Av xsasll'sixty', OIIi.d $a$ti
'sixty' (digit + abstract fonning suffix -ti-); ·in Germanic: ON
sex tiger 'sixty', OE sextig'sixty' (> NE sixty), OHG seh(s)zug
'sixty', Goth safhs tigum 'sixty'; Balto-Slavic: Lith sesiasdesimt
- sesios desimtys 'sixty', Latv sesdesmit 'sixty', Ukr sist-desjat
'sixty'.

See also HEAP.

The Higher Numbers
The well-known common IE fonn *Krpt6m, we have seen,

has not always been unambiguously used to mean '100'. In
historic times the base unit in Gmc *hunda- means '120' in
the long hundreds but '100' in the system of decimal
calculation. It is not unlikely that this form has undergone
reinterpretation many times over as different groups of 1E
speakers needed a word to express the canonical base unit in
their current number system. Opinions have been divided as
to whether early Indo-Europeans had a word for the numeral
'1000'. In the eastern languages we have *ghes-lo-, apparently
related to *ghes['hand'. In the northwest of the IE world we
find *tuhas-J(rptj6s, literally 'swollen hundred' or 'large
hundred', used for' 1000'.

Hundred
*lirpt6m 'unit, large unit, hundred'. [lEW 192 (*J(rpt6m);

GI 744 (*Rhrpthom); Wat 11 (*dkrp-tom)1. OIr cet n
'hundred', Wels cant 'hundred', Lat centum 'hundred', OE
hund'hundred', OHG hunt 'hundred', Goth hunda '100,120'
(Germanic also *hunda- + *raoa- 'number' in ON hundrao
'100, 120', OE hundred 'hundred' [> NE hundred), OSax
hunderod 'Clong) hundred'), Lith sitiltas 'hundred', Latv simts
'hundred', OCS sOto 'hundred' (sometimes considered a
borrowing from Iranian), Bulg sto 'hundred', Grk £K'arov «
*serrl + *Rrpt6m) 'hundred', Lycian snta 'unit of 10 or 100',.
Av sat;Jm 'hundred', Olndsatam 'hundred', TocbA kant
'hundred', TochB kante 'hundred'. Formally widespread and
clearly old in IE. Perhaps *J(rpt6m was originally '(numerical)
unit', Le., 'five' and related to Gmc *handu- 'hand', and thus
*de-KI]1t 'two units', i.e., 'ten', and *(d)Krpt6m 'tenth decade',
i.e., 'hundred'.

See also NUMBER.

NUT

Thousand
*tuhaS-Krptj6s 'thousand « *'swollen hundred')'. IlEW

1083 (*teu-); GI 746 (*thus-RhI]1thyom); Wat 71 (*teu;J-)].
ON jJOs(h)und 'host, large number, thousand', OE jJusend
'th,?usand' (> NE thousand), OHG dOsunt 'thousand', Goth
jJosundi 'thousand', OPms (ace. pI.) tasimtons 'thousands',
Lith tl1kstantis (dial. tukstantis) 'thousand', Latv tOkstu6l(i)s
'thousand', OCS tys~sti 'thousand', Rus tysjacnyj 'thousand'.
A word of the northwest of the IE world.

*ghesl(iiJos'thousand'. [lEW 446 (*gheslo-); Wat 22
(*gheslo-)]. GrkxtAwl(pl.) (dial. v1ALOl, XilllOl) 'thousand',
Av hazaora- 'thousand', OInd sahasram 'thousand' (lndo
Iranian < *srp- 'one' + *gheslo- 'thousand'). A word of the
eastern part of the IE world.

See also NUMBER. [C.F].]
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NUT
*kneu- 'nut' (more particularly 'hazelnut'?). [lEW 558

559 (*kneu-); Wat 2 (*ken-); GI 547 (*khneu-); Fried 77
80l. OIr enO 'nut', Wels cneuen 'nut', Lat nux « *knuk-)
'nut', ON hnot 'nut', OE hnutu 'nut' (> NE nut), OHG (h)nuz
'nut' (Gmc < *knut-). Northwestern dialectal term.

*h2er- 'nut'. [lEW 61 (*ar-); GI 547 (*qhar-); Fried 77
801. Lith ruosutys 'nut', OCS orechu 'n\lt', Rus on~kh 'nut',
Alb arre « *h2emeha-) 'walnut, nut tree', Grk CHesychius)
apva 'nut'. Hit G1Sharau- 'poplar' is phonetically a regular
correspondent of the Slavic, Albanian, and Greek words, but
the semantic distance is very great. A tenn at least of the central
region of the IE world.

There are two terms for the nut and/or nut trees. The first
of them, *kneu-, although only attested in the generic meaning
as 'nut', may have been limited to the 'hazelnut' because that
tree nourished in western Europe during the Atlantic period
and later, and the term for hazel, *kosVlo-, is reflected in the
same three western stocks.

The second term, *h2er-, on the other hand, may have
been used only for the walnut or the chestnut, in the respective
zones where they flourished: southeastern Europe, the
Ukraine, the Caucasus, and the circum-Mediterranean. The
minimal shape of this second term has been inferred from
the many forms in Slavic, several Baltic forms, the admittedly
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problematic Greek form from Hesychius and even Albanian
arre-variously denoting 'nut', 'nut tree' or 'walnut'.

Whatever the linguistic evidence, pre-PIE peoples and PIE
peoples were surely aware of the major and minor nut trees
as valuable sources of food and almost as surely had various
terms (or terms with qualifying adjectives), some of which
may have been in complementary distribution over the area
of the homeland and later migrations. The linguistic evidence,
however, is not particularly consonant with a course of
migrations. The dialectally most restricted form, *kneu-, if
denoting the nut of the hazel, is inexplicably confined given
the distribution of the hazel and hazel nuts all over Europe
and much ofAsia which were heavily exploited at least since

the Mesolithic period onwards. The prehistoric distribution
of the walnut, on the other hand, was quite limited. At dates
prior to 3000 BC in Europe it would appear to have been
largely confined to north Italy and the northwest Balkans,
the Alps and possibly south-central Europe and it only extends
into the south Balkans and Greece in the first millennium
BC. It is also reported as having survived the last glaciation in
a refuge in the north Pontic area. Its major expansion has
sometimes been credited to human introduction from north
east Turkey, the Caucasus and north Iran but this expansion
did not occur until well into the Bronze Age, i.e., well after
the initial expansion and divergence of the IE languages.

See also HAzEL; OAK; TREES. [PF, j.PM.]
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OAK
·perkwus 'oak (Quercus spp.)'. [lEW 822-823

(*perk1,.lu-s); Wat 50 (*perkWu-); GI 526-528 (*pherkhou-);
Buck 8.61; Fried 133-140]. Gaul fpICOS 'oak-forest', Lat
quercus (with assimilation of *p... kw to *kw... kW) 'oak', ON
f)9r'tree', OHG fereh-eih 'oak'. From a derivative *perkwu
hxn- we have Gaul Hercynia silva, the Celtic and then Roman
name for the forested mountains of central Germany (OE
firgen- 'mountain', OHG Fergunna 'Erzgebirge', Goth fairguni
'mountain(-chain)' may be native cognates or early borrowings
from Celtic), ON F)9rgyn (the mother of parr), OPms percunis
'thunder', Lith perkunas 'thunder', perkunias 'thunder-storm',
Latv p¢rkuons 'thunder'. The Baltic forms particularly, but
the Old Norse to an extent, seem to show a semantic crossing
of *perkwu-hxn- '± the oaken one' with *peruhxno- '± he of
the thunder-stone', e.g., ORus Penlnu 'thunder god', Hit
peruna- 'cliff', all from *per- 'strike'. OInd paIjanya- 'rain,
raincloud;god of rain' would be a similar but independent
formation from *per-g- 'strike'. Olnd parkati- 'holy fig-tree'
is sometimes placed here but is only attested in classical
Sanskrit and, because of its very late attest~ltion and its mean
ing, is a doubtful ref1ex of *perkwus 'oak'; tempting, but
altogether isolated in lndic, is Panjabi pargaf 'holly oak
(Quercus ilex)'. Without the Indic cognates, the word would
be restricted to the northwest group of stocks. The role of the.
oak tree in (early) Germanic psychology and religion would
seem strongly to support including a set of metaphorical
extensions meaning 'life' and the like, i.e., ON f)9r, OE feorh,
or 'man' and 'world', i.e., Goth fairlvus.

In Germanic we also find ON Iura 'pine', OE furh-wudu
'pinewood' (> NE fir), OHG for(aJha 'pine', Italian (dialect
of the Trentino) porca 'fir' (borrowed from Raetic?) which
would seem to derive from a dialectal PIE *pik(w)eha- or

•

*pl1rk(w)eha-. If the former, it might be a substantivized
adjective. A century of unanimity says that, despite the
categorical semantic incompatibility between 'oak' and 'pine',
*p[kweha- belongs to the oak set (and missing links may be
found-for example, the occasional cross-over between these
genera in other languages).

·haeig- 'oak'. [lEW 13 (*aig-); GI 531 (*aik'-); Buck 8.61;
Fried 132-133]. ON eik 'oak', OE ac 'oak, ship' (> NE oak),
OHG eih 'oak', Grk aiYlAWl/I 'oak'. Possibly Lat aesculus
'mountain oak'. Late dialectal status for the west and center
of the IE world

.gWelha- 'acorn', [lEW 472-473 (*glJel_); \Vat 25
(*gWeb-); GI530 (*koeIH-); Fried 131-132J. Latglans'acom',
aPms gile 'acorn, oak', Lith. gile 'acorn', Latv zrle 'acorn',
OCS iel9du 'acorn', Rus zeludf'acom', Grk f36.Aavos 'acorn',
Arm kalin 'acorn', Olnd gula- 'acorn, per.lis, clitoris'. Distri
bution assures PIE status.

The Lat quercus 'oak' is, by regular phonological rules,
clearly a good cognate of many Gennanic forms meaning 'oak'
or also 'mountain(chain)' as in Gothic (perhaps earlier denot
ing 'oak forest') which is perhaps cognate with Celtic phrases
for 'oak forest', e.g., Hercynia silva, There is, incidentally,
natural typological evidence for semantic shifts between these
various 'oaken' meanings. Some of the strongest linguistic
evidence is from Baltic and Slavic with 'links, especially, to
'thunder', 'thunder-god', or 'high god' and credible corres
pondences in sound, e.g., ORus PenJnil and Lith Perkunas.

.The various Baltic and Slavic forms, to continue, are surely
cognate with Olnd (Vedic) ParjjnYJ- 'god of storm', who
impregnates the earth with rain, and a related set of Indic
forms for 'tree', 'mountain' and 'cliff'. The final and perhaps
most problematic link in the chain leads us to include forms
in Hittite for 'cliff' and 'strike' which fall into a mythological
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equation that is almost isomorphic to one in Old Norse: in
Hittite, a great cliff, Perunas, gave birth to a lithic monster
who was obliged to kill the enemy of his father, whereas in
Old Norse Fj9rgyn « *perkW

-) gives birth to Porr who is
called upon to slay his fathers enemies with a stone hammer.
Pulling together the many strands in seven stocks, we may
conclude that *perkw- meant 'oak' but by diverse routes
became associated with or even applied to a syndrome of
meanings including 'stone', 'storm', 'mountain', 'cliff' and a
god. The motives for the associations are various, e.g., the
tree is connected with thunderstorms because it attracts light
ning and tends to be a source of names for mountains, e.g.,
Das Eich in German. While most strongly attested in five
"central" stocks, *perkw- has enough other outliers and
buttresses in Indic to make this etymon PIE. The 'oak' as a
'thunder-deity', incidentally, was borrowed into various Uralic
languages, e.g., Finnish perkele 'devil, Satan', Estonian pergel
'devil'.

The second oak name, *haeig-, is mainly supported by
two stocks, Germanic and Greek, in which there is a meto
nymic extension to artifacts for which oak wood is singularly
sUited, e.g., ship, spear, shield. Probably cognate was the first
element in Lat aesculus 'mountain oak'. In sum, *haeig- is
dialectally limited and probably a late form, possibly used
for a particular species of oak.

Finally, the word for 'acorn' is Widely reflected and almost
universally accepted as very early IE~ it is often cited in support
of the phoneme *gw. The meaning is at least once extended
metonymically to the tree itself and this was probably the
basic connotation of the term in PIE. The meaning is also
extended metaphorically, as in classical Latin to 'an acorn
shaped bullet' and 'glans penis' as was also the case in Old
lndic and it seems likely that 'head of the penis' was another
secondary connotation of this term. The fact that acorns and
acorn mast were important in ancient times as food for both
humans anq pigs is correlated with the solid archaeological
and philological evidence for hog-raising in early times. The
acorn was integral to the oak complex in the early religion of
the Celts, Gennanic peoples and Greeks and probably others;
the consumption of acorns by the Celtic druids was believed
to prOvide them with their powers of divination. Consistent
with this, the root *gwelha- is of the animate gender, unlike
the names of other edible fruits.

That the oak was central in PIE myth and religious ritual
is shown by the presence, in half the IE stocks, of sacred oak
groves, sacred oakwood fires, and rites involving, concretely,
the ingestion of acorns (by druids) and the cultivation of
mistletoe and, more generally, by the interwoven symbolic
complexes of priest/shaman and, on the other hand, the asso
ciation of the oak with such things as thunder and the high
god. The oak was the main nexus between a set of ideas about
the supernatural and a set of ideas about the arboreal habitat.

Pollen evidence indicates that the oak, which is represented
in Europe by no less than twenty-two species, began spreading
northwards from its refuge areas in the Mediterranean across

Europe by at least 9000 BC. By c 6000 Be it had covered
northwest Europe although it would never penetrate further
north than the southern portion of Scandinavia. The oak is
also well attested in Anatolia, the Caucasus and in the Near
East and is, consequently, without value as a diagnostic marker
of the location of the early lndo-Europeans (although some
facts of semantic nuance and rates of distribution may be
suggestive). Charred remains of acorns are widely known
across Eurasia through prehistory and attest its use as fodder
or, with appropriate roasting, boiling, or grinding with
leaching, as food for human consumption. Oak was also
widely employed in archaeological contexts, especially as a
structural material in houses, trackways, etc., as well as in
the manufacture of a variety of implements.

See also GROVE; MISTlETOE; THUNDER GoO; TREE; TREES. [PF}
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OAR
?*h]erh]trom 'oar, paddle'. {JEW 338 (*erJ-[er-); Wat 17

(*erJ-); GI 582 (*erlj-); Buck 10.85). Lith irklas 'oar', OInd
aritra- 'oar'. Though confined to only two stocks, this word
may be of late PIE antiquity It is regularly formed by the
addition of the instrumental suffix to the verb *hjerhj- 'row'.
Different in fonnation but identical in meaning are aIr ram(a)e
(DIL rama) 'oar', Lat remus 'oar', ON rodr 'steering oar', OE
rodor 'steering oar' (> NE rudder), OHG nlOdar 'oar', Grk
iperj.1ov 'oar', ipEr1]r; 'rower'.

Oars and paddles (of birch and ash) are known from the
Mesolithic period onwards and with the reconstruction of a
PIE 'boat', their ascription to the proto-language is certain,
even if the lexical evidence is minimal.

See also BoAT; Row; Tool. ID.Q.A}

OATH
*h]6itos 'a going; oath'. /lEW 295 (*oi-to-); Wat 45

(*01[0-)J. aIr oeth 'oath', OWels an-utonou 'perjury', ON eior
'oath', OE af; 'oath' (> NE oath), OHG eid 'oath', Goth aips
'oath', Grk olror; 'course, fate', TochB ailtanka 'directed
toward'. Specialized in Celtic and Germanic to 'oath' because
swearing practices indicate that oath-takers would walk (PIE
*hlei- 'go') between pieces of slaughtered animal to give force
to the oath. Although lacking cognate terms, this practice
was also known among the Hittites and is recorded as late as
the fourteenth century in Lithuania where one walked
between the two halves of an ox sl.aughtered as a sacrifice. In
the case of the Celtic and Germanic lexical correspondence 1
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both < *h]oitos, there is no need to assume Celtic priority in
this matter and it rather suggests a set of common institutional
patterns. A late word of the IE west in this meaning although'
related to the Greek word for 'course, fate', where *hjoitos 'a
going' shows a different semantic specialization.

One recurrent theme concerning the taking of oaths in the
traditions of various IE stocks is swearing by a sacred water,
the Old lndic Ganges, the Greek Styx and the Old Norse
Leiptr providing the best examples. Although it has been
suggested that these are all rivers of the underworld (hence,
one swore by the waters of the realm of the dead), there is
some evidence to suggest that one should look elsewhere for
the underlying meaning of this belief. In Old Indic tradition
the source of the Ganges has been seen to be the heavens
(Mahabharata 3.107; RamayaI)a 1.41-43) and it has been
visualized as a waterfall from the sky while early Greek sources
identify the Styx with a small river in Arcadia which has its
origin at the base of a two-hundred meter waterfall. The name
of the Old Norse river by which one swears, Leiptr, means
'lightning'. Hartmut Scharfe has suggested a common semantic
core whereby one swore, not by underground rivers, but by
the 'water-of-lightning', Le., the downpour (d. the waterfall
imagery) of a thunderstorm, the lightning guaranteeing the
force of the oath.
See also BlAME; PRAy; SACRIFICE; SWEAR; UNDERWORLD. [E.C.P,

D.Q.A.,].PM.I

Further Reading
Scharfe, H. (1972) The sacred water of the Ganges and the Styx

water. KZ 86, 116-120.

OATS
*haeuis'oats'. [IEW88 (*aljig-); GI 568; Buck 8.46; Bailey

497]. Lat avena '(wild) oats', OPms "'}'se 'oats' (the lack of an
initial vowel, i.e., *a"'}'se, is either a hearing or scribal error),
Lith (pI.) aviios 'oats', Latv (pI.) auzas 'oats', OCS ovfsQ 'oats',
Rus oves 'oats', Khat hau '± oats' (the exact referent of the
Khotanese word is not certain, in the contexts where it occurs
it is clearly opposed to 'barley' and as there are other, well
identified, words for 'wheat' and 'millet' it is unlikely to be
either of those). The exact PIE form of this word is difficult to
reconstruct. Lat avena would appear to reflect a PIE
*haeljisineha- while Khot hau would reflect Proto-Iranian
*aviSa-, PIE *hael)iso-. The Baltic words appear to reflect a
PIE *hael)iKS, gen. *haeljigos, or the Slavic might reflect PIE
*haeljiso- and the failure of the *-5- to retract to *-5- as
expected after *-i- (and *-u-, *-r-, and *-k-) might be t~e

result of the influence of some other variety of IE speech (as
with the case of *trus- 'reed' and *tris- 'vine'). Possible support
for PIE -g- comes from Grk aiYlAmll' (if < *hae{Jigi-l-okW5

'that which looks like oats') 'wild oats', though it is usually
assumed that the Greek should be discounted (and taken
rather as containing *haeigi- 'goat'), d. OHG hafer '«PIE
*kapros 'goat') 'oats'. Just possibly PIE *hael)i- is *h2elji-
'sheep' and we have different derivatives meaning '± sheep-

OLDMAN

fodder',
Certainly oats were not highly considered as a grain in

ancient times and they enter Greek and Roman history as

horse fodder. However, Pliny the Elder reports that oats were
used both for bread and in the form of porridge in the central
Europe of his time. The semantic and phonological equations
existing among Latin, Baltic, Slavic, and Iranian strongly
suggest that this word was a widespread one in the PIE speech
community.

In its wild fonn, oats (Avena) were widely disttibuted across
the Mediterranean and eastwards to the Zagros Mountains. It
appears infrequently on archaeological sites from the Meso
lithic period onwards and its occurrence in Neolithic contexts
is generally explained in terms of weeds infesting cultivated
crops of wheat and barley As farming moved north into poorer
soils and colder climates, the hardier 'weed' (= oat) component
of the crop became more important. The earliest appearance
of domestic oats is set to Europe and not until about the second
millennium Be, i.e., the Bronze Age. In Italy, as the linguistic
evidence suggests, oats were generally wild and remains of
oats recovered from both pre-urban Rome and Pompeii have
been classified as wild/weeds although a single impression in
daub from an Iron Age site has been identified as domestic.
Oats are also known from Bronze Age contexts in Afghanistan.
The popularity of oats in the north is largely due to their
ability to thrive in moist temperate climates where they were
able to replace wheat.

See alsoAGRICULTIJRE; GRAIN; PlANTs; RYE. ID.Q.A., j.PM.1

OBVIOUS see VISIBLE

OLD
*senos 'old'. [lEW 907-908 (*sen(o)-); Wat 57 (*sen-);

GI 685 (*sen-); Buck 14.15; BK 167 (*sYinY-/*sYenY-)]. OIr
sen 'old', Wels hen 'old man', Lat senex'old', senalus'senate'
(= a group of old men, like Grk ycpoucrla 'council of elders' <
yipmv 'old'), Goth sinisla 'eldest', Lith senas 'old', Grk EVOs
'last year's', Arm hin 'old', Av hana- 'old', OInd sana- 'old'. A
suffixed form *senehlie/o-. [lEW 907} o'ccurs in: Lat seneo
'age, become old', Lith seneju 'age, become old', and Olnd
sanayant- 'growing old'. Possible here also is Hit zana- 'decline,
decrease, wane (of the moon)'. With representation in at least
three regional groups, this seems a good candidate for PIE
status.

See also OLD MAN; YOUNG. [PB.I

OLDMAN
*gerha-ont-'old man'. [IEW390-39 1 (*ger-ont-); Wat 20

(*gerd-ont-); Gl 151 (*K'erH-); Buck 14.15; BK 284 (*k'jr>'-/
*k'erY-)]. Grk yepwv'old man', Osszxrond'old', Oindjarant
'old man'; possibly TochB sran- « *gerha-on-?) 'old man'. A
word of the eastern part of the IE world.

"gerha-o-s 'old man'. [JEW 390-391 (*ger-); d. Wat 20
(*gerd-); BK 284 (*k'irY-/*k'erY-)}. Arm cer 'old man', NPers
zar'old man', Since the formation is productive in both stocks
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where the word is attested, it may be an independent creation
in both. At best we have eVidence for a word of the IE
southeast.

Both terms referring to 'old man' are from a verbal root
*gerha- 'age' used as a verb only in Indo-Iranian. ON karl
'old man', OE ceorl 'freeman of lowest class' (> NE chur/) ,
OHG karal 'old man' (Gmc < *gerha-lo-) , while Alb grua
'woman' and Grk ypav~ 'old woman' « *greha-u-) are from
the same root. The suffix is a common one, but the verb root
'to be old' is rather restricted, assuring that the formation is
an old one. From this word are built terms such as Grk
yepova{a« *gerhaont-iha-) 'assembly'. The observation that
older men were the community leaders is hardly surprising
in light of parallels in primitive societies and the unique Greek
term does not entitle us to imagine an Indo-European "senate".

See also AGE SET~ DEAnI. [M.E.H.]

ONCE
*sem-- *semlo-m - "'srp.- 'at one time, once~ multiplicative

of "one"'. [IEW902-903 (*sem-); GI 740 (*selom-); BK 184
(*sam-/*sJm-)]. [1] *sem-: Grk £'(arov 'one-hundred'; [2]
with *-1- suffix: OIr samlith 'like, as', Olat (ady.) semul 
semo! 'at once', lat simul 'at once', Umb sumel 'at once', lat
semel 'once, at one time', simul 'at the same time', OE
simbel- simble(s) 'always', OHG simble(s), simblum 'always',
Goth simle 'once, formerly'; [3] *SIIJ-: Grk aj1a'together, at
once', a1Ca~ 'one time', Av ha-kJr;}I 'once', 0 Ind. sa-kit 'once';
*sem-, srp- with other derivations often denoting 'always':
Lat sem-per'always', sim-plex, sim-plus 'Single', OE sin-nihte
'eternal night', sin-hlwan 'spouse', Grk a1CA.,oV~ 'singly, in one
way', TochB sek'always'; possibly Hit a-as-ma « PIE *o-smo
with both 'one' roots) 'firstly', l-an-ki, a-an-ki 'once'.

See also NUMERALS (ONE). [C.F].]

OPINION
*me/ainer.- 'opinion'. [IEW714 (*mei-no-); Wat 40 (*mei

no-)). Oir mTan 'Wish, desire', Wels m"'J'1l 'enjoyment' (Celt
< *meino-), OE man 'meaning, mention, call', mcFnan 'mean,
say' (> NE mean), OHG meina 'sense, meaning', meinan
'mean, say', OCS menj9 'mention', TochB onmiJT1 « *h]opi
meinom) 'remorse'. Possibly late PIE.

See also THINK. [D.Q.A.]

OR
*-lJe 'or'. [lEW 75 (*l)e-); BK 476 (*aw-, *wa/*J) , 477

(*wa/*WJ)]. aIr no 'or', OBret nou 'or', lat -ve 'or', Grk rj
(F)E'or', Av va 'or', OInd va 'or', TochB wat 'or'. \Videspread
and old in IE.

See also AND. [D.Q.A.]

ORACLE see PRAY

ORDER
*haertus(gen *hafl6us) 'fitting, order'. [IEW56-57 (*rc-);

Wat 3 (*ar-); BK 383 (*nar-/*/iJr-)]. lat artus 'joint' « *'fit

tight together'), ON ein-aror 'simple, correct', OE eard
'country, land; condition, fate', MHG aI1'innate feature, nature,
fashion', MDutch aert 'way, situation', Grk (Hesychius) aprvc;
'fit together', aprvm 'arrange, prepare', Arm ard (gen. ardu)
'ornament, shape', Av ardta- 'order', OInd [tl1- 'right time,
order, rule', TocM art- 'praise, love', TochB artt- 'praise, love,
be agreeable to' « Proto-Tach *artw-, a denominative of [PIEI
*haertu-). From *haer- 'fit'. Cf. Lat rnus 'rite', Av asa (deity),
Olnd [tam '(cosmic) order'. The underlying meaning would
appear to be 'fitting' which had already developed meta
physical connotations in Indo-Iranian 'cosmic order, fitting
in time and space', Le., the cosmos must be kept in harmony
by rituals and sacrifices which adjust the relationships between
the microcosm and the macrocosm. Such an underlying
concept may have already existed within PIE.

*iel}.(e)s- 'order or normality reqUired by the rules of ritual'.
[IEW512 (*ieug-); Wat 79 (*yewes-); GI 706 (*yewo-)]. aIr
uisse 'just', Olat ious, Lat iDs 'law', Av yaoi-da- 'purification
ritual', OInd y6$- 'prosperity'. \Vhile the Old Irish connection
with these other forms has been challenged, there is still
sufficient material between latin and Indo-Iranian to suggest
a PIE form. The Avestan term has been shown by Emil
Benveniste to be the counterpart of spJnta in the Iranian dicho
tomy of the sacred, referring essentially to ritual purity. The
latin concept of legality expressed by ius means 'conformity
with the prescribed normality' while the related iurare 'swear
an oath' actually means 'promise in the face of the gods to
comply with definite rules'. The Latin is accordingly connected
with the ethical and religiOUS foundations of law. In a
penetrating study of the Latin and Indo-Iranian terms, Georges
Dumezil has also stressed the differences between the Avestan
and Vedic usage of their cognate terms. For example, Vedic
sa1J1 yob 'well-being, salvation' is almost exclUSively a gift of
the gods, but its content is less "religious" than that of Avestan
yaos which stresses the connection between healing and
fertility (Le., progeny); Vedic saJT1 yob always favors human
beings, whereas Av yaos applies to ritual objects or mythical
concepts; Vedic SaJT1 yob relates to prosperity in general while
Av yaoi-da- is conditioned by its object: the same formula is
not used for the liqUid or the wood offering as for "cleaning"
with cow urine or water a man defiled by touching a corpse.
For Dumezil, Indo-Iranian *yaos may be polarized in two
ways: a) magically where a situation is achieved ritually,
mystically or corporally, and b) normally where a normal
situation is restored after defilement or illness. Thus, the
underlying Indo-Iranian phrase *yaosdha- describes the
progress toward an optimal situation or the correction of a
defect (illness or defilement).

Lat iDs, however, developed in a totally different stage of
social relations. Basically, it delimits the maximal area of
judicial action or claim determined by the nature or
conventional jUridical position of a group or individual. When
a client claimed a right (ius petit), the]urisconsultus indicated
to him what he could claim under the circumstances. Thus,
ius indicated relations and everyone's ius corresponded to

!.. ~ ..
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the iUs of someone else. As Dumezil stressed, Rome was a
legally oriented society where each ius was explicitly stated.
The Roman iudex indicated which ius applies, e.g., before he
inflicted punishment, he investigated whether there was a
reason to punish. In contrast, the Av yaosdatar,.. 'the one who
dispenses yaos was a purificator who provided a person or
object "automatically" with yaosby means of rites. It is obvious
that the Latin reflexes of the IE noun *jeu(eJs differ sub
stantially in their meaning. But this does not exclude that a
careful perusal of their sphere of use and socio-culturally
determined semantic evolution should indicate that it belongs
originally to the sacral domain, and should be listed among
the legal terms of religious origin.

See also LAw; PUT; PuT IN ORDER.' [E.C.P]

Further Readings
Benveniste, E. (973) Indo-European Language and Society. Coral

Gables, Florida, University of Miami Press, 389-398.

Durnezil, G. (1969) Idees romaines. Paris, NRF-Gallirnard.

Polome, E. C. (1987) Der indogermanische Wortschatz auf clem

Gebiete cler religion, in Swdien zum indogermanischen Wort

schatz, ed. W Meid, Innsbruck, 201-217.

ORPHAN
·h2l3orbhos'orphan, heir'. [IEW781-782 (*orbho-); Wat

46 (*orbh-o-); GI 651 (*orbho-); Buck 2.75; BK 597 (*ur
ub-/*or-ub-)]. aIr orb(bJ 'heir, inheritance', orb(bJa
'inheritance of land, patrimony', Lat orbus 'bereft, deprived;
parentless, childless, orphan', OCS rabu 'servant', Arm orb
'orphan', OInd arbha- 'child'. Derivatives: OIr orbe
'patrimony', ON erfi 'heir', OE ierfa 'heir', ierfe 'heritage,
bequest', OHG arbi 'heir', Goth arbi 'heir' (Gmc < *arbijaz) ,
Grk 6pcpavoc; 'orphan, bereft' ( > Late Lat orphanus > Alb
varfer'poor', Gheg vorfen'poor'), ?Arm arb-an-eak- 'servant,
fellow-worker'. The underlying verb is preserved in Hit
har(apJp-'change status, sides'. Distribution assures PIE status.

Clear cognates meaning 'orphan' are found in Italic and
Armenian. In Slavic and Indic the term has shifted to 'child'
(and further in Slavic to 'servant'), indicating either a concern
for the underaged survivors and their usual fate, a fact also
revealed by many fairy-tales of the Cinderella type, or possibly
that the underlying semantics was 'separated, put asunder,
bereft (not only of one's parents but also of free status)'. Celtic
and Germanic use a ja-stem derivative, perhaps originally an
adjective, for the word also means 'inheritance', while Greek
employs an original no-adjective which was later borrowed
into Late Latin and thence into Albanian, where the nativ~

term had been lost.
See also WIDOW. [M.E.H.]

OTHER
·ha~lios 'other'. [IEW25 (*aljos); Wat 2 (*alyo-); BK 464

(*hal-/*hdl-)]. aIr aile 'other', Wels ail 'other', Lat alius 'other',
ON ellar 'otherwise', OE elles 'otherwise' (> NE else), ellicor
- e1eor 'otherwise', OHG el1es 'other', ellihor - ellichor

OUT

'further', Goth aljis 'other', Grk £lAAoe; 'other', Arm ayl 'other',
TochA alak 'other', TochB alyek 'other'. Perhaps here belong
also OInd ari- 'stranger' « *'the other'), arya- 'hospitable lord'
« *'he of the other'). ef. Lat alter 'second'. Widespread and
old in PIE.

*h16nteros 'other'. {lEW 37 (*anteros); Wat 2
(*an-tero-)]. ON annarr 'other, second', OE ooer 'other' (>

NE other), OHG andar 'other', Goth anjJar 'other, second',
OPrus anters 'other, second', Lith antras 'other, second', Latv
Dotrs 'other', oes vUtoru 'second', Czech utery'Tuesday' «
'second day'), OSorb wutory 'other'. From *h]en- - *h]on
'that' (d. Grk lVl1 'the day after tomorrow', Olnd ana- 'this,
that', etc.) + *-lero- '± of two'. Related are Av anya- 'other',
OInd anya- 'other'. The parallelism of the doublets *h]on
lero- - *h]on-jo- on the one hand and *hael-lero- - *hael-jo
on the other suggests that we might have relatively late,

.perhaps even post-PIE, creations on the basis of productive
derivational processes. Alternatively, given the relative rarity
of *hael-tero- and *hlon-jo-, these two may have been post
PIE creations in the stocks that show them, created through
the crossing of the PIE "competitors", *hael-jo- and *h ]on
tero-.

See also NUMERALS (Two). ID.Q.A.]

OITER
·udr6s'otter (Lutra lutra)'. [IEW79-80 (*a1,Jed-); Wat 73

(*ud-ro-); GI 447 (*woc'or-); BK 483 (*wac'-/*wdc'-)]. Lat
lutra 'otter', ON otr 'otter', OE otor 'otter' (> NE otter), OHG
ottar 'otter', OPrus udro 'otter', Lith udra 'otter', Latv adris
'otter', Rus vydra 'otter', Grk £VV8PlC; 'otter', i58poe; -i58pa
'water-snake', Av udra- 'otter', Oss wyrd - urd£P 'otter', Olnd
udra- a kind of aquatic animal. The Old lndic form only occurs
in lists of the names of animals to be sacrificed in an asva
medha and is identified in one commentary as a 'water-cat',
cf. aIr coin fodorne 'otter' « *'water-dog'), Nir dobhareha
'water-dog', Wels dwrgi 'water dog'. A rather banal derivative
of *lJodr 'water', meaning 'pertaining to water' that had been
hirgely specialized in meaning to 'otter' even in late PIE times.

The otter is ubiquitous over Eurasia (Atlantic to the Pacific)
although it is not recorded for large areas of Kazakhstan and
lowland Central Asia. It is known, however, in Iran, India,
and Chinese Turkestan. Such a distribution suggests that it
would have certainly been known to the earliest Indo
Europeans. Archaeologically, it is variably attested according
to region. In northern Europe it is well represented on both
Mesolithic and Neolithic sites and the numbers on some Baltic
sites suggests specific hunting of the animal.

See also MAMMALS. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

OUT
*h]eghs'out (00'. [IEW292-293 (*eghs); Wat 16 (*eghs);

GI 104; BK 374 (*igY-/*egY-)]. aIr ess- 'out', Wels eh- 'out',
Lat ex 'out (00', OPrus esse 'out', Lith is 'out of, from; by',
Latv iz'out', OCS iz'out', Grk £~'from, out of'. At least old in
the west and center of the IE world.

See also AnpREPs. ID.Q.A.]
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OVER
*hi-uper(i) 'over'. [lEW 1105 (*upcr); Wat 72 (*uper); GI

104]." Olr for- 'over', Wels gor- 'over', Lat s-uper'on', ON yilr
'over', OE ofer'over' (> NE over), OHG ubir'over', Goth ufar
'over', Grk v1Cep 'over; beyond', Arm i ver 'onto', Av upairi
'over', Olnd upari 'over'. Old in IE.

See also AoPREPS; UP. [D.Q.A.]

OWL
?*Jcju- 'howl; owl'. [lEW 536 (*kau-); cf. Wat 27

(*kau-)]. MWeis cuan 'owl', Gaul (via Latin) cavannus 'owl',
OHG hawo 'owl'. This clearly onomatopoeic root is also
distributed in verbal form in Baltic, Greek and Indic as the
word for 'shriek'. This same root also provides terms for
'jackdaw' and 'gull'.

?*b(e)u- 'owl'. [lEW 97 (*b(e)u- - *bh(e)u-); Wat 5
( *beu-)]. Lat bobo 'owl', Bulg buh 'owl', Grk f3va~ 'owl', Arm
bu - buec 'owl', NPers bom 'owl'. Clearly onomatopoeic and
carried further in Semitic languages such as Arabic bumm,
Syrian bava or the Caucasus where we find Georgian bu, buvi,
Chechen buha, and Agul buhu-j.

?*ulu- 'owl'. [lEW 1105 (*ul-); Wat 72 (*ul-)]. Late Lat
ulucus 'owl', Olnd ulOka- 'owl'.

All the terms are expectedly onomatopoeic and do not
require a direct derivation from a PIE form.

See also BIRD CRY; BIRDS. [J.A.C.G.]

OWN
*5ef,JOS 'own'. [lEW 882 (*se1)e-); Wat 67-68 (*s(w)e-);

GI 292]. Lat suus 'own', Osc suveis (gen. sg.) 'of one's own',
OPms swais 'own', Lith savas 'self', OCS svojI'own', Alb ve-

te'self', Grk (F)o'his', Av xVa- 'ownself', OPers huva- 'ownself',
OInd sva- 'self'. This reflexive possessive pronoun is widely
recorded. The word apparently could be applied to all persons
in early IE but today that practice is limited to Balta-Slavic
and Albanian whereas in the other stocks one can only employ
it with reference to the third person. It has been suggested,
on the basis of Latin and Vedic texts, that the original meaning
was not 'one's own' but rather 'all that pertaining to the QointJ
extended/communal) family', i.e., what was held in common
among the family members in contrast to what was personal
property. Hence a noun *50- 'joint family' has been proposed
and an adjective *s1)e-. Attempts have been made to
etymologize a number of kinship terms that begin with a
similar initial *s1)e-, for example, Szemerenyi explains *sl)csor
'sister' as *S1)- 'pertaining to the joint family' + *esor'woman',
Le., 'woman of the joint (one's own) family'. This explanation
might be defended on the grounds that ones sister was an
agnate, a member of one's own lineage, but it becomes more
problematic when one attempts to derive *S1)eKUrO- 'father
in-law' from *slJe- and *KOru 'head, i.e., head of the joint
family' since he would be an affine and most certainly not a
members of ego's own lineage. Szemerenyi has attempted to
avoid this problem by arguing that the word was created and
employed from the perspective of the wife but there are sound
reasons to doubt that this was the situation in PIE.

See also FATHER-IN-lAW; PRONOUNS. [M.E.H.]

Further Reading
Szemerenyi, O. (1977) Studies in the kinship terminology of the

Indo-European languages, with special reference to Indian,
Iranian, Greek and Latin. Acta Iranica (Varia 1977) 7,1-240.
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PAIN
*seh4i- '± be angry at, afflict'. [JEW 877 (*sai-); Wat 55

(*sai-); Buck 16.31). aIr saeth 'pain, sickness', Wels hoed
'pain', Lat saevus 'fierce', ON sarr 'wounded', OE sar 'bodily
pain, wound, sore' (> NE sore), OHG sar'sore', Goth sair
'pain', Latv sivs« *saiwo-) 'sharp, biting', Grk a z,uroc){a 'kind
oftooth-ache', Hit sa(i)- 'be angry at, resent', sawar'anger, ill
\\ill', TochB saiwe 'itch'. This would appear to be a word of
high antiquity in IE. Only in certain parts of the IE world,
however, has it taken on meanings related to health.

*haeghleha- 'affliction'. [lEW 8 (*agh-Oo-)); Wat 1 (*ag
es-); BK 302 (*nagY-I*fj;JgY-)). OE eg(e)Ie 'disagreeable', Goth
agio 'affliction', Av ayra 'type of a disease', Oind aghra
'affliction'. Attested only at the extremities of the IE world,
with its original underlYing verb nowhere to be found, this
word is likely to be old in IE.

*haenghes- '± suffering, grief, fear'. [lEW 42-43
(*anghos-); Wat 2 (*angh-)). Lat angor'fear', ON angr'grief,
anger' (borrowed> NE anger), OHG angust 'fear', Av ilZah
'oppression" OInd arnhas- 'fear'. From *haengh- 'narrow,
constrict'. Fairly Widely attested, almost certainly a late PIE
word.

*hleduol (gen. *hledun6s) 'pain; evil'. [cL lEW 287-289
(*ed-): BK 418 (*at'-/*Jt'-)}. From the stem in *-1-: Luv
adduwaI- 'evil' (noun), adduwali- 'evil' (adj.), Hit idalu- 'evil'
(adj.), TochB yolo« *h]edvo1-on-) 'evil' (noun or adjJ. From
the stem in *-n-: aIr idu 'pains, birthpangs', Grk 68vvry 'pain,
suffering', Arm erkn 'birthpangs, great pain'. Usually taken
as being from *h]ed- 'eat', as that which eats at one although
it has also been suggested that it may derive from a separate
root 'to bite', Le., a 'biting' pain. There is some evidence in
the Celtic and Armenian forms that even in the late PIE period,
the plural of this form specifically indicated 'birthpangs'.

Although largely eastern in its distribution, it is surely old in
IE.

*kwent(h)- 'suffer'. [JEW 641 (*kventh-); Wat 34
(*kwent(h)-); Buck 16.31]. Oir cesaid « *kW(e)nt-s-eha-)

'suffers', Lith kenciil 'suffer', Latv ciesu « *k W ent-je/o-) 'suffer',
Grk 1racrxro « *kwQth-skelo-) 'suffer', 7l'EVOOC; 'grief, sorrow,
mourning for the dead'. Sparsely attested but the attestations
are geographically Widespread. A word at least of the west
and center of the IE world.

*pthlm1J. 'misfortune, suffering'. [lEW 792-793 (*pe
mo)]. Grk nijJ1a 'misfortune, suffering, misery', Av paman
'dryness, scab', OInd paman- 'skin disease', probably papman
'misfortune, suffering' (if crossed with papa- 'bad, evil'). Not
strongly attested, but probably moderately old as the
underlying verb is nowhere attested. A word of the IE
southeast.

*Jlw}leif- 'suffer'. [Mayrhofer 1:419]. Lith klises 'crab-claw',
Rus k1estitl'press', Parthian Sogdian nxrys- 'blame, reproach'
« *ni-xraisa-), Oind klisyate 'suffers, is tonnented', k1esa
'suffering, pain, torment', TocM kleps- '± languish, shrivel,
wither', TochB klaiks- '± languish, shrivel, wither'. A word of
the IE east.

*haem(hxJ-I-ueha- 'suffering'. [lEW 778 (*onl.J-)1. Grk
avia « *anlwa, dissimilated from *amfwa) 'grief, sorrow,
trouble', OInd amlva 'suffering, sickness'. Cf. ON ama 'bother,
pester, molest', NIce ami 'anguish, torment, vexation', OInd
amfti 'torments, presses', TochS amiskai1tie 'unpleasant',
amiSke 'bad-tempered, despondent'. The specific form is only
attested as an "easternism" in IE. The underlying verb,
however, is also to be found in Germanic and another
derivative in Tocharian. At least late PIE in date.

?*(p)forrnos '± grief, shame' (and perhaps -(p)forrn6s
'causing grief, shame'). [lEW 615 (*kormo-): Wat 32
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(*kormo-); Buck 11.28; BK 206 (*tt[hJar-/*tt[hJdr-)]. ON
'hannr'sorrow', OE hearm 'harm, grief; 'insult' (> NE harm),
OHG har(a)m 'sorrow', OCS srama 'shame', Ru's sorom
'shame', Av fsardma- 'shame'. Cf. the underlying verb only in
Iranian, e.g., Khot k?ar- « *fsar-} 'be ashamed'. It is not cenain
.that all these forms belong together. However, the exact
semantic equation between Iranian and Slavic and the
apparently exact phonological relationship between Slavic and
Germanic seem persuasive. If related, surely of at least late
PIE status.

See also EAT AND DRINK; MEDICINE; NARROW; SICK. [D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Schindler,]. (1975) Annenian erkn, Greek odl1ne, Irish idu. Indo

European Studies II, ed. C. Watkins, Cambridge, Mass, Harvard
University, 252-274.

PAINT
*peiI<- 'paint, mark'. [IEW794-795 (*peig- - *peik-); Wat

47 (*peig- - *peik-); GI 543 (*phiJ<h-)]. Lat pingo 'paint,
color', ON fa 'colored', fa ronar 'carve runes', OE lah - fag
'colored', OHG feh 'colored', OPrus peisai 'write', Lith piesas
'freckle' ,piesti 'draw, write', OCS plstru 'variegated', prsa 'dog'
« *'spotted'), pisati 'paint, color', Grk TCol1d)..Ot; 'colored', Av
paesa- 'color', [ra-pixSta- 'painted', OInd pesa- 'fonn, color',
piSanga- 'reddish', pirpsati 'colors, paints', TochAB pik- 'write,
paint'. This root, which is clearly PIE in distribution, has been
held to be separate from its homophonous twin: *peif- 'be
hostile; be dead' seen in OE l~ge 'fated', Lith paTkas 'silent'
« ?*'dead'), OInd pfSuna- 'evil-intentioned'. It is possible,
however, that the two semantic sets were related through the
painting of either warriors or the dead. The paint in this case
would have been ocher, widely attested in· burials and
employed as the red material for writing and coloring runes.

See also COLOR; TEXTIlE PREPARATION. [M.E.H.]

PAINTED GREY WARE CULTURE
The Painted Grey Ware culture of India ha~ been regarded

by some as the archaeological reflection of early Indo-Aryan
culture in the north of the subcontinent. The culture is
distributed .from the eastern Punjab to the Ganges and
flourished within the period c 1200-400 BC. This is the period
that marks the transition from a primarily copper-using to
iron-using culture. It takes its name from its fine painted gray
pottery which is decorated in black. or red. Settlements tend
to be small villages consisting of relatively insubstantial wattle
and daub or mud-brick structures which stand in contrast to
the baked-brick urbanism of the preceding Harappan culture.
The domestic horse and iron implements (arrowheads,
spearheads, sickles, axes, nails) are also known from Painted
Grey Ware sites. Th~ economy included domestic pig, cattle
(which were consumed at this period), sheep, and buffalo,
and rice was one of the main cereals. Deer were hunted and
the ivory of elephants was exploited.

The associ~tion of the Painted Grey Ware culture with the

~tedGreyWare a. Distribution of the Painted Grey Ware culture.

Painted Grey Ware ·b. Painted grey ware from Hastinapura.
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Indo-Aryans was primarily suggested because the location of
its sites appeared to correlate with place names mentioned in
the Indian epic Mahabharata. Further evidence was adduced
from layers of flooding which were tied to the descriptions of
a flood in early lndic tradition. The thesis that the Painted
Grey Ware reflects an Indo-Aryan invasion. has generally
floundered, however, because no one has been able to derive
it from outside of India to meet the requirements of an external
invasion (attempts to link it with ceramics from the Swat Valley
have been dismissed as the shapes of the vessels between the
two cultures show no specific resemblances). Consequently,
the Painted Grey Ware culture is now generally seen as an
indigenous culture of India whose origins lay within its own
area of dispersal. The assumption that the culture was
indigenous in origin does not mean that Indo-Aryans were
not the ethno-linguistic group behind this culture but their
linguistic identity cannot be confirmed.
See also 1-IARAPPAN CULTIJRE; INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES. U·PM.]

Further Reading
Tripathi, V (1976) The Painted Grey Ware: An Iron Age Culture

of Northern India. Delhi, Concept.

PAlE see WHITE

PALM OF HAND see HAND

PANTHER
??*perd- 'panther, lion'. [GI 425]. Grk lfapc5aAlC; 'panther,

leopard', NPers palang 'panther, leopard', Pashto prang
'panther, leopard', Sogd pwronk 'panther, leopard', OInd
pfdaku- 'panther, leopard' (this last word is only attested in
medieval lexica and is almost surely a borrowing from some
Iranian source). Since the panther is not native to Greece, it
is overwhelmingly likely that the Greek word is a borrowing,
either from some Iranian source or from some source that
was also the source of the Iranian and, ultimately, Indian
words. Almost surely not PIE.

??*per-liIs- 'panther, leopard'. [cf. lEW 820-821
(*perK-), 823 (*pers-); GI 4251. Hit pars(a)na- 'panther,
leopard', NPers pars - Jars 'panther, leopard', Sarikoli piS
'panther, leopard'. Apparently two different and independent
creations from *per- 'spot - spotted'. Alternatively, the Hittite
form may be related to Hattie ha-prassun 'of the leopard'.
Either way there are no grounds for assuming PIE date for
this word.

See also CAT; LEoPARD; LION; MAMMAlS. [D.Q.~.]

PASTORAL GOD
*pehauson (gen. ~uha5n6s) 'pastoral god'. [lEW 790

(*pauson); BK 52 (*pf Jan-/*p[h ]dh-)] .Grk I1ew (gen. I1avoc;)
(Greek divinity who is protector of flocks), Olnd Pa$3- (Vedic
divinity who is protector of flocks). The general Greek word
is originally only Arcadian, hence the unexpected -a- in Attic;
Arcadian also shows an uncontracted form in the dative

PEA

IIaovl. Also belonging here perhaps are the Gaulish or Venetie
personal name Puso and the Messapic proper name Pauso.
The Greek-Old lndic equation has been doubted by some, as
it requires the assumption of a metathesis of *-hau- to
*-uha-, a phonological change accepted by many but not all
lndo-Europeanists. By those who accept the equation it has
been plausibly suggested that we reconstruct *peh2uson and
connect this word with *peh2- 'protect, feed (cattle)'. A word
of the IE southeast.

At home in Arcadia, Pan is half goatish in shape; his main
function is to make the (caprine) nocks fertile and he is wor
shipped in that capacity. The Old lndic Pu~an, irrespective of
lexical identity, shows remarkable correspondences with Pan:
his chariot is pulled by goats, the sacred animal of Pan; he is
also a pastoral god, but- he differs from Pan by his affinities
with the sun (e.g., Surya, the daughter of the sun, is supposed
to be his Wife, and as the best charioteer, he is claimed to
have driven down the golden wheel of the sun); in addition,
like Mercury, he presides over the ways and leads the souls of
the dead to the otherworld. Offerings are made to him to
find lost objects.

See also DEAlli. [E.C.PJ

Further Readings
Bader, F (1989) Pan. Revue de Philology 63,7-46.

Rodriguez, M. S. (1995) nfiv::; Pii~a reexamined. JIES 23,209-211.

PASTURE see FIELD

PAW see HAND

PEA
?*hleregWo- 'pea (Pisum sativum)'. [lEW 335

(*eretJ(h)o-); Buck 5.67]. Lat enrum 'pulse, vetch', OHG
araweiz 'pea', Grk opo{3os 'pea'. The Lat -v- matches Grk -{3
« *_gW_) or Gmc -w- but not both. Probably a borrowing in
all three stocks from a Near Eastern or Mediterranean source.

The pea (Pisum sativum), today ranked as the world's
second most important pulse, is an important source of protein
and it has been prominent in botanical remains from the early
Neolithic onwards. In wild form it was found confined to the
Near East and Mediterranean where it was known in Turkey,
Greece and southern Italy The pea was known in Near Eastern
sites regularly mixed with wheat and barley from about 7500
BC onwards. Initially, it was probably there still in a wild
fonn although evidence of domestic peas, seen in their smooth
seed-coats, is already apparent in Anatolian sites from the
sixth millennium BC onwards and they are similarly found
among the carbonized botanical remains from early Neolithic
Greece, Bulgaria and Serbia. They seem to have been part of
the basic "package" of Neolithic domesticated plants carried
into the rest of Europe and appear in the Linear Ware culture
of the fifth millennium BC and later. Evidence for the pea is
known in Moldova and the Ukraine from the beginnings of
the Neolithic onwards, including the Bug-Dniester, Tripolye
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Penkov Distribution of the Penkov culture.

to indicate a 'part' and it is presumed to be built on *deha

'cut, divide' (cf. Grk oalojJ.ar 'divide', Oind dati 'cuts', dfti
'reparation', dayati'shares out') with a -mo- dertvational suffix.
At least a word of the west and ce~ter'of the Indo-European
world.

*hlleudheros 'people, freemen'. [lEW, 684-685
(*leudhero-); Wat 37 (*leudh-ero-); GI 398 (*leucJhero-);
Buck 19.44]. OE leod 'people, nation', OHG liut .'people,
nation', MLat « Burgundian) leudis 'freeman', Lith liaudis
'people', Latv Jaudis'people', oes (pI.) ljudfje« *hlleudhejes)
'people', ljudinu 'freeman', Khowar roi'people, man, person'.
Germanic and Slavic also show *hlleudhos 'man~ freeman'
in OE leod 'man; wergeld for a man', geleod 'fellow
countryman, compatriot', OHG liut 'human being', Rus ljud
'people'. Another derivative *hlleudheros 'free' is found in
Lat lrber 'free' and Grk E.AE:68£po<; 'free'. The notion of 'free'
derives from 'belonging to one's own people' as opposed to
slaves who are captured from' other groups. It is significant
that *hlleudheros is formed with the suffix *-ero- which is
used to contrast two things or concepts (e.g., innervs. outer).
In this case we have those with membership in the "in group"
contrasted with those outside of the group. Finally, we should
note that it has been bpth a~rmed and denied that Alb vella
'brother' derives from *(s)l)e-hlloudho- '± ones own person'.

and Sredny Stog cultures and it is also known from Neolithic
sites of the Caucasus. The pea is recorded' from Turkmenistan

,by the fourth millennium BC and India from about the third
millennium BC. In general, it is difficult to imagine that the
Proto-Indo-Europeans, no matter where situated, did not
know the domestic pea at an early date which makes our
inability to reconstruct in a solid way any PIE word for it all
the more strik~ng.

See also AGRICULnJRE; CHICK-PFA; FOOD; PlANTs;
VEGETABl.ES. [D.Q.A., J.PM.]

PEAK
*ue15-'peak'. [IEWl151-1152 C*vers-); Wat 76 C*wer-);

GIIIO; Buck 12.33]. Oir ferr'better' « 'higher'), Lat veITii
ca « *varsu-ca) 'varus, pimple', OE wearr 'sill', OHG wema
'sty', werra 'varicose vein', OPrus warsus 'lip', Lith virsiis
'highest point', Latv virsus 'higher', OCS vrfcha 'peak', Rus
verkh 'peak', Grk EpJla « *F£paJla < *l)ers-m.p) 'point, top',
OInd var~man- 'height, peak'. Widespread distribution
indicates PIE status.

See also HIGH; Hn.r.; SKIN DISEASE: [A.D.V]

PEN see FENCE

PEG see WEDGE

PENKOV CULTURE
Part of the Prague-Penkov-Kolochin complex of the fifth

seventh centuries AD. The P~nkov culture, occupying the area
from the lower Danube to the northern Donets, has yielded
some three-hundred sites in the Ukraine. These consist of
small settlements of five to seven small semi-subterranean
houses, distributed about 3 to 5 km from one another; bUrials
were generally cremation, occasionally inhumation. The
culture also incorporated mobile steppe elements from north
of the Black Sea and some have argued that the Penkov culture
possessed an Iranian-speaking substrate which was assimilated
to Slavic. The Penkov culture has been associated with the
soutl~ern movement of the early,Slavs, particularly the ,tribe
identified in historical sources as the Antes.

See also KOLOCHIN CUlTIJRE; PRAGUE CULTIJRE;

- SLAVIC lANGUAGES. U.PM.]

PEOPLE
*dehaIIlos '(segment 00 people'. [lEW 176 (*da-mo-s);

, Wat 10 (*da-mo-); Buck 19.21; BK 130 (*t'an-/*t"dh-)}. OIr
dam 'troop, company; retinue', OWels dauu 'client', Grk oijJlO~

'people'. The only term here to indicate 'people' 's the Greek
word which originally designated a portion of a territory but
even by the time of the Iliad, it was employed to deSignate
the population of a territory and that topographical meaning
was preserved in Athenian administrative terminology where
,oijJlo~ indicates a tribal division. Otherwise in Greek it was
used to distinguish between rural populations and the power
elites, i.e., ovva-rol'the powerful (ones)' or £voalJlov£; 'the
prosperous \0t:les!'- The underlying meaning would appear
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From *hlleudh- 'grow, increase'.
The semantic development envisaged here begins with the

notion of growth, of increase in size, which seems to have
been a fertile source of words for 'people' in PIE (compare
the next two entries). In this case we perhaps can see a
specialization in meaning to indicate the progeny of the
ancestral founders of the tribe, endowed by birth with the
full rights inherent in the community (e.g., that that person
is 'free'). In a slightly different semantic vein, the notion of
growth, i.e., of the increasing stature of plants or of human
beings, appears in a different set of derivatives in Latin and
Tocharian: Lat Ilberf 'children' (I.e., the rising generation),
Llber 'deity presiding over agriculture', Llbera]ja 'festival of.
Llber (March 17th), at which youths received the toga virilis',
Venetie Louzera deity of vegetation growth and viticulture,
TocM lyutar « *hlleudh6r) 'more' (adverbial use of a noun
meaning '± increase'), lyutari (pI.) '± overseers'.

*pleh]dhueh]s (gen. *p1ehldhuh]6s) '(the mass 00
people'. [lEW 799 (*ple-to-)~ Wat 48 (*ple-dhw-); Buck
19.21]. Lat plebes (- plebis - plebs) 'plebeians (as opposed
to the patricians, etc.), the common people', Grk ltA.1J8v~

'throng, crowd; (common) people'. The term derives from
*pleh]- 'fill' (d. Lat plenus 'full', Grk 1clpltATJPl 'fills', Olnd
prnati 'fills, satiates') and like the Germanic forms ON folk
'people', OE fole 'people' (> NE folk), etc., is derived from
the same root « *pJhl-go-) and has the connotation of 'heap,
mass'. Distribution suggests late IE status.

*teuteha- 'the people (?under arms)'. [lEW 1084-1085
(*teuta)~ Wat 71 (*teuta-); GI 652 (*theu-th_); BuckI9.22l.
aIr tuath 'a people, nation~ (common) people as opposed to
king or clergy', WeIs tud 'country', Osc touto 'community',
Umb (ace.) totam 'citizenry', ON pjoa 'folk', pyaa 'explain,
translate', OE peod 'folk', pledan 'explain, translate', peadisc
'belonging to the people; vernacular speech', OHG diot
'people, heathen', diuten 'explain, translate', diutisc'belonging
to the people' (> NHG deutsch), Goth piuda 'folk', Piudisko
'like the heathen' (in Germanic we also have a *teut-ano-)
'leader of the *teuteha- in ON jJjodann 'prince, king', OE
jJeaden 'king, lord; God', Goth piudans 'king'), OPrus tauto
'country', Lith laula 'people', Latv tauta 'people', lllyrian Teuta
(tribal name), Messapic Beotoria (personal name), Thracian
Tautomedes (personal name), Grk (gen.) Tev'raJ.1l0aO
(personal name of a Pelasgian on the side of the Trojans [Iliad
2.843]) and more certainly Tevr{altA.o~ (personal name).
NPers toda 'heap; stack, rick~ hill, tumulus' has also been
included here but the semantic divergence (?'mass of people'
> 'lump, mound') seems very large. Lat lotus 'all, whole' may
preserve the underlying adjective from which *teuteha- "is
derived but the form ( *lotus rather than the expected *lutuS)
is not well explained. Finally, it has been affirmed and denied .
in about equal measure that Hit luzzi- 'army' is related as the
descendant of a parallel derivative *teutiha- '± that related to
the people' ('the people's army' so to speak). It is generally
supposed that *teuteha- is a derivative of *teu(ha)- 'swell, be
strong', either as the 'strength of the community' (or even

PERCEIVE

'people under arms' if we take the Hittite word to be related)
or the 'mass (of the people)'. The presence of the laryngeal,
however, renders this derivation suspect and it has also been
proposed that *teuteha- derives from *teu- 'look on with favor'
which frequently includes the concept of 'serve' or 'protect'
(e~g., Lat weor 'observe, protect', tutus 'secure'), hence a
collective indicating the 'service' of a king. By itself, *teuteha

is a word of the west and center of the IE world and at least in
Germanic the word and its derivatives have taken on clearly
ethnic, and even linguistic, dimensions. If Hit luzzi- is related,
then we have evidence for something of PIE date.

In early Ireland, the tOath is inextricably associated with
the concept of the 'king' (niba tuath luath ... cen rig 'a lOath
is not a COath without a king') and this concept may extend
back at least into Proto-Celtic, d. Wels Tudur« *Teulo-rfks
'teuto-king'), Gaul Toutio-fix "Tribal"-king'. Although Ger
manic lacks a reflex of *h3regs 'king', it reveals a similar
construction in ON pjod-konungr and OE peod-cyning
'people-king', and it is suspected that the extended form built
on *teuteha- (Grnc *peudanaz: ON jJjooann 'prince, king',
OE peoden 'king, lord; God', Goth piudans 'king') had
replaced *h3regs. Kim McCone suggests that the *teuteha

was a PIE institution, ruled by a king (*h3regS), and comprised
of the adults (both those fit for military duty and the older
members of society) but not the *korjos, the war-band of the
younger age set.

See also AGE SET; ARMY; COMPANION; FREEMAN; FRIEND;

1.EADER; SOCIAL ORGANIZATION; SWEll. [E.C.P,JPM.I

Further Reading
McCone, K. (1987) Hund, Wolf und Kneger bei den Indogemlanen,

in Studien zum indogermanischen Worcschatz, ed. W Meid,

lnnsbruck, 101-154.

PERCEIVE
*uer- 'perceive, give attention to'. [JEW 1164 (*ver-); Wat

77 (*wer-); GI709 (*wer-); BK 480 (*war-/*wdr-)]. aIr c6(a)ir
(DIL coir) « *< *ka(mJ-l)er-o-) 'appropriate, correct', Lat
vereor 'honor, fear', ON varr 'cautious, wary', vari 'care,
attention', OE w£r'cautious, wary' (> NE ware, wary), waru
'care, attention', OHG gi-war 'careful, cautious', wara 'care,
attention', Goth wars 'careful, sober', Latv vert 'look, gaze,
notice', Grk Eltl opovral 'they supervise', oi)pos « *1)6rI)0-)
'guard', (Hesychius) opel 'guards', opaw'see', wpa 'care', Hit
werile « *l)eri dhehJ- 'put one's attention'?) 'fear', TocMB
war- 'smell'. Extremely widespread and certainly old in IE. In

.Italic and Anatolian this word appears in the specialized sense
of "(ritual) fear"; a rather similar social sense is seen 10 Celtic.
Such a specialization of meaning may well be old in PIE.

*uer-b(h)- 'oversee, protect'. [d. lEW 1164 (*I)er-); VW
593-594; BK 480 (*war-/*wdr-)). OPms warba 'protects',
TochB yarp- « *l)erb(hJ-) 'oversee, observe, take care of'. An
enlargement of *l)er-. The apparent agreement of Baltic and
Tocharian would seem to guarantee at least late PIE status for
this word.
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*h."eu- 'perceive'. [JEW 78 (*al)-); Wat 4 (*au-); GI 688;
BK 458 (*haw-/*hdW-)]. OCS aviti "show, reveal', uml1
'intellect, intelligence', Hit uhhi « *h4eu-h2e-j) 'see', Olnd
ud-avati - pra-avati 'observes, notices', uve 'I see'; from
*h4el)is- we find Lat audio « *h2el)is-dh-ie/o-) 'hear', Grk
a iaf)aVOf.la I 'perceive'. Also reasonably widespread and old
in IE. Possibly related, as with GI, to the PIE word for 'ear'.

*sent- 'perceive, think'. [JEW 908 (*sent-); cf. Wat 58
(*sent-); BK 187 (*san-I*sdn-)]. Lat sentio 'feel', sensus
'feeling, meaning', OHG sin « *sentno-) 'meaning', sinnan
'strive, desire', Lith senteti 'think', OCS s~st['wise'. A word of
the west and center of the IE world.

*ghou-'perceive, pay heed to' (pres. *gholJ,-ehl-). [lEW
453 (*ghol)(e)-); Wat 23 (*ghow-e-); BK 238 (*guw-I
*gow-)]. Lat raveo 'favor', ON ga « *gal)o) 'pay attention to',
OCS govej9 'honor', Rus govetl'fast', Arm govem 'praise'. Cf.
the Germanic denominative verbs: ON geyma 'heed, watch',
OE gleman 'heed, watch', OHG goum(j)an 'foresee, care for',
Goth gaumjan 'see, observe', built on the derived noun *ghou
mo- seen in ON gaumr 'attention, care'. A word of the west
and center of the IE world.

*kwei- 'perceive'. [lEW 636-637 (*klJei-(t-)]. Grk &d~m
'do not pay attention', Olnd ein6ti - eiketi 'perceives', cit
intellect'; *kweis- in OIr ad-el « *-kwiset) 'sees'; *kweit- in
Lith skaitaQ 'count, read', Latv skaitIt 'count, recite prayers',
OCS clt9 'count, reckon, read something written', OInd eetati
- eiketati 'pays attention to'. Though attested without further
enlargement only in Old Indic, the presence of enlarged
variants in Celtic and Baltic would seem to assure the PIE
status of this root.

*keuhl- 'perceive' (pres. "'kouhlejelo-). [lEW 587-589
(*keu-); Wat 30 (*keu-); GI 734-735 (*khelou-)]. Lat eaveo
'take heed', OE hawian « *kel)eha-je/o-) 'look at', OCS cuj9
'note', cudo 'wonder', Grk 1Coew 'note', KiJ<5o<;; 'glory', Lydian
kawe- « *kouhlei 'seer') 'priest', Av kava « *kouh]ei) 'seer',
OInd kavi-: 'wise, seer', akuvate 'intends to', akQtam 'intention';
we find a variant form *keus- in: Lat custos 'watchman', ON
heyra 'hear', OE hieran 'hear' (> NE hear), OHG horen 'hear',
Goth hausjan 'hear' (Gmc < *kous-je/o-), Rus (dial.) cOkhatl
« *keus-eha-) 'perceive', Grk a1Covm« *s1]1-kous-jelo-) 'hear',
(Gortyn) a1CEvm( < *sI[1-keus.;jelo-) 'hear'. We find the variant
*skeu(hl)- in OE sceawian 'show' (> NE show), selene
'beautiful' (> NE sheen), OHG seouwon 'show', sconi
'beautiful', Goth skauns 'beautiful', Arm c'uc'anem «
*skousKelo-) 'show', MPers sk6h 'splendor, majesty'. Wide
spread and old in IE.

See also EAR; FAVOR; FEEL; HEAR; MAGIC; PRIEST; SEE;
SEEK; TASTE; WATCH. [D.Q.A.]

PERCH
?*h2elW- 'perch'. [JEW 18-19 (*aK-); cf. Wat 1 (*ak-); BK

398 (*hukfhj-l*nokfhJ-)]. ON 9gr'sea-bass (Perea marina)'
(cf. Danish aborre 'perch [Perea fluviatalis]'), Norw abbor
'perch', Swed aborre 'perch' , all < *agh-borre where -barre as
if < *bh[so-on- 'having a point' (because of the perch's spiny

fins) and similar to *bhorso- seen in OHG bersieh 'perch',
NHG barsch 'perch', OE bx(r)s 'perch' (> NE bass), MHG ag
- egle 'perch (Perea fluviatalisY, Lith eserys - aserys 'perch',
Latv asar(i)s - aseris 'perch'. Derived from *h2ek- 'sharp'
because of the perch's spiny fins (as also with the case of
'sturgeon'). However, there is no reason that the Baltic and
Germanic words could not be independent creations. Of
doubtful IE status. Old Norse also shows a form augr beside
9gr. The former was created by crossing the latter with auga
'eye' because of the perch's large, projecting eyes. So also is
Rus 6kunl'perch' a derivative of 6ko 'eye'.

The perch is found in Europe from the Atlantic to the steppe
regions where it is occasionally recovered from prehistoric
sites; its southern limit is marked by the Mediterranean.

See also FISH; SHARP; STIJRGEON. [D.Q.A.]

PERSUADE
"'bheidh- 'persuade, compel, confide'. [IE\V 117

( *bheidh-); Wat 6 (*bheidh-); GI 23 ( *beidh-); Buck 17.15].
Perhaps OIr bibdu 'guilty' (if < *bhi-bhidh-l)ocs), Lat fIdo
'trust', fides 'confidence', ON beioa 'urge', OE b;;pdan 'urge',
OHG beit(tJen 'urge', Goth beidan 'expect' « *'have
confidence in'), baidjan 'compel, exercise a moral constraint',
OCS beda 'necessity', bediCi 'constrain', Alb be
« *bhoidheha-) 'oath', Grk TrE{f)m 'persuade', n£{()oJ.1al 'be
persuaded, obey'. At least a word of the west and center of
the IE world.

See also CONTEND. (D.Q.A.]

PHRYGIAN lANGUAGE
The Phrygians are numbered in the Iliad (2.862-863, etc.)

as neighbors and allies of the Trojans. As a major power in
Anatolia, they flourished dUring the ninth and eighth centuries
BC and literary records continued until the first centuries AD.
Their capital was at Gordion in central Anatolia and their
most famous king, Midas of the golden touch fame, died in
about 695 BC, when Phrygia was overrun by Kimmerians.
The capital was rebuilt and survived as an important center
through the later Hellenistic period beginning in 333 BC with
Alexander the Great's famous visit. The extinction of the
Phrygian language has been variously placed .in the fifth
century AD or perhaps as late as the seventh century.

Description
The evidence for Phrygian rests on inscriptions from two

diverse periods. The earliest are the old Phrygian inscriptions,
numbering on the order of 240, dating from about the eighth
to the third centuries Be. The majority are found in what is
presumed to have been the Phrygian-speaking territory of
western Phrygia, eastern Bythinia and in the old Hittite capital
of Hattusa and its environs. The longest of the old Phrygian
inscriptions runs to 285 characters. New Phrygian
inscriptions, written in the Greek script, date from the first
century AD and number just over a hundred examples. In
addition to these inscriptions are a handful of glosses, the
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Phrygians The Phrygian capital of Gordion ~nd the general area of
Phrygian power.

most famous occurring in Herodotus (2.2) whe're an
"experiment" to determine the most ancient language in the
world-raising an infant in is6~ation, deprived of hearing
human speech-was concluded when the child uttered 'the
word {3e1Cor;, the Phrygian word for 'bread'. The Phrygian word
for 'man', zemelen, preserved by Hesychius, is derived from
PIE *dh(e)ghem- 'earth'.

Phrygian, though poorly known, is clearly IE, e.g., Phryg
matar« *mehlter) 'mother', Phryg (acc. pI.) podas« *podos)
'feet'. If the second element in the personal name Benagon05
is derived from *genhl- 'be born', theD- Phrygian is presumably
lumped with the centum rather than satdm languages (though
the z- in zemelen might argue for a satdm development). One
feature frequently remarked upon is that Phrygian (like Celtic,
Italic, Anatolian and Tocharian) possesses a medio-passive in
-r, e.g., aOOaK:E'rop « *dh(e)h]- 'put') and a{3{3epe'rop «
'*bher- 'carry'). While this feature has often been regarded as
conservative, Phrygian also retains the augment (like Greek,
Armenian, Indo-Iranian), e.g., edae5 - eoaer; « *h]e
dhehl-) , 'he put'. The augment is usually seen as a late
innovation restricted to the southeastern dialect group of
Proto-Indo-European. Reduplication is. employed in forming
some perfects, e.g., n:n1CJ.levor;'.

The position of Phrygian with respect to the other IE
languages is not entirely clear since it sends mixed signals.
What is agreed is that it is not a language of the 'Anatolian
type although it has borrowed some personal names, from
the previous and contemporary occupants of A~tolia, e.g."
Mamuta5, TOVl1r;. Although it has often been asserted that

, Phrygian had a specially close relationship with Thracian (the
so-called Thraco-Phrygian language), the fact that the Balkan
language would appear to have be~n satdm provides little
support 'and arguments for a close association tend to rest
more on meager historical evidence than linguistic. Armenian
has also been regarded as a possible close cousin, the origins

PHRYGIAN lANGUAGE

of the Phrygians and Armenians often held to belong to the
same general folk~movement through Anatolia yet here again
the evidence is not parti'cularly striking. The do st relation
ships are argued to be with Greek ~hich also shares the relative
pronoun *j05, the suffix *-meno-, the pronoun *auto-, the
uSe of the ending *-5 in the nominative singular masculine of
a-stems, and the augment (shared also by Armenian nd lndo
Iranian). The relationship with Greek, as C. Bri he and M.
Lejeune observe, may 3:1so have been particularly do in the
area of lexicon: the Phrygian inscription on the tomb of King
Midas: Midai lavagtaei vanaktei <to Midas (war-)l ader and
king' appears to contain two of the important Greek
designations of the leader, found as early as Mycenaean la
wa-ge-ta and wa-na-ka. Brixhe has argued that rather than
having been borrowed from the Greek, these terms may poin
to a common heritage.

Origins
The usual starting point for any discussion o£'Phrygian

origins is the statement of Herodotus (7.73) that the Phrygians
were originally called Bpvrer; and inhabited the Balkans
alongside the Macedonians. They migrated into Anatolia
where they changed their name to tPpvyer;. This explanation
was repeated by a number of other writers of the ancient
world, notably Strabo (7.3.2), who cites the testimony of the
Lydiaka of Xanthus: the Phrygians came from Thrace after
the Trojan War where they killed the king of Troy and then
settled in their own lands, eastward of Troy. As Robert Drews
has indicated, such testimony for a migration from Europe is
contradicted by other sources such as Homer who would
already have the Phrygians occupying the land east of the
Trojans during the Trojan War (Homer also describes them
as possessing fast horses [Iliad 3.184-189)). Herodotus' story
of how they were proved to be the oldest of peoples in the
world also suggests that there was widespread belief in their
being autochthonous in their historical territory Contradictory
historical testimony such as this is too dubious to erect any
theory upon.

The starting point for any serious discussion of Phrygian
origins must lie With the evidence of the language i If. Since
it is clear that Phrygian does not belong to the Anatolian stock,
it is most unlikely that its origins can be placed either in its
historical seat (the territory occupied by the Hittit s) nor
anywhere else in central or south-western Anatolia where e

,find'clear evidence of the Anatolian languages. The evidence
of Homer notwithstanding, the Phrygians cannot have been
'autochthonous from time immemorial but must have achieved
their historical location in the face of the collapse of the
Anatolians of central Anatolia. Given the inscriptional and
.historical evidence, they must also have reached central
Anatolip by the ninth century BC. If one accepts that their

, greatest linguistic affinity was with Greek, then any
explanation of Phrygian origins must also accommodate in
some fashion a model of Greek origins.

Traditionally, the trip line for movements into Phrygia is
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held to be Troy and proto-Phrygian migrations are commonly
assigned to one of the levels of this multi-period site in
northwest Anatolia. Robert Drews has argued that their earliest
appearance might be set to the period marking the transition
from Troy Vto Troy'VI, i.e., C 1700 BC, where there is a
major cultural break which, among other things, marks the
appearance of the domestic horse at this site. He suggests
that both Phrygian and Greek dispersals were associated with
the spread of chariot-aristocracies from eastern Anatolia who
arrived first in northwest Anatolia by a sea route from the
east. This model rests entirely on the assumption that chariot
warfare was invented in eastern AnatolialArm'enia; as we also
have solid archaeological evidence for spoked-wheeled
vehicles in the Volga-Ural steppe region by C 2000 BC, the
spread of chariots need not have issued from an east Anatolian
center but might also have come across the Balkans providing
both Phrygians and Greeks with a more proximate southeast
European staging area.

Another possible event correlated by some with Phrygian
origins is the transition to Troy VIIb at c 1200 Be which sees
the appearance of coarse ware on the site. This transition
coincides with the collapse of Hittite power and the widely
held view that this was a period of massive folk-movement in
the eastern Aegean. In this model Phrygian would have been
carried from the Balkans into Anatolia at least some centuries
after the proto-Greeks had already established themselves in
Greece. Hittite references to a King Midas on their northern
frontier have also been adduced to indicate that this intrusion
coincides with the movements of early Phrygians. What
remains problematic is linking the coarse ware (or knobbed
ware) pottery from Troy at c 1200 BC with somewhat similar
pottery recovered from the Phrygian city of Gordion of the
ninth and eighth centuries. The similarities he both in
technique of manufacture and in ornament and can be traced
back further to Thrace. Evidence for some form of symbiosis
between the hand-made pottery traditions of possible
immigrants and the wheel-made styles of the Anatolians at
Gordion appears to be extremely meager but cannot be
excluded. But most evidence for the material culture associated
with the Phrygians appears to suggest local derivation and
the presumption remains that wherever the Phrygians came
from, they adopted most of the material culture of the local
inhabitants of Anatolia. The main exception to this general
adaption of the indigenous culture perhaps is their mode of
burial since the Phrygians are renowned for their tumulus
burials over wooden tombs with stone-capped roofs. This
style would also appear to be intrusive to Anatolia and finds
its closest parallels in the Balkans and north of the Black Sea.
Some movement of peoples from the Balkans into An~tolia

across the twelfth through ninth centuries then might both
account for the Phrygian migrations into Anatolia and
accommodate their linguistic relations with Greek (and
perhaps Thracian).

See also INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES. U.PM.]
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PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY
Attempts to "reconstruct" the original physical type of the

Proto-Indo-Europeans and trace their expansions through the
evidence of human physical attributes began in the nineteenth
century. The techniques involved have been various and have
included deductions based on the physical appearance of
modern or historically attested populations, the analysis of
skeletal remains, in particular the skull, and genetics.

Physical Types
The initial (and transparently fallacious) approach involved

the extension of an early physical description of one IE
speaking population to the earliest Indo-Europeans. Hence
Tacitus's description of the Germans as blonds might be
extended to the Proto-Indo-Europeans while the Indic "Law
of Manu" was cited to prove that the earliest "Aryans" were
brunettes. From the 1870s until the second World War, there
was a persistent attempt to assemble overwhelming proof that
the earliest Indo-Europeans were tall, blue-eyed blonds,
approximating the "Nordic" physical type. Here the evidence
was derived not from a Single population but through sifting
early classical descriptions of Greeks (140 out of 158· Greek
deities and heroes were reputedly described as blond) I

Germans, Celts, Scythians, the upper classes of India, etc.,
which appeared to suggest that the earliest IE-speaking
populations were either blond or at least ruled by blonds and
recognized a common Nordic ideal physical type. Linguistics
was even pressed into service as some attempted to derive
the ethnic term 'Aryan' from *hlel- 'red, brown', hence the
earliest Indo-Europeans were believed to have distinguished
themselves as the 'fair-skinned' or 'fair-haired ones'. It is now
clear that word for 'Aryan' is descended from PIE *haer-, with
an *-r-, and is sharply distinguished from the color term
*h]el- .

With the "original" physical type described, it remained
only to determine its point of origin. The home of the Indo
European "race" was initially set in the Pripet marshes on the
border of Belarus and the Ukraine but then SWiftly shifted to
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PhysicalAnthropology I Distribution of hair and eye pigmentation.
Shading indicates relative clines from light to darker pigmentation.

northern Europe, particularly Germany and southern
Scandinavia, which helped underlie later Nazi claims as to
the "master race". Yet even in the late nineteenth century,'the
problem of confusing pigmentation with linguistic group was
exposed as it was pointed out that populations speaking.
decidedly non-IE languages of northern Europe such as the
Finns and Estonians, were every bit as blond as their Germanic
neighbors. In general, the pigmentation or hair color is
determined (originally) by climate (light skin may provid~ a
selective advantage in producing vitamin D at high latitudes)
and is distributed in gradients or clines from north to south
in Eurasia. Such features .need not have, and in attested
populations do not have,' any direct relationship to linguistic
affinity

Skeletal Remains
Fossil populations, recovered during archaeological

excavations of cemeteries, were also seen as repositories of
evidence .about the origin and trail of the earliest Indo
Europeans. lnitiall~ the link between human physical type
and language followed a rather tortuou~ logic that began with
light pigmentation which was to' be associated with the Nordic
physical type and then, by extension, to the skull proportions
of the Nordics. Skulls' were divided into three broad
categories-dolichocephalic (long headed), brachycephalic
(broad head) and m~socephalic (medium headed) .. The
Nordics were predominantly long-headed and so this type,
once referred to as homo europaeus dolichocephalus. flavus

. (blond, long-headed European man) was sought in the
archaeological record as the probable physical representation
of the Proto-Indo-Europeans. As the brachycephalies tended
to predominate in the Alps and· the Carpathians, they were
dismissed as remnant populations of originally non-IE
speakers who had survived in mountain fastnesses. The full
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absurdity of such racial dogma was eVident in the vitriolic
works of Georges Vach~r de Lapouge who maintained 'that
"the·ancestors of the (dolichocephalic) Aryans cultivated wheat
when those of the brachycephali~were probably still living
like monkeys". Racial geographers such as Griffith Taylor,
afthough rightly recognizing that brachycephalism had
actually increased through time (in Europe), developed th.e
equally' bizarre argument that an evolutionary hierai-ehy
existed ·which placed the dolicocephalics at the bottom .an.d
acknowledged the higher evolutionary (and presumably
intellectual) development of the b.rachycephalics) e.g., the
Chinese. .

The continuous attempts to apply cranial metrics ·th
language also had its persistent critics such as Max Muller
who likened the concept 'of an Aryan (Le., IE-speaking) lCrace"
to a "dolichocephalic dictionary" and many argued that th re

. is no obvious or Scientifically sound way to identify directly
the language ofa prehistoric population from its physical type.

Although the type of correlations that were frequ'ent in the
nineteenth century have generally disappeared) the use of
physical anthropology as a source of subsidiary evidence
concerning population movements and contacts has not and
·so it still plays a role in discussions of prehistoric populations
shifts. The selection of a single variable, however) such as the
cephalic index, has been abandoned for multivariate analyses
of human physical remains. As changes in physical
characteristics may not only be explained by an influx of
immigrants but also by environmental and subsistence
fluctuations, the interpretation of the record ofhuman physical
~es in Eurasia is far more ambiguous than nineteenth and
earlier twentieth century scholars tended to think. Other than
very major changes in human physical types, much of the
evidence for migrations based on physical anthropology (given
past excesses in such interpretations) tends to attract more
scepticism than belief from current archaeologists.

Genetics
The most recent exercise in employing the evidence of

human physical type in discussions of IE populations is
founded- on genetic data. Luca Cavalli-Sforza and his
colleagues, for example, have prepared genetic maps of

·Eurasia, based on blood types and other factors) and these
have been found to correlate often with linguistic borders;
the assumption is that populations sharing the same language

.. are more likely to intermarry than social groups speaking
~ifferent langUages. A study by G. B~rbujani and R. Sokal
suggested that thirty-one European linguistic borders could
be correlated against thirty-three gene-frequency boundaries.
Although such studies indicate to some extent the persistence
of mating communities (many of the gene-boundaries also
formed along natural boundaries), claims that they Can also

· indicate the point of origin and dispersal patterns of the Indo
European language~ are far more controversial.

A major problem with the use of genetic·data is that they
are based on modem (post-194S) gene maps and there is.
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Physical Anthropology II Synthetic maps of genes based on the
first three principal components. A =First principal component has
been interpreted as the result of a "wave of advance" of Neolithic
farmers from the Near East which is associated by some with the
dispersal of the Indo-Europeans; B = Second principal component
has been interpreted as refleCting Mongoloid admixture in Lapp
populations; C = Third principal component has been interpreted
~ reflecting "Kurgan" expansions from the steppelands.

therefore, good grounds to doubt that such studies can control
for the very considerable movement of populations across
Europe since the initial expansion of the IE languages. Lacking
control for the specific time depth of the boundaries, one
might suspect that they are unable to pronounce on prehistOriC
population movements at all. Nevertheless, in the major study
of genetic patterns in Eurasia, Luca Cavalli-Sforza and his
colleagues have attempted to provide their synthetic maps of
all Europe with historical explanations. They argue that the
gross patterns seen in the application of principal component
analysis permit one to arrange some of the p~ttems in
sequence. The map based on the first principal component,
which portrays a series of clines emanating from the Near
East, specifically Mesopotamia, is explained by the movement
of the first fanners across Europe from the Near East. They
suggest that the Neolithic economy spread by population
movement with the more productive economy of the earliest
farmers replacing both the subsistence base and the earlier
populations ofhunter-gatherers. The effect of this replacement
would be a genetic trajectory from the Near East westwards
across Europe. It is also suggested that this trajectory may
also reflect the movement of 'Proto-Indo-European speakers
out of the Near East (the "Neolithic" or "Anatolian solution"
to the problem of IE dispersals). Alternatively; the map based
on the third principal component shows a similar east-west
dination but here centered on the area north of the Black
Sea. This cline, Cavalli-Sforza suggests, may support the
concept of a later IE migration from the steppes across Europe
(the "Kurgan solution" to IE dispersals)

The real value of such maps for elUcidating IE dispersals is
by no means clear. Given' that an east-west movement from
the N~ar East is also the likely model of Homo sapiens sapiens
movements 40,000-30,000 years ago, other "prehistoric"
explanations might be sought to accou~t for the first principal
component. The map for the third principal component with
its origin in the Dnieper-Don region may suggest east-west
spreads across Europe but again, given the continuous
movement of populations historically recorded from the Iron
Age onwards, it is very difficult to know precisely when this
genetic patt~rn was established' or whether we are discussing
an extremely protracted genetic process. The genetic map of
the third principal component also exhibits clines running
so~thwards, which, given the logiC of the previous
interpretations, should indicate north-south spreads from the
steppes. toward Egypt which is historieally and linguistically
unmotivated by any obvious demographic event. The second
prmcipal component, which centers on northern Scandinavia,
is explained either by mongolOid migrations from northwest
Asia or.the dispersal of the Urallc-speaking peoples. The latter
hypothesis is particularly unconvincing given Proto-Uralic
relationships with Indo-Iranian far to the south, Le., the Uralic
languages should have spread northwards into Lappland (over
an indigenous population whose traits are retained among
the modem Saami) and not the reverse.

Much of the explanation currently employed in miXing
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modem genetics with the prehistoric distribution of languages
tend to be circular, i.e., it requires one discipline to propose
migrations and then these movements are employed to explain
the observed genetic patterns; the genetic patterns do not in
themselves require one to either assume that they reflect a
real demographic movement of people or any single migration
as an explanation.

Other studies that have modelled simulations based on
the various homeland theories, e.g., the "Neolithic solution"
that derives the Indo-Europeans from the spread of agriculture
out of Anatolia or the "Kurgan solution" that explains the
spread of Indo-Europeans from the steppe1ands in the fifth
through third millennia Be, have purported to find some'
support for the Anatolian homeland. However, such studies
have been founded entirely on European data which is
incapable of representing a proper "test" of Indo-European
dispersals. Generally, such studies also support an expansion
of the Neolithic and attendant genetic patterns eastwards
across Iran as well ("Elamo-Dravidian" movements). As these
easterly migrations have nothing to do with IE expansions
one must then, consequently, presume that the expansion of
the Indo-Europeans across Asia is not (so far) genetically
marked. If this is the case, it is difficult to see why one should
accept conclusions drawn purely on the European evidence
that may well support the movement of early agricultural
populations across Europe but can in no way serve as proxy
evidence for describing Indo-European movements.

The use of modern genetic patterns seems still a very
uncertain tool for research into prehistoric problems.
Obviously, analysis of DNA in prehistoric burials may mitigate
this criticism in the future but the inherent methodological
problem of not only being able to identify prehistoric
population movements but also identify those that resulted
in language shifts and which population experienced the shift
suggests that the association of human physical types with
language change will still require much further work.

See also INDO-EUROPEAN HOMElAND; PROTo-INDo-EUROPEAN;

TIME-DEPTH. U.PM.}
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PICENE LANGUAGES
.From the standpoint of linguistics and perhaps from that

of ethnic-group, the tenn Picene is a misnomer if it is intended
to suggest a single population. The historical Picenes were
(an) Iron Age people(s) situated along the Adriatic coast from
Rimini to the Sangaro River. In this area they have left abun
dant evidence of wealthy burials in a number of cemeteries,
e.g., Servici and Molaroni at Novilara. The wealth of their
graves, especially seen in weapons and ornaments, indicates
either a vibrant sea-trade or piracy and there is evidence that
they began trading with the Greeks by the seventh century
BC. Their territory was finally annexed by the Romans in

. 268 BC.
The territory of the Picenes (identified archaeologically as

the Middle Adriatic culture) is divided into two regions. The
southern was centered on Belonte. The language of the
southern Picenes is recorded in a few inscriptions and its IE
identity is secure although little else can be claimed with any
certainty The Castignano inscription, for example, begins in
clear enough Indo-European, i.e., matereih patereih '(to the)
mother and father' but continues qolofitl1r qupirih aritih imih
puih pl1pl1num estuik apail1s adslail1h sl1ais manus meitimL1m.
The most recent translation, that of H. Eichner, reads: 'He
who well ..._s mother (and) father, (him) here the elders of
the Picenes have set up with their own hands as memorial'
while an earlier one achieved by V Pisani rendered this same
grave inscription: 'To the mothers and fathers let this be, for
the valiant *Arentes of the nether world, for which Manes
the Appaei set up this obelisk as a monument'. There is a

tendency to see in this language a close relationship with Osco
Umbrian. However, our complete inability to translate most
of the words in South Picene should induce extreme caution
in suggesting particular linguistic relationships.

Text of Novilara Inscription:

mimnis· ernt· gaarestades
rotnem . I1vlin . parten· Ils
polem . isairon . tet
sz1t . trat· ne5i . krz1S
tenag· trot· ipiem· rotnes
llltllis . 8altJ . isperion . vIl1
tes· TOtem· tez1 . aiten . tasz1r
soter· merpon . kalatne
nis . vilatos . paten· am
z1is . balestenag . ands . et
sz1t . i . akat . treten . tdetall
nem . polem . tiSz1 . sotTis . ells

Picene a. The text of the Novilara inscriptlon.
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b.

Picene b. The reverse side of the Novilara inscription depicting a battle scene and the hunting of bears(?); e. Picene warrior's grave
from Serviei.

The northern territory appears to have been centered at
Novilara where there are not only major Picene cemeteries
but also one of the longest nonhern Picene inscriptions. Dated
to the sixth or fifth centuries BC, the Novilara stele consists
of hunting scenes (the prey is disputed: ?bear, ?boar) while
the opposite side consists of twelve lines of text that have de
fied translation. Two schools of thought exist: one argues that
the language is Indo-European on the basis of word endings
which are somewhat reminiscent of Indo-European, e.g.)
-em (accusative). On the other hand, a number of linguists
regard the language of Novilara and the few other, very short,
northern Pjcene inscriptions as remnants of a language isolate,
a non-IE language spoken in Italy before the arrival of the
Indo-Europeans. As with both the Italic languages and the
Etruscans, the earlier archaeological evidence in the Adriatic
region indicates the presence of the Villanovan culture and
underlines the difficulty in assigning specific archaeo-ethnic
origins to the various peoples of Italy.

See also ITALIC UNGUAGES; MESSAPIC lANGUAGE. U.PM.]
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PIERCE
*terhr 'pierce by rubbing'. [lEW 1071-1072 (*ter-); Wat

70 (*ter;}-); GI 152 (*ther-H-)]. OIr tarathar'instrument for
. drilling', Lat tero 'rub, wear away', terebra 'instrument for

drilling', Lith liriu 'inqUire' (with a secondary meaning), trinD
'rub' (with secondary form), OCS tIr9 'rub', Alb tjerr'spin' «
'rub [yarn] back and forth'), Grk TEipw'pierce' TipETpOV

'instrument for drilling', 0 Ind tani- 'piercing'. Etymologically
uncertain. Grk riperpov points to a root of the shape *terhJ
but Grk rzrpoxjlcQ) 'inflict a wound', which may be related,
points to *terhJ-. It is pOSSible that the meaning 'pierce' is a
later'semantic development of *terh2- 'cross over' as has been
suggested for the Old Indic form.

*h2/3Ueg(h)- 'pierce'. [d. Puhvel 3:327-330]. OPers vag
'pierce', Hit huek- 'slaughter, butcher, slay' « *'stab, stick').
Though only sparsely attested, this word would appear likely
to be of PIE age.

*dh1,Jer- 'pierce'. [BK 144 (*dYaw-l*dY;}w-)l. Lith dOris
'prick, stitch', duriu 'thrust, stab', Arm dur 'tool, .gimlet'.
Various derivatives are seen in Lith dDrklas 'spit, dagger,
bayonet', Grk rVPXTJ 'two-pronged fork', Arm durk'dagger'.
At least a word of the center of the IE world. If it is seen in an
enlarged form *dhljerhx- in Hit duwamai- 'breaks, shatters',
OInd dhvarati 'bends, causes to fall, hurts', dhurvati 'injures,
causes to fall', dharti- 'injury', then we have evidence of great
antiqUity in IE.

*dhelg- 'sting, pierce'. IIEW 247 (*dhe1g-)]. OIr de1g
'needle, pin', MWels dala 'sting', Lat falx 'curved blade, pruning
hook', falcula « *dhJg-tleha-?) 'curved blade, pruning hook'
(the -a- in Latin is difficult), OE dale 'bracelet, brooch', Lith
dilgus 'stinging, smarting', dilge 'nettle', daIgis 'scythe'.
Apparently a western word in (late) IE, overlapping, in part,
the territory of the follOWing word.

*gwel- 'sting, pierce'. [lEW 470-471 (*gl)el-); Wat 24
(*gwel_); BK 359 (*q'Wal-l*q'W;)I-)]. OPrus gallan 'death (acc.)',
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Lith gelti 'sting (as a bee)', ge1uonis 'sting (of a bee)', Latv gals
'point',OCSielo'deplore', Grk ,BcAov17 'needle', 8iAAl8cs(pl.) .
'wasps'. Perhaps a word in some central dialects of (late) PIE.

See also AUGER; BEE; HARM; RUB. [M.N., D.Q.A.]

PIG
*sOs (gen. *s(uJu6s) 'pig (wild or domesticated (Sus

scrofa)'. [lEW 1038 (*56-s); Wat 67 (*50-); GI 508 (*s6-);
Buck 3.31;BK 169 (*sYaw-/*sYdW-)]. Lat sus 'pig; boar; sow',
Umb si- « *sO-) 'pig; boar; sow', ON syr'sow', OE sii 'sow',
OHG sii 'sow', OPms swintian 'swine, pig', Latv suv~ns 'young
pig', Alb thi « *sus) 'pig', Grk ~~'pig (wild or domesticated);
boar', avs 'pig (wild or domesticated); boar' (the Greek
doublet with initial S-, rather than the phonologically regular
h-, may reflect the influence of some non-Greek IE language),
Av hu- 'pig', NPers xuk 'pig', OInd sOkani- 'pig, boar', TochB
suwo 'pig'. Cf. the common derivative *sul)einos 'pertaining
to a pig': Late Lat surnus 'pertaining to a pig', ON svin 'swine,
pig', OE swfn 'swine, pig' (> NE swine), OHG sWfn 'swine,
pig', Goth swein 'swine, pig', Latv svins 'dirty', OCS svinii
'pertaining to a pig', svinija 'pig'. Cf. TochB swatiana misa
'pork'. With a short vowel *su- we have aIr soc 'pigs snout;
part of a plow', Wels hwch 'pig' (borrowed> NE hog) (Celtic
< *sukko-), Late Lat suculus 'young' sow', subulcus
'swineherd', OE sugu « *sukeha-) 'sow' (> NE sow), Myc su
qo-ta 'swineherd', Grk av,Bm'l11~'swineherd'. It has often been
assumed that the word for 'pig' is a derivative of *seuhr 'bear,
bring forth' (and thus we should reconstruct *suhxs rather
than *s6s). Such an assumption makes sense semantically in
that the pig is the only livestock animal to give birth to litters
and obviously that characteristic would be very salient to those
practicing animal husbandry It receives some support in the
Old Irish word for 'sow', bint, which is etymologically 'one
who bears'. Against such a hypothesis, however, is the fact
that in most early IE traditions this word is not restricted to
'sow' as this hypothesis might suggest. More difficult yet is
the fact that, if the root is *suhr as this hypothesis demands,
there is no easy explanation for all the forms with *su- (in
Celtic, Latin, Germanic and Greek). It is better to take the
root to be *su-, perhaps as others have suggested ultimately
based on a call to pigs (d. NE sooeyD. The long vowel would
be phonologically regular in the monosyllabic *sQs and also
regularly optional, by Lindeman's Law, in such disyllabic forms
as the genitive *S(u)l)as. Whatever its origin, this word is
clearly widespread and old in IE. It fails to appear only in
Armenian and Hittite, and since we do not know the Hittite
word for 'pig' (we have only the Sumerogram) its failure to
appear in that language may be only accidental.

*hleperos 'boar (adult male of Sus scrofa)'. [lEW 323
(*epero-); GI 434-435 (*qhweph_); Buck 3.23]. Lat aper
'boar', Umb apro- (the Italic a- rather than the expected *e
may reflect the influence of caper 'he-goat') 'boar', ON Jofurr
'prince', OE eo[or 'boar', OHG ebur 'boar', Latv vepris 'boar'
(borrowed from Slavic?), OCS vepri 'boar', Rus veprI 'boar'
(Baltic and Slavic with obscure v-). Probably belonging here
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as well is Thrac if3pos 'buck'. At least a word of the west and
center of the IE world.

*p6rfos'young pig, piglet', [IEW841 (*porfo-s); Wat 52
(*porko-); GI 508 (*phorfho-); Buck 3.31; BK 46 (*p[hjar-/
*p{hJ;;r-)]. Mlr are 'young pig', Lat pon'us 'young pig', Umb
purka 'pig', OE fearh 'pig' (d. NE {arrow), OHG [ar(a)h 'young
pig', OPrus prascian' 'young pig', Lith patsas 'young pig;
castrated male hog, farrow', OCS pras~ 'young pig', Rus
porosenok 'young pig', Av pdr;;sa- « *par;;sa-?) '± young pig',
Khot pasa- 'pig'. From *perl<- 'dig/root up the earth', i.e.
*porKos would be an agent noun, i.e. 'one who roots'. Pre
Iranian *porsoswas borrowed into Uralic (e.g., Finnish parsas
'pig').

?*keul- 'pig'. MWeis Culhwych Welsh mythological figure
associated with swineherds and boar-hunting « *keuIV- +
hwych 'sow'), Lith kiaOle « *keulijeha-) 'pig'. An isogloss
restricted to the northwest.

*ghor- 'young pig'. [lEW 445 (*ghers-)}. Alb derr 'pig,
hog, swine', derk 'piglet' « *ghor-n- or *ghor-ni-?) , Grk
XOlpo~ « *ghorjos) 'young pig; swine'. Perhaps a late word
of the center of the IE world; a derivative of *gher- 'bristle'.

?*tuorf6s 'boar'. [cf. lEW l032}. Oir tore 'boar', Av
()f3;;rdsa- 'boar'. The Avestan word is a hapax legomenon so is
not as secure as one would like but the apparent agreement
in form and meaning of the Avestan and Old Irish is good
evidence for PIE antiquity This word may be a derivative of
*tl)erJ<- 'cut', itself only sparsely attested in Grk aap~ 'flesh'
« *tuffs 'that which is cut off).

Archaeological Evidence
The wild pig (Sus scro[a) was encountered from the Atlantic

to the Pacific and was frequently hunted in both the Mesolithic
and Neolithic in quantities approaching those of red deer.
Pig domestication began by the seventh millennium BC in
Anatolia and southeast Europe. The distribution of the
domestic pig is of considerable interest. While it is found
across Europe, it tends to be absent from the steppe region
east of the Urals, i.e., territories which wer.e historically
associated with eastern Iranians and which may have served
as the putative staging area for Indo-Iranian and Tocharian
migrations. For example, it appears to be absent in the
Andronovo and Afanasevo cultures which have often been
assigned Proto-Indo-Iranian or Tocharian identities. Moreover,
the domestic pig, although found in the Ukraine and
Caucasus, is rarely encountered in the steppe region north of
~he Caspian or in the southern Urals until the Bronze Age. By
the Bronze Age, the domestic pig was introduced into these
more easterly regions and this may correlate with the
borrowing into Uralic (e.g., Finnish porsas 'suckling-pig') of
the Indo- Iranian or earlier IE form of the word for domestic
pig.

Pigs in IE Traditions
The pig in Indo-European beliefs is a mysterious, liminal

animal, having a wide variety of different associations with
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the otherworld and the supernatural. It is associated with
death and decay, burial and the underworld, and regarded as
a harbinger of death; it is associated with vegetation goddesses
and the cycle of crops; with heroes, but in a posture of defense
and mortality; with divine or otherworldly guidance; with
the sky and the sun; and with celebration and feasts. Most
Indo-European cultures seem to hold two or three of these
beliefs, although no one culture displays them all.

First, the association with death, the earth, and burial. The
Romans believed, according to Cicero's De Legibus (2.22.57)
nee tamen eorum antea sepulchrum est quam iusta facta et
poreus caesus est 'a tomb was not formally completed as such
until the rites had been performed and a pig killed'. On Roman
tombs, lions· most frequently represented death devouring a
victim, but boars and bears can be substituted. Boars are
especially popular on funerary monuments in Roman Ger
many, probably because the animal was more common there.
In Celtic stories, too, the pig has underworld connections: in
the tale of Mag Mucrime magic pigs come or are sent from
the gates of the underworld to ravage the land for seven years,
and in the Welsh story of LIeu Llaw Gyffes, sows feed hungrily
on the rotting flesh of LIeu as it falls from him while he is in
the shape of an eagle sitting in a tree.

On the reverse side of the coin, the pig is regarded as very
suitable food for a funeral feast. The Hittites, Gennanic tribes,
and Celts are particularly noted for having pig bones or even
entire skeletons buried in graves.,

The association of the pig with the underworld can be
explained by the habits of the animal. Not only do they wallow
in mud, they also root in the earth to find food. From medieval
times on, pigs had snout-rings to keep them from rooting up
the farmer's fields. Pigs also eat snakes, thereby overcoming
another chthonic creature. The pig is a rarity among animals,
a flesh-eater which does not actively hunt for meat. Seemingly
vegetarian, a pig will devour a dead or motionless body if it
comes ac~oss one, and this duality in its nature can be
perceived as sinister and unnatural.

The connection with earth leads fairly clearly to the
connection with vegetation goddesses. In Neolithic southeast
Europe, the pig is represented in sculpture as often as dogs,
bulls, and goats. There is the figUrine of a goddess wearing a
pig mask, and pig sculptures have marks where grain was
pressed into the clay

In Greek mythology, the pig is sacred to Demeter. It was
an essential part of the Eleusinian mysteries for purification
rites, and was featured on coins from Eleusis. At the
Thesmophoria festival, mourning Persephone's descent into
Hades and celebrating her return, suckling pigs were thrown
into underground caves to rot and be eaten by snakes. Three
months later, the remains were brought to the altars and mixed
with seed com for a good crop. The pigs represent Persephone,
who is called Pherrephate, the killer of piglets; she is taken
into the earth and apparently destroyed by death, but returns
and ensures another year's, fertility. According to legend, a
swineherd, Eubuleus, is the first to tell Demeter what has

happened to her daughter, and the tracks left by Hades'
kidnapping are obliterated by pig tracks. Diana also has an
association with boars: when her worship is neglected in
Calydon, she sends a monstrous boar to lay waste the crops.
This story is reminiscent of the Irish tale mentioned earlier of
the otherworldly pigs which lay waste all vegetation for seven
years.

In Scandinavian mythology, Freyja is the goddess of fertility
and crops, aided by her brother FreyI. Both of them own
pigs: Freyja has the boar Hildisvin (Battle Swine), whose shape
she allows her protege Ottar the Simple to assume as a disguise
in the poem Hyndluljoa. (This theme of humans taking pig
form is reminiscent of Circe's transformation of Odysseus'
men into swine.) Freyja is herself given the complimentary
epithet Syr'Sow'. Freyr owns a pig with golden bristles, made
for him by dwarves, which not only runs faster than a horse
but illuminates the night with its shining bristles.

The relationship between pigs and vegetation deities
undoubtedly has to do with the pig's earthy connections, but
also with its metabolism. Because pigs fatten very rapidly,
they can be seen to swell like the burgeoning crops, and like
the crops, their greatest value to man is to reproduce and be
eaten.

In its wilder aspect the boar is associated with warriors
and warrior virtues. Throughout Europe and Asia Minor, the

. boar hunt is a sine qua non for proving valor and worthiness.
Extended into myth, the pig can be a nocturnal disguise for
heroes who are avoiding pursuit or warding off enemies. The
boar becomes the symbol of the hunter and warrior, but almost
always from the perspective of the killer doomed in turn to
die, the warrior on the defensive. Boars as quarry have been
represented in art as far back as the fourteenth millennium
BC; we have an impressive cave painting of a fierce-looking
boar c 13,500 BC from Altamira, northern Spain.

In Greek mythology, nearly every hero kills his boar.
Herakles' third labor was slaying the Erymanthean boar;
Theseus killed the monstrous sow Phaea, and Meleager kills
the boar sent by Diana to ravage the countryside of Calydon,
a feat which results in a quarrel leading to his own death.
Odysseus, too, killed his boar, albeit offstage: his old nurse
Eurycleia recognizes him by the scar from a long-ago boar
hunt on his leg. In the Iliad, Homer uses lions and boars as
images of the hunt almost interchangeably: 'as a boar or lion
turns exulting in its power against the dogs and hunters'
(12.41). On Greek funeral monuments too the boar and lion
often appear, but while the lion is the victorious hunter, often
seen devouring its prey, the boar is the gallant loser,
representing the victim of death, the fighter who has been
conquered by the final adversary.

Boars and lions are also paired in Vedic myth: lndra,
chastising his son for arrogance, uses the metaphors, 'a fox
crept up to the lion from behind', 'a jackal attacked the wild
boar from ambush' (RV 10.28).

Another pointer showing the defensive, doomed aspect of
the warrior-boar may occur in Hittite. A ritual for purification
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after a military defeat calls for the sacrifice of a prisoner of
war, a pig and a dog. The bodies are cut in half, and put on
either side of a wooden gate flanked by fires near a river. The
army marches through and is sprinkled with river water.

In Scandinavian, Germanic, and Anglo-Saxon territory the
boar shows up frequently in its role of warrior on the
defensive. Boars are frequently engraved on helmets, helmet
plates, and shields, all defensive weapons, although there is
at least one sword from East Anglia stamped with three small
boars. An Anglo-Saxon helmet with a gilded boar crest
embellished with ruby eyes was recovered from a Benty
Grange tumulus, perhaps resembling the boar on cheekguards
mentioned in Beowulf whose function, we are told, was to
protect the wearer. Another Anglo-Saxon writer, Cynewulf,
tells us that the emperor Constantine be.fore his conversion
slept 'covered by the boar-sign', clearly under the animal's
protection. The Baltic tribe of the Aestii, according to Tacitus,
had boars on their helmets, and perhaps boar masks or
faceplates: a helmet-plate from Vendel, Sweden, shows a
warrior with what seems to be a boar mask with one tusk
protruding.

We also hear of a Swedish king who held as a great treasure
a boar helmet named Hildigbltr, ·Battle-pig' and a heavy neck
ring named SViagrIss 'Swede's piglet'. To this monothematic
collection he later added a second helmet, Hildisvln 'Battle
swine'-the name of Freyja's boar.

But overall, it is the Celtic tribes which value the pig most
highly. It is the most important sacred animal, depicted again
on helmets and shields, and worshipped as a god in a semi
anthropomorphic form. The god Moccus 'Pig' is identified
with Mercury, and there is also the British god Vetiris, whose
statues are ornamented with pigs and boars. The boar is
particularly prominent among the Celtic tribes in the time
just before the Roman domination, a time when the Celts
may well have felt on the defensive.

Even the swineherds share in the pigs charisma. The Welsh
hero Culwch is born where a swineherd is watching his pigs.
(This story has been explained as a transformation of an
original rendition in which he is fathered by the boar-god).
And in the Triads, there are three powerful swineherds of the
Isle of Britain: Pryderi, who brought the pig to Wales from
the otherworld, Drystan, who prevented King Arthur from
taking away one of King March's pigs, and ColI, who followed
a mysterious sow across the Island of Britain.

In central Spain and northern Portugal, many Celtic
hillforts are guarded by larger-than-life-size stone sculptures
of boars and bulls which overlook the cattle-enclosures. Thes.e
probably served a dual function of protection and fertility.

The flesh of the pork is valuable both to the living and to
the dead. Several Irish stories contain accounts of highly
ritualized disputes over the champion's portion of the pig at a
feast. Pork cuts were allotted by status: the leg to the king,
the haunch to the queen, and the boar's head to the charioteer.
Poseidonius observed that the thigh was the portion allotted
to the ranking champion. A whole pig or joints of pork were
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buried with the dead; a chariot burial in Champagne contains
a whole boar skeleton, although it is hard to know whether
this was meant as provisions for the journey, support for the
warrior, or even a psychopomp, Le., one who escorts the
deceased to the afterlife. In the north of England, too, Iron
Age burials frequently contained offerings of pigs as food.

Why did the boar have this image? Among dangerous
animals, it is almost unique in being hunted for food rather
than protection. The boar is a loner, and unlike the lion with
which it is so often compared, it does not pose a threat to
humans if it is left alone; when threatened and at bay, however,
no animal fights more fiercely. But its ferocity is of no avail;
boars which face lions or hunting parties are always doomed
to lose, just as warriors, however brave, must finally lose the
battle against death.

A fourth pig association, which is less culturally widespread
than the previous ones, connects the pig with divine or
supernatural knowledge and powers of prognostication, and
frequently divine origin. The most famous example is probably
in the third book of the Aeneid, when the priest of Apollo
advises Aeneas to travel to Italy and found a city where he
sees a white sow suckling thirty piglets under an ilex tree by
a river (Aeneid 3.390-393). The white color immediately
brings to mind the Welsh sow Henwen 'Old White' which
CoIl, one of the swineherds mentioned earlier, followed across
Britain. As she went, she gave birth to such prodigies as grains
of wheat and barley, a bee, a wolf cub, and a baby wildcat
(Culwch and Olwen). Certainly some otherworldly association
is traceable here. Following a pig can be perilous, too; the
Irish Finn follows a boar at first voluntarily and then by
compulsion, and ends up in a sidh under threat of getting
married (Duanaire Finn). The Welsh Pryderi, who has many
pig connections, follows a white boar into a mound; his
mother pursues him, and both must eventually be rescued
by Manawydan from the power of the otherworld (Mana
wyddan mac Llyr).

The Irish Diarmuid has a different problem: his foster
brother is an enchanted boar and their lives are bound together
by fate; predictably, they kill each other. Then there is the
Welsh Twrch Trwyth, a magical boar in Cu/wch and O/wen,
who carries a comb and razor between his ears; he is captured
by Mabon so that Culwch can fulfil his quest.

Certainly the Celts viewed pigs as having a divine origin.
It was the Tuatha De Danann who brought the pig to Ireland
(which was known in the Iron Age as Muic Inis, 'Island of
Pigs') and pigs came to Wales as a gift to Pryderi from the
king of the otherworld. These pigs were later fraudulently
obtained by Gwydion, causing a war between north and south
Wales. That some pigs remained in the otherworld we know,
because in one Irish tale a pig is killed and cooked every
evening for feasting, but is alive and whole again in the
morning (cL the never-ending supply of pork in Valhalla).

Many of these connections with the supernatural can be
explained by the pig's own characteristics. Pigs eat snakes,
and they apparently suffer no ill effects from snakebites
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because of their subcutaneous fat; according to one authority,
the pig is 'the only animal other than man capable of thinking
through a problem to a rational solution'. Pigs can be trained
to do any tricks a dog is capable of, and this obvious
intelligence in so earthy a creature seems so incongruous as
to require divine intervention. Rooting for truffles, too, is a
display of powers far beyond human capacity; it seems
miraculous that an animal can detect something buried up to
a foot deep. Pigs are also close to impossible to herd (and
therefore valueless to nomads); it can be frustrating to find
such a sluggish beast so easily able to evade its would-be
drivers.

Another point, which may help to explain the stories of
boars who are enchanted men, is that the pig is the only animal
other than man which will drink alcohol deliberately to the
point of drunkenness. The pig is physiologically more similar
to man than any animal except the primates, and this must
lead to a degree of fellow-feeling, on our part, at least.

To summarize, then, it seems that there are a number of
reasons why the pig was regarded by most of the Indo
European peoples as a sinister and supernatural creature, with
connections to the underworld and death, otherworldly
knowledge, and the world of men and heroes.

See also MAMMALs; PLow. [D.Q.A.,].PM., L.].H.l
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PILLAR see POST

PIN
?*dhe1g-'pin'. [IEW247 (*dhelg-)]. aIr delg'thorn, pin,

brooch', Corn delk 'necklace', ON dalkr'pin to fasten cloak;
dagger, knife', OE dale 'bracelet, brooch'. Possibly a word of
the west of the IE world.

?*nedskeha- 'tie, ring'. [lEW 758-759 (*ned-); Wat 44
(*ned-)]. aIr nasc (fastening tie, ring', OHG nuska 'metal
clasp'. If correctly reconstructed a word of the far west of the
IE world. From *ned- 'bind'.

Confined to the northwest periphery of the IE world,
although these terms may refer back to an organic predecessor

(d. Gerrnania 17 where Tacitus claims that the early Germans
fastened their cloaks with thorns), the referent of the *dhelg
may just as well have been a metal pin which is known from
the early Bronze Age in continental Europe and in the later
Bronze Age in the British Isles.

See also CLOTIUNG; TooL. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

PINE
*ptuis (gen. *pui6s) '(Scotch) pine, conifer (Pinus

sylvestris) , (any) conifer'. [lEW 828 (*peuk-); GI 543-544
(*pheu0-/*phuKh-); Buck 8.64; Fried 31-32; Camp 159
161]. aIr ochtach - ochtgach 'pine, fir', OHG fiuhca 'fir' (also
'pine'?), OPrus peuse 'pine', Lith pusis (dial. pI. puses showing
the remains of an old consonant stem) 'pine; fir', Grk 1rcVK11
'pine, spruce', Waigali pU<; 'species of pine'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*pit(u)- '(some form 00 conifer, (probably) pine', [lEW
794 (*pi-tu-); ef. Wat 47 (*pei;J-); GI 543-544 (*phith_); Fried
31-38]. Lat pInus « *pitsno-) 'pine', Alb pishe « *picso-)
'spruce, pine, fir', Grk (Homeric) 1rlrVC; 'pine, spruce', and a
bit more questionably Wakhi pit a species of tree, OInd puu
dam 'Acacia catechu' (a resinous tree with hard wood) or
'deodar' (a kind of pine). If the Asiatic cognates are accepted,
then a word of PIE status; otherwise, a word of the west and
center of the IE world.

*J{6ss - -J{os (gen. *J{tsos) '(Scotch) pine'. OE harajJ 
harad 'a wood', OHG hard 'mountain forest, wooded hills' «
*Kos-dhh1-0- 'pine-place'?), Khot ?saha-cara- 'Barleria cnstata',
?saha-marai (a plant name); from *.kosno- 'piney': OE cen
'torch (of resinous pinewood)', OHG ken - kien 'resinous
wood, torch', NDutch kien(spaan) '(piece 00 resinous pine
wood' (Gmc < Proto-Gmc *kezna- regularly by Grimm's Law
from pre-Gmc *gezna- itself by voicing assimilation from late
PIE *kezn6- with new full-grade), Rus sosna 'pine', Grk K"mVOC;

'pinecone; pine-seed; cone', K"mva 'pitch', 1(wvclOv'hemlock
(conium maculatum); giant fennel (FemIa communis)' (Greek
from lengthened grade *.kosno- 'that pertaining to pine'),
Shughni san] 'stout beam extending to the edge of the
bedstead', Oroshi san] 'post', Yazghulami san] 'beam' (Proto
Iranian *sanaka- with dissimilatory loss < *sasnaka- < *kosno
k(w)o- 'pine-beam'?), ? Khot sana- 'Celosia cristata, Ptychotis
ajowan'. The words preceded by a question-mark have as
their referents shrubs or herbs rather than pines and might
be considered semantically incompatible. However, it should
be pointed out that the relationship within Greek of K"WVOC;

and K'WVClOV has never been seriously doubted and that NE
hemlock includes among its referents both the herb Conium
maculatum and any tree of the genus Tsuga of evergreen
coniferous trees of the pine family Certainly a word of the
center and west of the IE world. If the semantically divergent
words from Iranian also belong, then we have evidence for
its widespread existence in PIE.

?*pfJlw)eha- (or *pl1rJlw)eha-?) 'pine' (or 'fir'?). [ef. lEW
822-823 (*perk!J u-s)]. Italian (dialect of the Trentino) porca
'fir' (borrowed from Raetic7), ON [ura 'pine', OE [urh-wudu
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problem other than (in the case of fir and spruce) one situated
in northwest Europe.

See also FIR; OAK; SAP; TREES, [PE, D.Q.A.j

PIT-COMB WARE CULTURE
The term Pit-Comb Ware culture can be applied specifically

to a culture of the c fifth-third millennia BC occupying the
territory between the east Baltic to the northern Ukraine. It is
also applied as a blanket term for a series of cultures stretching
across the forests from eastern Scandinavia to the Urals from
the fifth millennium BC onwards. These cultures nlight
include the Narva culture of the Baltic region, the Sperrings
culture of Finland, the Pit-Comb Ware culture proper of
western Russia to the Ukraine, the Upper Volga-Oka Pit-Comb
Ware (or Lyalovo) culture, the Kama Neolithic culture, and
the Ural Neolithic culture. Similarities between these different

. cultures are such that they can be treated as a single block
with reference to the Indo-Europeans.

In general, the Pit-Comb Ware culture occupied the forest
region of northeast Europe and settlements are primarily
confined to the Baltic, lakes, and rivers where the economy
was primarily, in most areas exclusively, based on hunting
fishing and gathering. The wild fauna is extensive but is
particularly comprised of red and roe deer, elk, aurochs, wild
pig and beaver with a considerable number of other species
(bear, fox, wolf, marten, otter, wolverine, lynx, etc.); coastal
sites have also yielded remains of seals. There is some evidence
for mixed farming in the Baltic, e.g., in the Narva culture of
Lithuania there is evidence for sheep and goat and sickle
blades attesting (perhaps) some agriculture. Evidence for
habitations often tends to be slight except in areas where
marine resources permitted longer term stable settlement, e.g.,
the Baltic coast. Normally, the evidence for settlement is
limited to transient camp sites in its earlier phases but by the
late phase there is some evidence for more substantial houses,
measuring up to 8 x 5 m in size, and sunken into the ground.
Tools comprised arrowheads, spearheads, harpoons, axes,
fishhooks and other implements appropriate for a hunting
gathering economy. The Pit-Comb Ware culture also made
use of pointed-based, frequently highly-decorated, pottery
Where the iconography is representational, it sometimes
depicts water birds.

The region of the Pit-Comb Ware culture would appear to
lie too far north of what is normally presumed to have been
an area of early Indo-European settlement. Moreover, its
culture, primarily hunting-gathering rather than agriculture
and stockbreeding, makes a very poor fit with the picture of
PIE culture derived from lingUistic evidence and later
technological items such as wheeled vehicles, metals, plows,
etc., would also be very foreign to the Pit-Comb Ware culture,
As its geographical location accords well with the later
distribution of the Uralic-speaking peoples and its economy
also accords in general with that reconstructed lexically for
Proto-Uralic it has often been regarded as the archaeological
expression of the Uralic language family. This equation,

'pinewood' (> NE fir), OHG for(a)ha 'pine'. These words have
been almost universally taken to be related in some fashion
to *perkwus 'oak'.

The complex situation involves several reconstructible
terms and, at first blush, almost a dozen referents but there
are basically three conifers involved in most of the reconstruct
ed meanings: pine (Pinus), fir (Abies), and spruce (Picea)
although cognate sets possibly ascribable to the last term tend
to be dialectally restricted, e.g., Balto-Slavic: OPms addle
'spruce', Lith egle 'spruce', Latv egle 'spruce', Rus elr'spruce'.
The Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris) was presumably the primary
or most frequent meaning of PIE *peuks. The second term,
*pit(u)-, is primarily confined to three Mediterranean stocks'
but may include Indo-Iranian examples as well. Although
Gamkrelidze and Ivanov have argued that the two roots may
retain an ancient distinction between *peuks 'pine' and
*pit(u)- 'fir', supposedly evident in the distinctive meanings
seen in the Greek cognates, neither the lexical evidence nor
that of the local botanical environments of the cognate stocks
requires this interpretation. What we can say is that despite
the plethora of early IE forms and meanings and the general
confusion of names, the data almost never include juniper,
cypress, cedar, yew nor any evergreen aside from pine, fir
and spruce (nor the larch). PIE *peuks was presumably then
a middle level taxon between 'conifer' and the three genera in
question, i.e., 'fir', 'spruce' and 'pine'. For these and for specific
types an adjective may have been added, as today with silver
fir and Scotch pine. The PIE conifer terms correspond
strikingly to terms in Finno-Ugric and may reflect an early
borrowing, e.g., Proto-Finno-Permian *peca as in Mordvin
pitse'pine', Proto-Finno-Ugric *piSka 'resin, pitch, gum', and
Proto-Finno-Ugric *puxi'tree'.

The fir (Abies), spruce (Picea) and pine (Pinus) were all
probably in the PIE area. Of these, the firs were mainly in the
hills and mountains except the white or silver fir of central
Europe. Pollen evidence indicates that in the period c 6000
3000 BC, the fir was spread from Spain and France in'the
west eastwards across the Mediterranean and central Europe
and then across the Ukraine and Russia through Siberia. It is
also frequent in Anatolia and was known from the Caucasus.
It' was absent, however, in Atlantic and northwest Europe
and throughout the Baltic region. The spruce grew on the
edges of highlands and across central Russia and Siberia west
to eastern France. It is also known from southwest Anatolia.
Prevalent in the Baltic region, it is however absent from
northwest and Atlantic Europe. Among the pines, two
occupied specific niches, e.g., the mountain pine (Pinu?
mughus) of the Carpathians, whereas the Scotch pine (Pinus
sylvestris), a distinctive tree with blue-green needles and bright
orange bark, was found over most of Eurasia and often formed
great forests, as it does still today Pine was used for building
dwellings, ships and other artifacts, and, as terms in
descendant languages suggest, also for tar, resin and the like.
The distribution of all three main conifers was so wide that
they could accommodate almost any solution to the homeland
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however, also has many critics as it has proven nearly
impossible to correlate the various Pit-Comb Ware cultures
with the inter-stock divisions of the Uralic language family or
their probable movements. Moreover, toponymic evidence
from this region suggests some reason to identify a strata of
non-Uralic (and non-Indo-European) language(s) in the Pit
Comb Ware area, especially in the Volga-Oka region.
Chronologically, many prefer to have the Proto-Baltic-Finnish
movement begin only in the last millennium BC and find its
ascription to populations in this area so many millennia earlier
as extremely doubtful. The widely disseininated presence of
(Indo-)Iranian loanwords in' the Uralic languages would also
suggest that their dispersal was later than the fifth or fourth
millennium origin of the various Pit-Comb Ware variants.
Finally; there is a body of scholars who prefer to situate the
original home of the Uralic languages at least east of the Upper
Volga if not east of the Urals altogether.

The fate of the Pit-Comb Ware culture is also problematic.
The Baltic, c.entral Russia, and the northern Ukraine were all
areas of the later Corded Ware horizon, e.g., Battle-ax culture,

. Fatyanovo culture, Middle Dnieper culture, which has
generally been associated with early IE movements. However,
these cultures appear.in some areas where we have no reason
to suspect early IE settlement, e.g., central Russia, and there
they have often been seen to have been culturally (and
presumably linguistically) assimilated by the descendants of
the Pit-Comb Ware populations.

. See also CORDED WARE CUllURE. U.PM.]

PLACE
·steh2tis(gen. ·st1)2teis) 'place'. [IEWI006 (*SCd-ti-); Wat

q4-65 ( *sca-); ~1143 (*sthlj-)). With zero-grade generalized:

Pit-Comb b. Reconstruction of hut at Voi Navolok; c. Antler
harpoons; d. Fishhook; e. Pit-comb pot from the Ukraine;
f. Waterbirds on pot fiom northern Russia.
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The PIE speakers undoubtedly knew and named many

plant species; however, only a small number of names for
plants are reconstructible. As PIE speakers moved into new
areas, new environments brought new plants (or new varieties
of old ones) and the disappearance of familiar plants. Names
for new plants and varieties come from new descriptive
phrases or by borrowing from other languages. Plants that
tended to keep their IE names were those which were
ecologically salient, especially food plants and trees.

The variety of plants known across Eurasia is so enormous
that it would be futile to assemble all of the plant names
possibly known to the earliest IE groups. On the' other hand,
there is at least some evidence of the types of plants exploited
and presumably known and named by prehistoric populations
across Eurasia. These may be recovered from archaeological
excavations in the form of well preserved seeds (from
waterlogged deposits such as obtain in lakeside settlements
in Alpine Europe) or the far more available evidence of
carbonized, Le., charred, seeds which may be found in most
environments. Moreover, the impressions of seeds may also
be found on the surface of prehistoric pottery and their
characteristic imprints can be identified to the level of genus
or possibly species. Another source of palaeobotanical
information derives from pollen which, in certain environ
ments, may be very well preserved and provide evidence not
only for the existence of various plants but also changes in
their abundan~e through time. As the IE homeland has been
variously placed in the region of Anatolia, southeast Europe,

and center of the IE world. A related fonn *spba-dh-eha- yields
ON spadi 'spade', OE spadu 'digging tool, spade' (> NE spade),
Grk (Y1ra9r, 'flat blade'.

*plut- 'plank'. [lEW 838 (*plouto-)). Lat pluteus 'shed,
penthouse; permanent breastwork; shelf, desk' (i.e., 'anything
made out of planks') « *p/utejos 'made out of planks'); with
full grade *ploutos: ON Heyor 'rafter', Lith plautas 'plank',
Latv plauts 'wall-plank'. Northwestern regionalism in late IE.

*sue1- ~ *se1- 'plank, board'. [JEW 898-899 (*seJ- 
*sl)e1-); Wat 68 (*swe1-)]. From *sl)e/: ON sylJ « *su/jom) 
svill « *sl)eljeha) 'doorsill, threshold', (pI.) svalar 'arcade',
OE syll « *suljom) 'doorsill, threshold' (> NE sil!), OHG
swe1li - swella 'doorsill, threshold', Grk (1EA{~ 'plank', l1EAPU
'beam', (Homeric) e15(J'(J'£A..po; 'well-benched; well-decked (of
a ship)' (the connection of-these Greek forms seems clear but
the appearance of PIE *51)- as Grk -(J'(1- is not altogether
'expected); from *seJ-: OE selma - sealma 'bed' « *'bedstead'),
Lith s1101as 'bench', sile 'trough', latv sile 'trough', Grk
(Hesychius) fAj1a-ra (pI.) 'planking, decking'. Perhaps Alb
gjolle 'a slab on which salt for livestock is placed, a salt-lick'
belongs here (if < *seleha-) rather than taking it as a derivative
of *sa1- 'salt'. The variation between *Sl)e/- and *sel- is not
well-explained but nonetheless we have evidence for a word
of the west and center of the IE world.

See also HOUSE; SHIELD. [A.D.Vl

PlAIT see TEXTILE PREPARATION

See also STAND [A.D.Vl

PlANK
*bhtlhabs (gen. *bhJhabos) 'plank, beam'. [lEW 122-123

(*bhe1eg-); Wat 7 (*bheIg-); Buck 9.51). ON bjalki «
*bhe1hai-eha-n-) 'beam', OE bale - balea « *bholhag-(o)
(-on)-) 'bank, ridge' (> NE balk), bolea « *bhJhai-on-) 'ship's
gangway', OHG balko « *bholhag-o-on-) 'beam', Lith
baliiena(s) 'flexible crosspiece on a sled', Latv baIziens 'binding
on sled', Rus (dial.) bolozno 'thick plank', Grk cpaA..ar~ 'post,
beam'. A variant *bhJK- is apparently to be seen in Lat fu1cio
'prop up, support with props', Grk cpaA1\T1; '± beam, plank,
rib of ship'. No known root connections. At least a word of
the west and center of the IE world.

*kJhrro-s 'plank'. [lEW 545 (*klaro-); Wat 28 (*keJ-);
Buck 9.52]. OIr clar'plank', Wels clawr'plank', Grk 1(A..ijpo~

'piece of wood for casting lots'. From *kel- 'strike, hew'. The
verbal root has many suffixes referring to something broken
or cut off, the means and the results of striking. Derivative
appears to be late IE with some independent developments..

*sphaen- 'flat-shaped piece of wood'. [lEW 980-981
(*sp(h)e-); Wat 63 (*spe-); GI 38 (*sphon-dh-); Buck 8.23].
Oir sonn 'staff; support', Wels [fon 'staff' (Celtic < *spondo-),
Lat sponda 'bedstead; bed', ON spann 'wood chip', OE span
'sliver, chip, shaving' (> NE spoon), OHG span 'wood chip'
(the Gmc forms as if < *spen- whose vowel is not well
exphiined), Grk l1CP7}v 'wedge', (Hesychius, Doric?) (J'rpavlov
'bed, couch'. Distribution indicates a word at least of the west

Lat stati6'position, station', ON staor'place', OE stede'place'
(> NE stead), OHG stat 'place, site' (> NHG stadt 'city'), Goth
stafJs 'place, land', Lith staCias 'standing', Grk (J''fa(J'lI; 'place,
setting; standing stature', Oind sthfti- 'position'; with full
grade generalized: ON (hug-) stceor'firm', OCSpo-statl'part,
manner', Av staiti- 'station'; Cf. *st{)2to- 'placed, standing':
Lat status 'standing', Lith status 'standing' (With semi-regular
shift to a u-stem), Grk (J'-ra-ro;'placed, standing', Oind sthita
'standing'. Widespread and ancient derivatives of *steh2
'stand (up)'.

*st812mon (gen. *st1)2mens or *st1J2mnos) 'what stands,
stature, position, warp'. [lEW 1007-1008 (*sta-men-); Wat
64-65 (*sta-); Buck 12.111. Mir samaigid 'sets down'
(denominative verb), Wels sefyll'a stand', Lat stamen 'warp',
OE stemn 'stem', OHG stam 'stem', Goth stomin 'stem', Lith
stomuo 'stature', Latv stamen 'body, torso', Grk (J'n1J.lwv 'warp',
OInd sthaman- 'position', TocM $tam 'tree', TochB stam 'tree'.
Distribution secures PIE status. From PIE *Steh2- 'stand'.

?*st1J2t1om - *steh2t1om 'place'. [lEW 1007-1008
(*sta-tIo-); Wat 64-65 (*sta-); Buck 12.11]. From *stJ;)2tIom:
ON st90ull'place', OE staool'place, foundation', OHG stadal
'station'; from *steh2t10m: Lat ob-stacu1um 'obstacle' « *'what
stands in fronf), OCS stadio 'place'. These words are very
likely to be independent creations in the three stocks that
show them.
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central Europe, northern Europe, and the steppe and forest
steppe region north of the Black and Caspian Seas, one may
obtain from the reports a brief checklist of the commonest
plants that have been recovered from archaeological sites of
the Neolithic and Copper Age, the period of or immediately
preceding the expansion of the IE language family. As with
the lexical evidence, the greater majority of the plants
recovered are varieties of Cerealia. But a general survey of the
main European and southwest Asian crop plants does indicate
something of the breadth of the elements present or missing
from our reconstructions of the PIE botanical vocabulary.

CHENOPODLACEAE

Two main plant groups belong to the Chenopodiaceae
which may have been known to the earliest IE communities.
The first genus is the sugar beet (Beta vulagaris) which is
found exclusively in Europe. Although it was exploited as a
potherb and as fodder in the Greek and Latin worlds, its
presence in earlier sites appears to be minimal and it is not
listed as one of the plants recovered from Swiss lakeside sites
which offer by far the largest roster of Neolithic and Eneolithic
plant remains. On the other hand, Chenopodium 'album
(goosefoot), was widely found across Europe and clearly
exploited since the Mesolithic (in the New World it is the
ancestor of qUinoa, one of the primary plants of early Peruvian
agriculture). However, the Chenopodiaceae do not appear to
be a part of the early IE lexicon.

COMPOSITAE

Among the Compositae, it is at least remotely possible that
some early IE communities may have become acquainted with
the safflower (Carthamus tinctorius) and lettuce (Lactuca
sativa) which were both domesticated in th€ Near East,
particularly in Egypt. The latter spread through the
Mediterranean and was extensively employed among the
ancient Greeks and Romans.

CRUCIFERAE

It is with the Cruciferae that we at least encounter some of
the plants that show some interstock linguistic cognates. The
turnip (Brassica campestris) is indicated by *repeha- 

*rapeha-, a culture word that appears in Italic, Germanic,
Baltic, Slavic and Greek. It was widely found over Europe
and recovered from Neolithic deposits in the Swiss lakeside
sites. It was initially grown for its oil (rape seed) and the edible
turnip is a relatively recent development. There is also an
early term for the cabbagelkale/cauliflower (Brassica oleracea)
whose domestication is normally attributed to various regions
of the Mediterranean. The IE *kau16s, attested in Latin, Greek
and Hittite poses some problems as the word may have derived
from an IE word meaning 'stalk' and is, therefore, less easily
derived from some non-IE Mediterranean source. The dates
of its earliest domestication are unknown although kale, for
example, is attested in Greece c 600 BC. Mustard (Brassica

. nigra) is generally regarded as a cultigen derived from

Anatolia-Iran but it is recorded already frDIn Neolithic levels
in Alpine Europe. There does not appear to be any name for
this plant of IE antiquity nor for the radish (Raphanus sativa),
although the latter may have been confined to Egypt and the
eastern Mediterranean in earlier prehistory. Watercress
(Rorippa nasturtium-aquaticum) , well represented in early
Irish literature and also employed as a medicinal plant in the
classical world, is similarly absent from the IE lexicon.

GRAMINEAE

The Gramineae (grasses) as they comprise also the cereals
are the primary focus of the reconstructed botanical lexicon.
The variety of different cereals is in no way matched by the
variety of IE terms and we are generally left in some doubt as
to which specific variety of wheat or barley was being referred
to. For example, the range of terms for 'wheat' only includes
*puhxros and possibly *sepit although the types of wheat
widely found over all perspective IE homelands comprise at
least Triticum monococcum (einkorn), Triticum turgidum
(Emmer, durum) , and Triticum aestivum (bread wheat, spelt),
On the other hand we have an abundance of terms for 'barley'
(*ghresdh(i), *h2eJbhit, *bhars, and *meig(h)-) although
there are only two main types (Hordeum distichum and
Hordeum hexastichum). However, distinctions may have also
been made as to whether the different varieties were hulled
or free-threshing. There are also a considerable number of
terms for 'grain' (*ses(j)o-, *jel)os - *lCl)Om, *gIhanom,
*dhohxneha-, *dthxl)eha- and perhaps *h2ed-) which may
conceal a more specific original sememe. There are geo
graphically restricted terms of some IE antiquity for oats
(Avena sativa), i.e., *hael)is and rye (Secale cereale), i.e.,
*rughis and *h2ereha-. On the other hand, although millet
(Panicum miliaceum) is relatively widespread in Eurasia from
the Neolithic period onwards, we appear limited to a rather
banal derivative, *melh2-, based on the word for 'grind' and
confined to several European languages and a Latin-Iranian
isogloss built on *pano-. Finally, there are a variety of
temperate grasses such as meadow fescue (Festuca pratensis),
tall fescue (Festuca arundinacea) , timothy grass (Phleum
pratense) and smooth brome (Bromus inennis) which should
have drawn the notice of early farmers in Europe as they
colonized deforested areas and became abundant enough to
serve as animal fodder. Hints of these in the lE lexicon
occasionally occur, e.g., OPrus pure 'brame-grass' from
*puhxroswhich in many other IE stocks is translated 'wheat'.

LEGUMINOSAE

Along with cereals, legumes were the other main com
ponent of the 'Neolithic package' of domesticated plants that
spread across Europe from southwest Asia. The two principal
early legumes were the pea (Pisum sativum) and the chick
pea (Cicer arietinum). Although these words have some
antiquity among the lE stocks, their distribution does not
support their ascription to PIE status. The name of the 'pea',
for example, may be reconstructed as *hleregWo- but it is
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only attested in Italic, Germanic and Greek and at least one
of the stocks reflects a borrowing; in fact, the word itself has
often been presumed to be a late loan into several of the IE
stocks from someMediterranean source. Its linguistic ancestry
notwithstanding, the domestic pea was so widely known
across Eurasia in the Neolithic that it is very difficult to imagine
an IE homeland in which it would not have been known. On
the other hand, the word for chick-pea, *kiker-, is confined
to Mediterranean languages (Latin, Macedonian and Anne
nian) and was also geographically circumscribed to southern
Europe, at least during the Neolithic. A third legume, the
field or broad bean (Vida faba) is attested in the west and
center of the IE world (Italic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic) as .
*bhabheha- and in Albanian and Greek under the' form of
*bhaRo/eha-. A domesticate of southern Europe, it probably
did not appear among the ancestors of the northwest Euro
peans until the third or second millennium BC. The vetches,
both common vetch (Vida saliva)· and bitter vetch (Vida
ervilia), as well as the grass pea (Lathyrus sativus) are attested
archaeologically among Neolithic cultures of Anatolia and
southeast Europe with some extension into central Europe
but other than the occasional transference of another IE term
to indicate one of these plants, e.g., Lat ervum 'vetch' (when
the other cognates indicate the 'pea'), there is no evidence for
IE antiquity for any of these crops. Although more widely
dispersed and associated with the initial expansion of domestic
cereals from southwest Asia, the lentil (Lens culinaris) is also
unretrievable from the IE lexicon although it was likely to
have been known to early IE speakers.

LILIACEAE

Two words relating to the Liliaceae (onions, garlic, and
leaks) appear to be of some IE antiquity An early *kremhxus
'(wild) garlic' would appear to refer to either Allium sativum
or Allium ursinum while *aJu- is even more unspecific as it
refers to some esculent root with the more precise meaning
of 'garlic' in Lat alium - allium. None of these are widely
found and their area of domestication, like that also of Allium
cepa (onion), is generally thought to lie on either the northeast
fringe of southwest Asia or perhaps further north in Central
Asia or Afghanistan. Garlic is believed to have been domestic
ated by c 2000 BC in Mesopotamia and .earlier in Egypt.

LINIACEAE

A word for 'flax' (*linom) is confined to the IE stocks of
northwest Europe (Celtic, Italic, Baltic, Slavic, possibly
Germanic) and Greece. Flax (Linum usitatissimum) was.
domesticated quite early in southwest Asia and is found on
Neolithic sites at least from central and northern as well as
southeast Europe but is not recorded until quite late in the
regions north of the Black Sea.

MORACEAE

Hemp (Cannabis) is found from western Europe to Central
Asia (and beyond into China where it was the principal fibre

PlANTS

plant) and is likely to have been known to early IE speakers
either in their homeland (no matter where situated) or during
their expansions. Lexically, however, the only reconstructed
term, *kannabis is a culture word borrowed between various
IE stocks, presumably at some later date after their formation.

'Other fOnTIS of Moraceae such as the fig (Ficus carica) are
confined to southwest- Asia and Greece in the Neolithic and
do not appear to have any great IE lexical antiquity (Lat fIcus,
Grk O"VK'OV, and Arm ('UZ are all believed derived from some
common "Mediterranean" source). The cultivation of hops
(Humulus lupulus) seems to date no earlier than the Middle
Ages and this species lacks any obvious lexical antiquity
among the IE stocks.

ROSACEAE

The Rosaceae comprise a large number of plants, bushes
and trees with edible fruits and berries that were clearly
exploited over broad areas of Europe and into parts of Asia
since the Neolithic. But other than the apple, almost all others,
irrespective of their distribution or the antiquity of theiT
exploitation, are with only great difficulty ascribable to IE
antiquity or, if there are cognate fonns, their original meaning
is apparently beyond recovery. Generally, forms such as
*ha6geha-, *hx6h;LO/eha-, and *sr6hags, all '± berry, fruit' must
do for a wide variety of edible fruits. For example, one of
these fOnTIS may conceal the word for 'strawberry' as it was
widely dispersed since the Neolithic in the wild state over
central and northern Europe, i.e., those regions where we
might expect some form of northwest isogloss. From its
quantity on archaeological sites of all periods, it was clearly
collected since at least the Neolithic but cultivation did not
take place until about the fourth century AD. A very similar
situation obtains for raspberries and blackberries (Rubus) for
which we can reconstruct *m6rom: Grouped here are also
several important fruit trees such as Prunus domestica (plum),
cherries (Prunus avium and Prunus cerasus), and the pear
(Pyrus). Pips of most of these are known from Neolithic sites
of temperate Europe although deliberate dome~tication does
not usually occur until Roman times. These provide further
examples of food resources, probably exploited by the
ancestors of at least some IE stocks, but which seem to lack
any widespread set of cognate tenus. Only the pear (Lat pirum,
Grk alrlov) seems to have a common, presumably non-IE
source.

UMBELLIFERAE

The main domestic variety of the Umbelliferae that offers
a name of some antiquity is the *m[k- '± carrot' with cognates
in Germanic and Slavic indicating the carrot and an obscure
term in Greek indicating a wild vegetable. The natural distribu
tion of the carrot is from southern, primarily Mediterranean,
Europe eastwards to Iran and Afghanistan although it is also
found often on Swiss Neolithic and early Bronze Age lakeside
dwellings. The origin of the domestic carrot has been seen
either in or around Afghanistan and the spread of the domestic
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carrot to the west occurred during the medieval period,
arriving in Turkey by the tenth century and Spain by the
twelfth century AD. From this it is evident that the proto
form among the IE stocks referred to a wild plant.

VITACEAE .

Two possible words referring to the 'vine' or 'grape' are
known from the early IE lexicon. The primary term is *1Joinom
which is attested in Italic, Albanian, Greek, Armenian and
Anatolian. The precise referent has always posed some pro
blem and it may refer to the vine, Le., Vitis vinifera which, in
the wild state, could be found dUring the Neolithic from Iberia
east to beyond the Caspian Sea and as far north as southern
Britain and even southern Sweden. The domestic grape, on
the other hand, appears in the Near East around the fifth or
fourth millennium BC and in southeast Europe by the third
millennium. A more poorly represented and phonologically
problematic word is *tris- which Yields the meaning of 'vine'
in Slavic and Greek and more generalized meanings ('seedling,
offshoot') in Albanian.

PAPAVERACEAE

The one well-known representative of the Papaveraceae,
the poppy (Papaver somniferum), is at least known in late IE
guise as *mehak- where it is found in Germanic, Baltic, Slavic
and Greek. Unlike most of the domesticates, the wild poppy
(Papaver setigerum) is native to the western Mediterranean
and it is found as a crop weed from Iberia to the Black Sea
but is absent from Greece and southeast Europe until the
early Bronze Age, Le., c 3000 BC. Its place of domestication
has been sought in the west Mediterranean.

See also AGRICULl1JRE: ANGELICA; BARKl ; BEAN; BERRY; BRANDI;

CHAFF: CHICK-PEA: FEED: FlAX; FLOWER; FORK (OF-TREE); GRAIN;
GRASS: HElLEBORE; HEMP; HENBANE; KNOT2; lEAF; MISTLETOE:

Moss; MULBERRY; NETILE: PEA; Poppy; REED; SAP; SHOOT:

SPLINTER: STALl<; THORN; TREE; TREES; VEGETABLES; WINE.

[D.Q.A., j.PM.)
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PLAY
"'loid- 'play; jest'. [JEW666 (*leid-); Wat 36 (*leid-)]. Olat

loidus - loedus 'game', Lat ladus 'game', lado 'play', Grk
(Hesychius) Ai'n « *lidje/o-) 'plays', AOlDoptro 'insult,
abuse'. Though attested in only two stocks, it represents the

. only possibly. reconstructible word for 'play' in PIE.

PLEASE
"'plehak- 'please'. [ef. JEW831 (*pla-k-); Wat 51 (*plak-);

GI 371]. Lat placeD 'please, am pleasing', placo 'smooth; calm,
appease, pacify', TochAB plak- 'be in agreement', TocM
plakam 'permission', TochB plaki 'understanding, agreement'
(Tocharian nouns < *plehakmen). From *plehak- 'flat'. The
presence of this verb in both Latin and Tocharian suggests
that it was at least a late PIE term.

See also FAVOR; HAPpy. [D.Q.A.]

PLOW
"'haerhJielO- 'plow'. [JEW 62-63 (*ar(J)-); Wat 3 (*arJ-);

GI 593-594 (*har-); Buck 8.21; BK 400 (*l1ar-/*I1Jr-) I. Mir
airid'plows', Wels arddu'plow', Lat ar6'plow', ON erja 'plow',
OE erian 'plow' (> NE ear), OHG erran 'plow', Goth arjan
'plow', OPms artoys 'farmer', Lith ariD 'plow', OCS orj(J 'plow',
Grk aporo 'plow', TochAB are 'a plow'. Widespread and old
in IE. Note the widespread derivative *haerh]trom 'plow':
MIr arathar'plow', Wels aradr'plow', Lat aratrum 'plow', ON
aror'plow', Lith arklas 'plow', Grk aporpov 'plow', Arm arawr
'plow'. It has often been suggested that Hit hars- - harsiya- '±

till the earth' belongs here (if so the root would be *h2erh3-) ,

reflecting an extended PIE *h2erh]-s-. On the other hand,
the Hittite word has also been taken as a borrowing from
some Semitic source, e.g., Akkadian harasu 'plant', harasu
'dig a furrow', or western Semitic *haras- (= Akkadian eresu)
'plow'. If the word is inherited, as ultimately seems more
probable, it greatly strengthens our ability to reconstruct plow
agriculture to PIE.

"'UogWhnis'plowshare'. [JEW 1179-80 (*l)ogVhni-s); Wat
78 (*wogWh-ni-); GI 595 (*wogh°ni-)). Lat v6mis 'plowshare',
ON 'vangsni 'plowshare', OHG waganso 'plowshare', OPrus
wagnis'coulter', Grk 6tpv{~'plowshare'. At least a word in the
west and center of the IE world.

"'mat- 'hoe, plow'. [IEW700 (*mat-); Wat 39 (*mat-); Buck
8.28]. Lat mateola 'hoe', OHG medela « *matileha-) 'plow',
OCS motyka 'hoe, mattock', NPers amaj « *-matac-) 'plow',
OInd matya- 'harrow'. The obviously related OE mattoc
'mattock' (> NE mattock) is usually taken as a borrowing from
a late lat *matteuca. The geographical distribution of the
reflexes of this word strongly suggests PIE status. The semantic
range of the cognate terms is probably explainable by reference
to the very early systems of breaking the soil either by hand
with a stone hoe or antler mattock which might also serve to
be dragged by traction as a primitive plow.

"'hll.,oketeha- 'harrow, rake'. [IEW22 (*oketa); Buck 8.281 ..
Wels oged'harrow', Late Lat occa « *ot(i)ka < *okita) 'harrow',
OE eg(e)oe 'harrow, rake', OHG egida 'harrow', OPms (pI.)
aketes 'harrow', Lith (pI.) akiCios 'harrow', Latv ecesas 'harrow'
(the Baltic forms with e- have assimilated the first vowel to
the second; the length of the second vowel is also secondary),
Oss adceg« *agc£d) 'furrow'. Related are Grk oypoc;'furrow',
(Hesychius) 6~{va 'harrow', Hit akkala- 'furrow' or perhaps
'type of plow' (the context is ambiguous). The underlying
verb *hll4£k- 'rake, harrow' is seen in OE eegan 'rake, harrow',

[M.N.)
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Plow a. Hand ard (Switzerland, founh millennium BC); b. Crook
ard (Germany, second millennium BC), c. Crook-ard (Poland,
second millennium BC); d. Ard from Yamna bUrial; e. Plowing
scene on rock art (Italy, c 3000 BC); f. Stone shaft -hole ax (or
plowshare?) from Neolithic Hungary:
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Archaeological Evidence
The plows reflected in the linguistic evidence would

generally have been metal plows. The earliest of these metal
plows appears in the Near East toward the end of the second .
millennium BC and in Anatolia by c 900-700 BC. Mefal plows
appear subsequently in Italy by c 600 Be and among the
Celts by c 500-400 BC. But the original PIE referents would
surely have been wooden plows (with stone shares). Even
the earliest wooden plows had a marked impact on agricultural
production in that they were capable of increasing the
cultivated area by three times as well as permitting the
expanSion of agriculture onto soils which simple hoe
agriculture would have found too difficult. The earliest
evidence for the plow is generallyset to the Near East in about
the sixth millennium BC; later evidence for the plows are to
be found in the pictographic scripts of the Near East, both at
Uruk in Mesopotamia and in proto-Elamite layers in Iran,
that would date to c 3500-3000 BC. These depict a two
handled plow with a compOSite draught pole while the earliest
evidence for plows in Europe tend to reflect single-handled
plows, Le., crook ards. While one might expect that these
simple plows would have served more as seed drills than for
turning the soil, there is evidence of asymmetrical plow-marks
already from the fourth millennium BC which suggests that
the tip of the plow could be angled to tum the soil as well as
scour it. Evidence for the earliest appearance of the plow in
Europe rests primarily on these chance discoveries of plow
marks on prehistoric sites and the actual remains of plows in
water-logged contexts. There is clear evidence for scratch
marks in the soil, made by primitive plows, from at least
Britain to Poland in the period c 3500-3000 BC while the
earliest actual remains of plows are known from c 2300-2000
BC (the earliest identified European plow derives from
Lavagnone, Italy). That plows may ha~e predated the late
fourth millennium BC has been argued on the basis of three
further pOSSible lines of evidence. The first of these are
polished stone adzes which appear in the Linear Ware and
other Neolithic cultures which probably served primarily for
working wood but which have also been interpreted by some
as plowshares. A very large perforated stone 'ax' recovered
from a site of the Lengyel culture has also been regarded as a
plowshare. In Brittany, megalithic art of the fourth millen
nium BC also depicts what have been interpreted as 'ax-plows'.
A final source of evidence is to be seen in the splayed phalanges
of cattle, which suggests their use in traction. Such evidence
has been recovered from the Balkans from the period of the

OHG eggan 'harrow', Lith aketi - ek€ti 'harrow', Latv ecet
'harrow' . Widespread and old in IE.

?*ghel- 'plow'. [JEW 434 (*ghel-); Wat 2 (*ghel-); Buck
8.21; BK 230 ( *gal-/*gdl-)]. Lith il10lis 'sleeper, tie', Arm jlem
'plow', Olnd hala- 'a plow'. The Old lndic word is attested
only rather late (in the epics). Other than that, the apparent
connection of at least the Armenian and' Old Iridic would
suggest a word of the center and east of the IE world.
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Vadastra culture, Le., C 4500 BC. The presumption here is
that animal traction was earliest associated with plowing, while·
its use in drawing wagons began in the mid-fourth millen
nium. Moreover, a simple "rope traction ard" , which could
be pulled by fanners without recourse to oxen, may also have
preceded the plow and several have been recovered from
Neolithic contexts in Denmark.

The use of the plow, which seems clearly attested across
the early IE world and hence is attributed to the PIE com
munity itself, also bears social implications. The earliest
agriculture probably did not involve the use of the plow but
merely digging sticks or hoes, tools which are often found in
the ethnographic record to correlate with women carrying
out the bulk of agricultural chores and hence matrilineal
systems of inheritance which generally involved the lineage
rather than the individual family as owner. In plow
agriculture, the role of the male is commonly found to become
more important and the inheritance system tends to patrilineal
descent and the land itself becomes an inheritable commodity.
Both the evidence of the Indo-European kinship nomenclature
and the existence of *haerh3ie/o- 'plow' suggest that the earliest
Indo-Europeans correlate with this latter form of plow
agriculture rather than that of digging sticks which is
presumed for the earliest agriculturalists in the Near East and
Europe.
See alsoAGRICULTIJRE; BRANCH; FIELD; FURROW; TooL. [D.Q.A.,

].PM.]

Further Reading
Sherratt, A. (1981) Plough and pastoralism: Aspects of the secondary

products revolution, in Pattern of the Past, ed. N. Hammond et

aJ., Cambridge, 261-305.

POET
*ksru- 'one who sings or praises, poet'. [lEW 530

(*karu-);. Wat 27 (*karu-); GI 177 (*kherH-)]. Grk K7}pv~

(Doric 1(apv~ 'herald', OInd kanl- 'one who sings or praises,
poet'. From *kar- 'praise'. The semantic relationship whereby
a word for 'herald' in Greek is eqUivalent to 'poet' in Old
Indic reqUires some explanation. Indic literature prOVides
some evidence that the karu- wandered from one client to
another which could have resulted in a dual role, one that
not only involved the artistic creation of verse but also a means
of conveYing messages, Le., he may also have carried out some
of the duties of a herald.

*lJot- 'seer, poet'. [JEW 1113 (*vat-), Wat 78 (*wet-); GI
699 (*wath-)]. aIr faith 'seer', Gaul ov&rEt~ 'seer', Lat Yates
'see, poet', ON oor'poetry; madness', OE wop 'song, poetry',
wod'madness' (> archaic NE wood 'mad'), OHG wuot
'madness', Goth wads 'mad, insane'; cf. also Wels gwawd
'poetry'. The meaning of a divinely inspired seer is well enough
attested between Celtic and Italic although its extended
meaning 'poet' does not occur in Latin until about the first
century BC. A lengthened grade derivative of PIE *vet- 'blow'
s~en in Grk (Hesychius) aerf.la 'flame of a fire', aerf.lov 'spirit',

avr}l~ 'breath', Av aipi-vat- 'blow, inspire', Olnd api-vat
'blows upon, fans; blows in, inspires'. The Greek word~

suggest we should reconstruct *haI,Jet- 'blow' and thus *haI,Jat
for 'seer, poet'. As a word for a 'poet' it still appears confinec
to the extreme west of the IE world.

??*gWrhrdhos'poet' « *gWrhrdhehl- 'put praise'). [IE"
478 (*gl)er(d)-); Wat 25 (*gWerd-); BK 364 (*q>Wur-,
*q'"'or-)J. aIr bard 'bard', Wels bardd, Gallo-Lat bardus'bard'
Attested nominally only in Celtic and verbally only in Indo
Iranian, Le., Av gardm da- 'give praise', OInd giralJ1 dha- 'give
praise'. The forms, although composed of PIE words, would
appear to be innovations in each of their respective areClS.

See also POETRY; PRAIsE; PRIEST; SACRED. [D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1995) How to Kill a Dragon: Aspects of Indo-European

Poetics. New York and Oxford, Oxford University Press.

POETRY
Although no reconstructed word survives to designate

'poetry' in PIE, its existence is unchallenged as the possession
of a poetic tradition would appear to be a near cultural
universal and is certainly found among all the earliest attested
IE stocks. Furthermore, although we may reconstruct only
two words for 'poet', *karu- (a late IE isogloss joining Greek
and Indo-Aryan) and *voc- (a word of the extreme west of
the IE world), nevertheless most early Indo-European stocks
reveal a class of men who served as poets or priests skilled in
the construction of verse. The work of these earliest poets,
whether known from Ireland, Greece or the old Indo-Iranian
world, was exclusively oral rather than written and sources
des'cribe the many years reqUired, for example, by an Irish
druid in the learning of the vast corpus of poems, metrical
rules, and other prereqUisites of a poet. There is also some
evidence that the craft of poetry was treated as a specialist
skill, like any other craftworker, and may have been lodged
with particular families. The authors of the hymns of the
fi.gveda, for example, can be assembled in familial relation
ships with one another, there were Greek confraternities of
poets, and certain Irish families such as the O'Higgins or
O'Mulconrys maintained family traditions of poets. Indeed,
early Irish tradition reqUired that one should belong to a poetic
family for at least three generations in order to be regarded as
a true poet.

The poet as a craftsman can be seen in the preservation of
metaphorical expressions that describe how the poet created
his poetry. Both Greek and Indo-Iranian prOvide evidence of
a PIE *I,Jekwos teKs- 'fashion speech' CGrk brelOv ri1(rov£~,

Av vacas-tasti-, OInd vacas- tak$-) where the meaning of the
verb *teKs- is extended beyond the semantic sphere of
building. Thus, there are verses in the fi.gveda (RV 5.2.11)
where we read 'as a skilled craftsman makes a chariot, I, a
devout worshipper, have composed this hymn for you, 0
mighty one'. And in Welsh, the poet may be termed the
'carpenter of the song'. In addition to the image of a 'word
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carpenter' (d. also in NE word-smith) we also find that of the
weaver of verse employed as well, where PIE *ljebh- 'weave'
underlies OE wordcrreft wref 'he wove poetry', Grk /I1J(Jovt; .
Kaz J.lr,c5ecx 1raa[v vtpcxzvov 'they have woven words and
thoughts for all', and in Avestan the root for 'weave' (vaf-) can
also be employed in the meaning 'to praise'. Another root
indicating 'weave', PIE *ljeg-, underlies OIr figid 'weaves',
seen in the expression faig ferb fithir 'the master weaves the
word'. Finally, the poet might be 'the maker' par excellence
as in Greek 1rOll1n1t; 'maker, poet, writer'.

The Proto-Indo-European poet was a professional. What
ever the exact image the poet as craftsman took, he was worthy
of his hire, as the etymological comparison of aIr cerd 'craft;·
poetry' (also 'craftsman; poet') or Wels cerdd 'craft; poet~
poem' with Grk K£pc5ot; 'gain, profit' suggests. The fl.gveda
tells of rewards to poets such as 'two-hundred cows, four
horses, and two wagons' (RV 7.18), a vast sum even for a
king to expend. The poet was worth the expense, however,
because only he, as the professional preserver of the spoken
word, could provide his patron the 'imperishable fame' that
was the central goal of the heroic warrior.

The creative act of the poet is generally associated with the
concept of his 'seeing' or 'hearing' his verse, e.g., Olnd sa etat
saktam apasyat 'he saw the hymn' and the inspirer of verses,
the deities, speak directly to the poet. This inspiration can be
seen in Old Indic tradition, for example, where the
embodiment of sacred speech, the goddess Vac, declares that
it is with her help that one 'hears what is said though not
knowing it' (RV 10.125.4) and the common introduction to
the more arcane verses of Old Irish, co cloth nI'something is
heard', Le., something from "outside" inspires the poet. In
this way, the poet is presented as the instrument of reception,
inspired by a creative impulse that derives from outside of
himself; in short, the poet is "wired into" the world of creativity.

Indo-European Metrics
The quest to reconstruct the "anginal" metrical system of

the Indo-Europeans has extended almost to the beginnings
of comparative philology, but in terms of convincing results,
these have been either illusive or confined to a few interstock
similarities. For example, comparison between 12-syllable
Greek verse and the 12-syllable jagatI form of the fl.gveda
have prompted some to postulate a PIE 12-syl1able line. A
companson of the II-syllable Greek saphic verse with the
II-syllable tri~tubh form of Old lndic verse yields a PIE 11
syllable line. One can descend in length with the IO-syllable
saphic form and early Slavic verse. A shorter 8-syllable line
has also been attributed to PIE and this may be found in the
traditions of the Romans, BaIts, Slavs, Greeks, Anatolians,

. and Indo-Aryans. Here we find, for example, verse expressed
in lines of seven or eight syllables, with a caesura dividing at
4 + 4 (or 3) or 5 + 3 syllables, e.g., the opening of the first
hymn of the fl.gveda (agnim lJe I pur6hitam, Le., 4 + 4). The
problem with all of these "comparisons" is that they are not
in the strict sense "reconstructions" as one employs the term

POETRY

in the comparative method in linguistics, Le., unlike the
comparison of two cognate words, there is no guarantee that
lines of poetry in two· different IE stocks are necessarily
"cognate" or inherited from a proto-form; other than a number
of phrases we simply lack cognate lines of PIE verse in two
different major language stocks.

There have been attempts to go beyond the specific to the
more general in describing the main tendencies of IE oral
poetry. For example, irrespective of the number of syllables,
it has been suggested on the basis of Greek and Old Indic
poetry that there are at least stable patterns such as a constant
number of syllables per line, a uniform succession of short
and long syllables, a break within the longer lines of verse
forms. However, even all these can be reduced to oft-observed
general tendencies but not necessarily norms of their
respective stocks to say nothing of PIE.

Poetic Diction
Studies of oral tradition have uncovered evidence that the

poet frequently uses certain groups of word in his poetic
diction that may be employed under the same metric
conditions. These phrases, such as the frequent reference to
Agamemnon in the Iliad as the avcx~ av8piiJv 'lord of men',
form a specialized poetic vocabulary or set phrases which the
poet may insert whenever he requires the filling out of a
particular meter. Although no Single line of PIE verse has so
far proven to be recoverable, there is at least a body of brief
phrases or formulae that may be assigned varying degrees of
IE antiquity. In general, the sources offering evidence for PIE
phrases are to be found in the earliest and highest register of
the poetic traditions of several IE stocks. In Germanic, this is
to be found in the Old Norse Eddic poems, in Italy there is
early Latin poetry and the Iguvine tablets of the Umbrians, in
Greece the Homeric tradition is of primary importance
although there are other sources of early Greek verse, in old
Iran the Avesta and in India the Vedas.

Of the reconstructed PIE formulae, one of the earliest
discovered and certainly among the most important are those
phrases that are associated with the subject of poetry itself
and are built on *kleljos 'fame' which is derived from *l<.leu
'hear', indicating that 'fame' derives from that which is heard,
that is, what has been related by the poets. Hence there is PIE
*klel,;los IjdhgWhitom 'fame everlasting' (Grk K'A£Ot; atpf},rov
[ef. Myc a-qi-ti-ta as a personal name denved presumably
from something like *akWhthito-klewejja], Oind
sravas...ak$itam; cf. aIr cla 'fame'). We find *l<.leljOS in several
other recurring formulae. Not all of these have an exactly
reconstructible PIE shape, but the general collocation is
certain. Thus a related formula is *'famous of name' (Grk
6vo,ua-K'AVrO£, [cf. the personal name 'OvvJ.lCXK'A.,£l1t;J, Oind
snJtyarp nAma, TocM nom-kalywats, TochB nem-kalywe);
PIE *J(]eljos ljeru 'wide fame' (Gaul Verucloetius, Grk K'A.,£o£,
£vpv, Olnd urugayam...sravo); PIE *j(lel,;los megQa 'great fame'
(Grk J.l£ycx KA£Ot;, Oind mahi sravab; cf. aIr cla mor 'great
fame', ON miki] [rrego 'great fame'); PIE *'having fame from
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god' (Grk L110J(Aij~, Olnd Devasravas-): PIE *kIelJos lJesu 
*kIel)os hlesu 'possessing good fame' (Illyrian Vescleves-, Grk
EVJ(Ae71~, Oind Susniva-; d. Oir sochia « so +clu) 'of good
fame', Av vaYhau sravahI) and PIE *'acquire fame' (Grk J(Aeoq
'KarafJea(}al, OInd sravab dha-). One could also acquire a
bad repute and tenns for this may also be extended into IE
antiquity, e.g., *dus-klelJes-'havingbadrepute'(Grk 8VaXA£7]q,
Av dus-sravahya-).

As we have seen, the 'fame' acquired or celebrated is
generally held to have concerned the heroic deeds of warriors,
i.e., PIE *klelJos haVrom 'fame of (real) men' (Grk KAea
civ8pmv, Oind sravo...nrnarp.) although the use of 'fame' was
then subsequently extended to other activities in the various
IE stocks. But the central theme of 'fame' is clear in the early
literatures of the various IE peoples where one's 'fame' or
'name' (as the two were equivalent) was the overriding factor
in heroic behavior. Thus, the Irish hero Cu Chulainn (rain
610-641), hearing that a druid had prophesied that whoever
took up anns on a certain day would be short-lived but acquire
great fame ('his renown [ainmm 'name, repute'] would be
over Ireland forever and his famous tales would last forever'),
himself remarks that 'provided that I be famous, it is fine
with me though I be but a Single day on earth'. Similarly in
the Iliad, the Greek hero Akhilleus observes that if he stays at
Troy, his homecoming will be destroyed, i.e., he will be killed,
but his fame ('KAeoq) will be imperishable (aqJ(}lrov).

The word for 'name' also prOVides the basis for a series of
formulae that may be attributed to IE antiquity. The very act
ofnaming is expressed in PIE *hlneh3mQ dhehl- 'give a name'
(0Czech dieti jme, Hit laman da-, HierLuv atamain tuha, Av
namfln da-, OInd nama dha-, TochB nem ta-). There is a
striking Gennanic-Indo-Aryan correspondence in the formula
*prii6m hlneh3mQ 'ones own name' (OE freo nflma 'surname',
OInd priyarp. .. .nama 'own name'; cf. also the divine
epithet *'having many names' [Grk nOAvwvv,uO~, Oind
PUrW)aman-J).

More directly, indeed redundantly, we find the expression
PIE *lJekwos lJekw- 'speak a word' (Grk lno~ einezv, Av uxda
vaca, Oind avocama... vaca-). The poet may also employ his
skill to make 'sweet speech', Le., PIE *slJehadl1- lJekw- (Grk
T,8ven'r1~ - [Doric] &8vell'11q, Av hvacah-, OInd suvacas-)(cf.
also Grk ,ueAlyAma(Joq, OInd madhujihva- both 'honey
tongued'). In prayer, the invocation of the priest may begin
*kludhi moi 'hear me' (Grk KAV(){ ,uOl, OInd srudhi me; cf.
Messapic klaohi 'hear').

One phrase of poetic diction concerns the spiritual property
of the hero who acqUires fame. This heroic property is
embedded in the concept of *menes- 'strength', but not so
much physical as mental inspiration, that motivates and
enables the hero to accomplish great deeds. It can be found
alone or used in such constructions as PIE *ish1rom menos
'sacred strength' (Grk iepov ,uevo~, Oind i$ireI)a ... rnanasa)
which indicates how this 'strength' is diVinely inspired. Other
constructions built on this word include both the positive
possession of such strength, Le., PIE *lJesu - *hlesu menos

'good thought' (Myc [personal name] E-u-me-ne, Grk £v,u£V'r1~

- ,uevoq Jjv, [personal name] EV)1£vryq, Av vahu manah- 
humanah-, OInd sumanas-, [personal name] Vasumanas-) and
its oppOSite *dus-menes- 'bad thought' (Grk 8va,u£vryq, Olnd
dunnanas).

Phrasal or epithetic echoes of the types of deeds one
accomplished to win fame are also preserved. For example,
we may reconstruct a PIE *hanr-gWhen- 'man-killer' (Myc
[proper name)]A-no-qo-ta, Grk civ8poqJovoq [epithet of
Hektorl, Av Jannara-, Olnd nr-han- [epithet of Rudra); d.
semantically related concepts in Celtic, e.g., Oir oirgnech
'man-killer', an epithet of the hero Conall). One of the central
deeds of the IE warrior-hero is the slaying of a serpent/dragon
which is preserved in the phrase *Chle)gWhent hlogWhim 'he
killed the serpent' (Grk Krezv£ oqnv 'he slew the serpent' lwith
the substitution of a different verb, though lCeqJve OqJlV with
the inherited verb was surely possible, just not attested] or
Hit illuyanka kwenta 'he killed the snake' lwith a new noun];
Av JanaI ailm 'lwho) killed the serpent', Olnd ahann ahim
'he killed the serpent'); cf. OIr gano mil 'I slay the beast'.

Other fonnulae are associated with deities and the celestial
world. The most famous is the epithet of the deity of the
open sky, PIE *djeus PQau~r'sky-father'. (Lat lupiter-Iuppiter,
Umb ]upater, lllyrian L1El-na-rvpoq, Grk Z£vq nanjp, Oind
dyau-? pita; d. Luv tatis tiwaz 'daddy sky', Palaic tiyaz.... papaz
'sky. ..papa'). The concept of solar disc or wheel appears
embedded in IE tradition where we can reconstruct PIE *'sun's
wheel' (ON sunnu... hvel, Grk T,A{OV KlJKAoq, Olnd suras
cakra-) and there is also a clear association between the sun
and horses in Greek, Avestan and Old Indic tradition. The
sun is also depicted as a watcher of the affairs of humankind,
i.e:, PIE *sehaVeljom ... spokom 'sun ... watching' (Grk
'HEAlOV...(JKonov, Oind s6ryarp....spasam) and this metaphor
of the 'sun' as a great 'eye' is retained in aIr suil 'eye'
(etymologically 'sun'). A deity may be a PIE *deh3tor lJesev()m
'dispenser of goods' (Grk [VOc.) 8iiJrop iamv, Av vohunprn
datar6, OInd data vasunam). There is evidence that the
goddesses might be given the epithet PIE *dhug(haJter dil)os
'sky daughter': Lith dievo dukte 'Saulyte' (daughter of the
sky), Grk OvyaTTJP L1l0q 'sky-daughter' (epithet of Aurora,
the dawn), Oind duhiUl divab 'sky-daughter'; d. also Lith
saules dukte 'sun daughter', Latv saules meita 'sua. maid', Oind
duhita s6ryasya 'daughter of the sun'. Another epithet of a
deity is PIE *hlislJ6~ghes[-jha 'haVing an arrow in the hand'
(Grk ioxealpa [epithet of Artemis], Oind i$u-hasta-).

There are a number of formulae of poetic speech employed
to describe both the earth and life. The earth itself would
appear to have born the epithet 'broad' and hence we find
the fonnula PIE *dhghom- pJthal1- 'earth-broad' (Grk £vp£la
X8wv, Av Zj1m pdrd9wfm, Oind k$a ...prth(i)vim; d. ON [old,
OE [aIde 1< *pjth2-eha- 'broad'] 'earth'). The earth might also
be described as 'dark', i.e., *'dark earth' (OIr domun donn,
Hit (abl.) dankuiaz tagnaz). Human settlement might also be
described as 'broad', e.g., PIE *lJ[rU sedos 'broad seat/place'
(Grk evpv£8ry~, Oind urU...sadas). The formula which would
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embrace all living beings appears to be PIE *'bipeds and quad
rupeds' (Umb dupursus peturpursus, MPers dopac5an
'" caharpac5an, Olnd c;j tU$padJm ... dvipadam) ·or the
semantically similar PIE *l)ihxro-pekl)o 'man and beast' CUmb
ueira pequa, Lat pecadesque virosque, Av pasu vira). This
latter expression has been regarded as a component of a still
longer verb phrase *l)ihxrans peku(e)ha' peh2- Iprotect men
and livestock' (Lat pastores peeuaque salua seruassis, Umb
ueira pequo... salua seritu [where the Italic dialects have
replaced *peh2- 'protect'], Av Orayrai pasva v1raya, Oind
trayantam...pl1TU$am pasum [where *peh2- has been replaced
by *terh2- 'protect' in both languages and Old Indic has
innovated on the word for 'man']).

The concept of belief is embraced in the formula *kred
dheh]- 'believe' « *'put heart') (OIr creitid, Lat credo, Hit
k(a)ratan dai-, Av zrazda-, Olnd sraddha) Other actions with
a poetic resonance include PIE *l)[hxdhl)6s meigh- 'standing
upright' (Grk 6pOo~ C1''t'ijval, Olnd ardhval) stha-), here
applied to the hero or deity although we also have *'urinate
upright' (Grk opfJo~ 0j1t1X£lV, Oind mek$yami ardhval)).
Another expression of at least late PIE date is *dJgho-haoju
'having a long life' (Grk c5oAlxafmv, Av dar;Jg;Jm ayO, Oind
dlrghayu-).

With reference to animals, horses and dogs were singled
out for special poetic treatment. We find, for example, PIE
*h]ekljos hxeh3keljeS 'swift horses' (Grk illICite; [1tJrOl, Av
asu.aspa- 'possessing fast horses', OInd asvavsya- 'possessing
fast horses') and it is frequently sugg:sted that the very word
for horse derives from the adjective 'swift'. With a different
root, the same concept is to be found in PIE *h2[gr6s h]ekl)os
'swift horses' (Grk llr7col...apyol, OInd [jras...asvas; d. Av
;Jr;Jzraspa- 'who has fast horses'), PIE *h]su-h]ekl)os 'having
good horses' (Grk £VIJrJrO~, Av hvaspo). The dog is clearly
associated with the defense of flocks, e.g., PIE *pefu-seTl)os
'guarding livestock' (Lat servat peeus, Av pasus.haurva-) and,
like the horse, was also prized for its swiftness, Le., PIE
*h2[gros f(u)lj6n 'swift dog' (Grk J(vva~ apyov~, OInd
Ji.jisvan- 'having a fast dog'; cf. also VApyoC;. the dog of
Odysseus).

Finally, we uncover chance renexesof fonnula that describe
practical pursuits, e.g., PIE *dheighti peigti (-kWe) 'shapes
and paints' (Lat pietis {jetis, TocM tseke$i peke$D.

See also NAME; POET; PRAISE. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Campanile, E. (1990) La ricostruzione della culcura indoeuropea.

Pisa, Giardini.

Nagy, G. (1974) Comparative Studies of Greek and Indic Met~r.

Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press.
Schmitt, R. (1967) Dichtung und Dichtersprache in

Indogerrnanischer Zeit. Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz.
Watkins, C. (1995) How to Kill a Dragon: Aspects ofIndo-European

Poetics. New York and Oxford, Oxford University Press.

POLTAVKA CULTURE

POINT
*ha~rdhis 'point'. [lEW 63 (*ardh-)]. OIr aird 'point;

direction', ON erta« Proto-Gmc *anjan-) 'to goad', Grk apSl~

'arrowhead'; d. Olnd ali- « *ardi-) 'bee' « *'having a point').
The geographical distribution suggests PIE status.
. *bh{Stfs 'point'. [JEW 109 (*bh[sti-); Wat 5 (*bhar-); BK

4 (*bar-/*b;Jr-)]. Oir barr'point, tip', Lat fastigo 'make pointed,
bring to a point', fastIgium 'top of the gable, gable end,
pediment', ON burst 'bristle', OE byrst 'bristle' (> NE bristle),
OHG burst - borst 'bristle', Rus borse 'hogweed', Olnd bh[$fi
'point'. Widespread and old in IE.

See also BARLEY; SPEAR. [D.Q.A.]

POISON
*1,l.l55 - *1115 (gen. *lJis6s) 'poison, poisonous liquid (e.g.,

snake venom or poisonous sap)'. [lEW 1134 (*1)150-5); Buck
4.89]. MIr fI'poison', Lat vfrus'potent liquid, poison, venom',
Grk i6~ '(organic flUid) poison; stagnant smell and taste', Av
vis(a)- 'poison', OInd vi$a- 'poison', TocM was 'poison', TochB
wase 'poison' (Toch < *I)iso-). From *1)eis- 'now (slowly),
ooze (out)', other derivatives of which appear in Wels gwyar
'blood', ON veisa 'swamp', OE wase'mud'.

See also FLOW. [D.Q.A.I

POLECAT
*keI<- 'polecat (Mustela putorius) (?+ 'marbled polecat

(Vormela peregusa)'. [IEW543 (*kek-)). Lith seskas'polecat',
Latv sesks'polecat', Olnd kasa- 'weasel', kas1ka- '± she-weasel'.
The exact meaning of this word in IE is not clear, but its
distribution suggests at least late PIE status.

In addition to the otter, badger and wolverine, the musteli
dae also include the martens, the weasel and the polecat,
among which there seems to be considerable lexical confusion.
The polecat is found over most of Europe (except Ireland,
northern Scandinavia, and Greece), Kazakhstan, and south
to Kashmir but this same area also embraces that of many
other mustelids as well and that overlap may account for the
-shift of meaning between Baltic and Old Indic.
See also BADGER; MAMMALs; MARTEN; WEA5R. "lD.Q.A., j.PM.]

POLTAVKA CULTIJRE
The Poltavka culture is the early to middle Bronze Age

culture (c 2700-2100 BC) of the Volga-Ural steppe and forest
steppe. Culturally, it continues the earlier steppe traditions
of the Yamna culture and precedes that of the Srubna or
Timber-grave culture; in some archaeological systems it has

.been regarded as the early phase of the Srubna culture. It is
roughly contemporary with the Catacomb culture of the
Dnieper-Don region.

The Poltavka culture distinguishes itself from its Yamna
predecessor through its ceramics (now flat-bottomed rather
than pointed or rounded-based) and the marked increase in
metallurgy, particularly that drawn from local metallurgical
centers in the southern Urals. In addition to local sources,
there is evidence of north Caucasian influences seen in gold
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Poltavka a. Distribution of the Poluivka culture.

and silver rings and bronze axes which ultimately mirror forms
from the area of the Maykop culture. The rise of metallurgy is
evident in the more conspicuous display of ornaments and
weapons in Poltavka burials which is seen to signal increasing
social stratification.

Settlements are exceedingly rare and largely confined to
scatters of Poltavka ceramics on sand dunes in the lower Volga
region. The culture is known almost exclusively from its
burials situated in cemeteries along river terraces. The
deceased was interred on his or her (left) side or back, head
oriented to the NE; in some instances the body was covered
with ocher although not so frequently as in the earlier Yamna
culture. Grave goods included pottery, metal objects (knives,
axes, ornaments) and occasionally stone scepters. The burial
pit might have a timber cover. The burials themselves were
generally inserted into the kurgans (tumuli) of the earlier
Yamna culture.

The Poltavka culture not only marks the local development
from the Yamna culture to the later Srubna culture but also
partially underlies the development of the Po~apovka cultur
of the middle Volga region. In general, it is seen then as a
culture ancestral to some of the earliest archaeological
reflections of what are generally presumed to be early Indo
Iranian cultures.

See also INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES; POTAPOVKA CUlnJRE';

SRUBNA CULTURE; YAMNA CULlURE. U.P.M.]

Further Reading
Kuznetsov, P. F (1989) Poltavkinskaya Kul'turno-Istorischeskaya

Obshchnost'. Sverdlovsk, Institut Istorii i Arkheologii.

Poltavka b. Poltavka burial from Berezhnovka; ocher under·
the head and before the face and accompanied by a bronze
spearhead Cc), an awl, and a Poltavka vessel Cd).
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poppy
*mehJc- 'poppy (Papaver spp.)'. [lEW 698 (*mak(enJ-);

Wat 38 (*mak-)). OHG maho - mago « *mQako- and
*mCak6-) 'poppy', OPms moke 'poppy' (if not a loanword
from Slavic), OCS makti 'poppy', Rus mak'poppy', Grk pf/1cwV
(Doric jlikwv) 'poppy'. When taken together, .these forms
suggest a PIE paradigm of nom. *mehakcm, gen. *ml;;1akn6s.
Certainly a late word of the west and center of the.lE world.

The poppy was probably employed initially for its oil which
is extracted from. its seeds which may also be consumed. The
oil can be used both in fo?d and industrially. evertheless,
knowledge of its use as apain killer, where opium could b
extracted from its unripe capsules, may also be quite old.
The form of wild poppy that is predecessor to the domestic
form is Papaver setigerum, a plant generally confined to the
west Mediterranean. It is not known from early Neolithic
'contexts in either the Near East nor in southeast Europe,
including Greece (where we-have a cognate); Papaver is first
recorded in Macedonia in early Bronze Age (c 3000-2200
Be) contexts. Other forms of wild poppy do regularly occur
throughout Europe as crop weeds. Papaver setigerum appears
in the late Neolithic of Iberia, southern France, Italy,
Switzerland and Germany ~UnearWare culture), Poland, and
Romania (Tripolye culture). It has been presumed that it was
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Poppy Distribution of the wild poppy (Papaver somniferum).

first domesticated in the west Mediterranean and then spread
eastwards. Changes in the poppy which are generally asso
ciated with domestiCation have been observed in remains from
both Spain and Switzerland. Opium capsules have been found
associated with Neolithic burials in Spain dating back to c
4200 BC. It has also been suggested that the shape of some of
the vessels of the Neolithic TRB culture of northern Europe
reflect the form of inverted poppy heads and· they may have
b~en employed as special ritual serving beakers. This has not
so far been confirmed by evidence of their residue but traces
of poppy have been recovered later in the Bronze Age from
flasks from Cyprus.

See also HEMP; HENBANE; PuNrs; SACRED DRINK. [D. Q-.A.,
j.PM.]

Further Reading
Sherratt, A. (1991) Sacred and profane substances: The ritual use of

narcotics in later Neolithic Europe, in Sacred ane! Profane, eds. P.
Garwood, D. Jennings, R. Skeates and]. Toms, Oxford, Oxford

University Committee for Archaeology, 50-64.

PORRIDGE
*polt- 'pap, porridge'. [lEW 802 (*pel-)]. aIr ]jttiu

'porridge, gruel', Wels llith 'pap, mash', Lat puIs (gen. pultis) 
'pap, porridge, mash', Grk 1rOA:ro~'pap', porridge'. A probable
word in late IE of the west and center.

See also FOOD. [D:Q.A.]

PORTION
*h2l3onKOS 'what is bestowed'. [lEW 316-318 ( *onJ{o-s).;

GI 818 (*onJ<ho-); Wat 44 (*nek-)]. Grk oY1Co~'burden'·,Arm
(pl.) hunjk' 'harvest', Hit henkan- 'fate, death', Av jlsa- 'part', .
OInd arp.sa- 'portion, share'. Though sparsely -attested, the
geogr·aphical distribution of those attestations strongly .
suggests PIE status for this word·. The underlying verb is
preserved only in Hit henkzi'bestows' (d. hinkuwar'offering').

?*PT(hJJtis 'what is distributed'. [lEW 817 (*Pf-ti-); GI

712; Wat 50 (*peId-); Buck 13.23]. ~t pars 'part., portio
'portion': OInd ptirta- 'gift, granting, reward', pOrti- 'granting,
rewarding-, reward'. From *per(h])- 'sell, distribute'. If these
words are not independent creations in the various stocks,
then we have good evidence ofa word of PIE status.

See also ExOlANGE. [D.Q.A.)

POST
*Klfts(gen. *k1it6s) 'post, trimmed log'. [cf. IEW601-602

(*K1ei-)]. aIr clI(gen. cleth) 'housepost'. ON hlio'lattice-gate',
OE gehlid 'fence' (Le., 'series of posts'; Gmc < *I<lit6m), Latv
slita 'f~nce of horizontal pieces of wood'" Grk (pI.) SU(A{SE~

(with secondary -d- for *-t-) 'double-posted (of doors or
gates)', (Hesychius) (pl.) cll1:a 'cloister' « *'arcade' < *'series
of posts'), Waigali (:1.'ladder made from a· single log',
Yazghulami Xad « Proto-Iranian *srita-) 'ladder', OInd 511t-

. 'ladder'. Presumably from *Rlei- 'lean'. Widespread and old
in IE.

*]{salom 'worked, shaped wood; post, stake'. [Buck 1.43J.
Goth sauls « -Proto-Gmc *(h)sula-) 'pillar' (and with new
lengthened grade: ON SilICa) 'pillar', OE syl 'pillar', OHG sol
'pil~ar'), OPms sulis 'stave', Uth sillas 'wooden post, stave'

- (dial.) sillinis'well' « *'made from wooden planks'), Rus ¥ulo
«. *Jiseulo-) 'fencepost', Grk ~VAOV 'wood (ready for use),
timber, plank, bench', ~V).,lVO~'wooden'. The underlying verb
is preserved in Grk ~vm 'scrape, polish'. A word at least of
the west and center of the IE world.

*kioku- - *kr6kieha- 'post'. [lEW 619 (*krek-); Buck
19.17]·. From *kroku-: OIr erich « *krekveha 'boundary
marker'?) 'end, boundary', Wels crib 'point', Rus kr6kva'stake';
-from krokieha- : Lith krake 'post', Grk (pi.) J(pOGGal

'crenellation'. Cf. also Lith kreklas 'rafter'. At least a word of
the west and center of the IE world.

*mftsCgen. *mit6s) 'stake, post'. [IEW709 (*me(i)t-); Wat
40 (*mei-)]. MIr methas « *mit-ustu-) 'boundary marker',
ON meior « *moito-) 'post; border, boundary', Lith mietas
'post', Latv mlets 'post', Arm moyt' 'pillar', OInd mit-

. "something erected, pillar, post', methf- (with unexplained 
th- rather than -t-) 'pillar'. Except for Olnd mft- we find
younge~ thematic derivatives of one sort or another. The
geographical distribution of these derivatives would appear
to guarantee the PIE status of this word. The underlying verb
*mei- is preserVed in Latv meju 'drive in a stake' and Oind
mmoti 'fixes, fastens in the ground, sets up'. Lat meta 'pyramid
structure, boundary stone' has also been associated with this

'. group. If it belongs here, it might represent a *meiteha- or it
. might represent a conflation of *meiteha- with the verb metfn
'measure'.

*m-asdos 'post'. [lEW 701...:..702 (*mazdo-s); Wat 39
(*mazdo-); Buck 10.87). Mlr maide « *maite < *mazdios)

. 'post', aIr matan 'club', Lat malus « *mados < *mazdos)
'mast', OE meest'mast' (> NE mast), OHG mast 'pole', Uth
mastas 'mast, pole' Latv masts 'mast', Rus mostovaja 'plaster'.
A northwestern isogloss in late IE.

*perg- 'pole, post'. [lEW 819-820 (*perg-); Wat 50



POST

(*perg-)]. Lat pergula 'porch', ON forkr 'pole', Lith pergas
'fishing-boat, dug-out canoe', oes pragCl 'threshold, doorstep',
Rus porog 'threshold'. Northwest dialectal isogloss in late IE.

*(s)teg- 'pole, post'. [lEW 1014 (*(s)teg-); Wat 65
C*steg-); Buck 10.87; BK 135 (*t'aq'-/*t'dq'-)]. Lat lignum «
*teg-no-) 'building materials, log, post, beam', ON stjaki 'post',
OE staca 'pole', OHG stehho 'club, post', Lith stagaras 'long
stalk', Latv st~ga 'long stalk', oes steierl 'pivot', Rus stoiar
'pole'. Perhaps Arm t'akn 'club' belongs here as well. A word
of the west and center of the IE world. This is related to the
word for 'roof' and perhaps we may ascribe to *(s)teg- 'cover
with poles' and thus presume a metonymic shift to 'pole' and
'to roof' as nominalizations of the original root.

*rehlt'post, pole'. [lEW866 (*ret-); Wat 54 (*ret-)]. Late
Lat (pI.) retae 'trees pushing out from the bank of a water
course', ON rooa Co-grade) 'pole, cross, holy picture', OE rod
'cross', gallows' (> NE rood), OHG mota 'switch, pole', oes
ratiSte'spear-shaft' (Gmc and oes < *roh]t-). Northwestern
regionalism in late IE.

*1duon-(?"'KihxUon-) 'pillar, post'. Myc ki-wo-'post, pillar',
Grk K'tmv '(free-standing) pillar', Arm siwn 'pillar', seamk'
(pI.) 'doorjambs'. Distribution suggests a Greek-Armenian
isogloss of late IE. Possibly derived ultimately by laryngeal
metathesis from *khxi-l)on- which would derive from
*kehx(i)- 'sharpen', Le., a pointed pole or stake, and hence
the noun would derive from an adjectival form *kihx-l)on
with retraction of accent.

"'stQ.2bhoieha- 'post, pillar'. [lEWI012-1013 (*stdbho-s);
Wat 65 (*stebh-)]. Mlr sab « *stQ2bheha-) 'post', ON stafr
'staff, OE sterf'staff' (> NE staif) , OHG stap 'staff', OPrus
stabis 'stone', Lith stabas 'post', Latv stabs 'pillar'. Similar is
Lith stabaras 'dry branch, stalk', oes stoboru 'column'. A
nominalization of *steb2- 'stand'. A word of th~ northwest of
the IE world.

"'steh2ur(gen. "'sth2un6s ~ "'stuh2n6s) 'post'. [lEW 1009
(*stau-ro-); Wat 64-65 (*sta-); Buck 10.86]. ON staurr'post',
Grk O'-ravpos- 'post, cross' (ON/Grk < *steh2ur-o-), Shughni
sitan « Proto-Iranian *stuna-) 'pillar, post', OInd sthuQa
'pillar, post, column'; with a new full-grade we have OE steor
'steer, gUide, direct' (> NE steer), OHG stiura 'steering-oar;
post'. Derivatives include Arm stvar'thick', OInd sthavara
'fixed, immovable, permanent', sthOra- ~ sthavira- 'thick,
strong, big'. Attested as it is on the peripheries of the IE world,
this word is of PIE date. From *steb2u-, an enlargement of
*steh2- 'stand'.

"'stJneha- 'post, support'. [IEWI019-1020 (*stJ-no-); Wat
66 (*stel-)). OHG stollo 'support', Grk a't"11A,1] « *stalna)
'pillar'. Nominalization of *stel- 'stand'. ef. also ON stallr
'stand' from PIE *stolnos. A word of the west and center of
the IE world.

"'suer- 'post, rod'. [lEW 1050 (*slJer-); Wat 68 (*swer-)].
Lat sums 'twig, shoot, stake', OE sweor 'post', MHG swir
'mooring post', Grk eppa « *sl)ennI)), 'support', OInd svaru
'sacrificial post, stake, long piece of wood'. Though attested
sparsely, the geographic spread of those attestations would

seem to guarantee PIE status, even though the exact PIE form
cannot be reconstructed.

"'ualsos'stake'. [lEW 1140-1142 (*lJel-); Wat 73
( *walso-)]. Lat vallus 'pole, stake; palisade', vallum 'ranlpart
set with palisades', Grk flAOs- (Doric &AOS-) 'nail'. The only
late attested OInd vala- - valaka- '± pole, beam' are sometimes
also put here. Related are the Germanic words reflecting
*l)alu-: ON v9lr'round staff', OE walu 'stripe left by a blow,
wale' (> NE wale), MHG wal'staff', Goth walus'staff'. A word
of the west and center of the IE world.

"'ghalgheha- 'pole, stake'. [JEW 411 (*ghalg(h)-); Wat 21
(*ghalgh-)]. ON galgi 'gallows', ge1gja « *ghalghieba-) 'pole,
stake', OE gealga 'gallows' (> NE gallows), OHG galgo
'gallows', Goth galga 'stake, cross', Lith taIga 'long thin pole',
Latv talga 'long rod' (borrowed from Lithuanian), ?Arm jalk
'twig, switch, rod' (the -k- rather than the expected *-g- is
not well explained, perhaps < *ghalgeha-). Certainly a word
of the northwest of the IE world, also the center if Armenian
belongs here too.

"'ghasdhos 'rod, staff'. [lEW 412-413 (*ghasto- 
*gbazdbo-); Wat 21 (*ghasto-); Buck 20.261. MIr gat 'willow
withe', Lat basta 'spear', Umb bostatu 'armed with a spear',
ON gaddr 'rod, goad, spike', OE gierd 'staff, twig, pole;
measuring rod' (> NE yard), OHG gartia 'pole', gart 'goad',
Goth gazds 'sting'. A word of the IE west.

"'(s)k61os'stake'. [IEW924 (*(s)kolo-); Wat 59 (*skel-)].
Lith kuolas 'pale, stake, post, pile', Alb bell 'spit, skewer',
Grk (J'1(WAOS- 'painted stake'. A word of the center in late PIE.
From *(s)ke1- 'cut'. Similar in meaning but with a short vowel
is oes kola 'stake'.

"'pin- '± shaped wood'. [lEW 830 (*pi-n-)J. OHG witu
fIna ·'heap of wood', oes pinl'tree trunk', Rus penf'stump',
Grk n-lvac;'plank, tablet', OInd pinaka- 'staff; bow (especially
of Rudra)'. The geographical distribution would seem to
guarantee this word's PIE status. The agreement of the Indic
and Greek in terms of form is noteworthy. The precise meaning
of this word is difficult to establish.

"'stup- '± off cut, piece of wood'. [lEW 1034 (*(s)teu-p-);
GI 102]. ON stufr(with new lengthened grade) 'st~mp', OE
stofn 'trunk, stem, branch, shoot', Latv stups 'worn out broom',
Grk a'fv1l"OS- 'stick, post, pole; stalk, stem', TocM ~top «
*stoupo-) 'club'. Widespread and clearly old but the exact
form and meaning are elusive. From *steup- 'strike'.

Although this semantic field is well represented with terms
of some IE or PIE antiqUity, the precise meaning or even use
of many of the reconstructed proto-forms is very difficult to
recover. It has been argued that the ritual use of the Hit
sarhul(i) and GISkurakki- '(ritual) post', posts by which
sacrificial offerings are deposited, finds earlier parallels in the
Neolithic cultures of the Balkans where timber and plastered
posts have been uncovered in ritual shrines in Romania.
Furthermore, the pOSSible antecedents of Myc ki-wo 'pillar,
post' have also been sought in later Neolithic Greece where
there is evidence of free-standing posts in presumably ritual
contexts. However, there is no evidence that the Hittite terms
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are reflexes of PIE words and the Mycenaean word for 'pillar'
is confined to a Greek-Armenian isogloss. Whatever similari~

ties one might wish to posit between later cultic practices
and those found during the Neolithic period rest solely on
surface similarities (of widely distributed ritual behavior) and
not on linguistic evidence.

See also HOUSE. [A.b.v, D~Q.A., ].PM.]

Further Readings
Makkay,j. (1988) Angaben zur Archaologie cler Indogermanenfrage,

II-IV: II. Opferpfosten in Gebauden und Opfergaben in oder

neben Pfostenlochem. Acta Archaeologica 40,3-16.
Waltz, Heidi (1991) Proto-Germanic plain c-stems: A case' study.

lIES 19, 343-348. .

POT
*h2em- 'hold on to, contain'. [IEW35 (*am-); Mayrhofer

1:96]. Grk aJ.111 'waterbucket, pail', Arm aman 'container', Khot
handra- « Proto-Iran *amtra-) 'jar, pot', OInd amatram 'a
large vessel'. Perhaps Lat ampla « *h2em-tleha-) 'handle' also
belongs here. The Old lndic vessel is described in Vedic
literature as a deep bowl with a wide opening which served
both for drinking and eating. Certainly found in the center
and east of the IE world and in the enlarged form, *h2ems-,
even more widely (see 'Handle', 'Reins', 'King'). Cf. also *h2em
haKSiha 'wagon chassis'. However, the actually attested
derivatives look to be all independent creations in the stocks
in which they occur.

*kumboleha- 'bowl, small vessel'. [lEW 592 (*kum-bh-);
Wat 30-31 (*keu-); Buck 5.26.7]. MIr'coim 'pot' (d. MWels
cwm 'valley'), Grk 1(VJ1{311 'bowl', Av xumba- 'pot', OInd
kumbha- 'pot'. Either from *keu- 'bend' or a loan because of
the uncertain aspiration of the initial and the final bilabial.
The OInd kumbha- (masc.) was a jug for holding water, honey
or other flUids and occasionally might serve as an urn for the
deceased. It was employed in ritual, especially one which
involved the sympathetic drawing of water down from the
sky. The OInd kumbhf- (fern.) was similarly employed for
holding liquids. It could be covered and might also serve as
anum.

*kwerus'large cooking pot, caldron'. [lEW 642 (*kl)er-);
Buck 5.27.3; BK 327 (*kw[h]ar-/*kW[hj;1r-)]. ON hverr
'caldron', OE hwer 'pot, bowl, kettle, caldron', OHG (h)wer
'caldron', OInd caru- 'caldron'. Also, aIr coire'caldron', Wels
pair'cauldron' from a derivative *kWarjos or *kwrio-, d. ON
hvema 'pot, head'; if related, TochB keru 'drum' is an a-grade
(Le., *kworu-). The underlying form is not derived from a
productive stem and the geographical separation assures PIE
status.

The Celtic terms (OIr caire, Wels pair) generally refer to a'
large metal caldron and in early Irish and Welsh literature,
such a vessel plays an important part in mythology which is
replete with magic caldrons which may satisfy all and even
rejuvenate the dead. Old Norse similarly had a magic caldron
(hverr) whose acquisition by the gods is recorded in the
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Hymiskvioa. In general, the underlying referent is a large metal
vessel suitable for boiling or brewing. The Olnd canl- was a
cooking vessel that might be made out of metal (ayas-) or of
clay. Since the word appears to be PIE, it is easiest to assume
t~at the ascription to a specifically metal caldron was a later
semantic development made in western Europe. Here, from
the later Bronze Age, i.e., c 1200 BC onwards, we find the
production of bronze caldrons from central Europe to Britain
and Ireland. An alternative possibility is that the term referred
to a metal caldron already by late PIE. Bronze caldrons are
known, for example, from the Maykop culture of the north
Caucasus dating from the period c 3000 Be. One of these
had an estimated capacity of seventy liters.

*pel(hl)euis 'container'. [lEW 804 (*pel-ol)i-); Wat 48
( *pel-owi-); BK 54 (*p[h jaJ-I*p[h];11-) I. Lat pelvis 'basin', OInd
palavi- 'pot'; related are ON full 'goblet', OE full 'goblet', Grk
1l'£AAa 'milk-can'. From *pel- 'hide' or *pelhl- 'fill'. The
unusual formation, an i-stem derivative of a u-extension, and
the geographical separation assure PIE status.

*p6thaI (gen. *Petban6s) 'shallow dish'. [lEW 824-825
.(*pet-); Buck 5.28; BK 38 (*p[hJat[hJ-I*p[hj;1t[hJ-)). aIr an
'drinking vessel', Grk 1l'aravl1 'bowl, flat dish' (borrowed>
Lat patera 'low bowl, saucer, libation-bowl', patina 'broad,
shallow dish, stewpan'), Hit GlSpattar '± dish; vessel made of
ossiers or wood used for holding dry material but not liquids'.
The archaic morphology (i.e., the remains of an rln-stem)
strongly suggest PIE antiquity for this word. From *petha

'spread out'.
*telisteha- 'plate, bowl'. [lEW 1058 (*tek/J-ta-); GI 611

(*theKhs-); Buck 5.35.7; BK 91 (*t[hJak[hJ-I*t[hJ;1k[hJ)]. Lat
testa 'plate, pot', Av tasta- 'cup'. From *tek-s- 'hew, fashion
from wood'. The geographical separation suggests PIE status.

*h2/3ukw- 'cooking vessel'. [JEW 88 ( *l)eql)(h)-)~ GI 613~

Buck 5.25.2, 5.26.2]. With older; marginal *kw > *p : ON
oIn 'oven', OE ofnet 'closed pot', ofen 'furnace' (> NE oven),
OHG ofan 'oven', OPms wumpnis« *up-ni-with anticipatory

.nasal) 'bake-oven', Myc i-po-no 'cooking bowl', Grk i1l'vo<;
'oven', Hit happar(a)- 'bowl, pot, keg' (also a unit of measure).
With innovative delabialization after [u]: Lat aUlla 'pot', Goth
auhns 'oven', Arm akut' 'hearth', OInd ukha- 'cooking pot'.
A very old PIE construction with a delabialized variant of
*h2l3Uk-.

The Olnd ukha- (masc.) and ukha- (fern.) were clearly
some form of boiler and in the feminine form, one of the
most frequently cited ritual vessels in Vedic religion. As such

. it was specifically hand-made rather than wheel-made which
attests to its antiquity (wheel-made vessels, such as those
produced by the earlier Harappan culture, were regarded as
'demon-made' and unsuitable for Vedic ritual). The manu
facture of vessels for sacrifices was attended by considerable
ritual. From abundant descriptions in later Vedic literature
the vessel was generally round with a flat bottom although
occasionally described as nine-cornered. It was built up from
three or five clay strips and had a base-diameter of about 24
em and stood between 24 and 40 em high with a mouth
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anywhere from 24 to 120 cm wide. It was employed in
conveying fire.

*bhidh- 'large pot'. [lEW 153 (*bhidh-); GI23 (*bhidh-)].
Lat Fidelia 'earthenware pot', NIce bioa 'small tub'. Grk lC{(JO~

Jar', although sometimes compared, is unrelated since the
earliest Greek form, Myc qe-to, indicates an initiallabio-velar.
The distribution suggests a western word, possibly based on
*bheidh- 'bend', referring to basketry or coiled pottery
techniques.

"'poh]t1om 'drinking vessel'. [IEW840 (*po-tio-m); Buck
5.31.7,5.35.2,7; BK 40 (*p[h }a_/*p[h};)_)]. Lat poculum 'cup',
Olnd pcitra- 'drinking vessel'. From *peh3- 'drink'. Although
geographical separation is good, the construction is common
place. The OInd pcitra- was made of clay and might serve
either as a pot or a dish where it might also provide a covering
for another vessel. While it could be drunk from it might also
be employed in conveying fire. The word could also be used
to designate the spout of a vessel.

*kelp- 'jug, pot'. [lEW 555 (*kelp-)]. Olr cilorn «
*kelpumo-) 'pitcher', Wels celwm 'milk can', Grk K'cXAlCl~

K'cXA1t1J 'jug,(water) pitcher' (borrowed via Oscan or Etruscan
> Lat calpar 'wine bowl'). The Old Irish word is glossed in
Latin as a situJa 'bucket' or urceus 'pitcher, water pot' and is
described as made either of bronze or yew. The Greek K'cXAJrl~

was a (ceramic) water pitcher; it was also used for drawing
lots and as an urn. It has been suggested that the IE word
may derive from Semitic, e.g., Akkadian karpu 'recipient',
but this seems very distant. Olnd karpara- 'cup, pot' is
sometimes set here but it is better associated with OHG scirbi
'sherd', OPrus kerpetis 'skull', OCS erepl'sherd' from PIE
*(s)kerp-, an extension of *(s)ker- 'cut'. If Old lndic does not
belong here then a word of the west and center of the IE
world. If karpara- is a cognate, then we have evidence of a
word of greater antiquity.

?*kVIVK- 'cup, drinking vessel'. [lEW 550 (*kel-); Buck
5.35.1]. Lat calix 'cup, goblet', Grk K"6Al~'cUP', OInd kalasa
'pot, pitcher'. Possibly a Near Eastern loan because of the
uncertain vowels and syllable structure.

?*kuhxp- 'water vessel'. [lEW 591 (*keu-p-); Wat 30
(*keu-); GI 27; Buck 5.26.7, 5.35.1]. Lat cupa 'cask', Grk
K'VJrEAAOV'CUP', d. ON hafr'hull of a ship', OE hyf'beehive'
(> NE hive), Olnd kupa- 'hole'. From *keu(hx)- 'curve'. The
geographical confinement and banal semantics makes PIE
status unlikely. Many vessel names are found with an initial
*ku-.

?"'le/ok- 'dish'. [IEW308 (*eJ-eq-)]. Lat lanx 'plate, platter,
dish', OCS lakata 'earthenware jug', Grk AEK'cXVij 'dish, plate,
pot, pan'. The Latin word may be borrowed from the Greek
whose own formation contains the same suffix as lCanxv11
'bowl'. It is not altogether certain that the Slavic and Greek
words belong together. If so, we have evidence for a word of
the center of the IE world.

?"'bhe1- 'pot'. [lEW 121 (*bhel-); Wat 6-7 (*bhel-)]. OIr
ballan 'drinking vessel', ON bolli'offering cup', OE bolla 'pot'
(:> NE bowl). At best a Celtic-Germanic isogloss but the Irish

form may be borrowed from Old Norse.
?*(s)pondh(n)os 'wooden vessel'. [lEW 989

(*(s)pondho-)]. ON spann 'pail', MHG span 'wooden vessel',
MDutch spaen - span 'wooden pail' (Gmc < *spondhnos?) ,
Lith spandis 'pail', Latv spa(n)nis 'pail, a kind of wooden
honey-container', OCS spoda 'measure (of grain)', Arm p'und
« *phondho-) 'pot'. It is not certain that the words gathered
here all belong together (the Germanic words might otherwise
be grouped with OE spann 'span' for instance). If they do, we
have evidence for a word of the west and center of the IE
world.

*??*gh(e)utreha- '± pot'. Thracian ~£rpa{a 'pot', Grk xvrpa
'pot'. So little is known about Thracian that we cannot be
certain that the attested Thracian word would be the regular
descendant of the proposed PIE pre-form. In any case, the
divergence in ablaut grade (Thracian presupposing *-eu- and
Grk *-u-) makes it clear that if the two are related, the relation
ship rests on the basis of inherited morphological elements
rather than mutual inheritance of a particular PIE word.

Ceramic terms in the Indo-European languages were highly
susceptible to borrowing, especially in the Mediterranean.
There are, for example, words which have long been
recognized as loans from non-Indo-European populations in
the Near East into individual Indo-European languages, e.g.,
Hebrew kad 'bucket' and Grk K'cXc5o~ 'large vessel', Lat cadus
'large vessel, Wine-jar, jug', OCS kadl 'cask, barrel, tub'
(dialectally also 'a measure for grain'), which suggests pro
gressive loans across the Mediterranean and northwards.
These may date from the first millennium BC when Phoenician
traders dominated much of the Mediterranean exchange
routes and were in contact with Greeks through their colonies
in Cyprus and Sicily Possibly the loans date to an earlier period
as there is also evidence for exchange between Greece, Crete
and the Levantine coast in the later Bronze Age, i.e., in the
mid second millennium BC. These loans may then have
penetrated northward via the Greek colonies in the west
Mediterranean who were in contact with the Celts of southern
France (who acquired both wine and the vessels associated
with its consumption from the classical world) or later by
way of the Roman expansion across Europe. In some cases
the chain ofloans may begin with an Indo-European language:
Grk aJ.1qJopEv~ 'wine jug' was borrowed into Latin amphora
'two-handled vessel, pitcher', and then on into Germanic, e.g.,
OE amber 'vessel, pail, tankard, pitcher' (a dry or liquid
measure [= four bushels}?), OHG ambar'pail, vessel'. Finally,
there are the terms listed above that appear to have some
antiquity in Indo-European.

Archaeological Evidence
The production of ceramics in southwest Asia began c 7000

Be and they are known in adjacent territories such as Greece
from c6500 BC and by the sixth millennium Be pottery begins
to appear both north of the Black Sea and in Baluchistan.
Ceramic technology crossed Europe with the spread of fanning
communities and reached the far northwest c 4000 BC. The
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Pot a. Shallow wooden bowl from c;atal Huyuk; b. Wooden bowl from (atal Huytik; c. Pointed-based pot from the Dnieper-Donets
culture of the Ukraine; d. Handled cup from Baden culture; e. Stone bowl of Surski culture, Ukraine; f. Corded Ware beaker;
g. Bronze caldron from Maykop culture; h. Corded Ware amphora; i. Kitchen vessel from Neolithic Greece; j Painted ware bowl
from Neolithic Greece.
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terms for ceramics then have a lower date of about the seventh
millennium or more recent, depending on the location of the
Proto-Indo-Europeans or, possibly, the communities from
whom some Indo-European groups adopted ceramic terms.
That the etymology of some of the terms for vessels may be
associated with organic containers, e.g., *bhidh- perhaps from
basketry, *pel(hjJel)is possibly from a skin container, or
*teKsteha- from wood, occasions no surprise since all these
materials were employed prior to the invention of clay-fired
pottery. It should be emphasized though that containers made
of organic materials do not necessarily relate to the invention
or initial contact with ceramics by Indo-Europeans since such
containers were also used concurrently with ceramic vessels
throughout the Neolithic and on into subsequent periods.
Their use is archaeologically evident in areas permitting the
preservation of organic remains such as the Swiss lakeside
settlements of the Neolithic that have yielded abundant
evidence of vessels ranging from large oak tubs to smaller
birch-bark cups. A large domestic industry of organic
containers can be assumed to have existed across Eurasia. In
a few instances regions that previously employed ceramic
vessels appear to have abandoned them, e.g., Ireland where
clay vessels seem to disappear by the Iron Age and other than
very rare imports, the only clay vessels known from the early
medieval period, the time of our earliest Irish texts, were
confined to the northeast of the island. Hence the Irish terms
for vessels are usually in reference to those made of either
wood or metal which suggests a later semantic shift, cf. the
Germanic and Celtic terms associated with *k Wems which
generally relate to metal caldrons of the late Bronze Age (e
1200 BC or later) rather than ceramic vessels. There are also
a series of terms that refer to both vessels and the human
skull, e.g., Latin euppa 'beaker' but MHG kopf- koph 'skull',
or ON hverr 'caldron' but Goth lvaimei 'skull'.

Any attempt to utilize the lexical evidence to support a
particular homeland theory rests at best on exceedingly
contestable evidence. In terms of ceramic form and technology,
those words that appear to be the most strongly attested
generally offer semantic fields too vague for archaeological
identification, e.g., 'container' or 'bowl'. Broadly speaking,
early Neolithic ceramic production in both southwest Asia
and the Balkans employed both coarseware vessels and fine
painted pottery. The Indo-European vocabulary does not
directly permit the reconstruction of painted vessels (nor
would we expect the survival of such terms even if they did
exist). The only argument for such wares rests most tenuously
on Wilhelm Schulze's observation of the parallel structure of
theTocharian tseke~ipeke~ipat animpat : Latin heta sive pieta
forma both of which would render: 'beauty (or form) either
fashioned or painted'. The combination of 'fashion and paint'
(which in the Tocharian text specifically referred to an object
carved from wood) led Julius Pokorny to assume that this
rhyming formula originated with painted pottery (fashioned
from clay and then painted) and, therefore, the Tocharians
must themselves have originated in the vicinity of the Romans

and gained their knowledge of painted pottery from the Linear
Ware culture of Moravia and Bohemia (painted ceramics can
be found from Italy to the Dnieper). This concatenation of
assumptions impresses no one.

Although some have sought to situate the IE-homeland in
southwest Asia, in so far as ceramic terminology is concerned,
the only deep Indo-European-Semitic correspondence (as
opposed to late Mediterranean loanwords) argued is *nehaus
'vessel, ship', and Proto-Semitic *'unw-(at-J 'pottery vessel'
which also yields words for boats in the Semitic languages.
Given the antiquity of boats within Eurasia, the dissimilarity
of the roots compared, the semantic distance between the
terms, and the fact that the IE form can be derived from a PIE
verbal root for 'swim', this "borrOWing" is hardly convincing.

GI have also suggested that PIE society knew wheel-made
pottery. While it is clear that the early Indo-Europeans did
know the wheel, there is no certain indication that it was
applied to the manufacture of ceramics. The slow wheel begins
to appear at the beginning of the Bronze Age, Le., c 3300 BC,
in southwest Asia and southeast Europe (as well as Mesopo
tamia). Of interest here perhaps is the fact that the Harappan
culture did engage in the mass production of vessels using
the wheel while the Olnd ukha- 'cooking pot', which was
important in Vedic ritual, was required to be made by hand
rather than by wheel. This requirement suggests, at least, that
the early Indians inherited a tradition of hand-made wares
and regarded wheel-made pottery as foreign.

See also BASKET. [M.E.H.,j.PM.1
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POTAPOVKA CULTURE
Recently discovered and defined Bronze Age culture (c

2500-2000 BC) of the middle Volga, the Potapovka culture
straddles the cultural traditions of both the European steppe
and that of the southern Urals and western Kazakhstan. It is
known from eleven kurgans (tumuli) comprising some eighty
burials. The kurgans measure some 24 to 30 ill in diameter
and stand up to a half-meter in height. A typical feature is a
large central burial chamber or chambers surrounded by
smaller peripheral graves. Offerings such as the remains of
horses, cattle, sheep/goat and dog may be found near the
central burial complex. One of the most unusual ritual displays
is found in one of the burials at Potapovka where an individual
was apparently decapitated and his head replaced by that of
a horse skull, a practice that has been claimed to be remini-
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sc~nt of the Vedic account of how the ASvins replaced the
head of the priest Dadhyafic Atharvana with that of a horse
so that he' could reveal" the secret of the sacred drink.

The possible remains of wheels or wheeled vehicles have
also been observed. Grave goods consist of decorated pottery,
metal objects (twenty-one knives have been recovered along
with a variety of ~his~is, awls, hooks and other tools)~ bronze
ornaments -such as bracelets, beads and rings are also known .
and, much more rarely, are found small ornaments of silver
and gold. Flint arrowheads constitute the major category of
stone artifact while the culture is especially marked by the
presence of bone cheek-pieces (psalia) for controlling horses.

The Potapovka culture bears many close similarities
(ceramics, burial ritual, animal sacrifices, cheek-pieces) with
more easterly cultures such as Sintashta and the Petrovka
phase (or culture) of the Andronovo culture. Similarities are
also seen between the Potapovka and Abashevo culture. Geo
graphically, the Potapovka culture fills out the northern
territory of the Poltavka culture and it is suggested that its
genetic roots lie within the Poltavka with influences derived
·from the Abashevo and other neighboring cultures. That it is
not. derived from a more easterly source is argued both by the

. lack ofa local ancestry for the Sintashta and earliest Andronovo
cultures in their home region while the Potapovka -culture
occupies a region with a long genetiC chain leading back to
the Khvalynsk and Samara cultures. If this hypothesis is
accepted, then there is good reason to argue a cultural
trajectory moving from west to east which explains the
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·Potapovka b. Burial complex from Potapo~ka (individual with horse-head in foreground); c. Bone point; d. Arrowhead;
e. Copper bracelet; f. Potapovka vessel; g. Cheek-piece from Potapovka burial~ h. Copper ·knife.

Potapovka a. Distribution of the Potapovka culture.
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emergence of the Andronovo culture, one of the primary
candidates for the earliest Indo-Iranians.

See also ABAsHEVO CULTIJRE~ ANnRoNOVO CULTIJRE~

POLTAVKA CULTURE~ SINTASHTA. U.PM.]

Further Reading
Vasilyev, 1. B., P F Kuznetsov and A. P. Semenova (l995)Pamyatniki

Potapovskogo tipa v lesostepnom Povolzh'e, in Drevniye Indo

iranskiye Kul'tury Volgo-Ural'ya (II tys. do n.e.), Samara, Institut
Historii i Arkheologii Povolzh'ya, 5-37.

'POUR ,
*gheu- ,'pour'. [lEW 447:-448 (*gheu-); Wat 22-23

(*gheu-)~ Buck 9.35]. Lat fatis 'water-vessel, pitcher', Grk
Xe(F)ro 'pour', Arm joyl « *gheu-lo-) 'poured', Av zao(}ra
'libation', zaotar- 'priest, one who performs a sacrifice', OInd
juh6ti (with reduplicated present) 'sacrifices, pours a libation
(of butter) into the fire', hotar- 'priest, one who performs a
libation', TochAB ku- 'pour', TochB kwalne 'libation'. Suffi
ciently widespread in its geographical attestation to be assured
of PIE status. The religious associations round this verb in
Indo-Iranian are striking.

*gheud- 'pour'. (lEW 448 (*gheud-)~ Wat 22-23
,( *gheu-)~ Buck 9.35]. Lat fundo 'pour', ON gjota 'throw
(young)', OE geotan 'pour, flow', OHG giozzan 'pour, flow',
Goth giutan 'pour, flow'. An enlargement of the previous word,
found only in the west.

*seik- 'pour out~ overflow'. [IEW893--894 (*seik',L); Wat
56 (*seikW-)]. aIr silid'flows, let flows', Latsiat(crossed with
meare) 'urinates' (baby-talk), ON sIga 'glide down or forward',
OE sIgan 'sink', seon 'filter, strain, trickle' (> NE sye), OHG
sIhan 'filter, strain', Grk bq.uxsm 'strain, filter', z,(j.1a{vm
'moisten', Av hicaiti 'sprinkles, pours out', Qlnd sincati
'sprinkles, pours out', TocM sik- 'overflow'. It is not clear
that the Old Irish form belongs here and the shape of the
Latin form is unexpected although its affective meaning,
especially in childrens language, may explain its peculiarities.
The wide geographical spread of the reflexes of this word
supports reconstruction to PIE. '

*leh2- 'pour, wet, make flow'. [BK 582 (*lan-/*b1i-)}. Lat
lama 'bog, slC?ugh' « *'flooded over area'), Grk A1Jv6~ (Doric
A.av6~) 'tub, trough (for watering animals), wine-vat', Hit
lahhuzi 'overflows (intr.); pours (liqUids, salts, intangibles);
empties (a container) (tr.)', lahni- 'bottle, pitcher', TochB lane
'flood'. Perhaps Lat lamina (pI.) 'thin slices, layers, leaves'
belongs here too if the original meaning was 'varves' (Le.,
thin layers of sediment laid down by periodic flooding). The
geographical distribution of the attestations of this verb assures
its antiqUity in IE.

See also DRAW (WATER); FLOW~ lmATION~ POT~

SPRINKLE. [M.N., D.Q.A.]

POWERFUL
*KouhlTOS-*.KuhlTos'powerful'. [IEW592~593; (*J(Ol);J

ro-s)~ Buck 4.81]. From *J(OUhl ros: OIr c6raid (DIL cora(i)d)

Prague a. Distribution of the Prague culture.

'heroes', Wels cawr'giant'; from *J(uhjros: Thracian Iovpa
(in proper names), Grk 1dJPIO~ « an unattested *KfJpo~)

'having power', Av siira- 'hero', Oind saVfra- 'strong', sora
'hero'. Derivatives, quite possibly independent in Celtic and
the southeast of *]{OUhl[ (gen. *J(uhlros) 'power', itself a
derivative'of *J(euhl- 'swell (with power)'.

[E.C.P]

PRAGUE CULTURE
The Prague c~lture is the northwestern variant of the

Prague-Penkov-Kolochin complex of the fifth-seventh
centuries AD. The Prague culture extended up the Vistula
and Elbe, thus occupying the former Czechoslovakia, eastern
Germany, Poland, Romania, Hungary and the Ukraine.
Approximately five hundred sites are known. These include

. open settlements consisting of twenty to thirty houses, some
times divided into clusters of houses that have been inter
preted as the residential units of extended families. Large
fortified sites are also known. Houses tend to be of small
dimension and frequently include astone built oven. Burial
was by cremation in an urn or s~mple pit and either in a flat
grave or under a tumulus. The cemeteries vary in size from
several graves to two-thousand burials. The burials have been
found to o~cur in small groups, again suggesting that the
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PRAY
*meldh- 'pray, speak words to a deity'. [lEW 722

(*meldh-); Wat 40 (*meldh-); GI 703-704 (*meldh-); Buck
22.171. OE meld(i)an 'announce, declare, proclaim, reveal',
OHG meldoD 'report' (borrowed> NE me/d), Lith meldtiu
'pray', maIda 'prayer', OCS molj9 'pray', Czech modla 'idol,
temple', Arm malt'em 'pray', Hit malda(i)- 'pray, invoke',
maldessar 'prayer, invocation'. Widespread and old in IE.

*gWhedh- 'ask, pray' (pres. *gWhedhjelo-). [JEW 488
(*t'hedh-); Wat 25 (*gWhedh-); Buck 22.17]. Olr guidid «
*gWhedhjelo-) 'asks, prays', Wels gweddi 'prayer', Grk
(Hesychius) OeO'O'acr(}uz 'ask, pray' (cf. the denominative
no8e(J) 'yearn for, long for' from Jro(}OC; 'longing, yearning,
regret [for something absent] '), Av Jai8yemi 'ask, pray', OPers
jadiyami 'ask, pray'. Probably belonging here are ON bidja

PRAY

ohate 'they praise', 6has- 'praise'. Arm uzem 'wish', y-uzem
'seek' look like they should belong to this group on the basis
of their meaning but offer phonological difficulties (Arm -z
should reflect PIE *-gh-). The correspondence between the
athematic aorist in both Greek and Avestan alongside the more
usual thematic formation has argued for the high antiquity of
this word which is presumed to have been part of the religious
vocabulary of the Indo-Europeans. The distribution of
cognates suggests that it is at least late PIE.

*v.egWh- 'speak solemnly'. [lEW 348 (*lJ.etJh-); Wat 74
(*wegWh-); GI 705 (*Heuto-lHwegh°-)). Lat voveo 'vow,
promise solemnly, consecrate', Arm gog 'say', Oind vaghat
'sacrificer, supplicant, institutor of a sacrifice'. The geographic
al distributions of the three attestations would seem to
guarantee a PIE date for this word. It is usually, and probably
rightly, connected with the previous word but the details of
That connection are not altogether clear. If it were a different
word, then it becomes attractive to add here Hit huek
'conjure, treat by incantation'. In that case we would
reconstruct a PIE *h2l3lJ.egWh-.

*gWerhr 'praise'. [lEW 478 (*gl,.ler(J)-); Wat 25 (*gWeld-);
BK 364 (*q>wur_l*q'Wor-»). Olr bard 'bard', Wels bardd 'bard',
OPms girtwei 'praise', Lith giriu 'praise', Latv dzitties 'praise',
Alb gershas 'invite to a marriage', Grk yijpvc; 'voice', Av gar
'praise', OInd groati 'sings, praises'. Cf. Lat gracus 'thankful',
(pI.) grates 'thanks', Lith girtas 'praised', Olnd gOrta
'welcome'. Distribution clearly indicates PIE status.

*kar- 'praise loudly'. [lEW 530-531 (*kar-); Wat 27
(*kar-); GI 176-177 (*kherH-)]. ON herma 'report', OE hrep
'fame', OHG (h)rod 'fame', hruom 'fame', Goth hrojJeigs
'famous', OPms kirdn 'hear', Lith ap-kerdiiu 'announce', Grk
KuplCa{p(JJ 'quake', Av carJkJrJ- 'praise', OInd earkarti
'praises'. Distribution indicates PIE status.

*steu- 'praise'. [lEW 1035 (*steu-)J. Grk O'rEvraz 'make a
gesture or show of (doing something), promise, engage
oneself, or threaten (to do something)' « *'praise oneself'),
Av staoiti 'praises', OInd stauti 'praises'. Distribution suggests
a late IE isogloss of the southeast.

See also POET; POETRY; PRAy; SING; SPEAK. [D.Q.A.IFurther Reading
Rusanova, 1. P (1976) 51avyanskie Drevnosti VI-VII w. Moscow,

Nauka.

I
I
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extended family was the basic social unit. The culture probably
represents the archaeological expression of the early (western?)
Slavic group although some see it as the primary archaeological
expression of late Common Slavic speakers.

See also KOLOCHIN CULTURE; PENKOV CULTURE; SlAVIC

lANGUAGES. U.PM.]

Prague b. House plan (c. 4 to 5 ill on a side) with sunken floor
and characteristic oven; c. Prague vessel.

PRAISE
*hlerkw- 'praise'. [JEW340 (*erkI,L); Wat 17 (*erkW-); GI

822). Oir ere 'heaven', Arm erg 'song', Olnd areati 'praises',
Hit arkuwai- 'explain, answer'. Cf. *h]erkw65 'song of praise':
Arm erg 'song', Oss aryaw 'tale', OInd arka- 'song', IocM
yark 'honor', TochB yarke 'honor'. Widespread and clearly of
PIE date. It is suggested that the Middle Iranian form *arga
was borrowed into Finno-Ugric, e.g., Xanty ardr'song'.

*hleugWh- 'speak solemnly' (pres. *hleugWhetor, aorist
. *hleugWhto). [lEW 348 (*elJ.qfh-); Wat 74 (*wegWh- 

*eugWh-); GI 705 (*Heuto-lHwegh°-)]. Grk £Vxo)1az 'pray
(for); vaunt', £15lCroc; 'fame', £15lCro 'asked', Lydian DW- '±

proclaim', Av aOJaite 'says, pronounces', aoxta 'said', Oind
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'ask, pray', OE biddan 'ask, pray' (> NE bid), OHG bitten
'ask, pray', Goth bid(j)an 'ask, pray', as long as it is possible
that PIE *gWh- before front vowels can be reflected by Gmc
b-. Representing other present formations we have Lith
gedauju 'desire', OCS i~id9 'desire'. Widespread and old in
IE.

-hl/..,er- 'ask the gods, consult an oracle'. [lEW 781
( *or-); Wat 46 ( *or-); GI 703 ( *or-); Buck 22.17]. Lat 6ro «
*hl/40r-eha-je/o-) 'address, solicit (the gods)', araculum
'oracle' « *ara-tlom 'plate of soliciting the gods'), Osc urust
'he pleaded', Hit ariya- - arai- 'consult an oracle, determine
by oracle'. Sometimes put here is the ambiguous OInd Aryati,
if it means 'praises', but it is more likely to mean 'acknowledges
(as lord)' and be derived from arya-. Perhaps a bit more
plausible a connection is that with Rus am 'cry out'. Though
found certainly in only two stocks, their geographical
distnbution would seem to assure PIE status for this word.

*h2eru- '± pray, curse'. lGI 703 (*arw-)). Grk apaOllal
'pray, vow; call down curses', apr, 'prayer (for evil), curse;
ruin, mischief', (Arcadian) KaraPFor; 'accursed', Luv hlrut
« Proto-Anatolian *h2erut-) 'curse'. Though only attested in
two stocks, the word is very likely to be old in IE.

*telhx- '± pray'. [GI708]. ON jJylja 'murmur; recite a poem',
pul· 'string of words', puIr « *tJhx6s) 'wiseman, sage, sayer
of sacred rituals', OE pyle 'orator, speaker; jester' « *tJhxi-),
Hit talliya- « *tolhxei + later -iya-?) 'appeal to a god for help'.
Though sparsely attested, the agreement of Germanic and
Hittite would seem to assure PIE status for this word.

The structure of the earliest attested IE prayers follows a
formulaic pattern of 1) invocation, the addressing of the deity
whose assistance is requested; 2) basis, the justification for
why the deity should either be honored or interested in
assisting; and 3) the request, the expression C?f the desired
action, often given with an imperative verb at the end. For
example, in Hittite, the fourteenth-century king Mursilis II
prays: '0 Sungoddess of Arinna, my lady [invocation}, the
neighboring enemy lands which called me child...now try to
take your borders [basis), so smite those ei1emy lands before
me [request]'. Similarly, the Roman author Cato (Agricultura
1321) prays: juppiter Dapalis [invocation], because it is

fitting that a cup of wine be offered you in sacrifice at my
house by my family, for this reason thus [basis], be honored
by this sacrifice which is about to be made [request}'. In the
Iliad (3.298-301) a similar structure is evident when the Greek _
troops pray: 'Zeus, most glorious, greatest, and the other
immortal gods [invocarionJ, whichever first violates the oaths
[basis], may his and his children's brains pour to the ground
[request] ... '.

See also AsK; SING. [D.Q.A.,JPM.)

Further Readings
Btnveniste, E. (1973) Indo-European Language and Society. Coral

Gables, University of Miami, 499-507.

Justus, C. F (1993) Dislocated imperatives in the Indo-European

prayer. Word 44,273-294.

Polome, E. C. (1975) Old Norse religious termmology in Indo

European perspective, in The NordIC Languages and Modern

Linguistics, 2, Stockholm, 654-665.

PREPARE
*sep- 'handle (skillfully), hold (reverently)'. IIE~V 909

(*sep-); GI 728 (*seph-); Wat 58 (*sep-)]. Grk f1tW 'serv~,

prepare', j1E8brw - ecp£1rw'manage [horses]', Av hap- 'hold',
Oind sapati'touches, handles, caresses; venerates', sJpti- 'team
of horses'. A derivative *sepeljeio- is seen in Lat sepelh'j 'bury'
(as opposed to cremate), sepulcrum 'tomb', OInd :.;apJI)'ali
'honors, upholds'.

*J<meha- 'made, prepared'. [lEW 557 (*kem(J)-); d. \Vat
29 (*kemd-); Buck 9.131. Grk -K'J11Jro~'made,worked' (e.g.,
aVc5POKllTJrOt; 'man-made'), OInd samitj- 'prepared'. From
*J(emha- 'become tired' (intrans ), 'work' (trans.). As it is
attested only in Greek and Old lndic, it may be a late IE
isogloss.

See also DEATH; Pur IN ORDER. [M. N., D. Q.A.)

Further Reading
Vine, B. (1988) Greek EJrwand Indo-European *sep-. IFQ3, 52-61.

PRESS
*prem- 'press down or back'. [VW 390]. Lat premcrc 'press

down, press upon, squeeze', TochB pranJ- '± restrain, hold
back'. Not Widely attested but the geographical dIstribution
of those attestations would strongly su~~est PIE status for the
word.

*gem- 'press, squeeze together, squeeze'. [IE\;V 368-369
(*gem-); BK 278 (*k'um-/*k'om-)]. MIr gemel'feners', limb
gomia 'pregnant', OE cum] ~ cumul 'swelling, wound', Lith
gUmstu 'seize, grasp', oes iim9 'press', Rus gomcj/a 'lump,
heap', Grk YE)1w'am full', Arm em/em 'press together'. A word
of the west and center of the IE world.

?*mak- 'press', [lEW 698 (*mak-); Wat 38 ("*m,1g-); BK

548 (*mak'-/*mdk'-)]. Lat macero 'tenderize by marinatlon',
Latv makt 'oppress, depress', Czech ma(~kalj 'press, squeeze'
Attes(ed only in three western and central stocks, and there
with clearly dIvergent meanings. It is pOSSible that it b a variam
of *rnag- 'work with hands, form, shape' but, if so, it is both
phonologically (*-k- rather than *-g-) and semantically
divergent.

*menk- 'press'. [IEW730-731 (*men«/)k-)]. ON mengjJ
'mingle, mix, blend', OE mengan 'mix', OHC mengcn 'm~x',

Lith minkyti 'l,nead, touch', OCS m~koka 'soft, delicate', Grk
)1aaa{}) 'knead', OInd macate 'bnlises, crushes'. The Greek
form could derive from this root or *mak-; the Old lndlc is
not attested in texts but only in a list of verbs. Possibly related
to *mak- above.

*bhrak- 'squeeze together, make firm' (pres. *bhrakje/o-).
[lEV' 110-111 (*bharek lJ -); Wat 9 (*bhrek W

-)]. Mlr bare
'storm, fury', Lat [arda 'feed, fatten', [anus « *[arctus) 'thick',
Grk ({Jpaaaw 'fill qUite full, close, push together; make a fence
arourid, defend', cppaK'ros 'closed', TochA prclkjr 'firm', TochB
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prakre 'firm'. Sufficiently widespread to be a good candidate
for PIE status despite certain phonological difficulties (*bhrak
or *bhrOak-?).

*treud- 'thrust, press' (pres. *treudelo-). [lEW 1095-1096
(*tr-eu-d-); Wat 72 (*treud-); BK 110 (*t[hJur-/*t[hJor-)]. Oir
trom « *trud-smo-) 'oppressive', Lat trOdo 'thrust, push
away', ON prJota 'tire', OE (a-)Preotan 'tire,' become
disagreeable', OHG ar-driozan ~ bi-driozan 'oppress, trouble',
Goth us-priutan 'bother, persecute', OCS trudJ'trouble', truditi
s~ 'exert oneself', Alb tredh 'castrate'. At least a word of the
west and center of the IE world.

*kem- '± press together'. [JEW 555 (*kem-); Wat 29
(*kem-); BK 202 (*I1/h}im-/*{j[hJem-)]. ON hemja 'restrain',
ME hamp(e)ren 'hamper', OPrus kumpinna 'hinder', Lith
kamuoti 'press together', Latv kamu6t 'torment', Rus komitl
'press into a ball', Grk 1CWPOC; 'band of revelers, festival
procession', Arm k'amel 'press, squeeze, filter'. At least a word
of the west and center of the IE world.

*gen- '± compress'. [JEW 370-373 (*gen-); Wat 19
(*gen-); BK 311 (*k'un-/*k'on-)]. A "pseudo-root" of sorts
which, enlarged, gives a large number of at least semi
onomatopoetic verbs, principally in Germanic but sometimes
also to be found in neighboring stocks. Attested both in
Germanic and outside of it are: 0) *gneu- in ON knyja
'squeeze, strike', OE cnu(w)ian 'pound in a mortar', cneowian
'copulate', SC gnjaviti 'squeeze'; (2) *gneug- in OE cnocian ~

cnucian 'knock, pound i'n a mortar' (> NE knock), Lith
gniauiiu 'squeeze something tight in the hand'; (3) *gneibh
in ON kneifa kind of pincers, knlfr 'knife', OE cnlf'knife' (>
NE knife), Lith gnybu ~ gnaibau 'pinch (with fingers or
pincers)'. Similar is the case of *ken- in *kneuglk- [IE\V558
559 (*ken-), Wat 29 (*ken-)] in OIr cnocc'lump, ball', OBret
cnoch 'tumulus', ON hnOka 'sit cowering', OE hnocc 'penis',
Latv knauj<is 'dwarf', Grk (Hesychius) KVV(Oro 'draw together'.

*puli- 'press together'. [IEW849 ( *puk-)]. Alb puth 'kiss',
Grk liJ1nv~ « *ana-puks) 'diadem', Av pusa- 'headband,
diadpm'. At least a word of the center and east of the IE world.

*pisd- 'press'. [lEW 887 (*pi-s(e)d-)). Grk nze(ro 'press',
OInd pIQayati 'presses, squeezes'. Dialectally limited to two
stocks that show numerous late isoglosses. This root has been
derived either from *pis- 'crush, pound' or from *hlepi- and
the root *sed- 'sit', the first appearing the more probable.

?*greut- '± compress'. [IE\tV 406 (*greut-)]. OIr gruth
'curds, cheese', OE (with new lengthened grade) crodan 'press,
crowd' (> NE crowd). Only sparsely attested. Perhaps a dialect
word of the IE northwest.

?*tr;engh- '± press, force'. [lEW 1099-1100 (*tuengh-~;

Wat 72 (*twengh-)]. ON pVinga 'force, torment', OE twengan
'pinch', pwang'thong, band' (> NE thong), OHG dwingan
'force', Av 8wpzjaiti « *tl,Jengh-sKeio-) 'falls into distress'. The
initial t- in OE twengan is unexpected while the etymological
connection with Avestan is very uncertain. Not clearly
reconstructed to PIE.

See also PuSH; WORK.. [M.N., D.Q.A.]

PRIEST

PRICE see EXCHANGE

PRICK
*steig- 'prick'. [IEvV 1016-1017 (*(S)tClg-); Wat 65

( *steig-); GI 102]. Lat In-sligo 'goad', OE sUdan 'prick' (> NE
stick), stice 'sting, prick, stab' (> NE stitch), OHG sticken
'stick, stab', stehhon 'stick, stab', Goth sliks 'stickIng, stab',
Grk (rcl(ro « *stig-je/o-) 'prick, tattoo', Av bi-taeya- 'having
two edges', taeia- 'point, sharp', Olnd tejate 'is sharp, makes
sharp'. Well attested and can be reconstructed to PIE.

*geid- 'tickle'. [IEvV 31)6 (*geid-)I. ON kitla 'tickle', Of-:.
citelian 'tickle', citelung 'tickling', OHG kitzilon 'tickle', Arm
kcem « *gidje/o-) 'tickle, scratch (an itch)', kcanem 'prick,
bite'. Attested in the west and central region of the IE world.

*kel- 'pric~'. [IEW545 (.*kel-); Wat 28 (*kel-) I. OIr cUllenn
« *kolinos) 'holly', Wels celyn 'holly', ON hulfr 'holly', OE
holen 'holly' (> NE holly), OHG hulls 'holly', OCS klasCl 'ear
of grain', Alb kalli'straw, chaff', Olnd kafamba- ~< *kol-to-)
'arrow'. The verbal root *kel- is abstracted entirely from its
nominal derivatives which have In common spikmess or
sharpness. It IS possible that this root is related to *kc1- 'cut'.

*peug- 'prick, poke'. [lEW 828 (*peuK- ~ *peug-); \Vat
51 (*peuk- ~ *peug-) 1. Lat pungo (with nasal infix) 'prick',
Grk nVYJ1J1 'fist'. Attempts have been made to relate this word
to the tree-name *peuKs 'pine' which has been treated as a
variant of this root but the pme word is securely reconstruct
ible while *peug- is known only from two languages.

See also PIERCE. [M.N.I

PRIEST
There is no solid lexical evidence to suppon the recon

struction of a PIE term for 'priest' There are, however, a series
of possible cognates that have been uccasionally cited as
suggesting the existence of an IE priest class.

*kouhlei(sJ'seer, priest, poet'. [IE\V578-579 (*keu-); GI
734-735 (*khelou-); Wat 30 (*keu-)). Grk (Hesychius) KOryC;

- KOll1C; 'priest of the Salnothracian mysteries', Lydian kaves
'priest', Av kava « *kouhlei) (deSIgnation of daevlsh pI ~flces),

OInd kavi- 'skillful, wise; seer, sage, poet'. At least dialectally
present in PIE. From *(sJkeuhl- 'perceive'.

?*bhlaghmen 'priest'. [IE\tV 154 (*bhlagh-men-); Wat 9
(*bhlagh-men-); GI 690 (*!JhIJgh-men-)\. Lat f7amen ·priest'.
flamonium 'the office of a flamen', Messapic {3}..,aplvl'priest',
OPers brazman- 'appropriate form, appearance', OInd
brahman- 'priest', bnihmanyam 'the state or rank of a
brahman'. This comparison is much disputed as there is no
evident reflex of PIE *-gh- in the Latin form un < *l7ags
men) and the root to which the suffix *-wen is added IS
otherwise opaque in both the putative descendant stocks and
PIE. It has been suggested that the Latin form may rather be
cognate with ON bIOla 'sacrifice', OE blc='tan 'sacrifice', OHG
bl6zan 'sacrifice', Goth bl6tan 'sacrifice'. The Germanic and
Latin words would then reflect different enlargements of
*bheI- 'swell' in its metaphoric meaning of 'strengthen' (Le.,
strengthening the gods through sacrifice) The word in the
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east has thus been regarded as purely Indo-Iranian which
has also been connected with ON bragr'pbetry' from a putative
*bhregh-. Under this hypothesis the original meaning for the
lndic word would have been '± speaker of the [ritual} formula,
poet, performer of sacrifices'.

·p(o)nt- + *dhehl-/*kwer- 'priest' < *'way-setter/maker'.
Lat pontifex'one who makes a way (to the gods), high-priest',
Olnd pathi-kft- 'path-maker' but also a religious title applied
to priests. Although clearly not a PIE compound because of
the diverse verbal element in Latin and Old lndic, it is perhaps
pqssible that these both derive from a common underlying
concept.

?*haeug- 'increase'. [IEW84 (*al)eg-); Wat 4 (*aug-)]. Lat
augur 'seer, soothsayer', Olnd 6jas- 'strength, power'. In the
context of lndic literature this 'force' is clearly associated with
the warrior function and is seen as a well of energy upon
which the warriors, usually Indra or the Maruts, may draw.
In Latin tradition, it is the priest who may draw upon this
'power' and distribute it ritually within the context not only
of the warrior class but also for religious or agricultural
purposes. The correspondences are not wide-ranging although
they do occur between two language stocks well separated in
space.

n*bhertor'priest' « *'one who bears [offerings?}'). [lEW
129-130 (*bher-t6/or); Wat 7 (*bher-); BK 6 (*bar-/*b;;Jr-)].
Umb ars-fertur 'priest', Av fra-b;;Jr;;Jtar- 'priest'. From *bher
'carry'. The Italic-Iranian agreement may reflect something of
PIE age but could also be taken as independent developments.

Indo-European Priesthoods
Although the lexical evidence for the existence of a PIE

priest is inadequate, comparative data (indicated in the accom
panying table) concerning the behavior of the lndic brahman
and the Roman Flamen Dialis suggests a number of corres
pondences concerning proscriptive behavior that hint at an
earlier inherited core.

The trifunctional ideology of the Indo-Europeans is
believed to have been inherited in the Roman priest class
which was "functionally" divided into the Flamen DiaIis
(priests concerned with the cosmic and social issues of reli
gious practice), the Flamen Martialis who were concerned
with warfare, the army and terrestrial deities, and the Flamen
QUirInalis, who invoked the deities of the underworld to assist
in protecting the fertility of the crops and similar agricultural
pursuits.

The Priest Function
Within the system of IE ideology reconstructed by Georges

Dumezil, the religiOUS "function" in society is represented by
a duality, generally represented by two deities. One of these
reflects the magico-religious nature of the function while the
other is more concerned with the specific application of
religious sanction to human society, in particular to contracts.
The underlying religiOUS system is supported essentially by
similar structural features in the mythologies of various IE-

speaking peoples but generally lacks linguistic support.
The lndic evidence for this system is focused on the dual

deities VaruI).a and Mitra whose names are given frequently
in the form of a devata dvandva, a compound, such as Milra
VaruI).a or, in the dual form Mitra, i.e., 'Mitra and the other
one'. The name VaruI).a derives from the root \1- 'enclose,
confine' and VaruI).a exercises his magic powers through the
use of spells and snares. He is charged with the maintenance
of [ta- '(divine) order' which underlies the forces of the cosmos.
He has an association with water (he later becomes a sea god
and the motif of swearing by water is perhaps related to the
Greek tradition of swearing by the river Styx), and this
association is reflected in his specific punishment of inflicting
'water belly disease', i.e., dropsy. The name of Mitra, to whom
only one hymn of the Ji.gveda is dedicated (RV3.59), is related
to mitram 'contract' < *mI- 'exchange' or *mi- 'set up, fix'.
This name would comprise a semantic field involVing
contracts, legality, which are beneficial to mankind. He and a
series of auxiliary deities are seen to insure the proper
contraction of relationships, e.g., legal, marriage, in human
society. The "epicization" of Indic myth, as reflected in the
Mahabarata translates VaruI).a (who in Atharvaveda 4.4,1 is
stricken with impotency) into PaI).c;lu (who has been inflicted
with punishments, pallor, and impotence) while Mitra is seen
to underlie Yudhi~tira, law king, who assumes the guise of a
brahman in the cOl.!rt of Matsya.

In Iranian tradition, where the Indo-Iranian deities were
reconstituted as abstractions in the reforms of Zara8ustra, the
magico-religious figure is seen to lie behind Ahura Mazdah:
'Lord Wise', who, like Varuna, possessed the element *Asura
(in Iranian we find the compound MiSra-Ahura, d. Mitra
Varurja) and Varuna is also described as medhira- 'wise', where
Vedic medha is cognate with Avestan mazda- 'wise'. Further
support for the correspondence derives from Ahura Mazdah's
essence, Asa VasiSta, where the first element is cognate with
Vedic [ta-, the divine order VaruI).a was charged to maintain
and VasiSta is clearly to be associated with Varunas son Vasi$~a.

The second partner is reflected leXically as MiSra which, in
Iranian, originally indicated 'contract' like 'his Indic
counterpart, but later developed the meaning 'friend' and
finally evolved into a multi-purpose deity who absorbed not
only VaruI).a's duties, but also those of the War god and the
Sun god. The abstraction Vohu Manah 'good thought' more
properly reflects the Mithraic character in his relations to

human society.
In Roman tradition, the presumably inherited IE priestly

deity crossed with the Sky god to yield Jupiter whose various
duties were increased to such an extent that it is difficult to
isolate his original role. In general, he would seem to represent
the Varunaic side of the priestly function while the MithraiC
maybe seen in DillS Fidius ('faith'), the deity who protected
both the sanctity of oaths and the laws of hospitality. As with
Indic literature, so also Roman mythology was incryptcd in
the early histories of Rome where the dual nature of the priestly
function has been claimed to underlie the characters of Romes
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Brahman

cannot be killed
cannot be compelled as witness
must avoid smoke of funeral pyre
must not drink alcohol
must not touch unsacrificed meat
other than head, must not have oil on body
must cease religious activitity at time of warfare
must not study on horseback
must not read Vedas when he hears barking dog, avoid dogs
never be naked nor see wife so

PROJECT

Flamen Dialis

cannot have hands laid upon him
cannot be compelled to swear oath
most not approach funeral pyre
must avoid intoxicants
must not touch raw meat
must not rub himself with oil outdoors
must not see army
must not mount or touch horse
must not touch or mention dog
must always have some priestly sign on

Priest Prohibitions of Indic and Roman priest classes.

first rulers. Romulus not only founded the city and served as
first king but also as an augur, who established correct religious
practice, was associated with the supernatural powers of
priests, and whose divine protector was Jupiter. Although
Numa is represented as his chronological successor, this
representation is regarded as historicized myth and the second
king, prominent as a lawgiver, who organized the annual Fides
'contract' ceremony, is taken to be a projection of Dius Fidius.

The distinction between a god of magic and spells and
another of oaths and contracts is replicated in other characters
of early Roman pseudo-history The Roman soldier, Horatius
Cocles (one-eyed), one of three brothers, was forced to defeat
the three Curatii of Alba. Although the tale relates how
Horatius separated each of his three opponents by pretending
to flee, both the etymology of his name and his "evil-eye" are
also credited with magically discouraging his opponents. His
Mithraic counterpart is seen in Mucius Scaevola ('left-handed')
who attempted to assassinate the Etruscan king and when
apprehended, swore with his right-hand in a bed of coals
that three-hundred further assassins had also infiltrated the
Etruscan camp. The (false) confession associates Mudus with
oaths and contracts, the domain of the Mithraic figure.

The distinction between a divinity possessing a baleful eye
and another lacking a hand by which oaths are sworn is reflect
ed to some extent in both Germanic and Celtic mythologies.
Although the priest function appears to have been lost among
the early Germanic peoples, the functional ideology persisted
in Scandinavian myth with Qainn who' gave up one of his
eyes in order to acquire the gift of seeing the future and the
god Tyr who lost his hand making a false oath in order to
secure the wolf Fenrir .long enough to have it bound. The
identification of Tyr as the "contract deity" is further secured
by his Old English congener Tlw (whence Tues-day) who
was patron of the assembly like his Roman cognate Difls
Fidius. The Irish counterpart is seen as Lug who dances about
the host of Formorians on one foot and with one-eye closed
(and their own leader Balor who possessed an enormous eye
capable of inflicting death at a distance which Lug puts out)
and Nuadu, the king who has lost his hand in a battle and
requires a silver prosthesis to make him whole enough again

that he may serve as king. Like Qainn, Lug is also strongly
associated with the raven. A further euhemerization of Lug is
found in Finn mac Cumaill who is also associated with ravens
and must deal with Goll mac Morna, a one-eyed monster
who burns down Tara.

There are some lexical associations among these west IE
stocks as Oainn's name derives from *Watonos 'raVing,
possessed' and is cognate with Lat vates 'foreteller, seer' and
OIr faith 'ecstatic bard'. The evidence of a "threefold death"
in western Europe also supports the identification of the
priestly figures in the respective pantheons where the Norse
aainn is associated with death by hanging (he is the hangagoo
'hanging god') and Roman sources indicate that the Con
tinental Celts employed hanging in sacrifices to the god Esus
('lord').

There is little evidence for the priest figure in Baltic folklore
other than perhaps figures such as the Lithuanian Velinas
'ghost, devil' who is one eyed, prophetic, raging god of the
veles (ghosts) and the Old Prussian Pecullus (Parollo or
Patollus). .

See also COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY~ COSMOGONY~ COSMOLOGY~

EsCHATOLOGY; PRAy; SACRIACE. {D.Q.A.;j.PM.1

Further Readings
Dumezil, G. (1948) Mitra- Varuna: Essai sur deux representatIOns

indo-europeennes de Ja souverainete. Paris, Gallimard
Dumezil, G. (1970) Archaic Roman RelIgon. 2 vols. Chicago,

University of Chicago. .

Watkins, C. (1995) How to Kill a Dragon: Aspects of Indo-European

Poetics. New York and Oxford, Oxford University Press.

PROFIT see EXCHANGE

PROJECf
*bhar- 'projection'. [JEW 108-109 (*bhar-); Wat 5

(*bhar-); BK 5 (*bar-/*bJr-)1. From *bhar-ko-: Mlr bare «
*bhar-ko-) 'spear shaft', Wels barch 'spear', SC bfk 'point';
perhaps from *bhar-(es)- 'barley, grain' we have Oir bairgen
« *baragen-)'bread', Wels bara 'bread', Lat far'spelr, grain',
ON barr 'grain', OE bere 'barley' (> NE barley, i.e., bere +
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lfe'ly'), Goth bariz-eins'made of barley'. It has been suggested
that all of these substantives are derived "from a verbal root
*bhar-'protrude' but since all the forms are nominal, it makes
better sense to reconstruct a nominal form 'projection' to the
proto-language. The extended form *bhar-es- 'barley' may
be based on this root as well.

*men- 'project'. [lEW 726 (*men-); Wat 41 (*men-); BK
533 (*mun-I*mon-)]. Wels mant 'mouth, lip', Lat pro-mineo
'stand out, project', mentum 'chin', Hit meni- 'face, cheek',
Av fra-manyente 'gain prominence'. The close structural and
semantic correspondences over the few languages, so widely
distributed, suggests PIE status.

See also BARLEY. [M.N.]

PRONOUNS
Personal Pronouns

Personal pronouns for the first and second persons, singu
lar, dual, and plural, can be reconstructed for PIE. In addition,
it is possible to reconstruct a general reflexive personal
pronoun which might refer back to any person (first, second,
or third) or number. Except for the third person use of the
reflexive pronoun, PIE did not have real third person pronouns
but rather used various demonstrative pronouns (i.e., 'this'
or 'that') when a third personal pronominal reference was
needed. Formally; the first and second person pronouns are
distinctive in that they have independent shapes for nomina
tive and non-nominative cases (e.g., *hjeg and *hleme- in
the first person singular, *tl1hx and *te in the second person
singular, *l)ei and *nos- in the first person plural, *iuhxs and
*lJ.os- in the second person plural). The presence of *lJ.- in
both the first and second persons plural has suggested to some
that at some very early stage of Indo-European there may
have been a distinction, as there is in many languages, between
a first person plural exclusive ('we', i.e., 'I and some others
but not you') whose form would be *l)e-, and a first person
inclusive ('we', Le., 'I and you') whose form would be *ne-.
Under this hypothesis, when the inclusive/exclusive
distinction collapsed, the form *lJ.e- was reassigned as both a
first person plural (nominative) and a second person plural
(non-nominative). Such a hypotheSiS is certainly possible but
by no means certain.

First Person
*hleg'!' (emphatic *hieg6m), *hieme 'me' (enclitic *hime,

emphatic *hlmem [< *hlme-em] - *h]me-ge) (gen.
*hlmeme, dar. *hlmeghi). [IEW291 (*eg-, *eg(h)om), 702
(*me-); Wat 16 (*eg), 39 (*me-); GI 32 (*eK'-); BK 433 (*a
I*d-)]. OIr meT, Wels miCposs. adj. ryN), Lat ego '1', me 'me'
(pass. adj. meus 'my', dat. mihi), Venetie exo '1', mexo 'me',
Runic ek(a) « *hjeg[omJ) '1', ON ek'1', mik 'me' (pass. adj.
mIn 'my'), OE icT (> NE l), me (> NE me) - mee 'me' (pass.
adj. mIn 'my') [> NE mine], OHG ih '1', mih 'me' (pass. adj.
mIn 'my'), Goth ik '1', mik'me' (pass. adj. meins'my')(Gmc
*mek < *hlme-ge), OPms es - as '1', Lith as '1', man~ 'me'
(enclitic -m; pass. adj. manas), Latv esT, mani 'me', OCS

*(j)azu « *h]egom) '1', m~ « *h]mem) 'me' (gen. mene),
Alb une « *ug[om]? + -ne) '1', mua « *h]mem) 'me' (enclitic
me), Grk £yw(v) '1', £pl'me' (emphatic £/-liYE, enclitic /-lE,
pass. adj. £,u6~'my'), Arm es « *ec) '1', z-is« *-ins< *hleme
ge?) 'me'; (gen. im < *hjemos), Hit ag « Proto-Anatolian
*ag) '1', ammuk« Proto-Anatolian *emu + *-g) 'me' (enclitic
-mu), HierLuv (a-)mu 'I, me', Lycian amu - emu 'I, me', Av
aZdm- az '1', rna 'me' (gen. md.na 1= /mana/J), OPers adam
'1', OInd aham '1', mam « *hlmem) 'me' (enclitic rna, gen.
mama, dat. mahyam) , TocM nuk « *-ug?) 'I, me (female
speaking)', (enclitic -ni), TochB nas « *h]me-ge) 'I, me'
(enclitic -n). Widespread and old in IE. In many stocks there
has been a tendency to replace the nominative forms by old
accusatives (Celtic, Anatolian, Tocharian). Tocharian, for
obscure reasons, has replaced the original *-m- by *-n-. In
Anatolian the vowel *-u- has spread from the second person
singular; the same spread is also to be seen possibly in
Albanian and Tochartan. The second person singular emphatic
*tuhx-om was re-analyzed as *tu-h~m in lndic, leading to
*hleg-hxom (> OInd aham) rather than *h]egom.

*n6hl 'we two, us two', *chlue 'us two'. [IEW758 (*ne
- *no-), 1114 (*l)e-)]. ON vit'wetwo', okkr'us two', OE wit
'we two', unc - uncet 'us two', Goth wit 'we two', ugkis 'us
two' (Gmc < *l)edu 'we-two' and *Qhll)e(s) with "hardening"
of the laryngeal to *-k-), Lith mudu 'we two, us two' (dial.
vedu 'we two'), nuodu 'us two' (only the latter is an inheri
tance), OCS ve 'we two', na 'us two' (gen. naju), Grk vw'we
two, us two', OInd avam 'we two, us two' (gen. avajos), TochB
wene 'we" two, us two' (rebuilt after the first person plural
with the addition of the productive dual ending -ne).
Widespread and old in IE.

*utl'we' (emphatic *uej6m) , *lJSIne 'us' (enclitic -nos).
[lEW 758 (*ne- - *no-), 1114 (*/Je-); Wat 44 (*nes-), 73
(*we-): Gl 254 (*wei-, *mes); BK 564( *na-/*nd-) ,475 (*wa-/
*Wd-)]. aIr nI'we, us', Wels ni'we, us', Lat nos 'we, us' (poss.
adj. noster), ON ver'we', 055 'us', OE we 'we' (> NE we), CIs
(> NE us) - asic 'us', OHG wir 'we', unsih 'us', Got,h weis
'we', uns 'us' (Gmc *weis < *l)ei(e)s), OPms rues 'we', mans
'us' (gen. noason), Lith rues 'we', mDs 'us' (gen. musJ-l), Latv
mes 'we', mas 'us' (gen. musu) (Lithuanian and Latvian
accusative [and geI1itive] from *ruuns, rebuilt on the basis of
the second person plural), OCS my 'we', ny 'us' (gen. nasa),
Alb ne « *nos) 'we, us' (enclitic na < *nos) , Grk i1J1El~ (Aeohc
&,uj1.E~) 'we', T,j1.Eac; (Aeolic aj1.j1.E) 'us' (Grk < *Qsme(s»), Arm
mek' 'we', z-mez 'us' (gen. mer), Hit wes « */Jei(e)s), 'we',
anzas « *1)sos with the *-m- lost by dissimilation from the
proceeding *-n-?) 'us' (enclitic -nas~, Av vaem (= /vayaml)
'we', asma 'us' (enclitic nah), OPers vayam 'we', OInd vayam
'we', asman 'us' (enclitic nas) , TochA was 'we, us' (enclitic
-m), TochB wes 'we, us' (enclitic -me) (Tach < a connation of
*l)ei(e)s and *nos; enclitic < *IJsmos with loss of the first
syllable). Widespread and old in IE. Note that in a central
innovating area comprised of Baltic, Slavic, and Armeman
the expected initial *n-. has been replaced by m-, either by
the analogy of the first person singular pronoun or because
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of the influence of the first person plural verbal endings in
*-m-, or both.

Second Person

*tuhx'thou' (emphatic *tuhx6m), *teue'thee' (enclitic *te,
emphatic *tufm [< *tue-eml; gen. *teue). [lEW 1097-1098
(*t6); Wat 72 (*tu-); GI 194 (*thwe-/*thu); BK 102 (*t[hiii
*t{hje)]. OIr to 'thou, thee', Wels ti 'thou, thee', Lat to 'thou',
te'thee', ON pu 'thee' (pass. adj. pin), OE PO 'thou' (> NE
thou), jJe (> NE thee) ~ jJic 'thee' (pass. adj. jJln) [> NE thine],

OHG du 'thou', dih 'thee' (pass. adj. din), Goth pu 'thou',
jJuk'thee' (pass. adj. jJeins), OPms tau ~ tu 'thou', tien 'thee'
(pass. adj. tais'thy'), Lith tiI'thou', tavr'thee' (pass. adj. tavas),
Latv tu 'thou', tevi 'thee', OCS ty 'thou', t~ 'thee' (gen. tebe) ,
Alb ti 'thou', ty'thee' (enclitic tt), Grk au 'thou' (with s- on
the analogy of the accusative, etc.; Doric -ru 'thou'), a£ «
*tl)e) 'thou' (enclitic a£), Arm du 'thou', z-k'ez « *tlje-) 'thee'
(pass. adj. k'o [< *tI)6s]), Hit zig 'thou' (with not well
understood -1-; the -g comes from the first person singular),
tug 'thee', Palaic ti 'thou', to 'thee', Av tVJm (= ItuHaml) ~ to
'thou', Ovam 'thee', GPers tuvam 'thou', Olnd tvam thou',
tvam 'thee' (Indo-Iranian < *tuhx6m and *tl)tm), TocM tu
'thou', cu 'thee' (enclitic -ci), TochB tuwe 'thou', ci 'thee'
(enclitic -c) (Tach < *tuhx6m, *telj.e, *te). Widespread and
old in IE. The difference between nominative and accusative
stems is better preserved in the second person singular than
in the first person singular or in the first and second persons
plural.

*lj.6hl 'ye two, you two', *uhlue 'you two'. [lEW 513
514 (*1Jes- - *1Jos-)]. ON it 'ye two', ykkr'you two', OE git
Lye two', inc - incit 'you two', Goth *jut 'ye two', igkis 'you
two' (Gmc < *inkwis 'you two' < *uhl1JeS with the same
substitution of *i- for *u- as in the accusative plural, the
introduction of *-n- from the first person dual, and the same
hardening of *-h]- to -k- as in the first person dual), Lith
jiIdu 'ye/you two' (Germanic and Baltic rebuilt on the analogy
of the second person plural), oes va « *ljoh]) 'ye/you two'
(gen. vaju) , OInd yuvam « *uh]lj.e-em with y- from the
nominative second person plural) 'ye/you two' (enclitic Yam,
gen. yuvajos), TachS yene'yelyou two' (rebuilt after the second
person plural with the addition of the productive dual ending
-ne). Widespread and old in IE.

*iuhxs 'ye', *uSl}.e - *SUe 'you' (enclitic *uos). [lEW 513
514 (*iu-); Wat 79 (*yu-); GI 254 (*w6s)]. aIr sI'ye, you',
Wels chwi 'ye, you' (Celtic < *Sljts), Lat vas 'ye, you' (pass.
adj. vester), ON er'we', yar- ya(v)ar'you', OE ge 'ye' (> NE
ye), eow'you' (> NE you), OHG ir'ye', iuwih 'you', GothjiiS .
'ye', izwis 'you' (except in Gothic the Germanic nom. has been
rebuilt on the analogy of the first person plural; the ace. comes
from Proto-Gmc *izwis, preserved as such in Gothic but with
the *-z- dissimilated to -0- in North Gmc, to -w- in West
Gmc), 0 Prus ious 'ye', wans 'you' (gen. iouson), Lith jds eye' ,
jus 'you' (gen.jUsll), Latv jQs'ye, you' (gen. jiisu) , oes vy'ye,
you' (gen. vasa) (OCS \tYand OPms wans< *vonswith *-ns
on the analogy of the nominal accusative plural ending), Alb

PRONOUNS

ju "ye' (enclitic ju ~ u)(Alb < *(u)sljes?), Grk vp£fr; lye' (Aeolic
15J.1I1E~), vJ.l£a~ 'you' (Aeolic 1511J.1£) , al{)(o « *s-bho) "ye/you
two', Arm ijez 'you' (gen. jeT, the nom. duk' is a pluralization
of the singular du), Hit sumes « *suves) 'ye, you', Av yUs ~

yiiidm 'ye', xsma - yusma 'you' (enclitic yah), Olnd yuyam
lye', YU$man 'you' (enclitic vas), TocM yas "ye, you', TachS
yes "ye, you' (enclitic ..:me)(Toch yas/yes is a conllation of
*juhxs and *lj.OS; enclitic -me < *smos). Widespread and old
in IE. In asoutheastem group comprising Greek, Indo-Iranian,
and Tocharian, *usl)e was replaced by *usme by analogy with
the first person plural *1Jsme. In Germanic the initial vowel
of *uslje was replaced by *i- after *juhxs; Indo-Iranian tends
to replace it by *ju-. Celtic, Italic, Slavic, Albanian, Greek,
and Anatolian replace the nominative by the accusative while
East Baltic (Lithuanian and Latvian) replace the accusative
with the nominative.

Reflexive Pronoun
*seue (ace.) '-self' (enclitic *se, emphatic *Sl}.tm !< *sue

em}; gen. *selj.e). [lEW 882 (*se1Je-); Wat 67-68 (*s(w)e-);
GI 292J. Lat se 'him-Iher-litself' (pass. adj. suus), Messapic
veinam 'self', OHG sih 'him-Iher-Iitself' (pass. adj. sIn), Goth
sik'him-Iher-/itself' (poss. adj. sins), swi-kunjJs'obvious' C'self
known'), OPms sien '-self' (pass. adj. swais), Lith save '-self'
(pass. adj. savas), Latv sevi '-self', oes Sf '-self' (gen. sebe) ,
Alb u 'him-Iher-/itself', Grk € - EE « *slj.e - *selje) 'him-Iher-I
itself' (poss. adj. or; [< *s!Jos] 'his'), Av hva- - hava- 'one's
own', GPers huwa- 'one's own', OInd sva- 'ones own', TocM
$tii 'one's own', TochB $ati 'one's own'. Widespread and old in
IE. Derivatives include *slj.e-t- 'self; ones own' in Lith svecias
'guest', Latv svess 'stranger; guest', oes svatu 'relative,
attendant', Alb vett 'self', Grk (F)ETIJt; 'relative, friend'; *sl,Jedh
'be accustomed to' « *'make one's own') in Lat soda lis
'member of an association', suesco'become accustomed;
accustom', ON sioarr'custom, practice, rite', OE sidu 'custom,
practice, rite', OHG situ 'custom, practice', Goth sidus 'custom,
practice', Grk lOot; 'custom, habit', ijOot; 'accustomed place;
custom, usage; disposition, character', OInd svadhA 'inherent
power, habitual state, custom', TochA $otre'mark, sign', TochB
$otri 'mark, sign' « *sljedh-ru- 'characteristic').

Interrogative, Relative, and Indefinite Pronouns
We ·can reconstruct for PIE a wealth of interrogatives,

relatives, and indefinites (i.e., pronouns like 'someone' or
'anyone'), though the details of that reconstruction are not
always clear. Half of the well-attested IE groups (Le., Celtic,
Balto-Slavic, Greek, Indo-Iranian) have a distinct relative
pronoun, *jo-, that is different from the interrogative and
indefinite pronouns which show a shape *kwo-, *kwi-, or

. *kwu-. The other half (i.e., Italic, Germanic, Albanian,
Armenian, Anatolian, Tocharian) have no relative pronoun
*jo-, using *kwo-/*kwi-/*kwu- in relative functions as well as
for interrogatives and indefinites.

The *kw-pronouns, whatever their range of meaning, have
a bewildering variety of form. Both *kwo- and *kwi- appear
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to have existed side by side as interrogatives and indefinites
(and also relatives in our second group of languages) in their
nominative and accusative forms, though they shared a
genitive *k Wes(iJo whose form proclaims it a part of the *k W

0

paradigm. Only *kwi- could appear as an enclitic (Le.,
following and forming a single phonological word with
whatever it is attached to) indefinite, except in Anatolian
where both *kwo- and *kwi- can be found as enclitic
indefinites. In IE itself *kwu- seems to have been restricted to
adverbial functions (e.g., 'where') but in Slavic, Albanian, and
Tocharian its role has been expanded.

Whether the relative pronoun takes the shape *kw0- or
*jo-, the commonest type of relative clause in the earliest
attested IE languages, and no doubt in PIE itself, is the
correlative relative clause. In such a formation there was a
relative clause (marked by the presence of either *kw0- or
*jo-) followed by a non-relative clause in which the relative
pronoun was echoed by a demonstrative pronoun, e.g., in
English, '\Vhen he wants the money, then he'll do the job'.
The result of this neatly balanced sYntactic structure was a
substantial number of relative (-interrogative)ldemonstrative
pairs or triples, e.g., *kw6U, *j6ti, *t6ti.

For the follOWing *k W-pronouns the glosses should be
taken as interrogative in meaning unless speCifically stated
otherwise (e.g., as 'relative' or 'interrogative and relative'). The
*jo- forms are exclusively relative in meaning.

*kw6s'who', *kw6m 'whom' (gen. *kwes(i)o). [IEW644
645 (*klJo-)~ Wat 34 (*kwo-)~GI 75~ BK 324 (*kw{h]i_/
*kw[hJe-)J. aIr nech 'som~one, anyone', Wels neb 'someone,
anyone' (Celtic < *ne-kWos) , ON hva(r) 'who', OE hwa 'who'
(> NE who), OHG (h)wer 'who' (with the vowel analogical
after that of the follOWing word), hwes 'whose', Goth lvas
(masc.) 'who', (fern.) NO 'who', lvis 'whose', OPms kas 'who',
Lith kas 'who, what' (interrogative and relative), OCS ceso
'whose', Alb ke « *kw6m) 'whom' (interrogative and relative),
Grk roil 'whose', Arm ov« *kwos/kwom) 'who', ok' 'anyone',
Phryg 1(O~ 'whoever', Av (masc.) ko 'who', (fern.) ka 'who',
kahya 'whose', cahya 'anyone's, someones', OInd kas (masc.)
'who', (fern.) kA 'who', kasya 'whose'. The apparent feminine
*kweha is probably an innovation in those stocks where it
appears (Gothic, Baltic, Indo-I.ranian). Celtic and Italic show
new formations: *kwe-i - *kwo-i'who' (masc.), *kweha-i'who'
(fern.) in OIr cIa 'who', OWeis pUi 'who' (Celtic < *kwei), Lat
qui/quae and Osc puilpai (both interrogative and relative).
Widespread and old in IE.

*kw6d 'what'. [IEW644-645 (*klJo-); Wat 34 (*kwo-); GI
75; BK 324 (*kw{hli-/*kW[h]e-)]. OWels pa 'what', Lat quod

'in respect to which; that, in that' (conj.), Osc pud 'that, in
that' (conj.), ON hvat 'what', OE hwcpt 'what' (> NE what),
OHG (h)waz 'what', Goth !va 'what', Palaic -kuwat
(generaliZing particle), Lydian -kod (generalizing particle),
Av ka 'what', OInd kad 'what'. Widespread and old in IE.

*kwfs 'who'. UEW 644-645 (*klJo-); Wat 34 (*kwi-); GI
139 (*khoi_)~ BK 324 (*kw[h}i-/*kW[hje-)]. lat quis 'who,
which one', Grk 'ti<; 'who', Hit kuis 'who' (interrogative and

relative), Av ciS 'who'. Old in IE.
*kwfd 'what, what one'. [lEW 644-645 (*kvo-); Wat 34

(*kwi-)~ GI 75; BK 324 (*kw[hji-/*kwfhje-»). Lat quid 'what,
what one', Osc pid - pid 'what, what one', OCS cfto 'what',
Arm in-c' 'some', Hit kuit 'what' (interrogative), 'which'
(relative), Av cit (generalizing particle), OPers ciy(generalizing
particle), cid (generalizing particle). Widespread and old in
IE.

*kw6ceros 'which (of two)'. [lEW 645 (*klJo-tero-); Wat
34 (*kwo-); GI 75; BK 324 (*kw[h}i_/*kw/h}e_)]. Lat uter

'which', ON hvarr 'which', OE hw::eder 'which' (> NE
whether), Goth lvapar'which', Lith katanis - katras 'which',
latv katrs 'which', OCS kote!Yif'which', Grk rcor£pos 'which',
Av katara- 'which', OInd katara- 'which'. Widespread and old
in IE. Compare relative *ioteros 'which of the two'.

*kw6m 'when'. [lEW 645 (*klJom); BK 324 (*kwfhji-/
*kw[hje_)]. Olat quam 'when' (relative), Lat cum 'when'
(relative), Goth Nan 'when', OPms kan 'when', Lith (dial.) kfl
'when', OCS ko-gda 'when', Alb ke 'when', Av kdm 'how'.
The masculine accusative form of *kwos already indICated
'when' in late PIE.

*kwodeha 'when'. [lEW 646 (*kl)o-)~ BK 324 (*kw /h }i-/

*kw[h]e_»). Lith kada 'when', Av kat5a 'when', OInd kada

'when'. A word of the center and east of the IE world.
*kw6r'where'. [IEW646 (*klJo-)~ Wat 34 (*kwo-); BK 324

(*kw{h}i-/*kW{h]e-)]. ON hvar'where', hverr'who', Goth !var
'where', lvarjis 'who', OInd karhi 'when, at what time'. With
lengthened grades: Olat quor 'why, wherefore', OE hwxr
'where' (> NE where). Widespread and old in IE. Compare
*tor'there'.

*kwu - *kwd 'where'. [lEW 647-648 (*kl,.lu-); Gl 1381.
OIr co 'how; where', MWels cw'where', Lat ubi 'where' (by
misdivision of such old compounds as necubi 'so that
nowhere' as nee-ubi rather than the more original *ne-cubj),
OPrus quei 'where', OCS kade 'where', kala « *k\\'u + 50

'that one' [with *s- secondarily replaced by *t-}) 'who', Alb
kush « *kwu + so) 'who' (interrogative and relative), Grk
rcv- 'where', Hit kuwapi 'where' (if not < *kwabhl), Av ku
'where', OInd k6 'where', IocM kus 'where' (interrogative
and relative), TochB kuse 'who' (interrogative and relative)
(Toch < *kwu + so 'that one'). From *kwl1r we have Lith kut
'where', kuris « kur + )is 'that one') 'who' (interrogative and
relative), Alb kur 'where', Arm ur 'where', In one form or
another widespread and old in IE. This set of data and the
previous one show a relative pronoun originally meaning
'where' that often enough becomes a generic relative pronoun
that, in turn, is reinforced by some other pronoun.

*kW6ti - *kWeti 'how much, how many'. [JEW 646
(*klJo-ti); Wat 34 (*kwo-)~BK 324 (*kwfh]i-/*k\'v'[hje-)1. From
k W6ti: Lat quat 'how many', Grk 1t6(To~ 'how much, how
many', rco(J6~ 'of some quantity', Olnd kaci 'how much, how
many'~ from *kweti: Bret pet der 'how many days', Av L~aiti

'how many'. Widespread and old in IE. Compare relative *j6ti

'as much, as many' and the demonstrative *t6ti 'so much, so
many'.
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*kwehali 'of what sort, of what size'. [lEW 646 (*kl)a-li-);
Wat 34 (*kwo-); BK 324 (*kw/hJi-l*kw/hJe-)J. lat qualis 'of
what sort, of what kind', Lith kalei 'how long', Grk Jr1JA{1(Or;
'howald, how large'. Related, as if from *kwoli, are OCS koliku
'how large', kolf'how much'. Compare *tehali 'of that sort, of
that size'.

?*kwehak- 'of what sort'. OIr each 'everyo'ne', Lith k6k(i)s
'of what sort; any, some; whatever (relative)', OCS kaku 'of
what sort' (cL kako 'how?', tajo 'thus', jako(Ze) 'in which
manner'). Possibly a word of the northwest of the IE world.

*kwoihxas'pertaining to whom/what'. [BK 324 (*kw{hji_1
*kw{hje_)}. lat ciiius'whose', Grk Jrolor;'ofwhat kind', JrOlOr;
'of some kind', TocM ke 'whose'. Not widespread but the
geographical distribution suggests considerable antiquity in
IE.

?*kweham 'how; as'. [JEW 644-645 (*kl)o-); Wat 34
(*kwo-); BK 324 (*kw[hji-l*kW[hfe-)I. lat quam 'how, in what
way; as' (cf. tam 'so' and the derivatives quando 'when, at
what time; at any time; at the time when', quantus 'of what
size, how great; as great as ' [cf. tanlus 'so great'}), Arm k'an
'as', k'cani 'how many?'. The apparent agreement of Latin and
Armenian would appear to make this at least a late PIE
derivative. In form this would appear to be a feminine
accusative singular of *kwos but a separate feminine form of
the interrogative pronoun does not appear to be of PIE date
so it is more probable that we have ip *k Weham some sort of
adverbial derivative.

*i6s1*iehJ*i6d'who, what, that' (relative pronoun). [lEW
283 (*jo-); GI 188, 339 (*yo-); BK 467 (*ay-, *ya-)]. Gaul
dugiionti-io 'who serve' (also in other Celtic languages, though
phonological change has greatly obscured the form), in Baltic
it forms the suffix on the definite form of adjectives, e.g., lith
geras-is 'good', OCS i-ie/ja-ie 'he/she who', also forming the
suffix on the definite form of adjectives, e.g., dobra-jf 'kind,
good', Rus dobzyj 'kind, good', Grk oqii/o'who, what, that',
Phryg we; (V 1) 'whoever', Av y6lyalhyat'who, what, that', OInd
yas/yJlyad 'who, what, that'. '0/ere it not for its presence in
Celtic, one might think that this pronoun was an innovation
of the center and east of the IE world. However, the fact that
it is present in Celtic makes it almost certain that *ios was
originally pan-Indo-European.

*ioteros 'which of the two'. (lEW 283 (*io-); BK 467
(*ay-, *ya-)]. Grk (Doric) orEpOr; 'which of the two', Av yatara
'which of the two', Olnd yatara- 'which of the two'. A word of
the center and east of the IE world. Compare *kwoleros 'which
of two?'.

*j6ti 'as much, as many'. IBK 467 (*ay-, *ya-)J. Grk oaor; _
« *joli-os) 'as many', OInd y,Hi 'as many as, as often as'.
Correlative of *t6ti 'so much, so many'. Compare also *kw6ti
'how much, how many?'. A word of the center and east of the
IE world.

*iehauot(s) 'as many, as long'. [JEW 283 (*jo-); BK 467
(*ay-, *ya-)l. Grk Ea>c; (Doric &or;) 'as long as', Olnd yavat 'as
much, as many; as great, as large; as often, as far, etc.'.
Correlative of *lehaI)Ol(S) 'so many, so long'. A word of the

PRONOUNS

center and east of the IE world.
*me/o- (interrogative/relative pronoun). IBK 524 ( *mi-I

*me-)]. Bret ma - may 'that' (conj.), Hit masi 'how much,
how many', TocM manl 'how', mi:1kte 'how', maksLl 'who'
(interrogative/relative). The agreement of Celtic, Anatolian and
Tocharian would seem to make this word a very likely
candidate for PIE status.

Demonstrative Pronouns
*50 (masc.), *seha (fern.), *t6d (neuter) 'that (one)'. l'E~V

978 (*50(5)), 1086 (*to-); Wat 62 (*50-),71 C*lO-); GI 336
338 C*so/*saJ*tho); BK 194 (*sa-I*sa-), 103 (l/hja-I*t/h/~-)I.

OIl' -so/-d 'this one', Olat sum/sam 'this one' (acc.), Lat is-tel
is-talis-tud 'this (one)', ON salsii/j);.1t 'the; that', OE sdseo/
jJxt (> NE lhat) 'the', OHGder/die/daz 'the', Goth sa!sLV/Jata
'that (one)', OPms staslsta 'that (one)' (with conf1ation of initial
*5- and t-), Lith taslta 'that (one)', latv lC19'tJ 'that (one)', OC5
kuto 'who', tOltaito 'that (one)' (in East Baltic and Slavic t
replaces earlier 5-), Alb ai/ajo 'he/she' « *a + *so/*seha with
loss of initial *5- and then the addition of a hiatus-filling -J-),

ato/ata 'they', Grk OI~/ro 'the', Arm ay-d 'that', Hit ta 'and,
then', Av hva (= /haul < *50 + u)/haltat 'that (one)', Olnd sj/
sA/tat 'that (one)', TochB se/salte 'such (a one)'. Widespread
and old in IE.

*t6r'there'. [JEW1 087 (*lor); Wat 71 ( *lO-); BK 103 (t/h la-I
*t/h!::J-)}. ON par 'there', OE p.:Pr'there' (> NE therc), Goth
par 'there', OInd tar-hi 'at the time, then'. Attested only on
the peripheries of the IE world, it must reflect something old
in PIE. Compare *kw6r 'where'.

*todeha'then'. [lEW 1087 (*lO-); BK 103 (l rhJa-I*t[h /;)-) I.
Lith tada 'then', Av ta8a 'then', OInd lada'then' Compare
*kwodeha 'when?' and like it, a word of the center and east of
the IE world.

*t6ti 'so much, many'. [lEW 1087 (*toli): BK 103 (t/hJa-1
*trh]J-)]. Lat tot 'so many', lotidem 'just as many', Grk roaoe;
« *toti-os) 'so many'. Correlative of *j6ti 'as many'. Compare
*kwoti 'how much, how many?'.

*tehali 'of that sort, of that slze'. [lEW 1087 (*to-ali-); Wat
71 (*to-); BK 103 (t[hja-l*t[hjJ-)l. lat talis 'of that sort', Lith
tOlei 'so long', Grk rTJA.{1(0s 'so old'. Cf. OCS tolf - wilko 'so
many'. Compare *kwehali 'of what sort, of what size/'.

*tehaJJot(s) 'so many, so long, etc.'. [lEW 1087 (*to-)~ BK
103 (t/hJa-l*t{hjJ-)l. Grk riwe; (Doric ra(F)or;) 'so long,
meanwhile', Av ae-tavanl 'so many', Olnd (e-)lavat 'so much,
so many; so great, so far; etc.', TochB tot « *tCh;1l)Ot) 'so
much, so many; so great; so far, etc.' (d. TochAB kos 'as much,
etc.' < *kwehal)ots). The Indo-Iranian forms have been rebuilt
as -nt- stems after *-1)- and *-0- fell together. Correlative of
*jehal)ol(S) 'as much, as long, etc.'. At least a word of the PIE

. southeast.
*tehamot(s)'then, at that place'. {lEW 1087 (*to-): BK 103

(l{h !a-l*t[hjJ-)\. Latv nuo tam 'from there', OCS lamo'thither,
there' (d. kamo 'whither?'), Grk rilJ.1or; (Doric raJ.1oe;) 'then,
thereupon' (d. filloe; IOoric &,uosl 'at which time, when'). A
word of the center of the IE world.
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*kJs'this (one)'. IIEW609-610 (*ki-); Wat 32 (*ki-s); BK
241 (*kfhJa-l*k[hJd-)). Oghamlr coi 'here, on this side', Oir
ce 'here, on this side', Gaul KOVl 'here, on this side', Lat cis
'on this side of', OE he 'he' (> NE he), OHG her - he 'he'
(Gmc < *kis), OPms schis - sis 'this (one)', Lith sis 'this (one)',
latv sis 'this (one)', OCS S1 'this (one)', Alb sot « *kieha

dihxtei) 'today', sivjet « *kjei-l,Jetes) , simjet « older and
dialectal simvjet < *kjim-l,Jetesw), Myc za-we-te 'this year',
Grk aijr£<; « *Rjeha-lJetes) 'in this year', Hit ki 'this', kinun
'now' (if < *ki-nl1-n rather than *ke-nl1-n). Perhaps originally
from *ke 'here' + *1. In any case, widespread and old in IE.

*hlei (emphatic *hlej6m) 'he, this (one)', *hliha- 'she, this
(one)', *hlid (emphatic *hlid6m - *hlideha) 'it' (masc./neut.
gen. *hlesj6s, fern. gen. *hlesjehaS)· [lEW 281-283 (*ei-);
Wat 26 ( *i-); GI 253 ( *isl*it); BK 444 ( *iI*e)]. Olat eis 'he',
Lat is - Is/ealid 'he/she/it', OE it 'it' (> NE it), OHG ir- erliz
ez 'he/it' (fern. gen. ira - era), Goth is/ita 'he/it' (masc. gen. is,
fern. gen. izos), Lithjis/ji 'he/she', Grk (Cypriot) tv 'him, her',
Hierluv is 'this', Av aydm - aem/fm 'he/she; this', OPers iyam
'she', OInd ayam/iyam/idam 'he/she/it; this' (masc./neut. gen.
asya, fern. gen. asyas). Widespread and old in IE. Originally
the paradigm was based on *hlei- in the nominative and
accusative and *hle- elsewhere. The *hlei- is presumably
*hle + *i.

*hliteros '(an)other'. Lat iterum 'again', OInd itara- 'the
other, another'. The geographical distribution suggests some
antiquity in IE.

*hlit.Q.a (emphatic *hlithaem - *hlithaeha) 'thus'. MWels
yt- (verbal particle), Lat item 'also, likewise', ita 'so, thus, in
this manner', lith (diaL) it 'as', Av iDa 'so', OInd iei 'thus, in
this manner', ittham 'thus', iuha 'thus; truly'.

*hlidha 'here'. [IEW284-285 (*i-dha)]. OIr -id- (infixed
particle), MWels yd- (verbal particle), lat ibI-'there', Grk
i(Jay£v~<; 'here born', Av i8a 'here', OInd iha 'here'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*haen- 'that'. [lEW 37 (*an)~ BK 372 (*an-/*Jn-)}. OIr an
d 'here', Lat an 'or; whether', OPrus anga-anga 'whether', Lith
ans - anas 'yon', an-gu 'or', OCS onu 'he; yon', Alb a 'whether',
Grk av 'possibly'. A word of the west and center of the IE
world.

See also OwN. [D.Q.A.I
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PROSPER
*Spehl(i)- 'be sated, prosper'. [IEW9R3 (*sp(h)e(j)-)~\Vat

63 (*spe-)l. Lat spes 'hope', OE spowan 'thrive', OtiG spuon
'thrive, prosper', Lith speti 'predict, foretell; be on time', Latv
spet 'be able', OCS speti 'thrive, prosper', Hit ispa(i)- 'get filled,
be sated', OInd sphlyate 'grows fat, increases'. Cf. the derived
adjective: *spOlr6s '± fat, rich': Lat prosper 'lucky', ON sparr
'sparing', OCS sporn 'rich', Oind sphira- 'fat' (-ph- rather than
the expected *-p- must be because of the affective meaning
of the word). Distribution suggests PIE status.

See also SATISFY. IE.C.P]

PROTECT
*halek- 'defend, protect' (pres. *halekse/o-). [lEW 32

(*aleq-); Wat 2 (*alek-)l. OE ealgian 'protect', Grk aA.£~w

'defend', Arm aracel'tend', OInd rak.>ati'protect'. Distribution
insures PIE status. From the same root we have the Germanic
words for temple: OE ealh 'temple', Goth alhs 'temple' «
*'protected place'). The Germanic tribes venerated their gods
in the open, in sacred groves (Tacitus, Germania 9) which
reqUired that sacrifices and other homages be set in the midst
of nature which reqUired fencing in the demarcated sacred
area or protecting it through specific rites against hostile forces.
This root was also employed in a similar way in Baltic where
we find Lith alkas 'holy grove' or 'place on a hill where
sacrifices are made' and Latv eJka kalns 'temple hill'. Here too
belongs Grk aA.).la 'sacred grove'.

*ser- 'protect'. [IEW910 ( *ser-); Wat S8 (*ser-) I. lat selVO
'guard', Lydian karare- (= kat-sare-) « *-sorcleJo-) 'stand
watch', sareta- 'protector', Av haraitj ·defends'. The
geographical distribution of the reflexes of this word would
seem to guarantee its PIE status.

See also COVER. IE.C.PI

PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN
In 1786 Sir William Jones, in a justly famous lecture

delivered in Calcutta, made the observation that:

The Sanskrit language, whatever be its antiquity, is ofa
wonderful structure; more perfect than the Greek, more
copious than the Latin, and more exqUisitely reflned
than either, yet bearing to both of them a stronger
affinity, both in the roots of the verbs and in the forms
of grammar, than could possibly have been produced
by accident; so strong indeed, that no philologer could
examine them all three, without belieVing them to have
sprung from some common source, which, perhaps,
no longer exists: there is a similar reason, though not
quite so forcible, for supposing that both the Gothic
and the Celtic, though blended with a VCI)' different
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When the voicing of the stop cannot be determined,
sometimes a capital [P), [T], etc., is used. The dentals had
affricate allophones (symbolized as [tS

), [dS
], and [dhS

)) before
another dental.

idiom, had the same origin with Sanskrit; and the old
Persian mighl be added to the same family, if lhis were
the place {or discussing any question concerning· the
antiquilies of Persia.

U, Q

0,6

n

a, a

r, I, j, LJ

5

ill

e, e
i, IVowels:

It is usually assumed that the nasals and semivowels all
have both vowel allophones (1, u, [, I, rp, Q) and consonant
allophones (j, 1,), r, I, ill, n). However, it is not certain that the
vowel and consonant allophones, if that is what they were,
were absolutely predictable in late Proto-Indo-European.
Particularly [il and [ul would appear to be independent of [il
and [l)). Thus both sets, vowels and consonants, are tran
scribed separately in the Encyclopedia.

Note that i and u are given here as vowels (as well as the
vocalic allophones of the semivowels) very largely because of
the corresponding long vowels. None of the long vowels was
common in PIE. Most long vowels in the daughter languages
are the result of original vowel plus laryngeal combinations
(e.g., *-eh]- > *-e-) or by compensatory lengthening (e.g.,
*-ers> *-err> *-er).

It must be emphasized that the phonological system given
above is the traditional reconstruction. It is, however, not
universally accepted. Particularly controversial are (1) the
make-up of the stop system and (2) the number and nature
of the laryngeals. Almost all are agreed that Proto-Indo
European had three series (or manners of articulation) of stops
and a sizeable number are agreed that Proto-Indo-European
showed five distinct places of articulation (others argue for
only fOUf distinct places of articulation, on which see below).
The three series have traditionally been reconstructed as
voiceless, voiced, and voiced aspirate. Using the bilabials as
examples, we have *p, *b, and *bh respectively. For the first
two series these traditional reconstructions simply recapitulate
the phonetic facts of eight of the well-attested branches of
Indo-European: Celtic, Italic, Baltic, Slavic, Albanian, Greek,
Iranian, and lndic. (Germanic and Armenian show voiceless
continuants [Germanic) or a mixture of voiceless continuants

Semivowels:

Nasals:

Laryngeals: h], h2, h], hi

Like the nasals and semivowels, the laryngeals had vowel
and consonant allophones. The vowel allophones are symbol
ized by a circle under the [hl, i.e., l). In combination with
nasals and semivowels it is normally the laryngeal which is
consonantal and the nasal or semivowel which is vocalic.

The continuant /sl had a voiced allophone [zl before a
voiced stop, e.g., *sd> *zd. Normally this voiced allophone
is not noted in the Encyclopedia.

Continuant:

Labio-Velar
k W

gW
gWh

Velar
k
g

gh

Palatal
k
g
gh

Dental
t

d
dh

Labial
Voiceless p
Voiced b
Aspirated bh

Sir William's is the first published recognition of the
linguistic entity we now call "Proto-Indo-European" (or in
German Urindogermanisch). Since then investigators have
sought, on the basis of the data provided by its several
descendants, to reconstruct that "common source". Two
hundred and some years after Sir William we know a great
deal about Proto-Indo-European though, in the absence of
actual PIE records or, even better, access to a native speaker·
or two, our knowledge will always be partial rather than
complete. Our partial knowledge is of course subject to
revision, both as new data become available (the discovery of
Hittite and Tocharian at the beginning of this century has
caused numerous revisions to our assumptions concerning
Proto-Indo-European) and as our knowledge about language
in general grows more sophisticated (advancing knowledge
of linguistic typology particularly has suggested new ways of
interpreting the possibilities of Proto-Indo-European).

In the description that follows there is an attempt to outline
what we know about Proto-Indo-European. Given the
limitations on our knowledge, any such description is bound
to be idiosyncratic to a degree and the reader is thus warned
that not everything here is "received knowledge". Indeed,
probably everything said here would occasion at least some
disagreement from someone though it is perhaps the case, at
the same time, that everyone would see at least a family
resemblance between this description and his or her own
views about Proto-Indo-European.

Phonological Structure of Proto-Indo-European
On the basis of the evidence of the twelve well-attested

stocks of the Indo-European language family, Proto-Indo
European is traditionally reconstructed as containing fifteen
oral stops, two nasals, one continuant, three or four "laryn
geals" (opinion is divided as to whether this class of sound
was comprised exclusively of continuants or contained both
continuants and stops), four semi-vowels (or approximants),
and five pairs of long and short vowels.

In their traditional symbols (and as adopted in this work)
are the following stops:
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The Proto-Indo-European Phonological System and its Outcome in the Major Indo-European Stocks

en - In urn

en un

01 ul

e (- a - j)

e a
a - a

PIE

*p

*b

*bh

*t

*d
*dh
*l<
*g
*gh

*k
*g

*gh

*kw

*gW

*gwtl

*s

*i
*1)

*m

*n

*1
*r

*rp

*Q.

*1
*r
*i

*1

*e

*e
*0

*6

*a

*a
*u
*0.

Celt

aIr

o

b

b

d

d

e

g

g

e

g

c

b

g

(7)

w

m

n

em

en

ul

ri - ar

o

a
a

a
u
0.

o
o
o
o

Ital

Lat

P
b

fib

d

fJd

g

h

c

g

h

qu
v/gu

flu

v

m

n

or

e

e
o

6

u

0.

o
o
o
o

Gme

OE

ff

P
b

P

d

h

c

g

h

c

g

hw

cw

w

gi

w

m

n

ur

e

6

u

0.

(7)

(7)

o
o

Bait

Lith

P
b

b

d

d

z
z
k

g

g

k

g

g

v

m

n

im

.in
il

ir

y
e

e

uo

a

o

u

0.

o

o

o

o

Slav

ocs
p
b

b

d

d

z

z

k

g

g

k

g

g

v

rn

n

~

~

II

Ir

e

e
a

a

o

0.

y

'"o
o

'"

Alb

Alb

P
b

b

d

d

th

dh
d

k-q
g - gl

g - gl

k-s
g-z
g-z
gj - sh

g]

v

m

n

ul

ri - re

i - e

ja - je

o

e

a

o

II

y (- i)

o
(3

(3

h

Grk

Grk

p
b

ph

d

th

k

g

kh

k

g

kh
p - t

b-d
ph - th

h-o-s
h-z
o
m

n

a

a

al

ar

e

e
o

6

a

a
u

0.

o

o

o

o

Arm

Arm

h - (7) - p' - y - w

P
b

t' - d - y

d

5 - j

C - t

j

k - g

k-c

k-h-g
k

g- J
h-o
z-o

g

m

n

am

an

al

ar

, e - (- a)

0- u (- a)

u

a

u

u

(7)

o-h
0-h
o

Anat

Hit

p - pp

p

P
l- tt

k - kk

k

k

k - kk

k

k

kll - kku

ku

ku

y

w

m

n

am

an

al

ar

a

a
u

0.

o
h - hh
h
(7)

Iran

Av

P
b

b

d

d

z

k

g

g

k

g

g

h - 5 - S

y

v

m

n

a

u

lnd

Olnd

p
b

bh

d

dh

I
h

k

g

gh
k

gh
s - s

y

v

m

n

1- r

r-I

a

a

u

u

Toch
TochB
p

p

r

t - ts - ~,

t - ts

k-s
k-s
k-s
k-~

k-s
k - s
k - s - kw

k - 5 - kw

k - s - kw

s - s

y

w - y

In

n-f1

am/am

~m/an

alia]

ar/ar

(y)w'(y)a - ala

(yh

lyb/(y)a

(y)e

a/a

and voiceless aspirated stops [Armenian] where the other
languages show voiceless stops, and they exhibit voiceless
stops where the other languages show simple voiced stops.
Tocharian and Anatolian show voiceless stops for all three
series and are not 'much help in reconstruction, though
Anatolian preserves the original voiceless stops as fortis or
geminated stops [when between vowels] and distinct from
the lenis or simple voiceless stops that reflect the other two
PIE series.)

The reconstruction of the third series as voiced aspirates
rests essentially on the evidence of lndic, the only stock to
have voiced aspirates. However, the reliance on lndic in this
case is a little less one-sided than it might appear since the
third series has fallen together with the second in seven of
the well-attested branches (Celtic, Baltic, Slavic, Albanian,
Anatolian, Iranian, and Tocharian) so our evidence for the
phonetic nature of this series is necessarily more limited, In
Germanic and Armenian this series appears as simple voiced
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Summary of Development of Various Types of PTE Velars (First symbol ora pair is the traditional reconstnlction)

PIE KIk klq kW

Centum k k kW

SatJm tc k k
Albanian (before front vowels) lh k s
luvian z (= Its/) k kw

Note that Albanian /ki of whatever origin normally becomes IKI (spelled <q» before remaining front vowels.
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stops (Armenian) or voiced continuants (Germanic, at least
originally). In Greek this third series is reflected by voiceless
aspirates and in Italic by voiceless continuants. The fact that
its fate in the majority of Indo-European stocks is to fall
together with the second series does, in any case, suggest
that the two series shared some major phonological feature.

In the last twenty years or so many Indo-Europeanists have
come to doubt the accuracy of these reconstructions because
they lead to an overall phonological system, one having voiced
aspirates but no corresponding voiceless aspirates, that is
otherwise very rare or even non-existent in the attested
languages of the world. They are not unnaturally suspicious
of reconstructing a language that is systematically unmatched
by any other. Several different proposals have been put forward
as possible replacements for the traditional scheme. The
alternative that appears often in the Encyclopedia is that of
Thomas Gamkrelidze and Vyacheslav Ivanov (= GO who
reconstruct voiceless aspirated stops, voiceless ejective stops,
and voiced aspirated stops (e.g., *ph, *p', and *bh) for the
three series. Robert Beekes and others have proposed a system
of *p, *p', and *~where the first is fortis (and voiceless) and
the second and third lenis (and voiced). The editors of the
Encyclopedia take an agnostic stand on the exact nature of
the three series but use the traditional symbols for them, as
do, as a matter of convenience, the majority of investigators,
whatever their personal beliefs about the phonetics underlying
the symbols.

While differing beliefs as to the nature of the three series
of stops are mechanically translatable from one to another,
the difference in opinion as to how many sets of dorsal
consonants to reconstruct is another matter. The older
tradition is to reconstruct three sets: a d~rso-palatal set (which
we can represent by its voiceless member *k), a dorso-velar
set (*k), and a (dorso-)labio-velar set (*kW). Most IE stocks
have reduced this three-way division into a two-way one. The
so-called centum languages (named after the latin word fQr
'hundred' and comprising Celtic, Italic, Germanic, Greek,
Tocharian) merge the dorso-palatals and dorso-velars but
retain the labio-velars as a distinct set, thus *k, *k, *kw > *k,
*k, *kw. The so-called satJm languages (named after the
Avestan word for 'hundred' and comprising Baltic, Slavic,
Armenian, Iranian, Iridic) lose the labial element of the labio
velars and thus merge them with the dorso-velars while the
dorso-palatals remain distinct (and appear further palatalized

as affricates or sibilants of one sort or another, e.g., ts. 5),

thus *R, *k, *kw > *IC, *k, *k. Since none of these stocks has
more than two sets of dorsals, many investigators have sought
to reduce the PIE dorsals to two sets as well, reconstructing
*R and *kW and taking the relatively rare equation of satJm k
and centum k as allophonic variation (many satJn1languages
do seem to depalatalize *k before resonants), cases of inter
stock borrowing, or wrong etymologies.

However, it has long been claimed that Albanian preserves
a three-way distinction, at least before front vowels, where
*J<, *k, and *kW appear as th, q (= [R]), and s respectively
(before back vowels PIE *k and *kw both appear as Alb k).
More recently evidence has been presented that Luvian, and
closely related Anatolian languages, also attest to a three-way
distinction in all environments of z = (lts/) , k, and kw
respectively Thus it is the general editorial practice of the
Encyclopedia to recognize three sets of dorsals, though not
all of the individual contributors have done so. In any case, it
is sometimes difficult to know what should he reconstructed.
If a word is attested only in satJm languages with a k, should
we reconstruct a *k or a *k"? If the word is attested only in
centum languages with a k, should we reconstruct *K or *k?
At times the first ambiguity has been symbolized as *k(w)but

not consistently and the second kind of ambiguity has been
left largely unacknowledged in any form.

With regard to the reconstruction of the three dorsals we
might further note that, while the palatalization.of dorso-velars
is common (even when not preceding front vowels), the depal
atalization of palatals is rare. Thus the usual assumption that
in the centum languages the PIE palatals became dorso-velars
is not typologically very realistic. It is particularly unrealistic
if, as is usually supposed, the centum languages do not
comprise a natural grouping on their own but are simply those
IE groups that did not undergo "satJmization". We would
have to suppose then that all the centum languages independ
ently underwent the rare change of *R to *k. It may make
sense then to think of reconstructing (dorso-velar) *k, (dorso
uvular) *q, *kw rather than *k, *k, *kw. The satdm languages
(Indo-Iranian, Balto-Slavic, Arn1enian) would then show *k,

*q, *kw > *tc, *q, *kw , where the delahialization of *k W

triggered the affricatization of *k, so as to prevent merger of
the two series (under this scenario the two changes that
characterize satdm languages would be connected rather than
independent as is the case under the traditional scenario), In
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all PIE groups the relatively infrequent q-series eventually
became dorso-velar, falling together with original *k in the
centum languages and with *k (from *k") in the satJm
languages. In Albanian *q became *k only after *k (from *kW)
had also been affricated when before front vowels while in
the Luvian group we find affricatization of original *k(to ts),
dorso-velarization of original *q but the retention of original
*kw.

Knottier than the dorsals is the problem of symbolizing
the PIE "laryngeals". All investigators are agreed that Proto
Indo-European had at least one such sound, though its exact
phonetic specification is difficult. Most think that there were
three or four and a few investigators posit even more. Those
who think there are at least three are in agreement that some,
at least, of these laryngeals "colored" an adjacent vowel, that
is, changed an underlying *e to *a or *0. The editorial practice
of the Encyclopedia is to assume four laryngeals and symbolize
them as hj, h2, h3, and h4. The second and fourth color an
adjacent *e to *a, while the third colors an adjacent *e to *0.

The first laryngeal causes no coloring. Because it has no effect
on the place of an adjacent vowel, it has been most often
assumed that the first laryngeal was a glottal stop. The second
laryngeal appears, under most circumstances, as h in Hittite
and the third laryngeal also appears as h when word-initial.
The fourth laryngeal appears as h in Albanian when word
initial before an originally stressed vowel. In all other cases
the laryngeals have disappeared in the daughter languages,
though leaving more or less substantial traces in vowel
coloring, in the lengthening of preceding vowels and in Balto
Slavic tone and Indo-Iranian syllable division. It is tempting,
given the three series of PIE dorsal stops, to equate laryngeals
two through four with those three series. Thus *h3, because
of its power to round an adjacent *e would be *xw, while *h2
would be (dorsa-uvular) *x and *h4 would be *x. Most
investigators, however, take "laryngeals" two, three, and four
to have been pharyngeal and/or laryngeal continuants.

At times, in the absence of a Hittite or Albanian cognate,
we cannot tell whether a laryngeal was *h2 or *h4. In such
cases the symbol *ha is used. In other cases the nature of the
laryngeal is completely unknown and the generic *hx is used.
Some contributors prefer a three-laryngeal solution that
recognizes only the first three laryngeals. The editors have
made substantial efforts to make the usage of these symbols
uniform throughout the Encyclopedia (it is relatively easier
for the reader to translate a four laryngeal description into a
three laryngeal one than vice versa though, for one reason
and another, the translation is not always one to one).
However, consistency in this area is fraught with difficulties
and it is highly doubtful that we have avoided all of them.

The preceding table summarizes the major reflexes of the
PIE consonants and vowels in the twelve well-known daughter
stocks (where it is difficult to say what the "major reflex" is in
a given instance, the common reflexes, each dependent on
some specific environment, are all presented).

Accent
Proto-Lndo-European also had a phonemically distinct

accent that might fall on any syllable (ct. Creek ropor; 'slice',
TOJ.1.0r; 'cutting, sharp'). In late Proto-Indo-European, that is
Proto-Indo-European immediately before its break-up, this
accent appears to have been one of pitch (as in, say,
contemporary Lithuanian) rather than stress (as in
contemporary English). An accented syllable would have been
pronounced with a higher pitch (or with a rising pitch) and
unaccented syllables with a lower pitch (or with a falling
pitch). Since PIE accented syllables most often contained full
vowels and unaccented syllables did not (e.g., *hlt~S-mj 'I
am' compared with *hjs-mes 'we are'), it seems likely that at
some previous time, not too deep In the history of Proto
Indo-European, the accent was rather one of stress and
unaccented syllables were subject to reduction and loss of
vowels (cf. as in NE prepare vs. [Americanl prep'ratory,
[British] prep'rat'ry). However, reconstructible Proto-Indo
European certainly did not limit accent to syllables with full
vowels (d. *1) I kINos' wolf' or *septIl1 'seven'), nor were
unaccented syllables necessarily without vowels (d. the
previous examples or *bheromes 'we carry'). Syllables with a
full vowel are said to have "full-grade" while syllables without
vowels are said to have "zero-grade". 1n addition, under certain
circumstances a syllable might have a long vowel, or
"lengthened-grade". The zero-, full- and lengthened-grades
provide the basis of quantitative "ablaut". Full- and
lengthened-grades might have either *-e- or *-0- and that
interchange is called qualitative ablaut.

Different patterns of accentuation were morphologically
important in Proto-Indo-European and it is convenient to
anticipate the discussion of morphology here to outline these
processes. Thus PIE nouns, for which we have fuller evidence
than for verbs (evidence provided by Indic, Anatolian, Greek,
Baltic, Slavic, and traces in Gennanic, Iranian, and perhaps
Tocharian), might have the accent fixed on a particular syllable
throughout their paradigm or they might have a movable
accent. 1n the latter case the accent appeared on different
syllables of the paradigm depending on mOr'phological
conditions. Oversimplifying a bit, the accent was on one
syllable in the nominative and accusative and on a subsequent
syllable in all other cases. There were three mobile patterns:
proterokinetic ("front mobile"), holokinetic ("completely
mobile"), and hysterokinetic ("back mobile"). For convenience
we can symbolize the three possible subparts of a Proto-Lndo
European noun as R (for "root"), S (for "stem-formative"), C
(for "case-ending"). A proterokinetic noun would have the
accent (and a full vowel) on the root in the nominative and
accusative and on the stem-formative in the other cases;
schematically we have nominative and accusative as *eR-S-C,
other cases as *R-eS-C. The holokinetic nominative and
accusative have the accent on the root syllable, the other cases
have accent on the case-ending: thus *eR-S-C and * R-S-eC.
Finally, the hysterokinetic noun has the nominative and
accusative accented on the stem-formative and the accent
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verb-initial pattern have been generalized. The oluest attested
Slavic has VSO as its most common word order but by no
means its only one. Likewise, Tocharian, while verb final like
lndic and Hittite, shows signs of having verb initial sentences
as a common possibility at sometime in its prehistory (e.g..

verb forms often have suffixed personal pronoun enclitics
[lyautsa-n 'he drove me out'} that would be very unexpected
in a verb-final language but which would be normal in a verb
initial language). The earliest Germanic shows all possible
word orders while becoming predon1inantly SVO in its later
history (as do Slavic, Greek and the Romance languages).
Baltic and Albanian are predominantly SVO in their earliest
attestations and they remain so.

Typologists set great store by the relative position of
subjects, verbs, and objects because many other word order
seque!1ces within the sentence can be correlated with them,
particularly with the order of verb and object. There is a strong
tendency for OV languages to have postpositlons and show
Adjective-Noun, Genitive-Noun, and Relative Cbuse-Noun
orders, while va languages have prepositions and show the
opposite orders (N-A, N-G, N-RC). This correlation is by no
means perfect and SVO languages, like modern English,
particularly tend to show mixed patterns like English's
prepositions, A-N, N-G - G-N ("the horn of the car" - "the
car's hom"), N-RC. Even VSO and SOY languages may be
more or less rigid in the degree to which the verb must be
sentence initial or final and the degree to which the other
orders agree with the general expectations of VSO or SOV
patterns. Japanese and Turkish, for instance, always have the
verb in sentence final position and in all other respects match
the SOY "type". Hindi, however, while generally SOY in type
is not rigidly so.

The accompanying table shows the usual syntactic word
orders of particular interest to syntactic typologists for the
twelve well-attested branches of Proto-Indo-European. In each
case the earliest attested patterns are the ones given and also
in each case the dominant word order is given for each
category, thus obscuring the difference bet~een a language
where the particular word order is rigid and a language where
other variants are reasonably common. Where two possible
word orders are very nearly equal in frequency both arc given
(though, in the absence of good statistical data, the notion of
"very nearly equal in frequency" is not very well defined).

We might note that, if Proto-Indo-European had been a
member of the rigid subgroup of verb-final languages, we
.might expect it to have had no relative clauses 10 the strict
sense at all, but rather preposed participial phrases of sorTIe
sort carrying the same information that relative clauses might
carry This is the situation that obtains, say, in Turkish and
Japanese. Certainly Proto-Indo-European did have participial
phrases; however, it is clear that relative clauses were also
both possible and common. Moreover, the dominant PIE type
of relative clause is quite certain. All early attested languages
retain at least traces of preposed, correlative relative clauses
where the relative pronoun is repeated as a demonstrallve

Acrostatic
*bhreha-ter
*bhreha-t[-s

Hysterokinetic
*plJa-ter
*pJ)a-cr-os

Holokinetic
*pont-Oh2-S

*PI)t-h2-0S

SYNTAX

The usual order of a PIE sentence appears to have been
SubJect-Object-Verb (SOV), though other orders were
possible, given different kinds of emphasis within the
sentence. In particular, a variant with the verb in first place
was a common way of focusing on the verb itself and might
be found in imperative sentences or where it was desired to
make a contrast between two adjacent sentences explicit
(compare the Hittite sentence akis-ma-as 'but he died!' (akis
='he died', -rna 'but'). This situation (namely with usual SOY
order but with VSO as a common variant) is preserved more
or less intact in Old Indic, Old Iranian, Hittite, and the oldest
Latin. Homeric Greek varies between SOY and SVO as the
most frequent word order. In Old Irish sentences with the

Accent Types in Proto-Indo-European

otherwise on the case-ending: R-eS-C and *R-S-eC.
These patterns can be illustrated by *haoiu'life', *pont6h2s

'way', and *pbater 'father', The fixed accent (or acrostatic)
*bhrehater 'brother' is also given. The accent patterns (in the
accompanying table) are shown by the nominative and
genitive singulars (note that the nominative often lacks any
overt case-ending),

Proterokinetic
*haoi-u
*hai-ou-s

Syntax and Morphology
Languages have basically two choices as to how they signal

relationships of the various constituents of a sentence to one
another: syntactically, i.e., by the order of the various elements
(e.g., NE "Peter sees Paul" where one knows that is was Peter
who did the seeing because it is the noun in front of the verb
and likewise that it was Paul who was seen because that is
the noun that follows the verb), or morphologically, i.e., by
the form the various elements take in the sentence (e.g., Latin
"Petrus videt Paulurn" or "Paulum videt Petrus", or any other
possible order, where one knows that Peter did the seeing
because of the shape it takes, with the [nominative} ending
-us, and Paul was the one seen because of its [accusative}
ending -urn). While most languages use both kinds of signals
to some extent, they certainly differ in the degree to which
the two methods are used. Contemporary English signals
most, but not all, relationships through word order, while
Latin relied to a considerable extent on morphology All the
other early attested IE languages, including Old English, are
like Latin in this respect and it is certain that Proto-Indo
European itself relied heavily on morphological markers to
signal intra-sentence relationships as well as many other
things, such as number and gender in nouns and adjectives
or tense, aspect, and mood in verbs.
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Syntactic Types in Proto-Indo-European

Celtic (Old Irish) VSO NG NA prep

Italic (Latin) SOY NG NA prep

Germanic (Runic) SOY GNING NA prep

Baltic (Lithuanian) SOV/SVO GN AN prep

Slavic (Old Church Slavonic) VSO NG NNAN prep

Albanian SVO NG NA prep

Greek SOV/SVO NG ANINA prep

Armenian SVO NG AN prep

Anatolian (Hittite) SOY GN AN post

Iranian (Avestan) SOY GNING AN/NA prep

lndic SOY GN AN post

Tocharian (Tocharian B) SOY GN AN post

pronoun in its expected position in the main clause (e.g.,
'who ran the race, to him was given the prize'). This type is
overwhelmingly the dominant one in Indo-Iranian (in lndic
to this day), Anatolian, and Tocharian. The following sentences
exemplify this pattern in the three oldest attested languages
(examples from Watkins, 1976b): Hittite nu tarhzi kuis dan
pedass-a kuis nu-smas II TUCH1A ERINME pianzi 'now who
wins and who is in second place, now to them two uniforms
they give', Greek Ix; vvv 0PlGJCfUJJV navrrov c:haArorara
nall~£l, rro robE K-aAnov 'who now of all the dancers most
sportively plays, to him this K"aAnov (is)', or Old Indic sa yo
na ujje~yati tasyedam (= tasya idam) bhavi~yati 'he who of us
will win, to him this will be'. In these three cases both topic
and form would appear to be of PIE date. Archaic Latin shows
the same syntactic pattern, tum Satum6 fIlius quI prImus natus
est, eum necaverunt (Ennius) 'then who was born first from
Saturn, him they slew'.

MORPHOLOGY

Just what semantic categories one thinks were signaled
inflectionally in Proto-Indo-European depends in part on one's
view of the relationship among the various stocks of Indo
European. As with vocabulary, not all stocks of Indo-European
manifest the same list of inflectional categories, particularly
some have a longer list than others. In general, the earlier the
attestation of the group, the more complex the inflectional
"package", and that, coupled with the fact that many IE stocks

show a reduction in the amount of inflection they have during
their recorded histories, suggests to investigators that Proto
Indo-European itself was highly inflected However, there is
one notable exception to the generalization that the earliest
attested branches show more inflectional categories than those
attested later, and that is Anatolian. Anatolian is attested earlier
than any other branch but lacks some of the categories
reconstructible from, say, Old Indic or Greek.

There are two possible explanations for this divergence:
(1) Anatolian separated from the parent Proto-Indo-European
at about the same time as the other branches and·has simply
lost some of the categories it inherited from Proto-Indo
European, or (2) Anatolian separated from Proto-Indo
European Significantly earlier than the other groups and
(some) of the categories that it does not share with them
developed during the period after Anatolian had left burbefore
any larger break-up of PIE unity. Of course 1 even if the second
scenario is substantially correct, Anatolian could also have
lost certain inherited categories at some time after it separated
from "residual Proto-Indo-European" but before it was
attested.

Noun and Adjective
With this caution in mind, let's look at the mOectional

categories that are usually reconstructed for the PI E noun
and adjective (categories not found in Anatolian are placed
in parentheses). PIE nouns and adjectives distinguished
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Again the neuter never distinguishes nominative accusatlve
(for *jugom the nom.-acc. plural is *jugcha).

Finally the dual is even more difficult to reconstruct, though
it seems likely that one form of the nom.-acc. dual for
masculine and feminine nouns was *-ehj (thus *pOalcrehz
'two fathers' or *h ZCk1,Joh I 'two horses') while the neuter
showed *-ih] (e.g., *jugoihZ 'two yokes').

The plural is less easily reconstructed. There is a tendency
in all IE groups for there to be fewer case distinctions in the
plural than are found in the singular (the vocative 1S always
identical with the nominative, as is the ablative with the
genitive). It may be that some of the case distinctions which
are attested for the plural are much later developments than
the corresponding cases of the singular and less well integrated
into the overall system. It is noteworthy that the Anatolian
languages show many fewer distmctions in the plural than in
the singular (only nominative, accusative, and genitive-dalive
locative-ablalive).

Verbs
Reconstructing the PIE verb is a more difficult task than

reconstructing the shape of nouns and adjectives, basically
because the various 1E stocks show considerably more
diversity in their verbal systems than they do with their
nominal systems. Since the latter part of the nineteenth
century it has been the general practke to reconstruct a PIE
verbal system which looks very much like that found in Greek
or Indo-Iranian. This system shows two vokes (active and
media-passive), three aspects ("present", aorist, and perfect),
three tenses (present, past, and future), four moods (indicative,
subjunctive, optative, and imperative), three persons (first,
second, and third) and three numbers (singular, dual, and
plural). While not all of the theoretical combinations of
categories actually occurs (the future only shows up combined
with "present" aspect, the imperative has no first person forms,

*h ZCklj()S « *-oes)
*hjCKljOns

*h]CKlJOm
*h ]eKljOmOS -

*h zCKlJoibh(!Jos
*h]CKl)oisu
*hzEKljOm
*hje]<ljois « *-oeis)
*hjt'Klj{)S « *-oes)

*h jCkljOS

*hjCKljOnl

*hjCKVOS

..,..h jCK/J()i « *-ueD
*hjCKljoi

*hjCKl,.1()d « *-ocd)

*hjCKl)oh j « *-och])

*h]CKl,.le

*POateres
*POatel7)s?
*pOa trom

*PQat[me)s 

*PQat[bh(j)os?
*POat[su
*POatr<jm
*pbat[bhi
*PQatt~res

*POa ter
*pba lcn]1

*POatros
*POa trci

*POau~r(i)

*POa lro5

*pbalrchj

*pba ter

locative
ablative
instrumental
vocative

nominative
accusative
genitive
dative

nominative
accusative

. genitive
dative
locative
ablative
instrumental
vocative

number, gender, and case. For number there were singular,
(dual), and plural. For gender there were masculine, feminine
(in Anatolian combined with the masculine in a single
"common" gender), and neuter. For case there were (vocative),
nominative, accusative, genitive, ablative, dative, locative (the
latter two combined in Anatolian), and instrumental. It is
worth noting that traces of both dual and a separate feminine
have been claimed for Anatolian.

Gender was inherent in nouns (i.e., any noun was lexically
marked as "masculine", "feminine", or "neuter", though some
nouns could be lexically marked for more than one gender)
but a matter of agreement for adjectives and other modifiers
(i.e., adjectives took special shapes depending on whether
they modified a masculine, feminine, or neuter noun). Much
has been made of gender from time to time from the point of
view of what it may tell about the world view of the speakers
of a language with gender. The answer is probably not very
much. While it is true that the masculine, feminine, and neuter
genders do have an association with sex (e.g., in Indo
European languages most nouns referring to adult male
humans are masculine, most nouns referring to adult female
humans are feminine), an association which can be exploited
in poetic or other "special" language, the association is not
always absolute (e.g., in both Germanic and Greek diminutive
nouns, whatever the sex of their referents, are neuter) and
the primary use of gender would seem to be demarcative.
The agreement of adjectives and other modifiers with their
head nouns delimits the scope of a particular noun phrase.
When agreement stops, the speaker is inter alia signaling the
end of a noun phrase.

The various case markers signaled the role of the noun
vis-a-vis other elements of the sentence. Thus the nominative
case marked its noun as the subject and the accusative the
direct object (or the goal of a verb of motion, e.g., I went to

Rome). The genitive typically marked some sort of noun-noun
relationship (e.g., the car's horn), the dative marked the
benefiCiary or human goal of some activity (e.g., John gave
Mary the book), while the instrumental denoted instrument
or association and the other two cases some sort of directional
information (ablative marking the place from, the locative
the place toward or at). The vocative is an exception in that,
as the form used in direct address, it did not show any
relationship with any other part of the sentence. All of the
cases, except the nominative and vocative, could co-occur
with locative adpositions or adverbs to show more complex,
usually, local relationships. The shapes of the singular of an
athematic noun (*PQater- 'father') and a thematic no~n

(*h]Ekl)-O- 'horse'), i.e., a root to which the suffix *-e/o- has
been added, are given in the accompanying table:

Neuter nouns differed from this pattern in that they made·
no distinction between the nominative and accusative. Thus
*jugom 'yoke' acts as both subject and direct object. In all
other ways, however, *jugom is shaped exactly as *h]ekl)OS

(save, of course, in the place of the accent).
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Verbal Categories of Proto-Indo-European

Mood

--------- / ~-------------Indicative Imperative Optative? (Subjunctive??)

I
Aspect

/~
"present" aorist

Tense ~ present ~-
.past . past

etc.), still the reconstructed verbal system is quite complex,
just as the Greek and Indo-Iranian ones are quite complex.
With the exception of Italic, the other IE branches have signifi
cantly less complex systems (d. Germanic with two voices,
no aspects, two tenses [present and pastl and three moods
[indicative, subjunctive, and imperative], three persons, and
three numbers) and it has been generally thought that their
relative simplicity was the result of the loss of various PIE
categories and combinations of categories in those stocks.
However, ever since the discovery of Hittite with a similarly
simple system (two voices, two tenses, two moods [indicative
and subjunctive/imperativeJ, three persons, and two num
bers), the consensus in favor of the fuller model has been
fading in favor of reconstructing something simpler, and more
like that attested in Hittite. The more elaborate, traditionally
reconstructed, system would still be of PIE date, but only
found in the southeastern dialect area of (late) Proto-Indo
European.

While the older consensus is fading, a new consensus has
not yet developed. The arguments for preferring one system
over another are both detailed and complex and would take
us too far afield to rehearse them here. Thus, the description
that follows should be thought of as one possibihty only. We
tentatively assume that PIE had two voices: active and medio
passive. The latter was used when the subject was seen as
acting for him- or herself, e.g., OInd yajate or Greek fJVeroz
'he offers sacrifices for himself, on his own behalf'. It could
also be used, though probably rarely, as a true passive with
the object of the active verb (the "patient") transformed into
the subject of the passive verb and the subject of the active
verb (the "agent") expressed by the genitive, ablative, or
instrumental case (e.g., Grk apxovroz uno !3aalAEwv 'they
are ruled by kings'). Proto-Indo-European probably had only
an incipient aspectual distinction: the "present" denoting
activities the speaker saw as on-going or repeated and the .
aorist denoting completed activities. The perfect, denoting
actions that had some kind of on-going relevance, though
widespread (seen in Indo-Iranian, Greek, Italic, Celtic, and
Germanic) was prabably a late, dialectal, creation of Proto
Indo-European. As to tense, Proto-Indo-European seems to
have distinguished two, a present and a past. Those two are

universal in IE languages. A separate future arose in most
branches independently, though in Indo-lranian, Creek, and
Celtic (with traces in Balta-Slavic) it arose from a PIE dcsidera
tive fonnation (one expressing a desire to do something)

Proto-Indo-European also distinguished three persons, first
(speaker), second (addressee), and third (non-participants in
the conversation). These are also universal in IE languages.
Germanic, Balto-Slavic, Greek, Indo-Iranian, and Tocharian
all preserve three numbers (singular, dual, and plural) in the
verb. The other groups do not. However, the Anatolian
languages have a first person plural in -wen which in the
dual-preserving languages would be a dual ending and it is a
reasonable hypothesis at least that -wen should he taken as a
trace of a formerly preserved dual in Anatolian. If 50, recon
structing the dual to Proto-Indo-European seems assured.
Finally, judging the numbers of distinct moods that existed
in Proto-Indo-European is even more dependent on how we
judge Anatolian's relationship with the rest of the Indo
European languages. All IE groups distinguish the indicative
from the imperative. There is evidence for a distinct optative
(for wishes or contrary-to-fact situations) inj:-lCc)h 1-. It
appears in or has left traces in eight groups (ltalic, Gem1anic,
Baltic, Slavic, Greek, Indic, Iranian, and Tocharian). It is pro
bably PIE in age. A separate subjunctive (for mild commands,
in subordinate clause, for possihle events) in *-c/o- manifests
itself in Celtic, Italic, Greek, lndic, and Iranian (and just
possibly in a single trace in Tocharian). If it were IE in age, Us

shape would have made it liable to confusion wHh the
indicative of thematic verbs and we could account for its
disappearance in those groups where it is not found on the
basis of that confusion. However, it is not found, even in
traces, in Anatolian, the one group where the indicative and
subjunctive would not have become confused since simple
thematic verbs are notably lacking in Anatolian. Its absence
in Anatolian is a reasonably strong argument that the
subjunctive in *-e/o- was a late dialect feature of Proto-lndo
European that had not arisen when Anatolian heclme
separated from the rest of Proto-lndo-European.

This discussion is summarized in the accompanying
diagram ofthe verbal categories of Prato-Indo-European. Note
that the categories of aspect and tense were only operative in
the indicative mood in Proto-Indo-European (though they
came to appear in other moods in a variety at ways in some
IE groups),

In addition to these semantic categories, Proto-Indo
European would appear to have had two conjugations which
were distinguished by different person endings, at least in
the singular. The first conjugation was characterized by the
first, second, third person singular endings *-m(j), *-50),

*-to). The second conjugation was characterized by *-hA'c)(i),

*-th2eCi), and *-eO)' The first conjugation was Inost often
typified by *-e- as the root vowel in the singubr and no vowel
(or a reduced voweD in the dual and plural (though there
were other vowel patterns). It can be exemplified by the
paradigm for *hjcs- 'he':
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The second subvariety of the second conjugation, a type
usually called "thematic verbs" (and opposed to the "athematic
verbs" of the other two types), was characterized by the suffix
*-elo- and by *-e- as the accented root vowel throughout the
paradigm. It can be exemplified by *bhcr-e/o- 'carry':

The final *-i that appears as part of some of the person!
number markers is in origin a separate particle that empha
sized the "here and now" nature of what was being said. It is
no doubt originally the same as the *-i that marks the locative
singular of nouns. In any case, otherwise identical endings
but without the final *-i (called "secondary endings" as
opposed to the "primary endings" with *-i) were also -to be
found in a variety of uses, particularly with the modal sense
of "is to" or "must" (the so-called "injunctive") or, when
combined with a preceding particle *h]e, in a past meaning
(called the "imperfect"). This latter combination is found cer
tainly only in Greek, Phrygian, Armenian, and Indo-Iranian,
though it is possible that Baltic, Slavic, and Tocharian also
show traces of it in certain of their past tenses. It may well
have been, then, an innovation of the center and east of the
IE world and not part of the verbal system of Proto-Indo
European in general.

The second conjugation comes in two varieties: a "basic"
variety without a connect ing theme vowel *-elo- and one with
the connecting vowel. The first subvariety of the second
conjugation often had *-0- as the root vowel in the singular
and no vowel (or reduced vowel) in the dual and plural
(though again there were other vowel patterns possible). It
can be exemplified by *noK- 'harm, destroy':

Singular
1 *h]csmi
2 *h]cssi
3 *h]csti

Singular
1 *noKh2ei
2 *noKth2ei
3 *noKei

Singular
1 *bheroh2
2 *bhereth2e ?
3 *bhcrei

Plural
1 *h]smcs

2 *hlste
3 *hjscnti

Plural
1 *nekmcs
2 *nektt?
3 *nekcnti

Plural
I *bhcromes
2 *bherete
3 *bheronti

PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN

Even in Proto-Indo-European itself it would appear that
the thematic type of conjugation ]I had borrowed the
secondary endings (i.e., those without the final "* -i) of the
first conjugation. Thus the imperfect of *bher-c/o- was
*bhcrom, *bhcres, *bhcret (or *h]t? bherom, etc.). The past
of the athematic type of conjugation II was apparently
characterized by the addition of *-i- and had yet anot her set
of endings. The imperfect of *nok- would have been *noK-i
h2U-, *nok-i-s-th2e, *nok-i-s, (3rd. pI.) *neK-j-er « *-ers) 
*neK-i-r-(o)nt.

The medio-passive apparently always had person-number
endings like that of conjugation II, except with a fInal *-r
rather than *-i (though the latter caIne to characterize the
medio-passive in the southeast, namely in Greek and Indo
Iranian).

Singular
1 *bheroh2er
2 *bherelh2er
3 *bheror

1 *nekh2cr
2 *nekth2cr
3 *neKor

The athematic type of conjugation 11 appears as such only
in Anatolian, though Tocharian shows the same forn13tioo
rebuilt a bit in the direction of conjugation l. Other IE groups
show even fainter traces of it, rebuilt as the thematic type.
Indeed, outside of Anatolian, the thematic verbs have become
the dominant type in the various IE branches, to the point
that athematic verbs typically remain, if at all, only as a small
subset of irregular verbs such as NE am, is. However, ilt the
same time that thematic verbs are becoming the dominant
type, the person-number endings of conjugation l were
replacing the person-number endings of conjugation II,
including its thematic type. The accompanying chart indicates
the varying degrees to which the conjugation I person-number
endings of the singular have penetrated the paradigm of the
thematic verbs (a plus indicates that the conjugation I form
has replaced the conjugation II form; parentheses indicate
that that replacement has happened demonstrably late in the
history of that stock).

Conjugation II endings are most securely preserved in the
(dialectal) PIE perfect. This formation, which signals some

The Association of Conjugation I Personal Endings with Thematic Verbs

Celt Ital Gmc BaIt Slav Alb Grk Arm Anat Iran OInd Toch

1 + + (+) (+) +
2 + + + + + + +
3 + + + (+) + + + +
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prior activity that has resulted in an on-going state, in much
the same fashion as the NE perfect tenses Ce.g., "he has come" ,
"she has brought the book"), looks a good deal like the
conjugation II present given above, though without the "here
and now" particle *-i and typically with reduplication. Thus

. the perfect to the root *derK- 'see' is *dedorKh2e 'I have seen'
or to the root *l,Jeid- 'see' is *l)oidh2e 'I have seen' (whence
> '1 know').

There have been several attempts to match the two conjuga
tional patterns with some semantic distinction. The earliest
such suggestion was to consider conjugation II endings as
originally the markers of the middle voice and conjugation I
endings as the markers of the active. More recently Gamkre
lidze and Ivanov take conjugation II endings as marking an
inactive (I.e., inanimate) subject in an intransitive sentence
or an inactive object in a transitive one while the conjugation
I endings marked active subjects in both transitive and intrans
itive sentences. Robert Beekes, on the other hand, proposes
that the thematic verbs (one set, at least, of conjugation II)
marked the presence of a definite object and athematic verbs
(of conjugation l) marked the presence of indefinite objects.

. All such identifications remain most speculative. No stock of
Indo-European distributes the two sets of endings in anything
like the pattern that these hypotheses would require. No doubt
the two sets must have reflected some semantic distinction at
some point, but for reconstructible Proto-Indo-European they
seem to have been merely markers of different conjugations.

Though not attested in Anatolian, the aorist is even more
widely attested in the rest of Indo-European than the perfect
and should probably be reconstructed for late Proto-Indo
European itself. Aorists were distinguished from presents by
the shape of the stem. If the aorist took the shape of the verbal
root with no additions, the present was distinguished by
reduplication or some derivational suffix. Thus *deh3- is the
aorist shape of a verb meaning 'give; take' while *dideh3
represents the present (therefore: *deh3t ~ *h]e deh3t 'he
gave'versus *dideh3t ~ *hle dideh3t 'he was giving'). Alter
natively, it was the present that took the root shape and the
aorist was derived by a suffix, usually *-5-, e.g., *deikt ~ *h]e
deiKt 'was showing' versus *deiKst ~ *hle deiKst 'showed'.

Both the aorist and the perfeCt reflect derived verbs that
became integrated into the verbal paradigm over time. But
Proto-Indo-European had a rich selection of verbal derivatives
besides those that became aorist and perfect. There were a
number of derivatives, for instance, that created "iterative
intensives" (I.e., derived verbs that focused on the repetition
of the action denoted by the underlying verb or on its unusual
intensity) of one sort or another. Thus we have the derivational
suffix *-eha- with differing grades of the root vowel in *duk
eha- 'pull (along)' (Latin e-ducare 'bring up, rear, educate',
OE togian 'tow', TochA taka- 'move, agitate; consider') from
*deuk- 'lead', *domhxeha- 'subdue, tame' (Latin domat
'subdues', OHG zam6t 'tames', OInd damayati 'subdues'), or
*lekeha- '± move vigorously' CLatv lekaju 'fly or jump about',
Grk [Hesychius] ATl'((XW 'dance to singing'). A similar meaning

is carried by the suffix *-je/o- in *kleple/o- 'steal' (Grk K"AEJrrW
'steal', TochB kalypItsi 'to steal') from *klep- 'lay hand to'.
Another very frequent iterative formation is *-skelo-, L' .g.,
*PIK-ske/o- 'ask, question' (OIr arcu, Latin pOSGJ, OHG
[orsc6n [< *P[K-sI<-eha-l, Arm harc'i, Av pJrJsaIti, OInd
Plcchati) or *gwrp-skelo- 'come' (Grk {3aoxw, Avjasaiti, Olnd
gacchati, TochB kanmask-).

Causatives (i.e., 'make or have [someonel do something')
were formed by adding *-neu- (plus zero-grade of the root)
or *-eie/o- (plus a-grade) in *hJ[neu- 'cause to move' (Grk
OpVOOl 'moves, rouses, stirs', Hit amuzzi 'moves along, makes
go, stirs, raises', Av JrJnaoiti 'sets in motion', Olnd [nlJti

'moves, arises') from *h]or- 'stand up, rise'; *torseje/o- 'dry'
(tr.) (Latin lorrere 'dry', OHG derren 'dry', Olnd lar_~,-lyaci

'dries') from *lers- 'be dry, dry out' (intr.); or *uoseic/o- 'clothe'
(OE werian 'clothe, cover over; wear', Gothic wa~jip 'clothes',
Albanian vesh 'clothe, dress, cover', Hit wasseZZl 'clothes,
dresses') from *l)es- 'be dressed, wear'.

Verbs could be derived from nouns or adjectives by means
of certain denominative suffixes. The most common, perhaps,
was *-je/o- as in *h]nomnjelo- 'name' (Goth namnjan 'name',
Grk Dvop.aivw'name', Hit lamniya- 'name') from *h]omp
'name'. The suffix *-eh2- created 'factitives' (i.e., 'make
[something] the quality of the underlying noun or adjective').
Thus from *nel,Jos 'new' we have *nel)eh2- 'make new' (Latin
novare 'make new, renew', OHG niuwtJn 'make new, renew',
Grk vEam'replow', Hit newahh- 'make new, renew'). There
was also the suffix *-eh]- which created verbs meaning
'be(come) the quality of the underlying noun or adjective' as
in *hlrudhehl- 'redden' (Olr ruidi 'blushes', Lat rubere 'be
red, blush', ON rooa 'be red', OE rudian 'be nlddy', OHG
roten 'be red', RusCS rudetf s~ 'turn red', Lith rudeti 'rust,
become rusty') from *hl rudhros 'red'. Averb such as *leukeh]
'shine, be bright' (Lat lacet 'it is light, it is day', lacescit 'it

grows light, day is breaking', Hit lukkeszi 'it grows light'),
while presumably originally derived from *Jeuks 'light', might
also be takfn as a derivative of the verbal root underlying
*leuks and such ambiguity eventually led to the extension of
this suffix to purely verbal derivation as in the late, and
dialectal, *steh2eh]- 'be standing, remain standing' (Olr la
'is', Lat stare 'stand',OHG stan 'stand', OCS stojatr'stand').

Word Formation
Proto-lndo-European also had a rich system of derivation.

As we have seen above, derived causatives or iteratives could
be made from verbs. In addition, adjectives could be derived
from verbs, and verbs from nouns or adjectives. As examples
we might cite *h]orei 'rises, moves' (intr.) > *hJ[-neu-ti'sets
in motion' (tr.) > *h ]or-es- 'height', *temh:cti 'it grows dark'
> *temhx-es- 'darkness' > *t(e)mshx-s-ro-s 'dark' or *h2eh:c
'burn, heat' > *h2ehx-ter- 'fire' > *h2ehx-tr-iio- 'chimney' (>

'atrium'). Most derivation, like the examples just illustrated,
was done by way of suffiXing, but nouns and adjectives might
also make derivatives by a change of accent pattern (e.g., Olnd
k[?na- 'black', but kfsna- 'black antelope'), by ablaut or a
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change of vowel (e > 0, e> e, 0> 0), or both (e.g., *SI,JekUfOS
'father-in-law' > *sl)ekuros 'pertaining to the father-in-law',
later also 'brother-in-law', *l)od[ 'water' > *l)edor 'water
[collective]'), or *hjoSU (gen. *hjesu(oJs) 'a good thing' >

*hjesus (gen. *hlSOUS) 'good'.
An extended illustration of PIE derivation .may help to show

the richness of the system. We can reconstruct, for instance,
a neuter noun *poums '(human) body hair' (which by regular
phonological processes would have had an alternative
pronunciation *p6ms) whose genitive singular might have
been *peums (older?) or *pumsos (newer?). By internal
derivation, Le., by a change of vowel and/or accent class, was
made the feminine noun *peumos whose meaning w~s more
or less equivalent to the underlying neuter noun (d. Latin
pubes 'pubic hair, Shughni pam 'down, fluff), The
relationship between *poumsand *peumoswould be exactly
the same as that between *l)odr and *l,Jedor above. There
was also a derived adjective *peumos 'characterized by
*poums' (d. Latin pubes 'arrived at the age of puberty, adult;
covered with down') which might itself be nominalizedas
'one characterized by *poums' (d. Latin puberes [pl.] 'adult
men, men capable of bearing arms' [like French pail 'body
hair' and poilu 'hairy; soldier'], Olnd pl1man [gen. pumsasl
'man, male'). Two later thematicizations of the basic neuter
noun are *pums-o- (Albanian push 'down, hair, fiber, fur')
and *pou(mJs-o- (Rus pukh 'down, fluff, fine hair'). External
derivation, i.e., the addition of morphological material, give
us *poms-to-s in Av P?sta- 'skin, especially the hairy skin of
men', *pou(mJs-ti-s in dialectal Lith paustis 'animal fur',
*peumos-neha- in Oir uamann 'skin', and *I)-pumes in Latin
impubes 'below the age of puberty, beardless; boy'. (All these
instances of external derivation are language specific though
in each case they represent PIE morphological possibilities.)
*poums is itself a derived s-stem and the *p(eJum- that lies
behind it is seen in *pum-ro-s 'characterized by *poums' in
Latin pubertas 'puberty; growth of body hair; virility' (and it

is this word that is the source of the -b- found throughout
this word family in Latin), *peum-ehj- 'be characterized by
*poums' in Latin pobens 'arrived at puberty' and further in
*peum-ehl-ske/o- 'become characterized by *poums' in Latin
pubesco 'come to the age of puherty', and in *P0l,Jrp-go-on-
'beard' in Greek nmymv 'beard'. Finally*p(eJum- is itself
derived from *pu- otherwise seen in *pu-Io-s 'single hair (of
the human body)' as in Mir ul 'beard', Grk (Hesychius)
nVAlYYE~(pI.) 'hairs of the body' or OInd pul~kas (pI.) 'hairs
bristling from delight or apprehension'.

A somewhat different derivational process than those
illustrated before is the addition of "enlargements" to verbal
roots, e.g., *ten- 'stretch' > *ten-s- or *ten-gh- 'stretch' or
*h2ehx- 'burn, heat' > *h2ehx-s- in *h2ehxs-eha- 'hearth',
*h20xs-ter- 'ember' (later 'star'). As in these examples, the
addition of an enlargement often does not seem to have very
large semantic consequences. It is likely that they reflect some
sort of verbal derivational processes that were already obsolete
in the latter stages of Proto-Indo-European that we can recover

PROTO-INDO-EUROPEAN

by lingUistic reconstruction. What might be thought of as a
kind of enlargement, albeit this time as a prefix to the root, is
the so-called "s-mobile" which occurs facultatively before
some PIE roots (d. the descendants of one such pair in NE
melland smelt). As with the suffixed enlargements there seems
to be no constant semantic difference between the prefixed
and unprefixed form.

Finally, Proto-Indo-European made extenSIve use of
reduplication, the partial repetition of (usually) the first
consonant (with a follOWing vowel) of a root. Thus from
*steh2- 'stand' we find *sti-steh2-mi '1 stand' or from *k\\'el
'turn' we have *kwe-k\Vlom 'wheel' « 'the turner'). Such
reduplication was particularly common as a characterization
of aspectually "present" verbal stems (e.g., *sti-steh2-mi 'I
stand' but *steh2-n1 - *hjl~ steh2-m 'I stood up') and of the
dialectally important perfect (*de-dofK-e 'he/she has seen').

Proto-Indo-European was also rich in compound adjectives
and nouns. Particularly common were compounds with a
meaning 'having X + Y', e.g., *h2rgi-pCUhaj6s'swift-winged'
(Greek aiyvnlot:; [with phonological deformation] 'vulture',
Arm arcui 'eagle', Av df;:Jzi[ya- 'eagle', Olnd rJipya- 'swift
winged (of eagles, arrows); eagle'), *hjsu-menes'well-minded'
(Greek EVJ1£Vryt:; 'well-disposed, favorable', Av humanah
'having good thought', Oind sumanas 'well-disposed,
gracious'), or *kwell)[-pod- 'animal' « *'four-legged') (Latin
quadrupes 'four-footed; four-footed animal', Umh peturpurs
'four-footed animal', 1'v1yc qe-to-ro-po-pi (tnstr.] 'having four
feet', Greek rErpa1Cov~ 'four-footed; four-footed animal
(particularly cattle]', Olnd catu.>pad- 'four-footed animal').
Other types of compounds were also possible. For example
the first part of a compound might further speCIfy or limit
the second part as in *l)ik-potis 'lord' (lit. '± settlement
master') in OPrus waispatti- 'Wife', Lith viespats 'lord (God);
ruler', Albanian zot « *I,Jila-pol-) 'lord', Av vispaiti- 'lord',
OInd vispati- 'lord of a house, chief of a settlement or tribe'.
Another type of compound is found commonly in numbers,
e.g., *l)i-(dJkI]1lihj 'twenty' « *'two tens').

See also INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES; RECONSTRUCTION;

SCHLEICHER'S TALE; SUBGROUPING. [D.Q.A.I
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PRZEWORSK CULTURE
The Przeworsk culture is an Iron Age culture (second

century Be-fourth century AD) of south and central Poland
and the west Ukraine. It is sometimes coupled with the ~ore

easterly Zarubintsy culture to represent the culture of the Iron
Age Slavs: There are about fony sites known which include
undefended· agricultural settlements with small semi
subterranean (later surface) dwellings and large cemeteries.
Burial was by cremation in a pit or urn and some burials are
accompanied with weapons. Among those who look to Poland

. as the Slavic homeland, the Przeworsk culture shows
continuity with preceding cultures (Lusatian) and insures that
the Slavic homeland was in this territory from whence the
Venedi, one of the earliest historically attested Slavic tribes,
are specifically derived. On the other hand, Germanicists have
argued that the Przeworsk culture was occupied by the Elbe
Germanic tribe~ (from where the Vandals or Burgundians
originated) and there are also those who argue that the.
Przeworsk reflects both a Germanic and a Slavic component.

See also SLAVIC lANGUAGES; URUBINTSY CULTURE.
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PULL
*deuk- 'pull'. [JE\V 220 (*deuk-); Wat 12 (*deuk-); GI

500 (*t'eukh-); Buck 9.33). (1) pres. *deuke/o-: Lat duco'lead;
fetch; deduce', ON toginn 'pulled', OE teon 'pull', OHG ziohan
'pull', Goth Uuhan 'pull, lead', Alb nduk 'pull hair out', Grk
(Hesychius) O£l)1(£l 'considers, reflects'; (2) pres.' *duk-eha-:

MWels dygaf'bring', Lat -ducare 'lead', ON toga 'tow', OE
togian 'tow' (> NE tow), OHG zogon 'pull', TochA tka- 'will
stir; will consider'. ef. ON teygja 'tie', OE tIegan « *doukeje/
0-) 'tie', ON tjoa « *deukeha-) 'help', Grk oalovaa£a(}al
'rub, drag'. Quite widespread; certainly old in IE. It is
noteworthy that in a number of stocks this word has taken'
on cognitive meanings in addition to the original 'physical
ones. The cognitive extensions may well be of PIE date.

*dhregh- 'pull, tear (out)'. (IEW257 (*dheragh-); Wat 15
(*dhragh-); Buck 9.33]. ON draga 'pull' (borrowed> NE
drag), drog'stripe', OE dragan 'pull' (> NE draw), OHG tragen
'carry', Uth dirginu 'stimulate, stir, excite', Latv dragaju 'tear',
OCS dnlgn9ti 'pull', Rus dergalT 'pluck, tear', doraga 'way,
journey', dor6iitl 'hollow out', Czech draiiti 'make a groove
or furrow; hollow out'. Probably related is Lat traha 'pull'
though the initial t- and the vowel -a- are a bit difficult. A

word of the northwestern part of the IE world.
*se1k- 'pull' (pres. *selke/o-). [lEW 901 (*selk-); Wat 57

(*selk-); GI 106,595 (*soelkh-); Buck 9.331. Lat sulcus
'furrow', sulcare 'to plow', OE sulh 'furrow, plow' (> NE
sullow), Grk EA1((J) 'pull', TochB salk- 'pull out'. The
geographical extension suggests PIE status.

*h41c1e1k- 'pull'. IGI 595]. Lith velku 'pull', Latv v¢lku 'pull',
oes vlek9 'pull', Alb heq 'pull (out), remove', Grk wAxa(ace.)

- a13Aa~ « *h4I,Jolk- - h4I,Jjk-) 'furrow', Av fravarcaiti 'carries
off'. A "rhyme-word" of the preceding, confined to the center
and east of the IE world.

See also DRIVE; PLOW. [D.Q.A.}

PUNISH see STRIKE

PURE
?*haidhros 'pure' « *'burned'). [JEW 11-12 (*ai-dh); d.

Wat 1 (*aidh-)I. Grk iOapoc; 'cheerful, glad; pure', OInd
vrdhra- « vi + idhra-) 'clean, clear, pure'. A derivative of
*haeidh- 'burn'. Possibly a word of the center and east of the
IE world, though it is also possible that we have independent
innovations in Greek and Old Indie.

See also BURN; CLEAN. [D.Q.A.!

PUS
*pzlhx.es- 'putrefaction, pus'. [lEW 848-849 (*pu-)}. Lat

pus 'pus', Lith puvesO)ai 'rotten things', puliai 'pus', Latv
puvesi 'pus', Grk nUDs 'pus', Arm hu 'purulent blood'. From
*peu(hxJ- 'stink, rot'. A late word of the west and center of
the IE world.

See also ANATOMY; MEDICINE; ROT; SICK. [D.Q.A.J

PUSH
*(s)teud- 'push, thrust' (pres. *(s)tunecPtD. IJEW 1033

1034 (*(s)teu-d-); Wat 66-67 (*(s)teu-); Buck 10.671. Olr
dq-tuit 'makes to fall', Lat wndt) 'push, strike', studc{> 'strive,
study', studiuill 'zeal' (borrowed> NE study), ON staUla
'thrust', OHG stozan 'thrust', Goth stautan 'strike', Alb she}]
« *studnje/o-) 'push', Olnd (udatj ~ tundale 'pushes, strikes,
stings'. Widespread and old in IE.

*l)edh- 'push, strike'. [JEW 1115 (*l)cdh-); Wat 7J
(*wedh-); Buck 10.67; BK 478 (*wad-/*w~~d-)I.OIr fodh «
*l,Jodhl,Jo-) 'weapon', [aiscid 'presses', MWels gwascu 'press',
OPrus wedigo 'wood-ax', Lith vedcga a kind of ax, Grk
(Hesychius) EOn 'destroys', W8EW 'shove, thrust', Hit wczz-
wiwida- 'strike, urge', 0 Ind vadhau 'strikes, pushes, slays',

. TocM wac 'struggle, ballle', TochB wat- 'fight', weta'struggle,
battle', yatwe « *l,Jedhl,Jo-) 'whip'. ef. the derivative *vedhns
in Grk (Hesychius) i8pis'castrated', Oind \/adhri- 'castrated'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*(sJpeud- 'push, repulse; push afler'. [lEvV 998
(*(sJp(hJeu-d-); Wat 64 (*(sJpeud-)l. Lat pudet 'shames',
repudium 'casting off, divorce', Lith spaudiiu 'press, squeeze,
wring (one's heart)', spaderi 'drudge, torment oneself', spauLi;;}
'(printing) press', Alb pune « *pudneha-) 'work', Grk alr£vOw
'urge on, hasten; strive after eagerly', alrovDf, 'haste, speed;
zeal, pains', Arm p'oyt' (gen. p'Ul "oy, with -t'- rather than
*-t-) 'zeal', NPers poy 'haste, speed'. At least a word of the
west and center of the IE world.

·skeubh- 'push away, push ahead'. [JEW 955 ( *skeub- 
*skeubh- - *skeug-); Wat 60 (*skeubh-); Buck 10.671. ON
skofa - skyfa 'shove, push away', OE scofan - sCt'ofan 'shove'
(> NE shove), OHG scioban 'shove', Goth af-skiuban 'shove
away', Lith skuhti 'hurry', skubus'quick', OCS skub(.J'pluck,
tear off'. A word of the IE northwest.

*neud- 'push (away)'. OInd nuda(j 'pushes', TochS nack
« *nud-ske/o-) 'thrust, push (away); urge'. A dialect word of
the east of the IE world.

*telk- 'push, thrust'. [lEW 1062 (*tc1egh-); Buck 9.21,
10.67; BK 108 (*t{hjalY-/*t[hjdP'_)1. OIr tolc'blow', \Vcls talch
'fragment, flake', Lith tilkti 'be tame', oes clako 'knock', Rus
[olkat[ 'push, shove', lolokne) 'crushed oatmeal'. A word of
the northwest of the IE world.

*reudh- '± push back'. ref. lEv\;' 869 (*reudh-) ; \Vat S5
(*reudh-); VW 4091. NE rid« Proto-Gme *rudpn) , Av raoJ
'hold at a distance, check, impede', Oind rudh- 'cht'ck,
restrain, hold back', TochAB rulk- « *rcudh-ske/o-) 'movc;
remove, take off'. The Germanic and Tocharian forms, though
differing in morphology, reflect "eventlve" derivations, '± to
push back/move into a checked state', from the non-evenLLve

. meaning preserved in Indo-Iranian.
?*lclreg- 'press, oppress' [/EvV 1181 (*Vrcg-)J. Lat urgc{)

« *I)[geje/o-) 'press, oppress', ON reka ':lVenge, punlSh;
rescue', OE wrecan 'avenge, punish; rescue' (> NE V\Tt\lk),

OHG rehhan 'avenge, punish; rescue', Goth wrikan 'perse
cute'. It is not certain that the Cermanic anu Latin words
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belong together. If they do, then we have evidence for a late
western dialectal word in IE.

See also PREss. [D.Q.A.l

PUT
*dhehl- 'put, place' (pres. *dhidhehlti). [lEW 235-236

(*dhe-)~ Wat 13 (*dhe-); GI21 (*dhe-); Buck 12.12; BK 70
(*diy-I*dey-) I. From the present *dhidhehlli: Grk rfB1JJ1l
'sets', Av da8aiti 'puts, brings', OInd dadhali 'puts, places,

lays', TochB tattaIJ1 'will put, place'; other, newer presents are
reflected in lat facere 'do', -dere in ab-dere 'take away', con
dere'build, found; establish', credere 'believe' « *kred-dheh]
'put one's heart'), OE don 'do' (> NE do), OHG tuon 'do', Lith
deti 'lay', OCS deli 'lay', Arm dnem « *dhehl-nelo-) 'put,
place', Hit dai « *dhehl-i-ei) 'puts, lays', lezzi « *dhehl-ti)
'says', tittiya- « *didhll'elo-) 'establish', tillanu- 'set up', lycian
tadi 'puts, places', TochAB ta- ~ tas- 'put, lay'. Most of these
latter presents are built on the analogy of the aorist stem
*dhehz- seen, as aorists, in Arm ed 'put, placed', OPers ada
'put, placed', Olnd adhat 'put, placed' « *hledhehlt).
Widespread and old in IE; the PIE verb for putting and placing.

*stel-'put in place, (make) stand (up)'. [lEW 1019-1020
(*stel-); Wat 66 (*ste1-); GlIal; Buck 12.12]. ON slj9lr'stem,
stalk', stallr « *slolno-) 'stall', OE stela 'stalk, support', steall
'standing place, position, stall, stable' (> NE stall), stellan «
*stolnejelo-) 'put, place', OHG sta1 'standing place, position,
stall', stellen 'set up, establish', OPms stallit 'stand', Alb shljell
'fling, toss, hurl', Grk arEAAw 'make ready, fit out with; send,
dispatch', Olnd stha1am 'e'minence, tableland; ground, earth;
dry land' (with the initial consonant cluster influenced by
stha- 'stand'). Compare the further derived form seen in Olat
st10cus 'place', lat locus 'place'. Widespread and old in IE.

?*dheigW - (or *dheihxgw-?) 'stick, set up'. [IEW243-244
(*dheig lJ -); Wat 15 (*dhIgW

-) I. Olat {IVa, lat fIgo '(aOfix,
fasten, drive in, attach, erect', OE dIc 'trench, moat' (> NE
dike), MHG tfch 'pond, pool; dam, embankment', Lith diegiu
'prick; plant, sow', dygstu 'germinate, sprout', latv diegl
'prick'. It is not certain that all these words belong together;
particularly problematic are the Germanic words for semantic

reasons. If they do belong together, we have evidence for a
word of the northwest of the IE world.

See also PuT IN ORDER; STAND. [D.Q.A.]

PUT IN ORDER
*tag-(*tehag-?) 'set in place, arrange'. IIE\V 1055 (*tJg-);

Wat 69 (*tag-)I. Lith su-togti 'get married; ally oneself v'/lth'
« *'arrange oneself with'), Grk Taaaw « *cag-lclo-) 'put in
order, line up, arrange', ulypa 'ordinance, command',
(Thessalian) ray6~ 'commander, ruler, chief', Parth tgmdr '±
commander' (i.e., Ilagma-dara-I 'command-giver'), TocM (pI.)
tassi 'chiefs, commanders', TochS tas 'commander' (Toch
< *tagjus). At least a word of the center and east of the IE
world.

*jet- 'put in the right or natural place'. /lEW 506-507
(*jet-)]. OIr flu (DIL at(t)u) « *jetu-tut-) 'thirst', Wels add
iad 'longing' (the Celtic shows a meaning such as 'want the
right or natural place'), SC jatili se 'tlock together', Av yatciti
~ yatayeiti 'puts oneself in the right or natural place', Sogd
py'l- 'adorn', Olnd yatate 'puts oneself in the right or natural
place', TocMB yat- 'decorate, adorn' « *'± put into the right
place'; cf. lat ornare 'to adorn' < *cJrdinjre) , yctwe 'jewel,
decoration', yat- 'be capable of (intr.); have power over; tame
(tr.)'. Though preserved only on the margins of the IE world,
it is clearly old.

*rehl- 'put in order'. 11EW59-60 (*re-dh-); BK 595 (*ra
ay-I*rd-ay-) I. Lat reor 'count, calculate'; *roh ]-dh-: Olr rad
'say', MWels adraw8'recount', Av rad- 'prepare', Oind radhnc)ti
'achieves, prepares'; *roh ]-dh-ejeJo- (causative): ON reraa
'talk', Goth rodjan 'talk', OCS radili 'take care of. concern
oneself over'. The connection of the Latin form here is
uncertain. Otherwise, the root is fairly well attested to PIE.

*sem- 'put in order, put together'. [lEW 902-905
(*sem-); Wat 57 (*sem-)]. ON semja « *somhxeie/o-) 'put
together, put in order, unite', Olnd samayaU 'puts in order',
TochB ~aIJ1s- « *sem-s-elo-) 'count'. Presumably a verbal
derivative of *sem- 'one, a unity'. Sufficiently Widespread to
be plausibly PIE in date.

See also lEADER; PuT: ID.Q.A.]
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QAWRIGHUL CULTURE
The Qawrighul culture (or, in Chinese the Gumugou

culture) is a late Bronze Age culture of Xinjiang, China, which
provides a possible candidate for the ancestor of the
Tocharians. The culture, which dates to c 1800 BC, is situated
in Xinjiang in the barren uplands along the Konchi (Peacock)
river. It is almost exclusively known from its cemeteries, .the
best attested being the eponymous site of Qawrighul where
forty-two burials were recovered.

The tombs are divided into two types. The first comprised
shaft graves which included evidence of wooden planking
and, on occasion, wooden poles erected on the eastern and
western ends of the chamber. The deceased were in the
extended position, heads to the east. They were wrapped in
woolen fabrics and bore felt hats. Twigs of ephedra were
discovered on the chest. Grave goods included stone imple
ments, .bone ornaments, antler awls, wooden basins and
bowls~ there. was no evidence of ceramics although there were
some traces of metal (copper or bronze). The second type of .
burial, so far exclusively confined to males, consisted of shaft
graves that had been surrounded by concentric circles of poles
and others poles radiating out to form what have been
interpreted as solar symbols. The differepces between the two
types of burials have been variously explained as stat\lS
differences within the same culture or as chronolog~cally

separate cultures, the second type reflecting a somewhat later
population.

Economic remains retrieved from the tombs suggest an .
economy which at least included wheat (handfuls of which
we.re placed in baskets near the head of the deceased),
domestic sheep/goat, horses~ deer and fish remains are also
noted.



QAWRIGHUL CULTURE

Both the evidence of the skeletons and that of the mummies
indicates a Europoid population, Burials in tombs of the first
type have been likened to those found in the Afanasevo culture
of the Yenisei-Altai region while those in the second type
have been associated with the Andronovo physical type. The
employment of timber circles about the tomb has also been
linked to the Andronovo practice of surrounding tombs with
stone circles. Similar burials have been recovered from several
other sites with dates ranging all the way up to the first
millennium AD.

A Europoid population with connections with those of the
Eurasian steppe provides one of the most likely archaeological
candidates for the Proto-Tocharians although, it must be
admitted, the specific cultural links (as opposed to those based
on the evidence of physical type) are few and until settlements
of this culture are excavated and the full range of material
culture has been recovered, the origins, chronological range,
and true significance of the Qawrighul culture must remain
speculative.

See also AFANASEVO CULTURE; ANORONOVO CULTURE;

TOCHARIAN lANGUAGES. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Chen, Kwang-tzuu and E T. Hiebert (1995) The late prehistory of

Xinjiang in relation to its neighbors. journal of World Prehistory

9,243-300.
Mair, V (ed.)(1995) The mummified remains found in the Tarim

Basin.jIES23,281-444.

QUAIL
*J}.ortokW- 'quail'. [lEW 1180 (*l)ortoko-)]. Grk oprv~

'quail', 0 Ind vartaka- 'quail'. At least a late IE isogloss. The
only other potential comparison is Arm lor 'quail' which may
be related to Grk Aapo~ 'gull'.

The quail is one of the commonest game birds and flies
seasonally in great flocks aiding its capture by nets and other
means.

See also BIRDS; GAMEBIRD. U.A.C.G.]

QUEEN see KING

QUERN
* W-eL * W.c.L ( * W.L 6 ')' ,g ICIla-J}.-on- ~ g c:rIla-n-u-s gen. g [Ilan us quem.

[lEW 477 (*gJf-nu-); Wat 25 (*gWerd-); GI 599 (*korau-),
770; Buck 5.57; BK 345 (*kwur-/*kwor-)]. From *gWreha

l)-on-: OIr brau (DIL bro) (gen. broon) 'millstone, quern',
Wels breuan 'quern', Oind gnlvan- 'stone for pressing the
soma'; if TochS karwene 'stone; (colI.) rock' belongs here it
reflects *gWrha-l)-on-en-; from *gWerha-n-u-: ON kvern

'quem', OE cweom'quern' (> NE quem), OHG quim'quern',
Goth asilu-qaimus 'donkey-mill', OPms gimoywis 'quern',
Lith gima 'millstone', (pI.) gimos 'quern', Latv (pI.) dzitnus

'quern', OCS truny 'quern'; Arm erkan 'quern' is ambiguous
as to its exact PIE antecedents. From *gWer(haJ- 'heavy'.
Th.ough the exact PIE preform is difficult to reconstruct (why

some reflexes show extensions *-u-n- and others *-n-u- IS a
mystery), there seems a strong likelihood that there was a
PIE word more or less of this shape with this meaning. Given
its plausible derivation from a PIE 'heavy', it is dltlicult to see,
as GI argue, this word as a borrowing from Proto-Semitic
*gum- 'threshing floor', which seems distant semantically
anyway.

Querns were a regular accompaniment of the Neolithic
tool-kit which emerged in southwest Asia by the ninth
millennium BC. The tenn is usually applied to the larger lower
stone, generally flattened with a concave surface, the mefilfe
of New World archaeologists, while a second stone held in
the hand (the mana of American archaeological terminology)
was used as a rubber or grinding stone. Querns are found
wherever an economy required the necessary technology to
process plants, particularly domestic cereals, hut also wild
seeds and they emerge in the archaeological record prior to
the domestication of the earliest strains of wheat and barley.
Grinding seeds was not their only function, however, and on
occasion they are found in contexts where they would have
been employed in the grinding up of substances such as ocher
as a coloring agent. Querns are ubiquitous across Neolithic
Eurasia and provide no indication as to the location of the
earliest Indo-Europeans. In addition to their economic
importance, they are also found in cultic contexts in sourheast
Europe, for example, where shrines included the remains of
quems, rubbing stones, female figurines and even ovens
suggesting ritual preparation of grain.

See alsoAGRICUL1URE; GRIND; TooL. [D.Q.A.,j.PM.1

Further Reading
Makkay, J. (1978) Mahlstein unci das rituale Mahlen in den

prahistorischen Opferzeremonien. Acta Archaeologica 30, 11

36.

QUIET
*hlerhl- 'quiet, at rest'. [JEW 338 (*erd-), 864 (*rem-);

Buck 12.19]. (1) *hjerh]-m- 'to rest, support': Oir fo-ruiml
'set, lay', Wels araf'quiet, calm, gentle', Goth rimis'rest', Lith
rimti 'to be calm', Latv ramas 'still', Grk ip~J1o~ 'lonely,
solitary', Av ramayeiti 'calms down', airime 'qUiet', Gind
nimate'stays still, calms down'; (2) ''''hj reh j-l)cha- 'quiet, calm,
rest': ON ro 'calm', OE row 'calm', OHG raa - ruowa 'calm',
Lith rova 'calm', Grk ipOJ~ 'quiet'. While the precise form
and details are not yet clear, some form of this root (with two
different suffixes) can be posited for PIE. The semantic field
here seenlS to be associated with the "absence of motion"
rather than "silence".

*kweihl- 'rest, qUiet'. [lEW 638 (*kveld-); Wat 33
(*kweid-); GI205 (*khoejH-/*khojeH-); Buck 12. I9]. Lat quies

'qUiet', ON hVfld 'qUiet', OE hwrl 'while, time' (> NE while),
OHG (h)wfla 'while, time, hour', Goth !veila 'while', OCS
pokoji 'peace, quiet, rest', Arm han-gist 'rest, qUiet', OPrrs
siyati- 'comfort'. A further development with a suffix attest5
*kWjjehj-tos: Lat quietus 'qUiet', Av :,"<yJta- 'happy'. Some
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proposed connections such as IochA sal 'rich', TochB sate

'rich' are questionable on semantic grounds; Lith keIena(s)
'short period of time, a while' may rather be < kelti 'to move'
and OInd cira- 'longe-lasting)' < cin6ti. Still the remaining
forms could warrant positing a PIE root, built on *kweihJ- 'to
rest comfortably'.

*(s)te1- 'be still, qUiet'. [lEW 1061-1062 (*tel-); Wat 66
(*stel-)}. Olr tUilid'sleeps', ON stilla 'to still, soothe', OE stillan
'to still', stille 'still' (> NE slim, OHG stillen 'make still', stilli
'still', Lith tyIa 'quiet person', stilus 'quiet, silent', Latv stilt
'become quiet'. OCS tflej9 'decay' is unclear but could belong
here. Only attested in the northwest. .

*t(e)h2u-s- 'quiet'. [IEW1056-1057 (*taus-); Buc~ 12.19].
aIr tOe 'silently, still', Mlr tai « *tausos) 'silent', Lith tausytis

QUIET

'to die down, become quiet Col' the wind)', Rus lusitf

'extinguish, quench', Olnd tilsl)fm 'qUiet, silent'. To these may
possibly be added Hit tuhuss(i)ye- 'to look on inactively'. Cf.
also Olr taue 'silence', Wels taw 'silence'. Swed tyst 'silent'
(OSwed thyster) has been connected here, as well as OPms
tusnan 'qUiet', Av tusni- 'still'. Distribution suggests a good
case for PIE antiquity.

?*lenos (*lehlnos) '?quiet'. [lEW 666 ( *le-no-)}. Lat lenis
'soft, mild', Lith lenas 'qUiet, slow', Latv lens 'quiet', OCS lem]
'lazy'. This set is limited to the northwest and may reflect
parallel developments from an underlying verbal form
*lehJ(i)- 'to leave', but even there the meaning of the Latin
form differs. At any rate, at best a northwestern dialectal term.

See also SILENT. U.C.S.]
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as *mbh> Grk ).up; nor does Grk acpp6c; 'foam' belong because
of the difference in meaning. The root probably derives from
*nebh- 'cloud'.

*dhreg- 'rain or snow lightly, be bad (of weather)'. lef. lEW

251-252 (*dheld-gh-)]. Lith drengti 'rain lightly, be slushy',
dregnas 'wet, damp', atdregis 'thaw', dirgei - difgti 'become
wet, slushy, sleety', Latv drr:gns 'wet, damp', dr~gs 'thaw',
TocM earkar 'cloud', TochB tarkar 'cloud' (Tach < *dhreg-r
u-)~ with new full-grade *dherg- - *dhorg-: MIr derg 'red' «
*'dark'), OE deore 'dark' (> NE dark), MHG eerken 'make
dirty, defile', Lith dergti 'be slushy, sleety; soil, make dirty,
abuse', darga 'rainy weather, bad weather of any sort', ORus
padoroga '± stormy weather'. The reference to dark, cloudy,
wet weather would seem to be old. Formally and selnantically
newer are the Germanic and Celtic references to darkness or
dirt. At least a widespread dialect term in late PIE. t

*mregh- 'rain softly, drizzle'. [IEW738 (*meregh-)I. Latv
merguOt 'rain softly', marga 'soft rain', Czech mrholici 'drizzle',
Rus morositI'drizzle', GrkfJpEXlV'wet, rain, overflow', fJPOXr7
'rain'. A word of the central part of the IE world. t

??*bandu- '(rain) drop'. [lEW 95 (*band-); Wat 4
(*band-)]. OIr bannae 'drop' (from British?), MCorn banne
'drops', MBret banne 'drops', OInd bindl.1- - vindl.1- 'drops,
globule, spot'. The root should be rejected. The OIncI bindd
has been supposed to replace *bandu- after indu-, which itself
lacks etymology. Rather, the variant vindl1- suggests a non-IE
origin for this word. Moreover, the connection between the

. Old Indic and the Celtic words is too uncertain as is also the
putative Illyrian Bindus (river god) and the Lat Ions Bandusiae.

The roots *suhx- and *h/vers- are undoubtedly the PIE
words for 'rain', Their distribution, with the exception of
Greek, is mutually exclusive but both words are widespread
across the IE stocks. GI have suggested that *suh;c was the

RAIN
*suhr'rain'. [IEW912 (*seu-); Wat 58 (*seud-); GI 586

(*seu-); Buck 1.751. OPms suge 'rain', perhaps Alb shi «
*suhx-; but *gjiisexpected <*suhx-) 'rain', Grk vel 'it rains',
VE1"6~ 'heavy rain', TocMB sU-, swas- « *suhx(s)-) 'it rains',
TocM swase 'rain', TochB swese 'rain' (Proto-Tach < *suhx
o-so-7). Hit heu- 'rain' cannot be derived from this root.
Although suggested, there is no reason to connect *s(eJuhx
'to rain' with *seu- 'to press; juice', i.e., 'rain' as a substance
pressed out by an agent deity; all forms are formally and
semantically distinguished. Distribution supports PIE status.

*hluers- 'rain'. [lEW 81 (*l)er-s-); Wat 77-78 (*wers-);
GI 587 (*wers-); Buck 1.75; BK 382 (*naw-/*ndw-)). MIr
Eras « *hll)[sta) 'shower', Grk Eep07l - ep07l 'dew', (caus.)
OVP€(JJ « *hll)Orseje-) 'urinate' < *'make rain', Hit warsa «
*h}l)ors-) 'rainfall', Av aibi-varsta- 'rained upon', Olnd var$ati
'it rains', var$a- « *hll)e/ors-om) 'rain'. Greek points to an
initial *hl- (in OVP€(JJ it was regularly lost before -0-). The
nouns are either recent or point to a root noun *hzl)e/ors
*hll)[S-. The Old lndic verb shows that *hll)erS- is a root, so
connection with Ofnd var(i) 'water' is impossible while
connection with v[$an- 'male' < 'semen' is impossible as it
had no initial laryngeal (d. Grk epa1Jv, apa1Jv). Distribution
assures PIE status.

*haeghlu- (gh-?) 'rain'. [IEW8( *aghl(u)-); BK388( *hag-/.
*/idg-)). OPms agio 'rain', Grk axA..uc; 'fog, cloud'. ThE root
would appear to be *haegh- with the suffix -lu- (or -el-?).
These forms appear to be isolated; connection with Arm
aljamulj-k' 'darkness' is difficult.

*1)bhCrolri)- 'rain'. [lEW 316 C*nebh-); Wat 46 (*ombh
ro-)]. Lat imber(gen. imbris) « *Qbh-ri-) 'shower', Arm amb
« *l)bh-?) 'cloud', Av af3ra- 'cloud', Ofnd abhra- 'rain-doud'.
Although sometimes cited, Grk oJ.1f3poc; 'rain' does not fit here



RAIN

Razor a. Copper knife or razor (Yamna culture);
b. Late Bronze Age razor (Urnfield culture)

relationships in phonology, morphology, syntax, and seman
tics. A comparison of the three series of words in the accom
panying table provides a brief phonological example.

On the basis of these series, one uncovers a systematic
relationship where the initial sound might be expressed: Olr
b, Lat f, OE b, Alb b, Grk qJ [ph], Arm b, Av b, Olnd bh. This
relationship is so systematic that it is predictable. For example,
if one were to seek a cognate in Latin of OInd bhuIja- 'a kind
of birch', one would expect to find an initial f, which one
does find in farnus 'ash', or bin OE, hence beorc 'birch' The
cumbersome relationship (b = [= b = b = ph = b = b = bh) can
be expressed in shorthand by labeling the sequence as PIE
*bh where the asterisk indicates that the form is reconstructed
and not attested in any actual (Proto-Indo-European) text.
The same process reiterated for the follOWing vowel and
second consonant allows us to reconstruct the whole verb
root for 'bear' as *bher-. Similarly we can reconstruct
bhrehater- for 'brother' and *bhnjhxs for '(eye)brow' (where
the *h 's represent "laryngeal" sounds attested in part in the
Anatolian languages and in Albanian).

It is of course necessary that our reconstnlction he com
patible with what we know about language in general. Our
confidence in the exactness of the reconstruction is heightened
if it matches a structure commonly found in attested languages
while our confidence is decreased if the reconstruction does
not match any attested language. We should note that many
linguists doubt the phonetic reality of *bh precisely because
the traditional reconstruction of *p, *b, and *bh for Proto
Indo-European with an aspirated voiced stop (bh) but no
corresponding aspirated voiceless stop (ph) is otherwise found
or is at least excessively rare. These typological considerations
have led various investigators to reconstruct *ph (glottalized)
*p', and *bh (or some other set) rather than *p, *b, and *bh.
However, another constraint on reconstruction is the require-

RECONSTRUCTION
The mutual relationship of the various Indo-European

languages is established by comparative linguistics or "recon
struction", an analytical technique which looks for systematic
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RAISE see LIFT

RAZOR
*ksur6m 'razor'. [lEW 585-586 (*ksu-ro-); cf. Wat 30

(*kes-); Buck 9.23; BK 243 (*k{h]as-/*k{h]dS-)]. Grk ~vpov

'razor', Olnd k$ura- 'razor'. A word restricted to the southeast
of the IE world. A derivative of *kseu- 'rub, whet' (cf. Lat
novacula [< *ksnelJeha-tleha~J 'razor', Grk ~vQ) 'shave, rub',
OInd k$I)auti 'whets, sharpens').

Archaeologically identifiable copper razors appear in Egypt
and Mesopotamia between 3000 and 2500 BC and by the
end of this period they are also known in Cyprus. Before
2000 BC there are copper razors in Crete and the Cyclades
and copper razors are also known in the Harappan culture.
The razor is mentioned by Homer in a figurative sense, i.e.,
'on a razor's edge', and bronze razors are found in male graves
of the Mycenaeans. The razor begins to appear in central
Europe only after 2000 BC. A late PIE isogloss between Greek
and Indo-Aryan is not easily accommodated by such archaeo
logical evidence since it would be difficult to draw the
ancestors of both Greeks and Indo-Aryans into a scheme of
migrations that provided them with a common origin only
after 2500 BC. On the other hand, copper and bronze knives
are known from a much earlier period and these may have
provided suitable technological ancestors for the cognate set.
For example, in the Yamna and Kemi Oba cultures of the
Pontic-Caspian region copper knives with wide rounded
blades similar to later razors are known from c 3000 BC
onwards.

See also HAIR; KNIFE; SHARPEN; ToaL. [D. Q.A., J. PM.J

RAVEN see CROW

earlier form which was replaced because it was subject to
taboo avoidance but this is purely speculative. Both words
may well have existed in PIE and denoted slightly different
concepts. If the semantic distinction in Greek is original, then
*suhx- should have indicated 'heavy rain' and *hn1ers- 'light
rain'.

See also CLOUD; DEW; WATER; WET. [R.S.PB., D.Q.A. t ]

RAW
*h20m6S - *h2om6s'raw, uncooked'. [lEW 777

(*omo-s); Wat 46 (*om-)]. OIr om 'raw', Wels of ,raw', Grk
mj1o; 'raw, uncooked', Arm hum 'raw', Khat hama- 'raw',
NPers xam 'raw', OInd ama- 'raw, uncooked'. The exact PIE
form may be in doubt (the short vowel of Celtic and the long
vowel elsewhere is not explained) but the geographical
distribution of its attestation assures its PIE status.

See also CooK. [D.Q.A.]
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Selected Cognates among the Indo-Eutopean Languages

Old Irish
Latin
Old English
Old Church Slavonic
Albanian
Greek
Armenian
Avestan
Old Indic
Tocharian B

bim 'bear'
[era 'bear'
bere 'bear'
ber9 'take'
bie 'bear(s)'
cptpw 'bear'
berem 'bear'
baraiti 'bears
bharati 'bears'
pararn 'bears'

brathair 'brother'
[rater 'brother'
brojJor 'brother'
bratru 'brother'

qJp~rwp 'member of phratry'
elbayr 'brother'
bratar- 'brother'
bhnltar- 'brother'
procer 'brother'

bnlad 'brows'

bnl'brow'

oCPPus 'eyebrow'

brl/at- 'eyebrow'
bhru- 'eyebrow'
parwane 'brows'

The Family Tree o[ Football

"Proto-Football"

----------------Soccer "Proto-Rugby"
[feet-only] [feet and hands]

that different groups of speakers have changed and added
different rules (e.g., in our example, addition or loss of aspira
tion, addition or loss of voicing, etc.). Linguistic reconstruction
provides the tool for tracing the earlier history of language
back through time. It is dependant on comparison and the
greater number of languages that can be employed in that
comparison, the greater the precision of the reconstruction.

A possible analogy to language change lies with the
evolution of sport, another rule-governed behavior. Soccer,
rugby, football (both American and Canadian) are all the
descendants of an English and Irish ball game played largely,
though not exclusively with the feet. This "Proto-Football"
has become the several independent games currently attested
by the addition of new rules. Just as with language, a farnily
tree (indicated in the accompanying diagram) can be drawn
up (only certain rule differences are noted).

As with any analogy, this one gets messier the more one
pushes it. In particular, the evolution of football differs from
the evolution of language in that football has clearly grown
more complex in the course of its evolution; "Proto-Football"
had fewer rules than any of its descendants. Language, on
the other hand, would seem to be much the same as far as
complexity goes as far back as we can reconstruct it in any
detail (say about 10,000 years). .
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"Proto-North American"
[definite possession; forward pass\

~
Canadian Football American Football
[llOyd. field; {I 00 yd. field;
5 pt touchdown] 6 pt. touchdown\

Rugby
[serum; no forward pass]

ment that reconstruction allow for the most economical
derivation of the attested languages from the reconstructed
one. Perhaps inevitably these two constraints do not always
point in the same direction. The traditional reconstruction of
*p, *b, and *bh allows a very Simple derivation of the attested
forms: most branches preserve *p and *b unchanged, a
majority merge *b and *bh by losing the aspiration of the
latter. Old Indic is assumed to have kept the original situation
unchanged (save by the addition of a new ph) while Italic
and Greek must be assumed to show devoicing and then early
(Latin) or late (Greek) change of voiceless aspirates into voice
less continuants. Only Germanic and Armenian show more
extensive restructurings. Any alternative reconstruction shows
a much more complex "mapping" onto the attested languages.

These considerations aside, systematic correspondences
between related languages exist because language is rule
governed behavior and thus change in language is also regular.
It was the realization that sound change was, indeed, regular
in the middle nineteenth century that made possible the
"reconstruction" of Proto-Indo-European (and of course other
proto-languages that have left attested descendants). Proto
Indo-European has become its attested descendants by the
change of existing rules or the addition of new ones. That it
has more than one attested descendant results from the fact
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Often enough the various innovations that occur to a
language are not interconnected and they could have happen
ed in any order. However, when they impinge on one another,
we can reconstruct their relative chronology. An example from
the history of Slavic will illustrate the possibilities. In the
development of Proto-lndo-European into attested Slavic, all
original 5S were retracted to x when preceded by r, u, k, or i
(the so-called ruki-rule), thus, Pre-Slavic *peisehatei 'to pound'
becomes Proto-Slavic *peixatei and, with further changes,
attested OCS pichati. Also during the development of Proto
Indo-European into Slavic all PIE palatal stops become sibi
lants, thus *K, *g, *gh became s, z, and z respectively. Thus
PIE *Kosneha 'pine' becomes Rus sosna where, it should be
noted, original *K and *s have become identical. However,
PIE *peiKehatei 'to write' became Proto-Slavic *peisatei
(attested OCS pisati) rather than **peixatei (attested **pixati).
Such an outcome can only be explained if the ruki-rule
occurred first and was over and done with by the time *k
was becoming s. On the other hand, one should note that
both original -s- and -s- from *-K- combine with *-i- to give
-5-, e.g., OCS sluso 'I hear' from PIE *klousjoill and OCS
proso 'I ask' from PIE *proKjom. The simplest explanation
for this phenomenon is that this latter rule came after both
the ruki-rule and the change of palatal stops to sibilants.

The underlying presupposition of linguistic reconstruction
is the regularity of change. However, there are other forces at
work in language change. Particularly we need to take into
account the actions of analogy whereby various closely related
words may influence one another to preserve, say,
morphological regularity at the expense of phonological
regularity. As an example we might cite the history of OE
sadol 'saddle' and cradol 'cradle' whose regular plurals were
sadolas and cradolas respectively (all of these words stressed
on the first syllable). Sometime in Old English short vowels
in open syllables (i.e., when followed by a single consonant
and then a vowel) were lengthened when those syllables were
both stressed and the next-to-the-Iast in the word. Thus we
had something like sadol and cradol, but sadolas and cradolas.
Further regular phonological changes would have resulted
in NE cradle, pI. *craddles, and *sadle, pI. saddles. What we
find, then, in the history of English the plural of cradle has
been analogically remade on the basis of the singular (a very
common analogical change) while in the case of saddle it is
the singular that was remade on the basis of the plural (a
distinctly rare analogical change).

Another source of historical irregularity is borrowing
among different dialects of the same language. OE hal 'whole,
well' regularly becomes NE whole (the w- is an unetymological

. spelling) in the south of England, the dialects which provide
the basis for modem standard English. In the north of England
and in Scotland OE hal becomes with equal regularity hale.
Because standard English has also accepted hale into its voca
bulary we now have the "regular" whole and the "irregular"
hale. One of the recurring problems in historical recon
struction of Proto-lndo-European, or any other language, lS

detecting and accounting for this kind at "internal' loanword.
This problem is by no means confined to reconstruCling

linguistic history. Our reconstruction of the "football family
tree" above shows a nonlinguistic instance of this same kind
of borrowing between related branches. Though the presence
of the forward pass is reconstructed tor "Proto-North
American", in actual fact the innovatIve forward pass first
appeared in American football and was only later adopted
(i.e., borrowed) by Canadian football. Reconstructing the
forward pass to "Proto-North-American" is a natural conse
quence of the theory and practice of reconst ruction hut does
not reflect historical reality.

Linguistic reconstruction leads us to a linguistic system
that is not firmly tied to anything in time or space. It is an
abstraction; it simply expresses a form for which no further
linguistic laws need be invoked to account for the cognates
attested in the various Indo-European languages. The
reconstructed language differs from a real (i.e., attested)
language in significant ways, particularly in that it Joes not
show the social and geographical variability that is the
hallmark of any attested language. Like all languages, a n~con

structed one such as Proto-Indo-European was constantly
changing. However, there are no independent means available
to the linguist to suggest that the reconstructed form *bher
'carry', for example, might be assigned to 2500 Be, 4000 BC,
or 10,000 BC. Nor can we detennine that *bher- was contem
poraneous with *bhrehater- 'brother' or *bhnlhxs 'hrow'.

Still, for all its limitations, linguistic reconstruction is a
powerful tool for understanding the history of related
languages. Practiced with increasing sophistication over the
past hundred years or so on the Indo-European languages, it
has provided a very detailed picture, admittedly not always
quite in focus, of Proto-Indo-European phonology, morph
ology, syntax, and, most importantly in the context of this
Encyclopedia, of its vocabulary.

See also INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES; PRoTo-INDO-EUROPEAN;

SCHLEICHER'S TALE; SUBGROUPING; TIME-DEPTH. ID.Q.A.)
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RED
*hlreudh- '(bright) red'. [lEW 872-873 (*reudh-); Wat

55 (*reudh-); GI 616 (*r(e)udh -); Buck 15.601. From
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*h]roudhos we have OIr ruad 'red', Wels rhudd 'red', Lat
rufus 'red', Umb rofu 'red', ON rauor'red', OE read 'red' (>

NE red), OHG rot 'red', Goth raujJs 'red', Lith raDdas 'red',
Latv raDds 'red', OCS ruda 'metal' « *'copper'), Rus rudyj ~
rudo) 'blood-red, red-haired', Av raoidita- 'red', Olnd loha
'reddish', rohita- 'red'; from *h]rudhr6s we have Lat ruber
'red, ruddy', Grk EPVfJpoc; 'red', MPers Luhrasp « *luhra
asp < *hlrudhro-hleKl)O-) 'red horse', Olnd rudhira- 'red',
TochA rtar 'red', TochB ratre 'red'. The most widely attested
color word in Indo-European, 'red' is securely reconstructed.
An o-grade adjective, attested in Italic, Celtic, Germanic, Baltic,
Slavic and lndic is a non-productive form in the northwest
and its preservation in Indic points to its status as the earliest
form, with later innovations; the zero-grade with 'r-suffix is
found widely dispersed in Italic, Slavic, Greek and Tocharian.
The Indo-Iranian suffix *-ita- is common among color
adjectives and may be an innovation in that branch.

*h]e1u- 'dull red'. [lEW 302 ( *eI-)]. OHG do 'yellow', Av
aurusa- 'white', Oind aru$a- 'reddish, golden', aruna- 'reddish,
golden'. A second term for 'dull red' is preserved in only
Germanic and Indo-Iranian, but the wide geographical
separation indicates Indo-European status.

*£ounos'red'. [IEW594 (*J(ou-no-s)}. MIr cl1anna 'lovely',
Wels cun 'lovely', Rus sunica 'wild strawberry', SC sUnica
'raspberry', Oind 501).a- 'red'. It is not at all certain that the
Celtic forms belong here, being very divergent semantically
The Slavic and Old Indic give evidence for a word of the
center and east of the IE world.

See also COLOR. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.I

REED
*haer- 'reed'. [lEW 68 (*aro-m)]. Lat harundo (With

secondary h-) 'reed', Grk apov 'arum', Khot ara- 'reed, rush'.
Distribution indicates PIE status for this word.

*nedos 'reed, rush'. [JEW759 (*nedo-)l. Lith nendre'reed',
Latv nas!i « *nadsli-?) 'reed', Arm net 'arrow', Luv natatta
'reed', NPers nai 'reed', Olnd nada- '± reed'. Old in IE. The
Armenian meaning reflects the Widespread use of certain kinds
of reeds for the making of arrowshafts.

*trus- 'reed, rush'. [lEW 1097 ( *trus-)]. Lith tr(i)usis'reed,
horse-tail') traDsis 'horse-tail (Equisetum arvense)', latv trusis
'reed, rush, horse-tail, juniper', OCS trustI'reed', Rus trost!
'reed, cane', SC tis « *truso-) 'reed', Grk 8pvov « earlier
*truho- < *truso-) 'reed, rush'. At least a word of the center
of the IE world.

*ioinis'reed, rush'.IIEW513 (*joj-ni-)]' Mlr aIn « *join)
'rush', lat iuncus « *joiniko-) 'rush', iOniperus 'juniper', O.N
einir « *ioinijo-) 'juniper'. The phonological connections
suggested here are impeccable but the semantic connection
between 'reed' on the one hand and 'juniper' on the other is
not at all obViOUS, though precisely that semantic equation is
made in Latv trusjs 'reed, juniper' in the preVious entry.

?*g(h)reuom 'reed, rush'. Av grava- 'reed', TocM kru 'reed',
TochB (pI.) karwa 'reeds'. Only attested in two neighboring
stocks. If this represents a case of borrOWing rather than

RELEASE

common inheritance, the borrOWing must be very early.
?*don- 'reed'. [d. lEW I87}. Latv uuoms 'reed', Crk 8ova~

'reed'. The apparent, partial, agreement between Baltic and
Greek is tempting. Perhaps a late dialect word of the center
of the IE world.

See also JUNIPER; PuNTS. ID.Q.A.l

REINS
*h2ensijoleha- 'reins'. IIEW 48 (*ansi-)}. OIr (pI.) eis(s)i

eis(s)e 'reins', Myc (pI.) a-ni-)a 'reins', a-ni-Jo-ko 'charioteer'
(lit. 'reins-holder'), Grk (pI.) ryvia 'reins' (Doric Civia), iJvioxoc;
'charioteer; one who governs', iJviov 'bit'. Olnd nasyalTI 'nose
cord (of a draft-ox, etc.)' may belong here if the form of the
word has been influenced by *h,nas- 'nose'. Almost certainly
related to *h2enseh;r 'handle' and probably to the family of
Hit hassu- 'king' « *'controller'). In any case, the exact
eqUivalence in form and meaning of the Greek and Irish words
is strong evidence that this word, with this meaning, is of PIE
antiqUity.

See also HANDLE; HORSE; KING; TOOL; WAGON. [D.Q.A.I

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1995) How to Kill a Dragon: AspcC[s of Indo-Europcan

Poetics. Oxford, Oxford University Press.

RELEASE
*selg- 'release, send out'. [IEW900-90 1 (*sclg-); GI 602

(*seJl?-)]. air selg 'hunt' « *'releasing of dogs'), slcg «
*s/geha-) 'spear', OWeis in-helcha 'hunting', OE he-sylcan
'deprive of strength', MHG selken 'drip', Av har<Jzaiei 'releases,
sends out', Olnd srJati 'releases, throws, pours'. Though not
Widely attested the geographical pattern of those attestations
would seem to assure PIE status for this word.

*TerK- 'release, allow'. [VW 503}. Hit earna- « *tarkna-)
'let, release, permit', TocMS tark- (pres. urkna-) 'let go, allow;
emit; stop, desist'. Though attested only in Hittite and
Tocharian, the pattern of those attestations assures PIE status.

*leuhr 'release, cut off'. [JEW 681-682 (*lcu-); WJt 36
37 (*leu-); Buck 11.341. Lat lu() 'loose, free, payoff', ON IYJa
'beat, wear out', Goth lun 'ransom', Lith Jjautis 'cease, stop,
discontinue', Grk Avm 'release, free', Avtpov 'ransom', Ofnd
lunati 'cuts (01'0', lavitram 'sickle', TocMB lu- 'send'. From
*leus- we have ON losna 'get free', lauss 'loose' (borrowed>
NE loose), OE for-leosan'lose', los'loss', leas 'tree from, loose,
wanting', OHG far-bosan 'lose', lch 'tree, untied', Goth fra
liusan 'lose', fra-lusnan 'be lost, perish', Jaus 'free, etnpty', Alb
lesh 'wool, hair' « *'that which is cut off). Widespread and
old in IE. The basic meaning of this root is 'untie' which sur
vives in Greek where the verbal adjective Avtos means 'which
can be untied' and corresponds to Lat (so)ll1tus < solv{) 'untie'
« *se-Juo). From the concept of 'untying' we also get that of
'release' (buying back for a ransom, eg., Grk Avtpoo)1ur
'ransoms') .

ID.Q.A.]
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REMEDELLO CULTURE
Copper AgelEarly Bronze Age (c 3300-2500 BC) culture

of northern Italy The culture is primarily known from its
cemeteries in the Po Valley such as Rerriedello where over a
hundred graves were excavated of an estimated three hundred.
Burials were in the flexed position on the left side (with faces
to the north-east) or, occasionall~ extended position, although
there is also some evidence of the redepositing of remains
after the body had been exposed. The burials were made in
simple pit graves which were in some instances aligned in
rows. They were rich in flint arrowheads (up to eleven in a
single grave), daggers, and stone axes. Metal objects included
copper axes, daggers and halberds. The culture also yielded
two silver objects (Le., a pendant ~nd pin), some ofthe earliest
silver ·in western Europe. The pottery found was assocIated
With female burials. There are few settlements known, some
hilltop enclosures. The culture 'exhibits many similarities, at
least in metallurgical types, with cultures north of the Alps
and east in the Aegean and Anatolia, but these derive from so
many differen,t sources that it is difficult to postulate a single
point of origin. In the "Kurgan solution" to the IE homeland
problem, the presence of weapons in the graves and hilltop
settlement are. all regarded as traits ofwarlike IE communities..
Claim's of horse remains from the Remedello culture have
also been made although their context is not secure. Even
without the specifics of the Kurgan -theory the evidence for
the Remedello culture's contacts outside of the region has often
'been seen to reflect a migration of a foreign population into
northern Italy. Others, however, have chosen to see the
prestige metal artifacts as evidence of exchange relations or
the spread of a. cult package as the territory of the Remedello

See also LEAVE. [D.Q.A.]

REMAINS
?*(hleti)loikWos'remains'. [IEW669-670 (*loiklJo-s); Wat

36 (*leikW-)]. acs otlekil 'remains', Grk Aot1r6~ 'remains',
OInd atireka- 'remains'. Cf. *likW t6sin Lat relictus 'remains',
Lith liktas 'remains', Olnd rikta- 'empty, free'. All from *leikw

'leave'; it is possible that they are all independent creations in
the various stocks that have them. Perhaps more significant
is the agreement of Gennanic, e.g., Goth twa-lib, arid Baltic
(Lith) dvy-lika, both 'twelve' from *'two-left (over)'.

See also FLOTSAM; NUMERAlS (TEEN FORMATION). [D.Q.A.]

REMAIN
·m~n- 'remain, stay' (pres. *mimnelo-). [lEW 729

(*men-)~ Wat 41 (*men-)~ BK 520 (*man-/*m~m-)). aIr
ainmne 'duty', Wels amynedd 'duty' (Celtic < *an-menjeha-) ,

Lat mane6 'remain', Grk l1Evm 'stand fast, remain~ 'await',
)ll)lVm 'stay, tarry; await', Arm mnam 'remain, expect', Hit
mimma- « *mimne/o-) 'refuse', OInd man- 'delay, stand still',
TochAB mask- « *mp-skelo-) 'be(come)'. Widespread and
old in IE. Probably distinct from *men- 'think' though there
have certainly been secondary associations such as we find in
Ann mnam 'remain' and 'expect'.



culture is largely congruent with the distribution of Beakers
in northern Italy.

See also BEAKER CULTURE; GAUDO CULTIJRE; ITALIC lANGUAGES;

RINALDONE CULTIJRE. U.PM.l

REMEMBER
*(s)mer- 'remember, be concerned 'about''- [lEW 969

(*(s)mer-); Wat 62 (*(s)mer-)l. OE muman 'worry, mourn'
(> NE mourn), OHG momen 'worry about, mourn', Goth
maurnan 'worry about', Lith mereti 'worry about', Grk
J.1£plJ.1Va 'thought, care, anxiety', J.1ap'rV<; 'witness' « *'one
who remembers'), Av maraiti 'observes', OInd smarati
'remembers, longs for'; with reduplication of one sort or
another: OE mimorian 'remember', Lat memoria 'remem
brance', Grk J.1EPllatpW 'worry about', Arm mormok' 'care'.
Widespread and old in IE.

See a/so FORGET. [D.Q.A.]

RESIDENCE
Before modern western and urban societies, with few

exceptions, husbands and wives are generally found to live
with one another in a nuclear family in which there was a
small range of options concerning the rules of postmarital
residence. Over two-thirds of the ethnographic examples
surveyed practice virilocal (or patrilocal) residence where a
woman marries out of her own family and goes to live with
her husband's family This is regarded as the general residence
pattern for PIE society on both historical evidence, i.e., this
is the pattern of residence that one encounters almost
invariably in the ethnographic record of the IE stocks from
their first appearance in the historical record, and it is argued
linguistically, i.e., PIE *h2 lJedh(hxJ- 'to lead (away in marriage)'
is the common term for the marriage of a male in PIE which
indicates that he is leading his wife away from her family. The
combination of patrilineal descent with patrilocality will result
in the close co-operative association of males (father, brothers,
sons) in a communal (joint, extended) family.

The second most frequently found resident pattern is
matrilocality which occurs in some 13% of the ethnographic
record examined. It is not a creditable pattern for PIE not
only because of the lack of any historical or lexical evidence
in its support but also because there is a total non-correlation
between patrilineality, which is also ascribed to PIE, and the
matrilocal residence system. Other options are bilocality,
where couples may live with either parent (frequent enough
now where there are major housing shortages in the larger
towns of the former Soviet Union); neolocality, the establislJ
ment of a new residence for the couple away from either
family; or avunculocality where residence is taken up with
the mother's brother (with again an almost total correlation
with matrHineality). Although the avunculate has occasionally
been proposed as a PIE institution, there is no evidence for it

since one of its main features, the juridical and rather stern
relationship between ego and mother's brother, is contradicted
by all of our data concerning the relationship between ego

RESIDENCE

and mother's brother in early IE societies. Moreover, as the
avunculate is an institution of a matrilineal society (where
the brother of the woman is expected to oversee the
inculturation of the son rather than the biological father who
is on a different descent line), this further contradicts the
eVidence of IE practices. Finally, avunculocality is so seldom
encountered in the ethnographic record that its ascription to
PIE is unlikely for this reason alone.

The residential system reconstructed for PIE society has
occasionally been employed in discussions of the IE hOlneland
and dispersals, particularly with reference to Neolithic
societies of eastern Europe. Marija Gimbutas long argued that
the nature of Neolithic societies in Anatolia, southeastern
Europe (and further in central or Danubian Europe) was
"matrifocal", i.e., it combined matrilineal descent, matrilocality
and an ideological focus on the female aspects of reproduction.
All of these features, she argued, were in stark contrast to the
Indo-Europeans who were patrilineal and patrilocal. For this
reason, the Neolithic societies of most of Europe were
excluded as potential representatives of PIE society which
she sought in the steppe lands of the Ukrame and south Russia.
She also outlined the dispersal of these IE societies across
Europe at the end of the Neolithic in her "Kurgan solution"
to the homeland problem.

There is, in fact, so far no valid way that a kinship system
or residential patterns can be read "on the ground", i.e., from
the purely archaeological record. Attempts have been made
to correlate ceramic deSign elements with matrilocality in
prehistoric pueblos of the American Southwest but these have
been subject to criticism and such techniques have not been
employed in Eurasia on sites relevant to the early lndo
Europeans. Nevertheless, Gimbutas' model has receIved some
support from other archaeologists such as Ian Hodder who
have suggested that the houses of Neolithic southeast Europe
are almost exclusively associated with what are presumed to
be either female activities or female items, e.g., food
preparation, cooking, textile preparation, figunnes (the
overwhelming majority of which are female), while male
associated activities are not found within 'houses but rather
outside, primarily receiving ideological representation in
cemeteries, e.g., metal tools, axes. Hence Hodder, employing
the structuralist framework of Levi-Strauss, assigned the house
and its contents to the "female" and "cultured" (which he
designated "domus") and the outside world (here "agrios") to

the male.
From the perspective of descent reckoning the subsistence

'basis may also suggest sonlething of the' reSIdential and descent
patterns. In southeast Europe the primary NeolithLc subsist
ence would appear to be based on hoe agriculture of domestic
cereals supplemented by stock-raising and some hunting. Of
the various subsistence patterns, this would be the closest to
that obtaining for the majority of matrilineal and matrilocal
societies. Conversely, matrilineal and matrilocal societies are
rarely found associated with plow agriculture or pastoralisnl
The direct correlation between the type of mixed agriculture
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RESIDENCE

practiced in southeast Europe and Anatolia and matrilocal
residence and matrilineal inheritance, however, is simply not
possible since there are far more patrilineal societies than
matrilineal in the ethnographic record and the majority of
horticulturists are actually patrilineal (c 41 %) or bilateral
(32%) rather than matrilineal (21 %). It is far easier to conclude
that both plow agriculture and pastoralism (economies we
assign to PIE) are likely to be patrilineal or bilateral than it is
to presume that the early fanners of Anatolia and southeast
Europe must have been matrilocal and matrilineal although
this is entirely possible. Finally, the plow spread through
Europe by the fourth millennium Be and a shift to plow
agriculture, which presumably drew the male deeper into the
cereal-based economy, could be expected to stimulate an
indigenous development of patri-based societies irrespective
of their earlier forms.

See also KINSHIP; MArouAGE. l}.PM.J

Further Readings
Gimbutas, M. (1991) The Civilization ofthe Goddess. San Francisco,

Harper.
Hodder, l. (1990) The Domestication ofEurope. Oxford, Blackwell.

RESIN see SAP

REST see QUIET

RESTITUTION see COMPENSATION

RETIJRN HOME
*nes- 'return home, return to a favorable state or place'

(pres. *nesetor- *ninst6r). [lEW 766-767 (*nes-); Wat 44
(*nes-); GI664 (*nes-); Buck II.2SI. OE ge-nesan 'be saved',
nerian 'heal, save', OHG gi-nesan 'be saved', nerren 'heal, save',
Goth ga-nisan 'be saved', nasjan 'rescue', Grk VEOf.1al 'return
home', v{a(a)Oj1al « *ni-ns-omaD 'return home', Avasta
« *1)s-to-) 'house, dwelling', OInd nasate 'unite with,
approach', niJTlsate 'they touch with the body, kiss', asta
'house, dwelling', perhaps also in TocM nasu 'friend'. (TocM
nas- 'be' and TochB nes- 'be', sometimes put here, belong
rather with *h]es- 'be'.) The geographical spread and the exact
(double) morphological agreement of Greek and Old lndic
assure the PIE status of this word.

[D.Q.A.]

REVILE see INSULT

REWARD
*lau- 'benefit, prize'. [lEW 655 (*lau-); Wat 35 (*lau-); GI

644 (*lau-)J. Oir log -luag'reward, prize', fo-lud'substance,
essence; property, wealth', Wels golud 'riches' (the latter two
< *h4upo-lauto-), Lat lucrum « *lutlom) 'gain, benefit'
(slightly pejorative), ON laun 'reward, recompense', OE lean
'reward, recompense', OHG ion 'reward, recompense', Goth
laun 'reward, credit' (Gmc < *launom). The original sense
I)1ay have been wealth or benefit that was obtained through

some special action rather than regular work, a sense still
preserved in compounds such as Goth slgis-laun 'the prize of
victory' which expresses ones winnings in a horse race. In
Greek we find an enlarged *lau-s- in c.broAavw « *-laus{»)
'enjoy the benefit of' and perhaps the same is to be seen in
Goth lausjan 'collect (money)' (if this is a different verb than
lausjan 'free, rescue'). A word of the west and center of the IE
world. Not connected with this word are Grk AEia'booty' or
OInd 16t(r)am 'booty' Conly leXically attested and then a
Sanskritization of MInd lotta- [whence ultimately by
borrowing comes NE lootl from 16ptra- 'booty').

*h2elgWholeha- 'payment, prize'. [JEW 32-33 (*alJfh-);
Wat 2 (*algWh-); GI 818-819 C*olto-/*lffO-); Buck 11.78].
OPms algas 'wage', Lith alga 'payment, salary, soldier's pay',
Grk aAQ'~ 'earnings', aAQ'avw 'get a price, make a profit', Hit
halkuessar 'produce, supplies (for cullic use)', Av (JrJjah
'value, price', ardjai[j 'is valued', OInd argha- 'value, price',
arhant- 'dignity'. In Buddhist terminology Oind arhanl
'dignity' became the technical word for the achievement of
the highest rank in the Buddhist system of values. Distribution
indicates PIE status. The Indo-Iranian form was borrowed
into the Uralic languages, e.g., Finnish anro 'price', Hungarian
ar'price'. In Benveniste's study of the semantics of this word,
the Greek cognate in Homer regularly indicates obtaining the
price desired for the sale of a person such as a prisoner of war
or a slave while the OInd arh- refers to the value placed on a
human being, never an object. This suggests that the term
may originally have been associated with the transfer of human
beings.

*misdh6s 'reward, prize'. [lEW 746 (*mizdh6-); Wat 43
(*mizdho-); Buck 11. 78). OE med - meord 'reward, pay',
OHG 'meta 'wages', Goth mizdo 'recompense, reward', OCS
mIida 'reward, wages', Grk f.1[a86~'reward, wages', Av miida
'reward, gift', OInd mldham 'competition, contest, prize'.
Distribution indicates PIE status.

See alsoA.P.Mv; BooTY; FEAR; WEALTII. [D.Q.A.I

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1973) Indo-European Language and SOcIcty, Coral

Gables, Florida, University of Miami

RIB see BREAST; ROOF

RICH
*h]su-dhh]-enos 'rich, well-off C< *'well-placed'). Grk

Ev8EV£W - Ev9r]v£w 'thrive, flourish', Ev8£vEza 'prosperity,
welfare, supply', Oind su-dhana- 'rich', ni-dhana- 'poor'. A
southeastern innovation of late PIE.

See also WEALTIi. ID.Q.A.1

Further Readings
Parvalescu, A. (1988) Skt. sudhana 'nch' and C;rk eurhencla

'prosperity' and their cognates. IF 93, 46-5l.

Watkins, C. (1979) NAM.RA GUO UNU in Hittite Indo-European

poetic language and the folk taxonomy of wealth, in f{cthiU5Ch
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RlNALDONE CULTURE

Rinaldone a, Distribution of the Rinaldone culture.

RINALDONE CULTURE
The major Copper AgeJearly Bronze Age (c 3500-25 0

BC) culture of Tuscany was the Rinaldone culture. It is kn wn
primarily from its small cemeteries which numb r about forty
sites. These may comprise simple pit graves, cave burial or
intennent in a rock-cut tomb. The eponymous site of Rinal
done yielded about a dozen burials in rock~ut tomb . interred
on their left sides with faces to the east. Grav goods included
flint blades, arrOWheads, stone battle-axes, and occa ionally
pottery. Metal artifacts were relatively abundant in the

.Rinaldone burials and comprised triangular dagger , awls and
axes. The Rinaldone culture has been frequently regarded as
int~sive in Italian archaeology and in the UKurgan m del" of
IE expansions, the Rinaldone culture has been asso iated with

"the coming of the Indo-Europeans to Italy. Horse remains
(Le.,· a pit at Le Cerquete-Fianello revealed the beheaded
remains of a horse associated with the burial of dogs), stone
and copper weapons, and a possible suttee burial have all
been found. The evidence for suttee is suspected for one of
the twenty-five graves at the site of Porte San Pietro where a

"man was found accompanied by a copper dagger, copper ax,
stone battle-ax, flint points and an antler implement. earby
was the burial of a 'woman with a vase, bead-neckla e, and
copper pin. Such evidence has been elicited to support th
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und Indogermanisch, eds. E. Neu and W Meid, lnnsbruck, lnsti
tut flit Sprachwissenschaft der Unive.rsiUlt Innsbruck, 269-288..

Further Reading
van' Leeuwen-Turnovcova,]. (990) Rechcs und Links in Europa.

Wiesbaden, Harrassowitz.

RIGHT
*deKsinos - *delisiy6s - *delisiteros 'right'. [lEW 190.

(*deKs-); Wat 11 (*deks-); GI 686 (*t'ekh-s-); Buck 12.41;
BK 131 (*t'ak[hJ-I*t'dk[hJ_)l. aIr dess 'right, south', Wels
dehau 'right, south', Lat dexter « *deksiteros) 'right', OHG
zeso 'right', zes(a)wa 'right hand', Goth taihswa 'right', Lith
desinas « *deKsinos) 'right', desine 'right hand', OCS desnQ
« *deKsinos) 'right', Alb djathte « *deksio- + later -te) 'right',
Myc de-ki-si-wo « *deksil,Jos) 'right', Grk c5e~loc; « *c5e~lF6<;)

'right', c5e~l'fepOC; 'right', Av dasina- 'right', 01nd dak~iI)a

'right, south' « Indo-Iran *deKsinos). Wide distribution
indicates PIE status.

The term is clearly associated not only with 'right hand'
but also 'south', indicating that the early Indo-Europeans
literally "oriented" thelll$elves, Le., in establishing the cardinal
directions, they stood facing east with their right hand to the·
south and. their unpropitious left to the north.

*h,Jregtos'right'. [JEW 855-856 (*reg-); Wat 54 (*reg-);
GI 654 (*reK'-); BK 591 (*rak'-I*rdk'-)]. OIr recht 'law,
authority', Lat rectus (adj.) 'right', ON reur'right, law, legal
claim', retti'direction', retta 'rule, land',. OE riht ~right' (> NE
right), OHG reht 'right, justice', Goth rafhts 'right', rafhtis
(adv.) 'indeed, rightly', Grk" ope1croc; 'stretched out', Av rasta
'right, straight.' From *h]reg- 'stretch out, straighten' with
derivatives meaning 'to direct in a straight line, just right'.
The distribution of both the nominal and adj"ectival forms
suggest IE status. ,

As with words for 'left', the tenn for 'right' has a wide sphere
of semantic connotations that d~rive from the PIE period and
have been remodeled and renewed through the various IE
stocks. In general, the oppositions established on both
linguistic and behavioral grounds indicates that the right
(hand) is to be associated with males, patrilineal descent
reckoning, aerial (as opposed to chthonic;) rituals, orientation
(south or east), healthiness, strength, correctness, and order.
Thus, in addition to'the examples provided above, these
notions continue in the later IE languages, e.g.," OE "swz/J.
'strong, mighty' but comparative swfore 'rig~t (hand)'.

See also COSMOLOGY; DIRECTION; ExrENn; HONOR;

~NG;lEFr;TAKE. [A.D.Vl

RIDE
?*teidh-'ride'. [IEW86 1 (*reidh-); Wat 54{ *reidh-); Buck

10.66]. MIr rIadaigid 'rides', WeIs rhWy9dhau :hurry', ON
[faa 'ride', OE rfdan ;ride' (> NE ride), OHG [fran 'ride'. A
dialect word limited to the far west of the IE world.

See also CARRy; Go; HORSE; WAGON. [D.Q.A.] .
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ID.Q.A.]

RING
*anos (::: *haehaenos?) 'circle, ring'. [IE\.V 47 ( *ano-); Wat

3 (*ano-); Buck 6.371. OIr ainne 'ring, circuit', Lat dnus 'ring;
anus', anulus 'finger ring', Arm anur 'necklace, ring'. Not
everyone would agree that the Armenian word helongs hrre
but the meaning is certainly what we expect of a cognate. r\
probable word of the west and center of the IE world.

Archaeologically, rings are ancient in the prehistoric record
and may have been made out of organic material such as
bone or metal such as copper, bronze, gold or silver, the latter
by the third millennium BC and in many cases much earlier.
The metal rings found on Copper and early Bronze Age sites
have been variously identified as finger rings, earrings and
hair rings.

b.
RIVER

*h:zeb(h)- 'river'. [lEW 1 (*ab-); GI 578 (*f-laph_); Buck
1.36]. aIr ab (gen.) abae « *aba) 'river', Wels afon 'river',
OBrit Af3or; name of Humber in Ptolemy's Geography, Lat
amnis 'river', Hit hapa- 'river', Palaic hapnas 'river', Luv
hapa/i- 'river'. That the Anatolian words belong here cannot
be regarded as certain. Germanic river names in -apa (e.g.,
OHG -affa) are too uncertain as evidence for PIE and may
rather be non-IE; similarly Latv Abava (river name). Nor does
this set include Oind ap- 'water' which is formally and
semantically different. The word may be little more than an
Italic-Celtic isogloss with some possibility of greater antiquity

*dehanu- 'river'. [lEW 175 (*danu-); BK 83 (*dan-/
*ddn-)]. Wels Donwy« *Dane/ol)jos) (river name), Celt (in
Lat) Danuvius 'Danube', Av danu- 'river', Oss don 'river'
(whence the name of the river Don and element in Dnieper,
Dniester, Donets), OInd danu 'drops' or 'gift'. Another possi
bility is that we have *dhonu- (with difficult lengthened grade)
'river' represented by the Celtic and Iranian words and that
this is a derivative of *dhen- 'flow' otherwise seen in OPers
danu vatiy 'flows' , Oind dhanva li 'moves fast, rushes', ToeMB
tsan- 'flow' with other derivatives in Lat Ions 'spring' and lochB
tsene 'stream'. The latter proposal's distribution of forms more
strongly suggests PIE status.

*dreuentih2 (river name) [lEW 205 (*dnll)enl-)]. Gaul
Druentia (river name), WRus DfY"Vialy (lake name), OInd
Dravanli (river name). From *dreu- 'run' suggesting the
'running', apparently an epithet applied to river names.

*sreu-men- - *srou-mos 'flOWing, streaming (m river
names)'. [lEW 1003 (*sreu-men-); Wat 64 (*sreu-); Buck
1.361. Oir sruaim 'river', ON slraumr 'stream', OE stream

'stream' (> NE stream), OHG sIroum 'stream' « Gme
*strauma-), Lith sr(i)aumuo 'rapid flOWing', Latv Slral/me

'rapid flowing', Rus strumenI'brook', Thracian I'rpu,uwv(river
name), Grk pev,ua 'flow, river'. These words are derived trom
*sreu- 'flow' and indicate '(the act 00 flOWing, streaming'
which has only secondarily heen taken up In severallangLlage~

to indicate 'stream, river'.
?*adu- 'river'. [JEW 4 (*ad(u)-)]. Venetie (\L/ua (nver

f.e.

c.

Rinaldone b. 'Tomb of the Widow" which has been inter
preted by some as evidence for sutee, the execution of the
wife on the death of her husband; c. Stone "battle-ax";
d. Bronze dagger; e. Flint arrowhead; f. Stone macehead.

notion of warlike, patriarchal IE-speaking invaders. A marked
increase in brachycephalic (broad-headed) skulls has also been
noted. Even if the culture were intrusive (and recent arguments
have emphasized local developments rather than migrations),
its linguistic identification still remains problematic in that
the Rinaldone culture occupied the same territory historically
ascribed to the Etruscans who are regarded by most linguists
as a decidedly non-IE-speaking population.

See also GAUDO CULTURE; ITAliC lANGUAGES;

REMEDELLO CULTURE. U. PM.]
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name), Germ Attel (river name), Latv Adula (river name),
Thracian Atlas (river name), Av ac5u 'canal', OPers AdukanaiSa
(? name of a month). This entire set is constructed from river
names whose mutual connection is much too uncertain to
demand a common IE root; it should be rejected.

?*akweljeha'river'. IDe1178]. Lat Aquila (river name), Lith
Akele (river name), Thracian 'AXEA:OV (river name). To be
rejected for the reasons set out above.

?*alontoseha'river'. [Del 178]. Italian Alenlo (river name),
Germ Elz (river name), Lith Alanta (river name), Dacian
'AA.ovra~ (river name), Iran Alanta (river name). To be
rejected for the reasons set out above.

?*nediha- 'river?' [lEW 759 (*ned-); BK 556 (*nat'-I
*ndt'-)]. OInd nadt- 'river'. Other river name5 such as Grk
Nec5a in Arcadia, Nec5wv in Messenia are probably non-IE
rather than lllyrian while connections with names such as
Thracian Nearo~ (river name) and NHG Neue is no more
than a guess. The pOSited underlying root *ned- 'roar', thus
the 'roaring (one)', is limited to OInd nadati 'it roars', hence
this word may have been an epithet for naming a river but
such a conclusion is hardly required.

?*h3eust-aJo- 'estuary, river mouth'. [lEW 785 (*ous-);
Wat 46 (*as-); GI 714 (*ois-l*oHs-lous-th_)]. Lat ostium
'mouth of river', Lith l10stas ~ uosta 'river mouth, harbor',
Latv uosts ~ uosta 'harbor', Rus ustiJe ~ ustI 'river mouth'.
The analysis here is quite problematic. The Baltic and Slavic
words cannot be derived from the word for 'mouth' found in
OInd as- 'mouth' but they can be cognate with Olnd 6$fha
'lip' through a nominative plural (e.g., OCS usta 'mouth' <
'lips'), which gives a root *ous-. Baltic uo- is unclear as is the
acute accent in Lithuanian. The Latin word may continue
*ous- or be derived from as 'mouth' although in the latter
case it would not be cognate with the words in Baltic and
Slavic. A late dialectal term in some European stocks.

See also FLOW; RIvER GoDDESS; RUN. [R.S.PB.]

RIVER GODDESS
There are two categories of river goddesses in Indo

European. The first is indicated by a linguistically cognate set
of names derived from PIE *dehanu- 'river', while the second
is exclusively confined to Indo-Iranian goddesses.

A PIE *dehanu- is supported by Oind Danu, mother of
Vrtra, the arch-withholder of the heavenly waters; Irish Danu,
mother of the Tuatha De Danann; and Welsh Don. With
gender-switching, the goddess became Greek Danaus, father
of the Danalds, who, after killing their husbands on their
wedding nights, were condemned to eternally carrying water'
in a sieve~ and great-great grandfather of Danae, mother of
the hero Perseus who saved princess Andromeda from a giant
female sea-monster. Cognates without personification include
the Slavic (borrowed < Iranian) rivers Don, Dnieper « *Danu
apara 'river to the rear'), and Dniester« *Danu nasdya 'river
to the [ront'); the Scythian Tanais; the Central European
Danube; and smaller bodies of water: Lithuanian Dunojus,
'Large Stream'; Latvian Dupavas, 'Small River, Stream'.

ROAD

Although linguistically cognate, it is difficult to support a
common mythologem or discern a set of common themes
that would permit the reconstruction of a personalized
*Dehanu- to PIE. Rather, we may have merely a
personalization of the concept'river' in a number of IE groups.

The second major type of IE river goddess can be seen in
the OInd Sarasvatrand Iranian Anahita. Sarasvatf was goddess
of music, poetry, and eloquence. She is the goddess most
frequently invoked in the 8gveda. She was a transfunctional
goddess: she brought wisdom (RV 6.49.7); she also gUided
'all works of devotion' (RV6.3.12) and she caused 'all prayers
to succeed' (RV 6.3.8). She fulfilled the martial function as a
'defeater of enemies' (RV6.61. 7, 2.30.H). Just as Virtually every
Indo-European goddess, SarasvatI represented the third
function, as bestower of fortune and abundance (milk, melted
butter, sweet water IRV 9.67.321), beautiful gifts (RV
1.164.49), and she was 'fortune-bearing' (RV 7l)3.6), thus
personifying good fortune considerahly earlier than Sri
Lak~mL Further, she was called 'best mother' (RV 2.41.16),
and she set the seed in the womb (RV 101841-2). She was
wife of Brahma.

See also GODDESSES; RIvER; TRANSRlNCllONAL GODDESS.

IM.R.D.I

Further Readings
Dexter, M. R. (1990) Retlections on the Goddess '* Donu. l'vtdnkmd

Quarterly 31, 45-58.

Lammel, H. (1954) Anahita-SarasvaU, in ASldClca. Festschrift

Friedrich Weller, ed. J. Schuhert, Leipzig, Harrassowllz, 405

413.

ROAD
*hl~it.r- *hl~itor(gen. *hlitn6s) 'way, road'. [IE\.V294

295 (*i-ter); G141; Buck 1071-1072; BK 442 (*ay-I*ay-)I.
Lat iter (gen. icineris) 'a going, walk, way', Hit itar 'a going',
ToeM ylar 'road, way', TochB j'larye 'road, way'. Although
not richly attested, the cognates are widely distributed and
the archaic heteroclitic declension strongly suggests PIE status.
Cf. also Lith eisme 'way', Grk olJloC; 'stripe,'course (of a songY,
Oind ema- 'way', TocM yme 'road', TochB ymiye 'road', all
derived by some suffix in -m-. From *h ]ei- 'to go'.

·p6ntoh2s (gen. *p1Jth26s) '(untraced) path'. [lEW 808
809 (*pont(h)aX

-); Wat 49 (*pent-); G14l) (*phr;:ah-H-); Buck
1071-1072]' OIr aitf « *pothni-) 'place; ?crossing-place of a
river', Lat pons 'bridge', OPnlS pinlls 'way', OCS pplf 'way',
Grk JrDvror; 'sea' « *'path through the sea'), JraroC; 'path,
stride', Jrarew 'step', Arm hun 'ford', Av pand (gen. paBa)
'road' (from Iranian come OE pa:p 'path', OHG pfad 'path'),
Olnd panthas (gen. pathas) 'path, (as yet untraveled) route'.
From *pent- 'find one's way'.

*pertus (gen. *prt6Us) 'passage way' [I Ev\/ 817

(*per-cu-); Wat 50 (*per-); GI 580-5H 1; Buck 722; BK 69
(*pfhJar-l*pfhJdr-)l. OWels TIL 'ford', Caul ritu- 'ford', Lat
portus 'harbor', porta 'city gate', ON f]pn}r 'estuary', OE ford
'ford' (> NE ford), OHG furl 'ford', Illyrian l\lau-p0rlLlS (place
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name, presumably 'Boat Passage'), Av pdrdtu- 'ford, bridge',
Hu-pdr:lJw-a- 'Euphrates' « '± that which is good to cross'),
Oss fOrd - ford 'large river, sea'. From *per- 'go across'.
Distribution suggests PIE status.

*sentos 'way, passage'. [lEW 908 (*sento-); d. Wat 58
(*sent-»). Oir set 'road', Wels hynt 'way', ON sinn 'time', sinni
'way, company', sinna 'travel', OE sIp 'way', sloian 'go, depart,
travel, wander', OHG sind 'way, side', sindon 'go, depart,
travel, wander', Goth sinps'time', Ann ;:mt'ac' 'way, passage',
TocM $ont« *sentu-) 'street'. From *sent- 'go'. If these words
are not independent creations, the distribution suggests PIE
status.

*stfghs - *st6igho/eha- 'path'. [JEW 1017-1018

(*st(oJigho-); Wat 65-66 (*steigh-); GI 155; Buck 10.72].
From *stighs: ON stig'step', OHG steg 'plank, footbridge',
oes stfdza 'footstep, street', Grk a,{xo~ 'row, line', a,{XE<;
(pI.) 'series'; from *st6igho/eha-: OHG steiga 'step, way', Goth
staiga 'way, path', Alb shteg'path', Grk a,o(xo~ 'row, line'. Cf.
also ON stlgr'footpath', OE st~ger'stair, staircase' (> NE stair).
Formations of the west and center of the IE world. From
*steigh- 'step (up), go'.

?*J,J.eghjeha- 'track, road' « *'capable of carrying passen
gers'). [lEW 1118-1120 (*l)egh-), 1123-1124; Wat 74
(*wegh-); GI 627 (*wegh-); Buck 10.71; BK 301 (*wagY-/

*WdgY-)]. Lat via 'way, highway, road, path, street', Lith veie
'rut, track; trail', Latv veia 'track'. Possibly a word of the west
and center of the IE world, possibly independent creations in
the two stocks attesting this development. The underlying
adjective is seen in OInd'vahya- 'nt to be borne' and, nominal
ized with different meanings in ON vigg 'horse", OE wieg
'horse', Av vazya- 'burden, load'. Other nominalizations of
*l)egh- 'move, travel by vehicle' with similar meanings are
*l)eghos in Oir feeht 'trip', ON vegr 'way', QE weg 'way' (>

NE way), OHG weg 'way', Goth wigs 'way', and *l)eghnos in
TocM wkam 'way, manner', TochB yakne 'way, manner'.

Pathways or routes of passage have probably existed before
the emergence of anatomically modern humans. Artificial
constructions are attested at least since the Neolithic in those
areas of Eurasia where conditions have permitted the survival
of archaeological evidence for trackways. These may occur
within settlements, i.e., streets, which can be deduced from
the gridlike plans of villages in southeastern Europe or the
remains of wattled walkways along lakeside settlements in
central and western Europe. In western Europe where wetland
conditions have preserved organic materials, brushwood and
wattled trackways are known across bogs from the fifth
millennium BC onwards and by the Iron Age timber corduroy
roads suitable for the movement of vehicles are encountered
north of the Alps while stone reinforced roads are one of the
major achievements of Roman civilization.

See also FIND ONE'S WAY; Go; RIDE. [A.D.V]

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1954) Semantic problems in reconstruction. Word

la, 252-264.

ROAR
*reu- 'roar, howl'. [JEW867 (*reu-); Wat "54 (*reu-)l. Lat

nJmor'rumor, common talk', ON rymja 'roar', OE ft.'on 'cry',

oes rov9 - rev9 'roar', Grk wpoo/1az 'howl', Oind rauti 
ruvati 'roars, bellows'. Sufficiently widespread to guarantee
its PIE status.

?*ned- '± roar'. [IEW759 (*ned-); BK 556 (*nat'-/*nac'-)].
Thracian Ni(J'fOc; (river name), Grk Ni8a (river name), Av
nad- 'insult', Oind nadati 'sounds, cries, roars'. Only attested
as a verb in Indo-Iranian. If the river names in the Balkans
belong here, it suggests that this word may have existed in
the center as well as the east of the IE world.

See also HOWL; MURMUR; NOISE; RIVER; THUNDER. ID.Q.A.j

ROD see POST

ROE (DEER) see DEER

ROE (FISH-EGGS) see FISH

ROOF
*"Kr6pos 'roof'. [lEW 616 (*krapo-); Wat .33 (*krbpo-);

Buck 7.28]. MIr era 'hovel, stall', OHG rala 'ratter, beam' (none
of the attestations of this word is sufficiently early that the
lack of a spelling *hr- is significant), NHG (dial.) rafe'rafter,
beam', rafel 'overhanging eaves; sideless lean-to', oes stropl1
'roof'. A lengthened-grade form, *kropos, is to be seen in ON
hrof'shed under which ships are built or kept', OE hrof'roof,
ceiling; top, summit' (> NE rooD, Dutch roel'deckhouse,
cuddy (of a barge)'. Apparently restricted to the NW of the IE
world.

*hlrebh- 'cover with a roof'. [lEW 853 ( *rebh-); Wat 53
(*rebh-); Buck 7.28; d. lEW 866 (*rep-); Wat 54 (*rep-)1.
ON raf« *hjrebhom) 'roof', OHG himi-reba 'skull' « *'brain
roof') , Grk ipicpm 'cover with a roof, thatch; wreathe with
garlands', opoqnJ 'roof, ceiling', opocpOc; 'thatch', possibly Khuh
rawj « Proto-Iranian *rabaka-) 'plank. If the Iranian word
belongs here, which seems likely, then we have evidence for
something that was widespread and old in IE. If the Iranian
word does not belong, then we have eVIdence only for a word
of the west and center of the IE world. Also probably belonging
here are ON raptr'rafter', OE rxlter'rafter, beam' (> NE rafter),
MDutch raehter'rafter' (as iO from PIE *hjrobh-tro-. Compare
also ON ri['rib, ridge' (borrowed in NE ree!), OE ribh 'rib' (>

NE rib), OHG rippa 'rib' (Gmc 'rib' < *hjrebh]o-; possibly by
dissimilation from *hjrebhro-7), and OCS rcbro 'rib', Rus
rebro 'rib' (Slavic 'rib' < *hjrebhn5-; possibly by assimIlation
from *hlrebhjo-?). The semantic shift in Germanic and Slavic
whereby 'ribs' are seen as the roof, or perhaps as the rafters,
of the body is noteworthy.

*(s)teges- 'roof'. [lEW 1013-1014 (*(sJtegos-); Wat 65
(*(sJteg-); Buck 7.28; BK 135 (*t'aq'-/*c'dq'-)1. OIr tech - te;;
'house', OWels tig'house', Grk (a'Jriyo{rooL house, manSIOn',
a,im 'roof, ceiling; roofed area, room'; (pI.) 'house, manSIOn',
riro~ 'roof; covered hall, chamber'. Though nominal
derivatives in *-es-'were productive in late IE, the agreement
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of Celtic and Greek may demonstrate that this particular
derivative was a part of the PIE vocabulary. Other formations
include: Lat tectum 'roof', tegula 'roof-tile', ON ,jJak 'roof',
OE jJrec'robf' (> NE thatch), OHG dah « *togom) 'roof',
OPms stogis 'roof', Lith st6gas 'roof', Olnd' st(h)ag- 'cover'.
From *(s)teg- 'cover'.

All words for the roof of the house derive from the concept
'cover' and provide no indication as to either the shape or the
composition of the PIE 'roof'.

See also HOUSE. [A.D.Vl

ROSSEN CULTURE
Successor to the Linear Ware culture in western Europe

c 4500-4000 BC, Rossen sites are known from -northwestern
France across southern and central Germany to eastern
Switzerland. They continue some of 'the main features of the
earlier Linear Ware culture such as enclosed settlements and
long houses (now trapezoidal). Village settlements clearly
practiced mixed agriculture. Cemeteries are known near
settlements and include both flexed and supine burials.

The Rossen culture provided a substantial background to '
the expansions of the Neolithic both to the British Isles and
possibly also into northwest Europe. Within the "Neolithic
solution" to the IE homeland problem it is seen as a PIE society
while the "Kurgan solution" views the Rossen culture as having
its roots firmly set in the indigenous non-IE populations of
the Linear Ware culture. Nevertheless, Marija Gimbutas has
argued that the Rossen culture experienced some of the earliest
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IE influences from the east. These would include the occa
sional presence of semi-subterranean dwellings, typical for
the steppe cultures but intrusive in the Rossen region, pottery
decorated with solar symbols, and fortified hilltop settlements.
These arguments are not widely accepted.

See also KURGAN TRADITION; LINEAR WARE CULTURE. U·PM.]

Further Reading
Gimbutas, M. (1992) The Civilization ofthe Goddess. San Francisco,

Harper, 364-366.

ROT
?*gWeidh- 'be foul, purulent'. (lEW 46 (*g;eid(h)-); BK

334 (*kWiy-l*kWey-)l. ON kveisa 'boil, whitlow', MLG quese
'blood blister', oes tiduku 'sap-filled, juicy (of plants)', Grk
D£laa 'slime, filth'. A possible word of the west and center of
the IE world.

See also FRESH; Pus; SAP; SMELL. [D.Q.A.}

ROUGH
*kreup- 'rough'. [VW 2071. ON hrjo!r 'crude, rough', OE

hreo! 'crude, rough, leprous' (> NE rough), OHG hriob
'leprous', g(e)rob'fat, clumsy, undistinguished' (> NHG grob),
Lith kraupus 'dreadful, rough; timid', TocM karpi 'common,
raw, rough', TochB karpiye 'common, raw, rough' (Tach <
*krup(i)jos). The distribution suggests PIE status.

See also SKIN DISEASE. [D.Q.A.J

ROW
*hlerhl- 'row'. [lEW 338 (*er;J-); Wat 17 (*er;J-); GI 582

(*erlj-/*reH-)). OIr raid (DIL raid) 'rows', ON raa 'row', OE
rowan 'row' (> NE row), MHG nJejen - nJegen .'row', Lith
iriu 'row'. Cf. the derivative *h]erhjter- 'rower': Grk epin7t;
'rower', OInd aritar- 'rower'. Geographical distribution makes
this word a sure candidate for PIE status.

See also BOAT; OAR. [D.Q.A.]

RUB
*bhes- 'rub' (pres. *bhtbhesti, *bhs-tha-ti). [lEW 145

146 (*bhes-); Wat 8 (*bhes-); GI 134 (*l0es-)J. Alb !shij
« *bhs-in-je/o-) 'sweep, Wipe, brush', Grk l/Itiw- l/Ia£ro'rub',
Olnd babhasti 'chews thoroughly, masticates, devours', pstiti
'chews, swallows'. Also here may belong various words for
'sand': Lat sabulum, OE sand (> NE sand), OHG sant, Grk
'I/(iJ.1J1ot;. Not widely attested but the geographical distribution
of those attestations would seem to be sufficient, along with
the morphological identity of the present formations in Greek
and Old Indic, to assure PIE status. The semantic link between
'rub' and 'sand' may be explained by the widespread use of
sand in prehistoric societies as an abrasive for boring holes or
polishing the surface of stone objects.

*ter(i)- 'rub, turn'. !lEW 1071-1072 (*ter-); Wat 70
(*ter;J-); GI 152 (*ther-H-); Buck 9.31; BK 95 (*t[h jarY-/
*t[hJ;)(Y_)]. Lat tera 'rub', Lith lrinu 'rub', Latv trinu 'rub',

OCS tlr9'rub', Grk relpw'rub'. A word of the west and center
of the IE world. Cf. Lat lener « *tercn) 'delicate', Crk rtpvt;
'delicate, weak', Tepryv 'delicate', Av ta l1I1ma- 'young, delicate',
Olnd larul)a- 'young, delicate'.

*treu(hxJ-'rubaway, wear away'. [IEVv'1073 (*trcu-); Wat
70 (*terJ-); Buck 9.31]. Certainly or probably from *l reu-:
OE jJrawian « *trolJeha-) 'suffer', jJrawan « *trellc/o-) 'tum,
twist' (> NE throw), OHG druoen « *t[()lJehr ) 'suffer', Lith
truneti 'putrefy, rot, decay'; from *treuhr : Lith lnlneU 'putrefy,
rot, decay', OCS tryj9 « *truh.x1elo-) 'rub', Crk rpuro «
*truhxie/o-) 'rub down, wear out'. An enlargement of the
previous entry. A word of the west and center of the IE world.

*merd- '± rub, scrape'. [lEW 736-737 (*mcr-d-)1. Lat
mordea 'bite', Olnd m[dnati - mnidale - mardayati 'ruhs',
TocMB martk- « *m[d-skelo-) 'shave (hair)' « *'scrape away'
< *'rub away'). Some would add here OE smcorun 'hurt,
smart' (> NE smart), OHG smerzan 'hurt, smart'. With or
without the Germanic words, we have relatively few
attestations but these are in a geographical distribution thal
virtually assures PIE status.

See also PIERCE; SAND. [D.Q.A.I

RUFF (FISH) see CARP

RULE
*tkehl- 'rule' < *'take hold of a piece of land'. lJEW 026

(*kjJe(i)-)~ Wat 71 (*tke-)~ GI 127; Buck 19.311. Grk naOl1al
'procure', ,criava « *kte(w)ar) 'property, goods' (d. Myc kl
li-me-na ko-to-na 'land allonnent'), Av xsayati 'have power',
Olnd k$ayati 'possess, rule', k$atra- 'authority, power. rule',
k$atriya- 'ruling' « Indo-Iran *ksa- < PIE tkeh /-). In the zero
grade, possibly Grk K'Tit;w 'estahlish, found', Myc ki-ti~jt'-si

'clear, bring into cultivation'. Cf. also OPers « Median)
xsaya8iya 'king' > NPers sah 'king, shah'. Along with Oind
k$iti- 'residence' and para-k$it- 'living in the neighborhood',
the Greek form suggests that the underlying meaning
pertained to 'the procurement of a piece of land' > 'possess' >
'rule'. A lexical isogloss in late Indo-European, i.e., Greek,
Indo-l ranian.

*p6tjetoi 'rule, is master'. [JEW 842 (*poti-); d. Wat 52
( *pot-); GI 661 (*~oth_) I. Lat polior'am master', Av pai(Jycite
'rules', Olnd patyate 'rules'. A denominative verb from *pLitis
'head of house, master'. At least of late PIE status.

*ual- 'be strong, rule'. [JEW 1111-11 12 (*I)af-); Wat 73
(*wal-); GI 655; BK 487 (*wal-)j. Oir fal-n- - fol-n- 'rule',
fIaith 'rulership', Wels gwlad 'rulership', Gaul -valos personal
name element, ON valda 'rule', OE wealdan 'rule', wie/dan
'govern' (> NE wield), OHG waltan 'rule', Goth waldan 'rule',
OPrus (ace.) weldIsnan 'inheritance' (ace. pI.) wjldnikans
'kings', Lith valdyti 'rule, possess', Latv vaJdft 'rule', Des \-'laJp
'rule', TocM waf 'king', TochB walo 'king' (Tach < *lllchanls
'ruling'), TocMB wlaw- 'control'. Distribution assures PIE
status.

See Jlso HAND; lEADER. IE.C.P]

..
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*bhegW- 'run' (pres. *bhegwe/o-). [JEW 116 (*bhegV-); Wat

6 (*bhegW -); Buck 10.51}. Lith begu 'run, flee', Latv bf'gu
'run, flee', bCga 'flight', OCS bez9 'flee', Rus begu 'run, flee',
Grk qyif3oJ.lal 'flee', qJo{3os 'flight, fear', qJof3im .'put to flight,
scare off', Hindi bhagna 'flee', bhaga 'running'. With the late
Indo-Aryan cognate, distribution suggests PIE status.

*dreha- 'run' (pres. *didrehatD. [lEW 204 (*dra-); Buck
10.46; BK 157 (*lYur-l*lYor-)]. ON titra 'tremble', OHG
zittaron « *di-dreha-) 'tremble', Grk cafODIDpa(11(Q) 'run
away', (aorist) fDpav 'ran', O[nd dniti 'runs, hastens'. Not
widely attested but its geographical distribution guarantees
PIE status. .

*drem- 'run'. [JEW 204 (*drem-); Buck 10.46}. OE lrem
'footstep', Grk (aorist) 8pal.lEiv 'run', 8pol.l0s 'course', OInd
dramati 'runs about', TochB rmer « *dremor-) 'swift'. Again
sparsely attested but with a geographical distribution that
assures its PIE status. Ultimately related to the previous entry
(d. *gWem- - *gWeha- 'come').

*tek- 'run, flow swiftly' (pres. *tekelo-). [IEWI059-1060
(*tekl}-); Wat 69 (*tekW-); GI 578 (*thekho_); Buck 10.32,
10.46, 10.51]. 01 r teichid 'flees', Bret lechet 'flees', Runic
pewaz'servant, vassal', OE peow'servant', OHG deo'servant',
diu - diuwa 'maid(servant)', Goth pius 'servant', piwi
'maid(servant)' (Gmc < *tekl)6s, *lekl)iha- 'runner, go-for'),
Lith tekD 'run, flow (of water), rise (of sun)', Latv teku 'run,
flow', tekeju 'keep running', oes lek9 'run', tekaj9 'run about',
Rus teku 'flow', Alb ndjek 'follow', Av tacaiti 'runs', Oind takli
'hurries', takva- 'hastening, swift'. Cf. TochB cake « *tekes-)
'river'. Wide-spread and old in IE.

*dheu- 'run' (pres. *d.heUelo-). [lEW 259-260 (*dheu-);
Wat 14 (*dheu-); Buck 10.46; BK 145 (*dYaw-l*dY;}w-)]. Grk
(Jim 'run') (JOOt; 'swift', MPers dawrdan 'run', OInd dhavate
'runs', dhavati 'runs, streams, flows, glides', dhauti- 'spring,
stream'. Possibly belonging here, with semantic specialization:
ON d9gg'dew', OE deaw'dew' (> NE dew), OHG tau 'dew'.
If the Germanic words belong here, then we have good
evidence for PIE status of this word; if they do not then we
have a word confined to the southeast of the IE world.

*reth2- 'run' (pres. *reth2e1o-). [JEW866 (*ret(h)-); Wat
54 (*ret-); GI 622 (*reth-); Buck 10.46; BK 605 (*rat[hI-I
*r;}t[hI-)]. The underlying verb is pre~erved only in Celtic:
aIr rethid (DIL reithid) 'runs', Wels rhedaf'run'. Cf. the wide
spread derivative *roth2eha- - *r6th2os: Oir roth 'wheel', Wels
rhod 'wheel', Lat rota 'wheel', OHG rar! 'wheel', Lith ratas
'wheel', (pI.) ratai'wagon', Latv rats 'wheel', (pI.) raU 'wagon',
Alb rreth « *roth2iKom) 'ring, hoop, tire (for a carriage)', Av
ra(Ja- 'chariot, wagon', OInd ratha- 'chariot, wagon', ratharyati
'rides in a wagon' (and also Late Lat birotis 'two-wheeled',
Lith dviralis 'two-wheeled'). An old PIE word for 'wheel'
which, by a natural metaphor, has come to mean 'wagon' or
more particularly 'war-chariot' in a number of stocks.

*tregh- 'run'. [lEW 1089 (*lragh-); cr. Buck 10.46]. aIr
lraig « *traghet-) 'foot', Wels tToed 'foot', ON jJr;rll 'servant',
OE prl'Egan « *treghelo-) 'run', prag'(space 00 time, season',

RYE

OHG drigi} 'servant' « *'runner, go-for'), Goth jJragjan 'run',
SC trag 'trace'. A word of the northwest of the IE world. The
notion of 'servant' as 'runner, go-for' is also seen in the
descendants of *tek- and *dhregh-.

*dhregh- 'run'. lIE\rV273 (*dhregh-); Wat IS (*dhregh-);
Buck 10.46; BK 84 (*dar-/*d<1f-)]. OIr droch 'wheel', Lith
padr6zti 'go or run away, scamper away', Latv drazu 'run fast',
Grk rpixm'run', rpoxos'wheel, Tpwxam'run, gallop', TpOXlS
'servant, runner', Arm durgn « *dhr[>ghon-, with metathesis
in the first syllable) 'potter's wheel' (Baltic would appear to
reflect *dregh- while Armenian renects *dregh-; Celtic and
Greek are indifferent). Except for the different manner of
articulation of the initial consonant thiS word is identiCal to
the preVious one and found in the west and center of the IE
world. The two words must be related in some way, if only by
mutual inf1uence, but it is not clear how.

*dhen- 'run, flow'. [IEW249 (*dhcn-); Wat 13 (*dhen-);
GI 578 (*dhen-); BK 83 (*dan-I*cidn-) I- Lat [(ms 'spring',
OPers danuvatiy'f1ows', NPers danldan 'hasten, run', Olnel
dhanvati 'runs, flows', dhanayati 'runs, sets in motion', TochAB
tsan- 'flow', TochB lsene 'influence'. Reasonably Widespread,
certainly of PIE status.

*J<ers- 'run'. [IEW583-584 (*kers-); Wat 30 (*kers-); Buck
10.46]. OIr carr 'vehicle', Wels car 'vehicle', Lat CUffLJ

« *k[se/o-) 'run', cUITI1s'wagon', cursus'course', MHG hurrcn
'hasten', Grk bri1(ovpot; 'running for help', TochA kursJr
'league; course, path', TochB kwarsar 'league; course, path'.
Perhaps belonging here are ON hross 'horse', OE hors 'horse'
(> NE horse), OHG hros 'horse'. Sufficiently Widespread to
be a good candidate for PIE status.
See also Fww; HORSE; RIvER; TURK WAGON; WHEEL. [D.Q.A.I

RYE
*rughis'rye (SecaJe cereale)'. IJEW 1183 (*lJnlghjo-); Wat

79 (*wrughyo-); GI 568 (*wrutyo-); Buck 8.451- ON nlgr
'rye', OE ryge 'rye' (> NE rye), OSax roggo 'rye', OHG rocko
'rye' (the latter two from *rughnon-) , Lith "(pI.) rugiai'rye',
Latv (pI.) rudzi 'rye', oes rOif'rye', Rus rozf' rye, Confined
to the northwest portion of the IE world, we have a late
dialectal IE innovation, perhaps a horrowing fron1 some
unknown substratum language. Attempts to link this series
with Thracian f3p{(a 'emmer-wheat, rye' and its modern con
tinuation Bulg brica '(type of) summer grain' are unconVincing.

*haereha- '± ryegrass'. [lEW 16 (*ai-rj)}. Latv ahes
'ryegrass', Grk (pI.) aipal 'weeds in wheat, ryegrass', Olnd
eraka 'sedge' (from which a mal could be woven). Sufficiently
widespread to be considered of PIE date. Here is one of the
very few examples of a word which survived because of its
negative economic importance-a plant that mterfered with
the growth of more important plants. As the earliest attest
ations of rye in Europe tend to be as weeds mixed with the
remains of wheat and barley, the lexical agreement between
Greek and Baltic suggests that this word mIght have been
quite old. Rye, either wild or domestic, is not generally found
in ancient India which may account for a shift in the semantlc
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field of the word.
The distribution of cognate terms for 'rye' is hardly surpris

ing as this cereal is specially appreciated in northern temperate
climates since it is able to grow on the sandy soils of the
north and withstand the effects of cold winters far better than
wheat. The wild predecessor of domestic rye (Secale mon
tanum) was probably confined to the region of eastern Turkey
and Armenia. Neither it nor domestic forms of rye are well
known on Neolithic sites, its earliest domestic appearance
occurring in the early Neolithic of Turkey Grains of rye have
been claimed for Neolithic sites in Europe but generally rye
would appear at best to have been a weed accompanying
wheat and barley crops rather than domesticated in its own

right. The earliest certain evidence for the domesticated rye
tends to be from the Bronze Age (central Europe) and it is
known here and in eastern Europe, including the Caucasus,
from the Bronze Age onwards. An indication of its rise in
importance in the north can be seen from Poland where only
6% of the Neolithic sites yielding seed remains exhibit· rye
while 57% do so by the Iron Age. In any event, it is likely that
the word spread among the ancestors of the northwest lE
stocks during the Bronze Age or, possihly, as recently as the
Iron Age.

See also AGRICULTURE; GRAIN. [D. Q. A, J.PM.]
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*sakros 'holy'. [IEW878 (*sak-); Wat 55 (*sak-); GI 702

(*sakh-); Buck 22.191. Lat sacer'sacred', sacerdos 'priest' «
*sakro-dhot-s 'one who makes holy'), TocM sakar 'blissful,
happy; blessed, auspicious', TochB sakre 'blissful, happy;
blessed, auspicious'. Cf. Lat sancia 'hallow; establish a law',
sanctus 'sanctified', Umb Sancus (a divinity), Hit sakJai- 'rite,
custom'. Although sparsely attested, distribution suggests PIE
status. On the basis of the Latin and Hittite, the basic meaning
of this word would relate to the world of ritual where
something was made sacred.

*ueik- 'consecrate; forbid to (= separate from) human
contact'. [lEW 1128 (*l)eik-); Wat 75 (*weik-); GI 704
(*weikh-); Buck 22.42-43; BK 510 (*wuy-ikfh]-I
*woy-ikfh]-)]. lat victima 'sacrificial victim', ON vfgja
'consecrate', ve 'temple', OE weoh 'relic, sacred image', (fern.)
wicce - (masc.) wicca 'witch' (> NE witch), OHG wlhan
'consecrate', wfh 'holy', Goth weihan 'consecrate', weihs 'holy',
Lith viekas 'life force', Av ava-vaek- 'exclude; seek out', OInd
vinakti 'select out, sift'. Distribution indicates PiE status.

*Kuen(to)- 'holy'. [lEW 630 (*Kl)en-to-); Wat 34
(*kwen-); GI 702 (*/(hwen-tho-); Buck 22.191. ON has!
'Eucharist', OE hOs(e)1 'sacrifice; Eucharist', Goth huns1
'sacrifice', OPrus swenta- (place name element), Lith 5vefltas

'holy', OCS sVftll 'holy', Rus svjat6j 'holy', Av sp;mta- 'holy'_
Perhaps also Hit kunna- 'right, correct', TochB ktints- (if <
*kuntj6-) '± right, correct, firm'. Originally *'swollen (with
force)' from *J<eu(hjJ- 'swell'; d. also Grk 1CVpZOr; 'lord', Av
sOra- 'strong'. Widespread and old in IE.

*noibhos 'holy'. [lEW 760 (*noi-hho-)]. OIr nolb 'holy',
OPers naiba- 'holy'. From *nei- 'be excited'. Sparsely attested,
but the geographical distrihution suggests PiE status.

*seup- 'pure, what is taboo for humans'. Umb supa 'viscera

of sacrificed animal', Hit suppa- 'nesh or VlsceLl of sacnficed
animal', supp-i- 'pure'. Although attested only in two stocks,
cognates between ItaIlc and Anatolian suggest considerable
IE antiquity.

*l"l.ehatis 'god-inspired'. [IE~V 1113 (*l)~H-); \Vat 78

(*wet-); GI 734 (*wath-) I. Oir faith 'prophet', Wels gv....~n\...d
'poem', Gaul ovarEU; 'those performing sacred rites and
investigating natural phenomena', Lat valt-'s 'seer, prophet',
ON oar 'raging', oar'poetry', Odinn 'Ooinn', OE \.\.'(1(/ 'ragmg'
(> early NE wood 'insane, mad'), w()d 'sound, song, zeal',
weding'insanity', Woden 'Ooinn' (eL Wcdens-d<t'g
'Wednesday'), OHG fer-wuol 'raging', Wuol 'violent emotion,
rage', Wuolan 'Ooinn', Goth vv'ods 'demon-possessed', Avapi
vataile 'inspires', OInd Api-~'at- 'inspire'. One should note for
Germanic that one of Ooinn's attributes was that of inspirer
of poetry (as well as the inspirer of battle-rage). The rneaning
shown by Gothic reflects a change in perspective hrought
about by Christianization. Widespread and old in IE.

Another major concept involved with the sacred IS 'whl)le
ness' which may he seen in *K~len(lo)- where its derivation
from */(eu(hj)- 'swell' also indicates 'fullness, complete' and
a similar connotation can he found in *h;lCUgCS- 'fullness ot
sacred power'.

According to Emil Benveniste, the ~~oneept of the sacred
generally required a number of different terms in each IE stock
that reflected an opposition between the positive asped of
the sacred, i.e., the inherent power of divinities, and the
negative aspect or taboo, that which was forbidden to human
society to touch. These positive:negative oppOsitiOnS can he
found in ItaIlc, e.g., Lat sacersanclUs 'lintrinsIC) sacredness,
something outside the world of humankInd: (explicit)
sacredness created and defended by humans', in Crk itp()<;
ayzo~ 'holy, divine: devoted to the gods, sacrnhwss drkndcd
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by humans'; and Av sp::mta-: yaozdata- '(intrinsic) holiness:
put into the state required by the cult'. Although many of
these terms have cognates in other IE languages, there is no
overall consistency in their valence and he saw no evidence
of a single PIE term that embraced both the positive and
negative aspects of 'sacred'. Calvert Watkins, however,
observes that *seup- might at least provide a reconstruction
for the negative aspect, i.e., taboo. In the 19uvine tablets where
Umb supa appears, the contexts indicate that it is something
taken from a victim which may be cooked on a fire and then
offered to the gods but not consumed by humans. Similarly,
the use of Hit 5uppa- indicates that it is something sacrificed
to the gods but not consumed by humans or, as one tablet
(KUB XXX 10 Vs. 13) puts it explicitly: "what is sacred (suppi)
to my god (and) not right for me to eat". Watkins suggests
that *seup- reflects the negative aspects of the sacred and
forms the second half of a PIE *sak-:seup-.

Harriet Lutzky has suggested that there was an underlying
system in PIE thought for expressing the concept of 'sacred'
which involved three elements: a conceptualization of the
'sacred' as something 'set apart', the mediating act of ritual,
and the concept of the sacred as 'wholeness' or 'integration'.
The first component may be seen in the terms deriving from
*sakros and *l)eik-, both of which Lutzky associates with the
verbal roots *sek- 'cut' and *veik- 'separate', suggesting that
the 'sacred' is to be understood as something apart from
ordinary life. But there is also the. suggestion that *sakros
also indicates 'to bind in contract'. She also suggests the
possibility that *l)ei- 'twist, bihd' may underlie *l)eik- in which
case both of these words would be bipolar with meanings of
'separate' and 'bind' conjoined. To this might be added the
words for order *jel) (e)s- where she sees an underlying *jeu
with meanings of both 'separate' and 'bind'.

See also COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY; FORCE; GOD; GODDESSES;

LAw; POET; SACRED DRINK. [E.C.P.,j.PM.]
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SACRED DRINK
The words for alcoholic beverages that may be

reconstructed to PIE would appear to be restricted to 'mead'
and 'wine'; however, there is one further term that appears to
designate specifically a drink consumed by the gods.

*p-rnr-t65 'un-dying'. [lEW 735 (*1)-mr-to-); Wat 42
(~mer-); GI 722 (*o-mr-tho-)J. Grk allf3poro<; 'immortal,

divine', aJ.1{3poaia 'ambrosia, food of the gods', Av nnu.<;a

'epithet of deity', OInd amjta- 'name of deity'. Dialectally
restricted to the IE southeast.

Ambrosia C);cle
Although most if not all early IE peoples shared similar

ideas concerning a sacred beverage, the concept of spirit ual
elation or increased military prowess induced by alcohol is

so widespread that most parallels within IE ritual and
mythology tend to be regarded as generic rather than a genetic
PIE inheritance. The single major attempt to postulate a PIE
myth concerning a sacred drink, what is known as the
"ambrosia cycle", was both proposed and later reJccted hy
Georges Dumezil. He suggested that the various IE stocks
had inherited a common myth involving a drink that endowed
immortality which a trickster figure attempted to stcal for
mankind but failed, thus condemning humans to eventual
death and insuring that only the gods remained immortal.
The concept of this sacred drink of immortality, according to
Dumezil, persisted all the way into Christian mythology such
as the quest for the Holy Grail. Although Dumezil came to
reject his own theory, the "cycle of the mead" has been re
examined byJ. Oosten, again as an inherited IE myth. Oosten
emphasizes a number of parallels: 1) in both Indic and Norse
mythology, the sacred drink is prepared from the sea (in the
Mahabharata the amita is prepared from the sea, in the Norse
Hymiskvioa, the sacred drink is found as a consequence of a
banquet hosted by the Sea god and in other tales the sea is
regarded as the home of "ale"; 2) in the Indic version, the sea
is stirred by Vasiuki, an enormous serpent who serves as a
churning rope, in the Norse myth the Miogard-serpent is
caught' as part of the search for the magic caldron~)) in the
Indic myth both gods and demons must co-operate III

preparing the sacred drink; in the Norse myth, hoth gods
and giants (the Norse equivalent of demons) must work
together to find the mead; 4) in hoth traditions the two parties
fall out over the sharing of the sacred drink with the gods
ultimately victorious as they deprive their enemies of th~ drink
and also of immortality; and 5) the contest for the mead is
socially a contest between paternal relations that compete
against each other while sharing is performed hetween affines
and maternal relations.

Indo-Iranian Tradilion
In ancient India the sacred drink is soma, which according

to Vedic texts, was first pressed, then filtered, after which it
might be mixed with water, milk, butter or barley Soma was
critical to Vedic sacrifice and after being offered, the remaining
portion was consumed by the priest. Soma was ddfied as the
'master of plants' and over a hundred hymns of the 8g\,t'dJ

are dedicated to Soma, the third most invoked deity. In anCIent
India, soma was very much distinguished from surJ, an
intoxicating liquor which might be distilled from a variety of
substances, rice (rice-brandy), molasses and the madhuka
Uower all heing cited. Sura was given, for example, to the
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Sacred Drink a. Togolok with ritual structure; b. Ritual complex
(enlarged from center of [a] with evidence for the preparatIon
of a ritual drink).

+

b.

a.

it induces "visions" which are interpreted as a higher plain of
reality, and it can accommodate the various descriptions 111

the Avesta and later Iranian tradition. It also has apotropaic
uses, i.e., as an incense, and it is the only incense plant in
Iran that also has psychoactive properties.

This suggestion has now been overtaken by archaeological
evidence from Bronze Age Central Asia. Here, in a number of
urban complexes of the BMAC (Bactrian-Margiana Archaeo
logical Complex), there have been discovered rooms for
religious rites which included traces of ephedra and hemp,
both of which have been discovered with paraphernalia for
the preparation of a (hallucinogenic or intoxicating) beverage.
Ephedra, which occurs in some forty species across Eurasla,

.appears as a bush consisting of a series of leafless stems. The
stems contain ephedrine (in various amounts depending on
the species) which raise blood pressure, sllmulate metabolism
and heart muscle contraction, and increase perspiration.
Ephedra is often named after some derivation of :;ommuoma
among the modern Indo-Iranians from north indIa to Central

warrior deity Indra by Namuci to incapacitate him although
it provided Namuci himself with enhanced power (RV
12.7.3.1). Similarly, in the Mahabharata. (3.121-125) the
demon Mada 'drunkenness, intoxication' is created to induce
Indra to admit the Asvins to the divine sacrifice. The
consumption of sura by the three Aryan classes was forbidden
in the "Law of Manu". Like Soma, this liquor was also deified
as a goddess,Sunl, who is identified as the consort ofVaruIJ.a.
The third alcoholic drink of ancient India was am[ta, literally
'immortal' from a- 'un' and m[ta 'dead' which is cognate with
the Greek ambrosia (d. also Grk vbe-rap 'nectar, drink of the
gods' which some would derive from *neK-trh2 'death
overcoming' IIEW 762, 1074; GI 723 (*HneKh-thJfi-); BK
557 (*niklhl-/*neklhl-)J). It is a celestial beverage, often
likened to rain in the Vedic texts although the Atharvaveda
(4.35,6) suggests that it was distilled from nee. Its remit was
to bestow immortality to the gods but it occasionally seems
to cross with soma in terms of application.

In ancient Iran the cognate of Soma is the deity Haoma
(deified haoma, the drink), which is also pressed and dispels
death. Zara9ustra attacked its abuse by the clergy who got
drunk on it (Yasna 48.10); suggestions that the Avesta also
indicates that haoma was ingested, then passed as urine, and
redrunk to enhance its potency, a practice to be found among
Siberian shamans, would appear to be unfounded.

The botanical identificatiop of somalhaoma (*sauma-) has
been much discussed. One recent popular theory suggested
by Gordon Wasson was that on the basis of descriptions in
the Vedas, it was to be identified with fly-agaric (Amanita
muscaria), a poisonous but hallucinogenic toadstool which
grew on the roots of the birch tree. The case for such an
identification rested on the absence of description in the Vedas
for the parts of a flowering plant, e.g., roots, branches, seeds,
hence a fungus might be suspected. It was also said to grow
in the mountains as is the case for the fly-agaric. The fly
agaric also accommodated the descriptions of soma to be
found in the Vedas. These arguments, however, have been
regarded as unpersuasive since the Vedas do not describe the
plant but rather the pressed juice or the deHy, i.e., they lack
any meaningful description. References to mountains might
also be interpreted as simply recalling somas lofty origins.

David Flattery and Martin Schwanz have proposed a differ
ent theory where they emphasize that the Iranian evidence
should be paramount. A'S *sauma is an Indo-Iranian word, it
is far more likely that the original *sauma is to be found in
Iranian territory rather than Indo-Aryan since the staging area
of Indo-Iranian migrations was from the i1orth. They argue·
that the only widespread source of a psychoactive drug was
the harmel or wild rue (Peganum harrnala), a bushy-shaped
plant with stems from one to two feet high. Harmel has long
been known in Iran and neighboring territories for its pharma
cological product, hanneline. The same drugs found in hannel
are also kno\VTl in certain South American cultures where
their use parallels that attested in Indo-Iranian religion, e.g,
it is employed in ceremonies guided by religious specialists,
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Asia, e.g., Nepali soma1ala, Baluchi hum, NPers hom. Some
now argue that the ritual consumption of somalhaoma may
have originated in these Central Asian towns in the Bronze
Age and was then carried further south by the migration of
the Indo-Iranians.

The certain identification of the botanical referent behind
*sauma is still open and the plausibility of some of the above
suggestions warns that there may have been considerable
mutability in what various Indo-Iranian populations
themselves understood as *sauma.

Olher 1£ Traditions
Other than the Greek ambrosia which grants immortality

and may be regarded as a widespread folkloric motif, there is
a hint at the tri-functional division of beverages in the xo~,

the libation in honor of the dead. Here the sacred drinks were
honey (priest), wine (warrior), and milk (shepherd or farmer).

In Norse mythology it is mead that occupies the place as
sacred drink and offers interesting parallels with the Indic
evidence. In both india and Norse mythology the "War of the
Foundation" is concluded with an intoxicating drink. In India,
the hostilities cease with the creation of the monster Mada
who is subsequently dismembered into four parts--drunken
ness, womanizing, gambling and hunting. At the end of the
war of the JEsir and Vanir, the combatants symbolize their
friendship by both spitting into a Jar and out of this spittle is
created Kvasir who is virtually wisdpm incarnate. He is killed
by two dwarves but they mix his blood with mead to create a
special drink which is subsequently stolen by 08inn. A
possible parallel in Irish folklore is Finn's theft of a drink
from the well of Bee mac Buain, otherwise the well of wisdom.
There is a marked difference in the attitude of the ancient
Indian and the Norse in that the latter believed that alcohol
(mead) grants wisdom and the gift of poetry while these gifts
were reserved for soma in India where the drinking of alcohol
was frequently despised. It should be emphasized that while
the Arya of Old India consumed soma like !heir Iranian
cousins, madhu 'mead' was the primary ritual drink of the
Dasas whom some would regard an earlier wave of Indo
Aryans who may have preserved better SOIne of the more
ancient IE beliefs.

One further major comparative theme between India and
western Europe concerns the horse sacrifice associated with
the installation of a king. In India, the ritual was the
asvamedha, the first element meaning 'horse' and the second
deriving from *maddhos 'drunk' (or *mejdhos 'strength')
while its structural counterpart among the Celts appears in
names such as Epomeduos 'horse-mead/ritual beverage' or
simply *Medwi, e.g., the Irish Medb.

See also BMAC; BEE; FERMENT; HEMP; HONEY; HORSE;
HORSE GODDESS; JUICE; Poppy; WINE. O.PM.I
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SACRIFICE
*haed-bher- 'sacrifice'. OIr ad-opair 'sacrifices', OWeis

aperth 'animal sacrifice, offering, prayer', Umb arsft'rtur 
arsfertur « *ad-bher-tor) 'priest'; d. also Av fra-bJrJtar- '±

sub-priest', Oind pra-bharlar- 'one who brings, presents', pni
bh[ti- 'offering', pra-bh[- 'bring, offer; (middle) praise'. The
underlying structure of these comparisons is the use of PIE
*bher- 'carry, bear' in the sense of 'make an offering' whICh is
lexically best attested in the western part of the IE world but
which, as the Indo-Iranian words suggest, may have still
greater antiquity.

*dhaepnom (or *dapnom?) 'sacrificial meal'. [lEW 176
177 (*dap-); Wat 10 (*dap-); GI 606 (*t'aHph_)]. Lat daps
'sacrificial meal', ON taIn 'sacrificial animal', Grk ~a1Cav1J

'ostentatious expenditure, consuD1ption', Arm [awn 'feast', Hit
LU tappala- 'person responsible for court cooking', Toch A Up
'eat'. From *dhaep- 'apportion', i.e., a 'sharing out' of a
communal feast. Widespread and clearly old in IE.

*tolko/eha- 'sacrifice, sacrificial meal'. I lEVI 1062
(*le1ek-)]. Lith [alkil 'collective assistance; feast after such
work', Latv talka 'collective assistance by neighbors to help
someone out; a feast follOWing such work', Rus toloka 'after
work feast', TocM talke 'sacrifice', TochB ce1ki 'sacrifice'.
Though found in only three stocks, it would appear that we
have in this word something of at least late PIE status.

The *dhaepnom would appear to have been a meal offered
after a sacrifice. In Latin contexts it seems that this meal was
not offered directly to the gods but rather was a large and
ostentatious feast which one held at great expense after a
consecration. Emile Benveniste has illustrated how hoth Latin
and Greek contexts emphasize the ostentatious expenditure,
e.g., Grk Oa1Cavavro 'spend', ~a1Clivl1 'ostentatious expendi
ture' and Lat damnare 'to condemn, inflict a damnum
« *dapnom)', i.e., an 'injUry' where the underlying semantic
development here has emphasized the damage one must
endure in making such an expenditure. These concepts ot
magnificent feast, ostentation, conspicuous consumption and
their reciprocal negative impact on one's income are all remini-
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scent of the anthropological concept of the potlatch. Here, an
individual wishing to achieve heightened social status under
took a great feast to which he invited his neighbors and,
particularly, his rivals in social esteem. Through the con
spicuous "wastage" of his own goods, the host humiliated his
rivals (who would be required to match his accumulation
and expenditure of goods to challenge him) and also empha
sized his social prominence. It has often been argued that
through such acts, often requiring the nl0bilization of one's
kin group in the preparation of the feast, societies became
increasingly more stratified and complex as the "big men",
those who had both the ambition and the kinship-based links,
began increasingly to organize societies under theit own·
direction.

The ritual of sacrifice in IE tradition has been regarded by
Bruce Lincoln as a re-enactment of the IE cosmogonical myth,
i.e., the sacrifice of an animal (or occasionally a human)
recreates the first sacrifice which established the physical and
moral components of the universe. Thus, in the Aitareya
BrahmaI)a (2.6), the victim is dismembered with the feet lying
to the north, back to the sun (the sun was created from the
eye of the primeval giant), the breath to the wind, flesh to the
earth, etc. In this way, the sacrifice "makes whole" an ever
depleting universe.

See also COSMOGONY; HORSE; HORSE GODDESS; WORSHIP.

[E.C.P, D.Q.A.,].PM.]
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SALMON
*16Ks (gen. *leKs6s) 'large anadromous salmonid, salmon

(-trout) (Salmo salar and/or Saimo trutta)'. [lEW 653
(*laK-so-s); Wat 35 (*iaks-); GI 454 (*iakhs-)]. ON lax
'salmon', OE ieax 'salmon', OHG lahs'salmon' « Proto-Gmc
*iahsa-) , OPrus lasasso « *ioksOKieha-) 'salmon', Lith lfisis
'salmon', Latv lasis 'salmon' (Lith and Latv < *lOKSi-), Lith
iasiSfl « *loKsiKjeha-) 'salmon', Rus ]ososI'salmon', Arm iasdi
'salmon trout', Oss lxs~g'salmon trout' (Slavic and Iranian <
*loksoko-) , TochB iaks « *leksi-) 'fish'. Perhaps also to be
seen in VulgLat *locca 'loach' (> French loche 'loach'). An
Old Indic cognate has also been claimed in lak$fi 'lac'. The
presumed semantic development is 'salmon-colored' >

*'reddish' > 'lac'. There is nothing phonologically or morpho
logically problematic with such a derivation, though the word
may also be derived from rag- 'dye'. (Certainly not connected
is lak$a- 'goal' or lak$a- 'hundred thousand'.) Whether Oind
]fik$a- belongs here or not, *10](5- is clearly of PIE date. The
fact that the word for the larger salmonid has become the

SALMON

general word for 'fish' in Tocharian, a language spoken In a
region totally devoid of any salmonids, suggests that, whatever
the exact referent in PIE, it was ecologically and/or economic
ally pre-eminent.

Under the assumption that it referred only to the Atlantic
salmon (Saima salar), whose range is the North Atlantic, Baltic,
and the rivers draining into them, the presence of this word
in PIE was used as a strong argument (the "Lachsargument")
that the PIE speakers must have originally inhabited some
portion of the North European plain. Richard Diebold has
shown that the anadromous varieties of Sa/mo YmHa Uabrax
and caspiensis), salmon trout native to the Pontic and Caspian
seas and the rivers draining into them, makes a better candi
date as the semantic referent for *loKs. These fish regularly
achieve lengths of over a·meter and weights on the order of
50 kg. Diebold argues that this fish was the original referent

. and that the linguistic ancestor of the Germans, Balts and
Slavs extended this word to also mclude the Atlantic salmon
(Saimo salar) when they moved north into its tenitory. Diebold
suggests that the Proto-Indo-Europeans divided the saln10nids
into two main categories: 1) the large anadromous salmonid
(Saima trurta) and 2) the smaller, presumably non-anadro
mous 'brook trout'.

The other salmonids-the huchen (the second largest of
the salmonids after the Atlantic salmon), the char and the
grayling-are widely found over Eurasia but examination of
their names in various Indo-European languages reveals no
patterns to suggest deep linguistic inheritance. Diebold has
suggested that the most likely reason the various IE stocks
had to create new words for all of the other salmonids is that
they were not known to the earliest PIE community. The only
area in Eurasia relevant to lE origins that lacks all the other
salmonids but possesses those lexically reconstructed to PIE
(salmontrout and brook trout) is the territory north of the
Black and Caspian seas. This use of negative evidence,
however, is suspect as we have many examples of other flora
and fauna which must have been known to the earliest IE
speaking cornmunities but which show minimal or no evi
dence of cognates across the IE stocks, e.g., 'badger'.

The salmon is presented in Celtic and Germanic belief as a
primordial being and repOSitory of ancient lore, e.g., the
"salmon of knowledge" which is frequently found in Irish
tales.

See also FISH; TROUT. [D.Q.A., JPM I
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SALT
*seha-(e)l- 'salt'. [lEW 878-879 (*sal-)~ Wat 55-56

(*sal-)~ GI 581 (*sal-); Buck 5.81). aIr salann 'salt', Wels
halen « *saleino-) 'salt', heli 'brine', Lat sal « ?*sals) 'salt',
ON salt 'salt', OE sealt 'salt'(> NE salt), OHG salz 'salt', Goth
salt 'salt' « Gmc *saldom), Lith solymas 'brine', saldus 'sweet'
« 'tasty' < 'salty'), Latv saIs'salt', OCS soll'salt', sladuku 'sweet',
Alb ngjel-bet, ngjel-met « *hlen-shael-i-) 'salty', njelm 'be
salty', Grk aA~ (masc.) 'salt', (fern.) 'sea', Arm al 'salt', Oind
saliLi- 'sea, flood', TocM sale 'salt', TochB salyiye'salt'.

The reconstruction here for what is clearly the PIE word
for 'salt' rejects the existence of PIE *a, hence the Germanic,
Slavic and Old Indic a must derive from *hae (elsewhere a
might be solely ha; in Germanic *shal-C> *sul-C as in OHG
sulza « *shaJd-io-) 'brine'; *shal- Vwould yield *sal- \I). The
long a in Latin may be from *ehaor ehae or a fonn with *e
(*eha, *hae), but the length may also be analogical. The acute
accent of Lith solymas points to *sehal-. The circumflex of
Latvian requires *ehae, *eha or *hae. In this way we can
reconstruct the paradigm as having: *seha- and *sha-el-; the
nominative possibly had *seha-, the accusative *sha-el-lJ1, the
genitive *siJa-1-os. To explain the Lithuanian acute and Latvian
circumflex, it seems easiest to assume that generalization of
*seha- led to *seha-l- in Lithuanian and *seha-el- (ace.) in
Latvian. For the nominative, one may consider *seha-ol, *seha
el (?) or *sehal.

The shift to agriculture, particularly cereals, frequently
necessitated Neolithic and later populations acquiring salt
directly when their diet no longer contained suffici~ntanimal
products to maintain the nutritional requirement of salt. The
linguistic evidence indicates the existence of a PIE word for
'salt' which comes as little surprise given the other evidence
for an agricultural economy. Nevertheless, the word has been
regarded by nineteenth and early twentieth century authors
as an important cultural marker of the early Indo-Europeans
and a key to the location of the IE homeland. Historically,
considerable debate concerned the date at which the 'salt'
word entered the PIE vocabulary. Before Tocharian or even
after the discovery of the Tocharian cognates when Tocharian
could still be treated as a "European" language because of the
number of isoglosses shared with the IE languages of Europe,
the word for 'salt' was treated by some as a European tenn
and explanation for its absence in Indo-Iranian was required.
Some sought to use it to reinforce the idea that the earliest
Indo-Europeans were primarily pastoralists and, living
primarily off a meat diet, did not require salt additional to
what they were ingesting in the form of flesh. Hence the
absence of the 'salt' word was regarded as further support for
a steppe homeland and it was presumed that the Europeans
had innovated. The a-vocalism, commonly reconstructed for
this word, also enhanced the notion that 'salt' may have been

borrowed from a non-IE language. Alternatively, even before
the full extent of the word's distribution was known, linguists
such as Herman Hirt emphasized that the archaic declension
class of the word also indicated that it was of PIE antiquity
and not a later loan word. The current evidence suggests a
straightforward PIE status for the term.

Salt has also been employed in attempts to locate the IE
homeland. There is an obvious association between the word
for 'salt' and that for 'sea', e.g.) the Welsh, Latin, Greek, and
Old Indic forms cited all mean 'sea' while the related OCS
slana means 'sea water'. In Schrader's Reallexikon the only
sources of salt admitted are the Aral, Caspian and Black seas
(the Baltic Sea is speCifically excluded) and with the harsh
environment surrounding the first two lakes, only the Black
Sea seemed to provide a likely candidate for the source of the
earliest PIE word for 'salt'. Such an argument could then be
used to support the notion that the homeland lay in the Pontic
region which would provide support for the "Kurgan theory"
of IE origins. While a Pontic origin provides a convenient
environment for PIE 'salt' it is hardly the only explanation as
prehistoric salt was by no means limited to a handful of
sources. Salt brines and springs (with salt in the bedrock)
were also widely exploited in the prehistoric period, especially
in those areas where natural temperatures did not provide an
easy means of extraction from saline lakes or seas. Concrete
evidence for salt-winning, for example, is known from Poland
during the later Neolithic period and the proximity of
Neolithic settlements to naturally occurring sources of salt
across Europe makes it difficult to employ salt as a geographic
marker of the earliest Indo-Europeans. Obviously, the
Mediterranean provided a potential source while Anatolia,
another of today's putative homelands, contained the ancient
Halys (modern KIlll Irmak) river which Strabo 02, 3, 12)
informs us gained its name from nearby salt springs. It is,
therefore, at least theoretically possible to accommodate
almost any solution to the IE homeland problem with the
existence of a PIE 'salt'.

See also SEA. [R.S.PB., j.PM.]

SAMARA CULTURE
Middle Volga Copper Age (c fifth millennium BC) culture

that preceded the Khvalynsk culture. It is best known from
the cemetery at Sezzheye which mirrors many of the practices
of the more westerly Dnieper-Donets culture, i.e., flat graves,
body in extended position, ocher, ornaments fashioned from
animal teeth, boar tusk, shell, etc. Among the ornaments were
several depicting horses, cattle and ducks. The finding of horse
skulls and bones in the overburden of the cemetery may derive
from rituals involving the horse although it is uncertain
whether it was domesticated. Within the model of the "Kurgan
theory", the Samara culture provides a convenient contact
zone with the more northerly forest cultures who may have
spoken Uralic languages.

See also DNIEPER-DoNETS CUl1URE; KHvAlYNSK CUlTURE

lJ·PM.1
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SAND
?*pe(n)s- 'dust'. [IEW824 (*pe(n)s-)]. OCS pesOko 'dust',

SC pijesak 'dust', Av PilSnu- <dust', Olnd pamsll- 'crumbling
soil, sand, dust'. The Indo-Iranian form may have been *pam/
nsnu- while the Slavic fbrms lack a nasal. The Slavic accentua
tion points to *e and not *eh]. The long *e of *pens- points
to a root noun. Highly questionable is Hit passila- 'graver.

?*.sambxdhos'sand'. [lEW 146 (*bhes-); Wat 8 (*bhes-);
Buck 1.215]. Lat sabulum 'sand', ?saburra 'sand in a ship as
ballast', ON sandr'sand', NE (dial.) samel'sand bottom', OHG
sant 'sand', MHG sant - sampt 'sand', Grk aj.la8 <; 'sand'.
The Greek form cannot be separated from l/Iaj.la(Jo<; and
Vtaj.lJ.Lo~'sand' while the MHG sampt can hardly represent an
old variant and, even if it is one, it can hardly be an alternative

,development of a PIE form.. A reconstruction along the lines
of *samhadhos is impossible and the a vocalism suggests a
-non-IE status for. the word. This is even more evident if Lat
sabuJuln is regarded cognate. The status of Arm awaz 'sand'
is unclear.

See also RuB. (R.S.P.B.]

SAME
*som6s 'same'.' [lEW 904 (*som~)~ Wat 57 (*sem-)~' GI

741 (*selom-)~ Buck 12'.91, 1S.77~ BK 184 (*sam-/* m-)).
air ,-som 'self; that one', Wels hwn « *sondo < *som-dhe)
'this (one)', ON samr 'the same one', sami 'same', sem ( dv.)
'just as', OE same (adv.) 'same' (> NE same), OHG sarna ....
sarno 'like, in the same way', Goth sarna 'the same one', 0 S
samQ 'himself', Grk oJ.L6<; 'similar, same', Arm omn 'some,
certain, any', Hit sanai- (if not Akkadogram SA-NI-l) 'one
and the same, a single' one', Av harna- 'same', Olnd sama
'equal, like, same'"TochAB sam 'like, even' (whose exact mor
phological and phonological shape is difficult); in compound
we have: ON sam-feora, Grk oj.lo1ra'Unp, Ann hama-hayr(with
first element borrowed from Iranian), OPers hama-pitar-,
TochA $oma-pacar 'having the same father'; with an *~1

derivative: aIr samail 'likeness', Wels hafal 'similar, alike', Lat
. similis « *semili-) 'similar' (cf. semel 'once'). There is varia

bility here in the vocalism which has led some to suggest
alternative fonus for PIE, such as *somhxas (PIE *somas
should have given Av *hama-, Olnd *sama- while the attested
forms could come from PIE *sem6s). Nevertheless, the broad
attestation and the common compound formation both
indicate PIE status. From *sem- 'one (together)'.

See also NUMERALS (ONE); SOME. (C.Fj., j.C.S.]

km 500
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Samara a. Distribution of the Samara culture.

e.

samara b. Harpoon; c. Double-horse figure; d. Horse-head?
figure with duck; e. Horse figure; f. Double bull figure.

SAP'
·sokw6s 'sap, resin'. [lEW 1044 (*s(l))eJ<1.!o-s); Wat 68

(*s(w)okWo-); GI 106]. OPrus sackis 'resin', Uth sakai (pI.)
'resin', Latv svaka (with secondary -v-) (pI.) 'resin, gum', oes
sokil 'sapI resin', Rus sok 'jUice, sap~ sapwood', Alb gjak
"blood', Grk o1r6~'sap, resin', TocM saku 'pus', TochB sekwe
'pus'. Lat s'Ucus 'jUice, moisture, sap, liqUid', if it belongs here,
has been influenced:in its form by sugere 'suck', A large set of
forms constitute an etymological family on the ba is of gro s
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similarity in sound and shared meaning of plant or animal
fluid. Widespread and old in IE. The Greek fonn, incidentall~
is the source for the NE opium « 01rlOV 'poppy sap'). Attempts
have been made to associate this word with Proto-Uralic *sikse
'Siberian pine'.

*gWih3uo- 'pitch'. [lEW 482 (*~I~-)]. OIr bI'tree pitch',
-Rus iivica 'soft resin', Arm kiv'tree pitch, mastic'. Probably a
younger word than *sokw6s, and one perhaps limited to the
west and center of the IE world. Presumably a derivative of
*gWjeh]- 'live' as the tree's 'living matter'. -

*gW~tu 'pitch'. [lEW 480 (*~et-); Wat 2? (*gWet-)]' Lat
bitumen 'mineral pitch, bitumen', OE cwidu - cwudu 'mastic',
OHG kuti 'glue, putty', Oind jatu- 'lac, gum'. Compare with
new lengthened-grade ON kvaaa 'tree pitch'; also Wels bedw
« *gWet~eha-) 'birch' and Lat « Gaul) betulIa 'birch' as the
'sap-tree' from the use of birch-sap as a food or as a glue. In
prehistoric Europe, the most frequent adhesive for sticking
arrows to their shafts or stone (or metal) axes within their
hafts was birch gum. Another old word, without any known
deeper etymological connections, within PIE.

*pik- 'pitch'. [cf. lEW 794 (*peig- - *peik-); Wat 51
.( *pik-); GI 543 (*phikh-); Fried 31-38]. Lat pix - picea 'tar,
pitch', acs picillO 'pitch, tar', Grk nlaaa « *pikiha-) 'tar,
resin'. Compare Lat picea 'spruce' and further Lith pusis
'spruce, pine', Grk n£vK77 'pine'. The words for 'pitch' and
Lat picea 'spruce (Abies abies)' all show the same sporadic
change of *pu- to *pi- seen in *pulos::-- *pilos 'a hair'. A fairly
widespread word of the west and center of the IE world.

?*sap- 'sap'. [lEW 880 (*sap- - *sab-); Wat 55 (*sab-)].
Lat sapa 'must, new wine boiled thick', ON sail 'sap', OHG
saf'sap'. A variant *sab- definitely appears in OE srep'sap' (>
NE sap) and may occur in OInd sabar-dhuk 'yielding nectar
or milk' and Illyrian sabaium 'beer' (? > Italian zab~glione 'a
frothy dessert'). If all these words belong together, we can
reconstruct a widespread PIE lexical item.

See also PINE; Pu.Nrs; TREE. [PE, D.Q.A.]

SATISFY
*seh2(i)- 'satisf~ fill up'. [IEW876 (*sa-); Wat 55 (*sa-)]'

Grk tlLEval 'satisfy oneself', Arm hac 'contented', Hit sah
'stuff full, clog ,-,p', OInd a-si-n-v.a- 'un-satisfied', TochA si
'be satisfied', TochB soy- (with difficult vowel) 'be satisfied'.
Cf. the Widespread derivatives: (1) *seh2tis (gen. *SQ.2teis)
'satisfaction': OIr saith 'satisfaction', Lat satis 'enough', Lith
s6tis 'satiety'; (2) *Sb2t6s 'satisfied': ON saar 'enough', OE
sred'satisfied' (> NE sad, via 'satisfied' > 'heavy'), OHG sat
"satisfied', Goth saps 'satisfied', gasopjan 'satiate', OCS sytil
(with un~xplained first vowel) 'satisfied', Grk &a-ro~ « *.tJ
Sb2-to-) 'insatiable'. Widespread and- old in IE.

*terp- 'take (to oneself), satisfy oneself, enjoy'. [IEWI077
1078 (*terp-); Wat 70 (*terp-); BK 94 (*t{hjir-ap{hj-I
*t[hjer-ap{hj-)]. ON purfa (pres. part) 'need, lack', OE purfan
(pres. peart) 'need, lack', OHG durfan (pres. dart) 'need, lack',
durft 'necessary', durftig 'poor', Goth paurban (pres. part)
'need; must', parbs 'ne~essary', parba 'necessity', paurfts

'~ecessary, useful' (the Germanic verbs reflect an old perfect
'have enjoyed' > 'still longing for', whence 'still have the
appetite for; need'), OPrus enterpo'use', Lith tarpstil'flourish',
Latv terpinat 'better', oes tnipeti 'suffer, endure', Grk -replUJJ
'satisfy', -repnoj1at 'satisfy oneself, Av tIdfya- - taldp- 'steal',
Oind tfpyati 'be sated', pasu-tfp- 'cattle-stealing', TochAB
tsarw- 'be confident, rejoice'. Cf. the widespread derivative
*terptis (gen. *tlpteis) 'satisfaction, enjoyment': ON purft
'need', OHG durft 'need', Goth ]Jaurfts 'necessity, need', Grk
-replJlt~ 'satisfaction', Oind tfpti- 'satisfaction'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*spehl- 'be satisfied, be filled, thrive' (pres. *spehjjei
*sp6hlUei). [IEW983-984 (*sp(h)e(i)-); Wat 63 (*spe-); GI
101]. Lat spes 'hoPe', OE spowan 'thrive, succeed; profit, avail',
OHG spuon 'succeed', Lith speju 'have free time', Latv speju
'have free time', oes speti 'be successful, prosper', Hit ispa(i)
'get full, be filled, be satiated, be saturated', ispiyanu- 'satiate,
saturate', Oind sphAyate 'grows fat', TochB spaw- '± spread
out'. Widespread and old in IE. Compare also "SPClr6s '±

fat, rich'.
See also ABUNDANT; FAVOR; PlEAsE; PROSPER. [D.Q.A.)

SCAITER
*sper- 'strew, sow'. [IEW993-995 (*(s)p(h)er-); Wat 63

64 (*sper-); Buck 9.34]. aIr sreb « *spre-bho-) 'stream',
OHG sprat lscattering', Alb fare « *sporeha-) 'seed', Grk
cm£lpco'strew, sow, sprinkle', cmepj1a - cmo¢'seed', Hit ispari
- isparrizzi 'spreads, strews, scatters, shatters', ispamu
'spread, spra~ scatter'. Reasonably widespread; certainly old
in IE.

*(s)ked- 'scatter' (pres. *(s)kedn~hatl). [lEW 918-919
(*(s)k(h)ed-); Wat 59 (*sked-)). ME scateren 'scatter' (> NE
scatter), Lith kedeti 'burst', Grk mdSV11j1t - aK£SavVUj11
'scatter, strew, sprinkle', TochB katna- 'scatter, strew; sow'.
Sufficiently widespread to be guaranteed- of PIE status.

See also Sow; SPREAD. [D.Q.A.I

SCHLEICHER'S TALE
"Schleicher's tale" is the name given to an artificial fable

created by August Schleicher in. 1868 to illustrate the typ s
of results one might a~hieve through the comparative method
in linguistics. The contents of the fable, it should be noted,
were in no wayan attempt to .reconstruct a real PIE text; the
story was entirely Schleicher's creation and he was merely
trying to display his notion of what a connected piece of PIE
discourse might look like. The history of this tale provides a
convenient summary of the changes in the appearance of
reconstructed PIE over the past century and a half.

. Schleichers version (1868) of the tale:

Avis, Jasmin vama na a ast, dadarka akvams, tam,
vagham garum vaghantam, tam, bharam magham, tam,
manum aku bharantam. Avis akvabhjams a vavakat:
kard aghnutai mai vidanti manum akvams agantam.·

Akvasas a vavakar1t: krudhi avai, kard aghnutai

)



vividvant-svas: manus patis vamam avisams kamauti
svabhjam gharmam vastram avibhjams ka varna na asti.
Tat kukruvants avis agram a bhugat.

"A sheep that had no wool saw horses-one pulling
a heavy wagon, another one a great load, and another
SWiftly carrying a man. The sheep said to the horses: 'it
pains my heart seeing a man driving horses'.

The horses said to the sheep: 'listen sheep! it pains
our hearts seeing man, the master, making a warm
garment for himself from the wool of a sheep when the
sheep has no wool for itself'.

On hearing this the sheep fled into the plain."

Some seventy years later, Herman Hirt took the same
(pseudo-)text and rewrote it to reflect his understanding, and
the understanding by and large of his contemporaries, of PIE
phonology. Hirt's (1939) version:

oWis,jesmin wbbna ne est, dedork'e ek'wons, tom,
wogh 'am gWbrum weghontrp , tom, bhorom megam,
tom, gh'bmonrp, ok'u bherontrp. owis ek'womos
eWbwekWet: k'erd aghnutai moi widontei gh 'bmonrp
ek'wons ag'ontrp. ek'woses ewbwekWont: k'ludhi, oweiJ,
k'erd aghnutai vidontmos: gh 'bmo, potis, wbbnam
owjom kWrneuti sebhoi ghWermom westrom; owimos
kWe wbbna ne esti. tod k'ek'ruwos owis ag'rom ebhuget.

A third version was prepared by Winfred Lehmann and Ladis
lav Zgusta in 1978:

GW;}rei owis, kWesyo wJhna ne est, ekwons espeket,
oinom ghe gWrum woghom weghontrp oinomkwe
megam bhorom, oinomkwe ghrpenrp OkU bherontrp.

Owis nu ekwobh(y)os (ekwomos) ewewkwet: 'ker
aghnutoi moi ekwons agontrp nenp widQtei'.

EkWOS tu ewewkwont: 'kludhi, owei, ker ghe
aghnutoi {lsmei widQtbh(y)os (widQtmos): ner, potis,
owiom r wJhnam sebhi gWhermom westrom kWrneuti.
Neghi owiom wJhna esti '.

Tod kekluwos owis agrom ebhuget.

Below is appended a version reflecti~g the phonological
assumptions underlying the reconstructions in this encyclo
pedia:

GWrhxei h2011iS, kWesjo l)lh2neh4 ne (hje) est,
hlekljOnS speket, hloinom ghe gWJhxum l)oghom
ljeghontrp hloinom-kwe megharp bhorom, hjoinom
kWe ghmenrp hxOKU bherontrp. h20l)is tu
hlekljoibh(iJos ljeukWet: 'ker haeghnutor moi hleKvons
haegontrp hanenp llidQtbh(j)os: h lekljOS tu l)eljkwont:
'kJudhi, h20ljei, kerghe haeghnutor Qsmei ljidl)tbh(j)os:
haner, potis, h2elJjem r lJJh2neham sebhi kW[Tleuti nu
gWhermom llestrom ncghi h2Cl)iom lJlh2ncha hlcsti. '
Tod keKlul)6s h201Jis haegrom bhuget.

SCHLEICHER'S TAlE

To facilitate comparison of these versions they have been
arranged by lines below (with punctuation standardized to
ease comparison and misprints have been silently corrected
and with a very literal English "translation", one that tries to
recapitulate the PIE word-order, added):

1. S avis, Jasmin varna na a ast, dadarka akvams,
H owis, jesmin wbbna ne est, dedok'e ek'wons,
LZ [Gw;}rei} owis, kWesyo wJhna ne est, eKwons espeket,
MA [Gwrhxei] h20l)is, kWesjo l)Jh2neh4 ne (h le) esc,

hjeklJOns speKet,
NE [On the mountain] (a) sheep, to which wool not was,

saw horses

2. S tam, vagham gaTum vaghantam, tam, hh,lram
magham,

H tom, wogh'om gWbnlm wegh'ontrp, tom, bhorom
megam,

LZ oinom ghe gWrum woghom weghontl[1 oinomkwe
megam bhorom,

MA hjoinom ghe gW[hxum lloghom /Jeghonll[1 h joinom
kWe megham bhorom,

NE one, (a) wagon heavy pulling, one, load great,

3. S tam, manum aku bharantam.
H tom, gh 'bmon1p, ok'u bheront1J1.
LZ oinomkwe gh1J1enrp OkU bheronll[1.
MA hjoinom-kwe ghmen1p hxOkU bherontrp.
NE one-and man swiftly carrying

4. S Avis akvabhjams a vavakat: kard aghnutai
H owis ek'wonmos eWbwekWet: k'erd aghnutili
U Owis nu eKwobh(y)os (eKwomos) ewewkwet: 'KL'r

aghnutoi
MA h20/Jis tu hjek/Joibh(j)os l)eukwet: 'Ker haeghnutor
NE (the) sheep then to the horses said: 'heart is pained

5.· S mai vidanti manum akvams agantam.
H moi widontei gh 'bmonrp ek'wons ag'oDtlJ1.
LZ moi ekwons agontrp nenp widQlei'.
MA moi hjCK/Jons haegontI]1 hanenp /JidQlei:
NE to me horses driving (a) man seeing'

6. S Akvasas a vavakant: krudhi avai,
H ek'woses ewuwekWont: k'ludhi, oweil,
LZ EkWOS tu ewewkWont: 'Kludhi, owei,
MA hjeJ(/Jos tu /Jeukwont: 'J<ludhf, h2olJei,
NE (the) horses then said: 'listen, sheep'

7. S kard aghnUlai vividant-svas:
H k'erd aghnutoi vidontmos:
LZ ker ghe aghnutoi l)smei widQtbh(y)os (widQtmos)·
MA ker ghe haeghnutor l)smei /JidQtbhU)os:
NE heart is pained to us seeing
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8. S manus patis varnam avisams
H gh 'bmon, potis, wbbnam oWj6m
LZ ner, potis, owiom I wjhnam sebhi
MA haner, potis, h2clljom [ llJh2ncham sebhi
NE man, (the) master, sheep's wool for himself

9. S karnauti svabhjam gharmam vastram
H kWrneuti sebhoi ghWermom westrom;
LZ gWhermom westrom kWrneuti.
MA kW[ncuti nu gWhcrmom l)cstrom
NE makes now warm garment

10. S avibhjams ka varna na asti.
H owimos-kwe wbbna ne esti.
Ll Neghi owiom wjhna esti'.
MA ncghi h2Ctljom tljh2ncha h]esti. '
NE not to (the) sheep wool is

11. STat kakruvants aVis agram a bhugat.
H tod k'ek'Iowos owis ag'rom ebhuget.
Ll Tod I<eI<Iuwo5 owis agrom ebhuget.
MA Tod I<eI<lullos h20l)is hacgrom bhuget.
NE this having heard sheep to the plain ran.

Some of the differences among these versions are purely
graphic. For instance Schleicher's k, Hirts k', Lehmann and
19usta's k and the I< employed in this volume all reflect the
same reconstructed sound which is usually presumed to be
some sort of dorsal-palatal or at least fronted dorsa-velar stop.
Similarly, Schleicher's and Hirt's j, Lehmann and Zgusta's y
and this volumes i all represent the same voiced lamino-palatal
glide. In these cases the only difference is the choice of symbol
to represent the sound. Other differences are more substantive.
Schleichers a for example is used where the other versions
have a, e, or o. In this Schleicher reflects the situation found
in Old Indic. The other versions represent a better understand
ing of PIE phonology, an understanding which sees OInd a
as reflecting the merger of original *a, *e, and *0 which are
preserved, more or less as such, by Greek and Latin. Similarly
Schleicher's r (where the other versions have both rand !)
reflects an Indo-Iranian model of PIE. It has since become
clear that both r and I occurred in Proto-Indo-European (as
they continue to do in all stocks except lndie and Iranian)
and that the Indo-Iranian r represents a merger of PIE rand 1.

In general the earlier the version, the more dependent it
was on Old Indic as a model. Later versions have the benefit

. of a wider array of evidence from other IE languages, including
Hittite and the other languages of the Anatolian stock and
the two Tocharian languages, which were both unknown and
unexpected in Schleicher's day. The later reconstructions all
evince increasing awareness that, while Old Indie is a very
conservative representative of the PIE linguistic tradition, it
does not in all cases preserve the PIE situation. Hirt's version,
in distinguishing e, a, 0 and r and I, shows a more balanced
phonological reconstruction. Over-reliance on Indic for recon-

structing PIE morphology also has its pitfalls. Recent work,
for instance, strongly suggests that reconstructing PIE with
the suffix *-oi certain "middle verbs" (those which were
typically passive or reflexive rather than active) and the prefix
hze- on any past tense verbs, both taken over from the Old
Indic model (and in both cases supported by the situation in
Greek) are actually innovations in a late state of dialectally
divergent PIE in those dialects that subsequently gave rise to
Indo-Iranian and Greek. They were not originally character
istic of PIE as a whole. The older situation had the suffix -r
on middle verbs and the prefiX *h]e- (actually originally a
separate word) was optional and used to reinforce the sense
of past time, perhaps on the first past tense verb of a discourse
(as with our version) to help "set the scene" as it were.

The biggest difference between the most recent recon
structions and the earlier ones is the presence of the various
laryngeals, whose existence was first theorized by Ferdinand
de Saussure in 1879 and later confinned by the realization
that some of them were at least preserved in Hittite. The
Lehmann-lgusta reconstruction has one (their h == our h2)
and in their discussion of their version they are explicit in
assuming other laryngeals at an earlier stage of PIE. Analysis
of the evidence leads us to assume that all the reconstructibie
laryngeals persisted late into the history of PIE-indeed into
the histories of the individual stocks (*h2 and *h3 both
preserved as h in Hittite and *h4 as h in Albanian). The initial
*h] of some of our reconstructions are present because it is
assumed by many linguists that PIE was a language that did
not permit initial vowels in words. Where it looked to prior
linguists, and still does to other linguists today, that PI E had
an initial vowel, these linguists assume an initial *h 1 has been
lost without a trace everywhere. Such an assumption is not
susceptible, even in theory, to absolute proof. Another way
in which the latter two reconstructions differ from earlier ones
is in the greater use of syntactic particles (ghe, [, nu, etc.)
which Proto-Indo-European clearly used as ways of signalling
various features of discourse, emphasis, contrast, topical
ization, resumption, etc. Finally, another difference between
our reconstruction and the previous ones is the additIon of
accent marks. All the previous investigators would have been
in agreement that Proto-Indo-European distinguished accent
ed from unaccented syllables, so no theoretical difference is
manifested in the accent marks, only an attempt on our part
to be maximally explicit about this feature of PIE phonology.

Progress in our ability to reconstruct PIE (or any other
language) is not always uni-directional. The Lehmann-Zgusta
version differs from the previous ones in assuming that the
rules of PIE syntax required the order subject-object-verb
rather than merely favoring that order (as in the previous two
versions). Our reconstruction, on the other hand, assumes
that the verb-final order was the unmarked one, i.e., the most
frequent and semantically unemphatic one, but that other
orders were possible. Particularly there were many sentences
with the verb in the initial position as a mark of emphasis.

A different "PIE tale" has been produced recently, on the
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basis of a passage in the Old Indic Aitareya Brahmal).a (7:33: 1),

S. K. Sen asked a number of contemporary lndo-Europeanists
to reconstruct the PIE "parent" of the Old Indic passage. We
present below a representative example of those reconstruc
tions (the one below is mostly E. P Hamp's, though with the
symbols adjusted to the usage of this Encyclopedia and with
a couple of lexical changes to bring it into Closer conformity
with the other reconstructions).

to reKs ehzest. so I)putlos ehlest. so reks sl1hxnum
e1,Jel(e)t.

56 t6s(j)0 gheuterrp (eJp[ksKet;
sl1hxnus moi gl).hliotam!
so gheuter tom regrp e1,JeukWet:
ihxgesl}o deil)om l}erunom.
so reks deil)6m uerunom h 4upo-sesore nu deiuom

(e)ihxgeto:
J(ludhi moi p{J.ater 1,Jerune!
deil)os 1,Jerunos krpta dil)oS egWehat.
kWid 1,Jelsi?
1,Jelmi suhxnum.
t6d hlestu, l)eukWet loukos deil)os l)erunos.
regos potniha suhxnum gegonhle.

"Once there was a king. He childless was. This king a
son desired.

He his priest (pourer) asked:
(let) son to me be born!
The priest the king said:
'pray to the god VaruIJ.a'.
The king to the god VaruIJ.a approached now to the

god to pray
'Hear me father Varuna!'
The god Varuna down from heaven came.
'What do you wish7'

'I want a son.'
'(Let) this be (so),' said the bright god Varuna.
The king's lady a son bore".

See also PRoTo-INDO-EUROPEAN; RECONSTRUCTION. [D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Lehmann, W P and l. Zgusta (979) Schleicher's tale after a century,

in Festschrift for Oswald SzemerenyJ on the Occasion ofhis 65th

Birthday, ed. B. Brogyanyi, Amsterdam, Benjamins, 455-466.

Sen, S. K. (1994) Proto-Indo-European: a multiangular view. lIES
22,67-90.

SCRAPE
*red- 'gnaw, scrape'. !IEW 854 (*red-); Wat 53-54

( *red-)]. Lat rodo 'gnaw', rostrum 'beak, ship's prow', OE net
'rat' « *'gnawer' > NE raO, OHG razi 'sharp (of taste or sound),
wild, biting', MHG ratzen 'rat', MPers randnan 'scrape,
smooth', OInd radati 'bites, gnaws, cuts, makes way, opens'.
The geographical distribution of this word, found only on

SEA

the eastern and western margins of the IE world, strongly
suggests PIE status. Connected in some fashion are possibly
Wels rhathu 'scrape, smooth, file', Lat rado 'scrape, scratch,
shave, smooth off', nlstrum 'rake', radula 'scraper', though
they may reflect an Italo-Celtic *ras-de/o-.

*skebh- 'scratch, shave' (pres. ·sk6bhei). [lEW 931-931
(*(sJkep-); Wat 59 (*skep- - *kep-)l. Lat scabo 'shave, scratch,
scrape', scaber'scabrous', scobis 'scrapings', scohrna 'file', ON
skafa 'shave', OE scafan 'shave' (> NE shave), OHG schaben
'shave', Goth skaban 'shear', Lith skambus 'pluck', skabu5
'sharp', skobti 'pull, pluck, gather', Latv skabft 'hew off', skabrs
'sharp', OCS skobl! 'scraping knife'. A word of the northwest
of the IE world.

See also CUT; TEAR. [D.Q.A.l

SEA
*m6ri'sea'. [lEW 748 (*mori - *mori); Wat 43 (*mori-);

GI 580 (*mor-/*mar-); Buck 1.32; BK 530 (*mar-/*m;:n-)I.
aIr muir 'sea', We1s mor 'sea', Lat mare « *mori) 'sea', ON
marr 'sea, lake', OE mere 'sea, lake' (> NE mere), OHG mari
(gen. meres) 'sea', Goth mari-saiws 'sea', marei 'sea', OPrus
maIY« *mare) 'harbor', Lith mare « *moria) 'sea', OCS morje
'sea', Oss mal « *mori) 'deep standing water'. If Hit
marrnar(rJa- 'swamp, body of water overgrown with vegeta
tion' is a reduplicated derivative of *m6ri, then the PIE origin
of the latter is virtually assured. Lat mare has ma < *mo. The
discovery of the Ossetic cognate extends the distribution
beyond the European languages and helps confirm a PIE origin
for the word unless it is a loan. More dubious is Arm mawr«
*maru-?) 'moor'. Morphologically *m6ri (gen. *mr-ei-s or
*mer-i-s?) is impeccable. It is uncertain whether OE mar
'morass, swamp' (> NE moor), OHG muor'swamp' represents
*moro- with lengthened grade. Suggestions that the word
derives from *mer- 'be bright' are purely guesswork.

The precise semantic field of *m6ri has long been regarded
as diagnostic for locating the IE homeland. As an (unproduct
ive) neuter i-stem, the word was considered of high antiquity
despite the fact that it was generally listed without any Indo
Iranian (or Tocharian) cognate. On the other hand, only Celtic,
Italic and Slavic exhibited the meaning 'sea' in the strict sense
and other stocks, particularly Germanic, suggested an inland
freshwater lake or at least something other than an open salt
water sea with tides. This inland orientation was further
supported by the fact that those stocks actually living adjacent
to an open sea (e.g., the Greeks, the Germans and the Indo
Aryans) had borrowed words for the body of water from non
IE sources, e.g., Grk OaAarra 'sea', OE s,P 'sea' (> NE sea),
Goth saiws 'sea'. All of this suggested that the primary meaning
had been some form of 'standing water', preferably an inland
lake or sea, and the meaning '(salt water) sea' was secondary.
Once this line of argument was adopted, linguists directed
their attention to determining which of the bodies of water
the Proto-Indo-Europeans had speCifically in mind and
candidates ranged from the Baltic Sea to the Black, Caspian
and Aral seas. Generally, the identification was by the process
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of exclusion on the basis of other arguments, e.g., those
supporting a steppe homeland suggested that the Indo
Europeans could not have originally been located on the
shores of the Baltic Sea since Germanic had borrowed the
sea-word for this body of water while those who supported a
north European homeland excluded the Black Sea and the
other southern inland lakes since the IE vocabulary possessed
a word for 'eel', a fish unknown to those waters (though it
turns out that the Black Sea was incorrectly excluded).

While the semantic development is still generally accepted,
i.e., 'lake' > 'sea' (d. NHG see 'lake' but NDutch zee 'sea'),
there are no grounds to know whether the early Indo
Europeans had a specific inland sea or lake in mind and if so,
which body of water it was; *m6ri offers little if any clue as to
the location of the IE homeland.

See also LAKE; SALT. [R.S.FB., ].PM.]

SEAGOD
?*trihaton 'watery (one?)'. [lEWI096 (*trij.1to-)]. Oir trlath

(gen. trethan) 'sea', Grk Tptrmv (son of Poseidon). The
phonological and semantic similarity of these two words is

- seductive but problematic since they reflect only similarity
on both fronts, not identity. The Greek word might reflect
*trihaton, while the Old Irish might reflect *trihaeton.
However, it is difficult to relate the Old Irish genitive with
such a form (since it requires a short *-i-) or any other possible
antecedent of the nominative. Intriguing but doubtful.

~ee also FIRE IN WATER [D.Q.A.]

SEASONS
*Ues( 'spring'. [lEW 1174 (*lJes-[); Wat 78 (*wes[); GI

596 (*wes-[IQ-); Buck 14.75]. OIr errach 'spring', OWeis
guiannuin 'spring', Lat ver'spring', Lith vasara 'summer', Latv
vasara 'summer', oes vesna 'spring', Grk (F)iap 'spring', Arm
garun 'spring', Av varni 'in spring', Oind vasanta- 'spring'.

This word is widely distributed and as a heteroclitic repre
sents an archaic construction; both considerations suggest
good PIE status although there is some semantic deviation
between Baltic and the other stocks.

*sem- 'summer'. [IEW905 (*sem-); Wat 57 (*sem-); Buck
14.76; BK 166 (*sYam-l*sY;:Jm-)). aIr sam 'summer', Wels
haf 'summer', ON sumar 'summer', OE sumor 'summer'
(> NE summer), OHG sumar'summer' (Gmc < *sI]1m-aro-),
Arm am 'year', Av ham- 'summer', Oind sama 'season, year',
TochA -?me « *semeha-hlen-) 'summer', TochB -?maye
'summer-'. Its wide geographical distribution would seem to
guarantee its antiquity in PIE.

*h]es-en- - *h]os-en- - *hlOS-I- 'autumn'. [lEW 343
(*es-en-); Wat 17 (*esen-); GI 596-597 (*(eJs-en-); Buck
14.77; BK 421 (*as-I*.1s-)]. ON rnn 'autumn', OHG aran
'harvest', Goth asans'summer, harvest time', OPrus assanis
'harvest', oes jesenl 'autumn', Rus 6sen[ 'autumn', Grk
(Homeric) o1CwP17 « *on- 'after' + o(a)apa[?] 'summer') 'end
of summer, harvest time', Hit zena-, zenanl- 'autumn'.

The word for 'autumn' has traditionally been regarded as

the weakest attested of the seasons in terms of cognates across
the different IE stocks. Frequently, the basic meanings in the
different stocks vary between 'autumn' and 'summer' or the
word is connected with 'harvest', e.g, OE h-erfesl 'before
winter, harvest' (> NE harvest), Wels cynhacaf 'preceding
winter', and Grk onwp17 'after summer'. On such evidence it
was sometimes suggested that the "absence" of a PIE term for
'autumn' indicates that the early Indo-Europeans did not
recognize a harvest time and, consequently, did not practice
agriculture but were purely pastoralists. In actual fact, the
evidence for a PIE 'autumn' is not so weak as sometimes sug
gested. With a common root represented in Germanic, Baltic,
Slavic, Greek and Hittite, the term for 'autumn' seems a good
candidate for IE status, a conclusion strengthened by the
probable antiquity of its appearance as an fin-stem. On the
other hand, the term may not necessarily be co-ordinate with
the other seasonal terms, as some suggest that the lndo
European year consisted conceptually of only three seasons
winter, spring and summer. The end of summer, as indicated
in the early Irish seasonal festivals, was marked by an out-of
season period and festival, samain, which reflected the
junction between the end of the old year and the beginning
of the new year. The junction also marked a period when the
otherworld might most closely impress itself on the world of
human society. It is at least possible, given the range of mean
ings associated with the 'autumn' word, that the term did not
originally refer to a three month season but rather a much
shorter juncture between the old and new years.

It should be emphasized that even if one accepts the ab
sence of a reconstructed PIE term for 'autumn', this is unlikely
to shed, any light on the nature of the earlier subsistence
economy of the Indo-Europeans. The Roman writer Tacitus
claimed that the ancient Germans themselves lacked a word
for 'autumn' yet all archaeological evidence indicates that they
were very much engaged in both agriculture and stock
breeding. And even agriculturalists such as the ancient
Egyptians operated with a civil calendar that recognized a
tripartite rather than quadripartite division of the year.

*gheim-, *ghjom- 'Winter, snow'. [JEW 42 5 (*ghei-); Wat
2 1 (*ghei -); c f. GI 750 (*gh ei m -); Buck l 4. 741. GauI
Giamanios (name of a winter month), Lat hierns 'winter',
OPrus serna 'winter', Lith tiema 'winter', Latv zicmi.1 'winter',
oes zima 'winter', Rus zirna 'winter', Alb climer 'winter', Grk
XElj.1a ~ XElj.1WV 'winter', Arm jiwn 'snow', Hit gicmi ·in winter',
gimmant- 'winter', giman(i)ye- 'spend the Winter', Av zya
'winter', Oind heman 'in winter', hemanta- 'in winter', TocM
sanne « *samre) 'winter', TochB sampraye 'winter-'. This
ancient IE word, clearly reconstructible with the meaning
'winter', is distributed widely throughout the descendant
languages. Its antiquity is guaranteed not only by its distribu
tion, but also by its semantic homogeneity and its status as
an rln stem, seen in Grk XElflWV 'winter', Xlflapoc; 'goat' (with
zero-grade; meaning < *'yearling' < *'one who has surVived a
winter').

See also HARVEST; TIME; YEAR [PB.; JPMl

T
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SEAT
*sedes- 'seat'. [lEW 885 (*sed-); Wat 56 (*sed-); Buck

7.43]. Wels hedd 'rest', sedd 'seat', Grk foo£, 'seat', Av hadiS
'home', OInd sadas- 'place'. From *sed- .'sit'. Although
distributed on the margins of the IE world, this nominalization
may have been independent in those IE stocks where it is
found.

*sedlom ~ *sedros (masc.) 'seat, chair-like object'. [JEW

885-886 (*sed-lo-m); Wat 56 (*sed-); Buck 7.43]. Gaul
sedlon 'seat', Lat selJa ~ sedlle 'seat', ON setr'seat', OE setl
'seat', OHG sezzal 'seat', Goth sitls 'seat', OCS sedalo 'seat',
Grk eopa « *sed-reha) 'seat', Arm etl 'seat'. From *sed~ 'sit','
Words of the west and center of the IE world.

Furniture constructed from organic material is extremely
rare in the archaeological record but the existence of clay
figurines fashioned in the seated position are known from
both southwest Asia and southeast Europe from the early
Neolithic. In the Balkans there are also known miniature clay
models of chairs and even plastered seats in what are presumed
to have been shrines. The technology of chair-building may
have been far more ubiquitous than the existing archaeological
evidence even though the linguistic evidence does not require
the reconstruction of a PIE 'chair'.

See also SIT. [A.D.VI

SEE
*der'Ji- 'glance at'. [lEW 213 (*derk-); Wat 12 (*derk-);

GI 186, 193 (*t'erkh-); Buck 15.51,52; BK 180 (*c'ar-/
*c'Jr-)]. OIr ad-can-dare 'have seen', drech 'face', OE torht
'bright, clear', OHG zoraht 'bright, clear', Goth ga-tarhjan
'distinguish, note', Alb drite « *d[Rti-) 'light', Grk OfP1COj1Ul
'see', OfOOP1CU 'seen', opa1Co£, 'eye', perhaps 8pa1Cmv 'dragon'
(from its baleful glance?), ofpYJ1u 'glance', Av dadaIdsa 'have
seen', OInd dadarsa 'have seen', dt~ti- 'sight'. Absent in Hittite
and Tocharian but otherwise widespread and certainly old in
IE.

*hjekW
- 'see'. [lEW 775-777 (*ok lJ -); Wat 45-46

(*okW
-); d. GI 688 (*Se/okho-); Buck 15.51). Grk onmnu'have

seen', onDr£vm'stare at', OInd ik~ate 'sees'. As a verb this root
is attested only in Greek and Old Indie; however, its derivative
*h3ekw 'eye' is practically universal in IE.

*leuk- 'see'. [lEW689 (*leuk-); d. Wat 37 (*leuk-); d. GI
779 (*l(e)ukh -); Buck 15.51; BK 580 (*law-/*1Jw-)]. Wels
amlwg 'evident', OPrus laukIt 'seek', Lith Jaukiu 'wait (for
someone)', Latv lakuat 'look at something', OCS luCiU 'meet
someone', Rus lucit['meet someone', Grk A£vO'am'see', Oind
lokate 'perceive'. We have here a semantic specialization,
probably of at least late PIE date, of *leuk- 'shine, illuminate';
d. OIr laichet 'lightning', Lat lax 'light', lacea'let (a light)
shine', ON ljas 'light', OE leoht 'light' (> NE light); OHG lioht
'light', Goth liuhajJ 'light', Arm luc'anem 'ignite, bum', Hit
lukk- 'be bright; dawn', Av raok- 'shine', OInd rocate 'illu
minates, shines', TochAB luk- 'light up, be illuminated', TochB
lyake 'light'.

*(sJpeJi- 'observe', (pres. *(sJpeije/o-). [lEW' 984

SEEK

(*spek-); Wat 63 C*spek-); GII02; Buck 15.521. Lat speci{)
'see', haru-spex'haruspex', OHG speh()n 'spy', Grk O'1Cfnrofluz
'look at', aJ(oJro£, 'observer' (Greek by metathesis frorn
*spek-/*spOk-), Av spasyciti 'spies', spas- 'observer', Olnd
pasyati 'sees', spat 'observer', TochAB pak- 'intend', TochB
pakw- 'expect'. Widespread and old in IE.

*sekw- 'see' « *'follow with the eyes'). [IE~V HlJ7-H98
(*sek lJ -); Wat 57 (*sekW

-); d. Gl688 (*seloJ!1o-); Buck 15.51].
ON sja 'see', OE sean 'see' (> NE see), OHG sehan 'see', Goth
sailvan 'see', Lith seku 'follow, keep an eye on', Alh shoh «
*sokw-eh}-skc/o-) 'see', Hit sakuwa 'eye', Lydian saw- 'see,
observe', A metaphorical extension of *sekw- 'follow' that
appears, given the distribution of its attestations, to be of PIE
date.

*lJ.el- 'see'. [lEW 1136-1137 (*l)el-); Wat 75 (*wcl-); Buck
15.51; BK 494 (*waIY-/*wdIY-)]. OIr fil'there is' « *hehold!'),
Wels gweled 'see', TochB yel- « *l)el-) 'examine, Investigate'.
Latin and Germanic show reflexes of a derived noun *VeJtus
(gen. *vltous): Lat \/oltus'facial expression, appearance, form',
OE wuldor 'fame', Goth wuljJus 'splendor'. In Germanic we
have the enlargement l)leid-: ON lfta 'see, look', leita 'look
around, seek', OE wlftan 'see, look', wlatian 'look around,
seek', Goth wlai16n 'look around, seek'. Found only on the
margins of the IE world, a good candidate for PIE status.

?*leg- 'see' « *'gather'). ref. lEW 658 (*/eg-); Wat 35
(*leg-); cf. GI 726 (*lek'-); Buck 15.41; BK 578 (*/uk'-I
*lok'-)]. Lat lega 'gather; read', OE ]acian 'look' (> NE look),
OHG luogen 'spy on', TochAB lak- 'see'. A metaphorical
extension, similar to that of the previous word, from the field
of movement to that of vision. As in the previous case, the
extension of meanIng may well be independent in all the
stocks in which it occurs.

See also FOllOW; LIGHT; PERCEIVE; SHINE; SHOW; VISIBLE.

ID.Q.A.]

SEED
*seh]men- 'seed' « *'what is sown'). IIEW HlJO

(*se-men-); Wat 56 (*se-men-); GI 594-595 ( *senlcn-); Buck
8.31]. Lat semen 'seed', OHG sama 'seed', OPrus semen 'seed',
Lith (pI.) semenys 'linseed', scmua 'linseed; a single seed of
the flax plant', OCS semf 'seed'. Cf. Olr srI 'seed', Lith selena
'husk of a seed'; ON sao 'seed', OE sxd 'seed' (> NE sced),
OHG sat 'seed', Goth mana-sejJs 'world, mankind' « *'man
seed'). A word at least of the west and center of the IE world.
From *seh}- 'sow'.

See also AGRICULTURE; Sow; GRAIN. [DQ.A.]

SEEK
*sehag- 'perceive acutely, seek out'. [IE",' H76-877

(*sag-); Wat 55 (*sag-); GI 705 (*sak'-); BK lq5 (*san-/
*SJ1J-)]. OIr saigid 'seeks out', Wels hacddu 'earn, gain', Lat
sagia 'perceive acutely', sagus 'prophetic', saga 'fortune-teller,
wise woman', sagax'sagacious, keen scented', ON sa'kJ3 'seek',
OE stean 'seek' (> NE seek), OHG suohhen 'seek', Goth s{>kjan
'seek', Grk iJyfoj1uz 'direct, lead', Hit s~lklya- 'make known',
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sagai- 'omen', sakiyahh- 'give an omen'. Widespread and old
in IE.

See also ACCOMPUSH; PERCEIVE; SEE. lD.Q.A.l

SEPARATE see DIVIDE

SERVANT
*h2entbhi-kWolos'servant'. [lEW 639 (*-klJel-); BK 414

(*hal]-t[hj-/*n;;I]-t[hj_), 317 (*kw[h]ul-/*kW[hjol-)]. Lat
anculus 'servant', Grk aJ..HplnoAoc; 'servant, priest', Oind
abhicara-'servant'. The word is a compound of *h2entbhi 'on
either side, around' and a thematized nominal form of the
verbal root *kweJ- 'turn, move around in a circle'. The servants
are thus described as the people moving about their master,
circulating on his property. A similar concept is to be found
in Celtic *ambactos 'highly ranked servant' « *h2entbhi
'around' + the participle of the verbal root *haeg- 'be active';
cf. Wels amaeth 'husbandman'). This latter term was borrowed
into Germanic at a very early date and appears with a different
suffix in the meaning in ON embxtti 'office', OE ambeht -

. ambiht 'office', OHG ambahti 'office', Goth andbahts 'office'
or OE ambeht 'maid', OHG ambaht 'maid', cf. ON ambau
where 'maid' has developed into 'concubine'. Distribution
suggests PIE status.

*s16ugos 'servant, one performing service'. [lEW 965
(*slougo-); Wat 61 (*sloug-o-); Buck. 19.43]. Oir slog - sliiag
'army, host; crowd, company', Wels llu 'army', Lith slauga
'service', oes sluga 'servant'; Rus slug 'servant'. A word of
the IE northwest with different semantic developments in
Celtic (military) and Balto-Slavic (service); cf. Lith slauge
'nurse'.

?*h4Upo-sth2Vo- 'servant'. [GI 401]. Mir foss 'servant', Wels
gwas 'servant' (from Celtic> medieval Lat vassus - vassalus
'vassal'), Oind z1pasti- 'subordinate, servant', upasthanam
'service'. The distribution on the peripheries of the PIE world
suggests PIE status for this compound, but it is possible that
it was created independently in the two stocks that show it.

See also CAPTIvE; FREEMAN. lE.e.p]

SET
*dheh]- 'put, place' (pres. *dhidheh]ti). [lEW 235-236

(*dhe-); GI 21 (*dheH-); Wat 13 (*dhe-); Buck 12.12; BK 70
(*diy-/*dey-)]. From the present *dhidhehlti: Grk r{(JrUll

'sets', Av dabaiti 'puts, brings', Oind dadhati 'puts, places,
lays', TochB tattarn 'will put, place'; other, newer, presents
are reflected in Lat facere 'do', -dere in ab-dere 'take away',
con-dere 'build, found, establish', credere 'believe' « *kred
dheh1- 'put one's heart'), OE don 'do' (> NE do), OHG tuon
'do', Lith deli 'lay', Latv deju 'lay', OCS deti 'lay', Arm dnem
« *dhehl-ne/o-) 'puts, places', Hit da(i)-« *dhehl-i-ei) 'puts,
lays', tezzi « *dheh1-) 'says', Lycian tadi 'puts, places', TochAB
Ui- - tas- 'put, lay'. (Most of these latter presents are built on
the analogy of the aorist stem *dhehl- seen, as aorists, in
Arm ed 'put, placed', OPers ada 'put, placed', OInd adhat

'put, placed' [< *hledhehlt]') Widespread and old In IE; the
PIE word for putting and placing.

*sed- 'set' (pres. *sodejeti - *s6dejeti). [IE\;\/884 (*sed-);
Wat 56 (*sed-); GI 100 (*sel'-) I. From *sodeieCi: Olr adsuidi
'delay', ON setja 'set', OE settan 'set' (> NE set), OHG sezzen
'set', Goth satjan 'set', Oind sadayati 'sets'. From *sodcjeti:
Lith sodinCi 'set, plant', OCS saditi 'set', Av ni-sabayeiti 'sets
down'. Cf. with a different suffix Hit sazki 'make sit'. The
causative of *sed- 'sit'. Widespread and probably old in IE.

*stel- 'put in place, (make) stand (up)'. [JEW 1019-1020
(*ste1-); GIIOl; Wat 66 (*stel-); Buck 12.12). Lat stolidus
'stolid', ON Stj9fr 'stem, stalk', stallr « *stolno-) 'stall', OE
stela 'stalk, support', steall 'standing place, position, stall,
stable' (> NE stam, stellan « *stolneje/o-) 'put, place', OHG
stal 'standing place, position, stall', stellen 'set up, establish',
OPms stallit 'stand', Alb shtjell « *stel-no) 'fling, toss, hurl',
Grk O"reAAw'make ready, fit out with; send, dispatch', aroAoc;
'eqUipment, troop', Arm stelem 'set, place', Olnd sthalam
'eminence, tableland; ground, earth; dry land' (with initial
consonant cluster influenced by slha- 'stand'). WIdespread
and old in IE .

See also SIT; STAND. lA.D.VI

SET IN MOTION
*hler- 'set in motion'. [IEW326-332 ( *er-); Wat 17 (*er-);

GI 187 (*er-); cf. Buck 10.11; BK 593 ( *ur-/*or-) I. (1) pres.
*hllTleuti 'stirs up, sets in motion': Grk opvfJJ11 'stir up, move',
Arm y-atnem 'stand up', Hit amuzzi 'brings, sets in motion',
Av ;;r;;naoiti 'moves', Oind m6ti 'moves'; (2) pres. *hj6rtor
'stands up': Hit arta 'stands, is present, occurs', TocM anar
'will evoke, produce', TochB ertar 'will evoke, produce'; (3)
*h16rei: Hit an 'comes, arrives'. Other presents are represented
by Lat orior 'rise; be born', Oind iyarti 'sets in motion'.
Widespread and old in PIE.

*hleis-'setinmotion'. [IEW299-301 (*eis-);GI188, 194
(*eis-)). ON eisa 'go dashing', Grk iVlXW 'pour out', oio,ual
'suppose, think', Av aes- 'set in motion', OInd i-?naU 'sets In

motion, swings', i,?aDyati'impels', e$ati'glides'. Geographically
widespread and certainly of PIE date. Related to the word for
'arrow'.

*kei- 'set in motion'. [lEW 538-539 (*k2i-); Wat 28
(*kei-); Buck 10.11; BK 307 (*ky /h/ay-/*ky /h/.JY-)1. Lat eiec)
'set in motion', dtus 'qUick', dtare 'set in motion', Alb qOJ
'wake', Grk O"EVW « *kjeu-) 'set in motion', I(fVEw'set in
motion, drive', Arm c'vem 'set off', Av My)avaice 'sets off',
Oind cyavate 'goes forth', TachS .53- 'set in motion'. Wide
spread and old in IE.

*h21ei- 'set in motion'. [lEW 664-665 (*lei-); Wat 36
(*Iei-); d. Buck 9.351. Olr lie (DlL lIa) 'river, sea' and Wels
llif- Ili'river, sea' « *lIyanc-), Oir do-lin « *-li-nu-) 'streams',
Wels diIlydd 'pours out', Lat luus 'beach' « *'flooded area'),
ON 110 'beer', OHG lIth 'fruitwine', Goth lelpu 'fruitwine',
Lith Ieju - lieju 'pour', IfJu 'rain, stream', Latv lier 'pour', lit
'rain', OCS lej9 -lij9 'pour', Grk aAElO"ov « *h2Ieitl)0-) 'cup,
goblet', Hit hala(j)- « *h2lc51ci) 'sets in motion'. Widespread
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and old in IE. Except for Hittite the meaning has been
specialized to 'set (a liquid) in motion'.

*peIha- 'set in motion' (pres. *pelneha-). [lEW 801-802
(*pel-); Wat 48 (*pel-)]. OIr ad-ella (-ella < *pelnat) 'seeks',
Lat pello 'push, drive away', opilio « *O!)i-peljo) 'shepherd',
Pales 'goddess of herdsmen'. A word restricted to ~he west of
the IE world.

*kerhr 'propel'. [ef. IEW933 (*(sJker-)]. OInd kirati 'pour
out, scatter, throw', TochB karsk- « *krh)\ske/o-) 'propel',
i.e., shoot, throw, spread (by throwing), TochA parra-krase
'distance of an arrow-shot'. Dialectally restricted to the east
of the IE world.

*ieudh- 'set in motion, stir up, make excited'. [JEWSll '
(*jeu-dh-); Wat 79 (*yeudh-)~ Buck 10.lll. Lat iubeo 'order'
« *'set in motion'), Lith judD 'move oneself, stir, get oneself
in motion', jl1dinu 'set in motion', jundu 'feel, perceive',
jaudinil 'excite, stir, move', Latv jiiust 'feel, pay attention to,
understand', Pol judzic 'incite', Grk Vcr)1lV1] 'combat', Av
yai8yeinti 'they fight', yaozaiti 'becomes agitated (of water
and emotions)', OPersyaudatiy'isstirred up', OIndytidhyate
'fights', ud-yodhati 'boils up', TocM yutk- « judh-sJ<e/o-)
'become upset, worry'. Widespread and old in IE.

*Uegh- (*Uegh-?) 'shake, set in motion'. [Wat 74
(*wegh-); BK 301 (*wagY-/*wdgY-)1. Lat vexare 'shake, vex',
OE wecgan 'agitate', ME waggen 'wag' (> NE wag), Goth
wagjan 'shake', Grk ra111-0Xo~'earth-shaking', TocM wask
'move, budge, have motion (intr.); move (from a place) (intr.);
tremble', TochB wask-/wask- 'move, budge, have motion
(intr.)~ move (from a place) (intr.)~ tremble' (Toch < *l)egh
ske/o-). Perhaps this should be reconstructed *l)egh- and
regarded as an early semantic specialization of *l)egh- 'bear,
carry'. In any case, widespread and old in IE.

*Ueip- 'set in motion, agitate'. [d. lEW 1131-1132 (*l)eip
- *l)eib-); Wat 75 (*weip-)]. Av vip- 'throw, ejaculate', Olnd
vepati - vepate 'trembles', TochB wip- 'shake'. A word of the
IE east.

*seuh3- 'set in motion' (pres. *suneh3ti). [lEW 914]. OIr
sOid'twists, turns', Hit suwai- 'push, urge', sunna- 'fill', siiu
'full', sawatar « *souh]edhrom 'horn' [< *'pusher']), Palaic
siinat « *su-ne-h]-t) 'poured out', Av hunaiti « *su-ne-h3
li) '± seeks to create, drives toward', OInd suvali 'sets in
motion, vivifies, urges', sava- 'instigator; instigation', TochB
.>ewi 'pretext, excuse'.

See also Bow AND ARRow; FLOW; MOVE; POUR; STIR. [D.Q.A.J

SEW see TEXTILE PREPARATION

SEXUAL ORGANS AND ACTMTIES
*peses- 'penis'. [IEW824 (*pes-); Wat 50 (*pes-); GI 716

(*phes-os-); Buck 4.492; BK 62 (*p[h jasY-/*p[hjdsY-)). Lat
penis « *pesn-i- 'manhood' derived from *pes-no- 'man', d.
Hit) 'penis, tail', OE firsl 'seed, offspring', OHG fasel 'penis',
Grkn£o~ 'penis', nocr9r] 'penis, foreskin', Hit pisna- 'man' «
'[one] provided with a penis'), pisnatar 'penis', OInd pasas
'penis', pe1a- « *pazla-) 'testicle'. Very strong evidence for

SEXUAL ORGANS AND ACTMTIES

PIE status.
*kapf 'penis'. [lEW 529; Wat 27; Buck 3.371. The

underlying noun is seen in Olno kapfth- 'penis'; a derivative
*kapr-o- 'possessed of a penis' tS seen in Oir gabor 'he-goat',
W~ls gafr'he-goat', Gaul Gabro-magus 'goatheld' (with initial
g- rather than *k- that is not well understood), Lat caper 'he
goat', ON hafr'he-goat', OE h£fer'he-goat', Grk KaJrpoc; 'boar'.
The meanings of the derivative suggest, perhaps, that this
word tended to mean 'animal penis' while *peses- may have
had a tendency to be restricted to 'human penis'. In any case,
the distribution of the underlying noun plus its derivative
would seem to guarantee PIE status for *kapf

*h3pus6s 'shaft, penis'. Grk onvlw « *h3pUS}e/o-)
'copulate, marry', Hit hapusa- 'shaft, penis'. An early euphe
mism for 'penis', preserved as such in Hittite.

*put6s '± vulva, anus'. (lEW 849 (*pu-to-)I. ON fuo
'vulva', MHG vut 'vulva', Grk(Hesychius) nvvvoc; « *ptltno-)
'anus', Oind (attested only very late) putau (dual) 'buttocks'.
Sparsely but widely attested. The best candidate for a word
with this meaning having PIE status.

*kuts6s (Greek) - *kutsn6s (Latin, Iranian) 'anus, vulva'.
[JEW 952-953 (*(s)keu-)]. Lat cunnus (with expressive
gemination) 'vulva', Grk (Hesychius) 'CDcro~ 'anus, vulva'
(outside of Hesychius this word occurs in compounds, always
with the meaning 'anus' and always with reference to
pederasty), NPers kiin 'vulva', Perhaps also belonging here
are Wels cwthr « *kuzdhro-) 'anus' and Grk ,wcrOoc; (if <
*kuts-to-) 'vulva'. A late, popular word in PIE subject to
phonological deformation.

*kuJ{is '± (female) pubic hair, vulva'. [JEW 953
(*(s)keu-J<-)]. Lith kiiSys 'female pubic hair, vulva', Latv kOsis
'pubic hair, vulva' (Baltic with new lengthened vowel), NPers
kus 'female genitals'. Geographically restricted to the center
and east of the IE world. This may well be in origin the
euphemistic use of a word meaning 'belly'; compare OInd
kuk.>i- 'belly' which, though derived morphologically, may
preserve the older meaning.

*pisdaleha- 'vulva'. [JEW83 I (*plzdLl-)1. OPms pelsda 'ass',
Lith pyzda. 'vulva', Latv pfzda 'vulva', Rus pizda 'vulva', Pol
pizda 'vulva' (Balta-Slavic with lengthening of -i- ta -f- by
Winter's Law), Alb pidh 'vulva', Nuristani pdrt « *pizdika)
'vulva'. From *(hjeJpi- + s(e)d- + -0- 'what one sits on' (d.

*ni-sd-6s 'nest' < *(hjJni- + s(e)d- + -0- 'what one sits in') .
Archaic in formation but geographically limited to central
and eastern IE. Presumably a late, dialectally restricted PIE
euphemism for'vulva',

*h¢rghis (gen. *h4rghjpS) 'testicle'. [JEW 782 ( *orghi-),
GI 716 (*org!J-i-); Buck 4.49; BK 428 (*ar-ag-/*dr-ag-)J. Mlr
uirge « *h4orghijeha-) 'testicles', Alb herdhe 'testicles', Grk
OPXl~'testicle',Arm orjik' 'testicles', Hit arki- 'testicle', Av ;)r"zi
'scrotum', drdzf (dual) 'testicles', TochB erkatstse 'testiculate',
From *h46rghei 'mounts'. The PIE word for 'testicle'.

*hlendr6s'egg, scrotum'. Rusjadr6'kernel, scrotum', OInd
aI)Qa- 'egg, scrotum', (dual) 'testicles', Kalasa (in~trak

(preserving the Proto-Indie *-r-) 'egg'. Originally 'that which
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is inside' (PIE *h1en- 'in'), whence> 'kernel, egg'. The
development 'egg' > 'scrotum' may be· independent in Old
Indic and Slavic or may reflect a late PIE 'easternism'.

"'musk6s 'male or female sex organ'. [lEW 753 (*mos);
Buck 4.49]. Grk (Hesychius) pV(J"Xov (with 'expressive'
-kh-) 'male or female sex organs', Oind mU$ka- 'testicle,
scrotum', (dual) 'vulva'. Etymologically probably *mus-k6
'little mouse' from its presumed resemblance to a mouse under
the skin (as in *m Os-tlo- 'muscle'). Unlike the similar
extension of 'mouse' to 'muscle', this metaphor seems limited
to late IE.

*h46rghei - *h4rgh6r'mounts, covers'. [JEW 339
(*ergh-)l. ON argr'cowardly, unmanly, immoral' « *h46rghos
'one [who is] mounted'), ergi « *h4orghjeha-) 'lascivious
behavior, shamelessness', Lith arzus 'lascivious', Rus jerzajet
- jergajet 'fidgets, wriggles, moves in coitus', Grk oPx£o)1az
'makes lascivious motions, dances', apxoe; 'rectum, anus', Hit
arki - arga 'mounts' (attested only with reference to a male
animal), Oind rghayate 'is impetuous, rages'. Though the
underlying verb is attested only in Hittite (with originally
iterative-intensives also in Slavic, Indic, and Greek), this is
surely the oldest reconstructible IE verb for 'copulate'. Cf.
also *h46rghis 'testicle'.

*i~bhe/o- 'enter, penetrate' > 'copulate'. [lEW 298
(*eibh-); GI 716 (*eibh -); Buck 4.67]. Rus jebu 'copulate',
Grk olq)(O 'copulate', Sogd a-yamb- 'commit adultery', Oind
yabhati 'copulates'. The meaning '~opulate' is a specialization
of an earlier 'penetrate, enter' still to be seen in Luv ipatarma
'west', iparwassa/i- 'western' (presupposing a pre-Luvian *ipa
'west, sunset'), TochA yow- 'enter, set (of sun)', TochB yap
'enter, set (of sun)'. The semantic specialization would seem
to have been confined to the central and eastern parts of the
IE world, one that did not affect either Tocharian.or Anatolian
and which has left no trace in the "west".

See also ANATOMY; BLOW; CAsTRATE; GoAT. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Watkins, Calvert (1975). La famille indoeuropenne de grec OPXl~:

linguistique, poetique et mythologique. BSLP 70, 11-26.

SHADOW
*Sk6itza (gen. *sJ<iiehaS) 'shade [= place protected from the

light]' shadow [= image cast)'. [lEW 91 7-918 (*sKija-); Wat
58 (*skedi-); GI 103; Buck 1.63]. Latv seja - sejs « *sKejo/
eha-) 'shadow; ghost', OCS senl « *sKoi-niha-) 'shade,
shadow', Rus sen 'shade, shadow', SC sjen 'shade, shadow',
osoje « -*sKojom) 'shaded spot', Alb hie « *sKejeha-) 'shade,
shadow; ghost, spectre', (dial.) he 'shade, shadow; ghost,
spectre' « *sJ(iieha, if he is not just another form of hie), Grk
(J"lClti « *sJ<ijeha-) 'shade, shadow; reflection, image (as in a
bowl of oil); ghost, spectre', (J"K:lPOV 'umbrella' (a
nominalization by accent retraction from *sKir6- 'shady'),
(Hesychius) (J"lCOlOe; « *sKoiha-6-) 'shady', Av a-saya- 'who
throws no shadow', NPers saya- 'shadow', OInd ehaya- 'shade,
shadow, shady place' (Indo-Iran < *sKojeha-), TochB skiyo

'shadow' « *sJ(ijeha-, the lack of the expected initial
palatalization may reflect a leveling from the old nominative
*sKoiha). Widespread and old in IE.

*sk6tos'shadow, shade'. [lEW 957 (*skot-); Wat 61
(*skot-); Buck 1.631. Oir seath 'shadow, reflection; ghost,
spectre', MWeis ysgawt 'shadow, darkness; nocturnal spirit'
(Celtic < *skoto-), OE seeadu 'shadow' (> NE shadow), OHG
seato 'shadow', Goth skadus 'shadow' (Gme < *Skotluj-), Grk
(J"1Coroc; 'darkness, gloom, shadow', (Jxorow 'darken, blind'
(> NGrk (J"lCOrcVVW 'kill'). At least a word of the west and center
of the IE world.

See also DARK; SHINE. [D.Q.A I

SHAFf
*h2/3eihjos - *h2/3eihjOS (gen. *hY%lls6s) 'shaft (of a

cart or wagon)'. [IEW298 (*ei- - *oi-); GI 624 (*His-)]. ON
ar- rr'oar', OE ar'oar' (> NE oar) « Proto-Gme *alz6-), Rus
voje 'shaft', Slov oje (gen. ojesa) 'shaft', Grk olryiov 'tiller, helnl,
rudderpost', Hit hissa- 'pole, shaft, thill (for harnessing a draft
animal to a cart)', Av aesa- '± (pole-)plow, pair of shafts', NPers
xes 'plow(-share)', Olnd i.>a 'pole, shaft'. Baltic is probably
represented by borrowing in Finnish aisa 'pole, shaft' « Proto
Baltic *aisa- or *aiso-), though Iranian has also been seen as
the source of the Finnish word. Compare also the derived
Grk ora~ 'ring on a yoke through which the reins are passed,
terret'. Widespread and old in IE. The proto-language would
appear to have had both a neuter *h2/3eih lOS, preserved as
such in Slavic, and a "collective" feminine *h2lJcih 1()s, whose
non-nominative stem *h2l3ih1S- is reflected in the Hittite and
Old Indic forms. Almost also certainly of PIE age IS the
derivative *h2l30ih1Seha- with substantially the same meaning
seen' in Germanic, Baltic (in the form of a loanword into
Finnish), and Iranian. Only Baltic shows related words without
*-S-, e.g., Lith ielekstis 'pole, shaft', ailt> 'pole', Latv ieluksi
'shaft', ailis 'pole', Lith iena 'pole'.

*dhur- '± pole, peg, pin'. [GI 624-625 (*dhur-)] Grk
Oalpoq 'pivot of door or gate; axle of chariot', Hit lOr(ve
'harness' « *'put to the wagon-shaft'), Olnd dhur- 'means of
harnessing a horse to a cart, pole, fore-carriage'·, dhura- 'yoke,
peg of axle', dhurya- 'draft animal', ToeM lurs-ko 'draft ox'.
Reasonably widespread and certainly old in IE. Probably not
to be confused with *dhl)er- 'pierce'.

*tengh-s- 'pole'. llEW 1067]. Lat l{'mc) « *tengh-s
mon-) 'pole, shaft, beam; wagon', ON jJis/'pole'. OE jJisl
'wagon-pole, shaft', OHG dihsa/a 'wagon-pole, shaft' « Gme
*jJinhs- < *tengh-s-leha). From *tcn- 'pull, stretch. A word
of the west of the IE world.

See also AxLE; WAGON; YOKE. [D.QA.I

Further Reading
Meid, W. (1994) Die Terminologie von pferd unci Wagen 1m

Indogermanischen, in Die Indogermanen lind das prad. ecis. B.

Hansel and S. Zimmer, Budapest, Archaeolmgua. 53-65
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SHAKE
*trem- 'shake, tremble (in fear)'. [lEW 1092-1093

(*trem-); Wat 72 (*trem-); GII87 (*threm-); Buck 16.53].
Lat tremo 'shake', Lith trimli 'shake', Latv tremt 'chase away',
Alb tremb (with secondary -b-) 'scare, startle, shock', Grk
rp£f.1OJ 'shake', rapf.1vcrcrw 'am afraid', TochA tram- 'be
enraged'. Cf. the derivative *tr6mos: Grk rpo,uo~"trembling',

TochB tremi 'anger'. Widespread and old in IE.
*tres- 'tremble, shake with fear'. [lEW 1095 (*tres-); Wat

72 (*tres-); GI 207 (*thres-); Buck 16.53; BK 97 (*t[hjir-/
*t[hjer-»). MIr tarrach « *t[sako-) 'fearful', Lat terrere'terrify',
terror 'terror', Lith triSu (if < *l[s-sJ<e/o-) 'tremble', Latv triset
'tremble', OCS lrfS9 'tremble', Grk rp£OJ 'tremble, flee', Av
lr;}r;}saiti « *t[s-sJ<e/o-) 'fears', (}raIJ-hayeiti 'frightens', OInd
lrcisati 'trembles, is afraid'. Widespread and old in IE. Both
*trem- and *tres- are enlargements of an unattested *ter
'shake, tremble'. In both cases there has been a tendency to
develop a metaphorical transfer, probably of PIE date, from
an outward sign of fear to fear itself.

*rei- 'tremble, be unsteady' (reduplicated pres. or perfect
*rei-roi-h2e). [lEW 862 (*rei-r(ei)-)]. Goth reiran 'trernble,
shake', Olnd leJaya - lelayati 'swings, is unsteady'. The exact
equation of this odd present formation on the part of two
languages on the periphery of the IE world would seem to
assure reconstruction of PIE age.

*tueis- 'shake'. [JEW 1099 (*tl)ei-); Wat 72 (*twei-); Buck
10.26]. Grk (JElOJ 'shake', Av 9waesah- 'fear, anxiety', OInd
tve$ate 'is excited'. A form without the final *-5- is seen in Av
upa-Owayeiti lis afraid', 9wayah- 'fright, danger'. At least a
word of the center and east of the IE world.

*kret- 'shake', (lEW 620 (*krel-); Wat 32 (*kret-); Buck
10.26]. Mir crothaid'shakes', ON hrack 'qUick', OE hraoe
'quick', OHG hrad 'swift, strenuous', redan 'sieve', Lith kreciu
'shake, jolt; strew by shaking', kreW 'shake, move back and
forth', Latv krest 'shake, jolt'. A word of the west and center
of the IE world.

?*(s)ku(n)t- 'shake, jolt'. [lEW 957-958 (*(s)kut-); Wat
61 (*skut-)]. From *kUl-: OE hudenian 'shake', Lith kutinetis
'preen oneself (of birds)', kutU 'rouse, shake out of a lethargy';
from *skut-: OE scudan 'drive', ME shud(eJren - shudren
'shudder' (> NE shudder), OHG scutilon 'shake, jolt', scudden
'shake, jolt', OCS skytati Sf 'wander'; from *(s)kunt-: ON
skynda 'drive', OE scyndan 'drive', OHG scuntan 'impel,
stimulate', Lith kuntu 'recover, get better' (i.e., 'shake some
thing off). Limited to Germanic and Baltic but widespread
and prolific within those groups; a northwest dialectal word.

*kreut-'± shake'. IlEW623 (*kreu-t-)l. ON hraustr'quic~;

courageous', OE hreaoe-mus'bat', MHG nJtten « *hrudjan)
'shake, jolt', Lith krutu 'move, stir', krulus 'active, alert'. The
very limited geographical range of the attestation of this word
suggests a northwest isogloss.

*kseubh- 'shake'. [lEW 625 (*kseubh-)J. Pol chybnfj.c
'shake', Av xsaob- 'agitate', Olnd k$ubhyali 'shakes'. Related
in some fashion to *skeubh- 'push away, push ahead'. An
isogloss of Slavic-Indo-Iranian.

SHARP

?*kWat- 'shake'. [IEW632 (*kl.Jet-); Buck 10.26j. Lat quacj()
'shake, brandish, agitate', Grk TCacr(Jw 'st rew, sprinkle'.
Formally a perfect equation but the isolation of this root to
two stocks and the sen1antic distance invite caution. Perhaps,
but only perhaps, a late IE word.

See also FEAR; FRIGHTEN. ID.Q.A.I

SHAME
*haeigWhes-'shame'. IlEW 14 (*aigVh-); Buck 16.451. OE

cewisce 'shame, insult', Goth aiwiski 'shame' « *hJeigWhcs
ki-jom), Grk a[(JXo~ « *haeigWh-s-ko-s) 'shame, disgrace'.
Compare also OE rewan - tflwan « Proto-Grne *aJ\.tjan)
'despise', MHG eisch 'ugly, detestahle'. At least a word or the
west and center of the IE world.

*hafgosCgen. *h;zegesos) 'shame'. [IEWS (*agos-); Wat 1
(*ag-es-); BK 459 (*hak'-/*h.Jk'-)j. Grk ayoc; 'guilt, pollution',
OInd agas- 'guilt, sin'. The Greek term is Inore specifically
'consecration', hence 'malediction'. Although not in Homer,
this word has been identified in a Mycenaean toponym.
Undoubtedly, it was part of the terminology of the 'sacred'
(d. Hesychius gloss ayEa = 'rEji£VEa) , taken negatively as a
religious interdiction striking those who break it lcf. ivamc;
'cursed by the gods, struck [for profanation}'). Favorable and
unfavorable meanings occur side by side, e.g., Jravamc; 'very
sacred' and 'cursed'. Even the anthroponynl 'Arr1~ points to
some positive sense; however, the meaning 'curse' seems to
prevail and in compound verbs, derivations from ayos

indicate the chasing away of a defiled person. This denotes
the ambivalence of the "sacred", also shown by Lat saceT. One
would be tempted to connect this with Grk ayzoc; 'sacred'
but the spiritus asper of the latter makes it difficult though
ancient grammarians sometimes considered ayo~ as a form
with psilosis of arzo~ and ayvoc;. Indeed ayo~ appears to be
attested in the Pamphyllian dialect but the initial h- may renect
conflation with the semantically similar ayzo~.

See also INSULT; SACRED. [E.C.PI

SHARP
*h2ek- 'sharp, pointed'. [lEW 18-19 (*ak- - *ok-); \OVat 1

(*ak-); GI 96 (*aJ<her-); Buck 15.78; BK 398 (*nuk{hl-/
*1iok{h1-)]. Wels hogi 'to sharpen', Lat {jeer 'pointed, sharp >

pungent, sour (of taste)', acus 'needle', MHG ag - egle 'perch',
Alb athet (earlier athe-te) « *h2akO-) 'sour', Grk aJOj 'point',
Arm aseln - asIan 'needle', NPers as 'grinding stone'. In
Germanic, this form has heen connected with 'perch' (the
fish) as can be seen in Danish aborre, which would be from
*ag+ burzon 'pointed/sharp + pointed one', along with various
less likely suggestions in that branch. Other formatIOns built
on this root include Lith ascrUs (- asrUs) 'sharp', Latv ass 
ass 'strong, powerful, sharp', OCS ostru 'sharp', Olnd <lsri
'sharp edge, edge', asman- 'stone, cliff'. An extremely clear
case for PIE status with a broad set of formations hased on
this root. Although sometimes set here, Hit hckur'summit,
peak' would appear to be a borrowing.

*kent- 'sharp'. [lEW 567 (*J<ent-); Wat 29 (*kcl1{-); (;[
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205 (*khenth_)). ON hannarr « *hanparaz) 'clever', OHG
handeg 'bitter, stern', Goth handugs 'wise', Latv sits 'hunting
spear', Grk lC£VTiw 'prick'. The connection between the
Germanic and Greek forms is uncertain. A variant *Rneth2
is seen in Av sna8-, Olnd snath- 'stab'. Widespread and old
in IE.

?*bheha,g- '?sharp'. [lEW 107 (*bhag-)]. Grk (Cretan)
qJaypoc; 'whetstone', Arm bark 'bitter'. The meager attestation
and the considerable semantic distance between these two
forms prevents the positing of this form as IE.

?*1qlxtos'pointed'. [lEW541-542 (*R;:)-to-); Buck 15.78].
aIr cath '?wise; ?holy, sacred', Lat catus 'sharp, pointed', Oind
sita- 'sharpened, sharp'. The Old Irish fonn has been treated
as a Latin loan or connected to aIr caid 'holy, pure, noble'.
Weak case for IE status. Most likely independent develop
ments of *RehxO)- 'sharpen'.

See also FISH; PERCH; SHARPEN~ STONE; WHETSTONE.

U.C.S., M.N.]

SHARPEN
*xeh£i}- 'sharpen, hone'. [lEW 541-542 (*ke(i}-); Wat

32 (*ka-); GI 199 (*HKh-eH-)]. The underlying verb is
preserved only in OInd sfSati ..... syati 'sharpens, whets'. There
are a number of widespread derivatives: (1) *KQ.xtoS in OIr
cath 'wise' (a hapex legomenon and possibly a loan), Lat catus
'acute, sharp of sense', OInd sita- 'whetted, sharp'; (2)

*Kohxnos doubtfully in Grk 1(WVOc; 'pinecone, fircone; peak
of a helmet' (if < *'sharpened object'), lCmv£lov 'hemlock' «
*'coniferous'), more certainly in Oind sa1)a- (with MInd -1)

for expected -n-) 'whetstone', TochB kantsa- 'sharpen' (if <
*kohxn-es-eha-); (3) *kohxros in Arm sur 'sharp', srem
'sharpen' (with numbers (2) and (3) possibly reflecting a
heteroclitic *kohx[, gen. *kQ.xnos); (4) *kohxinisin ON hein
'whetstone', OE han 'whetstone' (> NE hone), Av saeni- 'point';
(5) *KQ.xlo/eha- in Arm sal 'slab, anvil', Oind sila- 'stone'. Yet
other formations are to be seen in Lat cos (gen. caris)
'whetstone' and probably Alb thike 'knife' (if < *J(ihxkCW)eha

or, if *-hx- = *-hl-, *J(ehlik(W)eha- 'sharpened object').
Widespread and obviously old in IE.

*kseu- 'rub, whet' (pres. *ks-ne-u-ti). [lEW 586
(*ks-eu-); Wat 30 (*kes-)~ GI 192 (*khsn-jo- ~ *khs-n-elJ-);
BK 243 (*k{hjas-/*k[hjJS-)]. Lat novacula « *ksneljeha-)
'razor', ON sn0ggr 'cut-short', Grk ~vw 'shave, rub', ~vp6v
'razor', Av hu-xsnuta- 'well sharpened', OInd k$1)auti 'whets,
sharpens', k~ura- 'razor'. Sufficiently widespread to guarantee
PIE status.

*kwed- 'whet, sharpen'. [lEW 636 (*ktled-); Wat 33
(*kwed-); Buck 15.78; BK 341 (*k'Wat'-/*k'W;:)t'-)]. Lat
triquetrus « *tri-qued-ro-) 'having three comers, triangular',
ON hvass'sharp, keen', hvatr'quick, sharp', OE hwces'sharp,
piercing', hwxt 'sharp, quick; bold, brave', hwettan 'sharpen,
incite, encourage' (> NE whet), OHG (h)waz 'sharp, rough,
severe', wezzen 'sharpen', Goth ga-lvatjan 'sharpen, incite,
entice'. A word of the IE northwest.

See also KNIFE; PINE; RAzOR; SHARP; WHETSTONE. [D.Q.A.l

SHEATFISH

*(sJkwalos 'sheatfish, wels (Silurus glanis)'. [IE\V 958
(*(s)ktlalo-s)~Wat 61 (*(s)k~~'al-o-); BK 330 ( *k W [h /al-) I. Lat
squalus'large sea-fish' (according to Pliny it is viviparous and
cartilaginous but not a flatfish, thus a 'shark'?), ON 11\1a.lr
'whale', OE hwxl 'whale' (> NE whale), OHG hwal 'whale',
MHG wels 'sheatfish', OPms kalis 'sheatfish', Grk (Hesychius)
aO'nalloc; « *skWa10s and not well explained initial a-) 'fish',
Av kara- 'a kind of fish', MPers kar mahlk a mythical fish, the
largest of fish (lit. 'moon-fish' < as the sheatfish is basically a
nocturnal feeder). It is significant that Hesychius localizes
the use of aanuAoc; 'fish' to the Athamanians who inhabited
the region of northwestern Greece drained by the Ache100s
(the modem Aspropotamos), the one river in Greece where
sheatfish are native. The sheatfish is a large freshwater fish
that may achieve a length of one meter and weigh 10 kg. It
inhabits the big, slow-moving rivers and lakes of Asia and
eastern Europe (as far west as the Elbe). It is very well known
along the large rivers such as the Danube and the Dnieper
but it is apparently absent from Siberia and the arctIC north
although present in Central Asia. It seems likely that *(s)kWalos
originally designated the 'sheatfish' and as speakers of various
IE stocks migrated outside its habitat, the name was given to
other large important fish (or cetaceans). In any case the range
of attestations for this word strongly suggests PIE status.

*Kamos'sheatfish'. Lith samas 'sheatfish', Latv SalI1S

'sheatfish', Rus som 'sheatfish', Grk K'a)1amjvEC; (pI.) 'a kind
of fish'. A word of the center of the IE world; a partial replace
ment for the previous word.

See also FISH. lD.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Rodriguez, M. S. (1989) Indo-European *(s)kWalo/i-s 'sheat-fish'

]IES 17, 177-180.

SHEEP
*h20l)is (gen. *h2euios) 'sheep (Ovis aries)'. /lEW 784

(*oyi-s); Wat 46 (*owi-); GI 493-494 (*howi-); Buck 3.25,
3.28~ BK 370 (*uw-/*ow-)1. aIr oT'sheep', Lat o\lis 'sheep',
ON xr'sheep', OE eowu 'sheep' (> NE ewe), OHG au - ouwi
'sheep', Goth awe/Ji 'herd of sheep', awiscr'sheep-fold', OPnlS
awins 'ram', Lith avis 'sheep', Latv avs 'sheep', OCS CHr[nl1
'sheep', Grk o(F)i'c; 'sheep', Arm hovi-w 'shepherd', Luy
hawa/i- 'sheep', Lycian xawa- 'sheep', Wakhi yobe « Proto
Iranian *avi-ci-) 'ewe', Olnd avi- 'sheep', TochB eye
« *h2oyeis) 'sheep', (pI.) awi « *h2eycjes) 'ewes' (whether
these two words are part of a single paradigm in Tocharian B
is very doubtful). Widespread and old in IE.

*h201,Jikeha- 'ewe'. [IEW784 (*Ol)ika); Buck 3.28; BK 370
(*uw-/*ow-)]. Wels ewig'hind', OCS olv1ci'ewe', Olnd avikA
'ewe'. A regular feminine derivative of the previous word, itself
of PIE age.

*haegWhnos'lamb'. [lEW 9 (*agVh-no-s); Wat 1 (*agWh
no-); GI 499 (*atono-); Buck 3.291 Olr Dan 'lamb', \Vds
Den 'lamb' (Celtic as if < '*haogWnos, with the vowel of
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*h26l)is?), Lat agnus 'lamb', avillus « *haegWne1o-) 'lamb',
OE eanian (as if < *haegWno-) 'to lamb' (> NE yean), OCS
{j)agn~ 'lamb', Grk a}1v6~ 'lamb'. A word of at least the west
and center of the IE world.

*Urhlen (gen. *Urhln6s) or *u(r)ren (gen. *urn6s) 'lamb'.
[lEW 1170 (*l)eren-); GI 499 (*wr-en-); Buck 3.29]. Myc
we-re-ne-ja (= /wreneio/a-/) 'pertaining to a "lamb', Grk
(F)aprw (gen. (F)apvoc;) 'lamb', (Tsakonian) vanne'lamb',
Arm gam (gen. gatin) 'lamb', Av var;:m- 'lamb', NPers harra
« *vamaka-) 'lamb', Olnd l.1ran- 'ram, sheep', uraQ.a- '(young)
ram, sheep'. The Greek forms are slightly easier to derive from
a form without a laryngeal while the Old Indic ones are
somewhat easier to understand if we do start with a laryngeaL
Related forms are Lith veras 'lamb', Sogd wr'n « Proto-Iranian
*varana-, as if < PIE *l)er(hl)on-) 'lamb', Oss werr'lamb',
Roshani warbon « *vara(h)-pana-) 'fur-robe, sheepskin coat'.
A word of the center and east of the IE world, overlapping
the previous entry only in Greek.

*hler- 'lamb, kid'. [IEW326 (*er-); Wat 17 (*er-); GI 500
(*er(i)-); Buck 3.26; BK 437 (*ar-/*.)r-)j. Oir erp 'goat; fallow
deer', ScotsGael earb 'roedeer' (Celtic < *hler-bhiha- - *hler
bheha-), Lat aries (gen. arietis) 'ram', Umb eriet- 'ram', OPms
eristian 'lamb', Lith eras 'lamb', Latv jrrs 'lamb', Grk lpupoc;
'young goat (of either sex)', Arm oroJ « *eroJ) 'lamb', ennJ
'young cow', Olnd areya- « *hlorejo-) 'ram'. Widespread
and apparently old in the IE world.

*mois6s'ram, sheep; fleece, skin'. [IEW747 (*moiso-s)].
OPms moasis 'bellows', Lith maisas 'bag, sack', Latv maiss
'sack', OCS mechu '(leather) sack', Rus mekh 'skin, sack', Av
maesa- 'ram', maes[- 'ewe', OInd me$ci'- 'ram, sheep; fleece,
skin', me$i- 'ewe; fleece, skin'. Compare the derivative *mois
to- in Hit maista- '± bale of wool'. Widespread and old in IE.
Cf. another derivative *moisosin ON meiss'basket' and OHG
meis(s)a 'baggage'.

?*(s)l<egos'sheep/goat'. [Mayrhofer 1,558-559; Buck 3.25].
With the initial *5- we have Oss sery« *5kegeha-) 'she-goat',
Ashkun ci16 « *chaga1a-) 'sheep', Wakhi ceg 'kid', Oind
chagala- 'he-goat'; with lengthened grade we have OE sceap
'sheep' (> NE sheep)\ OHG schar 'sheep' (Gmc *skepa- by
dissimilation < *skeka- < *skegom), Oind chaga- 'he-goat',
Marathi saga « *chagya-) 'flock of sheep'; without the initial
*s- we have MDutch hoek(e) 'he-goat', OE hecen 'kid',
MDutch hoekijn 'kid, lamb' « Proto-Grnc *hoka(n)- and
hoklna-), ON h(Jkull 'priest's cloak, cope' « *'goatskin'), OE
hacele'cloak' (> NE hackle), OHG hachul'cloak', Goth hakuls
« Proto-Gmc *hakula-). Not everyone would agree that the
Germanic words for 'sheep' belong here, but this seerp.s
altogether the most likely source. Attestation in Germanic
and Indo-Iranian would seem to guarantee PIE status for this
word.

Archaeological Evidence
The wild sheep, the Asiatic mouilon (Ovis orientalis) which

is primarily confined to western Asia, is the probable ancestor
of most domestic sheep along with the possible contribution

SHEEP

of the urial sheep (Ovis vignei) of north Iran to northwest
India. Domestication of wild sheep probably took place about
the same time or slightly later than the goat, i.e., c 8000 Be
in Iraq and Iran and it appears in neighboring regions, includ
ing India, by the seventh millennium. The dornestic sheep
(Ovis aries) predominates in the early Neolithic fauna of
southeast Europe in the seventh and sixth millennia and also
appears contemporaneously in the Caucasus and perhaps even
the southern Urals. In general, the earliest waves of domestic
sheep spread through Europe and their proportion as a part
of the Neolithic herd or flock decreases with distance such
that they are frequently of tertiary importance (after cattle
and pig) in central, western, and northern Europe.

The semantic field of the words for 'sheep' is interesting
and in considerable contrast to the terms for 'goat'. In the
latter case, there are many words for 'goat' that appear to be
geographically restricted. On the other hand, a single term
*h20l)is 'sheep' is Virtually ubiquitous across the IE world
and other than ?*(s)J<egos 'sheep/goat', all other terms,
whether widespread or regionally confined, refer to the young
sheep rather than replicate the meaning 'sheep'. One might
have expected more words for the '(adult or generic) sheep'
since variation among prehistoric sheep was every much as
great as among goats. For example, in addition to the domestic
sheep, varieties of wild sheep lived alongside various IE stocks.
Although the domestic sheep (Ovis aries) may derive from
the Asiatic mouflon (avis orientalis), the latter did not become
extinct but still survives from the upland regions of Anatolia
to the southeast as far as southern Iran. Another wild variety,
the urial sheep (avis vignei) is found distributed from eastern
Iran, across northern Afghanistan to northwest India while
the arkhar or argali sheep (avis ammon) occupies highland
Central Asia, including the Altai, PamIrs, Tien Shan and
Himalayas. In Europe, the major alternative to the
domesticated sheep is the European mouflon (Ovis musimon)
which is usually taken to be a feral sheep of the western
Mediterranean that developed from the earliest domestic sheep
that were introduced in this regIon.

In addition to the distinction between the domestic and
the various wild sheep of different regions, there is also
variation within the domestic sheep as well. These variations
may comprise changes in the appearance of the horns and
the tails but most important is the alteration in the f1eece of
the sheep. The earliest domestic sheep would appear to have
been exploited for their meat and probably theIr milk but not
their wool as the latter had not yet been developed. Primitive
and wild sheep have their fine underWool obscured by long
course kemps which required generations of selective breeding
to reduce and alter into finer wool which could be exploited
as a textile. Generally, textiles of any sort from the early
Neolithic tend to be made from plant fibre~ wool only appears
toward the end of the Neolithic and in the Bronze Age. The
appearance of the larger woolly sheep has generally been
linked to either developments in the Near East which spread
across Anatolia into Europe or, alte rna lively, began north of
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the Caucasus and spread westwards. In both cases, a larger
variety of sheep, some 10 em taller than the early Neolithic
sheep, began to appear in an east to west spread. Since there
is clearly a PIE word for 'wool', it is possible that the most
widespread word for 'sheep' among the IE stocks, *h26l)is,
may have referred to the later and larger woolly sheep rather
than that of the early Neolithic. Alternatively, the word may
derive from the early Neolithic and have been reapplied to
the later variety of sheep e 4000-3000 BC.

Sheep in Indo-European Ritual
Unlike cattle, horse, and perhaps even the pig and goat,

there is no great body of ritual literature or comparative myth
relevant to the sheep that would appear to be of PIE antiquity
It may have been its very abundance in the economies of
many of the IE peoples, its docile behavior, or the nature of
its secondary products (wool, milk, hides rather than traction)
that accounts for its apparent lack of mythic valency For
example, in the Avesta (Yast 25.5), when the animals to be
sacrificed to AndvI are recited, they are apparently listed in
descending order of importance, i.e., a hundred stallions, a
thousand cattle, and ten thousand sheep. Nevertheless, in
trifunctional sacrifices such as that mentioned in the Avesta,
the sheep or a ram is not only a regular component but its
place is often at the head, e.g., in the Old Indic sautramal)J, it
is the deity representing the priest class, Sarasvati, who receives
the ram while the warlike lndra is Qffered a bull and the Asvins,
the representatives of the third estate, are presented with a
he-goat. In the Roman suovetauriJia, the sheep is sacrificed
along with a pig and bull.

Another ritual role for the sheep is seen in its frequency as
either a grave good or remains of a funeral feast deposited
with the deceased. Of the main sacrificed anim.als of the Pontic
Kurgan tradition, Le., the Yamna and Catacomb cultures,
sheep is the most frequently sacrificed animal comprising
nearly 60% of the remains, followed by cattle and then horse.
Here the parts of the sheep deposited exhibit recurrent
patterns. Children are provided with the astragali or knuckle
bones of the sheep while adults may have a skull, foot bones
or apparently a joint. On occasion there were the remains of
both the skull and the forelegs which would reflect a "head
and hooves" deposit where the forepart of the animal may
have been initially raised on a pole with skin intact (d. the
Golden Fleece of the Argonaut tale).

See also ANIMAL; GOAT; MAMMALS; WOOL. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

Further Readings
Clutton-Brock, J. (1987) A Natural History of Domesticated

Mammals. Cambridge, University Press.

Mason, 1. L. (1984) Evolution of Domesticated Animals. London

and New York, Longman.

Ryder, M. L. (1983) Sheep and Man. London, Duckworth.

Zeuner, F E. (1963) A History of Domesticated Animals. London,

Hutchinson.

SHELLFISH
*karkr(o)- 'crab'. [lEW'53l (*karkar-); \Vat 27 ( *kar-); GI

451 (*kharkhar-); BK 268 (*k[h jar-)]. Lat cancer (dIssimilated
from *karkro-?) 'crab, lobster', Grk KapKlVOr; (dIssimilated
from *karkrino-?) 'crab', Olnd karkata- (a Middle Indicism
for *kark[(a- or a borrowing from some non-IE source)) 'crab'.
OCS raka 'crab' is sometimes put here as well, under the
doubtful assumption that it reOects dissimilatory loss from
*kraka. Probably a word of PIE date. From *kar- 'hard'; d.
Olnd karkara- 'hard'.

*/aiJ.haTos 'crayfish'. [lEW 55R (*kemer-)]. ON humarr
'lobster', Grk Kaj1(j1)apor; ~ Kaj1/lap{r; a kind of lobster. Some
times put here, but surely wrongly, is Olnd kamarha- 'tortoIse'.
*krpharos looks like a noun created from an adjective, i.e.,
*kI[1haros, by accent retraction but such a morphological
explanation does not seem to point to any corresponding
semantic elucidation. The seemingly exact semantic equation
between Old Norse and Greek is probably an illusion. The
Proto-Indo-Europeans, wherever they may have lived,
undoubtedly had an inland orientation rather than a marine
one. Thus it is likely that both Old Norse and Greek have
transferred an inherited word, one found at least in the west
and center of the IE world, from the fresh-water crayfish to
the much larger and more important marine lobster.

*Konkh2os 'mussel (-shell) (= Ul1Ja spp.) and related
genera'. [IEW614 (*konkho-); Wat 32 (*konk(h)o-); GI 28
*Konkho-)]. Grk 'COnDe; ~ KOm 'mussel' perhaps also 'cockle
(= Cardium edule); mussel-shell', Olnd .sankh:i- \conch-)
shell'. Latv senee 'mussel' (~ zence - zeneis with secondary
z-) reflects a derived *J<enkh2ijos with a new full-grade. Grk
KOxAOe; 'shell-fish with a spiral shell (used for dyeing purple)'
no dbubt belongs here too though Just how remains an open
question (*konkhos> *k6khnos> *k(5khlos?). Though often
taken as borrowings from some non-lE source in those
languages where they are attested, there seems to be no
particular reasons to assume that these attestations do not
reflect a common inheritance of a word at least of the IE center
and east. Formally it looks like an o-stem derivattve of a
*konk(e)h2- « *kank- 'hang'). Shell-bead necklaces are
known since the Palaeolithic. Since the use of mussel-shell
included the making of beads, which were strung to make
necklaces and the like, it is possible that the semantic develop
ment r-an *'that which hangs' > *'bead(-material)' > *'shell'
> 'mussel'.

See also ANIMAL. [D.Q.A.]

SHIELD
*skeits (gen. *skit6s) 'shield, hoard'. [lEW l)21

(*skai-to-); Wat 58-59 (*skel-); Buck 20.341. Oir selath
'shield', Wels ysgwyd 'shield', OE scld 'thm slip of wood,
shingle', OHG sen 'board, plank', oes SUlCi 'shield'; a derived
*skoitom with a new full-grade is seen in Lat sc(JlUm 'shield',
OPrus staytan (probably a miswriting for *seaylan) ·shield'.
At least a word of the northwest of the IE world

*speloleha- 'shield'. [IEvV985-987 (*sp(hJcI-u); d. \Vat
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63 (*spel-); GI 643 (*phol-)]. ON .(J9l'board', possibly Luv
palahsa- '± blanket, coat', OPers anapa-{3apal 'shield~

bearing', MPers ispar'shield', OInd phaJakam 'shield, board'.
Derived from *(sJp(hJel- 'strip, tear off'.

As the earliest shields would have been made entirely out
of organic material, either split planks of wood or animal hide,
their preservation in the archaeological' record' occurs only
under exceptional circumstances. One of the earliest objects
to be proposed as a shield derives from a Globular Amphora
burial dating to about 3000 BC. Although this find consider
ably predates the general appearance of shields in Europe,
which are normally found coincidental with the emergence
of the bronze sword as a weapon, there is nothing ethno
graphically unexpected about this; the Maring of New GUinea,
for example, whose own offensive weapons (bow, spear,
polished stone ax) perfectly parallel those of the Neolithic in
Eurasia, defended themselves with large wooden shields. But
most evidence in Eurasia does come from a later date. Shields
appear on Egyptian figures of the early second millennium
BC and in the Aegean they are known from Mycenaean Greece
c 1500-1100 BC where both large rectangular ("tower") and
figure-of-eight-shaped shields are depicted in artwork (and
later small round shields appear). In general, shields appear
in the rest of Europe from the later Bronze Age, i.e., c 1200
700 BC, and may be of either organic material or bronze.
Both lexical items of some IE antiquity derive from verbal
roots to 'split' or 'tear off' and suggest that the original referent
was either a wooden shield or one fashioned from leather.
The latter would be formed by stretching leather across a
wooden mold and both experimental archaeology and
depictions of its use in the Iliad attest to the utility of the
leather shield.

See also PLANK; WARFARE. [D.Q.A., ].PM.]

SHINE
*leuk- 'shine'. [lEW 687-688 (*leuk-); Wat 37 (*leuk-);

GI 40; Buck 1.61,15.56; BK 580 (*law-/*1Jw-)]. Intransitive
presents: Lat luceo 'shine', Hit lukke- 'shine', OInd rocate
'shines' (Latin and Hittite agree on PIE *leuk-eh]-; the Olnd
*leuk-e/o- must be a newer formation); transitive presents
(PIE *loukeje/o-): Lat luce6 'kindle', Hit lukke- 'kindle', Av
raocayeiti 'makes shine', Oind rocayati 'makes shine'. The
derivatives, both nouns and adjectives, are many: without
any special enlargement we have MIr loch 'shining', Wels llug
(noun) 'light' (Celtic < *louko-), Lat lux (noun) 'light', lucema
'lamp', ON logi 'blaze', leygr 'flame, blaze', OElleg 'flame,
blaze', OHG loug 'flame, blaze' (the last three < *loukjq-) ,
OE leah « *louko-) 'meadow' « *'opening to the light') (>

NE lea), OCS luca 'gleam', luC1 'ray of light', Grk aJ..llfJlA:v1C1J
'twilight', A'£v1(6~'white', Hit lalukkima 'source of light', Olnd'
roca- 'shining, radiant', TachS lyuke (noun) 'light'; from
*J(e)uk-m(enJ-: ON ljomi 'radiance', OE leoma 'radiance',
OInd rokma- 'gold decoration'; from *1(eJuk-(eJs-: aIr lOan
« *louksno-) 'moon', Lat lumen « *leuksmen-) 'light,
opening', lustrum « *leukstro-) 'purification', luna «

SHINE

*louksneha-) 'moon', OPrus (pI.) lauxnos 'stars', oes luna
« *louksneha-) 'moon', Grk AUXVOS- « *luksno-) 'lamp',
OPers raucah- 'day', Av r30cah- (noun) 'light', (au,I.) 'hright',
Olnd ruk-?a- 'gleaming', roci-?- (noun) 'light', 16cas- 'radiance';
from *leuk(e)t-: Gaul Loucetius - Leucetius 'light-bringer'
(epithet of Mars), Osc Loucetius 'light-bringer' (epithet of
Jupiter), OE leoht (noun) 'light' (> NE light), OHG liohl
(noun) 'light', Goth liuhajJ (noun) 'light', Hit lukkatla 'on the
next morning'. A variant *leuk- is seen in oes vuz-lysu 'bJld',
Arm lays (gen. lusoy) (noun) 'light', Oind rusant- 'light'.
Widespread and old in IE; the word for the shining of the
sun.

*dei- 'shine, be bright (primarily of the sky?)'. [JE\--V 183
184 (*dei-); Wat 10 (*deiw-); GI 196; BK 119 ( *l'a>"-/*r'.Y!_) I
ON teitr'glad', OE t:etan 'gladden, cheer', OHG zeiz'delicate',
Grk 8Earo 'is seen', 8iEAO~ 'Visible', Olnd dtdeti 'shines, is
bright'. Enlarged by *-u- we have *dijeus 'jupiter' and the
further derivative *deil,Jos 'god'. Though not WIdely attested
itself, the fact that its derivate *djeu- in *diieus and *deil,Jos
means that this word is very old and has suffered replacement
in most parts of the IE world.

*lap- 'shine'. [lEW 652-653 (*Jafilp-); Wat 35 (*hip-);
Buck 15.56]. OIr lasaid 'flames', Wels llachar'shining' (Celtic
< *lap-s-), OPms lopis 'flame', Lith lope 'torch, light', Latv
lapa 'torch', Grk AaJ..lnW 'give light, shine; ring loud and clear',
AOq>VlS « *lop-s-ni- with new full-grade) 'torch', Hit JjpZl
'glows', lap(pa)nuzi 'kindles'. Widespread and old in IE.

*bheh2- 'shine' (pres. *bheh2ti). (JEW 104 (*bh;;l-); Wat 5
(*bha-); Buck 1.61,15.56; BK 20 (*bah-/*b:Jh-)j. Olr ban
'white', OE bonian 'ornament, polish', ?Rus bas 'ornament,
decoration', Alb bej 'make, do' « 'bring to light'), Grk f/JalVW
'bring to light', q>alv0J.1al 'appear' (Albanian and Greek <
*bhl;2-nje/o-), Luv piha- « *bheh2-) 'splendor, might', Av
ba- 'shine', banu- 'light, ray of light', Olnd bhau 'shmes',
bhanu- 'light, appearance, ray of light', bhas- 'light, splendor',
bhasati 'shines, is bright'. Widespread and old in IE.

*bhleg- 'burn, shine' (pres. *bhlegti, pI. *bhJgentD. [lE\rV'
124-125 (*bheleg-), 139 (*bheldg-); Wat ~ (*bhel-); Buck
1.55; SK 15 (*baJY-/*b:JlY-)I. Lat fulgo'lighten', flamma «
*flagma) 'flame', fulmen « *bhjgmen-) 'lightnIng,
thunderbolt', OE blxc 'black' « *bhlogo- 'burned') (> NE
black), OHG blecchen 'be visible', Grk tpAiyw 'burn', q>A.ErJ.1a
'flame', f/JA6~ 'flame, torch', Av Drazaitj 'glean1s, shines', Oind
bhrajate 'gleams, shines, glitters' (if the Indo-lranian worus
do not belong with the follOWing entry), TocMS p::ilk- 'shine'
Widespread and old in IE.

*bherhxi- 'shine, gleam'. [lEW 139 (*bher.1..a-); Wat 7
(*bherJg-); GI 532 (*/J1erHk'-); Buck 15.56,15.57; BK 16
(*bar-/*bdr-)l. Wels berth 'shiny', ON bjanr'hght', OE bcorht
'shiny, brilliant, light, clear' (> NE bright), OHG heraht 'shiny',
Goth bairhts 'bright, shiny' (Celtic and Germanic <

*bherhxgto-), Lith breksta'dawns' (with apparent *-g- rather
than *-g-), Pol brzask'dawn', Alb bardhe « *bhrh,,,,-a-) 'white',
perhaps Av bnJzai[j 'shines' anu OInd bhn'ijate 'shines, hearns,
glitters' (if they do not belong with the previOUS ent ry).
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Widespread and old in IE. Related to the word for the 'birch'.
*(sJkand- 'shine, glitter (particularly of the moon)'. [JEW

526 (*kand- ~ *skand-); Wat 27 (*kand-); Buck 15.56]. Wels
cann 'white, bright', MBret cann 'full moon', Lat candeo 'glitter,
shine', candidus 'shining white, clear, bright', candidatus
'candidate for office' « 'one clothed in a white toga'), in
cendere 'kindle', Alb hene « *skandneha-) 'moon', Grk
(Hesychius) 1((iv8apo~'coal', 0 lnd candati 'shines, is bright' ,
candra- ~ scandra- 'shining; moon'. Widespread and old in
IE.

*sl,!eid- 'shine'. [lEW 104 (*slJeid-); Wat 68 (*sweid-)].
Lat sfdus (gen. sIderis) 'constellation, star', consldero 'examine'
« an augural term *'observe the stars carefully'), OE switol
'distinct, clear; open, public', Lith svidu 'shine, am glossy',
svidus'shiny, glossy', svindu 'break (of the day)', Latv svlst
'breaks (of the day)', Av xVaena- 'glowing'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*mer- 'shine, shimmer'. flEW 733 (*mer-); Wat 42
(*mer-)]. Lat merus 'pure, bare', ON mura 'silver-weed', OE
a-merian 'test, examine; punfy, refine', Rus mar 'blaze of the
sun', Grk /-lap/-lazpw 'shimmer', Ma'ipa 'Sirius' « *'the
shimmerer'), llaptA1J 'glowing ashes', OInd manci- 'shining
mote, beam of light'. Widespread and old in IE.

*J{euk- 'shine, burn'. flEW 597 (*J(euk-); Wat 31
(*keuk-); GI 84-85 (*J(heukh-); Buck 15.561. Grk K1J}(vo~

'swan' « *'the white one'), Av soc- 'burn, flame', atrd-saoka
'firebrand', saocinvant- 'burning with a bright flame', Khot
sujs- 'burn', va-sOj- 'purify', Oind s6cati 'shines, glows, burns',
SzlC- 'light, glow, flame', s6ka- 'light, flame', soka- 'glowing',
socf~- 'light, flame', sukni- 'light, bright, white', TochB 5ukye
'shining'. A word of the center and east of the IE world.

*gher- 'shine, glow'. [lEW 441-442 (*gher-); Wat 22
(*gher-)l. ON grar 'gray', OE gr~g 'gray' (> NE gray), OHG
grao 'gray' (Gmc < *grClJo-) , OPms sari 'glow', Lith tenD
'shine', lerzlori 'glow, be glowing; sparkle, glitter', oes zlrjr
'see, glance', Rus zretl'see'. The underlying verb is attested in
only Baltic and Slavic; a denvative in Germanic. A word of
the northwest IE area.

*h2eug- 'shine, become bright'. [lEW 87 (*aug-); Wat 4
(*aug-)]. Alb agon 'dawns', agim 'dawn, morning', Grk avYT1
'beam of light', avyasm 'shine,· brighten'. A word restricted
to the center of the IE world.

?*(sJplend- 'shine'. [JEW 987 (*(s)p(h)el-)~ Wat 63
(*spel-); Buck 15.56]. aIr lcs « *plend-tu-) 'light', Lat
splendeo 'shine, glitter; am glorious', Lith splendiiu 'light'
(though this word is not well established), TocMB planta
'rejoice, be glad' « *'be shining'). The sparse attestations are
geographically widespread. the existence of the (Old)
Lithuanian word is not well-assured, and the Tocharian is
semantically a bit distant (though the change of 'shine' to
'joy' is documented in many other cases). If all these words
belong together we have a good case for a late PIE status for
this lexeme.

?*leip- 'light, cause to shine'. [lEW 653 (*lalijp-)]. ON
leiptr'lightening', Lith liepsna 'flame, blaze', Latv lipt 'light'.

Perhaps a word of the IE northwest.
?*bherk- 'shine'. (lEW 141-142 (*bherJK-); Wat 8

(*bherdk-); BK 16 (*bar-/*bdr-)j. Oir brecc 'speckled', \Ve!s
brych 'speckled', ON brja 'light up', Grk (Hesychius) q?opKOs
'white, gray', Hit parkuis 'clean', OInd bhrasate 'shines,
glitters'. Semantically and phonologically similar to *bherh~

but it is anything but certain that all these words belong
together. Doubtful PIE status.

??*ghl1oigWos'radiant'. [lEW 495 (*ghljokV-); Buck 1.541.
Lith ivaigide 'star', Latv zvaigzne 'star', OCS dzvezda 'star',
Rus zvezda 'star' (the Balta-Slavic words for 'star' may reflect
a PIE *ghlJoigW-dhehz- 'radiance-putter' or the like), Grk
qJOlf30~ 'pure, bright, radiant (of water or name)'. The
connection of the Greek word with the Balta-Slavic words is
most tenuous. Very probably the Balto-Slavic words for 'star'
reflect a Balto-Slavic innovation that has nothing to do with
the otherwise isolated Greek word.

See also BIRCH; BURN; COLOR; LIGHT; SEE; WHITE. lD.Q.A.1

SHOE
*lqhlpfs 'shoe'. [JEW 581 (*keL7p-); Buck 6.51]. Olr

cairem 'shoemaker', Wels crydd 'shoemaker', Late Lat
carpisculum 'kind of shoe' (quite probably a loanword from
some [IE] source), OPms kurpe'shoe', Lith kurpe'shoe', Latv
kutpe'shoe', OCS kropa 'patches', SC krp(je'snowshoe', Grk
1CP1Jnrs'shoe'.lfON hriflingr'shoe', OE rifeling«*hrifeling)
'shoe' belong here, they reflect a Germanic innovation *hrel~

(as if from PIE *krep-). The strong phonological, morpho
logical, and semantic agreement of at least four IE stocks seems
to assure at least a word of the west and center of the IE
world. This word is commonly understood as an extension
of the root *(s)ker- 'cut' where it would indicate footwear
that has been fashioned from leather rather than woven from
bast. The latter is attested, for example, at least since the
Neolithic where sandals or the soles of shoes, woven from
the bast of oak or lime trees, have been recovered from Alpine
lake-side settlements. Leather shoes are also attested since
the Neolithic, e.g., the oldest European leather shoe was
recovered from a Dutch bog and dates to c 2. 500 Be and
similar leather shoes are regularly attested in later periods.
The shoes of Otzi, the Tyrolian Iceman, which date back to c
3300 BC, had soles of leather while the uppers were probably
fur and the entire shoe strapped up with knotted grass cord.

The shoe or sandal may also have served as an item of IE
ritual. The evidence for this is both iconographic and
mythological. The latter is suggested by a curious parallel
between the Old Indie rajasuya, the investment of a king,
and an early Irish tale. In the Old lndic ritual, the designated
king is presented with the vestment of a priest, three arrows
and shoes fashioned from the skin of a boar In the Irish "Life
of St Maedoc", a king is invested with a silk shirt, a spear (the
bow and arrow were very rarely employed by the early
medieval Irish) and shoes filled with silver. D. Dubuisson has
suggested that the three talismans were indicative of the three
Dumezihan "functions", Le., priest (white vestments), warrior
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(weapons) and herder-cultivators where the shoes were
symbolic of sexuality and fertility

The iconographic evidence is to be seen in the stone stelae
of the Pontic-Caspian region, and more rarely in western
Europe, where a motif, commonly regarded as the impressions
of paired feet, sandals or shoes are found on anthropomorphic
stelae. In the Ukraine they may be found on the front or rear
of the stelae, sometimes apparently inserted behind a belt.
They can be variously interpreted as shorthand for the position
of a figure (either in a standing or kneeling position), or
symbolic. On occasion they are found on figures also display
ing weapons and other signs which might suggest some
correspondence with the royal investiture motifs but such
combinations do not occur sufficiently often or in such clear
association as to be regarded as canonical and they are just as
likely to be fortuitous.

See also STElAE. [D.Q.A., JPM]

Further Readings
Dubuisson, D. (1978) requipement de !'inauguration royale dans

I'Inde vedique et en lrlande. Revue de l'Histoire des Religions 2,

153-164.
Knobloch, j. (1987) Die Kleidung der lndogermanen und ihrer

Erben: Schuwerk, in Studien zum lndogermanischen Wortschatz,

ed. W Meid, lnnshruck, 65-66.

SHOOT
?*haenkulos'shoot'. [JEW 45-46 (*anku-lo-)l. ON oIl «

Proto-Gmc *anhula-) 'bud, shoot', Olnd ankura- 'young
shoot'. The apparent identity of form and meaning in these
two attested words suggests at least that the reconstructed
word was a part of the PIE vocabulary Perhaps a derivative
from *haenk- 'bend' and thus related to Grk ar1(VAO~

'crooked'.
See also BEND; BRANCH; PlANTS. [D.Q.A.]

SHORE
*haehxperos (7) 'river bank, shore of sea'. [lEW 53

(*apero-); Wat 3 (*apero-)). OE orer (masc.), (Erer (fern.),
(Erre Cneur.) 'bank', MHG uover (neut.) 'bank' C< Gmc
*6bera-), Grk fjnElpo<; (fern.), (Aeolic) &Jr£PPO~ « *aperjos)
'shore', ?Arm ap'n 'shore'. The Greek word is feminine while

SHOULDER

Germanic has all genders (the masculine and neuter may easily
have replaced the feminine -05). In Middle and High German
the word is recent which suggests that it is a North Sea
Germanic word, possibly from peoples liVing along the sea
c,oast. It is hard to exclude the Armenian [aIm from the rest
although the p'is left unexplained « *phx?). A reconstruction
like *aper- may be *haeper-, a vrddhi-derivation from a form
like OInd jpara- 'farther, later', Goth afar 'later', but this
particular derivation, which would yield something like 'the
region which, seen from inlancVthe interior, lies hackwards/
lower', is semantically unconvincing and the stress would also
be unusual; the Armenian form would not in thIs case be
cognate. Otherwise we must posit a root *h;lchxper- or
*hxehaper-. The unusual structure of such a root makes it
useful to reconsider the Old etymology that the word contains
the "prefix" found in OInd aand a word for 'shore' as in Olnd
para- « *por-o-). However, this substantive does not appear
to be old. Perhaps the word was an adjective of 'land', with
*per- 'to cross', i.e., '(the land) towards which one crosses
over', which might explain the feminine gender of the (}-stem
(but which would again exclude the Armenian word as a
cognate).

?"'moleha-'shore'. [lEW 721-722 (*mohj); BK 550
(*mal-/*mdl-)I, Lith mala 'land', pamalis'border, surrounding',
jurmala 'sea-coast', Latv mala 'border, rim, shore', jOrmala
'sea-coast'. The meaning 'shore' in Baltic is secondary and
derives from 'border', Although presented as cognate, Grk
Jrp0j.10AT, 'approach, foot of mountain, mouth of river' carries
meanings that are late and do not support a primary meaning
of 'shore'. Probably from *melhJ- 'appear, come forward' but
this offers no evidence for a PIE word for 'shore'.

See also LAKE; RIvER; SEA. [R.S. PB.I

SHORT
*111[ghus - *mregh- 'short (both temporal and spallal)'.

[lEW 750-751 (*mreghu-); Wat 43 (*mregh-u-); GI 685
(*mreghu-); Buck 12.59]. Lal brevis (? *mregh- with *mr- >

br-) 'short, brief', OE myrge'pleasantly, leisurely', OHG murgi
'short', Goth gamal1rgjan 'shorten', Grk {3paxv~ 'short (of lime
or space)', Av md[dZU- 'short', Olnd ml1hu- (With Middle
Indian phonological development) 'suddenly, shortly'.
Connections toSlavi.c words for 'fast' (d, Rus b()rzyj) have
been proposed but are very unlikely. Even without the insecure
Latin and Slavic connections, PIE statlls is likely

?*gher- 'less, short'. /lEW 443 (*gher-); GI 199
.(*t!r-es-); Buck 12.59]. Oir gerr - gilir 'short', Grk XElpWV
'worse, weaker', Av hrasva- 'less, short', Oind hrasaci'becomes
smaller'. More recent sources have regarded the associalion
between the Greek and lndic forms as uncertain leaVing this
form very sparsely supported.

See also HEAVY; lEss; SMALL. LJ.C.S.I

SHOULDER
*hll46msos'shoulder'. [JEW 778 (*om(e )SO-5); Wat 46

(*omeso-)~ Buck 4.30]. Lat umcrus 'shoulder', ON <IS5
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'mountain-ridge', Goth ams 'shoulder', Grk rupoe;
« *h1l46msos) 'shoulder', Arm us 'shoulder', Hit an(as)sa
'hips, buttocks' or 'upper back', Olnd amsa- 'shoulder', TocM
es 'shoulder', TochB anise 'shoulder' (Tach < *hl/4omsOs).
The oldest reconstructible word for 'shoulder' in IE.

*(s)lfup- 'shoulder'. [lEW 627 (*KUp-); Buck 4.30]. MLG
schuft « *sJ<up-tu-) 'shoulder blade of cow or horse', Alb
sup « *KUP-O-) 'shoulder', Av supti- 'shoulder', OInd sl1pti
'shoulder'. Though not so widely attested, this word too would
appear to be old in IE. Perhaps the MLG schuft preserves the
older meaning here.

*haelis- 'shoulder(-joint); axle', *haeJ<sleha- 'shoulder'.
(IEW6 (*ages-, *aks); Wat 1 (*aks-); Gl625 (*HaKhs-); Buck
4.30). Lat axis 'axle, axis',OE eax'axle, axis', OHG ahsa 'axle,
axis', OPrus assis 'axle, axis', Lith asis 'axle, axis', OCS os[
'axle, aXis', Grk a~wv 'axle, axis', Av asaya (dual) 'shoulders',
OInd ak$a- 'axle, axis'. Lat ala « *haeJ<sleha-) 'shoulder, wing,
axilla' « *haeJ<sloleha-) 'armpit', ON 9xl 'shoulder', OE eaxl
'shoulder' (> NE axle), OHG ahsala 'shoulder' (all < Proto
Gmc *ahsla-) , NDutch oksel « *6hsla-) 'shoulder', OE oxn
'armpit', OHG uochsana 'armpit'. The underlying noun
*haeJ<s- has corne to mean only 'axle' except in Avestan. The
derivative *haeJ<sleha- has better retained what is probably
the original PIE meaning 'shoulder' (d. the relationship of
'nave' and 'navel'). Further derivatives in Germanic and Latin
mean 'armpit'. Certainly of PIE date.

*pl(e)t- 'shoulder(-blade)'. IIEW833-834 (*plAt-); d. Wat
51-52 (*plat-); Buck 4.311. MIr leithe « *pletjeha-) 'shoulder',
OCS pleste 'shoulder', Rus plec6 'shoulder' (Slavic <
*pletio-) , Grk wpolrA-arry 'shoulder-blade', Hit paltana
'shoulder'. From *plet- 'broad'. Though different in
morphological formation, the widespread attestation suggests
that the derivation as a whole is of high antiquitY'in PIE.

See also ANATOMY; ARM; AxLE; ELBOW;]OINT. [D.Q.A.)

SHOW
*deiJ<- 'show'. [lEW 188-189 (*deil<-); Wat 10 (*deik-);

Gl 32 (*t'ej](h-); Buck 15.55]. Lat dIco 'say', ON tea ~ tja
'show, report', OE teon 'accuse', OHG zIhan 'accuse', zeigon
'show') Goth ga-teihan 'announce', Grk OElJOlV).ll 'show', Av
disyeiti - daesayeiti 'shows', OIhd disati - desayati 'shows'.
Cf. the widespread derivatives: (1) *diJ(tis in OE tiht
'accusation', OHG bi-zihi 'accusation', Av a-diSti- 'instruction',
Oind di$ti- 'instruction'; (2) *doiJ<osin ON teigr'strip ofland',
Olnd desa- 'direction'; (3) *diKeha- in Grk 8z1OJ 'justice', OInd
diSa 'direction'. Though not found in Hittite and Tocharian,
this word is otherwise widespread and surely old in IE.

*d(h)ekW- 'show' (pres. *d(h)ekw-se/o-). Hit tekkussa- (=
tekWsa-) 'show', Av daxsa- 'teach, show'. Isolated in Hittite
and Avestan but the exact coincidence of present formation
would seem to guarantee at least a late PIE status for this
word.

*bhouc1htje/o- 'waken, point out'. (JEW 150 (*bheudh-);
Wat 8 (*bheudh-); BK 1 (*baw-/*bdW-)}. Lith baudiiu
'wakens', OCS buditi 'wakens', Av baooayeiti 'indicates', Olnci

bodhayati'wakens'. The causative of *bheudh - 'pay attention'.
At least a late derivative of the central area.

See also WATCH. ID.Q.A.1

SHREW
?*sl,J.(o)r- - *suoraks'shrew (Neomys fodiens, Sore.\" spp.,

Crocidura spp.)'. [lEW 1049-1050 (*sl)er-); Gl H451. From
*sl,l.(o)r-: Latv sussuris ~ susers 'shrew', Bulg sasar 'shrew';
from *sl,l.oraks: Lat sorex « *sl,l.orak-) 'shrew', Grk i5pa~ «
*surak-) 'shrew'. Cf. Rus sur6k 'marmot'. This represents a
possible late PIE word for 'shrew', presumably so called after
its piping sound (d. the related NE swarm [of beesl or Lat
susurrus 'humming, murmuring, whispering'). The cognates
suggest that the animal in question is not the common shrew
(Sorex araneus) which is found over most of Europe except
for the Mediterranean. Those whose range includes both that
of Italy and Greece would comprise the pygmy shrew (Sorex
minutus) and the lesser white-toothed shrew (Crocidura
suaveolens) while the water shrew (Neomys (odiens) is found
in ltaly but not in Greece.

See also MAMMALS. [D.Q.A.I

SHRINK
*tenk- 'shrink, become compact, make thick'. [lEW 1068

(*tenk-); Wat 70 (*tenk-)}. Mir techt « *tenkto-) 'coagulated',
ON pel« *tenklo-) 'buttermilk', Lith tankus'thick, copious',
Pashto tat « *tahta- < *tJ)kto-) 'thick', NPers talxlna 'sour
milk', tanjfdan 'pull together', OInd tanakti 'pulls together',
a-tanakti 'makes curdle', takram « *tQklom) 'buttermilk',
TocM taIiki'very, fully; full, blocked', TochB canki 'very, fully;
full, blocked' (Tach < *tQk- '± thick' + a Proto-Toch suffix
*-i). Widespread and old in IE.

*reuklg- 'shrink, wrinkle up'. [et. IE'vV 869-870
(*reuklg-)}. Lat raga 'wrinkle', Lith runku 'shrivel, become
wrinkled', TachE ruk- 'grow lean (with hunger)'. Not as wide
spread as the previous word, but probably also old in IE.

See also MILK. [D.Q.Al

SICK
*SlJ.ergh- 'be ill'. [cf. JEW 1051 (*sl)crgh-); Wat 68

(*swergh-); GI 105; Buck 4.841. OIr serg« *sverghos) 'illness,
diminishment', Lith sergu 'am sick' (sifgti 'to be sick'), Latv
s¢rg 'is ailing', s¢rga 'illness; be sick', Alb dergjem
« *sl,l.orgheje/o-) 'lie ill, be bed-ridden', IocM sark 'illness',
TochB sark'illness'. Distribution indicates PIE status.

*h]1fgos'ill; bad'. [IEW667 (*oleig-Ik-)]. Lith liga'illness',
Latv liga 'severe illness, pestilence', Alb Jig 'bad; ill; thin,
skinny', Grk oA-ryos 'few', TocM lykaly'small, fine', TochB
lykaske'small, fine'. Cf. OIr liach 'suffering, unfortunate', Lith
nu-liegti 'fall ill', and Grk AOlyos (with loss of *h,- as

sometimes before *-0-) 'ruin, harm, death'. Astrong candidate
for PIE status.

*h]ennen- 'sickness'. [Puhvell: 160/' ON armr'wretched,
Wicked', OE earm 'weak, wretched', OI-lG arm 'poor', Goth
arms 'pitiable, poor', arma-hairts 'merCIful' (Gmc <
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*hlormo-), Alb jerm 'stupor, delirium caused by high fever',
Arm olarm « *or-orm) 'pity, compassion', Hit arman- 
erman- 'sickness'. Spottily attested, but surely of PIE age.

*seug- 'be sick; take care of sick?'. [IEW915 ( *seug-); Buck
4.84]. ON sjl1kr'sick', OE seoc'sick' (> NE sick), OHG sioh
'sick', suht 'sickness', Goth siuks 'sick', sal1hls 'sickness', Arm
hiwcanim 'sicken'. Though only certainly attested in Germanic
and Armenian, very probably at least dialectal in late PIE. A
younger word than the preceding ones.

*sokto- 'sickness, ?dryness'. lGI 711 (*sokhtho-)]. OIr socht
« *soktos) 'silence; stupor', Hit saktaizzi 'takes care of,
performs sick maintenance'. The Irish word is explained as
originally indicating a pathological state, e.g., the Irish king'
Mac Datho is put into a stupor (socht) and remains three
days without food or drink, and may derive from *sek- 'dry'
while the Hittite form appears to be a denominative that
presupposes a noun *sakta- « *sokto-).

See also MEDICINE. lD.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1975) Sick maintenance in Indo-European, in Indo

European Studies II, ed. C. Watkins, Cambridge, Mass., 379

387.

SICKLE
*sfpo/eha- 'sickle'. [lEW 911-912 (*serp-); Wat 58

(*serp-); GI 597 (*ser~-); Buck 8.331. Latv sirpis'sickle',
OCS snJpi1 'sickle', Rus serp 'sickle', Grk ap1C1} 'sickle', Hit
GISsarpa_'agricultural tool (utilized in ritual along with a plow)',
Oss .:pxsyrf'sickle'. Cf. Lat sarpo 'cut away, prune (vines)',
OHG sarf'rough'. Originally 'the cutter' (and a nominalization
by accent retraction from *s[p6- 'cutting'). Widespread and
old in IE. The word was apparently borrowed into Finnish
sirppi 'sickle'.

Neolithic sickles were composite tools consisting of a series
of blades (flint, chert, obsidian, etc.) that were inserted into a
handle of antler, wood or bone. They were known in south
west Asia and Egypt by c 10,000 BC, even before the domestic
ation of cereals, where they served for the harvesting of stands
of wild wheat and barley. In Europe, they are encountered
from the beginning of the Neolithic onwards as is also the
case for India and Iran, where they comprised an essential
component of the agricultural technology. The sickles might
be mounted in series into either a straight or, at least for
Europe, more often a curved handle. Generally, all that is
preserved are the sickle blades which often exhibit a character
istic silica sheen produced by repeated cutting of cereals. In
some instances, however, it would appear that a single long
blade may have served as the sickle edge and such examples
are known from Swiss lakeside settlements of the Neolithic.
Metal sickles (copper and bronze) appear in the Near East by
the fourth millennium BC and bronze sickles are encountered
in the south Caucasus (Kuro-Araxes culture) by at least 3000
BC. Precisely when metal sickles first appeared in Europe is
difficult to establish. A figurine from the Neolithic site of

Sickle a. Neolithic flint-bladed SICkle from Cermany~ b. Copper
sickle from Kuro-Araxes culture; c. NeolithIC figure with sickle
from Szegvar-Tuzkoves, Hungary; d. Iron SICkle from Zarubmtsy
culture.

Szegvar-TOskbves in Hungary depicts a seated figure holding
what has often been interpreted as a metal, presumahly copper,
sickle over his shoulder in a gesture that is regarded as cultic.
Although a copper sickle has been recovered from Hungary,
it is without context and hence of uncertain date although it
may derive from the late Neolithic. By about the middle Bronze
Age (c 1500 BC) there is evidence of bronze sickles in temper
ate Europe and by the late Bronze Age (c 1200 Be) hoards of
bronze sickles are a frequent find across Europe. If the *sfpol
ehr can indeed be assigned to PI E, then thiS could have
referred to either the composite stone tool or the bter metal
sickles; all the IE stocks reflecUng cognate terms do so at a
time when sickles would have typically heen of bronze or
iron. It should be emphasized that sickles played Important
roles in ritual and myth, and there is some evidence for long
retention of stone sickles in ritual use even after they had
been replaced by metal sickles in the secular sphere, e.g., the
Greek account of the castration of Ouranos by his son Kronos
is accomplished in some versions with a nint-bladed sickle

See alsoAGRIaJLTIJRE; CUT~ HARVEST~ TOOL [D.Q.A., JPM.I

SIDE
*poksOs« *pogs6s) 'side, flank'. lIEW792 (*pog-); Buck

4.40}. Latv paksis« poksijo-) 'corner ofa house', Olnd pak;;j
'Wing, flank, side'; with lengthened grade (*pokso/chr ): Rus
pakh 'flank, loins', pakha 'armpit'. Oss fLYS 'side'. Cr. also
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Czech pate « *pagio-) 'arm' and OInd pajasya- 'belly, loins'.
Perhaps more distantly related are aIr ucht « *poktu-)
'breast', and Lat pectus 'breast'. At least a word of the center
and east of the IE world. If the Old Irish and Latin words
belong here, this group must be considered quite old in PIE.

*teigW-'±side'. [IEW1018 (*(s)teigU-)). aIr t6ib(DILtaeb)
'side', Wels tu 'side' (Celtic < *toigWo-), Arm t'ekn 'shoulder',
It is not certain that the Celtic and Armenian words belong
together. If they do, they provide evidence for at least a late
PIE date.

[D.Q.A.]

SIEVE
*kreidhrom'sieve'. [IEW946 (*skeri-); Wat 32 (*krei-)].

aIr crIathar 'sieve', Wels crwydr 'sieve', Lat crIbrum 'sieve',
OE hrIder- hridder'coarse sieve' (> NE ridder), OHG rIt(e)ra
'coarse sieve'. Cf. Goth hrains 'pure', Lat cerna « *krina)
'separate, sift, decide', Wels gogryn(u) - gogrwn « *upo
krina) 'sift', Grk K"ptvm'cut, decide'. Further from *sker- 'cut'.
A western dialect word.

"'sehl(i)- 'sift'. IlEW889 (*se(i)-); Wat 56 (*se-)]. Lith sij6ju
'sift', Latv sijat'sift' (Baltic < *sh]ii-eha-), OCS seti'sift', proseati
'sift thoroughly', Grk rj(Jem 'sift'. Cf. the various derivatives
meaning 'sieve': *seh]tlom: Wels hidl 'sieve', ON sald'sieve';
*seh]itom: Lith sielas 'sieve', OCS sito 'sieve'; and Alb shosh
« *sh]ieha-so-) 'sieve' Grk rj(JJ.10C; 'sieve', and Lat sInus «
*sh]ihasno-) 'bowl'. A word of the west and center of the IE
world.

The first term, *kreidhrom 'sieve', appears to derive from
the notion of dry-sieving grain, i.e., the sieve as a riddle, rather
than utilizing the instrument for separating liquids. This
distinction is important since the earliest ceramic sieves known
in Europe dating from the Neolithic period ,and later are
generally interpreted as strainers employed in the production
of dairy products rather than sifting cereal products.

See also MILK. [D.Q.A.]

SIGH
"'l<ueshr '± breathe; sigh, groan'. [IEW631 (*klJes-); Wat

34 (*kwes-); Buck 4.51]. Lat queror 'complain, lament', OE
hwasan (originally a lengthened-grade intensive) 'cough',
OInd 5vasiti - svasati 'blow, hiss, pant, snon; breathe, sigh,
groan', TochB kwas- 'mourn, lament'. To th~etymon also
belong the Iranian words for 'lungs', e.g., Av susi (dual),
Zoroastrian Pahlevi sus, NPers SUS, all from Proto-Iranian
*sus-. Widespread and old in IE.

See also BREATIlE; COUGH. [D.Q.A.]

SIGN
"'gnehJlIltl'sign', [lEW 377 (*gno-mQ-); Wat 24 (*gna-);

BK 295 (*k'anY-/*k';::uY-)). Lat cognomen 'surname', ORus
znanlja 'sign, mark', Grk yviOj.1a 'distinctive mark'. A dialectally
restricted derivative of *gneh3- 'know, be(come) acquainted
with'.

See also KNow; NAME. [D.Q.A.]

SILENT
*tuh25- 'be silent'. IMayrhofer I, 6631. OPnls tusnan "cluiet',

Hit luhuss(i)ye- 'keep quiet, acquIesce', Av lusni- 'siumg
silently', Oind tO$l)fm 'quiet, silent'. The geographical distri
bution would seem to guarantee high antiquity for this word.

*tak- 'be silent' (pres. *takehl-). IIE\;V 1055 (*tak-); Wat
69 (*tak-); GI 26; Buck 18.23]. OIr lachtaid 'chokes, stif1es',
Wels tagu 'choke', gosleg 'silence', Lat taceo 'am silent'. ON
pegja 'be silent', OHG dagen 'be silent', Goth jJahan 'be silent'.
A word of the west of the IE world.

?*suIg/k- 'be silent, hush'. [fEW 1052 (*sl)i-gIkIp-); Wat
68 (*swI-); Buck 18.231. OE swfgian 'be silent', OHG s",1gen
'be silent', Grk aTyam 'am silent'. Restricted to two stocks
and almost certainly of onomatopoeic origin, presumably
based on some sort of 'hushing' sound.

See also DEAF; QUIET. [D.Q.A.]

SILVER
*h2erg-1)t-om 'white (metal), silver'. [JEW 64 ( *arCeJ-g-);

Wat 3 (*arg-enl-); GI 617 (*HarJ<'-); Buck 9.65; BK 403 (*har
akY-/*h;Jr-akY-)). OIr argat 'silver', MWels aryan(t) 'silver' «
*h2[g-Qt-om) (d. Gaul ARGANTODAN 'mint, moneyer)'),
Lat argentum « *h2erg-Ql-om) 'silver', Umb aregetud'silver',
Arm arcat' 'silver', Luv KCBABBAR-anza (*harkan/zaf), Av
dr;JZatdm 'silver', OPers ardala- 'silver', Oss xrzxt 'silver' (Iran
< *h2[g-Qt-om). The distribution appears broad enough to
suggest PIE status. Although the word is obviously formed
from the base *h2erg- 'white', the specific morphological shape
reconstructed here means only a metal, usually 'silver'. From
Armenian the form may have spread to neighboring Caucasian
languages, e.g., Ingush arsi 'silver' although the phonetics of
such loans are far from clear. OInd r,yatam 'silver' is often
mentioned here but is derived from *reg- 'to color' while the
superficially similar Tocharian forms, TochA jrki 'while',
TochB arkwi 'white', cannol be set here either. Although
formed from the same root, Grk apyupoc; 'silver' is formed
differently and is apparently an independent development;
the diminutive apyvplOv 'a silver coin' is the source of
Messapic argorian.

*silVbVr- 'silver'. IGI 366,617; Buck 9.651. lhero-Celt
silaPur (lsilaburl) 'silver', ON silfr 'silver', OE seolfor'silver'
(> NE silver), OHG silab(a)r 'silver', Goth silllbr 'silver', lith
sidabras 'silver', Latv sidrabs 'silver', OCS sfrcbro 'silver', Rus
serebr6 'silver'. The distribution of these words is obviously
western and the variation between medial I, d, and r points
to the alien phonetics of a substrate loanword. The phonetic
similarities with such items as Berber azrer 'silver', Hausa
azurfa 'silver' and most notoriously Akkadian ;;arpu are
questionable. The last named form means 'refined' and the
actual Akkadian word for 'silver' is kaspu. A loan from
Kartvelian *werC]xJ has also been suggested but the many
phonetic differences not to speak of distance renders such a
proposition too uncertain. The most tantalizmg connection,
given the ref1ex of this word in the first Botorrita inscription,
is Basque zilhar 'silver'.
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Archaeological Evidence
By c 3500 BC silver objects appear in both Egypt and

Mesopotamia. More relevant to the early lndo-Europeans is
the discovery of silver artifacts, e.g., beads, discs, and even
daggers, in the Aegean on Crete, mainla'nd Greece and
especially the Cyclades islands, i.e., c 2500-2000 BC. In Troy
I and II (c 2500 BC) sHver bars have been recovered and
silver is also attested in the north Caucasus by the late fourth
and early third millennium BC where at Maykop, silver was
fashioned into vessels, silver poles (for holding up a canopy),
figures (of bulls, antelopes, etc.) and ornaments. There is also
the find of a silver dog at Klady in the north Caucasus an~

occasionally silver rings are recovered from Yamna .burfals on
the Ukrainian and south Russian steppe. Silver rings are also
found in the Usatovo culture from c 3500-2900 BC and they
are one of the markers of steppe movements into southeast
Europe where they have been found in burials on twenty-six
sites. The source of the silver is unclear and could have entered
the northwest Pontic by way of the Caucasus or from the
Aegean. That silver was widely exchanged at this pertod is
also seen by its occasional presence in the Afanasevo culture
in the Yenisei-Altai region. The use of silver (as a deliberate
alloy with copper) is seen in Central Asian (Namazga IV
period) sites of c 3000-2500 BC and silver objects are also
known from the Harappan culture of the third and second
millennium Be.

Outside of eastern Europe, silver is also occasionally found
in central and western Europe, initially about the time of the
Beaker "culture", i.e., c 2500-2000 BC where it has been
occasionally recovered from Beaker burials from central
Europe to Brittany as well as in the Remedello culture of north
Italy. The silver sources here are presumed to have been either
central Alpine or perhaps Iberian which emerged in prehistory
as another major center of silver metallurgy. Possibly attested
as early as the third millennium BC in Iberia, silver is one of
the more distinctive products of the later Spanish Agaric
Bronze Age culture of c 2000-1600 BC.

The dates for the earliest distribution of silver could accom
modate the lexical correspondences in Celtic, Italic, Armenian,
Anatolian and Iranian but there is one problem of discon
tinuity of silver artifacts. Other than the Aegean and Iberia,
the early use of silver was largely confined to a narrow horizon
(c 3500-2000 BC) and silver objects are conspicuously absent
throughout most of the Bronze Age which poses a problem
for explaining the continuity of a PIE term for the metal into
thIe vartous IE stocks. Asecond problem concerns the absence
of a PIE tenn for 'lead'. Although native silver does occur in
small amounts, it is clear that by the third millennium Be,
the process of silver extraction, at least in the Aegean and
Near East (and whatever sources supplied Maykop), involved
the cuppelation oflead, i.e., the smelting of a silver-rich lead
ore such as galena to c 900-1000 C to reduce the ore to silver.
Lexically, there is no evidence, therefore, to suggest that the
early Indo-Europeans knew how to produce silver which may
fit the evldence from the northwest Pontic region where it

SING

was acquired hy exchange rather than local extraction.
The appearance of a loanword for 'silver' in lbero-Celtic,

Germanic, Baltic and Slavic is not easily explainable. What
might be observed is that only in Spain was the metal not
only native but abundant and extensively mined in antiqUity.
Moreover, only Ibero-Celtic offers a reflex of this word in the
Celtic languages; there is no trace in any of the much better
represented Insular Celtic languages which, like Gaulish,
shares the PIE word for 'silver'. It is attractive, therefore, to
look to Iberia for the origin of this word and it is difficult to
separate it from the various reflexes one finds in northern
Europe. Nevertheless, the spread of both word and silver does
not appear to be explainable by reference to dny known late
Neolithic or Bronze Age exchange system and the earliest sliver
objects in northern Europe are generally dated to the Iron
Age or later.

See also GoLD; IRON; lEAn; METAL. [M.E.H., j.PM.1

Further Readings
Hamp, E. P. (1973) Lith sidabras, oes srebro. Bafcrslica 9, 57 -58.

JovanoviC, B. (1993) Silver in the Yamna (Pit-grave) culrure in the

Balkans.]IES 21,207-214.

Mallory,]. P and M. E. Huld (1984) Proto-Indo-European "silver"

KZ97, 1-12.

SING
*sengWh- 'sing, make an incantation'. [IE\;V 906-907

(*sen~h-);Wat 58 (sengWh-); Buck 18.121. MWeis dehongli
'explain', ON syngva ~ syngja 'sing', spngr 'church song,
service', OE singan 'sing, lecture, narrate' (> NE SIng), sang
'song' (> NE song), OHG singan 'sing', sang 'song', Goth
siggwan 'sing, present fonnally as by chanting', Grk o/-upr,
'divine voice, prophecy', Prakrit sarnghai 'say, honor'. Only
the Germanic and Greek words are universally assumed to

belong together but there is no compelling reason not to
include both the Middle Welsh and the Prakrit as well. If we
do, we have clear evidence of a word that is widespread and
old in IE. Otherwise, we have evidence only fl)r a word of the
west and center of the IE world.

*geh] (i)- 'sing'. [lEW 355 (*ge(i)-); Wat 18 (*gei-); Buck
18.12]. Lith gied6ti 'sing' (pres. Lith gicdmi - gicdu), giesme
'song of praise', Latv dziedat 'sing', ORus g~/ali 'crow', Av
ga(Ja- 'meter, line of poetry', Oind gayati - gjti 'sings', gAtha
'song'. At least a word of the center and east of the IE world.
It is in complementary distribution with the follOWing word.

*kan- 'sing' (pres. *kane/o-). /fEW 525-526 (*kan-); Wat
27 (*kan-); GI 515; Buck 18.12; BK 257 (*kfhjao-/

*k[hJ;)O-)]. Oir canaid 'sings', Wels canu 'sing; play an
instrument', Lat cano 'sing', carmen « *canmcn) 'song,
prophecy, form of incantation', OHG hano 'cock', Goth hana
'cock', Grk ryf-lCavor;'cock' « :I< 'dawn-singer'). At least a word
of the west and center of the IE world.

*pei-'sing'. [Buck 1S.12\. OCS peti'sing', Rus peli'sing',
TochA pis{J- 'blow (i.e., cause to sing) a musical instrument',
TochB piya- 'sing'. Though restricted to only two stocks, those



SING

two are not usually considered very c~ose to one another
ling~istically so their witness here may well indicate a word
of PIE antiquity

·sh26men- 'song'. [GI 733 (*sHomen-)]. Grk v,uvo~'song,

festival song of praise (commonly in honor of gods orheroes)' ,
vf.lvew 'sing, praise with song', olf.lo~ - ol/111 « *Sh2om jO/
eha-) 'song, lay' (borrowed> NE hymn), Hit ishamai- 'song,
melody', ishamai- - ishamiye- 'sing, sing of', Olnd saman
'song, chant'. Often connected with *seh2- 'bind'. The
connection is possible but it is not particularly compelling
either semantically or formally. Whatever its derivation, this
is obviously a very old word in IE.

.See also PRAy; SPEAK. [D.Q.A.]

SINK see DlYE

SINTASHTA
Sintashta refers to a late Bronze Age fortification and large

burial and ritual complex in the trans-Ural steppe (in Chelya
binsk province), dating to c 2000-1600 BC. The settlement,
which measured c 136-140 m in diameter, was ericlosed by
a bank and ditch which surrounded an inner enclosure some
60 m across. Between the two lines of defense were a series of
.rectangular semi-subterranean houses, set like spokes of an
enormous wheel. The entrance to the settlement lay on the
south. Near the settlement were a number of cemeteries. One
cemetery was located NW of the settlement and contained
sixty-sixty-five individual~ buried in fony graves. The burial Sintashta a. Location of Sintashta.

•
Sinlashta

.. :

Sintashta b. Plan of. fortified settlement; c. House construction; d. Defences; e, Burial with ca'rt and'horses,
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pits contained wooden box-like constructions and the
deceased were occasionally accompanied by chariots (five
graves) and some form of animal offerings (twenty-five graves).
There were also sacrificial complexes of cattle and the head
and forelegs of horses. Another of the cemeteries included a
large barrow, 32 m in diameter and 10m high .. In addition to
other burial complexes was a major ritual structure consisting
of superimposed timber frames forming a 9 m high "temple",
topped by a circular area and what have been identified as
ritual fires. The cemetery has been interpreted in the light of
religious practices recorded in early Indo-Iranian literature:
the use of an earthen barrow, exposure of the body before
burial, animal sacrifice, especially horse and dog as conveyor
of deceased to underworld, use of post-like structure within
grave, fire cult, etc. Similar cemeteries have also been
discovered in the Volga-Ural steppe and have been used to

support the Indo-Iranian identity of the steppe region during
the Bronze Age.

See also ANDRONOVO CULTURE; HORSE; INDO-IRANIAN

lANGUAGES; SACRIFICE; WAGON. U·PM.I

Further Readings
Gening, V F, G. B. Zdanovich and V V Gening (1992) Sintashta.

Chelyabinsk, Yuzhno-Ural'skoye Knizhnoye lzdatel'stvo.

Gening, V F (1979) The cemetery at Sintashta and the early lndo

Iranian peoples. lIES 7, 1-29.

SISTER
*Sl1esorCgen. *Sl1esroS) 'sister'. [JEW 1051 C*sljesor-); Wat

68 C*swesor-); GI666 C*SOesor-); Buck 2.45; Szem 6; Wordick
144-1451. Oir siur(lenited flurindicates an original cluster
*Slj-) 'sister, kinswoman, womans brother'ssister' ,Wels chwaer
'sister', Lat soror'sister; cousin; friend', ON systir'sister', OE
sweostor'sister' (> NE sister), OHG swestar'sister', Goth
swistar 'sister', OPms swestro 'sister', Lith sesuo 'sister', oes
sestra 'sister', Rus sestra 'sister', SC sestra 'sister', Grk fop
'cousin's daughter', Arm k'oyr(gen. k'eti) 'sister', Av xVaahar
'sister', Pashto xor 'sister', OInd svasar- 'sister', Prasun syas
'sister', Waigali sos 'sister', Kati sus 'sister', TocM ~ar 'sister',
TochB ~er'sister' (Toch < [acc.1 *sljesnp). In Hittite the unique
form neka- occurs; the Luvoid languages have further created
a new feminine based on the masculine *negna- 'brother',
e.g., Lycian nere!i-, Luv nanasriya, HierLuv nanasri. Lacking
only in Albanian and Anatolian, this word is clearly old in IE.

Compare the derived *sljesros ~ *sljesrijos 'pertaining to

a sister, sisterly; sister's son' in OSwed swiri 'mother's sister's
son', 0 E swor ~ (ge)sweor 'mother's sister's son', geswirga
'sister's son; mother's brother's/sister's son, father's sister's son' ,
A{ffi k'eti 'mother's brother'. Assuming 'sister's son' as the
oldest meaning allows us to explain Armenian 'mother's
brother' as an example of reciprocal naming (d. OIr aue
'grandson' from *h2euh2os '.grandfather' or OHG enikl
'grandson' from ana 'grandfather'). In Germanic we find the
further derivative *ga-swerjan- 'co-sister's son' (much as in
Lat consobrfnus 'mother's brother's/sister's son, father's sister's

SISTER-IN-LAW

son' < *'co-sister's son'), though there has been considerable
confusion and overlapping of the earlier and later meanings.
This derivative is at least a word of the west and center of the
IE world.

The word for sister has seen abundant attempts to discover
a "deeper" etymology, none of which can he regarded as
entirely convincing. Earlier in this century many accepted
*sl)esoras being from *5I.)C- 'own' + *s{)r'woman', i.e., 'woman
of one's own family' (this etymology, among other things, tends
to flounder on the uncertainty of a PIE *sor- 'woman' although
GI propose *sor- as a feminine marker in Hit hassu- 'king'
but hassussara- 'queen'; Szemerenyi suggests that the word is
to be split hasu-asara where *asar- means 'woman' and is
cognate with Grk oap 'wife', Av <.lvhairi 'female, woman').
Alternatively, others have- proposed *sl}esor< *su- (zero-grade
of *sl)e) or *su- 'with' + *hjcs(Jr 'blood', i.e., '(woman 01)

one's own bloodline or lineage'. Here Uli Linke has emphasized
that the metaphor of 'blood' was very much connected with
'inside blood', i.e., the positively charged blood which tlowed
within the body and did not breach the flesh in contrast to
the negatively charged 'outside blood' (*kreuha) which was
associated with wounding or menstnlation. Szemerenyi argues
that *sljesor is to be analyzed *51}- 'joint family' + *h jesor
'woman', hence, 'woman of one's own joint family'. Many
would probably hold that attempts to provide deep
etymologies for words so basIC in the IE vocabulary is at best
speculative, if not idle.

See also AUNT; DAUGHTER; KINSHIP. 1M. E. H .1

Further Reading
Linke, U. (1985) Blood as a metaphor ill Proto-Indo-European J[ES

13,333-376.

SISTER-IN-LAW
*Sl,Joiniieha- 'wife's sister'. [lEW 884 (*sl)cdh-); Wordick

204]. Lith svaine 'sister-in-law' (particularly 'wife's SIster;
brother's Wife'), Latv svaine 'wife's sister', Arm k'eni 'wifes
sister'. Confined to the center of the IE world, but related to
a word for 'wife's brother' that shows a bit wider distribution.

*gJh3-J,JOS- 'husband's sister'. IIEW 367-368 C*gCcJhilj-);
GI 662 (*J<'a1(ou)-); Wordick 233; Szem 25; BK 283 (*k'al-/
*k'dl-)\. Lat glos'husband's sister, brother's wife', oes zolova
'husbands sister', Rus z6lov-ka 'husbands sister, brothers \vife',
Grk yaA~, (Aeolic ya.AOWs) 'hushand's sister, brother's wife',
d. Hesychius yaAls"yaAaos 'husband's sister, hrother's wlfe',

without ethnic identification, Phryg (Hesychius) y£AAapos
(glOSSing *y£MaF0C; 'brother's wife'), Ann tal 'husbands sister'
(for *cal by contamination from taygr 'hushand's brother'),
OInd giri- 'brother's wife' (contaminated by the forms for
'mountain' or 'weasel' without a palatal). Distribution indicates
PIE status. It has been suggested that these forms were not
only influenced by similar sounding terms for the 'mouse' or
'weasel' (e.g., Lat glIs 'dormouse', Grk yaA£T(weasel', Ormuri
gilak 'rat', Bakhtiari girza 'rat', Oind gin- ~ girikl- 'lnOl.lSe')
but that the kinship terms was actually aprlicd to the animal
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SISTER-IN-LAW

(*gjhlis 'dormouse, marten, weasel?') either as a metaphor
(comparison between young women and slim, streamlined
mustehds?) or because of some taboo on employing the
animal's name. Szemerenyi has attempted to reverse this
dertvation and has suggested that the 'sister-in-law' was named
after the animal (here 'marten'). The incompatibility of the
laryngeals in the two words, however, would seem to obViate
against either proposal.

-hlienha-ter- 'husbands brother's wife'. [lEW 505-506
(*jendler-); GI 662 (*(y)enIjther-); Wordick 226-227; Szem
26]. Late Lat ianitrlces 'brothers' wives', Lith jente (eastern
dial. inte) 'husband's brother's wife', Latv ietere 'husband's
brother's wife', OCSj~t1y'husband's brother's wife', ORus jalry
'husband's brother's wife', Rus j£Urovf'husbands brothers wife',
Grk evar17P (Homeric EivarEpeq) 'husband's brother's wife',
Phryg iavarepa (claimed by Chaintraine as a carelessly
written Greek form with ia- for ai-, a late spelling of e-),
Arm ner 'husband's brother's wife', Pashto yor 'husband's
brother's Wife', OInd yatar- 'husband's brother's wife', Prasun
irf 'co-wife', Waigali yarf 'co-wife', Kati yarf 'co-wife'. Distri
bution indicates PIE status.

The above cognate sets suggest that of the different persons
who may be termed 'sister-in-law', PIE or at least late PIE had
discrete terms for at least three. The discontinuous distrtbution
of the feminine *sl,Joinijeha- 'wife's sister' in Baltic and
Armenian assures some antiquity for this form. A term for
'husband's sister' is phonologically more troublesome, but a
form apprOXimating *glh3lJ.os- in'various ablaut grades will
account for most forms with some analogical restructuring in
Indic and Armenian. A reciprocal term, *h]ienha-ter
'husband's brothers wife' is recorded in Italic, Baltic and Slavic,
Greek, Armenian, and Indo-Iranian.

See also BROTHER-IN-lAW; KINSHIP. [M.E.H.]

SIT
-hles- 'sit' (pres. -hlesor). [lEW 342 (*es-); GI 187

(*es-); Buck 12.13; BK 434 (*asY-I*dsY-)J. Grk !ja8al 'sit',
Hit esa 'sit', aszi 'remains, stays, is left', Av aste 'sits', OInd
aste 'sits'. Though only modestly attested, its geographical
distrtbution guarantees its PIE antiquity Ortginally a length
ened-grade intensive of *h]es-_'be'. Indeed, *hles- may have
originally meant 'sit' and, on "weakening" to 'be' was replaced
in its original semantic sphere by the derived intensive *hles-.
In any case one should note the common interchange of 'be'
and 'sit' (and 'stand') as witnessed for instance in the Spanish
paradigm for 'be' where the indicative es 'is' reflects Latin 'be'
but the subjunctive sea and infinitive ser both reflect the Latin
word for 'sit' (sedere), while the other 'be' verb in Spanish,
estar, reflects Lat stare 'stand'.

-sed- 'sit (down)' (pres. -sedsti, -stsdeti 'sits down'; stative
pres. -sedehlti 'sits, is sitting'). (lEW 884-885 (*sed-); Wat
56 (*sed-); GI134; Buck 12.13]. Oir saidid 'sits', WeIs seddu
'sit', Lat sIdo « *si-sd-elo-) 'sit down', sedeo 'sit, be sitting',
ON sitja 'sit', OE siUan 'sit' (> NE sit), OHG sizzan 'sit', Goth
silan 'sit', OPms sIdons 'sitting', Lith sedu 'sit down', sediiu

'sit, be sitting', Latv sest 'sit down', OCS sesei 'sit do\\'l1', sedeti
'sit, be sitting', Grk {"sw « *si-sd-elo-) - £Sopal 'sit', Arm
nstim 'sit', Av hiDaiti « *si-sd-elo-) - 'sit', Olnd sad- - stdati
« *si-sd-elo-) 'sit'. ef. the derivatives: (I) *sedes- 'seat': Wels
hedd'rest', sedd'seat', Grk £Do~'seat', Av hadiS- 'seat', OInd
sadas- 'seat'; *sod(iJo- 'soot': ON sot 'soot', OE s{)t 'soot' (>

NE SOOl), Lith (pI.) sl10diiai 'soot', oes saida 'soot'. Nearly
ubiqUitous in IE, certainly old.

See also SEAT; SET. ID_Q.A.]

SKIN
*Ntks (gen. *Nek6s) 'skin'. [JEW 1099 ( *tl)akos); GI 712

(*lhoekh_); Buck 4.12]. Grk aal((l()o~ (if < *tl)cko-)
'(leather-)shield', Hit tuekka- 'body; person, self', Olnd {Vak
'skin'. Though sparsely attested, this word is not derived from
any verbal root and would appear to be the oldest word
reconstructible for 'skin' in PIE.

*(s)kr;thx£is (gen. *(s)kuhxteis) , also *k(e)uhxt-es- 'skin,
hide'. (IEW952 (*(s)keu-l-); Wat 60 (*(s)keu-); Buck 4.12].
Wels esgid « *ped-skuli-) 'shoe', ON hao 'hide', OE hfd
'skin, hide' (> NE hide), OHG hal 'hide' (Gmc < *kuhxti-),
Grk (JxiJro~'skin, hide, leather', TacM kac« *kl)eh;.;Ci-) 'skin';
with new full vowel: OPms keuto 'skin', Lith kijutas 'skin' «
*keuhxt-o-). Related forms without a laryngeal are: Lat CUlis
'skin (of liVing beings)', Grk K1Jro~ 'body, skin', iynJr£(~)

'down to the skin', perhaps abstracted originally from
compounds where, as the second member, the loss of laryngeal
was probably at least semi-regular. From *(s)keuhx - 'cover'.
Originally meaning 'covering' this word has replaced the more
original *tl,Jeks in most of the IE world and had probably
done so in late PIE times.

-ktrmen- 'skin'. [lEW 938-939 (*(s)ker-); BK 247
(*k[h)ar-I*k[h);}r-»). OPrus kermens 'body', Av car;Jman
'(animal) skin, leather', OInd carman- 'skin'. Regularly derived
from PIE *(s)ker- 'cut (of0' but morphologically isolated in
both Baltic and Indo-Iranian by the prehistoric loss of the
underlying verb. Perhaps a late PIE "easternism".

-hlOlJes- '(inner) skin'. [lEW 346 (*eu-)j. Lat omentum
'fatty membrane or caul covering the intestines', TochB ewe
'inner skin, hide'. From *hjeu- 'cover'. Possibly a word of
late PIE date.
See also ANATOMY; FLESH; HlDE2; MEAT; SKIN DISEASE. (D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Hilmarsson,j. (l 985) Toch. A kac, Lat cutis, OIcel. hua < IE *kuHcis

'skin'. KZ98, 162-163.

SKIN DISEASE
*dednls 'tetter, skin eruption, leprosy'. [JEW 209 (*de

dru-); Wat 12 (*de-dr-u-)]. OE teler'tetter, skin eruption',
OInd dadnl- 'skin eruption, a kind of leprosy'. Cf. the derived
*dedrukos 'leprosy': OHG zittaroh 'leprosy', Olnd dadruka
(only attested in lexica) 'leprosy'; and Lith dedervine 'ulcer'.
From *der- 'split'. The exact formal and semantic equation
from the two ends of the IE world seem to guarantee this
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word's PIE status.
*kJnos 'callosity'. [lEW 523-524 (*kJ-no-); Wat 26

(*kal-)J. Lat callus 'callosity', OInd kil)a- 'callosity'. From *kal
'hard'. Again, though sparsely attested, the presence of this
word near the eastern and western extremes. of IE speech is
strong evidence for its PIE status.

*Urhxas'pimple'. [IEWl151 (*l)ero-s); Wat 76 (*wer-)}.
Lat varus 'pimple', Lith viras 'pimple in a piece of pork', TochB
yoro « *l)erhxeha-) '± pimple'.

*1Jorhxdo- - *lJerhxdeha- 'wart'. [lEW 1151 ( *l)er-d-); Wat
76 (*wer-)]. ON varta 'wart', OE wearte 'wart' (> NE wart),
OHG warza 'wart', Latv ap-vifde 'abscess', OCS vreda'damage,
infirmity', Rus vered 'abscess, ulcer', NPers balD «*var-'
duka-) 'wart'. Taken together, *lJ[hxosand *l)orhxd6- suggest
a reasonably widespread PIE *l)erhr '± small swelling in the
skin'. That *l)orhxdo- is apparently homophonous with a
word meaning 'frog' suggests that the traditional association
of frogs and warts is of high antiquity.

*kreup- '± rough, scabby'. [lEW 623 (*kreup-); Wat 33
(*kreup-)]. Gaul cruppellarii (type of annored gladiator), ON
hIjofr'rough, scabby', OE hreof'rough, scabby', OHGriob
'leprous', OPrus crupeyle 'frog', Lith kra upus 'rough',
nu-knlpes 'scabby', Latv kraupa 'wart', TochB karpiye
« *krupijo-) 'common' « *'rough'). Widespread, at least in
the "west" of the IE world, in late PIE.

*hle}lies- '± ulcer'. [lEW 310 (*elkos-); Wat 17
(*e1k-es-)J. Lat ulcus 'ulcer', Grk eA1(O~ (with secondary h-)
'(suppurating) wound, ulcer', Sogd 'rsx 'hemorrhoids', Khot
fisT 'itch', OInd arsas- 'hemorrhoids'. Not derived from any
attested PIE verb; at least late PIE in date.

?*ghendh- 'abscess'. [lEW 438 (*ghendh-); Wat 22
( *ghendh-)]. 0 E gund 'pus', 0 HG gund 'pus', Goth gund
'gangrene' (Gmc < *ghQdho-), Grk K"av9VAl1 'abscess, tumor'.
The Germanic and Greek words do not match well
phonologically; a PIE source is doubtful.

See also ANATOMY; FROG; MEDICINE; ROUGH; SICK. [D.Q.A.J

SKY GOD see GOD

SLACK
*(s)I1}.~- - *(s)leh~- 'slack'. [lEW 959-960 (*(sJleg- 

*(sJbg-); Wat 61 (*sleg-); Buck 4.82]. Oir lac 'slack, weak',
Lat laxus 'slack, loose', ON slakr 'sla'ck', OE sleac 'slack'
(> NE slack), OHG slah- 'slack', Latv jegans 'slack, soft', Grk
Aayapo<; 'slack'. MWeis llacc 'slack' is probably a loanword.
Oind slak$na- 'slippery, smooth, soft' has been placed here
(assuming the second reconstruction given) but it may b~

instead from *J<lek-sno- 'smooth, soft', d. Lith slfikas 'drop',
slekti 'to spray', etc. TochB slakkare has traditionally been
placed here as well, but the geminate velar represents a fonnal
problem and the meaning is 'swift, fickle' rather than 'slack,
beaten down'. Distribution still suggests at least late IE status.

?*sek- (*sehlk-) 'slow, slack'. [lEW 896 (*sek-); Wat 57
(*sek-)]. Lat segnis 'slow, slack', Grk 11Ka 'slow, easy'. The
Latin form has been regarded as lacking secure connection

SLAVIC LANGUAGES

but a possible affinity to TocM sak- 'to hold oneself/someone
back' would enhance the case for PIE status. Perhaps to be
associated with *seh] (j)- 'leave behind'.

See also WEAK. U.CS.I

SIANT
*d1J3Dhm6s 'aslant', lfEW222 ( *ddgh-mo-s) 1. Grk 80XJ1oC;

- 80XJ.1lO~ 'slanting, oblique', OInd jihma- (with regressive
assimilation from *diidima- < *didihma-) 'athwart, obhque'.
At least a word of the southeast of the IE world. With no
known root connections, it is likely to be old in PIE.

IA.D.V}

SlAVIC lANGUAGES
The earliest historical location of the Slavs, during the first

half millennium or so AD, corresponds roughW to the central
and western Ukraine and adjacent parts of Poland. In their
Ukrainian and Polish homeland the Slavs were intermixed
and at times overlain by Germanic speakers (the Goths) and
by Iranian speakers (Scythians, Sannatians, Alans) in a shifting
array of tribal and national configurations. The collapse in
AD 453 of the Hunnic empire put together by Attila left a

power vacuum in central and southeastern Europe that the
Slavs exploited by moving, in large numbers, south of the
Carpathians, settling in the Balkans as far south as Greece.
They also moved west, as far as the lower Elbe, and to the
north and east, into what is now European Russia which were
then territories occupied by Baltic and Uralic groups.

In the latter part of the ninth century Sts Cyril (Constantine)
and Methodius, two brothers who were native speakers of
Slavic from Thessalonika, were charged by the Byzantine
emperor with a Christian mission to the Slavs. It is they who
are credited with devising the first Slavic alphabet (though
the "Cyrillic" alphabet is a somewhat later development); areas
of the Slavic world which came to be in the orbit of western
Christianity came to write in the Latin alphabet. The variety
of Slavic, first used by Cyril and Methodius in their biblical
translations, is called Old Church Slavonic (OCS). The Slavic
speech area of the ninth century was not altogether uniform
and Old Church Slavonic represents a southern variety,
appropriate to the Thessalonican origin of Cyril and
Methodius (though differences between the speech of Cyril
and Methodius and other varieties of Slavic of the time were
slight). Subsequently, the various dialects of Slavic have
continued to develop and diverge. The currently spoken
languages can be divided into three large groups: east, west,
and south. The eastern group is composed of Russian,
Belorussian, and Ukrainian. The western Slavic languages are
Polish, Czech, Slovak, Upper Sorbian, and Lower Sorbian
(the latter two spoken by small populations in eastern
Germany). Other, non literary, languages of this group are
Kashubian and Slovincian (both spoken in Polish Pomerania)
and the extinct Polabian (once spoken in Lower Saxony in
Germany). Southern Slavic languages are Macedonian (the
most direct descendant of Cyril and Methodius' speech),
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Slavic I Distribution of Slavic languages. Shaded territory indicates
core area of Slavic river names.

Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, and Slovenian.
Slavic and Baltic are closely related Indo-European groups.

They are so closely allied that most assume that Baltic and
Slavic shared a period of continued common development
after the general break-up of Proto-Indo-European "unity".
In any case, these two groups have always lived adjacent to
one another and have a long history ofmutual influence. Baltic
and Slavic also enjoyed a close, early relationship with
Germanic (earlier and distinct from the relationship of Gothic
with Proto-Slavic). On the other hand both Baltic and Slavic
share certain innovations with Indo-Iranian, innovations that
probably antedate the influence of the Iranian Scythians and
Sarm~tianson Slavic. Thus, both Slavic and Baltic are satdm
languages, merging the PIE dorso-velars and labio-velars and
showing sibilants as reflexes of the PIE palatals. Both groups,
however, but particularly Baltic, show exceptions which
suggests that Balto-Slavic was on the periphery of that part of
Proto-Indo-Europe.an that underwent satdIIiization (or they
"absorbed" vocabulary fro~ an othe~seunattested centum
language). They also both show the effects of the mid-rule
whereby a PIE *-s- is retracted ~o -5- after r, u, k, or i. This is.
an unexpected phonological development that is shared
otherwise only with Indo-lranian. In other respects both Slavic
and Baltic are fairly conservative representatives of Proto-Indo
European. Both groups preserve seven nominal cases and three
numbers (singular, dual, and plural) in the noun. The verb
has undergone more restructuring. Particularly the wide range
of past. tense formations known to Proto-Indo-:European is
r:nuch reduced·,.though Old Church Slavonic and some South

. Slavic languages even today preserve the PIE distinction
between the aorist (denoting completed past actions) and
imperfect (denoting on-going past actions). In the cour e of
their historical development the Slavic languages ha e created
a thorough-going distinction in all tenses between p rfective
(i.e., verbs showing completion of action) and imperfective
(showing incomplete activity) aspects that are fonnally and
historically quite distinct from anything inherited from Proto
Indo-European.

Slavic Origins
The Slavs were one of the most recent of the IE stocks to

disperse from their own region of formation and up until the
middle of the first millennium AD we can attribute a Common
Slavic to all Slavic speakers. The historical expansion of the
Slavs into peripheral areas such as the Balkans can b p rtially
charted through historical sources. Where they deriv d from
before these historically attested migrations has b en a much
more controversial problem.

The claims for the earliest historical attestation of lavic
peoples derives from Herodotus' description of the Iron ge
peoples of Scythia, the region north of the Black ea. There
he places the Neurol (NEVpOl) on the upper reaches of the
southern Bug, and the Boudinoi (BOVDIV01) to th ir east
between the upper Dnieper and Donets. Zbigniew Golilb
argues that both these names may reflect Slavic tribal names:
Neurol may derive from a *NeIlJoi.C< *haller- 'manly str ngth')
and their eastern neighbors, the Boudinoi, are derived from
*Bydini 'tribesman' « *by-ti 'grow'). Identifications more
widely accepted derive &om the first centuries AD where the
Venedi, generally presumed to be the lavic ends, are
recorded to the east of the Vistula. This tradition continues to
the sixth century whenJordanes (Gelica 5.34) also introduces
the names Sc1aveni and Antae, the first being the earliest
attestation of the ethnonym Slav or Slovene (unless conce led
under Ptolemy'S Stauanoi, situated on the middle Dniep r
and recorded in the second century AD). The historical
evidence generally points to an early Slavi presence
somewhere east of the Vistula and west of the Don.

One of the other techniques employed in tracing the earlier
distribution 'of the Slavs is river names combined with a ort
of dead-reckoning that reqUires us to place the early la sin
a region peripheral to tha.t 'of the early Balts and Uralic
speakers of northeast Europe and the Iranian tribes that came
to dominate the steppe and forest-steppe of the kraine and
south Russia at least by the Iron Age if not earlier. The Prip t
marshes of southern Belarus were once thought to have served
as the major border between prehistoric BaIts and Slavs but
the evidence ofBaltic river names south of the Pripet suggests
that at least at some time in the past, the early Slavs did not
occupy this region.

The other technique is retrospective archaeolOgical analysis
where the culture of the earliest historically attested la s is

examined and its (arc~eological) ancestors are sought. The
Prague-Penkov-Kolochin complex of cultures 0 cupied an
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among which were certainly the Sarmatians, the major lranian
speaking group of the last centuries BC and first centuries
AD. Within the Chernyakovo culture were also possibly early
Slavs (in the more northerly area of the Chernyakovo culture
are found coarse wares typical of the later Prague-Penkov
complex alongside the wheel-made Chernyakovo pottery) and
the close cultural contact between them and the Sarrnatians
may possibly account for some of the Iranian loans in Slavic.
(It has also been suggested that the Slavs derived their lranian
vocabulary from the Avars whose ruling family is identified

SlAVIC LANGUAGES

Proto-Indo-European and Slavic Phonological Correspondences /

PIE OCS PIE OCS
*p > p *porKos 'young pig' pras~ 'young pig
*b > b *bolijos'strong' boliJ[ 'great'
*bh > b *bhrehater 'brother' branu 'brother'
*t > t *tuhx'thou' ty'thou'
*d > d *dom(haJos 'house' domu 'house'
*dh > d *dhuhsillOS 'smoke' dymu'smoke'
*R > s *.K[d- 'heart' srld-ice 'heart'
*g > z *gombhos 'tooth, peg' zQbu 'tooth'
*gh > z *gheimeha- 'winter' zima winter'
*k > k *teke/o- 'run' tekQ'run'
*g > g .*jugom 'yoke' jIgo 'yoke'
*gh > g *ghordhos 'enclosure' gradu 'town'
*kW > k *1)1 kWos 'wolf' vllku 'wolf'
*gW > g *gWou- 'cow: gov~do 'ox, cow'
*gW1l > g *gWhoreh]- 'burn' goreti 'burn'
*s > s *seh]- 'sow' sefi 'to sow'
*' > *iugom 'yoke' jIgo 'yoke'1
*lJ > v *lJedhe/o- 'lead' vedQ'lead'
*m > m *mehater'mother' mati 'mother'
*n > n *nokwti- 'night' nostl 'night'
*1 > *loKs 'salmon (trout)' Rus lososI'salmon'
*r > r *h]roudhos'red' Slav rod 'red'
*IJ1 > ~ *KIp.stos 'thick' c~tQ 'thick'
*IJ > ~ *gWhlJ.- 'strike' i~ti 'to chew, mow'
*1 > II *t]hxam 'ground' trIo 'ground'
*r > Ir *K[d- 'heart' srfd-ice 'heart'
*i > *piselo- 'push, stamp' *plSQ 'push, rub'
*1 > i *gWih]uos 'alive' iiVl1 'alive'
*e > e *bhere/o- 'carry' berQ 'carry'
*e > e *sehl- 'sow' seti 'to sow
*a > 0 *nas- 'nose nosO 'nose
*<1 > a *bhrehater 'brother' bratru 'brother'
*0 > a *gWhoreh]- 'burn' goreli 'burn'
*6 > a *sodejelo- 'cause to sit' saditi 'to set, plant'
*u > U *dhug(ha)ter'daughter' dakti'daughter'
*Q > y *dhuhxmos 'smoke' dymu'smoke'
*hl > 0 *hlest- 'be' jestlJ'is'
*h2 > 0 *h20I)ikeha- 'ewe' ovfca 'ewe'
*h3 > 0 *h]okW'eye' oko 'eye'
*h4 > 0 *h4[gheha- 'mount sexually' Rus jerzalf 'move in coition'

area so broad (Vistula to Dnieper and south to the Danube)
during the sixth and seventh centuries AD that it surely
incorporated most if not all early Slavic speakers. This series
of related cultures with their semi-subterranean houses, use
of coarse pottery, and cremation has been labeled the "Slavic
cultural model", Attempts to go earlier usually involve
consideration of the Chemyakovo culture, the broad cultural
phenomenon pivoting about the northwest corner of the Black
Sea. It would appear that the Chernyakovo culture was very
much a mixed culture involving various ethnic elements,
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Slavic II 1 =light-shaded area ofPrague-Penkov-Kolochin complex;
2 = medium-shaded area of Chernoles culture; 3 = dark-shaded
area of Przeworsk(3a)-Zarubintsy(3b) cultures.

as Turkic but, it has been speculated, was primarily composed
of Iranian-speakers.) Alternatively, there are others who see
in Chernyakovo a mixture of Germanic and Sarmatian
elements, excluding the Slavs from a region so far south. Any

,attempt to retreat earlier with respect to Slavic ethnogenesis
normally carries one further to the north since the Slavs would
appear to have followed, at least in part, a north-south
trajectory dUring the course oftheir expansions. The main
cultural phenomenon for this period would be the related
Przeworsk and Zarubintsy cultures (second century BC-fourth
century AD). I~ the view ofmany, the more easterly Zarubintsy
culture in the region of the upper Dnieper and Pripet accords
geographically with the position of early Slavs .O.e., as it lies
east of the Vistula it fits very well with the location attributed
to the VenedO although some emphasize that as its territory
embraces the Pripet 'as well, it is just as likely to have been
Baltic. The neighboring Przeworsk culture to its west is taken
by some as Slavic and others as east Germanic and it is possibly
dUring this period, ifnot slightly later dUring the Chernyakovo
culture, that a series of Germanic loanwords passed into Slavic.

The disparity in interpretations here is quite old as there
has long been a. school of thought, often dubbed the "Polish

.school", that argues for a more westerly Slavic homeland in

. Poland which comes into conflict with Germanicists who
would place the eastern borders of the early Germans in the
same region. Most controversy concerning Slavic origins
concerns this western border. It should be obvious then that
as one recedes further back into time to earlier Bronze Age
candidates for either Proto-Slavic or Proto-Balto- lavic, any
degree of certainty must recede correspondingly: In one of
the most detailed linguistic analysis of the problem of Slavic
origins, Zbigniew Golpb has sought to peel away the layers of
linguistic contacts between the Slavs (and Proto-Slavs) and
their neighbors. Golpb argues that Proto-Slavic emerges
sometime about 1000 BC, i.e., in archaeological terms during
the later part of the Bronze Age after the floruit of the Trzcini c
and Komarov cultures which spanned Poland and the w tern
Ukraine and are frequently regarded as Proto-Slavic.

See also BALTIC lANGUAGES~ INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES.

[D.Q.A., j.P.M.]
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SLEEP
*der- 'sleep', in the various enlargements: (1) *d.rehl-, (2)

*derdh-, and (3) *drem-. [lEW 226 (*dre-)~ at 15
(*drem-)~ Buck 4.61]. (1) OInd drati'sleeps'~ (2) Grk i8pa(Jov
'slept'; (3) Lat dormiC; 'sleep', oes dremljp'doze'. Cf. Arm
tartam 'slowly'. Old in IE though the underlying verb ha not
SUrvived, only derivatives of PIE age.
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*ses- 'rest, sleep, keep qUiet' (pres. *sestD. [GI 256
(*ses-); Del 287]. Hit sesmi 'sleep', sassnu- 'put to bed', Av
hahmi 'sleep', OInd sasti 'sleeps', sasvarta 'stealthily". Not
widely attested though its geographical distribution demon
strates that it ,is old in IE. It is almost surely onomatopoeic in
origin-derived from the sound of gentle snoring (cL NE
counting zs) or from an interjection similar to NE sh! This
word seems to have been the "external" word for sleep, sleep
as seen by the onlooker.

*Sf,J.ep- 'sleep, dream' (vb). [lEW 1048 (*SlJep-); Wat 68
(*swep-); GI 100 (*sweph_); Buck 4.61; BK 197 (*saw-/
*SdW-)l. (1) Pres. *slJepti 'sleeps, dreams': ON sofa 'sleep',
OE swefan 'sleep', OCS sl1pati 'sleep', Hit supp- 'sleep'., Av
xVap- 'sleep', Oind svapiti 'sleeps'; (2) pres. *slJopejeti
*sl)opejeti 'lulls to sleep': Lat sapia 'lulls to sleep', ON svefJan
'lull to sleep, appease', serfa « *sl)opeje/o-) 'kill', OE swefian
'lull to sleep, appease', swebban 'lull to sleep; kill', OHG
antswebben 'fall asleep', Olnd svapayati - svapayati 'lulls to
sleep'. Widespread and old in IE. In contrast to *ses-, this
form seems to have been the "internal" word for sleep, Le.,
sleep as seen by the sleeper.

*su6pnos - *suepnos - *supn6s 'sleep, dream' (noun).
[lEW 1048-1049 (*slJepno-s);Wat 68 (*swep-); GI 107
(*sweph-); Buck 4.61; BK 197 (*saw-/*sdW-)]. (1) *s1)opnos:
OIr sOan 'sleep', Wels hun 'sleep', Lat somnus (or < *s1)epnos)
'sleep', Lith sapnas 'dream', Latv sapnis 'dream', Grk iSrrvo~

'sleep'; (2) *slJepnos: ON svefn 'sleep, dream', OE swefn 'sleep,
dream', Av xVafna- 'sleep', OInd svapna- 'sleep' (Indo-Iranian
could be < *Sl,Jopnas) , TochA $parn 'sleep, dream', TochB
$pane 'sleep, dream'; (3) *supnos: OCS sl1nl1 'sleep', Alb gjume
'sleep', Arm k'un 'sleep', TochB sanmetse « *supno-tjo-) '±

entranced'. Cf. Lat sopor « *sl,Jepor)' 'overpowering sleep',
Grk vrrap 'true dream, vision; walking reverie', Hit suppariya
'dream'. All of these derivatives together suggest an ancient
derived noun *Sl,JOPJ - *sl,Jepar (gen. *supnos) rebuilt as a
no-stem in several ways, already in late PIE. In any case
widespread and old in IE.

See also DREAM. [O.Q.A.]

SLIDE
*(s}meug- - *meuk- 'slip'. [lEW 744-745 (*meug- 

*meuk-); Wat 42 (*meug-); GI 124; Buck 10.111. Lat -mungo
'blow nose', OE smugan 'slide, slip', Lith munku 'slip away
from', Latv muku 'slip loose', OCS mDcati 'chase', ORus
mDknuti sja 'pass over', Grk arroJ1vaaw 'wipe nose', OInd
mutiGiti - mucati 'lets loose, frees', IocM muk- 'desist', TochB
mauk- 'desist', mak- 'run'. Widespread and old in IE, thoug~
the exact range of its original meaning is hard to determine.

*(s}leidh- 'slide' (pres. *sleidhe/o-). [lEW 960-961
(*(s)leidh-); Wat 61 (*sleidh-); Buck 10.421. OE slrdan 'slide'
(> NE slide), MHG slUen 'slide', Lith slystu 'slide, slip', latv
slist 'slip', OCS sledD 'track (in the grass)', Rus slety'slip',
Grk oAla8aivw 'slip', Olnd sredhati 'fails, errs' « *'slides
off'?). If the Old Indic word belongs here, then *sleidh- is
clearly of PIE age; otherwise, a word of the west and center of

SLIMY

the IE world.
?*sleubh- 'slide'. [lEW 963-964 (*sleub(hJ-); Wat 61

(*sleubh-); Buck 10.42]. Lat IObricus 'slippery, smooth', OE
slapan 'slide, slip', slIefan 'put on clothes', slIde 'sleeve' (>

NE sleeve), OHG sliofan 'sneak, prowl, slink', Goth sliupan
'sneak, prowl, slink', Possibly a late western dialect word.

See also SUMY; SMEAR. [D.Q.A.l

SLIMY
*(s}lei- 'sticky, slimy, slippery'. IlEW 662 (*/ei-), 670-671

(*leip-); Wat 35-36 (*Jei- - *slei-); Buck 15.77]. This root
shows a pattern of extended forms, mostly verbal and with
meanings related to adhering or sticking, and sometimes the
distinction between this and homophonous */ei- 'to pour,
flow' (and pOSSibly other roots of that shape) becomes blurred
or obscured. (1) *(s)lei-n-: OIr as-lena 'pollute, stain', Lat

. linD 'to anoint, smear', OCS slina 'spit', Grk aAlvw 'to anoint,
smear'. OInd linati 'bends down, ducks, hides' and then
presumably later 'clings to' has been traced back to a root lI
and sometimes placed here in spite of the semantic distance
between the root at hand and the apparent older meaning in
lndic. (2) *(s)lei-p-: ON leila 'leave over', OE belifan 'remain,
stay', OHG billban 'remain, stay', Goth bileiban 'remain, stay',
lith Iipti 'to stick, be sticky', Latv lipt 'to stick, attach to',
OCS pri-llp)9 'stick on/to', TochAB Jip- 'remain'. Other sug
gested cognates have been Lat lippus 'sore-eyed, bleary-eyed';
Alb laparos '1 sully, dirty' or 'stink' has long been controversial
here while a set of variants including geIepe, glepe « *ke +

*loipa) 'eye secretion' has been placed here as well with less
resistance~ Hit lippanzi 'lick, lap (up)' was earlier considered
part of this etymology based on a meaning of 'smear, paint'
but the more recent semantics make this very unlikely; OInd
rip- 'to smear, adhere (to)' shows a frequent variant with initial
1- in later texts, e.g., OInd limpari 'smear', has been very
frequently connected here. (3) *(s)lei-m-: Oir slemon 'slick,
slippery, polished', Lat lImus 'mud', ON slIm 'slime', 11m 'glue',
OE slIm 'slime' (> NE slime), lim 'lime, mortar, bird-lIme'
(> NE lime), OHG slImen 'to polish', MHG. 11m 'glue', Rus
slimak 'slug, snail'. Lat lImax 'snail, slug' and Grk AE{pa~

'snail, slug' perhaps reflect a borrOWing (dIrection uncertain)
while Grk MlJ1mv 'damp meadow' has also been placed here
but is also uncertain. The use of mud/clay in creating smooth
surfaces in construction has been understood as prOViding a
direct link between the meaning 'mud' and 'slick, polished',
in the context of a broader set of building vocabulary. This
group, most productive in the northwest, presents a strong
c'ase for PIE status, notably with the p-suffixed forn1s.

*(s}meug- - *(s}meuk- 'slick, slippery (from wetness)'.
[IEW744-745 (*meug- ~ *meuk-); Wat 4 (*meug-); BK 521
(*maw-/*mJw-)). OIr mocht « *muk-to) 'soft, tender', Lat
munga (nasal forn1 with -g-) 'blow nose', mOcus (with -k-)
'mucus', ON mugga 'drizzle', m)Llkr 'soft, malleable', OE
smugan 'creep', MlG smucken 'to adorn' « 'make sleek')«
Proto-Gmc *(s)mug-), Grk J1Vaaopal « *muk-je/o) 'I blow
my nose'. These forms have been connected, farther from the
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sense central to this etymology, to forms meaning 'to run away,
slip away, flee': Lith mukti 'slip away from', Latv mukt 'slip
loose', OCS mucati'chase', ORus mOknuti sja 'pass over', Olnd
muflcaU 'looses, frees', TocM muk- 'to let go, give up', TochB
mauk- 'to let go, give up', perhaps connected by a sense like
'to slip off, away', mak- 'run'. The root is well attested in the
northwest with Greek providing the most immediate
connection outside of that area. From *meu- 'damp'.

See also ANOINT; FISH; SMEAR; SNAIL. [j.C.S.]

Further Reading
Trier, Jost (1951) Lehm: EtymoJogien zum Fachwerk. Marburg,

Simon.

SLING
?*(sJbhond-neha 'strap, sling'. [cf. lEW 989

(*sp(hJe(n)d-)]. Lat lunda « *bhond-eha) 'sling', Grk
(J'(PEV8oVl1 (metathesized from *acpov8tvl1) 'sling'. The Latin
Greek equation, though showing some phonological
irregularities, may betoken something of (late) PIE age.

Slings are probably among the earliest weapons and they
are depicted, at least, from the early Neolithic, e.g., in paintings
from C:atal HUyLik in Anatolia. Neolithic sites have also yielded
both small stones and clay pellets that have been interpreted
as sling stones.

See also TooL. [D.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Huld, M. E. (1993) Early Indo-European weapons terminology Word

44,223-234.

SLIP see SLIDE

SLOETREE
*dhergh- 'sloetree, blackthorn (Prunus spinosa)'. [IEW258

(*dheregh-)]. OIr draigen 'sloetree, blackthorn (Prunus
spinosa)', Wels draen 'thornbush', OHG dim(-baum) '(cornel)
cherry', NHG (dial.) dimlein 'cornel cherry', Rus deren ~ deren
'cornel cherry', SC dren 'cornel cherry', Kashubian dfon
'thorns', Pol (dial.) dzron 'barberry (Berberisspp.)' (barberries
are shrubs with spines, yellow flowers, and oblong red berries)
(Gmc and Slav < *dherghno-). A northwestern IE term for
'sloetree, blackthorn' which shows semantic specialization to
'thorn' in both Celtic and Slavic and to 'cornel cherry' in both
Slavic and Germanic. The various reflexes suggest either an
old n-stem noun *dherghon (gen. *dhrghnos) or an old root
noun *dherghs (gen. *dhrghos) to which has been added,
independently in Celtic and Germanic-Slavic, the derivational
*-no- so common in IE tree names.

See also TREES. [D.Q.A.]

SMALL
*men-ullJo-s'thin (in density), sparse, fine'. [JEW 728

729 (*men-); d. Wat 41 (*men-); Buck 12.66]. 0) *men-u/
!)o-: aIr menb 'small, tiny', Lat minus 'less' (but may rather

be connected with *mei-), Grk j.ulvv 'small', Arm manr'small,
fine', OInd manAk'a liltle, slightly'; (2) *menk- 'lacking'. [lE\V
729 (*men-k-)I. OHG mengcn 'lack', Lith mcr1ka:-; 'smalL
unimportant, little', ?Hit maninku- 'short, near, n;urow',
TocM mank 'lack, debt', TachS menki 'lack'. Very uncertain
is Lat mancus 'crippled, maimed' which has also been placed
here. The root itself is secure for PIE and both derived forms
show reasonable distributions.

?*dhebh- 'makes sDlalt?'. [GI 684 (*dhehh-)I. Hit tcpnu
'make small, lessen the size or quantity of', tepu- 'small, few',
Av d;Jb;Jnaota 'you deceive', Oind dahhndtI 'harm, deceives'
The semantic connection between Anatolian and Indo-Iranian
is by no means suffiCiently secure to ascribe IE status.

??*haelpos'weak'. [JEW33 (*alp-); Buck 12.561. Lith afptI

'to lose consciousness' was earlier placed here but now seems
related to lepti 'be mollycoddled, spoiled; become effeminate',
Grk aAana8vos 'weak' is more likely to be related to a family
of words meaning 'empty', Hit alpa(nO- 'sick, weak', Oind
alpa- 'small' has been placed here, assuming Alp-a rather than
aI-pa, and thence to Proto-Indo-Iranian *al-/ar-, d. OInd Anu
'small'. Either solution is very uncertain and the connection
to this etymon must be rejected. The entire set, accepted in
earlier works, has nothing left to recommend it.

See also THIN; WEAK. U.C.Sl

SMEAR
*leip-'adhere, stick; smear'. [lEW670-671 (*lcip-); 'vVat

36 (*Ieip-)]. ON leifa 'leave over', OE belTran 'remain', OHG
billban 'remain', Goth bi/eiban 'remain', af~/ifT1an 'relnain',
bilaibjan 'leave remaining', Lith /impll 'adhere', Latv lipu
'adhere', OCS pri-Irpj9 'stick on', Hit lipp- 'smear, pamt', Olnd
limpa'U 'smears', TochB lip- 'remain'. Cf. Grk Allrapos- 'fat,
anointed, strong', TocMS lyipar'remainder'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*halei- 'smear' (pres. *halinehatD. [lEW 662 (*lci-); Wat
35-36 (*Iei- - *slei-)]. Oir as-lena 'stain', Lat lint) 'smear',
Lith laistau 'smear', Grk aA.lVW 'spread, smear', Olnd lini1ti
'pastes', TochS lina- '± stick, place'. Reasonably widespread
and old in IE.

?*smeid- 'smear'. [I£W'966-967 (*sme-)j. DE bc-sm[(;}n
'smear', OHG (bi)smTzan 'smear', Goth bi-smeitan 'anoint',
ga-smeitan 'smear', Arm mic « *smidjo-) 'dirt'. Dubious. If
the Armenian word belongs here with the Germanic (by no
means a certainty), then we have evidence perhaps for a late
IE word of the west and center.

See also ADHERE; ANOINT; SuMY; WORK. [D.Q.A.j

SMELL
*h]ed- 'smell' (= 'give off a smell'). [IEW772-773 ( *od-);

Wat 4S (*od-); Buck 1S.21; SK 371 (*ut'-/*ot'-) I. Lat olc()
'smell, stink', Lith l10diiu 'smell', Latv w5zu 'smell', OCzech
jadati 'investigate, sniff out', Crk OSW 'smell', Arm hotim
'smell'. At least a word of the west and center of the IE world.

*pu- (*puhr ?) 'stink'. [JEW 848-849 (*pu-)j. Lat putceJ
'stink', Lith pl1dau 'rot', Latv pOt 'stink', Crk Trv()w 'become

.j

:1.,
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rotten', Av puyeiti 'rots', OInd puyati 'stinks'. An old word in
IE, almost certainly of onomatopoeic origin.

See also NOSE; Pus; ROT. [D.Q.A.]

SMITH GOD
?*ulkanos'smith god'. [Del75}. Lat Volcanus(smith god),

Oss wcergon (smith god). Although smith gods are found in
the mythologies of the various IE peoples, e.g., the Celtic
Goibniu and the Greek Hephaistos, these comparisons are
usually generic and may be found among non-IE peoples as
well. One of the few striking parallels among a number of the
smith deities of the various IE stocks is that he is described as
lame and/or a dwarf in Latin, Germanic and Greek tradition:
But the postulation of a PIE smith god from the -linguistic
evidence rests primarily on the similarity between the Latin
and Ossetic names. That the Latin form is cognate with the
Iranian is by no means secure. It is usually considered a
borrowing from Etruscan; and Raetic ve1xanu is also compared
here. An Aegean origin has also been proposed where we
find the name f£Axav6~on Crete. It has been suggested that
the Cretan form may be Luvian and hence compared with
Hit walhmi 'I hit'. Previous attempts to associate the name
with OInd ulka 'meteor' should be rejected and there is no
evidence for a PIE *ulka 'firebrand' as has been sometimes
suggested. The comparison then remains etymologically most
obscure.

See also CRAFT GOD; GOlD; METAL; SILVER. [E.C.P]

SMOKE
*dhuhlm65 'smoke'. l/EW 261 (*dha-mo-); Wat 14

(*dheu-); GI 388 (*dheu-Hls-); Buck 1.83]. Lat famus'smoke',
OPrus dumis'smoke', Lith (pI.) dumai'smoke', Latv (pU dami
'smoke', OCS dymO'smoke', Grk 8u)16~'spirit',Oind dhama
'smoke'. OHG (oum « *dhouh2mo-) 'steam' may be cognate
but not MIr dumach 'sandbank, heap, mass, clouds, mist'.
The word is clearly PIE and derives from *dheuh2- with a
meaning difficult to establish, perhaps something like 'be in
(com)motion, smoke'. The same root lies behind Hit tuhha(i)
'cough'.

*kwhauep- or *Jlw)uhaP- 'smoke, seethe'. [lEW 596
(*klJep-); Wat 34 (*kwep-); Buck 1.83; Schrijver 260]. Lat
vapor'steam', Lith kupu 'boil, seethe', kvepti (with e) 'breathe,
cough', kvapas'breath', Latv kl1pet'smoke, steam', OCS kypeti
'seethe', Alb kapitem 'am tired, exhausted', Grk l(aJrv6~ «
*kuhaep-) 'smoke'. The second root form *k(w)uhaP- assumes
metathesis, secondary *k(w)hacp- > klJap- hence: Lat vap
and Grk *khalJep- or *kuhaep- > *khaep-; with b-variant, or
rather -bn- > -pn-: Goth af-lvapjan ~ af-lvapnan 'choke'. To
be rejected here are: aIr ad-cobra 'want', Lat CUpiD 'wish,
desire', Olnet kopayati 'makes tremble, shake'. Perhaps a late.
IE term in Europe.

*(5)m(e)ug(h)- 'smoke'. [lEW 971 (*(s)meukh-); Wat 62
(*smeug-); Buck 1.831. aIr mach (with 0) 'smoke', WeIs mwg
(with 0) 'smoke', OE smoca « *smug-on-), smeocan «
*smeug-) 'smoke' (> NE smoke), Grk crpvxw 'burn in

SNAKE

moldering fire', Arm mux « *(s)mukho-) 'smoke'. The root
vowel was *eu/u with the long n unexplained; the Arm x is
also unclear. At least a word of the west and center of the IE
world.

See also BURN; FIRE. lR.S.PB.]

Further Readings
Raider, U. (1981) Griech 8v,u6~'Mut'-al dhnmaO'Rauch'. KZ9'5,

98-109.

Schrijver, P (1991) The Reflexes or the PIE Laryngeals in Latin.
Leiden, Rodopl.

SMOOTH
*ghlehxdh-(roJ- 'smooth' < 'shiny', (lEW 431-432

(*ghladh-); Wat 21 (*ghel-); Buck 15.77/. Lat glaber'smooth,
esp. without hair', ON gladr'happy, shining', OEglxd'shining,
happy' (> NE glad), OHG glat 'shining, bright clear', OPrus
gloslo 'whetstone', Lith glodC1S 'smooth, smoothed', Latv
glas(t)it 'to stroke, caress', OCS gladiti 'smooth', Rus gJadkyj
'shiny'. Northwestern development of the root *ghcl- 'shine'.

See also SHINE. U.C.S.I

SNAIL
*sleimak- 'snail, slug'. lIE~V663 (*(s)lei-); d. Wat 35-36

(*lei-)]. Rus sllmak 'snail', Grk A£l)1a~ 'slug'. From *(s)lel
'be slimy'. A word of the center of the IE world.

See also ANIMAL; SHELLFISH; SUMY. [D.Q.A.I

SNAKE
*h16gW hi5 (gen. *hlegWhis) 'snake'. II EvV 43-45

(*oglJhi-); cr. Wat 2-3 (*ang\\!hi-); GI 444 (*otf°i-); Buck
3.851. Wels euod 'sheepworm', cuon 'horseworm' « Prota
Celtic *eghi-), OHG egala 'leech', Grk EXl~ « *(~ghi-) 'Viper',
EXlDva « *eghidnlha) 'vi per', oqJu; 'snake', A I'm ii
« *egWhi-) 'snake, Viper', Av a1i- 'snake', Olnd <1hi- 'snake'
TochB auk 'snake' probably belongs here as well, if Proto
Tach *elJk is metathesized from expected *ektl (much as
Proto-Gmc *aug-an- 'eye' is from PIE *h 30k\\). The most
plausible reconstruction would seem to be an acrostatic
*h16gW hi- - *hlegWhi- 'snake'. The lack of labia-velar in Grk
EXI~ and EXIDva must be attributed to contamination wnh
the word for 'eel'. *h16gWhis is probably the oldest word we
can reconstruct for 'snake' in PIE. Its sem,1ntic held embraces
more than simply the reptile but also, apparently, a mythic
serpent or dragon that is slain by a great hero In Indo
European myth. This is seen in a senes of formulaic corres-

.pondences in IE literature. In the Rgl/eda, one of the central
motifs is the slaying of the serpent (Vrtra) by Indra where
one finds the phrase ahann cihim 'he killed the serpent' on
eleven occasions. The cognate expression--:fanal azim '[who]
killed the serpent'-is found in the Iranian Avesla where
8raetaona slays the dragon All Dahaka. In Greek passages
depicting the slaying of monsters we also find both the same
word for 'serpent' and 'kill' which supports the existence ot
an underlying PIE phrase *(h 1e )gWhent h jc)gWhim 'he killed
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the serpent'. In Germanic the corresponding dragon-slaying
motif retains the same verb but has replaced the word for
'serpent' with Proto-Gmc *wurmiz 'worm, snake'. The next
word, *ha(e)ngWh(i)-, has replaced *h16gWhis, or shunted it
into semantically marginal areas, in much of the west and
center of the IE world.

*haengWhis (gen. *ha1J.gWheis) 'snake'. [lEW 43-45
(*anlf(h)i-); Wat 2-3 (*angWhi-); GI 444 (*antoi-); Buck
3.85]. aIr escung (DIL escong) 'eel' « *'water-snake', where
ung< *angWh6) , Wels llysyw(en) 'eel', Lat anguis'snake', OHG
unc 'snake', OPrus angis 'non-poisonous snake', Lith angis
'snake', Latv uodze'snake', Rus ui'snake', Pol w?t'snake' «
Proto-Slavic *9Z1- 'snake'), Illyrian (Hesychius) af3El<; 'snakes',
Arm awj (gen. sg. awji) 'snake'. Note that the aspiration of
the final consonant is guaranteed by the Old Irish and
Armenian forms.

*neh]tor (gen. *n/,;l]tr6s); Italo-Celtic *n1ntrik- 'snake'.
IIEW767 (*ne-tr); Wat 44 (*netr); GI 445; Buck 3.85]. aIr
nathir (gen. nathrach) 'snake', Wels neidr snake', Lat natrix
'watersnake', ON nadr - nadra 'snake, adder', OE nt£dre
'snake, adder' (> NE adder, by misdivision of a nadder), OHG
nat(a)ra 'snake, adder', Goth nadrs 'snake, viper'. From
*(s)neh 1- 'sew') as 'the twister'. A word of the western part of
the IE world. There appears to have been at least an incipient
semantic division between *haengWhis and *neh1tOrin those
areas where both were found, the former being 'snake' in
general while the second tending to be the poisonous 'adder
(Vipera bems)'. The attestation of an inherited 'snake' word
in Ireland, a land famous since classical times for the absence
of snakes, indicates how cultural vocabularies may extend
beyond the geographical borders of a language (snakes are,
however, known from Britain).

See also ANIMAL; CRAWL; DRAGON; EEL;
THREE-HEADED MONSTER. [D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1995) How to Kill a Dragon. New York, Oxford, Oxford

University Press.

SNEEZE see COUGH

SNORE
?*srenk- 'snore'. [lEW 1002 (*srenk-); Wat 64 (*srenk-)).

aIr sreinnid « *srenk-n-) 'snores', Grk perKO) 'snore'.
Certainly originally an onomatopoeic word. The close equi
valence of Old Irish and Greek gives some evidence that the
formation is of PIE age.

See also DREAM; MOAN; SLEEP. [D.Q.A.]

SNOW
*sneigWh- 'to snow'. IIEW 974 (*sneigl)h-); Wat 62

(*sneigWh-); GI587 (*sneito-); Buck 1. 76]. aIr snigid'rains,
snows', Wels nyfio 'snows', Lat nivit (nI-?), ninguit 'snows',
ON snyr'snows', (past participle snivenn), OE snlwan 'snows',
OHG snlwan 'snows', Lith sniega, sniegti (snit1ga, snigti)

'snows', Latv snieg, snigt 'snows', OCS osneii(j 'snows', Grk
VElqJEl 'snows', Av snaeiaiti 'snows', Olnd snehJyati 'causes
to fall (?)', (aor.) a-snih-at 'remain lying PY. Distribution
assures PIE status. There is no evidence for s-mobile (OInd
nihaka- 'snow-storm?' cannot, therefore, be cognate). Old
Indic has no old present, the other languages have the full
grade except for Celtic, and the length of the i in Lat ni\'it is
uncertain. It has been supposed that the verb, clearly of PIE
status, was originally athematic and ablauting, but as the 3rd
sg. was the only form in regular use (cf. 'it snows, it is
snowing'), perhaps the Celtic forms are denominal. The Latin
nasal present is no longer supported by Umb ninctu, as this
form is of uncertain interpretation and had it been truly
cognate, it should have begun with *sn-. Uth sniflga is
probably recent. The Old Indic meaning can be derived from
'(let) fall like snow'. It is improbable that OInd snihyati was
originally 'is moist, sticky, attached to' and that all the other
languages innovated in the same way; moreover, the later Indic
languages as well as Iranian retain the meaning 'snow'.

*snigWh-s (fern.), *sn6igWh-os (masc.) 'snow'. [IEv\;' 974
(*snigVh-); Wat 62 (*snigWh-); GI 587 (*sneiffO-); Buck 1.761.
aIr snige (neur.) 'drip, flowing', snecht(a)e 'snow', Wels nyf
« *snigWh-) 'snow', Lat nix, nivis (fern.) 'snow', OE snaw
'snow' (> NE snow), OHG sne(o), snewes (masc.) 'snow', Goth
snaiws 'snow', OPrus snaygis 'snow', Lith sniegas 'snow', Latv
sniegs 'snow', OCS snegu, SC snijeg 'snow', Grk (acc.
fem.)vlqJa 'snow', vlqJac;, vlqJEroc; 'snowstorm', (pI.)
'snowflakes', Shugni iinij'snow', Oind sneha - 'slime, grease',
Prakrit siI).eha- 'snow', TochB ,siflcatstse (from implied noun
*sit1ce 'snow' < *snigWhi- or *snigWhen-) 'snowy'. The
Germanic and Baltic and Slavic forms derive from *snoigWhos
as well as OInd sneha-; if this is old, Baltic, Slavic and Old
Indic also agree on root-accented *sn<5igWhos. The form with
the zero grade must be old, and Latin and Greek point to a
feminine root noun.

See also ICE; SEASONS. [R.S.PB.]

Further Reading
Hoffmann, K. (1965) Idg *snclgWh-. MSS 18, 13-'-28.

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION
The social organization of PIE society is relatively opaque

given the few terms that can be reconstructed to PIE and
even there semantic discrepancies between phonologically
cognate words often renders the reconstnlction of the proto
meaning hopelessly vague. Also, social structures of any IE
community and the terms which were employed to describe
them were in a constant state of evolution so that whatever
has survived to be reconstructed can be but a fragment of the
original system. For example, B. Schlerath's experiment in

reconstructing Germanic social terms from the Heliand and
Beowulf found that of twenty-seven words or compounds
cognate to both, only two have survived in each of the
descendant languages a thousand years later, i.e., OF corl (d.
OHG erl) > NE earl, OE cyning > NE king; 011C ~calk -
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scalch (d. OE scealc 'servant') > NHG schalk 'scoundrel,
servant, OHG kuning> NHG k6nig 'king'.

The Four-Tiered System
Emile Benveniste proposed a widely accepted hierarchical

system for PIE society comprising four social tiers. The lowest
and smallest unit was the *dom(haJ- 'household, nuclear
family', and this term had a corresponding designation for its
social head, the *dems-pot- 'master of the house'. The families
were gathered together into a *1)i}(- 'clan' which also had a
corresponding head, *1)i}(pots, and the clans were grouped
together into a single *gen- 'tribe'. The territorial expression
of where a people lived as well as the largest social collective'
was provided by Av dahyu and OInd dasyu- « *das-). But
such a structure only occurs in canonical order in the A vesta
(e.g., Y 31, 18) and its attribution to PIE rests primarily on
the presence of cognate terms in other IE languages; there is
no solid evidence for the actual "system" in another IE stock
(e.g., the Greek cognate of *gen- is rivo~ and means 'family'
rather than 'tribe'). Moreover, critical examination of the
Iranian terms reveals that there is considerable imprecision
of meaning of any word above the level of the family. That
the *1)i}(- designates something larger than a nuclear family
there is little doubt but there is no evidence that it must be
interpreted as a 'clan of related families sharing a common
ancestor' or any other more precisely defined larger unit of
social organization. Similarly, the Indo-Iranian *tantu- has
far too broad a semantic range to permit the reconstruction
of an Indo-Iranian word for 'tribe' much less a PIE term al
though it must have designated something larger than a 1)i}(

and smaller than a 'country'. Some form of kingship has been
widely accepted for PIE with reconstruction of *h3regs 'king'.

Tribal System
The system proposed by E. Benveniste rests largely on east

IE material and has been challenged by Kim McCone who
has proposed a social system in which the primary levels of
discrimination are based on the social organization of warfare
and its relationship to the *teuteha-, generally translated 'tribe'
or 'people', which is unaccounted for in Benveniste's system
but which McCone regards as an essential feature of PIE social
organization. The structure envisaged by McCone
distinguishes between warriors who operate outside the remit
of tribal society and those who live within its system. This
sets into opposition the *korjos 'war-band' of youths who
engage in predatory behavior, living like wolves by hunting
and raiding. In terms of the reconstructed lexicon, characte~
istics of this group would comprise concepts such as 'youth'
(*hJuhx-V-}(o-) which often covers the meaning of 'young
warrior' in the various IE stocks, e.g., Oir 6ac 'youth; warrior'.
Here he would also include *morjos 'deadly (one)' which
McCone takes to underlie both OIr muire 'leader', and the
Indo-Iranian words associated with the youthful war-bands,
e.g., Av mairyo'villain, scoundrel', OInd marya- 'young man'.
Finally, to this group would be assigned the entire complex

SOCIAL ORGANIZATION

associating warriors with wolves. A characteristic of this group
would be the achievement of wealth (or at least subsistence)
by raiding for booty for which IE retains at least one
designation in *soru.

At about the age of twenty, the young man was recognized
asa marriageable adult ( *lJihxros or *haner) and capable of
owning and defending his home and possessions (*p()tis).
His place was then in the 'tribe' (*teuteha-) which consisted
of three or four 'clans' (*lJikes) under the rulership of a *hJregs
'king'. In terms of warfare, the man graduated from light
foot-soldier to chariot-fighter or some other form of more
advanced military unit. Later, he became an 'elder' ( *senos or
*gerhaonts) and he was absolved from military service but
could be required to give advice ( *medonts) based on his age
and experience.

The system here, which offers an alternate structure to that
. proposed by Benveniste, is obviously founded on the function

of males in society largely to the exclusion of females.
Moreover, the reconstruction of the position of 'king' to a
position of secular rather than religious leadership is by no
means certain. Finally, there are other social tenns, even those
pertinent to the structure proposed such as */eh2IJoS 'people
(under arms)', which need to be incorporated into an
explanatory framework.

Social Complexity
Social organizations when represented in a hierarchic scale

are often crudely divided into four broad categories of SOCial
complexity The lowest is that of the band or egalitarian society.
This form of society correlates broadly with hunter-gatherers
(in archaeological terms, the Palaeolithic and Mesolithic) who
are marked by small social units, bands consisting of a number
of families. Status is based on one's age, sex or own personal
achievements but cannot be inherited. Economic relations
tend to be reciprocal. As the economic basis of the
reconstructed PIE lexicon is clearly that of agriculturalists and
there are sufficient terms for "leaders" and other social
categories, it seems clear that PIE social organization was more
complex than a simple band/egalitarian society.

The second level of complexity is termed ranked or tnbal
and this type of society does correlate with simple agricultural
communities (Neolithic in archaeological terms) although it
may also comprise certain hunter-gatherers, especially those
occupying areas of abundant and stable resource availability
Residential populations may run to the hundreds and there
may be some degree of craft specialization. Status positions
are limited and are based on such factors as line of descent
and order of birth. Society is to some extent fragmented into
sodalities, subunits of society engaged in specific tasks
(religious, military, social), and clans. Exchange within such
systems may involve redistribution of goods extracted from
family members or others by a person in authority. Authority
itself is familial or sacred, i.e., it is sanctioned by "norms"
recognized by the society but compliance is not based on
coercion. There is nothing in the second ranked level of society
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that could not be accommodated in our reconstructions of
the IE lexicon (agriculture, crafts, sodalities, war-bands,
leaders, concepts of inheritance, etc.).

The third level has been termed stratified or a chiefdom
and reflects increased organization over that of the earlier
ranked or tribal society Here there are institutionalized differ
ences according to the subsistence economy (these may be
reflected, for example, in early Mesopotamia and Indus Valley
towns or, in a more explicitly IE context, in the palace
economies indicated by the Linear B tablets of Mycenaean
Greece with its many craft-specialists). The aristocracies in
such systems have preferential access to goods and authority
tends to be based on the territorial unit rather than the family
Urbanism and the explicit statement of laws, usually written,
have been seen as characteristics of this level of social complex
ity. In general, many although not all of these characteristics
appear to conform more easily with Bronze Age societies of
some regions of Eurasia, e.g., the Aegean, Central Asia, Indus
Valley, although there is certainly evidence for some concen
tration of power elites already by the later Neolithic of some
regions. It would seem that if PIE society had to be fixed
somewhere on a scale of complexity, it would fit comfortably
into the second level or between the second and third broad
categories.

Finally, there are states in which there is a concentration
of both economic and political power in the state. The
authority of the state is such that it has the monopoly on the
use of force. Urbanism and other characteristics of what one
would generally term a "civilization" are also required features
of state societies.

The level of social complexity that we generally attribute
to the period of the proto-language would fall very short of a
state-level society and there are no linguistic nor-comparative
cultural grounds whatsoever for attributing an urban back
ground to the Proto-Indo-Europeans. 1. Gamkrelidze and V
Ivanov have assigned to PIE a high level of social organization
that lacked some of the features of the state societies of the
Near East yet nevertheless must have been in contact with
them to account for the high degree of PIE social complexity
There are, however, no grounds for assuming such complexity
since there is nothing in the social organization or material
culture of PIE that could not be ascribed to most societies
over a broad area of Eurasia during the fourth millennium
BC.

See also AGE SET; ARMY; COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY; 1.EADER;

KING; KINSHIP; WARFARE. U.PM,]
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SOFT
*melhl- 'soft'. [lEW 716-717 (*mel-); Wat 40 (*mel-);

Buck 15.75; BK 518 (*mul-/*mol-)I. (1) without extension:
Olnd mlayati 'withers, fades'; (2) *melh l-k 'weak, foolish'
[IEW719 (*meb-k-)}: MDutch malsch - mals'reckless, soft',
OSax malsk 'proud', Goth un-tila-malsks 'reckless' (Cermanic
forms with additional -sk suffix), Grk f.1uAu1\6C;
« *mleh]k-) 'soft, weak', Hit malisku- 'weak, light, unim
portant'. Also placed here may be Lith mulkis 'fool, idiot' and
perhaps Olnd malva- 'thoughtless, foolish' with similar
semantic developments proposed from the same root; (3)

*mJdus [IEW718 (*mel-d-); Buck 15.751: Wels blydd'tencler,
juicy, soft', Lat moWs 'soft', OPms maldai 'young', OCS mIac/o
'young, soft', Rus malad 'young', Grk f3Au8vc; 'slack', af.1uA,6c;
'tender, weak', Arm melk"soft, limp', OInd mrdu- 'soft, tender,
mild'. Reasonably broad attestation and clear semantics makes
this a very probable PIE root with several distinct fornlations.

*l(e)nto- 'soft'. [IEW677 (*lento-); Wat 36 (*lcnco-)I. Wels
llathr« *lantro-< *!I;;1t-ro-) 'smooth', Lat lenlUs'soft, tender',
OE lloe 'soft, lithe' (> NE lithe), OHG /ind(i) 'mild, soft'. Earlier
attempts to connect Lith letltas 'quiet, calm' (more recently
seen as a loanword) and Olnd lata- 'creeping, climbing plant'
are doubtful, leaving this only securely reconstructed to the
northwest area. See also the tree-name 'linden'.

?*menkus'soft'. [IEW730-73 I (*men(;}Jk-); BL~ck le:;. 751.
Latv mikst'soft', OCS m~kl1kQ 'soft', Alb (Cheg) mekan 'weak',
(Task) mekur'weak'. Olnd mankLl- 'weak' has been set with
this series but the word occurs only once and IS very uncertain
(perhaps meaning 'tottering, frail' or 'stupefied') and is without
secure etymology Everything but the Albanian is either highly
questionable or derives directly from a verb 'to knead', cr.
Lith minkyti 'to knead', Latv mIcit 'to knead'. The sparse
attestation seems confined to Baltic, Slavic and Albanian, and
may be a regional isogloss, possibly connected with the root
'to knead'.

See also LINDEN; MELT; SUCK; WEAK. U.C.SI

SOMA see SACRED ORIN K

SOME
*srpm6s 'some, any; someone, anyone'. IIE\V LJOJ

(*semo-); Gl 740-741 (*se/om-; \Nat 57 (*scm-); BK 184



(*sam-/*sdm-)]. ON sumr'some', OE sum 'someone, a certain
one' (> NE some, indefinite -some in 'three-some'), OHG sum
'some, any', Goth sums 'anyone', Grk aJ.16~ 'anyone',aJ.1(jj~

'somehow', ot)(5aJ.16~ 'no one', Arm amen(-ain) 'all, each', Av/
OPers hama- 'anyone', OInd sama- 'anyone'. From *sem- 'one'.

See also ALONE; SAME. [C.F].]

SON
*put16s'son'. [IEW842-843 (*pu-tlo-s); Buck 2.41; Szem

3.11. Osc puk1um 'son', Paelignian (dat. pi.) puc10is 'to the
sons', Arm ustr'son' « *usl remodeled after dustr'daughter'),
OPers pUfa- 'son', Av pu(}ra- 'son', Oss [yrd 'son', OInd pUlra
'son'. Distribution suggests PIE status. Traditionally taken as'
*p(a)u- 'small' plus *-t10- (a diminutive suffix), hente 'small
one' or the like.

*suhxnr1s'son'. [lEW913 (*sunl1s, *sujl1s); Wat 58 (*SU(d)
nu-); GI 667 (*suyo-/*sunu-); Buck 2.41; Wordick 149-150;
Szem 3; BK 169 (*sYaw-/*sYdW-)]. ON sunr 'son', OE sunu
'son' (> NE son), OHG sunu 'son', Goth sunus 'son', OPrus
50uns'son', Lith sunus'son', OCS synu 'son', ORus synu 'son',
Rus syn 'son', Av honus'son', OInd sOnl1- 'son', TochB sOl!J.ske
'(young) son'. Cf. also *suhxil1s 'son' in Myc i-ju 'son', Grk
viv~'son',TocM se'son', TochB 50y'son'. From *seuh;r 'bear,
beget'. Clearly of PIE status.

The widely dispersed *putlos, which lacks clear morpho
logical analysis, was possibly the earliest PIE designation for
'son', a term that may have included 'brother's son' as well if
the PIE kinship system can be reconstructed as of the Omaha
type. The biological son was further distinguished by the
special designation 'offspring' *suhxnus. Attempts have been
made to interpret this derivation as suggesting that only the
son (in contrast to the daughter) was valued as the true
offspring; alternatively, it has been suggested that the more
active sense 'to give birth' was also the underlying metaphor
in a patrilineal society where it was the males who perpetuated
the line and were the procreators of future generations.

See also DAUGHTER; KINSHIP; YOUNG. [M.E.H.]

SON-IN-lAW
*gomhrter- 'son-in-law'. [lEW 369 (*gem(e)-); d. Wat

19 (*gemd-); GI 775; Buck 2.63; Wordick 241-242; Szem
20; BK 215 (*[j'im-/*[j'em-)]. Alb dhender (Gheg dhanderr)
'son-in-law', Av zamatar- 'son-in-law', Sog z"m "t'r'son-in-Iaw',
OIndpimatar- 'son-in-law'. Related are Av zamaoya- « *zama
vya-) 'son-in-Iaw's brother', Pashto zam 'son-in-law'. A word
of the center and east of the IE world. From *gemhx- 'marry'.

*gIp.mhx-ro-s - *grp-ro-s'son-in-Iaw'. [JEW 369
(*gem(e)-); GI 664; Szem 20; BK 215 (*ct'im-/*tf'em-)]. Bret
gever'son-in-law', Lat gener 'daughter's or sister's husband'
(once sisters son), Grk yaJ.1f3p6~ 'son-in-law; brother-in-law;
father-in-law'. A word of the west and center of the IE world
and as with the preceding entry, derived from *gemhx- 'marry'.

*gemhrto-s 'son-in-law' (confused with the root *genhl
'beget', d. Sogd z'tyy 'son' < *gQhl-lo-ko-, d. OInd jataka
'birth'). [lEW 373-374 (*gen-); GI 664; Szem 20; BK 215

SOUND

(*tf'im-/*tf'em-)]. Lith zentas'daughter's husband', Lrltv znuc)(s
'daughter's husband', OCS z~ti 'son-in-law', Rus Z}<1ti

'daughter's husband; sister's husband; husband's sister's
husband'. From *gemhx- 'marry'.

All of these words appear to be built on the sanle root
*gemh;r which is usually taken to mdicate 'to marry', i.e.,
'the one who married, the son-in-law'. However, it has also
been suggested that the underlying root meant speCifically
the payment of the bride-price by the groom (d. the related
Pashto Zdman 'payment').

See also KINSHIP; MARRIAGE. 1M. E. H.I

SONG see SING

SON'S DEATH
A recurrent narrative structure in the epics of a number ot

. IE stocks is the death of a son who is killed unwittingly by
his father. The best known Old Irish verSlOn involves the hero
Co. Chulainn who sires a son abroad in Scotland who is
enjoined not to reveal his name unlll he meets his father
Raised apart, he comes to Ireland in search of his father and
when he fails to reveal his name (Connla) when challenged,
he unknowingly must confront his father who is charged with
the defence of Ulster and the son is killed in the combat.
Similarly, in the Germanic Hildebrandslied, the warrior
Hildebrant must inadvertently kill his own son Hadubrant.
The theme recurs in Russian epic where Ilya of Muron must
kill Sokolnichek, his son, who was raised apart. In the lranian
epic Shahnameh it is Sohrab who must unknowingly confront
his son Rostam. Similar examples are found replicated within
these various stocks and in several others, e.g, in the
Mahabharata of ancient India Arjuna kills his son
Babhro.vahana. The theme, widespread as a folkloric motif,
has been ascribed to Indo-European by some. The various
versions reflect different motifs associated with the IE hero:
the killing of the son effectively places limitations on the
achievement of warrior prowess, isolates the hero from lime
by cutting off his generational extension., and also re
establishes the hero's typical adolescence by depriving him of
a role (as father) in an adult world.

D·PM.I

Further Reading
Miller, D. A. (1994) Defining and expanding the Indu-European

Valer-Sohnes-Kampfthcme.}IES 22,307-327.

SOON
*moKs'soon'. [lEW 747 (*moKs)]. OIr mc) 'soon', tv1\Vels

mach 'soon', Lat max 'soon', Av mosu 'as soon as', Olnd mak$l1
- mak$u 'soon'. Although not abundantly attested, this root
is at least of PIE antiquity.

See also TIME. [PB.I

SOUND
*dhuen- 'sound'. [IEW277 (*dhllen-); Wat 15 (*tlhwcn-):
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SOUND

BK 75 (*daw-l*d.Jw-)]. ON dynr'din, noise', OE dynian
'resound', dyne 'noise, loud sound'·(> NE din), Lith dundeti
'rumble, roar, thunder', OInd dhvanati 'sounds, roars'.
Sufficiently widespread on the peripheries of the IE world to
make PIE status likely.

IIISlJenhr '(re)sound'. [lEW 1046-1047 (*sl)en-); Wat 68
(*swen-); Gl 106; Buck 15.44]. Oir seinnid 'plays a musical
instrument', Lat sona 'resound, make a noise', OE swinsian
'sing, make music', swinn 'music', Latv saner 'sound, make
noise', Av apa-hvana- 'turn back sound', OInd svanati 'roars,
makes sound', prasvanita- 'emitting a noise'. Cf. the derivative
*sl)onhx6s inLat sonus 'sound', OE swan 'swan' « *'singer')
(> NE swan), OInd svana- 'sound'. Attested only in the western
and eastern margins of the IE world but clearly of PIE date.

IIIklun- 'resound'. [cf. lEW 550 (*k(e)len-); VW 200}. OE
hlynn 'sound, noise, roaring stream', hlynnan - hlynnian
'resound', OSax gihlun 'din, uproar', TochAB kaln
« *klan-) 'resound'. The semantic similarity of the Germanic
and Tocharian words makes for a likely PIE word.

IIIgerg- '± crack, resound'. [lEW 384 (*ger-); d. Wat 20
(*ger.J-)l. OE cearcian 'creak, gnash', cracian 'resound, crack'
(> NE crack), OHG krahhon 'crack', Lith girgidiiu 'creak',
Arm karkac 'noise, OInd garjati 'roars, growls, howls'.
Onomatopoeic but widespread.

IIIghuonos 'a sound, voice'. [JEW 490 (*ghl)ono-s)]. OCS
zvonu'noise', Rus zvon 'ring', Alb ze 'voice', Arm jayn 'voice',
TochA karp 'melody', TochB kene 'melody'. A derivative of
*gheu(hxJ- 'call, invoke'. At 'least dialectally present in late
PIE.

IIIK1~utrom 'a sound'. [IEW605-606 (*kleu-tro-m); d. Wat
31 (*kleu-); BK 260 (*k[hJul-l*k[hJol-)). OE hleooor'sound',
OHG hliodar'sound', Av sraoOram 'song', OInd srotra- 'tone'.
From *kleu- 'hear'. We have here a regul~r derivation that
might have occurred independently in Germanic and Indo
Iranian.

?lIId(h)eup- '± resound loudly'. [lEW 221-222 (*deup-)).
Latv dupeties 'resound heavily', SC dupiti 'strike (of noise)',
perhaps TochAB tap- 'announce, proclaim'. The Tocharian
word seems semantically distant. If it belongs here, we have
evidence for a word at least of the center and east of the IE
world.

See also ANIMAL CRY; BIRD CRY; MOAN; NOISE. [D.Q.A.)

SOUP see BROTH

SOUTH see RIGHT

SOW
lllsehl- 'sow'. [lEW 890 (*se(i)-); Wat 56 (*se-); GI 594

(*seH(i)-); Buck8.31}. Lat sero(if < *sisa) 'sow', ON sa 'sow',
OE sawan 'sow' (> NE sow), OHG sa(w)en 'sow', Goth saian
'sow', Lith seju 'sow', OCS sej9 'sow', Hit sa(i)- 'sow, throw',
and perhaps OInd sira- '(?seed-)plow'. From a nominal deri
vative *sohjJ (7): Lith sora 'millet', Latv sara 'common millet

(Panicum miliaceum)', TochAB sary- « *soh jr-jelo-) 'plant',
SarIn 'seed; cause'. Widespread and old in IE. Ultimately the
same as *sehJ- 'throw'.

See also AGRlCULl1JRE; SEED. [D.Q.A.]

SPACE
*r~uhxes- 'open space'. [lEW 874 (*reljcs-); \Vat 55

(*reu;;J-); BK 594 (*raw-ah-l*r;;Jw-ali-)]. Oir [{')i (OIL fl')e) 'field,
open land', Lat Ills (gen. r[nis) 'country-side, open fields', Av
ravah- 'space'. From *reuh)\ '(be) open', preserved as such
only in TocMB ru- '(be) open'. Cf. also OCS r<lv[nu 'level'
and pre-Gmc *ruhxmo-: ON rOm 'room', OE nlm 'space
(extent or time); room' (> NE room), ryman 'clear, open up;
retire, yield', MHG rum 'room', Goth rOms 'open space'.
Widespread and old in IE.

IIIgh6hlros 'gap, empty space'. [V\V 1961. Grk xwpo<; 
xwpa 'free space, area between, land, etc.' (d. also xwpi<;
'without', XWPlSW 'separate'), TochA kar 'hole', TochB k.lre
'pit'. An e-grade (i.e., *ghthjreha-) is reflected in Grk xfJpa
'widow'. Distribution, although limited, suggests IE antiquity.

*telp- 'have room'. [lEW 1062 (*celp-)]. OIr -[ella
(do-alla) « *-tJp-neha-) 'have room for something', Lith Celpil
'find or have room enough; enter', talpa 'capacity, holding
power', OCS tlupa 'heap, troop, group', Olnd calpa- 'bed',
TochB talp- 'be emptied, purged' « *'have room [insidel').
Distribution suggests PIE status.

[A.D.V,D.Q.A.]

SPARROW
IIIsper- 'some type of small bird, ?sparrow'. [lEW 991

(*sper-(g-)-); Wat 63 (*sper-); Gl458 (*spher-K-)]. Corn frau
~crow', ON sp9rr 'sparrow', OE spearwa 'sparrow' (> NE
sparrow), OHG sparo 'sparrow', Goth spanva 'sparrow', Grk
(Hesychius) aTCapaalOv 'starling', TochA ~pjr'a kmd of bird',
TochB $para- 'kind of bird'. Although the sparrow is the most
commonly seen of birds throughout Eurasia, there is no certain
evidence for cognates outside of Germanic although there
are phonological cognates in other stocks but with consistently
different or, in the case of Tocharian, uncertam semantics that
render the meaning of PIE most uncertain

The lack of a common word for a bird, Passer domesticus,
that was little differentiated from India to Ireland is perplexmg.
It seems clear that the ancient IE tribes abandoned their lE
term and took on words presumably horrowed from the
indigenous inhabitants of the European or west Asiatic regions
into which they migrated.

Sec also BIRDS. lJ.A.C.C.]

SPAWN see FISH

SPEAK
*uekw- 'speak' (pres. *r;6kW ti). [lEW 1135-1 136

(*l)ek!·L); Wat 75 (*wekW
-); GI 733-734 (*wekhtl -); Buck

18.21], OIr focull (DlL focal) « *I)okwtlo-) 'word', Lat von')

'call', ON vatta « Gmc *wahla-) 'talk, recall', Of IG gnvahanem
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'recall', OPrus wackItwei 'entice', enwackemai 'we invoke',
Grk £l1tov « *eweikwom < *e-ve-l,.1kw-om which = 0 Ind
aorist avocam) 'spoke', Arm gocem 'call', Av vak- 'say', Olnd
vivakti 'speaks, says', TochB wesk- « *l,J.OkwSkelo-) 'speak,
say', TochAB wen- « *l)okwneu-) 'will speak, say'. Widespread
and old in IE. To be found at least in the center and east of
the IE world is the derivative *l)ekwes- 'speech': Gtk £1fOC;

'speech', Av vacah- 'speech', OInd vacas- 'speech'. Cf. also
putative PIE *I)-ukW-tos 'unspoken' which appears in OIr
anocht (a metrical fault) and OInd anukta- 'unuttered'.
Widespread and old in IE. Either this word or the next would
appear to have been the word for 'speak, say' in PIE. There is
some evidence that *(s)l)er- may have formed the present
and *vekw- the aorist of a single paradigm. (such is the
situation in Greek for instance).

*(s)v.er- 'say, speak'. [lEW 1049 (*s1,Jer-), 1162 (*/Jer-);
Wat 68 (*swer-), 77 (*wer-); GI 200 (*wer-); Buck 18.26;
BK 492 (*war-I*wdr-)]. From *ver- (pres. *verjelo-): OPrus
wertemmai 'we swear', Rus vru 'lie', Grk £lpm 'say', Hit
wer(i)ye- 'call, summon', Palaic werti'calls'; d. OE word 'word'
(> NE word), Goth wal1rd 'word', Lith vatdas 'name'. From
*lJerhl-: Grk pij/la 'word, phrase, speech', Av urvata- 'law'.
From *sl)er-: Lat senna «. *sl)ermo by dissimilation of the
two labials) 'conversation, lecture', sors « *sl,J[ti-) 'promise,
oracle', Osc sverunnef'to the spokesman', ON sverja 'swear',
OE swerian 'swear' (> NE swear), OHG swerien 'swear', Goth
swaran 'swear', OCS svariti 'despise; battle', svan) 'battle',
Lydian sfarwa- '± oath', TocM $arm 'origin', TochB $arm
'origin' (Toch < *sl,JennI)). In one fonn or another, extremely
widespread and obViously old in IE.

*hleg- (or *hlehlg-) 'say'. [lEW 290 (*eg-); Wat 16
(*eg-); Buck 18.22]. Lat aiD 'say', adagium 'proverb', axare '±

call by name, give a name to', axamenta 'songs, prophecies',
Grk ry 'said', &varya 'I ordered', Arm asem (rebuilt from *as
'he said' < *ac) 'say', at-ac 'proverb', TochAB aks- 'announce,
proclaim, instruct'. Widespread and old in IE.

*bheha- 'speak' (pres. *bh81ati). [lEW 105-106 (*bha-);
Wat 5 (*bha-); Buck 18.22; BK 21 (*bah-I*bdh-)j. Lat for
'speak', fatum 'utterance, prophetiC declaration, oracle', ON
banna 'prohibit, curse', OE bannan « *bhOa-nlJ-e/o-)
'summon, proclaim' (> NE ban), bagan 'boast', Rus baju
'relate', Grk lpTJf.1{ 'say', Arm bay 'says'. Both Greek and
Armenian show a derivative *bhoati- 'word' (Grk q>aeJlC;, Ann
bay); Greek and Latin reflect a *bhehameha- 'saying' (Grk
lpr,f.1TJ 'saying, speech', Lat fama 'talk, reputation, fame'; Greek
and Old Norse reflect *bhohanoleha- 'sound, something said'
(Grk lprovr, 'voice, sound', ON bon 'prayer, request'). At least
a word of the west and center of the IE world. One would
like to include Oind bha$ate 'speaks, says, tells' here though
the presence of -,?- rather than -s- is not well explained. If the
Old Indie word does belong then the distribution of
attestations would seem to guarantee PIE status.

*ter- '± speak out'. [JEW 1088-1089 (*tor-); Buck 18.22;
. Weeks 2491. MIr to(i)rm « *tor-smen-) 'noise, din, uproar',

OPms tarin 'noise', Lith tariu - taraQ 'say', tarme 'utterance',

SPEAK

OCS tnJtoru 'sound', Rus torotdritl 'chatter, prattle', Arm
t'rt'rak 'good speaker', Hit tar- 'say', tarta- 'curse', Luv lcHariya
« *t6torjelo-) 'curse', TochB lar- '± plead, implore'. Wide
spread and old in IE. Often taken to represent a semantic
specialization of *ler- 'pierce', but more probably an independ
ent though homophonous root.

*ued- 'raise one's voice'. [lEW 76 (*al)- - *al,Jed-); Wat 73
(*wed-); Buck 18.2I]. OHG far-wazan 'deny, disavow', Lith
vadinu 'call, name', OCS vaditi 'accuse', vada 'calumny', Grk
(Hesychius) yo8aw (i.e., (F)o8aw) 'lament', OInd vadati
'speaks, says; raises one's voice, sings', vadayati 'lets sound,
plays a musiealinstrument', vadman- 'speaker, singer', vi:lda
'sound, statement'. Widespread and old in IE.

*m1euhr 'speak'. [Buck 18.21, 18.22). OCS mlihrjti 'create
a disturbance', mluva 'disorder', Rus m61vitl 'say, express',
molva 'talk, report, cry', Czech mluviti'utter', Av mraoiti 'says,
recites', OInd bravfti 'says', tTochB palwaTTl « *rnluhx-eha-)

'mourns'. The denasalization of *rnl- to *bl- apparently in
both Old Indie and Tocharian is unusual in both languages.
The archaic morphology of the Indic and Iranian words
suggests a certain antiqUity within IE; at least a later word of
the IE world.

*spreg- 'speak'. [lEW 996-997 (*(s)p(h)ereg-); Wat 64
(*spreg-); GlIal; Buck 18.21]. OE sprecan - specan 'speak'
(> NE speak), OHG sprehhan - spehhan 'speak', Alb shpreh
'express, voice, utter'. Perhaps related to *sperh,xg- 'make a
noise'. In any case the agreement in this word for 'speak' by
both Germanic and Albanian is a significant shared innovation.

*rek- 'speak'. [JEW 863 (*rek-); BK 600 (*rak/hI-I
*Idk[hJ_)]. OCS resti'say', recI'speech', roku'term', raciti'like',
TocM rake 'word', TochB reki 'word'. Perhaps here, but only
very doubtfully, is (late) Olnd racayati 'produces, forms,
causes'. The Slavic and Tocharian agreement suggests at least
a late PIE word.

*tolkW - 'speak'. [lEW 1088' (*tolklJ -); Wat 71 (*tolk W -);

Buck 18.21]. Olr ad-tluichethar 'gives thanks, rejoices', do
tluchethar'prays', Lat loquor« pre-Lat "'tloquor) 'speak', OCS
tlaku 'meaning, explanation', Rus talk 'sense'. Perhaps we
should add OInd tarka- 'presumption, co'nJecture', tarkjyati
'guesses, reasons about, intends' but these are more usually,
and probably rightly, taken as specialized semantic uses of
*terkw- 'wind'. Thus a word only of the west and center of
the IE world.

?*gWet- 'say'. IlEW 480-481 (*~et-); Wat 25 (*gWet -);
Buck 18.22; BK 343 (*k'WutYfhJ-I*kWotYfhJ_)J. ON kveda'say',
OE cweoan 'say' (d. [archaic} NE quoth), OHG quedan 'say',
Goth qijJan 'say', Arm koc'em 'call', Sogd tut 'says', Oind gadati
(if < *gatatD 'says'. If all of these words belong together, we
have evidence for a word of PIE antiquity.

Speak solemnly
*J<ehl- 'declare solemnly' (pres. */(ehlti). [cf. lEW 566

( *kens-) l. Alb th()t(~ 'says', Grk aK?1v 'silently' (i.e., 'not
speaking'), Av satar- 'one who commands', OPers Oatiy'says,
proclaims', perhaps Olnd smasi if it means 'we proclaim' (and



SPEAK

if < *J<hl-mes-j). Reasonably widespread; clearly old in IE.
*fehl5- 'instruct' (pres. *fehlsti). [lEW 533] (*kas-). Av

sah- 'instruct, call', OInd sasti 'punishes, controls, commands,
instructs', TocM kas- « *kohlS-) 'chides, reprimands'. An
enlargement of the previous word, confined to the east of the
IE world.

*fe(n)s- 'declare solemnly'. [lEW 566 (*kens-); Wat 29
(*kens-); GI 704 (*J(hens-)J. Lat censeo 'proclaim solemnly,
judge, assess, estimate, tax', Osc kenzsur'censor', Av s:mghaili
'proclaims', OInd saI!Jsati 'recites, praises, declares, vows',
samsa- 'recitation, invocation, praise'. The variant without
-n- occurs in Germanic: OE herian 'praise', OHG haren 'call',
Goth hazjan 'praise'. Related in some way to the previous
two entries though just how is not clear. Widespread and
old. In all stocks which preserve it there are religiOUS and/or
juridical associations with this word which should be
reconstructed for PIE.

*hll¥Jr- 'speak a ritual formula'. [IEW781 (*or-); GI 703
(*or-)). Lat oro 'address, solicit (the gods)', oraculum 'oracle'
« *'place of soliciting [the gods]'), Rus onl 'cry out', Grk apa
'prayer', apaoJ.1al 'pray', Hit ariya- 'consult an omen,
determine by oracle', 01nd aryati 'acknowledges, praises'.
Distribution indicates PIE status.

*sekw- 'say, recount publicly'. [IEW897-898 (*sekI,L); Wat
57 (*sekW

-); Buck 18.22]. Olr insce 'discourse', scel 'news,
recitation', MWels hebaf'say', chwedl 'recitation, news', Lat
Inseque 'say!', ON segja 'say', OE secgan 'say' (> NE say),
OHG sagen 'say', Lith sakau ...: seku 'say', pasaka 'story,
recitation', OCS sociti 'indicate', Grk £vv£Jrm 'say'. At least a
word of the west and center of the IE world. Whether
ultimately related to homophonic roots meaning 'see' and
'follow' cannot be determined.

*(sJpel- 'say aloud, recite'. [lEW 985 (*(sJpel-); Wat 63
(*spel-); Buck 18.43]. ON spjall 'speech', OE 'spell 'speech'
(> NE spe1I), OHG spel 'speech', Goth spill 'speech, story'
(Gmc < *spe1nom) , Alb (jale « *spe1nom) 'word, tale,
statement', Ann ata-spe1 'saying, riddle'; without *s-: Latv
pelt 'revile, slander', Grk anElA-Eeo (if < *v-pelno) 'hold out
in promise or threat', TochAB pal- 'praise'. With or without
the Greek, suffiCiently Widespread as to be certainly of PIE
date.

*iek- '± express, avow'. [IEW503 (*jek-); Wat 79 (*yek-);
GI 186 (*yekh-)1. MWeis ieilh « *jekti-) 'speech', Lat iocus
'jest, joke', Umb iuka 'prayers', Osc iuklei '± in the (formula
00 consecration', OHG jehan 'express, explain', jiht
« *jekti-) 'expression, avowal', OInd yacati 'asks, solicits,
entreats' « earlier *'offer, present verbally'). Widespread and
old in IE.

There is a large number of words that we can reconstruct
for PIE that apparently meant either 'speak' (where the em
phaSiS is on the ability to speak) or 'say' (where the emphaSiS
is on the result of speech) or both. Quite probably there were
nuances of meaning, e.g., as in NE speak, say, talk, converse,
that we cannot recover now. Nonetheless, the large number
of verbs with this general meaning does suggest the import-

ance that PIE speakers gave to the ahility to speak. Indeed,
GI have suggested that in PI E society there was a dualistic
separation between speaking/non-speaking which equated
with human/animal. They based this on the observation that
the root *men- 'think', the rational act which is (they suggest)
uniquely human, also yields terms for 'speaking', e.g., Lith
mititi 'call, name', Latv minel 'recall, name', ORus menili
'speak', Hit memma- 'speak', Luv mammanna- 'speech'. While
this connection may be so, it must also be noted that there is
a proliferation of the noises emitted by animals (barking,
howling, grunting, etc.) that might also be attributed to early
IE if not PIE itself.

In the exercise of speech, there is a Widespread poetic trad
ition found in various IE stocks that recognizes a distinction
between a higher or marked register of speech and a lower,
unmarked form as one might, for example, find in NE stecd
versus the unmarked horse. This distmctlon is generally
presented as a reflection of the differences between the
language of gods and that of humans It is found In the Old
Norse Poetic Edda where in the Ah'jssm~)1 we find that the
earth is called .lora 'earth' by men but fold ('lancl') by the
divine JEsir and there are a string of other such examples,
e.g., (with the words used by humans/gods) himinnlhlymir
'heaven', mani/m.>'linn 'moon', sol/sunna 'sun'. There are some
slight traces of this practice in Greek, e.g., in Homer, an
unidentified bird is called a KVJ.1lVc5u; by humans but a xaA1([~

by the gods. In Old Indic, there are also traces of this practlce
to be found where the S'atapatha-Bnihmana employs in
opposition the unmarked a~va 'horse' with the divine hiya.
Rather than human vs. divine opposition, there are traces in
Irish literature for the ascription of terms to the varioLls
mythical peoples who were believed to have invaded Ireland.
Somewhat similar is the Avestan restriction of the reference
of certain words to demons as the result of the religioLls
reformation associated with Zara8ustra. Thus Proto-Indo
Iranian *daiva- 'god' (d. Oind dcva- 'god') has come to mean
at first 'pre-Zoroastrian god' and then 'demon' or karpan-,
originally 'priest', is in Avestan 'non-Zoroastrian priest' or
'priest to demons'.

See also AsK; BABBLE; CAll; MURMUR; NOISE, POETRY; PRAy;
SoUND; STAMMER. [D.Q.A., JPM.]

Further Readings
Buck, C. D. (1915) Words of speaking and saying. Amcncm)oumal

of Philology 36, 1-19, 125-154.

Watkins, C. (1970) Language of gods and language of men, in Myth
and Law among the Indo-Europeans, ed. J. Puhvel. Los Angeles,

1-18.

SPEAR
*gWtru 'spear, spit'. lIE\V 479 (*gl,Jcru-); (;1 203

(*ktJeru-)]. OIr biur (OIL bir) 'spear, spit', \Vels ber 'spear,
spit', Lat vern 'spit', Umb berva 'spit, javelin', ?Coth (lairu

'thorn, spike' (if this hapax legomenon is not to be read paIHl),

Av gra~Ta- « *gWrelJo-) 'staff'. Though the Ccrmamc cognate
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SPECKLED

Spear a. Bone spear-point from Potapovka culture; b. Flint
spearhead from Maykop culture; c Bronze spearhead from
Middle Dnieper culture; d. Late Bronze Age (Urnfield)

spearhead.

is doubtful, the presence of the original derivative in Avestan
as well as Celtic and Italic strongly suggests that this word
was once widespread in PIE.

*haeilCsmoieha- 'spear, pointed stick'. [lEW 15 ( *aiJ<-); Buck
20.26]. OPrus aysmis 'spit', Lith iesmas 'spit, spear', Latv iesms
'spit', Grk aiXl-117 'point of a spear, of an arrow; spear'. Without
any other certain cognates or root connections, it is very likely
that we have a word at least of the center of the IE world.

*Jruhxlos'spear, spit'. [Mayrhofer Il, 651]. Ann slak' «
*sul-) 'pike, spear, dagger, arrow', MPers 5wl'ck (+ /sOracay/)
'grill' « *'complex of spits'), 01nd sula- 'pike, spit, javelin'. A
word of the IE southeast.

*1Ce1(hxJ- '± (spear)point'. [IEW552-553 (*J<el-)]. MIr cail
'spear', celtair« *J<el(hx)i- or *](]jo-) 'spear(point)', ON hali
'point of shaft, tail', OPrus kelian 'spear' (borrowed from_ or
at least influenced by some western IE language in the
preservation of *k-), Lith silas 'heath' (as a prickly place), Alb
thel « *](ol-ni- or *](j-ni-) 'big nail, spike', Grk (pL) KijAa
'arrowshafts', Olnd sala- 'staff', salya- 'spear or arrowhead',
saru- 'missile, dart, spear, arrow', sila- 'ear of grain left in the
field', MInd silT- 'arrow'. Widespread and old in IE.

*ghais-6-s ~ *ghaises- 'throwing spear'. lIEW 410
(*ghaiso-)]. Olr gae'spear', Welsgwayw'spear', Gallo-Roman

gaesum 'spear', ON geirr'spear', OE gar 'spear' (cL .g,lr 'spear'
+ Ieac 'leek' > OE garJeac > NE garlic), OHG ger 'spear', Coth
Gaisa-reix 'spear-king' (personal name)(< Gmc *gaizaz), Crk
xai'o(herdsman's staff', Olnd he$as- 'missile'. Zero-grade from
*ghhai- 'throw'. The geographical distribution on the western
and eastern peripheries of the IE world strongly suggests PIE
status for this word_

?*h]negh-es- '± spear'_ [JEW 760 (*negh-)]. oes noff

« *hjnogh-jo-) 'knife', Grk Enos 'spear' (if < *hlcn~hes

with new full grade). Cf. also MIr nes(s) 'wound'. A word of
the center of the IE world, apparently derived from a *hlnegh
'stab'_

The range of underlying meanings for this series of cognate
sets parallels the range of possible referents in the archaeo
logical record. Terms for 'spear', for example, that also emhrace
'spit' (*gWeru , *haeiJ<smo/eha-, and *J<l.lh.dos) may be accom
modated by fire-hardened spears (or spits) which are known
in the archaeological record since c 200,000 years ago_
Spearheads of stone are known from at least about a 100,000
years ago and during the Mesolithic hone spearheads are
occasionally recovered from the Baltic region_ Other than the
points fashioned from some fonn of organic material, it is
likely that the earliest referents to spears com prise stone
spearheads and possibly early metal spearheads. The latter
appear by at least 3000 BC. Tanged bronze spearheads are
known from the Maykop culture while the Corded \Vare
horizon yields a number of socketed copper spearheads_ Later
in the early Bronze Age these are typically made of bronze
and comprise one of the most typical weapons across Eurasia.
One might expect a certain proliferation of words relating to
spearheads since they may have been distinguished according
to use, e.g-, thrusting spear versus javelin, hafting mechanism
(tang, peg, loop, socket), and size.

See also POINT; POST; SHIELD; SWORD.

[D_Q_A_, M_EH_,].PM.l

Further Reading
Huld, M_ E. (1993) Early Indo-European weapons tenninology ~Vonf

44,223-234.

SPECKLED
*perf- 'speckled'. [JEW 820-823 (*perJ<-); \Vat 50

(*perk-); GI454 (*phcrJ(h_); BK 46 (*p[hJar-/*p/h/~n-)1. Mlr
erc'speckled', Wels erch 'speckled', Lat pulcher(OLat polchcr
dissimilated from *porcer< *porcros) 'beautiful', NHG brhe
« *pork-1)6-) 'color', Grk JrEp}(\lo~'dark-speckled',Jrpa1\-vov

'black', OInd pf$l).i- 'speckled'. Distribution indicates PIE
status_

*rei- 'striped, spotted'. [IEW859 (*rei-); vVat 54 (*rcl-)]
OIr rTabach 'streaked, striped', perhaps OE r~j « *njiko-)

'roedeer' (> NE roe), OPrus roahan 'striped', Lith rainas
'striped, streaky', Latv rjibs 'spotted', Rus fIh)'} 'vanegated'_
Though the attested reflexes are all independent formations,
their geographical distribution would seem to assure at least
northwestern status for the underlying *rei-_
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SPECKLED

?*plhlu-poiklJ<os 'many-colored, variegated'. [lEW 795
(*p;iu-poiko-); BK 54 (*p[hJal-l*p[hJ:1l-)]. Goth fllu-faihs 'very
diverse', Grk nOAvJro{,(lAO~ 'very varied', Oind puru-pesa
'multi-formed'. While the two elements are clearly built from
IE forms, the case for the entire formation deriving from PIE
is marred by the suggestion that the first element of the Gothic,
which is found in one codex, was created to imitate the basic
Greek text being translated. An Avestan reference (Yast 5 127)
to the goddess Anahita as *pouru-paxsta has been interpreted
as being connected here (meaning 'aux nombreux ornements
[au broderies)') but the absence of direct support for this
reading of the second element leaves this extremely
speculative.

See also COLOR; DEER. [M.E.H., D.Q.A., j.C.S.]

Further Reading
Benveniste, E. (1928) Le groupe -xs- devant consonne en Avestique.

BSLP29, 103-107.

SPEW
*J,l.emhxmi 'spew, vomit'. [lEW 1146 (*l)em-); Wat 76

(*wernJ-); BK 490 (*wurn-I*worn-)]. Lat vorna 'vomit', Lith
vemti 'vomit', Latv vemt 'vomit', Grk EJ1iw 'vomit', Av vam
'vomit', NPers vatak'spittle', Oind vamiti 'vomits, spews out'.
Archaic in morphology and widespread; clearly of PIE status.

*(s)pi(e)uhr'spew, spit'. [lEW 999-1000 (*(s)p(h)jeu-);
Wat 64 (*spyeu-)]. Lat spua 'spit' ,.oN spyja 'spew, spit', OE
spiwan 'spew, spit' (> NE spew), OHG spiwan 'spew, spit',
Goth speiwan 'spew, spit', Lith spiauju 'spew', OCS pljuj9
'spew, spit', Grk n'l'vw'spit out, disgorge', OInd ~thivati'spews'.

With further extensions we have OE spittan 'spit' (> NE spit),
Arm t'uk' 'spittle', TochB pUke « *pyuT-sk-o-) 'spittle'. Like
the preceding word, widespread and certainly PlE in status.
Because of its expressive meaning it has been subject to various
morphological extensions and certain phonological
deformations.

[D.Q.A.]

SPIN see TEXTILE PREPARATION

SPIRIT
*dhroughos'phantom'. [IEW276 (*dhrougho-s); Wat 15

(*dhreugh-); d. GI658 (*dhreut-)]. OIr airdrech - aur-drach
'phantom', ON draugr 'phantom', OSax gidrag 'apparition,
deceive', cf. OPers drauga- 'lie, deception, treason', Av druJ
'the Lie' (applying to the principle of "falsehood" of the world
to the daevas), Oind drogha- 'deceiVing'. From *dhreugh
'deceive'. Though sometimes taken as the same word as
appears for instance in Lith draugas 'friend', the semantic
difference is very great and the two sets are probably best
kept apart.

?*lem- '(nocturnal) spirit'. [lEW 675 (lem-); Wat 36
(*lem-)]. Lat (pI.) lemures 'nocturnal spirits' « *'devourers
of the dead'), Grk Aa)lla 'female devourer of infants' (borrow
ed into Latin as lamia 'vampire, female ogre'), Though attested

in only two stocks, and then in morphologically different
shapes, there is some reason to suppose that the image of the
open-mouthed, devouring spirit is a PIE one. One might
further compare Grk Aallvp6~ 'avid, voracious' and Latv
lamatas 'mouse-trap'. Further afield yet are comparisons with
Wels llef'voice', Lith lemoti 'be eager for, yearn', Latv Iam~lties

'swear at; call names'.
?*dh1,l.es- '± spirit'. [lEW 269 (*dhcl,Jes-); Wat 14

(*dheu-); GI388 (*dheu-Hls-)]. MHG getwJs 'phantom', Lith
dvasia 'spirit'. Probably independent developments in the two
stocks from *dhves- 'breathe'.

See also GOD. [E.C.P, D.Q.A I

SPIT see SPEW

SPLEEN
*spelgh- 'spleen'. [lEW 987 (*:,p(hJelgh(en, -(1)); Wat 63

(*spelgh-); GI 715 (*sphelgh-); BK 651 (*pfhJaI-I*pfh jal-)].
Oir selg'spleen', Lat lien 'spleen', OCS slezena 'spleen',(~rk

(}JrArjv 'spleen, milt', a7rA&J'Xva (pt.) 'internal organs, entraHs',
AIm p'aycaln 'spleen', Av sp:1r:1zan- 'spleen', Oind pllh.in
'spleen'. The PIE fann ofthis word is impossible to reconstruct
because of multiple cases of phonological deformation
(perhaps taboo-induced?). Whatever its form, clearly the PIE
term for 'spleen'.

See also ANATOMY. [D.Q.A.I

SPLINTER
*J{6kolos 'splinter'. [lEW 523 (* /dk-)]. Lith saka/fs

'splinter, sliver; split wood, firewood', Latv saka/i 'logs which
are burned in sections to illuminate threshing; resinous chips
of pinewood' (Baltic < *kokoljo-) , Oind sAkala- 'chip,
fragment, splint, log'. Distribution suggests at least late PIE
status.

See also PlANTS. [P FI

SPLIT
*bheid- 'split' (pres. *bhinecJSci). lIEW 116 (*bheid-); Wat

6 (*bheid-); Buck 9.27]. Lat findo 'split', ON bTta 'bite', OE
bItan 'bite' (> NE bite), OHG blzzan 'bite', Goth bellan 'bite'.
Grk qJ£l8oj.1al 'spare' « *'separate oneself from'), Glnll
bhinadmi'split'. Cf. the derivative *bhid';c{js: Lat flssus 'split',
OInd bhitta- 'a split'. Widespread and old in IE.

*J,l.ag- 'split'. [lEW 1110 (*~Iag-); Wat 73 (*wag-)j. tat
vagina 'sheath', Grk aYVVf.1l 'break apart, snap, cnlsh', Hit

waki 'bites', Olnd vajra- weapon of Indra (i.e., 'cudgel', or
'thunderbolt'), TochAB wak- 'split open, separate but remain
attached; bloom'. Reasonably widespread; certainly old in lE.

*skel- 'split (apart)'. l/EW 923-925 (*(sJkd-); Wat 59
(*skel-- *kel-); GI 102; Buck 9.27]. Mir scoilCid'chips', ON
skilja 'separate', skiI 'distinction' (borrowed> NE ski!!), OE
a-scelian 'separate, part', Goth skiUa 'butcher', Lith skeliil
'chip', Latv sj<elt 'chip', OCS skala 'stone' « *'splitter'), Grk
(}J(aAAw 'hoe, stir up', Arm skalim 'split, be splIntered',
perhaps celurn 'split' (though the initial consonant is nor well
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See also RIvER; SEA; WATER. [R.SP131

SPRING (SEASON) see SEASONS

IE northwest.
?*sperh~-'strew, sprinkle'. [lEW996 (*(s)p(h)crcg-); W,1l

64 (*(s)preg-); GI 177 (*spherHk'-) I. Lat sparg{) 'strew,
sprinkle', OE spearca 'spark' (> NE spark), NE sprinkle.
Perhaps a word of the far west of the IE world.

See also BROAD; EXTEND; FUT; SCATTER. ID.Q.A.]

SPRING
*bhrehj1,~r(gen. *bhruhln6s) 'spring'. [JEW 144 ( *bhn:tl[);

Wat 9 (*bhreu-); Buck 1.37; Schrijver 253-256; BK 4( *har-/
*bJr-)]. ON brunnr'spring', OE brunna'spring', OHG bnmno
'spring', Goth brunna 'spring' « Gmc *brunnon), Crk cpp£ap
'fountain', Arm albiwr'spring'. From *bherhz-u- 'agitJte' as
in Lat fervere 'to boil, be hot'. At least a word of the west and
center of the IE world. The Germanic forms must have been
reshaped on the basis of *bh[hz u-n- > *bhruh ]-n-, tram which
an n-stem was formed. Perhaps the word has a root without
a laryngeal, for which there is other evidence. Mlr tipra 'spring'
has been interpreted as *to-ess-bra-nt-, but if this is correct,
it is an Irish creation and not relevant to PIE eel'. (OP,lf

'fountain') .
*haelmos'spring'. [Mayrhofer 1,1201. OlnLl jrma- 

armaka- 'spring', TochB alme'spring'. The Old Indic-Tocharian
agreement is surely significant of a late dialectal IE word.
Although formally similar, European river names such as
Almus and Alma and the Lith almes 'serum, pus', a/mUt) 'pus'
cannot be placed here with certainty. Semantically related
perhaps is Latv aluogs 'spring', Arm altiwr'moist area, slough,
swamp'.

?*lqsneha - ?krosno/eha- 'spring, wave'. [Del 185). ON
hr9nn 'spring', OE hr~n - hcem 'spring' « Grnc *hrazm5 <
*krosna), Grk K"Pr7Vl1 (Aeolic) K"pavva 'spring' (there are
problems deriving Grk PTI from *krasna), K"pOVVOS- 'spring'.
For the fluctuation in meaning between Germanic 'wave' and
Greek 'spring', d. NHG welle 'wave': NE well. The word could
well be PIE.

?*haev(o)nt- 'spring'. [lEW 78 (*a~l(e)-); BK 382 (*hnv-/
*nJw-)]. Lith ?Avanta (river name), Latv anlO{S « *a~lOntos)

'spring', Olnd avata- - ava(a- 'spring, fountain'. The Baltic
forms could derive from *al)ont-. The Old Indic word has
been considered to be non-IE because of its f. Further
connections, like a Gaulish river nymph Aventia, are even
more uncertain as is the case for this being PIE.

?*gwe1eha-'spring'. [lEW 47 (*gl)el-); BK 361 (*q'W ur-/
*q'Wor-)]. ?OE ge-collen-ferhp 'proud', OHG quella 'source,
spring'. OHG quellan has been connened with Olnd gal(J)
'drip', but this verb is late. MWels bala 'efllux of a river from
a lake' has been derived from *belago- < *gwelhx -. Quite
uncertain is Thracian K"£M- in place names like KEAAal and
Grk L1£AAol 'spring of the Eryx river'. Too uncertain for
ascription to PIE.

See also CUT. [D.Q.A.I

SPREAD
*petha- 'spread out (the arms)' (pres. *Petnehau). [IE\tV

824-825 (*pet-); Wat 51 (*petJ-); BK 38 (*p[h]at[h]_/
*p{h]Jt[h]_)]. ScotsGaelic aitheamh 'fathom', OWels etem
'fathom' (Celtic < *pethaimeha-), Lat pando 'spread out,
unfold, unfurl', pateo 'extend, reach to', passus 'step, fathom',
ON fadmr'fathom', OE f~dm 'fathom' (> NE fathom), OHG
fadam 'fathom', OPrus pette 'shoulder', pettis 'shovel,
shouiderblade', Lith petys 'shoulder', Grk rrlrvl1J..ll 
1CEraVVfJj.1l 'spread out, unfold, unfurl'. Cf. the derivative
*petQalom in OHG fedel-gold 'goldleaf', Grk niraAov 'leaf,
petal'. At least a word of the west and center of the IE world.

*p1eth2- 'spread out'. [IEW833-834 (*plat-); Wat 51-52
(*plat-)]. OIr lethaid 'extends, expands', Wels lledu 'extend,
expand', Lat planto 'plant', Lith spleciU 'widen, spread out',
plet6ti 'expand', plantu 'become wider', Av fraOah- 'breadth',
OInd pnithati 'spreads out', pnithas- 'breadth'. Widespread
and old in IE. Even more widely attested is the derived
adjective *pjth2uS 'broad'.

*ster- 'spread out'. [lEW 1029-1031 (*ster-); Wat 66
(*ster-); Buck 9.34; BK 113 (*t/h/ar-/*t/hJJr-)1. From *ster
we find two enlargements: (1) *streu- (pres. *st[T1euti) and
(2) *streh3- (pres. *st[l1eh3ti). The first occurs in OBret strouis
'have opened out', Lat struo'build up', strues'heap', ON sera
'strew', OE streowian 'strew' (> NE strew), OHG strewen 
strouwen 'strew', Goth straujan 'strew' (Gmc < *strol)eje/o-),
SC strovo 'heap (of fruit scattered by a storm)', Grk crropvUJ..ll
'spread out', Av stJrJnaoiCi 'spreads out', OInd st[l:16ti'spreads
out'. The second occurs in OIr fo-sem 'spread under', Lat
sterno 'spread out' (Lat and OIr < *st[n(h3)e/o-, with some
rebuilding of the root vowel), Alb shtrij « *strn(h3)je/o-)
'stretch', Av stJr;mati 'spreads out', OInd stfI.lati 'spreads out'.
Presents without *-n- occur in oes *pro-stIr9 'stretch', Alb
shtie « *sterje/o-) 'lay down, throw, miscarry'. Though not
occurring in Hittite or Tocharian, this verb is otherwise
widespread and surely old in IE.

*k1eha- 'spread out flat'. [lEW 599 (*kla-)]. Uth kl6ju
'spread out, over', Latv klaju 'spread out, cover'; from
*klehadh- we find Lith klodas'layer', OCS klad9 'load, lay';
from *kl(e)hat- we find ON hlada 'load', OE hladan 'load' (>

NE lade), hlo/J 'group, troop', OHG hladan 'load', Goth af
hlapan 'overburden', Lith klote 'layer'. A dialectal word of the

explained), Hit iskalla- 'slit, slash, tear'. Attested widely
enough to be of PIE antiquity.

SPONGY
?*S1Jombhos'spongy'. IIEWI052 (*sl)omb(h)o-s); Wat 68

(*swombho-)}. ON sV9Ppr'mushroom' (with difficult *b
rather than *bh), OE swamm 'mushroom', OHG swamm 
swamp 'fungus', Grk (Jo/..up0C; (supposing *sw- to s-) 'spongy'.
Limited to two stocks, with additional formal problems, this
is not probable although still accepted by some as IE.

U·C.S.]



SPRINKLE

SPRINKLE
*pers- 'sprinkle'. [lEW 823]. ON fors - foss 'waterfall',

Lith purslas 'drivel; spray', oes prachu 'dust' « *porsos) ,
pr1stI « *Pfsti-) 'heaped up soil', Slav prh 'dust, ash', prhati

. 'strew; drivel', Hit pappars- 'sprinkle', Olnd PI~at- 'drop',
pf$ant- 'sprinkled, speckled', TochAB pars- 'sprinkle' TochB
prants- 'spatter'. Widespread and old in IE.

See also POUR; RAIN. [D.Q.A.I

SPROUT see LEAF

SQUIRREL
*ueruer- 'squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris)'. [lEW 1166 (*1Jer

ver-); Wat 77 (*wer-); GI 441 (*we(i)wer-)]. Nlr iora rna
'squirrel' (rua 'red'), ScotsGaelic feorag 'squirrel', Lat Vfverra
'ferret', OE ac-weoma'squirrel' « *'oak-squirrel') , OHG eihh
um6 'squirrel', 0 Pros weware 'squirrel', Lith veveris - voveris
- vaiveris 'squirrel, polecat', Latv Vc1vere 'squirrel', ORus
.veverica 'squirrel', Rus veverica 'squirrel', 0 Pers varvarah
'squirrel'. Widespread and old in IE. However, both the mean
ing in Latin and the Germanic compounds 'oak-lCsquirrel'''
suggest that *1JeTlJer-, or whatever its exact shape, may have
meant something more general than just 'squirrel' in PIE.

The red squirrel (Sciurus vulgaris) is now the most
commonly encountered wild mammal across the temperate
forest regions of Eurasia. Alth,ough exploited in Russia today
for its fur, the numbers of sqUirrel bones from Neolithic
archaeological sites rarely suggest anything other than chance
capture; occasionally, in the Ukraine for example, the number
of sqUirrel bones may be comparable with those of hare. The
squirrel was once employed to exclude the Pontic-Caspian
steppe from the homeland area because the squirrel is not
resident in the steppe lands; however, it is known in the forest
steppe of the Ukraine and the southern Urals. Its distribution
continues across the forest zone to China and]apan. The red
squirrel is thus absent from Iran. There the Persian squirrel
(Sciurus anomalus) is known.

See also MAMMAlS; TAll.. [D.Q.A., ].PM.]

SREDNY STOG CULTURE
The Sredny Stog culture flourished in the middle Dnieper

lower Don area c4500-3500 Be. The culture is known from
about ahundred sites, primarily situated along the river banks
of the Ukraine and southern Russia. Settlement remains sug
gest small social groups who built both sub-surface and surface
dwellings. The economy included domestic cattle, sheep/goat,
pig and dog and wild animals, predominantly red deer, roe
deer, wild boar, elk, otter, wolf, fox, beaver and wild ass. There
is also considerable evidence for fishing. The abundance of
horse remains on some Sredny Stog sites along with objects
which have been interpreted as cheek-pieces has given. it
special prominence with regard to the origin of horse do-

. mestication, widely seen as one of the more diagnostic markers
of the early Indo-Europeans. The technology includes pointed-
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Sredny Stag a. Distribution of the Sredny Stog culture.

Sredny Stag b. Pointed based vessel: c. Antler hamm r-ax;
d. Fishhook; e. Flint arrowhead; f. Flint knife.
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based vessels with shell temper, large flint knives, and antler
tools that have been variously interpreted as mattocks,harn
mefs or "battle axes". Some grinding stones and quems have
been recovered and indicate plant processing, and small
amounts of domestic plants have been recovered, i.e., emmer
wheat (Triticum dicoccon), barley (Hordeum vulgare), millet
(Panicum miliaceum) and the pea (Pisum sativum). Burials
are in small cemeteries, graves sometimes arranged in small
groups or, occasionally, with several burials in the same' pit.
The deceased are in the supine position with their legs flexed
and accompanied by ocher and occasionally grave goods. A
recent review of the various sites attributed to the Sredny
Stog culture by Yurt Rassamakin has led to the suggestion
that both the chronological and regional distihctions are so
great among various sites attributed to the Sredny Stog culture
that the name itself should be regarded as merely a cover
term for at least four distinct local archaeological cultures
(Le., the Skelanska, Stogovska, Kvitanska, and Dereivka
cultures).

The Sredny Stog culture was in diTect contact with the
settled agriculturalists of the Tripolye culture to itS west. In .
terms ofmaterial culture, economy and burial rite, the Sredny
Stag culture is widely regarded to be related to the contem
poraneous KhvalYnsk culture of the middle Volga and to have
played an important part in the formation of the Varona
culture. According to the "Kurgan solution" to the homeland
problem, an expansion of. the Sredny Stog population pro
vided one of the earliest waves of Indo-European speakers
into southeast Europe.

See also DEREIVKA; HORSE; KHvALYNSK CULTIJRE;

KURGAN TRADITION; YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Rassamakin,Y. 1. (1994) The main direction of the development of

early pastoral societies of the northern Pontic zone: 4500-2450

Be (pre-Yamnaya cultures and Yamnaya cultures), in Nomadism
and Pastoralism in the Circle of Baltic-Pontic Early Agrarian
Cultures: 5000-1650 BC, ed. A. Kosko (= Baltic-Pontic·Studies· .

2), Poznan, 29-70.
Te1e;hin, D. Ya (1973) Seredn'o Stohivs'ka Kul'tura Epokhy Midi.

Kiev: Naukova Dumka.

SRUBNA CULTURE
The Srubna culture is the middle Bronze Age (~ixteenth

twelfth centuries Be) culture of the·steppe and forest-steppe
region north of tne Black Sea and Ca. pian Sea. The Srubna'
culture, which takes its name from the use of timbe~ con-'
structions within the burial pit CRus 5rub 'timber framework'),
was the successor to the earlier Varona, Catacomb and Poltavka
cultures and is co-ordinate, if not closely related to the Andro-.
novo culture east of the Caspian. Settlements consisted of
semi-subterranean one and.two-roomed houses. More obvious
are its cemeteries consisting of five to ten kurgans. Burials

. included ritual hearths, and the skulls and forelegs of animals;
in addition to timber structures, stone cists were occasionally

SRUBNA CULTURE
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Srubna a. Distribution of the Srubna culture.

5mbna b. Srubna village ofUsovo Ozero.



SRUBNA CULTURE

Srubna c. House reconstruclion; d. Hut reconstruction;
e. Srubna burialtncludtng animal sacrtfice.

employed. The presence of grinding stones, bronze sickles
and not only domestic cattle and sheep but also the pig
indicates mixed agricultural-stockbreeding settlements.
Historical testimony indicates that the territory of the Srubna
culture was later occupied by Kimmerians and Scythians. For
this reason, and its links with the Andronovo culture, the
Srubna culture has been seen as the archaeological correlate
of those Iranian dialects that first spread through the north
Pontic region, The culture has also been regarded by some as
the staging area from whence Iranians migrated across the
Caucasus into northwest Iran. The origins of the Srubna

culture are very much disputed with at least three hypotheses:
local evolution over the entire region north of the Black Sea;
restricted origin in the Volga region and expansion westwards;
and origin in west Siberia, related to the Anoronovo culture,
followed by a migration into Europe.

See also ANORONOVO CULTIJRE; CATACOMB CULTURE;

POLTAVKA CULTURE; YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.I

STAFF see POST

STAKE see POST

STALK
*K61hx6m (gen. *Ja1)xm6s) 'stalk, stem, straw'. [lEW 612

(*Kobmo-s); Wat 3 (*kobm-)]. Lat eulmus 'stalk, stem, straw',
ON halmr'stalk, stem, straw', OE healm 'stalk, stem, straw',
OHG halm 'stalk, stem, straw', OPnlS salmc 'stalk, stem,
straw', Latv salms 'stalk, stem, straw', OCS slama 'stalk, stem,
straw', Rus saloma 'stalk, stem, straw', Grk KaAa,uos 'reed',
TochA kulmarnts- 'reed, rush'. Widespread and reflecting an
ancient morphological class. Clearly PIE in date.

*kau16s'stalk'. [JEWS37 (*kau-l-); Wat 27 (*kaul-)J. Mlr
cOaille « *kaullnjo-) 'post', Lat caulis 'stalk', OPrus caulan
'bone', kaules 'thorn', Lith kaulas 'bone', Latv kaOls 'bone'
(the Baltic accent is secondary), Grk K"aUAOS- 'stalk'. A word
of the west and center of the IE world. Younger, in appearance

. at least, than the prevlous word. From *kul- 'hollow'.
See also PlANTS; VEGETABlES. [D.Q.A.I

STAMMER
*balba- - *balbal- - *barbar- '± stammer, speak in a foreign

way'. [JEW91-92 (*balbal-); Wat 4 (*baba-)j Lat ba/bus'a
stammer', balboua 'stammer', ME babCe)len 'hahhle' (> NE
babble), Lith blebenti 'stammer', halb;:isyli 'hahhle', Rus
bolobolitI 'chatter', Czech beblaU 'stammer', Grk f3apf3apos
'non-Greek speaker', Oind barbara- 'stammerer, non-Indic
speaker', balbala-karoti 'stammers'. Cf. Grk f3apf3aivw
'stammer'. Obviously an onomatopoeic formation, but one
likely to be old in the IE tradition even if continuously remade.
The agreement of Greek and Old Indic in the use of thls
formation for a speaker of a foreign language is significant.

See also BABBLE; MURMUR; SPEAK. [D.Q.A.]

STAND
(S)teh2- 'stand (up)'. [lEW 1004-1010 (*st,j- - *sta-); \\lat

64-65 (*sta-); GI 49 (*slh(a)H-); Buck 12.15]. Descendants
of a present *stisteh2ti are seen in Oir -sissedar'stands', Lat
sisto 'stand up', Grk tarTJf.11 'stand', Av hJ.5taill 'stands', Oind
ti$fhati 'stands'. Nasal presents, possibly as old as late PIE,
are seen in Lat prae-stinare 'establish a price, sell', OPnls
postan- 'become', OCS stanr 'take one's place', Alb shtoj
'augment, increase', Grk (Cretan) aravvw'place', Arm stanam
'arise; acqUire', Av fra-stanva- 'come forward'. A late PIE
dialectal stative *stae- is to be seen in Lat sta 'stand', OCS
stO)9 'stand' and probably OHG Slen - sUn 'stand'. Other
presents are represented hy ON standa 'stano', OE sundan
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'stand' (> NE stand), OHG stantan 'stand', Goth standan
'stand', Lith st6ju 'step', OCS stati 'take one's stand', TochB
ste « *sth26) 'is' (pI. stare 'are'), taka- 'will be'. Hit tiyezzi
'steps' and tiltanu 'set up' are sometimes put here but are
more likely to be from PIE *dheh]- 'put'. Practically universal
in PIE, with numerous enlargements and derivatives, and
certainly ancient.

*stembh- 'make stand, prop up'. [JEW 1012-1013
( *steb(h)-)]. Lith sterhbti 'produce a stalk (of plants)', Grk
aa're/-lq)17~'imperturbable, finn', Av stJmbana- 'support', Olnd
stabhnati - stabhn6li - stambhate 'prop, support; hinder,
restrain', stambha- 'post', TochAB stam- 'stand', TochB
s(c)anm- « scam-n-) 'bind [something] (up/together); tie
Isomething] into a bundle; bind Isomething] on; establish;
proclaim; produce [of fruit)'. At least a word of the center
and east of the IE world. Related to *steh2- 'stand'.

See also STIFF. [A.D.V]

Further Reading
Cowgill, Warren (1975) The source of Latin sUire, with notes on

comparable forms elsewhere in Indo-European.jIES 1,271-303.

STAR
*h2ster, -(e)r- 'star'. IJEW 1027-1028 (*ster-); Wat 66

(*ster-); GI 591-592 (Hasther-); Buck 1.54]. MIr ser 'star',
Wels (collective) ser, (singulative) seren 'star', Bret ster(enn)
'star', Lat stella « *ster(o)la, *stel-na?) 'star', ON stjama (fern.)
'star', OE steorra (masc.) 'star' (> NE star), OHG sterno 'star',
Goth (fern.) staimo « *stem-on) 'star', Grk (masc.)aan1p
'star', Arm ast} 'star' , Hit hasterz(a) « *h2ster-s) 'star', Av (ace.)
starJm 'star', OInd (pI.) ulral) 'stars' (inst.) stfbhil), IocM
(pI.) srefl 'stars', TochB (fern.) scirye 'star'. The initial *h2S- is
now certain which makes the commonly accepted Oind larab
'stars' difficult. Grk 'reipea = tepea 'signs, portents' has
nothing to do with the word for 'star' while Grk aa'repom7
'lightning' is of non-IE origin. The initial *h2- is decisive in
establishing further connections to which a derivation from
the root *h2ehx-s- 'burn' fits perfectly for what is obviously
the PIE word for 'star'.

This word has long been cited by proponents of IE-Semitic
(or Sumerian) relations and attempts to locate the IE homeland
in the vicinity of the Near Eastern cultures. The similarity
between the IE form and the Semitic *aICar- *a8tar'goddess
(lstar) > star (actually Venus)' has been commented upon
many times as a diacritic linking the earliest Indo-European
speakers with the Near East where Semitic is generally
regarded as the donor language. Igor Diakonov has criticized.
the comparison as the underlying meaning of the word in
Semitic concerned a specific deity who was then identified
with a specific celestial object (when Akkadian Estar became
identified with the Sumerian Inana who was associated with
Venus) and it never-meant 'star' in general. More importantly,
if PIE *h2S((~r 'star' < *h2eh.l\'S- 'burn', there is no reason to
seek a Semitic origin for this word.

See also BURN. IR.S.PB.; D.Q.A., J.PM.l

STEAL

Further Readings
Adams, D. Q. (1995) Tochanan A j';;far, B asfare 'clean, pure' and

PIE *h2ehx(sJ- 'burn', in Analccta Indoeuropaca CUCO\'lt'llSIa.

vol. 2 (= Kurylowicz Memonal Volume, Pare One), eo Vv'

Smoczynski, Cracow, Universitas, 207-211.

D'iakonov, I. (1985) On the anginal home of the speakers of Indo

European. J1E5 13, 92-174.
Parvulescu, A. (1977) Le nom indo-europeen de l'eloile. KZ 91,

41-50.

Watkins, C. (1974) I.-E. 'star'. Ole 5prache 20, 10-14.

STARLING
*storos'starhng'. [IEWI036 (*storos- *slomos); "Vat 67

( *storo-) l. Lat sturnus 'starling', ON stari 'starling', OE suer
'starling' (> NE star-ling), OHG star 'starling', OPrus starnile
'gull'. At best a late "westernism" in IE. Other stocks denve
'their terms from different roots, e.g., Mir truit 'starling' from
the root that generally means 'thrush' or Grk (Hesychius)
aTCapaalOV 'starling' (and by metathesis '/lap 'starling') from
the polyvalent root that also provides 'sparrow' and other
birds. Armenian has tarmahaw, literally 'flocking bird'.

The starling differs from the other black birds such as the
crow and raven particularly in behavior for it is less heavy
footed, more active, and raises more young. The bird is as
ubiquitous as the sparrow.

See also BIRDS. lJ.A.C.G.1

STEAL
*(S)teh4- 'steal, bring secretly, conceal' (pres. *teh4i-elo-).

[JEW 1010 (*(sJtai-); GI 651 (*(s)thaHi-); Buck II. 571. oes
ta}r 'hide', Hit tayezzi 'steals'. Cf. the widespread derivatives:
(1) *(S)teh4iu- 'secret'/ *(s)teh.,.ius 'thief' in OCS taj 'secret',
Grk TIlva{l1 686<; 'vain road', Av tayu- 'thief', Oind (s)UYLl-

"thief', TachE ene-seai 'in secret'; (2) *(s)teh4tis 'thief' in Oir
taid 'thief', OCS tat! 'thief', Grk TnraO/1al 'deprive, rob'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*ster- 'steal'. IlEW 1028 (*ster-); Wat 06 (*ster-1; Buck
11.56]. MIr serb « *stel1j.os) 'thief', Grk aT£pew 'deprive,
rob', (J'r£popal 'be deprived'; d. ON stela 'steal', OE stdan
'steal' (> NE steaD, OHG stelan 'steal', Goth stilan 'stear which
may have Gmc *-1- rather than *-r- by crossing with *kd
'deceive'. Even without Germanic the existence of this word
in both Greek and Celtic would seem to assure its PIE status,
at least in the west and center of the IE world.

*mus- 'steal' (pres. *musnehati). !IEW743 (*mcu-s-); Buck
11.46]. OHG (Lex Salica) chreo-mc)sido 'grave-robbery', Oind
mu,?nati - m6,?ati 'steals', TochB mus- (pres. musnj-) 'stear.
The more original meaning is probably to be seen in TochAB
mus- 'lift, move (aside)', from which the meaning 'steal' had
developed even in late PIE. Widespread and old in IE.

*teubh- 'steal'. ON pjofr'thief', Pin 'theft', OE pt'of'thief'
(> NE thie!), OE piefe-feoh 'stolen goods' « *'theft
possession'), OHG diob'thief', diuba 'theft', Goth piuhs'thiet',
piubi 'theft', piubjo 'secretly', TochB cowai urk- 'steal' (lit.
'commit a theft') Although limited to GermanIc anJ
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Tocharian, it would appear that this word is at least of late
PIE status.

Words for 'stearin PtE are characterized by their connec
tions with secrecy and stealth-the characteristics that
distinguish stealing in the PIE legal system from (open)
robbery.

See also TOUCH. [D.Q.A.l

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1970) Studies in Indo-European language, institutions

and mythology, in Indo-European and Indo-Europeans, eds. G.

Cardona, H. M. Hoenigswald and A. Senn, Philadelphia, Univ.

of Pennsylvania Press, 321-354.

STELAE
During the Copper Age (c 4000-2500 BC) various regions

of Europe carved and erected stone stelae. These are primarHy
concentrated in southern France, the Alpine regions of Italy
and in the southern portion of the Black Sea steppe and north
Caucasus. During the Bronze Age stelae were also erected in
Asia, particularly in the Minusinsk basin. The European stelae
vary greatly in the degree to which they are representational
of the human form, which gender (if any) they depict, and in
terms of the cultural content of what is engraved upon them,
e.g., clothes, weapons, animals, geometric patterns. Many of
the west Mediterranean stelae play little or no role in
discussions of the early Indo-Europeans as they are assumed
to depict female deities which cannot be convincingly
accommodated by our evidence for Indo-European religion.
Some of those found in northern Italy and all of those recorded
in the Black Sea area, however, have been regarded as part of
the overall evidence of the early Indo-Europeans.

The Italian stelae arise out of a well known tradition of
engraving images on stone that is found in the Alpine region,
e.g., the Val Camonica rock art with its numerous images
from the Neolithic through the historic period. Although the
stelae are nonnally chance finds, there is some evidence that
their original context may have involved some form of
sanctuary where they were erected in a circle.

The Ukrainian stelae are divided into two broad classes.
The great majority of the some three-hundred stelae known
so far are simple stelae which carry very little detail other
than a vaguely anthropomorphic shape with a slight projection
where the head should be. These occasionally bear some
ornament, e.g., belts, "foot-prints", and are often found as
covering slabs in Yamna burials. It is suspected that this roofing
of burial pits was not their original function but that they
were expropriated for use in burials by the Yamna people
because of their slab-like shape and also because they may
have retained sacred connotations. Their original context is
only hinted at by a few sites which have revealed stelae
arranged in a large circle which suggests that they originally
served in some form of sanctuary. Dmitry Telegin has
suggested that these stelae were originally carved and erected
by the Kemi Oha (and Lower Mikhaylovka) culture of the

southern Ukraine and Crinlca and then reused by the tribes
of the Yamna culture.

The second class of Ukrainian stelae are the statue menhirs
which only comprise a little more than twenty examples.
These may depict various features of the human anatomy (in
order of frequency: eyes, nose, arms, hands, mouth, shoulder
blade, breasts, ribs, spine and genitalia) and also weapons,
animals, and other scenes. These are generally chance finds
although several have been recovered from a mortuary
(Yamna) context.

The reason for assigning an IE identity to the makers of
these stelae are several. In some instances, the form or
ornament of the stelae are regarded as expressions of IE
religious or social concepts. In addition, the discovery of a
widespread tradition of stelae in the north Pontic region,
which itself is often presumed to have been occupied by the
earliest Indo-Europeans, naturally invites the application of
an IE interpretation to the stelae.

Indo-European Motifs
Discussions of Indo-European motifs on the Copper Age

stelae are generally prompted by two lines of interpretation:
Indo-European cosmogonic myths and the specific character
of various Indo-European deities who are believed to be
depicted on the stelae. The cosmogonic material concerns in
particular an origin myth that derives the creation of the
material and social world through the dissection of a
primordial giant, Of, to give it its Vedic name, the Punl:;;a.
Such an interpretation has been applied to both the north
Italian and Pontic stelae by several writers. M. Piantelli, for
example, has argued that Puru?a-stelae can be seen in those
that have a solar disc in the top of the stela where the sun is
regarded as the allomorph of the eyes. The multiple arIllS
that appear on some primordial giants is believed to be
reflected in the engraVing of multiple weapons on the stelae
(in the Italian case these are frequently daggers or halberds~

in the case of the Ukrainian stelae the "multiplicity" of the
divisions of the giant are supposedly indicated by the use of
several stelae to cover graves of the Yamna culture). A tripartite
division of the world has also been argued for the Italian stelae
with E. Anatis suggestion that they are carved in three registers
which correspond to the three divisions of Indo-European
cosmology: the upper register carries a solar disc or face which
should be equated with the heavens, the middle regIster finds
weapons or pendants (symbols of authority) which are
believed to reflect the earth and world of human activities;
and the lower part of the register, when not simply inserted
into the ground, may show wheeled vehicles, snakes, plows,
or other symbols which have been assumed to renect the
underworld of the Indo-Europeans. The fact that this
interpretive key can be applied only to some stelae and that
the various motifs allegedly deciphered are so vague (or hardly
specific enough to be regarded as strictly Indo-European)
renders the cosmogonic interpretations highly speculative.

It has also been suggested that the stelae can be Jntl'rprLtcd



STELAE

b.

Stelae a. Natalevka stela (l.6 m), Ukraine, with ax, mace and bow; b. Kazanki (1.45 m), Ukraine; c. Akchukrak, Ukraine, with ax depIcted
in belt; d. Novocherkask (0.98 m), Ukraine, with shepherd's "crook"; e. Kernosovka (l.20 m), Ukraine. The front dIsplays a muustache,
phallas, and nipples and depicts weapons, animals (dog?, horse?). The rear of the stela displays the "[out-print" mL)tif and a belt.
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as Indo-European deIties, specIfically solar deiHes, lhunder~
or war-gods, etc. Such interpretations are also extremely
problematic since there is little or no evidence that there are
recurring sets of motifs that are exclusively found on some
stelae rather than others. Other than anatomical features, the
statue menhirs of the Ukraine depict necklaces or pendants,
belts, axes, (shepherd's) crooks, bows, daggers, maces, spears,
animals (horses and or dogs) and what are taken to be "foot-

prints" or, perhaps, representations of shoes or sandals. These
do not seem to occur in combinations that reflect a set of
motifs ascribable to a particular deity to the exclUSIOn of any
other. If one interprets the statue menhirs as deities but cannot
distinguish one [rOln another (or must assume that each
reflects a different deity) then this interpretation must remam
entirely speculative Without the additional support of specilic
patterning.
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Stelae f. Stela from Lagundo, Italy The depiction of multiple
weapons (axes and daggers) and the wheeled vehicle have
been employed by supporters of the "Kurgan theory" to
support the spread of warlike Indo-European motifs into
previously non-Indo-European regions of Europe.

One possible interpretation of the Ukrainian statue
menhirs is that they may reflect a royal figure. A recurrent
motif observed in both Indic and Irish tradition associates
the inauguration of a king with the presentation of three
talismans: a garment (indicating the priest class), weapons
(the warrior class) and shoes or sandals (the feet as symbols
of fertility and the third Dumezilian function). As both
weapons and the "shoe" motif are found together on six of
the stelae, this may provide at least the beginning of an inter
pretative basis. On two occasions these combinations are

augmented by the portrayal of a crook which might then fulfil
the expectations demanded by the literary e\idence (assuming
one can replace the vestment of the priest with a shepherd's
crook) but again the recurrence of such a pattern is not so
widespread to render it particularly persuasive.

In general, while the stelae have been regarded as represent
ative of Indo-European ideology, there is no clear "system"
that supports such conclusions. Most interpretations derive
from individual motifs, e.g., the ax or spear of a putative
thunder-god, and as the iconography of the Near East
emphasizes, such deities and symbols are by no means
exclusively Indo-European.

See also COMPARATIVE MYTHOLOGY; COSMOGONY;

KEMI-OBA CULTIJRE; YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.]

Further Readings
Anati, E. (1977) Origene e significato storico-religioso delle statuc

stele. Bolletlino del Centro Camuno di Scudi Preistonci 16, 45

56.

Arnal,]. (1976) Les statues-menhirs: hommt's et dieux Toulouse,

Editions des Hesperides.

Casini, S., R. de Mannis and A. Pedrotti (1995) StaCUe-stele e MaSSI

incisi nell'Europa dell'Eta del Rame = NoriZle Archeologiche

Bergomensi 3.

Piantelli, M. (1983) Linterpretatizone di uno schema lConografico

complesso rinvenibile nelle stele monumentah Camune e

Valtellinesi. Bollettino del Centro Camuno di Studl PreistonCl

20,33-54.

Telegin, D. and]. P Mallory (1994) The Anthropomorphic Stelae of

the Ukraine: The Early Iconography of the Indo-Europeans.

Washington, Institute for the Study of Man.

STEP
*ghengh-'step, walk'. [lEW438-439 (*ghengh-); Wat 22

(*ghengh-); Buck 10.45]. Oir cingid « *kengh- by
dissimilation from *ghengh-) 'steps', wets rhygyngu 'amble',
ON ganga 'go', OEgangan 'go', OHG gangan'go', Gothgaggan
'go', Lith zengiu 'stride, step', Av zanga- 'ankle', Oindjarnhas
'step, wingbeat'. Widespread and old in IE. The word for
'buttocks' is related.

*ghredh- 'step,go'. [lEW 456-457 (*ghredh-); Wat 23
(*ghredh-); Buck 10.45]. Oir in-greinn- 'pursue', Lat gradlOr
'stride', gradus 'step', Goth grips 'step', Lith gridyju 'go, wander
about', OCS gr~d9 'go', Rus grjadu 'go', Av aiwi-gara8- 'begin'.
Reasonably widespread, certainly old in lE.

*spleigh- 'step, go'. [lEW 1000 (*(sJp/eigh-)]. Grk
JrAlaaOJ1al 'stride out', JrAlXas 'space between the thighs',
Oind plehate 'goes'. Cf. Oir slIasait « *splegh-s-onu) 'thigh,
shank' and possibly OIr lingid (if < *pli-n-gh-) 'jumps'. Its
attestations are widely spread; probably a word of PIE status.

See a/50 Burrocl<S; Go. [D.Q.A.I

STEP-FATHER see KINSMAN, UNCLE

STEP-MOTHER see AUNT, KINSMAN
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STIFF
*ghers- 'stiffen (of hair), bristle'. {lEW 445-446 (*ghers-);

Wat 22 (*ghers-); BK 233 (*gur-I*gor-)]. OE gorst 'gorse', .
Lat horreo 'bristle', horridus 'rough, shaggy, bristly', Av
zarsayamna- 'feathers upright', OInd har$ati - har$ate 'bristles,
becomes erect or rigid, becomes sexually excited', har$a
'bristling, erection (especially of hair in the thrill of
excitement)'.Certainly related is *gher- 'hedgehog' and less
certainly so *ghor- 'young pig'. The distribution would seem
to guarantee PIE status for this word.

*(s)terhl- 'stiff'. [lEW 1022 (*(s)ter-); Wat 66 (*ster-)).
ON starr 'stiff', OE starian 'look at, stare' (> NE stare), OHG
staren 'stare', OPrus stumawiskan 'sternness', Lith starinu'
'tighten, stretch, make stiff', OC5 strada 'hard work', Grk
(rCEpEO~ 'stiff, firm'; possibly also Wels trin 'battle', TocM
tsar 'hard, rough' and TochB scire 'hard, rough'. While best
attested in the northwest, the secure Greek and potential
Tocharian connections support PIE status.

*sth2ei- 'become hard, fixed'. !JEW 1010-1011 (*stai-)).
Lat stIria 'icicle', fris stIr 'stiff' , Lith st6ras 'stiff', OInd styayate
'becomes fixed, ~agulated, hardens', stiya- 'stagnant water',
stlma- 'heavy', stimita- 'unmoving, fixed, silent', TochB stinask
'be silent'. An extension of *steh2- 'stand'. Sufficiently
widespread to be assured of PIE status.

*st(hveug- 'stiff'. [lEW 1033-1034 (*(sJteu-g-)]. Lith
stukti 'stand tall', Rus stz1gnutl'to freeze' « *'become stiff'?),
TochB staukk- 'swell, bloat'. Probably another extension of
*steh2- 'stand'. A word of the center and east of the IE world.

See also FIRM; STAND. U.C.5., D.Q.A.]

STIR
*menth2- 'stir' (pres. JltI1l1Jtneh2- - *rru;;ltnhlielo-). [lEW

732 (*menth-); GI 49 (*month-H-)]. ON m9ndull 'handle
on a pestle', Lith mrsti 'stir, agitate', OCS m~sti 'disturb,
molest', motati s{: 'be agitated', Rus matatI 'wind, shake;
vanish', Oind manthati - mathniiti - mathayati 'stirs, whirls;
chums; hurts, destroys', TochAB mant- 'remove (utterly) from
its place, destroy; pour out; disturb, meddle with; fall into
misfortune, be irritated, feel malice' (TochB pres. mantana-/
mantann-). The exact double morphological equation in OInd
mathna-/mathayati and Tach mantana-/mantafJ.ti- is
remarkable. The first pair reflects PIE *mI)tneh2- while the
second reflects PIE *mI)t{1h2je/O-. Widespread and old in IE.

Ifrjeug- 'stir up, incite; be unqUiet'. [lEW 512 (*jeug-)].
MHG j6uchen - jouchen 'drive, hunt', Goth jiukan 'fight,
struggle', Arm yuzem 'incites' « Iranian), Av yaozaiti 'stirs
oneself up', TochAB yuk- 'overcome, conquer; surpass'. The
geographical distribution would seem to assure PIE status..

See also MIX; SET IN MOTION; SHAKE. [D.Q.A.l

STONE
*h¢imon 'stone'. IlEW 19 (*ak-men-); Wat 1 (*ak

men-); GI 575; Buck 1.441. Lith akmuo 'stone', OC5 kamy
'stone', Grk aK:j..Lwv 'anvil', Hit aku- 'stone', Av asman- 'stone,
heaven', OPers asman- 'heaven', Olnd asman- 'stone' (a

STONE

meaning 'heaven' is disputed). Except for the Hittite form.
the others point to *h4eKmon. In Baltic and Slavic *K was
regularly depalatalized before a resonant; Lith asmUC) 'sharp
ness' is a recent formation with a different meaning. The Slavic
forms OCS kamy 'stone' and SC kamen 'stone' are isolated
and point to *keh4rnon which would seen1 to represent a
metathesis of *h4ek- which would also explain the non-palatal
velar. Attempts to connect Germanic words for 'hammer' here
(e.g., OE hamar) would require *ko4m- but an rln-suffix
preceded by the *rn of *-men- is very improbable and the
connection is semantically unlikely. These theories should be
abandoned as well as those which connect Goth himins
'heavens', etc., with this word.

A perennial problem has been the association of this word
with the meaning 'heaven' as well as 'stone'. Even if we may
exclude on fonnal grounds the Germanic terms that indicate

. 'hammer, sky', e.g., Goth himins 'sky, heaven', there is still
evidence relating to 'sky' in Avestan and possihly Old Indic
where the range of meanings for asman- range fronl 'rock,
cliff; stone tool' allegedly to 'sky'. Other celestial connotations
are taken from a Greek gloss of Eustathius where a1\J1wv is
defined as 0 ovpavoc; 'the sky'. It was once helieved that thiS
association could be best explained by presuming a PIE
concept of the heavens as a stone vault or, more recently in
GI, that the PIE-speakers envisaged mountains and cliffs (of
stone) ascending into the heavens. On the other hand, J. P
Maher has argued that the connecting link between the
concept of stone and sky was the polished stone ax and the
widely attested folk belief that such axes were "thunder stones"
that had fallen from the sky, d. Lith Perkuno akmuo 'Perkonas'
thunder-bolt' or the Oind asman which lllay also refer to
lndra's 'thunder-bolt'. But given the fact that PIE technology
also included the manufacture of polished stone axes, it would
seem highly unlikely that the early Indo-Europeans were
unaware of their true origins.

*peru'rock'. [Del 188] . Hit peru (neul.) peru(na)- (com.)
'rock', perunant- 'rocky', Av paurvata 'mountain', Olnd
parvata- « *pen,J-I)t-o-) 'rocky; rock, mountain'. If the
connection is correct, as it seems, the word is of PIE date.

?*hxOnd-- *hxf}d- 'stone, rock'. [IEW778 (*ond-); GI574
( *ont'-)]. Mlr and 'stone, rock', Oind adri- 'stone (especially
one used in pressing soma)'. Poorly attested and uncertain.

?*lelJ.anks'stone'. [IEW683 (*leu-); Wat 37 (*leu-); Beekes
171. OIr lIe, (gen. IIac) « *lIl,Jank-) 'stone', Alb Jere 'rubble,
mass of stone', Myc ra-e-ja (laeia) 'of stone', Grk Aaac;'stone'.
The connection should be abandoned as the Greek word has
rio *tJ-and its aand the Irish [cannot be reconciled. For Grk
A.aac; a PIE origin has been claimed from *l(eJhas-.

?*iorkeha- 'pebble, small stone'. [IEW61S (*K"orka)l. Grk
1CP01((XAl1 'pebble', 1CpOKTI, 1Cp01C1\al 'pebble(s)', Oind sarkarj
'pebbles, gravel; sugar' (whence NE sugar). The Greek form
is supposed to exhibit metathesis but the suffix does not agree
with the Old Indie word because of the Crk 3. There are
comparable forms in non-IE languages so this is probably a
substrate word. For the Old Indic word, an origin in the
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Munda languages has been suggested. Therefore, both the'
connection between the two words and the IE origin is
unlikely

?*pel(Os- (gen. *p]s6s) 'stone, rock'. [IEW807 (*peli-s-);
Wat49 (*pelis-); GI 648 (*~el-); BK36 (*pfhJal-l*pfhJ;;)l-)).
aIr ail « *pal-i-?) 'cliff', Mlr all « *palso- < *pJso-?) 'cliff',
ON fjall- fell « *lelza- < *pelso-) 'cliff', OHG felis « *pelel
isa- < *paliso-?) 'cliff', Macedonian IlEAAU (place name,
explained as 'stone'), Grk (Hesychius) JrEAAa 'stone', Pashto
par$a 'steep slope', Kati parsi 'cliff, mountain', Waigali pa~6.

'rock', Olnd pa$aJ)a-, pa$i- 'stone'. If MIr ail represents
*pali-, the aof all cannot derive from *pJso-. There is evidence
for a pre-Romance *pal(l)a. The Germanic words have *pels
beside *pelis- (*peles-?) or *palis- ( *pales-?). The Macedonian
IlEAAU is probably a substrate word, cf. IIEAAa/l1 beside
n£AA~Vl1 (and probably qJ£AA£V~ 'stony land'). Both the
European and the lndic words appear to be non-Indo
European.

See also Ax. [R.S.PB.]

Further Readings
Maher, j. P (1973) *Haekmon: '(stone) axe' and 'sky' in I.E.lBattle

axe culture. lIES 1, 441-462.
Reichelt, H. (1913) Der steineme Himmel. IF 32,23-57.

STORK
*(s)ter- 'stork'. [IEWI023 (*(s)tf:?r-); Wat 66 (*ster-)). ON

storkr'stork', OE store 'stork' (> NE stork), OHG storah 'stork',
Hit tarla 'stork'. The related Arm tateln 'stork' is a loan from
an Anatolian language. Witczak has suggested that the
underlying Germanic form is *sturkaz which should derive
from PIE *S[gos 'stork', cf. Grk 1t"£Aapyo<; 'stork' (7t'£A- 'white'
+ *ixpy6~ < *S[gos), Oind s[jaya- 'wading bird', thus perhaps
of PIE status. In other IE languages the term for 'stork' is
from random sources, e.g., Lat cie6nia 'stork' « *kan- 'sing').
Indic has no preferred term, and indeed the common white
stork comes to India only during the winter months. When
these large birds have a common lndic name, it is usually in
reference to their physical features, e.g., 'red-bill' and 'white
neck'.

The white stork (Cieonia eiconia) is a noticeable bird and
one fondly thought of. It was frequently confused by the
ancients with the swan and the heron, also large white birds.
In addition to the rather common white stork, there is a black
stork (Cieonia ciconia nigra) which dwells in rushes and is
quite secretive.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

Further Reading
Witczak, K. 1. (1991) Indo-European *srC in Germanic. KZ 104,

106-107.

STRENGTH
*haenr '(manly) strength, vitality'. [lEW 765 (*ner-(t-);

Wat 44 (*ner-); GI 703 (*1jner-(th)-); BK 558 (*nir-I*ner-)].

The underlying noun has survived no\vhere but it has left
rich derivatives: aIr nar'noble, great -hearted', Lith n6ras 'will',
Hit innara 'violently', innarahh- 'make strong', innarawant
'strong, forceful; sexually potent', Luv annara/i- 'forceful'
(Anatolian < *h]en-hanor6- 'having (manly) strength within');
more particularly there is the widespread derivative *hi/ner
(gen. *ha1)r6s) 'man' in Alb njeri 'person', Grk civryp (gen.
av<5p6<;) 'man', Phryg avap 'man', Arm ayr 'man, person',
Luv annar- 'man', Av nar- 'man, person', Oss na~l'man', Olnd
nar- 'man, person'. Widespread and old in IE.

*ha6jus (gen. *hai6us) 'vital force, life, age of Vigor'. llE~'\l

17 (*ailj-); GI 702 (*ayu-); Wat 1 (*aiw-); BK 446 (*am/
*;;)m-)). aIr aes 'life, age', Lat aeVllS 'lifespan, age', ON a.-vi
'life, age', ~ « *haoil)o-) 'always', OE <p(w) 'law, marriage',
OHG twa 'eternity, law', twin 'eternity', io 'always', Goth aiws
'time, eternity', Grk aimv 'vitality, lifespan', Av ayl1 (gen. yaos)
'lifespan', OInd ayu- - ayu~- 'life, lifespan'. Cf. bOAIxafwv
'having a long life', Av dar;;)g-ayu- 'long-lasting', Olnd dirgh
ayu- 'long-lasting'. Widespread and old in IE.

*1,Jeih~e)s- 'strength, vitality'. [JEW 1123-1124 (*I)IS-);
Wat 74-75 (*wf-); BK 508 (*wuy-I*woy-)]. Lat VIS 'power',
Grk i'~ 'power', Olnd vayas- 'vitality, growth', Vic.:hiyati
« *I)ihxs-d-ejelo-) 'makes strong'. Particularly important is
the related *I)ihxros 'full of vitality, young': aIr fer 'man,
husband', Wels gWr' 'man, husband', Lat ~'ir '(grown) man,
husband', Umb uerio- 'man', ON verr'man, husband', OE
wer 'man, husband' (> NE werewolf), OHG H/cr 'man,
husband', Goth wair'man', OPrus wijrs'man', Lith vyms'man,
husband', Latv vTrs 'man, husband', ?Alb r1 'young' (if <

metathesized *I)rihh-Os) , Av vlra- 'man', Olnd ~'lrA- 'man,
husband', TochA wir 'young'. Widespread and old in IE.

See also lIFE; MAN; STRONG; YOUNG. ID.Q.A.1

STRETCH see EXTEND

STRIKE
*gWhen- 'strike' (pres. *gWhenti). lJEW491-492 (*g../hcn

(.J)-); Wat 25 (*gWhen-); GI 644 (*f!lOen-); Buck 9.21; BK
312 (*gWan-l*gw;;)n_)). aIr gonaid« *gWhoneielo-) 'wounds,
strikes', Lat defend6 'protect', ON gunnr 'combat', OPrus
guntwei 'drive (cattle)', Lith gent) 'drive cattle; hunt', gel1lu
'prune (trees), trim (a hedge)', Latv dzr:nu 'drive cattle', oes
ien9 'drive cattle', gOnj9 'pursue', i(Jp 'harvest, cut', Rus gon
'a drive, a hunt', Grk 8£{vw 'strike', q>6vQs'murder',
(Hesychius) an£qJaro 'died' « *'was struck down'), Arm .Jnem
'strike', ganem 'strike', Hit kuenzi 'strikes', Av jainli 'strikes',
Olnd hanti 'strikes', TochB kask- « *l"'hl)-sKelo-) 'scatter
(violently)'. Sometimes accepted here are ON bani 'murder',
OE bana 'murder', OHG bano 'murder' and ON ben 'wound',
OE benn 'wound', Goth banja 'wound', by those who accept
the notion that PIE *gWh_ became Proto-Gmc *b- except
before *-u- (where it became *g-). Practically universally
attested and clearly old in IE, this is the archetypal verb for
'strike' in PIE.

*1,Jen- 'strike, wound'. IIEW IIOH (*~lcn-); \Vat 76
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(together)', strike a stringed instrument with a plectrum,
knock (at the door)'. Widespread and old in IE.

"'pjek- 'strike'. [d. IEW797 (*pek-); Wat 48 (*pek-); Buck
20.11]. OE feohtan 'fight' (> NE fight), OHG fehtan 'fight',
Alb per-pjek 'strike', TochB pyak- 'strike (downwards), batter~

beat (of a drum); penetrate (as a result of a downward blow)'.
Distribution suggests PIE status.

*temhr 'be struck, be exhausted'. [lEW 1063 ( *tem-); BK
147 ( *tY[hjum-/*tYfh jom-) 1. MIr ram « *lamhxu-) 'sickness,
death', tamaid 'dies', Lat temetum 'any intoxicating drink',
temulentus 'drunken, tipsy', NHG damisch - damlich 'foolish,
silly;, oes tomiti 'torture, harass, tire', Oind tamyati 'gasps
for breath; is faint, stunned, exhausted', tamayati 'robs of
breath'. Widespread and old in IE.

*gWel- 'strike, stab'. [lEW 470-471 (*glJel-); Wat 24
(*gwel_); BK 359 (*q'Wal-/*qwJI-)]. Wels ballu 'die', OE c\ovelan

-'die', cwellan 'kill' (> NE quell and kill), cwield - cwild
'destruction, death', OPrus gallan 'death', Lith geJti 'sting,
ache', geIa 'torture', Arm ke/em 'torture'. At least a word of
the west and center of the IE world. See also the derivative
*gWelan 'insect's stinger'.

*bheud- 'strike, beat' (pres. *bh6udej). [lEW 112
(*bhau-); Wat 6 (*bhau-); Buck 9.211. aIr bibdu « *bhe
bhud-l).6t-s) 'guilty; enemy', Lat fustis'cane, cudgel', ON bauta
'beat', OE beatan 'beat' (> NE beat), OHG buzzan 'beat'. At
least a word of the northwest of the IE world.

*bheiha- 'strike' (pres. "'bhinehati [in the west of the IE
world] - *bhihaeJo- [in the center and east I). [IE\V 11 7
(*bhei(JJ-); Wat 6 (*bhei-); Buck 9.21]. OIr benaid 'strikes',
Lat perrino 'break through, shatter', oes bij9 'strike', Av
byente 'they struggle, strike'. The geographical spread
guarantees PIE status.

*kelhl- 'strike'. [IEW545 (*kel-); Wat 28 (*ke/-); BK 354
(*q {h lal-/*q (h IJ1-)}. Lat calami{as'loss, injury, damage,
misfortune', per-cello 'beat down, throw down', OPrus kalo
peilis 'chopping-knife, cleaver', Lith kalu 'strike, forge', Latv
kalu 'strike, forge', oes kolj9 'stab, slaughter', Rus kolc5tl'stab,
slaughter, hack, split', Grk K"EA,EO£,« *kelhjl).65) 'green wood
pecker'. A word at least of the west and center of the IE world.

*bhlihxE- 'strike'. (lEW 160-161 (*bhlIg-); Wat 9
(*bhIIg-)l. Lat fljga 'strike', Latv blaizit 'crush, strike', Grk
qJAtf3ro « *bhlihxt-l).-) 'press'. A word of the west and center
of the IE world.

*bhlag- 'strike'. [lEW 154 (*hhlag-); Wat 8-9 (*bhlag-)l.
Lat flagrum 'whip', flagit6 'demand importantly', ON blaka
'strike one sideand the other', blekkla 'strike', Lith blaskau
'throw, fling'. A word similar phonologically to the previous
one and found largely in the same stocks.

*tien- 'strike'. [Mayrhofer I, 4231. Grk K-rEivro 'kill', .\70VO£,
'murder', (Ionic) av8po-K"raaia'manslaughter', OInd k;;al)OC1
'hurts, injures, wounds', k$ati- 'destruction, inJUry'. A word
of the southeast of the IE world.

?"'slak- 'strike'. lIEW959 (*slak-); Wat 61 (*slak-); Buck
9.21]. Mir slacc 'sword', ON sla 'strike', OE slean 'strike' (>

NE slay), OHG slahan 'strike', Goth slahan 'strike'. Found

( *wen-)]. MWeis gweint 'bored through', Wels ymwan 'fight,
do battle', ON und 'a wound', OE wund 'a wound; wounded'
(> NE wound), OHG wunt'wounded', wunta 'a wound'~ Goth
wunds 'wounded', Ann vandem 'destroy', Hit wen- 'copulate
with', uwanisk- '± ravage', wenal '± stick, staff'. Widespread
and old in IE.

*bher- 'strike (through), split' (pres.*bh6rjdo-). [lEW
133-135 (*bher-); Wat 7 (*bher-); BK 3 (*bur-/*bor-)]. MIr
bern 'gap, chasm', Lat feria 'strike, pound', foro 'bore', ON
beIja 'strike', bora 'bore', OE borian 'bore' (> NE bore), OHG
beIjan 'strike', boron 'bore', Lith bar(i)u 'revile, abuse', Latv
baru - baru 'revile', oes borjp 'fight, struggle', Rus borju
'subdue, throw down', Grk (Hesychius) qJapa(Xl 'split', q>aporo .
'plow', Arm beran 'mouth' « *'slit') , brem 'dig up', hollow
out, bore', NPers burrad 'cuts', OInd bh[l)ati 'wounds'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*plehaklg- 'strike, strike one's breasts in lamentation' (pres.
*plthagmi 'I strike', *plehakti 'he/she strikes'). [lEW 832
833 (*plak- - *pJag-); Wat 51 (*plak-)J. From *p1eha,g-: ON
flakinn 'distraught', OE flocan 'strike, clap', OHG fluohhan
'curse', Goth flokan 'bewail', Grk 1l'A,ryO'aro 'strike', 1CA,1JrfI 'a
blow'; reflecting a nasalized present *plha-n-g-: Mlr len «
*p1ang-smo-) 'defeat, hurt, injUry', Lat plango 'strike, strike
one's breast in lamentation; bewail', Grk 1l'A,a~ro« *plangjo)
'strike (down)'; from *plehak-; Lith plakti 'strike', plokis 'a
blow', oes plakati s~ 'weep, be sorrowful'. Similar in
phonology and identical in meaning are Lat plectO 'strike,
punish', Lith pliekti 'strike'. Reasonably widespread and
certainly old in IE.

*kehau- 'strike, hew' (> 'forge' already in PIE?). [JEW 535
(*kau-); Wat 27 (*kau-); GI 619 (*khaHu-); Buck 9.61]. ON
hrggva 'hew', OE heawan 'hew' (> NE hew), OHG houwan
'hew' (d. ON hey 'hay', OE hleg'hay' [> NE hay\, OHG hewe
- houwe 'hay', Goth hawi 'hay'), Lith kauja 'strike, forge',
kova 'battle', Latv kaDt 'strike, forge', oes kOV9 'forge', TocM
ko- 'kill, strike down, destroy', TochB kau- 'kill, strike down,
destroy', TocM kO$t- 'strike, kill by striking'; *kehaud- in
MIr cuad 'war', Lat cOda 'strike, forge', TocM kot- 'split off,
break; chop up/down; crush', TochB kaut- 'split off, break;
chop up/down; crush'. Widespread and old in IE.

"'per- 'strike'. [IEW818-819 (*per-); Wat 50 (*per-); Buck
9.21]. Lith periu 'beat with brushwood, flog', Latv peru 'beat
with brushwood, flog', oes per9 'strike; wash (by beating)
clothes', plr)9 'contend', Rus pru 'press, oppress', Arm hart
'struck'. With enlargements we have Alb pres « *pretje/o-)
'cut down, cut off, split', Av p:HJt- 'battle, strife', Olnd PJt
'battle, strife'. Widespread and old in IE.

*kreu(-s)- 'strike'. [lEW 622-623 (*kreu-); Wat 32-33
(*kreuJ-); Buck 9.2l}. From *kreu-: OE hreowan 'grieve,
distress, afflict' (> NE rue), OHG (h)rieuwa 'grieve, distress,
afflict', Grk Kpoazvro « *krol).l)je/o-) 'stamp, strike with the
hoof' (of a horse), TochAB karn- « *kru-neha-) '± strike,
afflict'; from *kreus-: ON hrosti 'mashed malt', Lith kru.c;u 
kriausaO 'smash, crash; grind', krusa 'hail', Latv krusa 'hail',
oes 5u-krusi[j 'shatter', Grk KpoVro « *krousje/o-) 'strike
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only in Germanic and Celtic, this may have been a dialect
word of the far west of the IE world.

?*dephr'strike'. [JEW 203 (*deph-)]. SC depiti 'strike',
Arm top'em 'strike'. Sparingly attested and perhaps a dialect
word of the IE center. The relationship, if any, to Grk oeqJw
'scrape, soften (a hide); masturbate', phonologically (with
-ph- rather than -p-) and semantically divergent, is hard to
determine.

(D.Q.A.]

STRIPED see SPECKLED

STRONG
*belos'strong'. [IEW96 (*bel-); Wat 5 (*bel-); Buck 4.81].

Lat debilis 'weak, infirm', OCS bolljI 'larger', Grk f3iAr£po~

'better', OInd baJam 'power, strength'. This may be the
strongest etYmology containing the very rare PIE *b-; as a
result, it has been scrutinized repeatedly but not definitively
rejected.

*Ueg- 'strong'. [lEW 1117-1118 (*z;eg-); Wat 74 (*weg-);
GI 206 (*Hz;ek'-); Buck 4.63; BK 499 (*wak'-/*wdk'-)l. Lat
vegeo 'to enliven, stir up', OIhd vaja- 'strength', Vlijra- '(Indra's)
thunderbolt, (later) diamond'. While a broad group of
Germanic tenns has traditionally been included here: ON
vakna 'to awaken', OE W(Ecnan 'to wake up' (> NE wake),
OHG wahhen 'to wake', etc., the vocalism is a problem. Also
TochAB wasir'thunderbolt, diamond', sometimes included
here, may be an Old Indic loan. Uncertain IE status.

See also CLUB; STRENGTII. U.C.S.]

STIJPID
??*mor- [IEW750 (*ma(u)-ro-); Wat 43 (*mo(u)ro-); Buck

17.21]. Grk /-lWPOC; 'stupid', Hit marla(nt)- 'foolish'. Although
included in earlier works, OInd mlJra- 'foolish, stupid' is not
now regarded as cognate, given the differences in vocalism
between the Greek and Indic words.

U·C.S.]

STURGEON
?*h2elie(tro)- 'sturgeon (Acipenser spp. and Huso huso)'.

[ef. JEW 18-19 (*aJ<-); BK 398 (*nuk[h J-/*nok[hJ-))' Lat
acipenser 'sturgeon', OPrus esketres 'sturgeon', Lith eskelras
'sturgeon' (also Lith ersketas 'sturgeon' by contamination with
erskeris 'thorn'; the Baltic -k- is also secondary in some way),
Rus osetr 'sturgeon', SC jesetra 'sturgeon' (Proto-Slavic
*jesetru). There clearly seems to be a tradition in various IE
groups of designating this fish with derivatives of *h2ek
'sharp' Qust as in the case of 'perch'). It is, however, doubtful
that the evidence would allow the sure reconstruction of a
PIE term.

?*str(hxJion- 'sturgeon'. Lat « Gaul) saria (later [aria)
'salmon trout', ON styrja 'sturgeon', OE styri(g)a 'sturgeon',
OHG sturio (whence medieval Lat sturio 'sturgeon' and, via
OFrench, NE sturgeon). Perhaps a late dialect word of the far
west of the IE world. The exact phonological and

morphological mapping of the putative Celtic and Germanic
reflexes is encouraging. The semantic divergence is, however,
bothersome as the sturgeon and salmon (or trout) are not
perceptually similar. If related, the surprising change of
meaning in Celtic may be the result of the rarity of sturgeon
in western Europe.

Although lexically of no great antiquity, the distinctive
appearance of the sturgeon could well motivate those nan1es
derived from the concept of 'sharp' as the snout is pointed
and the fish, which lacks scales but is covered instead with
sharp bony plates or scutes. There is a large variety of sturgeon
species but their primary distribution tends to be in central
and eastern Europe (Acipenser stellatus, ruthenus, etc.) while
Acipenser sturio is common in the rivers flOWing into the
Baltic and Acipenser naccari (Adriatic sturgeon) might help
explain the reflex in Italic.

See also FISH; PERCH. ID.Q.A.]

Further Reading
Witczak, K. 1. (1991) Indo-European *S[C in Germanic. KZ 104,

106-107.

SUBGROUPING
The subgrouping of the various Indo-European stocks, or

the describing of their various interrelationships, remains an
enduring puzzle for Indo-Europeanists. The difficulty arises
however, not from a lack of evidence but rather from an over
abundance of evidence whose import is not easily categorized.
Thus the model of Indo-European subgrouping has evolved
over time, an evolution that has resulted both from increasing
knowledge of Indo-European languages and from differing
methods of defining subgroups.

The earliest model of intra-Indo-European relationships
that gained a considerable currency was that of August
Schleicher 0821-1868). After a preliminary attempt that put
Celtic as the earliest PIE group to diverge from the parent
stock, he settled in 1861 on a model that placed Celtic
alongside Italic.

In general, establishment of a subgroup, say, Italo-Celtic
Greco-Albanian, was predicated on the constituents of the
subgroup sharing some innovation or innovations unknown
elsewhere. The innovations could concern vocabulary,
morphology, phonology, or syntax. A lexical example might
involve the choice of the word for 'fire' in a particular stock;
was it a relative of English fire (as in Germanic, Umbrian,
Greek) or a relative of Latin ignis (as in Latin, Baltic, in Slavic
[in the form of derivatives], and Indic)? An important
morphological distinction was that between those languages
which marked the present tense of medio-passive verbs with
a suffixed *-i (Greek, lndic, Iranian, probably Germanic) as
opposed to those that marked it with a suffixed *-r (Celtic,
Italic, and Phrygian). Another well-known morphological
distinction was between those languages that showed a *-m
in the dative plural of nouns (Germanic, Baltic, SlavIC) Jnd
those that showed a *-bh- (the rest, insofar as they preserve
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Greco-Albanian subgroup was to be further divided into a
Celtic-Italic-Greek group on the one hand and an Albanian
group on the other? Or did it mean that Albanian had simply
lost that particular feature at some point In its history? In
general it is not always easy to distinguish between a once
universal feature that has been lost in several groups from a
feature that was never universal, but rather an innovation
that was common only to a subset of stocks. Of our examples,
contemporary investigators are fairly certain that the dative
plural *-m- is an innovation as is the retraction of *-5-. The
medio-passive marker -i is probably an innovation vis-a-vis
the alternative *-r, while the choice of a word 'fire' is
idiosyncratic to each stock (or even each language, d. the
different choices within Italic of Latin ignis but Umbrian pir).
(It might also be noted that only the *-m- versus *-bh
distinction fits well into Schleicher's schema.) In practice, then,
single features were not very good evidence for subgrouping
and thus linguists looked for whole sets of features that
together might define subgroup membership.

The whole process is admittedly suhjective and, as such,
might easily lead to disagreements among investigators. For
instance, some of Schleicher's subgroups are more obvious
than others. If one considers just the ten well-attested Indo
European stocks known in the nineteenth century (i.e., Celtic,
Italic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic, Albanian, Greek, Armenian,
Indic and Iranian), it was clear from the beginning that lndic
and Iranian bear an especially close relationship to one

765432

PIE

Subgrouping I The Indo-European family "tree" according to
August Schleicher (version 1861).

any ending at all). A good phonological example is the
retraction of PIE *-5 to *-5- after *-r-, *-u-; *-k-, and *-i-,
something that is found in Baltic, Slavic, Iranian, and Indic,
but nowhere else.

The trick of course was deciding just what was an
innovation. If Albanian, for instance, lacked a particular
feature that was to be found in Celtic, Italic, and Greek (and
nowhere else), did that mean that the putative Celtic-Italic-

Subgrouping II A modern 5ubgrouping of the IE languages
according to 1. Gamkrelidze and V Ivanov (1986).

Subgrouping III A modern 5ubgroupmg of Indo-European
according to Eric Hamp (1990).
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Subgrouping IV "Wave model" of the Indo-European stocks
according to Leonard Bloomfield (1933). lsogloss 1. the satJm
languages; 2. those stocks that substitute *-m- for *-bh- tn

certain case endings; 3. languages with a media-passive ending
in *-r, 4. languages that utilizes the augment *e- for certain
past tenses; 5. languages where masculine suffixes are applied
to feminine nouns; 6. languages where the perfect tense serves
for the past tense.

!

;1
j;

- - 4'5

from the adoption by only certain portions of the larger
community of linguistic innovations that have run through
the community in a wave-like fashion (hence the designation
Wellentheorie "Wave Theory") without necessarily affecting
all of its parts (one might compare in New English the "loss"
of Irl, or rather its shift at least originally to [eJl, which has
affected the English of the south and east of England, South
Africa, Australia, New Zealand, and certain areas on the east
coast of North America, but not the west of England, Scotland,
Ireland, or most of North America).

If such a complex dialect grid were eventually to come
apart and be resolved into two or more groups, each resultant
group would share certain features with other groups but the
pattern would not be reducible to that of a bifurcating tree.
Leonard Bloomfield 0887-1949) illustrated this 'kind of
pattern in a diagram that reconstructs the geographical
distribution of pre-Greek, pre-Germanic, etc., while they were
still parts of a single, complex, PIE linguistic communHy.
However, it does not have too much to say about the actual
process by which the single linguistic community, albeit one
divided into distinguishable dialect groupings, came to divide
into two or more independent groups.

Both sharp splits and more gradual dissolution are possible
modes of creating two linguistic units out of one. As a result
they are complementary processes whereby we can under
stand how the linguistic situation presented by the Indo-Euro
pean languages came to be, not competitive ones. The search
for sharp splits, however, remains the more popular choice
as the creation of a proper Slammbaum allows the possibility
of throwing some light on the history of the various Indo
European groups after the initial period of unity was past.
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another. So close is the relationship that many an Avestan
sentence can be made into a perfectly acceptable Sanskrit
sentence merely by mechanically applying a few phonological
rules. The same is true in reverse, going from Sanskrit to
Avestan. It must be the case, then, that in the not very distant
prehistory of lndic and Iranian the two were mutually
intelligible. The two stocks even share a common self
designation, arya- 'aryan'. Thus, no one has ever doubted that
there was a more or less uniform Proto-Indo-Iranian
intermediate in age between Proto-Indo-European and the
attested Indic and Iranian.

While not so closely allied as Indie and Iranian, Baltic and
Slavic share many similarities of development, most
particularly in the restructuring of the verbal system and in
the development of the Proto-Indo-European accentuational
system. On the other Dand, they go in different directions,
surprisingly often in the matter of vocabulary, and thus the
question arises as to the origin of their similarities: are those
similarities the result of inheritance from a common ancestor,
Le., Proto-Balto-slavic, intermediate Proto-Indo-European and
the attested Baltic and Slavic, or the result of the fact that the
two groups have apparently always lived side by side and
been in a position to influence one another linguistically?

Finally the resemblances between Italic and Celtic have
sometime been thought to necessitate an intermediate Proto
Italo-Celtic but, probably as often, been thought to reflect
nothing more than shared, but independent, innovations or
retentions. As we have already noted above, this indeterminacy
of Halo-Celtic is reflected in: Schleicher's revision of his earlier
model, one in which Celtic diverged very early from an
otherwise undifferentiated Proto-Indo-European and his later
model, given here, where Italo-Celtic forms a close subunit.

Methods ofSubgrouping
Schleicher's models, like other similar models of IE sub

grouping, were rather deliberately patterned after Darwin's
biological model of speciation (i.e., the process whereby one
plant or animal species splits into two or more). Speciation
(and language split) was viewed as a more or less instantaneous
event in which a formerly unitary population was divided
(by migration, uplift of mountains, etc.) into two (or more)
reproductively isolated populations, each of which would then
undergo independent changes which resulted in a greater and
greater divergence between the newly established groups. Just
as in biology, the various splits and subsequent resplitting of
what had been a single linguistic community could be
represented by a Stammbaum or "Family Tree" model.

However, as the nineteenth century progressed, it became
increasingly clear that language "speciation" was not
necessarily an abrupt process, though it could be. Natural
languages were increasingly appreciated as congeries of
dialects rather than as monolithic wholes. A given dialect
would share lingUistic features (e.g., pronunciation, lexical
choices) with neighboring dialects in a complex and

.overlapping fashion. This complex pattern of sharing resulted
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Subgrouping V A "flat" tree of the IE languages prepared nn
the basis of shared lexical items derived from the modern IE
languages by Dyen et aI (1992).
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one can answer the first question satisfactorily at all seems
most problematic.

It is important, however, to note that Swadesh's system
was deSigned to do two rather different things: (1) to subgroup
language families and bund "trees" that would reflect the
process by which a Single linguistic community had hecome
a language family, and (2) to give an ahsolute date to the
various splits. The second goal was the more exciting and
more ambitious one and the one most dependen t on the
notion of a "constant". It is also the goal whose claims to
success are demonstrahly the weaker. When applied to indo
European data, the method seems to give unbelievable dJtes
(a separation of French and Italian in the mid sixteenth century
AD) or dates that contradict all other data (such as dating the
split between [pre-J Greek and [pre-\ Latin at 3000 Be but a
split between [pre-] Latin and Ipre-] Irish at 3700 Be).

As a tool for constructing family trees, it may be more
viable. In what is certainly the most extensive test of lexico
statistics ever made of known data, Dyen, Kruskal, and Black
used eighty-four different lists of Indo-European languages
or dialects to construct a family tree of Indo-European. (They
restricted themselves lo modem languages, e.g., Italian and
French, etc., rather than Latin, and thus AnJtolian Jnd
Tocharian of the twelve major Indo-European groups are
excluded altogether). If one translates their results into a family
tree pattern, it would produce a "shallow" tree that looks, in
many respects, like trees arrived at by other methods. Their
results strongly support the existence of Balta-Slavic as a well
defined intermediate stage between Proto-Indo-European on
the one hand and Proto-Baltic and Proto-Slavic on the other.
They find evidence for a grouping of Italic, Germanic, and
Balta-Slavic but find no evidence in support of any special
Italo-Celtic group. Indeed Celtic, on the basis of their data
and methodology, would seem to be a distinct and early
offshoot of Prola-Indo-European. Most surprising is that they
find no evidence for the obvious grouping of Indie and Iranian.
Clearly in this one instance at least (as they readily adnllt)
lexico-statistics does not produce the correct answer, though

where t = time since separation, c is the percentage of shared
cognates, and r the percentage of cognates that would remain
after a thousand years of separation (81 %).

After being hailed, at least by some, as a great break-through
in historical dating, this method has fallen on hard times.
Critics have raised a number of substantial problems, two of
which are critical. First, how can one develop a truly universal
list of basic vocabulary? eSun' and the words for the first and
second personal pronouns seem remarkably "basic" and stable
in most of the world but in eastern and southeastern Asia
they are clearly subject to borrOWing or other varieties of
replacement; 'Yellow' only occurs in more advanced color
naming systems and is by no means "basic" in many of the
languages of the world, etc.) Secondly, how can one be certain
that vocabulary replacement really does take place at a
constant rate (when tested the actual rate seemed to vary from
0%, in Icelandic, to 67%, for Eskimo)? The answer to the
latter question may be that given sufficient time vocabulary
replacement does at least approach a constant rate, even
though in historically measurable periods of time the rate
shows a great deal of fluctuation (however, the existence for
longer or shorter periods of time or the custom of "taboo
replacement", Le., the deliberate disuse and replacement of
words resembling, say, the name of a deceased member of
the community, would seem to vitiate any notion of a constant
replacement, at least in the affected language groups); that

t = log el2 log r

The Wellentheorie, like the Stammbaumtheorie, can be
criticized as overly subjective, being dependent on the investi
gator's judgements as to what are the significant innovations
that various subgroups might share. in the last fifty years or
so various mathematically based schemes have been suggested
in the hopes of making the Indo-European family tree (and
the family trees of other languages) more precise: The first
method to achieve widespread support is that called either
"lexica-statistics" or "glottochronology" and was "analogous
to radiocarbon dating. in this technique the age of organic
material can be measured since it contains the unstable isotope
14C which disintegrates at a constant rate (it has a half-life of
5730 years). Morris Swadesh 0909-67) argued that voca
bulary replacement behaved very much like 14C decay in that
it occurred at a constant rate. One could notpredict, of course,
when a given word would be replaced by another but certainly
over time words were replaced and apparently at a more or
less steady rate, at least for what he termed the "core
vocabulary". For Swadesh the core vocabulary consisted of
words, both nouns and verbs, for very familiar concepts and
actions (parts of the body, designations for nuclear family
members, natural objects, common actions) that, learned by
children as they were at the very earliest stages of language
acqUisition, were most resistant· to borrowing from other
languages. On the basis of some tests on known languages,
the follOWing formula was developed:
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Annenian Greek

a.

Subgrouping VI a. The "best" tree of the IE languages (excluding
Germanic) according to Ringe et al.(l996); b. The second best fit
of the IE tree according to Ringe et al.; c. A tree that accommodates
the special relationships between Germanic and the other IE
languages. Here, the Germanic stock is seen to evolve
morphologically with southern languages but "separated" before
palatalization of the velars where it joined both Italic and Celtic
with which it shares a considerable amount of vocabulary.

they argue that their test has proven the method of sufficient
utility to be used as at least one tool in the arsenal of the
linguist trying to reconstnlCt a family tree.

Recently Donald Ringe and others have proposed a new
mathematical model for discovering the pattern of branching
in the prehistoric development of linguistic families. This
method is explicitly modeled on the contemporary practice,
called cladistics, by which biologists infer evolutionary history
for biological species. Their methodology involves three
essential components: (1) encoding linguistic information
using qualitative characters (I.e., a specific point of grammar
or lexicon where languages can agree or disagree), (2) using
an algorithm to find the optimal and near-optimal trees, (3)

and finding methods for discovering the common features of
the best trees generated by the first two steps. As they are the
first to admit, the first step, encoding linguistic information
as qualitative characters, involves linguistic judgements (that
may not be universally shared) as to whether a given piece of
information ("a character") is or is not relevant to the
evolutionary tree. Even if all are agreed as to the relevance of
a given character, all may not be agreed as to how that
character should be encoded. Their choice of characters is
also constrained by a desire to exclude "natural" changes that
might occur independently in more than one branch. Thus
the phonological characters they include are restricted to two:
(1) the "ruki" retraction of PIE *s after PIE *k, *r, *i, and *u,

and (2) and the satJm merger of velars and labio-velars. Their
method does not necessarily construct a single tree but rather
several trees (a small grove if you will) that meet or nearly
meet the goal of being minimal, i.e., that represent the
information forced by the data set and no other.

Since the full list of linguistic characters that they have
used (comprising forty-nine lexical, seven morphological, and
two phonological characters) has not yet been published, it
is hard to judge how good the methodology is. However, their
results do tend to match the results reached by less mathe
matical and more intuitive methods (and by lexica-statistics).
Excluding Germanic which we will return to below, their best
tree was constructed where only two lexIcal and two
morphological characters did not fit and their second best
tree had four lexical and one morphological characters that
did not fit.

Largely because of loss, Albanian has relatively few charac
ters in common with other Indo-European groups and thus
it can be placed anywhere on the tree, provided it is above
the "SatJm Core" and not a member of the subt ree containing
Greek and Armenian.

The position of Germanic is difficult to determine. Any
tree with Germanic included has many characters that do
not fit. Excluding Germanic allows trees, such as the t\\'o given
above, where the overwhelming majority of characters do fit.
It is also noteworthy that the lexical data from Germanic points
in a different direction, as it were, than the morphological
data. They attribute this "dual allegiance" as evidence thJt
pre-Germanic began to develop with the "SatJm Core" (more
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particularly paired with Balto-Slavic) but moved away from
that group early on (before many of the special innovations
defining that core group had developed) and into contact
with the western groups of ltalic and Celtic from which it
borrowed a number of distinctive vocabulary items sutficiently
early that these borrowings cannot be distinguished from true
cognates. (They recognize that these "undetectable borrow
ings" are worrisome for their model, and of course any other
that relies on lexical equations.) Beyond that they note that
this methodology strongly supports that notion that Anatolian
was the first of the subgroups to separate from the rest of
Proto-Indo-European and that the halo-Celtic hypothesis is
"weakly denied" by the data.

The historical linguist, for whom the possibility of assigning
absolute dates to language splits or mechanically describing
the order of these splits may seem as distant as ever, can take
cold comfort in that neither radiocarbon dating nor biological
cladistics, the models for so much of the historical linguistics'
work in this area, have found as smooth a road in their "home
disciplines" as originally supposed. It turns out for instance
that the amount of 14C in the atmosphere is not an absolute
constant and thus radiocarbon dating can underestimate the
true age of an object, unless the date can be calibrated with
the aid of tree-ring dating. Likewise, the determination of
speciation on the basis of comparing DNA sequences
(themselves very much analogous to Ringes "characters") may
at times result in the same frustrating indeterminacy as the
corresponding linguistic analysis. As J. Marks observes:
"Analysis of DNA sequences has proven vexingly ambiguous
in attempting to discern the two closest relatives among
humans, gorillas and chimpanzees. Most analyses of mito
chondrial DNA are so equivocal as to render a clear phylogeny
impossible, the preferred phylogeny relying critically on the
choice of outgroup and clustering technique."

Conclusions
When all is said and done) there is probably a certain

amount of consensus around a view that sees the Anatolian
group as separating somewhat earlier from the rest of the
Proto-Indo-European than any other attested stock. The
departure of the pre-Anatolians would seem to have left a
largely undifferentiated "residual" Proto-Indo-European.
Subsequently the residual Proto-Indo-European expanded
geographically and developed into a long dialect chain from
"east" to "west" (the exact geography of the dialect chain
remains completely speculative). On one end we have Celtic
(which mayor may not have had a special telationship with
Italic), Italic, Germanic, Baltic, Slavic (these three with some
obvious close relationships), then the "southeastern" group
of Greek, Armenian, Iranian and Indic, from which Greek
and Armenian disengaged themselves suffiCiently early to
allow Baltic and Slavic on the one hand and Indo-Iranian on
the other to forge new links between themselves. Albanian
apparently belonged somewhere in the center with Slavic
relatively close by while the position of Tocharian remains

SUBGROUPING

problematic. It would seem not to be closely connected with
any other IE stock (and certainly not with Indo-Iranian, its
closest attested neighbors), but what connections it does have
would seem to be with the west, with Germanic and Greek.
This dialect chain "fell apart" at different times and certainly
different places. Certainly Indo-Iranian remained a single unity
until relatively late. Indeed, a larger "southeastern group",
composed of Indo-Iranian, Greek, and Armenian seems to
have remained something of a unit after a "northwestern
group" composed of Germanic, Baltic and Slavic, perhaps also
of Italic and Albanian, and less certainly yet of Celtic, had
broken off. Then to confuse the issue Indo-Iranian and Slavic
seem to have, as we have had occasion to note, created new
connections. The loss of unity was presumably gradual and
episodic, though it need" not have been a process, from the

. first to last, of over a thousand years or so, and perhaps even
less (or more).

We must also remember that our knowledge of this dialect
chain and its successors is restricted to those stocks whIch
are historically attested. An untold numher of separate stocks,
knowledge of which might enable us to f1esh out the record
and close the gaps, say, between Italic and Gennanic (or
Tocharian and anything else), may well have disappeared
before history and the written record caught up with them I

linguistically assimilated to other IE stocks or to non-IE
language groups.

Finally one may wonder just how Important it is that we
have an answer to the question of IE subgrouping: are there
consequences to picking one model over another? The answer
to that question is that it does matter for our understanding
of what Proto-Indo-European was like. If it is true that Anato
lian separated from an undifferentiated "residual" Proto-Indo
European, then the agreement concerning some particular
feature (provided that feature could not be the result of inde
pendent creation) of Anatolian and any other IE stock would
guarantee the reconstructibility of that feature to Proto-Indo
European. A concrete example of just that possibility \vould
be PIE *donu'fir', attested only in Hittanauand OBG (annan-.

If, as many assume, Tocharian is also a branch that separated
early from the rest of Proto-Indo-European, then an agreement
of Tocharian and either Italic or Greek, say, would he equally
compelling as an argument concerning the nature of Proto
Indo-European. On the other hand, if with one of Ringe's
models, Tocharian is a member of a subbranch with Greek,
then an agreement solely of Tocharian and Greek is not a
very strong argument about Proto-Indo-European while an
agreement of Tocharian and Italic remains compelling.

Since the full story of how Proto-Indo-European, a single
linguistic entity, came to be differentiated into at least twelve
separate stocks remains to be written, there is no "magic
formula" by which we can use the knowledge of subgroups
to reconstruct Proto-Indo-European. Each individual case
must be decided on its own merits. Obviously the more widely
spread a feature is, the more likely it is to reflect something of
Proto-Indo-European age. The discussion in the individual
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entries of the Encyclopedia however does tend to favor the
view that Anatohan is the earhest attested offshoot of Proto
Indo-European.

See also INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES; PRoTo-INDO-EUROPEAN;

RECONSTRUCTION; TIME-DEPlli. [D.Q.A.l
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SUCK
*dhehl(i)- 'suck'. [lEW 241-242 (*dhe(i)-); Wat 13

(*dhe(i)-); GI 487 (*dheH(i)-); BK 602 (*diy-I*dey-)]. OIr
dinid - denid'sucks', Wels dyfnu 'suck', Lat felo 'suck', OHG
taju 'suck', MHG Hen 'nurse, let suckle', Goth daddjan 'suck',
Latv deju 'suck', oes doj9 'suckle', Grk (3rd sg aorist) fJf,aaro
'sucked', Arm diem 'suck', OInd dhayati 'sucks, suckles'. The
PIE word for 'suck'.

*seuglk- 'suck'. [lEW 912-913 (*seuk-I*seug-); Wat 58
(*seuJ-)~ GI 124 (*seuk(h)-); BK 190 (*saw-l*sJw-)]. OIr
siiigid 'sucks', Lat siigo 'suck', ON s{j)iiga 'suck', OE siican
'suck' (> NE suck), OHG Siigan 'suck', Lith sunkiu 'allow to
leak away', Latv suzu 'suck', oes sl.1s9 'suck'. Less Widely
distributed than *dheh]-, this appears to have been a
"northwesternism" in late PIE.

See also BREAST; EAT AND DRINK; LICK. [D.Q.A.]

.SUFFER see PAIN

SUMMER see SEASONS

SUN
*sehaul (gen. SCaU-en-s) 'sun'. [lEW 881 (*sJud-); \Vat

56 (*sawel-); GI 590 (*s(a)wHel-/n-); Buck 1.521. OIr (fern.)
soil « *suli-) 'eye', MWels heul « *sau!]o-?) 'sun', huan 'sun?',
Wels haul 'sun', Lat sol « *saul < *sehau{) 'sun', ON (fern.)
sol 'sun', Goth (neur.) saui1« *s6wi]{») 'sun', ON sunna 'sun',
OE sunne 'sun', OHG sunna 'sun', Goth (fern.) sunn{) 'sun',
aPms saule 'sun', Lith saule 'sun', Latv saule « *sauhj) 'sun',
oes (neur.) slOnlce « *sulni-) 'sun', Alb cliell « *sucl- <

*shal)e1-?) 'sun', Grk (masc.) rjEAlOs~ ifAlOs« *s<.lwd-) 'sun',
Hit DUIU -liya (*saweliya) 'sun', Av (neut.) hvar~1 (= huar)
(gen. xV;mg) ('= huanh < *suans) 'sun', OIncl S\f3r (= sl1ar)
(gen. svar) « *su3r-s), (masc.) stllya-; (masc.) stlra- 'sun'.
The original neuter lin-stem can be reconstructed as
proterodynamic *sehau-l, with the genitive as *sb,/u-cn-s. The
meaning 'eye' in Irish is understandable, as the sun was
considered as an eye in both the RbT\'cda and in Homer and In

the IE creation myth, the sun and eye are aUomorphs of each
other.

See also COSMOGONY; SKY; SUN GODDESS. IR.S.PB.I

Further Reading
Beekes, R. S. P (1984) PIE 'sun'. MS5 43.4-8.

SUN GODDESS
The existence of an IE Sun goddess is supported by a series

of cognate names in Indic and Baltic.
The Indie sun-maiden Sarya was the daughter of the Sun

god Sarya (or of the stimulating power of the sun, Savitr). in
the fJ.gveda, sarya is son1etimes described as the bride of the
twin Asvins, and sometimes the bride of the Moon god, Soma.
Sarya's mythology parallels that of the Latv Saules Meita, and
Saule(s) is cognate with Sarya.

Saules Meita was the Baltic 'Sun-maiden', daughter of the
Sun goddess. She was married to the Dieva deli, the t\ovin
sons of the Sky god, just as Surya was married to the Indic
twin Asvins. In another myth, the Dieva deli were members
of the bridal party, when Sauies Meita married Mencss, the
Moon god, as Surya married the Indic Moon god, Soma.

See also DMNE TWINS; GODDESSES; SUN. 1M. R. 0.1

Further Reading
Dexter, M. R. (1984) Proto-Indo-European sun maidens and gods

of the moon. Mankind Quarterly 2'5, 1"37-144

SURPASS see GO

SUVOROVO CULTURE
The Suvorovo culture takes its name from a kurgan burial

in Moldova. The culture as a whole, which is dated c 4500
4100 Be, is found both in the northwest Pontic and the lower
Danube as far south as northeast Bulgana. It is entirely defined
by its burials. These include hath nat graves and kurgans,
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and as the Suvorovo burials are generally the initial burial
under their kurgan, they mark the spread of kurgan burials
into their historical region. The burials are placed in the supine
position with their legs either extended or flexed; orientation
is to the east or northeast. The roof of the burial chamber
may be covered with logs or stone slabs. All of. these features
are characteristic of the burials found further east on the steppe
and forest-steppe of the Ukraine and south Russia. At
Suvorovo i.tself was found the burial of two individuals in a .
joint grave, normally identified as a male and a female, with
the male accompanied by a stone "horse-head" scepter. Two
other burials were also found under the same kurgan, the
base of which was formed by a stone kerb some 13 ·m in
diameter. Typical grave goods include ceramics of' both the
Tripolye and Gumelnita cultures and sh~ll-temperedwares
typical of the steppe tradition. Flint tools and copper
ornaments are also encountered.

The culture provides evidence of the spread of steppe tribes
from the east to the west and in the "Kurgan" model of Indo
European origins is seen to reflect the first wave of lndo
Europeans from their homeland in the steppelands of the
Ukraine and south Russia.

See also KURGAN TRADITION; SREDNY STOG CULlURE;

YAMNA CULTURE. U.P.M.l

o
I

.SUVOROVO CULTURE

km 500
I

Suvorovo a. Distribution of the Suvorovo culture.

Suvorovo b. Burial at Suvorovo; c. Zoomorphic (horse-head?) sceptre; d. Copper beads.
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SWAN
*hlel- 'waterbird, swan'. [JEW j04 (*el-); GI 460

(*e/ol-)]. aIr ela 'swan', Wels alarch 'swan', Lat olor'swan',
Grk tAEli 'reed warbler'. Only the Celtic-Italic correspondence
is semantically plausible and speaks for a late westemism.
Baltic takes its term from the root *ghel- 'be bright, golden':
OPrus gulbis 'swan', Lith gulbis 'swan', Latv gi1lbis 'swan' while
Greek uses *J<euk- 'white, bright' (lEW 597 (*Keuk-)], i.e.,
,ruKVO~ 'swan' which was borrowed into Arm kiknos 'swan'
and Lat cygnus 'swan).

Surely the swan (genus Cygnus), a bird of great beaut~
was recognized as a discrete species by the Indo-Europeans
despite the lack ofWide-spread correspondences. But) at least
in lndic) we note confusion between the 'swan) and the 'goose',
for they are both heavy-set white birds, the swan differing
principally in its long neck. In the IJ.gveda, the IE goose word
harpsa- « *ghans- 'goose') appears to have been a swan.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

Further Reading
Prevost, R. (1992) Un oiseau sacre dans Ie domaine ind6-europeen:

Ie cygne (lnde-Grece). Etudes Indo-EuTopeenne 1992,91-112

SWAT CULTURE
The Swat (or Gandhara Grave) culture was centered on

the Swat Valley of northern Pakistan, a fertile region which
one might predict as a major approach to the historical seats
of the Indo-Aryans and one which is mentioned in the hymns
of the fi.gveda (Swat < OInd Suvastu- 'having good dwelling').
The beginning of the culture) designated Period IV in the
Swat Valley sequence, appears c 1800-1400 BC and continues
on through the transition period between the Bronze Age and
Iron Age down to c 400 BC (some would argue only down to
c 700 BC). The culture is primarily known from more than
thirty cemeteries which tend to be sited near rivers. Its burial
rites comprised flexed inhumation in a two-chamber pit, the
upper chamber filled with soil and charcoal while the lower
held the remains of the deceased and the grave goods. The
burials were normally in the flexed position) heads· often
oriented to the north. Grave goods typically associated with
males (e.g., ·maceheads, spearheads, razors) are found with
burials flexed on their right sides while female-associated
goods (e.g., spindlewhorls) are found with left-sided burials.
This distinction reflects the same type of sexual dichotomy
in mortuary ritual also found among other cultures, e.g., the
Bishkent) Vakhsh, Tazabagyab, which have been associated
with the earliest Indo-Iranians. In some instances there are
double burials, apparently of a man and woman together.
These burials appear to be sequential, Le., the second bUrial
was sufficiently later than the first to disturb the bones of the
initial bUrial, and so they cannot be employed to suggest the
practice of suttee (the immolation of the wife on the death of
her husband). In fact) in some cases it would appear that the
woman predeceased the male. There is some evidence also

. for fraCtional. burial which has been more distantly linked to

............

11

O· 500km
I ,

Swat a. Distribution of the Swat culture.

the burials of the Cemetery H culture in the Indus Valley.
These bUrials, where the bones are placed in a heap in the
bottom of the grave, often find the skull deposited last on top
of the pile of bones.

Cremation burials in an .um, sometimes decorated with a
face, are also known with cremation itselfaccounting for about
a third of all the burials. At the site of Katelai th re as
discovered the remains of two complete horses buried in the
cemetery. That the region would later be associated with horses
can be seen in references to the Assakenoi who were reputed
to occupy the valley during Alexanders march to India; the
name is clearly the same as Iridic Asvakayana 'horsemen' and
other horse-associated tribal names are found within the
territory.

Grave goods included pots (up to eleven in a Single grave),
especially drinking vessels, copper or bronze weapons
(spearheads, arrows) and ornaments (of copper, bronze, sHv r
and gold) bronze razors, spindlewhorls, and figurin s (both
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Swat b. Scene on black-an-red painted vessel depicting horse being attacked by fantastic beast; c. Burial from Kherai; d. Urn grave
from Loebanr; e. Stemmed vessel; f. Metal (copper or bronze) razor; g. Iron cheek-piece; h. Clay figurine; i. Face urn from Timargarh,l;
j. Clay animal figure (horse?).

anthropomorphic and zoomorphic), made of bone or ala
baster. Meat offerings included the remains of deer, sheep/
goat, hare and horse.

Settlements attest semi-subterranean houses and more
substantial walled structures. The ceramics of Period IV are
marked by a burnished black-gray ware, generically similar
to that of the Iranian highlands and shapes find parallels with
pottery from Dashly and other sites of northern Afghanistan,
a region frequently favored as a staging area for Indo-Iranian
migrations. Ceramics also include black on red decorat~d

wares depicting a variety of birds, including the peacock which
is also seen on ceramics of the Cemetery H culture of the
Indus. Another motif is the horse found on a sherd from Blr
kot-ghwaDdai. It is depicted as being attacked by some
fantastic animal, a motif frequently associated with the early
Indo-Iranians. Horse bones were also found at the same site
and mark its earliest appearance in this region. There is
evidence of distant exchange in shell ornaments from the

lndian or Arabian seas, jade from southern Xinjiang, lapis
lazuli from Afghanistan, while one of the items at export was
the deodar cedar which may have been imported south to
the Harappan culture.

The economy included mixed agricultural and stock
breeding with some hunting. Plant remains included grains
of wheat (Triticum aestivum), barley (Hordeum vulgare), rice
(Oryza sativa), lentil (Lens), pea (Pisum arvense), flax (Unum

usitatissimum), grapevine (Vitis vinfera), and presumably
weeds such as rye (Secale) and oats (A vena sativa). The
domestic animals comprised zebu cattle (Bos indicus), sheep/
goats, pig and dog. Hunted species comprised some form of
wildcat, Pancheros (probably tiger or possibly lion), barking
deer (Muntiacus muntjak), hog deer (Axis porcinus), possibly
red deer (Cervus eJaphus), grey goral (Noemorhedus gora{) ,

the markhor (Capra falconeri), the hare, and the Indian crested
porcupine (Hystrix indica). As noted above, the culture also
sees the introduction into the region of the horse, including
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horse-gear, as well as a distinctive gray ware. At the earlier
sites, there are also donkeys (Equus asinus) and these
outnumber the horses. Butchery marks on the bones suggest
that, among other uses, the animals were also eaten. The
presence of the horse and the mode of burial have been
connected to the Bishkent and Vakhsh cultures of Central
Asia while the ceramics have been controversially claimed to
share affinity with wares found in northwest India (although
they do not appear to parallel the more southerly ceramics in
terms of shape). Whether this affinity is true or not, the Swat
culture has been recognized to be in the right place at the
right time and bearing the right sort of culture to be identified
with a movement of Indo-Aryans or, given their specific
location, possibly Dardic or No.ristani-speaking people to the
northwest corner of the Indian subcontinent.

See also BMAC; CEMETERY H CULTURE; HARApPAN CUL11JRE;

INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES. lJ.PM.I

Further Readings
Muller-Karpe, H. (1983) jungbronzezeillich-fnJheisenzeitliche

Graberder Swat-Kultur in Nord-Pakistan. Munich, C. H. Becker.

Stacul, G. (1987) Prehistoric and Protohistoric Swat, Pakistan

(c 3000-1400 B.C.). Rome, lsmeo.

SWEAR
*haemh]- 'lays hold, grasps; swears'. [IEW778 (*Oilld-)].

Grk OJ.1Vf]j.1l 'swear' (the present ·is probably a Greek inno
vation; the aorist is 6j.16aa~), Oind amIti 'lays hold of, grasps;
swears'. Probably 'swear' is a late semantic specialization,
found only dialectally in late PIE, of 'lay hold, seize'. Another
semantic specialization of this same root, also found only in
the southeast of the IE world, is seen in *haemh3-IlJeha
'suffering' .

See also BlAME; OATH; PAIN. [D.Q.A.j

SWEAT
*Sl)eid- (pres. *Sl)eide/o- - *Sl)idjeJ6) 'sweat'. [lEW 1043

(*sfJeid-); Wat 68 (*sweid-)]. Lat suda « *slJeida) 'sweat',
OE swat (noun) 'sweat', sw~tan 'sweat' (> NE sweat), OHG
swizzen « *sfJidje/o-) 'sweat', Latv svfstu 'sweat', Alb dirsem
'sweat' (denominative of dirse [< *sfJidrVtjeha-] 'sweat'
[noun]), Grk {8im 'sweat', Arm k'irtn 'sweat' (noun), Av
xvae8a- 'sweat' (noun), Oind svedate- svidyali'sweats', TochB
syeIme « *sl)idjo- + abstract-forming suffix *-eIme) 'sweat'
(noun). Widespread in IE, clearly of considerable antiquity
in PIE though absent in Hittite.

*h¢lhl-n- 'sweat' (noun). [Puhvel I: 28]. Oir allas « *ala
n-asso-?) 'sweat' (noun), Hit allaniye- 'sweat' (vb.). Cf. Grk
aA'£a 'warmth, body heat', TochB alask- 'be sick' « *'be
feverish'). Probably from *h4elhl- 'burn'. Though only
sparsely attested, the probable formal equation of Old Irish
and Hittite makes it likely that we have another PIE word for
'sweat' « *'product of (excessive I body heat' or the like).

See also ANATOMY; BURN. [D.Q.A.]

SWEET
*sl,Jehadl1s 'pleasing (to the senses), tasty'. [IE~V 1039

1040 (*svadu-s); Wat 67 (*swad-); GI 100 (*sw,H'-); Buck
15.35 I. Gaul Suadu-rfx (pe rsonal name), Suadew/lus
(personal name), Lat suavis 'pleasant (to all senses)', ON se-elr
'sweet', OE swete'sweet, pleasant' (> NE sweec), OHG swuazo
'sweet, pleasant', Grk h8{H; 'what is pleasing to lhe senses,
sweet', OInd svadu- 'sweet', TochA swar'sweet', TochB s\vare
'sweet'. The zero-grade is ref1ected in Lith slidyti 'to salt,
season', Oind sudayati 'make tasty' (d. also other verbal forms
as Lat suadeo 'advise, persuade'). The rool *svehad- is well
attested, particularly in the [ormation *stlehad-lIS, thus PI E
status appears safe. Note the variety of semantic developments
here. Germank (to some extent), Indic and Tocharian show
the very specific 'sweet' and Baltic attests 'to season, salt', thus
'to make tasty'; Latin and Greek (and presumably Celtic as

well) have the more general meaning 'pleasing'.
?*d]kus - *glukus 'sweet'. [lEW 222 (*dJku-); Wat 15

(*dlk-u-); Buck 15.351. Lat dulcis'sweet', Grk yAVk,)~'sweet'.

Traditionally, this equation has been based on an Jssumption
of Greek dl> gl, driven by distant assimilation. More plausible
is the reverse development of gl- > dl-, parallel to the well
established Lat *glakt- > *dlakt-, but avoiding later Simplifica
tion of *d1- to 1- by prior metathesis to *dulk-. Even accepting
this proposal though, there is little reason for proposing an

. IE form given that the distribution is limited to neighbors
with a long history of contact.

See also FAVOR; PlEAsE; TASTE. U.C.S., D.QA.j

SWEU
*J<euh]- 'swell (with power), grow great with child' (pres.

*J<uhleje/o). IlEW 592-594 (*J<eu-) ; Wat 31 (*keucJ-); d.
GI 87}. Lat inciens « *in-cuient-) 'pregnant', Grk 1CvEw'am
pregnant' (£YIWOC; 'pregnant'), Olnd svayati 'swells, becomes
strong/powerful'. A verbal noun *Kouhlf (gen. *J<uh /n(is) is
reflected in aIr coraid'heroes', Wels cawr'giant', Lith saunas
- saunus 'robust, doughty', Grk aKvpoc; 'invalid, void' «
*'without power'), 1CVPWC; 'powerful; lord', Av sura- 'strong,
powerful', Olnd sura- 'powerful; hero'. Cf. also. *keuh [t'S

'swelling' in Wels cyw 'young of an animal', Grk K1JOC; 'fetus',
Oind sa vas- 'strength, power; heroism', or *kuh]nos'swollen'
in ON honn 'young one', OE hOn 'young one', perhaps Hit
kunna- 'right(handY, Olnd sunc7- 'swollen'. (The Hittite word,
if it belongs here, would seem to argue for *J<euh2- while the
Greek word would point to *J<euh]-.) Widespread Jnd old in
IE.

*teuha- 'swell (with power), grow fat'. IJEW 1080-1081
( *teu-); Wat 71 (*telld-); Buck 11.26; BK 104 (*tlhlaw-/
*t/h]dW-)]. ORus tyju 'become fat', Grk aao~ - awe; «
*tfJ1)al)Os) 'safe and sound, healthy', aWj.1a 'body', Av ta\'- 'be
capable of', tavah- 'strength, power', Oind tavlti 'is strong,
powerful', tavas- 'strong, powerful; strength', tavi.>J- 'strong'.
er. the word for 'thousand' in Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic:
ON pus(h)und, OE jJusend (> NE thollsand), OHe dosunt,
Goth pusundi, OPrus tOslmtons, Lith tz.ikstanlls, LalV
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Wkstuots, OCS tus~5ta, all from *tuhas-k1J1to- 'fat hundred'
or 'strong hundred', and TocM (mam 'ten thousand', TochB
tumane 'ten thousand'. Widespread and old in IE,

*bhleu- 'swell, overflow', [lEW 158-159 (*bhleu-); Wat 9
(*bhleu-); BK 10 (*bul-/*bol-)]. Lith bliauju ~roar, bleat, low',
OCS bljuj9 'spew, vomit', Grk cpAEm 'gush, teem, overflow',
qJAoim 'overflow with words, talk idly',' From the enlarged
*bhleud- we have Grk qJAVOam 'have an excess of moisture',
TochAB phitk- 'arise, develop, swell, overflow', TocM plulk
'arise, develop, swell, overflow'. From an enlarged *bhleug
we have Lat flu6 'flow', flumen « *bhleugsmen-) 'river',
fluvius 'river', Grk qJAv(m'boil up, boil over'. Reasonably well
attested geographically; certainly old in IE.

*bhelgh- 'swell', llEW 125-126 (*bhelgh'-); Wat 7
(*bhelgh-); BK 10 (*bul-/*bol-)l. Oir bolgaid 'swells' (this
verb is possibly denominative), ON bolginn 'swollen', belgja
'make swell', OE be/gan 'be angry', OHG belgan 'swell up'.
Though only attested as a verb in Germanic, its derivative
*bh6Jghis 'bag' is to be found the length and breadth of the
IE world and thus the verb itself must be old in IE.

*haeid- 'swell'. [JEW 774 (*oid-); Wat 45 (*oid-)]. Lat
aemidus 'swollen, protuberant' (the second and third syllables
of this word are modeled after (umidus of the same meaning),
OHG eiz 'abscess', eitlar 'pus', Grk oiOEm 'swell', o18J.1a
'swelling', OiOinovc; 'Oedipus' (lit. 'swollen-foof), Arm
aytnum 'swell', ayt 'cheek', This word is certainly to be found
in only these three stocks where its presence is sufficient to
guarantee that it was a word of at least the west and center of
the IE world. More speculatively one might add OCS jadu
'poison' « *'abscess' or 'pus'?) and/or, With a nasal infix, OInd
indu- 'drop (of water)' and lndra 'lndra' (as the one 'swollen
with power' or the like).

*bhreus- 'swell'. [lEW 170-171 (*bhreu-s-); Wat 9
(*bhreus-); BK 4 (*bar-/*b;n-)]. Only found in nominal
derivatives: OIr bra « *bhrus6(n)) 'belly, breast', bruinne «
*bhrusnjo-) 'breast', Wels bru « *bhreuso-) 'belly', bron «
*bhrusneha-) 'breast', ON brj6sl 'breast', OE breost 'breast'
(> NE breast), OHG brust 'breast', Goth brusts 'breast', Rus
brosll 'bud', brjukh « *bhreuso-) 'belly, paunch'. A word of
the west and center of the IE world.

See also ABDOMEN; BAG; BREAST. [D.Q.A.]

SWIM
*sneha- 'swim' (pres. *snehao). [lEW 971-972 (*sna-);

Wat 62 (*sna-); Buck 10.35]. OIr snaid (DIL snaid) 'swims',
Lat no 'swim', Grk VJ1Xm 'swim', Av snayeiti 'washes', OInd
snati 'bathes', TochB nask- 'bathe, swim'. Widespread and
old in IE.

*pleu- 'float, swim; wash', [lEW 835-837 (*pleu-); Wat
52 (*pleu-); GI 587 (*phleu-); Buck 10.34]. OIr luid 'moves','
Lat pluit 'its raining', perpJovere 'rain through; admit rain',
OE fl6wan 'overflow' (> NE flow), OHG flouwen 'wash', OCS
ploV9 'flow', Grk nAE(!)w 'swim', Arm Juanam 'wash' 1 Av us
fravaya- 'swim away', fra-fravaya- 'swim toward', Oind plavate
'swims', plavayati 'causes to swim, bathes, suhmerges', TocMB

SWORD

plu- 'soar', TochB pJus- 'Doat'. Widespread and old In IE.
?*st;em- 'swim'. llEW 1046 ( *sl)em-); Wat 68 (*swt'm-);

Buck 10.351. OIr do-seinn (if < *-slJcm-d-ne/o-) 'n10ves', Wels
chwyf'movement', ON svi(m)Ina - sYlT1Ji.1 'SWim', svanlla
'splash', OE swimman 'swim' (> NE swim), OHG SWlmman
'SWim', Goth swumfsl 'pool', Widespread in Gennanic <lnd
possibly attested in Celtic. Not certainly PIE in date and, if
so, only as a western dialectal term.

See also BOAT; ClEAN; DNE; WADE [DQ.A.I

SWORD
*h2lJtlSis'large (offensive) knife, dagger, 7sworu'. IIE~V771

(*Qsi-s); Wat 45 (*Qsi-); GI 643 (*l)si-); Buck 20.271. Lat
ensis 'sword', Palaic hasfra- 'dagger', Av ~w·hL1- 'sword', Olnd
asf- 'sword, slaughtering knife'; sometimes Grk aop'sword'
is also attributed to this series « *h213(1sor) but it is more
likely to derive from *sI]1-slJor'hang', i.e., hang at the warrior's
side as also Germanic *swerda-z 'sword, that which hangs'
(ON sverd, OE sweord [> NE swordl, OHG sweTt). The
geographical distribution and the rare zero-grade i-stem
suggests PIE antiquity for the form; the earliest attested lorm
in Palaic probably indicates the earliest meaning of this word.

?*skolmeha- 'sword', [lEW 923-925 (*skol-ma)j. ON
sk91m 'sword', Thracian (nCaA-p1J 'sword, knife'. Though
confined to only two stocks, the meaning and form match
exactly. Perhaps a late word of the IE west, perhaps a
borrowing from one stock to another at an early age,

P Thieme rejected the Latin-Old Indic cognate set as

independent parallel developments from *h2l3Qsi- 'black' (i.e,
the iron one) > 'sword' but the phonological and semantic
agreement across the cognate lenns is too strong to be so
easily dismissed and the Palaic word underwrites the antiquity
of this word in PIE. The problem rests with the semantic
agreement since metallic swords are not commonly known
in Eurasia prior to the later Bronze Age, i.e., c 2000-1500
Be, and, therefore, we have a reconstructed meaning that
should not have come into existence until after the divergence
of the Indo-European languages. Thus the underlYIng
meaning was more likely to have been 'large knife' or 'dagger',
The possibility of the term denoting a dagger is strengthened
by the Palaic derivative which means 'knife', and subse4uent
semantic developments in historically attested IE languages,
e.g., OInd saslra- 'knife, sword, weapon' « *J<t's- 'cut')

Metal knives which nlay be identified as possible offensive
weapons are known from southeast Europe before 3500 Be
and by the period c 3300-2900 Be daggers are well known
in eastern Europe and the Caucasus with correspondmg
daggers manufactured from flint known from the same penod.
The earliest bronze daggers in the Aegean are generally dated
to about 2900 Be. Within the European sequence by c 1800
BC the daggers are followed by rapiers, long narrow thrusting
weapons, and then by slashing swords by c 1500 Be in ereece
and south central Europe and later elsewhere. ASIa offers
somewhat earlier (c 2000-1500 BC) swords as copper swords
with antenna hilts appear over a broad area, includIng the



SWORD

3.

e.

BMAC and the Copper Hoard culture of India. But if they
must be assigned to the continuum of IE evolution, it is most
likely that we are speaking of already differentiated Indo-Aryan
or perhaps Indo-Iranian, rather than Proto-Indo-European.
The most economical solution to the semantics of PIE
*h2/3I)sis then is to presun1e that it originally referred to the
metal (or flint) daggers that emerged in the late fourth millen
nium BC and that the original meaning was retained in
Anatolian but shifted to more technologically advanced
weapons in both Italic and Indo-Aryan. In fact, the Harappan
culture has yielded several copper weapons with blades in
excess of 40 em long, some form of sword may have already
existed in third millennium India prior to the arrival of the
Indo-Aryans (presuming that the Indus towns were pre-Indo
Aryan). In the subsequent period of the Copper Hoard culture,
there are a number of long swords known from India. The
sword appears in Italy during the mid second millennium
BC.

Although less likely, there is the remote possibility that the
original referent was actually a 'sword' rather than a dagger.
The distinction here is between a short thrusting weapon and
a longer slashing weapon. A unique "sword" accompanied a
burial at Klady, kurgan 31, in the north Caucasus. It measured
63.5 em long and should date to c 3500-3300 Be. Although
this might provide a suitable archaeological "fit" for a PIE
reconstruction, the absence ofswords from the period between
the fourth and second millennia over most of Eurasia renders
the reconstruction of a PIE 'sword' less likely

See also KNIFE; SHIELD; SPEAR; TooL. [M.E.H., j.PMj

Further Readings
Huld, M. E. (1993) Early Indo-European weapons terminology Word

44,223-234.

Mallory,]. P (991). The Proto-Indo-European 'sword'7, Orpheus

1,99-10l.

Thieme, P (1964). The comparative method for reconstructwn in

linguistics, in Language in Culture and Society, cd Dell Hymes,

Harper and Row, New York, 585-598.

Sword a. Flint knife from Sredny Stag culture; b. Flint dagger
from Yamna culture; c. Bronze dagger of Usatovo culture; d.
Bronze dagger of Yamna culture; e. Copper "sword" from Klady,
Maykop culture (63.5 em); f. Late Bronze Age Urnfield (short)
sword (50 em.).
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TAIL
*U61os 'tail hair (of a horse)'. [lEW 1139-1140 (*l)e1-)1.

Lith vaJai (pI.) 'tail hair of horse', OInd vala- ~ vara- 'tail hair
of a horse, horsehair'. A word of the center and east of the IE
world.

*puk(ehaJ- 'tail'. [IEW849 (*puk-); Wat 53 (*puk-)]. ON
[oa « *fuho-) 'fox', OE [ox « *[uhsa-) 'fox' (> NE [ox), OE
fyxe « *fuhsjon-) 'vixen' (oblique c£tse fyxen> NE vixen),
OHG fuhs« *fuhsa-) 'fox', [oha « *[uho-) 'vixen', Goth fauh6
« *fuh6-) 'fox', Torwali pus « *pucchin- 'having a tail') 'fox',
Olnd puccha- « *pUk-SKO-) 'tail', TochB paka- 'tail; chowrie'.
The distribution, in Germanic, Indic, and Tocharian, suggests
PIE status.

See also ANATOMY; Fox; HAIR; HORSE; MAMMALS; SQUIRREL.

ID.Q.A.1

TAKE
The Indo-European languages, and apparently Proto-Indo

European itself, show a certain interchange of words for 'take'
and 'give'. Certainly this is so in part at least because taking
and giving are reciprocal relationships, labeling either end of
a single transaction. A witness to the transaction could describe
the situation using either verb, e.g., "She gave it to him", or,
"He took it from her." A single verb, given the right context,
may do the labeling for both, e.g., NE take to vs. take from.
In addition, given that the notion of exchange (between
people, between people and the gods) was apparently very
important in PIE culture, it is perhaps not surprising that a
given verb may show up in one stock with the meaning 'take'
but in another with the meaning 'give'. Perhaps the classic
instance of this phenomenon is *deh3- which means 'take' in
Hittite but 'give' in all other stocks where it appears. It also
appears that in PIE we can divide the words for 'take' into

two large groups: (l) those that emphasize the physical nature
of taking (grasping, taking away, seizing, etc.) and (2) those
that center on the social nature of the transaction.

Physical Taking
*hjep- 'take, seize', [lEW 50-51 (*ap-); GI 187 (*cph_)l.

Alb jap « *hjepie/o-) 'give', Arm unim « *hjopn-) 'possess',
Hit epzi 'takes', appala- 'snare', appatariya- 'seize (as a pawn
to compel payment of debt), take in pledge, distrain', Av
apayeiti « *hlopeje/o-) 'obtains', OInd jpn61I 'ohtains', ToeM
ype 'land, country', TochB yapoy (pI. ypauna) 'land, country'
(Tach < *hjep-o-l)en, pI. *h}ep-o-uneha '± dominion'). \Vide
spread and old in IE. Its probable derivative *hjop- 'desire' is
also found widely. This is likely to be the oldest word for
'take, seize' that can be reconstnlcted for PIE.

*kap- 'seize'. [JEW 527-528 (*kap-); Wal 27 (*kap-); GI
125 (*khaph_); Buck 11.13; BK 242 (*kfhjap[hj-/
*k[hldp[hl-)}. aIr cain 'law, tribute', Lat capu) 'take' ,ON /w.b
'have', hefJa 'lift', OE habban 'have' (> NE have), hebban 'lift'
(> NE heave), OHG haben 'have', heffan 'lift', Goth haban
'have, hold', hafJan 'lift', Latv k~'lmpju 'seize', Alb kap 'cHch,
grab, seize', Grk K"anrw 'gulp down', Oind (dual) kapafI'two
handfuls', Widespread and old in IE.

*ghabh- 'lake, seize'. [JEW 407-409 (*ghabh-); \Vat 20
(*ghabh-); GI 125 (*!faf}-); Buck 11.13]. OIr gaihid 'takes',
Corn cafos'have', Lat habe6 'have', perhaps C;oth gabel'riches'
(if not related to give), Lith gabenu 'present', Pol gaba( 'seize',
Olnd gabhastin- 'hand'. Widespread and old in IE.

*ghrebh- 'grasp, take, enclose'. [lEW 455 (*ghrebh-); Wat
23 (*ghrebh-); GI 42-431. MDutch or MHG grahben 'seize'
(borrowed> NE grab), OHG garb 'sheaf', Lith grebill 'rake',
Latv grebju 'seize', oes grabn9ti 'grope', grabi{j 'snatch up',
greb9 'paddle', Rus grebu 'paddle', Hit k(a)rap- 'devour', Av
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gdrdwnaiti 'takes', Oind grbhnMi 'grabs'. With apparent PIE
*-b- rather than *-bh- are ON grapa 'snatch', OE gn:eppian
'snatch'. Widespread and old in IE.

*ghreib- 'grip' (pres. *ghreibelo- and *ghroibheha-). [JEW
457-458 (*ghreib-); Wat 23 (*ghreib-); Buck 11.57; BK 222
(*gar-/*gdr-)]. ON grlpa 'seize, take', greipa 'grope, touch',
OE grIpan 'seize, take' (> NE gripe), grapian 'grope, touch' (>
NE grope), OHG grIfan 'touch, take hold of', grei[on 'grope,
touch', Goth greipan 'seize', Lith griebti 'seize', graibo 'seizes
(repeatedly)', Latv greibt 'seize', gribet 'desire' « *'be
grasping'). Though limited to only Germanic and Baltic this
extension of (unattested) *gher- 'grasp' (but note Oind harati
[< *gher-] 'takes, carries, holds'), otherwise seen also in
*ghrebh-, has, because of the exact double morphological
equation in Germanic and Lithuanian, a good chance of being
at least a late PIE word.

*hlrep- 'snatch, pluck'. [lEW 865 (*rep-); Wat 54
(*rep-); Buck 11.14]. Lat rapo'snatch away, carry off, plunder',
Lith ap-repti 'seize, embrace', Alb rjep - rrjep 'flay, rob', Grk
tpbrro)1al 'browse on, feed on' « *'pluck'). A word of the
west and center of the IE world.

*la(mJbh- 'seize, take into one's possession'. [JEW 652
(*labh-); Buck 11.13; BK 588 (*lab-/*bb-)]. OPrus labs 'good',
Lith lobis 'possessions, riches', lobti 'become rich', labas
'goods; good', Latv labs 'good', Grk Aa,uJ3avlO(withsomewhat
obscure -13-, rather than -qJ-) 'seize, take', A-aqJvpov 'booty',
OInd lambhate - labhate - rabhate 'seizes, takes', labha
'acquisition, profit', rabhas- 'impetuosity, violence'. At least a
word of the center and east of the IE world.

*ghe(nJdh- 'seize, take in (physically or mentally)' (pres.
*ghe(nJdQJe/o-). [lEW 437-438 (*ghendh-); Wat 22
(*ghendh-); BK 226 (*gat'-/*gdt'-)l. OIr ro-geinn « *ghendne/
0-) 'finds a place in', Wels gannaf 'finds a place in', Lat
pre(he)ndo « *prae-hendo) 'grasp', ON geta 'attain, produce,
guess', gata 'riddle', OE (be-Jgietan 'receive, produce', for
gietan 'forget' (> NE forget), be-ginnan « *ghendne/o-) 'begin'
(> NE begin), OHG pi-gezzan 'uphold', fir-gezzan 'forget', bi
ginna 'begin', Goth bi-gitan 'find', du-ginnan 'begin', Lith
god6U 'guess, suppose', OCS gadati 'imagine, guess', Rus
gadatl'guess, imagine', za-gad-ka 'riddle', Alb gjej « *ghednje/
0-) 'find, obtain', Grk xav8avm 'take in, comprise'. Wide
spread in the west and center of the IE world; certainly old
there.

*hlem- 'take, distrihute'. [lEW 310-311 (*em-); Wat 17
(*em-); GI 657 (*em-); Buck 11.11, 11.13; BK 426 (*im-/
*em-)}. Oir ar-form 'take', Lat emo 'take', OPrus imt 'take',
Lith imu 'take', Latv jfmu 'take', OCS im{J 'take'. At least a
word of the northwest of the IE world.

*kagh- 'catch, grasp'. [lEW 518 (*kagh-); Wat 26
(*kagh-)]. Wels cau 'close, clasp', Lat colo « *caholo) 'tend,
take care of', Osc kahad 'may he seize', ON hagi'meadow',
OE haga 'hedge, garden', OHG hag 'hedge', Alb kam/ke
« *kaghe/o-) 'havelhas, hold(s)'. A word of the IE west and
center.

*sel- 'seize, take possession of'. [IEW899 (*sel-); Wat 57

(*sel-); BK 164 ( *sYilY-/*sYelY-) I. OIr sclb 'possession', 'vVels
he1w'possession' (Celtic < *sehlO-), ON seOa 'hand over,
deliver', OE sellan 'hand over, deliver' (> NE sclI), OHC~ sellen
'hand over, deliver', Goth saljan 'sacrifice', Grk EAElV 'take',
fA-lOP 'booty'. A word of the west and center of the IE world.

*t1,Jer- 'take, hold'. [lEW 1101 (*tllcr-); Wat 72 (*nvcr-);
Buck 11.11]. OPrus tunt 'have; have to', Lith tw:riLl 'seize,
take hold of', turiD 'have, hold', Latv tveru 'grip, seize, hold',
tuTU 'have, hold', OCS tvon) 'form', tvoriIi 'shape, make', Grk
CJElpa « *tfJerjeha-) 'band, bond', CJopo<; 'urn'. A word largely
confined to the center of the IE world.

?*dergh- 'grasp'. [lEW 212-213 (*dergh-); Wat 12
(*dergh-); BK 124 (*t'arY-/*t'c1rY-)I. tvllr drcm(m) «
*dreghsmo-) 'troop, band of people', ON targa 'shield', OE
targe 'small shield, buckler', OHG zarg 'edge, border', Grk
8paaa0)1al 'lay hold of, grasp with the hand', 8pa~ 'handful',
8paX)1J] 'drachma', Arm trc'ak « *dorgh-so-) 'bundle of
brushwood'. If all these words belong together, a likely word
of the west and center of the IE world.

?*(sJlagW- 'take, hold' (pres. *(sJlagWje/o-). [JEW 958
(*(sJlatf-); Wat 61 (*(sJlagW-)l. OE lceccan 'take, hold, latch'
(> NE latch), Grk Aaso)1cn 'take, hold'. Sparsely attested but
the exact morphological match suggests at least a late PIE date.

Social Taking
*nem- 'take/accept legally' (pres. -neme/o-). [JEW 703

764 (*nem-); Wat 44 (*nem-); GI 656 (*nem-); Buck 11. 131.
Oir nem 'gift', ON nema 'take, get, learn', OE niman 'take',
OHG neman 'take', Goth niman 'take (away), accept, receive',
arbi-numja 'heir', Lith nuoma 'rent, lease', Latv nu()ma 'rent,
lease', perot 'take', Grk vipm 'distribute, possess', vOj.1r]
'distribution; pasture', V0)10C; 'law', 1(A,T7POV0j.10C; 'heir', vW/.1alO
'share', vE)1irlOp 'dispenser of justice, judge', Vi)1Eal<;
'righteous anger, retribution', Av namah- 'loan'. Widespread
and old in IE. The word appears to have emphasized the legal
notions underlying the PIE concern with the exchange of
goods among members of the community.

*dek- 'take, accept graciously or properly' (the only present
that is reflected in more than one stock is *d6J(ei). [lEW 189
191 (*deK-); Wat 10-11 (*dek-); GI 95 (*t'ek;h_); BK 132
(*t'ak[h]-/*t'dk[h]_)). Lat decel 'it is proper', doce() 'seem,
appear', decus 'proper order, behavior', OE tcohhlan
'determine, consider; think, propose', ti~on 'produce, adorn;
establish, appoint', OHG gi-zehon 'bring to order', Goth tewa
« *deK1j.6-) '(proper) order', ga-te\-~jan 'appoint', OCS dC_<;{J
'find', ORus dositi 'find', Grk 8i1(opal (Attic 8ixopal) 'take,
accept; receive well or graciously; expect', 8o"dw 'think,
imagine; seem; appear to be someone of repute', Hit takki'is
the same as', Olnd dasn6ti - da.>O - dasati 'brings an offering',
dak.>ati 'is doughty, able', Widespread and old in IE. it was
apparently the word for an important concept of social
intercourse, whether between person and person or person
and god, emphasizing the proper manner by which gifts and
prestations were given and received.

See also EXCHANGE; GIVE; HONOR; RIGHT. [D.QA.l
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Tilnaria a. The three Tartaria tablets; b Gradesmca plaque,
Bulgaria; c. Graphic "signs" from Vinca sources and the Linear
A script.

the Aegean or Mesopotamia.
The Tartaria tablets, irrespective of their specific chrono

logical position (or even their authenticity which has also
been challenged), are but a single example of a much more
widespread tradition of signs found on pots, spindlewhorls
and figurines which may unequivocally be dated to the
Neolithic period of southeast Europe, i.e., before the appear
ance of writing in the Near East. There have been attempts to
"$ystematize" the various signs (the Vinca culture has yielded
over two-hundred different "signs") and to compare them with
Bronze Age scripts of the Aegean, e.g., Linear A, the Cretan
syllabary. These attempts often proceed from the presunlption
that the signs do represent a language and that that language
was an indigenous non-IE language spoken in the Balkans.
Other than the obvious problems with the assumptive nature
of this line of argument, controversy also concerns the
conditions, social and economic, under which a society might
have developed a script and whether these conditions obtained
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TARTARIA TABLETS
A Neolithic settlement in Romania, Tartaria yielded the

two main phases of the Balkan Vinca culture which were cover
ed by a layer attributed to the early Bronze Age (Cemavoda
Ill, Cotofeni, Ezero cultures). The importance of the site lies
in the discovery of a pit which contained human remains,
twenty-six Vinca figurines, two alabaster figurines, a shell
bracelet, and three clay tablets inscribed with signs and figures.
These "Tartaria tablets" have been the center of numerous
inconclusive controversies concerning their origins, date,
specific archaeological context, and interpretation. Their
excavator attributed them to a pit dug from the earlier Vinca
layer and, on the basis of their similarity with early clay tablets
in Mesopotamia, he dated them to c 2900-2700 BC. It was
argued by a number of scholars that the tablets indicated
distant connections with the Mesopotamian world (or more
proximate world of Crete) during the early third millennium
BC. The absolute date of the early Vinca culture, however, is
now reliably established on the basis of radiocarbon dating
which would set it to the period c 5000-4500 BC. This date
completely upsets prior interpretations in that it requires the
tablets from Romania to predate the evidence of writing in
the Near East by nearly two millennia. Some have accepted
both the association of the tablets with the Vinca culture and
its absolute dates and suggested that writing first developed
in southeastern Europe and then spread from there to the
Near East. Others have argued that the tablets derived from a
pit that was initially dug from a higher level, i.e., the early
Bronze Age level, which would move them in date to c 3000
BC and allow one to retain some form of connections with

Further Reading
Benveniste, Emile (1973) lndo-European Language and Society.

Coral Gables, Florida, University of Miami, 66-70.

TAME
*demhx- 'subdue, especially break a ho~se' (pres.

*dqmehxti - *domhxehatD. [JEW 199-200 (*dom;J-); Wat
11 (*dem;J-); GI 179-180; BK 125 (*t'am-/*t'Jm-)]. OIr
damnaid 'binds, breaks a horse', dam 'ox', Lat doma 'break,
tame', ON temja 'tame', tamr 'tame', OE temian 'lame', tam
'tame' (> NE tame), OHG zemmen - zaman 'tame', zam 'tame',
Goth gatamjan 'tame', Grk 8aIlVl1f.1z- 8a,uvam'break', 8f.1m<;
'slave (taken in war)', Hit damaszi 'presses, pushes', NPers'
dam 'tamed animal', Oss domyn 'tame', OInd damyatl 'is tame;
tames', damayati 'subdues'. Widespread and old in IE. Cf.
the widespread agent noun *domhxtor-: Lat domitor 'tamer',
Illyrian Domator (personal name), Grk nav-8ap.armp 'all
conquering', OInd damitar- '(horse) breaker'. As taming is
actually the training of an animal for a household, the stem
*domha- is traditionally explained as the o-grade of the root
*dem(haJ- 'build' as in Lat domus 'house'. On the other hand,
Benveniste argued that the verbal root had nothing to do with
the word 'to build' or the terms for 'house'.

See also BUIlD; HORSE. [E.C.P)



TARTARIA TABLETS

in the Neolithic of southeast Europe. However one wishes to
resolve any of these numerous issues, it seems probable that

, the Tartaria tablets and related Neolithic "documents" provide
us with our earliest potential graphemic system for the peoples
of Europe; that we will ever be able to identify their language
much less read these signs (presuming that they are indeed
graphemic) is another matter altogether.

[J.PM.J

Further Readings
Gimbutas, M. (1991) The Civilization ofthe Goddess. San Francisco,

Harper, 307-321.
Winn, S. (1981) Pre-writing in Southeast Europe: The Sign System

ofthe Vinca Culture, ca. 4000 B. C. Calgary, Western Publishers.

Zanotti, D. G. (1983) The position of the Tartarian tablets within

the southeast European copper-age. American Journal of

Archaeology 87, 209-213.

TASTE
*geus- 'taste, enjoy'. [lEW 399-400 (*geus-); Wat 20

(*geus-)]. OIr do-goa 'choose', Lat degun6 - gust6 'taste', ON
kj6sa 'choose', OE ceosan 'choose' (> NE choose), Goth kiusan
'test', perhaps Alb desha 'loved', Grk yev0J..lal 'taste', YeVlO
'give a taste of', Av zaos- 'be pleased', Olnd jU$ate - j6$ati
'enjoys'. Cf. the widespread derivatives: (1) *gustis 'taste' in
OE cyst 'choice', Goth ga-kusts 'test', Olnd jU$ti- 'favor'; (2)
*gustusin OIr guss'excellence', Lat gustus 'tasting', ON kostr
'selection', OE cost 'choice,.excellence', OHG kost 'estimate,
selection', Goth kustus 'test'. Reasonably widespread and
surely old in IE.

*suehade/o- 'be tasty, please'. [lEW 1040 (*sl)ad-); Wat 67
(*swad-); cf. GI 100 (*swat'-)]. Grk fj80J.1al 'rejoice', Olnd
svadate '± becomes savory'. Cf. Grk il8ovr, 'pleasure', OInd
svtidanam 'making tasty'. The underlying verb is attested only
in Greek and Old lndic but the derived adjective *sl)ehadl1s
'sweet' is practically universal. Old in IE.

?*sap- - ?*sep- '± taste, come to know'. [IEW880 (*sap
- *s~b-); Wat 58 (*sep-); Buck.l5.32]. Lat sapi6 'tast,e of,
savor-of, sapiens 'wise, knowing, sensible', Osc sipus« *sep-

.us-) 'knowing', ON sefi'sense', 9E sefa 'understanding', OHG
int-seffen 'taste', perhaps Arm ham « *sapno-?) JUice, taste'.
The exact preform is unclear. Perhaps the Gmc sefi/sefa
represent an.analogical reconstruction of *sap- and connect
this word with *sap- 'sap' seen in Lat sapa 'must, new wine
boiled thick', ON safi 'sap', OHG saf'sap'. If the Armenian
belongs here, we have evidence for a wor? of the west and
center of the IE world. If the Armenian does not belong, then

. we have only evidence for a late dialectal word of the west.
?*smeg- 'taste (good)'., [lEW 967 (*smeg(h)-); Wat 61

(*smeg-); Buck 15.32]. ON smekkr'taste', OE smrec'taste',
OHG smecken - smecchen 'taste', Lith smagus 'cheerful, joy
"ful', smaguriauti 'delight in something, nibble on, have a sweet
tooth'. A late dialectal word in IE confined to the northwest.

See also EAr AND DRINK; FAVOR; PERCEIVE; PlEAsE; SWEET.

[D.Q.A.J

Tazabagyab Distribution of the Tazabagyab culture.

TAZABAGYAB CULTURE
The Tazabagyab culture (c 1500 BC) is a variant of the

Andronovo culture that occupied the region south of the Aral
Sea on the lower Amu-Darya. Unlike the typical Andronovo
groups of the steppe and forest-steppe who appear to have
been largely pastoralists, Tazabagyab settlements se m to have
been based on small-scale irrigation agriculture. ettlements,
of which about fifty have been discovered, contained se~i

subterranean houses of considerable dimensions (lOx 0 m
or more) built of day and reeds supported by timber posts.
The population of these smaUvillages is set to about a hundf d
or less. The remains of horse are found on settlements as w II
as figurines of horses. Tazabagyab cemeteries l' cogniz d the
rightmale left:female dichotomy in burial position that is
occasionally encountered among other putatively Indo-Euro
pean groups, e.g., the Bishkent, Swat, and Vakhsh cultures.

, The metal objects have their best parallels with both early
Andronovo material.of Kazakhstan and Srubna material from
the Volga region Their ceramics are found widely over Central
Asia 'during the Namazga VI period when there was a regional
contraction of urbanism. The culture is commonly regarded
as the result of an expansion of steppe pastoralists from the
north into Central Asia where they settled down in mall
agricultural 'communities. The direction of their spread wa
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apparently northwest to southeast and Tazabagyab material
is found over a wide area. They are usually taken to be asso
ciated with some phase of the expansion of Indo-Iranian
speaking populations.

See also ANDRONOVO CUlTURE; INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES;

NAMAZGA. D·PM.)

TEACH
*dens- 'teach, inculcate a skill'. [lEW 201 (*dens-); Wat

11 (*dens-); BK ] 55 (*t'Yan-/*t'.Jn-)]. Grk 8u5aaKw « *di
dl)s-ske/o-) 'teach', 8e8uc'taught',Av dldaivhe'am instructed'.
Cf. certain nominal derivatives: (1) *dQsros '± accomplished'
in Av davra- 'skilled, clever', OInd dasra- 'miraculous', and
perhaps Grk 8anpu '± knowing one' as an epithet of
Persephone; (2) *denses- '± teaching' in "Grk (pI.) 8ryv£a
'counsels, plans, arts', Av davhah- 'skill, versatility', OInd
damsas- 'marvelous act'. This word is limited to the southeast
of the IE world.

See also lEARN. [D.Q.A.l

TEAR!
*h2ekru (gen. *h2ekreus) 'tear'. [JEW 23 (*aKru), 179

(*dakru-); Wat 10 (*dakru-); GI 715-716 (*t'aKhru-)]. Lith
asara 'tear', Latv asara 'tear', Hit ishahru- « *s-h2eKru, with
*h2...k> *h2...h2) 'tear', Av asnJ- 'tear', Olnd asru- 'tear', IocM
akar'tear', TochB akrQna (p1.) 'tears'. Related is *dh2ekru'tear':
OIr der'tear', Wels deigr- deigryn 'tear', OLat dacruma 'tear',
Lat lacrima 'tear' (it is possible that the Latin words are actually
loanwords from Greek), ON tar'tear', OE te.ar(Northumbrian
teehher) - teagar'tear' (> NE tear), OHG zahar 'tear', Goth
tagr'tear', Grk OcXlCPU - OcXlCPUOV - OcXKpfJPU 'tear'. This
*dh2eKru is from *h2eKru, either because of the presence of
a prefix *d- or because of misdivision in such phrases as *tod
h2eJ<ru 'this tear'. Further complications are seen in OHG
crahan « *draknu- < *draJ<ru-) 'tear' and Arm artawsr (pI.)
artasuk' 'tear'. Though showing phonological complexities,
it is essentially pan-IE in distribution and surely PIE in age.

See also ANATOMY; EYE. [D.Q.A.l

Further Readings
Hamp, E. P (972) Latin dacruma, lacrima and Indo-European 'tear'.

Glotla 50, 291-300.

Kortlandt, F. (1985) Arm. aTtawST'larme'. Annual of Armenian

LingUistics 6, 59-61.

van Windekens, A. j. (1977) Encore Ie terme 'larme' en indo

europeen. KZ 90, 12-17.

TEAR2
*ue1(h2J- 'strike, tear at'. IIEW 1144-1145 (*l)e1-); Gl413

(*vel-); BK 485 (*wal-/*wdl-)\. Lat vella 'pluck, tear', volnus
'wound', ON valr 'corpse on the battlefield' (d. Valhalla,
Valkyrie), OE weel 'battlefield', OHG wal 'battlefield', Goth
wilwan 'rob', wulwD 'booty', Grk OVAry 'wound scarred over',
Hit walh- 'strike, attack', walJi- 'plucked', HierLuv wal(a)- 'die',
TochA wal- 'die'. Widespread and old in IE.

TEAR

*der- 'tear off, nay'. [lEW 206-208 (*der-); Wat 12
(*der-); GI 612 (*t'er-); Buck 9.21,9.27,928; BK lIb
(*t'ar-/*t';:Jr-)}. OE teran 'tear' (> NE (car), OHG zeran 'tcar',
Goth dis-cafran 'tear apart', Lith diriu 'flay', OCS derp 'flay',
Grk8epw'skin, flay', Arm lerem 'flay, strip bark', Av darcJdar
'split', OInd d[I)ati 'causes to burst, tears', TochAB lS,1r

'separate'. Widespread and old in IE.
*drep- 'scratch, tear'. [JEW 211 (*drep-); BK 117 (*r'ar

ap{hj-/*t'dr-ap{hj-)]. Rus d~japati(wi.th secondary ~j-) 'scratch,
tear', SC dnlpati 'tear up, wear down', Pol drapa{ 'scratch,
shave, rub; run away' (Proto-Slavic *drdpa-), Grk 8pbrw
'pluck', 8pbruvov 'sickle', TocM rap- 'dig', TochB r,lp- 'dig'
(PIE *dr- > Tach r- is regular). The Proto-Slavic infinitive
*dnipati is the exact match of the Tocharian B infinitive rapatsi.
Probably belonging here are Hit teripzi '± plows, tills', HierLuv
tarrappunas 'of plowing' « Proto-Anatolian *Tt'rep- <

*Trep-) , though the Anatolian forms have also been related
to PIE *trep- 'turn'. An extension of *der- 'split'. The
agreement of Slavic, Greek and Tocharian guarantees this
word's PIE status. If the Anatolian words also belong, we have
evidence for something old in IE.

*rendh- 'rend, tear open'. !lEW 865 (*rendh-); Wat 54
(*rendh-); Buck 9.281. OE rendan 'rend, tear' (> NE rend),
rind(eJ 'rind, crust' (> NE rind), OHG rinta 'rind, crust', GInd
randhram 'opening, split, hole'. Its geographical distribution
suggests PIE status despite the modest number of stocks that
attest it.

*reu(hxJ- 'tear out, pluck'. [IEW868-870 (*reu-); Wat 55
(*reu-); BK 60 I (*ruw-/*row-) 1. Mlr rDam 'spade', Lat ru()
'tear off; fall violently', ON ryja 'pluck wool from a sheep',
Lith rjuju 'pull out, weed', raveli 'weed', OCS ryJ9 'dig', niv{)

'pull out', TochAB ruwa- 'pull out (from below the surface
with violence)'. Related is *reumn- 'horsehair, fleece'.

*hlreik- 'tear (of0'. [JEW 858 ( *reik(h)-); Wat 54 ( *rei-);
Buck 9.28J. Wels rhwygo 'tear', OHG rThan 'pull a thread',
Lith riekiU 'cut bread', Grk Ep£il((J) 'break, tear', OInd rikhiti
(with expressive -kh- rather than the expected -k-) ~scratches'.

Reasonably widespread in its geographical distribution;
certainly old in IE.

*hlreip- 'tear'. [IEW858-859 (*reip-); Wat 54 (*rei-); Buck
9.28]. Lat rfpa 'bank (of a river), shore (of the sea)' « *'where
the water tears into or erodes the land'), ON rffa 'tear out',
Grk EpElnw 'dash down, tear down', (pI.) Epinval 'broken
cliff, crag, overhang, sheer ascent'. A word of the west and
center of the IE world. Like the previous word, it is an
enlargement of an unattested *h 1rei-.

*plek- '± break, tear off' (pres. *p16keD. I1E\;\;' 835
(*p1eK-); Wat 52 (*plek-); Buck 929; BK 35 (*pfhJiP'-1
*p{hjeJY_)]. ON fla 'flay', OE flean 'lhy' (> NE flay)« Proto
Gmc *flahan-), ON flagna 'peel off, Lith plt;siu 'tear off', Alb
plas « *ploKje/o-) 'burst, break'. A word at least of the west
and center of the IE world.

*leup- 'peel'. [JEW 690 (* leup- - *leuh-); \Nat 37
(*leup-); Buck 8.56]. Lith lupLl 'pare, peel, skin; whip; rnnt
out by digging; extort', Latv lupu 'pare, peel, skin', Rus lup{;li
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pottery and metal goods, among the latter bronze weapons,
razors and ornaments. Earlier interpretations of this culture
remarked on its introduction of cremation burials, shift of
settlement location, and ceramic and metallurgical similarities
to cultures of Central Europe to propose that it repr ented
an intrusive culture which might be associated with IE
movements into Italy

TERRIBLE
?*gargos 'frightening, threatening'. [lEW 353 (*gargo-s);

GI 85 (*tar-t-)]. OIr garg 'rough', OCS groza 'shudder,
horror', Rus groza 'threat'., Arm karer 'hard'. Lith grai6ti 'to
threaten' may be a Belorussian loanword while Grk ropyoc;
'terrible, frightful, savage', connected with the monstrous
Gorgon, cannot be securely associated with these fonns. IE
status is extremely uncertain.

*saiuos 'hard, sharp, rude'. [lEW 877 (*sai-tlO-)). Lat
saevus 'hot-headed, raging, ferocious', Lith saitus 'sharp, hard,
rough" (the Lithuanian form is assumed to reflect distant assi
milation of 5 > sunder the influence of z, viz. < '" aims), Latv
sievs - sivs 'hard, cun'. Apparently only a Latin-Baltic isogloss.

?*ghouros'sad, pitiful'. [lEW453-455 ("'ghou-ro-s)). OHG
gorag'miserable, pitiful', Goth gaurs 'sad, sorrowful', oes
zurba 'grief', Olnd ghora- 'terrible'. Perhaps also 0 gaurr
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Terramare Distribution of the Terramare culture.

TENCH
?*(s)lei- 'tench (Tinea tinea)'. [lEW 663 *(s)Jei-); cf. Wat

35-36 (*lei-)). OE sJlw - sleow'tench', OHG 5110 'tench',
OPms linis 'tench', Lith lynas 'tench', Latv linis 'tench', Rus
linl 'tench', Grk Alvevc; 'blenny'. The Baltic and Slavic are
certainly instances of a common inheritance. The Greek may
or may not belong here while the Germanic is surely related
but an independent formation from the same root, *(s)lei
'be slimy'.

The geographical distribution of the tench spans Europe
from the Atlantic well into Asia, including the northern
portion of Anatolia. If the original referent was the 'tench', a
shift to 'blenny' in Greek must have been motivated by some
thing far from transparent as the fish bear little resemblance
to one another with respect to either shape or size.

See also FISH; SNAIL. [D.Q.A.)

TERRAMARE CULTURE
The middle Bronze Age (e 1500-1100 BC) culture of the

Po Valley is known as the Terramare culture. It takes its name
from the black earth (terramare) residue of settlement mounds
which have long served the fertilizing needs of local farmers.
The original settlements were often constructed on piles and
developed into large mounds over time. In size they ranged
up to 20 ha in size and were defended by banks and ditches.
The arrangement of houses in rows might assume a grid-like

. pattern (such evidence was employed to associate the builders
of Rome with the earlier Terramaricoli). Both inhumation and
cremation was employed in burial and cemeteries might have

. hundreds of bUrials~ The grave would be accompanied by

TENDON
*snehHII'sinew, tendon'. [IEW977 (*snelJ-(e)r-); Wat 62

(*(s)nedu-); GI 716 (*sneu-r/n-); BK 189 (*sin-/*sen-)). Lat
nervus 'sinew, tendon, muscle, nerve', Grk vevpov 'sinew,
tendon, gut', Arm neard 'tendon', Av snavaTd 'tendon', 0 Iud
snavan- 'tendon', TochB $iior '±. tendon'. A derivative of PIE
age of *sneh] (u)- 'tum, twist'.

See a]soANATOMY; MUSCLE. [D.Q.A.)

'pare, peel, pick off', OInd JumpcUi - Jopayati 'break, violate,
hurt' ,)6ptra- 'booty'. A word of the center· and east of the IE

. world ..
*lak- 'rend, tear'. [JEW 674 (*lek-); Wat 36 (*Jek-)]. Lat

laeer'worn out, lacerated', Alb lakur'naked', Grk Aaric; 'rent,
rag, tatter', AaK:i'm 'rend, tear', (Hesychius) a1rEA1JK:a 'broke
off, sundered'. A word of the west and center of the IE world.

*lep- 'peel'. [IEW678 (*lep-); Wat 36 (*Jep-); Buck 8.56].
The underlying verb is seen only in Grk Ae,rm 'peel'. Nominal
derivatives are to be found in OE lof'head band', Lith lapas
'leaf', lopas 'patch, piece', Rus lapotI 'bast-shoe', Alb Jape
'dewlap of an ox' ..A word of the west and center of the IE
world. .

See also HAIR; LINE; SCRAPE; TENDON; TEXTILE PREPARATION.

[D.Q.A.l
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TEXTILE PREPARATION
Here are grouped those terms associated with the manu

facture of textiles.

Felt
*pil-so- - *pil-to- 'felt'. [lEW 830 (*pi-lo-); Wat 51

(*pilo-); Buck 4.14]. Lat pilleus « *pilsejo-) 'felt' (adj.), OE
felt 'felt' (> NE fdO, OHG fllz 'felt' (Grnc < *pIl-lo-) , OCS
plClstf'felt' , Grk lrlAOS; « *pilsos) 'felt'. From *pilos '(a single)
hair (of the human body)', d. Lat pilus '(a single) hair (of the
human body)', itself a variant, via sporadic unrounding of
the *-u- in a labial environment, of *pulos '(a single) hair (of
the human body)'.

Felting is the process of matting wool or hair together by a
combination of pressure, warmth, and dampness into a stable
fabric. Heat and moisture cause the tiny scales on the surface
of the hairs to stick out; prolonged kneading when [hey are
in this condition causes them to become inextricably inter
locked. In this way is created a solid fabric without benefit of
either weaving or knotting. The fact that all of these words
for 'felt' are derived from *pilos rather than *pulos suggests
that the various IE stocks having this word have borrowed it
from some variety of IE which, like Latin, had *pIlos rather
than *pulos. Felting seems to have been discovered early in
the third millennium BC in central Europe or on the Eurasian
steppes. It is possible that the developers of the process were
IE speakers of a "pila-dialect"; it is also possible that speakers
of a "pila-dialect" borrowed the process from sorTIe non-IE
group, named it, and then "lent it out", so to speak, to other
IE-speaking groups.

See also CLOlHE; HAIR; TEXTILE PREPARATION.

[D.Q.A., E.j.\VB.]

Further Reading
Barber, E. j. W (1991) Prehlstonc Textiles: The Development of

Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. Pnnceton, Pnnceton

University Press.

*p(e)hanoleha or *pAnoieha- 'cloth'. IIEW 788 (*p,jn-);
Wat 46-47 (*pan-); Buck 6.21 J. Mir anart 'hnen cloth', Lat
pannus « *panus?) 'piece of cloth, garment', Of bna 'nag'
(> NE fane), OHG [ano 'flag', Goth [ana 'piece of cloth', Grk
nT,Vl1 (Doric navii) 'thread on the shuttle', lrTJv{ov 'thread of
the weft', (Hesychius) lrijvos;'cloth', Roshani warb(m 'fur-robe,
sheepskin coat' « Proto-Iranian *vara(h)-pana- '± sheep(skin)
coat'). It has been suggested that this lexeme, although attested
in Greek as well as in the more westerly languages, is one of
a number of textile terms that may have been picked up by
common borrowing when the westward moving 1ndo
Europeans learned the art of weaving on the large warp
weighted loom from the previous inhabitants of Europe.
However, the apparent existence of a cognate in Iranian would
seem to make this a word of at least late IE date.

Thread
*dei- 'thread, hair'. [lEW 191 (*deR-); Wat 11 (dek-); Buck

4.14; BK 159 (*t'Yak[hJ-I*t'Y;:)k/hJ-)]. ON tag 'thread, fibre',
MHG zach « *deJ<(jeh2J-) 'wick', Khot dasa- 'thread', OInd'
dasa- 'fringe'. Other derivatives have come to mean 'hair':
*doklo- in aIr dOal'lock of hair', OE txg(eJl'tail' (> NE tai]),
OHG zagel 'tail', Goth tagl 'a Single hair', and *deK~leh2- in
TochA saku 'headhair'. This word is old in IE and probably
the oldest one we can reconstruct whose meaning subsumes
'thread', particularly thread spun from wool or vegetable fibre.
The creation of a thread out of the amorphous fluff of fibre
provides the basis for a Greek metaphor of life and human
fate as witnessed by the activities of the Greek Moirai, a
concept subsequently borrowed in the Lat Parcae, and still
later in the Germanic Noms.

*gWhihx<slo)- '± sinew, thread'. [lEW 489 (*gl)heid-); Wat
25-26 (*gWhI-)]. 0) *gWhihx(-eha)-: Wels giau (pI.) 'nerves,
sinew', Lith gijii 'thread (in a warp); skein, hank (of yarn)',
Latv dZija 'thread' (pI. 'yarn'), OCS iica 'sinew'; (2)
*gWhihx(sloJ-: Lat fIlum 'thread', Lith gysla 'vein', Latv dzisla
'vein', Ann jil 'cord'. This would appear to have been at least
the late PIE word for thread made from animal sinew or the
like, as opposed to thread from spun wool or vegetable fibres.

*t(e)rm- 'thread-end'. OE prom '(thread)end' (only attested
in tunge-jJrum) 'tongue-ligament' (> NE thrum), Grk
repp.loeu; 'be-thrummed'. The apparent agreement of Old
English and Greek in specializing the common PIE word
*termn- 'end' to the ends of the warp-threads, and then to
fringes on clothing, may be accidental but it is possible that
this specialization is of late IE date.

*pelothamos'thread'. [IEW824 (*pet-); Wat 51 (*petd-)].
5cotsGael aitheamh 'thread', OWels elem 'thread, yam' « Celt
*etamI), ON faomr'a measure; arms', OE f~dm 'outstretched
arms, fathom' (> NE fathom), OHG [adam 'thread'. An isogloss
of the western periphery of the IE world built from *pet
'stretch out', i.e., arms spread apart as in preparation of yam.

Cloth
*105- '± cloth'. llEW 680 (*bs-)]. MHG lasche 'rags', Lith

laskana 'rags', Latv l~ska 'rags, tatters', Rus loskut 'rag'
(Germanic, Baltic, and Slavic < *lelos-ko-) , Khot r(rJaha
'cloth',OInd las-pOjanf- 'large needle' « *'cloth-piercer'?).
Not everyone would agree that all these words belong here;
however, if so, the attestation in both the west and east of the
IE world is a strong argument for at least late PIE status for
this word.

'miserable person' but this is rejected by most. The Old Indic
connection here is very weak and even the Germanic-Slavic
connection has been doubted. Improbable IE status.

See also BAD; PAIN. O.C.S.I

TEXTILE
Under this heading are assembled the 'various' terms that

pertain to the material of textiles.
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Pluck and Comb Wool
*peI<- 'pull out (e.g., wool), comb out (e.g., wool)' (presents

[1] *peI<e/o-, [2) *peI<te/o-). !lEW 797 (*pe](-); Wat 48
(*pek-); G1494-495 (*phe](h_); d. Buck 6.91].0) Lith pesu

'pull, tear out, pluck (fowl)', pesiau 'pluck, pick (wool,
oakum)', Grk n£Jao 'comb, shear' (d. Myc pe-ki-ti-ra2 [=
pektriai) 'women wool-combers'); nominal derivatives: ON
fax 'mane', f:Er« *po](es-) 'sheep', OE feax'(head)hair', OHG
fahs '(head)hair', Grk nt1(o~ - n01(oc; '(raw) wool, fleece'; (2)
Lat pect6 'comb', Grk ne1(rew 'comb, shear'; nominal
derivatives: Lat pecten 'comb', Grk 1(relc;'comb (in the loom);
rake; pubic hair'. A word of great antiquity in IE.

*pleus- '(pluck) fleece, feathers'. [IEW838 (*pleus-); Wat
52 (*pleus-)]. Lat pluma 'feather', ON flosa 'splinter', OE fleos
'fleece' (> NE fleece), OPrus plauxdine 'feather-bed', Lith

. pluskos (pI.) 'hair', Latv pluskas (pI.) 'shaggy hair'. A word of
the IE northwest.

Archaeological and palaeozoological evidence show that
early sheep had coats rather like deer: mostly heavy hairs
(called kemp) with a small amount of very fine underwool
for winter insulation. Several thousand years of domestic in
breeding developed sheep with usable wool, which, however,
molted in the spring. In order to avoid getting the bristly
kemp (which molted at a different time), the wool was pulled
out (d. the meaning still of the Lithuanian verb) rather than
cut. Later people learned to comb it out, a more efficient
method of collection. Only in the Iron Age, with the advent
of shears made of springy iron, did shearing become common
-by which time sheep that did not molt were being bred.
Different IE stocks have fossilized the semantics of this verb
(and its derivatives) at different technological stages.

*reu(hxJ- 'pull out (from under the surface)'. [lEW 868
(*reu-); Wat 55 (*reu-); BK 601 (*ruw-/*row-)]. OIr ron
'horse's mane', Nlr ruaimneach « *reumenako-) 'long hair',
Wels rhawn « *reu(m)no-) 'horse's mane', ON rf'ja 'to pull
out wool from sheep', Norw ru 'winter wool', Lith [auju 'pull,
pluck, tear (out), root (out)', oes ryj9 'dig (out)', Rus runG
« *reu(m)no-) 'fleece" NPers rom 'pubic hair', Sarikoli reb
'body-hair, fur', OInd roman- - loman- 'body hair of men
and animals' (Proto-Indo-Iranian *rauman-), TochAB ruwa
'pull out (from under the surface)'. Another old word in IE.
Whether it is further related to the likes of Lat ruo 'fall with
violence, rush down, go to ruin' or Olnd ru- 'break' is
doubtful.

Though only in Old Norse is the verb attested with a
meaning referring to obtaining wool, it is clear through the
various nominal derivatives in Celtic, Slavic and Iranian that
it was used in all these groups to refer to the plucking of hair
or wool for sewing or weaving.

*kars- 'scratch; comb (wool)'. [IEW532-533 (*kars-); Wat
27 (*kars-)J. Lat car(r)o 'comb wool', carmen 'comb for wool',
MDutch harst 'rake', Lith karsiU 'comb or card (wool); hatchel
(flax)', Latv k~rsu 'comb or card (wool); hatchel (flax)', OCS
krasta 'scab, itch', Rus korosta 'scab, itch', OInd ka$ati (if <
*kar$ati) 'rubs, scratches'. The usual translation 'card' for

classical Latin carro is an anachronism by post-fourteenth
century AD scholars who didn't know that carding was
invented only in the fourteenth century. No ancient piece of
wool has yet been found that was carded rather than combed.
In carding the fibres are fluffed crossways; in combing the
fibers are made to lie parallel. These yarns have crucially
different properties. It may be significant that, though the
word is old in IE, the meaning 'comb (wool)' is found only in
European languages.

*kes- 'comb'. [lEW 585 (*kes-); W'at 30 (*kcs-); GI 74;
BK 243 (*k[hjas-/*k[h]as-)]. MIr cfr « *kcs-reha-) 'comb',
ON haddr « *kos-dh-o-) 'woman's headhair', OE heordan
(pI.) « *kos-dh-jon-) 'hards (of flax), tow', Lith kasi:l 'braid
of hair', OCS cesati 'comb', kos.1 'hair', kosmQ 'hair', Rus kosJ

'braid', Grk ~alvw 'scrape, comb (hair or wool); full (clothY,
~avlov 'comb (for wool)', 1C£cr1C£ov 'tow', Hit kiss- - kisij(i)

'comb'. This word is widespread and old in IE. It would appear
that the focus of its meaning was the combing of human hair
but that it could also be used of combing wool or !lax.

See also TFAR2 [D.Q.A., E. .J. W B.)

Fdt
*nak- 'press, squeeze', also 'felt woo!'?'. Lat naccae 'cloth

fullers' (this is a word that is usually taken as a Greek loanword
in Latin; however, there is no reasonable Greek word to
provide the Latin borrowing and it is probably better to assume
that it is inherited in Latin), Grk vacrcrw 'press, conlpress,
stamp', (Hesychius) ra va1(ra 'felt shoes', Hit nakki- 'weighty,
important', nakke(ss)- 'be(come) heavy', TochB n<'iks- 'blame,
reproach'. Perhaps also here are Grk va1(o~ 'fleece', vaICT]
'woolly or hairy skin', and vU1CO-nA!£W 'pluck wool' [IE\-V
754 (*nak-)J. The semantic change would be \vhat IS felted'
> 'wool'. *nak- appears to be old in IE with the meaning
'press, squeeze, stamp'. The particular association \ve see \\,;ith
cloth in Latin and Greek may he the result of independent
innovations in the two groups. If Crk va1Cos belongs here
(rather than with OE ncesc 'soft leather, deer leather', OPrus
nognan 'leather' [lEW 754]), then the association of *nak

with cloth-making looks to be quite old in Greek and perhaps
*nak- with the meaning 'felt' is late PIE or a post-PIE
borrowing from another IE group.

Plait
*pleI<- 'braid, plait'. [IE\V834 (*pleJ<-); \Vat 52 \. *p1ek-);

Gl611 (*phlej{h_); Buck 9.751. Lat pleC16 'plait, interweave',
ON f1etta 'braid, plait', OE l1eohtan 'braid, plait', OHC I7chlan

. 'plait, weave', oes p1el9 'braid, plait', Grk JrA,£1CW 'hraid, plait',
Av frasnem 'braiding', Oind pra.sna- 'braiding, basketwork;
turban, headband'. Significantly we have OE Ileax 'flax' (>

NE flax) and OHG flahs 'flax' « *p10kso-) derived from this
root. Widely distributed in IE; undoubtedly the PIE term for
'plait'.

PIE distinguished between ('wo very different W:.lys of inkr
lacing elements. Technically, weaving is done under tension:
one set of elements (the warp) is held tight on a fraTI1e (the
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loom) while the other set of elements (the weft or wooO is
interlaced into the warp. In plaiting there is no tension, and
no distinction between warp and weft-in fact, there may be
more than two sets of elements, as in braiding that uses three.

*resg- '± plait, wattle'. [lEW 874 (*rezg-); Wat 55
(*rezg-); Buck 9.19,9.75]. Lat restis« *resg-tis) 'rope, cord',
OE resc(e) ~ ris(c) 'rush' (> NE rush), MHG rusche - rosche
'rush', Lith rezg(i)il 'knit, do network', Latv reigN 'knit, do
network', OCS rozga 'root, branch', NPers rayza 'woolen cloth',
Oind nijju- 'cord, rope'. Again widely distributed in IE and
undoubtedly of PIE age. The reflexes of this word suggest a
coarser kind of interlacing than for *plek-, perhaps including
wattling.

*uei(hxJ- 'plait, wattle'. [lEW 1120-1121 (*ljei- 
*ljej;:J-); Wat 74 (*wei-); GI 559 (*wei-)\. Lat vieo 'bind,
interweave', ON veggr'wall', Goth -waddjus'wall' « *wajju
< *lJoihxus), Lith vejD 'wind', OCS vi]9 'twist, interweave',
OInd vayati 'weaves'. Cf. the widespread nominal derivative
*lJeimn- in MIr flam 'chain', Lat vlmen 'pliant twig, switch,
withe, osier', Grk eilla8ce; 'shepherds' huts', OInd veman
'weaving stool' (the difference in meaning of the Old Indic
word presumably betokens an independent derivation). There
are numerous other nominal derivatives: (1) *ljeitis in Oir
[eth 'fibre', Av vaeiti 'withy, willow'; (2) *lJihxtis in Lat vItis
'vine, grape tendril', ON vloir'withy, willow', Lith rytis'osier
switch', OCS vitr'something twisted to form a cord'; (3)
*lJihxtek- in Lat vItex 'chaste-tree (Vitex agnus-castus)', OE
w[oig 'withy' (> NE withy); (4) *ljieus in Late Lat vitus 'felly',
OPrus witwan 'withy', apewitwo 'a kind of willow', Rus vftvina
'twig, switch, osier', Grk i'rve; 'felly, shield edge, withy', trea
'withy', olaoc; « *ljoitljos) 'withy, Vitex agnus-castus'.
Widespread and old in IE. Here would appear to be the usual
PIE word for the wattling part of 'wattle-and-daub'
construction.

*kert- 'plait, twine' (pres. *krnet:Sti). [lEW 584-585
(*kert-); Wat 30 (*kert-); BK 263 (*k[h]ar-I*k[h j;:Jr-)]. Lat
cratis 'wickerwork, hurdle, honeycomb' (the Latin looks to
be from an otherwise unattested *kerhxt-), ON huro'hurdle',
OE hyrde1 'hurdle' (> NE hurdle), OHG hurt 'hurdle', Goth
haurds 'door', aprus corto 'hedge', Grk K"apraAAoc; 'basket',
K"vpria 'wattle', ruproe; - K"vpr1J 'fishtrap, cage', Olnd k[I)atti
'spins', kartcar- 'spinner', kuti- « *k[tf-) 'hut', kata
« *karta-) 'mat'. Widespread and old in IE.

*mesg- '± intertwine'. [lEW 746 (*mezg-); Wat 42
(*mezg-)]. ON m9skvi 'mesh', OE max 'net', mxscre'mesh',
MDutch maesche 'mesh' (borrowed> NE mesh), OHG masca
'stitch', Lith mezgu 'knit', mazgas 'knot', Latv meigu 'knit',
mazgs 'knot', meiga 'mishmash, something badly woven',
TocM masak 'knot, bond, connection', TochB meske 'knot,
bond, connection'. At first glance this word might appear to
have meant 'knit' (as it does in Baltic); however, knitting is
only attested in the archaeological record since the third
century AD at Dura-Europos in Syria. While clearly older
than that, the technique is equally clearly not of PIE date.
What we may have here in *mesg- is a word for creating

TEXTILE PREPARATION

sprang, a plaiting technique in which threads or cords are
intertwined over one another to form an open-work mesh.
Threads are stretched between two parallel beams and
neighboring threads twisted around each other (as in a cat's
cradle). The twists are pushed symmetrically to both ends
and held by a rod until the next twist can be put in to secure
the preceding twists. The work proceeds in thIS fashion untIl
the two groups of twists meet in the middle and are darned
together to prevent unravelling. The resulting fabric is very

elastic and was much used for hairnets, stockmgs, or sleeves,
which had to be able to stretch to go over masses of hair or
around awkward corners like heels and elbows.

[D.Q.A., E.j.\VBI

Spin
*(s)nehl(i)- 'twist fibres together to fornl thread: occupy

oneself with thread' (present *(s)nehljelo-). [lE\;\;O 973
(*(s)ne-); Wat 62 (*sne-); GI 609 (*sneH-(i/uJ-); BK 189
(*sin-I*sen-)]. MIr snnd'twists, binds; torments; strives', \Vels
nyddaf'spin', Lat ne6 'spin', OHG na(w)cn 'sew, stitch'. Latv
snaju 'twist loosely together, spin', Grk viw 'spin', iJvv1Jro~
'well-spun', Olnd snayu- 'band, sinew'. Widespread nominal
derivatives include: (1) *snoh 1tehr in Oir snuh 'thread', OE
snod'headband' (> NE snood), Latv snale'linen shawl, (ape';
(2) *sneh]tis in OHG njt 'seam', Grk vijenc; 'spinning'; (3)

*snehlm{1 in Lat nemen 'tissue, fabric', Grk vij).1u 'thread,
yam'. Since they are all banal noun formations, they may all
be independent in the various IE groups. In two traditions
derivatives have given words for 'needle': Celtic in 01r snjehal
and Germanic in ON naol, OE ncPdl (> NE needlc) , OHC
nadala, Goth nepla « *nehl-cleh;r). FrOIn *(s)nillJ

« *(s)nhli-) we have: Lith nrtis'weavers reed', Latv nieslsoITle
part of the loom), Rus nitf 'thread'. This \\idely attested verb
would seem to have been the origInal PI E term used tt)
deSignate the process by which thread or yarn was maul' I

either by twisting fibers together or by stretching J.nd tWIsting
sinew, gut, etc.

*sneh]u- 'twist fibres together to form' thread; occupy
oneself with thread'. [IEW977 (*sneu-); Wat 62 (( *s)nc,)u-);
GI 609 (*sneH-(i1u)-); BK 189 ( *sin-/*sen-) I. ON snew 'wind,
(double and) twist (yarn), twine (thread)', LItv snal~}is 'noose,
snare', OCS snujp 'set warp'. Either from *snehHl-[Or *sneh]
ljf 'sinew, tendon' are Lat nervus « *neufo-) 'sinew, tendon,
muscle, nerve', Grk VEVpOV 'sinew, tendon, cord', Ann nearcl
« *snelj[O 'sinew, tendon, fibre', Av sn~H·ar.J 'sinew, tendon',
OInd snavan- 'tendon, sinew', TochB ~flor 'sinew'. *snch lU

is another derivative, also old, beside *snehli- of *snehl-.
*(s)pen- 'draw, spin'. [lEW 988 (*(s)pen-(d)-J; \Vat 63

(*spen-); Buck 6.311. ON spinna 'spin', OF: spinnan 'spin' (>

NE spin), OHG spinnan 'spin', Goth spinnan 'spin' (Gmc <

*spen-lj-), OPrus paneo 'chain', Lith pinl] 'weave" pina/ (pi)
'woven fence', Latv pinu 'weave', OCS prn~) 'tighten, strain'.
Alb pe (pI. pen)) 'thread' « *penos), Crk JrEVOj..1al 'toil
(particularly at household tasks)', Arm hanuI1J - ht'num
'weave', TocM panw- 'draw out, stretch', TochB p,ll1l7- 'draw
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(out), stretch' (Arm and Tach < *pen-l)-). The meaning 'spin',
i.e., draw out fibers to make thread, may be an old specializa
tion of 'draw out, span' or it could equally well be that the
'weave' meanings shifted from the notion of working with
thread. This specialization must be at least late PIE in date.

*terJ«wJ- 'twist' (> 'spin'). [lEW 1077 (*terk-); Wat 70
(*terkW

-); Buck 6.321. Lat torqueo 'twist, wind; hurl violently;
torment', OE jJrtestan 'tum, twist, writhe', OHG drahsil'roller',
OPrus tarkue 'reins', OCS traku 'band, belt', Rus torok 'reins',
Alb tjerr « *terkne/o-) 'spin' (also tjerr 'worsted, flax yarn
spun with a spindle'), Grk &rpa1CTo(spindle', aTpEIa1c;'strict,
precise, exact' « *'what is not turnable'), Hit tarku(waJ- 'tum
oneself, dance', OInd tarku- 'spindle', TochA tark- 'earring',
TochB tark- 'twist around; work (of wood)'. The hapax MIr
trochal- trothal 'sling?' is sonletimes put here but it may well
be q. borrowing from Lat torculum 'kind of catapult'. Other
wise, this is a widespread lexeme, old in Indo-European, that
in several dialect areas (Albanian, Greek, Old Indic) has been
specialized to 'spin', presumably starting with the notion of
'twisting' the fibers of wool or flax together so as to make a
long thread.

?*Uerp- '± spin; sew' (?). [Buck 6.31]. Lith verpiu 'spin',
vatpstis - varpste 'spindle', Latv verpt 'spin, twist here and
there', virpet 'spin with a spindle', are sometimes compared
with Grk panTw « l)[p(hJjelo-) 'sew'; pacpis'needle' but there
are phonological difficulties With this equation (the origin of
the Grk -ph-?) that may suggest borrowing by both pre-Greeks
and pre-Baits from some non-IE source.

Weave
*h2/3eu- 'weave'. [lEW 75-76 (*al)-); Wat 4 (*au-); GI

498; Buck 6.331. ON vaa'weaving', OE w~d'clothes' (> NE
weeds as in "widow's weeds"), OHG wat'clothes', Lith audiiau
'weave', at-audai'woof', Rus uslo 'weaving', Arm z-awd 'band,
cord', OInd u- 'weave' (suppletive present vayati), otu- 'weft'.
This is the most basic term for 'weave' that is reconstructible
for PIE. It has largely been supplanted, within PIE itself, by
the enlarged *h2/3I)ebh- of the next entry. Cf. ON auana 'fate',
OE ead 'wealth, luck' from the notion of 'weaving one's fate'.

*h2/3uebh- 'weave'. [lEW 1114 (*l).ebh-); Wat 73
(*webh-); Buck 6.33]. ON vefa 'weave', OE webbian 'weave'
(> NE web), OHG weban 'weave', Alb vej «' *h2l3I)ebh
njelo-) 'weave', Grk vcpaivw 'weave', Hit huppai- 'entangle,
ensnare; interlace', huppala- 'net' (though -pp-, reflecting PIE
*-p- rather than *-bh- is not well explained), CiADhupra_ 'a
type of woven material', Av ub-daena- 'made of cloth', NPel'S
bafad 'weaves', Oind ubhnejti - umbhati - unapti 'ties
together', uI1)a-vabhi- 'spider' (lit. 'wool-weaver'), TochA wap
'weave', TochB wap- 'weave', wpelme 'spiders web', yape «
*h2/3I)ebhos) 'spider'. This enlargement of *h2I3eu- would
appear to have been the usual word for 'weave' in later PIE,
contrasting technologically with 'plait'.

*Ueg- 'plait, weave'. [lEW 1117 (*I)eg-); Wat 73-74
(*weg-); GI 367; Buck 6.331. Oir figid 'weaves', OWeIs gueetic
'weave', Lat velum « *l).eg-slom) 'sail, cloth', OE weoce'wick'

(> NE wick), MHG wih[ 'Wick', OInd \'jgud 'net for catching
animals'. This would appear to be an old word in Indo
European. Perhaps its oldest meaning had reference to some
sort of plaiting. Only in the far west of the IE world, II1 Celtic
and Italic, did it become the regular word for 'weave'.

There is no archaeological evidence from the PIE penod
that allows us to know for certain what kind of loom or 100Ins

the Proto-Indo-Europeans used. Linguistic evidence shows
that they knew at least the simple band loom, the narrow
warp of which is hitched to any two convenient objects. Such
a loom produces a narrow piece of fabric ideally sized for a
belt or cinch. There is no evidence that they were familiar
with either the ground warp-weighted loom, which appears
to have developed along the Tisza and Danube rivers (and is
relatively easy to trace archaeologically because of Its clay
weights, which are far less perishable th3n the usual wooden
parts). The latter loom seems to have been known at least as
far east as the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture of the Late Neolithic
in Romania and the western Ukraine. Under some scenarios
the Cucuteni-Tripolye culture is either the western neighbor
of the Proto-Indo-Europeans or is itself identified with the
PIE communities. But all vocabulary for the warp-weighted
loom in Greek, for example, has been borrowed; and the Indo
Iranians did not carry this simple technology with them to
t.he sout.heast. Thus, it is clear that not all PIE spe3kers knew
the warp-weighted loom, and as yet we have no proof that
any did. It must, therefore, have been an early acquisition by
westward-moving IE groups, largely if not exclusively in the
immediate post-PIE period.

*krek- 'beat the weft with a stick'. IIEH/ 618-619
(*krek-); Wat 32 (*krek-)]. ON hrxl/« *k[()kilos) 'pin-beater'
(stick used by a weaver to beat the weft home), OE hn'ol
« *krekulo-) 'reel' (> NE reel), hra!gl 'clothes' l> NE rai!) ,
OHG hregil '± clothes, hide', Lith krekh's 'ragged clothing',
Latv k[~kls'shirt', Grk 1CPE1Cw'strike (the web), weave; pluck
a stringed instrument', J(p6~ 'warp, thread (of the warp)',
1Cp01CVr; 'tuft of wool', J(Ep1C{r; 'pin-beater'. A word of the west
and center of the IE world. The basic meaning of this lexeme
is 'to beat the weft home with a small stick that has the ,,,-'Cft
wound on it'. Then, by re-evaluation, 'somethmg with thrt'ad
wound on it' or 'to weave' (and ultimately to 'somethmg
woven'). The stick, known as a pin-beater, was one of the
basic tools for weaving on a small hand-loom; it could also
be used on a large one. The twanging action by \\7hich the pin
was used to disentangle the warp led in Greek to a transfer to
twanging a stringed instrument.

ID.QA, E.j.'vV.B.]

Dye
*reg-'dye'. [IE~V854 (*reg-); Wat 54 (*rcg-)j. Grk prSw

'dye', pEypa 'dyed cloth', Pl1Y£VS - pOyEvs - p£y£vr; 'dyer',
piiyos 'blanket, rug', Khwarezmian r3:\[ 'red', NPers rang
'color', 0 lnd rajyati - r~jyale 'is colored, reddens, is rt'd', yjgJ
'color, redness', rakta- 'colored, red', mahlrajana- 'dye-paine
safflower'. Though a PIE word with absolute innial *r- is very
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Textiles a. Map of loom types and textile regions. Light shading
represents area of ground looms; dark shading indicates area of the
warp-weighted 100m. Central Europe and SW Asia both employed
flax (and later) wool while the region to their north used primarily

,wool. The reconstructed PIE lexicon indicates words for 'wool',
'weaving' and 'plaiting' but not for looms. The word for 'flax' is
confined to the west and center of the IE world.

unusual (words that otherwise look like they began with *r
were actually preceded, on the evidence of Greek, by a
laryngeal, i.e., *hlr-, *h2r-, or *h3r-) , the exact phonological,
morphological, and semantic match between Old lndic and
Greek would seem to assure at least late PIE dialect status.
From the point of view of the ~niversals of color terminology
it is interesting to note that in Indo-Iranian at least 'color' and
'red', as color par excellence, were closely intertwined (cf. '
Spanish colorado). From the point of view of dyeing it is
important to note that red (especially if we include 'browns'
and 'oranges') is the first attested color in dyed textiles in all
of the European and Near Eastern areas where dyeing is
attested early.

See also DARK. [D.Q.A., E.].WB.]

Full
*knab(h)- 'pick at, tease, out', [lEW 560-561

(*kene-bh-)]. Wels cnaif 'fleece', ON *hnafa (pret. hnof)
'punch out', MDutch noppe 'nap, pile' (borrowed> ME noppe
'pile, nap' > NE nap), Lith knabenti 'pic~ at, peck at', Latv
knabt 'pick, peck at', Alb krrabe 'hook, knitting needle', Grk
JCVacpai 'full (cloth)', 1O'acpoq 'fuller's teasel', KVacp£vq 'fuller'
(Myc ka-na-pe-u 'fuller'). A word of the west and center of
the IE world. Fulling, or the felting of already woven fabric,
increases the insulation value of the cloth. The process is
documented already in the late Neolithic in Europe., It is
possible, but by no means certain, that the Proto-Indo
Europeans knew of the process and pract,iced it. If so
*knab(h)- is our only candidate for the word designating it.
Equally possible is the hypothesis that IE speakers acquired
the process as they moved west into central Europe and came
into contact with people(s) who had more sophisticated

TEXTILE PREPARATION
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Textiles b. Depictions of warp-weighted looms on north Italian
rock carvings of the second millennium BC~ c. Classical Greek
warp-weighted loom.

techniques of textile making. Under this latter scenario
*knab(h)- would most likely be a borrowing by these IE
groups from some non-IE language of central Europe.

[D.Q.A., E.j.WB.J

Sew
*sjUhl- 'sew'. [IEW915-916 (*siii-)~ Wat 6B-69 (* )'ii-)~

GI 610 (*syu(H)-)~Buck 6.35J. Lat suo 'sew, sew up/together',
ON syja 'sew, tie the planks of a ship together', OE seowian
'sew' (> NE sew), OHG siuwen 'sew, Goth siujan' w', Lith
siuvU 'sew, stitch, tailor', Latv suvu 'sew', oes sijp , " Grk
1C(XaaUm « *kat-suo) 'sew', OInd sivyati 'sews, joins', TochA
su- 'sew'. This word is very widespread in IE and cle rly
ancient with precisely this meaning. There are a couple of
widespread nominal derivatives: (1) *siuhlmen in OPrus
schumeno 'waxed thread~ shoemakers thread', Grk vJ..LfW'thin
skin, membrane, sinew', 'Hit sumanza 'thread' , 0 Ind sydman
'band, strap, thong~ girdle; seam'~ (2) *sjuhltos in 0 sCi
'sewn planks ·of a ship', sjoor 'pouch, bag', OE seod 'POll h,
bag" .MHG siut 'thread', Lith siutas 'sewn', Rus sUyj , ewn',
OInd syfIta- 'sack'. Sewing, along with needles and thr ad,
was an art already known in the Palaeolithic, one that has n t
changed appreciably over the millennia, so one would expect
what we find here, namely an archaic root that has pread
with the speakers of IE languages.

*(s)ner- 'fasten with thread or cord'. [JEW 975- 76
(*(s)ner-); Wat 62 (*(s)ner-)]. ON snreri 'woven cord or lin "
OE sner 'harpstring', OHG snuor 'cord', Goth snorjo 'b sket
made with cords', Lith neriu 'thread (a needle), knit, crochet',
Latv nars 'clamp', Rus neret - neret6 'a kind of fish-trap',
MIran nar- 'grasp', TochB nare 'thread~ fringe'. Perhaps I 0

belong here ON nprva- 'narrow', OE nearu 'narrow' « 'bound
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together'?) (> NE narrow), OHG narwo 'scar, seam'. Less
widely attested, though more general in meaning, than the
previous word. Certainly a late PIE word at least.

?*strenk- 'string, to pull (tight)'. [IEWI036-I037 (*strenk
- *streng-); Wat 67 (*strenk-); Buck 9.191. MIr sreng'string,
cord', ON strengr'rope, cord', OE streng 'cord' (> NE string),
OHG stranc 'cord', Grk crrparY6~ 'drawn through a small
opening'. The Mir sreng 'string, cord' may be a Norse loan
and has also been connected to the verbal root sreng'to pull,
drag'; Latv stringt 'become tight, to dry' has been suggested
here but is unclear. Possibly related is Lat string6 'squeeze,
pull'. This collection of uncertain relationships does not
present a clear case for an IE etymon.

??*tentlom '(that which is) pulled tight'. [IEWI065 (*ten
tlo-)]. OPrus sasin-tinc1o'rabbit-snare', Lith tifiklas'net', NPers

. tar « *tan8ra-) 'thread, warp', Olnd tantra- 'warp, woven
chain'. From *ten- 'pull, make tight'. The meaning here of
'snare' seems to be restricted to Baltic while the Indo-Iranian
words would appear to be independent derivatives of *ten-.

See also COLOR; PIERCE; TEXTILE; TURN; WIND.

[D.Q.A., j.C.S.l

Further Reading
Barber, E. j. W (1991) Prehistoric Textiles: The Development of

Cloth in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. Princeton, Princeton

University Press.

THEN see PRONOUNS

THICK
*dheb- 'thick, packed'. lIEW 239 (*dheb-); Wat 13

(*dheb-)]. ON dapr'sad', MDutch dapper 'quick, strong'
(borrowed> NE dapper), OHG tapfar'weighty, heavy', OPrus
deblkan 'large', OCS debell1 'thick', Rus debelyj 'strong', Luv
tapar- 'rule', Hit tabama- 'ruler' « Proto-Anatolian *dobras
'± strong'). TocM tpar 'high', TochB tapre 'high' have been
placed here but these are rather to be associated with the
meaning 'deep'. The inclusion of Anatolian alongside what
would otherwise be a series of cognates limited to the
northwest greatly increases the likelihood of PIE status.

*tegus 'thick, fat'. [lEW 1057 (*tegu-); Wat 69 (*tegu-);
Buck 12.63, 12.64; BK 105 (*t[hJik'-I*t[hJek'-)J. aIr tiug
'thick', Wels tew'thick', ON jJykkr'thick', OE picce'thick' (>
NE thick), OHG dicchi 'thick'. Probably Hit tagu- 'fat, swollen'
with a-grade vocalism. Traditionally regarded as only a Celtic
Germanic isogloss (and doubted even there by some in light
of the considerable loaning between those long-time
neighbors), the recent addition of a plausible Anatolian leg to
this item improves the case for PIE status.

?*gWretsos'thick'. (IEW485 (*~retsa-);Buck 12.63]. Mir
bres 'large, thick', Wels bras 'thick, fat', Late Lat grossus 'thick'.
While the Celtic and Latin forms might conceivably come
from the same source, they at best point to a northwest IE
form.

?*densus - *dcs6us'thick'. [lEW 202-203 (*dens-);

Wat 11 (*dens-); GI150 (*t'ens-); Buck 12.64; BK 126 \ *r'an
as-I*t';~m-as-)l. Lat densus 'thick', Grk e5aaus'thick', Hit dassus
'massive, mighty'. The vocalism between the Greek and Latin
as well as the problematic Grk -s- < *-05- have led some to
reject this correspondence, which lies at the heart of this
etymology. Inclusion of the Hittite form has also been
challenged. While the reconstruction is not fundamentally
impossible, each leg is very weak and does not present a strong
case for PIE status.

See also FAT; URGE; THIN. lJ.C.s.1

Further Reading
Neu, E. (1995) Hethitisch tagu "dick, (an-)geschwollen" KZ l08,

1-5.

THIEF see STEAL

THIN
*mCakr6s 'thin, long'. IIE\;\" 699 (*mjk[(j5)~ \Vat 38

(*mak-)]. Lat macer 'lean, meager, thin' (via OFrench > NE
meager), ON magr'thin', OHG magar'thin', GrkpaKp6~'long,
big, high; deep; long-lasting' (d. also f.1aKEe5V(;~ 'long, svelte,
thin'). This particular word is one of the west and center of
the IE world. Other formations include Hit maklant- 'thin',
Av mas- 'long' and guarantee that the root is widespread and
old in IE. Cf. the related noun *mehakos (gen. *mQak(c )S()s)

in Lat macor'meagemess', Grk pijKO~ (Doric f.1ih...-os) 'Iength,
largeness', Av masah- 'length'.

*tenus (gen. *ttm6us) 'thin, long'. IIEvV 1069 ( *ccnu-s);
Wat 70 (*ten-); GI 684 (*then-); Buck 12.65, 12.66; BK 106
( *t[h lanY-I*tfhJ;:mY-)]. Olr tanae (DIL tana) 'thin', We1s ccnau
'thin' (Celtic < pre-Celtic *tanal)(J)o-), Lat ccnuis'thin, fine',
ON punnr'thin', OE jJynne'thin, lean, not dense' (> NE chm),
OHG dunni 'thin', Lith t¢vas 'thin, slim', Latv Uevs 'slender',
OCS tfnl1kO 'slender, thin', Grk rava(F)oc; 'long, elongated',
ravv-8pl~ 'long-haired, shaggy', MPers canuk 'thin, weak',
Olnd tanl1- 'thin, slender, small', Unuka- 'thin, slender, small'.
Also sometimes put here are Av tanO- 'body', Oind cantl
'body', but the relationship is douhtful. From *It'n- 'extend,
stretch'; particularly one should note Grk ravvral 'is

stretched', OInd tan6ti - tanute 'expands, extends, endures'.
Clearly old in IE. The original meaning must have been
'stretched', whence both 'thin' and, less commonly, 'long'.

*1qJ<6s'thin'. [JEW 581 (*kork-); GI 84 *khorj{h_)\. ON
horr'thinness' « Proto-Gme *hurha- < *kikos with stress
retraction appropriate to the formation of nouns from
adjectives), Czech krs'shriveled tree', krsati « *k[K-cha-) 'lose
weight, wane', Av kJrJsa-gu- 'with lean cows', Oind krsj 
'emaciated, lean, thin, weak', krsj-gu- 'with lean co\\,s'. Lat
cracens 'gracile' is sometimes put here but it offers some
phonological difficulties. The underlying verb is preserved
in Lith karsti 'be aged or decrepit', Oind kars- 'grow thin or
lean; be thin or lean'. The geographical spn~ad of this words
attestations guarantees its PIE status.

*skidr6s'thin'. IIE\V 920-921 (*~kcj-d-); Gl q7

t
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(*skheit-)]. OHG sceter 'thin', Latv sJddrs 'thin', Grk
(Hesychius) (j1(IOapOr; 'thin, slender'. A word of the west and
center of the IE world. The relationship, if any, with Lith
skiedra 'chip', Av sidara- 'hole, cavity', Olnd chidni- 'pierced',
ehidram 'hole, cavity' is semantically very distant.

See also EXTEND; LONG; SMALL. [D.Q.A.]

THINK
*men- 'think, consider'. [JEW 726-728 (*men-); Wat 41

(*men-); GI 394 (*men-); Buck 17.14; BK 519 (*man-/

*mdn-)]. Probably the most ancient formation attested with
this verb is the perfect *memonh2e 'think, remember': Lat
meminf 'remember, mention', ON muna (pres. man)

'remember', OE munan (pres. man) 'think', Goth munan (pres.
man) 'think, believe', Grk p£pova 'yearn', Arm i-manam

'understand', Oind mamne 'thinks'. There would appear to
be two corresponding presents: 0) *mojetor'thinks': aIr do

moinethar 'believes', Lith miniu 'remember', oes mlnj9

'think', Grk j1aiVoj1al 'rage, be mad' (d. the new Greek deri
vative I..uivrzr; 'prophet, diviner'), Av mainyeite 'thinks', Oind
manyate 'thinks'; (2) *mnehati: Grk j1vfj/la 'remembrance',
Luv m(a)na- 'see, look upon'. Cf. also Grk j1£/lVTJJ1al 'be mind
ful of, remember" Oind a-mna- 'commit to memory and hand
down' which underlies the method of poetic transmission.
Other formations appear in Lat mone6 'remind, warn', Lith
menu 'consider', Latv minet 'mention', OCS mfneti 'think,
seem', Rus mnitf'mean', Luv mimma- « *mimne/o-) 'regard,
favor', Oind manati 'mentions'. Widespread and old in IE.

*teng- 'think, feel'. [lEW 1088 (*tong-); Wat 71
(*tong-)]. Lat tongeo 'know', ON prkk 'gratitude, reward,
joy', pakka 'thank', pekkja 'notice', OE pane 'thanks, favor' (>
NE thank), pancian 'thank' (> NE to thank), pencan 'think'
(> NE think), pyncan 'seem', OHG dank 'thanks, favor',
dankon 'thank', denkan 'think', dunken - dunchen 'seem',
Goth pagks 'grace', pagkjan 'think, plan', pugkjan 'please',
Alb tenge 'res.entment, grudge', IocM tutlk 'love', TochB
tankw 'love', cank- 'please', caficare - citicare'lovely, agreeable,
charming, delightful'. Widespread and old in IE. In contrast
to *men-, the underlying meaning of this word seems to have
been 'think, be of the opinion of' rather than the more assertive
'think, know'.

?*gWhren- 'think'. [lEW 496 (*glJhren-); Wat 26
(*gWhren-)]. ON grunr 'suspicion', grundr 'meditation', Grk
(fJPr,v 'midriff; soul, spirit', (fJpov£m 'think', (fJpovrir; 'care'.
Possibly a word of the west and center of the IE world. The
Greek developments cast an interesting light on how IE
peoples may have conceptualized the physical location of the
thought process.

*mell11llJ. 'thought'. [JEW727-728 (*men-men-); Wat 41
(*men-); d. GI 394 (*men-); BK 519 (*man-/*mdn-)]. aIr
menmae (DIL menma) 'spirit, sense', OInd manman- 'mind,
perception'. From *men- 'think, consider'. Attested only on
the peripheries of the IE world, this word would seem from
its geographical distribution to be of PIE age.

*menes- 'thought'. (IEW72 7 ( *menos-); Wat 41 ( *men-);

THRAClAN lANGUAGE

GI 186 (*men-); BK 519 (*man-/*man-)I. Crk J.1EVOr;
'thought', Av manah- 'thought', Oind mJnas- 'thought' From
*men- 'think, consider'. A word of at least the center and east
of the IE world.

*mentis (gen. *InQ.teis) 'thought'. (IE\V 727-728 ( *mcn

ti-); Wat 41 (*men-); GI 172 (*mpchis); BK 519 ( *rnan-/

*mdn-)). Lat mens 'thought', OE ge-mynd 'thoughl', OHG
gi-munt 'thought', Goth ga-munds 'thought', Lith rninris

'thought', oes pa-m~[[ 'thought', Av -maili- 'thought', Olnd
mati- 'thought'. From *men- 'think, consider'. WIdespread
and old in IE.

See also lEARN; OPINION; [D.Q.A.I

THORN
*t[I1.u- 'thorn'. (JEW 1031 (*(s)cer-n-); Wat 66 (*(s)ccr

n-); d. GI 820]. ON porn 'thorn', OE porn 'thorn' (> NE
thorn), OHG dam 'thorn', Goth paumus 'thorn', oes [nIna
'thorn', Khat tarra- 'grass', NPers tara 'small t\\ig', Olnd cfr.1arll
'blade of grass'. ef. with new full-grade: Grk (Hesychius)
r£pva~ 'artichoke or cactus stalk'. The most widespread and
oldest word reconstructible for this meaning; the lndo-l ranian
semantic innovation to 'grass' is remarkable. The fonn was
borrowed into some of the Uralic languages, e.g., Finnish
tarna 'sedge, grass', from Indo-Iranian.

*J,Jrehagh- 'thorn'. [lEW 1180 ('*~lf(lgh-); \Vat 78
(*wragh-)}. Mlr fraig 'needle', Lith rLizas 'dry stalk, stubble;
prong of fork', Grk paxor;'thornhedge, wattled fence; brush
wood; branch', paXl~ 'spine, backbone'. A word restricted to
the west and center of the IE world.

*glogh- 'thorn'. [JEW 402 ( *gh5gh-); Wat 23 (*glc)~h-)].

SCglog'thom', Grk (pI.) yAWXE£" 'beard of corn', YAwXt;'point,
end', YAw(j(ja 'tongue'. A later word restricted to the center
of the IE world.

See also NETTI.E. lD.Q.A.j

THOUGHT see THINK

THRACIAN lANGUAGE
The Thracians were the ancient people of the southeast

Balkans. Geographically, the testimony of claSSical writers is
extremely unspeCific but the center of their territory would
largely comprise that of modern Bulgana, I.e, south of the
Danube, with extensions into the Aegean (the islands of
Thasos and Samothrace). There is also a long tradition in
ancient literature that Thracians crossed into northwest
Anatolia as early as 1200-1000 Be and continued to rnigrate
in that direction as mercenaries in later arn1ies. They take
their name from that of a single tribe, the ep~IKE~ ~ epCfKES,
who were situated on the l-lebros (the contemporary ~.'1aritsa),

a name which was then extended to a much wider territory
and its various tribes.

The Thracians are mentioned as allles of the Trojans in
Homer and later Herodotus ranks them, after the Indians, as
the most numerous people in the world. Their territory was
subjected to incursions fronl Greek colonies, Iranian-speaking
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Thracians General distribution of the Thracians.

steppe tribes, and the Persian Empire. The Thracians formed '.
their own temporarily unified state under the Odrysae tribe
in the fifth century BC but this state fell to Macedonian
conquest in the fourth century. By the early second century
BC it was Rome that gradually controlled Thrace and after 46
AD Thrace became a Roman province. The subsequent
collapse of the Roman Empire saw Thrace as a thoroughfare
for a wide variety of tribes moving either through or against
the crumbling Roman state. The Slavs settled the region in
the sixth century AD, insuring total linguistic replacement of
the Thracians, if they had not already been hellenized centuries
earlier. That Greek culture had not entirely obliterated the
earlier Thracian is suggested by the fact that Thracian place .
names such as Pulpuldeva survived into Slavic CBuig Plovdiv)
rather than under their Greek form (tP1A:t1t1rOV1rOAt~).

Description .
The evidence for Thracian is not abundant. It consists of a

small series of short inscriptions in the Greek script and dating
from about the fifth c~ntury' BC. These pose such serious
problems in reading, word division, and interpretation that
they remain without widely accepted translations. Other
sources include glosses found in Hesychius and Photius which
might number about thirty certain Thracian terms. Other than
this, one relies primarily on establishing etymologies for
toponymic and personal names attested since the fifth century

BC. These names may occur in large numbers and with
remarkable frequency, e.g., there are 360 instances of th
personal name BdJv~, 132 of T1]PTl~, 115 of Zev9r,~. Th most
recently attested Thracian personal names are found in t 0

monasteries in the Near East (the Bessi of Mt inai) dating to
the sixth century AD.

Some Thracian names offer reasonably transpar nt
comparison with Greek names, e.g., Thrac L1ul-~£vl~mayb
compared with Grk L1 W-rEV1]~. Such compositions p rmit us
to derive Thracian Dia- from PIE *di1J(o)- 'god' or Thra ian 
~£Vt~ from *genhl- 'be born'. The latter, along with oth r
examples, e.g., P1](10~ (name of mythic king and p rs n I
name) « *h3reg-), Esbenus, 'E(1f3£vEW~« *hleKuos'hor '),
the river "Ap~o~ « *h2[gos 'while'), personal name Bv~a~

« *bhugos 'goat') all suggest that Thracian palatalized and
assibilated the PIE palatal velars and thus belonged to th
sat;}m group. The establishment of a series of probable recon
structions, e.g., BEf3pvK"E~'tribal name' « *bhebhrus'beav r'),
(1K"clAJ1T1 'knife, sword' « *skolmeha-; cf. ON kplm 'prong,
sword') permits one to list a series of other Thracian develop
ments. e.g., deaspiration of voiced aspirates, *0> a, tc.

Until 1957 it was normally presumed that Thracian might
also embrace Dacian, the language spoken north of th
Danube, and the term Thraco-Dacian occurs widely 'in
linguistic works. Reasons for questioning the ascription of all
east Balkan tribes to a single language is the toponymic
evidence which shows considerable disparity b tw en t rms
employed south of the Danube and those found north in
historically "Dacian" territory. Typical Thracian toponymi
'elements such as -para (settlement', -bria 'town', -Dtsa 'fortified
settlement' « *dheigh-, cf. Grk 1'Elxo~wall') and *-sara'ri r'
are all found exclusively south of the Danube. In a thorough
review of the toponymic evidence, only 36 roots out of ver
3000 east Balkan words could b adjudged truly "pan-

o. Thracian", Le., comprising both Thracian (in the strict s n )
and Dacian. It must be noted, however, that the I i al
evidence is far more abundant for the area south of the Danub
which could well skew any attempt to quantify th dift r n es
between the various regions. .

Thracian Origins
As with other IE-speaking groups of the Balkans, th

establishment of Thracian origins depends very much on
where one wishes to situate the IE homeland itself. A chain
of cultures, each with roots in the former, can be established
in Thracian territory from our earliest records of Thr dan
names through the Iron Age Basarabi culture of the eighth
sixth centuries BC back into the local late Bronze Age cultur s
whose own origins are sought in the earlier Otomani
Wietenberg culture of the earlier Bronze Age. The most rent
major discontinuity in the Bulgarian archaeological sequence
is generally set to the period c 3300 Be with the establishment
of the Ezero culture which is tied into a Balkan-Danubian
complex of cultures that followed on from the late N olithic
of the region. For those who seek the IE homeland in th
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steppelands of the Ukraine and southern Russia, this horizon
reflects the initial Indo-Europeanization of the Balkans and
possibly northwest Anatolia. Evidence for steppe intrusions
is found in the form of kurgan or tumulus graves in Bulgaria
(at least seventeen Yamna-culture cemeteries have been
investigated with nearly a hundred burials) and elsewhere
throughout the Balkans that reproduce rituals and objects
known from the steppelands, To this archaeological evidence
may be added the evidence of physical anthropology that sees
an intrusive physical type from the north Pontic region (a
more robust proto-Europoid type) superimposed on a much
more gracile Mediterranean population.

There are those who do not regard the discontinuity afford
ed by such steppe movements as sufficient to explain the
Thracians and would seek their roots earlier still in the local
Neolithic cultures. Bulgaria is extraordinarily well represented
here since tell sites in southern Bulgaria show in their sequence
of well stratified layers a line of settlement continuity from
the beginning of the Neolithic c 6000 BC. There are those
who have sought the IE homeland in the Balkans itself (hath
its "central" position with respect to the other IE stocks and
the presumed antiquity of its river names have been advanced
as arguments) while others argue that as the Neolithic
economy itself is intrusive to this region from Anatolia, the
homeland must be set there in the eighth and seventh
millennia Be. Whatever lines of continuity one may wish to
follow, the reconstructed cultural lexicon of Proto-Indo
European would not permit a PIE "cultural horizon" in the
Balkans much earlier than the fourth millennium BC.

See also CERNAVODA CULTIJRE; COtOFENI CULTURE;

DAClAN lANGUAGE; EZERO CUlTURE; INDO-EUROPEAN

lANGUAGES; PHRYGIAN lANGUAGE. U.PM.]
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THREATEN
*ghres- '± threaten, torment'. let. IE\t\/445 (*ghers-); VW

234]. Lith gresiu 'threaten, menace', gristLl 'he lhsgusted with',
grasa 'threat', grasintl 'threaten', Latv gras.U 'threaten', TochAB
krasa- 'vex, torment' (Latv and Tach < *ghrosch;l-)' The
agreement of Baltic and Tocharian, an agreement extending
to the level of morphology, strongly suggests at IeJst late PIE
status for this word.

*?*sker-'± threaten', [VW 421.)1. OHG SCC[(Jn 'he petulant',
MLG scheren 'to ridicule', TochB Sk.1T- 'speak hostilely;
threaten; reproach'. Possibly PIE status.

See also CONTEND. ID.QA.j

THREEFOLD DEATH
The 'Threefold Death" theme, as it is unfolded in various

Indo-European narratives and other contexts (nlyth, story or
legend, account of sacrificial death or perhaps of execution)
is thought to show another repetition or rdlex of the canonical
IE trifunctional division: First Function (F I) sovereignty,
Second Function (F2) offensive and defensive war, Third
Function (F3) increase, fertility, sexualIty.:\ "Threefold Death"
would refer more or less precisely to three kinds of death,
each connected to or situated in some aspect of one of the
three IE functions. This theme has been identified m a nunlbcr
of IE-speaking traditions, especially in the CeltlC and Cennank
evidence but not limited to these areas, with the ddTaenCt:s
and variations to be expected. While nlueh of the e\'Ic-knee
simply connects a particular type of death to J particular
functional area, the most dramatic representation of the theme
has a victim (king, hero, or other) simultaneously undergoing
or suffering a triple-death, that is, the VICtim IS done to death
by three different means

The connection between the three IE funet ions and
different modes or means of death can he made Hrst, though
to a limited extent, on the mythic level. llere we have the
evidence that the Norse-Germanic deity Ooinn-\Votan, J First
Function divinity on the dark, uncontrolled or Varunaic side
of this divided function, is called hangagoL1, 'god of the hanged'
or the 'hanging god'; indeed, the Norse /-l;i\'anul says that
Ooinn hanged or sacrificed himself, 'myself to myself,' for
nine days and nights in order to g..1in certain exceptional
(runic) powers. Hanging or suspension "above" or "In the
air" (or falling) is clearly Inarked with F1 characterist ics.
Suggestions of another part or reflex of the death-myth are
found in the sacrifice by drowning seen in the l'\orse-Gennamc
tradition, a sacrifice dedicated to an f 3 deity, such as the
goddess Nerthus (Germanic) or the gud Nj()rdr (Nursd. The
F3 divinity is thus attached to a sacrificial e\'cnt, the drowning
or burial alive, that is placed "below" as Tacitus, in his
Germania, describes slaves heing drowned as a sacrifice to
the god Nerthus. A Second Function myth-death has heen
more difficult to locate; we would expect some sort or s\-vl'rJ
death or a death by means of some other kind of warrior':;
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weapon, and hints of this are found in the Northern
(Germanic) traditions, though rather late in time: ]ordanes'
Getica (late sixth century AD) says that the Goths "spilled

/ blood" to their war-god while the Icelandic Eyrbyggja saga
mentions blood-sacrifice to Porro According to the Roman
observer Lucan (first century AD) the Celts sacrificed victims
to Taranis, one of their war-gods, in another way: they seem
to dedicate their F2 victims by fire rather than by the sword,
presumably imagining the deadly fire as a "piercing" element,
or perhaps taking fire to be a specific means of warlike
aggression. Another aspect to the developing theme that
connects particular, functionally located divinities to a
particular mode of sacrifice (or execution) connects the victim
himself to a specific functional identification: for example the
Fl king hanged, the F2 warrior slain by a weapon, the F3
~ornmoner or slave buried alive or drowned.

The "Threefold Death" in its fully articulated form appears
in certain Irish sources: typically, a king dies a triple-death,
often fulfilling a prophecy made by a sacral (Fl) figure such
as a druid or, later, a saint. The means of death are: by a
weapon, a fall, drowning or by a weapon, burning and drown
ing, though elsewhere the three death-modes are given as
wounding, hanging and "imprisonment," as in a list of punish
ments given in the Corpus Juris Hibemici. The drowning
(most dramatically in a vat ofbeer) happens when the doomed
victim tries to escape the flames of a burning house, fort or
hostel: the conjunction of life-threatening fire and a vessel or
cauldron of some liquid is an old theme in both Irish and
Welsh Celtic legendry. Another reflex of 'the theme is seen
when the threat of suffering a threefold death is included in a
curse, which is close to but not exactly like the prophecy
noted above. This triple-death theme spreads downward or
outward from royal or heroic legend, and is widely current in
the folklore of IE-speakers; here snakebite (a "piercing" and
poisoning) is often tied to hanging or to a fatal fall, and to
simultaneous drowning, though other variations are certainly
possible.

The strong Indo-European flavor present in the "Threefold
Death" theme emerges in such characteristics as the fact that
the king, who as sovereign power ideally commands all three
of the IE Functions,' should in a mythically perfect or
symmetrical fashion be killed or sacrificed simultaneously by
some means closely associated with each function. The theme
also crosses over to and reinforces or is reinforced by other
well-identified IE modes, such as that called by Georges
Dumezil the "Sins of the Warrior". As an example: in the
Norse-Germanic story of Starkaor (Saxo's Starcatherus) this
strange warrior's first and greatest "sin" is to arrange, by the
will of Qainn, the death of King Vikar. Starkaar lures the
king into a situation where he is simultaneously hanged or
strangled (by willow twigs or, in another version, a noose of
gut) and stabbed by a reed that turns into a spear. The willow
and the reed suggest the waterside, and thus a lost or obscured
drowning theme, that is, an appropriate F3 death. The
conjunction of trifunctional signs and death-modes is also

discovered in the ancient Greek evidence in the death of King
Agamemnon, slain by a weapon but in his bath, and while
caught in a net. The theme is even possible to find in the
death of the Germanic hero Siegfried, who is also killed by a
weapon, but while drinking from a spring, and near a linden
tree; hanging and drowning themes remain as mere
suggestions here. Finally; from a Russian source ( lavic
materials are not especially rich in IE patterns) we have the
death, given in the Russian Primary Chronicle, of Prince Oleg:
after defying a prophecy (Fl) the prince was killed by a snake
bite, the serpent (here showing an F3 "subterranean" sign)
emerged from the skull of Oleg's dead horse (an F2 animal,
the warrior's mount). This example is slightly distorted, but
maintains intact the central pattern of the 'Threefold Death".

It should be remarked that it remains an open qu stion a
towhether,.in an archaic or traditional Indo-European s i ~
execution-the legal taking of life in the name of the state or
society-was at all times directly derived from sacrific to
one or another "functional" divinity. We do have a considerable
number of data showing that a traditional capital pun' hment
could be fitted to a specific IE function; for example, burial
alive was directed for crimes committed against prop tty or
sexual delicts, that is, offenses against areas included in the
Third Function. Also, and this quite recently in English hi t !Y.
the crime of treason-a grievous offens again t so ereignty
was punished by what can be read as a truunctional punish
ment: hanging, drawing and quartering involved suspensi il,

the cutting or piercing of the victim, and mutilation f the
genitalia.

See also DEArn; WARRIOR. [D. A. .J
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THREE-HEADED MONSTER
The monster-fight is typically woven into any number of

hero-tales or, somewhat more significantly for our purpo s,
mythic narratives in which the hero is a prime subje t or
mover. The theme is by no means limited to the IE ont t,
and can even become a kind of banal or comedic cliche (a
the Maiden, the Knight, and the Dragon). So far as IE heroes
are concerned-that is, hero-figures drawn from the mythic,
epic or parahistorical traditions taken from the ulture of
IE-speakers-the theme of combat with a monster-opponent
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may unfold at any point in the heroic tale, and may express
elements that might be tentatively named as proving, proofing,
marking a rile of passage and reflecting the hero's bane.
Proving uses the monster to demonstrate heroic character and,
especially, heroic precocity, as when the infant Herakles
strangles the two serpents sent by Hera to attack him in his
cradle. Proofing recalls the bath in the slain dragon Fafnir's
blood that made Siegfried almost invulnerable: in this
rendition, the "bath of invulnerability" attaches the Germanic
hero to Greek, Ossetian, and Indic epico-mythic parallels
in all cases, again, the heroes are made almost invulnerable,
since it is axiomatic that a hero, as a human, must finally die.
The monster-fight as a rUe of passage introduces the rescue
and "winning" of a female, who is the victim or monster's
prey, as in the myth of Perseus and Andromeda, or it may be
made part of a wider text as in the Old Welsh story Culhwch
ac Olwen, where the monstrous boar Twrch Trwyth must be
pursued and slain. On another line, the dragon-monster, as a
sign of death and darkness, may "test" and transform the hero,
as is hinted in the Greek myth ofjason. The monster as hero's
bane is revealed as an element in hero death-tales: the cause
of the death of a superhuman figure, perhaps made proof
against any ordinary death, is assigned to a monstrous
(possibly super-animal) power. The Beowulf tale thus has its
hero-king prove his prowess by defeating two monstrous half
human entities, but he ends his life in mortal combat with a
third, a dragon. The saga of Hrolf Kraka, with its potent super
natural elements, also ends with its hero (who, as a shape
changer, is himself a kind of monster) defeated by fate and
another monstrous being; the Germanic part of the IE family
has a demonstrable penchant for mixing monstrous humanoid
beings into heroic myth or epic at some dramatic moment.

The shape the hero's monstrous opponent takes can be
roughly parsed: the serpent-dragon (draco) is familiar from
Greek myth but is seen extensively elsewhere as an image of
fearful monstrosity either borrowed or generated auto
nomously. The giant boar is not only a Celtic monster, for it
is seen in Greek hero-myths as well. The half-human monster,
as we have noted, is likely to be seen in the North, where the
Norse lygisogur or fantasy-tales are full of every variety of the
type, and often the magical shape-changer theme-the shape
changer as hero or villain, as white or black magic-worker
is mixed in as well. The sea monster appears in another
category, its fearsome potency increased because the hero must
enter another, dangerous realm to fight it.

It should also be noted that the hero himself may be
twinned with a monstrous animal or may actually be identified
with an animal and/or monster. Heroes are associated with
serpent-twins or, more commonly, with supernatural horses,
horses who may (as in the Greek context) have flesh-eating
or death-dealing, that is monstrous, powers. A particular of
the theme of the supernatural generation of the hero is seen
in the form of a mythic crop of warriors "grown" from dragon's
teeth~ the Greek spartoi are warriors who are produced
asexually from a dragon-monster and are thus defined as

THREE-HEADED MONSTER

perfect warriors, detached from any familial tie at all. At the
other end of his life a warrior-hero, rather than dying in a
monster-fight, may hin1selfbecome a monster; this subtheme
is seen, for example, in the quasi-historical Norsejoms"ikinga
saga where a jomsviking chieftain, Pill Digre, leaps into the
sea with his treasure and becomes the monster guardmg it on
the sea-bottom, and seems to be associated with another
narrative theme, that of the dragon or sea-monster seen as
Guardian of Treasure. Moreover the "hoarder" or obsessive
guardian of treasure also has its resonance in the IE imaginal
vocabulary, as referring to a bad (ungenerous) king (eg.,
Midas), Finally, the hero-lycanthrope (hero as wolf, hero as
bear) may also be conflated into this monster-theme; here is
one aspect of the heroic paradox, when he appears or is i111aged
as Perfect Man, and also as Perfect Monster.

The Tricephalous lvlonster
The most characteristic IE monster-combat mythologem

involves a tricephal, a three-headed being, usually but not
invariably a dragon. The antiquity of this motif is guaranteed
by linguistic evidence for a PIE formulaic expression
*(hje)gWhent h16gWhim 'he killed the serpent', which is
widely found among those IE stocks which retain vestlges of
the dragon-slaying myth, e.g., Oind ahann ahim 'he kllled
the serpent', Av Janai a21m '[whol killed the serpent' with
lexical substitutions in Greek, I-littite and Germanic. The
expression also suggests the original identity of the dragon as
a 'serpent',

This being is defeated and slain by a divinity or a culture
hero who is clearly associated with Dumezil's Second or
Warrior Function, that function intended to guard society.
The Dumezilian line of research which origmally uncovered
the IE mythologem first examined two closely related but
also Significantly varied accounts, one Indic (Vedic) Jnd the
other Iranian (Avestan): the slaying of tricephalic monsters
by Trita Aptya, aided by the god lndra, who sometinlCS is
called the real slayer of the tricephal) and the Iranian hero
8raetaona (also called 8rita A8wya) who won, hy his victory,
the appellation VJrJeragna, evidently signifying "monster
defeating warrior-hero". The monsters were, respect ively,
Vrtra, the three-headed son of Tvastr, and the three-headed
dragon Azi Dahaka, who, in the later Persian rendition of the
story given in the Shahnameh became Zohak, as 8raetaona
there became Feridun.

The complex lines tying these two IE narrallves together
must take account of linguistic clues and linguistic problems
as well as underlining the differences in the uses to which the
two IE sources have put the myth-narratives. Linguistically,
the resemblance of Iranian VJTJthragna to lndic Vrtrahan,
'slayer' (or 'smasher') of VItra, seems indubitable; and there
is also cause to surmise that the Iranian monster-dragon Aii
Dahaka has a cognate in the Indic (Vedic) term Dasas, meaning
an enemy people. Two important and continuing themes InJy
be noted at this point: that of a reciprocal tripartlsm in the
hero-monster conflict, and that of the \viJer distribution 01
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3.

Three-headed Monster a. Giant serpent on Hittite relief from Malatya; b. Three-headed figure fmm Gallehus horn Wfth century AD)~

c. Thracian three-headed serpent on Letnitsa plaque (fourth century Be).

the role of the Second Function monster-fighter, sometimes
but not invariably re-attached to a three-fold apparition. The
first theme recognizes or underscores the fact that a triply
Significant figure such as the Indic Trita Aptya, one of three
brothers, fights a tricephalic monster or foe. Dumezil found
a parallel here to that piece of Roman legendary "history" in
which the three Horatii fought and slew three Alban
champions, only one of the three Roman combatants surviving
the fight. The triplex foe also seems to represent, in all three
traditions, the "hostile" and non-Indo-European potency; the
Indic and Iranian sources casting this foe in the form, as
Greenbaum suggests, of the "hostile dragon of the non-Indo
European peoples". Another reading of the combat-theme,
however, notes that the slayings in at least two cases (the
Indic and the Roman) involve the death of kinsmen, not
strangers, and it may be that in all cases an element of forbid
den killing can be found, Le., the warrior-hero or other Second
Function figure goes, as usual, beyond accepted limits, and
violates important taboos, in gaining his necessary victory. In
this he again demonstrates what Dumezil had found elsewhere
in the hero of this function, his propensity toward the excessive
use of the force that marks his [onction, and so toward "sin".

The second theme, of the wider distribution of the heroic
monster-slayer, brings us to a character who is not only a
typical transgressor, but who also rejoins the subtheme of tri
plicity. The Greek hero Herakles, who later became immortal
and was declared divine, was one of the figures Dumezil chose
to illustrate his theory of the "sins of the warrior", the warrior
hero committing three sins against the rules of each of the
three canonical fonctions. Herakles was also a great fighter
against monslrous opponents (lions, the serpent-Hydra, a

giant boar, man-eating horses, and so on) and one of these
was the three-headed Guardian of Hades, Kerberos. The
paradigmatic hero did not slay this monster, mtTely took him
captive, as one of his Twelve Labors. He may he called, in
fact, the "Greek Indra"; as the Indic god was also sometimes
recalcitrant, and committed a sin against each of the three
Functions. Dumezil's third example of a Sinning warrior, taken
from German legendry, was the old warrior Starcatherus or
Starkaor. However, StarkaJr was not specifically a monster
slayer, in fact, in his Giant ancestry and possihly in his
appearance he was rather a monster himself; 11' he \vas a Giant
by birth, however, he did make a habit of fighting giant -like
opponents. The Second Function monster-slaYl'r in the
Germanic exten-sion of the IE culturalllinguistic family was
in fact the god Parr (to whom, in bet, Starkai.Jr tried to attach
himself in terms of the warrior mode he chose). lY)rr fighls
monsters (the MiOgaro-serpent, various Giants) as, it \vould
seem, part of his task of trying to bring order to the social
cosmos; this monster-fighting attribute is in line with his social
guardianship, which in his case is balanced against his less
controlled War-god aspect.

The monster-combat thus may be identified as a \vidcly
encountered-IE heroic theme, that is of interest because the
hero himself seems to be imaged as close lo a monster in
several aspects, but especially in hIS penchant for going
beyond accepted bounds. The result is a potentiality for heing
as damaging to his society as he might, In his correct mode,
be its defender. The identification of a specific tncephalic
opponent has been useful in tcrms of estahlishing narr~1ti\'t'

resemblances between IE contexts, and alsl) \vherc the
tricephal seems to be a coded image for the non-IE enemy, or
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the "more numerous" foe. The tricephalic image may also fit
with other IE tripartite formulae, though precisely how this
occurs is not yet clear.

The tricephalous myth has been interpreted by Bruce
lincoln as the central event of what he terms the myth of the
"first cattle-raid". He reconstructs a myth in which a hero
*TrUos Third' (ON Hymir, Grk Herakles, Hittite Hupasiya,
Av 8raetaona, Olnd TrUa) has suffered loss of his cattle to a
serpent (ON Miogaro-serpent, Grk Geryon the 1:pl-1(£qJaAoc;,

the grandson of the MedOsa, Hit Illuyanka who is depicted as
a serpent, Av Ali Dahaka, the (}ri-kam;)r;)o;)m, Olnd
Visvarupa, the tri-sjr~al)am)who is associated with an enemy
community (Av Dahaka, Olnd Dasa). He sets out to recapture
his cattle, assisted by a deity *haner- 'Man' (ON Parr, Hit
Innara, Av Vayu, Olnd Indra) , and fortified by an intoxicating
beverage, he kills the three-headed monster. This raid, which
involves the reclamation of Aryan cattle from non-Aryan
thieves, is seen to sanction cattle-raiding among the early Indo
Europeans.

See also COSMOGONY: Cow; POETRY; SNAKE; WARRIOR.

[D.A.M., j.PM.}
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THRESH
*peis- 'remove the hulls from grain, grind, thresh' (pres.

*pinesti). [lEW 796 (*pis-); Wat 48 (*peis-); GI 598
(*phCis-); Buck 5.56]. Lat plns6'remove the hulls from grain,
stamp, pound, crush', Lith paisyli 'thresh', OCS plchati 'hit,
stamp', Rus pseno 'millet' « *'the threshed'), Grk lr1:{(J(J(J)

'winnow', Av piSant- 'threshing', 0 lnd pina.$ti 'grinds,
threshes'. Reasonahly well attested and certainly old in IE.
The Greek cognate appears to specify the winnowing, i.e.,
the separation of the husks from the grain after threshing by
throwing them into the air. All the other cognates suggest
that this word referred to the preliminary grinding of grain
whereby the outer coats were hroken and removed, rather
than the later stage, whereby the grain itself was reduced to
flour.

THROW

*uers- '± thresh (grain)'. [d. IE~V 1169 (*llcrs-); Buck
8.34]. Lat vena 'sweep' « *'sweep grain after threshing'),
Latv varsmis 'unwinnowed grain-heap', OCS \TCS{] 'thresh',
Hit warsi'plucks, harvests', warsiya- 'sweep (clean)', also 'mow,
reap, thresh', TocM wsar 'grain', TochB j'S,jre 'grain; wheat'
(Tach < *l)ersaro- with loss of the first *-r- by dissimilation)
Widespread and old in IE, though the exact range of the
original meaning is not easy to determine, perhaps hecause
the process of separating the grain from the chaff may take
many forms and involve several different processes, all of
which were subject to change and refinement. The meaning
of Hit warsi may, indeed, suggest that originally this verh
meant generally 'harvest'.

*h2eh2er- 'thresh, rake (for threshing)'. Lat area «
*h2eh2erijeha) 'threshing Boor', Hit hahhar(a)- '± rake',
hahhariye- '± rake (into piles)'. Though not Widely attested,
the equivalence of Latin and Hittite in this matter would seem
to guarantee PIE status to this word.

See also GRIND; HARVEST; WINNOW. lD.Q.AI

Further Reading
Puhvel, J. (1976) Latin clrea and Indo-Eurupean threshmg

terminology in Hittite. C--alifornia 5wdles In CIasslcd AnlIqull)'

9,197-202.

THROAT see GULLET

THROUGH
*per 'over, through, about'. [IE'vV 810 (*per); vVat +l)

(*per); BK 41 (*p[h Jar-/*p[h j;)r-) I. OIr Jlf- 'before, for', \Ncls
er 'before, for', Lat per 'through, traversing', 01--:: fyr- 'before',
OHG flri- 'before', Goth fair- 'before', OPrus per'before', Lith
per 'through, across, over; during', OCS pre- 'through, across,
over', Alb per 'for, about, on', Grk JrEp{ 'around (all sides),
about, over', Hit pariyan 'hesides', Av pairi 'towards, around;
in front, earlier', Oind pari 'around; about, towards'. Old in
IE. From a reduced *PJ come Lat por- (verbal prefix), ON
for-'before', fyr 'before, for', OE {or 'for, in fron~ of' (> NE
[or), OHG for 'from, in front of', {uri 'before, lor', Goth flLlr
'in front of, along, for'.

See also AoPREPS; BEFORE. ID.Q.A.l

THROW
*(s)keud- 'throw, shoot' (pres. *(s)keude/o-). [/E~V \,)55

956 (*skeud-); Wat 60 (*skeud-); Buck 9.29]. ON Sk,jotil 'hurl,
throw', OE sceotan 'hurl, throw' (> NE shoot), OHG sciozan
'hurl, throw', OCS is-kydali 'throw out', Rus kicUcr 'throw',
Alb hedh 'throw', Olnd codati 'incites', TochA kom 'shoot (of
a plant)', TochB kaume 'shoot (of a plant)' (Toch < *koud
mo-). Widespread and old in IE.

*hles- 'throw, hurl' (pres. *hl(e)sjdo-). [Buck 10.251. Hit
siyezi 'throws, hurls' (siyari 'gushes'), O-ssiye- 'draw cllrtains',
pe-ssiye- 'throw, push', Av as- 'throw', Olnd t.lsyali 'throws,
hurls'. Old in IE.

*gWelhl- 'throw'. [IEVV 471-472 (*glJel-); \Vat 25
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THROW

(*gWeb-); Buck 10.25; BK 360 (*q'Wal-l*q'W;)l-)]. Wels bUr
« *gWlehlmen-) 'catapult', Grk j3efAAw 'throw', j3Ai7f1a 'throw,
cast', Av ni-yar- 'be thrown down'. The geographical distribu
tion of this word makes it a likely candidate for PIE status.

*iehl-'throw'. [IEW502 (*je-); Wat 79 (*ye-); Buck 10.251.
Lat iacio 'throw', Grk 11Jj11 « *ji-jehl-) 'release, let go; throw'.
Though attested in only these two stocks, there is every chance
that this word was at least late PIE because in both Greek and
Latin the morphological shapes are old.

*SUep- 'throw, sweep (into the air)'. [lEW 1049 (*SlJep-);
Wat 68 (*swep-); Buck 9.34, 9.37]. Lat supo 'throw', dis
sipo 'throw about, strew around', ON svaf'spear', soil 'broom',
OE ge-swope (as if PIE *-b-, rather than *-p-) 'sweepings,
refuse' (> NE sweep), OCS so.P9 'strew, pour about', svepitj
Sf 'be agitated', Olnd svap6 'broom', TochB sopi 'net, snare'

. « *'throwing net'). Widespread and old in IE.
?*smeit- 'throw'. [lEW 968 (*smeit-); Wat 62 (*(s)meit

(;))-)]. Lat mitto « *smitto) 'let go, send', Av mae8- 'throw',
ha-mista- 'thrown down'. The fewness of the attestations of
this word make it only a possible item of (late) PIE vocabulary.

See also SPEAR. [D.Q.A.l

THRUSH
*tr6sdos'thrush'. [JEW 1096 (*trozdos-); GI 458]. Mir

truit 'starling', Lat turdus 'thrush', ON pr9str'thrush', OE
pzysce'thrush' (> NE thrush), pros(tJle'thrush', OHG drosca
'thrush', OPrus tresde 'thrush', Lith strazdas 'thrush', Latv
strazds 'thrush', Rus drozd 'thrush'. A word of the IE north
west. Greek uses 1(lXA1] 'thrush' from a root which also under
lies the verb 1(lXAism 'giggle, titter' but crrpov(Jo<; 'sparrow'
may be related if not reflecting exactly the same PIE form.

The thrushes are of the genus Turdus and are best known
for their sweet song. The commonest of the genus are the
song thrush, blackbird and the fieldfare. The various thrushes
are well distributed throughout Europe to western and central
Asia. In India the chats are included with the thrushes under
such names as raktakaIJta-, ahiyaka- and syama-.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.]

Further Reading
Hamp, E. P (1981) Refining Indo-European lexical entries, 1. Indo

European 'thrush'. KZ95, 81.

THUNDER
*ghr6mos'thunder'. [IEW458-459 (*ghromo-s); Wat 23

(*ghrom-o-); Buck 1.56]. OCS gromu 'noise', vuz-grfmeti'to
thunder', Grk (Hesychius) Xpopo<; 'nOIse'. From *ghrem
'rumble, noise' which is clearly PIE although the noun
*ghromos 'thunder' may have been independently formed in
different stocks.

*(s)tenhr 'groan: thunder'. [lEW 1021 (*stono-s); Wat
66 ( *(s)ten;)-); Buck 1. 56]. Lat tonare ~ tonere 'to thunder',
ON stynja 'groan', parr 'thunder', OE stunian, punian, stenan
'groan', punor 'thunder' (> NE thunder), OHG donar
'thunder', Lith stenCI, stcneti 'groan', OCS stcnj9, stenati

'groan', Rus stan 'groaning', Grk crrEvw 'thunder, sl)und,
drone', (Hesychius) !£VV£l 'to thunder', Olnd slan;jyati 

[anyati 'thunders'. There is evidence for an athematic verb
(also Lat tonere?), and for zero-grade in Cermanic (and
perhaps in Olnd tanyati). Lat lonare has been explained from
*tonha-ejelo- as Olnd stamjyati. Clearly PIE.

See also THUNDER GoD. IR.S.PB.j

THUNDER GOD
*perkwunos 'Thunder god'. [IE\V 822-823 (*pcrkll

uno-s); d. Wat 50 (*pcrkWu-); GI 527 (*phcr(k/1°)u-n-o-)l.
ON F./9rgyn (mother ofp[)rr, the Norse Thunder god), OPrus
percunis 'thunder', Lith Perkunas (Thunder god), Lat \'
Perkons - Perkuons - Pcrkuons (Thunder god), ORus Pcrrmo
(Thunder god), ?OInd Parjanya (Weather god), The Baltic
and Slavic names are all commonly derived from *pcrk\\'us
'oak' and the associative pattern is reinforced in phrases such
as Lith Perkono fliuolas 'Perkunas's oak', Latv Pf~rk(>Tla utJzu(Jls
'Perkon's oak', ORus PenmO',-rtl dubo 'Perun's oak', while con
nections with 'thunder' are seen in OPrus pcrcunis 'thunder',
Lith perkunija 'thunderstorm'. Similarly, we have the Latv
Perkons mft Sa\lLl milnu 'Perkons throws his mace' \vhere the
word for mace is cognate with the ON mjpllnir'hammer', the
weapon thrown by the Norse Thunder god Porro The
association is explained by the frequent observation that
lightning strikes tall trees such as the oak. This assoclat ion is
further reinforced by the Gem1anic tradition that l)()rr strikes
his primary foes, the giants, when they hide under the oak
tree, one of the most frequent trees struck by lightnmg in a
forest, but he cannot hit them when they hide under a beech,
a tree that is very rarely struck by lightning. It is argued that
the underlying meaning here is not 'oak' but rather that the
Norse and Baltic forms are from *per-k\V-, an extension on
the root *per- 'strike', while the underlying extension in Slavic
is *peru- or *pergWu-. These would then be rdated to
*peruhxnos'the one with the thunder stone', agam from *per
'to strike', which would form a basis for words relatmg to
'stone', e.g., Hit peru 'cliff, rock', Olnd P;:1f\ 'a t<l- 'cliff, mountain'
and the names of the weather deities associated \\/ith storms,
e.g., OPrus Perun, ORus PerrinO. (Thunder god), d. Ukr penIn
'thunder', Czech perun 'thunder', and possibly Alb pcren-di
'god', NOristani Parun (War god). Thls way there \vould have
been considerable crossing between the similar names for 'oak
with that of 'strike, thunder' which would prOVide a hroader
distribution for the semantic bundle than the lingUistic
evidence properly allows. For example, in addition to the
observation that lightning Cd. ON A-ljpllnir (name of Porr's
hammer), Latv milna (name of Perkonss hammer) and the
words for 'lightning', e.g. OPrus mcaJdc, Rus m()ln~ja)

frequently strikes oaks, there is also the Widely held belIef
that fire is residual within the oak, i.e., the Thunder god strikes
oaks and releases the fire from within them, or, alternat ively.
a lightning strike stores up fire within the tree which em

then account for how one may release fire from \\'ood through
friction. Another complex of aSSOCIations is between lire and
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Relative Chronology
Morphological ordering is one method of seriating Proto

Indo-European into different chronologic11 periods. l-:or
example, unproductive grammatical constructions such as
heteroclitics, where the stem alters between the non1inatlve
and the other cases, has been seen to represent an archaic
formation generally associated with the most hasic levels of
vocabulary, e.g., 'water' (nom. *~IL)d-rbutgen. *ucd-n-s), 'fire'
(nom. *peh2u-rbut gen. *p02u-en-s). Alternatively, the highly
productive 0- and eha- stems have been traditionally regarded
as relatively late IE formations and hence v~cabubry asso
ciated with them has been claimed to be "late". The application
of such rules of thumb have not been particularly convincing
since it implies that the existence of lhe root (and cultural
item) must be directly related to its inherited gran1matical
form. For example, such seemingly basic concepts as
*bherh~os 'birch', *u I k W 05 'wolf', *h2ftkos 'bear', etc., all
putatively late o-stems, have been explained ~lS either evidence
that these terms had been gained only by Indo-Europc:1ns
after late migrations into areas forested by hirches or that the
wild animals, regularly known to peoples in Eurasia at leasl
since the upper Palaeolithic (c 40,000-12,000 Be), only
acquired enough cultural importance to require a name when
they became a threat to domestic herds and flocks in the
Neolithic (c 7000 Be). Such ingenuous reasoning is CJsily
exposed by consideration of archaic formations in English
where an ablauting plural seen in cowlkine is "old" but coni
cows is recent. As in the case of kine> cows, the history of

TIME-DEPTH
The establishment of the period of existence of the Indo

European proto-language rests to a considerable extent on
one's conception of a reconstructed language. There are those
who argue that the process of linguistic reconstruction is by
its very nature without any temporal or spatial perspective
and can only be understood as a lInguistiC abstraction, a
system of sound laws. Consequently, speculation as to the
date of this abstraction of rules is fundamentally idle although
one may discuss the relative ordering of the sound laws or
grammatical forms. This position would generally be regarded
as far too extreme in that tentative dates at least are often
ascribed to the proto-languages of the various Indo-European
stocks, e.g., on the basis of reconstructed Proto-Germanic
and loanwords from neighboring Celtic, the ancestor of the
Germanic languages is set vaguely to 500 Be; in a more
controlled situation, scholars of the Romance languages can
set a confirmable date to Proto-Romance or the Cornmon Latin
from whence the modern Romance languages are derived.
When Proto-Indo-European is ascribed some form of under
lying reality that is also knowable, there are a series of methods
that have been employed to provide it with chronological
precision. These techniques may be divided into two basic
types-relative and absolute chronologH?s-although there
have also been many suggestions as to the absolute dates 01
relative chronologies.

TIME
*prest- '(period of) time'. [d. JEW8l1 (*per-); VW 388].

ON frest 'period of time, interval', OE first 'period of time,
interval; delay', OHG frist 'period of time, interval' (Gmc <

*prestom - *presti-), TocM pra~t 'time, occasion; season',
TochB presto - presciya 'time, occasion; season'. Perhaps the
reconstruction should be *pres-sth2- 'what stands before'. The
agreement of Germanic and Tocharian would seem to
guarantee PIE status for this word.

*kes(]{)eha- (or *kefseha-?) 'time'. [Buck 14.11]. OCS casu
'time', Rus cas 'hour', Alb kohe 'time, period) epoch; weather'.
Whatever its exact shape, an innovation of the central IE
region.

See also DAY~ Now; SEASONS~ SOON~ TODAY; YEAR; YESTERDAY.

[D.Q.A.]

TIE see BIND

[D.Q.A.]

See also CLUB; OAK; THUNDER. [D.Q.A, ].PM.]

Further Reading
Nagy, G. (1974) Perkunas and Perunu, in Antiquitates Indo

germanicae, eds. M. Mayrhofer, W Meid, B. Schlerath, R. Schmitt,

lnnsbruck, lI3-I31.

THUS
*ar 'and, thus'. [lEW 62 (*ar); BK 389 (*nar-/*/idr-)].

OPrus ir 'and, also', Lith it 'and, also', Latv ir 'also', Grk lipa
'now, thus', Prak ira 'and', TochB ra (emphatic particle).
Widespread and old in IE.

*it- 'thus'. [lEW 285 (*i-t(h)-)). MWels yt- (preverb), Lat
ita 'thus', Lith it 'very', Latv it 'right, even', Olnd iti 'thus'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*ne'thus'. [IEW320 (*ne)l. Lat ne (interrogative particle),
OHG ne (interrogative particle), Lith ne 'as', Latv ne 'as', OCS
neie 'as', Grk rov£ 'thus', Av ya8-na 'that is', Olnd na 'like;.
Widespread and old in IE.

stones and these can be linked by the observation that one
can kindle fire by striking stones against each other, e.g., Indra
brings forth fire between two stones (RV 2.12.3). In both
cases, the act of producing fire through a 'strike' indicates the
creative potential of lightning and the two receptacles for fire
are brought together again in Greek tradition where it was
said that humans were created either from oaks or from rocks.

This creative potential can then help explain why the device
wielded by the Thunder god, the club, mace or hammer, is
also associated with fertility in the various IE traditions, e.g.,
P6rr's hammer is placed on the lap of a bride in a marriage
ceremony, Indras club (vajra-) is not only used for destruction
but also for creation. The association of the Thunder god with
the oak tree is limited to the western part of the IE world
while the broader associations of Thunder god, lightning,
stones, fertility, etc., may be either independent creations or
refer back to a bundle of beliefs inherited from early IE
tradition.



TIME-DEPTH

The Basic (One Hundred) Word List

I you we this that who what not all many one two big long small woman man person fish bird dog louse
tree seed leaf root bark skin flesh blood bone grease egg horn tail feather hair head ear eye nose mouth
tooth tongue claw foot knee hand belly breasts heart liver drink eat bite see hear know sleep die kill s\vim
fly walk come lie sit stand give say sun moon star water rain stone sand earth cloud smoke firc ash burn
path mountain red green yellow white black night hot cold full new good round dry name

linguistic change is full of examples of the replacement of
unproductive morphological forms by productive ones. More
over, it is certainly the case that throughout the reconstructible
history of Indo-European *0- and *eha-stems have been the
most productive noun formations. Thus the archaic formation
may strengthen the case for the antiquity of the word but the
use of a more "recent" grammatical construction does not
necessarily indicate that the root or the cultural item itself is
more recent. In any case, the creation of a name for a particular
concept only tells us that those who created the term knew
the referent-not that their ancestors did not. The newly
created term may be a replacement for an older word with
the same referent, a word made obsolete by taboo, as is
arguably the case for any predecessors of *1J f kWos and
*h2ftkos, or for some other reason.

The semantic development of the IE lexicon has also been
seen to prOVide some evidence for the chronological ordering
of PIE. This approach, championed particularly in the works
of Wilhelm Brandenstein and still employed today, sought to
distinguish between "earlier" meanings found preserved in
Indo-Iranian and more "recent" semantic developments seen
in the other IE languages of Europe. Hence, PIE *haegros
was found in Indo-Iranian to mean 'meadow, plain' while
among the European languages it denoted a 'cultivated field'.
This reasoning, and similar observations, prompted Branden
stein to argue that the earliest meanings were preserved in
the east among primarily pastoral IE stocks, i.e., Indo-Iranian,
whose origin lay in the Asiatic steppe while later migrations
carried the Indo-Europeans into Europe where they adopted
agriculture and their inherited vocabulary experienced the
appropriate semantic shift to descrihe their new environment
and economy. The logic of this approach is suspect since the
ordering of semantic change can be reversed, e.g., it might he
argued that the word *haegros originally deSignated a
'cultivated field' and was later extended to mean simply 'plain'
by Indo-Europeans who adopted a more pastoral way of life.

A third approach is founded on the principles of geo
lingUisticS, where the "age and area" hypothesis was extended
to lingUistics to determine the antiquity of lexical items. One
of the most prominent geolinguistic prinCiples was the notion
that central areas innovate while peripheral areas tend to
conserve older forms. For example, we may reconstruct two
terms for 'fire' in PIE. One of these, *hxvtVnis displays
cognates on the IE periphery in Latin, Lithuanian and Old
Indic while the other term *peh2lJ[ is found in the more

"central" languages of Umbrian, Germanic, Old Pnlssian and
Greek. Geolinguists explained the first cognate among non
contiguous languages as the original PIE word for 'fire' which
had once extended across the territory of IE speech but was
later replaced, in the centwl region, by *pCh2l1[. This shift
was explained in sociological terms which saw a "demo
cratization" of the center with a neuter replacing the more
archaic animate form. Again, the conclusions tar outran the
evidence which merely indicated that there were at least two
terms for 'fire' in PIE which may have differed semantically.
The example of the word for 'fire', it might be noted, claims
that the more "archaic" form, i.e., the heteroc1itic *pd12vr,
was the "innovative" form.

Absolute Chronology
Absolute chronologies with calendrical dates are also

proposed on the hasis of external dating, glottochronology,
dead-reckoning and archaeologICal mference.

The first technique is seldom employed today and depends
on the identification of language contacts betwet'n PIE and
some other dated lingUistic phenomenon. GOnter Ipsen, for
example, argued that Proto-lndo-European horrowed its word
for star *h2slerfrmTI Akkadian gtarand not the Proto-Semitic
form *af}tar, therefore, Proto-Indo-European unity had existed
at least until 2000 BC when (he argued) isl<lr lirst appears in
Akkadian texts. In actual fact, such a leXIcal borrOWing is
highly dubious and there arc no datable WrItten records of
any language that prOVides us with credible evidence for the
date of PIE. To ascribe a date of c 2000 BC to Proto-Indo
European is also contradicted hy the tact that we already have
evidence for specificallyAnatolian personal names by that time.

Glottochronology, the calculation of age separation hetween
two or more genetically related languages on the baSIS of their
retention or loss of a "basic vocabulary", has been employed
to date the various "splits" between the different IE stocks
The basic, allegedly "culture-tree" vocabulary is ~1 standardized
list of either 100 (see tahle above! or 200 words. The method,
based on generalizations formed from a control sample of
European languages, particularly Romance, assumes that two
languages genetically related wlll share 80% of the words III

common after 1000 years. In the onginal exercise of this
technique on the various IE stocks, \torns S\vadesh found
the greatest time separation was hetween Lltin and Tocharian
whose split he aSSigned to about 5000 Be \vhilc most of the
other IE stocks indicated mutual separatIons Jround 4000
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BC or later. A more recent application of the method byJohann
Tischler found the range of separations from 4200 to 2400
BC with a mean date of separation of 3300 BC. Today the
technique has greater apparent credibility outside of Indo
European, e.g., Africa, Oceania, than within it, despite the
fact that the early calibration of language separations was based
on the written record of IE languages. This relative lack of
favor for Indo-European languages is because its application
in a number of test instances has been found to be far less
accurate than its purported abilities to yield absolute dates
and the fundamental logic of the technique, that languages
possess a culture-free basic vocabulary which, like radiocarbon
atoms, decays at a constant rate seems unfounded. Moreover,
the implementation of the technique has proved quite difficult,
e.g., how does one compare the basic vocabulary of languages
that are not contemporary such as Hittite and Albanian? What
constitutes a "match" when cognates can vary from identity
to root cognates with varying morphological or derivational
processes? How can one even presume that we have all the
available lexical items in languages attested in a fragmentary
state such as Anatolian and Tocharian? Although it may
provide gross order of magnitude estimates, ascribing the
separation of the IE stocks to the period from about 4500 to
2500 BC, there is so much scepticism concerning the method
that even when its results are compatible with other forms of
estimations, it enjoys very little currency among most Indo
Europeanists.

Another approach is perhaps best described as "chrono
logical triangulation", the linguist estimating the time of
separation between different languages or between language
stocks based on the observed (although admittedly subjective
ly estimated) time of language separation elsewhere in the
world. Typical approaches would be those of Warren Cowgill
who, considering the state of the IE languages at c 1500 BC,
believed that the time necessary to explain the separation of
Anatolian, Greek and Indo-Iranian should have been some
where between 1000 and 2000 years, i.e., the proto-language
should have existed c 3500-2500 BC. This same order of
magnitude has been invoked by many other linguists as the
most likely period of terminal Indo-European or the earliest
emergence of the individual IE stocks. Such a technique is
largely intuitive, and nowhere has the precise foundation for
such estimates been made explicit, but is based on the recogni
tion that all languages do change even if all languages do not
change at a uniform rate. Projecting historically attested rates
of change back into prehistory provides some sort of upper
limit on how long two actually attested languages (or stocks)
can have been diverging. Thus, even assuming that all
prehistoric Indo-European languages changed as slowly as
Lithuanian has changed, extremely "high" dates for Proto
Indo-European (say, more than 7000 BC) would be
impossible.
. A number of linguists have suggested a sequential develop
ment and disintegration of the Proto-Indo-European language.
Francisco Adrados has proposed a three-stage system: 1) a

TIME-DEPTH

pre-innexional stage before c1400 Be; 2) a monothen1atic
stage embracing the Anatolian languages that separated
c 3400-3200 BC; and 3) a polythematic stage embraced by
all the other IE languages that began their separation c 3000
2800 BC. With somewhat greater time-depth is the system
proposed by Wolfgang Meid whkh consists of an Early indo
European (c6000-4500 BC) OLlt of which the Anatolian stock
derives, a Middle Indo-European (c4500-3500 Be) and Llte
Indo-European (c 3500-2500 Be) which yields easten1 Undo
Iranian, Greek) and western (ltalic, Cermanic, etc.) groups.
Such deep chronologies are largely motivated by differences
between the evidence of Anatolian and the systems recon
structed for PIE, on the one hand, and a series of shared and
presumably late isoglosses that may be found In Indo-Iranian
and Greek. While such chronologies may conform \\1th certain
linguistic expectations, other than the presumptiOn that by
2500 Be, there was divergence among the IE languages, the
absolute dates are neither motivated nor supported by strict
linguistic evidence.

The evidence of archaeology has also been sought to shed
light on the time-depth of lndo-European and may be
conveniently divided into two types. The first presupposes
an archaeological identity for the Proto-Indo-Europeans and
suggests dates which must in general conform with the
archaeological chronology. The dates prOVIded for hoth the
systems of Adrados and Meld, for example, are to a
considerable degree motivated by an acceptance of the
"Kurgan theory" of IE origins which sets the hon1cland in the
Pontic-Caspian steppe around the fifth millennium Be.
Conversely, LucaCavalli-Sforza and Colin Renfrew, who derive
the Proto-Indo-Europeans from Anatnlia and trace their
expansions through a "wave of advance" of early fanners in
Europe, turn the clock on PIE back to at least the seventh
millennium BC. As such chronologies require one to know
where the PIE homeland was before one em discuss when it
existed, such a technique is at best circular if not wholly
conjectural.

The second system involves the use of kxico-cultural
evidence for providing broad ranges for the existence of the
proto-language before differentiation into major stocks. \Vhile
the reconstructed vocabubry cannot provide precise chrono
logical markers, it does offer general parameters of plaUSibility
concerning the date of the existence of the proto-bngl13ge In

question.
The range of domestic livestock-cattle, sheep. goat, plg

and the presence of grain and the technical vocabulary of its
processing, e.g., grinding stone, sickle, ceramic vessels, all
indicate that major divergences within the IE stocks had not
taken place before the emergence of an agncultural or
Neolithic economy. The dates for the inception of the :-Jeolithlc
vary across Eurasia but the btest of the elements here, L't'U

mies, do not generally appear before the sen'nth millennium
BC (excepting east Asia(Japan which lie far beyond any hl)rnC

land theories). This vocahulary provides rather unas~ailable

evidence that the proto-language existed at kast unt iI c' 70110
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(e.g., Proto-Celtic, Proto-Gennanic) of the vanous IE stocks.

BC if it had been situated in the Near East (Anatolia to
Baluchistan) or Greece and later if the homeland is situated
outside of the nuclear zone of Neolithic developments.

The second horizon of temporal markers is somewhat less
secure because of the nature of either the linguistic or archaeo
logical evidence. The presence in the PIE vocabulary of some
terms such as 'wool', 'plow', and words for wheeled vehicles
is supported strongly on linguistic grounds; however, the
precise location and dates for the inception of these items is
archaeologically less certain. The most recent would be carts
and wagons which do not appear in the archaeological record
anywhere in Eurasia prior to the fourth millennium BC. Terms
for metals are linguistically problematic; copper could date
anywhere from the seventh millennium BC onwards while
silver, arguably part of the IE vocabulary, is not generally found
earlier then the fourth millennium BC and then confined to
the Near East, the Caucasus and eastern Europe. If the horse
is taken to be domestic, the earliest domestic horses would
appear to date no earlier than the fifth millennium BC (some
would argue even later) and are geographically circumscribed
to eastern Europe. On both osteological evidence and the
evidence of fibres recovered from prehistoric sites, it has been
argued that the exploitation of sheep for their wool only began

at the end of the Neolithic, again c 4000 BC. Thi would also
be the same time in which we begin to see evidence of th
plow in Eurasia. Broadly speaking, there is evidence to pr 
sume that the reconstructed Indo-Europ an lexicon contains
elements whose "reality" should not long pre-date c 4000 BC.

A terminal date for Proto-Indo-European is mor a il
arrived at through the historical testimony of the IE ianguag .
Anatolian appears already by at least 2000 BC and the terminal
date of Proto-Indo-European can then be no more recent that
2500 BC. Other than perhaps 'bronze' which cannot be
reconstructed with certainty to PIE, there are few if ny
cultural diacritics that can provide us with a more preci
terminus ante quem for Proto-Indo-European. On the oth r
hand, archaeological evidence for the late Bronze Age and
Iron Age may help to provide approximate chronological
markers for the differentiation between either individual
stocks (e.g., Celtic and Germanic) or within stocks.

The Utility and Limits ofAbsolute Dates
Absolute dates are a critical part of any attempt to ituate

the Indo-Europeans in the prehistoric record but they also
have their limitations. The date ranges propo ed for Proto
Indo-European are not of the same order of preci ion as
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absolute dates employed by archaeologists based on radio
carbon, dendrochronology or cultural seriation against
historically anchored data. By its very nature, any "late" word
for a new technological item or other cultural or environmental
innovation must begin in an idiolect (individual speaker) and
then spread throughout the linguistic continuum. Such words
will be ascribed to the proto-language when they are found
to meet minimal requirements of distribution and when they
cannot be dismissed as independent creations involving
different IE stocks employing common derivational processes.
Every new word is, consequently, a loanword with a source
either internal or external to the language family in which it
is found. The most commonly accepted model of IE dispersals
envisages a linguistic continuum whose borders were con
tinually extending until it was impossible for all of its speakers
to maintain the same course of linguistic evolution. Regional
differences would then appear and lead to the formation of
dialects, languages, and ultimately stocks. The speed at which
these differences might emerge among different late lE
speaking populations was probably by no means constant
across the entire linguistic continuum of Proto-Indo-European
nor were all elements of IE phonology, morphology, or voca
bulary equally likely to undergo some form of differentiation.
For example, *m is very stable among the different IE stocks
while *kwunderwent a variety of different evolutions. I-Ience
a late invention such as the wagon and its name may have
passed among speakers of Proto-Indo-European with relatively
stable borders or among a proto-language which had expand
ed rapidly but where the existence of only small dialectal
differences still permitted the original word to pass between
speakers. On the one hand, there is no linguistic means of
knowing precisely what one is dealing with when examining
lexical reconstructions while archaeology is of no help at all
unless one believes that he or she knows precisely what cul
tures spoke Proto-Indo-European and also what the phonetic
inventory of each culture was. Hence the localization of lexical
items in both space and time depends to a large degree on
where and when one wishes to locate the IE homeland.

On the other hand, lexical-cultural items do provide some
evidence for discriminating between different hypotheses. For
example, if one wishes to maintain that the PIE homeland
was in Greece and that the Proto-lndo-Europeans had been
established there since 7000 BC and that they had dispersed
from there over the rest of Eurasia by, say, 4000 BC, then one
can evaluate the plausibility of such a proposal in light of the
reconstructed lexicon. The hypothesis suggests that the basic
reconstructed vocabulary was already present in Greece since
7000 BC. On the other hand, elements of the reconstructed
vocabulary that do not appear anywhere in Eurasia until after
4000 BC, e.g., wheeled vehicles, and animals such as the
horse, reconstrdcted to PIE, are unknown in Greece until after
2000 BC. To maintain that the language spoken in Greece
since 7000 BC evolved into the Greek language requires us
then to accept: 1) that the language spoken there since 7000
BC underwent no significant phonetic change for millennia

TIN

(otherwise the Greek words for wheeled vehicles and horses
would be detected as loanwords) and 2) that they acquired
these terms from outside Greece from a population still
speaking Proto-Indo-European (since the loanwords were
adopted in the same form as we would reconstruct to PIE on
the basis of the other IE stocks). As neither of these assuIl1p
tions is plausible, then either the place or the date (or both)
of this particular homeland solution must be wrong.

See also INDO-EUROPEAN HOMElAND; PROTo-INDO-EUROPEAN;

SUBGROUPING. U· PM.I
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TIN
There is no reconstructible term for 'tin' in PIE although

there are some clear instances of shared terms or words
borrowed from common substrates. Late Lat st.annunl or
stagnum both refer to a mixture of lead and silver, prohably a
relic of galena smelting and the cupellation process involved
in the extraction of silver from lead. In this form we can see
the confusion of lead and tin metallurgy. The Germamc forms
(ON tin 'tin', OE tin 'tin' [> NE tin], OHG zin 'tin') are to he
associated with the Latin whose initial s- may either he an
instance of s-mobile or phonetic adaptation, perhaps a InlS

segmentation oran original attributive *hacjos {C!:llnom 'tinny
metal'. The original source language remains unknown. Oir
cred 'tin' (found in composition crcdumae 'bronze', i.e., 'tin
copper') is probably an ahlaut variant of the same word *kH·n.'{

'form' whose zero-grade gives Wels Prydain 'Britain' and Oir
Cruithen 'Cruthin' (name of an ethnic group in early Irebnd
which was applied to the PiclS of northern Britain), hence it
was the 'British' metal, a reference to the important tin depnslls
in Cornwall. Alternatively, the narrowest rderence may not
have been to the smelted metal but to the ore, cassiterite. It
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this is so, the Irish masculine noun may ultimately be related
to OIr cre 'clay', Wels pridd 'clay' and Lat creta 'chalk', for
though cassiterite itself is a dark brown mineral, it gives a
characteristic white streak. Grk 1(aaa{r£po~ 'tin' has all the
hallmarks of an Aegean loanword. Efforts to provide it with
an IE etymology have not been successful nor has the attempt
to relate it to the ethnonym Kassite. Beneath the Sumerogram
NAGGA and the Akkadogram ANAKU, Hittite describes tin
as dankui-, which is homophonous with, and therefore
probably identical to, the adjective 'dark, black'. Such a form
is an unusual referent for tin which is usually thought of as
'white' and we probably see another instance of the ancient
confusion between tin and lead.

The absence of a term for tin, the major constituent alloy
which is combined with copper to make bronze, has often
been employed to indicate a terminal date before which PIE
unity was dissolved, i.e., sometime during the "Copper Age"
but before the "Bronze Age". The chronological significance
of our inability to reconstruct a PIE 'tin', however, is more
complex. The earliest material to be alloyed with copper
appears to have been arsenic (or at least copper ores naturally
high in arsenic were employed). The alloying of arsenic and
tin with copper reduced air bubbles in the casting and
provided for a much tougher implement or weapon. Arsenical
bronzes are generally found in a horizon that predates the
appearance of true, i.e., tin, bronze. This horizon appears by
the mid fourth millennium BC and includes the Kuro-Araxes
culture of the Caucasus, the Kemi Oba culture (with its
presumably imported arsenical bronzes), the late variants of
the Tripolye culture such as Usatovo, the Corded Ware culture,
Ezero, etc. But tin bronzes are also known sporadically from
the end of the fourth millennium BC in the Near East and by
the very early third millennium BC occasionally in Europe,
e.g., within the Corded Ware culture. At sites such as Troy,
which began c 2900 BC, the earliest bronzes were arsenical
and tin bronzes did not appear in any number until c 2200
BC. Tin bronzes are found elsewhere in the east Mediterranean
and in India during the early third millennium BC but
generally it is not until nearly 2000 BC that tin bronzes are
widespread in the Aegean. They appear in central and western
Europe after 2000 BC but earlier in Italy where local tin
sources may have favored their early development.

The problem with the late appearance of tin has much to
do with its rarity in nature as it is by no means as ubiquitous
as copper and the manufacture of bronze required extensive
exchange systems to carry tin from the locations where it
naturally occurred. These were limited to locations such as
Cornwall, Brittany, possibly the Massif Central of France,
Iberia, northern Italy and theErzgeberge of Central Europe.
Tin is also poorly represented in India and 70% of the copper
objects in the Indus culture have one percent or less of tin
alloyed with them. This pattern would encourage the
expectation that words for tin in the various IE stocks may
well have shown some interstock relationships, e.g., Italic
and Germanic, but these words would be unlikely to reflect

pan-IE terms as IE differentiation would have been well on
its way before tin began to appear in many regions of Eurasia.
On the other hand, arsenical bronzes should have been known
in some regions at least by the period c 3500-3000 Be, ie,
the period in which we recover some of our earliest evidence
for both wheeled vehicles and silver, two Hems that one may
attribute to PIE-speakers. This technology, however, does not
seem to be recoverable through linguistic means. This un
recoverability is not altogether surprising as arseniGl1 bronzes
were replaced by tin bronzes and it is even questionable
whether a prehistoric community would have required II

separate term for such an alloy rather than employing some
modifier on their existing word for 'copper'.

See also GOl.D; IRON; lEAD2; METAL; SILVER. IM.E.H.,J,PM.1

TIRED
*I<emha- 'grow tired, tire oneself with work' (pres. *Iap

ne-ha-ti). [IEW557 (*Kem(J)-); Wat 29 (*kem;J-); Suck 4.91;
BK 258 (*kfhJam-l*k[hJJm-)l. Mir cuma 'grief', MBret caffou

'grief', Grk 1(apvw'be tired, work hard at', 1(o).1.£w 'take care
of, attend to', Oind samyati 'becomes quiet, fatigues, ceases'.
Attested at both ends of the IE world. Surely old in this sense.

*leh]d- 'grow slack, become tired'. [lEW 666 (*Ie[i/d-);
Wat 35 (*Ie-); Buck 4.911. Lat lassLls « *11) Id-to-) 'tired', lcnis

« *Ieh]d-ni-) 'gentle', ON fatr'sluggish', leUa 'hinder', OE
fa:t 'sluggish', lettan 'hinder', OHG faz 'sluggish', lezzcn

'hinder', Goth fats 'lazy', laljan 'delay' (Gmc < *IOlclo- and
*fb]deje/o-), Lith lenas 'lazy, gentle', OCS lena 'lazy' Ohlto
Slavic < *leh]d-no-), Alb lodhet « *leh jdetoi) 'becomes tired',
Grk (Hesychius) A71<5£lv 'be tired', TochB Ijl- « assimilated
from *lb]d-n-?) 'exert oneself, tire oneself out'. Perhaps
related to the homophonous *lehjd- 'leave, let'. Cf. NE let
« *leh]de/o-), Alb Ie « *ll)jd-nelo-) 'leave, let, abandon,
allow', and surely Lith leidmi 'let in/out, let go; issue' though
the -i- of the latter form is difficult. Without the *-d- we have
the underlying *leh]-eje/o- in Hit la(j)- 'let go, allow'. As a
word meaning 'grow slack, become tired' it is widely attested,
though perhaps significantly not at the extremes of the IE
world. Probably dialectal in late PIE and largely supplanting
the previous word.

*kJhxm(-sJ- 'be fatigued, sleepy'. [VW 218-219\. Oind
k1am(y)a ti 'be(come) weary, fatigued', kljnta- 'fatigued', TochA
klis- 'sleep', TochB klants- 'sleep' « Proto-Tnch *kUn,;;-I. A
word of the east of the IE world.

*streug- 'be fatigued, exhausted'. [V\V 441]. Grk
arp£vyo).1.al 'am exhausted, worn nut; suffer distress', TochA
sruk- 'kill' (historically the causative), TochS sruk- ·dle'.
Though restricted to two stocks, the geographical distributIOn
of the reflexes strongly suggests at least late PIE status for this
word.

See also SICK; SLACK; SLEEP; SOFT; WEJ\K. \D. Q.A.I

TISZAPOLGAR CULTURE
The Tiszapolgar culture forms the early Copper Age culture

of eastern Hungary and eastern Slovakia (c 4400-3700 BCJ.
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Tiszapolgar b, House plan from Kenderes-Kulis, Hungary;
c. Male burial on right side with mandible of domestic b aT at
head and pottery; d. Female burial on left side with pottery.
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Tiszapolgar a. Distribution of the Tiszapolgar culture.

Settlements are found generally in the lowland plains. Dom
estic architecture is not well known but do~s show evidence
of small (c 4 or 5 m long) rectangular houses, hearths, pits,
and quems. It has.been suggested that the houses, post built
with mud walls, were perhaps less substantial than the earlier
Neolithic houses of the same region. Moreover, while Neolithic
settlements showed longer term settlement, those of the
Tiszapolgar culture show thinner occupation layers and no
evidence for defensive architecture. .

The agricultural economy of the culture is not well attested
but the remains of domestic animals include cattle, ovicaprids
and pig'as well as dog while the hunted animals include red
deer, roe, aurochs and wild pig. Re!llains of brown hare are
recovered from graves.

The culture produced a wide variety of ceramics and stone
implements. More impressive were the copper .shaft-hole axes
and occasional gold pendants..

The primary evidence for the culture relates to its burials
which occur both in settlements and cemeteries. The typical
form of grave was flexed burial in a pit. Sex was marked with
males buried on their right sides while females were buried
on their left. This practice is found elsewhere in Europe, e.g.,
the later Corded Ware culture, and in Asia, e.g., the

Tazabagyab, Bishkent, Vakhsh, and Swat cultures. All ofth e
other cultures are generally identified as linguistically Indo-

. European. Grave goods consisted of pottery, copper tools and
ornaments, obsidian tools, boar tusks and mandibles (typically
found with males), stone and antler axes (males), dog burials
(mainly males) and beads (females).

According to the "Kurgan model" of IE e pansions, the
Tiszapolgar culture represents a final "Old European", i. .,
native non-IE culture, which collapsed in the face of Kurgan
intrusions. On the other hand, those who seek the IE
homeland either in Anatolia with the spread of the eolithic
economy or in central Europe would identify the Tiszap 19ar
culture as part of the IE continuum. That the culture shows a
strong sexual dimorphism in burial ritual, typical of other
cultures commonly identified as Indo-European, and an
apparent decrease in stable settlement, all suggest patterns of
social and economic change that have been variously
attributed to local processes and steppe intrusions.

See also BODROGKERESZTOR CUllURE. U. p. .]

Further Readings
Bognar-Kutzian, 1. (1972) The Early CopperAge Ti zapolgar Culture

in the Carpathian Basin. Budapest, Akademiai Kiad6.
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historical records the Tocharoi are r ferred to th Yu zhi.
The evidence for the identification of the To h roi with th
"Tocharians" is meager though not wanting altogether but
the identification is more usually than not r jected. Ho e r,
in the absence of any better name, the d ignati n huck.

It is clear that Tocharian Bwas the language of the kingdom
of Kucha, used for both administrative and ordinary liter ry
purposes. It was apparently us d as a liturgical Iangu ge both
in the Kuchean kingdom and further east here it is found
side by side with Tocharian A. Nowhere are Il h rian A do u
ments found by themselves and no Tocharian A d ument
other than those of a religious content have b en found.
few Tocharian A documents are glossed in To harian B nd!
or an early form of Uighur (the Turki h languag spok n by
the contemporary inhabitants of injiang). Th f ts ha e
led to the supposition that Tocharian Awas no longer a pok n
language but rather preserved only as a liturgic 11 ngu g f
a population that itself spoke Uighur and that en as a
liturgical language it was in comp tition with Toch ri n B.

o 500km
I ,

Tocharian I The three branches of the To hart n stock. To haIian A
(Agnean or East Tocharian) is known from Qar hahr nd Turfan~

Tocharian B (Kuchean or West Tocharian) is found t Kuch and
also in Tocharian A territory~ tr ces f a third Tocharian languag ,
here designated Jocharian C, have been recovered from th Loul n
in the south of the Tarim basin.

I

TOCHARIAN lANGUAGES
Tocharian is the name given, more than a little arbitrarily,

to two languages once spoken in what is now the Chinese
province of Xinjiang in northwestern China. They are chiefly
known to us from the remains of their literatures brought to
light by Prussian, French, Japanese, and Anglo-Indian
archaeological expeditions into this pan of China in the two
decades immediately preceding the First World War. The
Tocharian documents are datable from the sixth through
eighth centuries of our era. What we have are rarely whole
documents but rather typically single leaves of manuscripts
originally brought as votive offerings to the various Buddhist
shrines in and around the inhabited area. There they were
left and subsequently were covered by the desert sands and
preserved in the almost rainless environment. Aside from this
Buddhist religious literature, almost always translations from
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit, the language of Mahayana
Buddhism, there are also remains of medical, commercial,
and legal documents.

The two languages were spoken along the northern rim of
the Tarim Basin. Tocharian A (also called "Agnean" or "East
Tocharian") is attested in documents of the regions of
Qarashahr ("Agni" in Old Indian, Yenqi in Chinese) and Turfan
in the center of Xinjiang. Remains of Tocharian B are also
found in those areas and also further west, from around Kucha
(whence the alternate name "Kuchean" or "West Tocharian").
Already in 1908 there was enough known about these
languages to make it certain that linguists were dealing with
Indo-European languages of a heretofore unknown group,
e.g., Lat pater 'father', mater 'mother': ,TocM pacar, macar,
TochB pacer, macer. Early investigators labeled this new group
as "Tocharian" under the assumption that their language was
the same as that spoken' by the Tocharoi who in the first half
of the second century BC era were driven by the Hsiung-nu
from Gansu in western China. After crossing Xinjiang, they
settled in southern Kazakhstan and adjacent areas. In
subsequent centuries, under the leadership of one of their
subtribes, tlie Kushans, the Tocharoi settled in Bactria and
eventually conquered a large area ofnorthern India. In Chinese

Skomal, S. N. (1980) The social organization of the Tiszapolgar group
at Basatanya-Carpathian Basin Copper Age. lIES 8, 75-91.

TO
*haed 'at, to'. [lEW 3 (*ad-); Wat 1 (*ad-)]. aIr ad

(preverb), OWeis ad 'to', Wels add- (prefix), Lat ad 'at, to',
ON at 'at, to', OE ret 'at, to' (> NE at), OHG az 'at, to', Goth at
'at, to', Phryg ao- 'to'. Widespread and old in IE.

·do - ·de 'to, toward'. [lEW 181-183 (*de- - *do-); Wat
10 (*de-)]. OIr do - du 'to', OLat en-do 'in', Lat do-nee 'up
to', OE to 'to' (> NE to), OHG zuo 'to', Goth du 'to, towards'
(with d- rather than t- because it always occurred in an
unstressed syllable), Lith da 'up to', Latv da 'up to', OCS do
'up to,' Grk -OE 'toward', Av -da 'to'. Old in IE.

See also AoPREPS; AWAY. [D.Q.A.l
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Comparing Tocharian A and B it is clear that the latter is the
more conservative representative of proto-Tocharian. Toch
arian A has lost all Proto-Tocharian final vowels, with the
consequence that a very large number of words are one syllable
shorter than their Tocharian B counterparts and the loss of
the final syllable, where so much of the inflectional morph
ology was located, has had a significant impact on the shape
of the language's morphology, particularly that of nouns.

On the southern edge of the basin, across uninhabitable
desert from the areas where Tocharian A and B are found, in
the Loulan (natively Kroraina) area, we find traces of another
small kingdom whose administrative language was a variety
of Middle Indic (Kharo~~hi Prakrit) but whose native language,
attested in the form of a few loanwords in the Middle Indic
administrative language, looks to have been a third Tocharian
language, "Tocharian C" if you will.

Though geographically closest to indic and Iranian, from
which both Tocharian languages have borrowed heavily in
the area of religious and other technical vocabulary, the
Tocharian languages do not seem to be particularly closely
related to them. Surprisingly Tocharian seems to share more
vocabulary with Germanic than with any other Indo-European
stock and in general its lexical and morphological closest kin
seem to be with the western Indo-European languages rather
than with those of the eastern rim. However, the number of
special relationships that Tocharian shows with any other
Indo-European stock is small and this relative lack of shared
innovations with other groups suggests that from a very early
time the pre-Tocharian dialect(s) of Proto-Indo-European may
have occupied a somewhat isolated position vis-a-vis other
late Proto-Indo-European groups. If one wishes to emphasize
the "western" connections, then the population movements
that brought the pre-Tocharians to their historical locations
seem to have reqUired a migration from a relatively western
location vis-a.-vis the center of the Proto-Indo-European group
to its far eastern edge, whatever that might mean in terms of
actual geography.

Description
From the phonological point of view Tocharian is

distinctive in the merger of all three manners of stops (voiceless
aspirated, voiceless unaspirated, and voiced aspirated) in a
single series of voiceless unaspirated stops. Many iE stocks
merge the voiced aspirated and voiced unaspirated stops but
only Tocharian and Anatolian merge all three and in Anatolian
the merger is not complete in word-internal position. Toch
arian also merges palatals, velars, labio-velars, and palatals +
-1)- as a set of plain velars. The only exception to this general
merger is in final syllables where the labio-velars and ve1ars +

-u- remain distinct as _kw _. Thus *k *g, *gh, *k, *g, *gh,
*kw, *gW, *gWh, *1(1), *gt.1, *ghl), all become Tocharian kin
most instances. Tocharian is further characterized by the
palatalization of both dentals 'and tectals (palatals, velars, and
labio-velars) before PI E front vowels; on the other hand, in
the absence of front vowels, Tocharian behaves as a centum

TOCHARlAN LANGUAGES

language, e.g., TochB kante 'hundred', unlike its lndl)-Iranian
neighbors. Tectals appear as sin this position when palatalized
while PIE *d and *dh appear as Tocharian {5, and PIE *{

appears as {s before PiE *j and as c elsewhere. The different
fate of PIE *{ when palatalized means that palatalization must
have preceded the merger of the three manners of stops. Some
what later in this history of Tocharian PIE *i, *e, and *u merge
as Tocharian a(appearing as a when stressed in Tocharian B)
and *e « *e or *ehJ) and *0 merge as Proto-Tocharian *c

(TochB e, TocM a). The most common developments of PIE
sounds in Tocharian are given in the accompanying table.

While the phonological systeln of Tocharian shows sigmfi
cant innovations in comparison with its PIE ancestor, other
parts of the granlmar have been quite conservative. Tocharian
merges the inherited neuter with the nlasculine in the singular
and the feminine in the plural and like Germanic proliferates
n-stems enormously. Late in its history original postpositions
become phonologically attached to the preceding noun as a
new set of case endings. in the verb the imperati\·e is
innovatively marked with a prefiX pa- and unlike most IE
groups the second person singular ending of the verb shows
a -{- rather than an -s-. However, both noun and verb preserve
the three-way PlE distinction of singular, dual, and plural.
The noun preserves, at least in part, five of the eight PIE cases
(namely: nominative, accusative, genItive, ahlative, and
vocative) and the verb shows three of the PI E moods
(norninative, optative, and imperative), two of the PIE 3spects
("present" and aorist; the PIE perfect is represented by the
Tocharian past participle), and two PIE tenses (present and
past, the latter from the PIE aorist past, along with rehllllt
traces of the PIE imperfect).

Tocharian Origins
The earliest certain evidence for the Todurians derives from

their own records of the sixth century AD. Chinese historical
records, which report no ethnic or lingUistic changes during
the previous seven hundred years, allow the linguistic situation
of the sixth century AD to be prOjected back to at least the
end of the second century Be. Any attempt to estahlish a still
greater antiquity reqUires certain assumptions, e.g., the fact
that the two surviving representatives of Tocharian arc
markedly different and would require (presumably) an
extended period of separation after the fonnation of the Pmto
Tocharian stock~ some have estimated c i 000 years, but this
time-depth is by no means certain nor is it certain that this
differentiation necessarily took place in XinjLlng. Al.so, the
Toeharians have frequently been identified in Chinese
historical sources as a people known as the Yuezhi and
references to the Yuezhi, situated according to eh inest.'
documents north of the main bend of the Yellow River and
south of the Altai, go back to about the fifth century Be.

Unlike most other extinct groups of IE speakers, we ~lfC

particularly fortunate with regard to the Tocharians in one
respect. There is graphic representation of theLr appearance
in caves in Kneha (Qizil and Qumtura) that served as Buddhist
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Proto-Indo-European and Tocharian Phonological Correspondences

PIE TochB PIE TochB
*p > p *PQatt~r 'father' pacer 'father'
*b > p *dhubros'deep' tapre 'high'
*bh > p *bhere/o- 'carry' par- 'carry
*t > t ~ c *tritos 'third' trite 'third'

*Cekos 'running water' cake 'river'
*d > t ~ ts ~ 0 *duhxeha- 'burn' twa- 'kmdle'

*deme/o- 'build' tsam- 'grow
*doru 'tree, wood' or 'wood'

*dh > t ~ ts *dhI,Joros 'door' twere'door'
*dheigh- 'shape, mold' tslk- 'shape, build'

*l< > k~s *KI[1tom 'hundred' kante 'hundred'
*Keuke/o- 'call' sausam 'calls out'

*g > k-s *gonl)ihJ 'knees' keni 'knees'
*genu- 'jaw' TochA San\H'I!J 'pws'

*gh > k-s *ghI,Jonos'sound' kene'melody'
*ghI,Jerje/o- 'hunt' serltsi 'to hunt'

*k > k-s *krupijos'rough' karpiye 'common'
*keuke/o- 'call' saus:lrn 'calls out'

*g > k-s *leg- 'collect' lak- 'see, look'
*ger(ha)6n- 'aged' sran- 'old'
*geulih Zen- 'possessing coals' soliye 'hearth'

*gh > k-s *loghos 'lying place' /eke 'hed'
*leghe/o- 'lie' lyasaJT1 'lies'

*kw > k - s - kw *kwokW]os 'wheel' kokalc 'wheel'
*kWety6res 'four' Slwer 'four'
*sokwos 'jUice, sap' sekwc 'pus'

*gW > k - s - kw *gWou- 'cow' keu 'cow'
*gWeneha 'woman' sana 'wife'

*gWh > k - 5 - kw *gWhl)-sKe/o- 'strike' kisk- 'scatter apart'
*s > S-$ *50 'this, that' se'such'

*sdpos 'fat' ~lypc 'grease, omtmt'nt'
*i > y *jebhe/o- 'enter' yap- 'enter, set (of sun)'
*14 > w - (TochB) Y *l,J.1sos 'poison' wast' 'poison

*l,J.ehjntos 'wind' ycnte (TochA W:Wl) \\,md'
*m > m *mehater'mother' macer 'mot her'
*n > n~fi *nu 'now' no 'however'

*neyos 'new' iimvc 'ne\v
*1 > *loghos 'lying place' leke 'hed'
*r > r *hzrudhros'red' rarre'rccf
*J;:,l > an/an *dpgwheha- 'tongue' kantwo'tongue'
*rp > am/am *kIPtom 'hundred' kante 'hundred'

*1 > allal *tJneh2- 'raise' rallar!1 'raises'
*r > ar/ar *k[djeha- 'heart' karya- 'heart, will'
*1 > (y)a/(y)a - ala *ghim-reha- 'winter' TochA sarme \vintcr'

*1).isos 'poison' wase 'pOlson
*e > (y)aI(y)a *hlekyos 'horse' yakH'c 'horst."
*e > (y)e *ghyerje/o- 'hunt' serftsi 'to hunt'
*a > a *haege/o- 'drive' ak- 'drive'
*£1 > a *mehater 'mother' macer "mother'
*0 > e *g6mbhos 'peg, tooth' keme'tooth'
*6 > a *dhohxneha- 'grain' rano'seed'
*u > ala *dhubr6s'deep' taprc 'high'
*0 > 0 *nii 'now' no 'howen:r'
*hl > 0 *hledsto- 'meal' ycsti 'meal'
*h2 > 0 *h2euh20s 'grandfather' ,1\VC '± grandfathn'
*h) > 0 *h]okW'eye' ck 'eye'
*h4 > 0 *h40rghis'testicle' crk 'test ide'
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shrines. These depict tall individuals with red or blond hair,
blue or green eyes, wearing the garb of the Iranian-speaking
Sassanians and armed with broadswords. These descriptions
also match Chinese descriptions of the Yuezhi who are
themselves portrayed on statues for the first century BC from
Khalchayan in Bactria as light-haired and blue-eyed.

The unquestionable evidence for European intrusions into
the province of Xinjiang has been abundantly augmented by
the remains of over a hundred naturally preserved mummies
of a Europoid or, at least, Caucasoid physicaf type. The earliest
of these mummies have been dated to c 2000 BC. The
archaeological context for at least some of the Europoid burials
is the Qawrighul culture (c 2000 BC) whose burials in shaft
graves, lined with timber or stone, and surrounded by
enclosures bear some broad resemblance with Copper Age
and Bronze Age cultures of the Eurasian steppe. Moreover,
the presence of offering-places associated with the heads and
legs of horses has direct parallels with steppe cultures. These
links, however, are more broadly generic rather than specific
with any particular culture and so the question of the origin
of the recently defined Qawrighul culture itself must still
remain open.

One might expect that the identification of a Caucasoid or
Europoid physical type might secure the earliest identification
of Indo-Europeans in western China but the matter is more
complicated. In addition to the evidence of the mummies we
also have human skeletal remains retrievable from burials from
c 2000 BC onwards and these are believed to reflect several
types of Caucasoids, the earliest reputedly bearing the greatest
similarity with populations of the steppe-lands from the
Ukraine across Siberia~ later populations show greater
similarities with prehistoric populations of Central Asia. There
were thus several movements of Europoid populations into
Xinjiang and this is hardly unexpected as the region was not
only occupied by Tocharian~speakers but also .by Iranian-'
(Khotanese Saka) and some lndic- (Karo$thI Prakrit) speakers.
For the most part, the mummies themselves are distributed
both temporally and spatially in regions where one might
expect Tocharians although some of th~ earliest mummies
predate our historical records by up to two thousand years
and their linguistic identity can hardly be secure. Genetic

. analysis of the Xinjiang mummies is still in its infancy but
does indicate that the mummies reflect the same DNA patterns
found among the earliest stratum of European populations.
The earliest evidence of the Mongoloid physical type in this
part of Xinjiang is set to c 1000'BC and i· would appear that
the ancestors of the Tocharians were probably in the Tarim
Basin prior to the expansion of the Chinese into the same
region.

Associating the arrival of the Tocharians with a specific
archaeological cultur~ is extremely difficult. The mummies,
for example, are generally unaccompanied by metal artifacts
and their own cultural milieu as well as that of the historical
Tocharians is simply too poorly known to posit connections
with cultures outside of Xinjiang. The employment of twill
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Tocharian II Tocharian territory is indicated with the brok n lin .
The Qawrighul culture offers a possible candidate £ r Proto-u harlan
n the second millennium Be. Potential outside arch logic 1
sources for the Tocharians might include the Andr n ultur
and the earlier Afanasevo culture.

in the weaving of the textiles associated with th mummi
points to more westerly connections but this could in 01
distant connections anywhere from the Cauc sus to w t m
Europe.

Although the Tocharians are not clo ly asso iat d with
the Indo-Iranians, the origins of the latter cann t b ntirely
disassociated from Tocharian origins. Contacts b tw en th
two language stocks seem to be quite late, Le. t no rlier than
the first millennium BC, e.g., Old Persian- or Prakrit-v hari n
loans, or more recent. Almost all discussions of Indo-Iranian
origins would locate the staging area of their migr tion in
the steppe and forest-steppe of Kazakhstan and e tern iberia
in the period c 2000 BC. This was the period durin hich
the steppe was occupied by the Andronovo culture, broad
cultural horizon of various cultures who er primarily
engaged in mobile stockbreeding. It is possibl th t th
ancestors of the Tocharians may have been part of th ndr
novo culture, the sites of which are found on the w stem
highland approaches to the Tarim Basin; howev r, th b nc
ofloanwords between early Indo-Iranian and Tochari n do
not provide any linguistic support for such a hypoth is.

. One of the ways of maintaining an early lingui ti
separation between Tocharians and Indo-Iranian within n
archaeological context is by associating the ance tors of the
Tocharians with the Afanasevo culture ( 3500-2000 BC) of
the Altai-Yenisei region. The culture has often b en d rived
from west of the Urals because of the Europoid physical typ
of its population, its employment of mixed stockbreeding
(cattle, sheep, possibly horse), some evidence for heeled
vehicles, and ceramic forms (point d-based ve sets, ensers).
In one model, the Afanasevo culture would be en as the
initial expansion of a mixed stockbreeding-agri uhur 1so i ty
across the eastern steppe in the ad ance of th later Andronovo
(?Indo-lranian) culture which then replaced it. There are 1 0
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some tenuous connections between the Afanasevo culture and
western China. If these should be strengthened, we may have
a model for the earliest Indo-European movements into
Xinjiang. But even here, it must be noted that not all
archaeologists accept the derivation of the Afanasevo culture
from the west and if it should prove to have a purely local
origin or be more closely related to cultures of Central Asia,
other solutions to the problem of Tocharian origins would
have to be devised.

See also INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES; QAWRIGHUL CULTURE.

[D.Q.A., j.PM.]
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TODAY
?*h]o-die'today'. [Del 297] . lat hodie 'today', OInd a-dya

'today'. Temporal adverbial; lat hodie is based on the
composition of a demonstrative pronoun and the ablative case
of 'day', viz. h-o-die while the Old Indic form joins an
adverbial particle with an old instrumental (*a-dyavi) 'on this
day'. Independent formations and not reconstructible for PIE.

See also TIME. [PB.]

TONGUE
*dTJghuha- 'tongue'. [lEW 223 (*dI)ghu); Wat 15

(dlJghu-)~GI 714 (*t'I)tuH-); Buck 4.26]. OIr tengae'tongue',
MWeis tafawl 'tongue', Olat dingua 'tongue', lat lingua

'tongue', Osc fangvam 'tongue', ON lunga 'tongue', OE lUnge
'tongue' (> NE tongue), OHG zunga 'tongue', Goth rugg()
'tongue', OPrus insuwis 'tongue', Lith liezu\ris 'tongue', OCS
j~zyka 'tongue', Rusjazyk'tongue', Arm lezu 'tongue', Av hizu
'tongue', OInd jihva 'tongue', TochA kantu 'tongue', TochB
kantwo 'tongue'. The loss of d- before *-1)- is probably regular
in Baltic and Slavic. In Tocharian we have nletathesis ( *k,intv,:o

< *tankwo) while in Lithuanian, Armenian, and pOSSIbly Latin
we have the initial rebuilt by influence of various words for
'lick'. The Celtic words reflect an initial *sd-. The remodeling
in Indo-Iranian is more difficult. In any case a very strong
candidate for PIE status.

See also EAT AND DRINK; MOUTH. [DQ.A.I

Further Readings
Hilmarsson,]. (1982) Indo-European 'tongue'.jIES 10, 355-3b7 .

Winter, W (1982) Indo-European words fur 'tongue' and 'fish' :\

reappraisal.jIES 10,167-186.

TOOL
*Jiw)ruis '± tool'. [IE\;\/ 938-940 (*(s)ker-); BK 246

(*kfhJar-l*kfhJJr-)]. Lith kitvis 'ax', Rus cen'f'sickel', Olnd
krvi- 'weaving instrument'. A word of the center and east of
the IE world whose various meanings offer little scope for
precise semantic reconstruction. From *kH'er- 'do, make' or
possibly *(s)ker- 'cut'.

See also AUGUR; AWL; Ax; CLUB; CRAFT; CUT; HANDLE; HOOK;

KNIFE; MAKE; NET; OAR; P1N; PLow; QUERN; RAzOR; REINS;

SICKLE; SUNG~ SPEAR; SWORD; TORCH; WEDGE; WHEEL~

WHETSTONE; YOKE. [D.Q.A.l

TOOTH
*hld6nt- 'tooth'. [lEW 289 (*cdon{-); \Vat ] 1 (*dcnl-);

GI 714 ( *(e)r'onth-); Buck 4.27; BK 418 ('I:a£,_/*,)(_) I Oir dt,t
'tooth', Wels dant 'tooth', lat dens 'tooth', ON {~)nn 'tooth',
OE tojJ 'tooth' (> NE tooth), OHG zand 'tooth', Coth tun!JUs
'tooth', OPms dantis 'tooth', Lith dantis 'tooth', Rus dcsni «
Proto-Slavic *dft-sna) 'gum', Grk 6c5wv'tooth' (Aeolic E8ovrE~

'teeth'), Arm atamn 'tooth', Av dantan- 'tooth', Oind (Lin{
'tooth'. The oldest reconstructible word for 'tooth' in IE. In
origin the participle of *h]ed- 'eat', d. Hit adan{- 'eaten'.

*g6mbhos 'tooth, setlrow of teeth; peg'. 11E\V )09
(*gombho-s); Wat 19 (*gembh-); GI 714 ( *K'cm-tJ1

-); Buck
·~.27; BK 280 (*k'am-/*k'Jm-)l. ON kambr'comb', OE camb

'comb, crest' (> NE comb), OHG kamb 'comb', Lith 2arflhas

'edge, brim', latv zuobs'tooth', OCS z9bo 'tooth', Alb dhcmb
'tooth, tusk', Grk YOJ1qJor; 'large wedge-shaped bolt or nail',
OIndjambha- 'tooth', TocM kam 'tooth', TochB kClI1c'tooth'.
Cf. *gembh- '± show the teeth, snap at, bite' if this lattl'f verb
is not itself semantically a backformation from *,~()mhho

'tooth'. A newer word than *hldc)nt-, but clearly of PIE date.
See also ANATOMY; EAT AND DRINK; MOUTH. lD.QA I

Further Readmg
Narten,]' (1965) Al pimhha-, gr. yO).lCPOC; cmd VtT\Nandtl's. KZ lLJ.

255-264.
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TORCH
*ghvsks'torch'. [lEW 495 (*g-h~16k!J-)]. Lat fax (- faces)

'torch', facetus 'fine, courteous, polite' « *'shining') , Lithivake

'candle'. The underlying verb is to be seen in Alb dukem «
*g-huk-e/o-) 'appear, am visible, show up', Grk (Hesychius)
olaq)(XGa'EIV « *-ghl}.ak-je/o-) 'show through, be transparent'.
A word of the west and center of the IE world.

See also SHINE; TooL. [D.Q.A.]

TORTOISE
*gheluhxs 'tortoise'. [JEW 435 (*ghel-ou-); Wat 22

(*ghelu-); GI451 (*tel-u-)]. OCS iely(gen. ielOve) 'tortoise',
Rus i61vi 'tortoise' (obsolete in NRus) , ie1vak'tumor' « *'hard
lump under the skin'), SC ielva 'tortoise', Grk .leAve; - .lEAVVl1
'tortoise'. By its distribution, at least a word of the center of
the IE world. The morphological shape (a noun in *-uhx-) is
quite old in IE; therefore, it is likely that this word was once
pan-IE. It should be noted that the word generally refers to
the 'tortoise' or Testudo rather than the marine variant, i.e.,
the 'turtle'.

The tortoise or turtle has been employed in early debates
on the IE homeland since its northern distribution was limited
to areas south of Scandinavia and northern Germany which
had been once advanced as homeland territories. The tortoise
is known from the TRB culture of northern Europe and in
Neolithic contexts from Latvia and Estonia. Its value for
resolving the IE homeland problem is minimal at best.

See also ANIMAL. [D.Q.A.]

TOUCH
*tag- 'touch'. [lEW 1054-1055 (*tag-); Wat 69 (*tag-); GI

371; Buck 15.71; BK 100 (*t[hJak'-I*t[hJJk'-)]. Lat tango

'touch', integer 'undamaged' « *'untouched'), tagax 'thievish',
taxim 'secretly', taxa 'estimate, assess', OE paccian 'touch
lightly, stroke', Grk n:raywv 'seizing'. At least a word of the
west and center: of the IE world.

*deg- 'touch' (pres. *d6gei - *dege/o-). [Buck 11.13]. ON
taka 'touch, take, seize', Goth tekan 'touch', TochB tak- 'touch'
(TochB pres. cek-, subj. tek-). The exact morphological match
of ON taka and TochB tek- and Goth tekan and TochB cek
would seem to guarantee at least a late PIE status for this
word.

*m}K- 'touch lightly'. [lEW 724 (*melk-); Del 269]. Lat
mulceo 'stroke, touch lightly, fondle', Olnd mrsati 'strokes,
touches'. Though not Widely attested, the geographical
distribution of that attestation strongly suggests PIE status.

*klep- '± lay hand to'. [lEW 604 (*Klep-); Wat 31
(*klep-); Buck 11.56; BK 266 (*k/h]alY-/*k/h/JIY-)]. Pres.
*klepje/o- in Grk KAbrrw 'steal', TochB kalyp- 'steal'; d. TochB
klepe '± theft'. Other presents: Goth hlifan 'steal', OPrus
auklipts 'concealed', TachE kalp- 'find, get, achieve, obtain',
klyep- '± touch (with the hands), investigate, test', Cf. also
OE hrlftre 'halter' (> NE haIler), OHG halftra 'bridle', OE
he1ma 'rudder, tiller' (> NE helm), hielfe 'handle'. Reasonably
widespread, certainly in PI E.

TRANSFUNCTIONAL GODDESS

*ghrei- 'touch lightly, graze (the surface 00'. [IE\\/457
( *ghrei-); Wat 23 ( *ghrei-)). Lith gr(j)ejD 'skim (crean1)', Grk
Xpzw 'touch the surface of a body lightly, graze; (hence) rub
or anoint (with oil), coat with color'. A word of the center of
the IE world. The Germanic words sometimes adduced here,
OE grIma 'mask, helmet; ghost', MDutch grIme "dirt', seem
semantically very distant.

Sec also STEAL. [D.Q.A.]

TRACK
*pedom 'footprint, track'. [JEW 791-792 (*pcdo-m); d.

Wat 47 (*ped-); GI 237 (*phet'-om): BK 44 (*plh/:lt'-I
*p[h]Jt'_)]. Mir ined(DIL inad)« *eni-pedo-) 'pOSItIOn, place,
trace', Osc penlm 'ground', ON fet'step', Lith ped'l "footprint',
Lat peda 'sale, footprint', OCS podii "ground', Grk Jr£8ov
'ground', Arm het 'footprint, track', Hit pt"d:ln 'place'. Av
paoam 'track', Oind padam 'track', perhaps TochA p.Hs

'bottom', TochB patsa 'bottom' (if < *pedehl-)' From *ped
'foot'. PIE status.

.see also FOOT. [A.DVI

TRANSFUNCTIONAL GODDESS
Although there is no linguistic evidence to pOSit the

existence of a PIE transfunctional goddess, a female figure
who prOvides support to the three estates of the priesthood,
warrior and herder-cultivator, there is abundant stnlLtural
evidence of such a figure among various H: peoples.

The lndic Devi (OInd devI, 'female delty') was a transfunc
tional goddess. She represented wisdom (DeVfm<ihjtrn,,vam
3.11), and warrior power (De\tfm,jh-Umyam 3.42 ct passim);

in fact, her teeth became red after she devoured her enemIes
(DevImahatmyam 11.44-45). She also had control over
conception (Devlmahatmyaln 1.75). Various Inchc goddesses:
Lak$ml, Alak$mI, Uma, ParvaU, Durga, K~llL and Sarasv3tI
are subsumed into Devt, according to Tantric philosophy. Her
pre-Indo-European origins are reOected in bird and snake
iconography; she rode in a chariot yoked to swans
(DevImahatmyam 11.13) and she car~ied a snake
(DevImahatmyam 11.14). It must be noted that this
ascendancy of a female deity in no way reneets a gynocentric
society, for DevI grants 'wealth, sons ... and prosperity'
(Devlmahatmyam 12.4I).

Devi: was born from the united light which emanated from
the bodies of the major lndic deities. Each gave her an
attribute: weapons, jewels, the lotus, lions, and annUL Thus
armed, Devi saved the world from the enemies of the deities.
One may compare Lak$mI, who gave each of her art ributes to
a different deity, and the Greek Pandora, the 'all-giver' or the
'gift of all'.

The Iranian goddess ArJdvl SOra Anahlta, "the moist "or
'Oowing'; d. Oind rd- 'to flow') one, the strong one (OInd
sura 'strong', heroic'; d. Oir caur\varriorl the pure one (OInel
an-ahita 'without a stain')' was invoked in the AvcstJ and in
Iranian inscriptions dating to c 400 Be. AnahiU was a trans
functional goddess who bestowed wisdom upon the priests,
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valor upon the warriors, and fecundity upon all others. She
was a river goddess, personified as a woman of great beauty.
She is particularly invoked in A vesta, Yast 5. In Old Persian
inscriptions dating from the reign of Artaxerxes II (405-359
BC), Anahita was named second only to the supreme god,
Ahura Mazdah.

Athene was the Greek goddess of wisdom and craft, and
she brought victory in war. She was not Proto-Indo-European
in origin; she has the greatest affinity with Near Eastern warrior
goddesses such as the Syrian Anat. According to Hesiod
(Theogony 924), she was born from the head of Zeus, after
the god had swallowed his wife Metis 'wisdom, counsel'. The
transfunctional Athene was invoked in inscriptions as Hygieia
'health', Polias 'guardian of the polis', and Nike 'victory'.
Although she was a virgin, she was invoked by women who
wished to conceive, as 'Mother'. She won the patronage of
Athens by participating in a contest with the Water god
Poseidon. Each gave a gift to the city: Poseidon, a well of sea
water; Athene, the olive-tree. The Athenians voted, and decid
ed that the olive-tree was of greater importance. According
to St Augustine (De Civitate Dei, 18.9) the women voted for
Athene, who won the contest by a single vote. Poseidon was
angry with the outcome of the vote, and, to appease him, the
right to vote was taken away from Athenian women, along
with the right to confer their names upon their children.

Roman Minerva (::; Greek Athene) was goddess of wisdom,
handicraft, and war, particularly strategic war; she was born
fully armed from the head of Jupiter, her father. Minerva
became part of the Roman state triad: Jupiter, Juno, Minerva.
In Etruscan inscriptions, which may be the oldest attestations
of this goddess, Minerva is called Menrva, Menerva, or Menar
va. When associated with Mars, Minerva was called Nerio
(cf. Porphyrion, Commentum in Horatium Flaccum, Epistles
Il.2.209), a name which may be cognate with Germanic
Nerthus, Greek avryp, OInd nara-, 'man'. The term means
'strength' and hence 'manly strength, heroic man'. Plautus
(Truculentus 515) calls Nerio the wife of Mars. Nerio, just as
Minerva, represented the one who inspires the power to fight.

Irish tradition is replete with examples of trifunctional
goddesses although her~ they are generally deconstructed into
different divinities representative of their constituent
functions. That this deconstruction is precisely the process
that has occurred is most easily seen in the history of the
three Machas, divine figures all bearing the same name but
whose careers reflect different aspects of the transfunctional
goddess. The first Macha was the wjfe of Nemed, o~e of the
earliest settlers of Ireland, and was herself a prophetess. The
second Macha (Macha Mongruad) vied for the kingship of
Ulster defeating her male opponents and was known as a
warrior (and also one of the battle-goddesses). The final Macha
(Macha Sanraith) came to live with the widower Crunniuc
and brought him prosperity. In a striking parallel with the
Indic tradition, she ran a race against the kings horses and,
crossing the finishing line first, gave birth to twins.

See also GODDESSES; RIvER GODDESS. (M.R.D.l

TRB I a. Area of the IRB culture.

TRBCULTURE
The IRB (Trichterbech r or 'Funnel-n ck d-b ak r')

culture is the primary Neolithic culture f th north Eur p an
plain c4500-2700 BC. Sites are distributed from the ether
lands across northern Europe, including the ther! nds,
south Scandinavia, Germany, Poland and the n rth est
Ukraine.

IRB settlements range from small 'camp it t large
villages, in some instances surrounded by multiple dit hand
palisade constructions. Rectangular houses on the ord r of
15 x 6 m in size, have been excavated as well as hors shoe
shaped buildings. The settlements exhibit a mixed agricultural
basis, with marked regional patterns that ran e fr m 10 land
agricultural sites to upland sites with a presumably pa t r 1
economy Cereals from Scandinavian sites in lude wheat
(Triticum monococcum, T. dicoccon, T. ae tivum), b rley
(Hordeum vulgare), and brome (Bromus se alinus) while
among the fruits was the apple (Malus sylve trl )~ re idue of
oil from flax (Linum usitatissimum) has been reco er d from
a flask. IRE sites in Poland have also yielded sp It (Triti urn
spelta), millet (Panicum miliaceurn), p a (Pi um ativum),
lentil (Lens culinaris) and flax (Linurn u itati imum). Among
the domestic animals cattle predominate, followed by pigs
and ovicaprids very much in third place. Wild game included
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red and roe deer, elk, aurochs, wild pig, bear, horse, badger,
wolf, fox, beaver, hare, otter, wildcat, lynx, marten and in the
Baltic region, seal. Fish remains have included carp, pike and
eel as well as shellfish. Wood remains have included alder,
birch, beech, elm, maple, oak, pine and yew.

In technology, there is evidence for both the plow and
wheeled vehicles, at least in the eastern region of IRB distri
bution. The ceramics are typified by beakers and amphorae
with wide flaring mouths and a series of cult vessels are also
known, particularly from Danish ritual complexes. Copper
was acquired by exchange while stone "battle-axes" were also
known. The rich flint industry also involved the mining of
flint. Burial varies on a regional and chronological basis and
includes inhumation in pits, timber graves of box- and tent
like construction, stone cists, megalithic tombs and earthen
long barrows. Traces of apparent mortuary houses and large
ditched-enclosures have also been uncovered.

The TRB culture occupies an important role in any dis
cussion of IE origins since its territory is broadly coincidental
with that of the later Germanic and possibly Baltic and Slavic
languages, and, perhaps more importantly, its distribution is
also broadly coincidental with the Globular Amphora and
Corded Ware cultures which are widely regarded as major
vectors for the expansion of the IE languages. Moreover, as it
yields evidence of the plow, wheeled vehicles, and the horse
(wild or domesticate is uncertain), it can accommodate the
minimum cultural requirements for identifying a prehistoric
culture as potentially Indo-European. Its origins are a topic
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of considerable controversy and it has been derived variously
from Neolithic cultures of western, central and eastern Europe
(Rossen and Lengyel cultures) although recent opinion has
rather emphasized its indigenous character and sought its
origin in the acculturation of local hunter-gatherers who
apparently resisted the agricultural economy of their southern
neighbors until forced by changing environmental conditions
to adopt the new subsistence base. For those argUing an IE
origin either in the initial spread of the Neolithic economy or
a later expansion from central Europe, e.g., the Linear Ware
culture, then the IRB culture is generally identified as Indo
European. On the other hand, in the "Kurgan solution" to
the IE homeland problem the TRB culture has been cast in
the role of an indigenous non-IE culture, marked by
associations with the Mother Goddess, and ultimately replaced
by IE cultures such as the Globular Amphora, Baden and
Corded Ware cultures.
See also CORDED WARE CULTIJRE; GLOBUlAR AMPHORA CULTIJRE;

LINEAR WARE CULTURE. lJ.PM.]

Further Reading
Midgley, M. (1992) TRB Culture: The First Fanners of the North

European Plain. Edinburgh, Edinburgh University Press.

TREE
*d6ru (gen. *dr6us) 'wood, tree'. [lEW 214-217

(*deru-); Wat 12 (*deru-); GI 525-526 (*t'e/orw-/*t're/ou-);
Buck 1.42; Fried 140-149; BK 151 ( *t'Yar-/*t'Ydr-)]. aIr daur
(OIL dair) (gen. daro) 'oak', Wels dar (pI. darwen) 'oak' «
Proto-Celtic *dam- with unexplained *-a- rather than *-0-),
Grk 86pv 'tree trunk, wood; spear', Hit tam 'tree, wood', Av
dauru (gen. draos) 'tree trunk, piece of wood, wooden
weapon', a lnd dam (gen. drab - dnJI)ab) 'wood', TochAB or
'wood' (TochB [pl.j anva 'firewood'); with a generalized zero
grade: Myc du-ru-to-mo 'woodcutters', OInd has dnJ- 'wood,
wooden implement; tree, branch', one should compare aIr
dmi (DIL dmf) « *dru-l)id-) 'druid, I.e., knower of trees';
from an extended *druha-, perhaps originally a collective:
Lith drutas 'strong' « *'± tree-like'), Alb drize 'Christ's thorn'
(*dri [< *druhrJ + -ze, a diminutive suffix), Grk 8pvq'tree,
oak'; from *druhao/eha-: OCS (pI.) druva 'wood', Alb dm
'wood, tree', drushk'oak'; from *drel)om: ON tre'tree, wood',
OE treow 'tree, wood' (> NE tree), Goth triu 'wood, tree';
from *deTl)o/eha-: Wels denven 'oak' (pI. denY), ON tjara
'tar', OE teom 'tar' (> NE tar), Lith derva 'tar', Latv datva
'pitch', OCS drevo « *deTl)om) 'tree'. The evidence of Greek,
Hittite, Indo-Iranian and Tocharian reveals that the neuter
paradigm was the basic one in PIE while Germanic-Baltic
Slavic show a regularly derived thematic formation *drel)o-,
with new e-grade, that may itself be a dialect form in late PIE.
Cr. the metaphorical use of 'oak' and 'true' in the related set:
ON tryggr 'trustworthy, faithful', OE tn~ow 'trustworthy,
faithful' (> NE true), Goth triggws « *dreuha-CjJo-)
'trustworthy, faithful'.

The generic word for 'tree' is one of the best attested words

in the entire IE vocabulary, with cognates in at least eleven
stocks. Many of these cognates simply denote 'tree' or 'wooer.
But in a strikingly large number of cases we find some
metonymic or functional extension of rneaning, for example,
'bow, spear' (NPers damna 'rainbow'), 'trough', or 'spoon' (Ann

targal). Or there appears to have been a shift to a specific
tree, as in Wels denven 'oak'. Often we find a metaphoric
shift of some sort such as 'firm', 'brave', 'hard' or indeed in
Grk jpv-axapvi1~as in 'the knotty, ironwood hard Achar
nians'. These associations of 'tree' to property are most salient
in Germanic where phonologically unimpeachable cognates
show up not only with the sorts of meanings cited above but
more particularly with meanings like 'truth', 'loyalty', e.g.,
ON trD 'belief'" The relative status of these arboreal as against
tree-derived meanings have understandably provoked
controversy which has not been resolved by attempts to keep
the two sets of meanings entirely separate on purely linguistic
grounds. The huge number of reflexes of this term include
all the ablauts and many other phonologIcally possihle
variations: full-grade *deru- as in Wels denvcn, f)-grade *dcjnl
as in Grk 86pv and zero-grade *dnl- as in Crk L1pv-.

The most important arboreal taxonomic ambiguity is

between 'tree/wood' and the specific meaning of 'oak'. In
Albanian, for example, dru means 'wood' but drushk means
'oak'. The strong evidence, however, is in Greek and Celtic
The latter includes a complete set of terms related to druidic
cult: 'oak', 'acorn', and 'mistletoe'. In Greek some evidence
indicates the standard tree 8iv8pov (as in Pindar) while other
reflexes of *deru- such as 8pv~ strongly suggest 'oak' in
religious contexts such as L1lv8pv.Lleor 'Zeus's grove' In terms
of Celtic and Greek, one might claim that the origmal meaning
would have been 'oak', specifically the English or hrown oak,
which was dominant through much of Eurasia. The oak was
then critical in a druidic-type cult and was also strongly
associated with such properties as hardness, tnuh and loyalty,
as the oak is to this day. During the extensive migrations,
often into areas where oak was rare, the meanings shIfted to
other trees such as the pine or larch or to obJects made of
wood, or to generic 'tree/wood'. Despite the allure of this "oak
hypothesis", the bulk of evidence, partlcularly the meaning
'tree' found in peripheral stocks such as Germanic. Hittite
and Tocharian, convinces most scholars that the original
denotation of *dcjru was 'tree, wood' and it was only shifted
to 'oak' in specific stocks.

*l)idhu 'tree, forest'. [IE~V 1177 (*l)idhu-); Buck 1.41; \Vat
78 (*widhu-)]. aIr fid 'tree', Wels &\-\'f'dd 'tree', ON rhlr
'forest', OE widu 'wood', OHG witu 'wood'. Dialectally west
IE. Since three of the five terms denote 'tree' or 'forest' or
'wood', we can postulate a peculiar syncretism of three distinct
arboreal referents which are kept apart in most languages and
probably were in PIE.

*kwresnos'tree; brush(wood)'. [IE\-V633 \ *kt)fe.s-')I. Olr
crann (with secondary -3- rather than expected -c-) 'tree", \\'ds
pren 'tree', Gaul prenne '(a kind of?) large tree', Grk JrPI\'O';

(with -j- as sometimes in the neighhorhood of -5- or -r- instcad



of -e-) 'holm-oak'. Related are Wels prys 'woods', OE hyrst
'hillock, height, wood, wooded eminence', OHG horst 'wood,
wooded eminence' from *kwrsto/i-. A new full-grade is seen
in OCS chvrastije 'brushwood', Rus khv6rost 'brushwood' «
Proto-Slavic *chvorsto- which was rebuilt on the model of
*chvoja 'needles or branches of coniferous tree'?). A dialectally
limited form for 'brush'. Ethnographically, cultures such as
the PIE always seem to have words for 'brush' and/or
'brushwood'; *kwresnos thus fills a gap in the proto-system.

See also PLANTs; TREES. [PF]

Further Readings
Osthoff, H. (901) Etymologische Parerga. Leipzig, S. HirzeL

Benveniste, E. (1954) Problemes semantiques de la reconstruction.

Word 10, 251-264.

TREES
Arboreal terminology is one of the best attested in early

PIE vocabulary It is uniquely and equally well supported by
two sets of hard facts: the pollen deposits that indicate the
distribution and chronology of trees and from one to two
dozen long recognized sets of cognates that appear to be solid
ly reconstructed to early IE, e.g., *bherh>£os 'birch'. These
facts are often strongly supported by archaeological data.

During the Boreal period, and the follOWing, warmer
Atlantic (c 5000-3000 BC), approximately the time of PIE
unity> and then the Sub-Boreal, enormous amounts of tree
pollen were deposited over the entire area of the early IE
speaking world, wherever it was situated. This palynological
evidence yields a rich panorama of the groves and dense forests
that were scattered intermittently across Eurasia from Atlantic
Europe to the Urals and beyond. Palynological analysis and
the woods recovered from archaeological excavations attest
that the follOWing trees were salient and widespread: birch,
pine, willow, alder, aspen and poplar, juniper and cedar, apple,
maple, hazel, elm, the nut trees, linden, ash, oak, hornbeam,
beech, and cherry; in fact, all the forms that are strongly
supported on linguistic grounds are also found botanically,
except for the yew (for which there are two terms in IE).
Naturally, the frequencies and distributional profiles changed
through time and vary over space: the birch and poplars, for
example, were far less frequent by Atlantic times when, on
the other hand, we witness large stands of mixed hardwoods,
above all the oak, which then partly retreat and diminish
before the climax forests of beech (with a hornbeam
understory) .

Careful study of the pollen reveals important regional
complexes, notably northern, eastern, and southern ones,
often reflected in semantic shifts as different IE tribes moved
into new environments. For example, the 'birch' term shifts
to 'ash' in Latin, due to the paucity of birches in Italy, whereas,
for similar reasons, the early 'ash' term shifts to 'beech' in
Greek and Albanian. But the overall picture is one of a fairly
consistent and far-flung presence of the eighteen major genera.
Also, careful palynological study explodes the homeland

TREES

arguments based on a single tree, the 'beech' in particular,
but also the 'birch', since distributions of trees during the
Atlantic period differed markedly fronl those of today.
Proponents of the "beechline" argument have chosen to ignore
the palynologically well-attested eastern beech of the Cauca
sus. Finally, it is sometimes possible on botanical grounds to
isolate a species as the most probahle or at least the most
frequent referent of arboreal terms reconstructed linguistically,
e.g., the Scots pine.

The second basic fact is the excellent correspondence
between sets of cognates that are attested in six to cleven
stocks. These normally reveal reconstructed meanings at the
level of the genus, seldom the species of the tree unless only
a single species occupied a given area. The main lexical roster
of IE trees (of varying claims to antiquity) include the fnllo\\ing
powerful sets:

Ash: *hJes(kJ-; Fraxinus excelsa (otherwise omus, oxyxarpa,
and Sorbus aucuparia).

Beech: *bhehaios; Fagus (probably) sy/\'"atica and orienta lis,
(in some regions) sylvatica atropurpurea.

Birch: *bherh~os; Betulus (probably) pendula, in some
regions pubescens and humiIis.

Hornbeam: *(sJgrehab(h)-; Carpinus betula, (possibly)
orientalis and caucasica.

Oak: *perkwus, *haeig-, (?) *doru; Quercus robur, also petraea
and sessiliflora.

Pine: *pil(u)-, *peuKs and possibly *KOS-; Pinus syl\'cstns
(also Abies alba and Picea excelsa).

Willow: *l).eit-, *sal(i)k-, (perhaps) *llrh-; Salix.

Moreover, there are additional cognate sets of demonstr~lted
albeit weaker IE status (in a few cases, such as the "apple", a
good but not conclusive case has been made). These cOlnprise:

Alder: *haeJ(Osos, *l)erno/eha-; Alnus barbata, and possibly
regionally incana, viridis and glutinosa.

Apple: *haebVl-, *meh2Iom; !'vlalum sp.
Aspen/poplar: *h2/Josp-; Populus (probahly) tremula, (also

possibly) nigra, alba and canescens).
Cherry: *k[I1om - *krnes-; Comus mas, Pnmus pJdtb, etc
Elm: *l).i(nJg-, *h Idem; Ulmus sp.
Hazel: *k6s(VJ]os; Corylus (mainly) avellana. (possihly also)

colurna and maxima.
juniper/cedar: *hIeleu-;junipcrus sp. and/or Cedrus sp.
Linden: *lenteha-, *leipeha< Tilia (probably) cordata,

platyphyllos, (possibly) tormentosa, dasystyia.
Maple: *kleinus, *h2ekr; Accr (probably) campestris and

platanoides, (perhaps) pseudoplatanoides.
Nut: *h2er-, *kneu-; (possibly in west) Cory/us, (prohahly in

east) juglans regia and Castanea sati\'a.
Yew: *taksos, *h]e]l).os; Taxus baccata.

In a striking number of cases there arc two or even three
terms for one genus, e.g., 'willow', 'apple', 'maple', 'nut', 'yew',
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The Distribution of Indo-European Tree Names

Species Form Celt Ital Gmc Bah Slav Alb Grk Arm Anat Iran Inll Toch
Alder *l)erno/eha- x x x x

*haeliso- ? x x x x ? ?
*klehadhreha- x x

Apple *haebVl- x x? x x x ??
*meh2lom x x? x

Ash *hJes(k)- x x x x x x x x
Aspen *h2/JOSP- x x x x
Beech *bhehagos x x x x x x
Birch *bherh;xgos x x x x ?? x x
Cherry *k[flom x x x
Elm *h]eJem x x x x

*lJi(n)g- x x x x x

Fir *dhonu- x x
*haebi- x ?

Hawthorn *h2ed(h)- x x

Hazel *kos(V)los x x x x
Hornbeam *(s)grehab(h)- x x x ?
Juniper *hleJeu- x x x
Linden */enteha- ? x x x x

*leipeha- x x
Maple *kleinus x x x

*h2ekr x x x x
Mulberry *morom x x x x ?
Nut *kneu- x x x

*h2er- x x x x
Oak *perkwus x x x ?? ??

*haeig- ? x x
Pine *peuks x x x x x

*pit(u)- x x x ?

*pfk(w)eha- x x
Sloetree *dhergh- x x x
Willow *sal(i)k- x x x

*veliko/eha- x x
*veit- x x x x x x x x

Yew *h]eiIJoS x x x x x
*taksos x x x x

and 'oak'. This multiplicity of reconstructed forms may involve
geographical complementation, e.g., eastern versus western
dialectal terms, or functional specialization where there was
the use of one part or of one species of tree for a specific
purpose, e.g., willow osiers are used for baskets and fences.

To a degree that goes beyond other semantic sets, the
arboreal tenns and the tree names in particular indicate a
relatively strong western-central area that includes Celtic,
Italic, Gennanic, Baltic and Slavic. Among these Slavic shows
the highest rate of mutual correspondence, which may suggest
that its ecological area corresponds relatively closely with that
of the earliest Indo-Europeans. It should also be observed,
however, that a number of the terms for trees, though found
across a range of west or central European stocks, may have

entered the continuum of early IE languages from non-IE
substrates, e.g., one if not both of the 'apple' words. The
relative paucity of inherited tree names in Indo-Iranian could
easily be accounted for by the long sojourn of these groups m
the relatively tree-less region of the Kazakhstan steppe and
Central Asia. In addition to the often discussed names for
particular genera of trees, there are also some excellent l('rnb
for the basic parts of the tree: branch, root, bark, t\\'ig. Indccd,
we can assume that the speakers of PIE were strongly oriented
to their forests and groves as sources of anything from flrc
wood, timber and bast to religious and artislic inspiration

Combined linguistic, archaeological and even modern
ethnographic evidence demonstrates many speciftc uses and
functions of trees: the ash, hornbeam and oak for spears: the
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yew, hazel and aspen for wands and other sacred or ritual
instruments; the willow for withies. More interesting are the
large complexes, notably those involving the oak and the
birch. We can reconstruct at least two names for the 'oak' and
the word for 'tree' is so strongly connected with the 'oak' that
at least a case can be made that this was its primary meaning.
The term for 'acorn' is also well attested and we have a weaker
but still cognate 'mistletoe'. Archaeologically and historically
there is overwhelming evidence for worship in oak (and
beech) groves, and for religious and mythological association
of the oak with mountains, lightning and a high god; in short,
many parts and aspects of the oak fonn part of an early druidic
sort of religion.

Quite different from the oak complex is the symbolic sphere
of the birch. The word that we can reconstruct with confidence
appears to have been feminine both grammatically and
lexically In folklore and myth from the Baltic to the Vedic
texts of India, the birch seems for long to have symbolized
young, virginal femininity. The birch and oak, however, are
but extreme examples of the many nuances of every arboreal
term, including 'branch' and 'root', and of the rich texture of
nuance that interconnects the members of the arboreal set as
a whole to each other and to many other symbols in the early
IE world.

See also ALDER; APPLE; AsH; AsPEN; BARKl ; BEECH; BERRY;

BIRCH; BRANCH; CHERRY; ELM; FIR; FORK (OF TREE); GROVE;

HAWTHORN; HAzEL; HORNBEAM; JUNIPER; KNOT2 ; LINDEN;

MAPLE; MISTLETOE; MULBERRY; NUT; OAK; PINE; PuNTS;

SAP; SLOETREE; WIll.OW; YEW. [PF)
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University.
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TRICKSTER
A mythological "Trickster" is not a figure easily located

nor much investigated in the broad Indo-European context.
No remainder of any believable Trickster-Culture Hero has
been found in any of the various IE traditions; that is, as a
primitive mythic being of vast but semi-comic dimensions
and erratic and disorganized powers, who blunders into the
creation of human culture (but who also may be the originator

TRICKSTER

of death among humankind). Although in no way aSSIgnable
to PIE antiquity, there are retlections of a Trickster god m the
divine pantheons of IE-speaking peoples. We can tentatively
point to the Greek Hermes who shows contrary and reversing
patterns of action, an emblematic image of masking, trouble
making, and even of the perverse. The same is true of the
Norse god Loki, 'first creator of trickeries,' who is Identified
as one of the IEsir, the gods of sovereignty, order, and war,
and yet is called both an enemy and a servant of the other
Norse gods. Georges Dumezil showed the clear parallelism
between Loki and the Ossetic Syrdon, who dispbys the saIne
contrary and malignant nature, and the same servant's role,
among the Nan heroes of the Ossetian tales, but he was
reluctant to equate these two figures with the archaic and
archetypal Trickster-type as explored in Amerindian cultures
by Paul Radin and defined by Carl Jung. Nevertheless,
Dumezil did argue for at least generic compansons between
the Norse Loki, the Roman Tarpeia, the Avestan Angra Mainyu
as well as the Ossetian Syrdon.

One important mode of the Trickster is locatable in the IE
epical context, where he already appears in the person of
Odysseus, the great-grandson of Hermes, in the iliad; called
he of many wiles (noAV).1TFlC;) , a crafty, manipubtive,
untruthful but respected hero and war-kmg whose friend and
divine ally was Athene, the goddess of craft and of intelligencf.
Odysseus sets up a pattern that wUl be seen Widely elsewhere
in IE epic, by being often paired with a "straight", blunt and
physically heroic warrior, in this case the hero Diomedes. Such
a pairing of Trickster-hero and a mU5cutar and unthinking
partner is also seen in the Welsh Celtic context, where Cd is

paired with knightly Bedwyr. Cei is himself a complicated,
two-sided figure, a warlock but also a great warrior, who
eventually declines into the buffoon-like Sir Kay of the later
Arthurian romances. In the Old Irish hero-tales, such as the
Ulster Cycle, some tricksterish characteristics are seen in such
mocking, trouble-making and contrary figures as Bricriu
Nemthenga (poison-tongue) and Dubthach Doeltenga (chafer
tongue). A special reflection of the warnor-T~ickster appears
in the Serbo-Croat heroic songs collected by Parry and Lord:
"Tale of Orasacs" or "Tale the Fool" acts as planner, spymastCf,
executioner and jester to a collect ive of hero-warriors and
border-fighters.

Trickster can be associated with other figures who aid and
assist in the warrior [unction, especially with the Sn1ith, also
a master of craft and (like the rTIost archaic TricksttT) a creator
of culture. Their similarity also includes the manipulation of
magical powers, and their "blackened", distorted, and
disheveled appearance, in which both show contrast to and
reversal of the usual perfection of the surface of the hero
warrior's persona. Possibly Smith and Trickster descend from
the same root, as they are usually closely allied wnh but not
precisely part of the most archaic IE ideological structure. In
general, the IE epical Trickster, the most \videly seen exarnrle
of the general type, acts as a foil to the usual warnor-hero,
shOWing special knowledge, craft, and \vord-skills; he is (liso
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likely to be a survivor, as the usual hero is not. The erotic
element seen in the Trickster in other non-IE traditions is
mostly missing, or not very prominent, in the IE versions of
the Trickster's acts and adventures.

See also CRAFT Goo; ESCHATOLOGY; 5Mlrn Goo. [D.A.M.}

Further Reading
Dumezil, G. (1948) Loki. Paris, G.-P Maisonneuve.

TRIPOLYE CULTURE
The Tripolye culture stretches from Romania (where it is

known as the Cucuteni culture) to the western Ukraine and
dates to the period c 4500-3000 Be. The culture is attested
from well over a thousand sites in the form of everything
from small villages to vast settlements comprised ofhundreds
'ofdwellings surrounded by multiple ditches. The arrangement
of houses and other structures is often seen to be in the form
of a circle or concentric circles with one or'several houses in
the center of the settlement. An alternative arrangement
includes rows of houses aligned along the side of a river. The
houses themselves may vary from small dwellings, presumably
of a nuclear family, to much larger houses, including examples
with a second storey. The larger structures have been taken
to be the dwellings of extended families while the size of the
settlements has been correlated with clan or tribal units. Clay
built ovens and hearths are known from the interior of sites
and clay models of houses attest the existence of furniture
and wall decorations. In some instances buildings identified

,.. ',~.
•,:~ ;. ~ .11

b.

Tnpolye b. Village of Kolomiyshchina; c. Two-storey house;
d. Tripolye house; e. Tripolye house with multiple ovens.

e.
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Tripolye a. Distribution of the Tripolye culture.

d.
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Tripolye f. Tripolye figurines; g. Cult shrine; h. Zoomorphic motifs on Tripolye vessel; i. Birds on Tripolye vesseL J Geometric muufs
on Tripolye vessel; k. Tree-motif on pot.

as shrines have been uncovered and clay platforms (?"altars")
have frequently been identified in structures.

Wood remains indicate something of the range of the
arboreal environment of the Tripolye culture and include fir
(Picea excelsa) , pine (Pinus sylvestris) , alder (Alnus), birch
(Betula), ho.rnbeam (Carpin us betulus), beech (Fagus
sylvatica) , oak (Quercus rabur), elm (Ulmus laevis), linden
(Tilia cordata), ash (Fraxinus excelsior), and hazel (Corylus
avellana). The mixed agricultural economy is attested with
the remains of wheat (Triticum manococcum, T. dicoccum,
T~ aestivum, T. spelta) , barley (Hordeum vulgare), millet
(Panicum miIiaceum) and oats (A \'ena). Among the lentils
and pulses there are pea (Pisum sativum) and bitter vetch
(Vida ervilia). Other plant remains for the early and middle
period of the Tripolye culture include the cherries (Prunus
cerasjfera, P. domestica) , the vine (Vitis) and apricot
(Armeniaca vulgaris) which by the Late Tripolye period were
augmented by further forms of cherries (Prunus spinosa,
Cornus mas, Cerasus avium), pear (Pyrus) , apple (Malus),
grape vine (Vitis vinifera), hawthorn (Crataegus) and
wayfaring-tree (Viburnum lantana). Among the domestic
fauna cattle generally predominate but ovicaprids and pig
are also well represented except in the latest periods where a
shift in settlement into the more arid steppe region sees a
very marked decline in domestic pig on late Tripolye settle-

ments. Wild species included red and roc deer, elk, aurochs,
wild pig, horse, bear, beaver, badger, otter, wolf, fox, wildcat,
marten, hare, squirrel, cricetus (hamster), and isobted
instances of antelope, wolverine, polecat, lynx, hedgehog,
mole, vole, spalax and citellus (squirrel).

The Tripolye culture attests a wide range of material culture:
Oint tools, polished stone axes, im ported copper orn3ment~
and tools. Simple plowshares have also been uncovered. Of
special note are the stylized figurines and fine wares of painted
pottery, less frequently ornamented in relief or by excision.
These reOect an extensive system of ornamentation \vhich
include both zoomorphic and anthrOpOlTIOrphic figures which
have been interpreted as ret1ections of religious beliefs. The
anthropomorphic figurines are usually female and ornament
on ceramics has also been associated with a female deity or
deities. There is a wide variety of other motifs which have
generated considerable speculation, e.g., trees are depicted
and have been interpreted as sacred trees, cattle have been
interpreted as aspects of a bovine goddess.

In origin, the culture is seen as a projection of southeast
European agriculturalists to the east and its closest genetic
connections, seen particubrly in ceramics, are with NeolithIC
cultures of the Balkans (Boian, Hamangia) and the Linear \V;,ue
culture. On the other hand, the Tripolye culture was in regular
contact with the steppe and forest-steppe cultures, espeCIally
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the Sredny Stag and Yamna cultures The culture has been
variously seen as Proto-Indo-European where its architecture
has suggested the extended family type ascribed to the Indo
Europeans or a non-IE culture that was first threatened anel
then overwhelmed or absorbed into the putatively IE steppe
cultures to its east (as in the "Kurgan theory"). In its later
phases, it shows evidence of an amalgamation of both native
cultural elements (painted wares, figurines) and steppe
elements (shell-tempered coarse wares, kurgan burials)

See also KURGAN TRADITION; SREDNY STOG CULTURE;

USATOVO CULTURE; YAMNA CULTURE U·PM]

Furlher Reading
Masson, V M and N. MerpeTt (1982) Eneolit SSSR. Moscow, Nauka.

TROOP see COMPANION

TROUT
*pilCsKOS 'trout (Salmo lrulla); fish'. [lEW 796 (*peisk-);

Wat48 (*peisk-); GI454 (*pheiskh-_ *phiskh-); Buck 365].
Olr fase (gen. eise) 'fish' « *peiKsKos with new full-grade
but in any case assuring the cluster *-KSK- rather than *-SK-),
Lat piseis 'fish' (with a not well-explained change from an 0

stem to an i-stem), pisefna 'fish-pond', ON fiskr'fish', OE fzsc
'fish' (> NE fish), OHG fisk 'fish', Goth fzsks 'fish', perhaps
Alb pishk 'fish' (if not borrowed from Lat piscis), Olnd piecha
'calf (of the leg)', picchila- - picchala- 'slimy, slippery'.
Although the Old lndic word conforms well with linguistic
expectations its underlying semantics are rather complicated.
There appears to be a widespread association in many different
language stocks between the calf of the leg and the belly of a
fish full of roe, eg, Rus ikra 'fish roe; calf of leg', NDutch
kuil 'fish roe; calf of leg', Estonian kala ('fish')-mari 'fish roe'
and saare ('leg')-mari 'calf of leg' Some iconographic support
comes from the presumably Indo-Iranian burial in the Iron
Age tombs of Pazyryk in the Altai mountains where an
individual was tattooed with a fish down the length of his
right shin, thus rendering his calf the equivalent of the fish's
belly. Rus (and other Slavic) piskalf 'groundling (Cyprinus
gobio)', sometimes meluded here, is probably rather a
derivative of *pisk- 'whistle' (because of the noise such fish
make). Latin and Germanic show an identically constructed
denominative verb, *pi(K)sK-eha-: Lat piscarf'to fish', ON
flska 'to fish', OE flscian 'to fish' (> NE [verb] fish), OHG
fiskon 'to fish', Goth fiskon 'to fish'. The nearly certain
derivation of *piKSKOS from *piK-SKQ- 'spotted' or the like
indicates that the earliest ichthyological meaning was 'trout'.
Similarly in Slavic we have descendants of a late PIE *piK-ro

meaning 'trout', e.g, Czech pSlruh, Rus peslrUska, or in Celtic
and Germanic derivatives of *perK- 'speckled', e.g, Mlr ere
'speckled, trout, salmon' (but Wels ereh only 'speckled'), OE
(oru(e) 'trout', OHG (orhanna 'trout' (but Grk nipKT/ 'perch'
rather than 'trout'). Possibly Hit parhu- '± fish' may also belong
here. Widespread and old. The distribution of the trout covers
all of Europe and eXlends well into Asia. It seems likely that

\
I

,

Trout Tattoo of fish on shin of male bunal from Pazyryk (c fifth
century Be)

already in the later stages of PIE this word was hecoming
generalized to 'fish' and competing with *dhghuhx - 'fish'.

See also FISH: SALMON. ID.QA]

FUr/her Rcadmgs
Hamp, E P. 0(73) FishJlES I, 507-512

Sadovsky, 0 J ([973) The reconstruction of IE *{J1sko- and the

extension of its semanllc sphere. jlES 1,8\-100

TROY
The famous settlement ofTroy (identified wtth the modern

site of Hisarlik in northwest Turkey) provides the name for
the early Bronze Age culture of northwest Anatolia The
culture, which marks the beginning of the early Bronze Age
in this region, dates to e 3300 BC (although the site l1f Troy
itself is some centuries later). Snes such as Troy 'l, Demirci
I lUyuk, Klazomenai-Limantepe are all lorttlied wnh stone
walls and re!lect the incipient urbamsm of thIS period wtth
early metal working, craft specIalizatlDn, etc. Troy itself
represents a deposit over 20 m high that IS diVided into 41
architectural levels spanning eight mam periods anel many
sub-phases. Through the course of its existence it has been
variously assigned as a marker lor Indo-European mtrUSll1ns
into (or out 00 Anatolia.

Troy imtially began as a fortified settlement (Troy I, C 2900
BC) surrounded by rubble-filled slone walls that may have
stood over 7 m high. The interior comprised smgle-roomed
houses, including an apsidal hOLlse. Apsidal houses are taken
by some as markers lor IE movements from the Balkans
southwards (they are also found lt1 Creece where they playa
role in some discussions of Greek origins: in actual fact, they
are widely found across Europe from the Neolithic penod
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onwards and are no certain ethnic marker in themselves
although they might indicate the movement of a particular
architectural tradition). Remains of both cereal agriculture
(wheat) and stockraising (cattle, sheep/goat) have been
recovered. Ceramics bear many parallels with those of the
Bulgarian early Bronze Age cultures, such as Ezero, and the
proposition that some form of close interaction sphere is
probable Som~ adduce other parallels such as the stone-built
fortresses which are also found at Ezero in Bulgaria and
Mikhaylovka north of the Black Sea. On the basis of twenty
seven proposed Thracian-"Trojan" isoglosses, L. A. Gindin
has suggested that the Proto-Thracians predominled in the
early settlement of Troy. According to the "Kurgan theory" of
IE origins, steppe pastoralists reorganized the populations of
the Balkans about such citadels and hence Troy [ and related
sites might mark the earliest intrusion of Indo-Europeans
(Proto-Anatolians7) into Anatolia Others would prefer to
reverse the direction of proposed movements and influences
and derive the European parallels from Anatolia Although
the domestic horse is not found here at Troy until much later
(cognates for the horse word can be found in Luvian), the
presence of the horse in western Anatolia on other sites does
emerge by this time.

By Troy Il (c 2500 BC) the interior architecture of the site
\)Ath its great megaron 'large house' and large circular hearth
has often been interpreted as a royal residence. During this
phase of occupation a series of hoards of gold and silver were
also depOSited which can be paralleled across Anatolia at other
sites (the sb-called "Treasure Horizon"). Cultural contacts
across the Aegean are particularly marked. Face urns (vessels
shaped and ornamented as a head), similar to those also
known in the Baden culture, begin to appear (and will
continue through several more periods).

Of the periods, much emphasis has been placed on Troy
VI (c 1700-1300 Be) which sees the earliest evidence for the
domestic horse at the site and a horizon of occupation that
has frequently been ascribed to a new people. The linguistic
identity of the Trojans at this time has been much discussed
since there are some hints that names current In the !had are
to be found in Hittite and Luvian texts of the fourteenth
century while traces of Anatolian names are found in Homer's
catalogue of Trojan allies in the Tliad. Prominent among the
names is the Hittite reference to the country of Wilusa (d.

*(W)ilios, Grk (F){AWr;), which on occasion even carries the
same epithet, i.e., Grk (fJ{AlOr; ai1r£lV~ and Hit alaU wilusaU
'steep Wilusa'. The non-Anatolian sounding personal name
Alaksandus is compared with Grk 'AAE~av8por;'Alexandros'
(the son of King Priam, whose own name has been compared
with Luv Pahya-illuwas). These names have prompted some
to argue that the occupants of Troy VI may have been
Anatolian, specifically Luvian in their speech Alternatively,
as Troy VI has been regarded Widely as a pOSSible marker of
intruders, some have suggested that it may have been occupied
by Phrygian populations from the Balkans (although they
remain lingUistically unattested until the eighth century, long

Troy a. Minyan ware from Troy; h. TrllY II (ellJlneter c il 0 Ill)

with rnegaron; c. Troy VI, the earlIest level at Troy with the
remains of horse.

after Troy itself was abandoned). This penod also sees the
appearance of Minyan Ware, a pottery found In hoth Analoha
and Widely over Greece, which some have seen as a marker
of Greek movements into Greece. During Troy Vll (c 1300
1100 BC) there is a sudden hreak (between Troy VIla and
VIlb) which sees the appearance of knobhed ware, a ceramic
style distinctive of the Balkans, which offers another candidate
for Balkan intruSIOns which have also been assigned to the
Phrygians. For those who enJoy literary-historical speculatilm,
late Troy VI or the following Troy VII ~He the traditional
candidates [or Homer's "Troy" deSCribed in the iliad.

See also ANATOLIAN lANGUAGES: BADEN CULTIJRE;

EZERO CULTIJRE 1.1 PlvIl

FlIrrhcr Readings
Blegen, C (1963) Troy and [he Trojans. Llmelon, ThanH'S Jnel

Hudson.

Gimlin, L A. (l9LJ3) Nase1cniye GOIJJt'TskOlskoy Troy \!USlLlW,

Nauka.
Watkins, C. (1986) The language uf the Trl1}\ns. In Troy 'Illd [he

Trojans. ed M Mellmk, Bryn tvLlwr, Bryn Mawr College. 4'i-(12
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"'hls6nt- 'real, true'. [IEW340-341 (*es-); Wat 17 (*es-);
GI 256, 264 (*es-)]. Lat sons 'guilty', ON sannr'true, guilty',
OE sop 'true, genuine, real; justice, truth' (d. NE soothsayer),
sooian 'prove true, bear witness' (> NE soothe), Hit asant
'being, existing, real, true', Av haeya- 'true', Oind satya- 'true'
(lndo-Iranian < *hlSQti6s), sant- 'being, existing, real, true'.
In origin the present participle of *h]es- 'be' but already in
PIE specifically 'true, real' as well as 'being, existing'. Also
already of PIE age is its juridical use aifa confession of guilt,
e.g., Hit asan-at iyanun-at 'it (is) true,1 did it'.

"'uehlros'true'. [lEW 1166 (*l)ero-s); Wat 77 (*wero-);
GI370; Buck 16.66]. OIr [Ir'true', Wels gwir'true', Lat verus
'true', OHG war 'true'. A northwest IE adjective formed on
the root *l)ehlr- 'confidence, faithfulness, agreement', e.g.,
ON vrerr'friendly', OCS vera 'belief, confidence, faithfulness'.
An expanded form *lJ(h]}erhx- perhaps occurs in Lat vereri
'revere, honor', Latv verties 'notice, see', Grk bropovTat 'they
supervise', Hit werite 'fear', TochA war- 'smell', TochB war
sk- 'smell'.

See also BEUEF; TREE. (E.c.P., DQ.A.)

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1995) How to' Kill a Dragon: Aspects ofIndo-European

Poe~s. Oxford, Oxford University Press.
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Trzciniec b. Plan of house; c. Bowl from an urn burial;
d. Section through kurgan; e. Plan of village of Austynka.
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TRZCINIEC CULTURE
The Trzciniec culture is a middle Bronze Age (c 1600

1200 BC) culture of Poland and the western Ukraine, the
remains of which are found from the Vistula to the middle
Dnieper. Architectural remains are normally not well pre
served but there is evidence for both surface and semi
subterranean houses. In the eastern Trzciniec site of Pustynka,
fifteen to twenty houses were arranged in several rows along
a lake side; the houses measured about 10 x 5 m in size.
Mixed agriculture with cattle followed by pig appears typical
and the technology employed both bronze and flint tools,
especially sickle blades; the ceramics indicate a Corded Ware
ancestry for the culture. Burials are found both under flat
graves and barrows and the burial of a man and woman or
even multiple burial, perhaps in a wooden mortuary house,
is known. The placement of males in the central chamber of
mounds has suggested that these may have served as collective
tumuli for patriarchal families. Trzciniec is regarded as the
western component of a common Trzciniec-Komarov culture
group with regional differences of site locatton, ceramic styles
and mortuary practice. Generally, the Trzciniec along with
the Komarov culture is associated with the Proto-Slavs.

See also CORDED WARE CULTIJRE; KOMAROV CULTIJRE;

SlAVIC lANGUAGES. U.P.M.)

TURN, TWIST
"'kwe1- 'turn' (pres. "'kw~le/o-). llEW639 (*klJel-); Wat 33

(*kwel_); GI 622 (*khoef-); BK 317 (*kw[hJuf-l*kW[hJol-)).
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Olr cuI 'wagon', Lat colo 'dwell', Alb sjell 'turn around', qell
« *kwoleje/o-) 'carry', Grk nEAm 'be in motion; be', n6Ao~

'axle', nmAEOf.1al 'go up and down in a place; frequent, wander
about; pursue a walk in life', Av caraiti 'circulates', Olnd carati
'moves, wanders, drives', TochAB 1kal- 'endure, bear', 2kal
'lead, bring'. Widespread and old in IE.

*kwleu- 'turn'. Oir cloid 'turns back, defeats', Alb qeshe
« *kwIeud-s-rp) 'was', TochA lutk- « *tlutk- < *klutk-) 'tum;
become', TochB klutk- 'turn, become' (Toch < *kwleud
ske/o-). An enlargement of the previous verb.

*trep- 'turn'. [lEW 1094 (*trep-); Wat 72 (*trep-); Gl187
(*threph_); Buck 10.12l. Lat trepit 'turns', Grk rpEnm'turn',
rponi, 'change', rpOJnaOJ 'turn, change', perhaps Hit teripp
'plow' (if < *'tum the earth'), OInd trapate'becomes perplexed,
is embarrassed', trapa 'perplexity, shame, embarrassment'.
With or without Hittite, obviously old in IE.

*ueIt- 'turn' (pres. *U~Itelo-). [IEWl156-1158 (*l)er-t-);
Wat 76-77 (*wer-); GI 623 (*Hwer-th-); Buck 10.12]. OIr
do-[ortad (DIL do-fortal) 'poured out', Lat verta 'turn', ON
vera 'become', OE weorjJan 'become', OHG werdan 'become',
Goth wairjJan 'become', Lith verch! 'turn', Latv versu 'turn',
OCS vrlteti s~ 'draw round', Grk (Hesychius) fJpanxvav «
*l)ratanon) 'ladle', Av vardt- 'tum', Sogd wrtn 'chariot', Oss
wxrdon 'cart', Mitanni -wartanna 'lap around horse-track',
Oind vartate 'turns', vartayati 'moves, sets in motion', TocM
wart- 'throw'. Cf. OIr Frith 'against', Lat Forsus - versus
'against', OCS wsta 'age', TochB wrattsai 'against'. Widespread
and old in IE.

*Ueiglk- '± turn, yield' [lEW 1130-113l( *weik-); Wat 75
(*weik-)]. ON FfkFa ~ Flkja 'move, turn', OE wfcan 'yield,
give ground', OHG wihhan 'yield, give ground', Lith Figrus ~
\1iglas 'quick, nimble', Grk EI1(OJ 'yield, give ground', Av vaeg
'sling, throw, swing', OInd Fijate 'heaves, speeds, flees away',
TocMB wik- '(decrease and) disappear'. Widespread and old
in IE.

*uendh- '\0nd, twist (particularly flexible branches and
withies)'. [lEW 1148 (*l)endh-); Wat 76 (*wendh-); GI 632
(*wendh -); BK 498 (*wav-/*wdV-)]. Umb pre-uendu 'turn'
(7), ON Finda 'twist, wind', F9ndull 'bundle of hay twisted
together', v9ndr 'rod', OE windan 'turn, twist, wind' (> NE
wind), OHG wintan 'wind', Goth bi-windan 'wrap', wandus
'rod', Grk 1(avva8pov 'basket-carriage', (Hesychius) &8pac;
'wagon' (Grk < *l){1dhr6-), Arm gind 'ring', OInd Fandhl1ra
'(wicker) basket tied on a wagon, wicker carriage', TocMB
want- '± cover, envelop'. A word that is both widespread and
old in IE.

*derbh- 'turn, twist' (or 'bundle, bind together [by
twisting]'?). [lEW 211-212 (*derbh-); Wat 12 (*derbh-)1.
OE tear/ban 'turn, roll, wallow', OHG zerben 'turn about',
Rus d6rob 'box, sieve', Arm totn 'cord', Av ddrdfJ8a- 'bundle
of muscles', Paraci andarf« *ham-darb-) 'sew', OInd drbhati
'knots, ties'. Perhaps Grk 8apn11 'basket' belongs here if a
hypothetical *darphe has been influenced by nxpn1J 'large
basket' (itself of unclear etymology-perhaps one or both of
these words has been borrowed from some other IE group).

TURN, TWIST

In the IE east (Armenian, Iranian, Indie) this verb seems to
have meant 'bundle, bind together (by twisting)'. In the
extreme west (Germanic) the basic meaning was apparently
'turn, twist'. In a central area (SlaviC, Greek) it \vould appear
to have been 'plait'. It is not easy to determine which of these
meanings was more original for what is obviously an old \vord
in IE.

*k1,!.erp- 'turn'. [IE\V 631 (*kverp-); \Vat 34 (*kwerp-)j.
Mlr carr 'spear', Wels pelr'spear', ON hverfa 'turn', hodJ 'turn,
think, look', OE hweorfan 'turn, change' (> NE wharve), OHG
(h)werban 'turn', wirbel'swirl, whirlpool', Goth h-afrban 'walk
about', Grk 1(apnos 'wrist' (i.e., 'where the hand turns'),
1(apnaAlf.10~'rapid', TochB kurp- 'be concerned with' « 'turn
oneself toward'). Reasonably widespread and old In IE.

*tuer- 'stir, agitate' [lEW 1100 (*tver-); Wat 72 (*twer-);
GI 115]. Lat trua 'scoop, ladle', Swed tV,lra 'stir, agitate', 0 E
jJweran 'stir, churn, agitate', OHG d\veran 'turn about quickly',
Grk orpvvOJ 'drive, agitate', Av 8'.v,ga- « *tvar-ta-) 'hurrying',
Olnd tFarale 'hurry'. Geographically \videly spread, if rather
sparsely attested. An old word in IE.

*Ueip- - *ueib- 'turn, move with a turning motion'. IIE\V

1131-1132 ( *veip- - *veib-); Wat 75 ( *\-\'cip-) I. With *-p-:
Wels gwisgi 'lively', ON \1[a 'arrive as by chance', '.'ci[a 'be in
swinging, trembling moven1ent', OE w,('/im 'clothe', \-\'Mzan
'wave' (> NE \.-\lave), OHG ze-weiban 'scatter', welb(m 'waver,
hover', Goth bi-wai~Jan 'surround, clothe', OPrus H'IpIS

'branch', Lith vieptis 'distort one's face', Latv \'icpt 'mask', Av

vip- 'throw, release (of seed)', OInd vcpate 'trembles, is
agitated'. With *-b- also Lat vibrare 'move tremblingly', ON
Feipa 'wrap', veipr 'headcovering', OE wfpian 'wipe' (> NE
wipe), wape 'handkerchief', OHG wI/an 'throw', weil
'(head)band', Goth weipan 'crown', Latv \'icbt 'make grin1aces'.
To either might belong TochB Wlp- 'shake'. In one form or
the other widespread and presumably old in 1E.

*uel-'turn, wind, roll'. [IE\;\/ 1140-1143 (*u.el-); \Vat 75
76 (*wel-); BK 486 ( *\va]>'-/*w.JJY-) I. 01 r fillid 'bends', Bret
goalenn 'green twig', Lat \'o}1,:() 'roll, turn', (IN vI! 'intestine',
OE wielwan 'roll, turn over', Goth wal'.'t}an 'roll. rotate', Lith
veliu 'full or mill (cloth); felt (hats)',' Latv veft '[nIl, rotate',
OCS valiti 'roll', Alb \;~jell 'vomit', Grk Ei)...EW 'turn, wind', Arm
gelum 'turn, wind', OInd \/alaCi 'turns', TochA \valyi 'worms,
maggots', TochB ydyi 'worms, maggots'. WIdespread and old
in IE.

*slenk- 'turn, twist (like a snake)'. [IEH/l)b 1-l)h2 ( *sfcnk

- *sleng-); Wat 61 (*slengWh-)]. Wels llyngj'r \vorms,
maggots', ON slyng\.'a 'throw, sling; twist (yarn), twine
(thread)', OE slingan 'worm, twist oneself, cret'p into' (> NE
sling), OHG slingan 'worm, twist oneself, creep into', sfango

'snake', Lith slenku 'cra\vl (lIke a snake)', Latv slikt 'sink'. A
"westernism" in late IE.

*suerbh- 'turn, move in a twirlIng motion'. [IEH/ 1050

1051 (*sl)erbh-); \Vat 68 (*swerbh-)I. \Nels chwerfar
'whirling, turning', chvverfan 'spindlewhorl', ON S\'Crfl 'file:
whirl around', OE sweorfan 'wipe, rub', OHC swerhan 'rub
off, dry off', Goth af-swairban 'Wipe off', Latv surpstlt 'bore',
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OCS svrabO 'scabies'. The attestation of this word is geo
graphically central and western in IE. Probably a late and
dialectal word in PIE.

?*(l))rep- 'turn, incline'. Grk pbcw 'incline oneself, be
inclined to', POlCrj 'inclination', TochA rapurne 'desire,
cupidity' Perhaps dialectal in late PIE.

See also BEND; NECK; RUB; SHAKE; TEAR2;

WAGON; WHEEL; WIND. [D.Q.Al.

TWIN
*jem6s'twin'. [lEW 505 (*jemo-); Wat 79 (*yem-); GI

680-681 (*q'emo-)1. Oir emon 'twins, Lat gcmmus « *}cm
ono-) 'twin', Av Ydma- 'twin', Olnd yamJ- « *}/:'mcjs) 'twm'
Perhaps also Lat Remus by assimilation to Rc)mulus, cf the
Indo-Iranian (mythological) figures Av Yima, OIncl YamJ,
On the other hand, ON Ymir, the name of a giant, is not
relatable; the stem vowel must be long to account for the
desinence. Lith jumis 'double fruit' is similarly questionahle
Despite several dubious cognates, the sobd attestation of thiS
word from Ireland to India confirms that It was the PIE worcl
for 'twin',

See also COSMOLOGY; DMNE TWINS. IM.EH.j
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UDDER see BREAST

UNCLE
?I/tPCatrous (gen. I/tpCatru6s) '(male) paternal relative; father's

brother'. [lEW 829 (*Pdtmujo-s); GI 669 (*phljthruwio-);
Buck2.51; Szem 11; Wordick /24-1251 Grk mXTpw.;'(male)

paternal relative', (particularly 'father's father, father's brother').
Although attested in a single stock, it shows both an unusual
and non-productive derivational process that suggests con
siderable age within Indo-European. Moreover, there are
further derivatives which greatly increase its geographical
spread. Thus we have *p(Qa)tru(U)jos 'relating to the father's
side' in lat patruus 'father's brother' (regular from
*pl)atruCu)jos or *POatru(U)os), (Old) Lith strajus 'grandfather,
old man', Lith stnlJus 'father's brother; mother's sister's
husband', OCS stryjl 'father's brother', ORus stryj 'father's
brother', Rus stroj - stIyJ 'father's brother', Av Wirya- 'father's
brother' (Balta-Slavic and Iranian with different reductions
of the difficuIt initial cluster *ptr-), Olnd pitrvya- 'father's
brother'. In Greek and Armenian the same form gives
1rlxrpt>lO'; 'step-father', Arm yawray 'step-father' with a
different semantic specialization.

There is no certainty that either *POatrous or *POatru(U)]OS
was the designation for 'father's brother' in PIE. Certainly it

was in a series of dialects that gave rise to BaIto-Slavic and
Indo-Iranian. *POatm(U)jos is certainly a possible candidate
as the PIE shape oflat patmus. In modern western languages,
where Eskimo kinship systems tend to dominate, matrilineal
and patrilineal uncles are not differentiated, a situation also
seen in some minor terms, notably Lith dedc 'uncle'. The
relationship of this word to OCS djadu 'grandfather' (but note
Rus djadja 'uncle') indicates that this is a reduplicated child
word, of the same sort as is seen in Grk 8£10'; 'uncle'.

??l/th2eUh2- 'grandfather; (7) mother's brother'. [fEW Ell.)
(*auo-s); Wat 4 (*awo-); G1669 (*Hauflo-), Buck 251; Szem
11; BK 416 (*naw-) I As 'mother's brother' attested only in
derivatives: MWeis ewyth(y)r 'uncle', Bret eontr'mother's
brother', Corn ewnter 'mother's brother' (Celtic <'h2euh2d
on-tro-s), Lat aFunculus « *h2euh2Vn-tlo-s) 'mother's
brother; mother's sister's husband', (Plautine) aunculus
(whence French oncle, NE uncle and Alb ung; 'uncle'l, OE
eam « *ea-ham, still dissyllablic in Beowulf) 'mother's brother'
(> NE [Scots] eme 'uncle'), OHG ()hflnJ 'mother's brother' (as
if < *h2euh2o(n)- + *koimos, thus 'living in grandfather's
home'7), OPrus awis 'uncle' (specifically 'mother's brother'71,
Lith avynas « h2euh2-ihxnos) 'mother's hrother', OCS LIlT
'mother's brother', ORus ui 'mother's hrother' (OPrus and
Slavic < *h2euh2ijoS).

Derivatives include OIr aue 'grandson', ON ai 'grandfather',
possibly Alb vella 'brother' < 'cousin' < 'mother's brother($
son)' reflecting either a metathesized dimmutlve *walJd;j <

*awadla < *h2euoh2-dhlo- or compound *;nv:idU <

*h2euh2o-dhlo-eha-. Certainly there was a thorough-going
tendency in the west and center of the IE world to create a
term for 'mother's brother' on the basis of undoubtedly PIE
*h2euh2os 'grandfather'. Whether we can reconstruct an
additional meaning 'mother's brother' for *h2euh2os in PIE
itself is much more problematic

*slJesrijos 'pertaining to a sister, sisterly; sister's son;
7mother's brother'. In the latter meaning only in Ann k'eh
'mother's brother'. Related are OSwed swiri 'mother's sister's
son', OE swor - (ge)sweor 'mother's Sister'S son', geswllga
'sister's son; mother's brother's/sister's son, father's sister's son'
Assuming 'sister's son' as the oldest meaning allows us to
explain Arm 'mother's brother' as an example of reciprocal
naming (d. Olr aue 'grandson' from *h2euh205 'grandfather'
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or OHG enikI 'grandson' from anD 'grandfather').
?"'mehatrc)us 'mother's brother'. [ef. JEW 70G-701J. Grk

/lrrrpw~ 'mother's brother'. No other direct cognates exist but
Robert Beekes has suggested that the existence of a PIE
feminine *mehatruha- 'mother's sister', presupposes the prior
existence of such a masculine form which may have only
survived in Greek.

?"'dhehl- 'uncle'. [JEW 235 (*dhe- - *dhe-dhCe)-); Buck
2.51\. Perhaps Lith dede 'uncle, father's brother, mother's
sister's husband' (if not borrowed from Russian), Rus djadja
'maternal uncle' (d. the related OCS djadu 'grandfather'), Grk
Oeloe; 'uncle'. The relationship between these words is not
certain as the Lithuanian word may be a borrowing from
Russian and, although both the OCS and Russian forms are
related, the latter is not derived from the former. At best, a
word of the center of the IE world but also possibly
independent formations built on common forms employed
by children, e.g., NE dadCdy).

Mother's Brother
Since Delbruck's analysis of IE kinship terms it has been

clear that terms for *h2euh2- 'mother's brother' are derived
from *h2euh2os 'grandfather' although some languages
possess a number of other derivatives for 'mother's brother'
that most regard as later developments (e.g., Grk /l1JrpWC;
'mother's brother', Oind matula- 'mother's brother') Neverthe
less, the association between the two terms has been regarded
as crucial evidence for reconstructing an Omaha kinship
system for Proto-Indo-European. Along with the proposed
identity of 'sister's son' and 'daughter's son' under a common
form *nepots, the Omaha system would predict the lexical
identity of 'grandfather, mother's father' and 'mother's brother',
here suggested under a common term *h2euh20S The
argument rests on the proposition that as some stocks give
the meaning 'grandfather', some give the meaning 'mother's
brother', and some give both meanings, it is logical to recon
struct both denotations to the proto-form. The evidence for
this is in fact considerably more circumstantial and as with
attempts to assign two kinship denotations to *nepots, there
are also critics of those who would try to unite 'grandfather'
and 'mother's brother' under *h2euh20s.

The meaning 'grandfather' is uncontested as that is the
meaning (and the only meaning according to the critics) one
recovers from the lexically cognate sets. Unlike the arguments
concerning *nepots where individual stocks do combine the
two kinship categories under the same term, all of the pro
posed evidence for 'mother's brother' rests on derivations from
*h2euh2os and there is no certain example in any stock where
precisely the same form gives both 'grandfather' and 'mother's
brother'. The derivations vary according to stock or even
within the same stock: Celtic extends the original root with
the suffix *-tro-, Latin extends with a diminutive *-tIo-,
Germanic forms a compound with *-haima- variously
explained as 'house' (PIE *]{oimos) , i.e., 'one who lives in
grandfather's house' or with *kwoimos 'value', i.e., 'dear

grandfather', d. WeIs tad-cu 'grandfather' « 'dear father'),
Lithuanian extends with *-ihxnos, Old Prussian and Slavic
both employ the familiar derivative suffix *-jos. On com
parative grounds then 'mother's brother' cannot be shown tn
be one of the meanings of *h2euh20s. Moreover, it is not
attested with the meaning 'mother's brother' in either Anatolian
or Armenian where there is no derived form for 'mother's
brother' but only the basic form 'grandfather'. Finally, the
critics argue, one cannot even advance a common derivational
form of this word back to PIE: the various root-related forms
for 'mother's brother' would appear at best to be post-PIE
developments in every individual stock in which they appear;
moreover, these are confined to the western and central pans
of the IE world.

One is left then with a circumstantial "tendency" in the
west and central regions of the IE world to employ the word
for 'grandfather' when coining a word to denote 'mother's
brother' (obviously, supporters of the Omaha hypothesis
would argue that this tendency was driven by the fact that
the two denotations had been combined in the same word in

the proto-language). It could be argued that even in Omaha
kinship systems there is only a tendency to equate 'mother's
brother' with 'grandfather' (and the laller term need not refer
exclusively to 'mother's father'). It is noteworthy that in Omaha
itself (the "eponymous ideal" of the Omaha kinship type) there
is no equation of 'mother's brother' with 'grandfather'. Heinrich
Hetterich suggests (as many others had before him) that there
was no specific term for 'mother's brother' in PIE (or at least
we have no grounds for reconstructing one) and that the eross
relatives were probably denoted descriptively (e.g., in additIOn
to the etymologically difficult Olr amnair 'mother's brother',
Old Irish commonly employed a descriptive term, bnJthair
mathar 'mother's brother'). To explain the widespread
tendency to derive the word for 'mother's brother' from
'grandfather' the critics of the Omaha hypothesis often point
to the special relationship obtaimng between the 'mother's
brother' and 'sister's son' among the early IE stocks.

It has often been observed that in patrilineal soclelies, as
one would reconstruct for Proto-Indo-European, the relation
ship between father (and father's brothers) and son is that of
a stern disciplinarian and obedient child, i.e., the relatlonshtp
is emotionally "cool" In contrast, the boy will enJoy a much
more affectionate relationship with his mother's brother who
is outside the boy's lineage Examples of such a relationship
can be cited from early IE peoples, the most frequently quoted
being that of Tacitus (Germania 20) on the early Germans
where he observes that a sister's sons (sororum fiIiis) are
regarded to be related to their mother's brother Cavuneulum)
nearly as closely as to their own father (pater) and some tribes
prefer to extract hostages on the basis of such a relationship
as it involves a greater emotional hold on the family Tacitus
clarifies the situation by emphasiZing that the line of kgal
descent and inheritance is from father to son. tine and other
examples from both the early historical record of the Indo
European peoples and ethnographic samples from the rcst of
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the world indicate that such relationships between mother's
brother (or maternal grandfather) and nephew are common.
These relationships may have been intensified by the custom
of fosterage where a son would be sent to live with his mother's
brother, e.g., the Irish CCl Chulainn and his mother's brother
Conchobor. The reasons for such a relationship are generally
attributed to a number of factors: both the son and mother's
brother are connected to each other through the same woman
with whom they share an affectionate bond (mother-son,
sister-brother); in a patrilineal descent system, the mother's
brother (or mother's father) will have no authority to exercise
over his sister's children since they are raised in a different
kin-group (this is the opposite of the avunculate which
operates in matrilineal systems where 'mother's brother' will
occupy the role of stern disciplinarian as descent is reckoned
along the mother's line; in this situation the father is in a
more friendly relationship with his son). Hetterich suggests
that as the Indo-Europeans moved to a more settled society,
interpersonal relationships between previously distant
relations became much closer and intense and new terms were
required to designate them. In the case of the 'mother's
brother', the term for the only other male who occupied a
higher generation and might stand in an affectionate
relationship with a boy would have been the '(materna!)
grandfather' and it was from this word that new terms for the
'mother's brother' were derived. O. Szemerenyi, while agreeing
with the interpersonal relationships, suggests rather than the
derivation is more easily explained by the fact that when the
maternal grandfather (mother's father) died, her eldest brother
would assume her father's position, i.e., the eldest 'mother's
brother' was invariably a potential 'grandfather'.

See also GRANDFATHER; KiNSHtP. [MEH, j.PM]

Further Readings
Beekes, R. S. P (1976) Uncle and nephew)IE54, 43-63.
Bremmer, J {1976) AvuncuIate and fosterage )IE5 4,65-78
Hetterich, H (1985) Indo-European kinship terminology Anthro-

pological Linguistics 27, 453-480.

UNDER
*pdhes - *pdhero- 'under, low'. [lEW771 (*Q.dhos); Wat

43 (*1Jdher-); Buck 12.32]. From *Q.dhes: ON und 'under',
Arm ;:md'under', Lycian eti'down, below', Olnd adhas'under',
ToeM aIle 'downward, under', TochB ette 'downward, under'
(both Tocharian forms with partially unexplained phono
logical developments); from *Q.dhero-: Lat rnfemus 'lower',
infra 'below, under, beneath', ON undir 'under', OE under

'under' (> NE under), OIlG untar(i) 'under', Goth undaro
'under', perhaps Grk &.(}epit;w 'despise', Lycian etre/i- 'lower',
Av aDara- 'the lower', Olnd adhara- 'lower'. Old in IE.

*ner 'under'. [lEW 765 (*ner-); Wat 44 (*ner-)] Umb
nertru 'left', ON noror 'north', OE norfJ 'northern' (> NE
north), OHG nord 'north', Grk vip7:epos 'further below,
deeper', vip(}ev'from below', V£lpOS« *nerios) 'the deepest',
TochB nor « *neru) 'below, beneath, under, down'. Old in

UNDERWORlD

IE. Cf. Lith neriu 'plunge, dive into', ncrtive 'water nymph'
Note that the north is to the left when facing the rising sun,
which was the PIE orientation for direction; the north IS also
the 'low' in contrast to the south where the noon-day sun
reaches its height.

See also AoPREPS; DIRECTION; UP. [DQA, ADV!

UNDERWORLD
Anumber of Proto-Indo-European deities were represented

as belonging to the underworld, beneath the physical surface
of the earth. Their duties could include ruling or judging the
souls of the dead, aiding the souls' transition between lIfe
and the afterworld, overseeing the processes of decay or rebirth
from the soil, and guarding mineral resources. These deines
were regarded with fear and were placated with speCial
chthonic sacrifices, such as pigs or black ammals.

Rulers of the underworld could be gods or deified men.
The Greek god Hades (also called Ais and Aldoneus, Roman
DIS or Pluto) is the most clearly depicted chthonIC dellY,
accepting the souls of the dead into his subterranean kingdom
but not interacting with them in any way The mmeral
resources of the earth were his, and he is often depicted with
a wolfskin cap which represents both hIS function as guard
dog at the gate of his realm and the wolfish ferocity of his
character, attested by such epithets as navmrpayos 'all
devourer' and (Jap/(Qrpayos 'body-devourer'. But although he
was viewed with dread for what he represented, Hades was
not considered to be hostile to humanity; another of his
epithets was noA.v~evos 'hospitable', and the name Hades
can be analyzed as 'reunionist' from *SlJ1-ll1d-, refernng to
the souls' reunion with their ancestors. Appropriate sacrifices
to Hades were black cocks, cows, sheep, or pigs, offered in
the evening or at midnight in a pit.

Rulers of the dead in other branches of IE often had some
more important aspect as well. The Norse Porr was god of
battle and thunder as well as the leader of the souls of thralls
or those who did not die a warrior death Slavic Perun,
Lithuanian PerkClnas, and Thracian Zalmoxis, all thunder
gods, also were assOCiated with the spirits of the dead, as was
Baltic Pecullus or Patollus (with many variant spellings).
Pecullus was closely connected with Lithuanian Velinas (also
Velnias, Old Russian Veles or Volos), god of horned animals
but also god of the underworld. Here the link is between the
death aspect and the fertility aspect of the underworld.

There is some evidence in both Hitllle and Baltic for a
goddess of the dead, a chthonic solar deity, akm to the Hattic
Lelwani, but this is probably the result of borrowings Greek
Demeter too has underworld associations; at Phlgalia in
Arcadia there was a cult of Demeter as Death-Mother, and
her daughter Persephone was Hades' consort for part of the
year. But in both of these cases, the death aspect is a facet of
the vegetation cycle, the fallow period which precedes new
growth, rather than a real connection with the spirits of the
human dead.

In some IE branches the ruler of the afterworld was a deified
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man, an ancestor of the human race and the first man to die.
Indic Yama discovered the Path of the Fathers and followed
it to the afterworld, where he became King of the Dead (RV
10.14). His original responsibility was merely to preside over
the happy reunions of the spirits of the dead, but in later
literature he chose who would die, pursued and captured
their souls, and judged the dead. In the west, Celtic Donn
and his grandfather Bili were both considered original
ancestors of the Celtic people and gods of the dead.

lndic VarUl)a, god of creation and cosmic law, assisted Yama
in Judging the souls of the dead and consigning some to
annihilation or punishment; in Avestan tradition Miera,
Sraosha, and Rashnu shared the judging, and in Hades,
according to Greek tradition, MInos, Rhadamanthys, lEacus,
and Triptolemus performed the same function.
. Also associated with but not resident in the underworld

were the psychopomps, gods who gUided the spirits of the
dead to their final destination. Indic Pusan, the pathfinder
and god of flocks, and Greek Hermes, the messenger god,
both had this as a secondary function.

Another aspect of the underworld is the decay and
disintegration of death; this was represented in Indic by Nirrta
and his consort Nirrti, to whom only black grains or animals
were offered. Iranian Nasu was an Iranian double of Nirrti,
with a Roman counterpart in Lua Mater. It is probable that
Polish Nyia can also be added to the list, giving sufficient
evidence to posit a PIE goddess of decay.

Death itself can be seen as a personified agent: Greek
Thanatos, the Roman arcus, and Breton Ankou track down
and capture the souls of those who are to die. These are gods
without personalities or cults, and need not be taken as
reflections of a PIE original. However, there is evidence
throughout the different branches for sinister female spirits
or goddesses connected with death and the underworld. Greek
Moira, originally a minor goddess of fate, became linked with
death and was occasionally represented as the dealer of death.
The Erinyes, avengers of wrongs, the Harpies, birdlike spirits,
and the Keres, malevolent birds of prey, were all female death
dealers based in the underworld. The Irish Morrigan was a
goddess of war, sometimes referred to as the three MorrIgans;
she presaged death in battle and chose those who would die.
The Norse Valkyries were Winged female choosers of the slain,
but associated with the sky-afterworld Valhalla where the souls
of those who died in battle were rewarded. However the disir,
female spirits who met the souls of the dead, did have an
underground association. These may be a reflection of the
earth or hidden goddess, seen in Greek Calypso, Norse Hel,
Germanic Frau Holle, Batavian Nehalennia, Frisian Hludana,
and Roman Mania or Laria: each of these names contains a
root meaning 'hide', referring to the role of earth in concealing
the disintegration of the corpse. The Greek Witch-goddess
Hekate with her shadowy chthonic origin and functions may
also belong in this category.

A final group of minor deities resident in the underworld
is the ferrymen, of whom the Greek Kharon, who ferried the

souls of the dead across the underworld river Styx or Acheron,
is the best known. In Norse mytholob'Y Odinn was occasionally
seen in the guise of an otherworldly ferryman, and Guomundr
also acted as a ferryman between the human world and a
supernatural realm Celtic Barinthus, who took the dying King
Arthur to Avalon in Geoffrey of Monmouth's Vira Malini,
may be another representation of a PIE concept:

It is apparent that the PIE underworld was mhabited by a
number of different deities and spirits, including a ruler of
the dead, a hider goddess, a goddess of decay, and one or
more choosers of the dead. In addition, various deltles with
other primary duties had an underworld aspect:

See also Dum BEUEFS. [LJH]

FurtheT Readings

Guntert, H (1919) Kalypso. Halle, M. NIemeyer

Schnaufer, A. (1970) Fnjhgriechlschcn To[cnglaubc New York,

Olms.

UP
*h4Up6 'up (from underneath), rising mto view'. [lEW

1106 (*upo); Wat 72-73 (*upo); GI 104] OWels gwo

(preverb), ON of ,over', OE ufe- 'on', OBG aha 'over', Goth
llf'under' (d with geminated consonant ON upp, OE upp(e)

'up'), Grk urro '(to) under, by; towards, at (the time of)', Av
upa 'towards', Olnd tlpa 'upwards, towards' The underlying
verb is preserved in Hit Dpzi '(the sun) rises' and Alb hypem

« *h4up-le/o-) 'go up', hyp! - hipi « *h411p-nle/O) 'mount,
climb up on'. In the various stocks the meaning has tended
to be specialized to either 'underneath' or 'up'. Old in IE.

*S-h4up6'underneath' IGII04] Lat suh 'under', animallil

suppa 'animals (on all fours)', sus- « *subs-) 'under', Arm
hllp 'near', Hit sllppala- 'animal', TochB spe 'near' This
combination, presumably originally identical III meaning with
the previous entry, has tended to be restricted to the meanmg
'underneath' .

*ad'upward, out (from under)' [lEW 1103 (*tld-); Wat
72 (*ud-); GI 212 (*uth-I*ut'-)] ON OC 'out', OE tit 'out' (>

NE out), OHG I1z 'out', Goth Dt 'out', Grk (Cypriot) u- 'on',
Olnd ud- 'out of'. Cf. *ud-s: Olr os- 'up, off', Lat us-qlle

'continuously', ON OT 'out of', OE OT- 'out of', OHG UT- 'out
of', Goth llS 'out of', Lith llZ- 'for, toward', Latv llZ 'to', OCS
vilz 'up to', Av us- 'up (on)'. Germanic also has suffixed forms
ON OCan 'outside', OE Wan 'outside', OBC Dzan(a) 'outside'.
Cf *lld(s) + -trpmo- mInda-Iranian: Av us-tama- 'last', Olnd
ut-tama- 'highest'. Old in IE

*haen-hae'up (onto), upwards, along'. [lEW39-40 (*an);

Wat 2 (*an); BK 425 (*anY-/*;mY)j. OE on 'on' (> NE on),

OHG an 'on', Goth ana 'at, on', Crk aVet 'up on, up along;
over, through, among', Av ana 'onto' Old in IE. Cf Lith anot(c)

'according to'.
*haen-u 'up (onto), upwards, along'. [IEW39-40 (*anll);

BK 425 (*anY-/*;m)-)]. Av anll 'after, corresponding to,
towards', Olnd anu 'after, along, over, near', TocM esak 'on
top of', TochB 0fTlsmem 'from above' (Toch < *h,Jcnu-dhi)

An "easternism" in IE.
Sec also ADPREPS; OVER [D QA]
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URINATE
"'h3mtighelo- ("'h3min(e)gh-) 'urinate'. [lEW 713

(*meigh-); Wat 40 (*meigh-); Buck 4.65]. Lat meW - mingo
'urinate', ON mfga 'urinate', Of mfgan 'urinate', lith miniil
- meiu 'urinate', Latv mlzu - mezu 'urinate', SC miiati
'urinate', Grk oj.u:{Xw 'urinate', Arm mizem 'urinate', Av
maezaiti 'urinates', Olnd mehati 'urinates'. With wide geo
graphical spread and near identity in form and meaning, the
verb is a very strong candidate for PIE status. Cf. the nominal
derivatives: OE micga 'urine', Grk O/lElXJ.la 'urine', Arm mez
'urine', Av maesman- 'urine', gao-maeza 'cow-urine', Olnd
meha- 'urine', TochB miso 'urine'. These are all very banal
derivatives of the basic verb, none of which is necessarily
very early.

See also ANATOMY; CLEAN. [D.Q.A.]

URNFIELD CULlURE
The Urnfield culture is the major late Bronze Age (c 1300

700 BC) culture of temperate Europe. Its name derives from
its most characteristic site type, cemeteries involving the
deposition of the cremated bones in an urn, usually capped
by a plate or specially designed top, and accompanied by
weapons and ornaments. Settlements are known and concen
trations have suggested tribal territories across the Urnfield
territory. Defended settlements, especially hillforts and
promontory forts, are among the most spectacular along with
a number of lake-side and island sites. Much less substantial
undefended sites are also recorded. Technologically, the
Urnfield culture embraces the final development oflate Bronze
Age metalwork, seen in bronze swords, razors, knives, sickles,
a wide variety of pins, and sheet metal work displayed in the
production of helmets, armor, shields and vessels. The culture
is divided into many regional groups, the most substantial
being the Lusatian (lausitz) group or culture that occupied
Poland, east Germany, the former Czechoslovakia and the
western Ukraine.

The Urnfield culture has often been ascribed with
individual or multiple ethnic identities and a number of IE
expansions have been credited to the appearance of urnfields
in the peripheral regions of Europe. As theurnfields ofwestern

. Europe occupy the same region as the later Hallstatt and La
Tene cultures, it has been identified as Proto-Celtic. This
identification has been regarded as particularly important with
reg~rd to the emergence· of the Celts in Iberia since the
subsequent· Celtic-associated cultures, the Hallstatt and La
Tene, are virtually absent from Iberia while there is at least .
evidence for some Urnfield contacts although, it must be .
admitted, the distribution ofUrnfield sites does not correlate
specifically with Celtic settlement. The appearance of the
Villanovan culture in ltaly and its subsequent development
in the late Bronze Age has also been credited to Urnfield
migrations (also simply to technological and ritual diffusion)
and hence the Umfield culture has been seen as Celtic and
Italic (and Venetic). Further east, where the Urnfield culture
appears in Croatia or east central Europe, an lllyrian identity

URNFIELD CULTURE

,.

4j.

Urnfield a. Generalized distribution of the Urnfield culture(s).

b.

Umfield b. Reconstruction of Umfield warrior; c. Urn.
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has been sought while those who seek the Slavic homeland
in Poland would claim the Lusatian culture as Proto-Slavic.

See also Canc UNGUAGES; GoLASECCA CULTIJRE;

HAu.sTATT CULTIJRE; lTAllC UNGUAGES; LA TM CULTIJRE;

VIlllNOVAN CULTIJRE. U.PM.]

USATOVO CULTURE
Usatovo is a late variant (c 3500-3000 BC) of the Tripolye

culture occupying the northwest area of the Black Sea. The
culture has been regarded as a mixture of native southeast
European Neolithic elements (painted ceramics, figurines, flat
graves) and culture traits drawn from the steppe cultures
(shell-tempered coarse wares, tumulus burial, horse). It also
displays metallic items, both arsenical bronze and silver, which
suggest more distant contacts with the north Caucasus. Within
the "Kurgan model" of IE expansions, the Usatovo culture
reflects the domination of the Tripolye agriculturalists by the
presumably IE-speaking steppe tribes. On the other hand,
the territory of the Usatovo culture was not previously
occupied by the Tripolye villagers and Usatovo expansion
into the steppe region around Odessa may account for a much
more complex cultural genesis. Either way, the Usatovo culture
shares similarities with a series of other terminal Copper Agel
early Bronze Age cultures of the Balkan-Danubian region and
a circum-Pontic interaction sphere of contacts (seen, for
example, in the spread of copper and bronze daggers) would
appear to have extended from the steppe south through the
Balkans to north Anatolia and Troy.

See also CERNAVODA CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADmON;

TRlPOLYE CULTIJRE; YAMNA CULTIJRE. U.PM.I

USE
-dheugh- 'be useful, produce something useful' (pres.

-dh6ughel). [IEW271 (*dheugh-); Wat 14 (*dheugh-); Buck
5.871. Olr dual « *dhughlo-) 'fitting', duan « *dhugh
neha-) 'poem', ON duga (pres. daug) 'be useful', OE dugan
(pres. deag) 'be useful', dyhtig'doughty', ge-dlegan 'carry out,
prevail', OHG tugan (pres. toug) 'be useful', tuht 'usefulness',
Goth dugan (pres. daug) 'be useful', Lith daug - daugi(aJ
'much', Latv daudz 'much', Rus duty} 'strong, healthy', Grk
-rv/Xavw 'meet, attain a goal', -rvX11 'success, good fortune',
-rtvxw 'prepare', Olnd dohati - dogdhi 'extracts, milks'
« *'brings into use'). Widespread and old in IE.

-bheug- 'use' (pres. -bhunekW-bhunkt6r). [lEW 153
(*bheug-); Wat 8 (*bheug-)J. Lat [ungor 'am engaged in,
perform', per[ungor 'use up', Olnd bhumikti 'aids, serves,
protects', bhunkte 'enjoys, uses, consum:es'. Though not
widely attested, the geographical distribution strongly suggests
PIE status.

?-neud- 'use, enjoy'. [lEW 768 (*neu-d-); Wat 44-45
(*neud-); Buck 9.4231. ON nj6ea 'use, enjoy', nye 'profit,
advantage', naut'work animal, ox', nauer'wealth', OE neotan
'use, enjoy', nyu 'profit, advantage', neat 'work animal, ox'
(> NE neat), OHG niozan 'make use of', n6z 'cattle', Goth
niutan 'attain, enjoy', ga-niuean 'obtain, catch', Lith nauda

Usatovo a. Distribution of the Usatovo culture.

Usatovo b. Plan of kurgan at Usatovo; c. Bronze dagger; d. Late
Tripolye pot; e. Usatovo figUrine; f. Corded-decorated vessel
("kitchen ware").
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'use, property', Latv nauda 'money'. Restricted to Baltic and
Germanic; perhaps a word of the IE northwest.

See also ACCOMPLISH; CLEAN; MILK [DQA]

UTERUS
*tw)e1bhus 'womb'. IlEW 473 (*gYelbh-); Wat 24-25

(*gwelbh-); GI 716 (*koeltJ1-); Buck 4.47; BK 338 (*kwalb-/
*kwJlb-)]. OE cilfor-Iamb 'ewe lamb', OHG kilbur'ewe lamb',
Grk &Ilcpv.; 'uterus', &&Ilcp£o.; « *srp-gwelbheios 'from the
same womb') 'brother', Av gJrJbus- 'new-born animal'. Also
*gw)olbho- 'womb, fruit of womb' in ON kalfr'calf', OE cealf
'calf' (> NE calf), OHG chalb - chalp 'calf', Goth kalbo 'calf',
Grk (Hesychius) oollcpo.; 'womb', Av garJwa- 'uterus', Oind
garbha- 'uterus'. The Germanic words suggest an initial *g-,
the Grk *gW_. Indo-Iranian is indecisive. The pre-Greek *gW_
(attested Grk d-) may owe its labialization to assimilation to
the following *-bhu-. Conversely the non-labialized initial in

UTERUS

Germanic may be dissImilatory. In either case *gCwJelbhus
would appear to have been at least the late PIE term for
'womb'. More difficult to relate are ON hvelpr'young animal,
whelp', OE hwelp'younganimal, whelp' (> NE whelp), OHC
weJ[ 'young animal, whelp' « *kwclbos); OCS zrt'h~' «
*gWerbhen-) 'foal', Grk {3pEcpO'; « *gWrebhos) 'foetus; new
born'; more distant yet are IIit hueIpi- 'young, fresh, new,
unripe; new-born animal' or Lat vulva - bolva - volba 'womh'
and Olnd I1lba- - I1lva 'membrane covering the embryo;
womb, vulva' Perhaps we have more than one word here,
sufficiently similar in phonological shape and semantic
referent to have naturally influenced one another in ways we
cannot now disentangle Alternatively there may have been a
single PIE form whose meanmg was such that its shape was
subject to taboo deformation

See also ANATOMY; BEAR2; SEXUAL ORGANS AND ACTIVITIES

ID.QA.I
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VAKHSH CULTURE
The Vakhsh culture is a late Bronze Age culture situated in

the middle and lower reaches of the river Vakhsh of southern
Tadzhikistan. It is dated to the period c 1700-1500 BC and
would appear to be somewhat later than the neighbc;>ring
Bishkent culture with which it shares many parallels. Settle
ment evidence is meager but does attest to the use of stone
walls and mud-brick constructions; at Kangurt Tut in the
Vakhsh valley the houses contained living quarters, hearths,
and storage pits for grain (barley and wheat). Faunal remains
revealed cattle, followed by sheep/goat, horse, donkey; camel,
deer and dog.

The Vakhsh culture is known primarily from its burials.
These were made in catacomb graves with entrance shafts
blocked by earth and stones and the whole grave covered
over with a mound. The ritual use of fire was associated with
a quarter of the tombs. Males were buried on their right sides,
females generally on their left; orientation was to the north.
In some cases the graves served as cenotaphs-occasionally
clay figurines replaced the remains of the deceased. The grave
goods were generally poor: hand-made pottery predominated
as one would expect from a pastoral society altbough 30% of
the vessels were wheel-thrown. Among the ·few metal remains
were razor-like knives and mirrors; arrowheads were made
of flint or bone.

The ceramics of the Vakhsh culture contain a mixture of
both steppe wares and those more typical of the BMAC and
the culture has been interpreted as an amalgam of two
traditions, one involving settled agriculturalists and another
of more northerly based pastoralists who may have engaged
in long distance transhumance with their flocks. But Bertille

Vakhsh a. Distribution of the Vakhsh culture.
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Vakhsh b. Simple pit grave; c. Catacomb grave.

bow', OE dxl'valley' (> NE dale), OHG u1'valley', Goth daIs
'ravine, valley', OCS dolO 'pit, valley', dole 'below', dolTnT
'being below', Rus dol 'valley, under side', c/ij1Tnij 'being below',
perhaps Grk 86AOs 'vault' (though its connection here has
been doubted), Sarikoli 8er'ravine', Yazghulami Dtlr'ravine'.
Cf. also OE dell 'ravine, dell' (> NE de1J), MHG reI1e'ravme'
(as if < *dholhaio-), ON da'/'small valley', OHG walla'small
valley' (as if < *dholhaleh,r), ON dxla 'ditch' (as if <
*dhelhaieha-), OHG [ol(a)- 'channel, pit' (as if < *dhlhao/ehr ) ,

Grk 8aAaj1os 'inner room of a house, storeroom; abode;
sheepfold; hold (of a ship)' (as If < *dhjhamas). Some have
claimed the Slavic words are borrowings from GermanIc but
more commonly they are taken as native. The Greek words
are often rejected on phonological grounds, though they are
not problematic if we derive them from *dholh,r rather than
*dhol-. Widespread and old in IE.

*16nko/eha- 'valley' [lEW 676-677 (*Ionkj)] Late Lat
*Ianca « Gaul?) 'depression, bed of river' whose reflexes are
found in the south of France, in French-speaking Switzerland
and in northern Italy, Swiss German lauch 'tmugh' (from the
same source), Lith lanka 'valley, nver-meadow', OCS 19ka 'gulf,
valley, meadow, marsh', Rus (dial) luk,i 'river-meadow, flood
plain', TochB lerike'valley'. From */enk- 'bend' The agreement
of Balto-SlavlC and Tocharian would seem to guarantee this
word for at least late PIE.
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Lyonnet has suggested that there are problems in seeing the
culture as a simple amalgam. The paucity of metal artifacts
has suggested that identifying the Vakhsh culture as part of
the Andronovo continuum of well developed metal-using
cultures is far from entirely certain while some 19% of the
ceramics have no local parallels in Andronovo or the
neighboring territories. As is the case with the Bishkent
culture, the Vakhsh culture has generally been linked with
early Indo-Aryan movements southwards from the steppe
which involved a certain amount of cultural assimilation as
they passed through Central Asia but Lyonnet warns that if
the Andronovo component is uncertain we may be dealing
with an unknown ethno-linguistic element.

See also BISHKENT CULTIJRE; BMAC; INDO-IRANIAN lANGUAGES.

D·PM]
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VALLEY
*dh6lhaos 'valley; vault, cavity'. [JEW 245-246 (*dhel-);

Wat 13 (*dhel-)]. Wels dol 'valley, meadow', ON dalr'valley;

Seea1soCAVITY.!ADV,DQAI

VARNA
Varna refers to the famous Copper Age cemetery on the

Black Sea coast in Bulgaria. The cemetery, which dates to the
period c 4500-4000 BC, is one of if not the richest known in
early prehlstonc Europe. [t has yielded so far 2H [ graves which
may be divided into three groups fifty-six cenotaphs where
the burial was altogether absent or only a few bones have
been deposited; ninety burials in the extended position which
have been usually assigned to males; and sixty-fIve bunals m
the flexed position (assigned as a rule to females) The head
is generally oriented NNE The wealth of metallIC and other
objects in the graves was exceptional. Several graves contamed
clay masks which were decorated or had features such as the
mouth delineated by gold and copper ornaments; these were
identified as female masks as they are easily paralleled by the
masks depicted on female figurines In the east Balkans.
Scepters and perforated axes with gold decorated handles were
found. Over three thousand objects of gold (6 kg) were
recovered along with a large quantity of copper artifacts Other
goods included fifty stone axes, bone and antler objects, a
thousand shell ornaments, stone beads, !lint blades, scrapers,
and six-hundred pots.

The variation in wealth among the graves has generally
been interpreted as indicating marked dIfferences in the status
of the deceased and, consequently, has supported the hypo
thesis that this region of the east Balkans already saw the
development of some form of stratified or ranked society in
the Copper Age It is important to note that among the
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Varna a. Mask; b. "Symbol of power" with gold head and gold
and wood handle; c. Bull pendant of gold; d. Bracelet; e. Gold
pendant; f. Button.

See also SOCIAL ORGANIZATION. U. PM.]

have been under the inHuence of Indo-Europeans. Jan
Lichardus endorses this latter theory and has suggested that
pastoralists from the steppelands (the Sredny Stog culture)
would have periodically come into contact with the settled
agriculturalists of the east Balkans (we know that they obtained
copper from them which was exchanged as far east as the
middle Volga) and influenced the local social structure and
beliefs with their own. That a steppe element may have been
involved has been recently supported by the discovery of a
small cemetery at Giurgiule$ti on the lower reaches of the
Pmt. Here were found burials interred according to the rituals
of the steppe, e.g., buried in the flexed supine position, use
of ocher, catacomb and timber constructions, and with
artifacts typical of the steppeland cultures (the No\'odanilovka
culture) but there were also objects more typical of Varna,
e.g., a gold decorated "baton". Another feature, sometimes
attributed to the Indo-Europeans by supporters of the "Kurgan
theory", is the marking of sex in the burial rite and at Varna
and several other sites, males are placed in a position
(extended) that contrasts with that of females (flexed).

It has also been suggested that the Varna cemetery may
reflect something other than social status of the individuals
but that there is persuasive evidence for the expression of
religious ideologies, some of which have been proposed with
reference to traditions found among the Indo-Europeans.
Some 20% of the grave pits lack any evidence of the deceased
and it is held unlikely that all of these can be explained simply
as individuals who died too distant from the site to be buried
within the cemetery. They include some of the wealthiest
burials and it has been suggested that they reflect the depOSi
tion of the symbols of power and not the leaders themselves.
The widespread practice of replaCing a king (or a substitute),
ritually or otherwise, is known throughout the Near East and
neighboring territories where it has long been placed in an
interpretive framework which associates the king with the
fertility of the land which may be renewed by despatching
the former king after a set period. In this scheme, the
exceptionally wealthy graves, with ornaments·and objects
arranged in the same relative location as those graves with
skeletal remains, may represent the ritual "killing and disposal"
of the leader of a society after a set time period. It has also
been suggested that the presence of copper tools, especially
those employed in the working of wood and metal, were
symbolic of the concept of the craftsman as specifically the
"creator" as occurs frequently in IE religious literature where
smith deities are portrayed as fashioning the world, other
deities or mankind. Three of the "smith" burials were found
adjacent to the three burials with clay masks which has
prompted their interpretation as matched pairs of male "smith"
burials and female masked burials. It should be err1phasized
that while various archaeologists have attempted to interpret
the burials in light of evidence taken from Indo-European
cultures, none of these models is in any way unique to the
Indo-Europeans.

f.

e.~

wealthiest burials were several assigned to males and burials
with a golden diadem and scepter are plausibly interpreted
as symbols of power. Children were sometimes accompanied
with very rich grave goods and symbols of authority which
suggests that they belonged to important families. The general
cqnclusion is that Varna along with several other contem
porary cemeteries of the same region refiect well stratified
societies. This interpretation has been held to be in contrast
with' that of other mortuary evidence for the Balkans that
suggested egalitarian societies during the Neolithic and
Copper Age.

In the "Kurgan theory" as propounded by Marija Gimbutas,
marked social hierarchies with males at their apex were
introduced to the Balkans by the Indo-Europeans who should
have appeared in the region only after the floruit of the Varna
cemetery. She interpreted the rich male burials at Varna as
indicating the localized acquisition of exotic goods by
tradesmen and not evidence for the emergence of IE chieftains
although she also suggested that the movement to personal
possessions (in opposition to communally-held wealth) may
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VAULT
*kamareha- 'vault'. [lEW 524 (*kam-er-); Wat 26

(*kamer-); Buck 7.21). Grk K'a,uapa'vault', Av kamara 'belt'.
From *kam-er- 'bend, curve'. Common Latin camera is a
Greek loan which gives French chambre > NE chamber. A
central isogloss or possibly borrowed into Iranian from Greek
which itself borrowed it from an unknown source.

See also VALLEY. [A.D.V]

VEGETABLES
?*a1u- '± esculent root'. [lEW33 (*alu-)]. Lat alium - allium

'garlic', alum - alus 'comfrey (Symphytum officinale)', OInd
alu- 'an esculent root (Arum campanulatam)' , alukam 'the
esculent root of Amorphophallus campanulatas'. The exact
meaning of the ancestor of these two words, if indeed their
similarity reflects inheritance rather than chance resemblance,
is not determinable. Indeed, even in the Latin cognates there
is a marked difference between comfrey, whose roots and
leaves were employed as poultices for curing fractures, and
garlic, which was consumed both for culinary and medicinal
reasons. Probably but not certainly PIE.

*iehlkom 'edible greens' « *'foliage'?). [lEW 544
(*J(eko-); GI 84 (*J(hekho-); Buck 5.65]. ON ha « Proto
Gmc *heh(w)on-) 'aftermath, second crop of hay', OPrus
schokis 'grass', Lith sekas 'green fodder', Latv s~ks 'green
fodder', OInd saka- 'potherb, vegetable, greens'. Though its
attestation is sparse, it is also wide. Note that it refers to animal
food in the west but human food in the east. Clearly a word
of PIE date.

*kremhxUS (gen. *knphx6us) '(wild) garlic (Allium sativum
or Allium ursinum)'. [lEW 580 (*krem-); Wat 32 (*krem-);
Buck 5.68]. MIr crem - erim 'garlic', Wels eraf'garlic', perhaps
Grk K'P£j1.(j1.)vov - 1(p0,u(j1.)vov (if from*kremhxul)om)
'onion'. Cf. the derivative *kremhxuso/eha-: OE hramsa'onion,
garlic' (> NE ramson), OHG ram usia 'wild garlic', Lith kremuse
'wild garlic', Rus ceremsa 'wild garlic', and perhaps Grk
1(pEj1(j1.)vov if from *kremhxusom. A word of the west and
perhaps center of the IE world.

Except for Greek this word refers to the wild garlic (Allium
ursinum). Garlic is poorly preserved in the archaeological
record and the earliest evidence for domestic garlic (Allium
sativum) derives from Egyptian tombs of the eighteenth
dynasty (sixteenth-fourteenth centuries BC) while Akkadian
texts suggest its existence in the Near East by the early second
millennium BC. In Europe remains are known buried under

the volcanic ash at Pompeii. The domestic garlic is believed
to derive from Allium longicuspis Regel, the wild garlic of
Central Asia, northern Iran and southeastern Turkey. Other
varieties of wild garlic are distributed across southern Europe.
It is not one of the plant remains found in the Swiss lake-side
dwellings which offer the most abundant evidence for early
preserved organic material in Europe.

*m[k- '± carrot'. [lEW 750 (*mrk-)1. OE moru - more
'carrot' (> NE more), OHG moraha 'carrot', Rus mork()vl
'carrot', Grk (Hesychius) {3pa1(ava 'wild vegetables'. At least
a late IE term in the west and center of the IE world. The
carrot (Daueus earota) is a native of western and central Asia,
particularly Afghanistan, and its spread to Europe is at least
before the Christian era. Indeed, remains are known from
Swiss lake-side dwellings consistently from the Neolithic
period through the late Bronze Age. The wild carrot has a
reputation for being both tough and unappetizing but the
leaves might also be employed for medicinal reasons such as
easing bladder problems.

*repeha- - *rapeha- 'turnip (Brassica rapa or B. napo
brassica)'. [lEW 852 (*rap-); Wat 53 (*rap-)l. Lat f<lpUm 
Tapa 'turnip', ON rofa 'bony part of a horse's tail', OHC ruoha
- raba 'turnip', Lith rope 'turnip', OCS repa 'turnip'. Cf. Grk
parevc;- pa<pvc;'turnip', pacpavoC;'cabhage'. Cf. also Lat r~lp[na

'turnip field', Lith ropiena 'turnip field' < *r'lpeinehr . The
interchange of *-e- and '*-3- in the attested reflexes makes
the exact shape of this word difficult to recover. It is quite
possible (certain in the case of Greek) that this word has been
borrowed at various times from one IE language to another.
In some fonn, however, it is likely to have been at least late
PIE in date in the west and center of the IE world. The wild
turnip is distributed over Europe and western Asia. The date
of its domestication is unknown although the Romans
employed the turnip in northern France.

?*kau16s '± cabbage (Brassica sp.)'. IIE\iV 537 (*k<w-li-);
Wat 27 (*kaul-); Buck 5.69]. Lat eaulis'cabbage', Grk K'aVAOC;
'a vegetable of the cabbage kind: cole, kail, cauliflower', Hit
kaluis(siJna (a kind of vegetable). In both Latin and Greek
there are identical words meaning 'stem, stalk'. The dialect
distribution of this word suggests that it may have been
borrowed by the three IE groups from some Mediterranean
source but the fact that it appears to be a specialization of the
meaning 'stalk' (earlier cabbages, etc., had a distinct stalk)
means that the word itself is of PIE date. The distribution of
the wild cabbage encompasses the Mediterranean and Atlantic
coast from whence it was probably domesticated at some time
before the Roman period.

See alsoAGRICULTIJRE; FOOD; PuNTS; STALK. ID.Q.A., JPM.]

VENETIe lANGUAGE
Venetic is an Indo-European language of northeast Italy

(the Veneto). The language is attested among the
archaeological remains of the later phases of the Este culture
that ran from c900 to 182 BC. The Venetie language is attested
from about two-hundred short inscriptions (none longer than
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with Latino-Faliscan and Osco-Umbrian. Certain peculiariti s,
however, have suggested to some that it may be an
independent Indo-European stock. The Venetie accusative of

, the first personal pronoun, mexo, establishes a paradigm exo/
mexo which is in obvious contrast with Lat ego/me and has
been argued by some to be more reminiscent of Germanic,
e.g., Goth ik/mik; however, these similarities have been
generally attributed to' independent creations in both sto ks
where the nominative singular influenced the accusati .
Perhaps more striking is Venetie se1boisselboi 'himself' which
fi~ds an Old High German parallel in se1bose1bo. But this
single correspondence seems weak grounds to thrust Venetie
out of the Italic and into the Germanic world although some
would still hold to the view that Venetie perhaps demands a
status separate from Italic.

The Este culture whieh reflects the archaeological ba k
ground of the Venetie inscriptions derives from the Proto
Villanovan horizon that spanned the length of Italy at the
end of the Bronze Age. Its own more distant connections
would then lie north of the Alps in the central European
urnfields.

See also EsTE CUL1URE; INDO-EUROPEAN lANGUAGES;

ITAUC lANGUAGES. U.P .]

ten words) that date from c 550 to 100 BC. The earliest were
written in a North Etruscan alphabet while those'from c 150
to 100 BC were written in the Roman alphabet. By the first
century BC Venetic disappeared in the face of Roman (and
Latin) power.

The Este culture included towns at Este (ancient Atestine),
Padua, Verona and Vicenza. The inscriptions are found on
stone pillars, tombs and especially on votive offerings, in
particular bronze pins or nails found at the shrine of the
goddess Reitia at Fondo Baratela which were placed there by
women. Here there are known some twenty-four inscribed
pins or nails dedicated to the goddess (they have also been
explained as styli for inscribing wax tablets).

The Venetie language is clearly Indo-European and direct
correspondences with Italic can be made, confirming the
meaning of at least some words and indicating particular
features of Venetie phonology, e.g., inSCriptions in the earlier
sCript employ z where in the Roman sCript the words begin
with a d, cf. zonasto - donasto. Although there is a certain
amount of uncertainty in how Venetic should be transcribed
phonetically, the meaning of at least some of the words causes
no great problem. For example, the pronoun exo T
corresponds to Lat ego while Venetic vhraterei would render
Lat [ratn 'to the brother'. Venetie ke has been seen to be
phonologically cognate with either Lat -que 'and' or Grk Jeat
'and'; syntactieally it seems to function like ~t et 'and' or the
Grk Jeaz, Le., it unites the two nouns on either side of it rather
than serves as an enclitie. The inscription mexo zonasto
vhuxiia vhouxontiiha sain~sei reitiiai could be rendered in
Latin as me donavit Fugia F(o)ugontiaca *sanatrici (an
unattested feminine of sanitrix) Reitiae 'Fugia F(o)ugontiaca
gave me to Reitia the healer'. Venetie zonasto 'gave' is explained
as an s-aorist with a personal ending derived from the root
aorist class (seen, for example, in Grk E-8q--ro 'he gave'). There
are also examples of Venetie zoto 'he gave', without the s- '
particle. The name vhuxiia has been explained as equivalent
to Av baoxtar- 'savior, liberator' and derfved from *bheug{h)
'pUrify; free'. The paucity and brevity of Venetie inscriptions
precludes Venetie playing any significant role in the recon
struction of the PIE lexieon although it does offer a number
,of examples of otherwise widespread cognate sets, e.g., Venetie
ekvon 'horse' « *hleKl}.O-m), Venetie teuta 'people'
« *teuteha-). There are also examples of words that have
generated more discussion, 'e.g. ,Venetie ekvope9arishas been
translated as the personal name 'Equipetarius', as an occu
pational title such as 'charioteer; or 'groom' (with an under
lying *hleKl}.OS 'horse', which is quite plausible as a number'
of its occurrences are associated with the depiction of a horse
or chariot), or a priest who presided at the funeral. ,

The dialectal position of Venetie has been a source of
considerable controversy. The hypothesis that it is closely
related to Illyrtan has not proven widely accepted nor is it
likely to do so unless there is some really solid evidence of
the nature of Illyrian other than place and personal names.
Many regard Venetie as an Italic language, co-ordinate perhaps

.. .. . .. .
.• -, :... ~ , ..
-. -. . . . ... .. .. . . .. . .. . '.' :.:'.:;. '. .:

Venetie Territory of the Veneti.

VENETIC lANGUAGE
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VILlAGE
*]{~i1J.os ~ *.Kiuos 'belonging to the household' (hence>

'intimate, dear'). [lEW 539-540 (*kei-1)o-); Wat 27-28
(*kei-); Buck 7.122]. Lat clvis'citizen' (i-stem on the analogy
of hostis 'host'), Osc ceus '(fellow) citizen', ON hjon ~ hjQn
'one ofthe household; (pI.) married couple', hyski'household,
family', OE hlwen - hlwra::den - hlwisc 'household', hlwan
(pI.) 'members of a household', hIWcUp 'domestic, familiar',
OHG hlun 'married couple, parents; family members', hI(w)o
'husband', hI(w)a 'wife', hlwiski 'family', Goth heiwa-frauJa
'master of the household; host', Latv sieva 'wife', Olnd seva
'intimate, dear', siva- 'kind, friendly, auspicious, dear' (whence
Siva- 'Shiva'). Lurking behind these words is either a root
noun *kei- or au-stem *Keju-/*Kiu- 'household, village as
social unit' from *Kei- 'lie', either from *'± those that sleep
together' or, since *Kei- + *h]en may mean 'depend on', from
*'± collective dependants'. These words are widespread and
old in PIE.

*k6imos 'household, Village'. [lEW 539-540; Wat 71
(*tkei-); GI 155; Buck 7.122]. OIr caem 'dear', MWels cu ~

cuf'dear', ON heimr 'abode; world', heima 'home', OE ham
'home' (> NE home), h:£man 'have intercourse with, cohabit
with, marry', OHG heim 'home', MHG heimen 'take home,
marry', Goth haims 'village, country (Le., not city)', aPms
(pI.) seimins 'household servants', Lith siema 'family', Latv
saime 'family', OCS semija 'household servants', semIja
'family', Grk lCWJ111 « *Koimeha-) 'Village' (cf. lCO lJ1aOJ.1a 1

'sleep'). The Baltic family represented by OPrus caymis
'village', Lith kiemas '(coun)yard, village, farm(stead)', kaimas
'village, hamlet; country (Le., not city)', kaimymas'neighbor'
reflects a Proto-Baltic borrowing from Germanic (hence Proto
Baltic *k- rather than *5-) or at least some phonological
influence of Germanic or some more western IE group). With
the suffix *-ro- we have Arm ser'devotion', sirem 'love'. A
word of the west and center of the IE world.

*tk1tis (gen. *tkit~is) 'settlement'. [lEW 626 (*kjJei-); Wat
71 (*tkei-); Buck 19.16). Grk lC'd(jl~ 'settlement', Av siti
'settlement', Olnd k$iti- 'settlement'. A word of the southeast
of the IE world from *tkei- 'settle'. Other derivations of *tkei
include Myc ko-to-na 'parcel of land' and Arm sen 'Village'.

*uiis (gen. *Ui]{os) '(social unit 00 settlement, extended
family group'. [lEW 1131 (*l)eik-); Wat 75 (*weik-); Gl646
(*We/OiKh-); Buck 19.16]. OCS vfsf'village', Grk rp1xt:(F)flCES
'those divided into three tribes', Av vfs- 'manorhouse, court;

village', OPers viB- 'house, residence; royal family', Khat bisa
'house', Olnd vis- 'dwelling, tribe, clan'. Other derivatives
exist, thus from *1)eikes-: Lat vIlla « *1)eik-S-leha-) 'farm;
house in the country', Umb uocu-com 'building', Goth v/eihs
'village', Oind vesas- 'house', TochB ike 'place, locality'; from
*1)oikOS: Lat vfcus 'village, quarter (of a city)', Grk (r)ol1\."OS

'household', Oind vesa- 'house; bordello'. (Cf. Indo-Iranian
*1)oi](6s 'dweller, inhabitant' in Av vaesa- 'servant', Khot bfsa
'servant', Olnd vesa- 'dweller, tenant, inhabitant, neighbor'.)
This is the basic PIE word designating a settlement unit
composed of a number of extended families which was later
extended to the complex of buildings they occupied and, later
still, to the socio-political unit. Its use as a socia-political
designation is brought into sharp focus in the compounds of
this word with *p6tis 'lord' and *p6tniha- 'lady': OPrus
waispattin (ace.) 'woman of the house', Lith viespatis
viespatls 'lord, master, sovereign', (dial.) viespatni 'Wife', Alb
zot « *1)IKeha-pot-) 'master, lord; god', zOI~ie 'lady; married
woman, wife', Av vfspaiti- 'lord, overlord of a clan', Olnd
vispati- 'lord of the house, chief of a settlement or of a tribe',
vispatnf 'lady; wife'. The difference in formations suggests
that these words are independent creations in the stocks where
they are attested or that they have undergone more or less
radical rebuilding. The underlying verb probably appears in
Indo-Iranian: Av V1saite 'stands ready', Khot bis- 'enter', Olnd
visati 'settles down, enters, arrives', though some have seen
this verb as a denominative formation fron1 Proto-Indo-Iranian
vis-. Lith viesjti 'be a guest' and Grk ollC£w'dwell' are definitely
denominative verbs. An alternative theory proposed by O.
Szemerenyi suggests that it derives from *l)eik- 'go, march'
and, therefore, it designated a social unit on the move, as in
NE gang. The same lexical derivation, however, has led E.
Polome to suggest that the underlying semantics was 'enter'
and that the word lndicated the enclosure that separated the
clan's hving space from the outside world, Le., the defensive
area controlled by the family or clan unit.

See also FAMILY; MAsTER, MISTRESS. [A.D.V, D.Q.A.]

Further Readings
Benveniste, E. (1973) The four divisions of society, in Indo-European

Language and Society. Coral Gables, Flonda, Universlly of Miami.

239-261.

Szewerenyi, 0 (1977) Studies in the Kinship Terminology of [he

Indo-European Languages (== Acta lramca 7). Teheran-Liege.

VlUANOVAN CULTURE
During the late Bronze Age (c 1100-900 BC) most of Italy

was spanned by the Villanovan culture. This culture is
documented primarily by cremation cemeteries with urns and
a wide variety of metallic goods such as razors, fibulae
(brooches), pins, swords, buckets, helmets and annor, all of
which can be related to the central European urnfields.
Traditionally, the advent of the Villanovan culture, the Pianello
Timmari horizon, was ascribed to central European warriors
who crossed the Alpine passes and swept through Italy
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d.

b.

Villanovan b. Villanovan urn burial in a pozzetto, a small pit
below a pit; c. Urn burial in a dolio, jar; d. House urn.

..•. #.. . ~ .. .' .... . ..

km

, Villanovan a. Distribution of the major Villanovan cemeteries.

..

I'

spreading both their culture and IE languages. Such models
are now regarded as considerably overstated and the spread
of Urnfield characteristics are often derived from other
methods of diff1.Jsion. As a vehicle for the spread of the IE
languages in Italy, the Villanovan culture always fac::ed one
serious obstacle in that it underlay not only the territories of
IE-speaking groups but also that of the Etruscans who are
generally recognized as non-IE speakers. O-n the ,other hand,
a~ an Italian expression of the general Umfield phenomenon,
it does 'accommodate the hypothesis that the ancestors of the
Celts and Italic languages were the same and derived from
central Europe.

,See also GoLASECCA CULTURE; ITALIC lANGUAGES;

URNFlELD CULTURE; 'VENETIC lANGUAGE. LJ .PM.]

VINE see WINE

VISIBLE
*h¢Uis'obvious'. [IEW78 (*aljis-)}. OCS (j)ave'obvious',

Av aviS 'obviously'. From *h4eu- 'perceive'. A late word of the
center of the PIE world.

?*derietos'visible'. [IEW213 (*der}{-); Wat 12 (*derk-);
BK 180 (*c'ar-/*c'Jr-)]. Grk -8epKet"o~'visible',OInd darsata-

'visible'. From *derK- 'see'. Perhaps inherited, perhaps
independent creations in the two stocks.

See also PERCEIVE; SEE. [D.Q.A.}

VOICE
*1Jokws (gen. *lJ6kWos) 'voice'. [lEW 1135-1136

(*1,.u5klJ -s); Wat 75 (*w6kW
-); GI 127 (*wekho-)]. Lat vo

'voice', Grk (ace.) orca 'voice', Av vaxs'voice', Olnd vak'voiee',
TocM wak 'voice', TochB wek 'voice'. From *vekw- 'speak'.
Widespread and old in IE.

See also NOISE; SOUND; SPEAK. [D.Q.A.l

VOMIT see SPEW

VULTURE
There is no standard IE term for the vulture in the IE

languages although the vulture was cenainly well known to
the speakers of the proto-language no matter where they were
originally situated. Arm uses ang/'vulture" Grk rVVI'vulture',
and the Indian a rather wide range of terms, of which bhilsa
is the best known and possibly related to Grk QJ11Vl1 'lammer
geir or bearded vulture' [< *bhesneha-; JEW III (*bhaso-
*bheso-)]. Another possible correspondence derives from
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*gWJtur-. [lEW 482 (*g;Jtur(os))]: Lat voltur 'vulture', Grk
{3Aoavp- 'shaggy', as in Homer {3Aoavp-mnu; 'vulture-eyed,
grim-looking' .

Though vulture terminology varies greatly from language
to language, both Greek and Old Indic share a common myth
ology concerning their parenting habits. The five major Indian
vultures are said to be all derived from one father through
separate mothers while a Grk yVljIis said to have female species
only, that reproduce at will. Vultures, of which there are five
major species in Europe and western Asia, are largely
ubiquitous, distributed from Ireland to India, and beyond.

Iconographically, the vulture is dramatically represented

on the walls of the shrines at (atal HOyuk. In the so-called
"Vulture Shrine", six headless corpses are seen as various prey
to seven vultures which has seen a variety of interpretations,
including the concept of excarnation, i.e., the exposure of
bodies so that they may be defleshed by birds, a practice later
reflected in the mortuary practices of the Zoroastrians (and
some North American Indians). Deposits of the bones of vul
tures and other carrion birds are known from the Palaeolithic
onwards across Eurasia and in the absence of specific mythic
motifs not to say a reconstructible PIE word, it is impossible
to press the vulture any further into Indo-European studies.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.I
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WADE
*uadh- 'wade'. [lEW 1109 (*l)adh-); War 73 (*wadh-);

Buck 10.47]. Lat vado (with new long grade) 'ford (a river)',
ON vaoa 'go, push forward, wade (through)" OE wadan 'wade'
(> NE wade), OHG watan 'wade'. Cf. the derivative: *l)adhom
'ford': Lat vadum 'ford', ON vaG 'water', OE wred 'water',
gewred 'ford', OHG wat 'ford'.. A late western dialectal tenn
in IE.

IIIgehxDJt- '± enter water, wade'. Slov gaziti 'wade', SC gaziti
'step, wade', OInd gAhate 'penetrate, enter (water), wade'.
Though only attested in South Slavic and Indic, perhaps a
late word of the eastern part of the IE worl~.

See also DIVE; FLOAT; Go; SWIM. {D.Q.A.l

WAGON
*Ueghnos 'wagon'. [lEW 1118-1120 (*l)egh-no-); Wat 74

(*wegh-); GI 627 (*woto-); Buck 10.75; BK 301 (*wagY-I
*WdgY-)]. Oir fen 'wagon', Wels gwain 'wagon\ TocM wkam
'way, manner', TochB yakne 'way, manner' (and similarly
*l)oghnos in ON vagn 'wagon', OE wregn 'wagon' [> NE w~in] ,
MDutch waghen 'wagon' [borrowed> NE wagon> We1s
gwagen], OHG wagan 'wagon'). This word is derived from
*lJ.egh- 'ride' and the pattern of its distribution suggests PIE
status. ,Related constructions include *l)eghitlorn 'vehicle': Lat
vehiculum 'vehicle', Olnd vahitram 'vehicle'; and *l)oghos
'wagon': OCS vozu'wagon', Myc wo-ka 'chariot', Grk(F)6xo~
'chariot' .

?*h2em-CaKS-iha 'wagon-chassis'. [Buck 10.75]. Grk
ap.a;a (Attic aj1a;a with secondary h-) '(framework or
chassis 00 a four-wheeled wagon; Ursa Major', TochB amak$
pante '± wagon-master' (where -pante reflects a *-P1)th2-o
'one pertaining to the way', an exacentric thematic derivative
of *pontoh2s'way'). The evidence for this word rests on these

Wagons I a. Main distribution of the earliest archaeologiCal evidence
for wheeled vehicles (fourth~early third millennia Be).

two stocks unless we include Khat mas- in maspa- 'road' (if <
*'± wagon-place'). 'If this is a PIE word (and borrowing
between Greek and Tocharian seems ruled out), then we have
an old compound *h2em- 'hold on to' and *haek - 'axle', a
'hold-axle' if you will.

*KTSoS 'wagon'. [lEW 583-584 (*k[so-:s); Wat 30 (kers-);
Buck 10.75]. OIr carr 'wagon', MWels carr 'wagon' « Celt
*R[sos), Lat currus 'chariot, wagon'. Lat carrus 'wagon for
freight' is a loan from Celtic (a variant carrum prOvides the
origin of NE car). A word of the far west of the IE world
unless one also includes here Grk (Hesychius) aapaat
'wagons' which, if related, would have been borrowed from a
satdm language. Derived from *Rers- 'run',
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WAGON

e.

Wagons I b. Vehicle depicted on TRS pot from Sronocice,
Poland; c. Wagon-cup model from Szigetszenmarton, llungary;
d. Construction of tripartite diSC wheels; e. Yamna burial wlth
wagon; f. Wagon from Armenia; g. Catacomb burial with wagnn.

Archaeological Evidence
Wheeled vehicles are clearly assigned PIE status not only

through the words for the vehicles themselves, but also
because of reconstructible words for 'axle', '(wagon) pole',
'nave', and 'wheel'. These vehicles are commonly ascribed to
the latest period of PIE "unity" before sharp divisions
developed among the different IE dialects, languages and
stocks. As the earliest wheeled vehicles in the world appear
in the fourth millennium BC, it is presumed that the major
divisions between the IE stocks did not occur until this period
or sometime after it.

The earliest evidence for wheeled vehicles consists of both
artistic representations of wagons or the actual remains of
vehicles, the latter of which are generally recovered from
graves. The place of origin for the wheeled vehicle is uncertain
and candidates range all the way from Mesopotamia in the
southeast, northwards through the Caucasus, then onto the
south Russian and Ukrainian steppe, and finally into central
Europe. In all these regions there is evidence for the early
development of wheeled vehicles by the fourth millennium
BC. It is generally presumed that vehicles may have been
invented in only one of these locations and diffused swiftly
across a broad region of Eurasia; however, some have argued
for multiple points of origin such as the Near East and west
central Europe. The reasons for this latter argument is that
fixed axles are found from Mesopotamia to central Europe
but evidence of rotating axles, a different principle of
locomotion, is found in the western Alpine region during the
late Neolithic and Bronze Age and further west to the Atlantic.
Such distinctions do not, however, affect the dating of the
earliest wagons, irrespective of point of origin, to the fourth
millennium.

The form of the earliest vehicles is generally ascribed to
two basic types: the cart, a single-axle vehicle with two wheels,
and the wagon, a double-axle vehicle with four wheels. The
early Mesopotamian wheeled vehicles are known purely
through pictographs which are not particularly informative.
They reveal what appear to be covered sledges resting on either
rollers or, more likely, four disc wheels. These are dated to
the late fourth millennium BC. Actual finds of wheeled
vehicles from the Caucasus (Georgia and Armenia) are more
recent (third and mainly second millennium BC) and less
numerous than the over 250 wagon burials now known from
the Ukrainian and Russian steppe in the late fourth to early
second millennium BC. The social context of the burials has
been debated: some argue that they represent high-status
objects placed with emerging aristocracies (as would later be
the case in the burials of Scythian royalty in the Iron Age of
the same region) while others have pointed out that other
than the wagons themselves, there is nothing to distinguish
these graves from contemporary burials of the Yamna,
Catacomb and Novotitorovka cultures.

The association of vehicles with burials does suggests that
the ritual of conveying the dead to the cemetery by way of a
wheeled vehicle extends back to the fourth millennium BC.
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It is well attested in the Iron Age burials of the steppe and
reported by Herodotus. The conveyance of the deceased to
the cemetery is a well known theme of early Greek art and is
also seen depicted in Etruscan art. Wheeled vehicle burials
are seen widely over Europe, from the Celts in the west to
presumably (Indo-?)lranians east of the Urals, e.g., at
Sintashta. This practice is also seen in clearly non-IE contexts
such as Mesopotamia (the royal tombs of Ur) and China (the
royal cemetery at Anyang).

The steppe burials offer good evidence for the appearance
of the wagons of the late fourth and early third millennium
BC. The wagons comprised a rectangular base of wood planks
and removable sides which might be covered with
wickerwork. The floor of the wagon might have a covering of
mats. The frame rested on two axles (all complete steppe
vehicle burials contain four-wheeled wagons) on which were
mounted tripartite disc wheels. Axles might measure about
two meters long. The draught-pole, which could measure
some two to three meters long, might be Y-shaped and where
there is evidence of the yoke, it indicates a paired team. Given
the weight of the wagons (a reconstructed wagon with disc
wheels comes to over 250 kg), the inefficient harnessing
techniques then available, and the evidence of paired animal
burials, the wagons were drawn by oxen rather than horses.

The earliest evidence for wheeled vehicles in central Europe
tends to be representational rather than actual. It consists of
pictographs inscribed on the sides of megalithic tombs which
have been interpreted as paired oxen, some of which appear
to be pulling a primitive two-wheeled wagon. Better evidence
derives from the TRB culture where a pot from the Polish site
of Bronocice depicts a series of four-wheeled wagons with a
Y-shaped pole which terminates in a V-shaped yoke. The ox
team that would have pulled such a wagon is not shown. All
of this evidence can be comfortably set to the fourth
millennium BC. The clearest evidence from central Europe
derives from· the Baden culture of Hungary where two
cemeteries have yielded each a clay vessel in the form of a
wagon. Clay discs, which are frequently interpreted as model
wheels, are also known from the Balkans from the late fifth
millennium BC onwards (and further afie1d)~ they have been
alternatively interpreted as spindle-whorls for weaving.

Regarding the wagon, the best that can be said is that there
is solid evidence for its existence from central Europe to
Mesopotamia by the fourth millennium BC and it may be
possible to push the dates for its invention back to the fifth
millennium although absolutely compelling evidence for such
a date has not yet been discovered. As for its point of origin,
there is no decisive location where it can be shown to have
developed earliest. In terms of solutions to the IE homeland
problem, the wheeled vehicle is a better chronological than
spatial marker. Wheeled vehicles, for example, occur in the
TRB culture which supporters of an IE origin on the steppe
(the "Kurgan solution") would normally regard as an
indigenous culture of central and northern Europe which was
not obviously affected by expansions from the steppelands

WAGON

although contacts between the two regions might well have
been possible. The context of the invention of the wagon has
been variously assigned to settled agriculturalists of central
Europe or to more mobile pastoralists of the steppe regions.

The Chariot and the Indo-Europeans
There has long been a close association between the light

horse-drawn chariot and the earliest Indo-Europeans and it
is the chariot that one encounters as the classic vehicle of
warfare among the early Indo-Aryans of Vedic India, the
Homeric and Mycenaean Greeks, and the Celts of western
Europe. In many of these languages the inherited wheeled
vehicle terminology is also found to he specifically assigned
to the chariot rather than the wagon. This evidence has led to
the long held presumption that the chariot was employed by
the earliest Indo-Europeans in their expansions (froI11
whatever homeland they might be assigned). further support
for the ascription of the chariot to the PIE period is the
widespread motif of the sun being pulled across the sky by a
team of horses and such striking parallels as the selection of
the horse that excelled on the right side of the chariot for the
victims of the horse sacrifice in both ancient India and in
Rome. Two arguments, however, have strongly militated
against assigning 'chariot' to PIE antiquity.

The chariot is commonly described as a light two-wheeled
vehicle employed for the purposes of warfare or ceremony
The implications of "light" are the most important since within
the context of the IE world, this implies a vehicle drawn by
the horse rather than oxen, and a spoked-wheel rather than a
disc wheel (battle-wagons have been drawn hy other [orn1s
of equines in the Near East but not within the contexts o[ IE
speakers). On lexical grounds, there is no convincing e\idence
for the assignment of the spoked-wheel to PIE; the earliest
terms for 'spoke' in the various IE stocks are at hest metaphoric
extensions of other words, e.g., Crk 1\Vr1J.111 'lower leg' but
Grk (Homeric) o1\ra1\VT1/Jos 'eight-spoked (wheel)'. In fact,
other than broadly related forms found in other IE languages
(Myc wo-ka 'chariot', Grk (F)oxos 'chariot',. OInd vahftram
'vehicle'; Grk 1\VK"Aos'wheel; circle, cycle', OInd cakrj- 'wheel;
sun disc') there is no close connection between the Greek
and Old Indic chariot terms although both stocks attest
chariotry from the second millennium BC.

The second problem with ascribing chariotry to Proto
Indo-European is the chronology of light-weight vehicles.
Generally, the archaeological presunlption IS that some form
of spoked wheel would be a prerequisite for the invention of
the chariot. Occasionally there is evidence proposed that the
chariot may have predated the spoked wheel. A two-wheeled
vehicle with wheels some 60 cm in diameter was recovered
from a Catacomb burial at Maryevka in the Ukraine,
presumably of the third but possibly second lnillennium Be.
Even if accepted as a horse-drawn cart, this would not
materially advance the age of the chariot which is well attested
in the Sintashta culture south-east of the Urals. Dating fmm c
2100 to 1700 Be, thls culture provides ahundant evidence
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Wagons II Earliest spoked-wheeled vehicles: a. Lion hunting
from a chariot from the Hittite site of Malatya; b. Cylinder seal
from Kultepe; c. Chariot scene from Mycenae; d. Chariot from
Lchashen, Armenia; e. Chariot from Sintashta.

b.
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WALL
*dighs (gen. *digh6s) 'wall, fortification'. [JEW 2++-245

(*dheigh-); Wat 13 (*dheigh-); GI 612 (*dhelt-); Buck
10.45]. Phryg O{sor; - O{sa « *dighUkha) 'fortification',
GPers dida- « *diza) 'wall, townwall, fortification') NPers
diz'fortification', OInd s3lTl-dih- 'mound, heap, wall'. A word
of the eastern IE world. Other formations \vith a similar mean
ing from *deigh- 'work with clay, smear, build up' include:
Osc feiho- « *deigho-) 'wall', Grk TEiXor; « *deiMhcs-) 'walr,
Grk roixor;« *d6igho-) 'wall', Av Llz-dacza- 'pile, wall', pain
daeza- 'enclosure' (borrowed> Grk napaoElaOr; 'garden,
paradise' borrowed> NE paradise), Olnd dcht 'wall, bank,
TocM tseke « *doigheh:rh zen-) 'figurine'. In northwestern

for chariots. The vehicles were small, with a gauge of 1.1 to
1.2 m, about the size suitable for a single driver and similar
to those of the earlier steppe wagons. The wheels have eight
to twelve spokes. The vehicles, found in burials, are
unequivocally associated with horses and were drav,rTl by a
paired team. Roughly contemporary are the earliest chariots
in Anatolia which are depicted on seals dating to about 2000
1900 BC. The wheels shown have four spokes and the vehicles
are pulled by two equids, presumably horses, which appear
in the Near East by c 2500 BC. These vehicles replace the
earlier and much heavier "battle-cars" seen in Sumerian art
which were pulled by asses or onagers interbred with another
equid. The differences between the steppe chariots and those
found in Anatolia and elsewhere in the Near East have led
some to suggest independent origins for the two.

The spread of spoked-wheeled vehicles can be found
widely in the period c 2000-1500 BC by which time they are
attested among the Hittites, Mycenaeans, and presumably
Indo-Aryans (at least we know that it was trom Indo-Aryans
that the Mitanni of northern Syria gained their vocabulary
for horse-training which they in turn passed to the Hittites).
By 1500 BC there is also clear evidence for spoked-wheeled
vehicles in central and eastern Europe. They are depicted on
a vessel from the Srubna (Timber-grave) culture of the Volga
region and somewhat later, though still well within the second
millennium BC, from a similarly decorated pot from Hungary.
Clay models of what are presumed to be spoked-wheels are
also encountered in the Carpathian basin c 1500 BC.
Wherever we find evidence it does not long antedate and
generally post-dates 2000 BC by which time one might have
expected the development of the independent IE stocks.

See alsoAxiF.; HOLD; SHAFT; WHEEL; YOKE. lD.Q.A., J.PM.I

a.

c.
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IE derivatives of *deigh- refer to 'dough', thus ON deigr
'dough', OE dag'dough' (> NE dough), OHG teig'dough',
Goth daigs'dough' (Gmc < *d6ighos'what is kneaded'), OCS
deza 'baker's trough', Rus deza 'baker's trough' « *dhoigheha
'instrument for kneading').

The substance from which the walls were made, *dhoigh-o
(cL perhaps Alb dhe 'earth'), came to be applied both to the
finished product, e.g., Grk rOlX0S- 'wall', Av uz-daeza- 'wall',
and clay-like substances, e.g., Germanic 'dough'. The semantic
context of most of the cognates cited suggests that *dighs
indicated the enclosing wall of a settlement or fortification,
Le., an earthen or clay bank, rather than the wall of a house.
In Homer, for example, rElxoS- is applied to walls of defense
such as the city-walls of Troy and only the o-grade rOlX0S- is
applied to the walls of a house but as they also indicate the
side of a ship, it is clear that this term is already distant from
any etymological association with clay.

*serk- 'to construct or repair a wall'. [lEW 912 (*serk-);
Wat 58 (*serk-)}. Lat sarcio 'repair, amend, make amends',
Umb sarsite « *sarcne) '?repair', Alb gjarkez 'peritoneum'
« *'that which surrounds'), Grk £pK:OS- 'enclosure, hedge,
fence, (courtyard) wall; courtyard; net, snare; defense,
bulwark', op1(av1j - Ep1Cav1j 'enclosure, fence; trap, pitfall',
Hit sar-nin-k- 'compensate', TochB serke 'cycle, circle' « *'that
which encloses'). The underlying concept here may well
involve that of a 'circle', Le., enclosure, rather than any specific
reference to repairing an enclosure.

The concept of repairing through the use of wickerwork is
evidenced by the Lat derivative sarcina 'bundle' and by the
Latin idiom sar(c)tus tectus 'in good repair' « *'(well) enclosed
and covered'). The geographic spread of the etymon suggests
PIE antiquity.

See also CIRCLE; FENCE; FORT; HOUSE; VILLAGE. [A.D.Vl

WANDER
*hael- ~wander'. [JEW 27-28 (*a/-); Wat 2 (*al-)]. Lat

ambu/o 'take a walk', Latv a/uot(ies) 'go astray', Grk aA£Of.1az
- aAalvw 'wander about',ryAaaxw - J1Aa{vw 'go astray',
aA£t)OpaZ 'avoid, shun', aAvoxw'escape', aAvw'be beside
oneself', TochAB al- 'keep off'. It may be that we have two
verbs here: (1) 'wander' which appears in Latin, Latvian, and
Greek, and (2) 'avoid' that appears in Greek and Tocharian. If
all these words belong together we have evidence for at least
a late PIE verb. If there are two separate verbs the evidence
suggests at best two dialectally restricted IE verbs.

See also Go; COME. [D.Q.A.]

WANT
*ueK- 'wish, want' (pres. *ueKtD. [lEW 1135 (*lJek-)]. Grk

£1(WV 'Willingly', Hit wekmi 'wish', Av vasdmI 'wish', 01nd
vasmi 'wish'. Though only sparsely attested, the presence of
an Anatolian cognate seems to assure PIE status.

*ue1- 'wish, want'. [JEW 1137 (*l)e1-); Wat 75 (*we1-)I.
MWels gwell « *l)el-no-) 'hetter', Lat volo 'want', ON vilja
'choose', OBG wellen 'want', Goth wiljan 'want', Lith pa-velmi

WARFARE

'wish', OCS veU9 'wish', Arm gel « *~leJ-no-) 'beauty', Av
var- 'choose, wish', OInd v[I)Ite 'chooses', avrta- 'chosen'.
Widespread and clearly old in IE.

*haeis- 'wish for, seek out', [IE\V 16 (*ais-); Wat I (*ais-);
d. GI96-97 (eis-)]. Lat aerusCL1re 'ask', OE c'Psce 'exalnination',
acsian - ascian 'ask' (> NE ask), OHG eisca 'furtherance',
eiscon 'ask', Lith ieskau 'seek', Latv icsklit 'search for lice',
Arm ayc' « *haeis-sReha-) 'visit', Av isaiti « *hais-SkC/O-)
'seeks, Wishes', iSaiti 'wishes', Olnd t':;>i.1ti 'seeks', icchciti «
*hais-ske/o-) 'seeks, wishes', lccha 'wish'. \Vithout the *-5
we have Palaic ila- '± passion', ilali}'a- 'desire', Hit ila- '±

passion'. Widespread and old in IE.
*gWheI- 'wish, want'. [lEvV 489 (*gIJ C /_); GI 151

(*ghoel-) I. OCS teleti 'wish', Grk 8£).w 'wish'. A word
restricted to the center of the IE world,

Sec also DESIRE; PRAY. [D.Q.A.1.

WARFARE
Unless one can specify the earlIest location of the Indo

Europeans it is impossible to discuss speCifically the nature
of their warfare. Nevertheless, certain general observations
may be made which n1ay be taken in conjunction with other
discussions pertaining to the social organization of w3r-bands,
leadership, warriors in IE literature, IE deities concerned with
war, and terms for weaponry.

Warfare of some sort would appear to be a universal in
human society although the frequency of its occurrence Inlght
vary considerably over region, people or time. It most cert3inly
existed in pre-IE times such as the Mesolithic when hunter
gatherers were distributed across Eurasia after the end of the
Ice Age. Presumably organized violence would seem to have
appeared particularly where there existed stable subsistence
resources. The control of such territories would stin1ulate
competition and require tnaintenance and protection. Hence,
evidence for traun1a associated with violent death through
warfare can be found in Mesolithic cemeteries both in the
Baltic region and along the middle course of the Dnieper River
in the Ukraine. In both cases there were very rich butlocalizecl
marine or riverine resources that may have stimulated
competition that led to violent engagements. The wt'apons
producing the trauma are generally arrows and spears.

During the Neolithic period, the earliest penod to which
we might attribute the econon1Y of Proto-Indo-European,
there is intennittent evidence of warfare, trauma, and defensive
architecture across much of Eurasia. Analysis of a In3SS bunal
of men, women and children in a pit of the Line3r \Vare culture
indicates that the polished stone axes employed in that society
were not only used for cutting down trees. Neolithic
enclosures in southern Britain show clear evidence for attacks
and burning by opponents armed \vith bows and arrows. The
presence of enclosures is widespread over 111uch of Europe
and although one of their functions may have been to mark
out sacred precincts or areas of a settlement, it \vould be
difficult, especially given the evidence fron1 Britain, to presume
that they did not also have a defenSive function and that
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warfare was a common enough occurrence in Neolithic
Europe. In general, one of the features that accompanies the
adoption of a settled way of life through agriculture is a sense
of territoriality and fixed defensible resources, and hence a
correlation between agriculture and warfare has long been
observed. It should be emphasized that land is not the only
reason for raids and warfare and there is abundant evidence
for other causes, e.g., security, prestige, obtaining women.
The growing social complexity of Eurasia through the
Neolithic suggests that both material wealth and competition
were probably becoming increasingly important and could
have stimulated armed aggression. For this reason the stark
contrast between an essentially "peaceful" European Neolithic,
the "Old Europe" of Marija Gimbutas, and the intrinsically
aggressive populations from the Pontic steppe is not only
difficult to sustain but inherently unlikely. Warfare did not
begin in Europe because of the introduction of the speakers
of IE languages; it had preceded it no matter where one locates
the IE homeland.

The reconstructed vocabulary of PIE suggests that at least
by late IE there were warriors grouped in some sort of
operational unit, e.g., *korjos 'army, war-band', *leh2l)oS
'people under arms', *teuteha- 'people (under arms?)', with
(military) leaders, e.g., *haegos 'leader', *korjonos'leader',
*l)natks'leader, lord', *h3regs 'king'. The frequent application
of 'wolf' to warrior behavior and evidence for berserker-like
activity, sometimes induced by a stimulant, is also widespread
in IE. From the lexicon of material culture we find that early
Indo-Europeans had at their disposal certain implements that
may have served in war as well as the hunt, e.g., knife
(*l)eben-), dagger (*h2/3Qsis), spear, (*gWeru, *haeiJ(smol
eha-, *kuhxlos, *ghai-so-s-), ax (*h 4edhes), bow and arrow
(*gW(Ojeha, *hjisus, *hael1jos). Further evidence for warfare
is suggested by the presence of a fortified enclosure which
may be found in either widespread or regionally confined
sets of cognates ( *pelhx-, *bhergh-, *dhunos, *l)ri-). Finally,
there are verbal reconstructions such as *segh- 'hold fast,
conquer' and *seru 'booty, spoils of a raid' whose semantic
sphere is primarily related to military activities or at least the
exploitation of physical force.

The picture gained from lexical-cultural reconstruction
pertaining to the technology of warfare is vague enough to
permit one to situate the earliest Indo-Europeans in most areas
of Eurasia during the Neolithic. Every weapon indicated in
the PIE vocabulary, although manufactured from metal
(bronze or iron) by the time of its earliest attested lexical
occurrence, could be ascribed a Neolithic predecessor made
from flint, chert, obsidian or sorne other stone. Moreover,
the age sets and/or war-bands postulated by some for the
Proto-Indo-Europeans find close ethnographic parallels
among tribes in Africa and North America whose own social
organization need not be much more complex than that which
we would expect for many later Neolithic populations. It is
also in the later Neolithic and early Bronze Age that we find
the regular ascription of weapons in male graves which may

suggest either the existence of specialized warrior associations
or, at least, the recognition of warfare as one of the appropriate
social roles of males in society.

As to the nature of IE warfare, other than the relatively
banal conclusions that one can draw from the IE vocahulary,
e.g., raids for booty, livestock, very little else can be deter
mined. What is known from many peoples of the world on a
social level similar to that which we ascrihe to the earliest
Indo-Europeans is that anned hostility may be both ritualized
and graded according to increasing levels of violence and
destruction (d. early Irish literature which distinguishes
between 'raids' and 'routs'). This may involve unarmed
defiance through display (chest-pounding, insults, etc.),
duelling with long-distance weapons which minimize the
opportunities to inflict serious injury, to hand-to-hand combat
between individuals, and then full nlassed battles. All of these
variations of the rules of engagement, however, seem so far
to be unrecoverable from PIE antiquity.

See also AGE SET; ARMY; SOCIAL ORGANIZATION;

WAR GoD; WARRIORS. U.PM.l

Further Reading
Keegan,]. (1993) A Hiscory of War/In/" London, Hutchinson

WAR GOD
??*mauon- 'god of war'. [Wat 39 (lvfawort-); Del 74]. OLat

MavorsCgod of war), Lat Mars (god of war), OInd (pI.) A1anltlS
'wind gods'.

The concept of a PIE War god results from the projection
of the latin Mars into Indo-European where his name is
compared with that of lndra's companions, the Maruts, of
Old Indic mythology. To make the etymological link more
plausible, one must consider Olat lvta\'ors, but the name of
the Italic god is Mamers in Oscan, which implies dissimilation
( *m - ill > m - v) in Mav'ors. Further difficulties arise when
one considers the reduplicative form Marmar in the Carmen
Arvale and the Etruscan Marmarce. Recent research tends to
give the priority to Olat Mavors (claiming assimilation in
Osc Mamers and contraction in Lat lvUrs). The name looks
like a compound of which the second element would be *lJcrt
'turn' (Lat vertere) and the first perhaps *ma<~h(e)5- (d. Grk
paxopaz 'fight' < PIE *mhaegh-), with an original meaning
'he who turns the combat'. Still, the equation lvtirs:l\llarut5,
attractive as it may be if the basic function of f..1ars IS war, is

usually rejected where Mars's agrarian connotations rather
suggest a rural deity of the peasant-soldier. To be sure, the
Maruts are the companions of the Vedic War god and are
associated with the storm wind (Vayu, the storm-wind, is
also a major War god), but they rather appear as the celestial
equivalents of the marya- 'youth, young warrior' which has
rightly been compared with the ancient Middle Eastern ma
ri-ia-an-nu, a group of young charioteers in Mitanni, and with
members of the military Manncrbund COPers maIika l< Proto
Indo-Iran *mariyaka-] 'member of a retinue'). The term would
be semantically comparable to other youths terms applied to
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a military context, e.g., OHG kneht, NE knight, NHG knabe
versus knappe 'page, esquire', and may be related to Grk
J.l£lpag 'girl, boy', Lat marItus 'married', Wels morwyn 'girl',
etc. < IE *merjos 'youth'. In view of all this, the reconstruction
of an IE War god *mal)ort- is hardly justified on linguistic
grounds.

See also WARRIORS. [E.C.P)

WARM see HEAT

WAR OF THE FOUNDATION
Within the mythological system reconstructed for PIE, the

"War of the Foundation", also known as the "War of the
Functions" or "War of the Divine Classes", refers to a battle
fought between the representatives of the first two functions
(the judicial-religious and military) and the third (procreative,
fertility) in which the third function is (forcibly) incorporated
into the whole of society Its primary reflection is held to occur
in Norse mythology and Roman pseudo-history but traces of
it are found in a number of other IE traditions.

In Norse mythology, primarily in the Prose Edda, there is
related the conflict between the JEsir and the Vanir. The JEsir
gods are led by Oainn and Porr (the representatives of the
first and second functions respectively) while the Vanir are
led by Freyr, a patron of fecundity, and other gods associated
with fertility (Freyja, the sister of Freyr, and Njbror). Before
the war the Vanir attempt to corrupt the JEsir by sending to
them Gullveig 'gold-frenzy' but the JEsir burn her. The lEsir
attack the Vanir initiating the first war in the world which
promised to be inconclusive as each side ravaged the lands of
the other to no ultimate advantage. The participants decide
to end the conflict themselves and hostages are exchanged
with the three principal Vanir (Njorar, Freyr and Freyja)
coming to live with the JEsir. The Vanir are thus properly
incorporated into the rest of divine society In one version,
the pact of peace is cemented by both parties spitting into a
crock which was subsequently used to mix the mead of poetry

The Roman version of the tale is the familiar story of the
Sabine War. Here Romulus, who combines both the qualities
of the priest in establishing the city of Rome and that of a
yvrarrior (he is the son of Mars) leading his warbands, finds
that the city of Rome still lacks the aspect of "fecundity" which
is possessed in abundance by Titus Tatius and his Sabines.
During the war, Titus attempts to bribe Tarpeia, the daughter
of the Roman charged with guarding the Capitoline hill, and
this theme of golden bribes has been compared by some with
the role of Gullveig in the Norse account As the war pitches
back and forth to no apparent end, the Sabine women place
themselves between the two forces and, in marrying the
Romans, forge the communities together into a whole which
now embraces all three functions.

Parallels from other IE traditions are not so precise.
Elements of the "Second Battle of Mag Tuired" in Irish myth,
which may be interpreted as the eschatological confrontation
has also been taken to possess traces of the "War of the

WARRIORS

Functions" where the conflict pits the Tuatha De Danann (the
first two functions) against the Formorians who have a tenuous
association with fertility. But unlike the Norse and Roman
myths, there is no "incorporation" of the enemy into the social
whole. The Trojan War has also been analyzed in terms of the
functional war with the Greeks representing the first two
functions and the Trojans the third. A better parallel is seen
in ancient India. Here it is the representative of the Second
Function, Indra, who refuses the admission of the Asvins into
the divine circle of power. The latter are the "Divine Twins"
and as such, representatives of the Third Funet ion. They are
assisted in the incorporation by Mada, the demon of
'drunkenness', who has been con1pared with the Norse motif
of the mixing of the poetic mead at the conclusion of the war
between the JEsir and Vanir. Indra is coerced into admitting
the Asvins to the central power of the other deities.

See also COMPARATIVE MYfHOLOGY; COSMOLOGY;

ESCHATOLOGY; WARRlORS. U. PM.I

Further Readings
Dumezil, G. (1979) Archaic Roman Religion. Chicago, University

of Chicago, 65-73.

Littleton, C. S. (1970) Some possible Indo-European themes In [he

'Iliad', in Myth and Law among the indo-Europeans, ed. J. Puhvel,

Berkeley and Los Angeles, University of California, 229-246.

WARRIORS
Whatever the theories that have been propounded con

cerning a Proto-Indo-European social organization, the group
or segment operating in what Georges Dumezil identified as
the fonction guerriere, his Warrior or Second Function, that
is, the function dedicated to the forcible defence or armed
expansion of any given society, is one that evidently appears
early and occupies an important social and possibly a political
role. This conclusion is suggested by the fact that the early IE
word for 'people,' as in aIr tOath (from PIE *leuteha-), or
Greek A(j(jJ6c;, may in fact signify 'the people in arms', that
is, the warriors. Distinct warrior groupings w.ith their own
codes of conduct also appear in early codes marked by an
independent 'wilfulness' (Olnd svadh1 'inherent power,
habitual state, custom' which is cognate with Grk EeOC;
'custom, usage, habit' and Olat (pI.) suodMes 'members of
an association'). A later meaning is 'group of comrades'. The
most archaic IE sources also display two other dimensions of
the warrior: as a fighting elite, organized in high-status clans,
and defined politically as an aristocracy, and as an imaginative
projection of superior, even superhuman warrior virtues
collected into the form of the hero. In terms of PIE myth, the
origin of the warrior elite (or, the hero \vho exemplifies its
excellences) is almost always cast back into a trackless and
shadowy Past Time; it may be conjectured that the perfect
origin-tale referring to the warrior has him springing directly
from the earth, without parents or any human intervention,
as in the case of the Greek <JJl'aprolthe 'sown men' (i.e., those
who claimed descent from the dragon's teeth sown by
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Kadmos) of the ancient Kadmean myth. This Second or
Warrior Function, whatever its origins, continues as a potent
socio-political force, projecting what one scholar Ooel
Grisward) has called its "totalitarianism", its thrust toward
weakening and co-opting the powers of the First (Sovereign)
Function, while either ignoring or denigrating the powers of
the Third Function, powers of supportive increase, wealth,
and sexual force. In historical terms, we can note that both of
the classical Mediterranean civilizations, the Greek and the
Roman, experienced this totalitarianism in the advance of
aristocracies to political dominance and the retreat and even
the obliteration of monarchic sovereignty: in Greece aristo
cratic dominance is seen from about the eighth to the fourth
centuries BC, and in Rome for the period of the Republic,
that is from about the late sixth to the late first centuries BC.

Organization
Research into the subject of the IE warrior usually begins

with a focus on the collective, the war-band, mainly because
we have good evidence of these warrior organizations from
Germanic, Irish Celtic, Indic and other IE-speaking traditions.
Admittedly, this evidence is rather late, that is, dated to the
late Bronze or Iron Age, but the evidence is supported by
more archaic lingUistic data bearing on war-band terminology.
At base, our information on the war-band seems to identify
two modes: the initiation-cohort of young, adolescent males
with their older trainers or models, and the true Mannerbund
or comitatus, the warrior group connected to or follOWing a
particular war-leader or chieftain. The two modes may be
combined, as when the Irish [ranna, defined as 'war and
hunting bands' who live and fight on the edges of ordinary
society, are also said to be involved in initiating the young
men of the tribe into adult warriorhood. The first mode may
be composed of bands of adolescent youth, separated from
society and in transition to full warrior status, as seen, for
example, in the Irish Tain 86 CQalgne "Cattle Raid of Cooley",
where in maccrad, 'the youths,' often translated as the 'boy
troop' of the king (and being kings' sons themselves) were
associated with the magnificent hero-champion Cu Chulainn
who was their leader. Another, historical example of an
initiation cohort is made visible in the Athenian social
institution of the ephtbeia, in which adolescent males were
trained and readied for full societal membership and warrior
status; this ephebate has been shown (by Pierre Vidal-Naquet)
to have emphasized, in its training, the "dark" side of
warfare-night attacks, trickery, disguise, ambush and secrecy
Both of these instances show a focus on an essential adolescent
difference, perhaps on different aspects of the confrontations
and contests, involved in game and play.

The comitatus was the Latin word given by Tacitus to
describe a Germanic warrior-band bound to its war-leader
by mutually sworn oaths; the leader sworn to deal faithfully
with his followers so far as loot-and, presumably, glory
was concerned; the warriors in turn were oath-bound to obey
and, especially, were sworn not to survive a war-leader slain

in battle. An example of this ethos of terminal loyalty is found
in the Anglo-Saxon poem "The Battle of Maldon". In such an
IE warrior organization as this the particular emphasis is
always on the personal tie between the leader and his "man",
and also on the fact that the leader was never simply a
commander or tactical expert, but was expected to show at
all times a personal example of courage and fighting skills.

Our evidence, both historical and literary-legendary, seems
to show the paramount importance of the exceptional IE
warrior. The historians Polybius and Dionysius of Halicar
nassus describe the Gaulish warrior-elite who advanced to
fight naked "before the host"; the Welsh Celtic Triads, which
refer in a series of triplets to infonnation that was important
to remember about the ancient affairs of the "Island of Britain"
in Arthurian times, speak of the three "diademed men" or
"gorgeted men" who were always expected to be at the fore
front of the host in battle. The image of the Champion is very
strong in this IE evidence; the fighter showing his individual
prowess is always given precedence over any display of mili
tary mass, discipline, or war-group solidarity. An IE-speaking
people like the Romans made a special point of enlphasizing
strict military discipline and mass maneuver, yet they found
themselves facing the older IE mode in the form of Gallic and
Germanic fighting tactics and their emphasis on the single
champion. In Virgil's Aeneid strict Roman discipline is
anachronistically inserted into the wars between the Rutulians
and Aeneas' forces, and the poem criticizes, while it praises,
those warriors who broke formation to show off their personal
bravery or virtus. Still, the well-known Roman institution of
the Triumph, though evidently cast in an Etruscan (non-IE)
guise, was based on the celebration of a victory won by a
Roman commander, the triumphator, in personal comhat \vith
an enemy chief. In general outline, then, the IE evidence
elevates and even idolizes the single and singular warrior in
combat: he is the cynosure, more admired than any command
er, unless the commander is himself a war-skilled and
courageous individual, one who leads by example.

In fact, the IE warrior who is the center of a great deal of
attention is the warrior who has entirely escaped social control
of any kind; the warrior seized by the psychic spasm called
[uroror wu[ or, in the Norse-Icelandic sagas, the fighter called
berserksgangr 'gone berserk'. In this phenomenon-widely
apparent in the IE evidence bearing on the fighting-man
thougu, not only there-the individual warrior, battle-mad,
passes out of any human control. The hest etynlology of
berserk ( < *'bear-shirt') stresses its animalized element; the
fighter stricken by this crazed situation abandons any human
personality and turns feral, hecoming like a bear or a wolf.
The Old Irish equivalent is the riastrad, 'the act of contorting',
exemplified in the behavior of the hero Cu Chulainn when
pressed in battle or angered, which emerged as J. total
distortion of his features (the warp-spasm) and his assunlption
of a single-minded aggressive stance. Some theories have
suggested that the Norse berserkir, at least, may have used
hallucinogenic mushrooms to achieve this maddened state
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in which they became, among other things, more or less
impervious to wounds; there is no final proof on this score,
and it is most likely that the warrior's furor-filled state was
induced by auto-suggestion and triggered by frustration or
some other intense emotional situation or crisis. In fact the
berserk-warrior carries to an extreme a marked sense of the
isolation and separation of the IE warrior as a type, that is,
showing what Dumezil has called the "dysfunctional" warrior
ethos, completely turned against society, and not amenable
to any direction, rule or command. However, we ought to
note that warrior-heroes can be "shamed" into regaining
control of themselves, as Cu Chulainn, enraged, was first
calmed and qUietened by women flaunting their sexuality at
him, and then literally cooled or quenched in cauldrons of
cold water. Magical or quasi-magical satire can also affect and
de-energize an enraged warrior.

Weapons and Tactics
Archaeological findings, at least those dated from the

Bronze Age on, give us a certain cross-check against the epical
and other accounts of the IE warriors weapons and war-tactics.
These discoveries confirm, for example, that the horse-drawn
war-chariot was used by Celtic and, earlier, Mycenaean
warriors, though eventually it would be replaced by the true
war-horse. The war-chariot pulled by two horses is featured
in lndic epic, in the Greek Iliad, and in Irish Celtic hero
tales, though there is a strong suspicion that the sole use of
the chariot by the elite hero-warrior may have been an
imaginary construct-there is no good evidence, for example,
for chariotry as early as the Proto-Indo-Europeans. In all three
of these epic traditions the chariot carried one warrior of rank
along with his charioteer; the charioteer was in theory a non
combatant (at least in the Irish tales, though he could be
directly involved in and at risk at the action of battle, as in
the Iliad). Ordinarily the war-chariot was not deployed as a
shock-weapon: in the Indic epic Mahabharata it is used as a
platform from which the warriors shoot their great bows;
elsewhere it delivered the elite fighter to the battle and then
withdrew. Caesar describes the Gallic chariot (essedum) he
saw used in this manner, and he also describes the "play" the
Gallic chariot-warrior made, running and balancing on the
chariot's draught-pole at speed; such displays were also part
of the repertoire of the Old Irish epic heroes.
. The riding horse was known to early IE-speakers, yet the
three IE contexts named ignore the ridden horse in favor of
the heroic chariot, as we have noted. In fact, the appearance
of what we would call a true cavalry was not very significant
in military terms in, for example, the two classical civilizations,
where horsemen (Grk iJr1r£l~, Lat equites) were important in
a socia-economic sense, since only a noble or aristocrat could
afford the animal as a mount. The horseman would reveal his
true value as a fighter, in fact and in imagination, only after
the development (in the second-fourth centuries AD, reaching
Persia and Byzantium by the sixth century and western Europe
by the eighth century) of an effective means to control the
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horse, and the appearance of the true saddle-and-stirrup to
steady the rider. After this advance we will fairly soon see the
ritter, cavalier or cabellero or the knight, that is, the heavy
cavalry horseman, and eventually, in the medieval period of
western European history, we can also see a return to a
recognizable IE social pattern, as this society is again described
as a readably trifunctional structure, the horsed, armed and
armored knights shown as Second Function, war-making
bellatores protecting the First Function oralores, those \vho
pray, and the Third Function laboratores, those who work.

Technology, history, and the works of the imagination are
also combined in our reconstruction of the weaponry used
by the IE warrior. The Iliad knew of the 'well-honed bronze',
a slashing-sword, but the primary weapon in this epic is the
warrior's heavy spear, used either to throw or to thrust. The
spear and the sword together mark off the warrior, to some
degree, as he appears in most [E traditions, and this pattern
continues into the early medieval period (also the tin1e of the
great Eurasian folk-migrations and invasions) when the earliest
heavy horsemen made their appearance, and sword-and-lance
certainly identify the medieval knight of a later period. Other
weapons of war are known; the war-bow is seen either as a
primary heroic weapon, as in the Indic epic evidence, or more
often as a vaguely suspect missile-weapon, as it is in the Iliad
and elsewhere; it is altogether absent from any early Irish
text-although the sling is known-and whenever it does
occur later it is clearly a borrowed motif. Sometimes the
warrior-hero is overarmed: in the Old [rish tales, supreme
warrior-heroes like Co Chulainn are prOVided with an
elaborate personal armory, including any number of different
spears, javelins, swords and even shields with sharpened
edges, to say nothing of mysterious and nearly unidentIfiable
weapons like this hero's gae bolga.

In literature the sword remains the lE warrior's weapon
par excellence. Both heavy slashing-swords and shorter
stabbing-swords have frequently heen found in Celtic and
other burials; it has also been suggested that from about the
seventh century AD that technical advance in 'iron-smithing
called damascening or faggot-forging began to produce very
superior steel swords, swords that increasingly make their
appearance in the epic and saga literature as "named" weapons,
possessing a kind of power and personality of their own, and
inherited or otherwise passed on from warrior user to user.
There are also hints that the (western) IE warrior In'll' carry
not one but two swords: the first an heirloom or "family"
blade, the second a personal weapon. Evidence for these two
swords, and what they might signify, comes mainly from the
Norse-Icelandic sagas, but also from Welsh, Irish, and Spanish
epic contexts.

War Gods and the Second Function.
The identification of speCific and unmistakable war gods,

gods strictly associated with the IE Second or \Varnor
Function and only concerned with that function, is not as
Simple or easy as it might seen1. Prohlems of Identification
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and interpretation, of obscure sources difficult to use, lost
data, names without descriptions-all this conspires to
confuse our conclusions. To begin with a clear image and
usage, the Indic god Indra, with his following of 'wild' Maruts,
obviously belongs in the warrior's function and acts as a
warriors' emblematic god, yet Indra must have replaced
another Indic god, Vayu, who is closer to the wind-and
weather god type, while in the related Indo-Iranian pantheon,
after the Zoroastrian reforms, Indra's (Av Indara's) furious
divinity is replaced by MiSra, a god with wide cosmic
responsibilities including the military. The Roman War god
Mars would seem to follow the pattern of uncomplicated
predictability, yet Mars had a significant association with the
wilderness, with the dark unknown, not only with licit
combat, and on the other side he patronized husbandry and
good order on the cultivated land. By the evidence of myth
the Greek War god Ares probably belongs in a pre-Hellenic,
pre-IE stratum, though Enyalios, with an IE root and meaning
'war-fury' and later taken as an adjective-substitution for Ares,
shows up in the earliest Greek (Mycenaean) linear B texts.
When we bring in the Gallic, associated Celtic, and Germanic
areas, where war and the warrior obviously had a huge and
dramatic place, the IE Second Function divinity, his meaning
and his cult, becomes very hard to identify and track.

Rome was aware of the warlike Gauls from the fourth
century BC onward, and eventually Caesar, commanding in
Gaul, gave Roman names to the Gallic gods; Mars, as a War
god, is one of these names. The Gallic Mars may be equated
with one or more than one of a number of Gallo-Celtic gods
whose names and images, at least, we know. Iconography
and analogy draw our attention to Sucellos, a god who seems
to have some connection to the wilderness (as Mars does to
the Roman forest-god Sylvanus), Sucellos may be a forest
deity who is also shown wielding a hammer, like the Norse
Parr. Yet the true Gallic 'thunderer' is the god Taranis
« *taranu-), whose name means the same as the Germanic
War god Donar, and to this Taranis humans were supposed
to be sacrificed by fire, which we think of as a Second Function
sacrificial mode. Then there is Ogmios, whom the Celts,
according to one Roman observer, equated with Herakles,
and Ogmios clearly is parallel to the Irish god Ogma in the
Irish myth-epic, 'the strong one' who leads men in arms. Yet
again we know of the Gallic Teutates, sometimes depicted
with helmet and lance, and whose name perhaps shows that
he leads 'the people in arms'. There is also some important
evidence describing chief-gods, gods we would identify as
divinities of the IE Sovereign Function, but whose power
extends and operates through all functions; a Gallic Jl1piter is
widely known who, like the Roman Jupiter in his War god
guise, was called on for assistance in war; the Irish parallel to

him would be Lugus or Lug, whose powers are not constricted
into or by anyone function. Finally, there is Celtic (especially
Irish) evidence for a feminine war-deity, called Bodb, Macha
or the Morrlgan, an embodiment of the quasi-sexual seizures
of "fiery combat", who may be both friend and foe to heroes.

The other IE people well known to the Romans, the Ger
manic tribes, throw up some confusions of their own so far
as the War god or the Warrior god is concerned. The Teutonic
'thunderer' Donar, has already been mentioned; we would
see him transformed into the god Parr of the Scandinavians,
as Wotan became ON Goinn. Yet so far as the "religion" of
the Germanic-Scandinavian warrior is concerned, their War
god might be taken either as Goinn in the First Function or
as parr in the Second: Goinn represents the uncontrollable,
the uncertain, chaotic, dark, fatal energy of combat; a god
who is similar but not identical to him would be the Elbe
Slav Svantovit, bringer of victory, oracle, and also associated
with the revelation contained in alcoholic drink. Parr seems
to show the sacral energy released in war as it is controlled
and socialized, so Parr's hammer is his special weapon against
inhuman forces, personified as giants and monsters; other IE
'striking' gods, like the Russo-Slav Perun and the Lithuanian
Perkl1nas, are more in the mode of Parr. The feminized side
of war-making is seen here as well: Ooinn accepts the batlle
dead as sacrifices, but only half of them; Freyja, goddess of
love (and, in this case, of death) takes the rest.

The warrior's god clearly assumes a great number of
postures and stands for any number of potencies, from the
general guardianship of society, to the symbolizing of war as
a primal, extrahuman force, to the representation of utterly
individual berserkr energies. His ambiguity, like the warrior's
ambiguity, is paramount. So far as cult is concerned, it seems
that the IE warrior usually "worshipped" his god by offering
blood; the sacrifice of his enemies and finally the sacrifice of
himself. Such an offering continues on into the post-pagan
period, when the IE warrior is more or less Christianized.

We can tentatively conclude that there was no unitary, PIE
'War god'. Perhaps we can also say that the club-armed
thunder-gods (parr, Indra, Sucellos) represent the intuition
that war, that most important warrior activity, like thunder,
was natural but also frightening and dramatic, an awful but
natural event for the warrior and for his IE society.

Aspects of Indo-European Ideology
The IE warrior, operating in Dumezil's definition of a

Second Function, is also tied to other aspects and operations
of that functional system, and to the rest of the tlipartative
syste~ils well. There are four themes or scenarios that need
to be laid out and briefly examined here: (a) the "War of the
Foundation", (b) the cattle-raiding myth, (c) the theme of
the "Sins of the Warrior", and Cd) the Ooinn warrior/Parr
warrior bifurcation.
(a) The "War of the Foundation" or "Interfunetional War". In

this mythic confrontation the IE First and Second
Functions are allied, and face off against, master, and finally
incorporate into one triplex whole the different but signifi
cant potencies of the Third Function. The victory of
sovereign and war-like forces is for a time held off by the
powers of this Third Function, but the latter is eventually
defeated by the over-mastering magical potency of some
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dominant First Function figure. The paradigmatic Inter
functional War is often identified as the one that takes
place between the Norse divine divisions of the iEsir and
the Vanir; Indic epico-myth (in the Mahabharata) and
Roman myth-history (the confrontation succinctly called
the Rape of the Sabine women) lays out the same situation,
while other examples have been suggested, taken from
the Greek Iliad and from certain Norse sagas. Of the
various reflexes of Inter-functional War, the Scandinavian
and Roman show the most complete scenario: the oppo
sition between First and Second Functions on one side
and the Third Function on the other (JEsir against Vanir,
Romans against Sabines); the attempt by the Third
Function to win by means of a Golden Bribe (Gullveig
[power of gold] tempts the }Esir, Titus Tatius tempts
Tarpeia); the act of grande magie that ends the battle
(Ooinn hurls his magic spear across the battle-line,
Romulus successfully calls on Jupiter); and, finally, the
peaceful juncture of the two sides. In other reflexes of
this war, for example, the Mahabharata and the Iliad, no
joining of the two opponents occurs. An important point
here is that Second Function war-like force is not seen to
be enough to overcome the mythical enemy's complex
power-field.

(b) The IE or PIE cattle-raiding myth. This scenario is based
on a situation in which the key element, the herds of cattle
which are both the secular and the sacred capital of an IE
nomadic collectivity, are stolen by a non-IE enemy people,
retaken by force by an IE warrior elite, and then are
returned by the victors to a First Function priestly class
for the appropriate sacrifice to the upper powers. The
cattle-raid as a warrior activity is widely known and
deployed throughout our IE sources; here it is sacralized
and even cosmicized. A sacralized aspect is seen in the
Indic royal consecration, the rajasuya , which includes· a
mock canle-raid. In epic terms, cattle-raids are featured
in the Iliad and the Odyssey, they, of course, make up a
separate category of Old Irish heroic tales, where eleven
tana bo or 'Cattle-Raids' have survived to us, the best
known being the Tain 80 Cl1algne. Returning to the mythic
level, it has been suggested (by Bruce Lincoln) that the
cattle-raid is part of the same mythic context as the
"Combat with the Tricephalic Monster".

(c) The "Sins of the Warrior" is an important IE theme that
was examined by Dumezil in two successive treatments,
the later differing slightly in emphasis and conclusions
from the earlier. In this theme a warrior-hero figure
commits three sins or delicts against each of the three
functions, that is, he serially violates one or more of the
bundle of rules that define and govern these functions.
The clearest example of these three sins is contained in
the legend of Starkaor or Starcatherus, the "old hero" who
appears in Saxo Grammaticus and briefly in Gautrekssaga.
Starkaor's three sins are regicide, a cowardly flight from
battle, and another regicide committed for money; his first
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sin also involves the IE theme of the royal Threefold Death.
The career of Herakles, whose heroic biography puts him
close in type to Starka8r, shows his three sins as, first,
ignoring the will of the sovereign god, Zeus; second, killing
a foe by treachery; third, committing adultery. In the lndic
Mahabharata the warrior-king Sisupala (whom Dumezil
substituted for the god [ndra in his second treatment of
the Sinning Warrior theme) sins against the Second
Function by attacking his enemies in a cowardly fashion,
attacks the First Function by preventing the great horse
sacrifice necessary to lndic kingship, and commits a sexual
delict by secretly lying with a married woman. In all of
these examples the sin brings a fitting punishment, and
after the last sin the warrior-hero dies. It appears that the
IE warrior-hero should be a great sinner, a frequent and
unashamed defier of functional rules, and a close examina
tion of the careers of these warrior-heroes will usually
reveal incidents more or less closely resembling the
paradigmatic three sins of the warrior.

Cd) As a last example of an ideological theme, the IE theme
displaying the bifurcation and opposition between a
warrior of Porr and a warrior of Ooinn was first extracted
from the North German legend of Starkaor, over whom
the two gods named had a debate, the one granting him
certain boons while the other attached matching ills to
the benefits. Despite the fact that the god Porr was inimical
to Starkaor because of the latter's Giant ancestry, this hero
appears to be a Parr-warrior, for the two types are
differentiated according to whether the warrior is drawn
toward social service, especially service to kings, or places
himself in opposition to kings and to the Sovereign
Function. The king's Champion, the standard-bearer or,
in the sagas, the royal 'forecastle-man' would be defined
as Parr-warriors. The bifurcation is clear in a saga such as
Egils saga Skallagnmssonar but it is not at all limited to
the Scandinavian North. Another characteristic division
between the two types has the aoinn-warrior show
tricksterish features, while the Porr-warrior plays a straight
but vulnerable hand, often falling victim to the very king
he serves. Finally, a pairing of warrior-heroes that has a
close familial resemblance to the Porr-warrior/Ooinn
warrior theme contrasts a more feral or dangerous warrior
type to his "straight" partner: examples would be Arjuna
and BhI$ma in the Indic epic, and Cei and Bedwyr in the
old Welsh sources.

See also AGE SET; COMPARATIVE MYTIlOlOGY; Cow; HORSE;

THREEFOLD DEATH; THREE-HEADED MONSTER; WAGON;

WARFARE; WAR GOD; WAR OF THE FOUNDATION. [D.A.M.I
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WASH see CLEAN

WASP
*h2/3JJopseha- 'wasp'. [lEW 1179 (*l)obhsa); Wat 78

(*wopsa-); GI 453 (*woIJhsa-)]. MWels gw(y)chi (pI.) 'drones',
Lat vespa 'wasp', OE weefs - weeps 'wasp' (> NE wasp), OHG
wafsa - wefsa 'wasp' OPms wobse'wasp', Lith vaps(v)a 'wasp',
Latv vapsene 'wasp', OCS osa 'wasp', Rus osa 'wasp', (dial.)
osva 'wasp', MPers vaf3z 'wasp', Baluchi gwabz 'bee, wasp,
hornet' (Iranian < rebuilt *l)obhsehr ). From *h2/3l)ebh
'weave' as one which builds (= weaves) a (wasp-)nest.
*h2/3l)Op-s-eha- is clearly of PIE age itself but it is morpho
logically a derivative of *h2/3l)obhes- which may be preserved
in a different form in NHG (Bavarian dial.) webes « *l)obhes
eha-n-) 'wasp'.
See also BEE; HORNET; INSECTS; TEXTILE PREPARATION. [D.Q.A.]

WATCH
*bheudh- 'pay attention, be observant'. [JEW 150-151

(*bheudh-); Wat, 8 (*bheudh-); GI 150 (*bheudh-); BK 1
(*baw-/*b.Jw-»). Pres. *bheudhetor. ON bj60a 'ask, offer', OE
beodan 'ask, offer', OHG biotan 'ask, offer', Goth ana-biudan
'order', OCS bljud9 'observe', Rus bljudl1 'observe, pay
attention to', Grk 1CEV()Ol1al 'examine, experience', Av baot5aiti
'notices, observes', Oind b6dhati 'is awake, wakes up,
observes, understands'; pres. *bhu-n-dh-: Oir as-boind
'refuse', Lith bundu 'awake', Grk nvv()aVOJ.1al 'examine,
experience'. Cf. also TocM pot- 'flatter', TochB paut- 'flatter'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*SlJerhxK- 'watch over, be concerned about' (pres.
*s1,l.erhxghti). [lEW 1051 (*sl)ergh-); Wat 68 (*swergh-); GI
lOS). ON sorg'sorrow, pain', syrgja 'be concerned about',
OE sorg'sorrow, pain, grief' (> NE sorrow), sorgian 'grieve,
be sorry for; be anxious about" OHG 5(w)org 'sorrow, pain',
s(w)orgen 'be worried about, care for, be sorry for', Goth
sal1rga 'sorrow, care', sal1rgan 'take care for, look after' (Gmc
nouns < *sl)[hxKeha-; except for ON syrgja, all the Germanic
verbs reflect denominative *sl)[hxK-ehj-), OPms but-sargs
'householder', absergisna- 'protection', Lith sergti 'keeps watch
over', sargas 'guard', Latv safgs 'guard', Olnd surk$ati 'takes
care of'. The geographical distribution virtually assures PIE
age for this word. The nature of the final consonant is ambi
guous. A *-gh- would work for all languages or, since Lithua
nian suggests an original athematic present an alternation of

*-g- (from *sl)erh,.,gmi and generalized in Baltic) and *-k
(from e.g., *sl)erhxkti and generalized in Germanic) would
also be possible.

See also PERCEIVE; SEE; SHOW. [D.Q.A.]

WATER
*JJ6dI 'water'. [lEW 78-80 (*al)ed-); Wat 73 ( *wed-); GI

579 (*wet'-); Buck 1.31; BK 483 (*wat'-/*wat'-)I. OIr uiscc
« *ud-l)-s-kjo-) 'water', Lat unda 'wave', Umb utur (abl.)
une« *udni) 'wave', ON vatn- vatr'water', OE wa'ter'water'
(> NE water), OHG wazzar'water', Goth wa{() 'water', OPrus
(masc.) unds(neut.) wundan'water', Lith vanduo'water', Latv
udens'water', OCS voda (with -ndn-) 'water', Alb uje« *udr
jo-?) 'water', Grk vt5mp (gen. vc5aros) 'water', Phryg f3Et5u
'water', Arm get 'river', Hit warar (gen. witenas; pI. \vicar)
'water', Av vait5i- « *l)ed-?) 'watercourse', Oind udan- (gen.
udnas) 'water', TochA war'water', TochB war (Tach < *udrom)
'water'. The Hittite paradigm points to an original (nom.)
*l)6d-[, (gen.) *l)ed-n-s, (loc.) *ud-en(i), with a collective
*l)ed-or (acc. *ud-en-m, gen. *ud-n-6s). The PIE word for
'water'.

*h2ep- - *h2ep- 'living water, river'. [lEW 51-52 (*,~p-);

Wat 3 (*ap-); GI 578 (*Ha~-); Buck 1.31]. OPms ape 'nver',
Lith upe 'river', Av afs (gen. apo) 'water', Olnd ap- (nom. pl.
apas; acc. pI. apas) 'water', TochAB ap- 'river'. Hit hapa- 'river',
sometimes connected with this word, probably belongs rather
to *h2eb(h)- 'river'. Uncertain are river names in -apa, OHG
-affa (river name suffix), Thracian "Arros (river name). Grk
'Anl(5wv (river name) is undoubtedly non-IE.

*haekweha- 'water'. [lEW 23 (*aklJa-); Wat 1-2 (*akWa-);
GI 579 (*ekho_); Buck 1.31]. Lat aqua 'water', ON 0 - (> - a
'river, water', OE ea 'river, water', OHG aha 'river, water', Goth
alva 'river, water'. Limited to Latin and Germanic. ON ~rgir

'sea, seagods' is supposed to have *haekwjcJs. The verb 'to
drink' (e.g., Hit ekuzzi, TochAB yok-), which points to a long
*e, need not belong here for semantic reasons.

*iuhrr- 'water?' [Del 183). OPms iOrin 'sea', Lith Jures
(pI.) 'sea',jaura 'swamp', Latv jura 'sea', Thracian iur~s (name
of a river). If Lith jaura derives from *jeuh,r- (*jeh2ur-?), we
have an ablauting r-stem with a root *jeuh-x-I *juh,,\; but the
Lithuanian ablaut may be secondary Although sometimes
cited here, Arm jur 'water' cannot come from *iur-.

*ueJ6hxr 'water'. [lEW 80 (*al)er-); Wat 77 (*wer-)]. L:lt
Onnan 'plunge into the water' (OrIna 'urine' is a secondary
development), ON Or « *uh)r-) 'fine rain', OE orig 'moist',
OPrus wurs (if from *Oras) 'pool', Aml ga}T « ?*I)[jo-; the
-t is problematic) 'marsh', Luv war(sa) 'water', Av "'elr'rain',
Olnd var(i) 'water, rain' (disyllabic: h'aar/). The Old Indic
disyllabic forms point to *l)ehx-[(or *t1(Jh.\[). Olr [Irif'milk'
has been claimed as cognate « *l)ehJ-r-o-). The existence of
ON aurr'moistness' is doubtful. Neither do Lith viTti 'hoil'
nor OCS vlreti 'boil, seethe' belong here. Nevertheless,
distribution still assures PIE status.

?*JJoP- '?water'. [lEW 1149 (*l)t'o-)]. OPrus wupyan
'cloud', Lith upe 'river', OCS ~!apa 'lake, mJrsh, pond', Hit
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wappu- 'river bank', Olnd Yap! 'pond'. All the connections
here have been challenged and any reconstruction is very
uncertain.

See also LAKE; RIvER; SEA; WET. [R.S.PB.]

Further Reading
Watkins, C. (1987) Two Anatolian forms: Palaic askumauwa-,

Cuneiform Luwian wa-a-ar-sa, in Festschrift for H. Hoenigswald,
ed. G. Cardona, Tubingen, 399-404.

WAVE
?*1JJhxmi- 'wave'. [lEW 1140-1142 (*1,Je1-); Buck 1.35; BK

505 (*wal-l*w31-»). OE wielm - wylm 'boiling, heat', OHG
walm 'wave', Av var3mi- 'wave', Olnd Ormi- 'wave', perhaps
TochB yolme « *1,Jelhxmo-?) 'pond'. As the primary meaning
of the Germanic words refers to agitation through heat, these
are not really comparable to the Indo-Iranian forms and do
not permit the reconstruction of a PIE word for 'wave'.

See also BOIL. [R.S.PB.]

WAX
*k6ha-r (oblique *kCa-n- and *kha-en-) 'wax'. [JEW 532

(*kar-)]. Lith kOl}'s'honey-comb', Latv kare(s) 'honey-comb',
Grk K77PlOV 'honey-comb' (these three < *keharfjom), 1(1]p6<;
'wax' (> Lat cera 'wax' > OIr ceir'wax', Wels cwyr'wax', etc,),
Alb huall, hoje « *xol-Oa) with irregular development of
*-1- from *-n- < pre-Alb *xon- < PIE *s-keha-n-) 'honey-
comb'. Cf. also ON hunang'honey', OE hunig'honey' (> NE
honey), OHG honag « *koha-on-ko- 'that which is derived
from beeswax') 'honey', OPms cucan « *koha-n-ko-) 'brown',
Grk KVl1K'6<; (Doric KV{lK'6<;) « *k.Qha-ko- metathesized from
*kQan-ko-) 'golden', OInd kancana- « *koha-n-ke-no-)
'golden'. An archaic term for 'wax', a neuter noun, is concealed
in Grk K77P6<; which was loaned into Latin as a feminine and
thence into Celtic. Aneuter derivative noun for 'honey-comb'
is, but for gender, an exact match with the Baltic terms, point
ing to a common stem also found dissimilated in Albanian.
Derivatives referring to 'honey' are also found in Germanic
and as color-terms in Baltic, Greek and Indie.

*1Jos(hxJ-ko- 'wax; fiowable, oozy'. [lEW 1180 (*1,Jokso-);
Wat 78 ( *wokso-); GI 523]. ON vax 'wax', OE weax 'wax' (>
N'E wax), OHG wahs 'wax' « Proto-Gmc *waksa
metathesized from Proto-Gmc *waskan), Lith vaskas 'wax',
Latv .vasks 'wax', OCS vosko 'wax', Rus vosk 'wax'. A north
western term which is semantically matched by Alb dylle
« *ghud-Iom) 'wax' from the root 'to pour'. This may refer to
the low melting temperature of wax, a property of paramount
importance for the development of bronze c~sting using the
technique that still goes by the name of cire perdue 'lost wax'.
This technique begins to appear widely in Europe from at
least c 1200 BC onwards.

See also BEE; HONEY. [M.E.H.]

WAY
*sentos 'way, passage'. [lEW 908 (*sent-); Wat 58

(*sent-)l. Olr set 'way', Wels hynt'way', ON sinn 'time', sinni

WEALTH

'way, company', sinna 'travel', OE sIp 'way, side', sIdian 'go,
depart, travel, wander', OHG sind 'way, side', sind(m 'go,

depart, travel, wander', Goth sinfJs 'time', Arm Jnt'ac' 'way,
passage', TocM ~ont « *sentu-) 'street'. From *sent- 'go'.

See also FIND ONE'S WAY; ROAD. ID.Q.A.\

WEAK
*losiuos'weak'. IIEW680 (*bs-); Buck 4.821. Goth lasiv.:s

'weak', TochB leswi (pI.) 'attacks of weakness'. Cf. with a
different formation: ON lasinn 'weak', NE lazy. The exact
formal and semantic equation argues for late PIE status for
this word.

*haepus'weak'. [IEW52 (ap-)l. Lith opus 'tender, delicate,
sensitive', Grk r11CfOav6<; 'fragile, weak; maimed, halting',
OInd apva 'a certain illness', apuvayare 'become ill, spoil'. Cf.
also Av afsa- 'damage, injUry'. Perhaps a derivative of the
locative adverb *h4epo!h4epu 'back(wards)'. Cf. ON 9[ugr
'turned the wrong way', OHG abuh 'turned the wrong way'
« *h4epuko-).

See also SICK; SMAll; TIRED. [D.Q.A., j.C.S.1

WEALTH
*h261ep(e)n- 'goods, wealth'. \lEW 780 (*op-); Wat 46

(*op-); GI 649-650 (*Hoph-rln -); Buck 11.42; BK 391
(*nap[hj-l*nJp[h]-)]. Lat opulentus « *opunentus) 'rich,
wealthy; opulent', Grk acpEvo<; 'wealth', acpvEl6<; 'well-ofL
wealthy' « early Greek *apnehios with transfer of the
aspiration to the preceding *-p- and thence to *jpenos),
perhaps 0J.1Jrvry 'nourishment; grain; rich cake', Hit
happina(nt)- 'rich', Av afnah-vant- 'wealthy', Olnd :ipnas
'wealth'. A root noun *h26pS is attested in Lat Ops (deity ot
abundance), opes(pl.) 'possessions, abundance, wealth', inops
'without resources, poor', copia 'abundance, plenty'. cr. also
OIr sommae 'rich', and doimm 'poor' from *su-op-s-mi[o
and *dus-op-s-mijo- respectively. Widespread and old in IE.
Because of the initial a- (rather than *0-) the Greek word is
often taken to be a borrowing from some AnatolIan source.
However, the fact that the Greek word is an s-stem, unparallel
ed in Anatolian and in Greek a largely unproductive category
which would not normally attract a borrowing (and is, more
over, the exact equivalent of Av afnah- and Oind jpnas-)
speaks strongly against the borrowing hypotheSIS. Thus the
initial laryngeal must be *h2- and the common aSSOciation of
this word with the semantically divergent Anatolian set with
suffixal *-r- that includes Hit happen ~ happir 'business,
trade; compensation, payment, price', happinye- 'town'
« *'market'), Lycian epirijeti « *h3(e)perije/o-) 'sells', whiCh
must begin with *h3-, must not be correct. Perhaps, instead
it should be connected with *h20p- 'work'.

*rehlis (gen. *rehlj6s) 'possessions'. [fE\.V860 ( *rci-); \Vat
53 (*re-); GI 650 (*reH(i)-); Buck 11.41; BK 596 (*ri)-'-I
*rey-)]. Lat res 'thing, affair, circumstance; possessions, wealth;
business matter; law-suit', Umb ri csune 'sacred things', Av
raevant- 'rich, splendid, ostentatious', Oind rayi- (nom. rayib,
gen. rayas) 'possession, wealth', Ra.yi- (deny personifying
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wealth), a-ray-a- « *l)-reh]j-o-) 'scant, poor, meager'. Distri
bution strongly suggests PIE status. From *rehl- 'give, bestow'
which occurs only in Indo-Iranian: Av ra- 'grant, concede,
vouchsafe', Oind raU 'gives, bestows'.

*16ikwnes- '(inherited) possessions'. [lEW 669
(*loikl)o-s); Wat 36 (*leikw-); Buck 11.611. ON lan 'loan;
leased land' (borrowed> NE loan), OE la:n 'loan, lease, grant,
leased land', OHG lehan 'leased land' « Proto-Gmc *laihna-;
cf. the verb in ON lja 'lend', OE onleon 'lend', OHG JIhan
'lend', Goth Jeilvan 'lend'), Av raexnah- 'inheritance, goods',
OInd rekI)as- 'inherited possessions'. Distribution confirms
PIE status. From *leikw- 'leave over' (e.g., Lat linquo 'leave',
Grk Ae{JrOJ 'leave'). The semantic development from 'leave' to
'loan' has been problematic and is usually resolved by
assuming that the underlying verbal meaning originally
embraced the concept of 'to be left wanting, to be deficient',
e.g., Grk (Homeric perf.) AEAolJra 'I am left wanting', Av
raecaya- 'to make to evacuate', Oind riktI kr- 'make empty,
leave'. This hypothesis then explains the Indo-Iranian forms
that denote 'inheritance' not as 'something that one leaves'
but rather as 'what has been left vacant by the loss of its owner'.
The development in Germanic appears to have involved the
notion of 'leaving the use of something to another' which was
specialized to mean 'lend'; in early Germanic this lending was
limited to property but did not include the lending of money
which was culturally foreign to the early Germanic tribes.

?*U6su 'goods'. [JEW 1174-1175 (*uesu-)]. Luv wasu
'goods', Olnd wisu 'wealth, goods, riches, property'. Perhaps
independent creations in the two stocks in which they appear
(d. OIr fo [< *vosu] 'goodness, kindness' with the same
morphological formation but a different semantic derivation).
However, the derivation of a word for 'goods, wealth' from
the adjective meaning 'good' is widespread in IE.

See also RICH. [E.C.P, D.Q.A.]

WEASEL
*/iormon- 'weasel, ermine/stoat (Mustela erminea)'. [lEW

573-574 (*kor-men-); GI44lJ. Rheta-Romance carml1n
'weasel' (a borrowing from Venetic or Illyrian), OHG harmo
'ermine', Lith sarm u6 'wild cat; ermine, weasel', sermu6
'~easel, ermine', Latv satmulis 'ermine', sf?tmulis 'ermine'. A
word at least of the northwest of the IE world.

Mustela erminea is found across Eurasia from Ireland to
Japan but is absent from the Mediterranean area, i.e., most of
Iberia, Italy and Greece. It is known in Kazakhstan, Kyrgyz
stan, Tadzhikistan, and south into Afghanistan and northwest
India.

?*(haJuiselo- 'weasel (Mustela nivalis)'. [JEW 1134
(*veis-); cf. Wat 75 (*weis-); GI 441-442 (*weis-)]. NIr hal
'ferret', Nlee visla 'weasel', 0 E weea)sule ~ wesle 'weasel' (>
NE weasel), OHG wisula. Probably from *ueis- 'give off an
unpleasant odor', though such a designation might better fit
the polecat than the weasel, e.g., foumart ~ foulemart 'polecat'
« *'fouVstinking marten') as opposed to the pine marten
(sweetmart). It may be that Grk aiiAovpOS' 'cat', also 'weasel',

belongs here as well if it is from *haIJiselo- + ouro- 'tail'. (The
usual derivation of aiolo + ouro- as being 'with waving tail'
may be folk-etymological.) Bulg vlasica 'weasel', Rus laska
'weasel', if < Proto-Slavic *vrJasl1ka- with metathesis from
*vIsall1ka-, perhaps should be put here as well (but see next
entry). If the word is restricted to Germanic and Celtic then
we have evidence only for a late dialect word of the far west
of the IE world. If the Greek and Slavic evidence is admitted,
then a word at least of the west and center.

?*lohxK- 'weasel'. Latv lu6ss 'weasel', Rus laska 'weasel',
Pollasica ~ laska 'weasel', Bulg (\-')lasica 'weasel', NPers rasa
'weasel'. If all these words belong together and are related by
inheritance rather than borrowing, then there is evidence for
a word of the center and east of the IE world. The Slavic
evidence may show crossing of two originally independent
words, *Johxk- and *(ha)visolo-.

The weasel is ubiquitous across Eurasia, absent only from
Ireland, and is also known in Anatolia, Afghanistan and
Chinese Turkistan. Other varieties of weasel, e.g., the Siberian
weasel (Mustela sibirica), are found in northwest India. The
original semantics here are confused. That the Irish term does
not yield a meaning 'weasel' is hardly surprising as the animal
was not found in Ireland but rather the stoat, which is
recognizably large. As the Irish word, however, indicates
'ferret', which is in effect a domesticated polecat, it is probably
a late introduction to Ireland. (Ferrets appear to have been
deliberately bred to combat rabbits for the past 2000 years
and the earliest certain references date to the first century
AD.) But the meaning '(domestic) polecat' is perhaps closer
to the underlying meaning of *veis- which does accord much
more closely with the polecat, which emits a foul-smelling
musk when frightened.

See also MAMMAL5; MARTEN; POLECAT. lD.Q.A.,J.PM.]

WEDGE
*dhubhos 'wedge, peg'. [lEW 268 (*dheubh-); Wat 14

(dheubh-)]. NE dowel, Ol-IG (dim.) tubila 'peg' (Gmc <

*dhubh-i-lo-), Grk (Hesychius) rVqJo~'wedge'. Tl.le difference
in formation suggests that these words may be independent
creations from a common root but, if so, that root is nowhere
else attested.

See also Tool. [A.D.V]

WEEVIL see INSECTS

WET
*hlres- ~ *hlers- 'liquid, moisture'. [IE\-V 336 (*rosa-);

Wat 17 (*ers-); Buck 15.83]. Lat ros 'dew', Lith rasa 'dewy,
dew covered', OCS rosa 'dew', Alb resh 'it rains', Av Rauha
(rivername, Volga), OInd rasa- 'liquid, moisture'. An old root
noun and solidly reconstructed to PIE.

*m(e)had- 'become wet, moist, fat', [/E~V 694-695
(*mad-); Wat 38 (*mad-); Buck 15.83; BK 537 (*mat'-/
*mdt'-)). OIr maidid 'breaks, bursts forth, gushes', Lat TrJacle()

'to be moist, drip', ON matr 'food', OE mete 'food' (> NE
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meat), OHG maz 'food', Goth mats 'food' (Germanic forms
are all zero-grade *mbad-i- and would reflect a connection to
'food' via the notion of 'to be satisfied, nourished' but other
sources place these forms with *mad- 'meal'), Alb rna) (dial.
man}) « *mbadnjelo-Yto feed, fatten (of animals)', majme
'fat, fatty', Grk J.1aDaw 'to be damaged by wetness or humidity,
to drip', Av maDa- 'alcoholic drink', OInd mada- 'alcoholic
drink', madati 'boils, bubbles, is glad, gets drunk'. PIE status
assured.

*lehat- 'wet, moist'. [lEW 654-655 (*1a(-); Wat 35
(*lat-)). MIr laith 'beer, moisture', lathach 'mud', OWeIs llat
'slime', ON leola 'loam, dirt', OHG letto 'clay', Lith Llt-upe
(river name), Latv Late (river name). Grk A.&ra~ 'drops', of
which Lat latex 'a liquid, fluid' is often presumed to be a
loan, is obscure and has been supposed to be of substratal
origin. Distribution suggests a northwestern IE term.

*reg-~ *reknos'moist, make wet'. [IEW857 (*reg-); Wat
54 (*reg-); GI 587 (*reJ<'-); BK 604 (*rak'-/*r.Jk'-)l. (1) with
g. Lat (ir)rigare 'to water, irrigate', ON raki 'wetness, moisture',
perhaps Alb rr)edh 'flow, pour' although this has been
challenged~ (2) with -no-: ON regn 'rain', OE reg(e)n 'rain',
regnian 'rain' (> NE rain), OHG regan 'rain', Goth rign 'rain',
Lith rokia 'drizzle'. Distribution suggests at best a northwest
dialectal term.

*teng- 'to moisten, soak'. [lEW 1067 (*teng-); Wat 70
(*teng-)). Lat tingo 'moisten', OHG thunkon 'dunk', Grk
rtyyw 'moisten'. Sparsely attested, possibly late IE.

*UegW- - *ugW_ 'wet'. [lEW 1118 (*z;egV-); Wat 74
(*wegW

-); Gl 47; Buck 15.831. ON V9kr 'wet, moist', Grk
vYPos 'liquid, fluid'. Lat avidus 'wet', although sometimes
cited here, is not very plaUSible; connections have also been
proposed with Qmere 'to be humid' from a zero-grade *ugW

_

sm-. Indo-Iranian forms such as Av uxsyeiti 'spray', Olnd
uk?ati 'moisten' are more likely to represent a distinct root
associated with the word for 'ox'. Weak case for PIE status.

*uelk- - *J,Jelg- 'wet'. [lEW 1145-1146 (*z;elk- - *z;elg-);
Wat 76 (*welg-); Buck 15.83; BK 504 C*wal-l*w.Jl-)}. (1) with
*-k-: OIr folc'heavy rain, wet weather', We1s golchi'to cleanse',
OCS vlaga 'moisture, juice of plants'; (2) with *-g-: ME welken
'wilt', OHG welk 'wet, moist, mild', OPms we1gen 'catarrh',
Lith vilgau 'moisten', Latv valgs'damp', vifgt 'become moist',
valgums 'wetness', OCS valgl1kl1 'wet', Rus v61gkyj 'wet'. Aside
from the lllyrian river name Va/cos (in Pannonia), this pair of
variants is confined to the northwestern stocks.

*hlUes- 'moist, especially of the ground or plants'. [JEW
1171-1172 (*z;es-); Wat 78 (*wes-)]. Umb vestikatu 'to offer
libation', OE WOS Juice, broth', NDutch waas 'layer of mist of
fine drops', OHG wasal 'moist ground', Latv vasa 'forest with
wet ground and blue clay',ievasa 'moisture, tree sap'. ON vas
'trouble, difficulty' « caused by bad weather) is problematic
and unlikely here but modern Scandinavian forms like Danish
and Norwegian as « Gmc *wosa-/ *wesa) 'stale air, smoke'
might fit. Distribution suggests a northwestern term.

?*senhxdhr- 'congealed moisture, slag'. [lEW 906
(*sendhro-) I. ON sindr'metallic slag', OE sinder 'metallic

WHEAT

slag' (> NE cinder whose spelling has been inOuenced by
French cendre), OHG sintar ~ sinler'slag, stalactite', RuseS
sjadry 'clotted (blood)', SC sedra 'lime, slag', Czech sadra
'gypsum'. The underlying meaning would seem to be 'harden
ed or coagulated moisture'. The Slavic forms must derive from
*sendra (with *d and not *dh) or *senhxdhreha- The latter
form might also underlie Germanic. The limited distribution
suggests at best a dialectal term and perhaps a loanword.

??*mehanos 'wet'. [lEW 699-700 (*ma-no-); Wat 38
(*ma-)]. Oir moin 'turf', Wels mawn 'turf', Lat manO 'flow,
drip'. The distribution is both limited and senlant1cally
unconvincing.

See also DEW; METAL; RAIN; RIvER. U.C.5.1

Further Reading
Burrow,1. (1981) Skt rna 'to approach, meet, jom; (trans.) to bring

to'. BSOAS 44,85-104.

WHEAT
*puhxr6s'wheat (Triticum sp.)'. [JEW850 (*pu-ro-); Wat

53 (*puro-); GI 566 (*phur-)~ Buck 8.431. OPrus pure
'bromegrass (Bromus secalinus)', Lith purai'" 'winter-wheat',
Latv pari 'winter-wheat', OCS pyro 'wheat, millet', Rus pyn!)
'couch grass (Agropyrum l= Triticum] repens)' , Czech pyr
'couch grass', Slav pir'spelt', Grk Jrvpo~'wheat',JrvPr7v '(stone
of a) fruit'. OE fyrs 'furze' (> NE furze) is rejected both on
account of its meaning 'furze' rather than 'couch grass' and
its short rather than long vowel, i.e., < *p[si-. A word limited
to the center of the IE world; probably late. It may he that we
have a derivative of *pjehxu- 'strike (down)', but only in Baltic
does the latter come to have any agricultural meaning, namely
'mow (grass)'. Another pOSSibility is that we have here a
derivative of *peuhx- 'purify' as '± that which is winnowed'
or the like. One might compare Lat triticum 'wheat' from
lero 'rub, thresh', aIr cruithnecht 'wheat' « *'red stuff for
WinnOWing'), or OCS pfSenica 'wheat' « *'lgrain] for
grinding') .

*sepit 'wheat'. Hit seppit 'wheat'. Perhaps a PIE word
though no known cognates exist outside of Hittite. The suffix
-it is an unproductive one of PIE age, existing otherwise only
in *melit 'honey' and *h2eIbhit 'barley'. It is hard to see how
such a word was fornled any later than PIE times.

*ga/ondh- 'wheat'. Hit kant- '(einkorn-?)wheat', Av
gantuma- 'wheat', NPers gandum 'wheat', Baluchi gandrm
« *gandama-) 'wheat', Khat ganama- « *gandalna-) 'wheat',
OInd godh6ma- 'wheat', TochB kanli « *l:,TJ)dhijom?) '± bread'.
Certainly the Old Indic form is the result of folk-etymological
re-analysis into go- + dhama- 'cow-smoke' but the differing
forms this word takes in Iranian suggests, perhaps, horrowing
rather than inheritance. On the other hand, argUing for inheri
tance might be the apparent derivative seen in the Tocharian
B word for '± bread'. Thus it is pOSSible we have a PIE word
for 'wheat' attested on the southern and eastern peripheries
of the IE world or, as is more usually assUlned, a Near Eastern
cultural borrOWing from some unknown source.
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The Archaeological Evidence
The native distribution of wild wheats generally comprised

the territory from southeast Europe across Turkey and as far
east as Iran (or, in the case of bread wheats, into Central Asia
and Afghanistan). Wild wheats occur on Near Eastern sites
by the tenth millennium BC and domestic wheat is claimed
in Syria by c 9000 BC. It also occurs on early Neolithic sites
in Turkey and across Europe where it is found in Ireland and
Scandinavia by c 4000-3500 BC. It is known in Neolithic
and Eneolithic cultures along the Dnieper, e.g., the Dnieper
Donets and Sredny Stog cultures, as well as the Bronze Age
steppe cultures and it is known in the Caucasus since the
Neolithic. From the beginnings of the Neolithic it is also found
on sites both in and adjacent to India. Consequently, it is
inconceivable that the earliest Indo-Europeans did not possess
a word for 'wheat'.

The absence of a clear, widespread cognate tenn for 'wheat'
in IE is remarkable in that, like barley, it represents the earliest
and most important of domestic cereals (today it is the primary
domestic cereal and accounts for 20% of the world's caloric
intake). As the most valuable cereal in terms of nutrition and
one that could be prepared in a variety of different ways, it
was also generally the preferred food of consumption. The
genus Triticum is now generally divided into a number of
different species, all of which saw early domestication. Like
barley, cultivated wheats can be divided into hulled and free
threshing varieties. The hulled varieties retain the pales on
the kernel after threshing and required pounding in order to
separate the pales from the grain itself. The free-threshing or
naked wheats can simply be winnowed after threshing in order
to recover the kernels as the pales and glumes will have fallen
away. Such distinctions were marked enough that different
names were employed for the different classes of wheat in
antiquity. Moreover, the cultivated wheats most widely found
in the archaeological record included a number of different
species. Triticum monococcum (einkorn wheat) commonly
produced one grain per spikelet and is the earliest of the
domesticated wheats. Triticum turgidum comprises a number
of different wheats, fonnerly divided into different species.
These include emmer and durum wheat. Emmer wheat was
generally the principal crop on most wheat assemblages in
both southwest Asia and Europe during the Neolithic but it
did exist alongside einkorn. A crossing of the domesticated
Triticum turgidum with the wild cereal Aegilops sqlJarrosa
produced the primary wheat of today, the bread~heat
(Triticum aestivum). The two would have encountered each
other as domestic wheats moved into the Caspian area and
the domesticated bread wheats are found from the fifth
millennium BC in the Caucasus and north of the Black Sea
and then through the later Neolithic through central and
northern Europe. Early IE communities would, therefore, have
known a wide variety of wheats (today there are over 17,000
different varieties) and one might presume that they had
several names for the various types of early wheats. It is
possible that names for some of these varieties are presently

concealed under some of our reconstructed terms for 'grain'.
See also AGRICULTURE; BARlEY; GRAIN; PlANTS. ID.Q.A.,j.PM.l

WHEEL
*kwekw16m (pI. *kwekWleha) ~ *kw6kwlos 'wheel'. [lEW

640 (*klleklJlo-); Wat 33 (*kW(e)-kW!-o-); GI 622
(*kho(eloJkholo-); Buck 10.76; BK 317 (*kw/hJul-1
*kwfhJol-)l. From *kwekwlc5m: ON hve! \vheel', OE hweohl
~ hweol 'wheel' (> NE whee}), hweogol 'wheel', MHG \vd
'wheel', MDutch wiel 'wheel' (Gmc shows evidence of both
*kwekw16m and *kWtkW!om, the latter with the stress on the
first syllable on the analogy of the original plural), Phryg
K"lJ(A1JV'Ursa Major' (i.e., 'the chanat'), Av caxra- 'wheel', OInd
cakra- 'wheel; sun disc'; from *kw(jkW!os: Grk ruK"AOs (pI.
K"VK"Aa) 'wheel; circle, cycle' « *kw6k~'¥'jos), TocM kuk<il
'wagon', TochB kokale 'wagon' (Toch < *kwokWlciS) , koka!
panta '± wagon-master' (kokale + panlJ- '± he of the way'
from a putative PIE *pQlh2-eha- (d. *p6ntoh2s 'way, path').
Both *kwekw16m (pI. *kWtkW!eha-less likely is the paradigm
*kWtkWlom, pI. *kwekW!tha) and *kw6k"''/os appear by their
distribution to be early in PIE; the latter is perhaps originally
a derivative of the former. From *k~'¥'el- 'tum', i.e., 'the turner'.
Formally very similar are Baltic words n1eaning 'neck (also <

*'the turner'): Lith kaklas « *kwokW!c,m) 'neck', Latv kakis
'neck', and the Lat pop!es 'back of the knee'. However, the
semantic disparities suggest that these latter forms are in
dependent creations. Also semantically closely related, though
morphologically different, are (1) *kw(jlos in Oir cuI \vagon'
« *kwo16 clua!), Grk nOAos 'axis of the celestial sphere', TochB
kele 'navel; center' « *'hub'); (2) *kwoles- in DCS ko!o (gen.
kolese) 'wagon' « *kwoles-); and (3) *kwclom in ON h",el
'wheel', OPrus kelan 'wheel'. The original dual in Old Irish
suggests that the primary referent was a two-wheeled cart.

*h2/3urgis 'wheel'. [GI 623 (*Hwergh-); Puhvel 3: 339
400J. Hit hurki- 'wheel' (d. lace. pI. I .;. hurkius 'the Four
Wheels' [I.e., part of 'Ursa Major'!), TochA w~irkjnt 'wheel',
TochB yerkwanto 'wheel' (Toch < *h2/31,.lrgi-I){llo-on- or
*'h213/Jergi-l)l)to-on- 'having a wheel-shape', TochA shows
dissimilatory loss of the second *-w- while TachB shows an
inner-Tocharian lengthened grade in the first syllable or
Tocharian A shows sporadic but paralleled shortening of the
first syllable). Compare also TochB yerter 'wheelrim, felloe'
< *h213/Jerg-tor-, an agent noun from the same *h2Iwerg
'turn'. The agreement of Tocharian and Hittite suggests great
antiquity for this word.

*dhrogh6s 'wheel'. [lEW 273 (*dhrcgh-); Buck 10.46,
10.76; BK 84 (*dar-I*ddr-)J. Oir droch 'wheel', Grk rpoxos
'wheel', Arm durgn « *dhroghon-, with metathesis in the
first syllable) 'potter's wheel'. From *dhregh- 'run' Perhaps
independent derivatives in Celtic and Greek. However, the
apparent secondary derivative in Annenian may be evidence
for a greater antiquity of this whole group in PIE.

*r6th2o/eha- 'wheel'. [JEW 866 (*ro£o-); \Vat 54 ( *ret-);
GI 622 (*rotho-); Buck 10.76]. OIr roth 'wheel; circle', \Vcls
rhod 'wheel', Lat rota 'wheel; wagon', OHC rad 'wheel', Lith
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nitas 'wheel', nUai (pI.) 'wagon', Latv rats 'wheel', raU (pI.)
'wagon', Alb rreth « *rret(i)(}e < *r6th2iRom?) 'ring, hoop,
tire (for a carriage)', Av ra()a- 'chariot, wagon', Oind nUha
'chariot, wagon, two-wheeled war-chariot', ratharyMi 'rides
in a wagon' (and also Late Lat blrotis 'two-wheeled', Lith
dviratis 'two-wheeled'). Gaul petor-rUum 'four-wheeled
wagon' apparently reflects a *-[th20-. It is possible that TochA
rauk lanny' and TachS retke "anny' also belong here, reflecting
a PIE *roth2ikos, thus the army would have been the
'chariotry' (in contrast to the 'cavalry'). (The Tocharian words
are usually taken to be from an Iranian *rataka-, d. NPers
rade 'series, order', though it should be noted that nowhere
in Iranian does this word mean 'anny'.) From *reth2- 'run'.
An old PIE word for 'wheel' which, by a natural metaphor,
has come to mean 'wagon' or more particularly 'war-chariot'
in a number of eastern stocks.

The earliest wheels employed in locomotion (there are also
clay discs which have been variously interpreted as models
of wheels or spindle-whorls) are tripartite disc wheels. These
would be massive block wheels formed usually from three
large planks which would be fastened together by mortise
and tenon. The exterior shape would be cut into a circle while
a nave would be cut out of the middle. Generally, the round
nave indicates that it is the wheel rather than the axle that
rotates, i.e., a fixed axle; in some areas of Europe the
archaeological record shows rectangular naves, suggesting that
the axle rotated as well. The earliest wheels in the steppe
land regions measured from 45 to 80 cm in diameter.

SeealsoAx1.E; RUN; TOOL; TURN; WAGON [D.Q.A.,].PM.]

Further Reading
Piggott, S. (1983) The Earliest Wheeled Transport. London and New

York, Thames and Hudson.

WHETSTONE
*lCohxnos'"": *lCohxinis 'whetstone, hone'. [lEW 541-542

(*J<o-no-); Wat 32 (*ko)l. From *kohxnos: NPers san 'hone',
Oind sana- (with Middle Indic -1)- for expected *-n-)
'whetstone, hone', TochB kantsa- 'sharpen' (if < *Kohxn-es
eha-) (Grk K"wvos'pine-cone, cone', usually put here is rather
fr9m *Kosnosand a derivative of *KOS- 'pine'); from *Kohxinis:
ON hein 'hone', OE han 'hone' (> NE hone), Av saeni- 'point';
yet another formation is to be seen in Lat cos (gen. coUs)
'whetstone'. These formations are all dialectally limited but
they attest the existence of a secure PIE *l<ehx(i)- 'sharpen,
hone' (preserved as a verb only in Olnd s[sali ~ syati 'sharpens,
whets').

The use of a stone for sharpening would extend well back
into the Palaeolithic where stones might be employed in
sharpening wood, bone or antler points. Stones might also
be employed for polishing surfaces by grinding them down,
a practice which is attested at least as early as the Mesolithic
and was in massive use in the Neolithic with the appearance
of the polished stone ax. With the arrival of metals we find
our earliest whetstones or hones (some make the distinction

WHITE

as to whether the object being sharpened is large, such as an
ax, or small, such as a razor) from at least the third millenmum
BC onwards.

See also KNIFE; SHARP; TooL. [D.Q.A., j.PM.I

WHITE
*h2rg-u- ~ *h2rg-es- 'white'; "'h2erg-tlt-om 'silver' [JEW

64-65 (*ar(e)-g-); Wat 3 (*arg-); GI617 (*HarK-); Buck 9.65,
15.64; BK 403 (*nar-akY-/*ndr-ak Y-) I. OIr argat 'silver', \Vels
ariant 'silver' « Proto-Celt *h2erg-Qt-om), Lat argentum «
*h2erg-Qt-om) 'silver', Grk apyvpoc; 'silver', aprT1C; 'white',
Ann arcat"silver', Hit harkis 'white', Av dr~]zatdnl'silver', OPers
ardata- 'silver' « *h2[g-I)t-om; zero-grade based on the
adjective), Olnd arju-1)a- (full-grade based on 'silver') 'light,
white', TocM arki 'white', TachS ~jrkwi 'white' «*h2ergu
h]en-). This is the clearest root for 'white' which possessed a
zero-grade v-stem and s-stem adjectives and a full-grade
derivative noun for 'silver'. These forms have mutually
influenced each other. The root is Widely attested and
attributable to PIE.

*h¢lbh6s'white'. [IEW30 (*albho-)~Wat 2 (*albho-); GI
685 (*albho-); SK 457 (*hal-/*hdl-)l. Lat albus« *h 4e1-bho-)
'white', Umb alfo- 'white', OHG albiz 'swan', OCS lehcdf
'swan', Grk aAq>6c; « *hxal-bho-) 'white leprosy', Hit alpa
'cloud'. Cf. also OPrus alwis 'lead', Lith dIvas 'tin', Rus (510\'0
'tin' « 'white metal'). Widespread and old in IE.

*bhelh]- 'white'. [lEW 118-120 (*bhel-), 160
(*bhle-l]o-s); Wat 6 (*bhel-); BK 15 (*baIL/*bdlL)I. Fronl
*bholh] os: Wels bal 'white-faced', NE ball'horse with white
blaze', Goth bala(n)- '± shining, gray of body' (said of horses
and only attested in Latin writers), Lith balas 'white', Latv
bals 'pale', Alb balle 'forehead'; from *bhJhlOS: Grk (Hcsy
chius) cpaAoc; 'white', Arm bal 'pallor'; from *bhelh10S: OE
bxl 'fire', OCS b2111 'white', Rus beJxi 'white', OInd bhllam
'gleam; forehead', The pair *bholhlOS and *bhjh 1(5s may
suggest an older paradigm *bh61hjs, gen. *hhJh 1(55. Other
formations are seen in Lith b<.1ltas 'white', Latv baIts 'white'
« *bholhl-to-), OPms ballo 'forehead', Alb halash 'a horse
with a white spot on its forehead', bale 'having a white spot
on the forehead (said of horse and sheep)' « *bholh j-no-?
[+ -ash)), Lat flavus« *bhjhlI)OS) 'blond', 176nls« *bhloh]
50-) 'bright, gleaming (of flowers)' (if this is not simply a
thematic derivative of flos 'flower'), ON blar'blue', OHG bhlt)
'blue' (Gmc < *bhleh 1-1)0-). The underlying verb is apparently
preserved in Lith baIti 'grow white, pale'. \Videspread and
old in IE.

"'lCueitos ~ *J<uitros 'white'. [IE\V 628-629 (*J<uei-); \Vat
33 (*kweit-): Buck 15.64). ON hvItr'white', OE hwn '\vhite'
(> NE white), OHG (h)wlz 'white', Goth h'eits 'white', Lith
5vitrus 'bright', oes svetl1 'light', Av spaetd- 'white', Olnci
sveta- 'white, bright'. Widespread and old in IE.

*pJh]- 'dull white, pale'. [IE\tV 804-805 ( *pel-); \Vat 48
(*pel-) 1. MIr l1ath 'gray', Wels llwyd 'gray', Lat palliaus «
*pJh]-no-do-) 'pale', ON [ph 'fallow, dun', OE fcalu 'fallow,
dun' (> NE fallow), OHG falo 'fallow, dun' ~Gn1c < Proto-
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Gmc *falwa-) , Lith pilkas 'gray', palvas 'pale yellow', OCS
plaVl1 'white', Alb plak 'old man', Grk JrEAZTVO£" 'gray', JrOA.ZO£"

'gray', Arm alik' 'white', Av pourusa- 'gray', OInd palita- 'gray'.
Distribution indicates PIE status for this word that denotes a
paler shade of white.

*bhrodhn6s '± pale'. [ef. lEW 136 (*bher-)]. OCS bronD
'white, variegated', Rus bronyj 'white, variegated', OInd
bradhna- 'pale red, yellowish, bay'. A word of the center and
east of the IE world.

See also COLOR; UGHT; SHINE; SILVER. [M.E.H., D.Q.A.I

WHOLE see HEALTHY

WIDOW
*lJidheueha- 'widow'. [lEW 1127-1128 (*ljidhelja); Wat

74 (*widh-ewo-); GI 661-662 (*widheu-); Buck 2.76; Szem
23]. OIr fedb widow', Wels gweddw 'widowed', Lat vidua
'widow', OE widuwe 'widow' (> NE widow), OHG wituwa
'widow', Goth widuwo 'widow', OPms widdewu 'Widow',
OCS vldova - vz1dova 'widow', Rus vdova 'widow', Alb ve
(dial. ve) 'widow' (or perhaps a loan from Late Latin), Hit
SALu(i)dati- 'widow', Av viOava 'widow', OInd vidhava
'widow'. Derivative: Grk ~(F){f)E(F)oC; 'bachelor.' The wide
distribution of this word insures its PIE status.

The widow's paramount status is assured by the wealth of
cognates from Celtic to Indo-Iranian. It is commonly derived
from a root *ljidh- 'to be separated' (the same source as found
in NE woods from their function as boundaries and perhaps
extrapolated from a compound *lji-dh(e)hj- 'put apart') as
seen in Lat dlvido 'I divide' « *dis-lJi-dhhje/o-), TochAB watk
'separate, distinguish, decide' « *lji-dhOj-ske/o-), Olnd vi
dha- 'distribute, apportion, bestow'.

Although we can reconstruct a word for 'widow' to PIE,
there is no corresponding word for 'widower', which is
normally derived from the feminine form, e.g., NE widower.
It has been argued that as a man might have had more than
one wife or was free to marry again, he would not likely remain
in an unmarried state long nor did a male having been
widowed describe any particular legal position. The existence
of a word for 'widow', on the other hand, suggests that after
the death of her husband, a woman did occupy a particular
status (and contrary to popular belief, she often survived her
husband and was not required to commit suttee). There is no
reason also to presume that she did not have the option to
marry again. As the plight of Penelope in the Odyssey
indicates, she might be inundated by suitors; similarly, the
early Indians recognized bridal self-choice (svayarrzvara) where
a widowed woman might invite suitors and, perhaps after a
contest (cL again the contest of the bow in the Odyssey),
announce her own choice.

See also KINSHIP; MA1uuAGE; WIFE; WOMAN. [M.E.H.]

WIFE
*p6tniha- 'wife'. [ltW 842 (*potnI); cf. Wat 52-53

(*poti-); GI 661 (*phothnI); Buck 2.32; Szem 22.3; Wordick

1971. OPrus wais-paltin 'wife, mistress', Lith viespatni 'Wife',
Alb zonje « *dio-ptni;j < *wrtsA-p/ltnjj) 'mistress of the
house', Grk JroTvla'mistress', Myc po-ti-ni-.IJ 'lady, Wife', Av
paf)nI- 'mistress', Olnd patnr- 'mistress, Wife'. At least a word
of the center and east of the IE world.

*prihxeha- 'wife'. [IEW"844 (*prijj-); Wat 53 (*prr-); Szem
31.2]. ON Frigg (wife of Oainn), OE frige 'wife', OHG Fnja
(wife of Wuotan), Av frya- 'dear, own', Olnd priya- 'spouse'.
From *prih"\ 'be pleasing, one's own' which, some argue, is
derived from *per- 'house(-hold)' seen in Hit per 'house', Luv
pama- 'house'. While the derivatives are of PIE status, the
specific semantic correspondences could well have developed
independently in the various stocks.

*srp-loghos 'bed-fellow' = 'wife'. [lEW 658-659; Buck
2.32]. SerbCS sulogD 'wife', Grk lXAoxos'bed-fellow, spouse'.
A word at least of the center of the IE world.

Terms for 'husband' and 'wife' often renect the general lndo
European terms 'man' and 'woman', but the terms *P()tis and
*potniha- 'lord' and 'lady' seem to have functioned in this
sense more than any other forms, although when combined
with the feminine noun *ljik- 'settlement, homestead' the
terms come to assume a quasi-political sense. It is perhaps
significant that *potis does have a persistent feminine
counterpart in the form of *p6tnih,r with a non-productive
feminine suffix *-niha-. An Albanian derivative of this word,
zonje, often mistakenly related to the word for woman,
*gWenha, signifies the mistress of the extended famIly and
usually refers not to the wife of the lord but to his mother' If
this situation obtained in IE times, a term for 'married woman'
distinct from either the bride or the matriarch would have
occurred. By far the commonest term to signify 'wife' is
*gWenha 'woman', expressing a conception that remains
common to this day. Other terms for wife are based on the
common roots *prihx- 'love, desire' and the root *h2l)edh(hs )

'lead (in marriage)' which also reflect the status of females in
a society practicing virilocal post-marital residence. However,
the oft-repeated assertions that IE society was "patriarchal"
need to be qualified in light of the evidence that some
provisions were made for female roles in the family that (lId
not derive from their marital status alone.

See also CONCUBINE; KINSHIP; LOVE: MAsTER. MISTRESS;

WOMAN. IM.E.H.I

WILD (GOD)
?*rudlos 'the renderer, one who tears apart'. IlE\;\/ 869

(*rud-lo-)]. Lat rullus « *rudlo-) 'rustic, boorish', Rullus
(personal name), OInd Rudra- (name of a god). From *reud
'rend'. This equation is open to challenge in that the name of
the Old Indic deity has been also variously explained as the
'howler', e.g., Lat rudere 'howl', Rus rydatf'cry', Olnd nidai
'cry'; or 'heaven' or 'earth' as suggested in the dual compound
Olnd rodasI'heaven and earth'. In Vedic mythology, Rudra is
represented as the wild one, associated with chaos, and as an
archer firing plague, ef. the Greek Apollo who 'shoots' plague
into the Greek forces who have offended his priest. The Vedic
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god has been identified with Siva; alternatively he has been
claimed to be the deity of the storm, of the mountains and
forests (i.e., the wild lands), the hot season, the leader of dead
souls, the divine shepherd, the lord of procreation, vegetation,
and fertility. Essentially he seems to be the divinity of wild
nature, dangerous, unpr.edictable, unbound and frightening.
Although he has structural similarities with other deities in
other IE stocks, there are no grounds for postulating a PIE
deity here on purely lexical grounds. Recently, K. Witczak
has also proposed that ORus (Novgorod) RugIu « Proto-Slavic
*rudlu) (a particular god) be put here which would provide
a phonological match but, unfortunately, all we have is the
name and no attributes by which it might be associated with
Rudra.

See also MEDICAL GOD. [E.C.P]

Further Readings
Gregoire, H, R. Goossens, and M. Mathieu (1949) Asklepios,

Appolon Smintheus et Rudra. Etudes sur Ie dieu a Ia taupe et Ie

dieu au rat dans Ia Grece et dans I'Inde. (Memoires de l'Academie

de Belgique, classe des Lettres, vol. 45). Brussels.

Witczak, K. 1. (1993) Ze studi6w nad religi~ Praslowian, 1:
Nowogrodzki Regl a wedyjski Rudra. Onomastica 38,95-105.

WILLOW
*sal(i)k- '(tree) willow (Salix spp.)'. [IEW879 (*sal(i)k-);

Wat 56 (*sal(i)k-); GI 539-540 (*sO(e)likh-); Fried 53-57].
OIr sail (gen. sailech) 'willow', Wels helyg(en) 'willow', Lat
salix (gen. salicis) 'willow', ON seVa « *salkjon-) 'willow',
OE sealh 'willow', OHG salaha 'willow' (OE/OHG < *salko/
eha-). A word of west of the IE world but it may be associated
with the next entry.

*uelikoleha- 'willow (Salixspp.)'. [lEW 1140-1141 (*l)eli
ka); d. Wat 75 (*wel-); GI 540; Fried 53-57]. OE welig
'willow' (> NE willow), Myc e-ri-ka 'willow', Grk £Al107
'willow'. A word of the west and center of the IE world which
may have cro.ssed with *sal(j)k-, e.g., **salk- > *sal(i)k- after
*l)elik-.

*ueit- 'willow (Salix spp.)'. [JEW 1122 (*l)ei-); Wat 74
(*wei-); GI 540 (*wei-); Fried 53-57]. OIr Feith 'some kind
of twining plant', Wels gwden 'Withe', Lat vftis'vine', ON vloir
'willow', OE wfoig'willow', OHG wrda 'willow', OPrus witwan
"willow', Lith vytis 'willow switch', Latv vftuols 'willow', Rus
vitina 'branch', Grk trEa'willow', Av vaeiti-'willow', OInd veta
'reed'. PIE status.

The first name *salik- was presumably used for the tree
willows and is attested in three western stocks, in all cases
denoting 'willow'. These are probably cognate with the second
set of forms built on *l)eliko/eha-, e.g., OE welig 'willow'; the
alternation of sw- (reflected in Greek aspiration), S-, and w
occurs irregularly elsewhere. The PIE salik- may be supported
by Anatolian, that is, Hittite words for 'meadow' (wella) and
'grass' (welku) , and one might note the willow's preference
for moist meadows and similarities between bush willows,
some willow leaves, and tall steppe grasses, but all this remains
speculative.

WIND

The third 'willow' name, *l)eit-, probably used for the bush
or osier willows, is one of the most widely attested in the PIE
lexicon as it is found in nine stocks. In seven of these, the
reference is not only to the tree but, by metonymic extension,
to withies and diverse objects made from them, notably the
felloe (the rim around the wheel beneath the tire). For
example, OInd vetasa- and Av vaeiti- both refer to 'willow'
and 'switch' and in two other stocks, Latin and Gree k,
obviously related words serve for 'willow' and 'felloe' (Lat Vilis
and Late Lat vitus). The willow thus represents an intersection
between the arboreal semantics and the semantics of techno
logy, particularly one of its best attested parts-the wagon or
chariot. Both the main willow names seem to be related to
basic verbal roots for 'bend, twist, wind' (*selk- and *llci-).

Moreover, an additional weakly attested willow name, *ll[b

(Lat [pl.] verbera 'lash', Rus verba 'osier'), may be derived
from yet another verbal root for 'bend' and 'twist', *l.Jer-.

The willow is a moisture-loving tree found all over Eurasia,
particularly along the banks of rivers and streams. In quantity,
it was one of the first trees to occupy northern Europe after
the retreat of the ice sheets but with the rise of forests, the
willow retreated through time from southern Europe although
it was still present as a very small part of the overall pollen
rain. Botanically, the willows dichotomize into bush willows
(e.g., the golden, purple and pussy willows) and the tree
willows, which range froill six to well over thirty meters in
height. Technologically, willow shoots, wood and bark lend
themselves excellently to making baskets, fences, felloes and
many other artifacts. Taxonomically, one finds a strong
tendency for speakers to subdivide the willows; in Russian
folk speech, for exanlple, about seven kinds of willows are
designated by at least twenty-one names. In light of this, it is
hardly surprising that the willow, like many ot her kinds of
trees, has two strongly attested names that variously com
plement each other, e.g., the contrast in the Germanic and
Greek areas.

See also BEND; TEXTILE !'REPARATION, TREES; WIND2 . IPFl

WIND!
*h2l)ehljus 'wind'. [lEW 83 (*ue-)l. Lith vijas 'wind', Av

vayu- 'wind', OInd vayU- 'wind'. Whether the Lithuanian fonn
replaced an older *veju- is quite uncertain; the form could
well be recent, d. OCS Vt~j9 'blow (of the wind)'. The Indo
Iranian form, however, could well date from PIE times as it is
also the name of a god, i.e., the Vedic Vayu.

*h2uehl-nt- 'wind'. {JEW 82-83 (*l.)e-nto-s); Wat 73
(*we-); GI 584 (*Hwenth-)}. Wels gwynt 'wind', Lat ventus
'Wind', OE wind 'wind' (> NE wind), OHG wint'wind', Goth
winds 'wind', Hit huwant- \vind', Av vJta- (Gath /\'aata-/)

'wind', OInd vaca- (sometimes Ivaata-/) \vind', TochA want
'wind', TochB yente 'wind'. Most forms represent *h2l)entos
from *h2vehjntos(with shortening of *e) except Indo-Iranbn,
where the phoneme In! showed the vocalic allophone [01
which became a before the loss of the bryngeal. Hittite pro
bably continues *h2uhj-nt-. Distribution assures PIE status.



WIND

?*h2eu-el- 'wind'. [IEW82 ( *al)(e)-); GI 584 ( *Hw-l. Wels
awel 'wind, breath', Grk a£AAa « *aFEA-ya) 'storm', If the
two fonns are cognate, they cannot be derived from *h2u-el

(beside *h2u-ehj- 'to blow'). Welsh requires a full grade *h2el)

but *h2euhl- is not known from *h2l)ehl-. The forms may
thus be unrelated.

*(S)J<ehlu(e)r- - *(s)KhH~(e)r- 'north wind'. [lEW 597
(*Rel,Jero-); Wat 31 (*kewero-)]. Lat caurus'north wind', ON
skar'storm', OE scar 'shower' (> NE shower), OHG scar

'storm', Goth skora (windis) 'whirl(wind)', Lith siaure 'north
wind', siuras 'cold, northern', OCS severa 'north', SC s.jever

'north', Ann c'urt 'cold; shower'. Although sometimes taken
here, aIr cQa 'bad weather' does not exist. Accentuation in
Lithuanian and Serbo-Croatian indicate a laryngeal
« *Rehju-). The Latin form must therefore derive from
*RQllJ.ero-. The different formations and ablaut point to an
old r-stem. We find *RehjlJ.er(Slavic), *Rehjur- (Lith siaure) ,

*RhllJ.er- (Lat) , and *Rhlur- (> *kuhlr-: Lith siuras, for *sQras;
Germanic, Armenian). Hence the underlying paradigm is
(nom.) *kehj-ur (?*kehj-lJ.er), (acc.) *kl:,1J-l,Jer-lp, (gen.)
*kQl-ur-os? . Germanic and Armenian have *S-. Distribution
suggests at least a word of the west and center of the IE world.

See also BLOW. [R.S.PB.]
WlND2

*sper- 'wrap around'. [lEW 991-992 (*sper-); Wat 63
(*sper-)]. Lith spartas 'band, ribbon', Grk CJJr£lpov '(linen)
cloth, wrapper, gannent; sail cloth, canvass', aJr£zpa 'coils;
(pI.) twists and coils of net', aJraprov 'rope, cable', aJraproc;

'a kind of broom plant used for making ropes and cords',
Arm p'arem 'enclose, surround'. Not widely attested but well
enough so that we probably have a (late) PIE word, perhaps
geographically limited to certain "central" dialects.

*(s)pre(n)g-(Gmc *brenk-) 'wrap up, constrict'. [IEW992

( *spereg-) l. Lith springstil 'choke, become choked or
obstructed', Latv spratigat 'cord, constrict', perhaps Grk
aJrapym 'swathe in swaddling clothes', aJrapyava (pI.)
'swaddling clothes'; without the *s- we have MHG phrengen

'oppress', TochAB prank- 'restrain oneself, hold back'. These
words would all appear to belong together, despite the lack
of an exact phonological match. Perhaps a "popular" word
subject to a certain amount of phonological deformation.
Probably of late PIE status.

*ueis- 'twist, wind around'. [lEW 1133-1134 (*l,Jeis-); Wat
74 (*wei-)]. OE war 'seaweed' (> NE ware), Lith viesulas

'whirlwind, heavy gale', vystas 'corset', vystyti 'swaddle,
swathe', Latv vIsts'bundle', Rus vikh(o)rf'whirlwind', Arm gi

'juniper', Oind ve-?a- 'dress, garb', ve-?tayati 'twines about'.
Largely, but not exclusively, eastern in distribution, related to
*l)ei(h.J 'plait, wattle'. Certainly (late) PIE in date.

See also TURN; WIllOW; WINE. [D.Q.A.]

WINE
*U6inom « *l,16ihlnom) - *uih]nom '?wine'. [lEW 1121

(*l,Jei-); d. Wat 73 (*vfnum); GI 557-564 (*w(e/o)ino-); Buck
5.92]. Lat vlnum « *l)ihlnom?) 'wine', Alb (Tosk) vert «

*l)oineha-) (Gheg vent) 'wine', Myc vvo-no 'wine', Grk OlvOC;

'wine', Arm gini « *l,Join(i)jo- or *tlein(i)jo-) 'Wine', Hit
wiyana- 'wine', Luv wini(ya)- 'pertaining to wine', HierLuv
wi(y)ana- 'wine' (Proto-Anat *t1iyana-). Similar forms in
Germanic (e.g., OE wIn (> NE vvine) , OHG wfn, Goth v./ein

'wine') and Slavic (OCS vina, Rus VInd \vine') arc generally
taken as loans from Latin FInum although Gamkrelidze and
Ivanov have suggested that these are actually cognate with
the forms of the other stocks. The presence in Old Church
Slavonic of a derived word vinjaga 'grape' (whose second part
-jaga 'fruit' is found in this shape only here) would strengthen
the case for inheritance rather than borrowing. The Latin form
is also generally regarded as the source of the Celtic words
for 'wine', i.e., aIr fIn, Wels gwin although here too GI suggests
that a lengthened zero-grade *l,Jlno- might explain the Celtic
forms (and also the Baltic, Lith v)'nas 'wine', Latv vins 'wine',
though these may also be loanwords from Slavic and/or
Germanic). In any event, this word is thoroughly IE Il1

appearance and plausibly connected with *l)ei(h.-.J- 'twist,
wind' (d. Lat vItis 'vine'). The two forms, *l)dih Jnom and
*l)ihlnOm, would be regular neuter derivatives (whose gender
is expected in Proto-Indo-European for fruits and berries and
similar edible plant products) of *l,Jih Jen 'grapevine', pre
served in Grk (Hesychius) V117V 'grapevine' (where Hesychius'
spelling is usually taken to represent *F1T]V). The fact that
the shape of this word bears such a close resemblance to that
of Near Eastern words for 'wine', e.g., Hattic lvindu- \vine',
Arabic wain, Hebrew yayin and that this region is likely to
have originated wine production has traditiOnally thrown the
IE correspondences into some doubt although it has also heen
maintained that the Semitic designations could be derived
from an IE source.

*tris- '± vine'. [lEW 1096 (*tris-)l. SC trs « *triso-)

'grapevine, reed', Alb trishe « *lrisjehr) 'offshoot, seedling,
sapling', Grk (Hesychius) 8plvla « *trisnijeh.l-) 'vineyard'
(in Crete). SC tis 'reed' is a different word; the fact that Proto
Slavic shows *triso- rather than the expected *tr15o- (with
backing of original *-s- after *-r-, *-u-, *-k-, and *-i-) may
suggest a borrowing from some more western IE stock. Kno\\n
only in the center of the IE world.

The Archaeological Evidence

The domestic grape vine (Vitis vinifera) is derived from
Vitis vinifera subsp. sylveslfls which, although it possesses
smaller and acidic berries, is still capable of being fcnl1Cnted
into wine. The distribution of the wild vine would seem to
extend across the Mediterranean from Iberia, south France,
Italy and Greece, across both the northern and southern shores
of Turkey, the Caucasus and beyond the CaspIan Sea.
Northwards the wild grape can also be found in the southern
Ukraine (especially the Crimea) and up the Danube. Fmds of
sylvestris in European NeolithIC sites are by no means rare
and they have been uncovered in late Neolithic/early Bronze
Age Iberia, in the Mesolithic and later in southern France,
Italy and Greece, Neolithic Yugoslavia, and Neolithic 'lurkey.
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Wine Distribution of the wild grape (Vitis vinifera).

During the Neolithic p~riod further north they have been en
countered in the Swiss lake-side dwellings, Neolithic Gennany;
late Neolithic/early Bronze Age Romania, late Neolithic
Moldova"(middle and late Tripolye culture). The furthest north
grape pips have been discovered in the Neolithic is southern
Britain and more surprisingly, a nUJllber of impressions of
grape pips have been found on Neolithic potsherds from
Sweden which would date to c 4000 BC. It might be' noted'
that at this time the average summer temperature in Sweden
was 2.5C higher than today.

The identification of thedomestic vine can be difficult and
the date of its earliest attesta~ibn is disputed. There doesseem
to be a consensus that domestic grapes had already appeared
as early as the early Bronze Age in the east Mediterranean,
Le., by c 3500-3000 BC. ,On the basis of length to breadth
ratios of recovered grape pips, it has been suggested that the
domestic vine appeared in Gr~ece as early as the late Neolithic,
Le., c 4300-2800 BC, and the discovery of grape pips outside
of their natural range in the Levant has suggested
domestication as early as c, 4500-4000 BC. The domestic
grape was certainly present in Turkey (Troy), Crete, and Greece
in the range c 3000-2000 BC, including Macedonia where
domestic grapes are identified before 2000 BC. The spread of
the domestic grape from the east Mediterranean westwards
would appear to have been slow arid the earliest appearance
of domestic grapes (pips) in Italy is c 900 BC and they are
generally thought to have reached the west Mediterranean

through the Greek and Phoenician colonies (although an
independent origin in the west Mediterranean has also been
suggested) from whence they passed northwards to the Celts
who especially prized both wine and the special erving sets
and vessels employed in the consumption of wine during the
Iron Age. The vine also appears in domesticated form quite
early in Baluchistan where there is evidence by the third
millennium BC and at the same time in India.

As wine can be manufactured from the wild grape, the
reconstructed lexeme need not presuppose that the early Indo
Europeans who possessed this word knew the domestic grape
although the latter is possible. The earliest evidence for wine,
identified through the presence of tartaric acid as a residue in
a ceramic vessel, has been recovered from a Neolithic site in
the northern Zagros (Hajji Firuz Tepe, Iran) and dated to c
5400-5000 BC. The earliest traces of tartaric acid prior to
this discovery were from a vessel at Godin Tepe, Iran, that
dated c 3500-2900 BC. From the known distribution of the
wild grape and the domesticated grape, it would seem that if
the lexeme reconstructed to PIE indicated the wild variety, it
has neither chronological nor diacrttically useful geographical
implications for the location of the earliest Indo-Europ ans
other than relegating a north European origin less likely. If
the original sememe is to be reconstructed 'wine « *domestic
grape)' then there is no solid evidence for the referent of the
underlying meaning earlier than the fifth millennium BC when
the domestic grape first appears in the eastern Mediterranean,
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anywhere between Greece and the Levant. Since wine both
could and was made from the wild grape, there is an almost
endless number of ways that a word for it might have been
inherited or borrowed between different IE languages
depending on their prehistoric distribution.

See also FERMENT; SACRED DRINK. [D.Q.A.j.PM.)

Further Readings
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WING
*pet(e)r- - *pet(e)n- 'wing, feather'. [lEW826 (*pet-); GI

455 (*pheth_); BK 45 (*p[hlat[hl-I*p[hJdt[h1-)]. Oir en 'bird',
OWels eterin 'bird', Wels edn 'bird', Lat penna « *pet-n-)

'feather', ON {]oor'feather', OE feoer'feather' (> NE feather),
OHG fedara 'feather', Grk nrEpov'wing', Arm t'itas in r'tanim

_'fly', Hit pittar - pattar 'wing'. With the Anatolian cognate,
PIE status is assured. From *pet- 'fly'.

*pom6m 'Wing, feather'. [lEW850 (*por-no-)]. OE feam
'fern' (> NE fern), OHG fam 'fern', Lith spatnas 'wing', Latv
spams 'Wing', Av pardna- 'feather', OInd paf1)a- 'feather'. ef.
oes pero 'feather', TochB (pI.) parwa. 'feathers'.

See also BIRD; rornER. U.A.e.G.]

WINNOW
*neik- 'winnow' [lEW 761 (*neik-)]. Wels nithiaf

'winnow', Lith niekoti 'winnow', Latv niekat 'winnow', Grk
A-Z1C/.UXW 'winnow', A-{KYOV 'sieve', (Hesychius) V{1C~OV 'sieve'
(the Greek forms show various kinds of dissimilation involving
the initial *n-). A technical agricultural term known only in
the west and center of the IE world. At least late PIE in date.

See also AGRICuLTURE; SIEVE; THRESH. [D.Q.A.l

WINTER see SEASONS

WIPE
*h3merg- 'wipe off' (pres. ·*h3mrnegti). [lEW 738

(*merg-); cf. GI 94-95 (*m(e)lJ{'-)]. Grk opopyvvpaz 'wipe
off', Av mardzaiti - m;}r;}zaiti 'strokes', OInd m[1).akti - marjati

'wipes off, purifies'. Though attested only in Indo-Iranian and
Greek the exactness of the morphological match, and the
archaic present formation that is recoverable, would seem to
assure its (late) PIE status.

See also MILK. [D.Q.A.]

WITH'
"'ko(m) 'with, side by side'. [lEW 612-613 (*kom); Wat

32 (*kom); BK 256 (*k[hfam-l*kfhJdm-)]. OIr com- 'with',
Wels cyf- 'with', Lat cum 'with', ON g- (verbal prefix), OE ge

(verbal prefix), OHG ga- - gi- (verbal prefix), Goth ga- (verbal
prefix) (Gmc < *ko- where PIE *k- has given g- in this

unstressed syllable), oes ku 'toward', Grk I(OlVOS 'together,
in common' (if < *kom-io-), Oind kam 'toward'. Old in IE.

*sekwo- 'follOWing'. [lEW 896-897 (*sekIJo-s); Wat 57
(*sekW-)). OIr sech 'past, beyond', Wels heb 'without', Lat
secus 'after, beside, otherwise', Latv secen 'by, along', Av haca

'from, out of; in accordance with', OInd saca 'together with',
sakam 'with'. A derivative of *sekw- 'follow'. Old in IE.

*som- '(together) with'. [lEW 903 (*som-); Wat 57
(*sem-); BK 184 (*sam-I*s;}m-)]. OPrus san- 'with', Lith sam

'with', oes 50- 'with', Av ha(m)- 'together, OInd sam- 'with'.
A word of the center and east of the IE world. Derivatives in
OIr samain 'festival of November 1, Halloween!All Saints',
OE -samne 'together', OHG samn 'together', Goth samana

'together, in common', Oind samana 'together'; *s1J1- by
Grassmann's Law: Grk a8EA-fPos'brother (of the same womb)',
aA-OXos 'partner of one's bed, bedfellow'. From *sem- 'one'.

*ksun 'with'. [IEW903 (*ksu(n)); Wat 33 (*ksun)l. Lith
sU'with', oes sii'with', Russ(o)'with', Grk ~vv- CTvv'with,
by aid of'. Both Baltic and Slavic appear to have lost the initial
*k- in this (unstressed) form very early; the same loss is seen
within the history of Greek. A word of the center of the IE
world.

See also AnPREPS. [D.Q.A., C.F].]

WITHOUT
*hlenhlu 'without'. [lEW318 (*eneu)1. ON on 'without',

OHG ano(both < *h]enh]u) 'without', Goth inu « *hzenhju)

'without', Grk aVEv « *h]l,).h]eu) 'without, except, apart
from', Oss c£nc£ 'without'.

*b(h)egh 'without'. [IEWl12-113 (*b(h)egh)]. OPms bhe

'without', Lith be 'without; but', Latv bez 'without', OCS bez
'without', OInd bahi- 'outside'. A word of the center and east
of the IE world.

See also AnPREPS; APART. [D.Q.A.I

WOLF
*u!kWos 'wolf (Canis lupus)'. [IEWI178-1179 (*vJkIJos;;

Wat 78 (*wjkWo-); GI413 (*wJkho-); Buck 3.71]. Lat lupus

'wolf' (the form of this word obViously influenced by the word
for 'fox'), ON ulfr 'wolf', OE wulf'wolf' (> NE woll) , OHG
wolf'wolf', Goth wulfs 'wolf', OPms wilkis 'wolf', Lith vilkas
'wolf', Latv vilks 'wolf', oes vlrkii 'wolf', Rus volk 'wolf', SC
vak 'wolf', Alb ujk 'wolf', Grk AV1COs 'wolf', Luv walwaJi- 'lion',
Lydian walw-el(i)- 'pertaining to a lion' (I), Av vdhrka- 'wolf',
NPers gurg'wolf', Oind vfka- 'wolf', TochB walkwe 'wolf'. A.

Lehrman has suggested that PIE *v f kWos 'wolf' is a
nominalization, with retraction of accent, to an adjective
*lJJkwos '± dangerous' seen possibly in Hit walkuwa- '±

dangerous' and Olnd avrka- 'safe' (i.e., a-v[ka- 'not wild').
The formation would be similar to that seen in OInd kf?l)a
'black antelope' from k[?IJ.a- 'black' and is paralleled within
Indo-European itself by *hxftkOS 'bear'. The discrepancy of
meaning between Anatolian Clion') on the one hand and the
rest of Indo-European ('wolf') on the other may suggest that
the attested meanings are independent semantic narrowings
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of an earlier '± dangerous one' that took place after Anatolian
had separated from the rest of Indo-European. Alternatively,
GI suggest that this word for 'wolf' should be divided *v(e)l
kWo-, a derivative of *vel- 'tear, lacerate'.

*ulkwfha- 'she-wolf'. [lEW 1178-1179 (*v/klJi)]. ON ylgr
'she-wolf', OHG wulpa 'she-wolf', Lith" vilke 'she-:wolf', Rus
volciea 'she-wolf', OInd v[kf- 'she-wolf'. Cf. the similarly
derived Grk A:vaaa 'martial rage, madness, rabies'. A normal
feminine derivative, itself of PIE date, of the previous word.

*uailos'wolf'. OIr fael'wolf', Ann gayl'wolf'. Perhaps from
*I)ai 'woe' as 'the woeful one' (either from the mournful cry
or because the animal induces woe in the human). Though
not widely attested, the geographical distribution of those .
attestations strongly suggests PIE status. .

*h2l3uedr (gen. *h2l3uednos) 'creatures, (wild) animals,
wolves'. ref. GI 413 (weit'-n-); Puhvel 3:355]. ON vitnir «
*h2l3I)ednijos) 'animal; wolf', Hit huetar (gen. huetnas, pI.
huitar) 'creatures, (wild) animals, wolfpack'. Though only
certainly attested in these two stocks, the archaic heteroclitic
stem argues strongly for PiE antiquity Probably from *h2lJed
'be alive', otherwise seen only in Luvian. Possibly belonging
here too are certain Slavic words for werewolf: Slav vedanec
(- vedomee - vedavee) 'werewolf', Ukr viscun 'werewolf',
OCzech vedi (pI.) 'she-werewolves', though particularly in
Ukrainian this word has been subject to phonological
deformation. The agreement of Germanic and Hittite would
seem to assure a reconstructed meaning '(wild) animal' but
the association with 'wolf' is obviously very old (as the 'wild
animal par excellence'?).

?*dh6haus (gen. *dh.tJaU6s) '± wolf'. Phryg c5aos 'wolf',
Grk Bros 'jackal; wild dog; panther'. Latin and Greek show a
derivative with a new full-grade, *dhehau-nos: Lat faunus
'deity of forests and herdsmen' (whose feast was part of the
Lupercalia), Grk (Hesychius) 8avvov '± wild animal, beast;
the constellation Lupus' (compare the neo-Latin derivative
in NE fauna). In both Latin and Greek there is at least the
possibility that *dhehaunos had some reference to wolves.
Perhaps a late dialect word in PIE-originally an epithet for
wolves or other large carnivores. Often, though not
compellingly, relat~d to OCS daviti 'strangle'. The latter may
better be related to NE die, etc.

The wolf (Canis lupus) was common throughout Eurasia,
including India, and was the ancestor of the domestic dog. It
tends to occur on Neolithic sites in small numbers, sometimes
in moderate numbers on Baltic sites. Considerable linguistic
discussion has revolved around the fact that the name for
such a common wild animal shows an o-stem, regarded by
many as a recent formation (while the feminine form with an
i-stem has been regarded as the typical marking of a wild
rather than domestic animal). The archaeological evidence
makes it clear that no matter where the earliest IE-speakers
lived, they were acquainted with the wolf.

The Wolf in Indo-European Belief
The wolf, together with the bear, would be the primary

WOLF

dangerous wild carnivores with whom the Eurasian indo
European-speaking peoples had to deal, and this beast will
be important as an animal enemy, partner, and also image or
symbol. IE divinities with lupine associations are not
un~ommon: the wolfish (IlVK"E'lOs) aspect of the Greek god
Apollo seems to connect him both to death and to fertilizing
and life-giving powers,in consonance with the other doubled
or contradictory aspects of this god, who surely resembles
another god with wolf names and companions, the Norse
Ooinn. Following the line of lupine ambiguity, mythic
representations of the wolf make the animal both a monstrous,
ravening enemy of humankind (the Norse wolf Fenrir,
offspring of Loki; V9luspa str. 36,39) and a nurturing "natural"
mother-beast, such as the wolf-bitch Lupa who suckled the
twins Romulus and Remus (Lactantius, lnst. 1.20.2: Plutarch,
Romulus 4).

The sign of the wolf (or the wolf-pack) is clear enough in
Greek age set confraternities such as the Athenian EqJl1fJE'ia
and the Spartan K"pvn'rE'la: the adolescents in these peer
groups prepared for full warriorhood by behavior that was
exactly reversed from the norm: they prowled at night, were
hidden and covert in their actions, used trick, trap, stratagem
and ambush and all the techniques forbidden to the true adult
warrior-hoplite, in his daylight discipline. However, these
young warriors-in-training eventually would be reintegrated
into their societies, while a "wolfish" activity or character,
from Hittite times on (but especially well illustrated in the
Germanic sources) defined an outlaw, one whose crimes had
put him outside society, and who can be hunted like the wolf,
i.e., be both "killer" and "to be killed"; cf. Gennanic warg.
Werewolf or man-wolf activity may not be simply solitary, as
shown by a widely-recurring belief in destructive, night
roaming bands or confraternities of lycanthropes who had
abjured the laws of society. These "secret bands" have also
been connected to the German Wilde]agd or Wutende Heer,
legendary affiliates of Death and the Devil, and instances of
bloodthirsty and destructive werewolf bands are also known
in the Iranian sources and in Baltic and Slavic folklore.

The wolf-image ordinarily would be attached to the
aggressive second function warrior but what might be called
wolf-kings are also seen: Lykos or 'wolf' was a king-name in
ancient Thebes; Sigmund and his son (in V91sunga ,saga) took
their lycanthropic posture and powers from wolves' skins once
worn by two shape-changing princes (konungasynir, Vo/s. c
8) while the violent war-king of Norway, Harald lura, himself
showing a near-berserk image, had his own berserker band
of Wolfskins, Olfheonar (Heimskringla 19).

In the heroic-epic literature the isolated individual returns,
and the wolf may often be imitated by the hero, no more so
than in that saga just mentioned where Sigmund and SinfjQth
roam (and kill) as wolf-men and lurk in an underground den.
In an "historical" saga such as that of Egil Skallagrlmson, the
wolf not only seems to be a family totem (the family'S patriarch
named Kveld-Olfr or Evening Wolf; Egil himself as ulfgrar
'wolf-gray'), is also associated with the god ()oinn, to whose
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grim service at least some of Egil's family is devoted. 08inn's
wolves, according to the verses of Egil and other warrior
skalds, are fed with those who are slain by the victorious
fighter, but 08inn is also named the 'wolf-killer': he finally
claims the warrior, who also is the wolf, and who will be
killed in his turn.

See also AGE SET; CRIME; DOG; HEll-HOUND; MAMMALS;

WARRIOR. [D.Q.A., ].PM., D.A.M.)
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WOMAN
*gWenha (gen. *gWnehas) 'woman'. [lEW 473-474;

(*ffena) ;Wat 25 (*gWen-); GI 660-661 (*k'oen-); Buck 2.22;
Szem 22.1; Wordick 194-195; BK347 (*k'wan-/*k'w.Jn-)).
OIr ben (gen. mna) 'woman, wife', OE ewene 'woman, female
serf, prostitute' (> NE quean), OHG quena 'Wife', Goth qino
'wife' (Gmc < *gWeneha-n-), OPms genna 'wife', OCS iena
'wife', Rus iena 'wife' (Balto-Slavic < *gWeneha-), Grk yvvry
'wife', Arm kin 'wife', Hit SAL_ni 'women', Luv wanatti- - unatti
'women', Av gna- 'wife of a god', g.Jna- - Jna- 'woman, wife',
Jaini- 'woman', NPers zan 'woman', OInd gnci- 'goddess, divine
female',jani- 'woman, Wife', TocM sarn 'woman', TochB sana
'woman' (Toch < *gWen-eha-) 'woman'. With lengthened grade
*gWeni- we have ON kvxn 'wife', OE ewen 'woman; Wife,
consort' (> NE queen), Goth qens 'wife', Av pini- 'wife', Oind
jAni- 'wife'. Another derivative is seen in TocM kuli 'woman',
TochB kliye 'woman' « *gw{1ha-h]en- with dissimilation of
l. ..n < n. ..rl). Archaic in morphology, widespread and old in
IE.

In many primitive societies an adults marital status is taken
for granted and distinctions between man and woman on the
one hand and husband and wife on the other are rarely made.
The most common Indo-European term for an adult
marriageable female is *gWenhawhose ablauting stem vowels
suggest an original athematic noun. Szemerenyi has attempted
to derive this noun from *gWou- 'cow' (> *gV-en-) and has
produced many examples from both modern languages, e.g.,
Rus korava 'cow' can also mean 'bride' in some dialects, and
many ancient examples, e.g., OInd vasa 'cow; wife', MWeis
anneir 'young cow' but OIr ainder 'young girl', to illustrate
that such a derivation would probably not have been seen as

gratuitously insulting in a pastoral economy (rural Texas
ranchers even today can refer to wives and sweethearts as
'heifers' and remain unslapped; d. also 'filly'). Nevertheless,
the phonology of such a derivation is questionable and the
morphology of such an ad hoc suffixation is unscientifically
opaque. It is far better to take *gWenha as an unanalyzable
root in PIE.

See also WIDOW; WIFE. [M.E.H.I

WOOD see TREE

WOODPECKER
?*(s)p(e)ikoleha- '(some kind 00 bird, (Italic, Germanic)

wood-peeker'. [IEW999 (*(sJpiko-); GI 459 (*(sJphikho-)].
Lat plCUS 'woodpecker', plea 'jay; magpie', ON sp::etr
'woodpecker', OHG speh 'woodpecker', OPrus picle 'fieldfare',
Oind pika- 'Oriental (Cueulus saturatus) or Indic cuckoo
(Cueulus eanorus)'. In spite of the uniqueness of this bird
and its dramatic behavior, there seems to be no conlmon IE
word for the woodpecker although this is the meaning in the
two west IE stocks that preserve this root. It might be noted
that the Picenes, one of the ancient peoples of Italy, derive
their name from this root, allegedly because of some totemic
association.

See also BIRDS. U.A.C.G.I

WOOL
*u!h2neha-'wool'. [IEWl139 (*lJ[-na); Wat 76 (*weld-);

GI 498-499 (*HwJ-n-); Buck 6.22]. Wels gwlan 'wool'
(whence Oir olann), Lat lana 'wool', lanogo 'down', OE wull(eJ
'WQol' (> NE wool), OHG wolla 'wool', Goth wulla 'wool',
OPms wilna 'shirt', Lith vilna 'wool', Latv vilna 'wool', OCS
vIana 'wool', Rus valna 'wool', Grk A.-ijvos 'wool', Hit hulana
(by metathesis < *ulhna) 'wool', Av var.Jna 'wool', Olnd uma
'wool'. Widespread and old in IE.

Although wool is the commonest secondary product of
sheep raising in historical times, it would not have been a
property of wild sheep nor the earliest domestic sheep. These
were characterized by fleeces which consisted of a short' fine
undercoat that was covered by a hairy outer coat of coarse
kemps, all of which moulted each spring. Consequently, the
utility of wool as a fabric for textiles would have been
exceedingly limited and all evidence for Neolithic wool has
been disputed (Neolithic textiles are almost invariably made
of plant fibre). Woolly sheep appear to have been bred in the
Near East by the fourth millennium BC, possibly earlier. It is
about this time that a larger variety of sheep begins to appear
in Europe which some suggest may have borne a much
woollier coat, and wool begins to be recovered from European
sites at about 3000 BC. That wool was important in Bronze
Age Europe is well attested, particularly in the Linear Btablets
where the raising of sheep for wool appears to have been a
major industry. Moreover, from about 4000-3000 Be, there
is a rise in the relative quantity of sheep on European sites
While it is possible that "wool" was produced and exploited
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earlier in the Neolithic period, i.e., from the seventh
millennium BC onwards, the archaeological evidence, the
existing evidence of words for 'wool', and the technology
employed in its exploitation all suggest a rather late, i.e., fourth
millennium BC, date for PIE 'wool'.

See also HAIR; SHEEP; TEXTILE; TEXTILE PREPARATION.

[D.Q-.A., ].PM.]
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WORK
*uerg- 'work' (pres. *urgje/o-). [lEW 1168 (*l)erg-); Wat

77 (*werg-); Buck 9.12,9.13]. ON yrkja 'work, do', orka
« *l)[geha-) 'be able to do', OE wyrean 'work, do' (> NE work),
OHG wurehen 'work, do', Goth waurkjan 'work', Grk PESw
- €p8m 'do' (in both cases the -e- is the result of contamination
with the vowel of the derived noun), Av vdrdzyeitj 'works',
TocM wark$al 'power, strength, energy', TochB wark$al
'power, strength, energy'. Cf. the widespread derivative
*l)ergom in Gaul vergo-bretus the highest official among the
Haedui, OBret guerg 'effective', ON verk 'work', OE weore
'work' (> NE work), OHG werk 'work', Grk €pyov 'work',
Ann gore (with secondary -0-) 'work', Av vardza- 'activity'.
Widespread and old in IE.

*hx6pes- (noun) 'work', [lEW780 (*op-); Wat 46 (*op-);
GI 137 (*H]oph-); Buck 9.12]. Lat opus 'work' (whence the
denominative verb operor 'work'), Av -apah- 'work', Olnd
apas- 'work', TochA op$aly'(fit) season, time of action', TochB
ek$alye '(fit) season, time of action' (Toch < *hxOps-e1-i-) , ef.
ON efna 'work, make', efni 'stuff, tool', OE efnan - xfnan
'work, make', OHG uobo 'peasant', uoben 'set to work'.
Widespread and old in IE. Perhaps related to *h20P- 'wealth'.

*derha- 'work' (pres. *d[haie/o-) , [lEW 212 (*deld-); BK
122 (*t'ar-an-/*t'dr-an-) 1. Lith dar(j)au 'do, make', Latv darU
'do, make', Grk 8pam 'make, do', 8p1JanJp 'worker, servant',
(Hesychius) 8pavot; 'work'. A word at least of the center of
the IE world_

*dheigh- 'work clay, smear; build up' (pres, *dheighti
*dhineghti). [lEW 244-245 (*dheigh-); Wat 13 (*dheigh-);
GI43, 95 (*deigh-); Buck 5.53]. OIr eon-utaine (*eom-uss
ding-) 'builds', Lat fingo 'fashion', ON deigr 'dough', OE dag
'dough' (> NE dough), OHG teig'dough', Goth daigs'dough'!
digan 'knead, form out of clay') Lith dietti 'whip, beat', Latv
diezet 'talk into buying', Rus deza - deza 'kneading trough',
Thracian -8i(ot; 'fort', Grk !t:lxOt; 'wall', Arm dizanem 'heap
up', Av pairi-daezayeiti 'build a wall around' (whence NE
paradise), Oind dehmi 'smear, anoint', dehi 'wall', deha
'body', TochAB tsik- 'fashion', TocM tseke 'figurine'.

?*mag- 'work with the hands, form, shape'. [lEW 696
697 (*mag-); Wat 38 (*mag- - *mak-); Buck 9.11; BK 548

WORM

(*mak'-/*mdk'-)] , MIr maistred « *magistr-) 'act of churning',
WeIs maeddu « *mag-ed-) 'beat, strike', OE macian 'make'
(> NE make), OHG mahhon 'make', OCS mazati 'anoint,
smear', Grk (aor, pass. inL) /layijval 'knead', Arm maeani
'stick to, adhere to', Numerous uncertainties concern this
forin. Since, in Irish, all other words for butter-making are
borrowed from Latin, it is possible that maistred is borrowed
as well; the term itself may be a Gallo-Roman torm produced
by the contamination of mastra < Grk /lalcrpa 'kneading
trough' with magis < Grk /layzt; 'kneaded dough'. The
Germanic forms seem to be fairly far removed semantically
The Armenian form may come from this root but may also
derive from *mad- 'curdle'.

See also MAKE; PREss; SMEAR; WAll.. [D.Q.A.I

WORLD
?*bheuhxtlom '?world'. [lEW 147 (*bhuiIo-); War 8

(*bheud-); BK 8 (*buw-/*bow-)]. OE bold, botl 'house', Lith
bukla 'habitation', Olnd bhavitram '?world', From the root
*bhuhx- (*bhhxu-) 'to be, exist, become' there are many words
for 'habitation, dwelling, house' which, in a wider sense, may
indicate the meaning 'world' (the place where we dwell, cf.
Alb bote 'earth, bottom, world'). But even for the Old lndic
word this meaning is uncertain. In the sense of '(all) living
things' we find expressions like Umb dupursus peturpursus,
Grk D[1rOV~ !t:rpa1rovt;, OInd dvi-pad-catu$-pad- 'two- and
four-footers', a type which is of PIE date.

See also BE; EARTH [R.S.PB.I

WORM
*kwpnis 'worm, insect', [JEW 649 (*kl)[mi-); Wat 34

(*kw[mi-); GI 445 (*khormi-); Buck 3.84; BK 332
(*kw[hjur-/*kW[hjor-)]. Oir cruim 'worm', Wels pryf'worm',
OPrus girmis 'maggot, mite', Lith kirmis - kirmuo - kifminas
'worm; snake, dragon', kirmde 'worm, maggot', Latv cirmis
- eirmen(i)s 'worm, mite, maggot, caterpillar', oes crTvl
'worm' « *Cirm f, d. crumlnu 'red' leolor made from certain
insects]), Rus cervi 'worm', Slav cin 'carbuncle', Alb krimb
'worm', NPers kinn 'worm', Oss kalm 'snake, worm', Olnd
kfmi- 'worm, insect; lac (red dye created from certain insects)'.
Given the range of meanings of the various reflexes of this
word, it is likely that PIE speakers had the category of what
semanticists interested in lexical universals call 'wug' (i.e.,

'worms' + 'bugs') rather than the more restricted categories of
'worm' and 'bug' (or 'insect') that are more familiar to
contemporary English speakers. In any case, widespread and
old in IE.

*uzmis 'worm, insect'. lIEW 1152 (*I)[111i-s); Wat 76-77
(*W[mi-); GI 445 (*WfI11i- - *W[111o-); Buck 3.84]. Lat vermis
'worm', ON ormr 'worm', OE W)'rm 'worm, snake' (> NE
worm), OHG wunn 'worm', Goth waunns'wonn', Lith vafmas
'mosquito') (dial.) varmai (pl.) 't1ying ants', OCS vermiJe
'grasshoppers, insects', Grk (Hesychius) p6/lo~ 'woodworm'.
Cf. OPms wormyan ~ urminan 'red', Ukr vennjanyj 'red' (color
derived from certain insects or 'worm-colored'). A phono-
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logically similar form also appears in a number of IE groups
meaning 'ant'. *l)[mis and these other related forms appear
to be a rime-word variant of the previous entry found in the
center and west of the IE world.

*demelis 'worm'. [lEW 201 (*deme1-); BK 127 (*t'um-I
*t'om-)]. Alb dhemje - dhemize 'larva, caterpillar, maggot',
Grk 8eJ.leAiat; (ace. pI.) 'leeches', (Hesychius) 8eJ1f3Aelt; (pI.)
'leeches'. A word of the IE center.

*mat- '± wonn, maggot, insect'. [lEW 700 (*math-); Wat
39 (*math-); GI774 (*math-Imoth-); Buck 3.84]. ON maokr
'maggot, worm', OE maoa 'maggot, wonn, grub', OHG mado
'maggot, worm', Goth majJa 'wonn' (Gmc *majJan-) , Arm
mat'il'louse', Av ma8axa- 'grasshopper', Oind matkuQa- 'bug'.
er. ON motti 'moth, mite', OE mojJjJe - mohjJe 'moth' (> NE
moth), MHG matte 'moth'. The range of meaning and
phonological shape for this word is at least as great as for the
previous two entries. Nonetheless, it seem tolerably clear that
we have a word of PIE antiquity

See also ANIMAL; DRAGON; INSECTS. [D.Q.A.]

WORSHIP
*iag- 'honor, worship'. [lEW 501-502 (*jag-); Wat 79

(*yag-); GI 704 ( *yak'-); Buck 22.15]. Grk aSOJ1Ul 'stand in
awe of, dread; shrink from doing something', Av yazaite
'honors', yasna- 'reverence for the gods', OPers yad- 'revere
the gods', OInd yajati 'worship (through sacrifice)', yajas
'veneration'. A Greek-Indo-Iranian isogloss oflate IE antiquity
The semantic difference between the Greek and Old lndic is
noticeable in that the Greek indicates a negative response to
the deities, i.e., something to be avoided, while the Old Indic
verb stresses the active sacrifice made by the priest to the
deities on behalf of the people. The underlying meaning seems
to have been 'worship, honor' and the object of worship (Av
yazata-, Olnd yajata-) 'he who is worthy of worship' with the
Old Indic stressing the active participation sense of 'worship'
as 'sacrifice'.

*tjegW - 'give way, pull oneself back (in awe)' (pres.
*tjegwe/o-). [IEWI086 (*tjegIJ-); Buck 22.16]. Grk aif3oJ1ul
'worship, honor', aof3iw 'frighten off, drive away', Av i()yejah
'abandonment', Oind tyajati 'stands back from something',
tanii-tyaj- 'renouncing life', tyajas- 'abandonment, difficulty,
danger', tyajas- 'offspring', tyaga- 'renunciation of life', titik$
'endure, forbear'. Cf. Grk (}eoabn;wp 'worshipper', Oind
tyaktar- 'renouncer'. A Greek-Indo-Iranian isogloss of late IE
antiquity

*d(hJJeu- 'be favorable to, give honor to'. [lEW 218-219
(*deu-I*dou-); Wat 12 (*deu-); BK 121 (*t'uw-I*t'ow-)]. Oir
de(i)n « *dl).eno-) 'strong', Olat duenos - duonos 'good',
Lat bonus 'good', bea 'make happy, gladden; bless', -beatus

'happy, without want, blessed', bellus « *dl)enolos) 'pretty,
handsome, charming', Oind duvas- 'worship, reverence,
oblation, favor, friendship', duvasyari 'honors, recognizes', Old
in IE. This word is usually taken to be an enlargement of
*deh]- 'give'. Somewhat more distant are OSax twfthan 'grant',
MHG zwfden 'grant', presupposing a further enlarged pre
Gmc *dl)eit-.

See also FEAR; HONOR; PRAy; SACRIFICE. [D.Q.A.]

WOUND
*volnoleha- (- *vomoleha-) '(bloody) wound'. [cf. lEW

1144 (*l).el-), 1163 (*IJer-); Wat 76 ( *web-); GI 414 ( *wel-);
Buck 4.85; BK 507 (*wal-I*wdl-)]. Lat volnus 'wound, injury;
blow', Alb varre« *l)omeha-) 'wound, injury, sore', Grk ovAry
« *l)olneha-) 'scar'. With different vowel-grades: OCS rana
'wound', Rus fana 'wound' « *IJroneha-), Oind vraDa- «
*1)reno-) 'wound'; with different suffixes: OIr [uil'blood', [uili
'bloody wounds', Wels gweli 'wound; blood'. There seems to
be sufficient overlap of form and meaning to group all of
these words together as a single etymon. If so, it is clearly of
PIE date. The interchange of *-1-, in the west, and *-r-, in the
east, is difficult. If the *-r- is older, the *-1- might result from
a cross with *l)e1h2- 'strike, kill, die', but, on the whole, the
*-1- looks more original.

*sueros'(suppurating) wound'. [JEW 1050 (*sl)er-); Buck
4.85]. Wels chwarren 'ulcer', OHG swero 'body pain', sweren
'fester', Rus khvoryj 'sick', Av xVara-'wound'. The initial khv-,
rather than the expected sv-, of Slavic may mean this word
was borrowed, or at least influenced, by some Iranian cognate.
Sparsely attested but its geographical distribution certainly
suggests at least a late PIE date.

?*vehat- '(suppurating) wound'. [lEW 1108 (*1)8-); Buck
4.85; BK497 (*wan-I*wdn-)].lith votis'ulcer, abscess, boil',
latv vats 'suppurating wound', Grk mr£lAry « *1)ohat-)
'wound'. It is probable, but by no means certain, that the
Greek and Baltic words belong together. If so, perhaps a
"centralism" in late PIE.

*haeru(s)- 'wound'. [lEW 338 (*ereu-)]. ON fJfr
« *arwi-) 'scar', OInd aru$- 'wound'. Though not well attested,
the close morphological and semantic relationship of the
Gennanic and Old Indic words guarantee PIE status, more
particularly as there is no underlYing verb attested from which
these words might be independently derived.

*peles- 'wound'. [IEW803 (*pel-); VW 356]. Grk aneA-at;
'(unhealed) wound', TocM pal 'wound', TochB pile 'wound'.
Again a word with sparse attestation, and no underlying verb,
that is likely to be of late PIE age.

See also DIE; MEDIONE; SICK. [D.Q.A.]
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YAMNA CULTURE
The Yamna or Pit-grave culture or "cultural-historical,

region" spanned the terr:itory from the Danube to the Ural in
the Copper/early Bronze Age, Le. c 3600-2200 BC. Evidence,
for settlem~nt is scarce, often meager remains from camp sites
of pastoral nomads, but it does include a number of stone
built fortresses such as Mikhaylovka wh~re a stone wall some
two meters high defended a settlement of stone-built
rectangular structures.

The economy of the culture, attested both by faunal remains
from settiements and bUri,als as well as site locations, suggests
a high dependency on stockbreeding, either cattle or sheep/
goat, in many of the regional variants. The horse was also
well-known from the Yamna culture and its remains occur
not only oll' settlements but also in rituals associated with
burials. Although the emphasis appears to have been on
stockbreeding, agriculture was, also practiced in the more
forested regions or major river valleys and a plow'has been
recovered from a Yamna grave. It has been argued that the
Yarnna culture reflects one of the earliest developments of
semi-nomadic pastoralism. The evidence for this rests on the
Yamna culture's possession of the domestic horse (for riding),
wheeled vehicles (for tranSporting families), the composition
of its livestock which was suited to the open steppe, the
occasional discovery on Yamna sites of deep steppe animals
such as the camel and saiga antelope, and the burials of men,
women and children, i.e., whole, family units, that have been
encountered far out on the steppe, Wild fauna fro~ the Yamna
culture include aurochs, red deer, saiga, onager (Equus
hemionus) ,wild boar, badger, otter, wolf, fo~, corsac fox, hare,
beaver~ traces of fish and tortoise are also recovered.

The overwhelming eVidence for the Yamna culture derives
from its tens of thousands of burials. These were made in

o km 500
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Yamna I a. Distribution of the Yamna culture.

,shaft-like pits that might be roofed with a timber or stone
slab covering. In tertain regions, the stone slabs might include
anthropomorphic stelae. The deceased were buried either on
their, backs with their legs flexed (the uYamna position") or
flexed on their ,sides, with their heads generally oriented east
or north-east, at least among the earliest phases. They were
frequently covered, in many instances "saturated", with ocher
and the Yamna culture has alternatively been known as the
Ocher-grave culture. Primary burials were covered with a
kurgan (tumulus) although many secondary burials might
have been later inserted into the fill of an earlier kurgan or
'the kurgan itself might have been enlarged to accommodate
more burials. Grave goods consisted of pottery, stone tools
and very occasionally weapons (flint spearheads, flint and
metal daggers, antler ax-hammers), and copper artifacts.
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Yamna I b. Plan of Mikhaylovka, Ukraine; c. Plan of Yamna
kurgan indicating primary (central) bUrial, secondary burials
and enlargements of the tumulus; d. Anthropomorphic stelae as
covering slabs for Yamna grave; e. Yamna burial under timber
roof from the Ukraine.

Yamna II a. Detail of Hungarian Yamna burial in timber-roofed
chamber; b. Section of Yamna timber-roofed pit; c. Perforated
stone ax; d. Hammer-head pm; e. Silver ornament; f. Gold
ornament; g. Bronze dagger; h. Flint dagger; i. "Censer";,] Yamna
pot; k. "Solar" motif on bronze disc.
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Animal remains (cattle, sheep/goat and horse) are all recovered
from graves as well.

Regional studies of the labor invoived in the construction
of the kurgans have suggested that they may reflect a tripartite
social structure and the three social Classes of e<lrly India have
even been explicitly employed in deSCribing the exi$tence of
Yamna "priests", "warriors" and "herdsmen~'. Althbugh there
does seem evidence for marked social differentiation, it -does
not suggest such specific classes.

The origin of the culture appears to lie both with the earlier
Khvalynsk culture on the middle Volga and the Sredny Stog
culture of the middle Dnieper. With its mobility, expressed
both in the use of the domestic horse and wheeled vehicles 
which were pulled by oxen, the Yamna culture evolved -as a
vast area of cultural interactions and exc}:lange. To the east,
Yamna burials are found to the east of the Urals and some
would derive the very distant Afanasevo culture of the Altai
and Yenisei from the Yamna and related European steppe
cultures. To the west, Yamna burials are found extending
beyond the mouth of the Danube through Romania, Bulgaria,
Serbia and Hungary.

The enormous area of distribution, its dynamic borders,
and cultural life-style (e.g., horses, wheeled vehicles) of the
Yamna culture has insured its general recognition as the
archaeological reflection of a major group of the early Indo
Europeans. Its specific identification is disputed since models
for IE origins diverge considerably in terms of the time and 
place of dispersal. Within the "Kurgan model", it is seen as a
variant of late IE, ancestral to many although not necessarily
all IE-speaking groups; those who reject the Kurgan model
tend to limit the linguistic identity of the Yamna culture to
the Indo-Iranians. The Yamna culture was followed- in the
west by the Catacomb culture and in the east of its distribution
by the Poltavka and Srubna cultures.

See also AFANASEVO CUL11JRE; CATACOMB CULTIJRE; KHvAlYNSK

CULTIJRE; KURGAN TRADITION; NOVOTITOROVKA CULTIJRE;

POLTAVKA CULTIJRE; SREDNY STOG CULTURE; SRUBNA CUlnJRE.

U·P.M-.)
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YAWN
*gh(hlJij-eha- 'yawn, open the mouth wide'. [lEW 419

420 (*ghij-a-); Wat 20 (*ghai-); Buck 4.52; BK 234 (*ga-/
*g.:J-)]. Lat hiare 'yawn, gape', OHG gIen 'yawn', Lith ii6jU
'open, yawn', OCS zijp 'open the mouth wide', Rus zijeUI
'yawn'. Also *ghihl-ne~a-: ON gina 'yawn', OE gfnan 'yawn',

YAZCULTURE

OCS zinpti yawn, split apart, open the mouth'. Rus zinutr
'yawn, split apart, open the mouth' (in Germanic we al find
new ablaut- grades in OE ginian yawn, gape', OHG ginen
'yawn', and OE ganian yawn, gape' [> NE yawnl, OHG geinon
'yawn, gape'). Finally from *ghehli-lJ.- we have OC zejp
'yawn' and TochA sew-_ (*ghehli-l,J-) 'yawn, gape' and from
*ghohli-eha- is TochB_ kaya- yawn, gape'. Subject to much
morphological rebuilding in the form of different iterativ 
intensives, but still clearly a PIE word.

*gheha- 'yawn, ope-n the mouth wide'. lef. lEW 411
(*ghan-); BK 234 (*ga-/*gd-)). ON gan 'yawn~ cry, din', Grk
xavo~'mouth'(both-< *gh.Qanos), Grk xaO'J("(() 'yawn', Xavvw
'talk with the mouth open', and words for the 'open mouth'
(see *ghehamr s.v. 'mouth'). Distinct from and not as wide
spread as the previous word, it is still of respectable PIE

_antiqUity
See also MOUlli; SLEEP. [D.Q.A.}

YAZCULTURE
The Yaz culture was the early Iron Age culture of Bactria

and Margiana. It is dated to c 1500-1100 BC. Settlements
emerge on top of earlier late Bronze Age sites or virgin ground;
they sometimes exhibit stone towers and sizeable houses
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Yaz Distribution of the Yaz culture (commonly associated with the
culture depicted in the Avesta). .
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which are associated with large irrigation systems. Single
manor complexes consisting of living- and store rooms and
open courtyards have also been uncovered. Ceramics were
initially almost entirely hand-made but through time there
was increasing use of wheel-thrown ware. The most frequent
evidence of metal tends to be bronze arrowheads; sickles or
carpet knives are also found. No burials assigned to the culture
have been found.

With respect to location, date and a settlement type which
may represent early Iron Age farmer-chieftains, the Yaz culture
has been regarded as a likely archaeological reflection of east
Iranian society as. depicted in the A vesta. The marked absence
of burials has also been interpreted as evidence for the
Zoroastrian method of disposing of the dead through exposure
rather than burial.

See also INDo-IRANIAN lANGUAGES. [J. PM.]

YEAR
*lJet- 'year'. [JEW 1175 (*l)et-); Wat 78 (wet-); GI 685

(*wetho-); Buck 14.73; BK 503 (*wat{h]-/*Wdt[h]_)). Mlr feis
'sow', Com guis 'sow' (Celtic < *'yearling'), Lat vetus « *l)et
es-) 'old" ON veor'ram, wether', OHG widar'wether', Goth
wifJrus 'year-old lamb', Lith vetusas 'old', OCS vetuchu 'old',
Alb vit « *l)etos) 'year', vjet 'last year', Grk (F)iroe; 'year', Hit
witt- 'year', Sogd w!snyy 'old', Olnd vatsa- - vatsara- (with
same suffix as Germanic < *wet-ro-) 'year', vatsa- 'yearling'.
With a wide geographical dist~ibution and morphological
derivatives common to several stocks, this root is certainly of
PIE date.

*(hlJjero/eha- 'year, new season'. [IEW296 (*jero-); Wat
79 (*yer-)]. Lat homus « *ho-yor-, with same formation as
in ho-die 'today') 'of this year', ON ar'year', OE gear 'year' (>
NE year), OHG jar 'year', Goth jer 'year', OCS jara 'spring',
RusCS jara 'spring', Grk d)poC; 'time, year', Luvian ara/i- 'time',
Av yard 'year', TochB nerwe « *(hle)ne- [a demonstrative] +
jer- + [the adjective-forming suffix] *-l)O- 'today'). A remote
connection with *hlei- 'to go' is likely, paralleling the
formation of *haetnos 'year' from *haet- 'to go'. A good
candidate for PIE status.

*perut- 'last year'. [lEW 1175 (*l)et-)]. OIr on nurid 'from
the last year', ON .ooro 'last year', Grk nEpval 'last year', Arm
heru"last year', Olnd par-ut 'in past years'. This root appears
to be an old locative or accusative of the zero-grade of *l)et
'year' prefixed with *per- 'forward, through'. Probably PIE in
date.

*haetnos'year'. [IEW69 (*at-); Wat 4 (*at-); Buck 14.73;
BK 366 (*at[h]-/*dt[h]_)]. Lat annus « *atnos) 'year', Umb
(ace. pI.) acnu 'years', Goth (dat. pI.) afJnam 'year'. *haetnos
is a nominal form derived from the root *haet- 'to go' (cL
Olnd atati 'he/she goes'). Geographically restricted to a few
western languages and clearly derived semantically as 'the
period gone through, the revolving year'; a "westernism".

"'hlen- 'year'. [IEW314 (*en-); Wat 17 (*en-); Buck 14.73;
BK 424 (*anY-/*dnY-)l. Goth ham fair-n-in jera 'in the last
year', Lith per-n-ai 'in the last year', Latv p~ms « extended

form *per-hlno-yo) 'oflast year', Rus (dial.) lo-ni 'of last year',
Grk EVOC; 'year'. Limited distribution suggests dialectal IE.

See also SEASONS; TIME. [PB.]

YELLOW
"'ghel- - "'ghel- 'yellow'. [lEW 429-430 (*ghel-); Wat 21

(*ghel-); Gl 618 (*g!Jel-); Buck 15.69; BK 228 (*gil-/*gel-)].
aIr gel 'white', Wels gell 'yellow', Bret gell 'brown', Lat helvus
« *ghel-l)o-) 'honey yellow', fei 'gall', ON gulr'yellow', gall
'yellow', OE geolu 'yellow' (> NE yellow), OHG gelo 'yellow',
Lith geltas 'yellow', zelvas 'golden', Latv z¢lls 'gold', OCS
zelenu 'green', tlutD 'yellow', Rus zelenyj 'green', Grk XAmPOC;
'green', XOAOe; 'gall', Av zairi- 'yellow', zara- 'gall', Oind hari
'blond, yellow'. When, in post-Indo-European times, 'green'
and 'blue' became distinct from one another, words for 'yellow'
were often sources for new words for 'green'. This root is
recorded from Celtic to lndic and is assured in Proto-Indo
European. This also argues that the Proto-Indo-Europeans
recognized YELLOW as a primary color and hence had at least a
Stage III color system.

See also COLOR; GREEN; WHITE. [M.E.H.I

YESTERDAY
"'(dh)ghjes 'yesterday'. [lEW 41 (*,ghojcs); Wat 14

(*dhgh(y)es-); Buck 14.49]. Olr inde 'yesterday', Wels doe
'yesterday', Lat hen 'yesterday', ON I girr 'yesterday', OE
geostra 'yesterday' (> NE yester), OHG gesteron 'yesterday',
Goth gistra-dagis 'tomorrow' (Gmc < suffixed comparative
*ghjes-ter-), Alb dje 'yesterday', Grk XOit; 'yesterday', Av zyo
'yesterday', Olnd hya- 'yesterday'. The etymological basis of
Goth gistra-dagis is puzzling; we have no PIE word for
'tomorrow' (utilizing mostly forms like 'in the morning' for
that purpose). However, *(dh)ghjes 'yesterday' is definitely
PIE.

See also DAY; TIME; TODAY. [PB.I

YEW
"'hleilJos'yew (Taxus baccata)'. [lEW297 (*(e)i-vo-); Wat

16 (*ei-); GI 540-542 (*ei-wo-); Fried 121-125]. Ofr eo 'yew',
ibar'yew', Wels ywen 'yew', ON yr'yew', OE lw'yew' (> NE
yew), OHG Iwa'yew', OPrus iuwis'yew', Lith ieva 'bird cherry',
Latv leva 'bird cherry', OCS iva 'willow', Rus iva 'willow', Hit
GISe(y)a(n)_ '?yew'. If Hittite is allowed, PIE status.

"'taksos'yew (Taxus baccata)'. [lEW 1059 (*tekl,J-); d. Wat
69 (*tekW

-); d. G1541; Fried 125-1291. Lat laxus 'yew', Rus
tis 'yew', Grk ro~ov 'bow', Scythian taxsa 'bow', MPers laxs
'bow'. At least late PIE status but irregularities in the vowel
correspondence are striking.

The first term is well supported by a half-dozen or more
languages each in Germanic and Slavic, all of which denote
'yew'. The yew figured in early Germanic legal and ritual
symbolism, e.g., the judges staff, perhaps because of its special
properties such as truly extraordinary longevity. Regular
phonological correspondences between these cognates pennit
us to posit a central dialectal feminine c)-stem, *h]eil,Jos. But
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the central dialectal forms have another cognate in distant
Hit eyan, which appears in ritual and legal texts with the
meaning, scholars have concluded, of 'evergreen' and the yew
occurs in a text that stresses its longevity, asking for a long
reign for the king and queen; the yew flourishes in Anatolia
and the north Caucasus. Moving away from tight semantic
correspondences, we find a set of forms in Baltic meaning
variously 'yew' or 'bird cherry'. In the same vein, the Greek
forms denoted the 'bird cherry' or 'service tree'. The denotation
in Greek and Baltic may have been motivated by shared
properties (berries, red heartwood, etc.); in fact, one reputable
hypothesis derives all the potential yew words from a PIE
*hlei- 'reddish' which may also underlie Lat uva 'grape'; by
yet another hypothesis the entire 'yew' set, irrespective of the
color term, is cognate with the 'grape' set in Latin and Armen
ian but this is speculative. In any case, *hleiyos was a PIE
term for the 'yew, (specifically the) English yew', stands of
which grew throughout Europe, Anatolia and the Caucasus,
and which had diverse ritual uses as well as providing the
raw material for bows, as the second term suggests.

The bow, for which yew wood is ideal, was used from pre
PIE, i.e., Mesolithic, times on throughout Eurasia and naturally
including the greater IE area. In fact, archery was a favored
sport among the Vedic, Old Persian, Hittite and Mycenaean
Greek aristocracies as frequently reflected in both texts and
their visual arts. The English yew, incidentally, was so ideal
for bows that the west European stands had been largely
destroyed by the end of the Middle Ages. Above all, the
Scythians, preserving an archaic pattern, made archery a
quintessential aristocratic (and generally martial) skill, using
a word taxsa (taxs in Mediaeval Persian) that is (almost too)
transparently cognate with Greek ro~ov (occurring about
twenty-five times in Homer, including the climactic scene in
the Odyssey). It has often been presumed that the Greek word
was borrowed from the Iranian, either during the initial
contacts between Greek colonists and Iranian-speaking steppe
nomads north of the Black Sea in the seventh century BC or
after Scythian archers later served as the Athenian police;
however, the word is already present in late Bronze Age Greece,
e.g. Myc to-ko-so-wo-ko = Grk ro~o(F)oproc; 'bow maker'.
Presumably a Proto-Greek and Proto-Iranian 0) form for 'yew'
shifted to 'bow' by the same metonymy by which 'ash' went
to 'spear' while a borrowed term a.ulAa~beganto be used for
the tree. In two other stocks, on the other hand, the reflexes
of PIE *taksos retained their original arboreal meaning,
notably in the Slavic languages and Latin. In any event, the
association of the yew with the bow is so widespread that
almost any discovery of a Neolithic or later bow in Europe
will be predictably of yew, e.g., most recently the yew bow
stave of the Tyrolian "Ice-man".

See also BERRY; Bow AND ARRow; TREES. [PF]

YOKE
*iug6m 'yoke'. [lEW 508-509 (*ju-go-m); Wat 79

(*yug-o-); Gl625 (*yuk'om); Buck 10.781. OWels iou 'yoke',

YOUNG

Lat iugum 'yoke', ON ok 'yoke', OE geoc 'yoke' (> NE yoke),
OHG joh 'yoke', Goth juk 'pair', Lith jungas 'yoke' (whose
form has been influenced by the corresponding verb), Grk
(vyov 'yoke', Arm luc (whose initial has been influenced by
lucanem 'unharness') 'yoke', Hit yukan 'yoke; couple, pajr',
Av yugam 'yoke', NPers juy 'yoke', Olnd yugam 'yoke'.
(Perhaps Oir cuing 'yoke' belongs here if it reflects *com
iungo-.) Different formations with identical meaning include
*jugtom 'yoke' in OE geoht and Oind yuktam and *luges
'yoke' in OE gycer, Goth jukuzi « *yukizi with assimilation
of the second vowel to the first), OCS igo (pI. iiesa) 'yoke',
Rus [go 'yoke'. The underlying verb *jeug- (pres. iu-ne-g-ti)
'joins, harnesses' is seen in Lat iungo 'join, harness', OHG
untar-jauhta 'I subjugated' (compare also ON eykr« *jeugis)
'draft-anima!'), Lithjungti'join, harness', Grk (evyvU,LH 'join,
harness', Av yuj- 'join, harness', Olnd yunakti - yatiJati 'joins,
harnesses' (and yojayati 'joins together'). This word is
widespread and obviously ancient in IE, failing to appear only
in Albanian and Tocharian. (Though it has been suggested
that *jug6m might be independently derived in those stocks
where it appears, there being nothing archaic or otherwise
special about its morphological form, the fact that it does
exist in this exact form so widely, even in languages, such as
Hittite, where the underlying verb is not attested, makes the
hypothesis of common inheritance by far the better one.)

The yoke was the normal method of harnessing oxen for
their use in traction in pulling plows or wheeled vehicles.
The yoke was later applied to horse traction until proper horse
harnessing appeared (late in the west, earlier in China). The
earliest depictions of wheeled vehicles also include representa
tions of yokes, hence we find the graphic representations of
yokes at least from the fourth millennium BC onwards, e.g.,
in the TRB culture, and also evidence for paired draught
(paired oxen in burials) which would generally imply yokes
although it has also been argued that cattle might also be
yoked to vehicles or plows by their horns on the evidence of
cord marks on horn cores from the TRB culture as well as
ethnographic evidence. Traces of yokes are also known from
the wagon burials found in the steppelands north of the
Caucasus in the late fourth and third millennia Be. As the
'plow' is reconstructible to PIE a word for 'yoke' might almost
have been predicted.

See also PLow; SHAFT; TOOL; WAGON. [D.Q.A., j.PM.]

YOUNG
*haieu- 'young'. [lEW 510 (*jeu-); Wat 79 (*yeu-); Buck

14.14; ]. Oir 6a 'younger', MWels ieu 'younger', OE geong
'young' (> NE young), Goth juggs 'young', Lat iuvenis 'young',
Lith jaunas 'young', Latv jaQns 'young', OCS junO 'young', Av
yvan- 'youth', Oind yUvan- 'young'. The various IE languages
reflect some form of this root: Germanic employs a suffixed
form *haieu-ok-; Latin, Baltic, Slavic and Indo-Iranian reflect
an extended zero-grade of *haiul)en-. From *haojus'stwngth,
Vitality'. The root is definitely of PIE status.

*haiuhr TJ.-J<6s 'youth'. [JEW 5 10 (*jUlll)K(j-S); Wat 79
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(*yeu-); Buck 14.141. aIr 6ac (DIL 6c) 'youth', Wels ieuanc ~

ifanc 'youth', Lat iuvencus 'young (cow)', 'ON ungr 'young',
OE geong 'young' (> NE young), OHG jung 'young', Goth
juggs 'young', Olnd yuvasa- 'young'. From *haojus'strength,
vitality', i.e. 'one possessed of vitality'. Widespread and old
in IE.

*maghus 'young man', *maghUiha- 'young woman'. [lEW
696 (*maghu-); Wat 38 (*maghu-); BK 545 (*mag-)l. aIr
mug 'male slave or servant', Corn maw 'youth; servant', mowes
'young woman', Bret mao 'youth; servant', OE mago 'son;
man; servant', mcrg(e)jJ 'maiden, virgin; girl; wife', NE
maid(en), OHG magad 'young woman', Goth magus 'youth',
mawi 'young woman', magajJs 'young woman', Av mayava
'unmarried'. As if from *maggl)os is OWeIs map 'son'; as if
from *makwos is Oir mac(c). All possibly from *magh- 'be
able' Ccf. *l)ihxros 'man' from *l)eihx- 'strength, vitality'). A
word mostly of the far west of the IE world with an outlier in
Iranian.

*merjos 'young man', *meriha- 'young woman'. [IEW738
739 (*merjo-); Wat 38 (*mari-); BK 522 (*mar-/*m.Jr-)]. Latin
marftus 'husband; lover, suitor' « *meriha-to- 'one possessed
of a young woman'), Alb shemer'co-wife, concubine; (female)

rival' « older shemere), Grk !J.Elpa~ 'young man or woman',
Av mairy8- 'young man', OInd marya- 'young man, lover,
suitor'. Somewhat more distantly related is Lith merga 'girl'.

?*ko11los 'youth'. [lEW 577 (*ker-); Wat 30 (*kor-wo-);
Buck 2.25; Szem 3.1]. Myc ko-wo 'boy', Grk 1(0P(F)oc;'boy,
son', Kurdish kur'son'. At best a late word of the IE southeast.
It is not certain that the Kurdish word belongs here and, if
not, then the Greek word is best reconstructed as *kOnlOS

and taken as a derivative of *ker- 'grow'. The Kurdish word
has also been plausibly taken as related to NPers kurre 'foal,
colt', ass kur 'steer, young ox' and, outside Iranian, to
Macedonian ldJpvoc; 'bastard', and Hit kurka- 'foal'.

Young men were designated in a number of ways,
depending upon their functions and the attitudes they evoked,
but the commonest term referring principally to their
youthfulness was *hajuhx-p-kos based on a widespread root
for 'young'. Young women were often referred to by *m(e)riha.

a term which is reflected not only in terms for young women
and wives in Greek and Albanian but by terms for bachelors
or newly wed males in Latin and Indo-Iranian.

See also AGE SET; WARRIORS. [M.E.H., PB.]
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ZARUBINTSY CULTURE
'Zarubintsy is the easterly variant of the Przeworsk

Zarubintsy complex of cultures that occupied the northern
Dnieper region from the third or second century Be to the,
second century AD. The culture is known from about five
hundred settlements and cemeteries. The settlements include
both open sites and hilltop villages defended by banks and
ditches, the later indicating attacks from (Iranian-speaking)
Sarmatian tribes. These settlements, consisting of ten to fifteen
small houses that measured about 12' to 16 m2 , have been
interpreted as the residences of single tribes. The e'conomy
was based on mixed agriculture. Among the plants raised
were millet, wheat, barley, rye, pea, lentil) bean, hemp and
flax. An unusually high percentage of wild faunal remains
may suggest deliberate hunting for skins to supply the Bl~ck'

Sea trading towns. Burial was by cremation in an urn Qr pit.
The territory, both in terms of geographical position and the
evidence of early Slavic river names, is probably to be
associated with the (Proto-?) Slavic language although there
are scholars to argue both a Germanic.or Baltic identity. ,

See also PRzEwORSK CULTIJRE~ SLAVIC lANGUAGES. U·PM.)

Further Reading ,
Hausler, A. (1986) Zu den sozialbkonomischen VerhaltniSsen in der

Zarubincy-Kultur. Zeitsehrift fur Archaologie 20, 145-170.,

,Zarobintsy a. Distribution of the Zarubintsy culture.
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Indo-European Languages

Proto-Indo-European 661
Albanian 681
Anatolian 683

Hittite 683
Palaic 686
Luvian 686
Hieroglyphic Luvian 686
Lycian 686
Lydian 687
Milyan 687

Armenian 687
Old Armenian 687
Middle Armenian 687
New Armenian 687

Baltic 690
Old Prussian 690
Lithuanian 692
Latvian 698

Celtic 701
Continental Celtic 701
British 7(;)2

Old British 702
Old Welsh 702
Middle Welsh 702
New Welsh 703
Old Breton 705
Middle Breton 705
New Breton 705
Old Cornish 705
Middle Cornish 705
New Cornish 705

Irish 705
Ogham Irish 705
Old Irish 705
Middle Irish 709
New Irish 710

Scots Gaelic 710
Gennanic 711
Early Germanic 711

Early Germanic 711
Runic 711

East Germanic 711
Gothic 711
Crimean Gothic 714

West Germanic 714
Old High German 714
Middle High German 720
New High German 721
Swiss German 721
Middle Low German 721
New Low German 721
Middle Dutch 721
New Dutch 721
Old Saxon 721
Frisian 721
Old English 722
Middle English 729
New English 729

North Germanic 733
Old Norse 733
Old Danish 739
New Danish 739
New Icelandic 739
Norwegian 739
Old Swedish 739
New Swedish 739

Greek 739
Mycenaean 739
Greek 739
New Greek 750

Indo-Aryan 751
Older Indic 751
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Mitannic 751
Old lndic 751
Middle Indic 760
Prakrit 760
Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit 760

Modem Indic 761
Gawarbati 761
Hindi 761
Kalasa 761
Kashmiri 761
Khawar 761
Maldivian 761
Marathi 761
Nepali 761
Panjabi 761
Pashai 761
Sindhi 761
Torwali 761

Naristani 761
Ashkun 761
Kati 761
Nl1ristani 761
Prasun 761
Tregami 761
Waigali 761

Iranian 761
Eastern Iranian 761

Avestan 761
Bajui 766
Sogdian 766
Sogdian (Buddhist) 766
Sogdian (Manichean) 766
Sogdian (Parthian) 766
East Iranian 766
Early Iranian 766
Ishkashimi 766
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Khotanese Saka 766
Khufi 766
Khwarezmian 766
Munji 766
Ormuri 766
Oroshi 766
Ossetic 766
Parachi 767
Pashto 767
Roshani 767
Sanglechi 767
Sarikoli 767
Scythian 767
Shughni 767
Wakhi 767
Wanji 767
Yagnobi 767
Yazghulami 767
Yidga 767
Zoroastrian Pahlevi 767

Western Iranian 767
Old Persian 767
Middle Persian 768
New Persian 768
Bakhtiari 768
Baluchi 768
Kurdish 768

Middle Iranian 768
Parthian 768

Italic 769
Oscan 769
Umbrian 769
Paelignian 769
Sabine 769
Old Latin 769
Latin 769
Late Latin 777
Old French 777
New French 777
Italian 777
Portuguese 777
Rheto-Romance 778
Romanian 778
Spanish 778

Slavic 778
South Slavic 778

Old Church Slavonic 778
Middle Bulgarian 782
Bulgarian 782
Serbian Church Slavonic 782
Old Serbian 782
Serbo-Croatian 782
Slovenian 782

East Slavic 782

Russian Church Slavonic 782
Old Russian 782
New Russian 783
Ukrainian 785

West Slavic 785
Old Czech 785
Czech 785
Kashubian 785
Polabian 785
Old Sorhian 785
Lower Sorbian 785
Old Polish 785
New Polish 785

Tocharian 786
Tocharian A 786
Tocharian B 788

Other Indo-European
languages 791
Dacian 791
IlIYfian 791
Macedonian 791
Messapic 791
Phrygian 791
Raetic 792
Thracian 792
Venetie 792

Non-Indo-European Languages

Afro-Asiatic 792
Berber 792
Egyptian 792
Hausa 792
Proto-Semitic 792
Akkadian 792
Arabic 792
Hebrew 792
Phoenician 792
SYfiac 792
Syrian 792
Tigre 792
Ugarit 792

Bantu 792
Basque 792
Altaic 792

Chuvash 792
.Karakalpak 792

Mongolian 792
Turkish 792

Caucasian 793
Abkhaz 793
Agul 793
Chechen 793

Etruscan 793
Hattic 793
Hurro-Uranian 793

Hurrian 793
Urartian 793

Kartvelian 793
Proto-Kartvelian 793
Georgian 793

Korean 793
Nilo-Sharan 793

Nubian 793
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Sino-Tibetan 793
Proto-Sino-Tibetan 793
Burmese 793
Chinese 793

Sumerian 793
Uralic 793

Proto-Uralic 793
Estonian 793
Finnish 793
Hungarian 793
Ingush 793
Komi 793
Mari 793
Mordvin 793
Samoedic 793
Udmurt 793
Veps 793
Xanty 793



lANGUAGE INDEX (Proto-Indo-European)

Proto-Indo-European

Alphabetic order: a, b, bh, d, db, e, g, g, gh, gh, gW, gWh, hI, h2, h), 14, ha, hx, iii,
k, i, kh~ kW

, Ill, m!Ip, n/fJ., 0, p, ph, rlr, S, t, uI1J

*abhor- 358
*adu- 486
*akWeljeha 487
*(a)Jbh- 177
*alontoseha 487
*alu 352
*alu- 7, 433,620
*am- 386
*am-bhi 400
*an- 385
*anos 486
*ar 583
*at- 195
*attos 14

*baba- 42
*badjos 85
*baiteh2- 109
*bak- 110
*balba- 542
*balbal- 542
*bandu- 477
*barbar- 542
*baub- 51
*bel- 242, 305
*belos317,550
*b(e)u- 412
*blek- 70
*bolijos 525
*b(o)mb- 395
*bu- 68
*bukk- 284
*bukketi 284
*bulis 88

*bhabheha-55,433
*bhag- 161
*bhagus 17
*bhaghus 26
*bhaRo/eha- 10,433
*bhar- 453
*bhardheha- 251
*bhardhehatos 251
*bhar-es- 453
*bhares(o)s 51
*bhars 7,51,432
*bhebhesti 490

*bhebhrinos 57,
*bhebhrus 57, 313, 364,

576
*bhedh-(bed) 57,62
*bhedh- (dig)l59
*bheg- 81
*b(h)egh 646
*bhegW- 491
*bhegWe/o- 491
*bheh2-352, 353, 513
*bheh2(e)s- 352
*bheh2ti 513
*bheh2tis 353
*bheha- 346, 535
*bhehad- 236
*bheh~- (fortune) 211
*bheh~- (sharp) 510
*bheh~os211
*bhehai6s 32, 58,294,

599,600
*bhehaihus 26
*bhehameha- 535
*bhehati 535
*bheid- 538
*bheidh- (persuade) 418
*bheidh- (pot) 444
*bheiha- 549
*bhei(hxJ- 57
*bhel- (blow) 71
*bhel- (coot) 125
*bhel- (forehead) 209
*bhel- (henbane) 8, 267
*bhel- (leaD 207, 348
*bhel- (mammals) 91,

364,365,371
*bhel- (pot) 444
*bhel- (priest) 451
*bhelgh- 45,561
*bhelh]- 641
*bhelh]os 641
*bheJhags 282,431
*bhels- 51
*bhendh- 64, 196
*bhendhrros 196
*bhenegti 81
*bhengh- 3
*bhenghus 3

*bher- (break) 81, 549
*bher- (brown) 85, 115,

356
*bher- (clothing) 109
*bher- (cook) 76, 125
*bher- (heal) 262, 376
*bher- (bear) 84, 387,

452,496
*bherelo-28,56,90,467,

478,525,592
*bhereg- 51
*bhereu- 76
*bhergh- 268
*bhergh- 269,630
*bherghs 210, 269
*bherghus 14
*bherh]-u- 539
*bherhxi- 513,514
*bherhxios 65,295,378,

583,599,600
*bherk- 514
*bhermn- 90
*bheromes 462
*bhers- 194
*bhertlom 356
*bhertor 452
*bherug- 249
*bhes- (blow) 72, 82
*bhes- (rub) 490
*bhesneha- 623
*bheud-549
*bheudh-516,636
*bheudhetor 636
*bheug- (bend) 62
*bheug- (flee) 206
*bheug- (use) 614
*bheug(h)- 621
*l;Jheu(hx)- 53
*bheuhxtlom 649
*bhb2teis 353
*bhhxu-649
*bhibhoihxe 198
*bhidr6s 28
*bhidSt6s 538
*bhidh- 444,446
*bhihae/o- 549
*bhi-kwo- 57

*bhinedSti 538
*bhinehaU 549
*bhlag- 549
*bhlaghmen 451
*bhleg- 513
*bhlegti 513
*bhleh]- 70
*bhleh]ielo- 70
*bhl(e)hglOs 246
*bhlei- 71
*bhlendh- 147
*bhleu- 561
*bhleud- 561
*bhleug- 561
*bhJgenti 513
*bhJh ]OS 641
*bhl1)ad- 348
*bhJh~6s 431
*bhlihxi- 549
*bhJk- 431
*bhlohxdhos 207
*bhluseha- 206
*bhQgh6us 3
*bhod1)xr6s 149,376
*bhog- 125
*bhohano/eha- 535
*bh6lghis 45,561
*bholh]os 114, 641
*bh6Ih]s 641
*bholiom 348
*bholom 209
*bh6r- 91
*bhorgWos 22
*bh6rje/o- 549
*bh6ros 91
*-bhoros 91
*bhosos 45
*bhou 400
*bh6udei 549
*bhoudheje/o- 516
*bhrag- 81
*bhrak- 450, 451
*bhrakjelo- 450
*bhreg- 81
*bhrehHJl 539
*bhrehater 47, 84, 221,

242,305,333,463,525
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*bhrehater- 478,480
*bhrehatrijeha- 84
*bhrehatriom 84
*bhrehatruios 334, 392
*bhrehxi- 158
*bhrei- 158
*bhrem- 24
*bhrentos 155,365
*bhres- 81
*bhreu- (break) 81
*bhreu- (ferment) 199
*bhreus- (break) 81; 158
*bhreus- (swell) 561
*bh[g- 125
*bh[g- 125
*bh[gh- 269
*bh[ghent- 269
*bhrghl)tiha 269
*bh[ghos 269
*bhrghus 269
*bhr1)ak- 451
*bhris- 194
*bhrno- 155
*bh[ntos 155
*bhrodhnos 642
*b(h)roid(h)is 155, 365
*bh[so-on- 418
*bh[stis 439
*bh[tfs 91
*bh[tus 211
*bh[l)- 109
*bhruh]nos 539
*bhruhxs 17, 18, 188,

478,480
*bhrutom 199
*bhs-eha-ti 490
*bhudhno-247,248
*bhugos 98,229,366,576
*bhuhr 47,236,649
*bhuhxsjont- 53
*bhuhxti- 53
*bhl,lJje/o- 53
*bhu-n-dh- 636
*bhunekti 614
*bhunkt6r 614
*bhuto- 53

*da- 204
*daihalJer 84, 85
*dapnom 496
*das- 343
*de 37,590
*de- 43
*de 37
*dedorKe 469

*dedorkh2e 468
*dedrukos 522
*dedn1s 375,522
*deg- 595
*dege/o- 595
*deh]- 64, 261
*deh]mI). 261
*dehJ- 185, 186, 224,

468,563,650
*dehJnos 185
*dehJ[ 185, 186
*dehJter 224
*dehJtores lJeselJom 438
*deha- 416
*deha(i)- 160
*dehamos 416
*dehanu-232,486,487
*dehau- 87
*dei- 513
*deig- 159
*deigh- 628, 629
*deik- 159, 346, 516
*deikst 468
*deiKt 468
*deino- 149, 173
*deilJ- 149, 173
*deilJos 47,222,230
*de-kont- 403
*deK- (hair) 252, 569
*deK- (honor) 271
*deK- (numerals) 403
*deK- (take) 564
*deKes- 271
*dekrp 28,98,242,305,

317,403
*deKrp-dl).o 404
*deRrp(e)tos 403
*dekrpmos 403
*deKmos403
*de-KI]1t- 403
*deKrpt- 403
*dekrptos 403
*deKs- 403
*deKs(i)nos 130, 271, 485
*deKs(j)teros 271,485
*deKs(i)'JoS 271, 485
*deRu- 403, 404
*del- (flow) 207
*del- (cut) 143, 397
*dem- 206
*deme/o- 592
*demelis 650
*dem(ha)- 87, 192,281,

565
*dem(ha)e/o- 87

*demhr 565
*dems 192, 281
*dems-pot(j)- 281, 371,

531
*denR- 68
*dens- 567
*denses- 567
*densus 574
*dephr 550
*der- (grain) 237
*der- (sleep) 526
*der- (tear) 522, 567
*derbh- 607
*derdh- 526
*dergh- 564
*derha- 649
*derk-169,468,505,623
*derRetos 623
*deru- 598
*de[1Jo/eha- 598
*des- 179
*deuh4-349
*deuk- 468,471
*deuke/o- 471
*deu(s)- 343
*dh2ekru 567
*d(hJ)eu- 650
*d/;,13ghm6s 525
*dhaep- 496
*dhaepnom 496
*dideh3- 468
*didrehati 491
*dje- 98, 149
*dje(u)- 149
*dieu- 230,513
*djeus 119, 165, 230, 231
*djeus p1)ater230, 231,438
*digos 229,366
*dig(h)- 357
*digh6s 628
*dighs283, 628, 629
*dih]- 208
*dih]je/o- 208
*dihxtis 10
*dijeus 513
*diks 229, 366
*diReha- 159, 516
*diKtiS 516
*dino- 149, 173
*dis- 25,43
*dilJj6s 230
*dilJ(o}- 576
*(d}komt- 404
*dleh]ghistos 305
*dJgho-haoju 439

*djh]ghos 305,357
*dJh]ghoteha- 357
*d/kus 317, 560
*dlonghos 357
*drpnehxti 565
*drp-pedom 206, 282, 283
*dl)ghuha- 17, 18, 594
*dQgwheha - 592
*dI)gwhehan- 222
*dl)gWhehac- 98
*dps6us 574
*dI)sros 567
*do 37,590
*dogei595
*doh3_ 47
*dohJnom 317
*doh3nus98
*doh]rom 28, 242
*doikos 159, 516
*dojos 399
*doios 400
*dokei 564
*doRlo- 252, 569
*d6m 192,281,282,283
*dom(ha)- 193, 531, 565
*dom(ha}os 192, 193,281,

282,283
*dom(ha}u-nos 371
*domhxeha- 468
*domhxehaCi 565
*dombxios 136
*domhxtor- 565
*domos 525
*don- 481
*donu 555
*dorkw 175
*dorkwom 175
*doru 14,305, 598, 592,

599
*dous- 17, 26
*drap- 109
*dreb- 109
*dreh]- 526
*dreha- 115, 491
*drem- (run) 115, 491
*drem- (sleep) 526
*drep- 109, 567
*dreu- 486
*drel).enCih2486
*drel).om 598
*d[haie/o- 649
*dthxlJeha- 7, 237,432
*drk- 169
*d[kwos 175
*drop- 109
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*drous 598
*dru 598
*druha- 598
*druhao/eha- 598
*dubl1s 47
*dlJeh3(U) 399
*dlJeharos 356
*dlJei- 198
*dlJ(e)i-plos 400
*duhaeha- 592
*duharos 356
*dlJi- 198, 400
*dlJigheha- 10
*dlJijos 399
*dlJis 400
*dlJis- 25
*dlJitos 399
*dukeha- 471
*dlJo deKlfl 404
*dlJo-deKU 404
*dlJoi- 400
*dlJoiios 400
*dlJoios 400
*dus- 43, 281
*dus-Kleljes- 438
*dus-menes- 438
*dusmenes 281
*dulJeh3(U) 399
*d(u)1,.loi- 399
*d(u)1,.loijos 400

*dhabh- 139
*dhabhros 139
*dhal- 348
*dheb- 574
*dhebh- 258, 528
*dhedhhzi382
*dhedhnos 382
*dhegh- 205
*dh(e)ghem- 419
*dheghom 174
*dhegWh- 87
*dhegWhe/o- 10
*dh(e)hl- 143

*dhehz- (god) 231
*dhehl- (put) 141,237;

345,346,348,352,
390,472,506,543

*dhehl- (suck) 556
*dhehl- (uncle) 610
*dhehlu)-82,237,382,

556
*dhehllus 82, 317
*dhehlmis 345
*dhehzml) 345

*dheh]s 231
*dhehlter- 141
*dhehltis 345
*dhehaunos 647
*dhei- 358
*dheigh-87,576,592,649
*dheighti '649 '
*dheighti peigti (-kWe) 439
*dheigW- 472
*dheihxgw- 472
*d(h)ekW- 516
*d(h)ekwse/o- 516
*dhelbh- 159
*dhelg- 424,428
*dhemhx- 147
*dhen-486,491
*dhen[255
*dher- (hold) 270
*dher- Qump) 323
*dhergh- 528, 600
*dherghon 528
*dherghs 528
*dhergh- 64
*dherha- 270
*dhers- 35,80
*dheu-(death) 82,150,375
*dheu- (run) 491
*dheub- 154
*dheubos 222
*dheve/o- 491
*dheugh- (daughter) 148
*dheugh- (fortune) 211,

614
*dheu(h2)- 388, 529
*dheuK- 268
*dheup-154
*d(h)eup- 534
*dheus- 103
*dhghem- 248
*dhgh(e)men 247
*dhghemon 248
*(dh)ghjes 654
*dhghmeha(-iJ 247
*dhghlflon- 366, 367
*dhghom- 366
*dhghom- pjthau- 438
*dhghuhx- 205, 604
*dhgWhei- 150, 158, 375
*dhgWher- 207
*dhgWhitis 150
*dhh zileha- 82
*dhQ.]s-en- 231
*dhl;lSOS 231
*dh1) 1teis 345
*dhQ.al)os 647

*dhfdhehlti 472,506
*dhineghti 649
*dhJgh- 123,
*dhI]1bhos 243
*dh1;,J.g6us 147
*dh6gWhos 149
*dhoh]mos 222
*dhohaus 647
*dhohxneha-7, 237, 305,

432,592
*dhoigh-o- 629
*dholhaos 618
*dh(o)ngu- 147
*dh6ngus 147
*dhonou 202
*dhonu-78,202,600
*dhonu-232,486
*dhoughei614
*dh6uKei 268
*dhreg- 477
*dhreg- 226
*dhregh- (pull) 471
*dhregh- (run) 491, 640
*dhregh- 491
*dhreibh- 170
*dhren- 58, 395
*dhreugh- (companion)

116
*dhreugh- (spirit) 154,

538
*dhrghnos 528
*dhrghos 528
*dhrigh- 252
*dhrogh- 170
*dhroghos 640
*dhroughos 538
*dhroughos 115
*dhrstis 81
*dh[sus 81
*dhubhos 638
*dhubros 592
*dhlJen- 533
*dhl)enhA 147
*dhl)er- (harm) 258, 424
*dhver- (shaft) 508
*dhlJerhx- 258, 424
*dhl)er(hxJgh- 258
*dhl)es- 150,538
*dhl)esmi 82
*dhug- 148
*dhug(haJter 525
*dhug(haJter 147, 222,

231,393
*dhug(ha)ter divos 149,

231,438

*dhug(ha)tro5 147
*dhuh2mos 47,525,529
*dhuhxnos 210
*dholis 160
*dhOnos210,211,630
*dhlJor98, 168,282,283
*dhl)oros 592
*dhur- 28, 242
*dhur- 508
*dhuros 168
*dhurom 222
*dhurhA 14

*e- 399
*ekWetu- 402
*ekWetl)o(s) 402
*(eJnel)l) 403
*eni-oino- 399
*esor 412
*ecro- 194

*gag- 345
*gal- (able) 3
*gal- (call) 89, 112
*ga/ondh- 639
*gargos 568
*geh](i)- 519
*gehadh- 256
*gehau- 256
*geh~h- 625
*gehxu- 62
*geid- 451
*gel- 113
*gem- 450
*gen- 451
*ger- (crane) 28, 67, 140
*ger- (gather) 217
*ger- (noise) 395
*gerg- 534
*ges- 284
*geu- (bend) 62, 179
*geu- (charcoal) 104
*geu- (hair) 252
*g(eJulo- 104
*geulos 62
*glagh- 247
*gleubh- 143
*gjh]is 317,364,387,522
*gJogh- 575
*gloil)oS 108
*glukus 560
*gneibh- 451
*gneu- 451
*gneug- 451
*gol(hxJl)os 45
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*gordebh6s 33,34,365
*gou[252
*gras- 175
*greut- 451
*grihxlJeha- 175
*grugs 160
*gubho/eha- 283
*gud6m 62, 179
*g1J,esdos 80
*gulom 104
*gunos 252
*gupeha- 62
*gumos 62
*guros 62
*gut[ 17, 18,62,249

*gar- 89
*gel- 349
*gelu- 349
*gem- 247
*gembh- 594
*gemhr 369, 533
*g(e)m(hxJros 85,332
*gemhxtos 533
*gen- (know) 288
*gen- (bear) 288, 531
*genhl- 56, 107, 192,

288,419,533,576
*genhles- 192
*genhltor 195
*genh]triha- 386
*genu 14, 17
*genu-98, 222, 317,322,

336, 592
*genus 336
*geP- 175
*gerha- 152, 237, 248, 410
*gerhaont- 152,409
*gerhaontes 7
*gerhaonts 531
*gerhaos 409
*geus- 566
*gjeuhr 175
*glain- 83
*glaktos 381
*gjhl- 28
*gJh3YOS- 521, 522
*g(J)lakt 381
*grpmhxros 533
*grp-ro-s 533
*gneh3- 336, 518
*gneh3m{l 518
*gneh3ter- 337
*gneh3tis 337
*gneh3tos 337

*g{lh3neha- 336
*gnQadhos 322
*gJ;J.neha- 47
*gombhos 10, 17, 18,305,

525,592,594
*gomhxter- 533
*gonhadh-o-s 322
*gonu 17, 18,28,242,

305,336
*gonyih] 592
*g[han6m 7, 236,432
*gl)elhr 87, 88
*gustis 566
*gustus 566

*ghabh- 563
*ghabhlo/eha- 209
*ghaidos 229,317,366
*ghais- 4
*ghait(so)- 251
*ghebho1260
*ghednje/o- 10
*ghedh- 64
*gheha- 653
*gheha(u)m[ 387
*ghel- (call) 89, 247
*ghe1- (smooth) 529
*ghel- (yellow) 654
*gheldh- 158
*ghelgheha- 225
*ghel(l)2)d- 287
*gheJuhxs 595
*gheluneha- 17, 356
*ghendh- 523
*ghe(n)dh- 564
*ghe(n)dh(iJe/o- 564
*gher- (animal cry) 24
*gher- (hedgehog) 264
*gher- (take) 564
*gher 264,363
*gherdh- 199,224
*ghersos 90,205
*gh(e)rto- 382
*gheugh- 268
*ghhai- 537
*ghjdhje/o- 158
*ghlehxdh-(ro)- 529
*ghleu- 255
*ghJ(h2)-ed- 287
*gh{ldne/o- 98
*gholdhos 158
*gh6rdhoi 10
*ghordhos 10, 152, 199,

222,525
*ghordhs 199, 224

*gh6rdhs 199
*ghortos 199
*ghostis 249,317
*ghou- 418
*ghoyeh]- 418
*ghouros 568
*gh[dhos 199
*ghrebh- (dig) 159
*ghrebh- (take) 563, 564
*ghredh- 546
*ghrei- 595
*ghreib- 564
*ghreibe/o- 564
*ghrem- 582
*ghrendh- 247
*ghrendheti 247
*ghres- 577
*g(h)reyom 481
*ghroibheha- 564
*ghromos 582
*g(h)ru(n)(d)- 249

*ghaises- 537
*ghaisos 537,630
*ghalgheha- 442
*ghalhrr/n- 43
*ghalhxros 43
*ghan- 236
*ghans 67,236,558
*ghasdhos 442
*ghede/o- 187
*ghedjdo- 187
*gheh]- 349
*gheh]iy- 653
*ghei- 274
*gheim- 504
*gheimeha- 47, 525
*gheimen- 242
*ghejos 274,365
*gheis- 214
*ghel- (color) 114, 115,

217,234,558,654
*ghel- (plow) 435
*gheln- 217
*ghengh- 546
*gher- (pig) 425
*gher- (shine) 514
*gher- (short) 515
*gherdh- 199
*gh(e)rhr 180
*ghers- 51, 547
*ghesl(ij)os 405
*ghes-Io- 405
*ghes[405
*ghesr- 10

*ghesr-14, 17,28,254,255
*gheu- 351,448
*gheud- 222, 448
*gheu(hx)- 89, 231, 534
*gheuhxe/o- 89
*gheum{l351
*gh(e)utreha- 444
*gh(hl)ijeha- 653
*ghQaYos 96
*ghj- 335
*(ghile)ghehlli 349
*ghihlneha- 653
*ghim- 24
*ghimos 24,305
*ghimreha- 592
*ghjom- 504
*ghJ;J.gheno/eha- 88
*gho- 61
*ghohlros 534
*ghoisd- 214
*gholn- 217
*gholos 217
*g(h)ombhros 136,137,

365
*ghor- 425,547
*ghorhxneha- 180
*ghor(je/o)- 158
*ghostos 254
*ghresdh(i) 7, 51, 432
*gh[sdhi 10, 51
*gh[sdhos 51
*ghyaks 595
*ghYfr 23, 366
*ghyer-h30kws 23
*ghyel1e/o- 592
*ghyeros 23
*ghuhxeha- 89
*ghyoigWos 514
*ghyonos 534, 592
*ghutom 231

*gWabh- 160
*l'vadh- 160
*gWedh- 62
*gWeha- 115, 151,358,491
*gWehamen- 115
*gWeidh- 490
*gWeih3- 356
*gWel- (death) 150
*gWel- (pierce) 312, 424,

549
*tw)elbhus 242,615
*gWeleha- 539
*gwelhZ- 581
*gwelha- 407, 408
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*gWelhx:- 539
*gWelon 312, 549
*gwel(sJ- 207
*gWem- 35, 115,358,491
*gWemje/o- 31 7
*gWeneha- 28, 592
*gWenha 14,642,648
*gWenha-n 222
*gWeni- 648
*gWer(h3J- 175, 391
*gWer(haJ- 474
*gWerhanus 474
*gWerhx:- 449
*gWerhxu- 10
*gWeru 536, 537,630
*gWes- 188, 284
*gWet- 535
*gWetu 65, 500
*gWetus 2
*gWjeh3- 23, 500
*gWjeh31,!e/O- 356
*gWjeh31,!jom 22, 23, 366
*gWjeh3umon- 366
*(gWiJgWehati 115
*gWih31,!e/o- 356
*gWih31,!O- (sap) 500
*gWih31,!OS (live) 47,305,

317,356,500,525
*gWihaos 78
*gW(Ojeha (bow) 78, 630
*gw(iJjeha (destroy) 158
*gwJtur- 624
*gwrpje/o- 115
*gwrpsKe/o- 115, 468
*gwrptis 115
*gWnehas 648
*tw)olbhos 615
*gWorhx:- 270
*gWorhxs 270
*gWou-47, 242, 268, 305,

.525, 592, 648
*gW01,!jos 134
*gWOl)-Krpto- 137
*gWou-kWolos 268
*gWous I34, 365, 592
*gW6us 98, 134,365
*gw[_ 10
*gWrehau- 264
*gWrehalJon- 474
*gWretsos 574
*gWrhau- 264
*gWrhanous 474
*gw[hr 270
*gWrhrdhehl- 436
*gw[hx-dhos 436

*gWrhxos 270
*gWrihxlJeha- 391
*gWu_ 187
*gWUhK 186, 187
*gWuhxlOS 186

*gWhaidros 83
*gWhedh- 98,449
*gWhedhje/o- 449
*gWhel- 629
*gWhen- 14, 548
*gWhenti 305, 548
*gWher- 88, 263
*gWhennos 28, 125', 222,

242,263,317
*gWhihx(-ehaJ- 569
*gWhihx(sloJ- 569
*gWhl)- 47,525
*gWhnenti 305
*gWhl)Ske/o- 592
*gWh{1to/eha- 222
*gWhondheIlJ.os 98
*gWhonos 3
*gWhonos 242
*gWhoreh]- 525
*gWhonnos 47, 125
*gWhren- 575
*gWhrensos 263

*h]donr- 17, 18,594
*hle 466
*(h]e)bhuhxt 53
*h]ed-208, 237, 413, 594
*h]edmi 175
*hledonom 208
*hledSto- 592
*h]edunos 413
*h]edl)o1413
*h]eg- 343
*h]eg (pronouns) 454
*h]eg- (speak) 535
*(h]eJgneh3t 337
*h]egom 454
*h]egh- 135,365
*hlegh- 343
*h]egherom 343
*hjeghis 264,265,363
*h]eghs 411
*hlegWh- 175
*(hjeJgWhent hjogWhim

438,529,579
*hlegWhis 529
*hjegWhmi 175
*hlehlg- 535
*h]ehltmen- 82, 359

*hjehjtr- 17, 18,82,359
*hlehltros 359
*hjeh3K- 274
*hjei 458
*hlei- (belief) 61
*hjei- (berry) 63, 655
*hjei- (go) 227, 228, 408,

487,654
*h]ei- (pronouns) 457
*hleig- 388
*hjeige/o- 388
*h]eihx- 287
*h]ejom 458
*h]eis- 22, 78, 262, 506
*hjeisus 78
*hleiti 227

.*h]eitor 487
*h]eit[ 487
*hleilJOS 63,599,600,654
*h]ekt- 393
*h]eKl)eha- 274,365
*h]ekljOm 621
*h]eKl,JOS 98, 168,222,

273,274,277,365,
465,576,592,621

*h]eK1,!OS hxeh3Kel).eS 439
*hleKl)ot- 274,277
*h]el- (deer) 155,420
*h]el- (go) 228
*h]el- (swan) 558
*h]eJem 178,353,599,600
*h]eleu-324,599,600
*h]elh]en 154, 178,365
*h]elhjenos 154
*h]elh]{1bhos 154
*h]elh]niha- 155,365
*h]elh]nos 154
*h1eJJ<es- 375, 523
*h]eJrp 178

. *h](eJlmos 178
*hleJom 178
*hlelu-114,155,481
*h]em- 564
*h]eme 454
*h]eme- 454
*hlempis 312
*h]en 4,63, 179,248, 508
*hle/on 53
*hlen- (other) 411
*h]en- (year) 654
*hjendo 14, 290
*hlendros 507
*h]en-dhogWhele/o- 10
*hlenek- 35
*hjengW- 329

*hjenh]u 646
*hlenh3m{l 390
*hjen(i) 290
*hjeni-h3kwo/ehr 17, 18,

191
*h jeniCr 4, 63
*hjenl(eJrom 17, 18, 179
*hjenlerOs 2
*hjep- (back) 42
*h jep- (desire) 158
*hjep- (take) 563
*hjeperos 365, 425
*hjepi 28, 116, 391
*h jepi- 451
*(hle)pi- 507
*hlepop 272
*h]er- (earth) 174
*hjer- (now) 207,506
*h jer- (sheep) 365, 511
*h]eregWo- 8,415,432
*h]er(hl)- 160
*hlerh]- (oar) 408, 490
*hlerh]- (quiet) 474
*hlerhjm- 474
*h]erhjter- 490
*hjerhjtrom 408
*hlerhas- 197
*hjerhr 108
*h]erkw- 449
*hjerkWos 449
*h]ermen- 375,516
*h jers- (dew) 159, 638
*hjers- (flow) 206
*hles- (be) 14, 53, 229,

235,242,317,466,
484, 522, 606

*h]es- (master) 372
*hjes- (throw) 581
*hles- 14, 522
*hjesen- 504
*h lesh2ehr 371
*hjcsh2nOS 71
*hjesh20r 71
*h]esh26s 371,372
*h]esh2J 17, 18, 71,372
*h](eJsie/o- 581
*hjesjehas 458
*h jesj6s 458
*hjesmi 10, 28, 53,462
*hjesc)r 521
*h zesor 522
*hlesl- 525
*h]esli47, 49,53,222,305
*hICe)su- 198,235
*h zesu menos 438
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*h]esu(o)s 469
*hlCSUS 469
*hjeti 156, 215
*(h]eti)]oikWos 482
*hleu- (clothe) 109, 522
*hleu- (empty) 179
*hjeu- (burn) 202
*h]eugWh- 449
*hjcugWhetor 449
*hleugWhto 449
*h]eu(ha)- 179
*hleuhxdh- 82
*h]euk- 4
*hjeus- 87,88,281
*h]ger- 37
*h]id 458
*hjideha 458
*hlidha 458
*hjid6m 458
*h jjeha- 228
*hlienhaler- 522
*(hj)jero/eha- 654
*hjiha- 458
*hlisl)oS 78
*h]isl)o-ghesriha 438
*hjisus 78, 630
*h]iter- 228
*h]iteros 458
*hjitlJa 458
*hjithacha 458
*h]ithaem 458
*hjitnos 487
*hjiuhxJ;;1kOS 98
*hjlegWh- 353
*hjleig- 323
*h]lengh- (blame) 70
*hllengh- (light) 353
*hlle(n)gWh- 353
*hlleudh- (go) 228
*h]leudh- (grow) 248, 417
*hllcudhelo- 248
*hlleudheros 248,416
*hjleudhis 248
*hjlhjonbhos 154
*hl1hlonos 154
*hllm6s 178
*h]16igei 323
*h]ludhet 228
*h]me 454
*hlme-em 454
*h]mege 454
*h]meghi 454
*h]mem 454
*hlmeme 454
*hjJ;;1- 217

*h]negh- 537
*hzneghes- 537
*(hz)negWhros 329
*hlnehjmJ;;1 390
*hlnehjmJ;;1 dhehl- 438
*h]nek- 224
*h]nel)I) 403
*hlJ;;1-goro/eha- 35
*(hj)l)gWen- 376
*(hl)ni- 313,507
*hjnitjos 290
*h]J;;1men- 10
*h]n6mJ;;1 390, 468
*h]nomI) dhehl- 390
*hlnomnje/o- 468
*h]odhes 37
*hlogWhis 529, 530
*h]oikOS 398
*h] oinos 398
*h]oistro/eha- 22
*hloitos 408,409
*hlOil)oS 398
*hlon 290
*hlon- 411
*h16nhxes- 87
*h]onteros 411
*hlPP- 158, 563
*hlOpi 391
*hIOPOP 272
*hjopuS 194
*hlor- 468
*hlorei 468, 506
*hlor-es- 468
*hjorhxdeha- 268
*hjors(o)- 17, 18,88
*hlortor 506
*hlos-en- 504
*hIOS-[ 504
*h]osu 468
*h]olJes- 522
*hlouhxdh[ 82
*hjoulleha- 109
*h]rebh- 282,283,488
*h]regW-es- 147,314
*h]reh]-lJeha- 474 .-i~

*h]rei- (flow) 207, 388
*h]rei- (tear) 567
*hjreihr 207
*h]reik- 567
*h]reip- 567
*h]rep- 564
*h]res- 638
*hjreudh-114, 379,480
*hjreug- 61
*hjrihxlis 207

*h]Tinehxti 207
*h]rineuti 388
*h][I1cu- 468
*hj[neUli 468, 506
*hjr(o)hxdeha- 268
*hjrojos 388
*hlros- 159
*hjroudhos 222,379,

481,525
*hlrudh- 47
*h]rudhehj- 468
*hlrudhros 242,468,481,

592
*h]senti 53
*hjsmes 462
*h]sont- 606
*h]sous 469
*hjsu- 43
*hlSu-dhh]enos 3, 484
*h]su-hjekVOS 439
*(hl)Su-hanrtos 366
*h]su-menes 469
*hjsu-menesjelo- 198
*hH!.ak- 179
*(h])l)ebh- 312
*hHJ(e)hastos 179
*hHJelors 477
*h]vers- 477,478
*hHJ-es- 203
*hjl)es- 639
*hjuhxdhnos 82
*hzl)[s':' 477

*hz/4ehlSOS 387
*hz/4eis- 261, 376
*h1l4ek- 434
*h]/4er- 450
*h]/40hj(e)s- 17, 18,387
*h1l40keteha- 434
*hl/4omsos 17, 18,515
*hj/46r- 536

*h2ed(h)- 260, 600
*h2eb(h)- 486, 636
*h2ed- 237,432
*h2eg- 200
*h2egros 8
*h2eh2er- (thresh) 8, 581
*h2eh2(eJr- (kidney) 17,

18,329
*h2ehx- 32,87, 88, 263,

468,469
*h2ehxmer- 149
*h2ehxor 87
*h2ehx6s 32

*h2ehxs- 87,469,543
*h2ehxseha- 87, 263,469
*h2ehxster- 87,
*h2ehxter- 87, 263, 468
*h2ehxl[ 84
*h2ehxtr- 359
*h2ehxtreha- 263
*h2ehxtri)o- 468
*h2eker 367
*h2ekem 367
*h2ekQS 367
*h2ek[367,599,600
*h2ekr(0)s 367
*h2ek-288,418, 510
*h2eke(tro)- 550
*h2eKreus 567
*h2eKru 567
*h2eJ<S- 17
*h2eJ<U- 418
*h2e1bhit 7,10,51,432,

639
*h2elgWho/ehr 484
*h2ell)os 96
*h2em- (bitter) 69, 258
*h2em- (harvest) 330, 443
*h2emgh- 64
*h2em-haksiha 245,443,

625
*h2emhx- 330
*h2emros 69
*h2ems- 330, 443
*h2en- (draw water) 169
*h2en- (mother) 238, 239,

333,385,386
*h2eng- 61
*h2enk- 61
*h2enseha- 255, 481
*h2ensijo/eha- 330,481
*h2ensus 330
*h2enl- 4, 17, 18,32,209,

399
*h2entbhi 32, 506
*h2entbhi-kw0105 506
*h2entbho 32
*h2enti 4, 60
*h2entjo/eha- 209
*h2ep- Qoin) 64,116,353
*h2ep- (lake) 343, 636
*h2ep- 636
*h2epes- 17, 18, 353
*h2epis 64, 116
*h2epom nepots 203
*h2er- 405, 599, 600
*h2erdus 269
*h2ereha- 7,432
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*h2erg- 518
*h2ergi- 14
*h2ergQtom 518, 641
*h2erh3- 47,434
*h2erhx- 158
*h2erhxmos 17
*h2erjos 96
*h2erk- (destroy) 158
*h2erk- (hold) 28, 270
*h2eru- 450
*h2es- 170
*h2ests 77
*h2et- 237
*h2elJel- 644
*h2eug- 514
*h2euh2-333, 609, 610
*h2euh~ha-239,333

*h2euh2os 28,85,237,
238,239,333,334,
370, 386,392, 521,
592,609,610

*h2eu(hxJs- 169
*h2elJi- 409
*h2elJios 510
*h2eu1os 96
*h2Cxsg(h)- 32
*h2Cxsko- 32
*h2Cxter- 87,469
*h21ei- 506
*h2mehl- 258
*h2merg- 258
*h2met- 258
*h2om6S 478
*h2omos 478
*h20P- 637
*h2olep(e)n- 637
*h26sdos 80
*h20S(k)- 32
*h2oSt 17, 18, 77
*h20St- 83
*h20l)ikeha- 365, 511, 525
*h20lJis 222,242,317,

317,365,510,511,512
*h20US 17, 387
*h2retk- 329
*h2retJ<es- 55, 329
*h2[g- (bear) 56
*h2[g- (color) 114
*h2[ges- 641
*h2[gipios 173
*h2[gi-p(Ohaios 469
*h2[gos 576
*h2[gros 194
*h2[gr6s hleKlJOS 439
*h2[gros k(u)lJ6n 439

*h2[gu- 641
*h2[tko/eha- 329
*h2ftJ<os 10, 28, 55,98,

305,329,364,583
*h2S0USOS 170
*h2ster 543, 584
*h2SUS- 1'70
*h2lJed- 23, 647
*h2lJedh(hx)- 346, 369,

483,642
*h2lJehl- 72,644
*h2lJehlius 643
*h2l)ehlnt- 643
*h2lJehlntOs 72, 643
*h2lJentos 643
*(h2)lJer- 64
*h2lJeS- 171, 281
*h2uhlnt- 643
*h2lJostu 281,282,283

*h2/3eihjoS 508
*h2/3tihlOS 508
*h2l3(e)lg(h)- 237
*h2l3enR- 35,224
*h2/3eu- 572
*h2l3ihlS- 508
*h2l3ihlSOS 508
*h2l31eg(h)ikijo- 237
*h2l3]g(h)- 237
*h2/3I).siS 561,630
*h2l30ihjseha- 508
*h2/3onJ<os 224, 441
*h2/30rbhos 411
*h2l30Sp-33,599,600
*h2l3vebh-572,636
*h2l3lJednos 23, 647
*h2l3Ved[ 23,647
*h2l3Veg(h)- 424
*h2l3lJegWh- 449
*h2l3verg- 640
*h2/]vergh- 141
*h2l3Ukw- 443
*h2/3vobhes- 636
*h2/3VOP- 43
*h2/]v6pei 43
*h2/3VOpseha- 636
*h2/]UpeJos 43
*h2/]r,ggis 640

*h3bhe1- 29
*h3ed- (hate) 259
*h3ed- (smell) 528
*h3ei- 61
*h3eketeha- 8
*h]eK- 194

*h3ekus 194
*h3ekw- 505
*h3e1ek- 176
*h]elhl- 158
*h3e1Vn- 17, 18, 98, 176
*h3engW-24,376, 382
*h]engwQ 382
*h3enh2- 124-125
*h]en[ 169, 170
*h3ep- 88
*h]er- 67,142,249
*h]erbhis 108
*h](e)mos 173
*h3eron 173
*h]es- 32
*h3esk- 32
*h3es(k)-32, 599,600
*h3eug- 113
*h]lem- 81
*h]ligos 10,242, 516
*h]meigh- 110
*h3meigh- 110
*h]meighelo- 613
*h]merg- 646
*h]mighleha- 47, 110,242
*h]min(e)gh- 613
*h]mmegti 646
*h]nobh-17, 18,391
*h]nogh(v)- 17, 18,389
*h]od- 28
*h]o-dje 594
*h]OKtOtis 10
*h]okw 17,47, 188,505,

525,529,592
*h]okw-on- 222
*h]6kws(i) 304,305
*h]6kwih 1242
*h]ongWen- 317
*h]onorjo- 28
*h36n[ 10
*h]or- 28, 173
*h]orbhos 28
*h]oron- 14
*h]pus6s 507
*h]reg- 187, 329, 330,

,485,576
*h]regjom 329
*h3regjos 329
*h]regos 330
*h3regI).ti 330
*h]regon- 329
*h]regos 329
*h]reg[330
*h3regs7, 121,329,417,

531,630
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*h]regti 330
*h]regros 130, 329,485
*h]rehlg- 330
*h]reuk- 159

*h4edhes 37,630
*h4ei- 186, 224
*hfekmon 547
*h4el- 247
*h4elbh6s 51, 114, 641
*h4elhZ- 560
*h4elhZn- 560
*h4em- 386
*h4en- 238, 385
*h4ens- 198
*h4ep- 42, 156
*h4eper- 42
*h4epO 42,637
*h4epokwilis 123
*h4epU 637
*h4er- 213
*h4ergW- 125
*h4erh2os 77
*h4CTJomen- 375
*h4erjos 213
*h4Cr6s 213
*h4eu 37
*h4eu- (favor) 175, 197,

317
*h4eu- (perceive) 418, 623
*h4CVis- 418
*h4evis 623
*h41og- 80
*h4odhes 37
*h46rghei 507, 508
*h46rghijeha- 10, 98
*h46rghis 14, 17, 18,28,

47, 242, 305,507, 508,
592

*h46rghos 222
*(h4)p642
*h4[gheha- 525
*h4[ghj6s 507
*h4rgh6r 508
*h4velk- 471
*h4upelos 43
*h4uper(i) 412
*h4up6612
*h4UPO- 43
*h4Upo-sth2iJo- 506

*haebe/olne/eha- 25
*haebi- 202, 600
*haebj25
*haebol25
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*haebVl- 25, 599, 600
*haed 590
*haed-bher- 496
*haegesos 509
*haegmen- 170

.*haegos 509 .
*haegl)isj(e)ha38
*haeg- (fight) 201
*haeg- (axle) 39
*haeg- (companion) 116,

284,348,506
*haege/o- 170, 592
*haegeti 305
*haegi- 409
*haegilbx1os 194
*haeftinom 269
*haegmen 116
*haegos (goat) 229, 269,

366
*haegos (leader) 348, 630
*haegreha_284

.*haegros200, 201, 222,584
*haegh- (bad) 43
*haegh- (fear) 198,247
*haegh- (rain) 477
*haeghes- 247
*haeghleha- 375,413
*haeghlos 43,247
*haeghlu- 477
*haegh[ 149
*haegWisj(e)ha- 38
*haetw)si(e)ha- 38
*haegWhnos 365,510
*haehaenos 486
*haehaoghh2e 247
*haehxper- 515
*haehxperos 515
*haei- (early) 173
*haei- (injure) 312
*haeid- 561
*haeidh- 87,88, 173,471
*haeier- 173
*haejes- 234,347,379
*haeig- 407,408, 599,600
*haeigs 229,366
*haeigWhes- 509
*haeik- 270
*haeiksmo/eha- 537,630
*haeios tceflnom 587
*haeis- 629
*haekkeha- 386
*haeksti- 7, 237
*hael{- (grain) 237
*haek- (sharp) 288
*haekes- 7,237

*haeks- 39,47,391,516,
625

*haeksleha- 39, 516
*haekweha- 636
*hael- (bum) 87
*hael- (flow) 207
*hael- (grow) 248
*hael- (wander) 629
*haeJe/o- 248
*haelek- 112
*haelgh- 113
*haeJjos 64,411
*haelisno/eha- 11
*haeJiso/eha- 11
*haelisos 11, 599, 600
*haelmos 539
*haelnos 64
*haelpos 528
*haelsnos 11
*haelut- 60
*haem- 625
*haemesl- 70
*haemhJ- 560
*haem(hxJIl)eha- 375, 413
*haen- 458
*haendhes- 207
*haepdhos 70,376
*haengJ 104
*haengh- (neck) 392
*haengh- (pain) 413
*haenghes- 375,413
*haenghus 391
*haengh(l))en- 392
*haengWhis 530
*haen(hl)- 82, 330
*haenh1mi 82
*haenhlmos 82
*haenhltlo- 98
*haen-hae 612
*haenhati- 67, 171
*haenhxt(e)ha 168,282,

283
*haenk- 272,515
*haenkos 272
*haenkulos 515
*haen[ 548
*haens- 330
*haensus 330
*haenu 612
*haepu- 637
*haer- (number) 397
*haer- (make) 362, 410
*haer- (physical

anthropology) 420
*haer- (reed) 481

*haer- (trees) 699, 600
*haerdhis 439
*haereha- 491
*haerh]- 200,
*haerh]jelo- 8,434,436
*haerh]trom 434
*haerh]l)os 200
*haerh3l)[- 200
*haer(hxJ- 26
*haerhxmos 26
*haerklJos 78
*haero/eha- 213
*haertis 362
*haertus 362,410
*haefl)os 630
*haeru(s)- 376, 650
*haet (away) 37, 156
*haet- (father) 195
*haet- (go) 228, 654
*haetnos 654
*haeu- 175
*hael)ei- 66, 67, 68, 173,

176
*hael,Jes- 149
*haeug- 47,209,222,248,

452
*haeuges-209,305,493
*haeugmen- 248
*hael)is (oats) 409, 432
*hael)is (bird) 66
*haelJisos 7
*hael,J(o)nt- 539
*haeus- 47,148, 174
*haeusom 148,234
*haeusos 148,159,231
*haeuss 173
*haeust(e)ro- 174
*(ha)ger- 35
*haies- 39
*haidhros 471
*haieu- 655
*haiew)k- 655
*haious 352, 548
*haiu- 352
*haiuhxQko- 7, 531
*haiuhxQkos 655, 656
*haiul)en- 352, 655
*haks- 39
*halei- 528
*haleit- 259
*halek- 458
*halekse/o- 458
*halinehati 528
*(ha)mauros 147
*hamelg- 381

*hamelgti 381
*(ha)merhxgw- 147
*hamJgenti 381
*hamolgeha- 381
*hamolgeje/o- 381
*haner- 581
*haner305, 366,531,548
*haneres 7
*haogWheis 530
*haQhati- 171
*haOhatino/eha- 171
*haOhxtha{)s 168
*han[-gWhen- 434
*haoros 366, 548
*haQsous 330
*haogeha- 63, 433
*haoju 463
*haojus 352, 548, 655,

656
*haongol 104
*haonkos 272
*hao(/,J)iom 66, 176
*haous- 173
*harei- 397
*hareidh- 397
*harei(hx)- 397
*ha[hxmos 26
*harihxmos 98
*ha[teis 362
*ha[tous 362,410
*ha/,Jeis 66
*ha/,Jet- 436
*haugros 305
*(ha)l)iselos 364, 638
*ha/,Jokseje/o- 248
*ha/,Jot- 436
*hausos 173

*hxeh]K-US 194
*hxehaper- 515
*hxehr 61
*hxehxt- 202
*h>..~hxt[ 202
*hxepis 116
*hxigh-le/o- 158
*hxihxigh-(e/oJ- 158
*hxihrlu- 371
*hxisti- 108
*hx1keis 177
*hxnas- 47, 481
*hxnas 395
*hxoasos 395
*hxnass 17, 18, 395
*hxQd- 547
*hxncid- 313
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*hxnei-l)- 313
*hxl)gWnis 104, 202, 203,

584
*hxoil)o/eha- 63, 433
*hxokt6402
*hxakt6u 402
*hxoldhu- 74
*hxoleha- 37
*hxolkis 177, 365
*hxolu 362
*hxond- 547
*hxap- 649
*hx6pes- 649
*hxarghi- 357
*hxorki- 357
*hxosgos 336
*hxous-h2-0S 387
*hxoust- 387
*hxoust-eha- 387
*hxaustiiom 487
*(hx)reg- 330
*hxitkos 647
*hxl)ed- 83
*hxVnghel- 176
*hxVnghur- 176

*iag- 242, 650
*iak(k)- 262,376
*(iJebh- 176
1ebhelo-369,508,592
*jeg- 287
*jegi- 135
*jehl- (make) 117,362
*jehl- (throw) 582
*jehlgweha- 209
*jeh3s- 223
*jeh3sm- 224
*jeh3s(m)no/eha- 224
*jeh3sto/eha- 224
*jeha (pronouns) 457
*jeha- (ask) 33
*jeha- (go) 228
*jehanu- 228
*jehanujeha- 228
*jehal,J.ot(s) 457
*jek- 536
*jeku 252
*jekus 252
*jekw[(t) 17, 18,356
*jem- (hold) 270
*jem- (marriage) 369
*jemos 608
*jereha- 11 7
*jes- 77
*jcse/o- 10

*jet- 472
*jeu- (bind) 64
*jeu- (grain) 236
*jeu- (sacred) 494
*jeudh- 31, 507
*jeudhmos 31
1el)(e)s-410,411,494
*jeug- 64, 655
*ieug- 547
*jeuhx- 84, 384
*jcl)om 236, 432
*jel,J.os (grain) 7, 236, 237,

432
*jel)(o)s (law) 345, 346
*ioam 397
*iks- 356
*il(iJeha- 232
*-jo 20
*jo- 456
*jod 457
*joinis 481
*jOkU 252
*jorkos155
*jorks 155, 365
*j6s49, 419, 457
*joteros 456
*joti 456,457
*isghis- 7, 356
*ish]rom menes- 438
*ishlros 233, 312
*it- 583
*ju- 394
*judh- 201
*juges- 655
*jugom 14, 222, 242, 305,

317,465,525,655
*jugtom 655
*juhxr- 636
*juhxs (pronouns) 454,

455
*juhxs- (broth) 47, 84
*junegti655

*kagh- (fence) 199
*kagh- (take) 564
*kaghlos 287
*kaikos 70,376
*kail;elos 12
*kail)1Jtos 96
*kail)[(t) 96
*kak(k)ehaielo- 187
*kal- (beautiful) 56
*kal- (skin disease) 523
*kamareha- 620
*kamer- 620

*karrip- 62
*kan- (fresh) 213
*kan- (sing) 112, 548, 519
*kane/o- 519
*kaJ!nabis 266,293,433
*kant(h)o- 143
*kap- (take) 90, 222, 563
*kap- (falcon) 191
*kapmi 10
*kapolo- 261
*kap[229, 317, 507
*kapros 229,366,409
*kaptos 90
*kaput 260
*kar- (crab) 512
*kar- (poet) 436, 449
*karkr(o)- 512
*kars- 570
*karu- 436
*kat- 91
*kat-hae 169
*katu- 201
*kau- 66, 321
*kau- 412
*kauk- 66
*kau(k)- 66
*kaulos 432,542,620
*kaunos 284
*ked- 229
*keha- 214,357
*k(e)haisVr- 251
*keha[ 214, 357
*keharos 214
*kehau- 549
*kehaud- 549
*kehxi- 264
*kei- 506
*kek- 365,439
*kekseha- 583
*ke1- (cock) 112
*kel- (deceive) 154,543
*kel- (drive) 170
*kel- (neck) 392
*kel- (plank) 431
*ke1- (prick) 451
*ke1hl- (call) 90'
*ke1hl- (strike) 549
*kel(hl)- 352
*kelhx- 270

. *kelp- 444
*kem- (hum) 284
*kem- (love) 357
*kem- (press) 451
*kemeros 265
*ken- (fresh) 213,399

*ken- (love) 358
*ken- (press) 451
*kenhxis- 33
*kenk- (gird) 224
*kenk- (hock) 270
*kenk-(hunger) 284
*kent- 509
*kentr/n- 110
*ker- (ancestor god) 20
*ker- (birds) 66, 67, 112,

268
*ker- (burn) 88
*kerd- (cut) 143, 186
*kerd- (gird) 224
*kerdeha- 139
*kerdos 139
*kerdheha- 268
*kergh- 65
*kerhx- (bum) 88
*kerhx- (set in motion)

507
*kerk- 267
*kermen- 522
*k(e)m- 106
*kerp- 258
*kert- (knife) 336
*kert- (textile prep) 571
*kes- 14, 570
*kes(k)eha- 583
*ket- 282
*keu- (beautiful) 56
*keu- (pot) 443
*keudes- 361
*keuh]- 361,418
*keuhx- 42, 268
*keu(hx)- 444
*keuhx1268
*k(e)uhxtes- 522
*keuk- 62
*keukelo- 592
*keul- 425
*keus- 418
*khaen- 637
*kQan- 637
*koaros 214,357
*kik(iJeha- 323
*kitros 83
*kla(n)g- 66
*k1eha- 539
*klehadhreha- 11, 600
*klehal)is 272
*kh~inus 367, 599, 600
*kleng- 62
*klep- 468, 595
*klepjelo- 468, 595
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*kJhxm(sJ- 588
*kjhxnos 270
*kJhxros 282,431
*kJhxl,JoS 45
*k1inous 367
*klinu- 367
*kJnos 375,523
*kJter 336
*kJl,J- 45
*klun- 534
*kriJharos 512
*krpharos 512
*kIJlhxpha- 58
*knab(h)- 573
*knei-gWh- 348
*kneu-405,406,599,600
*kneuglk- 451
*kphamos 349
*kphaQkos 271
*kQhaonks 271
*kob- 3,211

-*kobom 211
*ko(n)gos 272
*kogeha- 230
*kogheha-229, 230, 366
*kohailus 262,376
*koha[ 271,637
*koiJ<- 252
*koitus 83
*koKes- 323
*koJ<so/eha-17, 18,323
*kol- 4
*kolhron 270
*kolnos 70, 376
*kolsos 392
*kolu- 45
*ko(mJ 646
*kom-bhen 387
*kon- 362
*k6nhaIJl 17, 349
*koph20S 90
*kopso~ 70
*kor- (army) 47,242
*kor- (birds) 67, 68
*korjonos 348,630
*korjos 7,30,348,417,

531,630
*koris 312
*korm- 84
*kol1).oS 656
*Kost- 284
*kosiilo- 260
*kos(V)los 260,406,599,

600
*ko.uh]eje/o- 418

*kouhlei(s) 451
*k[- 67
*kreb- 52, 53
*kreidhrom 518
*krek- (fish) 205
*krek- (textile prep) 572
*krem- 84
*kremhxus 433,620
*krep- 514
*kreps 17, 18, 76
*kret- 509
*kr(eJubh- 217
*kreuha 71, 98, 386, 521
*kreuhaijo- 71
*kreuha(s) 17, 18, 71
*kr(eJuhr 217
*kreuK- 90
*kreup- 375,490,523
*kreu(-sJ- 549
*kreut- 509
*k[hlpis 514
*k[KOS 574
*krrphxous 620
*kRn-367
*k[l1es- 106, 599
*k[I1eCSti 571
*kmom 106,599,600
*kro- 68
*krob- 285
*kr6kjeha- 441
*kroku- 282,441
*kropos 217
*krosno/eha- 539 "
*krouhaos 71
*k[pos 76
*krsneha 539
*kruha- 386
*kruhaos 71
*kruharos 71, 304, 305
*krupijos 592
*k(w)ruis 594
*(k)seKs 402
*kseu- (cough) 133
*kseu- (razor) 478, 510
*kseubh- 509
*kSihxros 382
*ksneuti 510
*(k)sl,Jeid- 382
*kSl)ekS 402
*(kJs(lJJeks-komt(!).aJ 405
*ksukstos 402
*ksun 646
*ksurom 478
*klJat- 199
*kv.eitos 114

*kl)elhxk- 45
*klJerp- 607
*kuhxl- 134
*kuhxlos(back) 42,98,268
*kl.1hxlos (spear) 537, 630
*kuhxlos 268
*kuhxp- 444
*kuka 142, 143
*kuJ<is 507
*kul- 542
*kumbos 443
*kus- 335
*kut- 509
*kutsnos 507
*kuts6s 507
*kVIVK- 444
*kVr-C- 142

*kha- 344

*Kad- 191
*J<akolos 538
*Ramos 510
*Kank- 80
*kapeha- 200,201
*J<apos 8,200,201
*/{arhxkeha- 362
*/{as- 113,240
*/{asen- 256, 364
*/{asos 256, 364
*Rat- 22
*/{ehl- 5"35
*/{ehlkom 7, 80, 620
*/{ehlmi 10
*KehlS- 536
*/{ehlsti 536
*/{ehlti 536
*/{ehll)er 644
*J<eh]ur 644
*/{ehades- 259
*/{ehak- 323
*/{ehapeha- 200
*Kehapos 200
*Rehau- 88
*/{ehxu)-442, 510, 641
*/{ei- 214,352,622
*kei- 214
*/{eibh- 194
*/{eigh- 194
*/{eir- 69,114
*/{eju- 214,622
*Keil)os 214, 622
*J<ekw- 186
*J«eJkwnos 186
*kel- (cold) 112

*J<el- (cover) 134, 282
*kelb- 266
*J<el(hx)- 537
*J<els 282
*Relto- 112
*J<em- (cover) 134
*/{em- (horn) 273
*/{emha- (prepare) 450
*kemha- (tired) 588
*Kenk- 255
*Kenos 179
*J<e(n)s- 536
*J<ent- 110
*J<er- (birds) 66, 70, 362
*ker- (green) 69, 246
*Rer- (horn) 272
*J<er- (injure) 312
*Rer- (grow) 248, 656
*J<erberos 265
*kerd 17, 18,28, 262
*Rer(es)- 252
*/{erh2272
*Rerh2- 260
*Rerh2or 260
*/{er02(s) 272
*/{er02s 272
*ker02s- 273
*kerh2S[ 272
*Rerhr 384
*kers- 491,625
*ker(s)no- 287
*/{es- 336, 561
*J<esos 428
*/{et- 22
*keudh- 268
*keu(h])- 448,493, 560
*Reuh 1es- 560
*J<euh2- 560
*J<euk- (call) 90
*Reuk- (shine) 514, 558
*Reuke/o- 592
*/{{l]kh20S 80
*J<hll)errp644
*J<hjuros 644
*Rhaet- 22
*Rhaot- 22
*J<hxil)on- 442
*J<Oxlo/eha- 510
*J<Oxnos 510
*kQxtos 510
*J<jehl- 114,115,246
*kjei- 335
*Rihrl)on- 442
*kihxl)on- 442
*Riker- 8, 106, 433
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*kis 458
*kiu- 214, 622
*kil)on- 442

*kilJon 28, 29
*kit]os 214,622
*klei- 348,441
*kleu- (clean) 108
*kleu- (hear) 192, 262,

378,437,534
*klelJes- 192
*}{leuml)tom 192
*klel).os 437
*klelJos hlesu 438
*klelJos ha{1rom 438
*klelJos megOa 437
*klelJos IjdhgWhitom 192,

437
*J<lelJos lJeru 437
*J<lelJos l).esu 438
*J<leus- 262
*J<leutrom 534
*J<Jhxrnos 542
*J<litos 441
*klits 282, 441
*J«J)los 282
*J<lol).eha- 262
*klounis 17, 18,260
*J<lousjom 480
*J<ludhi moi 438
*J<lutos 262
*kmeha- 450
*kIpnehati 588
*krpstos 525
*J<rpt- 404
*J<rptom 47,83,98,222,

242,305,317,398,
403,404,405,592

*krpto(m)-gwl)o- 135

*Koh]koh280
*Kohxinis 510,641
*J<ohxnos 510,641
*Kohx[ 510
*Koimos 622
*Koino- 240
*KoilJeha- 96
*koilJis 96
*Kokw[ 186
*Kol- 112
*Kolhxom 542
*-komt(Oa) 404
*K(oJnid- 357
*Konk- (crab) 512
*konk- (hang) 255
*konk- 255
*Konk(e)ha- 512

*konkh2os 512
*konkus 205
*koph2elos 90
*KOph20S 272
*KOPOS 206
*}{orh2Sr 260
*}{orkeha-' 547
*Kor(mo/ehaJ- 287
*konnon- 364, 638
*koros 246
*koru 195,273,412
*KOSS 428
*KOS- 599,641
*k6s 428
*Kosdhrom 336
*kosneha480
*kostrom 336
*}{ouhU 448, 560
*kouh 1ros 448
*kouhK 96
*kouhx[96
*kounos 481
*k[d- 14,242, 305, 317,

525
*k[djeha- 98,592
*k[dos 262
*}{red- (belieD 61
*kred- (framework) 213,

283
*kred-dhehl-61, 263, 439
*krehld- 213
*k[h20S 260
*K[h2sro(hx)on- 273
*k[Qxtos 384
*kripes- 251
*kripo- 17, 18,251
*K[nOm 272
*kropos 282,488
*k[reh2- 260
*J<[reh2 17, 18,260
*k[SOS 625
*k[l)OS 246
*J<seh]- 170
*kseh]ros 170
*Ksulom 282,441
*KlJeitos 641
*kl)endhno- 21
*kljendhro- 8, 21
*Kljen(to)- 493
*kl)eshx- 518
*kljeshxmi 82
*kuh]ejelo 560

*kuh 1ros 448
*Kuhxdos 186
*kuhxlos 537

*Kuhxnos 96, 650
*kljitros 641
*kun-musjeha- 208
*kunos 47, 168
*k{u)lJ6n 14,98,168,

317,364
*KVr- 201

*kwas- 52
*kWat- 509
*kwe 304,305
*-kwe 20
*kwed- 510
*kwehJ(i)- 198
*kweha 456

*kwehak- 457
'*kwehali 457

*kweharn 457
*kwehas- 133
*k Wehasleha- 10
*kwei- (build) 87
*kwei- (compensation) 123
*kwei- (perceive) 418
*kweih]- 474
*kweKlg- 25
*kWekwleha 640
*kWekwleha 640
*k Wekwlom 640
*kWekwlom 469, 640
*kwel- 268,469,506,606,

640
*kwele/o- 10
*kwelom 640
*kwelp- 62
*kwem- 175
*kwenkwe 401

*kwent(hJ- 375,413
*kwer- (cut) 144
*kwer- (make) 362
*kWerti 144
*kwerus443,446
*kwes(j)o 456
*kWet.,. 104
*kWetesor- 401
*kWeti 456
*kWetl)er- 98,401
*kWetlJor- 401,402
*kWetl)ores 592
*kWetvor-pod- 23,366,469
*kWetvortos 401
*kW etur401
*kWetur- 401
*k Weturtos 401
*kwQalJep- 529
*kwi- 28,455,456

*kWid 456
*kWijeh]tos 474
*kwis 14, 242, 317,456
*k(w)leik- 413

*kwlep- 158
*kwleu- 607
*kwo- 455,456
*kwod 222,456
*kwodeha 456,457
*kwoihxos 457
*kwoimos 610
*kwoineha- 123
*kwokW]os 592,640
*kwolos 268,640
*kwom 456
*kwor456
*kwos 47,304,305,456
*kW6teros 457
*kWoti 456,457
*kwrei- 185
*kwrei(ha)- 185
*kwresnos 598
*kwret- 587
*kwrinehati 185
*kwrmis 649
*kw[snos 69
*kwrusten 112
*kwsep- 394
*kwu- 455,456
*kwu 456
*k(w)uhaP- 529

*la- 249
*lab- 352
*lail).os 131, 349
*lak- (lick) 352
*lak- (tear) 568
*lal- 42
*la(m)bh- 564
*lap- 513
*las- 157
*lau- 484
*leb- 356
*lebh- 177
*leg- (flow) 207
*leg- (collect) 592
*legs 346
*leg- 505
*lege/o- 242
*legh- 57, 98, 352
*Jegh- 352
*Jeghe/o- 592
*leghes- 57
*leh]-123
*leh ]d- (leave) 349
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*leh]d- (tired) 588
*leh l-eje/o- 588
*leh](i)- 475
*leh]nos 475
*leh2- (army) 31
*leh2- (pour) 448
*leh21)0S 31,531,630
*leha- (bark) 50, 51, 123
*leha- (complain) 123
*lehad- 358
*lehaielo- 50
*lehapeha- (cow) 136
*lehapeha- (foot) 209
*l(e)has- 547
*lehat- 639
*lei- (left) 349
*lei- (slimy) 527
*leib- 351
*leigh- 351
*leikw- 28, 348, 482, 638
*leikw-elo- 242

- *leip- (shine) 514
*leip- (smear) 528
*leipeha- 353, 599,600
*leis- 215
*leit(hxJ- 151, 228
*lek- 323
*lelok- 444
*lekeha- 468
*lekehaie/o- 323
*leKsos 497
*lem- 538
*lemb- 255
*Jendh- 8, 200
*leng- 62
*lenk- 62,618
*lenos 475
*lenteha- 353, 599,600
*l(e)nto- 532
*lentos 317
*lep- 110, 568
*lerd-62,156
*leselo- 222
*lesi- 356
*letrom 269
*leu- 160
*lelJanks 547
*leubh- (bark) 50
*leubh- (love) 358
*leubh6s 358
*leud-43
*leug- (bend) 62
*leug- (grieve) 247
*leug- 81
*leugh- 352

*leuhJ- 52
*leuhx- 284,481
*leuhxon 23, 284, 366
~euk-83,353,360,385,

505,513
*leuk-eh]- 468, 513
*leuk(e)t- 513
*leukos 83
*leuks 468
*leuk- 513
*1eup- 567
*leus- 481
*likw- 47
*likWtos 482
*linekWti 305, 348
*linom 8, 206, 433
*1Inom 206
*lip- 353
*li(I))- 356, 365
*1{1dhl)oS 356
*loghos 57, 592
*lohapo- 136
*1ohxk- 638
*10id- 434
*10igos 136
*loikwnes- 638
*1(o)iseha- 8, 215
*lokl1s 343
*10KS 294,497, 525
*16KSis 47
*1ondh- 200
*10ndhu 356
*lonkoleha- 618
*lop-l10
*lord- 62
*10rd(sK)oS 156, 376
*1orgeha-112
*10s- 569
*losilJos 637
*loubholeha- 50
-*louhJdhrom 52
*louhJtrom 52
*loukejelo- 14, 513
*louk(es)- 353
*1ouksneha- 385
*1u- 357
*luhxnos 23,284
*lUK- 359,365
*1us- 357

*mad- 649
*maddhos 496
*mag- (press) 450
*mag- (work) 649
*magh- (able) 3

*magh- (youth) 656
*maghlJiha- 656
*maghus 656
*magh(e)s- 630,631
*mai- 160
*mak- 450
*mak- 450
*m-am- 386
*mand- 199
*mandh-175
*mant- 175
*manu- 367
*markos274, 276, 277, 365
*masdos 282, 441
*mat- (plow) 434
*mat- (worm) 650
*mater 385
*mal)ort- 630
*rpbhi 400
*me 395
*metha- 380
*med- 262,374,376
*medonts 531
*medhjos 28, 380
*medhu47, 271, 278
*medhl)iha- 313
*megOa344
*megha- 344
*megoha 344
*meh]- 374,385
*meh] (i)- (grow) 249,374
*meh] (1)- (large) 344
*meh] (i)- (noise) 394
*meh]l- 23, 98, 365, 366
*meh]n(e)s- 385
*meh]nes-rp 385
*meh]-not 385
*meh]not 385
*meh]ns-6s 385
*meh]ros 249,344
*meh]tis 374
*meh21om 25,26,599,600
*meha- 154
*m(e)had- 638
*mehak- (long) 357
*mehak- (plants) 434,440
*mehakon 440
*mehakos 574
*mehanos 639
*meha[254
*meha(t)- 235
*mehater- 36
*mehater47, 98, 222, 242,

305, 317, 333, 385,
525,592

*mehalr-eb:r 10
*mehat[kH'chr 36
*mehatnjs 385
*mehalrous 36,335,610
*mehalruha- 36, 332, 333,

334,610
*mehatru(I))10S 335
*mehatrulJds 335
*mei-(exchange) 184,185
*mei- (less) 351, 401, 528
*mei- (post) 441
*meidhos 496
*meigh- (close the eyes)

109
*meigh- (cloud) 110
*meig(h)- 7, 51, 432
*meihx- (dirt) 160
*meihx- (go) 228
*meihxeha- 228
*meik- 109
*meiK- 384
*meloino- 410
*meit- 184
*meilJos 401
*me1- (defect) 155
*mel- (good) 235
*mel- (harm) 125,258
*mel(d) 378
*meldh- (clay) 108
*meldh- (lightning) 353
*meldh- (pray) 449
*meJes- 155, 353
*melhz- 532
*melh]k- 532
*melh2- 8,247,258,383,

432
*meJh2i 383
*melh2nos 383
*melhJ- 515
*meli- 45
*melil69, 271, 639
*melilihr 57

*melos 155
*mel-n- 69,114
*melse/o- 258
*memonh2e 575
*me(m)s 17, 18,374
*mems6s 374
*me(m)srolcha- 375
*men- (alone) 12
*men- (fish) 205
*men- (hill) 270
*men- (hostile) 281
*men- (man) 366
*men- (project) 107 I 453
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*men- (remain) 482
*men- (think) 385, 536,

575
*mendjos 274
*mendoleha- 155,376
*menegh- 3
*menes- 438,575
*men(esJ- 348
*meng- 154
*menk- (lack) 343, 528
*menk- (press) 450
*menkus 532
*menm1) 575
*men(sJ-dh(eJh]- 348
*menth2- 547
*mentis 575
*menull)os 528
*me/o- 457
*mer- (bind) 64
*mer- (crush) 142
*mer-(death) 150,366,375
*mer- (forget) 209
*mer- (sea) 503
*mer- (shine) 514
*merd- 490
*mergh- 64
*merjha- 656
*merjos 31, 631, 656
*merk-147
*mers- 209
*mesg- (dive) 160
*mesg- (textile prep) 571
*mesge/o- 160
*meu- 528
*meud- 256
*meug- 154
*m(eJuhx- 108
*meu(hxJ- 388
*meuhxko(nJ 262
*meuk- 527
*meus- 387,388
*meus 385
*1J1ghaos 344
*mO]teis 374
*m-h4em- 386
*mhaegh- 630
*moak(e)sos 574
*moaknos 440
*mOakros 574
*moanos 254
*mi- 452
*mI- 452
*mimne/o- 482
*mineha- 228
*mineuti 351

*minus 351
*misdhos 484
*mitos 441
*mits 282, 441
*mJdus242,317,532
*mJdholeha- 108
*mleuhx- 536 .
*mJhxdh-o- 261
*mJhxdh-on- 261
*mJK- 595
*mnehati 575
*m1)hx- 205
*m1)jetor 575
*mI)teis 575
*mI)tneh2- 547
*mI)tnh2jelo- 547
*mod- 377
*modheros 246
*moh] (Dei 249
*moh]ros 249,344
*moinis 184
*moinos 184
*moisos 366, 511
*moKs 533
*moldh- 14
*moleha- 515
*molh2ei 247
*moneha- 391
*monis 17, 18,391
*monoli- 392
*mor- 550
*morg- 77
*mori 503, 504
*morjos 531
*morm- 24
*morom 388, 433, 600
*moros 150, 375
*morsos 209
*mortos 150, 366
*mottos 367
*mofl)is 24
*mosghos 80,370
*lflost[ 79,370
*moud- 158
*mQ4ros 24
*mr- 47
*mregh- (bind) 64
*mregh- (rain) 477
*mreghmen- 79, 80
*mregh(m)n-o- 79
*mregh- 515
*m[ghus 515
*m[k- 433, 620
*mrogh- 64
*m[tis 150,375

*m[tom 150, 375
*m[tos 28, 150,375
*m[l)os 98
*mu- 394
*mCl- 149, 376
*mudros 256
*mug- 394
*muh){ 207
*muhxknos 262
*ml1(k)skos 34,365
*mukslos 34, 35, 365
*murmur- 388
*mus- (fly) 207
*mus- (steal) 543
*mus 10, 28, 242, 305, °

317,364,387,388
*muslh}{ 207
*musk6s 508
*musnehati 543
*musos (moss) 385
*musos (mouse) 387
*ml1ss 364, 387
*mustis 255
*miis(tloJ-17, 18,388,505
*mVnu- 367
*mVnus 366

*1)-242,305,317,395
*nak- 570
*nak(esJ- 269
*n-an- 386
*nant- 201
*nas- 525
*1)bh(rolri)- 477
*1)dhero- 611
*1)dhes 611
*ne (not) 395
*ne (thus) 583
*ne- (grandson) 240
*ne- (downwards) 230
*ne- (pronouns) 454
*ne 395
*nebh- 477
*nebhel- 110
*nebhes- 14, 110
*ned- (knot) 336, 393,428
o*ned_ (river) 487, 488
*nediha- 487
*nedos 481
*nedskeha- 428
*nelogWnos 45
*neh]t6r 530
*neh2- 198
*nehal)ijos 74
*nehal)is 150
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*nehaus 28, 74,446
*nel- (not) 395
*nei- (sacred) 493
*neig- 109
*neigW

- 108
*neihx- 346
*neik- (begin) 61
*neik- (winnow) 646
*nek- 150,375
*nekt[h2 49 5
*nekus 150, 375
*nekWt- 394
*nem- (bend) 62
*nem- (give) 224, 564
*nem- (grove) 248
*neme/o- 564
*nemes- 62,248
*nemeti 62
*nemos- 248
*ne-pot- 240
*nepotos 180, 239, 392
*nepots 239,334,370,

392,394,610
*neptiha-157, 237,394
*neptijeha- 157
*neptijos 157
*neptonos 203
*ner 159,611
*nes- 484
*nesetor 484
*neu- (call) 89
*neu- (nod) 394
*neud- (push) 471
*neud- (use) 614
*nel)eh2- 468
*neujos 98, 393, 397
*nel)1)mos 403
*nel)I)nos 403 °

*nel)os 14, 317,393, 397,
468, 592

*Qgwen- 225
*no ]trik- 530
*nO]tros 530
*QhJl)e 454
*n-h1en- 386
*nOal)6s 74
*ni 169
*ni- 393
*nigWtos 108
*ninstor 484
*nisd6s 80, 304, 3<,)], 507
*QkWtus 394
*Q-mQgWjones 367
*Q-m[-tos 494
*n()hJ 454
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*n(o)hxt- 88
*noibhos 493
*noihxei 346
*nok- 467
*nokWt- 394
*nokWti- 525
*nokWts 242
*nos 10, 305, 454
*nos- 454
*T)sme 454
*T)sos 14
*nu (new) 393
*nu (now) 397
*nQ 222,592
*l)-ukW-tos 535

*0313
*0- 399
*oi- 399
*oikos 398, 399
*oinogo- 12
*oinokos 12
*oinos 12, 398, 399
*oil}.oS 398, 399
*ok-274
*oKt6402
*okt6u 402
*oKt6Uos 403
*OKtuos 403
*okWetu- 402
*okWetuo(s) 402
*os- 32
*os(o)nos 34
*osthx- 83

*pad 171
*pandos 143
*paniko/eha- 383
*pano- 383,432
*pano/eha- 569
*pant- 2, 17
*pap- 82
*papa 195
*parikeha- 123
*paslos 204
*pau- 200
*p(a)u- 533
*paukos 200
*pauos 200
*pauros 200
*ped- (fall) 192, 206
*ped- (track) 595
*pedom 14,27,595
*pedos 208
*pehl(i)- 258

*pehlmo 375,413
*peh2-198,200,415,439
*peh2s(k)eti 198
*peh2ti 198
*peh2ur 202
*peh2U[ 583, 584
*peh2uson 415
*peh]- 444
*peh](i)- ] 75
*poh]tlom 444
*peh~- 64
*pehagmi 64
*pehak- 64
*pehakti 64
*p(e)hano/eha- 569
*pehauson 415
*pehr 313
*pehx(i)- 313
*pei- 519
*peig- 259, 260
*peig- 64
*peihr 208, 382
*peikIK- 259
*peik- (bind) 64
*peik- (paint) 414
*peikehatei 480
*peis- (blow) 72
*peis- (thresh) 8, 581
*peisehatei 480
*pek- 23,570
*peKe/o- 570
*pekte/o- 570
*peku 23,48, 168,366
*peKU-se1l)os 439
*pekw- 125
*pekwe/o- 10
*pekWter- 125
*pekwtis 125
*pel- (bend) 62, 400
*pel- (exchange) 185

.*pel- (skin) 269, 443
*pel- (mouse) 387
*pelekus 37
*peles- 376,650
*pelh]- 201,443
*pel(hl)eUis 443, 446
*peIhlUS 3
*pelha- (hand) 205, 255
*pelha- (set in motion) 507
*pelhak- 205
*pelhr (bear) 56
*pelhr (fort) 49,210,630
*pel(i)s- 548
*peln- 268
*pelneha- 507

*pelo/eha- 8, 104
*pelou- 104
*pelpel- 88
*peIus 364, 387
*pempe 401
*pen- (feed) 198
*pen- (marsh) 370, 371
*penk- 371
*penkwe 3,28, 100,255,

378,401
*penkwe dekIp 404
*penkWe-(d)koml(1)aJ 404
*penkwe-koml(Oa) 404
*penkw-e-tos 401
*penkw-tos 401
*pe(n)s- 499
*pent- 202, 487
*pent- 265
*p(o)nt- + *dhehl-/*kwer-

452
*pente/o- 202
*pentha-[ros 196
*per (through) 60, 174,

581,654
*per- (animal) 24
*per- (attempt) 36
*per- (blow) 72
*per- (exchange) 185, 186
*per- (go) 228, 229, 488
*per- (numerals) 399
*per- (panther) 415
*per- (shore) 515
*per- (strike) 407, 549,582
*per- (wife) 642
*per 214,358
*per283
*perd- 415
*perde/o- 194
*perg- 282, 441
*perg- 407
*per(h])- 441
*peri- 61
*peri-hles- 229
*peri-steh2- 61
*perk- 198
*perK- (ask) 33, 369
*perk- (color) 113, 537
*perk- (pig) 425
*perkls- 415
*perKus 81
*perkw- 407
*perkw- 582
*perkwunos 582
*perkwus407, 429,582,

599,600

*per[ 283
*pers- 540
*persnehc 17, 18,265
*pertus 229,487
*peru 547
*peruhxnos 582
*perul- 654
*pesd- 194
*peses- 17, 18,507
*pesos 242
*pel- (fly) 192, 208, 646
*pel- (textile) 569
*pete/o- 208
*pet(e)n- 646
*pet(e)r- 646
*petetro- 27, 28
*petha- (fly) 208
*petha- (spread) 443, 539
*pethalom 539
*pe/othamos 569
*Pet};1anos 443
*pet};1ator 208
*Petnehati 539
*petl)or- 401
*petl1rtos 401
*peug- 451
*peuhx- 109,639
*peu(hxJ- 471
*peuKs 428,429,451,

599,600
*p(e)um- 469
*peumos 469
*PQ2l)en-S 202, 583
*p/;)~enti 64
*pb~mes64

*pbaKcnti 64
*PQater28, 194,195,222,

242,305,333,463,
465, 592

*PQatrijos 195
*POatros 195
*PQalr-ou- 28
*pbatrous 335, 609
*pbatrul)jos 333, 334
*PPalru(l))jos 333,334, 60l)
*POatrul)OS 333,335,609
*ph~l- 191
*pibeti 98
*pjehxu- 639
*pjek- 549
*pih]- 175
*pihx(i)- 313
*pihxl)[ 194, 382
*pik- 500
*piKSkos 604
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*pi(KJsKeha- 604
*piles- 251
*pilos 251,317,500,569
*pilso- 569
*pilto- 569
*pin- 442
*pinesti 581
*piph]elo- 175
*pipihxusiha- 382
*pipp- 66
*pis- 451
*pisd- 451
*pisdo/eha- 507
*pise/o- 525
*pisk- 72, 604
*pit(uJ- 428,429,599,600
*pitus 208
*(p)Kormos 413
*(p)Korrnos 413
*pKIJOn 168
*pleh]- 417
*pleh]dhlJeh]s 417
*pleh]dhuh] as 417
*pleh ]jos- 3
*pleh]nos 214
*pleh~mi 549
*plehak- (please) 434
*plehakJg- (strike) 549
*plehakti 549
*plehanos 205
*plek- 87
*pleK- 567,570
*plet- 516
*pl(eJt- 17, 18,516
*p1eth2- 83, 133, 539
*pleth2es- 83
*pleu- 74,359,561
*pleudhom 347
*pleumon 17, 18,359
*pleus- 570
*pJh]nos 3,214
*pJh]ous 3
*pJh]u-kwid 3
*pJh]u-poiklkos 538
*pJh2is 14
*pJh]- 641
*pJhameha- 206, 255
*pJhamos 255
*plhang- 549
*p(JJI6us 387
*ploKei 567
*ploth2us 83
*ploujom 74
*ploukos 206
*plO~lOS74

*pJsos 548
*pJth2oUS 83
*pJth211- 83
*pJth2-IJiha- 133
*pJth2uS 539
*pJtnos 98
*plumnos 359
*plus- 206
*plut- 282, 431
*pneu- 82
*pO(kW)stis 255
*pOkW(t)os 401

*PIJth2eha- 640
*POth2oS 202,487
*po43
*pod- 27,28
*p6drp 208
*p6ds 17, 18,208
*pogsos 517
*poh] 0)- 268
*poh]imen- 268
*p6hxiIJeha- 200
*pOiK- 113
*poksos 17, 18,517
*polharp 255
*p6lihxos 255
*polik(oJs 255
*polKeha- 8, 200
*polt- 441
*ponjom 370
*pontha- 27,28
*pontOh2s 202,463,487,

625,640
*p6rei 228
*p6rKos 215,317,365,

425,525
*porKlJ6s 113
*pomom 646
*poro/eha- 229
*pos 42,43
*poskwo- 43
*posti43
*pot- 348, 371
*potehaie/o- 208
*potehaie/o- 208
*potejelo- 208
*p6thar 443
*potjetoi 490
*potis 47,240,283,317,

371,490,531,622,642
*potmen- 208
*p6tmos 208
*pocniha- 371,622,642
*poums 17, 18,251,469
*pr 581

*pieK- 369
*prem- 450
*prep- 25
*pres-sth2" 583
*prest - 583
*preu- 323
*preug- 323
*preujeha- 358
*preus- 72 (blow)
*preus- 88 (bum)
*preus- 287 (ice)
*prh]Kt6s 24
*pr(h])tis 441
*prhaeh ] 60

*prhaei 60, 159
*prhxlJos 399
*prihr 642
*prihreha- 358, 642
*prihxos 214,283,358
*prijom hjneh3m.Q 438
*prjos 213
*pfKeha- 8, 215
*prkeus 81
*prKSKe/O- 33,468
*pfk(w)eha- 407,428, 599,

600
*pfT1os 283
*pro 6,61
*pro- 156, 399
*pro- 173, 174
*pr6- 174
*pro-bhl).os 236
*proKeha- 33
*prokjom 480
*proti 6
*proti-h3((5)kWo/eha- 191
*prt6us 229, 487
*prugSKe/O- 323
*prus- 287
*psteno5 17, 18,81
*pster- 133
*pteh]- 191
*ptelejeha- 178
*ptelel,Jeha- 178
*ptoh]tos 191
.*pu- 469
*pu- 528
*pu-g- 72
*puhasnos 415
*puhx- 528
*pl1hxes- 375,471
*puhxr- 109
*puhx-ro-s (clean) 109
*puhxros (wheat) 7,432,

639

*puh:cto-s 109
*puk(eha)- 563
*pul<- (headband) 261
*pul<- (press) 451
*puK6s 428
*pulos 251, 469, 500, 569
*pumsos 10
*pl1rk(w)ehr 407,428
*put- 144
*putlos 533
*pucos 17, 18,507

*p(hJeu- 72
*ph61- 191

*rabh- 22
*rapeha- 432, 620
*red- 503
*reg- 572
*reg- (silver) 518
*reg- (wet) 639
*reh]- (put in order) 472
*reh]- (wealth) 638
*rehJios 637
*reh]is 637
*reh]mos 160
*reh lPo/eh;r 282
*rehlt- 282, 442
*rei- (line) 354, 537
*rei- (shake) 509
*reidh- 485
*reig- 187
*reik- 354
*reiroih2e 509
*rek- 535
*reknos 639
*remb- 255
*[(~mos 160
*rendh- 567
*rep- 141
*repeha-8,432,620
*repelo- 10
*resg- 571
*reth2- 491, 512, 641
*reth2e/o- 491
*reu- 488
*reud- 642
*reudh- 471
*reudha- 246
*reudhati 246
*reughmen- 382
*reuhx- 534
*reu(hx)- 252,567,570
*reuh,...·es- 534
*reuklg- 516
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*reumn- (abdomen) 2, 137
*reumn- (hair) 98, 252,567
*reup- 81
*reus- 125
*rik- 317,357
*roh]dh- 472
*roikos 155
*ros 158, 159
*ros1]1158
*roth2iJ(om 491
*roth2oleha- 491, 640
*r6th2os 98, 491
*roudhaos 246
*[sen 363
*rudlos god 642
*rughis 8,432,491
*ruk- 110

*sab- 500
*sailJos 568
*sak- 494
*sakros 493, 494
*sal- (salt) 28,242,317
*sal- (plank) 431
*saIO)k- 599, 600, 643
*samhxdhos 499
*sap- (sap) 500
*sap- (taste) 500, 566
*(s)bhondneha 528
*se 455
*sebh- 354
*sed- (go) 228
*sed- (sit) 80, 228, 352,

393,451,505,506,522
*s(e)d- 507
*sedeh]ti 522
*sedes- 505, 522
*sedlom 505
*sed-ros 505
*sedS£j 522
*segh- 123, 630
*seghlJ[ 124
*seh]-8,47, 222, 505,

525, 534
*seh](j)- (go) 228, 523
*seh]O)- (magic) 362
*seh10)- (sieve) 518
*sehlO)- Clang) 357
*seh]itom 518
*seh]k- 523
*seh]ml) 317,505
*seh]ros 357
*sehjtlom 518
*sehjtos 357
*seh2- 520

*Seh20)- 500
*seh2tis 500
*seh4i- 375,413
*seha 457
*seha(e)l- 498
*sehaeJ 498
*sehag- 505
*seha1498
*seha61498
*sehalJ(e)l- 88
*sehalJeljom...spoKom 438
*sehau1232, 556
*seik- (extend) 187
*seik- (pour) 448
*sek- (cut) 38, 144, 494
*sek- (dry) 170, 517
*sek- 523
*sekar- 38
*s(e)Knos 186
*seKstis 10
*seK(s)-tos 402
*sekw- (back) 43
*sekw- (eye) 188
*sekw- (follow) 115, 208,

505
*sekw- (numerals) 399
*sekw- (speak) 536
*sekw- (with) 646
*sekWetor 208
*sekwh2i6s 115
*sekwh2ios 208
*sekwo- 646
*sekWt 17
*sekWtnos 349
*sel- (jump) 285, 323
*sel- (plank) 431
*sel- (take) 564
*seJes- 370
*selg- 481
*selhr 236

. *selk - 471, 643
*seJkelo- 471
*seJpes- 194
*selphx(e)s- 194
*seJpos 10, 592
*sem 399,499,646
*sem- (draw water) 169
*sem- (numerals) 253,

398,410
*sem- (put in order) 472
*sem- (seasons) 504
*sem- (some) 533
*semgo(lo)s 12
*semis 253
*semlom 410

*semos 499
*sems 399
*sen(ha)- 3
*senhati 3
*senehjie/o- 409
*sengWh- 519
*senhxdhr- 639
*sen-ilu- 24
*senk- 170
*seno-mehater 239
*senos28, 98, 409, 531
*senos 7
*sent- (go) 228, 488,637
*sent- (perceive) 418
*sentos 228, 488, 637
*sep- (death beliefs) 151,

450
*sep- (taste) 566
*sepelielo- 151, 450
*sepit 7,432,639
*sept 462
*septrfl 242, 305, 402
*septrp(e)tos 402
*sepupmos 402
*septrptis 10
*septI[1tos 402
*ser- (flow) 207
*ser- (line) 354
*ser- (protect) 458
*seren(j)uhxs 232
*serK- 229
*serk- 108, 123,629
*seros 357
*serp- 141
*seru 630
*ses- 14, 527
*ses(j)os 7,236,432
*sesti 527
*setos 357
*seu- (boil) 76
*seu- (left) 349
*seu- (rain) 477
*seve 455
*seug- 375,517
*seuglk- 556
*seuh3- 507
*seu(hx)- (bear) 56
*seu(hx)- Quice) 323
*seuhr 238,289,425,533
*selJOxtor 289
*seuios 131, 349
*sel,Jos 412
*seup- 493, 494
*(!:::)grebh- 143
*(s)grehab(h)- 273, 599,

600
*sh26men- 520
*s1)2leis 500
*s1)2t6s 500
*s-(h3)ekW

- 188
*S-h4Up6 612
*shavel- 88
*Sha~l-en-s 556
*sih2mQ 283
*silVb Vr- 518
*singhos 350, 365
*sinos 10
*sio(u)ros 84,85
*sisdeti 522
*siskus 170
*siuh]- 573
*sjuhjmen 573
*sjuhjtos 573
*skabh- 270
*skail)6s 131, 349
*(s)kamb- 143
*(s)kand- 323, 514
*skauros 156
*skebh- 503
*(s)ked- 500
*(s)kednehati 500
*skehji-d- 144
*skeh]l(h)- 312
*(s)kei- 144
*skeits 512
*skek- 323
*(s)ke1- (split) 74, 336,

442, 538
*(s)ke1- (crooked) 142
*(s)kend- 385
*(s)keng- 142,156,376
*(s)ker- (cut) 143, 144,

258,312,33.6,444,
514,518,522,594

*sker- (jump) 324
*sker- (threaten) 577
*(s)kerbh- 53
*(s)kerp- 444
*(s)kert- 143,144
*sket(hJ- 312
*skeu- 133
*skeubh- 471, 509
*(s)keud- 581
*(s)keudelo- 581
*skeu(h])- 418
*(s)keuh 1-. 451
*(s)keu(hx)- l34, 522
*(s)keup- 262
*(s)keu-t- 134
*skidn)s 574
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*skihxrom 382
*skitos 512
*(sJkl)g- 142
*skobhei 503
*skoitom 512
*(sJkoitr 83
*(sJkoitros 83
*(sJkoli- 168, 364
*sko/meha- 561,576
*(sJko/mos 74
*(sJk610s 442
*skotos 508
*(sJkl)ehxtis 522
*skl)eis 80
*(sJkuhxteis 522
*skujos 80
*(sJku(nJt- 509
*(sJJ<egos 229, 365, 511
*(sJ](ehn;l(eJr- 644
*(sJ](ei- 96
*(sJJ<hn;l(eJr- 644
*sJ<ijehas 508
*sJ<ojha 508
*(sJJ<up- 516
*(sJkwa/os 510
*(sJlagW- 564
*(sJ/agWje/o- 564
*s/ak- 549
*(sJleb- 255
*(sJ1eh2g- 523
*(sJlei- 527,529,568
*(sJleidh- 527
*s/eidhe/o- 527
*(sJleim- 527
*sleimak- 529
*(sJlein- 527
*(sJ/eip- 527
*slenk- 607
*sleubh- 527
*(sJlb2g- 523
*sJje/o- 323
*slihxu- 115, 246
*s/ougos 506
*srp- 410
*(sJme 380
*smeg- 566
*smei- 344
*smeid- 528
*smeit- 582
*smeJ<- 17, 18, 107,251
*(sJmer- 483
*smeru 194
*(sJm(eJug- 527
*(sJm(eJug(hJ- 529
*(sJm(eJuk- 527

*(sJmel- 154
*(sJmeld- 378
*srp- + *h3nogWh- 12
*smiha- 399
*srp-loghos 57, 642
*srpmos 532
*smoJ<l)[ 17,18,107,251
*smonos 12
*sl[1teros 253
*srp-l)id- 611
*~Jneh]OJ-530, 571
*(sJneh]je/o- 571
*snehlml) 571
*snehltis 571
*sneh/u- 571
*snehl (uJ- 568
*snehH;lI571
*snehH:lf 568
*(sJneha- 74, 561
*snehati 561
*sneigWh- 530
*sner- 394
*(sJner- 573
*sneu- 148
*sneubh- 148, 369
*sneudh- 110
*snigWh-s 530
*(sJnihj- 571
*sl)neuti 3
*snoh]teha- 571
*snoigWh-os 530
*snoudh- 110
*sl)-ter 25
*snu- 148
*snusos 28, 148, 369
*snusiis 148
*so 457,592
*sodeje/o- 525
*sodejeti 506
*sodejeti 506
*sod(Do- 522
*SOhlI534
*soilo/eha- 362
*sokto-376,517
*SOK[ 186
*sokweh/ske/o- 208
*sokwh20i 115, 208
*sokwos 499,500,592
*sokWt 349
*solhx- 160
*solo/eha- 282
*solljoS 262, 376
*som- 646
*somo-gr;(hlJjos 192, 193
*somo-pbatOr 195

*SOillOS 499
*sor-401,521
*sor 521
*sorbeje/o- 10
*soru 77, 531
*Spehl- 500
*Spehl (iJ- 3, 458
*spehljei 500
*spehxi- 208
*(sJp(eJiko/eha- 143, 648
*(sJpek- 505
*(s)pe](je/o- 505
*(s)pel- (skin) 269
*(sJpel- (speak) 536
*spelgh-17, 18,538
*spelo/eha- 512
*(sJpen- 571
*spend- 351
*speno- 81
*sper- (scatter) 500
*sper- (sparrow) 534
*sper- (wind2) 644
*spergh- 284
*sper(hl)- 265, 329
*sperhxg- (speak) 535
*sperhxg- (spread) 539
*(sJpeud- 284, 471
*(sJp(hJel- 513
*spblros 3,458, 500
*spbadheha- 431
*sphaen- 431
*(sJpj(eJuhx- 538
*(sJpingos 201
*spleigh- 546
*(sJp/end- 514
*spl)do(toJr 351
*spoh jljei 500
o*spohxino/eha- 208
*spohxmos 208
*spondei 351
*(sJpondh(nJos 444
*spoudeha- 284
*spreg- 394, 535
*(sJpre(nJg- 644
*(sJplhxg- 394
*sPlhlom 265

° *srebh- 175
*sredh- 77
*(sJreg- 113
*srenk- 530
*sreno/eha- 260
*sret- 77
*sreu- 207, 486
*srel)e/o- 207
*sreumen- 486

*srgos 548
*srh~os63
*srtges- 113
*sr6bhei 175
*srohags 63, 433
*sromos 156
*sroumos 486
*sroljo/eha- 207
*stpo/eha- 8, 517
*snais 28
*srutus 98
*stae- 542
*slag- 207
*(sJteg- 134, 282,283,442,
*(sJteges- 282, 488
*steh2- 61, 343, 431, 442,

469,547
*(sJteh2- 543
*sleh2bho/eha- 282
*sleh2eh /- 468
*sleh2-m 469
*steh2ill()n 431
*steh2tis 430
*steh2tlom 431
*steh2u- 442
*sleh2ur 282,442
*(sJteh-+- 543
*(sJleh 4tis 543
*(sJteh4ju- 543
*(sJteh4il.1s 543
*steibe/o- 28
*steig- 451
*steigh- 228, 488
*stel- 442,472,506
*(s)tel- 475
*(sJtelhr 247
*slembh- 543
*stemh2- 387
*sten- (moan) 384
*sten- (narrow) 391
*(s)tenh ...c 582
*ster- (barren) 52
*ster- (spread) 539
*ster- (steal) 543
*(s)ter- 548
*(")tergh- 142
*(s)terhj- 547
*ster(h3)- 57
*sterh3illl) 57
*sterjos 28
*steu- 449
*(s)teud- 471
*steup- 442
*steuros 23, 135, 366
*stb2hho/cha- 282,442
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*sth2ei- 547
*st(h2)eug- 547
*stb2mens 431
*stb2mnos 431
*stb2teis 430
*stb2t1om 431
*stb2tos 431
*sth2unos 442
*stighs 228, 488
*stisteh2mi 469
*stisteh2ti 542
*st/neha- 282,442 .
*stoigho/eha- 228, 488
*stomQ 387
*storos 543
*streh]- 539
*strenk- 574
*(s)trep- 89
*streu- 539
*streug- 588
*strh]mens 57
*strh]mnos 57
*str(hx)jon- 550
*(s)trneghti 142
*strneh]ti 539
*strneuti 539
*stuh2nos 442
*(s)tunedsti 471
*stup- 442
*su- (good) 235
*su- (pig) 425
*su- (sister) 521
*Sl)- 521
*so- 85,412
*sl)ard- 345
*sl)e 455
*sl)e-195,386,412, 521
*s(l))e 143
*s(l))ebh- 354
*s(l))edh- 143
*sl)edh- 455
*sl)edh-o- 354
*sl)ehad- 560
*sl)ehade/o- 566
*sl)ehadl1s 560, 566
*sl)ehadl1- l)ekw- 438
*(s)l)ehagh- 89
*sl)ei- 72
*sl)e(i)- 63
*sl)eid- (shine) 514
*sl)eid- (sweat) 560
*sl)eide/o- 560
*(s)l)eig- 154
*sl)eighl- 72
*sl)ejon 85

*sl)eisd- 72
*sl)eKrl1has 196, 386
*Sl)eKfl)OS 196
*(s)l)eKS 402
*Sl)eKS-OS 402
*Sl)eK(s)-tos 402
*Sl)eKUrOS 85, 195, 196,

386,412,469
*sl)ekuros 85, 469
*Sl)e1- (plank) 431
*Sl)e1- (burn) 88, 232
*s(lJ.)el- 282
*sl}.elihxon- 85, 332
*sl)elijon- 85, 332
*sl}.elp- 88
*sl}.em- 561
*sl,Jem 455
*sl,Je(n)g- 63
*sl)enhx- 534
*sl,Jep- (sleep) 527
*sl}.ep- (throw) 582
*sl)epnos 527
*sl)epor 527
*sl,Jepti 527
*sl)er- (dark) 147
*sl)er- (house) 282, 442
*sl)er- (speak) 535
*(s)l}.er- 535
*sl)erbh- 607
*sl)erd- 147
*sl)ergh-142, 375, 516
*s!)erhxf5hti 636
*s!)erhxK- 636
*s!)eros 375, 650
*sl,Jesor 37,333,334,393,

401,412,521
*sl}.esrihxnos 392
*sl}.esrijos 392, 521, 609
*sl)esros 392, 521
*s!)e-t- 455

. *suhxtrom 290
*suhr (pig) 425
*suhx- (rain) 477, 478
*suhxe/o- 289
*suhxil1s 56, 533
*suhxnl1s 56, 533
*suhxros 69
*sl1hxs 425
*suhxsos 10, 238
*sl)idje/o- 560
*Sl)IgIk- 518
*suihxnos 222
*sI11eha- 323
*suneh]ti 507
*sOnusQs 148

*sl)oinijeha- 521, 522
*sl)oinijos 85
*sl)ombhos 539
*sl)onhxos 534
*sl)opejeti 527
*sl)opejeti 527
*sl)opnijom 170
*sl)opnos 527
*Sl)Opr 527
*sl)(o)r- 516
*sl)oraks 363, 516
*sl)orgeje/o- 10
*supnos 10, 527
*sOros 69
*sus 317,365,425
*sul)einos 425
*s(u)l)OS 425

*tag- (leader) 348
*tag- (touch) 595
*tag- 472
*tagos 348
*tak- 518
*takeh]- 518
*taksos 599,600,654,655
*t-at- 195
*tauros 24,98, 135, 136,

317,365
*te 454, 455
*tegus 574
*t(e)h2u-s- 475
*teh4j-'-e/o- 543
*teha- 378
*tehag- 472
*tehali 457
*tehamot(s) 457
*tehau
*tehal,Jot(s) 457
*teigW

- 518
*tek- (bear) 56, 107
*tek- (extend) 187
*tek- (run) 491
*teke/o- 491, 525
*teket 305
*tekmen- 56
*tek(m)n-(o)- 56
*teknom 106
*tekos 592
*teKs- 38, 139,436,443
*teKsleha- 37
*teKso/eha- 37
*teKsteha- 139,443,444
*tcKs-(t)or/n- 139
*te1h2- 352
*telhx- 450

*te1hr om 247
*telk- 471
*telp- 534
*lem- 35
*temeti 35
*temhx- 549
*temhx-es- 468
*temhxsreha_ 147
*temhx-ti 468
*temp- 187
*t(e)mshxsros 468
*temsro/eh;r 147
*ten- (extend) 187,469,

508, 574
*ten- (thin) 574
*teng- (think) 575
*leng- (wet) 639
*tengh- 264, 469
*leng(h)- 187
*lengh-s- 508
*lenb~- 343
*lenhx- 384
*lenk- (extend) 188
*tenk- (milk) 382, 516
*tenkl382
*lens- 187
*tentlom 574
*tenus 574
*tep- 263, 264
*tep(V)s- 263
*ter 229
*ter- (go) 77
*tcr- (numerals) 400
*ter- (shake) 509
*ter- (speak) 535
*tergW

- 214
*terhj- 36, 424
*terhj[[om 36
*terh2- (across) 4 .
*terh2- (go) 229
*terh2- (pierce) 424
*terh2- (poetry) 439
*lerh2ti 229
*terh]- 424
*terhx- 424
*ter(i)- 490
*terijos 401
*terjos 400
*TerK- 481
*terkW

- 535
*terk(w)- 572

*t(e)rm- 569
*terml) 77
*tcrmn- 569
*term()n 77
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*terp- 500
*terptis 500
*ters- 170, 468
*teter- 142,217
*teu- (favor) 198
*teu- (people) 417
*teubh- 543
*telje 455
*teu(haJ- 383, 417, 560
*teus- (empty) 179
*teus- (happy) 255
*teuteha- 7,31,121,288,

417,531,630,631
*t-h4et- 195
*tjegW

- 650
*tjegWe/o- 650
*tihxn- 160
*tisres 400
*tJ{ehl- 490
*tKei- 87, 171,622
*tKen- 549
*tKiteis 622
*tKitis 622
*tJhxarn 247,525
*tJneh2- 592
*tJneh2ti 352
*tQhag- 343
*tQklos 382
*tQnous 574
*tod 457
*to(dJ dhaegh[ 149
*todeha 457
*tod hlorsorn 88
*tod h2eKTU 567
*tod haeghr 149
*toksorn 78
*tolko/eha- 496
*tolkW- 535
*tornhxes- 147
*topeso- 264
*~6r 456, 457
*torseje/o- 468
*torsos 28
*toti 456, 457
*tr- 400
*t[bos 281
*trebeha- 282
*trebl[l 281
*trebno- 282
*trebs 281, 282
*treg- 175
*tregh- 491
*treh2jelo- 229
*trejes 28,222,400
*trem- 509

*trep- (tear) 567
*trep- (turn) 607
*tres- 198, 509
*treu- 490
*treud- 451
*treude/o- 451
*treu(hx)- 490
*tr-i- 400
*tri-(dJKomt(baJ 404
*trihatOn god 504
*trii(j)ha 400
*tn-komt(QaJ 404
*trijos 400
*tris 401
*tris- 409,434,644
*tristis 400
*tri-tijos 400
*Tritos 138,581
*tritos 400, 592
*t[T1U- 575
*tromos 509
*trosdos 582
*t[pteis 500
*t[stos (dry) 170
*t[stos (numerals) 400
*t[SUS 170
*t[tijos 400
*tTUS- 409,481
*(t)se1- 141
*tljehr 383
*tljeis- 509
*tljekos 522
*tl,Jeks 17,18,522
*tl,Jem 455
*tl,Jengh- 451
*tljer- (take) 564
*tljer- (turn) 607
*tljerK- (creator) 141
*tljerk- (pig) 425
*tuh2S- 518
*tuhaS-K1J1tjOS 405
*tUhaS-Kl[lto- 405, 561
*tl1hx 10, 47, 222,454,

455,525
*tuhxom 305, 454, 455
*tuhxros 382
*tl,Johx[ 382
*tlJOrkOS 425
*tlJ[K-ter- 141
*tUSSKjOS 179

*lJadh- 625
*l)adhom 625
*l)ag-112, 538
*l)agros 112

*l,Jai (interjection) 313,
647

*l,Jai10s 28, 647
*l,Jak- 179
*lJal- 490
*1).£11sos 282,442
*ud 612
*udcn(iJ 636
*udenrp 636
*udero- 2, 17
*udnos 636
*udros 364, 411
*uds 612
*udStero/eha- 2, 179
*lje 454
*-lJe 410
*ljeben- 336, 630
*ljebh- 437
*ljebhel- 312
*lJed- 535
*lJedns 583, 636
*ljedos 14, 469, 636
*ljedh- (bride-price) 83
*ljedh-(push) 91, 112,471
*lJedhe/o- 525
*lJedhego/eha- 112
*lJcdhris 91, 471
*ljedmo/eha- 82, 369
*lJeg- 437,572
*lJeg- 550
*lJ.egh- 507
*lJ.egh-91,488, 507, 625
*ljcghe/o- 91
*lJcgheti 305
*lJ.eghjeha- 488
*ljeghjo- 91
*l,Jeghitlom 91, 625
*ljeghnos 91, 488, 625
*l,Jeghtis 91
*ljegW_639
*ljegWh- 448
*l,Je/ohxI636
*lJ.ehlntos 222, 592
*lJ.Chlr- 606
*lJ.ehlros 98,606
*lJehab- 89
·*lJeh~- 89
*lJ.(eJhastos 179
*lJ.ehat- 375,650
*lJ.ehatis 493
*lJ.ei- (sacred) 494
*lJei- (willow) 643
*l,Jei454
*l)eib- 607
*l)eid- 337,468
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*l)cides- 337
*l.)eig- 63
*l)eiglk- 607
*~lei(hxJ- (follow) 208
*l.)ei(hxJ- (textile prep)

571,644
*l)eihx- 209, 656
*ljeihx(e)s- 548
*l)eihxs 209
*ljeik- (appear) 25
*ljelk- (bend) 63
*l)eik- (fight) 201
*veik- (sacred) 493, 494
*lJeik- 192, 283, 622
*l,JeikeS- 192, 622
*l)eimn- 571
*l,Jeiorn 454
*l)eip- 507, 607
*l,Jeis- (cow) 136
*l,Jeis- (flow) 207, 439
*l,Jeis- (weasel) 638
*I,Jeis- (wind) 644
*l,Jeil-599, 600, 643
*l,Jeitis 571
*l,Jckeros 184
*l,Jek- 629
*I,JCkti 629
*l,JeKs-tos 402
*l,Jekw- 534,623
*l,Jckwes- 535
*l,Jckwos teJ<s- 436
*l)ekwos l)ekw - 438
*1,Je1- 91 (grass)
*l,Je1- (death beliefs) 150,

153,200,201
*l,Jel- (field) 200, 201,240
*l)el- (heat) 264
*l)el- (see) 505.
*l)el- (turn) 607
*l)el- (want) 629
*lJel- (wolO 647
*l)eld- 142
*~le1g- 639
*l,Jel(h2J- 567, 650
*l,Jeliko/eha- 599,600,643
*lJe1k- 639
'\1 (e)lkW

0- 647
*l)els- 388
*l)eJsu- (death beliefs) 153,

200,201
*l)eJsu- (field) 200, 201
*l)eJtus 505
*l)elutrom 91
*lJcmhxmi 538
*llcn- 548
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*vendh- (hair) 252
*vendh- (turn) 607
*ve/ondhsos 252
*veng- 63
*venhr 158
*venVsc(r)- 2, 137
*ver- (burn) 88, 125
*ver-(cover) 65, 134,199,

268
*ver- (crow) 142
*ver- (find) 202
*ver- (fort) 210
*ver- (numerals) 401
*ver- (perceive) 417
*ver- (speak) 535
*ver- (willow) 643
*ver-b(h)- 417
*verg- (hair) 252
*verg- (work) 649
*vergom 649
*1,J.ergh- 141
*verh]- 535
*verhr 523
*verhxdeha- 375
*verhxus 83
*verje/o- 535
*1,J.emo/eha- 11, 599, 600
*verp- 572
*vers- (agriculture) 8, 581
*vers- (peak) 416
*versen 363
*vert- 607,630
*verte/o- 607
*vefl,!.er- 317,364, 540
*ves- (clothe) 109, 468
*ves- (cow) 135
*ves- (crush) 142
*/Jes- (dwell) 171, 281
*I)es- (exchange) 185, 186
*I)es- (feed) 198, 268
*I)esmn- 109
*~es-no- 185
*/Jesperos 184
*I)es[ 504
*l)esCis 109
*I)es(t)o 109
*l)esC6r- 268
*I)escr- 109
*l)esu- 235

*l)esu 438
*I)ec- (blow) 436
*I)ec- (year) 14,654
*l)ecelos 24
*I)etes- 24
*l)ecos 10
*I)evok- 14
*ugW-639
*l)(hl)erhr 606
*uhll)e 455
*1)1- 193
*l)1-25,193
*l)i(d)KI[1C 28
*l)i-(dJkI[1tihl 404, 469
*l)idmen- 337
*I)idmes 222
*l)i-dh(e)hl- 160, 642
*I)idh- 642
*I)idhel)ha- 642
*I)idhhlel)eha- 160
*I)idhu 598
*I)ihlen 644
*l)ihlnOm 644
*l)ihxro-pek1,J.O 439
*I)ihxrons peku(e)ha peh2-

439
*l)iQxros 209,366,548,656
*I)ihxros 7, 531
*I)ihxcek- 571
*l)ihxCis 571
*1,J.ikso- 384
*I)ik- 192, 193,283, 284,

348, 354,371 r 531, 642
*l)ikeS 531
*l)ikI[1Ci 10
*l)i-KI[1tihl 404
*l)1-KI[1Ciha404
*l)ikOS 622
*l)ik-poCis 469
*1,J.i/{pots 348, 531
*l)iKS 622
*l)IKI[1tihl 404
*1,J.i(nJg- 178, 599, 600
*/Jis- 136, 137, 365
*1)15 207, 439
*1,J.isos 439, 592
*I)iss 207,439
*l)ft(eJros 25, 193, 399
*l)itus 571

*uk(W)sen 135,365
*ul- (bark) 51
*u1- (bird cry) 66
*1) f h2neha- 648
*1,J.Jhxmi- 637
*ulka 529
*l)Jkanos 529
*I)Jkwiha- 274, 364, 647
*l)fkwos 10, 47, 222, 305,

364,462,525,583,646
*l)jkWos 646
*l)l(oJp- 212, 364
*I)Jtous 505
*ulu- 412
*I)natkos 329
*1,J.nacks 630
*l)I)dstis 70
*l)I)hxsKe/o- 158
*1,J.(I))natks 329
*1,J.obhel- 312
*vodr 14,411,469, 583,

636
*1)6ghos 91, 625
*1,J.ogWhnis 434
*I)oh] 455
*l)oide 337
*l)oidh2e 468
*lJoihlnOm 644
*l)oiko/eha- 201
*lJoik- 283
*lJoi/{os 193, 283, 348,

354,·622
*1,J.oinom 434, 644
*l)oit1,J.oS 571
*lJokeha- 135, 365
*1,J.okwos 623
*1,J.6kws 623
*I)okwti 534
*/,Jo1no/eha- 376, 650
*l)olos 563
*l)olslJom 388
*l)0P- 343
*1)6p- 343,636
*lJolfths 354
*lJorghos 141
*lJorhxdilo- 214
*l)orhxdo-214, 375, 523
*/Jorhxdhus 269
*l)or(hxJgs 208

*l)orno/eh;r 376, 650
*l)orPo- 199
*l)orsanos 65
*l)orto/eha- 199
*uortokW

- 474
*l,!.ofl,!.os 215
*~lOS 455
*l,!.oseje/o- 10,468
*l)osejeti 109
*l,!.os(hxJko- 637

*1,J.ospo/eh;r 109
*l)OSU 638
*~10t- 436
*up- 343
*u[b- 80,599,643
*l)[d- 80
*l)[dhom 222
*l)redh- 249
*llfeg- 284, 471
*l)rehu?- 81
*/Jrehltos 268
*l,!.r(eJhad- 80
*l,!.rehagh- 575
*(l,!.Jrep- 608
*l,!.retos 268
*/J[gje/o- 649
*l)[gh{)s 354
*l,!.[h zen- 365, 511
*/J[hjnos 511
*l,!.r(haJd- 80
*l,!.[hxdhl,!.os 269
*l,!.[hxdhl,!.oS meigh- 439
*l,!.[(hxJgos 208
*l,!.[hx.os 375, 523
*l,!.[hx6uS 83
*l,!.ri- 210, 630
*l,!.rijen- 210
*l,!.[mis 649, 650
*~l[nOS 511
*/Jrodhei 249
*l,!.([}ren 51 1
*l,!.[nl sedos 438
*I)[tis 199
*l)[to/eh;e 199
*usr- 135
*llsro- 135
*llSl)e 455
*llteros 317
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Albanian [Alb]

LANGUAGE INDEX (Albanian)

a 457 dege 10 emen 390 ha 175
agim 514 deh 388 . emer 10,396 hale 11
agon 514 de) 388 eper 391 hane 385
ah 32 dele 82 epere 391 hap 42
ai 457 dem 136 epert 391 he 508
ajo 457 dere 168 ergjez 357 hedh 581
ari la, 55 dergjem 516 ethe 87 hell 442
arre 405,406 dergjet 10 heq 471
asht 77 derk425 embei 69 herdhe 10, 507
ata 457 derr425 eme 386 hene 385, 514
ate 195 desha 566 ende 207 hie 508
ato 457 det 154 'enderr 10, 169 hipi 612
athet 509 diel] 556 eshte 53 hirre 382
athere 509 dimer 504 hoje 637

dirsem 560 fare 500 hua1l637
balash 641 dirse 560 fat 371 hy] 37
bale 641 dite 10 (jale 536 hypem 612
baJJe 209,641 djathe 382 fshij 490 hypi612
bar262 djathte 271,485 ftoh 263
bardhe 513 dje 654 in) 290
barre 56 djeg 10,87 gardh 10, 199
bathe 10, 55 dare 10, 254 gdhin 149 jam 10,53
be418 dra 170 geJepe 527 jap 503
bebe 42 dreke 175 gershas 449 jene 53
bej 513 drite 505 glepe 527 jerm 517
bersi 199 drithe 10, 51 grua 248,410 joshe 239
bibe 66 drize 598 grure 236
bie 56,90,479 dru 598 gur10,270 ka 134
bind 62 drushk 598 kalli 451
bir56 dUaj 64 gjak 499 kam la, 564
blegeras 70 dukem 595 gjalpe 10, 194 kap 563
blete 57, 271 Durres 11 gjaJJe 262 kapitem 529
bote 649 dy399, 404 gjarkez 108, 629 kater401
breshen 81 dylle 637 gjarper 141 katen 40 1
bresher81 dyte 399 gjashte 10,402 ke 564
bri 155 dyzet404 gjashtet 402 kedh 229
bTl 155 gjate 357 ke456
brume 76 dhanderr 533 gjej 10, 564 keIysh 168
buj 53 dhe 174, 629 gjerb 10, 175 kendoj 9
bumbullit 395 dhemize 650 gjerdh 10 kerp 266
bung 58 dhemje 650 gjesh 10 kohe 583

dhemb 10, 594 gjeth 80 kolle 10,133
~ale 142 dhender85, 369, 533 gji 10 kopsht 200

dhi229 gjize 207 krere 260
da1348 dhjes 187 gjolle 431 krife251
dalloj 143 dhjete 403 gju 336 krimb 649
dane 68 dhjetet 403 gjume 10,527 krip 251
dare 68 gjysh la, 238 krye 260
darke 175 edh 229 gjyshe 238 krrabe 573
dash 82 eib 10, 51 kur456
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LANGUAGE INDEX (Albanian)

kush 456 murg 147 pidh 110 shetate 402
mushk 34 pishe 428 shi 477

labe 50 pishk604 shkoze 273
lagje 57 n-290 pjek 10, 125 shlige 141
lakur 568 na 10,454 pje1l56 shoh 208, 505
laparos 527 nande 403 pjerdh 194 shosh 518
lape 568 nante 403 plak642 sh-pie 228
laps 358 nate 394 plas 567 sh-poroj 228
leh 50 n-daj 160 pJesht 206 shpreh 535
Jehte 353 ndej 187 pordhe 194 shqerr 143
leme 81 ndez 10 po resh bore 158 shtate 10,402
lende 353 nde 290 po resh shi 158 shtaze 23, 24
Jere 547 nder (between) 63 poshte 209 shteg 228, 488
lesh 481 nder (extend) 187 prape42 shterpinj 141
Je 349,588 ndjek491 pres 549 shtie 539
Jende 353 nduk 471 prush 88 shtje1l472, 506
lengor62 ne454 pune284,471 shtoj 542
lig 516 nende 403 punoj 284 shtrij 539
lige 10 nene 386 push 10, 251, 479 shtyj 471
lis 353 nenle 403 pushem 251
lodhet 588 ngje/-bet 498 puth 451 taro~ 135
lope 136 ngje/-met 498 tarok 135
Junge 81 n-gjesh 224 qe 134 ler 170

ngrane 175 qelJ 607 tete 10, 402
madh 344 ngre 37 qeshe607 tetet 403
maj 639 nguron 395 qeth 252 te 455
majme 639 nip 239,392 qoj 506 tembd 69
mal 261 nuse 148, 369 qUa) 9,262 tenge 575
manj 639 quhem 9,262 ti 10,455
marr255 nje/m 498 tjerr424,572
mat 374 njeri 366, 548 re 158 tre 400
mbese 237,394 nje 399,404 re 158 tredh 451
mbi32 njezet 404 resh 158, 638 tremb 509
me 380 nji 399 ri 49,366,548 trete 400
mekan 532 njoh 337 rite 207 trishe 644
mekur 532 rjep 10,564 ty455
me 454 pa 42
meme 386 pale 63 rreth 491,641 thader 336
mez 274,367 pare 399 rrenje 80 thaj 170
mi 10, 387 parz(em) 81 rrit 249 thane 106
mik9 . pas 43 rrjedh 639 thanj 170
mish 375 pe 571 rrjep 564 the/537
mize 207 pele56 thelle 96
mjeker 107, 251 penj 571 simjer 458 ther 312
mje1247,381 perendi 582 simvjet 458 lherije 357
mjesdite 380 pese 401 sivjet 458 thi 425
mjesnate 380 pese 401 sjelll0, 607 thike 510
mjet 380 pesedhjete 405 sorre 70 thinje 246
molJe 25 peste 401 sot 458 thirr 69
mos 395 petk405 sup 516 thjerme 246
mot 374 per 581 sunne 246 thjerre 249
moter 10, 134,386 per-daj 160 thorn 10
mua 454 per-pjek 549 sh- 25 thote 535
muaj 385 per-posh 209 shemer656
mund 348 pi 402 shemere 656 u 455
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uje 636
ujk 10, 646
une 454
ungj 609

vaj 313
vale 264
vang63
varfer411
varg354
varr 134
varre 650
vater 263
ve 642

vej 572
vene 644
vere 644
verr 11
verre 11
vern 11
vesh (clothe) 10, 109,468
vesh (ear) 173
veshk 142
vete 412,455
vella 84, 238, 416, 609
vif24
vida 66, 67, 169
vide 169

vidh 178
vit654
vjedh 91
vjeherr 195, 386
vjeherre 386
Vje1l607
vjerr64
vjet10,654
vloj 264
Vlane 11
Vlore 11
vorbe 88
vorfen 411
votre 202

lANGUAGE INDEX (Hittite)

y1l87
yu455

-zet 10, 404
ze 534
zjarm 125,263
zonje 371,622,642
zor 10,264
zone 175
zotI93,348,371,622

Anatolian

HlmTE [Hit]
Alphabetic order: a, d, e, g, h, i, k, 1, ffi, n, p, r, 5, t, U, W, y, Z

a- 395
*a- 399
*a- 399
a-as-ma 410
adanna- 208
adant- 594
aki 343
akkala- 434
akkanzi343
aku-547
alanza(n) 11
ali-154
aliya(n)- 154
alkista(n)- 80
allaniye- 560
alpa- 177, 641
alpa(nt}- 528
alwanzahh- 60,362
alwanzatar 362
ammuk454
an-290
an(as)sa- 516
anda 14
anda(n) 290
(anda) warpai- 199
andurza 168
l-an-ki, a-an-ki 410
9-an-ki 403
7-an-na 402
annas 238, 385
anniya- 87
antara 246

9-an-ti happesni 403
anzas 14, 454
appa 42
appala- 563
appatariya- 563
appuzzi 194
ara- 213, 372
ara 213
arahzena- 77
arai- 450
arawa- 213
arawahh- 213
arawanni- 213
arga 508
arha- 77
arha(i)- 77
ari 506
ariya-450,536
arki-, 14, 507
arki 508
arkuwai- 125, 449
annan-517
amuzzi 468, 506
arr(a)- 108
arra- 88
arri- 88
arriya- 108
arru- 88
arszi 207
arta 506
asan-at iyn-at 606
asant- 606

asanzi 53
*asar- 521
ass- 198
assiya- 198
assu- 198, 235
aszi 522
ates- 37
atessa- 37
aetas 14,156,195
aetas annas 239, 386
attas Isanus 230
awan 37
a(y)is 387

, da- 186, 224
dai- 472, 506
da-iuga 400
dalugasti 357
daluki- 357
damaszi 565
dan attas 156
dan-ki400
dankui- 588
dankuiaz tagnaz 438
dankuis 147
dassus 81,574
das(u)want- 343
dusgaratar 255
duski- 255
duwamai- 258,424
LUduyanalli- 399
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eka 287
ekt- 393
ekuzzi175,176,636
epzi 158, 563
erhui 77
erman- 517
es- 14
es- 14
esa 522
eshar 71
es(h)nas 71
esmi 53
eszi 53
Nmi 175
euwann-a 52
ewan 236
eyan 655
G1Se(y)a(n)- 654

galaktar 381
ganeszi 337
genu 14,336
giemi 504
giman(i)ye- 504
gimmanl- 504
gurtas 199

hah(a)ri- 329
hahhar(a)- 581
hahhariye- 581
hahlawant- 246
ha(i)- 61



lANGUAGE INDEX (Hittite)

ha-in-kan-ta 62
hala(i) 506
halki- 237
halkuessar 484
halluwa- 96

. hamesha- 258
hammenk- 64
han-169
handa 60
haniye- 169
hann(a)- 125
hannas 238, 386
hant- 60, 209
hantezzi- 399
hanti 60
hanza 60
hapa- 486, 636
(h)apalki- 314
hapittala- 64
happ- 64, 116
happar637

. happessar64, 353
happin(a)- 88
happina(nt)- 637
happir637
happiriye- 637
hapusa- 507
haran- 14
harana 173
haranas 173
har(ap)p- 411
haras 173
GIsharau- 405
harduppi- 269
harganau- 187
hariya- 96
hark- 270
harki- 14
harkis 641
harkzi 158
harra- 158
hars- 434
harsanas 260
harsar 260
harsar260
harsiya- 434
hart(ag)ga- 55, 56
has 32,87, 170
hasduer80
hass- 330
hassa- 330
hassa- 87,263
hassan 32,87, 170
hassi pahhur 263
hassikk- 32

hassikka- 32
hassu-330,401,481,521
hassussara- 401, 521
hastai- 77
hasterz(a) 543
hat- 237
hat(t)-alkisnas 260
hatugnu- 259
hatuki- 259
hatukzi 259
hekur509
henkan-22, 150,441
henkzi 224,441
heu-477
hinkuwar 441
hinkzi 61
hiqqar- 367
hissa- 508
huek- (pierce) 424
huek- (praise) 449
huelpi- 615
hues- 171,281
huetar 23, 647
huetnas 23,647
huett(iya)- 346
hiihhas 238
hiihhas hannas 239, 386
huitar 33, 647
hulana- 648
hulla(i) 158
huppai- 572
huppala- 572
happar(a)- 443
GADhupra- 572
hurki- 640
hurkil- 141
h urkiles pesnes 141
hurkius 640
huski- 171
huttiye- 369
huwant- 72, 643
huwappa- 43
huwappi 43
huwapzi 43

idalu- 413
ietta 228
iezi 362
ila- 629
illuyanka kwenta 438
inan-312
innara 548
Innara 581
innarahh- 548
innarawant- 548

jrhui 77
isha- 371,372, 401
ishahru- 567
ishamai- 520
ishamiye- 520
ishassara- 371, 401
iskalla- 538
iskis(a)- 356
iski(ya)- 262
ispai- 3,458,
ispand- 351
ispant- 394
ispar- 329
ispari 500
ispamu- 500
isparrizzi 500
ispiyanu- 500
iss(a)- 362
is(sa)na- 77
issas 387
ista(n)h- 387
istaman- 387
istar(ak)kiyazzi 142
istarkzi 142
istaminkzi 142
itar 228, 487

kagas 272
kallar 43
kallara- 43
kalless- 90
kalmara- 270
kaluis(sOna 620
kank- 255
kant- 639
kapirt 387
k(a)rap- 563
karas 51
k(a)ratan dai- 61, 439
karawar272
kard- 14
karsmi 143
kartai- 143
kast- 284
katkattiya- 169
katta 169
ki 458
-ki 20
kinun 458
kir 262
kisa(i).c 570
kiss- 14,570
kissar 14, 254
kist- 188
kit-kar 260

kittari 352
kuen- 14
kuenzi548
kuerzi 144
kuinna- 14
kuis 14, 456
kuit 456
kun- 168
kunna-493, 560
G1Skurakki- 442
kuriwanas 348
korka- 656
kutruwan 401
kuttar 62 I 249
kuwan- 14,168
kuwannu 379
kuwapi 456
kuwaszi 335

lagari 352
1ahha- 31
1ahhuzi 448
1ahni- 448
1ahpa- 177
1a(O- 349, 588
laki 352
1a1a- 42
la1ukkima 513
Jaman 390
1aman da- 390, 438
1am(ma)niya- 390
1ap(pa)nuzi 513
lapzi 513
lingai- 70
li(n)k- 70
lipp- (lip) 356
lipp- (smear) 528
lippanzi527
lissi- 356
DUTU-liya 556
lukat 174
1ukk- 505
1ukkatta 513
Jukke- 14, 513
1ukkeszi 468

mahla- 25
mai- 249
maista- 511
maklant- 357,574
mala(i)- 235
mald- 14
maldai- 449
maldess3r 449
malisku- 532
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mall(a)- 247
maninku- 528
maniyahh- 255
maniyahhai- 255
mariyactari 142
marJa(nt)- 550
marmar(r)a- 503
masi 457
mauszi 388
maya(nt)- 249
mehur374
mekkis 344
memma- 394, 536
meni- 107,453
mer- 150
meyu- 401
milict-271
mimma- 482
miu- 401
miuwaniyant- 401
miyu- 401
-mu 454
muga(t)- 394
muri- 388

9-na 403
nah- 198
nahsar- 198
nahsariya- 198
nai 346
nakke(ss)- 570
nakki- 570
natta 395
natta ara 213
negna-84
neka- 521
nekumant- 45
nekuz 394
nepis 14, 110
newahh- 468
newas 14,393
SALni 648
nini(n)k- 61
nu 397

padda- 159
pah(has)s- 198
pahhur202
pahwenas 202
pai 224
paimi 228
palhi- 14, 83
paltana- 516
uzupanduha- 2
pankar- 3

panku- 3
pankur- 3
papassala- 175
pappars- 540
para 61
p(a)rai- 72
parhu- 604-
pariyan 581
parku- (birch) 65
parku- (high) 14,269
parkuis 514
pama- 283
pamant- 283
pamas283
pamawa(t)- 283
pars(a)na- 415
parsna 265
pasi 175
passila- 499
paszi 175
pat 371
pata- 209
pactar 646
GISpattar 443
pedan 595
pe hark- 270
per214,283,358,642
peru 547, 582
peru(na)- 547
peruna- 407
perunant- 547
Perunas407
pe-ssiye- 581
peta- 208
pettinu- 191
pidda- 159
piddai 191
pisna- 507
pisnatar 507
pittar 646

sagai- 506
sah- 500
sa(t)- (pain) 413
sa(t)- (sow) 534
sakiya- 505
sakiyahh- 506
sakk- 144
sakkar 186
sakkuriya- 124
saklai- 493
saknas 186
saktaizzi 376, 517
sakui- 71
sakutt(a)- 349

sakuwa 505
salpa 160
sam(a)lu- 25
sanai- 499
sanhzi 3
sanlzzis 25
sapta-nigra 402
s(a)rap- 175
sarhul(i) 442
sarku- 229
samikzi 108, 123
sar-nin-k- 629
GISsarpa- 51 7
sarra- 354
saru 77
saruwai- 77
sasa- 258
sassnu- 527
sawar413
sawatar 290, 507
*sawe1iya 556
sazki 506
seppit 51, 639
ses- 14
sesa(na)- 236
sesmi 527
sippand- 351
sipta- 402
sipta-miya 402
Siu- 231
Dsius 230
sIwatt- 149,240
siyari 581
siyezi 581
suli(ya)- 246,347
sumanza 573
sumes 455
sunna-507
supp-527
suppa-493,494
suppala- 612
suppariya- 527
supp-i- 493, 494
sou-507
suwfii- 290, 507

ta 457
*t/da- 400
tabama- 574
tagu- 574
takki 564
taknas 174
talliya- 450
t/dan 399, 400
tanau 202, 555
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tapissa- 263
LU tappala- 496
tar- 535
tarhzi 229
tarku(wa)- 572
taria 548
tarma- 77, 229
tama- 481
tarta- 535
taru 14, 598
tayezzi 543
tekan 174,232
tekkussa- 516
tepnu- 258, 528
tepu- 258, 528
teri- 400
teripp- 607
teripzi 567
teriyalla- 400, 401
teriyan 400
teriyanna 400
tezzi 472, 506
tiyezzi 543
tittanu- 472, 543
tittiya- 472
tuekka- 522
tug 455
tuhhfi(t)- 82, 529
tuhuss(t)ye- 475, 518
tOriye- 14, 508
tOwa 349,357,399
tUwala- 349
tuzzi- 417

u- 37
Og 454
ohhi418
SALu(i)dati- 642
ulip(pa)na- 212
Opzi 612
ur-ani 88
CIrki- 284
usnyazi 185
O-ssiye- 58t
uwanisk- 549

waki538
wakk- 179
walh- 567
walhmi 529
walkuwa- 646
walli- 567
wappu-343, 637
war- 125
warant- 88



lANGUAGE INDEX (Hittite)

wargant- 208, 330
warpa 199
warpa dai- 199
warrai- 134
warsa 477

. warsi 581
warsiya- 581
wasi 185
was(sa)pa- 109
wassezzi 109, 468
wastul- 179
watar 14, 636
wekmi 629
welku 643

PAlAIC [Palaic]
- annas 238, 385

bannu 199
ha-87, 202, 263
hapnas486
haranas 173
haras 173
has1ra- 561
hussiya- 169
ila- 629
ilaliya- 629
-kuwat 456
papa 195
silnat507
tf455
Tiya- 231
tiyaz...papaz 230, 438
til 455
werti 535

LlNIAN[Luv]
adduwal- 413
adduwali- 413
aggati- 393
aku-175
annali- 238, 385
annar- 548
annarali,.. 366, 548
KUBABBAR-anza 518
arali- 654
ass- 387
SALduttar(rOyaU- 148
gurta- 199
hamsali- 330
hantelO)- 399

wella 643
wellu- 153,200
wellu(want)- 240
wen- (desire) 158
wen- (strike) 549
wena1549
wenzi 358
werit 606
werite 417
werO)ye- 535
wes454
wesi- 198
wesiya- 198
wess- 109

hapali- 486
has(sa) 77
hawaii 510
h1nlt- 450
ipatarma- 508
iparwassali- 508
kasi~ 249
k(u)warti 144
k(u)waya- 198
likk-70
mallit- 271
mammanna- 536
m(a)na- 575
mawa 401
mawaninta 401
mawati 401
mimma- 575
nanali- 84
nanasriya 521
nani(ya)- 84
natatta- 481
palahsa- 512
pama- 283, 64.4 ._~

parray(a)- 269
parrayanza 269
piha- 352,513
lO-ta 403
tapar- 574
tapassa- 263
tarriyanalli- 400
tatariya- 535
taUs 195
tatis tiwaz 230, 438
tawali 198
Tiwat- 231

westara- 198, 268
westra 109
wesuriya- 142
wett- 14
wewakk- 14
wezz- 471
wida(i)- 160
witar 14, 636
witenas 636
witt- 654
wiwida- 471
wiya- 208
wiyana- 644

tum(m)an(t)- 387
tuwanza 400
tuwinza 400
ulant(i)- 150
unatti- 648
9-un-za 403
walant(i)- 150
5-w(a) 401
8-wa-a-i 403
walwali- 646
wanatti- 648
war(sa) 636
waspant- 109
wass(a)- 109
wasu- 235, 638
wida(i)- 91
wini(ya)- 644
zaIWani(ya)- 272

HIEROGLYPHIC LUVIAN
[HierLuv]
(a-)mu 454
astar 284
atamain tuha 390,438
azu(wa) 274
huha- 238
9-1403
is 458
nanasri 521
nu-f 403
nunzali 403
nuwannzali 403
pama- 283
tama- 87
tarkasna- 34
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-ya- 20
yanzi 228
yuga- 372
yukan 14,372,655

zai 228
z~)mankurl07,251

zana- 409
za-sgar-ais 186
zena- 504
zenant- 504
zfg455
zfnu- 228
ziyanzi 228

tarrappunas 567
8-wa-a-f 403
9-wa-a-f 403
wal(a)- 567
8-wanzali 403
9-wanzali 403
warpi 199
wawa- 134
wi(y)ana- 644
9-zali 403
zar-za 263
zumid 272
zu-wali-nO)- 168

LYCIAN [Lycian!
amu 454
arawa- 213
arus- 213
mu454
ne/i- 238, 385
epirijeti 637
epre/i- 42
esbe- 274
ti 611
treli- 611
kbatra- 148
kbihu 400
kbijehi399
lada- 358
laOOe/i- 358
mte- 155
nneli 84
nere/i- 521
nun-403
nUI1t-ata 403



prflnawa- 283
Qe1ehi- 237
stita 405
tadi 472, 506
tllaxIlta 123
tri- 400
xawa- 510
xtinahe/i- 238, 385

xtitawa- 399
x(}(}ase 237
xuga 238

LYDIAN [Lydian]
na-238,385
kabrdokid 387
karare- 458

kaves-451
kawe- 418
-kod 456
ow- 449
sarta- 458
saw~ 505
sfarwa- 535
wa1w-e1(i)~ 646

,Aimenian

lANGUAGE INDEX (Annenian)

MILYAN [Milyan]
kille 123
tbi-pie 400
tbisu 400

Alphabetic order: a, b, c, C'. c, c'. d, e, c}, g, h, i, j, J, k, k'. 1, 1, m, n, 0, p, pi, r, t, S, ~, t, t l

, U, V, w, x, y, z, Z

OLD ARMENIAN [GArm] anee/323 ase/n 509 beran 549
hat 237 and 207 asem 535 berem 28, 56, 90, 479

anee 313 asian 509 bin 28
MIDDLE ARMENIAN aner 196 asr 252 bok45
[MArm] angi623 ast1543 brem 549
sareak 70,362 anie 357 atamn 594 bu 412
urur 173 aniw 391 ate' 629 bue 229

anjuk 391 ateam 259 buet 412
NEW ARMENIAN [Ann] anun 390 atmn 142 bun 247
aeem 170 anur480 aviwm 197 burgn 210
acem 63 anuIj 28, 170 awaz499 busanim 53
aciwn 32, 33, 170, 263 ap'n 514 aweanem 24
ac'k'188 ar60 awelum 29 caneay 337
aganim (clothe) 109 araeel458 a"1 53O eayeak 321
aganim (dwell) 171 arawr434 a"1i 530 eer 248,409
agtaw 142 arb-an-eak- 411 a"1ik'392 cicatn 89
a]228 arbi 175 awr 149 cicatnuk 89
akn28, 71,188 areat' 314, 518, 641 awt'171 cin 192
akut'443 arciw 173,191,194 aye 229 cmrim 247
alik' 642 arcui 469 ay-d 457 cnawt 322
a128,498 ard 362,410 aygi 63 cov 27
alam 247 ardu 362, 410 ay164,411 eunr28,336
alawni 169 argel28,270 ayr (cavity) 96
aIbiwr 539 argelum 270 ayr (man) 366, 548 e'acnum 191
aljamulj-k' 477 ariwn 71 ayrem 202 c'ax 80
aItiwr 539 armakn 26 ayt 561 e'in 335
alues 212 aIj 28,55 aytnum 561 c'iw 132
am 504 art 200 azazim 170 e'or-ir 401
am- 385 artasuk 567 c'tem 144
aman 443 artawsr 567 bad 171 e'uc'anem 418
amb477 at-ae 535 ba1641 c'u1168
amb-ozJ32 atajcin 399 bard 91 e'urt 644
amen(-ain) 534 ata-spe1 536 barjr269 c'vem 506
amis 385 atn 366 bark 22, 510
amok'69 atnem 362 bay 535 telum 538
amul56 atoganem 207 bekanem 81 cmlem 450
an-can 337 atu 28 be/un 71
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Armenian)

e'ar 170 erkne'im 198 hanem 169 jalk 442
e'ark' 401 erka-tasan 404 han-gist 474 jayn 534

erku 27,99 hanum 571 jawnem 90, 351
dadarem 270 etam 207 haravunk' 200 jelun 356
dalar348 es454 harc'anem 33, 369 jer 455
darbin 139 es274 harc'i 468 jetn 28, 254
dedevim 388 etl505 hari 549 ji 274
del 382 ev 28,391 harkanem 158 jiwn 504
di 150 ewt'n 402 harsn 33, 369 jknak'al268
diem 556 ezn hasanem 35 jlem 435
dik' 231 hast 204 jay1448
dizanem 649 dmpem 175 haw (bird) 66 jU 176
dnem 472,506 dnd 60,611 haw (grandfather) 28, 238 jukn 205
drand 168 dnderk'179 hawran 198
dtne'im 395 dnt'ac' 488,637 hayr 28, 195, 196 jerm 28, 125,263
du455 dst 43 hek'259 jiI569
duk'455 helum 201 jnem 548
dur424 ganem 548 henum 571 jur 636
durgn 491, 640 garun 504 hem 654
durk 424 gatin 511 het27,595 kac'alak 362
durk' 28, 168 gatn 511 him 28 kakac'em 345
dum 168 gayI28,647 hin 28,409 kakazem 345
dustr 56, 148, 533 gayt636 hing 28,401 kalum 62

geh 263 hing-er-ord 402 kahn 407
e 53 gehean 203 hingetasan 404 kam 115
e-ber 29 gelum 607 hiwcanim 51 7 kanap' 266
ed 472,506 gel 629 hnac' 202, 263 karcr 568
e-git 29 gelj-k' 225 (h)ogi 72 karkac 534
e-harc' 33 geran 11 hal 133 katu 91
eker 175 gercum 252 holm 82 kcanem 451
el228 gerem 202 hor84 kcem 451
elbayr84 get 636 hordan 229 kelem 549
elevin 324 gi644 hot 28 kiknos 558
elin 154 gin 185 hatim 528 kin 28,648
eln 154 gind 607 hovi-w510 kiv 500
em 28,53 gini 644 hroy202 koc'em 535
ep'em 88 gitem 337 hu 471 kogi 134
er-ir 40 1 giSer 184 hum 478 kov 134
erast-ank' 24 glux 45 hun 27,28,202,487 krak 87
erbuc 249 gocem 535 hunjk' 224, 441 ktunk 28, 140
erek 147 gog 449 hup 612 ku 186
erek' 28, 400 goI264 hur 202 k(u)ku 142
eresun 404 golanam 264 kurn 62
erewim 25 gorc 649 i 291J'~'

erg 449 gOft 214 i-jei 455 -k' 20
ergicane- 81 govern 418 i-manam 575 k'akor 187
erinj 511 goy 171 im 454 k'alak' 210
eri-r400 gre 140 -in 12 k'amel451
eri-rord 400 inc 350 k'an 457
erkan 474 hac'i 32 in-e' 456 k'cani 457
erkar 27, 357 hac 500 in) 350 k'eni 85,521
erkat' 314 hacar 237 inn 403 k'erem 143
erkir 400, 401 ham 566 i ver 412 k'eft'em 143
erkn 413 hama-hayr 499 iz 529 k'eh 392, 521, 609
erkna-berj 269 han 238,386 k'im-k'175
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Armenian)

k'irtn 560 mekin 12 ov456 san 168
k'o 455 mek'454 oye 113 sel 142
k'ot'anak 110 mel 154 ozni264 sen 622
k'oyr 521 melk' 155,532 sun 168
k'san 28, 404 melr 271 phn} 379
k'uk'66 melui 271 popop 272 t- 43
k'un 527 mer457 tal 28, 521

metanim 150 p'a1125 lam 224
lakem 352 mi (not) 395 p'alarik 125 tan 192,281
lam 123 mi (numerals) 399 p'arem 644 largal598
lan}k' 353 mie 528 p'arp'ar 125 tarmaha w 543
lap'el352 mis 375 p'ayealn 538 tartam 526
leard 356 mit 374 p'etur 27,28 tateln 548
lezu 594 mizem 613 p'lanim 191 tasanem 271
li 214 mnam 482 p'ory 36 tasn 28, 403
lie 207 mor388 p'oyt' 284,471 tawn 496
lizem 352 mori 388 'p'tngam 133 taygr 84, 521
lk'anem 28, 349 mormok'483 p'ulI91 lel207
loganam 108 motanam 209 p'und 444 telam 207
lor 249,474 moyt'441 p'ut'oy471 letem 567
10re'-k' 62, 156 mrrnram 388 tesi 271
10sdi 497 Inukn 28, 387, 388 sag 68 tetrak 217
loys 352, 513 mun 207 sa1510 li 161
lsem 262 mun] 149 sarek 362 tik 229
lu (flea) 206 mux 529 sarekik 201 tiw 149
1u (hear) 262 sank 362 tiz 357
luaj 262 naw28 satin 287 wl397
luanam 561 neard 568, 571 satn 287 top'em 550
lue 655 ner 522 satnum 287 lotn 607
lueanem 81,655 net 481 seamk'442 lre'ak 564
lue'anem 505 ni- 169 ser622 tun 192,281
lusanunk' 360 nist 393 serem 249 cur 28, 185
lusin 385 nstim 522 sin 179
lusoy 352, 513 nu 28,148 sirem 622 t'akn 442

sirt 28, 262 ['amb 187
maeani- 649 ok'456 sisetn 106 t'anam 378
mal 23 010k'176 siwn 28, 29, 442 t'arm 77,229
malem 247 oJ] 262 skalim 538 t'arsamim 27
malt'em 449 oln 176 skesr-ayr 195 t'ar 28
mam 386 010nn517 skesur 386 t'atamim 27, 170
manr528 omn 499 skund 108 t'ekn 518
mard 28, 150,366 op'i 33 slak' 537 t'eli 178
mart'ank' 3 orb 28,411 so-in 12 t'elos 178
mate'i- 377 oream 61 solim 141 t'it 646
mat'il650 ori 142, 173 sor96 t'oluw 352
mawr 503 orjik' 28, 507 srem 510 t'rt'rak 535
mawru 30,335 orji1357 stanam 542 t'tanim 646
mawruk' 107,251 ork'iwn 357 stelem 506 t'te'im 208
maxr27 oro] 511 sterj 28, 52 t'uk' 538
mayem 394 oror 28, 173, 249, stin 81 t'ure 175
mayr385 ort' 24 stipem 28 t'uz 433
mee 344 ·ot88 stvar 442
meearem 344 oskr 77 sur 510 u156
meg 110 ost 80 suzanem 268 ul91
me] 28, 380 Oln 27,28,209 ult27
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Armenian)

unayn 179 vandem 549 xaxank 344 z 61
unim 563 vatem 88 . xnjor 27 z-awd 572
unkn 173 vat'sun 405 xorovel88 z-genum 109
ur456 vay 313 z-gest 109
urur336 vec'402 y-atnem 506 z-is 454
us 515 vec'erord 402 yawray 28,335,609 z-k'ez 455
usanim 4 -vor91 yisun 405 z-mez 454
ustr 56,533 (v)oski 234 yJem 285
utem 175 yli 56
ute 402 xar(s)em 88 y-ogn 3
uzem 449 xawsim 90 yuzem 449, 547

Baltic

OLD PRUSSIAN [OPRUS] aulinis 96 crupeyle 523 genna 648
abse 33 aum Osnan 108 cucan 271,637 gerwe 140
abserg isna- 636 au-pallai 191 culczi 142 gile 407
abskande 11 ausins 173 curwis 273 grrbin 143

. ackis 188 ausis 148, 234 girmis 649
ackons 237 austo 387 dadan 47, 382 gimoywis 474
addle 429 awins 510 dagis 87 girtwei 449
agio 47,477 awis 238, 609 dantis 594 gfwa 356
ains 399 *awyse 409 dast 224 glosto 529
aketes 434 aysmis 537 dauris 168 gorme 47,263
algas 484 debrkan 574 gulbis 558
aikunis 176 babo 55 deinan 149 guntwei 548
alne 155 ballo 209,641 deiw(a)s 230
*alskande 11 balsinis 45 dellieis 142 iagno 356
alu 600 bebint 42 dessimpts 403 ilga 357
alwis 347, 641 bebrus 57 dessimts 403 imt 564
anctan 24, 382 bei 53 dragios 170 insuwis 594
ane 238,386 berse 65 duckti 147 ioOs 455
anga-anga 458 bhe 646 dumis 529 iouson 455
angis 530 biatwei 198 dwai 399 ir 583
anglis 104 biUe 57 dyrsos 80 irmo 26
angurgis 176 boadis 159 rst 175
ansis 255 bordus 251 eit 228 iOhn 636
anters 411 brati 54 emens 390 lUwis 654
antis 171 .braydis 155 en 290
ape 636 brote 47 enterpo 500 juse 84,384
apewitwo 571 but-sargs 636 ~ enwackemai 535
arelie 173 bunan 53 ep- 391 kadegis 324
artays 434 eristian 511 kails 262

.as 454 camnet 273 er-klnint 123 kailOstikan 262
asmai 53 camstian 47, 273 es454 kalis 510
asman 403 camus 284 esketres 550 kalo-peilis 549
assanis 504 catto 91 esse 411 kaltza 90
assaran 343 caulan 542 est 53 kan 456
assis 39, 516 cawx62 kargis 30
aswinan 274 caymis 622 gallan 424,549 kas 456
au- 37 corto 571 garian 270 kaules 542
auklipts 595 creslan 213 gemton 115 kelan 640
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LANGUAGE INDEX (Old Prussian)

kelian 537 noatis 393 san- 646 tarin 535
kelsai 90 nognan 269,571 sansy 236 tarkue 572
kerdan 268 noDson 454 sardis 199 tatarwis 217
kerko 142, 249 nowis 150 sari 514 tauris 135
kermens 522 nozy 395 sarke 362 tauto 288, 41 7
kerpetis 444 -nu 397 sasin-tinclo 574 tien 455
kettwirts 401 sasins 240,258 tirts 400
keuto 522 pa- 42 saule 556 tlns 400
kirdIt 449 paikemmai 259 sausai 170 toO 455
kirsnan 69 pannean 371 scalenix 168 tresde 582
klausIton 262 panno 202 schis 458 tris 400
knapios 265,293 panto 571 schokis 620 tu 455
krawian 71 pecku 23,48 schumeno 573 turn 564
kQmpinna 451 pectis 125 seimfns 622 tOsimtons 405. 560
kurpe 514 peisai 414 semen 505 tusnan 475, 518

peisda 507 semmai 248
labs 564 pele- 387 semme 174 udro 411
lasasso 497 pelwo 104 semo 504 unds 636
laukIt 505 pentis 265 sepmas 402 urminan 649
laustinti 43 per 581 seyr 262 uschts 402
lauxnos 385, 513 percunis 407, 582 sIdons 522 usts 402
lindan 200 Perun god 582 sien 455
linis 568 pette 539 sirsilis 273 wackItwei 535
lopis 513 pettis 539 sirwis 273 wagnis 434
lubbo 50 peuse 428 sis 458 waidimai 337
luysis 359 pide 648 slaunis 260 wais-patti- 469
lynno 206 piencts 402 smoy366 waispattin 348, 371, 622,
1yso 215 pintis 202,487 snaygis 530 642

pirmas 399 soQns 533 waJdnikans 490
maldai 532 plauti 359 spenis 82 wans 455
malunis 247 p1auxdine 570 spoayno 208 wanso 251,252
mans 454 pleynis 268 sta 457 warb0417
mary 503 pIonis 205 stabis 442 wargan 141
mayse 51 po-balso 45 stallit 472, 506 wargs 141
mealde 353, 582 poietti 175 starnite 543 wame142
meddo 271 polInka 349 stas 457 warsus 416
median 380 *pomnan 72 staytan 512 wano 199
melne 69 po-nasse 395 stogis 489 wedde 369
meltan 247 posinna 336 stDmawiskan 547 weders 2
mensa 375 postan- 542 suckis 205 wedigo 112, 471
mes454 pounian 72 suge 477 weldIsnan 490
moasis 51, 511 poQt175 subs 441 welgen 639
moke440 pra 61 sulo 323 werstian 363
mothe 385 prastian 425 sunis 168 wertemmai 535
musgeno 370 prei 60 suris 69 weware 540
muso 207 pure 432,639 swais 412,455 widdewu 642

swenta- 493 wljrs 366, 548
nabis 391 quei 456 swestro 521 wilkis 646
nage 389 swintian 425 wilna 648
naktin 394 roaban 537 . sWfrins 23 wIngiskan 63
neikaut 61 rIpaiti 141 syme 236 wipis 607
nenien 366 sywan 246 wissa 25
neuwenen 393 sackis 499 wis-sambris 136
neWfnts 403 sagnis 80 tais 455 witwan 571,643
ni395 salme 542 talus 248 woaltis 176
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Prussian)

waasis 32
wabalne 25
wable 25
wobse 636
wolti240

wormyan 649
wosee 229
wosi-grabis 273
wosistian 229
wosux229

wumpnis443
wundan 636
wupyan 636
wurs 636
"'Yse 409

LITHUANIAN [LITH]

*zambra- 136

Alphabetic order: a (ll), h, C, c, d, e (~, e), f, g, h, i (i, y), j, k, 1, In, n, 0, p, r, 5, 5, t, u, \1, a, v, z, Z

abelis 25
abiem 400
abu 400
aile 508
aistra 22
akeCios434
Akele 487
aketi 435
akis 47, 188

. akmuo 547
akstinas 237
akstis 237
Alanta 487
aiava 347
aldija 74
alga 484
aliai 64
aliksnis 11
aIkas 458
alksnis 11
alkdne 176
aImes 207,539
almuo 207, 539
alne 155
alpti 528
aius 60
alvas 347, 641
amalas 69
aruba 386
anas 458
angis 530
anglis 104
an-gu 458
anyta 386
anka 61,272
ankStas391
an6t(e) 612
afis 458
afit60
anliena 171
antis 171
antis 60
aiieras 411

ap-391
ap-kerdiiu 449
ap-ninku 61
ap-repti 564
apuse 33
apveikiu 201
afdvas 174
ardvas 174
ariu 434
arke 357
arkias 434
armuo96
arti47
arti362
afiilas 47
arius 508
flsa 255
as454
asara 567
aserys 418
asis 39,47,516
asmas 403
asmuo 547
asrUs 509
astrus 509
astufitas 403
astuoni 402
asva 274
asvienis 274
at-audai 572
atdregis 477
ato- 37
atSank 80
au- 37
audiiau 572
augmuo 248
augu 47,248
aukie 109
auksas 234
aulas 96
aulys 96
ausis 47, 173
ausra 148

Ausrine 148, 149
austa 148
austi 113
aOti 109
ava 37
Avanta 539
aveti 109
avynas 238,609
avis 47,510
aviios 409
ai(u) 61

badas 62
balas 641
baibasyti 542
baltas 641
baIti 641
baiiiena(s) 431
barflbalas 395
bambet1395
bar(i)u 549
barzda 251
barzd6tas 251
basas 45
basasis 49
baObti 51
baudiiu 516
be 646
bebras 57
bebrinis 57
bebms 57
bedu 159
begu 491
bendras 64, 196
bengti 81
beras 85
beriu 90
bemas 56, 107
berias 65
bezdu 194
bijaOs 198
birginti 268
bite 57
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blandus 147
blaskau 549
blebenti 542
bl~sti 147
bl~stis 147
bliauju 561
blusa 206
b6ba 42
breksta 513
briedis 155
br61enas 392
br6lis 84
broterelis 84
bruvis 188
bugstu 206
bakla 649
buDs 88
bundu 636
bure 109
burg€ti 51
burti 262
burva 109
burzdus 194

burzgus 194
busiant- 53
butas 53
buti 47,53

da 590
dalba 159
dalgis 424
dalyti 143
dantis 594
darga 477
dar(iJau 649

da ug 211, 614
daugi(a) 614
dausos 82
debesis 110

dede 609,610
dedervine 522
degu 87
dereti 270



dergti 477
derva 598
desim tas 403
desimtis 403
desimts 403
desinas 271, 485
desine 485
deo 472, 506
devyni 403
deviiitas 403
dfegiu 472
diena 149
dievas 47, 230
dieveris 84
dievo dukte 149, 231, 438
dfezti 649
dygstu 472
dilge 424
dilgils 424
dirginu 471
dirgti 477
ditgti 477
dinu 567
dirva 237
ditia 64
ditzti 64
dobiu 258
drages 170
drapanos 109
drj1sus 81
draDgas 115, 538
dregnas 170, 477
dreiigti 477
dr~su 35,81
drei6ti 226
dnmbu 170
drdtas 598
du 399
dubus47,154
dUja 388
dUje 388
dukte 147
dumai 47,160,529
dumb/as 154
dundeti 534
Dun6jus 487
duona 237
duonis 185
duoti 47,224
durys 168
dOris 424
duriu 424
durklas 424
dusas 82
dvaras 168

dvasia 82, 538
dvesiu 82
d~rj 399
dvi desimti 404
dvidesimt(s) 404
dvylika 404, 482_
dviratis 491,641
diiaugiuos 256

edu 175
egle 429
eimi 228
eisme 487
eketi 435
elksnis 11
elkune 176
ellenis 154
eJne155
eJnias 154
elnis 154
eras 511
etdvas 174
erdve 174
erelis 173
erke 357
ersketas 550
erskeris 550
ettas 174
esmi 53
esti 47,49
esti 53
esti 175
eserys 418
esketras 550
esva 274
eie 343
eieras 343
eiys 264

gabenu 563
gagu 345
gaidys 112
gaidra 83
gaidms 83
gaiStu 4
galiu 3
galsas 89
galva 45
gana 3
gatdas 199
gaoras 252
-gedauju 450
gedauti 62
geJa 549
ge1eiis 314,379

geltas 654
geJti 425,549
ge1uo 312
ge1uonis 312,425
gerpu 35
geniu 548
genu 548
geras-is 457
geriu 175
gerve 140
gesti 188
giedmi 519
gied6ti 519
giedras 83
gfedu 519
.giesme 519
gija 78, 569
gyju 356
gile 407
gimu 115
giflti 47
gire 270
girgzdiiu 534
gina 270
ginu 449
gima 474
gimos474
girtas 449
gysla 569
gyvas 47,356
glaudoti 255
gleives 108
glinda 357
glodus 529
gnaibau 451
gniauziu 451
gnybu 451
god6ti 564
g6ju 115
gomurys 96, 387
graibo 564
grasa 577
grasinu 577
grai6ti 568
grebiu 563
grebti 159
grendu 247
gresiu 577
gridyju 546
griebti 564
gr(i)eju 595
gristu 577
gulbis 588
gumstu 450
guodas 64
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Uthuanian)

gutgulas 217
gutnas 62
gurti 395
gUtti 268

i 290
fe1ekstis 508
iena 508
iesme 87
ieskau 629
iesmas 537
ieva 654
ilgas 357
imu 564
in 290
jnis 287
inee 522
it 583
iriu 490
irklas 408
irm-ede 26
irstva 55
iTti 158
j-sekti 144
is 411
is 6ro 77
it 458
it 583
i-vykti 25

(j)aknos 356
jaO 397
jaudinu 507
jauja(s) 236
jaunas 655
jaura 636
jauti 384
jautis 64
javat236
jega 209, 362
{j)eknos 356
jenle 522
ji 458
jis 399,458
j6ju 228
jl1dinu 507
judu 455
judu 201, 507
jumis 608
jundu 507
jungas 655
jungti 64,655
jUnkSlU 4
jl10siu 223
juosmuo 223



lANGUAGE INDEX (Lithuanian)

jl10sta 223
juosti 223
jures 636
jurmala 515
JUs 455

. jUs 455

jUsP 455
juse 47,84

kjl456
kada 456
kadagys 324
kaimas 622
kaimymas 622
kaina 123
kaire 349
kairys 349
kaisti 264
kaisa 252
kaiSiu 252
kaklas 640

- kalba 90
kale 168
kalnas 270
kalil 549
kalva 270
kamaros 357
kampas 62
kaml10ti 451
kanape 265
kanapes 293
kanka 284
karas 30,47
katbas 52
karias 30
karsil1570
karsti 574
karve 273
kas47,456
kasa 570
kasulas 260
kataras 456
kate 91
katras 456
kauja 549
kaukaras 62
kaukas 62
kaukys 66
kaukiil66
kaukti 89
kaulas 542
Kaunas 284
kedeti 500
keJena(s) 475
ke/iil 352

kelti 352, 475
kemeras 265
kenCiii 413
kenge 272
kenkle 270
kepil125
keras 362
kereti 362
ketgti 65
kerpil258
kersas 69
kertil143
Keturai 390
keturi 401
ketur-kojis 23
ketveri 401
ketviftas 401
kevalas 134
kiaule 425
kiautas 134,522
kiemas 622
kilti 352
kylii 352
kimstu 284
kinka 220
kinkau 224
kirmeIe 649
kitminas 649
kirmis 649
kirmuo 649
Kimis 106
kitvis 594
klageti 66
klausau 262
klenkti 62
klevas 367
kliavas 367
kliSes 413
klodas 539
k16ju 539
klote 539
knabenti 573
k6k(i)s 457
kolei 456
korys 637
k6siu 133
kosulys 133
kova 549
k6vas 321
krake 441
kraOjas 71
krauju 217
kraupils 490, 523
kreciil 509
kreklas 441

krekles 572
kremuse 620
krepsas 52
kreslas 213
kretil 509
kriausau 549
krieno 185
krusa 549
krusu 549
krutu 509
krutus 509
krava 217
kriivinu 71
kukl10ti 142
kula 268
kulas 268
kUles 88
kaleri 88
kulnas 142
kumele 273
kiimste 255
kuntil 509
kuolas 442
kupu 529
kut456
kuris 456
kuriu 88, 362
kurkulai 205
kiirpe 514
kusys 507
kutinetis 509
kutys 134
kutu 509
kOvetis 284
kvapas 529
kvepti 529

labas 564
laigyti 323
laistaO 528
laitau 351
laku 352
lakus 323
lall10ti 42
laQka 618
Japas 568
lape 212
laskana 569
lasis 47, 497
lasiSa 497
Lat-upe 639
laukas 83
laukiu 505
Mutti 81
leidmi 588
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leidiiu 349
leju 506
!ekiu 323
leksnas 352
lem6ti 538
lenas 475, 588
lefigvas 353
lengvUs 353
lefikti 62
lenta 353
lefitas 532
lepti 528
levas 356
liaudis 248, 416

liaupse 358
liaupsinti 358
liautis 481
lieju 506
liekil 349
liepa 353
liepsna 514
lietils 47
lieiiil351
lietilvis 594
liga 516
ltJu 506
liktas 482
likti 47
limpil 528
linai206
linas 206
lynas 568
lingzlati 62
linku 349
lipti 527
lyse 215
lillie 357
liotynas 160
liOtu 43
lizdas 393
lobis 564
lobti 564
l~Ju 50
lakys 55
laksnus 157
Jopa 209
lopas 110, 568
Jope 513
J6pyti 110
luba 50
Jubas 50
Jugnas 62
!ug()ti 352
hmsis 359
luobas SO



luokyti 55
lupu 567
lusis 359

-m 454
mageti 3
maguias 3
maTnas 184
maTsas 511
makatas 312
mala 515
malas 154
maida 449
malna 383
malnos 383
maionus 235
maiu 247
maliau 381
maltyti 381
mama 386
manas 454
mandras 348
man~454

maras150
mare 503
margas 147
matsas 209
marska 64
mastas 441
masalas 312
maudyti 108
maudtiu 158
mauju 388
mausti 158
mazgas 571
mazg6ti 160
medus 47,271
medtias 380
melas 154-155
melas 69
meldiiu 449
meJynas 69
melmenys 353
melmuo 353
meJtiu 381
menkas 343, 528
menke 205
menu 575
menuo 385
mereti 483
merga 656
merkiu 147
mes454
mesa 375
mfsti 547

mezgu 571
metu 613
midus 271
mieJes 160
miesti 384
mietas 441
mietiai
migla 47, 110
miltai247
miniu 575
minkyti 450,532
minti 536
mintis 575
mintu 613
mirstu 150
mirstu 209
mifti47
mirtis 150
m6ju 154
m6te 47,385
mudms 256
mudu 454
mukti 528
mulkis 532
mulvas 69
munku 527
murmenti 388
mus454
musai385
muse 207
musia 207
musis 207
musos 385
mus(i 207
mus1l454

naga 389
nagas 389
naktis 394
namas 192, 281
nam unaltis 371
nauda 614
naujas 393
navas 393
ne 583
ne 395
neivoti 313
nendre 481
nepte 237, 394
nepuotis 239
neriu (textile prep) 573
neriu (under) 611
nerove 611
nesu 35
niedeti 313

niek6ti 646
njtis 571
niumiu 394
n6ras 366, 548
n6sis 47, 395
notere 393
nove 150
novyti 150
nu 397
nu-krupes 523
nu-liegti 516
nuodu 454
nl10gas 45
nl10ma 564

0313
6buolas 25
obuolys 25
opus 637
6ras 77
otms 194
otu 194
otiena 269
oiY's 229
oika 229

pa-42
padas 209
padr6iti 491
paTkas 414
paisyti 581
palvas 642
pamalis 515
paniabude 371
papas 82
papijusi 382
patsas 425
pas 42
pasaka 536
paskuT43
pastaras42
pa-saras 249
pa-togus 348
pats 47,371
pa-udre 82
paustis 251, 469
pa-veJmi 629
pa-iaste 254
pa-tastis 254

. pa-iistu 337
peda 595
pedinu 192
peduoti 192
peTkti 259
pekas 23
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Uthuanian)

pekus 23,48
pelaT 104
pele 387
pelnas 185
prIus 104
penas 199
penki 401
penki6lika 404
peflkios desimtys 405
peflktas 402
pentis 265
penu 199
pet 581
petdis 194
perdtiu 194
pergas 442
periu 549
perkunas 407
Perktmas 407, 582
perkunias 407
perkunija 582
Perkuno ;1tuolas 582
per-n-ai 659
persu 33,369
pesiau 570
pesu 570
peteliSke 88
petys 539
piemuo 198, 268
pienas 47, 382
piesas 414
piesti 414
pietus 208
pieva 200
piktas 259
pilis 49, 210
pilkas 642
piinas 214
pinai 571
pinu571
pitdis 194
pinnas 399
pirsys 81
pysketi 72
pyzda 507
plakanas 205
plakti 549
piantu 539
platus 83, 133
plauciai 359
plautas 431
plene 268
plesiu 567
piet6ti 539
pleve 269



lANGUAGE INDEX (Uthuanian)

pliekti 549
plokis 549
pl6nas 205
pluskos 570
pra-pafsas 215

. pra-pefsa 215
prasau 33
prie 60
pr6-anukis 156
pudau 528
puga 72
puliai 471
pl.1olu 191
puputis 272
purai639
pure 72
putslas 540
pusbrolis 84
puses428
pusis 428,500
puves(i)ai 471

rainas 537
rakinti 270
rakti 270
ranka 49
rasa 158, 638
ratai 491,641
ratas 491, 641
rauda 246
raudas 481
rauju 567,570
raumi 246
raveti 567
ratas 575
reitti 187
rembstCI 255
repli6ei 141
rezg(i)u 571
retti 81
r¢tti 187
riaugmi 61
rieke 354
riekiu 567
rimti 474
rinda 397
rokia 639
r6pe 620
ropiena 620
rova 474
rudas 47
rudeti 468
rugiaT 491
nigiu 61
runku 516

mosutys 405
rupeti 81

sattas 362
sakai 499
sakau 536
sala 282
saldus 498
sam- 646
sapnas 527
sapnys 170
sargas 636
saule 556
saules dukte 231, 438
sausas 170
savas 412,455
sav~ 455
sedu 522
sedtiu 522
segti 64
seikiu 187
seju 534
sekmas 402
seku (follow) 208, 505
seku (say) 536
selena 505
selinu 141
selu 141
semenys 505
semti 169
semuo 505
senas 409
seneju 409
senku 170
senmote 239
senteti 418
septyni 402
septintas 402
sergei 636
sergu 516
'seris 354
seserenas 392
sesuo 521
seti 47
siausei 76
sidabras 314,518
siekti 187
sietas 518
sij6ju 518
sile 431
sitgti 516
siutas 573
siuvU 573
skabus 503
skaidrCIs 83

skaitau 418
skalikas 168
skambus 503
skataQ 323
skeliu 538
(s)kefdtius 268
skerys 324
skiaudtiu 133
skiedra 575
skiediiu 144, 382
skiriu 143
sky-stas 382
skobti 503
skroblas 273
skubti 471
skubus471
skuja 80
slabti 255
slauga 506
slauge 506
slenku 607
sly-stu 527
slyvas 246
smagenes 370
smaguriauti 566
smagCIs 566
smakra 107,251
smakras 107, 251
smegenys 370
sniega 530
sniegas 530
sniegas' drimba 170
sniegti 530
snigti 530
sninga 530
sodinti 506
s6lymas 498
s6ra 534
s6tis 500
spaine 208
spandis 444
spafnas 646
spartas 644
spauda 284,471
spaudtiu 471
spausti 284
speju 500
spenys 82
speti 3,458
spiauju 538
spirti 329
spleciu 539
splendiiu 514
sprageti 394
springstu 644
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sprugti 323
spOdeti 471
srava 207
sraviu 207
srebiLl 175
srena 260
sr(i)aumuo 486
snJoga 113
stabaras 442
stabas 442
staCias 431
stagaras 442
starinu 547
status 431
stelgtis 228
stembti 543
steneti 582
stenu 384, 582
stiegiu 134
st6gas 489
st6ju 543
stomuo 431
st6ras 547
strazdas 582
strena 260
strCIJus 335,609
strDjus 335, 609
stl.1kti 547
slUmbras 136
su 646
sudyti 560
sOdnls 235
sugti 89
sukti 289
sula 323
sunkiu 556
suntu 228
sOnus 56, 533
suodziai 522
su6kti 89
sl.1olas 431
suras 69
surbitI 175
5u-resti 202
su-togti 472
svageti 89
svaine 85, 521
5vainis 85
svecias 455
sveTkas 235
svidlI514
svidus 514
svfestas 382
svjlu 88
s~Tindfl 514



saiva 96
saiius 568
saka 80
sakalys 538
saknis 80
saltas 112
samas 510
sampu 206
sapa- 206
sapai 206
sapalas 90
sapas 206
sapti 206
sarka 362
sarma 287
sarmu6638
saukiu 90
saiinas 560
saunus 560
seiva 96
sekas 620
selpiu 265
semas 246
sempu 206
septi 206
serdis 262
serys 252
seriu 249
setksnas 287
sermu6638
sesi 402
sesiasdesimt 405
sesias desimtys 405
sesiure 386
seskas 439
sestas 402
sesuras 195
siaure 644
siema 622
sienas 240
siku 186
silas 537
simtas 47, 405
sirdis 262
sirys 252
sitksnas 287
simas 246
sirse 273
sirslys 272,273
sirsu6 272,273
sirta 55
sirtas 55
sirtva 55
silvas 240, 246, 258
sirvis 240, 258

sis 458
siuras 644
syvas 113, 246
slakas 523
slaunis 260
slekti 523
slieti 348
s]uoju 108
smulas 273
smule 273
smulis 273
s6kti 323
stilus 475
sddas 186
sulas 441
sulinis 441
sun-muse 208
suns 47, 168
suo 168
svendras 22
sventas 493
svinas 379
svitrus 641

ta 457
tada 457
talka 496
talpa 534
tamsa 147
tankus 516
tarau 535
tariu 535
tarme 535
tarpstu 500
tas 457
tauras 135
tausytis 475
tauta 288, 417
tavas 455
tav~ 455
tekti 187
teku 491
telpu 534
tempti 187
temti 147
t~sti 187
teterva 217
tetervas 21 7
tevas 195
t¢vas 574
tevyne 133
tyla 475
tiles 247
tilkti 471
timpa 187

limsras147
tingeti 264
tingri 264
tingUs264
tinklas 574
tinti 187
tiriu 424
tirstas 170
tOlei 457
tranas 395
trausis 481
trecias 400
trimti 509
trinu 424,490
trys 400
*trys desimtys 404

. trisdesimt 404
triSCl198, 509
tr(i)usis 481
traba 282
truneti 490
truneti 490
tCl47,455
tukstantis 405, 560
tdkstantis 405
turiu 564
tuscias 179
tveriu 564

udra 411
Odr6ti 82
ugnis 202,203
ukis4
uioidti 66
ungurys176
uodtiu 528
uoga 63
uolektis 176
uosis 32
uosta 387, 487
uostas 387,487
uosve 196
uosvis 196
upe 343,636
ute 357
ui- 612
(ui-)migti 109
ui-ninku 61

vabalas 312
vabale 312
vadinu 535
vai313
vaiveris 540
vaj6ju 208
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vakaras 184
valaT 563
valditi 490
vallis 240
vanduo 636
vaps(v)a 636
vatdas 535
vatgas 141
varM 214
varmai 649
vatmas 649
varna 142
varpste 572
vatpstis 572
vattai 199
vasara 504
vaskas 637
vedaras 2
vedega 112,471
vedekle 346, 369
vedu 346,369
vedu 454
veidas 337
veizdmi 337
vejas 643
veju (follow) 208
veju (textile prep) 571
vde150
vdines 151,607
vdiu 607
Veliuoka 150
velku471
vemti 538
vengti 63
veras 511
vereiu 607
verdu 88, 125
vergas 141
verpiu 572
vetsis 363
verti 64
vetusas 654
vevens 540
veie 488
veiu 91
vidus 160
viekas 201
viekas 493
vienas 399
vieptis 607
viesulas 644
viesulas 644
lliesyti 622
viespatis 193, 348, 622
\t'iespatni 371,622,642



lANGUAGE INDEX (Uthuanian)

viespats 348, 469, 622
vievesa 357
viglas 607
vigrus 607
vykis 63
vykti 25
vildeti 264
vilgau 639
vilkams 48,221
vilkas 47, 646
vilke 647
vilna 648
viIpiSys 212
vynas 644
vinksna 178
viras 523

vyras 366, 548
vii-bas 80
virsDs 416
virti 636
visas 25
vystas 644
vystyti 644
vytls 571, 643
v6byti 89
votis 650
voveris 540

iala 43
ialias 246
taIga 442
iambas 594

iandas 322
iardas 199
iatdis 199
iama 180
ij1sis 236
iaveti 90
iebiu 175
teltas 234
ielvas 654
iemai248
ieme 133, 174
Zemyna 174
iengiD 546
ientas 85, 533
ieriD 514
ieruoti 514

LATVIAN

iiaunos 175
iiema 47 , 504
iin6ti 47,337
ii6ju 653
iimis 236
imu6 174, 366
iuolis 435
tuvis 205
iuV1J 205
ivaigide 514
ivake 595
iveres 23
iveris 23
ivilti 87

Alphabetic order: a, b, c, C, d, e, g, i,j, k, ~, 1, 1, fi, n, p, 0, p, r, I, 5,~, t, U, v, z, Z

a 313
Abava 486
abele 25
abels 25
abiem 400
abuol(i)s 25
acs 188
Adula 487
ailis 508
aires 491
ais-mirstu 209
aka 71
aknas 356
alksnis 17
alnis 154
aluogs 207,539
aluot 60, 362
aIu6t(ies) 629
alus 60
alvs 347
amu(o)ls 69
ap- 391
ap-ausi 387
apse 33
ap-vifde 214, 523
ara 77
asara 567
asar(i)s 418
aseris 418
asins 71
asmIte 403
ass 509

astotais 403
astuopi 402
ass 509
atr,s 194, 359
au- 37
augt248
aukla 109
auksts 113
Auseklis 148, 149
auss 173
aust 148
austra 148
austmms 174
aut 109
auzas 409
avs 510
avuots 539

. az 61
azis 229

balodis 169
bals 641
balts 641
balziens 431
barda 251
bafgs 22
bam 549
baru 549
bass 45
bauga 62
bega 491
b~gu 491

beigt 81
b¢ms 56, 107
beru 90
b~rzs 65
bez 646
bibinat 42
biezs 3
bijuos 198
bite 57
bIaizft 549
bleju 70
bllstu 71
blusa 206
bralis 84
briedis 155
bUft 262
burves 109

cepu 125
c¢rtu 143
c~tuftais 401
ciesu 413
cinksla 270
cirmen(i)s 649
cirmis 649
citpe 258
cirpu 258

caula 134
cetri 401

da 590

-698~

da/ft 143
darft649
datva 598
daudz614
debess 110
deju 506
deju 556
desimt 403
desimtais 403
desmitais 403
devipi 403
devftais 403
diegt 472
diena 149
diet 208
dieveris 84
dievs 230
Dievs, Debess tevs 231
diezet 649
dl1e 82
dirva 237
divi 399
divipadsmit 404
dradii 170
dragaju 471
drana 109
draiu 491
dr~gns477

dregs 477
druoss 81
dami 529
DUflavas 487



LANGUAGE INDEX (latvian)

dU6bjs 154 greibt 564 karsu 570 liet 506
du6na 237 gribet 564 kaseju 133 liga 516
duonis 481 griva 391 katrs 456 Hguot 62
duot224 grots 264 kauks 62 ligzda 393
dupeties 534 gruzis 160 kaukt66 lini206
durvis 168 gillbis 558 kciuls 542 linis 568
dz~luonis312 giiovs 47, 134 kauneties 284 lipt (shine) 514
dz~nu 548 kaunTgs·284 lipt (slimy) 527
dzeru 175 ie1uksi 508 kauns 284 lipu 528
dzerve 140 ieskat 629 kaut549 lit 506
dzidrs 83 iesms 537 kladzet 66 IDgt 352
dziedat 519 ietere 522 klaju 539 lukuot 505
dzija 569 ieva 654 klausTt 262 luobs 50
dZiju 356 ievasa 639 kleneet 62 luops 136
dzimt 115 iIgs 357 k/avs 367 luoss 638
dzira 270 lIs 371 knabt573 lupu 567
dzire 270 ir583 . knaulds 451 lusis 359
dzitnus 474 it 583 kr~kls 572
dzitties 449 iz411 kr~sls 213 laudis 248, 416
dzisla 569 krest 509 legans 523
dzist 188 jaju 228 kreve 71
dzlvs 356 jau 397 kriens 185 madTt 154

jauja 236 krusa 549 maina 184
eeesas 434 jauns 655 kruvesis 71,113 maisTt 384
eeet 435 jaust 507 kraupa 523 maiss 511
edu 175 jaut 384 kraut 217 maize 51
egle 429 j~ga 209, 362 kukurs 62 makt 450
eimu 228 .J~mu 564 kupet529 mala 515
elka kalris 458 j~rs 511 kutkulis 205 mama 386
elks 176 jurmala 515 kutpe 514 mani 454
eIksnis 11 jura 636 kusat 199 marga 477
¢lkuon(i)s 176 jus 455 kQsis 507 masalas 312
eree 357 jusu 455 masts 441
erglis 173 jutis 64 labs 564 mat 154
es454 laTst 349 mate 386
esmu 53 kad~gs 324 laju 50 maudat 108
est 53 kaTls 12 lamatas 538 maunu 394
~z~rs 343 kaitN 264 lamatas 538 maut 108
ezis 264 kakls 640 lapa 209 mazgat 160
eia 343 kaJ<e91 lapa 513 mazgs 571

kalns 270 lapil 110 medus 271
gaju 115 kaIva 270 laps 110 meJu 441
gals 425 ka/u 549 lapsa 212 mf:li 154, 155
galva 45 kaluot 90 lasis 467 meImepi 353
gamurs 387 kamet 357 Late 639 mdns 69
gana 3 kamines 284 lauzt 81 metiee 205
gatme 263 kampis 62 keu 323 menesis 385
gauri 252 kampju 563 lekaju 323, 468 merguot 477
glas(Oil 529 kamuot 451 lemesi 81 mes454
glaudat 255 kapepe 266 lens 475 mezu 613
glievs 108 kapars 379 l~ska 569 meiga 571
gnida 357 ktirba 52 l¢zns 352 meigu 571
grasat 577 kare(s) 637 liegs 353 meis 380
grebju 563 kars 214,357 liekt 62 micit532
grebt 159 kars 30 liepa 353 miegt 109
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Latvian)

mleles 160
mlesa 375
mlets 441
mietuot 184
mleii51
migla 110
miju 184
mikst 532
milna 353, 582
milnu 582
milO 247
minet 536,575
mitstu 150
mfzu 613
mudrs 256
mukt 528
miiku 527
muodrs 348
mas 454
miisu 454
musa 207

naba 391
nags 389
nakts 394
nars 573
nass 395
nasji 481
natre 393
nauda 615
nauju 89
nave 150
navet 150
ne 583
nesu 35
niekat 646
ni~vat 313
nlst 313
nits 571
nu 397
nuoma 564
nuo tam 457

perot 564
purat 394

pabalsts 45
pa-duse 26
paksis 517
pane 371
papis 125
pats 371
paQre 72
p~I(a)vas 104
pele 387

peli 104
pdns 185
pelt 536
p~lus 104
pepava 371
p~fdu 194
P¢rkona uozuols 582
Pt~rkans 582
p¢rkuons 407
P¢rkuons 582
Perkuons 582
p~ms 654
peru 549
petit 208
piecdesmit 405
piecpadsmit 404
piektais 402
piens 382
pils 49,210
pinu 571
pinnais 399
pfzda 507
place 205
plans 205
plans 205
plausas 359
plauts 431
plene 268
pluskas 570
pretI 6
piiga 72
puolu 191
pupuids 272
pari 639
put 528
puvesi 471

radU 249
raibs 537
ramas 474
rapat 141
rasa 158
ra£1491,641
ra ts 491, 641 ""
raudat 246
raOds 481
retget 571
rfda 397
ndams 397
riezt 187
rudzi 491
rakft 159

saime 622
saiva 96

saka 80
sakali 538
sakas 80
sakne 80
sala 282
salms 542
saIs 498
salts 112
sams 510
sanet 534
sapal(i)s 90
sapnis 527
sara 534
satgs 636
sari 252
safma 287
safmulis 638
sarpi 186
saukt 90
saOle 556
saules meita 231, 438
sauss 170
secen 646
segt 64
seja 508
sejs 508
s?ks 620
seku 208
sence 512
septitais 402
sefde 262
scrg 516
s¢rga 516
s~fmulis 638
scrsna 287
scrsns 287
sesks 439
sest 522
s~stais 402
sesdesmit 405
sesi 402
s~ta 253
sevi 455
sidrabs 518
slens 240
sieva 214,622
sievs 568
sijat 518
sile 431
simts 405
sifds262
sima 272
sirpis 517
sirsis 273
sIts 110, 510
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sTvs 413, 568
skabarde 273
skabit 503
skabrs 503
skaTdrs 83
skaitit 418
skujas 80
siaona 260
sliet 348
slikt607
slist 527
slita 441
smadzenes 370
smakrs 107, 251
smedzene 370
smeju 344
snaju 571
snate 571
snaujis 571
snieg 530
sniegs 530
snigt 530
spa(ti)nis 444
spams 646
speju 500
speft 329
spet3,458
spratigat 644
stabs 442
stamen 431
stCga 442
steigt(ies) 228
stilt 475
straume 486
strazds 582
strebju 175
stringt 574
stumbrs 136
stups 442
sabrs 136
suds 187
sodzet 89
sula 323
sumbrs 136
suns 168
siintena 168
sOrs 69
susers 516
sussuris 516
sutu 228
suvcns 425
siizu 556
svadzet 89
svaine 85,521
svaTnis 85



LANGUAGE INDEX (Continental Celtic)

svaka 499
svarpstil 607
sveiks 235
sveJu 88
svess 455
sviests 382
sviests 382
svIns 425
svist 514
svistu 560

sis 458
sJ<auju 133
sJ<elt 538
sJ<idrs 575
sJ<iedu 382
sJ<iedu 144, 382
sJ<iit 143
suvu 573

ta 457
tflika 496
tas 457
taUla 288, 417
tekeju 491
teku 491
terpinat 500
teteris 217
tevi 455
tevija 133
tevzeme 133
tievs 574
tIgas 343
tilandi 247
tit 187
traba 282
tremt 508
tresais 400

CONTINENTAL CELTIC

(Gaiatian, Gallo-Roman,
Gaulish, Ibero-Celtic,
Ligurian)

&f3avac;384
&f3pavac;384
Aia-gabiae 64
Ala-teivia 64
Alisan05 11
amb- 400
anam 371

trinu 490
tns 400
trisdesmit 404
triset 508
trusis 481
tu 455
tiJkstu6t(i)s 405
tukstuots 561
tumsa 147
turu 564
tveru 564

udens 636
udris 411
uguns 202
u6dze 530
uoga 63
uogle 104
uolekts 176
uosa 255
uosis 32
uosta 487
uosts 387,487
uotrs 411
uotu 528
ute 357
ute1e 357
uts 357
uz 612

vabals 312
vabft 89
vai 313
vakars 184
vaJdit 490
valgs 639
valgums 639
vapsene 636

anda-bata 70
are- 60
Argantodan 518
Ario-man us 213
asia 236
Aventia 539

bagos 58
bardus 436
bebrinus 57
bebru- 57
bedo- 159

yarde 214
vargs 141
varsmis 581
vasa 639
vasara 504
vasks 637
vats 650
vavere 540
vedekle 346
veders 2
vfdga 112
vedu 346, 369
veikt 201
velis 150
vflku 471
velns150
velt 607
VeJu laiks 150, 153
vemt 538
vepris 425
vftdu 88, 125
vetgs 141
verpt 572
versis 363
versu 607
vert 417
vert 64
verties 606
VfSfls 198
veta 488
vidus 160
viebt607
viens 399
viept607
vIkt (appear) 25
vIkt (bend) 63
viksna 178
vilgt 639

Celtic

f3EAEVLOV 267
Belenos 267
belinuntia 267
Bello-uesus 235
-briga 269
buiga 45

*cantos 143
Caru-rIx 201
cavannus 412
cintll-gnatos 399
Cosio- 260
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vilks 646
vilna 648
vins 644
virpet 572
virs 366, 548
virsus 416
viss 25
vIsts 644
vftLlO/S 643

zals 246
zatna 180
zavet 90
z¢lts 234,654
zeme 174
Zemes Mate 174
zence 512
zencis 512
ziema 505
zIIe 407
zinjt 337
zitnis 236
zivs 205
znu6ts 533
zuobs 594
zuods 322
zuoss 236
ZLltis 205
zuvs 205
zvaigzne 514
zvcrs 23
zvilnet87

(taiz-)migt 109
taiga 442
taunas 175

cruppellarii 523

Danuvius 486
decametos 403
Dexsiva 271
drappus 109
dravoca 237
Druentia 486
Drunemeton 248
dugiionti-io 457
duxtir147
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epo- 274
Epomeduos 278, 496
equos 274
ep1Co<; 407
Esus 235
eti 215

Gabro-magos 229, 507
gaesum 537
yEAav8p6v 113
Giamonios 504

Hercynia silva 407

1Capvov 272
1Capvv~ 272
1Coppa 84
KOV1458
KOVpp184

Iautro 52
Leueetius 513

Lfmo- 353
Litavi(s) 133
Loucetius 513
lougos 142
Lugenicus 390
Lugudeea 390
Lugus 97,390
Luguse1va 390

Magio-rix 344
pavlaK1J<; 392
Marco- 274
mareosior 274
Medio-Ianum 205
Medugenus 313
Meduna 313

nametlJ 403
nanto 63

olea 200
ova-relt; 436, 493

penne-Ioeos 343
petor-ritum 641
Petru-con 30
prenne 598
Puso 415

rica 215
ritu 229
ritu- 487
-rix 329

sedlon 505
Sego-dunum 124
Sego-marus 124
Sego-uesus 235
silaPur 518
Suadeuil1us 560
Suadu-rfx 560
suexos402

tarvos 135

Toutio-rix 417
Tri-corii 31
tri-garanos 140

-uesus 235

-valos 490
ver-eobius 211
vergo-bretus 649
Verucioelius 437
Vesu-avus 235
Vo-corii 31

BRITISH etem 539 pa 456 cu 622
eterin 646 petguar401 euan 412

OLD BRITISH pimp 98,401 euf622
A{3ot; 486 gueetic 572 pimphet402 Culhwyeh 425
Bibroci 57 guiann uin 504 pUi456 cw456
Brigantia 269 guith 201 pymtheg404 CWID 443
Tamesas 147 gwo- 612 cwrwf84

realir 207 cynneu 87
OLD WElSH rOWels] halou 160 rit 229,487
-atr 194 han 24 chwed1536
aba1125 hint 53 rig 488
Aballo 25 trimuceint 404 dala 424
ad 590 in-he1cha 481 de 87
agit 170 iou 655 uceint 404 deeuet 403
anu 390 it 208 dehongli 519
an-utonou 408 ithr 63 MIDDLE WElSH [MWels] deifyaw87
aperth 496 adraw8472 digoni 362

]ud-201 aeleu 43,247 dygaf471
cant 169 anneir648 dynat393
co11260 laun 214 aryan(t) 518

luird 50 ebaw/56
dauu 416 baia 539 edryo195
deuoeg404 llat 639 blawt 247 eis(en) 77
di37 breu 81 e1228
di-auc 194 map 656 buch 134 enep 188,191
dou 399 minci 392 ewyth(y)r 238,609
duiu-tit 230 modreped 36 carr 625

Mor-iud 31 cio 272 fJggit 404
eguin 389 cor8268
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gan 169 aer 284 bron 561 craf620

go8eith 87 aeron 63 bru 561 craidd 98, 263
gwascu 471 afa125 brych 514 crau (blood) 71, 98
gweint 549 afall 25 brys 194 crau (gather) 217
gwe1l629 afon 486 bryw264 crib 441
gw(y)chi 636 ail411 buch 98 cnvydr 518

alarch 558 bugai1268 crydd 514
haer 123 am-32 byddaf53 cuan 66
halog 160 amaeth 506 byddar 149 cun 481
hebaf536 amIwg 505 byw356 cwd 134
heu1556 amwain 91 cwningen 258
huan 556 amynedd482 each 187 cwthr 507

an- 395 cad 201 cwyr637
ieith 536 anad182,98 cae 200 cyr- 646
ieu 655 angad 61, 272 caeth 90 cyfnither 239, 392
iwd 384 angau 150 caine 80 cyf-rhif397
Iwerd 194 aradr434 cam 143 cymeraf90
Iwerddon 194 araf474 cann 385,514 cynhaeaf 504

archaf33 cant (curve) 143 cynnar 174
keiv(y)n 239 arddu 434 cant (numerals) 98, 405 cynyddaf3

aren 329 canu 519 cyw 560
llacc 523 ariant 641 car491 cyweddaf346
llan 200 arch 55,98 car214,357
llei 353 arweddu 346 caraf357 chwaer 521
llory 112 aur 235 cam 272 chwarddiad 345
llyfn 353 aweI 644 carw272 chwarren 650

cau (cavity) 96 chwech 402
mant 107 bach 110 cau (take) 564 chweched 402
moch 533 bad 151 cawdd 259 chwed1536
mynet 228 ba1641 cawr448,560 chwegr 386

ballu 549 cefnder 239, 392 chwegrwn 195
nac 20 bara 51,453 ceiliog 90, 112 chwerfan 607
naw403 barch 453 ceinach 240, 256 chwerfar 607
nawuet 403 bardd 436,449 celwm 444 chwi 455

bedd 159 celyn(en) 367,451 chwid 63
ro(d)i 187 bedw500 cenau 213 chwith 131, 349
ruch(en) 110 bedw(en) 65 cerdd 139,143,437 chwyf561
ry61 begegyr 57 ci 98, 168 chwynnaf323

bele 91,371 ci142, 98, 134 chwythu 72
seith 402 ber 536 clawr431

berth 513 cledd 131,159,348 dadleithiaf207
tafawt 594 berwaf76 clir 108 dai1348
teir400 b1awd 207 clod 262 dant 594

blif582 clun 260 dar 598
yd-458 bIydd 532 clust 262 darwen 598
ysgawt 508 bod 53 clyd 112 dawn 98, 185
yt- (pronouns) 458 boddi160 ciywed 262 deg98,403
yt- (thus) 583 bo145 cnaif573 dehau 131,485

bras 574 cneuen 405 deigr 567
NEW WELSH [Wels] brawd 84 coeg70 delw 143
a 313 bre 269 coegdda1l70 derw598
add-590 brefu 24 coel262 derwen 598
add-iad 472 breuan 474 cog 142 deuddeg404
a-dref282 brith 147 colomen 169 dew 147
ael135 bro 77 colwyn 168 dianc 35
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dillydd 506 garth 200 haul 556 lliw 113,246
din 210 gawr89 hawdd 228 llu 506
dinas 210 gel 349 heb 646 lludded 43
dlyed 123 ge1l654 hedd 505, 522 lluddedic 160
doe 654 gen 98,322 hedeg208 llug83,513
do1618 giau 569 heg1349 llwyd 641
Don 487 gofer 76 he1370 llwyf(en) 178
Donwy486 gogledd 131, 159 he1edd 370 llwyth 81
dar 98, 168 gogrwn 518 helt 448 llydan 98
draen 528 gogryn(u) 518 helw 564 Llydaw 133
dwfn 154 golchi 639 he1yg(en) 643 llyfu 351
dwrgi 411 golud 484 hen 98,409 llyg 387
dy-43 gor- 412 herw 77 llyngyr607
dydd 48,149 gosteg 518 hid1518 llysywen 530
dyfnu 556 grawn 236 hir 357
dyn 174, 366 gwae 313 hoed 413 mad 97,235
dyweddio 346, 369 gwagen 625 hogen 56 maeddu 649

gwain 91,625 hogi509 malu 247
eang 391 gwas (house) 281 hu-235 mam 386
ebol98,274 gwas (servant) 506 hud 362 mant 453
eche139 gwawd 436,493 hun 527 march 274
edliw(io) 123 gwawr 148 hwch 425 marw98
edn 646 gwayw537 hwn 499 mawn 639
eh- 411 gwden 643 hwyad 66 mawr 344
eihon 135 gweddi 98,449 hy (conquer) 123 medd 271
eiIon 135 gweddw642 hy (good) 235 meddw271
eirin 63 gweled 505 hynerth 366 medi 258
eithin 237 gweli 650 hynt488, 637 mede1258
elain 155 gwellt 240 hysb 170 me1271
e1in 98, 176 gwerin 268 mellt 353
er 581 gwem II ia 287 melyn 69
erch 537,604 gwest 198 iach 262 mer 194
erthyl24 gwin 644 ias 77 menv 142
erw 174,200 gwir98,606 ib- 98 merwydd(enJ 388
eryr 173 gwisgi 608 ieuanc 98, 656 mewn 380
esgid 522 gwlad490 Hanc 656 mi454
euod 529 gwlan 648 ir 109 mil24,98
euon 529 gwlydd 142 irraid 109 mts 385
e"rJg 510 gWr366, 548 iwrch 155 modreb 385
ewyllys 197 gwraidd 80 modryb 36
ewyn 72 .gwregys 224 lIachar 513 modrydaf98

gwres 263 llafasu 81 mor 503
fyN 454 gwyar439 11am 353 morwyn 631
ffer 265 gwydd-337 lIathr 532 mwg 529
ffon 431 gwydd 598 llau 357 mwn 391
ffrwd 98 gwynt72,643 llaw 255 mwyalch 70

gwys24 lle 57,98 mwyn (exchange) 184
gafl209 lIed 83 mwyn (opinion) 410
gafr229, 507 haeam 314 lledr 269 mynnu 348
gallu 3 haeddu 505 lledu 539 mynych 3
galw89 haf504 llef538 mynydd 270
gann- 98 hafal499 lli 506 myr(jon) 24
gannaf564 haidd 236 llif506 mysgu 384
garan 140 halen 498 llin 206
garm 89 hanner 24, 253 llith 441 nai239,392
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nain 386 rhathu 503 trin 547 eontr 238, 609
nant63 rhawn 98,252,570 troed 491 geJI 654
neb 456 rhech 194 trydydd 400 gever 533
nedd 357 rhedaf491 tu 518 goalen 607
nefll0 rhew287 tud 288,417 hanter 253
neidr 530 rhiain 280, 329 Tudur417 irin 63
ner366 rhif98,397 kao 96
nerth 366 rhith 25 un 399 kriz 71
newydd 98, 393 rhod 98, 491, 640 ma457
ni454 rhudd 481 wy 176 mamm 133
nith 237, 394 rhwyddhau 485 wyf228 mamvro 133
nithiaf646 rhwyg354 wyth 402 mao 656
noe74 rhwygo 567 wythfed 403 may457
nudd 571 rhych 215 melJ 353
nyf530 rhydd214,358 ych 135 niz237,394
nyfiaf530 rhygyngu 546 ymenyn 382 ozac'h 371
nyth 393 ymwan 549 pet der456

saeth 78 yn 290 saez 78
oddf336 safn 387 yngwydd 337 ster(en) 543
odyn 202 sedd 505,522 ysbyddad 80 techet 491
oen 510 seddu 522 ysgwyd 512
oer 113 sefy1l431 ystrew 133 OLD CORNISH [OCorn]
of478 seithfed 402 ywen 654 modereb 36
oged 434 ser 543
o-han- 24 seren 543 OLD BRETON [OBret] MIDDLE CORNISH
onn(en) 32 beuer 57 [MCorn]
or-wyr 156 tad 195 enoch 451 banne 477

tad-cu 610 guerg649
pair 443 taen 207 nou 410 NEW CORNISH [Cornl
par 607 tafawd98 staer 207 eafos 563
paraf362 tagu 518 strouis 539 degves 403
pawr198 taleh 471 de1k 428
pedair401 tan 263 MIDDLE BRETON {MBretJ down 154
pedwar98,401 taradr 36 banne 477 ewnter 238, 609
pesyehaf133 tarfu 214 eaffou 588 frau 534
peunoeth 394 tarw98,135 cann 385, 514 guis 654
pobiaf125 taw475 lech 57 maw656
pren 598 tenau 574 -louazr 52 minow351
pridd 588 tes 263 ni239,392 mowes 656
pryd 144, 362 tew 574 noy 239,392
Prydain 587 ti 455 NEW BRETON [Bret] nyth 237, 394
pryf649 toddi 378 bezv(en) 65 ryvow 397
prynu 185 tref282 bro 133 whygeran 195
prys 598 tri 400 dibri 175 yorgh 155

IRISH

OGHAM IRISH [Oghamlr]
eoi 458

OLD IRISH [OIr]
a 313
ab486

abae 486
aba1125
acerann 270
*ad 260
ad-590
ad-agathar 198,247
ad-aig 170
ad-cI 418

ad-cobra 529
ad-eon-dare 505
ad-ella 507
ad-gnin 336
ad-opair 496
adsuidi 506
ad-tluichethar 535
aed87
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aes 352,548
aes SIde 62
ag 135
ag allaid 135
aide 260
aig 135,287
ail 548
aile 64, 411



lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Irish)

ailid 248
aInehes 198
ainder648
ainne 486
ainm 192, 390
ainmm 390, 438
ainmne 482
air- 581
aird 439
aire (attempt) 36
aire (freeman) 213
airem 397
ais 39
aite 195
£lith (fire) 87, 202, 263
£lith (grain) 237
aith-37
aithre 195
aitt 487
al135
allas 560
-alt 63
am 53
amnair610
an 443
Ana 238,385
anair 60, 159
ana182,98
an-d 458
anocht 535
ar284
ara-chnn 312
aram 397
arbar200
arbor 200
arcu 33, 468
ard 269
ar-foIm 564
argat 518, 641
art 55,98
aru 329
as-boind 636
as-lena 527, 528
asna 77
at-bail(l) 151
ateich 187, 188
athair 100, 194
*au 173
aue238,392,521,609
aur-drach 538

bacc 110
bard 115, 151
baidid 160
bairgen 51, 453

ball 71
ballan 444
ball feili 71
ball ferda 71
ban 115, 513
bannae477
bard 436,449
barr 439
bas 151
bech 57
beind 56,90
beithe 65
ben 648
benaid 549
beo356
berbaid 76
bI500
bibdu 418,549
bir 536
bint 425
-bIu 53
biur 536
bo 98,134
Boand 390
boc (bend) 62
boc (goat) 98, 229
bodar 149
Bodb 390
boingid 62, 81
bolg45
bolgaid 561
boraime 397
borb 22
both 53
braga 64
brathair 84, 479
brathair mathar 333,610
brau 474
brecc 514
breth 211
bnathar 158
Brigantes [Ptolemy} 269
Brigit 269
bro474
bronnaid 158
broon 474
bra 561
bruid 81
bruid 81
bruinne 561
buide 85, 115
buith 53

cach 457
cacht 90

caech 70
caid 510
cailech 90, 112
cain 563
cairem 514
camm 143
canaid 519
cara 214,357
caraid 357
carr 491, 625
casar 191
cath (fight)201
cath (sharpen) 510
catt 91
caur 595
ce458
cecht 80
ceilid 134
ceir637
cerd 139,143,437
cesaid 413
cet 98,405
cet- 169
eethair97, 98, 401
cethoir401
cethn 401
cetnae 399
cIa 456
cIar 69
dlom 444
dngid 546
dotan 349
dthir 401
clar431
cle 131,159,349
cleth 441
clI441
clo 272
cloid 607
cloth 262
clo 192,437
cloas 262
clo mor437
enaim 349
en£lip 266
cnocc 451
cnO 405
co 456
co(a)Jr417
cob 3,211
coic 98, 100,401
coIca 405
coiced 402
coin fodome 411
coire443

call (blind)70
call (hazel) 260
colman 169
com- 646
can 168
con-oi 197
con-snI3
eon-utainc 649
e6raid 448, 560
cos 323
crann 598
cre 588
cred 587
creitid 61, 439
crenaid 185
cIi76
erIathar 518
eIich 441
cride 98, 263
cns 224
ero 217
cra98
eraaid 71
cruim 649
cruinn 217
Cruithen 587
cruithnecht 639
cruth 362
cO 98,168
Co 390
eOa 644
cO (allaie!) 168
cllar 62
cuile 282
cuilen 168
cui/enn 367, 451
cuing 655
euirm 84
cul607,640
clll42,98,134
cumgae 391
eumung 391
cundrad 357

dag-main 184
dag-moini 184
daig87
dair 598
dam 136, 565
dam 160,416
dam allaid 136
damnaid 565
dan 98, 185
Danu 487
daro 598
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dasacht 82
dau 399
daur 36,598
de 37
dech 271
dechmad403
deich 98, 403
de(i)n 650
de1g 424,428
della 143
denid 556
der393
der 567
derb 36
derbrathair 36, 134
derbsiur 134
derg 115
dess 131,159,271,485
det 594
di37
dIa98,149,230
dIabul 63, 400
dIan 208
dlas 400
dinid 556
duh 150
dligid 123
do 590
do- 43
do-alla 534
doe 26
doe 26
do-fortad 607
do-gair89
do-goa 566
doimm 637
do-lega 207
do-lin 506
domain 154
do-moinethar 575
domun 154
domun don 438
don 174
doms 98, 168
do-seinn 3, 561
do-tluchethar 535
do-tuit 471
dou 399
do-ucci 4
doud 87
dOiid 87
draigen 528
drech 505
droch 491, 640
drui 598

du 590
du-43
do 174
dOal(use) 211, 614
doai (textile) 252, 569
dOan 614
dub lIS
duine 174,366
dOn 210

e 395
e 399
ec 150
ecath 61,272
ech 98,274
echt 150
ega 287
eisc 604
eis(s)e 481
eis(s)i 481
e1a 558
eht155
emon 130, 153,608
en 646
enech 188, 191
e6654
Eochu 390
ere (color) 113
ere (praise) 449
Eriu 194
erp 511
err 88
errach 504
escong 530
escung 530
esna 77
es(s) 77
ess- 411
estar 175
etan 209
eter 63

fael647
faig ferb fithir 437
faiscid47 1
faith 436,453,493
fal-n- 490
fas 179
feb 235
Fecht 488
fedb 642
fedid 346,369
feib 235
feidid 346, 368
feis 24

feis(s) 198
Feith 643
fe143
fen 91,625
fer 366,548
ferenn 134
ferg 208
ferr416
fess 198
feth 571
fiche 404
fichid 201
ficht 201
fid 598
figid 437,572
fi1505
fillid 607
fIn 644
fIr (true) 98, 606
fIr (water) 636
Bur 521
fJaith 490
f6638
foaid 171
focal 535
fochla 131, 159
fo-cridigedar 224
focu1l535
fodb 112,471
fo di 400
foirenn 268
fole 639
fol-n- 490
fo-long- 62
fo-Iud 484
for- 412
forbro 188
IormOchtha 154
for-moigthe 154
fa-mimi 474
fo-sem 539
fren 80
Frith 607
fnth 202
fOan 109

. -foar202
. fuiI650

fuili 650

gabor 229,507
gabuJ 209
gae 537
gaibid 563
gair 515
gair89
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gairm 89
gal 3
galar43
ga1189
garg 568
geis 236
gel 654
gelid 349
gerr 515
gil 349
gin 98,322
glas 115, 246
glon 336
gnath 337
gonaid 549
gono rnil 438
gop 175
gore 199
gran 236
grfan 161
gns263
gruth 451
gaa187, 104
guidid 62, 98, 449
guss 566
guth 89

he 399

iar 391
far 391
lam 314
tam 314
rase 100, 604
ibar654
ibid 98, 175
Icc 262
-id- 458
idu 413
i foss 281
il 3
imb (milk) 24, 382
imb (numerals) 400
imb- 32
imbliu 391
imliu 391
imm 400
in 290,395
inathar 359
inde 654
ingen (nail) 389
ingen (niece) 393
in-greinn- 546
innocht 394
insce 535



lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Irish)

irar 173
ires(s) 61
is 53
[5208
it 53
ith 208
nh 384
nu 472

la 100
lac 523
laeg 136
laigiu 353
lainn 157
Ian1255
lamaid 81
lan 206,214
lann 200
lasaid 513
lat 100
lathar 133
-lecht 57
legaim 207
leicid 348
leimm 353
leiss 100
Iem 100
les 514
leth 83
lethaid 539
lethan 98
lethar269
/I 113, 246
/Ia (abundant) 3
lIa (set) 506
lIac 547
lIach 516
lie 506
lIe 547
lige 57,98
ligid 351
lild 123
lIn 206
IInaid 201
lInaim 214
lingid 353, 546
liUiu 441
lius 259
loathar 52
loch 343
loch 83
l6ichet 505
lod 228
loeg 136
log 484

lOig 136
lorg 112
loth 160
lothar 52
luacha(iJr 83
luacht 83
luag484
luaide 347
luan 513
luch 387
lucht 81
Lug97
luib 50
IUid 561
Ius 248

mac(c) 656
mael45
maidid 638
maige 344
main 184
maith 97, 235
mar 344
marb 98
marc 274
matan 441
mathair 98, 385
me454
medb 271,280,313
Medb 313,390
meilid 247
meinic(c) 3
meirb 142
meithe1258
mdthleoir 258
me11258
melo 271
menb 528
menma 575
menmae 575
mennar 155
mer 357
mescaid 384
metal 175
ml385
mlach 51
mian 410
mid 271,313
midithir 374
mi1271
mIl 23, 98
millid 258
mir375
mlicht 381
rona 648

mo533
mocht 527
moin (exchange) 184
moin (wet) 639
moirb 24
mor344
moraid 344
mrecht- 147
mruig77
much 529
mug656
muin 391
muince 392
muir 503
muire 31,531

na-ch 20
naidm(m) 336
naiscid 336
nar 548
nasc 428
nathir 530
nathrach 530
nau 74
naue 98
neI69
nech 456
nechtI08,204,237,394
Nechtan 203, 204
neimed (bend) 63
neimed (grove) 248
neit 201-
ne/liO
nem (cloud) 110
nem (take) 564
nert 366
nI (pronouns) 454
n[ (not) 395
nia 239,392
niae 239, 392
nigid 108
no (boat) 74
no (or) 410
nocht 45
no[403
nolb 493
nomad 403
no-m-beir 100
nl1a 393
nl1ae 393
nl1a1l89

o (away) 37
o (ear) 173
o (grandfather) 238
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6a (grandfather) 238
6a (young) 655
oac 98, 531, 656
6c 656
ochl100,402
ochtach 428
ochlgach 428
ochtmad 403
odb 336
oen 12
oena 12, 399
6enan 12
oeth 61,408
oi 510
Oin 12, 399
oirgid 158
oirgnech 438
olann 648
Ole 390
01164
am 478
6n nurid 654
6r235
orb(b) 411
orb(b)a 411
orbe 411
orcaid 158
os(s) 135
65- 607

rad- 472
raid 490
raid 490
rama 408
ram(a)e 408
recht 485
reithid 491
ren(a)id 185
reod 287
rethid 491
reud 287
rI329
riabach 537
rfathor 207
richt 25
I1g 329
rfgain 280, 329
I1gan 329
rige 329
rigid 187
rim 98,397
rimid 397
ringid 187
ro- 61
ro-bria 158



ro-cluinethar 262
ro-eOaIa 262
roe 534
ro-Eetar 337
ro-geinn 98, 564
rogenar 56
roi 534
ro-ice 35
ro-laimethar 81
ron 98, 252, 570
roth 98, 491, 640
mad 481
rueht (clothing) 110
rueht (dig) 159
ruidi 468

saeth 413
saidid 352, 522
saiget 78
saigid 505
sai1643
sai1eeh 643
sain 24
saith 500
sa1160
sa1aeh 160
saIann 498
sam 504
samai/499
samain 646
samlith 410
searaid 143
seath 508
see 80
seeindid 323
seeinnid 323
sed 535
seiad 80
selath 512
seith 312
seoehid 323
seuehaid 323
se402
seeh 646
seehithir 208
seeht 100, 402
seehtmad 402
sed 123
seg 123
sei1ehe 141
seinnid 534
seir 265
seissed 402
seisser402
seitid 72

sel63
selb 564
selg (release) 481
selg (spleen) 538
selige 141
sen 98,409
seng63
senmathair 239
serg 516
semaid 354
sese 170
sesea 405
set 488,637
51455
sId 62, 152
511505
silid 448
sine 82
sIr 357
-sissedar 542
siur37, 393, 521
siur athar 334
sIan 236
sleg481
sIemon 527
slIasait 546
slag 506
sloag 506
smeeh 107
smiur 194
snaid 561
snaid 561
snath 571
snathat 571
sneeht(a)e 530
sned 357
snige 530
snigid 530
50- 235
-so/-d 457
soc 425
soeh1a 438
soeht 376, 51 7
soid 289, 507
-som 499
sommae 637
sonairt 366
sonn 431
sorb 147
sreb 500
sreinnid 530
sreod 133
sreth 354
smaim 207, 486
sruth 98

su- 235
sQainem 64
sOan 529
sOigid 556
soi/188, 438,556
suth 56

ta 468
taehtaid 518
taeb 518
taid 543
tain 138
tain bo 170
ta138
ta1am 247
ta1man 247
lana 574
tanae 574
tanaise 399
tar 4
tarathar 36,424
tarb 98, 135
tart 170
taue 475
te 263
tech 488
teeh- 187, 188
teehtaid 187, 188
teg488
teiehid 491
teit 228
-tella 534
tengae 98, 594
teoir400
tess 263
tIagu 228
tIar 159
tinaid 158
tinnsera 185
tIr 100, 170
tIrim 170
tiug 574
toe 475
toib 518
talc 471
tore 425
traig 491
treb 281
tredenus 149
tress 401
trethan 504
tri 400
trI400
trlath 504
trieha 30 404
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trleho 404
triss 401
triO 400
trom 451
to 455
tOaiseert 159
lOar(a)e 175
tOath (favor) 198
tOath (people) 288, 41 7,

631
tuilid 475

Oa 238
Daeht 113
uamann 469
Dan 510
uba1l25
ubu1l25
ueht 518
uilen 98, 176
uinnius 32
uisee 636
uisse 345,410
ung 530

MIDDlE IRISH
a387
ag201
aln 481
aireeh 123
airid 434
alad 43,247
a1ehaing 272
a11548
anart 569
arathar434
aur-[raeh 154

bair 264
bare (press) 450
bare (project) 453
bern 549
Bibraige 57
bi/eae 348
blath 207
bligid 381
blose 81
bluigid 381
bonn 247
bras 194
brega 269
bres 574
brf 269
brig 269
bris(s)id 81
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Middle Irish)

bronnaid 81 derg477 laith 639 tai 475
brosc 81 dia IOain 388 lathach 639 tam 549
bOachail268 drem(m) 564 leithe 516 tamaid 549

dresacht 395 lem 178 tarrach 198, 509
caccaid 187 doil160 len 549 techt 516
cail537 duille 348 Letha 133 teile 178
cais 259 dumach 529 leth-chaech 70 teimen 147
caith 104 llath 641 tethra 143, 217
cana 213 eicne 371 loch 513 tipra 539
cano 213 eiscid 144 luchtar 50 tlenaid 352
carr 607 en 371 lug 359 to(i)rm 535
casacht 133 enach 371 topar- 539
celtair 537 erc 537,604 mag-344 trena 89
cerc 142, 267 maide 441 trIan 89
cerr258 fae 313 maistred 649 trocha1572
cet 143 fair 148 mell155 tratha1572
cin 123, 358 feis 654 meng 154 truit 543, 582
cintaib 123 fern 11 methas 441
clr 570 fes 252 mide 380 iian 72
cirrid 258 f1439 mUir-dris 169 uirge 98, 507
cle348 Had 337 miin 108 ul251,469
coim 443 flam 571 iir 109
coinln 258 finna 252 naire 198
co1l392 find 252 nar 198 NEW IRISH
corb 52 fobar 76 nenaid 336, 393 aingeall04
corran 258 fofor 76 nes(s) 537 aime 63
cosacht 133 foss 506 net 393 cat crainn 371
cosachtach 133 fraig 575 cuinneog 22
crem 620 fras 477 on 124 dobharchii 411
crib 285 frem 80 and 547 fia1638
crim 620 arc 100, 425 geamh 247
crip 285 gairb-driuch 252 iara rua 540
cra 488 galsid 252 rIadaigid 485 mam 386
crothaid 509 gat 442 roam 567 Ml380
crii 71 gec80 rua 540
cOa 96 gemel450 sab 442 riiaimneach 252, 570
cOach 142 gert 381 samaigid 431 seilide 141
cuad 549 glam 247 scingim 142
cOaille 542 go1l70 scIth 312 SCOTS GAEliC
ciianna 481 graig 217 scoiltid 538 aitheamh 539, 569
cuire 30 gOaire (hair) 252 ser 543 contran 22
cuma 588 giiaire (happy) 256 serb 77,543 earb 511

sirid 207 feorag 540
dar- 323 ilach 394 sith- 357 Ion 154
dega 357 inad 595 slacc 549 lorcach 62, 156
deil82 ined 595 snnd 571
dela 82 sreng 574
delt 207 laigid 352 srithit 77
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Gothic)

Germanic

EARLY GERMANIC

EARLy GERMANIC

-apa 486
Attel487
Chano-30
E1z487
fugal 68

Hadu-Iih 201
Harii 31
Hario- 30
I-Ierian 30·
Mannus 367
*menojJ- 240
Neha1ennia 150
Nerthus596

Neue 487
Semnones 354
SWlbi 354
Weser207
Wesi 235
Wisi 235
Wisu-Iih 235

EAST GERMANIC

GoTHIC [Goth]

RUNIC

alu 60,362
auja 197
ek(aJ 454
HaoulaikaR 201
liubu 358
fJewaz491

Alphabetic order: a, h, d, e, f, g, h, lv, i, j, k, 1, m, 0,0, p, q, f, S, t, p, U, W

af42
af-agjan 198, 247
afar 42, 515
afara 42
af-hlajJan 539
af-lvapjan 529
af-lvapnan 529
af-lifnan 528
af-skiuban 471
af-swafrban 607
aggwus 391
agis 198, 247
agljan 247
aglo 247,413
agls 43,247
aglus 247
ahs 237
ahtau 402
alva 636
aih 270
aflva- 222
aflva-tundi 274
ainaha 12
ainakls 12
*ain-faljJs 63
ains 399
ains-hun 12
air 173
afrjJa 174
afrzeis 206
afrzjan 206

aijJs 61, 408

aiwiski 509
aiws 352, 548
aiz 379

akran 63
akrs 200, 222
alan 248
aleina 176
alhs 458
*alisa- 11
alisna- 37
aljis 64, 411
alls 64
ams 516
ana 612
ana-biudan 636
ana-nanjJjan 201
andbahts 506
ano 238,386
anses 330
ansts 198
anjJar411
aqizi 38
ara 173
arbi 411
arbi-numja 564
arlvazna 78
arjan 434
arma-hafrts 516
arms (arm) 26
arms (sick) 516
asans 504
aSilu-qafmus 474
asts 80
at590
atisk 237
atta 195
at-jJinsa 187
ajJn 228

ajJnam 654
ajJ-jJan 37
auga-dauro 168
augo 188, 222
auhns 443
auhsa 135
aukan 222, 248
auso 173
awejJi 510
awi-liup 198
awistr222,510
awo 238
azgo 32, 170, 263

badi57,159
bai 400
baidjan 418
bafran 56, 90, 222
bafrgahei 269
bairgijJ 268
bafrhts 513
bajojJs 400
bala(nJ- 641
balgs 45
banja 548
barizeins 51, 453
bam 107
batiza 236
baurgs 210,269
beidan 418
beitan 538
bi32
bid(jJan 450
bidjan 62
bi-gairdan 241
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bi-gitan 564
bilaibjan 528
bi-laigon 351
bileiban 527, 528
bindan 64
bi-smeitan 528
biugan 62
bi-iihts 4
bi-waibjan 607
bi-windan 607
blandan 147
blinds 147
bloma 207
blotan 451
brikijJ 81
brojJar84, 221, 222
brunna 539
brusts 561
brujJ-fajJs 371

daddjan 556
dags 87, 149
daigs 629, 649
dals 618
daug211,514
dauhtar 147, 222
dauhts 148
dauns 388
daur 168
dalir 222
digan 649
dis- 25
dis-tairan 567
diups 154, 221, 222
diwans 150



LANGUAGE INDEX (Gothic)

dams 222, 345 fruma 399 greipan 564 hrojJeigs 449
dreiban 170 frumists 399 grips 546 hiihrus 284
driugan 115 fula 56 gulp 234 huljan 134
drunjus 395 fulls 214 guma 366 hunda 222, 405
du 590 funins 202 gund 523 hunds 168
du-ginna 564 gup 231 hunsl483
dugan 614 ga- 646
dulgs 123 gabaurps 91 -h 20 !va 222,456

gabei 563 haal287 !vairban 607
fadar 195,222 ga-dars 35,81 haban 222, 563 !vairnei 446
fahan 64 gadeds 345 haf)an 563 lvaiteis 51
faian 313 ga-drauhts 116 -hafts 90 !van 456
faihu 23 gaggan 88, 546 hahis 255 lvar 456
fair- 581 ga-lvatjan 510 haidus 83 lvarjis 456
fairguni 407 gairda 224 haifsts 194 lvas 456
fairlvus 407 Gaisa-reix 537 haihs 70 lvajJar 456
fairina 36 gaitein 229 hails 262 !vajJjan 199
fairzna 205 gaits 229 haims 622 lvapo 199
faljJan 63 ga-kusts 566 hairda 268 !veila 474
fana 569 galeipan 228 hairdeis 268 !veits 641
fani 371 galga 442 hairto 262 !vis 456
faran 228 gamains 184 hakuls 511 lvo 456
faryan 228 gamaurgjan 515 haldan 170
fauho 563 ga-motjan 377 hallus 270 iddja 228
faur 581 ga-munds 575 hals 392 igkis 455
faura 60 ganah 35 hals-agga 392 ik 454,621
faurhtjan 198 ga-naitjan 313 hamfs 62 im 53
faurhts 198 ga-nisan 484 hana 112, 519 in 290
fawai 200 ga-niutan 614 handugs 510 inu 646
fenea 199 gaqumjJs 115 haJjis 30 is 399,458
fidur-dogs 87 garaidon 397 hatis 259 ist 53, 222
fidwor401 garda 199 haubip 261 ita 458
fijan 258,313 gards 199, 222 - hauhs 62 itan 175
filu 3 ga-smeitan 528 hauns 284 ijJ 215
filu-faihs 638 gasopjan 500 haurds 571 iusiza 235
fimf401 gasts 249 hal1ri 88 izos 458
fimfta- 402 ga-swogjan 89 hal1rn 272 izwis 455
fimf tiguns 405 gatamjan 565 hausjan 361,418
finpan 202 ga-tarhjan 505 hawi 549 jer 654
fiskon 604 ga-teihan 516 hazjan 536 )iukan 547
fisks 604 - ga-tewjan 564 heita 264 ju 397
flokan 549 ga-timan 87 heiwa-frauja 214, 622 Jii 455
fan 202 gaumjan 418 hepjo 282 juggs 655, 666
fotus 209 gaurs 568 hilpan 265 juk 222,655
fra- 61 ga wargeins 141 himins 547 )ukuZi38,655
fragan 33 ga-wargjan 141 hindana 214 *)ut 455
fraihnan 33 gawigan 91 hleidumei 348
fra-liusan 481 ga-wrisqan 249 hlifan 595 kalb0615
fra-lusnan 481 gazds 442 hliuma 262 kalds 113
fram fair-n-in jera 654 gibla 260 hliitrans 108 kann 337
frauja 399 gistra-dagis 654 hneiwan 348 kara 89
Freis 214,358 giutan 222, 448 hoha 80 karon 89
frijon 358 goljan 89 hors 214 *kal1rjos 264
frijonds 358 gaps 64 hrains 518 kal1rn 236
(rius 287 graban 159 hrot 213 kwnlls 222,322
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kiusan 566
kniu 336
kuna- wida 252
kunnan 337
kustus 566

laggs 357
laikan 323
lamb 154
land 200
lasiws 637
latjan 588
lats 588
laufs 50
laun 484
launa-wargs 141
laus 481
lausjan 484
leihts 353
leilvan 349,637
lein 206
leitils 43
-leijJan 151
leijJu 506
letan 349
ligan 352
ligrs 57
lisan 222
liudan 248
liufs 358
hugan 352
liuhajJ 505, 513, 173
huta 43
lofa 209
lun 481
lustus 157

magan 3
magajJs 656
magus 656
maidjan 184
maile 160
maijJms 184
malan 247
man 575
managei 3
managjan 3
manags 3
mana-sejJs 505
manna 366
marei 503
mari-saiws 503
marka 77
marzjan 209
mats 639

majJa 650
maurgins 147
mauman 483
mawi 656
meins 454
mel 374
mela 69
mena 385
menajJs 385
mereins 344
meIjan 344
midjis 380
mik 454,621
mikils 344
mihjJ 271
miluks 381
mimz 374
minnists 351
mins401
mitan 374
miton 374
mijJ 380
mizda484
mulda 108
munan 575
mundon 348
mundrei 348
nadrs 530
nahts 394
namrijan 390, 468
nama 390
nasjan 484
nati 336
naus 150
ne 395
nei 395
nepla 571
ni395
niman 564
nijJjis 290
niujis 393
niun 403
niunda 403
niutan 614
nota 88·
nu 222,397

6313
Odoacer 112
og 198,247

paida 110

qairu 536
qens 648

qiman 115
qino 222, 648
qistjan 158
qijJan 535
qijJu-haftO 90
qipus 2
qius 356

raihtis 485
raihts 485
rapja 397
raujJs 222, 481
reiran 509
rign 639
rimis 474
rinnan 388

. riqis 147
radjan 472
*rukka 110
rums 534

sa 457
saian 222, 534
saihs 402
saihsta 402
saihs tigum 405
sailvan 208, 505
sair 413
saiws 503
salban 194
salipwas 282
saljan (take) 186,285, 564
saljan (house) 282
salt 498
sama 499
samakunja- 192
samana 646
sandjan 228
satjan 506
saps 500
sauhts 517
sauil556
sauls 441
saurga 636
saurgan 636
saujJs 76
seipus 357
sels 236
sibja 354
sibun 402
sidus 143, 455
siggwan 519
sigis 123
sigis-laun 484
sijun 53
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sik 455
silubr 518
simle 410
sinista 409
sins 455
sinteins 149
sinps 488, 637
sitan 352, 522
sitls 503
siujan 573
siuks 517
skaban 503
skadus 508
skaidan 144
skapis 312
skauns 418
skilja 538
skura (windis) 644
slahan 549
slepijJ 255
sliupan 527
smals 23
snaiws 530
snoIjo 573
s0457
sokjan 505
sparwa 534
speiwan 538
spill 536
spinnan 571
staiga 228, 488
stafma 543
stafra 52
standan 543
staps 431
stautan 471
steigan 228
stiks 451
stdan 543
stiur 23
st6min 431
strauJan 539
sums 532
sundro 25
sunno 556
sunus 533
swaihra 195
swaihra 386
swaran 535
swarts 147
swein 222, 425
swibls 88
swiglan 72
swi-kunps 455
swistar 521



LANGUAGE INDEX (Gothic)

swumfs1561

tag1252, 569
tagr 567
taihswa 271, 485
taihun 403
taihunda 403
taikns 159
talzjands 397
tekan 595
tewa 564
timIjan 87
tiuhan 471
triggws 598
triu 598
tuggo 222, 594
tulgus 357
tunpus 594
tuz- 43
twaddje 400
twai 399
twalib 482
twalib-wintrus 404
tweifls 63
tyz 222

pagkjan 575
pagks 575
pahan 518
pairh 4
jJairsjan 170
/Jar 457
parba 500
parbs 500
/Jarf500
/Jata 457
paurban 500
paurfts 500
paumus 575
paurp 282
paursus 170
/Jeihan 188
/Jeins 455

WEST GERMANIC

OlD HIGH GERMAN [OHGJ
aba 42
abuh 637
acchus 38
achar 222
ackar200
aq(a)ra 359

piubi 543
/Jiubjo 543
/Jiubs 543
piuda 348, 288, 417
/Jiudans 348,371,417
Piudisko 41 7
pius 491
/JiujJ 198
jJiwi 491
jJragjan 491
jJreis 221,400
pridja 400
/Jrija 400
/Jrins tiguns 404
/Ju 222, 455
jJugkjan 575

/Juk 455
jJulan 352
/Jusundi 405, 560

ubils 43
uf612
ufar412
ufblesan 71
uf-rakjands 187
uf-jJanjan 187
ugkis454
Ohtwo 394
ulbandus 177
un-agands 198, 247
undaro 611
uns 454
un-tila-malsks 532
Oraz 135
us612
us-gaisijJs 214
usqiman lSi
us-/Jriutan 451
ut612
uz-anan 82

-waddjus 571
wagjan 507

-affa 486,636
affo 384
agiso 247
aha 636
ahhus 38
ahir 237
ahom 367
ahsa 39, 516
ahsala 516

wahsjan 248
wai313
waian 72
waila wisan 198
wair 366, 548
wairjJan 607
wail 337
waldan 490
walus 442
walwjan 607
wandus 607
wans 179
wargi/Ja 141
warjan 134
warmjan 88, 222
wars 417
was 171
wasjan 109
wasjijJ 468
wasti 109
wat6 636
wal1rd 222, 535
waurkjan 649
wal1ITIlS 650
wal1rts 80
weihan (fight) 201
weihan (sacred) 493
weihs (family) 192, 622
weihs (sacred) 493
wein 644
weipan 607
weis 454
wens 158
wepna 336
widuwo 642
wigs 488
wiljan 629
wilwan 567
winds 72,222,643
wintrus 349
wisan 171
wit 454
wilan 337

ahto 402
ahtodo 403
akI198, 247
ala 37
alansa 37
alasna 37
albiz 641
all 64
all 248
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witum 222
wi!Jra 25, 193
wijJrus 24,654
wizan 198
wlait6n 505
wads 436, 493
w6pjan 89
wrikan 284, 471
WTipus 268
wulan 264
wulfarn 48, 221
wulfs 222, 646
\¥Ulla 648
\¥UljJus 505
wulwo 567
wunds 549

CRIMEAN GoTHIC

[CrimGothl
ada 176
apel25
bruder84
*hff401
fyder401
*!yn[401
fyuf401
geen 349
goltz 234
ita 399
miera 24
nyne 403
ahle 402
*schnos 148
schuos 148
stega 228, 404
thiine 403
lhunelua 404
tua 399

alunsa 37
ambaht 506
ambahti 506
amban 391
ambar444
amma 386
ampfaro 69
amusIa 70
an 612



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old High German)

ana 238,386
ana-mall 69
ancho 24,382
ankweiz 225
andar411
andi 209
angi391
ango 61,272
angust 413
ana 392,521,610
ana 646
anst 198
antswebben 527
anut 171
apful25
aran 504
araweiz 415
arbi 411
ar-driozan 451
arg 222
ar-liotan 248
arm (arm) 26
arm (sick) 516
aro 173
ars88
aruzzi 379
asc 32
asca 32, 170,263
aspa 33
ast80
atar 194,359
atto 195
arum 82
avar 42
az590

bahhan 125
balg45
balko 431
banG 548
bar 45
bam 107
bart 251
basa 37
beben 198
beit(t)en 418
belgan 561
belihha 125
belJan 51
beraht65,513
beran 90,222
berg 269
bergan 268
berjan 549
bero 56

bersich 418
betti57,159
bezzir(o) 236
bIa 57
bibar 57
bibarin 57
biben 198
bi-driozan 451
bigaton 64
bi-ginna 564
billban 527, 528
bil(i)sa 267
bintan 64
biogan 62
biotan 636
bir(i)hha 65
(bi)smlzan 528
bi-telban 159
bitten 62, 450
bi-ziht 516
bizzan 538
blantan 147
blao 641
blasan 71
blat 348
blazan 70
blecchen 513
blenten 147
blint147
bllo 347
blozan 451
bJuomo 207
bluot 207
bodam 247
bok 229
bona 55
boron 549
borst 439
brehhan 81
breman 24
brestan 81
briuwan 76, 199
brod 199
brot 199
briin 85
brunno 539
bruoder 84, 222
brust 561
bOan 53
bungo 3
buocha 58

. buog26
buoh 58
buohha 58
buohstap 58

burg210,269
Burgunt 269
burst 439
buzzan 549

chil1b 615
chalp 615
chara 89
charon 89
chinne 222,322
chniu 336
chreo-mosido 388, 543
chumit 115
chuo 134

dagen 518
. dah 489

dank 575
dankon 575
darf500
daz457
decchen 134
degan 56, 106
dehsa 37
dehsala 38
denkan 575
den(n)en 187
deo 491
der457
derren 170
derren 468
dicchi 574
dicken 187
die 457
dih 455
dlhsala 508
dlhsila 187
dil(o) 247
dIn 455
dinsan 187
dinstar 147
diob 543
diot417,288
dim(-baum) 528
diu 491
diuba 543
diuten 417
diutisc 417
diuwa 491
dolen 352
donar 582
dorf282
dom 575
douwen 378
drahsi1572
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dri 400
drigil491
dritt(i)o 400
drizzug 404
drosca- 582
druoen 490
du 455
dunchen 575
dunken 575
dunni574
durfan 500
durft 500
durftig 500
durh 4
durri 170
dOsunt405,560
dweran 607
dWingan 451

ebur425
egala 529
eggan 435
egl 198,247
egida 434
egiso 247
egison 198, 247
ei 176
eid 61, 408
eigan 270
eih 407
eihh-umo 540
ein 399
einak 12
eisea 629
eiscon 629
eit 87
eittar 561
eiz 561
eko-rodo 343
elho178
elina 176
elinbogo 176
elira 11
dIes 411
ellichor 411
ellihor 411
elmboum 178
do 155,481
enikJ 392,521,610
enit 171
er 399,458
er (early) 173
er (metal) 379
era 458
erda 174
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erila 11
er1530
ero 174
erran 434
essa 170
ewa 352,548
ewfn 352, 548
ez458
ezzan 175
ezzesc 237
ezzisc 237

fadam 539,569
fahan 64
fahs 570
fali 185
[allan 191
[a10 641
fandan 202
[ano 569
far 23
far(a)h 425
faran 228
far-liosan 481
fam 646
far-wazan 535
fase1507
fasto 204
fater 195, 222
fathervodi1133
fatureo 195, 335
fedara 646
fedel-gold 539
feh 414
fehan 259
fehida 259
fehtan 549
feihhan 260
feim 208
fel268
felis 548
fenna 371
fereh-eih 407
fergan 33
Fergunna 407
ferjen 228
fer-nefo 156
fers(a)na 265
fer-wergen 141
fer-wesen 142
fer-wuot 493
ferzan 194
fesli 204
flen 258, 313
flfaltra 88

fifto 402
flhu 23
fi1u 3
fliz 569
nmf401
flmto 402
flncho 201
nndan 202
flnfzehan 404
fintan 202
fior401
fiordo 401
fir- 61
flr-gezzan 564
firi- 581
flrz 194
fisk 604
fiskan 604
fiuhta 428
fiur202
flahs 570
flehtan 87, 570
floh 206
flouwen 561
fluoh 205
fluohhan 549
f0200
fah 200
foha 563
fo1214
folma 255
folo 56
for 581
fora 60
for(a)ha 407,428
for(a)ht 198
for(a)htan 198
forhanna 604
forscan 33, 468
fort 229
fowen 109
fragen 33
frahen 33
fr1214,358
Frija 214,358,642
frist 583
friunt358
frost 287
fra Qump) 323
fro (numerals) 399
fruo 173
fuhs 563
foht371
fulihha 56
funden 202

funfzug405
fuolen 255
fuoter 198
fuoz 209
furben 25
fUri 581
furc 487
furuh 215
furz 194
fOst 255

ga- 646
gabala 209
galan 89
galgo 442
galla 217
gan 349
gangan 546
gans 237
garb 563
gam 180
garc 222,442
garcia 442
gano 199
gast 249
gater80
gebal260
geinon 653
geist 214
geiz 229
geizln 229
gellan 89
gelD 654
ger 537
g(e)rob 490
geran 158
gersta 51
gesteran 654
(ge)swi685
geturst 81
gi- 646
(gOberan 56
gibil260
giburt 91
glen 653
gifeh 259
gimeini 184
gi-munt 579
ginah 25
ginen 653
gi-nesan 484
giozzan 222, 448
gi-thiuta 198
giuma 387
giwahanem 534
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gi-war 417
gi-winnan 158
gi-zehon 564
glat 529
gold 234
gomo 366
gorag 568
got 89, 231
gourn(j)an 418
goumo 96, 387
graban 159
grao 514
greifon 564
grl[an 564
grunzian 249
gund 523
gund-222
guomo 387
gurten 224
gurtil(a) 224

haar 252
hahen 222, 563
habuh 191
habuk 191
hachul511
hadara 110
hadu- 201
Hadubrant 201
hafer409
haft 90
hag (fence) 199
hag (take) 564
hagal287
hahan 255
hahsa 323
haka 272
halftra 595
halla 282
halm 542
hals 392
haltan 170
hamma 349
hanaf265
handeg 510
hano 519
har(a}m 413
hard 428
haren 536
harma 638
hasal260
haso 113, 240, 258
haz 259
he 458
heffan 563



hehara 323
heiftrg 194
heil262
heim 622
heit 83
-heit 83
heitar 83
heiz 264
he1an 134
helfan 265
helid 56
hemera 265
her458
her 69
herbist 258
herd 88
heri 30
henan 31
hersten 88
herta 268
herza 262
hewe 549
hinkan 142, 156
hinta 273
hintana 213
himi 260
himi-reba 488
hirso 249
hirO 268
hiruz273
hrun 214,622
hiuwilon cry 66
hi(w)a 214,622
hiwiski 214, 622
hi(w)o 214,622
hladan 539
(h)lanka 62
hlinen 348
hliodar 534
hliumunt 192
(h)lojan 90
hlosen 262
Hlot- 262
hlut 262
hlut(t)ar 108
hnigan 348
(h)niz 357
(h)nuz 405
hoh 62
hola 268
hona 284
honag271,637
honang 271
honen 284
honi284

honida 284
horen 418
hom 272
hor(r)en 361
horst 599
houbit 261
houwan 549
houwe 549
hrad 509
(h)ref76
hregil572
(h)rieuwa 549
hrind 272
hriob 490
(h)ro 71
(h)rod 449
(h)rogan 205
(h)rogo 205
hros 491
hroso 71, 112
hruojan 384
hruom 449
hulis 451
humbal58
hungar284
hunt (dog) 168
hunt (hundred) 222,405
huoba 200
huof272
huohhili 80
huolan 154
huon 112
huor214,357
huora 214, 357
huosta 133
humuz273
hursti 252
hurt 571
hut 134, 522
huwo 66,412
hwa1510
(h)waz (pronouns) 222,

456
(h)waz (sharpen) 510
(h)wer (pot) 443
(h)wer (pronoun) 456
(h)werban 607
hwes 456
(h)wila 474
(h)wiz 641

igi1264
ih 454
ihilla 287
imbi 312

in 290
inn-ethron 359
int-seffen 566
io 352,548
ir 399,455,458
ira 458
irran 206
irn 206
irron 206
Is 287
[sam 314
ist 53,222
it(a) 215
ith- 215
iuwih 455
Iwa 654
i1'458

jar 654
jehan 536
jesan 77
jiht 536
joh 222,655
ju 397
jugund 352
jung656

kachazzen 344
kallon 89
kalo 45
kalt 113
kamb 594
kan 336
karal410
karp(f)o 90
karron 395
ken 428
ketban 143
kien 428
kilbur615
kind 107
kinni 322
kitzilon 451
kiuwan 175
klagon 247
kleini 83
klioban ·143
kneht631
knio 336

. kol87
kolo 87, 104
koman 115
korb 52
kom 236
kost 566

LANGUAGE INDEX (Old High German)

krahhon 534
kranuh 140
kubisi 283
kumft 115
kuning 531
kunnan 336
kussen 335
kuti 500

laffa 209
laffan 352
lahs 497
lamb 154
lang 357
lant 200
laz 588
lazan 349
lecchon 351
leder 269
leffur 356
legar 57
lehan 638
lehtar 57
leid 259
leisa 215
leita 228
leiten 228
lemmen 81
lentf 356
lesen 222
leno 639
lewD 356
lezzen 588
lIdan 228
ligan 352
IIhan 349,638
lIht 353
lIn 206
lIn-bourn 367
lind(i) 532
linta 353
liob 358
liohhan 81
lioht505,513
l[sta 215
lIth 506
liubr358
liubon 358
liugan 352
liut248, 416
liut(i) 248
loch 62
lochon 352
Ion 484
los 481
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lot 347 menni 392 ne 583 quellan 207, 539
loub 50 meres 503 nebulll0 queman 115
lou[t 50 meriha 274 ne[o 239, 392 quen 222
loug 513 merren 209 nein 395 quena 648
luchs 359 meta 484 neizzan 313 questa 80
luhs 359 metu 271 neman 564 quim 474
lunda 356 mez 374 nemnen 390 quitj 2
lunga 353 mezzan 374 nerren 484
lungar 353 mezzon 374 nest 393 raba 620
luogen 505 mih 454 nestila 336 rad 491,640
las 357 mihhil344 nez(z)i 336 ra[o 488
lust 157 miluh 381 nezzila 336, 393 ramak 160
luz(z)il43 mIn 454 ni39 ramusia 620

mindil175 nI395 raum 382
mad 258 minnisto 351 nidar 169 razi 503
mado 650 mios 385 niH 237, 394 rec(c)han 187
maen 258 misken 384 nihhus 108 reda 397
magad656 mitO) 380 nio 395 redan 509
magan 3 mitti380 nioro 329 re[52
magar 357,574 moraha 620 niozan 614 regan 639
mago440 mord 150 niun 403 reh 155
mahhon 649 morgan 147 niunte 403 reha 155
mah0440 momen 483 niunto 403 rehhan 471
malan 247 mos 385 niuwon 468 reho 155
mana 391 mucka 207 nord 611 reht 485
manag 3 muckazen 394 nord-an 131,159 reichen 187
mangolon 343 mohhari 154 noz614 nnan 567
mann 366 muniwa 205 nO 397,222 rIm 397
mano 285 munt 255 nuska 428 rinnan 388
manot 385 munter348 nust 336 rinta 567
mar(a)g 370 muntrI348 rjob 523
marah 274 muoma 386 oba 612 riozan 246
mar(a)k 370 muor 503 ofan 443 rippa 488
maren 344 muoten 377 oheim 238, 609 titan 485
mari 503 muoter 222, 385 ora 173 rlt(e)ra 518
mari 344 murgi 515 or(e)huon 363 roa 474
marka 77 murmuron 388 ostan 148, 159 rocko (clothing) 110
maro 142 mCis 387,388 ostar 174 rocko (rye) 491
masca 571 ottar411 rost 213
mast 441 naba 391 ou 510 rot 222,481
matara 246 naba-ger 391 ouga 188, 222 roten 468
mawen 394 nabalo 391 ouhhon 222, 248 roz 246
maz 639 nachot 45 ouwi 222, 510 ruoba 620
medela 434 nada1a 571 oxa 134 ruodar408
meil160 nagal389 ruota 442
meina 410 nahho 74 pelihha 125 ruowa 474
meinan 410 naht 394 pfad 202, 487
meis(s)a 511 nahti-gala 89 pfeit 110 sa[500,566
melchan 381 namo 390 pi-gezzan 564 sagen 536
meldon 449 narwo 574 Purgunt 269 sa1282
melo 247 nasa 395 salaha 643
mendon 348 nat 574 quat 186 salba 194
mengen (small) 343, 528 nat(a)ra 530 quedan 535 salbon 194
mengen (press) 450 na(w)en 571 quek 356 salIg 236
menigI3 nazza 336 quella 539 salo 160
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salz 498
sama 499
sami- 253
samn 646
samo 499
samd 505
sang 519
sant 490,499
sar413
sarf517
sat 500
sat 505
sa(w)en 222, 534
scado 312
scadan 312
scalch 531
scalk 530
scato 508
scehan 323
sceIah 142
sceran 143
sceron 324, 577
sceter 575
schaben 503
schaf511
scioban 471
sciozan 581
scirbi 444
scn 512
scIzan 144
scani 418
scoub 262
scouwon 418
scudden 509
scuntan 509
scQr644
scutilan 509
scuwo 134
sehan 208, 505
sehs402
seh(s)to 402
seh(s)zug 405
selboselbo 621
selida 282
sellen 285, 564
senten 228
serawen 170
sezza1505
sezzen 506
sibun 402
sibunto 402
sId 357
sigi 123
sigiran 124
sigu 123

Sigwart 124
sih 455
sIhan 448
silab(a)r 518
simble(s) 410
simblum 410
sin 418-
sIn 455
sind 488,637
sindan 488,637
singan 519
sinnan (go) 228
sinnan (perceive) 418
sintar 314, 639 .
sinter 639
sioh 517
sipp(e)a 354
situ 143, 455
siuwen 573
sizzan 522
skalm 74
slafan 255
slah- 523
slahan 549
slango 607
sleha 246
slImen 527
slingan 607
sIlo 568
sliofan 527
smal23
smecchen 566
smecken 566
smelzan 378
smera 194
smerzan 490
sne(o) 530
snewes 530
snlwan 530
snuor 573
snur(a) 148
saren 170
span 431
spar 3
spara 534
speh 648
spehhan 535
spehan 505
spel536
spinnan 571
spioz 284
spIwan 538
spor 265
sporo 265
sprat 500

sprehhan 535
sprengan 284
springan 284
spunni 82
spuon 3, 458, 500
spuri-halz 265
spurnan 329
stada1431
stal 472, 506
stam 431
stan 468, 542
stantan 542
stap 442
star 543
staren 547
stat 431
steg 228,488
stehho 442
stehhon 451
steiga 228,488
stelan 543
stellen 472, 506
sten 542
sterno 543
stero 52
sticken 451
stIgan 228
stillen 475
stilli 475
stior 23
stiura 442
stollo 442
storah 548
stazan 471
stranc 574
stredan 77
strewen 539
stroum 207, 486
strouwen 539
stunG 550
sa 425
sagan 556
suht517
501441
sulza 498
sum 532

-sumar 504
sunna 556
suntar 25
sunu 56, 533
suohhen 505
sQr69
Swaba 354
swagur85
swamm 539
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swanlp 539
swarz 147
sweba188
swegala 72
swehur 195
swella 431
swelli 431
swerban 607
sweren 650
swerien 535
swero 650
swert 561
swestar 521
swigar 386
sWigen 518
swigur 386
swi!izon 88
swimman 561
sWin 222, 425
swingan 63
swizzen 560
5 (w)org 636
s(w)orgen 636
swuazo 560

taju 556
tak 149
tal618
tanna 202
tannan- 555
tapfar 574
tat 345
tauwen 150
teig 629,649
tenar 255
thau 198
t(h)u 222
thunkon 639
tila 82
tiof 154,221,222
tior 82
tohter 147, 222
tol(a)- 618
tor 222
tau 491
taug 211, 614
tougali 268
tougan 268
toum 529
tragen 471
trahan 567
treno 58, 395
trestir 170
trrban 170
triogan 154

\.



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old High German)

troum 154 wasal639 wis 337 zimbarc)!1 87
truhtIn 116 wat625 wisant 136 z1n 587
tubila 638 wat 572 wist 198 ZIo 230
tugan 614 watan 625 wisula 638 ziohan 471
tuht 211, 614 wazzar636 wisunt 136 zit 161
tumpfilo 154 we 313 witu 598 zittaroh 522
tunkalI47 weban 572 witu-flna 442 zlttar6n 491
tuolla 618 wefsa 636 wituwa 642 Ziu 222
tuom 222, 345 weg488 wizzan 337 zog6n 471
tuon 472,506 wegan 91 wizzo 222 zoraht 505
tUri 168 weibon 607 wolf222, 646 zouwen 349
tusik 82 weif607 wolla 648 zun 210
twerk 258 weiz 337 wort 222 zunga 222, 594

weizzi 51 wulpa 647 zuo 590
ubar-sigirot 124 welf615 wunse 158 zur- 43
ubil43 weJk 639 wunt549 zwa 399
ubir412 wellen 629 wunta 549 zwe 399
uhta 394 wenist 2 wuofan 89 zwei(i)o 400
umbi (around) 32 wer 366,548 wuoffen 89 zweinzug 404
umbi (numerals)400 werdan 607 wuol150 zw6399
un 395 werian 109, 134 wuosti 179
une 530 werk 649 wuot436,493 MIDDLE HIGH GERMAN

unsih 454 wema 416 Wuotan 493 [MHG]
untar(i) 63, 611 werra 416 wurehen 649 ag418,509
untar-jauhta 655 wer(r)en 134 wurm 649 apfalter 25
uoben 649 wesan 171 Mlrz80 art 362,410
uobo 649 wezzen 510
uoehsana 516 wibi1312 zagel252, 569 babe 42
ur- 612 wIe 201 zahar 567 bileite 228
uro 135 wiehsila 384 za16n 397 biuehen 58
uroehso 135 wrda 643 zam 565 bla:jen 70
ustinan 135 widamo 82, 83 zam6n 565 babe 42
ustn 135 widar (year) 24,- 654 zam6t 468 bragen 79
utar 82 widar (apart) 25, 193 zand 594 bregen 79
uz 612 widema 346 zanga 68 buehen 58
uzan(a) 612 widemo83 zarg 564 buoben 82

widoma 346 zehan 403
waen 72 widomo83 zehanto 403 dehse 37
wafsa636 wIfan 607 zeiga 159 dries 401
wagan 625 wig 201 zeig6n 516
waganso 434 wIgan 201 zeihhur84 egle 418, 509
wahhen 550 wigant 201 zeiz 513 eiseh 509
wahs 637 wIh 493 zeman 87 erqueben 160
wal150, 567 wrhan (fight) 201 zemmen 565
wald 200 wrhan (sacred) 493 zeran 567 getwas 82,538
wale 264 wIhhan 607 zerben 607 grabben 563
walm 264, 637 win 644 zes(a)wa 485 gun 224
waltan 490 winehan 63 zeso 485
wan 179 wini 358 ze-weiban 607 hatele 91
wan(a)st 2 wint222,643 zIah 159 heimen 622
war 606 wintan 607 zickr 229 holen 394
wara 417 wint-brawa 252 ziga 229 holn 394
warg 141 wir454 zIhan 516 hummen 284
warm 88, 125,222,263 wirbel607 zimbar87 hurren 49l
warza 523 wirunt 136 zimbaren 87
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ite-rucken 61 taig 207 knappe 631 hoek(e) 229, 511
telle 618 k6nig 531 hoekijn 511

jouchen 547 terken 477 kupfer379 hulle 270
j6uchen 547 nch 472 Iallen 42 maesche 571

tIen 222 Iutter 11 mals 532
karsch 37 truht 116 mann 366, 367 malsch 532
kerben 143 tuster 82· mensch 366 marren 64
kopf446 twas 82 rafe 488 noppe 573
koph 446 rafel488 ast 80
kuteI2 uover 515 rucken 42 pegge 112

schalk 531 rachter 488
Iasche 569 verse 24 schnur 148 spaen 444
lcrge 352 visen 72 see 504 span 444
lecken 323 vut507 stadt 431 tarwe 237
leichen 323 steige 228 waghen 625
lerz 156 wa1442 stimme 387 wiel640
11m 527 warc 141 . stinkhahn 272

weI 640 webes 636 NEW DuTCH [Dutch]
mane 343 welben 62 welle 539 es 237 ,
mang343 weJken 142 zaun 199 esch 237
matte 650 wels 510 zwerg 258 horzel272,273
muoze 377 wester 109 kien(spaan) 428

wiht 571 SWISS GERMAN kUit 604
0313 lauch 618 maa123
ose 255 zach 252, 569 miggelen 110
6se 255 za1397 MIDDLE Low GERMAN mIst 110

zeche 357 [MLG] okse1516
phrengen 644 zeeke 357 bleken 70 oom 238

zwIden 650 falge 200 roef488
ram 160 zwir400 galle 43 tarwe 237
ratzen 503 helen 4 waas 639
raz 213 NEW HIGH GERMAN henge 272 zee 504
raze 213 [NHG] moren 64
rIhe 354 angst 391 quese 490 OLD SAXON [OSaxl
rom 160 awvve 238 rap 285 brodar84
rosehe 571 barsch 418 sik reppen 285 druht-fole 116
ruegen 490 beide 400 scheren 577 ehu- 222
riiejen 490 brummen 24 schuH 516 gidrog 538
rum 534 buch-eeker 63 smucken 527 gihlun 534
rusehe 571 damisach 549 gi- waragean 141
rusen 124 damlieh 549 NEW Low GERMAN holm 220
rutten 509 deutsch 417 [NLG] hunderod 405

dimlein 528 hupphupp 272 kneo-beda 62
sampt 499 einig 12 kut179 malsk 532
sant 499 einige 12 wurt 199 nimidas 248
seJken 481 farbe 113, 537 roggo 491
siut 573 fisten 194 MIDDLE DUTCH [MDutch] (wUhan 650
sllten 527 frau 358 aert 410 warag 141
snarren 394 frosch 323 dapper 574
span 444 grob 490 dune 210 FRISIAN [Fris]
sunder 25 hanf293 grabben 563 andul207
sungen 170 harz 186 grime 595 bres 311
surpfeln 175 kiefer 175 harst 570 b[(Jther 84
swade 63 kleinvieh 23, 365 helen 4 em 238
swir442 knabe 631 hil(le) 270 federia 195, 335
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fethe 37
gadra 64
klay 108
luf349

moder385
modire 36, 335
niEt 237

nimidas 63

snore 148
stIr 547
swager 85
taker 84

OLD ENGLISH [OE]

wetma 83
witma 83

Alphabetic order: a, Z, b, C, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, 1, m, n, 0, p, r, 5, t, p, a, U, W, x, y

a 352 :£r173 beorc 65, 478 breost 561
£Ie 407 i£SC (ash) 32 beorcan 51 breowan 76, 199
acsian 629 i£SC (ax)38 beorg269 brojJ 199
ac-weoma 540 :£sce 629 beorgan 268 brooor 84,222
ad87 i£spe 33 beorht 513 bra 188,479
adesa 37 i£t 590 beorma 76 bran 85
adese 37 :£om 82 bera 55,56,85 brunna 539
agan 270 :£(w) 352, 548 beran 56, 90, 222 brysan 81
alan 248 :£wan 509 bere 51,453,479 bucca 229
alor 11 :£wisce 509 berstan 81 burg 269
ambeht 506 i£x38 be-scnan 144 burh 269
amber 444 be-smItan 528 byrst 439
ambiht 506 bacan 125 be-sylean 481
a-merian 514 bale 431 bet(e)ra 236 calan 113
ampre69 balea 431 biddan 62, 450 calu 45
an 399 bana 548 biilan 198 camb 594
anfeald 63 bannan 535 bItan 538 cann 336
anga 12 bIPdan 418 blandan 479 ceafl175
anga 61,272 bIPl641 blandenfeax 147 ceahhettan 344
anig 12 bi£r45 bJawan 71 ceald 113
apa 384 bi£r-lic 51 blax 513 cealf 615
apuldor25 bi£(r)s 418 blcrd 348 ceallian 89
ar (metal) 379 bean 55 blIPtan 70 cearcian 534
ar (shaft) 508 beard 251 blendan 147 cearian 89
asce 32, 170, 263 beam 56,107 bleo 347 cearm 89
a-scelian 538 beatan 548 blind 147 cearn 89
ascian 629 bece 58 blostma 207 cen 428
atol259 bedd 57, 159 blotan 451 cennan 56
ajJ 61,408 begen 400 boc 50,58 ceorfan 143
(fi-)jJreotan 451 (be-)gietan 564 bog 26 ceorl410

be-ginnan 564 bogan 535 ceorran 395
creer 200, 222 behwielfan 62 bolca 431 ceosan 566
crcem 63 belgan 561 bold 649 ceowan 175
crees 38 bellfan 527,528 bolla 444 eilfor-lamb 615
IPdre (fast) 194 bel(i)g45 bonian 513 einn 222, 322
IPdre (lung) 359 bellan 51 borlan 549 eitelian 451
crf- 42 be-Iyrtan 62 bot1649 eitelung 451
crfnan 649 benn 548 botm 247 cl:£g 108
IPg 176 beG (be) 53 bri£gen 79 clrene 83
crl37 beG (bee) 57 bri£s 314 cl:£nsian 83
crlf177 beodan 636 bread 199 cleofan 143
crlfsiden 362 beofian 198 breean 81 eneo(w) 336
crnid 171 beofor 57 bregen 79 eneow-gebed 62
.crppe125 beolone 267 bremman 24 cneowian 451
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cnlf451
cnocian 451
cnucian 451
cnO(w)ian 451

cofa 62,283
co187, 104
copor379
com 236
cost 566
cracian 534
eradol 480
cradolas 480
cran 140
crudan 451
cO 134
cuman 115
cuml450
cumul450
cunnan 336
cwelan 549
cwellan 549
cwen 648
cwene 222, 648
cweom 474
cweoan 535
cwic 356
cwidu 500
cwield 549
cwild 549
cwijJ2
cwudu 500
cyning 530
-cynn 192
cyssan 335
cyst 566

dag649
dale 424,428
darian 270
d~d 345
dxg 149
dx1618
dxrst(e) 170
deag 614
deago1268
dear 80
deaw491
delfan 159
dell 618
delu 82
deog 268
deop 154, 221,222
deor82
deorc 477
dIe 87, 472

dogor149
dohtig 211
dohtor 147, 222
dam 222,345,352
don 472,506
dor 168, 222 .
draf170
dragan 471
dran 58, 395
dreogan 115
dnfan 170
dryhten 116
dofan 154
dugan 614
dOn 210
duru 168
dw~s82

dweorg258
dyfan 154
dyhtig614
dyne 534
dynian 534
dyrst 81
dysig82

ea 636
eacian 222, 248
ead 572
Eadwacer 112
eafora 42
eage 188, 222
eahta 402
eahteoa 403
eahtooa 403
ea137
eald 247
ealdojJ 74
eald-werig 141
ealgian 458
ealh 458
ea1l64
eall-ana 12
ealojJ 60
ealu 60
eam 238,609
eanian 511
ear 237
eard 410
eare 173
earg 222
earh 78
earm (sick) 516
earm (arm) 26
earn 173
ears 88

easte 159
easteme 174
eastre 148
eax 39,516
eaxl516
ecgan 434
efnan 649
efre 515
ege 198, 247
eg(e)le 247,413
egesa 247
eg(e)oe 434
eglan 247
egle 43
eglian 247
elcor 411

. elles 64, 411
ellicor411
elm 78, 178
eln 176
elnboga- 176
ened 171
enge 391
enig 12
eofor425
eoh 222,274
eolh 178
eom 53
eor1530
eorre 206
eorsian 206
eoroe 174
eow455
eowu 222,510
Erce, eorjJan modor 174
erian 434
esa 330
est 198
etan 175

facen 260
fag 414
fah (color) 113, 414
fah (hate) 259
fam 208
fana 569
fandian 202
faran 228
faru 229
faou 37
fxder 195, 222
fxdera 195, 238, 335
fxdereoel133
f3!ge 113, 414
fxs1507
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fxst 204
fxom 539, 569
fea 200
fealdan 63
fealh 200
feallan 191
fealu 641
fearh 425
feam 646
fearr 24
feawa 200
feax 570
fegan 64
fela 3
Felan 255
feld 205
fe11268
felt 569
fenn 371
feogan 258
feoh 23
feohtan 549
feon 258, 313
feorh 407
feortan 194
feorjJa 401
feower401
feoer 646
fico1260
fiersin 265
fiersn 265
fIf 401
fIfaide 88
f[ftil 402
f[hene 404
ffftig 405
filmen 269
fine 201
findan 202
firgen- 407
first 583
fisc 604
hscian 604
fisting 72
fleah 206
flean 567
fleax 570
fleohtan 570
fleos 570
flocan 549
floh 205
flor 205
f70wan 561
fneosan 82
[oddor 198



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old English)

fola 56
fole 417
foIde 133, 438
{olde, (Ira modor 174
folm 255
fon 64
for 581
ford 222,487
fore 60
for-gietan 564
forht 198
for-Ieosan 481
[om(e) 604
forse 323
forst 287
{orwost 399
fat 208
fooor 198
fox 563
frea 399
freo 214,358
freod 214,358
freD nama 438
fn~ond358
FrIg214,358
[rIgan 358
frige 642
frogga 323
frose 323
frum 399
fruma 399
faht 371
full (full) 21 4
full (pot) 443
fundian 202
furh 215
furh-wudu 407,428
fyr- 581
fyr202
fyrest 399
fyrhtan 198
[yrhto 198
fyrs 639
fyrst 399
fyst 255
fyxe 563
fyxen 563

gafoI209
galan 89
gan 349
gangan 546
ganian 653
gar 537
.garleae 537

gast 214
gat 229
g3!stan 214
ge- 646
ge455
gealga 442
gealla 43,217
gear 654
geard 199, 222
geam 180
gebyrd 91
ge-eollen-ferhjJ 539
ge-deefte 139
ge-dlegan 614
ge-dreag 115
gefaran 228
gefetan 192
geheep 3
gehlid 441
geleod 416
geIyndu 356
gemt:Fne 184
ge-met 374
gemot 377
ge-mynd 575
ge-n~tan 313
geneah 35
ge-nesan 484
geoe 38,222,655
geoht655
geoIu 654
geong 655,656
geostra 654
geotan 222, 448
gesele 282
(ge)sweor392,521,609
geswirga 392,521,609
ge-swape 582
ge-jJieoe 198
geweed 625
gewegan 201
gicel(a) 287
giellan 89
gfeman 418
gierd 442
gieman 158
giest 249
gInan 653
ginian 653
gist 77
git 455
gleed 529
gleam 255
gleo 255
god 89,231

gad 64
gold 234
gama 96,387
gorst 547
gas 236
grafan 159
grapian 564
gr~g 514
greeppian 564
greot 379
grima 595
grindan 247
gripan 564
grunnian 249
guma 366
gund 523
gap 222
gyeer655
gydig 231
gyrdan 224
gyrdel224

habban 222, 564
haea 272
haeele 511
had 83
hadarS3
hafoIa 261
hafud 261
haga (fence) 199
haga (take) 564
hagoj287
ha1262,479
ham 134
ham 622
hama 134
hamm 349
hamar 547
han 510, 641
har69
hara 240, 256
harad 428
harajJ 428
hasu 113,240
hat 264
hawian 418
heefer 229, 507
heeft 90
heele 56
ha?lftre 595
h:rman 622
ha?nep 265, 293
ht:Fr 252
ha?rfesl 258, 504
ha?m 539
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h:rs(e)1260
h3!Sl 194
h~wen 246
he 458
heafoe 191
heafod 261
heah 62
heala 268
healdan 170
heall 270, 282
healm 542
heals 392
hean 284
hearm 413
heaoor 282r
heaou- 201
Heaoulac 201
heawan 549
hebban 563
hecen 229, 511
heeg 199
hela 270
helan 134
he/an 154
helma 595
he/pan 265
hemeo 134
hengist 222
henn 112
heard 268
heordan 570
hearol273
heorce 262
here 30
Herewu}[31
herian 536
hete 259
hfeg 549
hie}[e 595
hfenp(o) 284
hleran 361,418
hierde 268
hierstan 88
hlgian 194
hig(e)ra 323
hind 273
hindema 213
hfw 113, 246
hlwan 214,622
hfwcap 214,622
hlwen 214, 622
hl\t7SC 214, 622
hfw-r~den 214, 622
hladan 539
hiee 207



lANGUAGE INDEX (Old English)

hlence 62
hleoaor 534
hlin 367
hlinc 62
hlinian 348
HlojJ- 262
hlojJ 539
hlowan 89
hlad 262
hlat(t)or 108
hlynn 534
hlynnan 534
hlynnian 534
hlyst 262
hlyslan 262
hnigan 348
hnilu 357
hnocc 451
hnutu 405
hoc 272
hof272
hoh 270
h61154
holen 451
holian 154
holm 270
han 255
hor214,357
hare 214,357
hom 272
hors 358,491
hramsa 620
hraoe 509
hrxg1572
hrxn 539
hream 89
hreaoe-ml1s 509
hreaw 71
hreof490,523
hreo1572
hreowan 549
hreran 384
hrep 449
hridder 518
hrider 518
hrif76
*hrifeling 514
hn)c 68, 142
hraf488
hrast 213
hadenian 509
han 560
hund (dog) 168
hund (numerals) 405
hundxndlxftig 404

hundnigonlig 404
hundred 397,404,405
hund(red) 222
hundseofontig 404
hundteontig404
hungor284
hunig 27'1,637'
huntwelftig 404
humitu 273
has(e)1493
hwa456
hwx1510
hw~r456

hwxs 510
hw~st82

hwcet (pronouns) 222, 456
hwxt (sharp) 510
hw~te 51
hwxoer456
hwealf62
hwelp 615
hweogo1640
hweoh1640
hweol640
hweorfan 607
hwer443
hwettan 510
hWl1474
hwlt 641
hwosan 133, 518
hwasta 133
hyd 134,522
hydan 268
hyf444
hy1l270
hynan 284
hyrdel571
hymet(u) 273
hyrsl598

ic 456
ierfa 411
ierfe 411
Iewan 509
igi] 262
in 290
inc 455
incit 455
is 53,222
Is 287
Ise(r)n 314
it 458
Iw654

jU 397

lacan 323
lagu (lake) 343
lagu (lie) 352
lah 352
lamb 154
land 200
lang 357
lapian 352
lajJ 259
lxccan 564
ltedan 228
*lxmpi-halt 255
l:t!n 638
lxt 588
l:t!tan 349
leac 537

. lead 347
leaf50
leah 513
lean 484
leas 481
leaaor 52
leax 497
leccan 207
leger 57
lemian 81
lemphealt 255
lendenu 356
leod 248, 416
leodan 248
leode 248
leof358
leogan 352
leoht (light of weight) 353
leoht (shine) 505, 513
leoma 513
leon 349
lesan 222
lettan 588
leoer 269
liecian 352
began 352
lIeg 513
lIaan 228
liae 532
11m 527
JIn 206
lind 353
lInen 206
lippa 255, 356
lIra 323
lISle 215
loe 62
loee 62
loeeian 352

locian 505
lof 110,568
los 481
lot 43
lox 359
luhan 358
lufu 358
fundlaga 356
lungen 353
lungre 353
las 357
lust 157
lyft 349
lynd 356

macian 649
madma fela 185
magan 3
mago 656
mal 160
man 575
man 410
manig 3
mann 366
manu 391
mattoe 434
maaa 650
maaum 184
max 571
mawan 258
m:pd 258
mcederc 246
mceg(e)r 357
mxg(e)p 656
m:pl (black) 69
m:t!l (contend) 124
m~l (measure) 374
mc'enan 410
mc'eran 344
m:Pre 344
mxsere 571
mxst 441
mcest-ion 62
m~p (harvest) 258
m:ep (measure) 374
me454
meare 77
mearg 370
mcarh 274
mearu 142
mee454
med484
melean 381
meld(i)an 449
meltan 378
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melu 247 naca 74 ost 80 sala 285
mene 392 nacod 45 otor 411 salu 160
mengan 450 nafela 391 ooer 411 same 499
menigu 3 nafo-gar 391 oxa 135 -samne 646
meodo 271 nafu 391 oxn 516 sand 490
meoic 381 nama 390 sang 519
meord484 n:Fd1571 pad 110 sar 375,413
meos 385 n:Fdre 530 p~jJ 202, 487 sawan 222, 534
meotod374 ntrgel389 s:P 503
mere 503 ntrse 269, 570 ra 155, 537 s~d 500
metan 374 ne395 raha 155 s:pd 505
metan 377 neaht 394 raw 354 str1282
mete 638 neam 573 r~ean 187 s:P1236
metian 374 neat 614 r~dan 397 strljJ 282
mieel344 nefa 239, 392 r~fter488 Strp 500
miega 613 nemnan 390 rtrt 503 seafan 503
miegem 180 ne(o)- 150 r:Fw 354 seaoian 312
mid 380 neotan 614 read 222,481 seeadu 508
midd 380 neowe 393 ream 382 seea[262
mierce 147 nerian 484 reeean 187 seeaft-lo 62
miere 274 nest 393 -red 397 seealc 531
mierran 209 netel336 reg(e)n 639 seeap 511
mIgan 613 netele 393 regnian 639 seeard 143
mildeaw271 nett 336 rendan 567 seeam 186
milise 271 nicor 108 *reofan 81 seeaoe 312
mimorian 483 nifoil10 reon 488 seeawian 418
mIn 454 nift 237, 394 reotan 246 seeo 134
miscian 384 nigon 403 resc(e) 571 seeofan 471
mist 110 nigooa 403 ribb 488 sceolh 142
mijJ 380 nihte-gale 89 rldan 485 seeon 323
mljJl175 niman 564 rifeling 514 seeotan 581
modor 222,385 nioer 169 riht 485 seld 512
modrige 36, 335 niwe 393 rIm 397 selene 418
mohjJe 650 norjJ 131, 159,611 rind(e) 567 seieran 143
moida 261 nostle 336 rinnan 388 sOldan 509
molde 108 nosu 395 ris(e) 571 seO[an 471
mona 385 nowend 74 rIo 207 seOr 644
monajJ 385 nO 222,397 roee 110 seuwa 134
mar 503 nytt 614 rocettan 61 seyndan 509
more 620 rod 442 se 457
morgen 147 . ofen 443 rofen 81 sealf 194
morjJ 150 ofer412 romig 160 sealfian 194
mom 620 ofer 515 rot 80 sealh 643
mas 385 ofnet 443 rooor405 sealma 431
mojJjJe 650 of-spring 156 row 474 sealt 498
mOga 262 oga 198 rowan 490 sear 170
munan 575 oht150 rudian 468 seean 505
mund255 on 612 rum 534 seeg 115, 208
muman 483 onleon 638 ryge 491 secgan 536
mOs 387 or- 612 ryman 534 seege-geseere 324
myeg207 or77 sefa 566
myne 205 ora 77 sada 362 seld 282
myrge 515 ortgeard 199 sadol 479 sele 282

os 330 sadolas 479 sellan 285, 564
17a 395 osle 70 sagu 38 selma 431
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sendan 228
sengan 170
seo 457
seoc 517
seod 573
seo[on 402, 403
seol[or 314, 518
seon 208, 505
seooan 76
seowian 573
setl505
settan 506
sextig405
sibb 354
sid 357
-siden 362
sidu 143,455
siex402
siexta 402
sigan 448
sige 123
Sigeweard 124
sigor 123
sigorian 124
sigoe 38
simbel410
simble(s) 410
sind 53
sinder639
singan 519
sin-hiwan 410
sin-nihte 410
siofoaa 402
siotpa 402
sittan 522
sIp 488,637
sIaian 488,637
slah 246
slcFpan 255
sleac 523
slean 549
sleow 568
slidan 527
sliefan 527
slIefe 527
slIm 527
slingan 607
slIw 568
shipan 527
smax 566
sm~123

smcFras 107, 251
smeocan 529
smeortan 490
smeoru 194

smoca 529
smugan 527
snaw 530
sner 573
snIwan 530
snod 571
snoru 148
sol (dirt) 160
sol Quice) 323
sorg636
sorgian 636
sot 522
sop 606
sooian 606
spadu 431
spann 444
spanu 82
sp~r3

spearca 539
spearwa 534
specan 536
spell 536
spinnan 571
spittan 538
spIwan 538
spon 431
spor265
spora 265
spowan 3, 458, 500
sprecan 533
sprengan 284
springan 284
spura 265
spure 265
spuman 329
staca 442
standan 542
starian 547
staao1431
st~f442

stcFger488
st~r 543
stea11 472, 506
stede 431
stela 472, 506
stelan 543
stellan 472, 506
stemn 431
stenan 384, 582
steor (animal) 23
steor (post) 442
steorra 543
stice 451
stician 451
sUgan 228

stillan 475
stille 475
stirc 23
sup 391
stofn 442
stotc 548
stream 207, 486
streng 574
streowian 539
stunian 582
styri(g)a 550
su 425
sucan 556
sugu 425
sulh 471
sum 532
·sumor504
sundor25
sunne 556
sunu 56,533
sar69
swamm 539
swan 534
swancor 63
swat 560
swaaian 63
swcFtan 560
sweart 147
swebban 527
swefan 527
swefian 527
swefl88
swefn 527
swegan 89
sweger 386
swehor 195
swelan 88
sweor442
sweor 195
sweorc 147
sweorcan 147
sweord 561
sweorfan 607
sweostor 521
swerian 535
swete 560
sWic 154
swfcan 154
swic(i)an 154
swfgian 518
swimman 561
swfn 222, 425
sWingan 63
swinn 534
swinsian 534
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swito1514
swfP 130,485
sWIore 131,485
swogan 89
swor392,521,609
sy1441
sy11431

tac(e)n 159
tacor 84
talu 397
tam 565
tang(e) 68
targe 564
tcFcan 159
t~g(e)1252, 569
t~hher 567
t~1397

tcFtan 513
teagor 567
tear 567
tearflian 607
tegeaa 403
te11an 397
temian 565
teohhian 564
leon (pull) 471, 564
teon (show) 516
teonan 343
teoro 598
teoaa 403
teran 567
teter 522
ticcen 229
ticia 357
tid 161
Uegan 471
tIen 403
tIg 159
TIg 222
uh 159
tiht516
tIma 161
timber 87
timbr(i)an 87
tin 587
Dw231
nwesd~g231
to 590
tog~dere 64
togian 471, 468
to-lucan 81
tor- 43
torht 505
tOp 594



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old English)

trem 491
treow598
to 399
tulge 357
tOn210
tunge 222, 594
tunge-prum 569
twa 399
tw~lf404

twegen 400
twegentig 404
twengan 451
twentig404
twi- 400
tWi-fete 400

paccian 595
pane 575
pancian 575
pawian 378
pcee 488
jJa:r457
P~t 457
jJe 455
jJearf500
peaw 198
jJeccan 134
pefian 263
jJegn 56, 106
jJel247
penean 575
penian 187
jJeod 288,417
jJeod-cyning 417
peaden 371, 41 7
peodisc 417
jJeof543
jJeow491
jJerh 4
pic 455
jJicce 574
picgian 187
jJfedan 417
pfefe-feoh 543
pille 247
JJIn 455
pInan 160
pIs1508
pIxl187
polian 352
pom 575
post 179
pracian 214
jJraflan 89

. prag491

prawan 490
prceft 89
prtegan 491
pr3!stan 572
pridda 400
jJrle 221, 400
prittig 404
jJros(tJle 582
jJrawian 490
prum 569
prysce 582
po 222, 455
jJunian 582
jJunor 582
purfan 500
purh 4
posend 405, 560
jJwang451
jJweran 607
jJyle 450
jJyncan 575
pynne 187, 574
jJyrre 170

oder 82
ufe- 612
ahte 394
un-395
une454
uncet 454
under 611
upp(e) 612
Or 135
Orig 636
05454
Osie 454
Ot 612
Otan 612

wa 313
wadan 625
waflan 607
walu 442
wan 179
wancol 63
wanian 179
wape 607
war 643
waru 417
wase 207,439
wat337
wawan 72
wceenan 550
weed 625
wEEd 572

w;Efan 607
w~fs 636
weegn 625
wce1150,567
wcel-eyrige 150
wtepn 336
w~ps636

weer 417
wceter636
we 454
weald 201
wealdan 490
weallan 264
wearg 141
wearm 88, 125, 222, 263
weam 268
wearr416
wearte 214, 523
weax637
webbian 572
wecgan 507
weddian 369
Wedens-dceg 493
weding493
weg488
wegan 91
welig 643
weaee 572
weah 25,493
weore 649
weomian 142
weor-jJan 607
we(o)send 136
we(o)sule 638
weotama 83
weotuma 346
wepan 89
wer 366,548
werian (clothe) 109
werian (cover) 134
wesa 198
wesan 171, 198
wesle 638
west 159, 184
weste 179
weoer 24
wrean 607
wicca 493
wicce 493
wice 63
wIee 178
wieg91,488
widu 598
widuwe 642
wieldan 490
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wielm 264, 637
wielwan 607
wiergan 141
wifel312
wig (appear) 25
wIg (fight) 201
wIgan 201
wrgend 201
wih 25
wiht91,395
wrn 644
wincian 63
wind 72,222,643
windan 607
wine 158
wIpian 607
wis 337
wisnian 142
wist 198
wit 454
witan 337
witom 222
wituma 82, 83
wioer 193
wioer- 25
wioig 643, 571
whitian 505
wlnan 505
wad 436,493
Waden 493
wal150
word 222,535
worderceft wcef437
warjJ 199
was 639
wrtep 268
wreean 284, 471
wuldor 505
WuJ[390
wulf222, 646
wull(e) 648
wund 549
wylm 637
wyrean 649
wyrm 650
wyrt 80
wysean 158

yfel43
pfer 515
ymb(e) 32
ymbe 312
ysle 87



LANGUAGE INDEX (New English)

MIDDLE ENGLISH [ME] axle 39, 516 bright 513 deacon 362
bab(e)len 542 bristle 251, 439 deed 345
blund(e)ren 147 babble 42, 542 bronze 379 deep 154
cuccu 142 baby 42 broth 199 deer 82
cunin 258 bairn 56, 107 brother 84 dell 618
hamp(e)ren 451 bake 125 'brow 188 delve 149
halen 66 balk 431 brown 85 dew 491
hummen 284 ball 641 bruise 81 die 647
meneu 205 ban 535 buck 229 dike87,472
micher 154 banshee 152 burst 81 din 534
mIre 24 bare 45 butter 382 dive 154
nere 329 bark 51 buy 186 diZZy 82
noppe 573 barley 51,453 do 472,506
rip 52 barrow 269 calf615 doom 345,352
scateren 500 bass 418 call 89 door 168
shud(e)ren 509 bazar 185 callow 45 dough 629,649
smllen 344 be 53 can 337 doughty 211
snoren 394 bean 55 car dowel 638
tal(u)gh 207 bear (mammal) 55, 85 care 89 down 388
tare 237 bear (carry) 56, 90 carve 143 down(s) 210
thrIes 401 beard 252 cave 96 drag 471
waggen 507 beat 549 chamber 620 draw471
welken 639 beaver 57, 159 chew 175 dree 115
yalen 394 bed 159 chin 322 drive 170

bee 57 choose 56 drone 58, 395
NEW ENGLISH [NE] beech 58 churl 410 drove 170
a 399 begin 564 cinder 639 drudge 115
acorn 63 belly 45 clay 108 dump 154
acre 200 berserk 56 clean 83 dune 210
acrid 367 better 236 cleanse 83 dwarf258
adder 530 bid 62,450 cleave 143
adze 37 birch 65 coal 104 ear (ear) 173
after 42 bite 538 cold 113 ear (ear of grain) 237
ail 247 black 513 comb 594 ear (plow) 434
alder 11 blade 348 come 115 earl 530
ale 60,362 bleat 70 copper 379 earth 174
all 64 blind 147 com 7,236 Easter 148
alone 12 blossom 207 court 199 eastern 174
am 53 blow 71 cove 62,283 eat 175
an 399 blunder 147 cow 134 egg 176
anger 413 boar 135 cows 583 eight 402
any 12 boob 82 crack 534 eighth 403
ape 384 book 50,58 cradle 479 elbow 176
apple 25 bore 549 crane 140 elf177
arm 26 borough 269 crow 68 elk 178
arrow 78 bottom 247 crowd 451 ell 176
arse 88 bough 26 elm 178
ash 32,263 bowl 444 daddy 36,610 else 64, 417
ask 629 brain 79 daft 139 eme 238,609
ass 88 brass 314 dale 618 eme(e) 173
at 590 bread 199 dapper 574 evil 43
auger 391 break 81 dare 80 ewe 510
Australia 174 breast 561 dark 477 eye 188
awl 37 brew 76, 199 daughter 147
ax 38 bridegroom 366 day 149 fall 191
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fallow (field) 200 fourth 401 hate 259 is 53
fallow (white) 641 fox 563 have 563 it 457
fane 569 free 214,358 have to 270
fare 228 friend 358 haw 199 jowl 175
farrow 425 fright 198 hawk 191 judge 345
fart 194 frog 323 hawthorn 199
fast 204 frost 287 hay 549 kilJ 549
father 195 full 214 hazel 260 kin 192, 330
fathom 539, 569 furrow 215 he458 kine 583
fauna 647 furze 639 head 261 king 330, 530
feather 646 hear 361, 418 kiss 335
fee 23 gall 217 heart 262 knee 336
feel 255 gaJlow442 heave 563 knife 451
fell 268 gang 622 hedge 199 knight 631
felt 569 garden 199 heel 270 knock 451
fen 371 garlic 537 helm 595
fern 646 ghost 214 help 268 lade 539
few 200 giddy 231 hem1ock425 lair 57
fickle 260 gird 199, 224 hemp 265 lamb 154
field 205 girdle 224 hen 112 land 200
fifteen 404 give 563 herd 268 lap 352
fifth 402 glad 529 heron 268 latch 564
flfty405 glee 255 hew 549 lather 52
fight 549 go 349 hide 134, 268 law 352
filly 56 goat 229 high 62 lazy 637
film 269 god 89,231 hind 273 lea 513
finch 201 gold 234 hive 444 leach 207
flnd 202 good 64 hoar 69 lead (go) 228
flr407,428 goose 236 hog 425 lead (metal) 347
flre 202 grab 563 hold 170 leaf 50
first 399 grave 159 holly 451 leak 207
fish 604 gray 514 home 622 lean 348
fist 255 grind 247 hone 510,641 leather 269
five 401 gripe 564 honey 271, 637 let 349,588
flax 570 grit 379 -hood 83 lick 351
flay 567 grope 564 hoof272 lie (recline) 352
flea 206 grunt 249 hook 272 lie (deceive) 352
fleece 570 guest 249 hom 272 light (light of weight)353
float 561 gum 96 hornet 273 light (shine) 50S, 51"3
floor 205 gums 387 horse 491 lights 353
flow 561 hot 264 lime 353, 527
foa156 hackle 511 hound 168 linen 206
foam 208 haft 90 howl 66 link 62
fodder 198 hail 287 hue 246 lip 255
foe 259 hair 252 hum 284 lire 323
fold 63 hale 262 hundred 405 list 215
folk 417 hall 270, 282 hunger 284 listen 262
foot 208 halter 595 hurdle 571 lithe 536
for 581 ham 349 loan 349, 638
ford 229, 487 hang 255 1454 loath 259
fore 60 hap 211 ice 287 lock 62
forget 564 hare 240, 258 icicle 287 long 357
foulemart 638 hann 413 icon 25 look 505
fouman 638 hart 273 in 290 loose 481
four 401 harvest 258, 504 iron 314 loot 484
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loud 262 mother 385 pamd~e152,628,649 sad 500
louse 357 mould 108 path 202 saddle 479
love 358 moum483 peg 112 saddles 479
low (call) 90 mouse 387 pismire 24 sale 285
low (lie) 352 mow258 . punch 402 sallow 160
lung 353 murk 147 salt 498
lust 157 quean 648 salve 194
lynx 360 nadder 530 queen 648 same 499

nail 389 que11549 samel499
ma386 naked 45 quem 474 sand 490
machine 3 name 390 qUick 356 sap 500
madder 246 nap 573 quoth 535 saw38
maid(en) 655 narrow 574 say 536
make 649 nave 74,391 rafter 488 scathe 312
man 366 nave1391 rail 572 scatter 500
mane 391 ne 395 rain 639 score 143
many 3 neat 614 ramson 620 scrape 143
mar 209 needle 571 rat503 scythe 38
mare 274 nest 393 raw71 sea 503
marrow 370 net 336 reach 187 sear 170
mast 441 nether 169 ream 382 see 208,505
mattock 434 nettle 336, 393 reck 187 seed 505
may 3 new393 red 481 seek 505
me454 night 394 reef488 seethe 76
mead 271 nine 403 reel 572 sell 285, 564
meadow 258 ninth 403 rend 567 send 228
meager 574 nit 357 rhyme 397 set 506
meal (black) 69 nix 108 rib 488 seven 402
meal (grind) 247 nixie 108 rid 471 seventh 402
mean (exchange) 184 north 611 ridder 518 sew571
mean (opinion) 410 nose 395 ride 485 shadow 508
meat 638 now397 ridge 42 shave 503
meecher 154 nut 405 rift 81 sheaf262
meet 377 right 130, 485 shear 143
meld 449 oak 407 rime 397 sheen 418
melt 378 oar 508 rind 567 sheep 511
mere 503 oath 61,408 roe (deer) 155, 537 shit 144
mesh 571 offspring 156 roe (fish) 205 shoot 581
mete 374 old 248 shove 471
mickle 344 on 612 rood 442 show418
mid 380 one 399 roof488 shower 644
midge 207 ooze 207 rook 142 shudder 509
mildew 271 opium 500 room 534 sib 354
milk 381 orchard 199 roost 213 sick 517
mine 454 ore 379 root (branch) 80 sil/431
minnow 205 other411 root (grieve) 246 silver 314, 518
mist 110 otter411 rough 490 sing 519
mole 160 out612 rout 246 sister 521
month 385 oven 443 row (line) 354 sit 522
moon 385 over 412 row (oar) 490 six 402
moor 64, 503 own 270 rudder sixth 402
moot 377 ox 135 rue 549 sixty 405
more 620 run 388 skill 538
moss 385 panic grass 383 rush 571 slack 423
moth 650 pap 82 rye 491 slay 549
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sleep 255
sleeve 527
slide 527
slime 527
sltng607
sloe 246
small 23
smart 490
smear 194
smile 344
smoke 529
snarl 394
snood 571
snore 394
snow 530
some 532
son 56,533
song 519
sooey425
soot 522
soothe 606
soothsayer 606
sore 375,413
sorrow 636
sough 89
sour 69
sow (pig) 425
sow (seed) 89,534
spade 431
spare 3
spark 539
sparrow 534
speak 535
spell 536
spew 535
spin 571
spit 538
spoon 431
spoor 265
spouse 351
spring 284
sprinkle 539
spurn 329
staff442
stair 488
stall 472, 506
stand 543
star 543
stare 547
starling 543
stead 431
stea1543
steer (animal) 23
steer (post) 442
stick 451

sti11475
stitch 451
stork 548
stream 207,486
strew 539
string 574
study 471
sturgeon 550
suck 556
sugar 547
sullow471
summer 504
sunder 225
swan 534
swann 516
swart 147
swathe 63
swear 535
sweat 560
sweep 582
sweet 560
sweetmart 638
swim 561
swine 425
sword 561
sye 448

tail 252, 569
take 224
talk 397
tallow 207
tame 565
tar 598
tare 237
teach 159
tear (cry) 567
tear (rip) 567
ten 403
thane 56, 106, 107
thank 575

-that 457
thatch 134, 489
thaw 378
thee 455
there 457
thick 574
thief 543
thin 187,574
thine 455
think 575
third 400
lhirty404
thole 352
thong 451
thorn 237,575

thorough 4
thou 455
thousand 405, 560
three 400
thrice 401
throw 490
thrum 569
thrush 582
thunder 582
tide 161
timber 87
tin 587
tire 343
to 590
together 64
token 159
tong(s) 68
tongue 594
tooth 594
tow471
town 199,210
tree 598
true 598
twain 400
twelve 404
twenty 404
two 399

udder 82
un 395
uncle 609
under 611
us 454

viscous 384
vixen 563

wade 625
wag 507
wagon 91,625
wain 625
wake 550
wale 442
wan 179
wane 179
ware (perceive) 41 7
ware (wind) 644
wann 88, 125,263
wart 214, 523
wary417
wasp 636
waste 179
water 636
wave 607
waver 312
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wax 637
way 488
we 454
weald 201
weapon 336
wear 109
Wear 207
weasel 638
web 572
wed 369
weeds 572
weep 89
weevi1312
weigh 91
weight 91
well 539
werewolf366, 548
west 184
wether 24
whale 510
wharve 607
what 454
wheat 51
wheel 640
wheeze 82
whelp 615
where 456
whet 510
whether 456
while 474
white 641
who 456
whole 262
whore 214,357
wick 572
widow 642
widower 642
wield 490
willow 643
wilt 142
wind (blow) 72, 643
wind (turn) 607
wine 644
wink 63
wipe 607
wise 337
wisent 136
wish 158
wit 337
witch 493
wither 193
withershins 193
withy 571
wold 201
wolf 646



wood 436, 493
woods 642
wool 648
word 65,535
word-smith 437
work 649
wonn 649
worry 141

wound 549
wreak 284,471
wych 178
wych-elm 178

yard (fence) 199
yard (post) 442
yam 180

yawn 653
ye455
yean 511
year 654
yearn 158
yeast 77
yell 89
yellow 654

N,ORTH GERMANIC

OLD NORSE [ON)

LANGUAGE INDEX (Old Norse)

yester 654
yew 654
yoke 655
you 455
young 655,656
yowl 394

Alphabetic order: a, a, b, d, 0, e, e, f, g, h, i, I, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, 0, p, q, f, S, t, U, U, v, x, y, y, p, ~, Q, 0, re

af42
afar- 42
afl 238
agi 198, 247
aka 170
akam 63
akr200,222
ala 248
alfr 177
allr 64
almr 78,178
aIr 37
ama 413
ambatt 506
amma 386
angi 61,272
angr413
annarr411
apaldr 25
api384
apr 69
arar434
argr 222, 508
ari 173
arinn 170
armr (arm) 26
armr (sick) 516
ars88
ana 268
aska 32, 170, 263
askr32
at 590
atall 259
aui 195
auana 572

auga 188, 222, 418
augr418
auka 222,248
aurr636
ausa 169
austr 159, 174
ax (ax) 38
ax (grain) 237

a 636
aor (fast) 194
aar (lung) 359
ai 609
ar (early) 173
ar (shaft) 508
ar (year) 654
asir 330
ass 515
ast 198
atta 402
atti403

baka 125
bak-lengja 62
bani 548
banna 535
baro 251
barki 249
bam 56,106
barr 51,453
*Barrfind 152
baun 55
bauta 549
baoir400
bear 57, 159

beioa 418
belgja 561
belgr45
belja 51
ben 548
bera 56, 90, 222
berg 269
berja 549
berkja 51
berr45
berserkr 56
betri 236
biaja 62, 449
bifa 198
binda 64
bingr 3
bIta 538
bjalki 431
bjarg 269
bjarga 268
bjartr 65, 513
bj60a 636
bjorr 57
bj9rk 65
bj9m 55,85
blao 348
blaka 549
blanda 147
blar641
blasa 71
blekkja 549
blindr147
bllstra 71
blomstr 207
bIota 451
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blunda 147
blp 347
bolginn 561
boW 444
bora 549
borg 269
Borgundarholmr 269
botn 247
bogr26
bok 58
bon 535
Bragi 199
bragr452
braua 199
bresta 81
brja 514
brjost 561
brad 199
brodir 84, 222
brunnr 539
bran 188
bra:arungr 133
bukkr229
bumba 395
burdr91
burst 439
bp57

da 345
dagr 149
dalr 618
dapr
daug 614
daunn 388
dalkr428
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deigr 629, 649
deyja 150
dilkr82
djopr 154, 222
domr222
dottir 147, 222
d9gg 491
draf170
draga 471
draugr 154,538
draumr 154
drak 226
dregg 170
drrfa 170
drog471
drott 116
drottinn 116
drygja 115
duga 614
dofa 154
dOnn 388
dvergr258
dynr 534
dyrr 168
dyja 388
dyr82,222
dtela 618
d0kkr147
dregn 149
dregr 149
drel618

efna 649
efni 649
egg 176
eior61, 408
eiga 270
eik407
eikinn 388
einaror410
einfaidr 63
einga 12
einir 481
einn 399
eir 319
eisa 506
ek454
ekkja 12
ekla 343
eid-gygr 268
elgjar 113
elgr178
ellar41 1
elmr 178
em 53

embtetti 506
enni209
epli 25
erfl411
ergi 508
erja 434
era 53
erta 439
es (be) 53, 222
es (numerals) 399
eta 175
eykr655
eyra 173

er455

faoir 195, 222
faomr 539,569
falda 63
Falla 191
fa1ma 255
falr 185
fara 228
farri 24
fastr 204
fattr143
fax 570
fa (attempt) 36
fa (bind) 64
fa (paint) 414
far 200
fa runar414
fel63
fell 548
felma 255
fen 371
ferja 228
fet 595
feta 192
fe 23
flmm 401
flmm tiger405
flmtan 404
flmti 402
flnna 202
flska 604
flskr604
f[friidi 88
f[sa 72
f)all (hide) 268
f)all (stone) 548
f)a 258, 313
fjord 654
fjoroi 401
fjarir401

f)por 646
f)p1513
f)pl- 3
f)plo meioma 185
f)9r407
fj9ror 229,487
F)prgyn 407, 582
f)oka 72
flagna 567
fla (flat) 205
fla (tear) 567
fleiri 3
fletta 570
fley 74
fleyor431
flosa 570
flokinn 549
fnysa 82
fold 438
foli 56
folk 417
for 215 ,
for- 581
forkr442
fors 540
foss 540
faa 563
foor 198
fotr209
f9lr 641
fpr229
frauki323
frar323
frer287
frest 583
freta 194
fretr 194
Freyr399
frii 214, 358
Frigg214, 358,642
frja 358
froskr 323
frost 287
frum-buror 399
frysa 72
frtendi 358
fr0r 287
fuo- 507
full 443
fullr 214
funi 202
fura 407, 428
farr 202
fy156
fylja 56
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fyr 581
fyrstr 399
frrr 202
fxr 570

g-646
gaddr442
gafl260
gala 89
galgi 442
gall 217, 654
galli 43
gan 653
ganga 546
garoar 152, 199,222
garor 199
gam 180
garpr 24
gaumr418
gaurr 568
ga 418
gas 236
gata 564
geirr 537
geiska- 214
geiska-fullr 214
geit 229
gelgja 442
gestr 249
geta 564
geyma 418
gima 158
gina 653
gjalla 89
gjam 158
gjota 222, 448
gjplnar 356
gjpro 224
glaor 529
glaumr 255
gly 255
gnU 357
goo 89,231
gala 89
gaor64
gamr387
grafa 159
Grani 390
grapa 564
grar 514
greipa 564
grfpa564
grotti 247
grundr 575
grunr 575
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guo 89, 222, 548 hemja 451 hrosti 549 iorar 179
gull 234 heri 240, 256 hrof488 igu1l264
gulr654 herja 31 hrot 213 innr 179
gumi 366 Herjann 31, 348 hnJtr 272 it 455
gunnr222,548 Herjolfr 31 hrygna 205
gymbr24 herma 449 hnr11572 I g.:er 654
gyrda 224 herr 30 hr(:mn 539 fsam 314
gyroill224 hestr 222 hrrera 384 Iss 287
gQm 180 hey 549 (hug-) stredr 431
grela 89 heyra 418 hulfr451 jaki 287

hela 112 humarr 512 jor 222,274
haddr 570 hind 273 hunang 271,637 jiigr 82
haona 91 hirdir268 hundr 168 .J9furr 425
hafa 222, 563 hjala 90 hundrad 222, 405 .J9ku1l287
hafr 229 hjalpa 265 hungr284 j9ro 174
hagi (fence) 199 hjam 287 hurd 571
hagi (take) 563 hjarsi 260 hao 134,522 kafa 160
hagl287 hjarta 262 hofr444 kala 113
haki272 hjan 214,622 hOnn 560 kalfr 615
halda 170 hjon 214,622 hOsl493 kall89
hali 537 hjQro268 hvalr 510 kalla 89
hallr 270 hjQrtr273 hvar456 kambr594
halmr 542 hlada 539 hvass 510 kann 336
halr 56 hlakka 66 hvat 222,456 karl 152, 410
hals 392 hlaun 260 hvatr 510 karr 252
hampr266 hlekkjast 62 hva(r) 456 kerskr 37
hamr 134 hlekkr62 hvarr456 kinn 222, 322
hams 134 hlio 441 hveiti 51 kitla 451
hanga 255 hlust 262 hvel640 kjasa 566
hannarr 510 hlusta 262 hvelfa 62 kljiifa 143
happ 3,211 hlynr 367 hvelpr 615 kneif451
haptr *hnafa 573 hverfa 607 kne 336
harfr 258 hnIga 348 hvema 443 knIfr 451
harmr413 hnot405 hverr (pot) 443, 446 knyja451
hasl260 hnof573 hverr (pronouns) 456 kofl 62,283
hatr 259 hniika 451 hve1640 kol87,104
haufuo 261 holmi 270 hvfld 474 kolla 261
haukr 191 holmr 270 hvftr641 kallr 261
haull268 horfa 607 hv.:esa 82 kama 115
ha620 hom 272 hV9nn 22 kona 222
had 284 horr 574 hylja 134 kom 236
ha-mot 270 hafr272 hyrr88 kostr 566
har (bend) 62 hoI 154 hyski 214 , 622 kn'is 175
har (branch) 80 harr 214, 357 had1220 kunna 336
har (fish)205 hasta 133 h90 201 kvaoa 500
har (hair) 252 hasti 133 h9fuo 261 kveoa 535
hefJa 563 hradr 509 hQggva 549 kve(ja 160
heia 83 hrapa 285 h9kUll511 kveisa 490
heior83 hraustr 509 h9ll282, 283 k\,'eita 158
heilI262 hrar 71 . h9m 349 Kveldulfr 390
heima 622 hriflingr 514 h9SS 240 kvem 474
heimr622 hrip 52 hrela 154 kviar 2
hein 510,641 hrjQfr 490, 523 hrena 112 kvikr 356
heipt 194 hrogn 205 kvistr 80
heitr264 hross 491 iar 179 kvcen 648
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k(v)cefa 160 10249 mj9k 344 niundi 403
kyssa 335 lofi 209 mj9l247 ni395
kyr134 lund 356 Mj911nir 353, 582 niu 403
kcera 395 lundr 200 mj9tuor 374 njoll10
kpr89 lunga 353 molka 381 njota 614

lurkr 112 man] 550 nokkui74
lag 57 Ius 357 mama 142 noror 131, 159, 61 1
lamb 154 lyng62 mosi 385 nor 74
land 200 lyja 481 motti 650 not 336
langr 357 199 352 mooir 222,385 nott 394
lasinn 637 199r 343 mot 377 nO 222
latr 588 mugga 527 nykrl08
lauor 52 maokr650 muna 575 nyt614
laun 484 maar 366 mund 255 nyr393
lauss 481 maora 246 munda 348 nyra 329
lax 497 magr 357,574 mura 514 n9f 391
lagr 352 mala 247 mugi 262 nprva- 573
Ian 638 man 575 mDs 387 n9S 395
lata 349 mangr3 mylkja 381
leoja 639 mannr366 myrginn 147 0[612
lear 269 marr (horse) 274 myrkr 147 o[n 443
leggr 323 marr (sea) 503 my 207 ok 222,655
leioa 228 matr638 myrr385 okkr454
leioi 151 maurr24 m;:era 344 oro 222
leior 259 mal 124 m;:err 344 orka 649
lei[a 527 1 528 manaor385 m9n 391 onnr649
leika 323 mani 385 mpndu1l547 orri 363
leiptr 514 mea 380 m9rk 77 ass 454
leita 505 mega 3 m9skvi 571 otr 411
leka 207 meiomar 184, 185 mceta 377 oxi 135
lekr207 meior441
lemja 81 meiss 511 naor 530 o(water) 636
lengja 62 melta 378 naora 530 a (not) 395
lesa 222 men 392 nafarr 391 ()oinn 493
letja 588 mengi 3 nafli391 Ooinulfr 390
leygr 513 mengja 450 nafn 390 oar 436, 493
lettr 353 meror64 nag1389 ogn 198,247
lioinn 228, 151 mergr 370 nakinn 45 011515
lind 353 merja 142 naut614 on 646
lio 506 merr274 nautr 614 or612
lioa 228 met 374 na 35 055 (king) 330
11m 527 meta 374 na1571 055 (mouth) 387
lIta 505 meyrr 147 nar 150 olta 394
lja 349,638 mel 175 nefi 239,392
ljoor248 mior380 nefna 390 raki 639
ljomi 513 mik454 nei 395 raptr488
ljos 505 mikil fr;:ego 437 nema 564 rauoi 379
ljotr43 miki1l344 nenna 201 rauor 222,481
ljufr 358 minnstr 351 nest 336 raUla 246
ljuga 352 mistr 110 ne 395 ra 155
logi 513 mIga 613 nior 169 raf488
lokka 352 mIn 454 niflheimr 110 regn 639
lokkr62 mjolk 381 nipt 237, 394 reka 284,471
losna 481 mjukr 527 niund 403 rekJa 187
losti 157 mjpor271 niunde 403 retta 485
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recti 485
rettr485
rif488
rinna 388
rloa 485
rlfa 567
rIm 397
Ijafa 81
Ijiimi 382
roskinn 249
r0474
roa 490
rooa 442
roar 408
rofa 620
rot 80
rugr491
rum 534
rymja 488
ryja 567, 570
r9gg 252
r9ggr252
nZJkkr 147
reroa 472

saar 500
safi 500, 566
sala 285
salr 282
salt 498
samfeora 195, 499
sami 499
samkund 115
samr499
sandr499
sannr606
sa (sow) 222, 534
sa (pronouns) 457
sao 505
saId 518
sarr413
sefi 566
seggr 115,208
segja 536
seia 362
seior 362
sel282
selja (exchange) 186, 208,

285
selja (willow) 643
sem 499
semja 472
senda 228
selja 506
setr 505

sex 402
sex tiger 405
seui 402
sioa 362
sioarr455
sicJr 143
sigr 123
sigra 124
Siguror 124
stIff 518
sindr 639
sinn 488, 637
sinna 488, 637
sinni 488, 637
silja 522
510 357
sIga 448
sjau 402
sjaund 402
sja 208,505
sj0402
sjoaa 76
sjoor 573
sjondi 402
s(j)uga 556
sjOkr 517
skaaa 312
skaai 312
skafa 503
skagi 323
skakkr 142, 156
skarn 186
skauf262
skera 143
skiI538
skilja 538
skIta 143
skjalgr 142
skjoI134
skjota 581
skar 143
skrapa 143
skofa '471
skofr 262
skar644
skynda 509
skyfa 471
Sk91m 561
slakr 523
sla 549
slIm 527
slyngva 607
smali 23
smekkr566
smjpr 194

snivenn 530
snor 148
snOa 571
snyr530
sn0ggr 510
snerri 573
sofa 527
sorg636
sorta 147
sarti 147
sartna 147
sofl582
501556
sot 522
spaot 431
spann 444
sparr 3, 458
spann 431
spent 82
sperna 329
spinna 571
spja11536
spjot 284
spar 265
spraka 394
sprengja 284
springa 284
sproga 284
spyja 538
spcelr648
sp9rr 534
slaor431
slafr442
slallr 442, 472 , 506
standa 542
stari 543
starr 547
staurr 442
stauta 471
stela 543
slig 228,488
slilJa 475
stinnr391
stfga 228, 488
stjaki442
stjarna 543

.stj91r 472, 566
slorkr 548
siraumr 207, 486
sira 539
slrengr 574
stafr442
slynja 582
slynr 384
slyrja 550
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stpau1l431
sumar 504
sumr 532
sundr 25
sunna 556
sunnu.. ,hveI438
sunr56,533
sa 455
sod 573
sol(a) 441
sarr69
svaoa 63
svagla 89
svalar 431
s\Tamla 561
svangr 63
svartr 147
sval582
sveljan 527
sveln 527
svero561
sveda 607
sverja 535
svik 154
svili 85
sviJJ 431
svi(m)ma 561
sVfkja 154
sVikva 154
S\7n 222,425
svxra 386
svpppr 539
sy1l431
symJa 561
syngja 519
syngva 519
syrgja 636
systir 521
syslkinabarn 133
systrungr 133
syja 573
syr425
sxlJ 236
splr 160
spngr 519
scera 527
scegr 89
scekJa 505
sertr 560
sa~var niek 203

lain 496
lag1252
taka 595
lal397



lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Norse)

tala 397 jJenja 187 0395 vigg 488
tamr565 jJerra 170 Or636 vilja 629
targa 564 jJexla 38 Orar 135 vinda 607
tag 252 jJeyja 378 Ot612 vindr 72, 222
tar 567 jJel382 Otan 612 vinr 158
teigr159,516 jJiourr 217 vinscri 349
teUr 513 jJiggja 187,188 vao 625 visinn 142
telgja 143 jJll(i) 247 vaoa 625 visna 142
temja 565 JJIn 455 vagn 625 vist 198, 281
teygja 471 jJIs1187,508 vakka 63 visundr 136
tea 516 jJjarka 214 vakna 550 vit 454
timbr87 jJjoo 417 valda 490 vita 337
tin 587 jJjooann 41 7 Valhalla 567 vimir 23, 647
titra 491 jJjoo-konungr 417 vaI-h9ll150, 153 vitam 222
tiuna 403 jJjofr 543 Valkyrie 567 vfoir571,643
tlo 161 jJjorr 135 val-kyrja 150 vffa 607
ami 161 jJala 352 vaIr 150, 153,567 vfg 201
au 403 jJam 575 vangsni 434 vfgja 493
aunda 403 jJarp 282 vanr 179 Vlkja 63, 607
tlvar 230 jJorr 582 vargr 141 vIkva 607
tjara 598 jJrefa 89 vari 417 Vl1607
tja 516 jJrioi 400 vannr88,125,222,263 Vlss 337
tjoa 471 jJrio tiger 404 varr417 va:rr 606
taga 471 prIr400 varta 513 v9kr639
taginn 471 jJrjota 451 vatn 636 "'911r 200
talf404 pra:1l491 vax 637 v9Ir442
tapt 206 prpstr 582 vao 572 v9ndr607
tar- 43 pula 450 vapn 336 v9ndu1l607
taro-yfill 312 puIr450 vapnadomr 201
tattaga 404 jJungr264 vas 639 yor455
tre 598 punnr574 vatr 636 yo(v)ar455
trii 598 purfa 500 vatta 534 yflr412
tIyggr 598 jJurft 500 veor 24,654 ygg-drasi1l278
tr9f109 purr 170 vefa 572 ykkr455
tunga 222, 594 po 222,455 vega 91,201 ylgr647
tva 399 POs(h)und 405, 560 veggr 571 ylja 264
tveggja 400 jJvinga 451 vegr488 yIr 264
tveir 399 jJykkr vel 313 yrkJa 649
tyggja 175 pylja 450 veifa 607 ysja 87
Tyr 222,230 jJyoa 417 veig 201
t9ng 68 .pyor 198 veipa 607 yIa 394
t9nn 594 fJyfi 543 velpr607 Ymirl29, 130, 153,608

P9kk 575 veisa 439 yr654
fJak 489 veit 337
jJakka 575 ulfr 222, 646 vella 264 a: 352, 548
fJambr 187 Ulfr 3~0 veroa 607 ceor359
fJar457 umb32 verja 109, 134 cegir 636
jJarf500 und (strike) 549 verk 649 a:r 222, 511
jJat457 und (under) 611 verr 366, 548 ces 255
fJa drIfr sneer 170 undir 611 vesa 171 cesir 330
jJegja 510 ungr656 ve 493 cevi 352, 548
jJegn 56, 107 upp 612 ver454
jJekja 134 uro 134 vett 91 9ngr391
jJekkja 575 usli 87 vior (tree) 598 9nn 504
jJel247 Orr 135 vior (apart) 25,193 9r (arrow) 78
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9r (shaft) 508
9dJugr269
9rn 173

OLD DANISH [ODan]
aalde 74
olde 74
wrath 268

NEW DANISH [Danish]
aborre 418, 509
kvas80
musk 385
os 639
(er367

NEW ICElANDIC [Nice]
ami 413
bioe 444

MYCENAEAN [Mye]
a-ko-so-ne 39
a-ni-ja 481
a-ni-jo-ko 481
A-no-qo-ta 438
a-pe-ne-wo 245
a-qi-ja 38
a-qi-ti-ta 437
a-ro-u-ra 200
a4-wo 234
de-ki-si-wo 271,485
de-ku-tu-wo-ko 393
do-e-ro 179
du-ru-to-mo 598
dwo 399
e-me 399
e-ne-wo pe-za 403
e-ra-pi-ja 154
e-re-pa 177
e-ri-ka 643
e-ri-nu 232
E-u-me-ne 438
i-je-ro- 312
i-ju 533

9sp33
9x1516
9x u1l39

drynjan 395
ekkill12
elgur 113
hlekkja 62
hV6ma 175
lepja 352
rama-Iegr 160
stinla 52
vinstr 2
visla 638
0kkr225

NORWEGIAN [Norw]
abbor418
au196

i-po-no 443
i-qo 274
jo- 20
ka-ko 379
ka-na-pe-u 573
-ka-ra-o[r} 272
ka-si-ko-no 362
ke-ra 272
ke-ra-jo 272
ki-ti-je-si 490
ki-ti-ne-na ko-to-na 490
ki-wo 442
ko-te-re 348
ko-to-na 622
ko-wo 656
ku-mi-no 243
ku-ru-so 234
la-wa-ge-ta 419
me-wi-jo 401
mo-ri-wo-do 347
o-ni-ti-ja-pi 173
o-no 185
o-no- 34
o-pi 391

0rr650
0x38

bringe 155
brund 155
gj0rs 90
harr 69
kvas 80
lakka 323
mua 149
olda 74
05639
ru 570
smila 344
tasa 343
vinstr 2

Greek

pa-we-a2 (= parweha) 109
pe-ki-ti-ra2 570
pe-re-ke-we 37
Pe-re-wa2 358
po-ro 56
po-ti-ni-ja 371,642
pte-re-wa 178
-qe 20
Qe-ta-ra-je-u 390
qe-to- 444
qe-to-ro-pi 401
qe-to-ro-po-(d)- 23
qe-to-ro-po-pi 401, 469
qo-u- 134
qo-u-ko-ro 268
ra-e-ja 547
ra-wa-ke-ta 31
ra-wi-ja-ja 31
re-wo-te-re-jo 108
r1-jo 210
sa-sa-ma 243
su-qo-ta 425
te-mi 77
ti-ri-po 400
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cepa 89
cett 403

OLD SWEDISH [OSwed]
16359
swiri 392, 609
thyster 475
xnkill122

NEW SWEDISH [Swed]
aborre 418
ala 87
aIle 74
brinde 155
gars 90
linda 200
tvara 607
tyst 475
ure 135

to-ko-so-wo-ko 78, 655
*tri- 400
tu-ka-te 148
wa-na-ka 329, 330,419
we-a2-no (= wehan6s) 109
we-pe-za 402
we-re-ne-ja 511
wi-ri-no 135
wo-ka 625,627
wo-no- 644
wo-wo 215
za-we-te

GREEK [GRK]
a-242
aaroc; 500
a{3lC; 202
ayea 509
aye{pw 35, 217
aY£A1} 194
'Arrk 509
aYloc; 493,509
aYK"OC; 272
ayruAoc; 51 5



LANGUAGE INDEX (Greek)

ayvo~ 509
aYVUJil538
aropti35
aropavoJiol35
aropavoJio~35
aro~ 348
aro~ 509
arPTJ 284
arpo~ 200
arzlO64
arlO 170
arwv 201
armvlol (}EOZ 201
aOEAqJ(E)r, 134
aOEAqJEo~ 84, 133, 134,

615
al5EAqJo~ 646
aor,v 225
aOl1C1J 336, 393
aovEm7~438

aEovov83
aElplO64
aEAlol85
aEAAa644
aE~lO 248
aETJia 436
aETJiOV 436
a'oJiall70
aSOJial 242, 650
aTJC1l72
a(JEplSlO 611
a(Jpa~ 607
ala 239
airZAlOlJI 407, 409
airvnlo~ 469
aiEAovpO~ 638
aiETo~ 66, 67, 173
a i1JoJia187
al(}o~ 87
al(}lO 87
aiJilO8za 375,413
alVVJial 186,224
ar~ 229
alpal491
alaa 224
aia8avoJ1al418
alaxo~509

a{Ta~197

aiXJ1r, 537
aiwv 352, 548
a1Capva 367
a1CaaTo~ 367
rixEOJial 262
a1CEvw 418
a1O] 510

aK7]V 535
'A1C1CW 386
a"KJiwv 547
a1Co~ 262
a1Coa-rr, 237
a "KOVW 418
a1CpaTo; 384
a1CponOAl; 210
a"K'r{~ 394
a1Cvpo; 360
aAazvw 629
aAa~176

aAaoJial
aAanaovo; 528
aA£a 88,560
aAElaov 506
aAE{r11~ 259
aAE1Crpvwv 112
aA£~ro458

aAEoJ1a1629
aAEv,ual 629
aA£w247
aAlvw 527, 528
aAl~ 237
aAlrazvlO 259
aATrpo; 259
aA{qJaAo~ 353
aA1C1] 178
aAAollal323
aAAD; 64,411
aAJia458
aAolTo; 259
&AO; 442
aAoxo~57,642,646

aJ..t; 242,498
aAvOolJiO~60
aAv1Cro- 81
aAv1CrOtrE011 81
aAvcr1Cro 629
aAvro 60, 362, 629
aAq)(XVW 484
aAq>1] 484
aAqn51
aAcplra 51
aAcp1ra AEV1(a 51
aAq>o~ 641
aAmtrTJ~ 212
aArotrO; 212
alla 410
'AJia'mv 367
aJia8oe; 499
a,uaAovvro 242
a,uaAoe;532
a,ua~a 625
aJ.1a~a 245, 625

-a,uao,ua1 169
a,uavpoe; 147
a,uaro 258
aJ1{3pocrza 494
a,u{3poTo; 150, 494
a,u£Arro 381
llLEval500
aJi£prro 258
aj.lEvaacr8al388
aJi11 169,443
aJiJia; 386
aJ1,uE 454
aJi,uEe; 454
aJivo; 511
allop{3o; 147
aJiOe; 532
&Jio; 457
aJitrv~ 261, 451
aj.lVVollal388
aJivvro 388
aJ.1qJ11v 392
aJicpr,v 391
af.Upl 32, 400
aJicplAv1C1] 513
aJiqJZtrOAO; 506
aJiqJopEvC; 444
aJiq>ro400
aJi~ 532
av458
a(v)- 395
ava 612
&vaE8voe; 346
ava(Jr1l1a 345
avaATo; 248
aVOpO"KJi1JTO; 450
avopo1CTaC1{a 549
avopo; 548
avc5poqJovroc; 438
aVEJiO; 82
aVEv 646
aVE'I'la 237

aVE'I'lOC; 157, 239, 392,
393

avr,pI74, 366, 546, 596
av(Joc; 207
av(Jpr,vl1 58
avla 481
aVla 413
aVl1rro~ 108
avv{c; 238, 386
aVTu 60
aVT{60,209
aVTlJiWAOC; 124
aV'doc; 60
aVTA£w 169
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avrAOv 169
aVfJj1l 3
avvro 3
avwya 535
a~tv1138

a~wv 39,245,516
aop 561
&oC; 457
aocrarw 115
ana~410

anEtArW 536
an£AT]1Ca 568
anEAoc; 650
anEparo 207
atrEppoc; 515
anfcpaTo 548
anryvl1 245
'Anlomv 636
anLOv 433
anAOOe; 63
anAOVe; 410
ano 42
anoc5lc5paaJ(ro 491
anoAavro 484
anoj1vacrro 527
atrO-nanlwc; atr-fY1COVOC;

156
ano'rlcrlC; 123
ann]£" 191
apa 583
apti536
apaOJ.1al 450, 536
apap{C1lCW 362
apYT1C; 641
apyoc; 194
"Aproc; 439
*apyoC; 548
aprVplOv 518
apyvpoc; 518, 641 .
apc5le; 439
apr] 450
'Ap7] {AV1(O£" 390
apl(Jj10C; 397
lYplarov 173
apJ(fw 270
aplCoc; 270
apJ(roc; 55
apov 481
aporpov 434
apovpa 200
apow434
apnl1 517
ap(J1]v 363, 477
aprv£" 362, 410
aprvw 362,410



apva405
apxot; 508
aa1C11fh1t; 312
aa1raAot; 51 0
aa't"aK'ot; 77
aa't"e)1QJ17t; 543
aa't"epo1rr] 543
aa't"r]p 543
aa't"payaAot; 77
anxp 37
a't"ep 25
a't"ip)1mv 77
a't"epot; 253
a't"lsm 418
a7:paK''t"ot; 572
a7:peKr]t; 572
a't"7:a 195
avyasm 514
avm514 .
aDAa~471

aVAOt; 96
aDOt; 170
aDt; 173
aV7:)1r] 436
aVXr]v 392
avw 169
aqJevoe; 637
aqJ(h7:ov 438
aqJvelOt; 637
aqJpo-358
aqJpo8tTI] 358
aqJpot; 477
'Axipmv 343
ax80)1al247
aXAVt; 477
aXV1J 237
axvv}1al247
axo)1al198
axot; 198, 247
atjl42

{3a{3asm 42
{3aivw 115
{3alr1J 110
{3aK'7:pov 112
{3aAaVeVt; 207
{3aAaVOt; 407 .
{3aAAm 582
{3a)1{3aivm 542
{3a1r7:m 160
{3ap{3apoe;542
{3apvt;264
{3aalAivt; 330, 346, 348
{3aalt; 115
{3aaK'm 115, 468

{3av {3av 51
{3aUsm 51
{38im 194
{3eAoV1J 312, 425
{3iA7:epOt; 550
{3£A7:imv 242
{3£ao-354
{3ij)1a 115
{3ijaaa 160
{3ia 158
.{3lam 158
{3l{3avn 115
{3i{3AOt; 50
{3l0t; 78
{3iot; 356
{3AaOvt; 532
{3Aij}1a 582
{3A1Jxao)1al70
{3Alr't"m 271
{3Aoavp-624
{3AoaVpW1rle; 624
{3Avm 207
{3Avsm 207
{3Am8pot; 261
{3oAl)10t; 347
{30)1{30t; 395
{30}1{3VA1J 395
{3opa 175
{3opiat; 270
BovK'anoe; 134
{3oVK'OAOe; 268
{30Vt; 134, 242
{3ov't"fJpot; 382
{3paK'ava 620
{3pa7:avav 607
{3paxvt; 515
{3piY}1a 79
{3piqJot; 615
{3piX)1a 79
{3peX)1ot; 79
{3pixm 477
{3pov't"rjalOv 379
{3po't"Ot; 150
{3POXr] 477
{3poxoe;64
{3vat; 412
{3v{3Aot;50
{3v8ot; 154
{3VK'7:1Jt; 284
{3vAAa 88

. yazr]oxot; 507
yaAa 381,382
ya.A"aK'7:ot; 381
YUAaot; 521

yaAi1J 387, 521
yaAlt; 521
yaAomt; 521
yaAro<;,521
ya)1{3pot;85, 369, 533
yapiO)1al 369
ya)1im 369
yavvf.1al256
yapyapa 217
yapplam89
yaa't"rjp 175
yavpot; 256
yiyova 56
yi)1m 450
yiveale; 56
yeVi7:£lpa 386

'yevi7:mp 195
yevvam 56
yivot; 192,531
yivvt; 322
yipavot; 140
yepovaia 409, 410
yipmv 152, 248,409
yeVO)1al 566
yevm 566
m8iw 256
yijpat; 248
mp{iaK'm 248
yijPVt; 89,449
yirvollal 56
YlrvcOOK'm 337
YAaYOt; 381
yAalvoi 83
YAaK'7:oqJayot; 381
yAaK'WV7:Ee; 381
YAlVO- 367
YAOlOe; 108
YAVK'Ve; 560
yAvqJm 143
YAma(ja 575
yAwXet; 575
YAmXtt; 575
yva8ot; 322
yviiJlla 518
yviiJ(jze; 337
yvwa't"r]p 337
yvw't"Ot; 337
yo8am 535
YO)1qJoe; 594
yovv 242, 336
yopyoe; 568
ypavt; 248,410
ypaqJm 143
ypam 175
ypvSw 249
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ypv~ 160
rVaAov 62
rvIlVOt; 45
rvv~ 648
yVtjl623,624
ywvla 336

oa£lpa 567
OiirJp 84
8al8aA.Am 143
8al8vaaea8a I 471
8aivuf.1z 161
8aiof.1az 160,416
oaim 87
8a1\Vm 68
oaK'pv 567
8aK'pu}1a 567
oaK'pvov 567
oa)1aA1Jt;136
oa)1vam 565
oa)1v1J)1z565
OanavUvw 496
ounav1J 496
oaneoov 206
oupa7:al237
8apa7:ov 237
oap1C11 607
8aaVt; 574
-oe 590
oiu't"o 149, 513
oi8aE 567
oi8opKU 505
8ieAoe; 513
8E{8m 198
8El1\Vvll£vOe; 271
8el1\Vv)11 516
oElpoe; 270
8Elaa 490
8iK'a 242,403
oiK'u7:oe; 403
8iK'o)1al 271, 564
8iMlget; 312,425
.1iAAoz539
OEAqJVe; 242,615
oillut; 87
Oef.1{3A£lt; 650
8e/lEAiae; 650
8i)1w 87
oivopov 598
8e~zot; 485
OE~l7:epOt; 271,485
8io/lal343
oipYllu 505
8ip1J 391
-OipK'E7:0e; 623
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8EP1C0J.lU1 505
8Epm 567
8e(l1rOr11~ 192, 281, 283,

371
8ev1Ce1471
8eVOJ.lUl343
8ev'tepo~ 399
8EqJm 550
8EX0J.lal 271, 564
8Em 64
8(F)l- 400
8(F){~400

&jJ.lO~ 161, 416
8ijv 349
87]veu 567
811POV 27, 357
811Po~ 357
81a25
8,a811J.la 267
8,{i1COVEm 362
8l~OVO~ 362
81aA.-0~ 149
8,uqJaaae,v 595
8,8aa1Cm 567
8{8ovn 240
818oval240
818OJJ.ll224
81eJ.lal208
81Sa 229
811Celv 393
ol1CEm 159
81KTJ 159,346,516
ol1cA.-i8e~441
O{1CpOO~ 273
obcrvov 393
AlV8pvJ.le 598
8rvEm 208
AlOYEV11~ 576
AlOK"A.-ij~ 438
8{0J.lal208
8l0~ 230
8l11"A.&~400

8111"A.-Oo~63

8l1rAO~ 400
8{11"ov~400

o{11"OV~ rerpa1Cov~649
-otr11 358
o{m 208
8p.qJij 283
8p.w; 283, 565
8010;400
80K"Em 564
80A1xa{mv 352,439,548
80AlXO~357
80AO~ 397

80Aq>O; 615
8op.o; 192, 281,283
8ova~481
OOp11"OV 175
o6pv 598
80VAO; 179
80XP.10; 523
8oXp.o~ 523
OpaK"alVa 169
8paK"oc; 505
opaK"mv 169, 505
opaJ.lelv491
8pavoc; 649
8pa~ 564
8pa1Cavov 9
8paaaop.al 564
8paXJ.lij 564
opaOJ 649
opE1Cavov 567
8pE11"m 567
0P11ar7]P 649
8pop.o~491

Apvaxapvij~598

8pv~ 598
ovvaro1416
8vo-K"ai-oeK"a 404
ova-43
8~aK"Ae7]C;438
8vap.evij; 281, 438
8vOJ 399
om 192, 193,281
owoeK"a 404
8mAo; 179
8mpov 185, 242
omrop £amv 438
8wrOJp 224

E455
Eap 71
£f38oJlaro~ 402
Ef38oJloC; 402
tyK"OVEm 362
£rK"VO~ 560
£yrur{(c;) 522
eypijyopa 37
E)X£AVC; 176
e)X£a{Jlmpo~ 344
EYXO; 537
erm(v) 454
£8avov 208
E8vov 82,83
E80vre~594
E80; 505,522
l8oro 621
e8pa 505

l8pa(}ov 526
l8pav 491
l80J 175
£E455
le8va 346
eelK"oal 404
eEpG1J 477
l(F)epv- 134
Esollal522
l(}avov 147
l(}el471
l(}o; 143, 354, 455, 631
e(}pl; 91,471
eioo~ 337
eiK"e 25
elK"oc; 25
eZK'oa1404
eZK'm 63, 607
eiK"wv 25
eiK'w; 25
eiA.-EOJ 607
eZA11 88, 232
elAlove~ 85
eiJ.laoee; 571
elll153
ellll228
eivarepee; 522
ei11"ov 535
eipT]v 11 7, 362
dpm (speak) 535
ei'pOJ (line) 354
efe; 399
ei; 290
elaavra 209
£K"arollf311 134, 137
£K"arov 242,405,410
EK"rO~402
'/EK"rmp 124
£'rupa386
£K"VpOe; 195, 386
£K"WV 629
EAa88
eAar11 324
£AavvOJ 228
EAa({JO~ 154
eAa({Jpo~,i53

eAaxvc; 3"53
eAEa 558
eAE/"Xm 70
EAelv 564
£AeAlSm 323
'EAev(}Epio~ 354
£Aevf)epo~ 214, 248, 4 16
eAE({Ja~ 177
eAry 88,232
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£AlK"1J 643
EAK"O~ 523
eAK"m 471
£AAO~ 154
EApara 431
EAO~ 371
EA1CO~ 194
EAvrpov 91
EAmp 564
£JlE 454
ep.Ere 454
£p.Ew 538
Elloprev ISO
epo~ 454
eJl11"{~ 312
ev 290
EV 399
£vamc; 509
lva(F)ro~ 403
evarryp 522
lvavA.o~ 96
evoeAexij~ 357
Ev8ro~ 149
Ev80v 290
eVeyK"elV 35
EveAoc; 154
EVT] 411
ev{290
lVl 53
£vvEa 403
eVVE11"m 536
lVVUPl 109
EVO; 654
evo~409

Evrepov 179
£vr{53
lvv8pl~ 411
eVV11"VIOV 170
Evvpev 394
evwm1 191
E~402

£~411

£~~K"ovra 405
gOlK"e 25
£OlK'W; 25
lop 133, 393, 521
[opec; 157
braplrol 397
£1Celym 388
£1CEmv rEK'rOVe; 436
£1Cil16,391
bri K'ap 260
e1C{K"OVpO~ 491
£1ClOV 175
£1Cl opovral 41 7



bnO",O/-lal 158
bcitr:AO(f)o~ 269
etr:laaonpa 245
e1Co/lal 208
etr:opovral 696
e1Coc; 535
etr:oc; ei1Celv 438
bra", 272
brra 242,402
e1Cm 151, 450
epa 174
epa/-lal197
epam 197
epyov 649
epom 649
epe{3oc; 147
epe{,(m 354,567
epe{1Cm 567
epetr:ro/-lal564
eperryc; 408,490
eper/-lov 408
epevyo/-lal61
epEqJw 488
epij/-lOC; 161,474
'EprvDC; 232
eprvvw388
epitr:val567
eplqJoc; 511
epK:Ctvry 108,629
ep1(o~ 109, 629
epK:o~606vrmv 108
ep/-la 416,442
eptr:m 141
epa1J 477
epa1Jv 477
epvyyavw 61
epv()poc; 115, 242, 246,

481
epv/lal134
epva{1CeAac; 268
epmOloc; 268
epmr, 474
ec;- 242
ea1Cepoc; 184
earl 53
earla (clothe) 109
ear{a (dwell) 171, 281
'Earia 171
eraAov 24
ereAov 24
en:poc; 253
erl215
erpayov 175
eVOal/-lovec; 416
eV()Evna 484

ev(}evEW 3,484
ev(}evr,c; 3
ev8r,vEw 484
e1h1C1COC; 439
EV1(A£17C; 390,438
eO1(roc; 449
eV/-levim 198
eV/-levr,c; 438, 469
EVj.levr,c; 438
e13vlC; 179
£UvvT]roc; 571
evpela X(}wv 438
evp{a1(w 202
evpveOJjc; 438
evpvc; 83
eU~ 235
eUaaeA/-lOC; 431
eVxoj1al 449
e13xoe; 449
eVliJ 87
eqJE1Cw lSI, 450
£qJr,{3alov 209
eqJuv 53
eXlOva 529
eXlVOe; 264
eXlC; 176, 529
exvpoe; 124
£xm 124
e",w 88
Ewq; (pronouns) 457
Em~ (dawn) 148

(F)avaK:ee; 329
(F)ava~ 329,330,348
(fJavaaaa 329
(f)apryv 511
(f)apvoe; 511
(f)aaro 281,378
(f)Eap 504
(F)e{K:m 193
(f)E1(rOe; 402
(F)eAxavoe; 529
(F)i/-lJia 109
(F)E~402

(F)earia 109
(F)Earpa 109
(F)Er17C; 455
(FJEroe; 654
(F)Exirw 91
(F){K:an 404
-(F)l1(£~ 192
(F)o 412
(F)o8aw 535
(F)Ol1(O~ 622
(F)op()o~ 269

(f)oxoe; 625,627
(F)prvoe; 135

selal236
SevYVV/ll 64,655
Zev 1Carep 195
Zeve; 149
Zeve; 1Carr,p 230,438
SEm 77
Sryrpoe; 312
s6p~ 155
Svyov 242,245,655
SV/-lry 84, 384
SW/-la 224
SWVT] 224
SWVVVj1l 224

. SePov 23
Swaroe; 224
Sww356

ry 457
if 457
~ 535
if{3ry 209, 362
iJYEo/-lal505
ifOo/-lal566
i]OOVT, 566
hOve1Cr,q; 438
hove; 560
'HiAlov...aK:01COV 438
ryeAloe; 556
ryipwq; 173
ry(F)E410
ry(F){(Je(F)oe; 642
ry(Jiw 518
ryfJ/-lOe; 518
~Ooq; 455
ryi"K"aVOe; 519
~1(a 523
ryAalvm 629
J1Aaa1(m 629
ifAlOe; 556
ryA{OV K:VK:AOe; 438
{jAOe; 442
ryAvOov 228
ryAvawv neOiov 150
'HAV<1WV tr:Eoiov 153
ryAvawe; 200
~/-lap 87,149
ryj1aro~ 149
h/-liae; 454
h/-lelC; 454
ry/lEpa 149
ry/-ll- 253
~/-lOe; 457
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ryvia 481
ryviov 481
ryvloXoe; 481
ijvvarpov 2
{jtr:ap 356
J11Ce8avoe; 637
ry1CElpoe; 515
ry1Cwe; 64, 116
"Hpa 362
fipmc; 362
ijaBul522
~rop 359
ryrpov 359
r7Xim 89
J1XJ1 89
J1XW 89
rywe;148
'Hwe; 148

()alpOe; 508
(JaAa/-lOe; 6 18
()aAarra 503
BaA-Aw 348
Bavaroe; 147, 361
Bapaoq; 81
Bavvov 647
BielOv 82, 103
(JEia 36, 37
(JEivw 548
(JElOe; 609, 610
BiAm 629
Bij1a 345
Bi/-lle; 345
(Jivap 255
BEOe; 231
BEoainrmp 650
Bep/-loe; 125,242, 263
Bipaoe; 35,81
Biale; 345
Biaaaa(Jal449
BiaqJaroe; 23 1
(Jerr,p 141
(Jiw 491
(JijAvq; 82
lhjVlOV 382
£Mp 23
£Maaro 556
OvryaK:w 147
OvT]roc; 147
BOAoc; 618
(Jooe; 491
Bopoe; 323
Bovpoe; 323
(Jptbam 170
(Jpacrue; 81



LANGUAGE INDEX (Greek)

8P11VEW 395
8pijvo~ 58, 395
8pfJaaa8al 270
8plv{a 644
8p{~ 252
8pvov 481
8piiJva~ 58, 395
8p4Jal(w 323
8vraTTJp 148,393
8vraTTJp L110~ 149, 231,

438
8ve-ra1466
8viw 82
8fJj1o~ 529
8UVEro 388
8Vpa 168, 242
8vpi~ 168
8Vw 103, 388
8m~647

ru 399
iUivro 262
iaOj1al 262,376
i(j-rpo~ 262, 376
iUXEro 89
iaXro 89
i8iro 560
r8j1rov 237
lej1a1208
i£pa~ 191
'Iepanv-r/8va 247
lepev~ 313
lepevro 313
iepov j1EVOC; 312, 438
lepo~ 261,312,314,493
l~W 522
ll1J.11 582
i(}ayevfJ~ 458
i8apo~ 471
t(Jv~ 228
t(Juw 228
11\avEw 187
iI(avw 187
rI(KO~ 274
iKj1a{vw 448
iKj1a~W 448
i1\-rlvo~ 335
lKW 187
fAaaK0j1a1236
fAiJ~ 233, 371
rv458
ivaw 506
i~o~ 384
i~u~ 356
fov80e; 252

iop1\O~ 155
ioC; (bow) 78
ioC; (numerals) 399
ioC; (poison) 439
iOXEalpa 438
invoc; 443
lnJrel~ 633
IJrJrevw 277
lJrJrOl...apro{ 439
lJrJrO~ 51, 274
l1f1fO'r1]~ 274,277
iOPKO~ 155
i~ 209,548
ioxw 25
la-r11j11 542
ia-ria 171
'Ia-ria 171
iaX{ov 356
taxw 124
t-rEa 571,643
r-rv~ 571
iv~ro 394
lxap 158
ix8V~ 205

1\arK:aVOC; 284
l(u(y)Xa(w 344
Ka80~ 444
KUi621
1\aia8a~ 96
K'aia-ruc; 96
K'alVOr; 213
K'a{w 88
K:aK:aAov224
K'aK'K'aw 187
KaAa)1o~542

KaA£w 90
KaA11 268
1\aAr]rwp 90
KaAla282
KaAAlwv 56
1\aAOe; 56
l(aAJrT] 444
KaAJrlC; 444
KaAV1frW 134
l(aj1apa 620
l(aj1apo~ 265
1\a)1aafJvE~ 510
l(a)1llap{~ 512
Ka)1(j1)apoe; 512
K:aj1vw 588
K:all1fr7 62
Kaj1Jr-rw 62
I(aV8apoc; 385, 514
Kav8oc;143

Kav(}vA11 523
la:lVvaf31C; 266, 293
Kavva8pov 607
K'a1fvo~ 529
Kano~ 200
Kanpo~138,229,507

K'anrw 563
Kapa 260,272
K'apapa 260
K'ap8{(i 242, 263
Kap11 260
KupKa{pw 449
KapKlvoc; 512
Kap1faA1J.10C; 607
K'ap1fo~ 258, 607
K'apraAAo~571

Kapv~ 436
Kapq>oc; 53
Kaaal-repo~ 588
Kuaavw 573
Ku-ra 169
Kara 169
K'a-raPF0C; 450
K'ava~ 249
KavAoc; 542, 620
Kavj1a 88
Kavvo~ 284
K'avpo~ 284
KaVxa0j1a190
KaXAa~w 287
K'aXA11~ 287
KEYKe1284
K£8por; 324
K:e11la1352
K:e{pw 143
K:Elaau 323
KEKijvEr; 323
KEAEOr; 544
K:EArj~ 170
KEAAa~ 70
K£AAW 170
KElla~ 272
K:EVOr; 179
K£vravpor; 103
KEV-rEro 110, 510
K£vrpwv 110
J(epal~w 312
l(£paj1or; 108
I(EpaVVVlll 108
K'EpaOe; 272
I(£pa~ 272
K£paaOe; 106
KEPf3epo~ 265
1\£p80r; 139,143,437
K'EpJ({e; 572
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K'£P1\OC; 267
K'£pval272
1\EaK'EOV 570
KEV8&vw268
1\Ev8w 268
1\£(paAT] 260
K'fjf30~ 259
K'fjoor; 259
K1J1\{w 323
K'fjAa 537
K1JA£W 154
K'T]A17 268
K'fjno~ (field) 200
K'fjno~ (monkey) 384
K'T]~ 66
K'fjp 262
K1Jp{ov 637
K1JpOr; 637
K1JPVAOC; 246
K'T]pv~ 436
K1Jq>rjv 58
1\lVEW 506
1\{puqJo~ 69
1\{pKOC; 191
ldpv1]J.1l 384
1\lPPOC; 69
1\{aau 323
I({rra 323
1\lXd\!w 349
1({XATJ 89, 582
1(lXA[~W 582
K'twv 29,442
1(Aayywo11C; 66
K:Aa(w 66
KAEU av8pwv 438
K'A£(F)or; 192
1\AE(F)w 262
1\AE{ro 272
1\Ae{c; 272
1\AEO~ 438
1\A£OC; aq>(},Tov 192, 437
1\A£OC; EVPU 437
1\A£OC; 1(ara8EaOal 437
1\A£JrTW 438, 595
1\A1]Orjv 90
1\Ar,8pa 11
1\Ar,8p17 11
1(ATJi~ 272
1\ATJPOVO)1oC; 564
KAfjpoC; 431
KAtvw 348
1\A{ra 441
1\AOVlC; 260
1\AV(W 108
1\A,v8{ J.10l 438



ICAvro~ 262
-ICj.lTJro~ 450
KVaICo~ 271,637
KVGp.a 349
KVaqJevr; 573
KVaqJo~ 573
KVaqJm 573
KVijKO~ 271
KVTJICO~ 271, 637
KV7}j.lTJ 245,349, 627
KVVSov 451
ICOrxTJ 512
ICOrxO~ 512
Koem 418
KOTJ~ 451
ICO{TJ~ 451
ICOlAO~ 96
ICOlAV 262
KOlj.lao/lal 622
IColva 240
ICOlVO~ 646
ICo{pavo~ 30, 242, 348,

371
Kozpo- 30
ICOICK"V~ 142
KOAa~ 154
KoAem 170
KoUa4
ICOA010~321
KOA1l'O~ 62
ICOA1l'Om 62
ICOAV/lf3o~ 68, 169
ICoAmVTJ 270
ICoAmv6~270
ICoj.lem 588
ICOV{~O~ 357
ICOVl~ 32
ICOV{~ 357
K'00196
K01l'PO~ 186
ICopa~ 66, 142, 362
ICOpeVVU/ll 249
ICop(F)o~656
ICop8v~ 268
ICOPZ~ 312
ICopv8o~ 273
ICopv1l'rm 273
ICOpVqJJ] 273
ICopmvTJ 142
IC6aavqJo~ 70
IC6ro~ 22
ICOrvATJ 283
ICOVPO~ 249
ICOXATJ~ 287
IC6XAO~ 512

ICOXWVTJ 88
1COVflXO~ 70
ICptJaro~ 260
ICpayywv 272
ICpav£la 106.
1Cpavzov 260
K'pavva 539
1Cpavo~ 106
1Cpea 71
1Cpea~ 71
1CpeKm 572
K'pep-C/l)vov 620
K'p7}VTJ 539
KPTJ1l'Z~ 514
K'pl51
ICprtJi] 51, 52
K'Pl AEV1COV 51
1Cptvm 518
K'pT6~ (chick-pea) 106
K'pTO~ (cow) 138
K'poazvm 549
K'p01((XATJ 547
1CP01C1J 547
1Cp01CK'al 547
1(P01CV~ 572
1(po/l(/l)vov 620
K'PO; 572
ICpoaaa1441
1(POVVO~ 539
1(povm 71, 549
ICpU/lO~ 112
1(PVO~ 71, 112
1(pv1l'rm (cover) 134
1(pv1l'rm (gather) 217
1(pvarazVO/la1 112
1(pVaraMo~ 112
1Cpm1l'lOV 258
1(rlXOj.lal 490
ICreava 490
ICrElve oqJzv 438
1(rezvm 549
1(rEZ~ 570
1(rz(m 87, 171, 490
1(rzau; 622
1(rovo~ 549
1(vavo~ 379
K'vap 96
1(v8o~ 361, 418
1(vem 560
1(vf)w8TJr; 187
1CV1(Aa 245, 640
1CVK'AO~ 627, 640
1CVKVOr; 514,558
1(VAZ~ 444
1(VAAa 168

ICV/lf371 443
ICV/lTVOV 243
ICVVaj.lVla 208
ruvar; apyovr; 439
1(VVEr; apyo{ 194
ICvvem 335
1CVVOr; 168
ICVOr; 560
1CV1l'EAAOV 444
ICV1l'plVOr; 90
KV1l'por; 379
1CUp lOr; 448, 493, 560
1Cvprry 571
1Cvprza 571
tdJpror; 571
ICvaf)or; 507

.1CuaOr; 42, 507
KvrOr; 522
ICvmv 168
1CmK'Vm 66
1CWpTJ 622
1CWPO~ 451
1Cwva 428
ICWVElOV 428,510
1CwVO~ 428, 510, 641

Aaar; 547
Aayapor; 523
Aayerar; 31
Aa(F)o~ 31,631
Aa(o/laz564
Aa1(F)6~349
Aalm 123
Aa1Czsm 568
AaICl~ 568
Aa1C1Co~ 343
AaA£m 42
AaAOr; 42
Aa/l{3avm 564
Aapza 538
Aap1l'm 513
Aa/lvpor; 538
Aavo~ 448
Aa1l'rm 352
Aapo~ 249,474
Aaarry 158
Aara~ 639
AaqJvpov564
Aeym 242
Aela31,484
AEl{3m 351
AEi/la~ 527
AEI/la~ 529
AEl/lWV 527
A£l1l'm 242,349,637
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AElPOV 316
AEixw 351
A£K'aVT] 444
AeK'rO 352
A.£K'rpOV 57
AEAOl1l'a 637
AE1l'W 568
AEvyaAEor; 81 , 247
AEV1COr; 83, 115, 246, 513
AEvaaw 505
AEXEra1 352
Aexo~ 57
AEmv 23, 284
AT]8EIv 588
AryiTJ 31
ATJi(opU1 31
ATJKaw 323, 468
Aijvor; 648
Aryvor; 448
AiSEl434
AlK'EpriSW 323
Al1C/law 646
AZ1CVOV 646
AlAazo/la1 158
Alvev~ 568
Aivov 206
Al1l'apO~ 528
A{~ 356
Aof3or; 255
AOErpov 52
AOl8oPEW 434
AOlYO~ 516
AOl1l'Or; 482
AozrEvw 228
AOlrl] 228
Aop8o~ 62, 156
Aovm 108
AOqJvl~ 513
AOXO~ 57
Avyi(w 62
AUY~ 360
Auyor; 62
AVypo~ 247
AVK'Oopyor; 31
AV1CO~ 390,646
AV1CO~ {DElv 150
AVK'oqJovrTJs 31, 390
AV/la 160
AV1l'ra 358
Avaau 31,647
Avro~ 481
Avrpov 481
Avrpoo)1ul481
AUXVO~ 513
AVW 481
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Am1rTJ 110
AW1t"O~ 110
Am1jf 110

fJ.arraveza 154
fJ.arravov 154
fJ.ayijval649
fJ.ay{~ 649
fJ.a8aw 639
Jia8vlal 175
Jia{v11 205
Jia{vOfJ.al 575
Malpa 514
fJ.alCeOVo~ 361, 574
Jiiixo~ 574
fJ.alCpo~ 357,574
fJ.alCrpa 649
fJ.WcWV 440
fJ.aAalCo~ 532
fJ.aAfh] 108
fJ.afJ.fJ.77 386
pavopa 199
pav8avro 348
Jiavn~575

fJ.avv 528
fJ.apalvro 142
fJ.ap77 255
JiaptA77 514
fJ.appa{pro 514
Jiaprv~ 483
Jiaaaro 450
fJ.tir77P 385
Jiarz~ 236
Jilixavti9
fJ.axofJ.al630
Jiiixo~ 3
fJ.e454
fJ.eyazpw 344
fJ.£ya lCAEO~ 437
fJ.eyaA1J 3
fJ.Eya~ 344
fJ.E00fJ.al374
fJ.e(F)(wv 401
fJ.e8E1t"ro 151, 450
fJ.EOv 271
p£lolaro 345
Jielpa~ 631, 656
fJ.eAalvro 69
fJ.EAli~ 115, 69, 246
fJ.£AOOfJ.al378
MeAEaypo~ 112
/lEAeO~ 155
/lEAl 271
fJ.eAzyA(J)(fao~ 438

. /leAzv77 383

p£Alaaa 57, 271
P£AO~ 353
p£pv77pal 575
p£pova 575
p£vo~ 575
p£vo~ ryv 438
p£vw 482
p£plpva 483
peppazpw 483
p£ppr~ 64
p£a(a)o~ 380
pera 380
pry 395
pryoopal 374
Mij8o~ 262,374
pijlCO~ 357, 574
prylCWV 440
pijAov (animal) 23
pijAov (apple) 25
pryv 385
pijVlY~ 375
Mryrryp 8ewv 195
Pryr77P 242, 385
pijn~ 374
P77rpvla 36, 335
pryrpcm; 36,335,610
Jl77Xavr, 3
pijxo~ 3
pza 399
plazvw 160
PlPlXPO~ 394
PlPVW 482
plvv8w 351
plvvmpw~ 351
fJ.layw 384
fJ.la8o~ 484
fJ.vijfJ.a 575
fJ.OAlf30~ 347
fJ.OAvf3oo~347
fJ.ovo~ 12
pop£a 388
POpfJ.Vpro 388
popov 388
fJ.opO~ 150
fJ.opro~ 150, 366
fJ.oaxo~336
fJ.v 394
fJ.VSw 394
fJ.v1a 207
fJ.VlCO~ 149
fJ.VlCWV 262
pVAaaaa6al 108
fJ.VA77 247
fJ.VPfJ.O~ 247
fJ.v~ 242,387,388

/lVaaOfJ.al 527
pvaxov 508
/lVXAO~ 34
fJ.roA£w 124
fJ.roAZro 124
fJ.WAO~ 124
fJ.wvv~ 12
propo~

va1O] 269, 570
valCo~ 269,570
valConArEro 570
valCra 570
varnplov 269
vavv1J 386
vaaaro 570
vav~74

veaA~~ 248
veaw 468
NEoa 487, 488
NEOrov 487
VE(F)o~ 393
ve{aro~ 313
vellCo~ 61
velo6ev 313
velo~ 393
velpo~ 611
ve{q>£l 530
vElCrap 150, 495
VE1CV~ 150
VE/leal~ 564
vefJ.£rwp 564
VE/lO~ (bend) 63
VEl1o~ (grove) 248
VE/lW 224, 564
VEOJial484
ve01t"rpal 237,394
vE1t"OOee; 239
vEp(}ev 611
vEprepo~ 159, 174,611
vevpov96, 568, 571
vevw 394
veqJ£A1J 110
VEqJO~ 110
veqJpoe; 329
VEW 57~

v~io~ 74
vijfJ.a 571
v~prro~ 397
vijal~ 571
vij(]'aa 171
v~qJro 175
v~xw 561
v{Sw 108
vZlCAov 646
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V{a(a)O/lal 484
vlq>a 530
vlq>ac; 530
vrq>eroe; 530
vop~ 564
vopOC; 564
vVlCra a(f)eaa 171, 281
VVJ.1qJ1J 148, 369
vv(v) 397
vv~ 242,394
vvoe; 148
vw454
vWlCap 150
VWAe).1£~ 81
vWfJ.aw 564
vwrov

~a{vw 570
~avlOv 570
~EVOc; 224
~epov 170
~1JPoe; 170
~VAlVOe; 441
~vAOV 441
~vv 646
~vpov 478, 510
~vw441, 478,510

6457
0457
oa63
oap 521
dyooaroe; 403
oy8o(F)oc; 403
oYlCoc;(bend) 61, 272
OYlCOe; (give) 224,441
oyfJ.oC;434
o8epo~ 2
60evw 228
68oe; 228
d8vv1J 413
d8vaaa8al 259
'08vaaevc; 259
d8wv 594
o(F)i~ 242, 510
oSo~ 80
OSW 528
oi'li~ 508
oi8a 337
oi8Ew 561
0i8lnoVe; 561
o18/la 561
oiryiov 508
oi(F)oC; 12
oip1J 520



oiK:ew 622
oiK:ia 192
otK:ot; 193, 284
ol,uot; 487, 520
otv1] 12
oivo1ro1:11P 175

. oivot; (alone) 12
otvot; (wine) 644
olo,uu1506
olO'ot; 571
otO'rpot; 22
olrot; 61,408

oiq,w 508
()Jcra1CV1]J.1ot; 627
OK:'((.o 402
OA{YOt; 242, 516
'OA1smv 11
oAl(~8a{vw 527
oMv,u1158
OAOYIVO~80
oAot; 262
Ojl!3POt; 477
ojle1Xjla 613
ojleixw 110,613
o.u{XA1] 110,242
oJ1J1U 188
OjlVVjll (king) 330
OjlVVjll (swear) 560
OjlOYVlO~ 192
oJ1oTCarplo~ 84
o.uo1rarwp 195, 499
OjloPYVV/la I 646
OJ1o~ 499
0J1oaal560
Ojl1CV1] 637
OJ1qJaAo~ 391
0J1qJry519
ovap 170
ovelO{Sw 313
OVelOO~ 313
ovelpo~ 170
ovo/la 192, 390
ovoJ1asw 390
ovo/lall24
ovo/la{vOJ 390, 468
ovo/la1(Avro~192,437

ovo/larof}er1]t; 390
ovo~ 34
'OvvjlaK:Ae1]t; 437
ovv~ 389
o~{va 434
o~v- 32
O~v1] 32
oov63
ona 623

01rlOV 500
OTCI1reVW 505
OTrla()ev 391
OTrOt; 499
oJrrot; 88
oJrv{w 507
oJrwrea 505
01rWP1J 504
opaw417
opyaw 208
opm 208
OPEYW 187
opel 417
opeK:rot; 485
op(Jot; 249
op(JOt; oj.lelxel 439
op(JOt; arijval 439
op(JPOt; 249
optvw 388
opK:av1] 108, 629
opj.llrca~ 24
OPVlt; 142, 173
opvUjll506
opvUO'1468
opof3o~ 415
oPOt; 207
Opot; 215
opoqJry488
opoqJOt; 488
oppot;88
oprv~474

opvaaw 159
opqJuvot; 411
oPxeo,ual 508
0PX1t; 242, 507
oPXOt; 354
Ot; 455,457
oao~ 457
00'ae188,242
oarurcot; 77
O<1rEOV 77
O<1qJVt; 77
oO'Xo~ 336
orepot; 457
orpuvw 607
oval313
OVOUJ10t; 532
oi'J(}ap 82
oVAry 567,650
oJAov 388
OVpuvo~ 65
OVpEW 477
ovpo{215
oJpov 215
ot3po~ (furrow) 215

oi5po~ (perceive) 417
oi'Jt; 173
olpeAAW 29
oq)l~ 529
ocpvlt; 434
olppvt;188,361,479
oxo~ 91,242

TCaAapl1 255
llav415
Jrava 569
TCavamc; 509
rravoaparwp 565
rravi11198
lll1vot; 415
Jlaovl415
TCaJrJra 195
reapa 60
rrapaOel<10t; 628
Trupal60
naPOaAlt; 356, 415
rra<1<1w 509
TCaaxw 413
Jrarav1] 443, 444
Jrarew 202, 487
nan1p 195, 242
naroc; 202,487
rearpla37
Jrarploc; 195
rearplt; 133
TCurpVIOt; 335, 609
rrarpwt; 335,609
rravpoc;200
rraxvt; 3
JrE01] 81
reioov 595
Jre{(J0J.1az 418
ree{(Jw 418
rrelpa 36
TC£{pW 185, 228
re£za/la 64
reEK:ot; 570
Jrercrew 570
reE,cOJ 570
re£A- 548
ll"EAaYOt; 205
Jr£AaPYOt; 548
JreA£rut; 37
Jr£AlrVOt; 642
JrEAAa (pot) 443
JreUa (stone) 548
neAAopaqJ1]C; 269
JreA/la 269
JreAW 607
Tr£,unasw 401
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I.ANGDAGE INDEX (Greek)

TCe/-lree 401
reej.lJrrot; 402
Tre,uJrw 401
TCev(Jepo~ 64, 196
JrEV(JO~ 4 13
reevo/-lu157 1
reEvre 401
reEvreK:alOeK:a 404
nevn]K:ovrat; 405
neot; 242, 507
JrereAOt; 63
JrEJrrpla 125
TCEJrWK:a 175
Jr£pa 185
Jr£puvoe 185
TCEpaw 228
reEpOo/lal 194
reEpT/v 185
TCep{ 581
re£plean 229
TCEPK:11 604
Jrep1CVot; 113, 537
JrEPVT/jll 185
Jlepaelpov1] 51
reepval654
reeaaw 125
Jr£O'VPEC; 401
n-eraAov 539
TCEra/-lal 208
TrETlXVVV/-ll 539
TC£rO/lal 208
-TCerpl1 247
JrET'rapet; 401
TCElJ(JO/lal 636
TCEVK:11 428, 500
TCeqJve OlplV 438
reetjllt; 125
mjyvv/-ll64
1C1JAlK:Ot; 457
TCij/la 258,313,413
m1VT/ 569
1C1Jv{ov 569
Jrijvoc; 569
TCr,rea 104
;rijXVt; 26
Jrlap 194
tnesOJ 451
Jrt£lPU 194
TCt£lPUV apovpav 194
JlTepla 194
rel(Jot; 444
TClAOC; 251, 569
rel/-lreAl1Pl 201, 417
rel/-lTCp1]pl 72
relva~ 442



LANGUAGE INDEX (Greek)

ntvw 175

nUro~ 66
niaaa 500

nlrv1]J1l 539

nlrfJpov 104
nlrv£, 428

ntwv 194

nAa~w 549

nAa~ 205
llAarala 133

nAaro~ 83

nAurv~83
nAe(F)w 561
JrAe1(w 570
JrAevpwv 359

nA1]rf1 549

JrA770V£, 417
nA~aaw 549
nAzaaopul 546

nAlxa~ 546
nAolov 74

nAov~ 74
nvew 82

noa 200
no(}ew 449

no(}o~62, 449
nOlew 87

nOl1]n1~437
nOl1(ZAO£, 414
nOlpr,v 198, 268
nOlvr, 123

nOlo~ 457
nOLO£, 457
n01(o~ 570

nOAlo~642
nOAl£, 210
nOAAa1(l~ 3

JrOAO~ 607,640
noAro~ 441
JroAvJroi1(lAO~ 538

JroAV~ 3
JroAvmVVIlO£" 438
Jrovro~202, 487
nopelv 229

nopevopul229

nopevw 185, 229
nopu; 24

nopvapev 185
nopv1] 185

nopo~ 185, 229
nopra~ 24

nopn~24

nopqJvpw 76
no~42

noa077 507

nOal£" (drink) 175
nOal£" (master) 371
noao~ 456

noao£, 456

norupo£, 208
noraopul 208

noreopul208

norepo£, 456

nori6

norpo£, 208
norvla 371,642
nov£" 209
npuK"Vov 113, 537
IIp£llU 358

Jrpenw 25

npr,8m 72
*np{upul 185

np'ivo~ 598
npo 61

npoeYrovo~ 156
npopoAr, 515

nponaJrno~156

npor; 6
npoa{ivr,£, 198
npoCY1]vr,£, 198
npoamnov 191

nporepo£, 399

npori6

npw'i174
npw1(ro£" 24

npmro~399
nrapvvpal 133

nreAu£, 178
nreAea 178
nrepvu 265

nrepov 646

nriaaw 581

nroAl~ 210
nrvw 538
nrmpa 191
nrwro£, 192
nv-456

nvm 72

nVYIlr, 451
nv~vu 247
nv(}pr,v 247
nv(}m 528

nVAlYre£, 251, 469
nvvbu~ 247
nvvOavopal636

nvvvo~ 507
nuo£, 471
nvp 202

nvpyo~ 210

nvpr,v 639

nvpoi 1(UZ 1(prer, 52

nvpo£, 639

nmymv 251,469
nWAeopal607

nwllim 185
nmllo£, 56
nmvw 175

nm£, 209

nwraopu1 208
nwv 198

paf3~o~80
payo~ 63
pabupvo~80

paol~ 80

pallVO£, 80

p~63

panrm 572
panv£, 620
paq>uvo~620

puq>i~ 572
paqJv~620

paXl~ 575
paxo£, 575
peyev£" 572
p£r1(W 530
peypu 572

pe~m 113, 572, 649
p£nw 608

pev/la 486
pem 207

P1JYEVs 572
Pr,yvfJll 1 81
pijyo~ 572
pijpu 535

p'iyo£, 113

piSa 80
piov 210

poyev£, 572

po8o~ 77

pOlIO; 649
poo£, 207
ponr, 608

pOq>ew 1"{.5
pmyo~ 63

pmblo£, 268

pm~63

pmopul207

aa1((1()os 522

aao~ 560

aupoavlO~345

aapoa~m345

aap~ 425
aapaa1625
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af3ivvu.u I 188
ae455

ai455

aef30J1al 650
aelpa 564

aerw 509

aelli~ 431
aillJ1a 431
LepiATJ 232

aevw 506

CITJaaJ1TJ 243
aijre£, 458
aryaw 518

a{01]po~ 314

a{~w 72

arpo£, 63

a1(a~w 142, 156
a1Culo~ 349
a1Ca{pw 324

a1CaAAw 538
a1CaAOl/l 375, 376
a1CaJ1f36£" 143
a1Curo~ 186
a1CeOaVVfJJ11 500
a1(iAO~ (crooked) 142
aK"£Aos (fir) 202
a1C£nrO/lul 505

a1Clti508

a1C1oapo£, 575
aK"{Ovl1/l1 500
a1Cipov 508

a1CoI6~ 508
a1(OAIO~ 202

a1(oJr6~ 505
a1(opa1(i~w 66

a1(oro~508
a1(orow 508

aruAa~ 168

aruAo~ 134
(Jxvro~ 134, 522
a1CwAo~ 442
a1Cwp 186

allllla; 655
a/l{v(}o~ 375, 376
a/lvpls 194

apvxw 529

aof3iw 650

aopqJo~ 539

aopo~ 564
LOqJ01CIli]s 390

anaOr] 431

anaipw 329

anupaalOv 534,543
anapyavu 644

anapyw 644



aluxprov 644
aluxprOt; 644
arcelpa 644
anelpov 644
a1relpw 500

a1r£vOo/la1351

arc£vow 351
an£p)1a 500

an£PX°)1a1285

a1r£PXw 285
anEvOw 284, 471
arc{rroc; 201
anAarxva 538

anA~v 538

anoAla 269

anopa500

arcovo~ 284, 471
arayvmv 207

arasw 207
aruvvw 542
araau; 431
ararat; 431
aruvpot; 442

ar£'Y'1 488
(a)r£yoc; 488
areyw 134
arelpu 52

arE{Xw 228

ar£AAm 472, 506
arevot; 391
a1:£vm 384, 582
arepeot; 547
arEpem 543

arepupot; 52
arepO)1ul 543
arEvru1 449

a~A1] 442
a~)1mv431

ar~vlov 81

arlsm451

arixer; 228, 488
arlXOt; 228, 488
arolXOt; 228, 488
arOAOt; 506
aro)1u 387

arovor; 384

arOpVV)1l 539

arpurrot; 574
arpevYO/lul 588
arpov(Jor; 582

arpro)1u 57

arv1rOr; 442
av 455

av{3QJ1:1] t; 425
avK'ov 316, 433

avv 646
avr; 425

acpavzov 431

acpapuyeo)1ul394

acpevOov1] 528

acpr}v 431

acpvpov265

acpw 455

axiSm 144
aropa 560

aror;560

nxypu 472

raYOt; 348,472
ra(f)0r;457

rUAaaaul352

raj10r; 457

ruva(F)or; 574

ruvv8pl~574
ravvra1574
ravvw 187

rap[3ew 214

rappvaaw 509

rap1!1J 607
raaam472
rara 195
rurot; 187
ravpor; 137, 138
racpor; 243
re20
rerYw 639
reyor; 488

reOv1]1Ca 147
re{pea 543

re{pm 424,490
reLXor; 87, 576,628,629,

649
re1Cpup 25

rtx)1wp 25
reKYov 107
r£1Crmv 139

r£pEl35

rE/lev£u 509
rivayor; 343

rev8p~v1] 58

revvez 582

r£papvu 282

ripea 543

repepvu 282

reperpov 36,424
rep8pov 229

rep1]v 490

rep)1u 77,229
rep)1l0elr; 569

rep/lmv 229

repva~ 575

repno/luz 500
repnw 500

repao/luz 170

repvr; 490

rep'fllr; 500
reaaapa{3ozor; 134

reaaaper; 401
reraymv 595

Teraprlwv 390

r£raprot; 401
rErpelv 35

reroper; 401
rerpa1COVr; 23,469
rerparor; 401

rerpawv 21 7
rerra 195
rerrapa 401

rerraper; 401
Tevru)1ioao 417

Tevria1rAOr; 41 7
revxm 211, 614
rixv1J 38
rbppa87

remr;457

r~9r] 37
r1]8ir; 36, 37
m1Cm 378

r1JAla 247
r1]Az,COr; 457
ri]/lor; 457
r1]rao/luz 543
r1]vai1] 600r; 543
r{yp((; 356

ri(Jry/ll 472, 506
rlK'rO)1ul 56

riK'rw 107
t{vm 123

rir; 242,456
rlCJlr; 123
rlrpma1Cw 424

riw 123,198
r0457
rOlxOr; 628, 629
rO/lOr; 462
ropor;462
rove 583

ro~o(f)opyor;655
ro~ov 78, 654, 655
roaor; 457
rov 456

rpavr}r; 229

rpavor; 229

rpelC; 400

rp£pw 509

lANGUAGE INDEX (Greek)

rpbcm 607

rpexw 491
rpEw 198, 509
rp{a 400

rpzikovru 404

rpl1CElpaAOC; 581
rp{r; 401

rpiraroc; 400, 402
rplrOC; 242, 400
Tptrmv god 504
rpzXC(F)TK'cr; 622

rpo/lor; 509

rp01r~ 607

rpoxzr; 491

rpoxor; 491, 640
rpvm 490

rPWyw I 75
rpwrcaw 607

rpwxam 491
rv 455
rvrxavw 2 II, 61 4
TU/l{3or; 242
TOpOr; 382

Tvpraloe; 401
rVPXTJ 424
rUlpor; 638
rVX1] 614
Tum 211

V- 612

vyz~r; 235
vypor; 639

VOUTOr; 636

voepot; 2
vopa 411
i5opor; 411
vowp 636

vez 477
verot; 477

vl11V 644
viue; 56,533
vAaw 50, 66
v/leur; 455
v)1elt; 455

vPTlV 573
vp)1e 455
vp/ler; 455
v/lvew 520
V)1Vor; 520

V1CUP 527
v1Cep 412

vnr}v1J 395

V1CVOr; 527

vno 612

vpa~ 516
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LANGUAGE INDEX (Greek)

j)~ 425
voxv(Ja 187
valltv11 201, 507
varepa 2
varpo~ 2
vcpalvro 572

qJaye'iv 161
cpaypo~ 510
cpa{c5lllo~ 83
cpal8p6~ 83
cpa{vo)1al 513
qJa{vw 513
qJaK:o~ 55
qJaAay~ 431
qJaA11P{~ 125
qJaAK7]~ 431
qJaAAo~ 71
qJaA6~ 641
cpapall09
qJaPllaK:OV 262
qJapo~109

qJapow 549
qJapaal549
qJapv(y)~ 249
qJa(jl~ (light) 352
cpa(jl~ (speak) 535
qJ£f3ollal491
qJe{8ollal 538
qJ£perpov 356
qJ£Plla 91
qJ£pm 56, 90, 479
qJevym 62, 206

CPlJYo~ 58
qJf]/l71 535
qJ71ll i535
qJTJV71 623
qJijpov 51
qJfJe{pollaz 207
cpfJeipm 207
qJ(Jivm 150, 158
qJ(J£(jl~ 150
nlAl1rJrovnoAl~ 576
qJAEYlla 513
qJA£ym 513
qJA£ro 561

qJAt{3m 549
cpAlDaro 71
qJAO{ro 561
cpAO~ 513
lpAv8am 561
cpAVSro 561
cpo{3ero 491
qJo{3o~ 491
CPOlf30~ 514
cpovo~ 242, 548
cp6pK:o~514
qJOPIlO~ 109
qJopo~ 91
cppaK:ro~ 450
qJpaaam 450
qJparTJp 84
cpparp{a 84, 242
cppeap 539
qJPTJv 575
qJpTJrlJp 84
CPPTJrrop 84, 479
cppovero 575
cppovri~ 575
CPPVyro 125
CPpvv11 85
cppvvo~ 85
cppAAOV 348
qJvollal53
cpvaa 72
CPV(jl~ 53
qJvrov 53
qJvro 53
qJwyro 125

qJcP'ro 125
qJroVTJ 535
cpwp 91
cpw~ 352

xalO~ 537
xaipm 158
xa{rTJ 252
xaAasa287
xaAI~287
xaAK:O~ 314, 379
xa)1al248
xavc5avm 564

xavo~ 653
Xavvro 653
xao~96

xaaK:ro 653
xavvo~ 96
X£(F)ro 448
x£'m 187
X£lAo~ 356
xellla 242, 504
Xel).uov 504
Xeip 254
xelpa~ 187
xelpa~ opcyvv~ 187
xeiprov 515
xeAt8wv89
X£AAWl405
X£AAO~ 356
X£AVVlJ 595
XeAvv11 356, 591
X£AV~ 595
xeoaa~ 351
xevlla 351
XTJAWZ 405
xfJv 236
xfJp 264
xfJpa 534
xfJ£~ 654
xfJwv 174, 232
XtAWl405
X{)1alpa 24
X{)1apo~ 504
XAev11 256
XAwpo~115,246,654

xo8avov 187
xo8lr£vro 187
XOTJ 496
XOlpo~ 425
XOAf] 217
XOAOs 217,654
XOVDpo~247
xopc5f, 180
xopros 199
Xpiro 595
xpoa 113
XI70)1o~ 582
Xpv(jo~ 234
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XPW/la 113
xvrpa 444
xwpa 133, 534
xwp{~ 534
Xropi'ro 534
xwpo~

ljIaim 490
ljIallafJo~ 499
ljIallllos 490, 499
ljIap 543
ljIOOJ 490
ljI£cpa~ 394
ljIuAAa 206
ljIvxT, 82
ljIVXm 72

di 313
wO£ro 471
WLOV 176
wK:£e~ lnnol 274, 439
WK:V~ 194
WA£K:Pavov 176
WAEV1J 176
WAK:a 471
wAlov 176
WIlOnAa1:TJ 516
wIlO~ 478
wIlO~ 516
wV£0J.1al 185
divo~ 185
wpa 417
dJpo~ 654
wpvo/lal488
dis 173
wr£lAr] 650
wljI188

NEW GREEK [NGrkl
elval53
yallm 369
ypaf30vva 273
(jK:ou.vvm 508
vanne 511



OLDERINDIC

MITANNIC [Mitanni]
ai-ka 306

aika-vartana 399
ma-ri-ia-an-nu 630
mani-(nnO 391
na-wa 306

Indo-Aryan

na-wartana 403
pa-an-za 306
panza-wartanna 401
papru- 85

OLD INDIC [OInd]

LANGUAGE INDEX (Old Indic:

salla-wartanna 402
ti-e-ra 306
wa-ar-ta-an-na 306
-wartanna 306, 607

a- 305
a-bhi 400
abhicara- 506
abhi-${ana- 384
abhi-ta- 32
abhra- 477
abhOt 53
adanam 208
adga- 336
admi 175
adri- 547
a-dya 594
adhara- 611
adhas 611
adhac 472, 506
adhi-ra}a- 329
adhvanIt 147
agaram 35
agni- 202
Agni- 202
agnigrha- 263
agha- 43,247
aghala- 43
aghra 413
aham 454
ahann ahim 438,529,570
ahar 149
ahi- 529
ahI- 135
ahiyaka- 582
ahnas 149
aha- 235
aja- (goat) 229
a}a- (leader) 348
ajati 170, 305
aja 229
ajika 229
ajinam 269
ajira- 194
ajman- 116, 170
ajra- 200,295

akka 386
akra- 367
ak$a- 39, 516
ak$i 188, 304, 305
ak$u- 393
aktl1- 394
alatam 87
ali-439
aIpa- 528
amatram 330,443
amba 386
arphas- 391, 413
arphu- 391
amla- 69
amIti (swear) 330, 560
amIti (pain) 413
amlva 413
amfta- 494,495
aITlsa- 516
aITlsa- 224,441
a(n)- 395
ana- 411
ana- 87
anakti 24
an-ala- 248
an-ahita 595
a(n)cati 61, 272
aI:l(;!a- 70, 176
andha- 70
andhas- 207
angara- 104
anghri- 389
anila- 82
aniti 82
anlka- 191
anjas- 24, 382
anka- 272
anka- 272
ankas- 61
ankura- 515
anta- 209

antar63
antar dha- 151

. anti 60,209
antra- 179
anu 612
aI,1u-247,528
(anu) krosati 90
anukta- 535
anya- 411
apa42
apa-citi- 123
apanc- 159
apara- 42, 514
apas 636
apas- 649
apatyam 42, 156
Apam Napat 203
api 116
api391
api-vat- 436, 493
apnas- 637
apsas- 353
apuvayate 637
apva 637
ara- 362
aram 213
ara-mati 213
a-ray-a- 638
arbha- 411
arcati 449
argha- 484
arh- 484
iirhant- 484
ari- (freeman) 213
arf- (other) 411
aritar- 490
aritra- 408
arju-l)a- 641
arka- 449
arma-207,539
armaka- 539
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ar;;ati 207
arsas- 523
arul)a- ISS, 481
aru;;- 650
aru;;a- 155, 481
arya- (freeman) 213, 450
arya- (other) 411
asi- 561
a-si-n- va- 500
as[k 71
asman 454
asmi 53
asnas 71
a-snih-at 530
asta- 484
asCi 53, 305
asthi 77, 83
asthnas 77
asu- 330
asura- 330
asya 458
asyati 581
asyas 458
a;;{ama- 403
a;;{au 402
a;;{a 402
asman- (sharp) 509
asman- (stone) 288, 547
asn6ti 35
asri- 509
asru- 567
asva- 274
asvamedha- 278, 313
asvaccha- 278
asvayuja- 278
asva- 274
asval; asa vab 274
asvayati 277
a-tanakli 516
atas 37
Mati 228, 654



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old Indic)

ati 215
ati-kOrva- 45
atireka- 482
ati-vrddhaprapitamaha-

156
atharvan- 202
ava 37
avas- 197
avasam 175
avata- 539
avata- 539
avati 197
ave$an 207
avi- (favor) 197
avi- (sheep) 510
avika 510
avi$yant- 175
avocam 535
avocama... vaca- 438
avrka- 646
avrta- 629
ayam 399,458
ayas- 379

a 313
agas- 509
agaram 35
aji- 201
ajim aj- 201
akl1vate 418
akOtam 418
akhl1- 375, 376
all1- 620
alukam 620
ama- 478
a-mna- 575
amra- 25
amrataka- 25
al)(1a- 507
antra- 179
ap-486,636
apas 636
api- 64, 116
apitvam 64, 116
apn6ti 563
apyam 64, 116
ara 37
areya- 511
arya- 213,304
aryati 450, 536
as- 387,487
asa- 32, 170, 263
a-sad- 228
asat- 53

. aste 522

asl1- 194
Asvakayana 558
asvavsya- 439
ata 168
ati- 171
atman- 82
avaya- 175
avayos454
avam 454
ayu- 352, 548
ayuna 352
ayuni 352
aYU$- 352, 548

bababa-karati 42
babhasti (blow) 72
babhasti (rub) 490
babhru- 57, 85
badhira- 149
badhnati 64
bahi- 646
bahl1- 3
bahl1- 26
balam 305, 550
balbaJa-kar6ti 542
bambhara- 395
bamhate 3
bamhayate 3
bandhu- 64, 196
barbara- 542
barhi$- 45
barsva- 388
badhate 62
bibhaya 198
bibheti 198
bindl1- 477
b6dhati 636
bodhayati 516
bradhna- 642
brahman- 451
bravIti 535
brahmaIJyam 451
b[hant- 269
b[hati 269
bJIphati 210
budhna-247
bukka- 229
bukkati 284
buli-88

bhadra- 236
bhaga- 161, 211
bhajati 161
bhanakti 81
bhanga- 266

bhara- 91
-bhara- 91
bharati 56, 90, 494
bharitra- 356
bharman- 91
bhartar- 84
bharuja- 91
bharQji 371
bha$ati 51
bhavati 53
bhavitram 649
bhayate 198
bhalam 209,641
bhal)c;ia- 71
bhanu- 513
bhas- 352, 513
bhasa- 623
bhasati 513
bha$a- 51
bha$ate 535
bhati-352, 513
bhibheti 198
bhinadmi 538
bhitta- 538
bhramara- 24
bhrajate 513
bhnisate 514
bhratar- 84, 479
bhrata 305
bhrat[vya- 392
bhrat[yam 84
bhril)anti 158
bhru- 188, 479
bh[Jjati 125
bh[I)ati 549
bh[$ti- 251, 439
bh[ti- 91
bhujati 62
bhunakti 614
bh uIikte 614
bhurati 76
bhurval)i- 76
bhu- 53
bhumi- mata 174
bhiirja- 65, 478
Bhiitarpsa 390
bhuti-53

ca 20, 304, 305
cakra- 625,640
canas- 358
candati 514
candra- 514
candra-mas 385
carati 607
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carkarti 449
Girman- 522
carl1- 443
ca${e 25
catasras 401
catta- 283
catl1ra- 401
caturtha- 401
Gitu$pad- 23,401, 469
catu$padarn ... dvlpadam

439
catvara- 401
catvara- 401
caurikaka- 321
cayate 123
cayati 123
cakana 358
camati 175
cattra- 309
cayati 198
cdati 418
ciketati 418
ciketi 418
cinoti (build) 87
cinoti (perceive) 418
cinati (quiet) 475
cira- 475
cisa- 323
cit 418
citra- 83
c6dati 581
cyavate 506

chagala- 511
chaga- 511
chaya- 508
chidra- 575
chidram 575
chyaci 144

dabhnoli 258, 528
dadarsa 505
dadjti 224
dadnl- 522
dadruka- 522
dadhjli 472, 506
dadhi382
dahati 87
dak$ati 564
dak$il)a- 131, 159, 271,

485
daJati 143
dama- 192,281,283
damayati 565
damayati 468



damitar- 565
dam-pati- 192, 281, 283,

371
daIf1sas- 567
damuna- 371
damya- 136
dant- 594
darsata- 623
dasra- 567
dasyati 343
dasyu- 179, 531
dasa 304, 305, 403
dasama- 403
dasasya ti 271
dasati 68
dasa- 252,569
davati 349
davayati 349
dayati 416
dam 192, 281
daman- 261
damyati 565
dana 185
Danu 487
danu- 486
dam 305, 598
dasa- 179
Dasa 581
da$ti 564
dasati 564
dasnoti 271, 564
datar- 224
data vasunam 438
dati 161, 416
deha- 649
dehf628,649
dehmi 649
desa- (country) 133, 159
desa- (show) 346, 516
desayati 516
deva- 230,536
devar- 84
Devasravas- 438
dina-m 149
di$fi- 346, 516
dis- 159
disati 516
disa 159, 346,516
diti- 416
divam 149
divasa- 149
diva 149
diry-a- 230
dfdeti 149, 513
dirgha- 305, 357

dirghata 357
dlfghayu-352,439,548
dfyati 208
dogdhi614
dohati 614.
dO$- 26
dO$a- 343
dramati 491
drapsa- 109
Dravanti 486
draghayati 357
drapi- 109
drati (run) 491
drati (sleep) 526 .
drogha~ 538
drob 598
dnJ- 598
dnJhyati 154
dnjl)af) 598
drbhati 607
dfhyati 64
d[1)ati 143, 567
dr$ti- 505
duhitar- 148
duhita dival) 149, 231,

438
duhita suzyasya 231, 438
dunoti 87
durmanas 281, 438
duvas'- 650
duvasyati 650
dU$- 43
dura- 349, 357
durva- 237
data- 349
dvaya- 400
dva 399
dvaram 168
dvaras 168
dvarau 168
dye 399
dve$ti 198
dvi- 400
dvi- 400
dVi-pad- 400
dVi-pad-caw$-pad- 649
dvita- 400
dvid 399
dVitiya- 399, 400
d(u)va-dasa 404
dyati (bind) 64
dyati (divide) 161
Dyau$ pitar 195
dyau$ pita 230,438
dyaub 149

dhanayati 491
dhanu$ 78, 202
dhanvanas 202
dhanvati 486,491
dhauti- 491
dhavate 491
dhayati 556
dhaman- 345,346
dhana-305
dhanas 237
dhanyam 237
dharayati 270
dhara 323
dharu- 82
dhatar- 141
dhivati 491
dhi$a 231
dhi$ana- 231
Dhi$ana- 231
dhi$l)ya- 231
-dhiti- 345
dhrajati 226
dhral)ati 395
dhraj- 226
dhrogha- 154
dhrsu- 81
dhr$l)oti 35, 81
dhr$ti- 81
dhunati 388
dhur- 508
dhI1ra- 508
dhI1zya- 508
dhali- (dirt) 160
dhali- (move) 388
dhama- 529
dhOnoti 388
dharti- 258,424
dhurvati 258, 424
dhvanati 534
dhvanaya- 147
dhvarati 258, 424
dhvanta- 147

eda-229
ed-bhis 229
edha-87

. ejati 388

eka- 306, 399
ema- 487
ena- 12
enas- 312
eraka 491
e$ati 506, 629
(e-)tavat 457
eti 228

lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Indic)

eva 12
e\-'<1ra 213

gabhastin- 563
gacchati 115, 468
gadaci 535
gadhya- 64
gaJati 207
gal(i)- 539
ga(m)bhlra- 160
gandharva- 103
garbha- 615
gardabha- 33
gardabhi- 33
gardha- 158
garjaci 534
garuc;la- 140
gati- 115
gau- 134
gav- 305
garya- 134
garya- 134
gahate 625
gaman- 115
gati 519
gacha- 519
gayati 519
giraITl dha- 436
girati 175
giri- 387, 521
giri- 270
gin-bhrelj- 81
girika- 387, 521
gna- 648
godhuma- 639
gola- 62
gosatam 135, 137
Govinda- 390
grasate 175
grastar- 175
gra van- 474
grIvi 391
grbhnati 564
gfdhyati 158
grha- 199
grhati 247
g[1)atj 449
guda- 179
gula- 407
guna- 252
gUnl- 264
guvati 186
guhati 268, 361
garta- 449
gOtha- 186
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ghana-3
gharghara- 24
gharma-125,263
ghase-ajra- 284
ghnanti 305

. ghora- 568
ghrarpsa- 263
ghrta- 382

hadana- 187
hadati 187
hala- 435
harpsa- 66, 236
hanti 305, 548
hanu- 322
harati 564
hari-654
har$a- 547
har$ate 547
har$ati 547
haryati 158

- hasta- 254
hava- 90
havate 89
haya- 274
heqa- 214
heman 504
hemanta- 504
he$as- 537
hima- 305
hira- 180
hira 180
hiraIJyam 234
h6man- 351
h6tar 351, 448
hotra- 351
hrasati 515

hfd- 61, 263, 305

hfdaya- 263
hurara- 140
b-va- 89
hya- 654

ibha- 176
iccha 629
icchati 629

. Ida 232, 233
idam 399,458
iha 458
ila 232
Ila 232
indhe 87
Indra 561,581
indu-. (rain) 477
indu- (swell) 561

ira 233
i$- 262
i$anyati 506
i$ayati 262
i$ayati 312
i$ira- 262, 312
i$irel)a ... manasa 312, 438
i$-k[ti- 262,376
i$nati 506
i$u- 78
i$u-hasta- 438
i$taka 108
itara- 458
iti458,583
ili- 312
ittham 458
ittha 458
iva 12
iyam 399,458
iyarti 506

iha- 158
ihate 158
ik$ate 505
irma- 26
i$a 508
ise 270

jaghana- 88
jahati 349
jajana 56
jaluka- 349
jambha- 305, 594
jamhas- 546
jana- 133
janapada- 133
janas- 192
janati 56
jangha 88
jani- 648
Janitar- 195
janitri 386
jarant- 248, 409
jaras- 248
jarate 140
jarati 248
jasate 188
jasuri- 284
jacu 500
jagarti 37
jamatar- 85,369, 533
janati 337
jani- 648
janu 305,336
jara- 369

jataka- 533
jMi- 56
jigati 115
jihma- 523
jihva 594
jinati 158
jiTI)a- 236
jiryati 248
jlva- 305, 356
jivati 356
jmai) 174
jman 248
jtlata- 337
jtlatar- 337
jnu-badh- 62
j6$ati 566
juh6ti 448
jU$,Ue 566
jU$ti- 566
jQTI)a- 236
juryati 248
jvalati 87
jvaJa- 87
jya (bow) 78
jya (destroy) 158
Jyamagha- 390

jha$a- 90

kad 456
kada 456
kab 304,305
kakate 284
ka(k)khati 344
kak$a- 323
kal- 70
kala-harpsa- 66,67
kalasa- 444
kalayati 170
kalya- 56
kalyana- 56
kam 646
kamalam 265
kamana- 357
kamarha- 512
kamra- 357
kanaka- 271
katlcate 224
kancuka- 224
kanina- 213
katij- 156
kanka- 268
kankala- 270
kantha 110
kapala- 261

kapatf 563
kapi- 384
kap6ta 169
kaplth- 229, 507
karam-bha- 84
karata- 66, 142
karava- 142
kardama- 186
karhi 456
karkara- 512
karkata- 512
kar6ti 362
karpara- 444
karttar- 571
kars- 574
kasya 456
ka$ati 570
kasa- 439
kasas- 323
kaslka- 439
kata- 571
karamba- 451
katara- 456
kati 456
kauti 66, 321
kavi- 361, 418, 451
ka456
kalkoda- 362
kama- 357
kama-duha 211
kamayati 357
kana- 70
katlcana- 271, 637
katlcf- 224
karu- 436
kas 456
kasate 133
kasate 25
kayamana- 357
kekara- 70
kesara- 252
kesa- 252
ketu- 83
kevala- 12
kevata- 96
kiki- 323
kif)a- 523
kirati 507
kiratasin- 140
klam(y)ati 588
klanta- 588
klesa- 413
klisyate 413
kJ6man- 359
k6ka- 66
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kokila- 142
kokuyate 66
kopayati 529
kravi~- 71
kraya- 185
knlplti 185
kradayati 71,
krara- 71, 304, 305
krkara- 142
krka-vaku- 267
kfmi- 649
kroatti 571
kroati 143
kro6ti 362
k[I1tati 143
kfp- 76
krpal).a- 258
krpaQi 258
kr~l)a- 69, 646
kt~1J.a- 646
krsa- 574
k[sa-gu- 574
-krt 144
krti- 336
k[Vi-594
k~am- 174
k~ama 248
k~aI).6ti 549
k~ap- 394
k~arati 207
k~ati- 549
k~atra- 490
k~atriya-490
k~ayati490
k~a- 174
k~am 232
k~a...Pfth(i)vtm 439
k~ara- 170
k~auti 133
k~eti 171
k~i- 87
k~inati 158
k~iti- 490, 622
k~iti- 150
k~iI).ati 150
k~Iram 382
k~iyate 150
k~l)auti 478, 510
k~l1bhyati 509
k~ura- 478,510
k~vecJati72
ksa- 25
kuca- 62
kucati 62
kukinga- 201

kukkuta- 112
kuk~i- 507
kumbha- 443
kumbhi- 443
kusakutha- 362
kuti- 571
kuthara- 336
ku 456
kuejayati 88
kula- 42
kupa-444
kurca- 45
kvathati 200

khacati 323
khaflja- 156
khatijati 142
khoeja- 156
khora- 156
khota- 156

labhate 564
laghl.1- 353
lak~a- 497
laialla 42
lambhate 564
IaIighati 353
Iasati 158
Ias-pujani- 569
1a~ati 158
1ata- 532
1avitram 481
labha- 564
1ak$a- 497
Iak~a 497
1eh- 352
1ekhti 354
1elaya 509
1elayati 509
lik~a 357
limpati 527,528
linati 527,528
1i- 527
1obha- 358
10bhayati 358
Iocas- 513
loha- 379,481
10kate 505
loman- 252, 570
Iopayati 568
1opasa- 212
1optra- 484, 568
1ot(r)am 484
111bhyati 358
1umpati 568

lun,1ti 481
hlflcati 159

macate 450
mad- 281,313
mada- 639
madati 639
madhu 271,281,313,496
madhujihva- 438
madhv-ad- 55
madhvi- 313
madhya- 380
maga- 3
magha- (able) 3
magha- (abundant) 3
maha- 3
maharajana- 572
mahi- 344
mahi srava- 437
mahyam 454
majjan- 370
majjati 160
mak~- 312
ma~a- 312
mak$ika- 312
mak~11533

malina- 69
malva- 532
mama 454
marph- 3
marphate 3
mamne 575
man- 482
manas- 575
manati 575
manak 528
mandira- 199
mandurJ 199
maI).i-gnva- 392
maIikl1-343,532
manman- 575
manthati 547
manu-366
Manu 129,367
manyate 575
manya 391
mardayati 490
mardh-l08
marici- 514
marrnan- 353
marrnar- 388
mar~a- 209
marta- 150, 366
Marutas 630
marya-31, 531,630,656
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mastaka- 80
masti.?ka- 80
mastu]unga- 80
masaka- 312
mati- 575
matkuQa- 650
matya- 434
mathayati 547
mathna- 547
mathnati 547
mayate 184
rna (mother) 386
rna (not) 395
ma (pronouns) 454
Madhavf 313
mam454
marpsa- 375
mara- 150
maIjati 646
mas 375
mas- 385
mau1305
matar- 385
mati- 374
matrka 36
matu1a- 610
maya 154
medha 348, 452
megha- 110
meha- 613
mehati 613
mek~ayati 384
mek$yami urdhvai) 439
me.?a- 511
me$i- 511
methati 184
methi- 441
mih- 110
mima[i (measure) 374
mimati (noise) 394
mimfte 249
minati (dirt) 160
minJti (exchange) 184
miniti (less) 351
minda 156
minoti (less) 351
minoti (post) 441
mit- 441
Mitra- 184
mitram 452
mithatj 184
mrejham 484
mlna- 205
mivati 388
miyate 351
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mJayati 532
mleccha 256
m6da- 256
m6date 256
m6$ati 388,543
mradate490
mrityati 158
mriyare 150
m[d-l08
m[dnati 490
m[du- 108, 532
m[ga-147
m[1)akti 646
m[1)ati 142
m[1)ati 142, 247
mrnmayam g[ham 152
mf$yate 209
m[sati 595
m[t-l08
m[ta- 150
m[ti- 150
m[tyU- 150
mucati 527
mudra- 256
muhu- 515
muflGiti 527, 528
mufljati 394
mU$ka- 508
mU$l)ati 388, 543
mU$ti- 255
muka- 149
mQra- 550
mQrdhan- 261
mU$- 304,387
mutra- 108

na (not) 395
na (thus) 583
nabhas- 110
nabhya- 391
nada- 481
nadati 487, 488
nadf- 487
nagaram 35
nagna- 45
nahyati 336
nakt- 394
nakha..:.389
namas- 63, 248
namasyati 63
namati 63
nana- 386
napat239

napti- 237

nAr- 366, 548

nara- 174, 596
nas 305,454
nasate 484
nasati 35
nasyati 150
nava 403
nava- 306, 393
navama- 403
navate 89, 394
navya- 393
nayate 346
na 305
nabhi- 391
naga- 45
nama 192, 390
nama dha- 390,438
nasa 395
nasyam 481
nau- 74
navya- 74
nenekti 108
ni169
nid(a)- 313
ni-dagha- 87
ni-dhana- 484
nihaka- 530
nikta- 108, 204
nilJ1sate 484
nindati 313
ninda 155, 313
nitya- 290
nIc;la- 304, 393
n[-han- 438
n[tu- 366
nu 397
nudari 471

6has- 449
6hate 449
6jas- 209, 305, 452

~ ojman- 248

6kas- 4
6sadhi- 175
6$ati 87
6$[ha- 387, 487
6tu- 572

pacati 125
pad-209
pada- 133
padam 595
padyate 192
pak$a- 517
paktar- 125
pakti- 125

paktha- 402
paJavas 104
palita- 642
pal)ate 185
paI1ca 306,401
paflcadasa- 404
paticasat 405
panka- 371
pankti- 401
panthas 202,487
para-k$it- 490
parasu- 37
pardate 194
pare 60
pari 581
Parjanya 407,582
paIjanya-407
pa~lfatI-407
pama 646
parsati 185
parsana- 215
parsu- 81
par-ut 654
parvata- 547, 582
pary asti 229
pasas- 507
pastyam 204
pasca 43
pascat 43
pasu 23
pasu-tfp- 500
pasyati 505
patati 208
patayati 208
pati-371
patir dan 193
pati$yati 208
patman- 208
parnI 371,642
pattave 192
paryate 490
pathas 202,487
pathi-kft- 452
pavayati 109
payas- 382
payate 194
pajasya- 518
palavi- 443
paman- 313,413
palJ1su- 499
papa- 313,413
papman- 313,413
para- 515
paravata 169
par$1)I 265
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parsva- 81
pa$al)a- 548
pa$f- 548
pasa- 64
pasayati 64
pacar- 175
patayati 208
pati 175, 198
patra- 444
payu 198
pe1a 507
pesa- 113,413
pibati 175
piccha- 604
picchala- 604
picchila- 604
picchora 72
pika- 143,648
pilJ1sati 113,414
pinaka- 442
pina$ti 581
piparti (fill) 3, 201
piparti (go) 229
pippaka 66
pippala- 82
pipyU$I382
pisanga- 414
pisuna- 259, 414
pita 305
pitar- 195
pitrau 195
pitfVYa- 335, 609
pitrya- 195
pIcjayati 451
pItu-daru 428
ptvan- 194
pivarI- 194
pivas- 194
piyati 258, 313
plava- 74
plava- 323
pIavate 561
plasi- 24
plavayati 561
plehate 546
pllhan- 538
plo$ati 88
plu$i- 206
pra- 61
pra-avati 418
pra-bhartar- 496
pra-bh[- 496
pra-bhrti- 496
prabhu- 236
pra-jflati- 337



pra-napat 156
pra-panca- 401
prapanca-na- 401
prasvanita- 534
prasna- 570
prataram 399
prati 6
pratIka- 191
prathama- 399
prathas- 83, 539
prathati 539
pravate 323
pniI)a- 214
pra-tar 174
praya- 3
pnya-214, 358,642
priya 124, 214, 358
priyaIJ1 ., .nama 438
priyata 214, 358
priyayate 358
pnI)ati 358
priyate 358
pru$I)oti 72
pru$vA 287
pn1$va 287
pJcchati 33,468
p{daku- 415
pJnati 417
p{$ant- 540
pJ$at- 540
p{$I)i- 113, 537
PJt- 549
p{tanaj- 201
pJthivi 133
PJthivf 133
PJthivf matA 174
Prthu- 211
prthu- (broad) 83
pJthu- (fortune) 211
prthuka- 24
psAti 490
-psu- 82
pu- 138
puccha- 563
pulakas 291, 469
pulastin- 251
pl1man 251,252,469
pUIJ1sas 251 , 469
pupputa- 72
puram 210
purA 60
puru- 3
puruI)aman- 438
puru-pesa- 538
purilcid 3

purva- 159
pU$kara- 140
pU$yati 72
puta- 63
putau 507
putra- 533
putra-putia- 272 .
pur210
puma- 214
purta- 441
purti- 441
purva- 399
pOrvya- 399
PU$a- 415
puta- 109
puyati 529

phalakam 512
phena- 208
phiIigaka- 201
phupphukaraka- 72

rabhas- (angry) 22
rabhas- (take) 564
rabhate (angry) 22
rabhate (take) 564
racayati 535
radati 503
rag- 497
raghu- 353
rajas- 147
rajatam 518
rajju- 571
rajyate 572
rajyati 113, 572
rak$as- 55,329
rak$ati 458
rakta- 572
raktakaI)fa- 582
Tamate 474
rambate 255
raIJ1hate 353
randhram (loins) 356
randhram (tear) 567
raJigati 62
rasa- 159, 638
rasa 159
rasana 224
ratha- 491, 641
ratharyati 491, 641
rauti 488
raya- 388
rayi- 637
Rayi- 637
rayil; 637

radhnoti 472
raga- 572
raj- 329, 330
njjan- 329
raj(an)- 346
rajani 346
rajanya- 329
rajflf- 329

rajya- 329
rajyam 329
Rama- 160
rama- 160
rasna 224
ra$ti 330
ra f agnis 330
rati 638
rayas 637
rayati 50
Tt?jate 323
rekI)as- 637
rekha 354
rikta- 482
riktI k[- 637
rikhati 567
rinakti 305, 349
riI)ati 207
riI)vati 388
rip-527
ri-sadas 259
nti- 207
roc- 174
roca- 83, 513
rocate 505,513
rocayati 513
roci$- 352, 513
roda- 246
rodasI642
roditi 245,642
rodhati 248
rohita- 481
roman- 252, 570
romantha- 2
rO$ati 124
rO$ayati 124
ru- 570
Rudra- 642
Rudra-ta 390
rudh-471
rudhira- 481

. rujati 81
rukma- 513
ruk$a- 513
rupyati 81
rusant- 513
ruvati 488
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rbhu- 177
rghayate 508
rjipya- 173, 194,469
[jisvan- 194
8jisvan- 439
[jra- 194
rjds.. .asvas 439
rjunas- 395
fjyati 187
tk$a- 55, 305
[fJjati 187
[noti 468, 506
r$abha- 363
fsya- 178
[ta- 362, 412
[tam 362, 410
[te 161
[tu- 362, 410

sa 457
sabar-dhl1k 500
sabha 354
saca 646
sacate 208
sad 191
sad- 522
sadas- 505, 522
sadayati 506
sahas- 124
sahasram 405
sahate 124
sahuri- 124
s:ljati 64
sa-kit 144, 410
sakchi 142, 349
sakthnas 349
sakha- 115,208, 214
salila- 498
sam- 646
sarna- (same) 499
sarna- (some) 533
samana 646
sarnayati 472
sarna 504
sam-dih- 628
sam-raj- 329
sam-rajtii 329
sam-sk[ta- 306
sam yob 410
sana- 409
sanayant- 409
sanitur 25
sanoti 3
sant- 606
santi 53



lANGUAGE INDEX (Old lndic)

sanular25
saparyati 151, 450
sapali 151, 450
sapta 305,402
saptama- 402
saptatha- 402
sapti- 151, 450
saraI)yz1- 232
SaraI)yU 232
saras- 370
Sarasva tl 370
sarat- 354
sarpa- 141
sarpati 141
sarpi$- 194
sarva- 262
sasa- 236
sasti 527
sasvarta 527
sasyam 236
satya- 606
sava- 507
sa-vatara- 24
savi- 289
Savitar- 289
savya- 159, 349
sA457
sAdhate 228
sadhll- 228
sakam 646
sAman- 520
sami- 253
sayam 357
setu- 152
sidhyati 228
simha- 350, 356
siticati 448
sisarti 285
sisrate 285
sidati 522
sira- 534
sisa- 347
sivyati 573
skabhnAti 270
skandati 323
skunAti 134
smarati 483
smat 380
smayate 345
snAti 561
snAvan- 568, 571
snAyu- 571
sneha- 530
snehayati 530
snihyati 530

snu$A 148
soma 404
span- 64
spaf 505
sp[hayati 285
sphAyate 3, 458, 500
sphena-208
sphira- 3,458
sphurAti 329
sphurjali 394
sphya- 33
srava- 207
sravali 207
srama- 156
sredhati 527
srJati 481
srJaya-548
slabhnAti 543
stabhn6ti 543
stambha- 543
stambhale 543
slana- 81
stanati 384
stanayati 582
stari- 52
staI1man- 57
stauti 449
(s)tayzl- 543
stighn6ti 228
stimita- 547
stiya- 547
stIma- 547
sttbhib 543
strhati 142
stroAti 539
st[I)6ti 539
styAyate 547
st(h)ag- 489
sthagayati 134
sthalam 472, 506
sthavira- 442
stha- 472, 506
sthaman- 431
sthavara-442
sthita- 431
sthiti- 431
sthuI)a- 442
sthura- 442
szl-235
su-dhana- 484
sumanas438
sumanasyate 198
sumanas 469
suparna- 173
sura 494,495

Susrava- 390,438
suva- 289
suvacas- 438
suvati 289, 507
Suvastu- 558
sudayati 560
sukara- 425
suntta- 366
sunll-56,533
sura- Quice) 323
sura- (sun) 556
suras cakra- 438
surk$ati 636
surya- 556
suryam...spasam 438
sU$A 238
sute 56
sva- 412, 455
svadhA 143, 354,455, 631
svajate 63
svana- 534
svanati 534
svapayati 527
svapiti 527
svapna- 527
svapnyam 170
svapu 582
svar 556
svariti 88
svaru- 442
svasar- 521
svasriya- 392
svasriya 392
svadanam 566
svadate 566
svadu- 560
svapayati 527
svedate 560
svidyati 560
syala- 84
syUman- 573
syUta- 573

$a$ 402
$a$ti- 405
$a$tha- 402
$thivati 538

sakala- 538
saknas 186
sak[t 186
sakti- 80
sakula- 205
sakuni- 336
sala- 537
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salya- 537
sama- 273
samca y6sca 345
samita- 450
sami- 134
samsa- 536
samsati 536
sankate 255
sankll- 80, 205
sankha- 512
sapha- 272
saphara- 90
sarabha- 272
sardha- 268
saru- 537
sarvara- 265
sastra- 336, 561
sasa- 113, 240, 258
satagvin- 135
salam 305,405
salru- 22, 201
savas- 560
savira- 448
saye 352
saka- 620
sakha 80
sAla 282
salam 282
samula- 134
samyati 588
sal)a- 510,641
sApa- 206
sara- 246
sarika- 362
sarkara 547
sasti 536
scandra- 514
seva- 214,622
sibham 194
sighra- 194
sila- 537
si1A- 510
sipra- 251
siras- 260
sisali 510, 641
sfsira- 112
sita- 510
siva- 214,622
5iva- 213, 622
sIr$l)as 260
sfryate 312
slak$na- 523
smasi 535
smasru- 107, 251
snath- 510



socati 514
soci$- 514
soka- 514
soka- 514
sOl)a- 481
srad-dadhati 61

sraddha 61, 439
srava- dha- 438
snivas- 192
sravas ak$itam 192, 437
sravo...nrnam 438
srayate 348
srad- 61
srft- 441
srIl)ati 384
srIta- 384
sromata- 192
sroI)i- 260
sro$ati 262
srotra- 534
srudhi me 438
sruta- 262
snlti- 262
snltyaJ!l nama 192,437
s[I)ati 384
sfriga- 272
s[I)oti 262
suc- 514
sukni- 514
sunas168
supti- 516
susrava 262
SU$- 170
sula- 539
suna- 560
suna- 96
sunya- 96
sura- 448, 560, 595
svaka- 168
svasati 82,518
svasiti 82, 518
svasru- 386
svasura- 195
svayati 560
sva 168
svasura- 85
svasuri- 85
sveta- 641
syati 510,641
syama- (green) 246
syama- (thrush) 582
syamam ayas- 314
syava- 246
syena- 173,191,336

tada 457
takman- 56, 107
takram 382, 516
tak$an- 139
takti 491
takva- 491
tala- 247
talpa- 534
tamas- 147
tamayati 549
tamisrab 147
taJ!lsayati 187
tanakti 516
tanoti 187, 574
tantra- 574
tanl1- 574
tanuka- 574
tanute 574
tanu- 574
tanu-tyaj- 650
tanyati 582
tapas- 264
tapati 263
tapnl1- 264
Uipu$- 264
tarati 299
tar-hi 457
tarjate 214
tarjati 214
tarka- 535
tarkayati 535
tarkl1- 572
tarman- 77
tarsayati 468
ttiruI)a- 490
tat 457
tata- (extend) 187
tata- (father) 195
tavas- 560
tavi$a- 560
taviti 560
camyati 549
tara- 424
tarab 543
tejate 451
tiras 4
tiniti 229
tisras 400
ti$thati 542
titik$- 650
tittira- 21 7
trapate 607
trapa 607
trasati 198, 509
trayas 400

trayantam...pl1ru$am
pasum 439

trayati 229
tri- 306
trib 401
trirPsat 404
tri$ 401
tri-sfr$aI)am 581
Trita 390,581
crita- 400
tri400
troam 237,575
t[l)edhi 142
tfpti- 500
tfpyati 500
t[$U- 170
'tf$yati 170
t[tiya- 400
tsarati 141
tsaru- 141
tucchya- 179
tudaci 471
tula- 352
tundate 471
tUriya- 401
tl1$yati 255
tuvam 305
tU$I)im 475, 518
tvak- 522
tvam 455
tvarate 607
Tva$ta 141
tvam 455
tve$ate 509
tyajas- 650
tyajas- 650
tyajati 650
tyaktar- 650
tyaga- 650

u- 572
u-bhal1400
ubhnati 572
ucchalati 285
ucchati 148
I1cyati 4
ud-612
udan- 636
udara- 2
ud-a\rati 418
udnas 636
udra- 411
ud-yodhati 507
ugra- 305
uk$an- 135
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uk$ali 248
uk$ali 639
ukha- 443
ukha- 443
uJa- 135
111ba- 615
ulka 529
111uka- 66, 412
ulull1- 66
ulva 615
umbhati 572
unapti 572
upa 612
upa-barhanI45
upari 412
I1pasti- 506
upasthanam 506
I1ran- 511
I1raI)a- 511
urU- 83
uru... sadas 438
urugayam... sravo 437
urul)asa- 395
urvara- 200
usra- 135
usnl- 135
U$as 148
U$c1- 148
u$a-kala- 90
u$tar- 135
l1$tra- 135
ut-sad- 228
ut-tama- 612
uve .418

6dhar82
iidha 369
iidhnas 82
iila- 135
iina- 179
iirdhva- 269
iirdhvab stha- 439
6rj-208, 329, 330
iirjc1-208,329
iirmi- 637
iin)a-vabhi- 572
uma- 648

vacas- 535
vacas- cak$- 436
vadaci 535
'v'adman- 535
vadha- 112
vadhati 471
vadhri-91, 471
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vadhu- 346, 369
vahati 91, 305
vahitram 91,625,627
vahya- 488
vajra- 112, 538, 550
vak$ayati 248
vala- 442
valaka- 442
valati 607
valmika- 24
valsa- 240
vamiti 538
vamra- 24
vamraka- 24
vamri- 24
vanas- 158, 358
vandhura- 607
vatlgati 63
vani$thu- 2
vanoti 158
var- 113
varal)a- 11
vardhate 249
vardhati 249
vaI1)a- 113
var$a- 65,477
var$ati 477
var$man- 416
varta- 306
vartaka- 474
vartate 607
vartayati 607
Varol)a 65
vanltra- 91
vas 455
vasanta- 504
vasati 171, 378
vasman- 109
vasna- 185
vasnayati 185
vaste 109
vasti- 70
vasu 638
vasu- 235
Vasumanas- 438
vasa 135, 648
vasmi 629
vatsa-: 24, 654

vatsara- 654
vayam 454
vayas- 209, 548
vayati (follow) 208
vayati (textile prep) 571,

572
va410
vada- 535
vadayati 535
vagura 572
vaghat- 449
vaja- 550
vak 623
vaJa- 563
vam 455
vama- 158
vanchati 158
vapi 343,637
vara- 563
var(i) 477,636
vastu 281
vata- 72, 643
vati 72
vayti- 643
veda 337
vedas- 337
veman- 571
vepate 507, 607
vepati 507
ve$a- 644
ve${ayati 644
vesa- 622
vesa- 622
vesas- 622
veta- 643
vetasa- 643
veti 208
vi-25
vi-66
vidman- 337
vidhava 642
vi-dha- 160, 642
vidhyate 160
vijate 607
virnsa ti 404
vinakti 493
vindu- 477
virapsa- 23

vis-192,622
visati 25
visati 193, 622
vispati-193,348,469,622
vispatnI 348, 622
visva- 25
vi$a- 439
vitara- 25
vitaram 193
vivakti 535
vici- 63
Vfqayati 548
Vfdhra- 471
vIra- 366, 548
Vftava- 399
vI ka- 305
vral)a- 650
vradhant- 249
vrata- 268
V[- 452
vrdh- 80
v[dhati 249
vfka- 646
Vfka- 390
vrkebhyab 48, 221
v[ki- 647
vrko hi $ab 141
V[I)Ite 629
V[I)oti 134, 268
V[$a- 138
vr$abha- 363
vf$ari- 363, 477
v[ti- 199

yabhati 508
yad 457
yajas- 650
yajata- 650
yajate 466
yajati 650
yaknas 356
yak[t 356
yam- 271
Yama 129, 130,608
yama- 608
yas 457
yasyati 77
yatar- 312

yatara- 457
yatate 472
yati 457
yauti 64, 384
yava- 236
ya- 33
ya 457
yacati 536
yasu 252
yatar- 522
yati 228
yatl1- 362
yavat 457
yojayati 655
YO$- 346,410
yudhma- 31
yl1dhyate 507
yl1dhyati 201
yugam 305, 655
yuktam 655
yunakli 64, 655
yufljati 655
YU$man 457
yuvajos 457
yuvam 457
yUvan- 655
yuvasa- 656
yUka 357
yU$- 84,384
yayam 457

MIDDLE INDIC [M [nd)
loplra- 484
lotta- 484
silI- 537

P1w<RIT [Prak)
bundha-247
Dhi$ana 231
ira 583
sarnghat 519
sil).eha- 530

BUDDHIST HYBRID SANSKRIT
sura 271
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MODERN INDIC MAwIVlAN NURISTANI NORISTANI
balu 91 pJrl507

GAWARBATI AsHKUN Paron 582
pesi392 MARATHI au 175

saga 511 amar25 PRAsUN
HINDI bia 84 in 522
bhaga 491 NEPALI ci]6511 111st(ul) 148
bhagna 491 somalata 496 dasani 231 syUs 521

nawa 74 waya 84

I<AI.ASA PANJABI n674
6ndrak 507 mater 36 past 392 TREGAMI

parg3i 407 56273 dzor 382
KAsHMIR! yo 236
ambarJ-trel25 PASHAI z6382 WAlGAU
hahar85 wall 25 zl1 148 bra 84

(:1441
KHaWAR SINDHI KAT! pa$u 548
na 74 hl1ra 85 bfa 84 puc; 428

\

roi 416 cal)dru 385 disafi 231 565521
ru$k 360 duts 304 yarf 522
uspl108 TORWAU mdSJ 304 z6r 382

pl1S 563 nu 74
parsi 548
sus 521
yari 522
zu 382

Iranian

EASTERN IRANIAN

AVESTAN [Av)

Alphabetic order: a (i\), a (A), b, 13, c, d, 8, e, ~, f, g, 1, h, i (1), J, k, m, n, 0, p, T, S, S, t, 9, u (0), v, x, xv, y, z, ~

a- 305
a{3ra- 477
a8ara- 611
a8aiti 175
a8u 487
a8a.fra8ana- 237
aeiti 228
aem 458
aenah- 312
aesma- 87
aes- 506
aesa- (strong) 262, 313
aesa- (shaft) 508
aeta- 224
ae-tavant 457
aeva- 12, 399

aexa- 287
afnah- 637
afnah-vant- 637
afsa- 637
aya- 247
ayo43
ayra 413
ahmi 53
ahura- 330
Ahura-mazda- 330
aibi-varsta- 477
ainika- 191
aipi 391
aipi-vat- 436
airime 474
airya- 213, 304

aiti- 215
pi(Jya 168
aiwi-gdrd8- 546
aiwitO 32
aiwi-vJrJnvaiti 134
aka- 61,272
amJsa- 494
a(n)- 395
ana 612
anda- 70
aIJ-hu-330
aIJ-hl1-561
antard 63
anu 612
anya- 4] 1

aOJah- 209
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aojaite 449
aost(r)a- 387
a08ra- 109
aoxta 449
apa 42
-apah- 649
apa-hvana- 534
Appm Napa[ 203
apara- 42, 159
apayeiti 563
a-pipyUsl382
api-vaNlUe 493
apo 636
arante 362
aldjah- 484
aldjaiti 484
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arJm 213
arJma- 26
arJsa- 55, 305
ar;}san 363
ar;}ta- 410
as- 581
jIsa- 223, 441
a-safdta- 312
a-saya- 508
as-ca- 77
asma 454
asman- 547
aspa- 274
aspa-ar;}san- 363
aspa-daenu- 363
aspa 274
asrii- 567
asta- 484
asti 53,305
asti- 77
asa- 362,410
a-sam- 175
asaya 39,516
asi 188, 304, 305
jIsnaoiti 35
asta 402
ast;}ma- 403
asti- 402
aurusa- 155,481
ava 37
avaiti 197
ava-mlva- 388
avava- 175
ava-vaek- 493
avis 623
ayah- 379
ayjIn 173
ayarJ 173
ayJm 458
az454
pZ- 64
aza- 229
flzah- 413
azaiti 170, 305
azan- 149
az;}m 454
az[- 135
azro- 284
-azro-dai8im 284
aii- 529
Aii Dahaka 581

a-diSti- 516
afs 636
ah- 387

akasaI25
arrhairi 521
armaiti 213
asnaoiti 228
a-Sp;}rdZa- 285
aste 522
asu- 194
asu.aspa- 274,439
atar- 87, 263
atars 202
atr;}-saoka- 514
atr;}m 202
at[m 202
*at[s 202
aero 202
-avaya- 176
ayCl352, 548
azi- 201

bag- 161
baga- 211
baya- 161
bandayeiti 64
bao8aiti 636
bao8ayeiti 516
baoxtar 621
bara- 76
-bara- 91
baraiti 56, 90
bar;}zii- 45
bars 269
bavaiti 53
bawra- 57
bawraini- 57
bawri- 57
ba- 513
banu- 513
bazu- 26
bJrdti- 91
bdr;)Z- 269

. b;)r;)zant- 269
bJfdZi-raz- 329
bJr;)zo 269
bi- 400
bifra- 400
biS 400
bi-taeya- 451
bitya 399
bi'-zangra 400
braz- 65
bratar- 84,305,479
bratOirya- 392
brazaiti 513
brvat- 188,479
buna-247

bOsyant- 53
boti-53
buxti- 284
boza 229
byente 549

ca 70,305
cahya 456
caiti 456
cakana 358
canah- 358
caraiti 607
car;}kJr;}- 449
carJman- 522
casman- 25, 71
caste 25
catarrro 401
cafJru- 401
cafJwaro 401
caxra- 640
ciS 456
cit 456
cifJra- 83

-da 590
dab- 258
dadaiti 224
da8aiti 472, 506
daesa- 159
daesayeiti 516
daeva- 230
Dahaka 581
dahyu-179,531
dahyu-paiti- 348
daibitya 399
dam- 192, 281
darrhah-567
dal1ra- 567
dantan- 594
daos- 26
dar;)dar- 567
darJga- 305, 357
dafdg-ayu- 352, 548
dafdg;)m ayO 439
dafdzayeiti 64
darsi- 81
dasa 304,305,403
dasa- 271
dasaOavant- 271
das;)ma- (honor) 271
das;)ma- (numerals) 403
da~na- 159,271,485
daxsa- 516
daiai[i 87
dadarJsa 505
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dfiman- 345
dami- 345
dana- 305
danu- 486
dfirayat 270
dfitar- (creator) 141
dfitar- (give) 224
dauru 305, 598
d;JbJnaota 528
dJjft.ar;Jta- 158
d:mg pali- 193, 281, 371
dJrJ{38a- 607
dldail1he 567
disyeili 516
dmama-paiti- 348
drafsa- 109
drajista- 305
draoga- 154
draos 598
draja- 357
druj- 538
druiaiti 154
dUy;Jdar- 148
daire 357
dOniI349
dusmanah- 281
dus- 43
dus-sravahya- 438
dva 399
dva-dasa 404
dvaes- 198
dvaIdm 168
dvazaiti 388

Jf;Jdva- 269
JrJnaoiti 506
;JrJzatJm 518, 641
JfJzi- 305, 507
JrJzI507
JfJzifya 469
;JrJzraspa- 439

b8roi 195
fra-b;JIdtar- 452, 496
fra-fravaya- 561
[ra-manyente 453
fra-mita- 184
fra-pixsta- 414
fra-stanva- 542
frasnem 570
fratara- 399
frat;}ma- 399
frafJah- 83, 539
fra-uruxti 81
fra 61



frana- 214
[ravarcaiti 471
frayah- 3
frlnaiti 358
fIya-214,358,642
fryo 124
fsardma- 413
fstana- 81

gaesa- 252
gairi- 270
gjIm vardtjIm az- 138, 170
ganddrdwa- 103
gantuma- 639
gao-maeza 613
gaona- 252
gaoz- 268
gar- 449
gardma- 125, 263
gardm da- 436
gardwa- 615
gati- 115
gau- 305
gau-aTdsan- 363
gau-daenu- 363
gavya- 134
gafJa- 519
gaus 134
gdna- 648
gdrdbus 615
gdrdoa- 152, 199
gdTdwnaiti 564
gdrdzaiti 247
gna- 648
gouru- 264
grava- 481,536
grIva 391
ga(}a- 186

yzaraiti 207

haea 646
haeaite 208
hadiS-505,522
haetu- 152
hahmi 527
hahya- 236
ha-kdrd1410
ha(m)- 646
ham- 504
hama- 499,532
ha-mista- 582
han- 3
hana- 409
hanarJ 25

haohus 236
hant- 228
hanti 53
haoma 495
haos- 170
haoya- 349
hap-151,450
hapta 305, 402
haptafJa- 402
haraiti 458
Haraxvat1370
haf}ya- 606
haurva- 262
hava- 455
haxa 115, 208
haxti- 142, 349
haz- 124
hazah 124
haZaDTa- 405
ha 457
-had 228
haiti- 253
havayeiti 76
hdrdzaiti 481
hieaiti 448
hioaiti 522
hiSku- 170
hiStaiti 542
hizO- 594
hrasva- 515
hu- (bear) 56
hu- (good) 235
hO-425
hu-baora- 236
humanah- 438,469
hunaiti507
hunu-56
hOnus 533
HU-pdTdfJw-a- 229,488
hura 323
hu-xsnuta- 510
hva- 455
hvaeah-438
hvard 556
hvaspo 439
hv-afJra- 359
hvo457
hyat 457

ioa 457
ioa 457
1m 458
irinaxti 305, 349
isaiti 629
ise 270

isu- 287
IS-262
iSaiti 629
iStyam 108
iSu-78
iti- 312
ifJyejah- 650
iza 233
izaena- 229
izya- 158
l1a- 158

jafra- 160
jagara 37
jaioyemi 449
jaini- 648
jainti 305, 548
jamaiti 115
janaI aifm 438,529,579
jannara- 438
jaraiti 175
Jasaiti 115, 468
jani- 648
jna- 648
jva- 356
jvaiti 356
Jya 78

ka 456
kaoa 456
kaena- 123
kahrka- 267
kahrkatat 142
kahya 456
kamara 620
ka-mdTdOa- 261
kara- 510
kaTdti- 336
karpan- 536
kasa- 323
kata 201
kata- 282
katara- 456
kaurva- 45
kavay- 361
kava 418,451
kay- 87
ka456
ka- 357

. kama- 357
kay- 123
kdm 456
kJrJfS 76
kdrdnaoiti 362
kdIdntaiti 143
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kdrJsa-gu- 574
ko 305,456
ko 456

mjIdra- 348
mac5a- 639
maoaxa- 650
mac5u- 271
maeya- 110
maeniS 184
maesman- 613
maesa- 511
maeSi- 511
mae8- 582
maezaiti 613
mayava- 656
mayna- 45
maioya- 380
mainyeite 575
mairya- (deceive) 154, 155
mairya- (youth) 656
mairyo 31, 531
-maiti- 575
manah- 575
manaofJrI 391
Manus-eiOra 367
maoc5ano-kara- 256
maoiri 24
maraiti 483
mardta- 150, 366
marJza- 77
maTdzaiti 646
Marsavan- 209
mas- 357,574
masah- 357, 574
mastrdyan- 79
mal 380
mati 270
maxsl- 312
maz- 344
mjIz-da- 348
mazda 348,452
mazga- 370
ma (not) 395
ma (pronouns) 454
ma- 374
ma 385
matar- 305, 385
md.na 454
mdIdta- 150
mdTdti- 150
mdrdzaiti 646
mdfJZU- 515
minasti 384
minu- 391
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mil)'eite 150
miBo 184
miOwara- 184
mlida- 484
moyu- 3
mosu 533
mraoiti 535
musti- 255
muOra- 108

na 395
nabah- 110
nad-488
naed- 313
naeniiaiti 108
namah- 564
namj1n da- 390,438
naoma- 403
napat- 239
napta- 204
naptl- 237

napt(i)ya- 157
nar- 366, 548
-nasaiti 35
naska- 336
nasu- 150
nasyeiti 150
nava 403
nava- 393
nayeiti346
na 305
nah 454
nah- 395
navaya- 74
nJmah- (bend) 63
nJmah- (grove) 248
nJmaiti 63
nJmaxya- 63
ni-yar- 582
ni-sa8ayeiti 506
nmana- 371
n6305
nu 397

oi8ra 25

pacaiti 125
pad-209
pa8am 595
paeman- 382
paesa- 113,414
pai8yeiti 192
pairi 581
pairi-brrnJnti 158
pairi-daeza- 628

pairi-daezayeiti 649
pairika 123
pairi-tanuya- 187
pail)'ante 185
paiti6
paiti- 371
paiti-visaiti 193
pai()yeite 490
panca 401
pancadasa 404
pancasatJm 405
panta 202, 487
paourvya- 399
par- 201
-par- 229
para 60
parJna- 646
parJsu- 81
paska143
pj1snu- 499
pj1sta- 469
pasu- 23
pasus.haurva- 439
pasu vira 23,366,439
pasca 43
pataiti 208
patayeiti 208
p~8na- 371
paBnI- 642
paBo 202, 487
paurva- 399
paurvata 547
pazdayeiti 42, 228
paiti 198
paman- 313,413
para- 229
pasna- 265
pJrJ8- 194
pJrJna- 214
pJrJsa- 425
pJrJsaiti 33,468
pJrJsu- 81
pJrJt- 549
pJrJtu- 229,488
pJrJ8u- 83
pJrJ8wf 133
pJsana az- 201
piSant- 581
pitar- 305
pouru- (abundant) 3
pouru- (direction) 159
*pouru-paxsta 538, 620
pourusa- 642
pta 195
pusa- 261,451

putika- 109
pu8ra- 533
pux8a- 401
puyeiti 529

raecaya- 637
raeO-151,228
raevant- 637
raexnah- 637
raeza- 352
ragu- 353
Raoha 158,638
raocah- 352,513
raocayeiti 513
raod- (grieve) 246
raod- (push) 471
raodaiti 248
raoyna- 382
raoidita- 481
raok- 505
raopi- 212
raoxsna- 385
ras- 329
rasa- 56
rasah- 56, 329
rasna 330
rasta- 485
ra8a- 491,641
ravah- 534
razura- 80
ra- 638
rad- 472
ramayeiti 474
rana- 260
razar- 346
razarJ 330
razayeiti 187
razJng 330
rJnjaiti 353

saena- 191, 336
saeni- 510, 641
saete 352
sa[a- 272
sairya- 186
saocinvant- 514
sar- 384
sarah- 260
sarJ8ana- 268
sarJta- 112
saCJm 305, 405
sadra- 259
sah- 536
sara- 260
saCar- 535
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sJnghaiti 536
sidara- 575
snaezaiti 530
snao8a 110
sna8- 510
snayeiti 561
snavarJ 568,571
soc- 514
spaeta- 641
spaka- 168
spano 168
spar- 329
spas- 505
spasyeili 505
spa 168
spama- 208
spJnca- 493,494
spJrJzan- 538
sraoni- 260
sravah- 192
sray- 348
sri[a- 251
srv- 273
srvant- 141
srva- 273
staman- 387
staoiti 449
sCaora- 24
sUii(j- 431
starJm 543
stJmbana- 543
stJIdnati 539
stJrJnaoiCi 539
supti-516
sl1ra- (cavity) 96
sl1ra- (powerful) 448, 493,

560
surunaoiti 262
susi 82,518
syava- 246
Syavarsan- 246

sama- 175
sen 171
sitj- 622
srao8ram 534
s(y)avaite 506
syata- 474

tacaiti 491
taca] 305
ca8a 457
taeia- 451
tanQ- 574
taosayelti 179



tardp- 500
taro 4
tarsu- 170
tasa- 38
tasan- 139
tasta- 443
tat 457
tfl{}ra- 147
tauruna- 490
tav- 560
tavah- 560
taxma- 107
tapaiti 263
tata- 192
tayu- 543
tdmah- 147
tdldsaiti 198
tiSr6400
tiii-dflstra 68
tiii-dflsura 68
trdfya- 500
trdrdsaiti 509
til 455
tOiri- 382
tilirya- (numerals) 401
tQirya- (kinsman) 335, 609
tOirya 37
tusdn 179
tusni- 475,518
tVdm 305, 455

{}ang- (extend) 187
8ang- (fir) 202
(}anwan6202
{}anward 78, 202
(}/3drdsa- 425
tJraetaona 579
(}ravhayeiti 198, 509
fJrayo 400
(}raya- 229
Oraynli pasva viraya 439
{}ri-kamdIdDdm 581
Orisa(n)t- 404
fJrg 401
fJritya- 400
(}vam 455
fJwaesah- 509
ewayah- 509
(}wflzzaiti 451
ewasa- 607
fJwordstar- 141

uba- 400
ub-daena- 572
udara- 2

udra- 411
ugra- 305
Onp- 179
upa 612
upairi 412
upa-skambdm 270
upa-Owayeiti 50g
upa-vac5ayeiti 346
urupis 212
urvara- 200
urvata- 535
us- 612
us-fravaya- 561
usaiti 148
us-tdma- 612
usastara- 174
usa 148
usi 173
ustra- 135
uxda vaca 438
uxsan- 135
uxsyeiti (grow) 248
uxsyeiti (wet) 639
uz-daeza- 628,629

vacah- 535
vacas-tasti- 436
vadar- 112
vac5ayan- 112
va8ayeiti 346, 369
vac5rya- 346
vac5u- 346, 369
vae8a 337
vaeg- 607
vaeiCi 571,643
vaem 454
vaesa- 622
va[- 437
vaic5i- 636
vak- 535
vam- 538
vanta- 358
vanta 1'58
vavhai[j 171
vaahandm 109
vaDhau sravahI 438
vaDri 504
var- 629
varddaite 249
vardmi- 637
vardn- 511
vardna 648
vaIdsna- 363
vardsni- 363
vardt- 607

-vardz- 208
vardza- 649
vas- 199
vasdmf629
vaste 109
vastra- 109
vaxsaiti 248
vayeiti 208
vayoi 313
vazaiti 91, 305
vazra- 112
vazya- 488
vazyam 91
va410
vah 455
vaiti 72

'var 636
vastra:-.198
vaCa- 643
vaxs 623
vaxs aeso 313
vayu- 643
vdhrka- 305, 646
vdrddai ti 249
VdIdZi. casman- 208
vdldzyeiti 649
vi-25
vic5ava 642
vi-ga(}a- 160
vi-mad-262,374
vi-ma8aya 262,374
vip-507,607
vira- 366, 548
vis- 192
Vfs- 622
VfsaiCe 622
visaiti 25
vfsaiti 404
vispa- 25
vispaiti- 348, 469, 622
Vfs66
vis(a)- 439
vftara- 193
vohu 235
vohu- manah- 438
vohunilm dfitaro 438
vohuna-zga- 64
vouru- 83

xraos- 90
xrap- 158
xrilra- 71, 305
xumba- 443
xsaob- 509
xsap- 394
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xsastI 405
xsayati 490
xsa- 25
xsma 455
xstva- 402
xsvas 402
xSvid- 382

xVa- 412

xVae8a- 560
xVaena- 514
xVafna- 527
xVavhar 521
xVap-527
xVara- 650
XVaronbaxsa 340
xVasura- 195
xVdng 556

yaesya- 77
yam- 270
yaos 346,352,410,411,

548
yaosdatar- 411
yaozaiti 507, 547
yaoz-da- 345,346,410
yaoidata- 494
yasna- 650
yatara- 457
yatayeiti 472
yateiti 472
ya{}-na 583
yava- 236
yazaite 650
yazata- 650
ya457
ya- 228
yah- 224
yakaId 356
y3vhayeiti224
yard 654
yas- 33
yasto 224
yatu- 362
Ydma- 608
Ydvin-236
¥imo 608
y6457
yuga- 305,655
yDic5yeinti 507
yUic5yeiti 20 I
yuj- 655
yUs 455
yusma 455
yutdm 455



LANGUAGE INDEX (Avestan)

yvan- 655 pwronk415 dairsa- 252 ttura- 135
py't- 472 dasa- 252, 569

zadah- 187 pym'kh 208 da$ta- 271 va-sOj- 514
zaoah- 187 s'w246 das- 271 vatca- 252
zaesa- 214 swnsh 148 dro 252
zafan- 175 wIsnw 654 dvi- 400 KHuFI

zafar- 175 wr'n 511 raw] 488
zairi- 654 wrtn 607 ganama- 639 rusbin] 383
Zjlm p;Jr;J9wfm 438 wrzYw 208, 330
zanga- 546 xwm-147 hama- 478 KHwAREZMlAN
zantu-paiti- 348 z'y236 handra- 443 raxt 572
zaos- 566 z"m"t'r 533 hau 409
zaotar- 351, 448 z'tyy 533 hvaraka- 147 MUNJI

zao9ra- 351, 448 iut535 xuI1392
zaozao- 90 kasa- 323
zaranyam 234 SOGDIAN (BUDDHIST) ka$a- 323 ORMURI

zar;Jnu-maini- 392 "dwk 237 kathi-raysa- 329 gilak 387, 521
zarsayamna- 547 kava- 90 yanak 33, 170
zasta- 254 SOGDIAN (MANICHEAN) k$ar- 413
zasto.miti- 374 ztyw 179 OROSHI

zava- 90 khargga- 186 san] 428
zavaiti 89 SOGDIAN (PARTHIAN)

zazami 349 byd 399 ma$$a- 51 OSSETIC [Oss]
za 174 mays- 413 mas- 625 acc 171
zamaoya- 533 parast 61 maspa- 625 ad::eg 434
zamatar- 85, 369, 533 Parfk 123 mula- 388 aryaw449
zanaitj 337 PWd284 mulana- 388 ze(czeg 353
zanu- 305, 322 tgmdr472 mussa 388 zelOton 60
zara- 217,654 zenze 646
zbatar- 89 EAsT IRANIAN pa-dfm- 87 zervad 84
Z;Jm- 174 TV1CTa 148 pasa- 425 zerzzet 518
z;Jmaka- 305 pira- 283 ::exsyr 382
z;JmoiStva- 108 EA1u.Y IRANIAN - zexsyrf517

Z;Jr;Jd-61,263,305 Alani 213 rasa- 329 bxrz 65
zrazda- 61, 439 Alanta 487 r(r)aha- 569 bzerzond 269
zrazdaiti- 61 Atar 203 rraspura- 329, 330 cumun 175
zya 504 danu 204 rraysan- 329 domyn 565
zyo 650 mac5u 271 rraysduar- 329 don 486

J1E).,inov 271 rriI)a 329 faxs 517
inatar- 337 rrusa- 51 fzerzet 37
'nu- 336 -IsHKASHIMI rnJvasa- 212 fzerwe 178

dec 229 rus- 178 fink 208
BAjUl finkze 208

KHOTANESE SAKA [Khat] saha- 240,258 ford 488
bidyaj283 ace 171 saha-cara- 428 fOrd 488

aiysna- 37 saha-marai 428 fyrd 533
SOGDIAN [Sagd] ara- 481 sarh-khal- 186 gxdy91
'mn'k25 asf 523 sana- 428 ra1as 89
'rsx 523 bis- 622 sMa-- 399 rag 134
'sp 274 bisa- 622 sava- 246 Iron 304
a-yamb- 508 bIsa- 622 $kam- 270 ix287
/3rz- 269 brarhja- 66 slJjs- 514 jxfs 274
own 148 bulysa- 296 jzew 236
m'! 385 tarra- 575 kalm 649
mc5w 271 daha- 179 tsam- 175 kxf90
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Persian)

keen-362 PASHIO SARIKOLI WAKHI

kur656 axepl186 8er618 arbJsi 51
k'ullaw 268 ea$ai 309 80rs 252 ceg 511
leeseeg497 dwayam 400 pen] 383 [urz 66
liskce 357 gdJn 237 pis 415 pei 33
mal 503 levar 84 reb 252, 570 pit 428
meed 385 lOr 148 sape 200 p6v175
meeng 154 mana 25 wan£w74 pOrk 387
myd271 orbase 51 yoz 287 nl.5 178
myst 387 pa12Sl tiy229
naw74 par$a 548 SCYTHIAN yaz 287
nee1366, 548 prang 415 'A{311C71, 202 yobe 510
nost'fj 148 pQnda 265 f.1£AlrWV 271
qQg 134 rawdJ1175 'Pfx 159 WANJI
reejun 50 sabah 200 Tanais 487 xarban 383
rcewceg 353 skam 270 taxsa 78, 654, 655
rrezce 80 sxar 195 Z£V~ na1ralO~ 195 YAGNOBI

srey 511 tas 179 vIs- 193
tajun 378 tat 516 SHUGHNI

tajyn 378 0$135 bJruj 66 YAZGHULAMI
urdre 411 vrar84 bun 395 8ur 618
uzun 264 xar 521 86xe 252 san] 428
WEer 511 yor522 mDn25 xarban 383
weerdon 607 zam 533 plnj383 xad 441
wEergon 529 zaI)ai 236 porn 251, 469 xwer392
wis-qred 178 zarai 236 pQrg 387
wyrd 411 Z;Jman 369,533 sanj428 YIDGHA
wyzyn 264 sape 200 fngo 206
xuarEen 147 ROSHANI sitan 442 10 360
xuarun 147 ar8an 269 sarf)k 186 xsfra 382
yex287 sepe 200 xa8213
zar89 warbon 511, 569 xar392 ZOROASTRIAN P AHLEVI
zarun 89 wurc5 269 vIrj 45 sus 518
zeerond409 iinij 530
zymreg 140 SANGLECHI iindon' 103

xlr 392
PARACHI
andarf607

WESTERN IRANIAN asman- 547 daranyam 234 Harauvati 370
dasta- 2S4 huva- 412

OLD PERSIAN rOPers] baJi- 161 dida- 628 huwa- 455
ada 472,506 bara-man- 391 drauga- 538
adam 454 ba-ra-man-nu-iS 392 iyam 458
AdukanaiSa- 487 bratar- 84 ira-haj- 64
aganiS 3 brazman- 451 fratama- 399 jadiyami 449
aiva- 12,399 jfva- 305
a-mata- 374 Cid 456 . gay 134

ap-anyaka- 156 ciy456 kara- 31
ardata- 518, 641 hama- 532 kahrkatat 112
ariya- 213,304 dahyaus 179 hamapitar- 36,84, 134,
arta- 362 dahyu-179 195,499 magu- 3
asa- 274 danuvatiy 486,491 hamatar- 36, 134 marika 630
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LANGUAGE INDEX (0Id Persian)

matar- 385 Iran 213 gandum 639 tanjldan 516
ispar 512 gau 263 car (dark) 147

nahan 395 kar mahIk 510 gurg 646 tar (textile prep) 574
naiba- 493 Luhrasp 481 hom 496 tara 575
napa 239 makas 312 jav236 toda 417
naviya 74 randltan 503 javrdan 175 tuhl179
nyaka 238, 386 rod 379 jigar 356 vacak

rapas 212 Juy655 xarn 478
paruviya- 399 stor 24 Jasanda 84 xarldan 185
pw;a- 533 swl'ck 537 kad 283 xes 538

sIr 382 kahra 229 xirs 55
raucah- 513 skoh 418 kaJala 362 xak 425

tanuk 574 kinn 649 xusnJ 386
siyati- 472 taxr 382 kuku 142 xusur 195
GTCapa-{3apa l 512 taxs 78, 654,655 kan 42,507 xval147

va{3z 636 kana 42 zala 349
tuvam 455 xard 186 kurre 656 zan 648

'zg 336 kus 507 zar 409
(Jatagu- 135, 137 mam 386 zih 78
(Jatiy 535 NEW PERSIAN [NPers] mas 305, 387 tala 287

alextan 323 nai 481
uba- 400 amaj434 nana 386 BAKHTIARI

usa-bara- 135 angiStl04 navrdan 89 girza 387, 521
a-roy 61 naxun 389

vag- 424 az 201 pad-zhar 230 BALUCHI

varvarah 540 as 509 palang415 gandlm 639
vayam 454 a~r 336 palidan 255 gwabz 636
vi8- 192, 622 bafad 572 pars 415 hum 496

bala214,523 Peri 123 nod 110
Wrps23 bar91 pay 284, 471 ramast 2

barra 511 papa 272
xsaya8iya 490 bat 171 rade641 KURDISH

xsnasatiy 337 bazar 185 rayza 571 baz 59
binnj 379 rang 572 kur656

yad-650 bam 412 rasa 638 lapk 209
yaudatiy 507 buz 229 raz 80 par 251

casm 71 riSk 357 viz 178
MIDDLE PERSIAN [MPers] casme 71 rom 252,570 zall1 349
ancltan 61 dam 565 san 641
azak 229 dana 237 sar 362 MIDDLE IRANIAN

barstan 125 danldan 491 saray 282 nar- 573
camtas 140 damna 598 sargln 186
dawIdan 491 dih 179 saya- 508 PARTHIAN

deh 179 diz 628 sah 490 anapat27
dapaDan. .. caharpaoan 439 dovvom 399 sax 80 rna(r)h 27
drang 357 doyyom 399 sus 518 pastern 27
haftom 402 fars 415 tadharv217
hnzwg- 391 fih 33 talxlna 516
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Italic

lANGUAGE INDEX (Latin)

OSCAN lOse]
aasai 170, 263
aasai purasiai 263
Abella 25
aisusis 313
akeno- 228
aragetud 518
eadi- 259
easnar 240
eeus214, 622
eisemim 379
fangvam 594
feiho- 87,628
ffisnam 231
fu(u)tir 147
hl1rtl1m 199
il1klei 536
kahad 564
kenzsur 536
Loueetius 513
maatreis 385
mallo- 23
Mamers 630
ner- 366
ni- 395
paf 456
patir194
-pert 144
perum 595
petiro-pert 144
petora 401
pid 456
pid 456
pis 315
pud 456
pUi456
puk1um 533
sipus 566
suveis 412
sverunnei 535
touto 288,417
triibo- 282
trstus 401
urust 450
uruVI1 215
vineter 201
Vitelil1 24
zie010- 149

UMBRIAN rUmb}
aeno- 228
aenu 654

ahesnes 379
a1fo- 641
apro- 425
arsfertur452, 496
avif66
berva 535
bum 134
dupursus 439, 649
duri 399
eriet- 511
esono- 313
far 51
gomia 450
Grabovius 273
habina- 229
heriest 158
hostatu 442
iuka 536
Iupater 230, 438
Iilve patre 195
manuv-e 255
mater- 385
nepitu 204
ner- 366
nertru 131, 159, 611
ninetu 530
pater 194
peturpursus 23, 469
pir202
pis 315
preuendu 607
promom 399
pmfe 236
prumum 399
purka 425
r1 esune 637
rofu 481
Saneus 493
sarsite 629
sest- 402
si- 425
sume1410
supa 493, 494
tefm 263
terti 400
tertiu 400
totam 417
tremnu 282
tumf 135
ueiro 366
ueiro pequo 23,366,439
uerio- 548

une 636
uoeu-eom 192,622
utur 636
vestikatu 639
vitlo- 24

PAELIGNIAN
puclois 533

SABINE
ausom 234

OLD LATIN {OLat]
arquus 78
aser 71
assyr 71
aurom 234
cloaea 108
eluo 108
daemma 567
dingua 594
duenos 650
duis 400
duonos 650
eis 457
en 290
endo 590
equos 224
esa 371
fIvo 472
foretus 269
fortus 210
gena 56
gigno 56
gnfiseor 56
hemo 366
ious 345, 410
10edus 434
101dus 434
Mavors 630
oino(m) 12
ollus 64
poleher 537
quam 456
quor456
sam 456

. semol410
semu1410
stloeus 472
sum 457
suodaIes 631
suoda/is 354

terr 401

1..ATIN [Latl
Long and short vowels
interfiled.
ab42
ab-avus 156
abdere 472, 506
abies 202
abietis 202
ab-nepos 156
aboleo 158
Acca 386
accipiter 191, 194
acer 367
aeer 509
aceris 367
aeipenser 550
aeus (grain) 237
acus (sharp) 509
ad 590
adagium 535
adeps 194
ad-nepos 156
ad-nuo 394
adoleo 87
ador 237
adoreum 237
aedes 87
aemidus 561
aemulus 224
aeris 379
aeruseare 629
aes 379
aesar312
aesculus 407, 408
aevus 352, 548
ager 200,295
agilis 194
agmen 116, 170
agnus 510
ago 170
aio 535
aisna 313
aisuna 313
ala 516
album 347
aIbus 177, 641
aIces 178
alesco 248
algere 113
algor 113
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LANGUAGE INDEX (latin)

€Ilium 433,620
alius 64,411
allium 433, 620
alnus 11
al0248
altar 87
alter411
altus 248
alum 620
alumen 60
alus 620
alv(e)arium 96
alvus 96
amaTUS 69
ambi- 32, 400
ambo 400
ambulo 629
amita 37
amitfnus 133
amnis 486
amphora 444
ampla 330,443
an 458
Ana 195
anas 171
anatfna 171
anatis 171
anculus 506
ancus 271
angiportus 391
ango 64
angor413
anguilla 176
anguis 176, 530
animalia suppa 612
animus 82
annus 228, 654
ansa 225
anser 236
antae 68
ante 60,209,399
ante-cello 352
antiae 60, 209
anulus 486
anus 238, 385
anus 486
aper425
*apere 64, 116
aperio 42, 134
aptus 64
aqua 175, 636
Aquilo 487
am 87, 170, 263
aratrum 434

. arca 270

arceo 270
arcus 78
ardea 268
ardeo 87, 170
arduus 269
area 581
areo170
argentum 518,641
arguo 124
aries 511
arietis 511
ann us 26
aro 434
ars 362
artio 362
artis 362
artus 362,410
artus 362
arvum 200
arvus 200
arx270
ascia 38
asinus 34
at 37
atavus 156
€Iter 202,263
atrium 263
ana 156,195
audio 418
aufero37
augeo 248
*auges- 209
augmentum 248
augur209,452
augustus 209
Augustus 390
aulla 443
aunculus 609
auris 173
aurora 148
Aurora 148
aurum 148, 234, 235
auster 148, 159, 174
australis 174
austrl174
avena 409
aveo 197, 31 7
avia 238, 239
avillus 511
avis 66,67, 176
avunculus 85,238, 370,

609
avus37, 156,238,239,370
axamenta 535
axare 535

axis 39,516

babiger42
babit 42
baculum 110
badius 85
balbus 542
balbutio 542
barba 251
barbatus 251
baubor 51
beMus 650
bellus 650
belua 82
beD 650
betulla 500
bi- 400
bibo 175
blmus 24
bipes 400
bis 400
*bis-avolus 156
bison 136
bitumen 500
bolva 615
bonus 650
bos 134
botulus 2
boves agere 138, 170
brevis 515
bubo 417
bucerda 186
borprum 382

cachinno 344
caco 187
cadaver 191
cado 191
cadus443
caecus 70
caelebs 12
caesaries 251
calamitas 549
calendae 90
caleo 112
calidus 112
calix 444
callus 523
calo 90
calpar444
calumnia 154
calvo 154
calvor 154
calvus 45
calx 287

camera 620
campus 62
cancer 512
candeo 514
candidatus 514
candidus 514
canicae 271
canis 168, 31 7
cannibus 293
cano 519
canthus 143
cantus 143
canus 113, 240, 258
caper 229, 317,425, 507
capio 90, 563
captus 90
caput 253,261
carbo 88
caries 312
carmen (sing) 519
cannen (textile) 570
carpa 90
carpInus 273
carpo 258
car(r)o 570
carrum 625
carrus 625
carus 214,357
caseus 199
castro 336
catulus 91
catus 510
caulis 542, 620
caul(1)ae 199
caurus 644
caveo 361,418
cavema 96
cavus 96
cedo 229
celare 113
celer 170
cella 282
celo 134
censeo 536
cento 110
centum 31 7, 405
cera 637
cerdo 139
cerebrum 260
Ceres 249
cerna 518
cervfx 273
cen'l1S 273
cicer 106
Cicero 390
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ciconia 548
cieo 506
cingo 224
cinis 32
cis 458
citare 506
citus 506
c[vis 214, 622
clam 282
dango 66
claudo 272
clava 272
clavis 272
clavus 272
dingo 62
dlvis 348
clIvus 348
clueo 262
clunis 260
duor 192
coctio 125
coctor 125
codex 316
cognomen 518
cohors 199
cohortis 199
collis 270
callus 392
colo 607
colo 564
color 113
columba 169
columen 270
combretum 22
communis 184
condere 472, 506
conditio 345
conditor 141
conIveo 348
conor 362
consIdero 514
consobrInus 392, 521
conventio 115
copia 637
copula 64, 116
coquo125
cor 262
corbis 52
cord- 317
Coriolanus 31
Corioli 31
comix 142,362
cornu 272
comum 272
comus 106

corpus 76
corulus 260
corvus 66, 142
cos 510,641
costa 77
cotis 5101 641
coxa 323
crahro 272,273
cracens 574
cratis 571
credere 472, 500
credo 61, 439
cremor84
creo 249
cresco 249
creta 588
cnbrum 518
cnnis 251
emdelis 71
cmdus 71
cruor 71
crusta 71, 113
cuculus 142
cudo 549
cuius 457
culcita 45
culmen 270
culmus 542
culter 336
culus 42, 134
cum (pronouns) 456
cum (with) 646
cunctor255
cunIculus 258
cunnus 507
cupa 444
cupio 529
cuppa 446
cuprium 379
curro 491
currus 491, 625
cursus 491
curvus 217
custos 418
cutis 134,522
cygnus 558

damnare 496
damnum 496
daps496
de 37
debilis 317, 550
decem 317, 403
decem et duo 403, 404
decem [risque 403

decet271,564
decimus403
decuria 403,404
decus 271, 564
defendo 548
defrutum 199
deguno 566
delIrus 215
denarius 379
dens (crow) 142
dens (tooth) 594
densus 574
Dentatus 390
-dere 472,506
deus 149,230

. dexter 130,271,403,485
dicare 159
dIcere 159, 340
dIco 516
dies 149
dif- 43
dignus 271
dis- 25
dissipo 582
dIus 230
dIvido 160, 642
do 186, 224
doceo271,564
dolo 143
domat 468
doml192
dominus 192, 281, 283,

348,371
domitor 565
domo 565
domus 192, 281,283,

. 348,565
donee 590
donum 185,317
dormio 526
dorsum 88
drenso 395
-ducare 471
duco 471
dulcis 317, 560
duo 399
duodecem 404
duodecim 403, 404
duo de Vfgintr403
duplex 400
duplus 63,400
durare 357

ea 458
ebrius 175
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ebur176
edo 175
educare 468
egenus 343
egeo 343
egesl~ls 343
ego 454,621
emo 564
endo 290
ensis 561
eo 228
equa 274
eques 274,277
equitare 277
equiles 633
equills 274,277
equus 274
t'r 264
era (good) 235
era (master) 371
efTa 206
error 206
enlgo 61
erus (good) 235
erus (master) 371
ervum 415, 433
es- 317
est 53
et215,621
ex 411
excello 352
expergo 37
expenor 36
exuo 109

faba 55
faber 139
facere 472, 506
faces 595
facetus 595
faeces 170
fagus 58
falcula 424
falx 424
fama 535
fanum 231
[ar51,453
farcio 450
farina 52
famus 65,478
farris 52
[artus 450
fas 346
fastIgium 439
laslIgo 439



lANGUAGE INDEX (Latin)

ffitum 346, 535
[aunus 647
[avea 418
[ax 595
febris 87
Februus 103
[eI217,654
[eles 91
Felis 363,371
felix 82, 317
[ela 556
feminis 202
femur 202
[era 23
[erculum 356
[eriae 231
[eria 549
[ermentum 76
[era 56, 90, 479
[erox 23
[err1379
ferrum 314
[erus 23
[erveo 76
[ervere 539
[estlno 194
festus dies 231
fiber 57, 317
fibrIn us 57
ficta sive picta forma
ficus 316,433
fide 418
fidelia 444
[Ido 418
[Igo 472
[Ilum 569
findo 538
[Ines 133
fingere 87
fingo 649
[IO 53
firmus 270
fissus 538
flagito 549
flagrum 549
flamen 451
flamma 513
flamonium 451
flavus 641
fleo 70
flIgo 549
flo 71

flocces 170
Flora 207
[JOTUS 641

flos 207 (flower)
flos 641 (white)
flamen 561
fluo 561
fluvius 561
[odio 159
[oedus 198
folium 348
[ollis 71
[ons 486, 491
[ons Bandusiae 477
[or 346,535
[ora- 168
[oras 168
[or(c)tis 269
[ores 168
[oris 168
[orIs 168
formIca 24
[onnus 125, 263, 317
[oro 549
[ors 91, 211
fortis 210
Fortana 211
forum 168
[orus 168
[oveo 87
[races 170
Fraga 63
[rango 81
[rater 84, 133,239,479
[rater cansobrInus 133
[rater german us 84, 134
[rater patruelis 133
fratrI621
fratria 84, 239
fratris filius 334
fraxinus 32,65
[rema
[renda 247

. [rIgo 125

[rlgus 113
[ringilla 201
[rio 158
[rumen 249
frustum 81
frutex 316
[acus 57
fugio 62, 206
fuI53
[ulcio 431
[ulga 513
fulica 125
falIgo 160
fulmen 513

[Omus 529
[unda 528
[undo 448
fundus 247
[ungor614
[Onus (death) 150
[Onus (fort) 210
[ar91, 387
[uro 82
[asUs 549
fotis 448

gallus 89, 112
garrio 89
gaudeo 256
gaudium 256
gela 113
geminus 369, 608
gemo 247
gen- 156
gena 317,322
gener 85, 369, 533
genere 85
genetnx 386
genitor 195
gena 336
genus 192
gerres 90
glaber 529
glans 407
glIs 317,387,521
glos 521
globa 143
glOten- 108
(g)nosco 337
gradior 546
gradus 546
gramen 175
granum 236
grates 449
graws 449
gravis 264
grex 217
grundio 249
gruiinio 249
gras 140
gusto 566
gustus 566
guttur 62, 249

habeo 563
haedus 229,317
haerea 4
harundo 481
haruspex 180, 505
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hasta 442
hauriO 169
helvus 654
herI 654
hiare 653
hiems 504
hinnuleus 154
hinnus 154
hIr 254
hirrIre
hodie 594, 654
homo 174, 230, 248, 366
hordeum 51
horior 158
homus 654
horrea 547
horridus 547
honus 199
hospes 249, 371
hosCis 224,249,317,622
humI247
humus 174,230,232,248

iaci6582
iam 395
ianua 228
ianus 228
ibI458
id 458
iecoris 356
iecur 356
ignis 202, 203, 550, 551
Ilia (goddess) 232
Ilia (loins) 356
Ilia 232
imber477
imbris 477
(im)babinare 186
immolare 247
impabes 469
in 290
in- 317,395
inauguraci6209
incendere 514
inciens 560
inclutus 262
index 159
indulgeo 357
induo 109
In[emus 611
Infestus 35, 81
infra 611
inguen 225
inops 637
inseque 536



InstIgo 451
integer 595
inter 63
intereo 151
interficere 151
interpres 185
intnlre 229
Inuleus 154
involacrum 91
iocineris 356
iocus 536
(ir)rigare 639
is 399,457
Is 458
ista 457
iste 457
istud 457
ita 458,583
Italia 24
item 458
iter 228, 487
iterum 458
itineris 400
iubeo 201, 507
iflbilo 394
ifldex 345, 346, 411
iugum 317,655
iuncus 481
iungo 64,655
iOniperus 481
JOpiter 149, 195,230,438
!uppiter 230,438
iOrare 410
iOro 345
iOs 84,345, 346, 384,

410,411
iOs iOrandum 345
iOs petit 410
iuvencus 656
iuvenis 352, 655

labia 255
labium 356
labo 255
labrum 356
lac 381
lacer 568
lacerta 323
lacertus 323
lacrima 567
lactis 381
lacOna 343
lacus 343
laevir84
laevus 349

lalla 42
lama 448
lambo 352
lamenta 123
lamia 538
lamina 448
lana 648
*lanca 618
lanOgo 648
lanx444
larix 316
lasclvus 157
lassus 588
latex 639
latro 50
lava 108
laxus 523
lectus 57, 352
legere 346
lego 505
lemures 538
lendis 357
lenis 475, 588
lens 357
lentus 317, 353, 532
leo 23,284
levir 84
levis 353
lex 346
lIbare 35·1
liber 50
LIber 248,354,417
IIber 107,214,248,416
LIberalia 41 7
lIben 248, 417
libet 358
libIdo 358
Ifbum 351
/iceo 349
lien 538
lilium 316
lrmax 527
limbus 255
IImus 527
lingo 351
lingua 594
lino 527, 528
linquo 349,637
Unum 206
lippus 527
lira 215
Iftus 506
lIvor 113, 246
locus 472
locusta 323

locusta 323
longus 357
loquor 535
lubet 358
lubIdo 358
lobricus 527
IOcea 505, 513
lucema 513
Iucesit 468
lucet 468
lucrum 484
lucto 62
Iodo 434
Iadus 434
lageo 81,247
lumbus 356
-IOmen 513
lana 385,513
Iua 481
lupus 646
10strum 513
lutra411
lutum 160
lox 174,352,505,513

macer 357,574
macero 450
machina 3
macor 574
madea 638
magnus 344
mala 107
malum 25
malus 23, 155
malus 441
mamma 386
mancus 343, 528
mando 175
mane 174
maneo 482
manifestus 35
manis 235
mannus 274
mana 639
manus 254,255
manus 174, 235
mare 503
margo 77
mantus 631, 656
Mars 630
mateola 434
mater 317,385,590
matercula 36
matertera 36
*matteuca 434
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LANGUAGE INDEX (latin)

lvla to (J 235
maxilla 107
me 621
me454
mcare 448
medeor 262, 374
medic-us 262,374
medicor 374
meditullium 247
medius 380
mt'io 613
me1271
meJes 45
melior 235
mellis 271
membrana 375
membrum 375
meminI575
memoria 483
menda 155
mendum 155
mens 575
mensis 385
mensum 385
mentum 107, 453
met> 228
mergae 258
merges 258
mergitis 258
merga 160
mcrgus 249
merula 70
menlS 514
meta 441
metior 374
merIri 441
meta 258
meus 454.
micare 109
mihi 454
milium 383
mIlvus 336
mmg6613
InlnOr 401
minu6351
minus 351, 528
mlsceo 384
mitto 582
moles 124
molestus 124
mollis317,532
molD 247
monedula 321
mone() 575
mon/le 391, 392



lANGUAGE INDEX (Latin)

mons 270
montis 270
mordeo490
morior ISO
mors 150
mortuus 150
morum 388
morus 388
moveo 388
mox533
mucus 527
mu facere 394
muger 154
mugio 394
mu1ceo 595
mulgeo 381
mulleus 69
multam dIcere 346
mulus 34
-mungo 527
munus 184
murex 316
murmuro 388
mus 317,387
musca 207
muscella 34
muscerda 186
musculus 388
muscus 385
mustela 387
muto 184
mutus 149

naccae 570
nancio 35
naris 395
nascor 56
nassa 336
nassus 395
nasus 395
natio 56
natis 88
natrix 530
navis 74
ne 583
ne- 395
nebula 110
neco 150
necto 336
necubi 456
nefas 346, 395
nefrones 329
nemen 571
nemus 63, 248
neo 571

nepos 239, 392
neptis 237, 394
Neptunus 203, 204
neriosus 366
nervus 96, 568, 571
nescio 395
nex 150
ni395
nIdus 393
nigrum 347
ninguit 530
nivis 530
nivit 530
nix 530
no 561
noceo 150
nodus 336
nomen 390
non 395
nonus403
nos 454
noster 454
notio 337
notor 337
notus 337
novacula 478, 510
novare 468
nove 403
novem 403
novus 317,393
nox394
nobere 369
nubes 110
nudus 45
num 397
nundinae 149
nuntius 89
nuptiae 369
nurus 148
nux405

0313
ob 391
obscurus 134
obstaculum 431
occulo 134
ocior194
octavus 403
octo 402
oculus 188, 317
odl259
odium 259
oleo 528
olor 558
omen 61

omentum 522
onus 87
operor649
opes 637
opilio 507
oplmus 194
Ops637
optO 158
opulentus 637
opus 649
ora 77
oraculum 450, 536
orbis 108
orbus 411
orior 506
omare 472
omus 32
oro 450,536
os 77
as 387,487
ostium 387, 487
ovis 31 7, 510
ovum 176

paclscl64
pagus (bind) 64
pagus (country) 133
palam 255
palea 104
Pales 507
pallidus 641
palma 206,255
palpo 255
palumbus 169
pando 539
pandus 143
pango 64
panicum 383
pannus 569
pantex 2
papa 195
papaver 316
papilio 88
papilla 82
paris 185
pars 441
parvus 200
pasco 198
passus 539
pateo 539
pater 100, 194, 590
patera 443
patina 443
patior 258
patres 195
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patris 133
patrius 195
patruelis 133
patmus 238, 335,609
paucus 200
pauper 200
pax 64
pecten 570
pectere 336
pecto 570
pectus 518
pecu 23
pecudesque virosque 439
peculium 23
pecunia 23
pecus 23
peda 595
pedo 194
pellis 268
pella 507
pelvis 443
penis 507
penna 646
penus 199
per 581
percello 549
perea 151
perfina 549
perfungor 614
pergula 442
perlculum 36
perna 265
perplovere 561
pes 208
pessum 191
peto 208
plea 648
picea 500
pictis fictis 439
plcus 648
pilleus 251, 569
pilus 251, 317, 569
pinga 414
pinguis 3
plnso 581
pInus 428
pipo 66
pirum 433
piscarl604
pisclna 604
piscis 100, 604
pix 500
placea 205, 434
placo 205, 434
planga 549



planto 538
planus 205
plebes 417
plebis 417
plebs 417
plecto 549, 570
plenus 214,417
plea 201
pluit 561
pluma 570
plumbI379
plumbum 347
plus 3
pluteus 431
poculum 444
podex 194
pollex 255
polluo 160
polubrum 52
pons 202, 487
pontifex 452
poples 640
por- 581
porca 215
porceo 270
poreus 113, 317, 100,425
porta 487
portare 228
portio 441
portus 229,487
posco 33, 468
positus 42
post(e) 42
posterus 42
postis 204
postumus 43
potio 175
potior490
potis 317
potor 175
prae 60
praecello 352
praestinare 542
praesto 254
precor 33
pre(he)ndo 564
premere 450
pretium 185
pre~33

primus 399
pro 61
pro 61
pro-avus 156
probus 236
procus 33,369

prodigus 348
promineo 453
prom ulgare legem 381
pro-nepos 156
prosper 3,458
pruIna 287
prana 8a
pubens 469
puberes469
puberis 252
pubertas 469
pubes 252, 469
pubesco 251,469
pubis 252
pudet 471
puer 107
pulcher 537
pulex 206
pulJus 107
pulmo 359
puIs 441
pultis 441
pulvis 104
pumex208
pungo 451
purus 109
pus 471
pustuIa 72
putare (clean) 109
puUire (cut) 144
puteo 528
putus 109

quadru- 401
quadruped- 401
quadrupes 23, 469
quae 456
qualis 457
quaJum 52
quaIus 52
quam 397, 457
quando 457
quantus 457
Quarta 390
quartus 401
quasillum 52
quasillus 52
quatio 509
quattuor97,401
-que 20,621
quercus 407
queror 82, 518
qUI456
qUid 456
qUies474

quietus 474
qulndecim 404
quInquaginta 405
quInque 98, 100,401
quIntus 402
QUIntus 401
qUis 315,317,456
quod 456
quot456

rabies 22
radIx 80
rado 503
radula 503
ramus 80
rapa 620

. rapIna 620
rapa 564
rapum 620
rastrum 503
ratio 397
ravus 246
recens 213, 399
rectus 485
reddo 224
regIna 329
regius 329
rego 187, 330
relictus 482
Remus 608
remus 408
renes 329
reor472
repo 141
repudium 471
res 637
restis 571
rex 329,330
ricinus 317, 357
ripa 567
ritus 410
rivus 207
rodo 503
Romulus 608
roris 158
ros 158, 638
rostrum 503
rota 491, 640
ruber468,381
rudere 642
rudo 246
rado 246
radus 379
rafus 481
ruga 516
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LANGUAGE INDEX (Latin)

rullus 642
Rullus 642
ramen 2
rumor 488
rumpo 81

runco 159
ruo 567,570
rOris 534
rus 534

sabulum 490, 499
saburra 499
sacer 493, 509
sacerdos 493
saeta 350
saevus 413, 568
saga 505
sagax 505
sagio 505
sagitta 78
sagus 505
sal- 31 7
sal 498
salebra 160
salicis 643
sali6323
salix 643
salvus 262
sancio 493
sanctus 493
sanguen 71
sapa sao, 566
sapiens 566
sapiD 566
sarcina 108,629
sarcio 108, 123,629
sar(c)tus tectus 629
sario 550
sarpo 517
satis 500
Satumus 289
satus 289
saxI379
scaber 503
scabo 503
scaevus 349
scalae 323
scamnum 270
scando 323
scaurus 156
sce1us 142
scindo 144
scio 144
scoblna 503
scobis 503



lANGUAGE INDEX (Latin)

scutum 512
se455
seco144
secula 38
secundus 399
securis 38
secus 646
seed) 253
sedeo 522
sedere 522
sedIle 505
segnis 523
sella 505
semel 410, 499
semen 317, 505
semi- 253
semper 410
senatus 409
seneo 409
senex 409
sensus 418
sentIna 169
sentio 418
sepelio 151, 450
septem 402, 403
septimus 402
sepulcrum 151, 450
sequor 208
serenus 170
senno 535
sero (cut) 289
sero (line) 354
sero (sow) 534
serpens 141
serpo141
serum 207
serus 357
servat pecus 439
servo 458
servus 77
setius 357
sex 402
sexaginta 405
sextus 402
siat 448
sIbilo 72
siccus 170
sIderis 514
sfdo 522
sfdus 514
similis 499
simplex 410
simplus 63, 410
simul410
sine 25

singularis 12
singulf 12
sinister 131, 349
sino 158
sInus 518
sisto 542
sitis 150
situs 158
sobrlnus 392, 393
socer 195
socius 115
socms 386
sodalis 143, 354, 455
so1566
solor236
(so)lutus 481
salvo 481
somnium 170
somnus 527
sono 534
sons 606
sonus 534
sopio 527
sopor 527
sorbeo 175
sordeo147
sordes 147
sol-ex 516
soror 521
(soror) germana 134
sors 354, 535
spargo 539
specio 505
sperno 329
spes 3,458,500
spIro 72
splendeo 514
spolium 269
sponda 431
spondeo 351
sponsa 351
sponsus 351
spuma 208
spuo 538
squalus 510
stagnum 587
stagnum 207,343
stamen 431
stare 468, 522
statio 431
status 431
stella 543
sterilis 52
sterno 539
sternuo 133

stIria 547
stO 542
stolidus 506
stramen 57
strepo 89
stringo 574
strues 539
strno 539
studeo 471
studium 471
sturnus 543
suadeo 560
suasum 147
suavis 560
sub 612
subucula 109
subu1cus 425
sucerda 186
sucus 499
sudo 560
sudus 170
suesco 455
suffio 388
sugere499
sago 556
sulcare 471
sulcus 471
sulp(h)ur 88
sum 53
sunt 53
suo 573
super412
supo 582
sums 442
sus 317,425
sus- 612
susunus 516
suus 412,455

cabeo 378
taceo 518
tagax 595
calis 457
tam 397,457
tango 595
tantus 457
tata 195
taurus 136, 317
taxim 595
taxa 595
taxus 654
te 455
tectum 489
tego 134
tegula 489
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cela 38
celloris 247
tellus 247
temere 147
temetum 549
temo 187, 508
tempus 187
temu1enws 549
tendo 187
tenebrae 147
cener490
tentLlS 187
tenuis 187, 574
tepeo 263
tepor 263
ter 400
terebra 36, 424
termen 77
tera 424,490,639
Cerra 100, 133
Cerrere 198, 509
terror 198, 509
tertius 400
tesca 179
cesqua 179
testa 261 , 443
testis 400
textor 139
lignum 442
tilia 178
tinga 639
tolla 352
tonare 582
tonere 582
tongea 575
torculum 572
torqueo 572
torrea 170
torms 170
torvus 214
tot 457
totidem 457
tOWs 417
trabes 282
crabs 282
traha 471
trans 4
tremo 509
trepU 607
tres 400
tria 400, 401
trIginta 404
tIini401
triquetrus 510
triticum 639



trua 607
trada 451
ta 455
tueor 198, 41 7
tumidus 561
tunda 471
turdus 582
tutus 198, 417

uber82
ubi 456
ulcus 523
ulmus 178
ulna 176
uls64
ululare 66
umbilIcus 391
umbo 391
umere 639
umerus 516
uncus 61,272
unda 636
ung(u)a 24
unguen 31 7, 382
unguis 389
ungulus 389
unicus 12
anus 12,399
upupa 272
urgeD 471
urgere 284
unna 636
urInarI 636
ura87
ursa 55
ursus 55
urus 135
urvare 215
urvum 215
usque 612
uter456
uterus 2,317
uva 63,655
uvidus 639
uxorem dOcere 369

vacca 135
vaco 179
vado 625
vadum 625
vae 313
vagIna 538
vagi689
vallum 442
vallus 442

vanus 179
vap- 529
vapor 529
varus 523
vastus 179
vates 436,453,493
-ve 410
vectis 91
vegea 550
vehiculum 91, 625
veha 91
vella 567
velum 572
vendere 185
venia 115, 317
venter 2
veDtus 72,643
venum 185
venum dare 185
venum Ire 185
venus 158
ver 504
verbena 80
verbera 80, 643
verbum 65
vereor417
vereri 606
vermis 649
verres 363
verra 581
verraca 416
versus 607
vertere 630
verta 607
vera 536
verus 606
vespa 109,636
vesper 159, 184
vespillo 109
vespula 109
ves(s)Ica 70
Vesta 171,203,281
vester 455
vestia 109
vestis 109
vetus 654
vexare 507
via 488
vibrare 607
victima 493
~cus192, 193,284,622
video 337
vidua 642
viea 571
~gintf 404

~lla 622
~men 571
vincia 63
vinca 201
~nurn 644
vir 366, 548
viridis 246
~rus 439
~s (follow) 208
~s (force) 209, 548
viscum 384
~tex 571
~tis 571, 643) 644
vitiurn 25
~tricus 193
vitulus 24

'~verra 31 7, 540
~va 356
~vus 317,356
voca 534
vola 62
volba615
Volcanus 529
volnus 567,650
vola 629
volpecula 212
volpes 212
voltur 624
voltus 505
volvo 607
vomis 434
vorna 538
vora 175
vorsus 607
vas 455
vovea 449
vox 623
vulva 615

UTE LATIN [LateLat]
Alma 207,539
Almus 207, 539
amma 386
-apa 636
ava 37
bIrotis 491, 641
blundus 147
camIsia 134
carpisculum 514
caltus 91
cavannus 66
[aria 550
fratruelis 392
gattus 91
grossus 574

LANGUAGE INDEX (Ponuguese)

ianitrices 522
lams 249
leudis 248, 416
*locca 497
magis 649
Marmar630
rnastra 649
merganser 160
m uscellus 34
nonnus 386
occa 434
orphanus 411
retae 442
stannum 587
sturio 550
suculus 425
suinus 425
uluccus 66, 412
v'argus 141
vassalus 506
vassus 506
Vesuna 235
vitus 571) 643

OLD FRENCH 10French]
conis 258
flenchir 62

NEW FRENCH IFrench]
alene 37
bronze 379
cendre 639
chambre 620
coq puant 272
cuivre 379
loche 497
oncle 609
poi/469
poilu 469
tete 261
vergne 11
verne 11

ITALIAN
Alento 487
bronzo 379
cissa 323
porca 407) 428
rocca 110
zabaglione 500

PORTIJGUESE
neto 239
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Rheta-Romance)

RHETo-RoMANCE
carmun 638

ROMANIAN
cupru 379
Int1399
mlnz 274
valra 202, 263

SPANISH

alesna 37
aliso 11
amarillo 115
anaranjado 115
azul 115
bisabuelo 156
blanco 115

cafe 115
cobre 379
es 522
estar 522
gris 115
hermana 134
hermano 134
morado 115

Slavic

soum SLAVIC

negro 115
nieto 239
pato 171
rojo 115
roso 115
sea 522
ser422
verde 115

OLD CHURCH SlAVONIC [OCS]

Alphabetic order: a, b, c, ch, C, d, e, e, ~, g, i (I), j, k, 1, m, fi, 0, 9, p, r, 5, ~, t, U (0.), v, Z, i

abema 400 brona 642 cnJna 69 drcvo 598
abredi[ 155 bnJvf 188 cudo 361,418 droidlje 170
ajIce 176 briIzo 194 cUjp 361,418 drugu 115
alni 155 buditi516 dnJgnpti 471
aludiji 74 by53 danI185 dnJva 598
aviti 418 byspst- 53 danJ 185 druza81

byti 53 dateljl224 druiina 115
baba 42 dati 224 dl1bl154
berr 56,90,479,525 ceIa 262 daviti 150, 647 dl1chnrti 82
bez 646 cena 123 Dailboga 212 ducha82
bcda 418 cevlnlca 96 debeIa 574 dakti 525
bediti 418 c~stu 525 derp 567 dunp 388
bela 642 cfto 456 des~tl403 dano 154
bezr 491 desna 271,485 dupina 154
bIceIa 57 chochotati 344 desp 564 dasti 147
bijr 549 choditi 228 dev~tl403 dava 399
bl~dp147 choda 228 dev~ta403 dava na des~ 404
bljudr 636 chroma 156 dcd~ 37 davoje 400
bljujp 561 chvrastije 599 deleI[ 141 duvoji 400
bIpda 147 deti 472, 506 daidl43
bIacha 206 cajp198 dcverl84 dvachati 82
boga 161,210 casa 583 deza 629 dvlrl168
bOjati s~ 198 cesati 570 dIn I 149 dvaru 168
boIljI525, 550 ceso 456 diva 230 dyma 525,529
bOIjp 549 cetverI401 djada 609,610 dzvezda 514
bosti 159 cetvrlta 401 dIagota 357
bosa 45 cetyre 401 dIaga (compensation) 123 gadati 564
bosajI49 cetyri 401 dIaga (long) 357 gIaditi 529
brada 251 cediti 144 do 500 glada 158
bradata 251 cinE 87 dobrajE 457 glagoliti 89
brasEno 51 cltp 418 dojr 556 gIasa 89
bratrija 84 crcda 268 dole 618 gIava 45
bratnJ 84,479, 525 crcpI444 doIInE 618 gnezdo 393
brcga 269 trIpp 258 dola 618 goda 64
brem~ 91 crlvf649 dama 192, 281, 525 go/emo 3
bresti 268 (rumIna 649 dremljp 526 gola 45
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Old Church Slavonic)

gomuno 134
goneti 3
gonj9 548
gora 270
goreti 525
gospodI249
gostI249
govej9 418
gov~do 525
gov~idl134

grabiti 563
grabn9ti 563
gradu 199, 525
greb9563
gr~d9 546
griva 391
gromu 582
grosdu 51
groza 568
grClstI217

igo 655
igrati 388
i1u 371
im~ 390
im9564
inlje 287
ino- 399
inoka 12
inorogU 399
iskydati 581
istu 345
iti 228
iva 654
iz411
izmrClmIrati 142
izuti 109
iie 457
iiesa 655

. {j)ablana 25
{j)ab1ako 25
jad9228
jadu 561
-jaga 644
{j)agn~ 511
(j)agoda 63
jako(ie) 457
jamI175
jara 654
jam 362
{j)ave 623
(j)azno 269
*(j)aza 454
jaze 457

(j)edin- 399
(j)e1ene 154
(j)e1enI 154
jesenI506
jesmI53
jesta 53, 525
jezero 343
{j)ezI264
j~gulja 176
j~tro 179
j~try 522
j~zyku 594
jIgo 525
jU 397
jucha 84
juna 655

kadI444
kaj9 198
kako 457
kakO 457
kam0457
kamy 547
kasl1I133
kaz925
klad9539
klasrJ 451
kl~C9 62
kljucI272
kohl 3, 211
kogda 456
ko1ese 640
kolI457
koliku457
kolj9 549
kolo 640
kohl 442
konI273
konoplja 268
kon312
kosa 570
kosmu 570
kostI 77
kosu 70
kosI 52
koteryjI456
kotIcI282
kotora 201
kOV9549
koza 229
kozI1u 229
koza 229
krada 213
krasta 570
krova 217

krucIj1362
kruma 84
krupa 514
krClvI 71
kryja 217
ka 646
kade 456
kukonosu 62
kuriti 88
kuru 112
kato 456,457
kuta 143
kvasa 199
ky1a 268
kypeti 529
kysela 199

1adiji 74
1aj9 50
1akua 176
1akutQ 444
lani (beyond) 64
1ani (deer) 155
laskati 157
lebedI641
1echa 215
1ej9 506
1enu 475, 588
leva 349
lezati 352
lei9352
kdvfj~ 356
liJ9 506
1rgaku 353
1rnenu 206
1Iva 356
lizati 351
ljadina 200
ljubiti 358
ljubu 358
ljuby 358
ljudlje248,416
ljudinu 416
ljudu 248
locu 352
loky 343
lomlj9 81
10viti 23, 284
lova 23,284
loza 80
19ka 618
lub 50
luca513
1utI513
luciti 505
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1udu 43
luna 385, 513
lUi 9352

maku 440
mala 23
mati 385, 525
mazati 649
medu 271
medvedI55
melj9 247
mene 454
meida 380
mezdu 380
mecha 511
mena 184
menj9 410
meSfC[ 385
mesiti 384
mf454
m~kaka450, 532
m~so 375
mfsti 547
mIg1a 110
min9 228
mIneti 575
mInj9 575
mIr9150
mite 184
mlzda 484
mlada 532
mleko 381
mlunii 353
m1uva 535
mJaviti 535
mog9 3
molj9 449
monisto 391,392
morje 503
morn 150
motati Sf 547
motyka 434
mozgu 370
m9dr9348
m9zI367
mracInu 147
mraka 147
mravi 24
mreza 64
mnlkn9ti 147
mnltva 150
mucha 207
mucati 527,528
mumati 394
munogu 3



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old Church Slavonic)

manoiiti 3 otlcu 195 pljuj9 538 reO 535
muslca 207 otleku 482 plota 87 rej9 207
my454 otu 37 ploV9561 repa 620
myj9 ovica 525 pluna214 rezati 81
mysr 108 ovfci 510 plastr251, 569 rodu 249

ovina 510 plusta 359 roju 388
nagu 45 ovisu 409 po 42 roka 535
naju 454 ozobati 175 podu 595 rosa 158, 638
(na)majati 154 ozaku 391 pogreb9 159 rov9488
naperjo 185, 228 pOjasu 223 rozga 571
nasu 454 9gIl1 04 pOjaso 223 r9ka 49
ne 395 9gulja 176 pokojI474 ruda 379, 481
nebes- 110 9kotl61, 272 polje 133 niv9567
nebo 110 9trl63 pOrj9 228 niil491
nes935 9i 964 postatl431 ryj9 567. 570
netijl237, 239, 392 povinoti
neie 583 pa- 42 pozde42 saditi 506, 525
niza 169 pad9192 pozdu 42 saml1499
noga 389 pam~tl575 poilro 175 saida 522
nogatl389 para 72 P9tl202,487 sebe 455
nosa 395, 525 pas9198 prachu 540 sedml402
nosa 394, 525 pek9125 pragu 442 sedmu 402
noVl1393 pero 646 pras~ 425,525 selitva 282
noil537 per9 (go) 228 pre- 581 selo 282
nu 397 per9 (strike) 549 presociti 170 sestra 521
ny454 pestl125 prijajo 358 sestrina 392

pena208 prillpjo 527, 528 sedalo 505
0313 pesuku 499 prlst! 540 sedeti 522
ob 391 peti 519 prlVl1 399 sej9 534
oba 400 p~st!255 proseati 518 sek9144
obresti 202 p~ta 265 prositi 33 sekyra 38
obujo 109 p~tl401 *prostlro 539 sem~ 505
ochnimo 156 p~tu402 proso480 semija 622
ognl202 piculu 500 protiVl1 6 semlja 622
ojlmina 31 plchati 581 prusi 81 senT 508
oko 188, 525 pichati 480 pyro 639 seno 240
olovina 60 pij9 175 seru 69
olu 60 plnI442 rabu (elO 177 sesti 522
on 290 pln9571 rabu (orphan) 411 seti (sieve) 518
onl1458 plrj9 549 raciti 535 seti (sow) 525
orechu405 pisati 414, 480 radiO 472 severl1644
orlla 173 piskati 72 raka 512 s~ 455
oriO 158 plstni 414 ramo 26 s~d9 352
orj9 434 pIsu 113, 414 rana 650 s~gn9ti 64
osa 636 piSta 208 ranu 249 s~stl418
o5ml402 plSenica 639 rast~g9 187 sinI 246
osml1403 *plSQ 525 rast9 269 sito518
osneiiti 530 plakati s~ 549 rata 199 sivD 246
ostfnu237 pIasa 200 ratiSte 442 s[458
ostrovD 207 pIavD 642 ravinu 534 sIrati 186
ostra 509 plesna 83 razlociti 62 sirebro 314,518
os139,516 pleste 516 rebro 488 sJrsenJ 272,273
osi 188 p1et9 570 redu249 skala 538
ot- 37 plenl1 185 rev9488 skobl[ 503
ot~i.ati 264 plevy 104 resti 535 skociti 323
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skom 323
skub9 471
skytati Sf 509
sladaka 498
slama 542
slana 112
slana 498
slava 262
slavojocije 160
sleda 527
slezena 538
slina 527
slovo 192
sluga 506
sJanlce 556
sluso 480
sluti 262
slysati 262

smeJ9 344
snegu 530
snubiti 369
snuj9 571
50- 646
Sobeslavl 390
socha 80
sociti 536
soka (branch) 80
soka (sap) 499
5011498
sptU 53
speti 3, 458, 500
spoda 444
sporn 3, 458
srama 413
srIdice 525

srubati 175
srudlce 262
srupo 517
srustl252
stadlo 431
stanp 542
stati 543
stelj9 247
stenati 582
stenj9 384, 582
steierI 442
st1dza 228, 488
stignp 228
stobom 442
stojatI 468
stojp 542
strada 547
Striboga 195
stropa 488
stryja 37

stryjI37, 335, 609
suchu 170
sukrusiti 549
svariti 535
svarn 535
svata 455
svekru 195
svekry386
svepiti Sf 582
svtla 641
sv~tU 493
svinec 379
svinija 425
svinl1425
svistati 72
svobodI354
svojl412
svraba 608
syna 56,533
syrU 69
syta 500
sO 646
sabora 91
sadravo 235
soljp 285
saia 285
summtl 150
sanije 170
sana 527
sOpati 527
sOpp 582
sOresti 202
sl1S9556
sOto 405

sestl402
Sij9 573
stitO 512
sUji349
sur184

ta 457
tal 543
tajo 457
taj9 (melt) 378
ta)p (steal) 543
tama 457
tatl543
tebe 455
tekfJ 491, 525
tetrev[ 217
tekaj9 491
t~ 455
Ulej9 475
trIo 525

t[ma 147
timinO 147
tina 160
tlnOkO 574
tIr9 424,490
tlstl195
tluko 471
tlaka 535
tlupa 534
to 457
tolf 457
toliko 457
tomitj 549
t9ga 264
t9PO 187
tra:ka 572
treU 400
tretijI400
tr~sp 509
tri 400
trije 400
trudl451
truditi Sf 451
tnlnO 575
tmpeti 500
trOstl481
trOtorO 535
tryjp 490
to 457
tum 135
tusfsta 561
tOsti 179
tvarogl1 382
tvoriti 564
[voru 564
ty455, 525

tYSf$ti 405

u- 37
ucho 173
uciti4
ugasiti 188
uji238,609
ujka 238
ukono 362
ulica 96
umO 418
usta 387, 487
ustlna 387
ustru 174
usi 173

va 455
vablj9 89
vada 535
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vaditi 535
vaju 455
valiti 607
vapa 343, 636
varitj 88
vecenl 184
ved9 346,369, 525
veljo 629
veprl425
vermije 649
veselO 198
vesna 504
vetOcha 654
vez991
vede 337
vedNi 337
vejati 72
vej9 643
veka 201
veno 82,83, 185
vera 606
vldova 642
vido 337
vlj9 571
vinjaga 644
vino 644
vis! 25
vitI 571
vireO 636
vlrj9 125
vls! 192) 622
VladimerD 344
vlad9490
lyrlaga 639
vlaso 240
v1ek9471
vIrko 525, 646
viOna 648
voda 636
vosko 637
vosa 252
vozO 91,625
void9346
vragO 141
vrana 142
vreda 523
vresti 581
vrlcha 416
vrltNi Sf 607
vrUsta 607
vudova 642
vDigl1ku 639
ly11lkoma 48, 221
vDn9ka 238, 386
\11sl357



LANGUAGE INDEX (Old Church Slavonic)

vUtoru 399, 411 i~id9 450 SERBIAN CHURCH sedra 639
vavreti 64 iica 78,569 SLAVONIC [SerbCS] sestra 521
vUz 612 iiduklJ 490 suloglJ 57,642 sinji 246
vUzgrrmeti 582 ifj9 548 sin6vac 393
vazlysO 513 iim9450 OLD SERBIAN [OSerb] sin6vac 393
vUzn1knoti 61 iiv9356 gvozd 80 sjen 508
vy455 iivU 356, 525 sjever644
vykn9ti 4 iledica 287 SERBO-CROATIAN [SCI sliv 246
vyrinoti 388 ileza 225 bas 58 snijeg 530

i11deti 158 basa 58 (s)pjena 208
zac~ti 213 i10eI217 b1azina 45 strovo 539
zaO)apu 158 ilutu 654 brasno 51 sunica 481
zaprutuku 24 ireb~ 615 brat 54 sura 84
(za) ustra 148 irebu 143 brbljati 42 trag 491
zeIenu 246, 654 iruny474 bik 453 tis 481,644
zemlja 174 iuj9 175 bl1kati 284 vatra 202
zej9 653 iurba 568 depiti 550 vime 82
z~ti 85,533 d1aka 252 vak 646
zij9 653 MIDDLE BULGARIAN dnipati 567 ieJva 595
zima 504,525 [MBulg] dren 528 zino 236
zin9ti 653 drostija 170 dupiti 534
z1rj9 514 dl1psti 159 SLOVENIAN [Slav]
zIato 234 BULGARIAN [Bulg] gaziti 625 blazina 45
zlOe1217 alne 154 glog 575 ein 649
zovo 89 brica 491 gnjaviti 451 drok 395
z9bu 525, 594 buh 412 grab 273 gaziti 625
zrlno 236 gl1na 252 in 12 gfgati 24
zulova 521 gunja 252 jatUi se 472 lflgac 62
zureti 248 kr6kon 142 jesetra 550 m;:Jlc 45
zuvati 89 kulka 142 kamen 547 nat 393
zver123 palam 255 krplje 514 oje 508
zvonu 534 pedesce(tJ 405 laska 157 ojesa 508

plach 387 log 57 pazduha 26
ieg9 87 s;}sar 516 1l1bura 50 pipa 66
ieIeti 629 sterica 52 miiati 613 pir 639
ielezo 314,379 sto 405 mjesec 385 pih 540
ieI9425 stursel273 modar246 prhati 540
ieIOdu 407 sestl402 6lovo 347 rad 525
ieIuve 595 tina 160 6soje 508 zydaCi 246
iely 595 vlasica 638 patka 171 vedanec 23, 647
iena 648 (v)lasica 638 pijesak 499 vedavec 23, 647
ien9548 iuna 175 piJ387 vedomec 23,647
i~ti 525 rada 268 z6v89

EAST SLAVIC

RUSSIAN CHURCH
SLAVONIC [RusCS]
gOrkati 24
jara 654
klej14
pajasni 224

. pallcl225

JUdetI s~ 468
sjadry 639
snubiti 369
tesla 38

OLD RUSSIAN [0RusI
bem 56
brat(r)u 84
cemer 265

cemer! 265
eemeru 265
deia 649
deia 649
djazij 211
doei 147
dositi 564
gajati 519
jatry 522
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jezu 343
krlnuti 185
loduka 74
lubu 50
malO 23
megnuti 109
meniCi 536
mormomrati 142
macho 385



muknuti sja 527,528
mulzu 381
musku 34
navI 150
nestera 237, 394

nevesta 369
6pica 384
padoroga 477

Perun- 582
PerunovU dubu 582
Perunu 407, 582
polu 83
rezatl81
Ruglu 642
serenu 287
sima 272

snuxa 148
Stribogu 231
strl1jI 335
stryjl 335, 609
synu 533
trio 247
tyju 560
ui609

lANGUAGE INDEX (New Russian)

vapa 343
veno 369
veverica 540
vjazlJ 178
vodili 369
voditi ienu 346
VoloslJ 153, 200
znamja 518

NEW RUSSIAN [Rus]

Alphabetic order: a, h, c, C, d, e (e), g, i,j, k, kh, 1, ID, n, 0, p, f, S, S, t, U, v, z, Z

alynja 155 carovatl362 duch 82 iIem 178
cary 362 dUju 388 imja 390

baju 535 cas 583 dutij 211, 614 inej 287
bas 513 cemer265 dva 399 iva 654
beg11491 ceremsa 620 dye 399
belena 267 ceremukha 106 dvenadcatl404 jabloko 25
be1yj 115, 641 ceren 88 Jablon 25
bereg 269 ceres 224 ell 429 jadro 507
bereza 55 cerny) 69, 106, 115 et264 Jagoda 63
beru 90 cervi 649 jaIovec 324
bezpaIy) 255 Cetvertoj 390 gadatl564 jaryj 362
bleju 70 cetverty) 401 galitlsja 89 jasenl32
blekati 70 cl1khatl418 gladkyj 529 Jastreb 191
blekotatl70 cup 262 glum 255 jatrovr 522
bljud11636 gnida 357 jaz 343
blokha 206 debeIyj 574 gogolatr 345 jazyk 594
blud 147 deren 528 gogot345 jebu 508
bob 55 deren 528 golod 158 jeI324
bobr 57 derevnja 237 golos 89 jergajet 508
bog161,231 dergatI471 golova 45 jerzajet 508
bolob6litl542 desjat 403 goluboj 114 jerzatl525
bolozno 431 desjatyj 403 goly) 45
bor51 desna 594 gom61a 450 kakatr187
boIjl1 549 deverI 84 gon 548 kava tl 66
boroda 251 devjatI 403 gora 270 kavka 321
borosno 51 devjatyj 403 gorod 199 kidatl581
borsc 439 deza 629 gosp6dl371 kiIa 268
borzoj 194 djadja 609, 610 govetl418 kirpicnyj 115
borzyj 515 dobryj 457 grab 2~3 klej 4
britl158 docl147 grebl1 563 klen 367
brostI561 do1618 griva 391 kIestitl413
bIjuch 561 d61gyj 357 gIjadl1 546 kobec 191
bronyj 642 dollnij 618 groza 568 kogotl272
brovI 188 dom 192,281 grudy379 ko16tl549
bl1ben 395 dorob 607 glJn(j)a 252 komitl451
buz58 doroga 471 .gusl236 kom6lyj 273
bytl53 dorotitl471 komonl273
bzdetI194 dotdl43 igo 655 konl273

drevesnyj l1go11 104 ikra 604 kopyto 272
cervI 594 drjapati 567 il371 koI1312
cmell284 drozd 582 i1a 371 koricnevy] 115
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LANGUAGE INDEX (New Russian)

korm 84
korob 52
korop 90
korosta 570
korova 273, 648
kosa 570
kos52
kot91
kotec 282
kotitIsja 91
kotora 201
koza 229
kozeI 229
kota 229
krasnyj 115
krjak 205
krojl1143
krokva 441
krovi71
kukl1sa 142
kut143

khromoj 156
khvoj 80
khvoja 80
khvorost 599
khvoryj 650

Jada 358
ladyj 358
la142
lanl155
lapa 209
lapitll10
JapotI 110,568
lapotok 110
Jaska 638
lekha 215
len 206
lev 356
linI568
ljada 200
ljadveja 356
ljud 248,416
ljl1di248
lob 50
lodka 74
log 57
lokotl176
lorn 81
loni 654
losi 178
loskut
lososl 497, 525
loy 284

lovitf 284
loza 80
lub 50
lubok 50
lueitI 505
luka 618
lupljl1 567
lilt 353
lutiJe 353

mak440
malina 69
mama 386
mar 511
mati 385
Mati 5yra Zemlja 174
mekh 511
melivo 247
meJkij rogatyj skot 23, 365
meni205
meta 380
mgla 110
mjazdra 375
mnitl575
mnog3
mokh 385
molnija 353, 582
malod 532
moloko 381
molotl247
molva 535
m6lviti 535
morkovl620 .
morositl477
mostovaja 441
moska 208
motatl547
ml1kha 208
mui 367
mys 387
mytll08
miatll09
miiti (close eyes) 109
miiti (cloud) 110

nagalitI89
nazola 43
nebo 110
nebo 110
neTet 573
nereto 573
netijl157
niti 571
njanja 386
noga 389

6ba 400
obmanl1tf 154
odin- 399
ogonl202
oko 71,418
okuni418
0160
olenf 154
ollkha 11
olovo 347, 641
orekh 405
oreI 173
on1450, 536
osa 636
osenl504
osetr 550
osina 33
ostl237
osva 636
olec 195
oves 409
ovin 236
ozeTO 343
oieledica 287

pakh 517
pakha 517
paJec 255
pela 104
penl442
perdetl194
perjl1 228
persi 81
pes 113
pestruska 604
petl519
pisatl113
piskatl604
piSeu 72
pizda 507
pjast 255
pjata 265
pjati 401
p)atyj 402
pleeo 516
plena 268
pleva 269
ploY 74
pod 209
pol 83
polokhok 387
polon 185
polosa 200
polova 104

porog442
porosenok 425
posokh 80
poiratr 175
pravnuk 156
pru 549
prygatr 323
prygnutI323
prytI 323
pseno 581
pukh 251, 469
pl1lja 72
purpl1ro\ry} 115
pyre) 639

rana 650
razoritl 158
rebro 488
rezatl81
riby) 537
roditl249
rosa 158
rost 269
rozovyj 115
roil 491
ruda 379
rudo) 481
rudy) 481
runo 252, 570
rydatf642
rygatl61
rysf 359

selo 282
semI 402
sen 508
serdce 262
serebro 518
sereda 262
seren 287
seren 287
serp 517
seru 186
seryj 115
sesfra 521
sIgjtI L94
sinij 114, 115
slavooclje 160
sleiy 527
slimak 527,529
sliva 246
510) 348
slug 506
(s)ml1ry) 147
snokha 148
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lANGUAGE INDEX (New Polish)

5(0) 646 tuga 264 zijMf 653 mati 385
sok499 tur 135 zima 504 mdliti po cern 158
sokal191 tusia 475 zinutl653 mluviti 535
sokha 80 tvorog 382 zjatf 85, 533 modla 449
saloma 542 tysjacnyj 405 znatl337 modry246
salovoj 160 zob 175 mrholiti 477
som 510 I1g01[ 104 zabat! 175 myjati 394
sor 186 I1gorr 176 zoloto 234 ozuiti 170
soroka 362 ukha 84 zolovka 521 pate 518
sorom 413 I1kha 173 zorod 199 penIn 582
sosna 428 ulej 96 zretl514 pstruh 604
stegno 349 ulica 96 zubr 136 pyr639
ston 384, 582 usia 572 zvezda 514 pyi202
stoiar442 ustl487 zvon 534 sadra 639
stroj 335,609 l1stlje 387, 487 spratek 24
strumen[ 486 utka 171 teJcl217 tes 38
stryj 609 ut 530 . ieleza 225 tina 160
stl1gnUtl547 ieltyj 115 utery 411
suk80 vdava 642 teludT407 valeli 150
suka 168 veblica 312 ielvak 595 vatra 263
sukhoj 170 vek 201 tena 648 vykon 362
sunica 481 veprf 425 ieravlf 140
surok 516 ven!itl64 ierekh 90 KAsHUBlAN
svekar 195 verba 643 iivica 500 di6n 528
svekrovf 386 vered 214, 523 tolvi 595
svjat6j 493 verkh 416 tuju 175 POlABlAN [Polab]
syn 533 vesT 29 po/-t'upe 83, 262
syroj 69 veverica 540 UKRAINIAN [Ukr] Proue 358

vikh(o)rr 644 lypa 353
serst/252 vino 644 peron 582 OLD SORBIAN [OSorb]
sestipalyj 255 visnja 384 sist-desjat 405 mikac 109
sityj 573 vilina 643 valjava 150 wutory 411
sl1lo 441 vitvina 571 vermjanyj 649
sl1rin 85 vjaz 178 viscun 23,647 loWER SORBIAN
sutitI 76 vjazl392 zolok 43 ILowSorbl

vnuk 238, 386 pal sta 83
tek11491 vole 508
temrivo 147 volCica 647 WEST SLAVIC OLD POLISH [OPal]
tes 38 volgkyj 639 gwozd 80
testl196 yolk 646 OLD CZECH [OCzechl
tesca 196 volna 648 dieti jme 390, 438 NEW POLISH [Poll
telerev 217 vorog 141 jadati 528 brzask 513
tis 654 varona 142 niesteje 87 brzmiec cry 24
tjatkyj 264 v6sem 402 vedi 23,647 cewa 96
tlo 247 voslmoj 403 chybn~c 509
talk 535 vask 637 CZECH (Czech] drapac 567
talkati 471 vosl357 beblati 542 dziewierz 84
toloka 496 vru 535 bratr 84 dzr6n 528
lolokno 471 vydra 411 draiiti 471 gabac 563
tapia 263 vjmja 82 konat362 grab 273
torok 572 krakorati 66 hupek 272
toratoritl535 za 61 krs 574 ilem 178
t6sty) 179 zagadka 564 krsati 574 judzic 201, 507
treti) 400 zavl189 laska 158 kelito 232
tras1l481 zeleny} 115,246,654 matkati 450 lasica 638
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LANGUAGE INDEX (New Polish)

laska 638
mijac 228

olow347
pizda 507

W?Z 530
wi?z 178

Tocharian

Alphabetic order: a) a) a) c) e, i (I)) k) 1) ly) In (rp.)) n (n)) n) 0, p) r) S) $) ~, t, ts, U (0)) w, y

TOCHARIAN A [TachAl kam 594 kom 581 lyulari 417
ak 188 kam 534 kom (burn) 88
alya-k 64 kan wem 336 kom (dog) 168 -m 454
-am 290 kar(y)- 158 kom-tpant 159 maku 389
a(n)- 395 ka$t 284 kos 457 malan 25
ancaJ 61, 272 kayur$ 363 kO$t- 549 malke 381
artar 506 kac 522 kot- 549 malyw- 247
alas 37 kakmartik 25 kramartse 264 mank 528
alar 194 kalwalte 56 krasa- 577 man 385
ak237 kar 534 kri 263 mar395
ak- 170 karke 249 krop- 217 masak 571
akar 567 karpa- 285 kror 272 macar 385
aks- 535 karyap 312 krossam 113 mak 344
al- 629 kas- 536 ksar 170 malka- 381
alak411 katk- 256 kru 481 mask- 154
alem 176 kats 2 ku 168 maksu 457
arnpi 400 lkaJ 607 ku-448 makte 457
anc 611 2kaJ- 607 kukal640 mank- 343
aflcam 82 kaln- 534 kuli 648 mant 457
ant 209 kaly-352 kulmamts- 542 mant- 547
ap- 636 kant 405 kulyp- 158 markam- 77
apsa 64,353 kantu 594 kumnas- 115 mars- 209
are 434 kark- 65 kuras 113 mank- 490
ariflc 329 kam- 549 kursar491 mask- 482
arki 518, 641 karpi 490 kuryar 185 massunt 80
art- 410 kartkal186 kus 456 mew- 388
arwar 362 kas- 188 kwar- 248 mi- (dirt) 160
as229 katk- 229 mi- (less) 351
as- 170 ke457 lak 57 muk- 527, 528
a$tar 87 klank 62 lake 57,352 mus- 543
asc 237 kla(w)- 348 Jar 358 musk- 388
ali 237 _klawa- 262 lak- 505 musna- 388

kleps- 413 lank- 62
camp- 187 klin-348 lat- 228 nakcu 394
ckacar 148 klis- 588 lip-527 nas- 484
-ci 455 klots 262 litk- 228 nasu 484
cmo135 klyosa- 262 lu 23,284 na$ 53
cu 455 klyo$a- 262 lu- 481 nati 201

-klyu 192 luk- 505 nacki 329
e- 186, 224 knana-337 lut- 228 nasi 329
ents- 35 ko (cavity) 96 lutk- 607 nassati 329
es 516 ko (cow) 134 natak 329
e$ak 612 ko-549 lya$kam 323 nak$tar 150

koc62 lyipar 528 nam- 63
i- 228 kolam 74 lykaly 516 nacsw- 175
ime 337 kolye 142 lyutar417 nesset 362
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Tocharian A)

new 74 pik- 113, 414 smi- 345 tary£1k 404
nokte 394 pis- 72 snaki 12 t£1-472,506
noktirp 394 pisa- 519 sne 25 tap- 496
nu 397 plak- 205,434 spant- 351 tassi 348, 472
nu- 89· plakam 434 spark- 285 taka- 468
nwam 150 plant£1- 514 sruk- 588 tal- 352

platk- 561· stam- 543 tam- 35
-tii 454 plu- 561 su- 477 tanki 516
flkat 231 plutk- 561 swase 477 tap- 534
flom 390 pflak 405 swar 560 tark- 481
flom-kalywats 437 poke 26 swas- 477 tarkar477
flom-klyu 192 por202 tas- 472, 506
flom t£1- 390 porat 37 -?ar 521 tkam 174,232, 561
flu (new) 393 pot- 636 -?ak402 tka- 471
flu (nine) 403 poto 62 -?alyp 194 tpar 154,574
nuk454 pracar84 -?aptant 402 tpuk- (apart) 25

praski 198 .$ann 535 tpuk- (hide) 268
ok- 248 pra-?t 583 -?anw-77 tram- 509
okat402 pratsak 191 -?ik 187 trank- 395
oko63 prakar 210,450 -?ka-?t 402 tre 400
oktant403 prank- 644 -?me 504 trit 400
olyi 74 putk- 144 -?ni455 tu 455
onk 150 -?oma-pacar 195,499 tunk 575
op-?aJy649 rake 535 -?ont488,637 turs-ko 508
or 598 rapume 22, 608 $otre 143, 455 twas- 87
orkam 147 ratak 641 -?par 534 twe 388
orto 269 rak- 187 -?parp 527

rap- 567 -?pat402 tsar 254
p-391 ri 210 -?tam 431 tsarw- 500
pare 91 rin- 388 . -?top 442 tsak- 87
pats 371 rtar481 tsam- (branch) 80
pacar 195,590 TU- 534 salman 158 tsam- (build) 87
pak 161,211 rutk- 471 sanwerp 322, 592 tsan- 486, 491
pas- 198 ruwa- 567, 570 saku 252, 569 tsar 547
pat- 159 sat 475 tsar- 567
pak- (cook) 125 saku 499 sak403 tseke 628, 649
pak- (see) 505 salu 262 sak-panpi 404 tseke-?i peke-?i 439
pal 650 sam (one) 399 sak-wepi 404 tsik- 649
pal- 536 sam (same) 499 sarp 648 tsmar80
palk- 513 sark 108 sanne 504, 592 tsra-?i 35
palt 348 sas 399 sew- 653
pant 402 sak- 124,523 sisak 350 wac 471
panw- 571 sakar493 sisn 251 wak 623
pan 401 sale 498 skant 403 waJu 150, 153
par- 56,90 sann 534 050- 356 walyi 607
park- 33 saksak 405 sorp 366 want 72, 643
parkar269 lsal- 285 spal260 wani 158
parra-krase 507 2sal- 285 srefl 543 wark 284
pars- 540 salp-88 start 401 warp 199
parsk- 198 sark 516 . stwar401 was 454
parwat399 se 56,533 suwa- 175 wa-?t 281
parwarp 188 si- 500 wa-208
passam81 sik- 448 talke 496 w£1k-538
pats 595 skak 323 tampe 187 warpa- 199
pe209 smale 154 tark- 572 wasir 112, 550
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lANGUAGE INDEx (TocharianA)

wa1490
wal- 150,567
want- 607
wap- 572
war 636
war- "(perceive) 417
war- (true) 606
wark- 252
warkant 640
wark~aJ649
wart 199
wart- 607
was (gold) 234
was (poison) 439
was-109
wask- 507
wasri 199
wat399
watk- 642
we 399
wek-154
weI1- 335
wi- 198
wik-607
wiki404
wir366,548
wkarp 91, 488, 625
wlaw-490
wrat- 249
wratk- 88, 125
wsar 581
wu399

y-290
ya- 362
yas455
ya- 228
yat- 472
yak- 343
yal154
yar- 108
yark 449
yars- 197
yas- 77
yat- 472
yepe 336
yerpe 108
yes 455
yetwe 472
yme487
yn-290
-:-ya20
yak (drink) 175, 636
yak (hair) 252
yom 228

yom- 271
yoI1i228
yaw- 508
ype 563
ysar 71
ysalmaI1 158
ytar 228, 487
yuk274
yuk-547
yutk- 201,507

TOCHARIAN B [TochB}
ai- 224
aik- 270
aise 262
aiUanka 408
akruna 567
akwam-pere- 229
alyek 64,411
alyiye 176
amak~-pante 202,625
amiskaI1I1e 413
amiske 413
amma-kki 386
anask- 82
ant-api 400
anlI1ce 329
astare 87
a~iye 229
atamo 35
ate 37
atiya- 237
auk 529
auk-248
auki248
auks- 248
auloI1 96
awi 510
ak 201
ak-170,592
ake 237
aks- 535
al- 629
alask- 560
Mme 207, 539
ante 60,209
antse 516
aI1me 82
ap- 636
ark- 270
arkwi 518,641
arU- 410
arwa 598
arwer362
as- (dry) 170

as- (king) 330
asta 77
asce 237
awe 238,592

cake 491, 592
camel 35
camp- 187
cancare 575
cailk- 575
cek- 595
ci 455
ciI1care 575
col 82
cawai tark- 543

ek 188,592
ek~alye 649
e(n)- 395
enerp 290
enestai 543
etlk- 35
etlkwe 150
encuwanne kentse 32
epastye 204
epiilkte 402
epiilte 402
erk 592
erkatstse 507
eTtar 506
etre 194
eUe 611
ewe 109, 522
eye 510

i- 228
ikam 404
Ike 192, 622
iscem 108

kaice 96
kakse 323
kamartike 25
kante 405, 592
kanti 639
kantwa 592, 594
karak 249
karas 249
karep 312
karse 272
karwa 481
karyar 185
kau-549
kauc 62
kaurn 88
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kaume 581
kaut- 549
kauur~e 363
kantsa- 510, 641
kanm- 357
kare 534
karkkalle 186
karpa- 285
karyan263
katk- 256
katsa 2
kaya- 653
1ka1607
2kal- 607
kaln- 534
kalp- 595
kaIs- 207
kalls- 170
kaly- 352
kaIyp- 595
kaIypftsi 468
-kal}1Ve 192
kanmask- 115, 468
kants- 493
kark- (bind) 65
kark- (grow) 249
kam- 549
kama- 185
karpiye 490, 523, 592

karsk- 507
kartk- 186
karwene 474
kary- 185
karya- 592
kask- 545, 592

kalk- (down) 169
kalk- (go) 229
katkare 169
katna- 500
kele 640
kern 174,232
keme 592, 594
keme~~e serke 108
kene 534, 592
keni592
kenl(ne) 336
kercapo 33
kerclyi 199
kertte 336
keru 443
ker(y)- 158
kes- 188
kesl284
keu 134, 592
kewiye 134



klaiks- 413
klautso 262
klawa- 262
klay- 348
klank- 62
klants- 588
klask- 348
klenke 62
klepe 595
klin-348
kliye 648
klutk- 607
klyause- 262
klyau$a- 262
klyep- 595
kokale 592,640
kokal-panta 640
kolmo 74
kolyi 142
kor96
kos457
kosi 133
koyrn 96
kramartse 264
kranko 267
kraniye 260
kraup- 217
kramar264
krasa- 577
kronkse 271
krorfya 272
krosce 113
ku 168
ku-448
kuk-90
kulyp- 158
kurU-mot 271
kurp- 607
kuse 456
kuwa- 89
kwaltie 448
kwar- 248
kwarsar491
kwas- 82, 518
kwele 246
kwerp 168

lac 228
lait- 228
laiwo 349
JakIe 81, 247
laks 497
laIikutse 353
laJ- 588
lane 448

hire 358
lak- 505, 592
lank- 62
lat- 228
leke 57, 352, 592
leki 57
lenke 62, 618
leswi 637
lina- 528
lip-527,528
lit- 228
litk- 228
Ju- 481
luk- 505
lut- 228
luwo 23,284

lyasarp 592
lyak- 352
lyek$ye 237
lyipar 528
lykaske 516
lyuke 352
lyukemo83
lyoke 505,513

maiwe 249
malkwer381
masce 255
mascItsi 387
mauk- 527,528
maune 158
ma395
macer 385, 590, 592
maka 344
matsts- 175
mak-527,528
maI- 124, 258, 247
maJ-sfl/e- 258
mank-343
mant- 547
mantana- 547
mantann- 547
mars- 209
martk- 490
mas- 388
mask- (exchange) 184
mask- (remain) 482
-me 455
mekwa 389
meli 25
me1y- 247
meflki 528
mene 385
meske 571

mi- (dirt) 160
mi- (less) 351
mik- 109
mIsa 375
miso 613
mit 271
miw-388
mlutk- 247
moliye 124
mot 271
mresCfwe 80
mus- 543
muse- 388
musk- 388
musna- 388,543
mU$a- 388
inutk- 256

nak$arp 150
nak$tar 150
naks- 570
nana-337
nask- 561
nam- 63
nack- 471
-ne 290
nekclye 394
nes- 484
nesait 362
nesarn 53
nete 201
no 397,592
nu-89

-n 454
nakte 231
nare 573
nas 454
nem 390
nem-kalywe 192, 438
tiem ta- 390, 438
nerwe 654
tior 611
nu 403
nunte 403
nuwe 393, 592

oko63
okso 135

. okt 402
oktante 403
olyi 74
orp$merp 612
onmirn410
op 194
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Tocharian B)

or 592,598
orkamo 147
ost 281

p- 391
paiyye 209
palwarn 535
param 479
parwa 646
parwe 399
patarye 195
paut- 636
pauto 62
pacer 195, 590, 592
pake 161> 211
pas- 72
pask- 198
pak-505
paka- 563
pakw- (cook) 125
pakw- (see) 505
paI- 536
paIk- 513
palJew 214
pann-571
-panta 625
panta- 640
par- 56, 90, 592
park- 33
parkare 269
pars- 540
parsk- 198
parwane 188,479
parwe$$e 399
past 43
pascane 81
patsa 595
peret 37
peri 91
pest 43
petso 371
pik- 113,414
pile 650
pilta 348
piIikte 402
pitke 538
piya- 519
pis 401
pisaka 405
plak- 205,434
plaki 434
pJanta- 514
plank- 185, 349
platk- 561
plewe 74



lANGUAGE INDEX (Tocharian B)

plu- 561
plus- 561
pokai- 26
porsnai- 265
postarp 43
pratsako 191
prakre 210,451
pram-450
pratlk- 644
prants- 540
prentsa 56
presto 583
presciya 583
procer 84, 479
proskye 198
pruk- 323
putk-144
puwar202
pyak-549

ra- 583
ratre 481, 592
rap- 567
rapatsi 567
rak- 187
ram- 63
ras- 124
reki 535
retke 640
rin- 388
riye 210
rmer491
ru- 534
ruk- 516
rutk- 471
ruwa- 567,570

saiwe 413
sa1160
salyiye 498
sam 499
sark 516
sa 457
sak- 124
sakre 493
sann 534
sary- 534
lsal- 285
2sal- 285
salk- 471
salp- 88
sanmetse 527
sarp- 175
se 457,592
s~kwe 499,592

serke 108, 123,629
sik- 187
skak 323
skar- 577
skiyo 508
slakkare 523
smi- 345
snai 25
solme 262
sorpske 533
sopi 582
soy 56,533
soy- 500
spaw- 500
spant- 351
spark- 285
spe 612
sprane 265
sruk- 588
stare 543
staukk- 547
stam 431
stam- 543
ste 543
stinask- 547
su- 477
suk- 63
suwo 425
swaiiana misa 425
sware 560
swas- 477
swese477
syelme 560

$alype 194,592
$aI1 455
$ar254
$arm 535
$amS- 472
$ark- 229

-$artc- 77
$e 399
$ecake 350
$ek 410
$er 521
$eske 12
$esketstse 12
$ewi 507
$iko 187
$im 283
$kas 402
$kaska 405
$kaste 402
$le-tas 348
$maye 504

$mare 194, 568
$I1or 571
$otri 143,455
$pane 527
$para- 534
$ukask- 63
$ukt402
$uktante 402

saiyye 23
sak403
sak-pis 404
sak-wi 404
sana 592, 648
saumo 366
sausam 592
sate 475
saw- 356
sa- 506
sampraye 504
sank- 255
s(c)anm- 543
scire 547
scirye 543
serItsi 23, 592
serwe 23
sincatstse 530
skante403
sobye 104
spal-mem 260
sran- 409,592
sran 248
starte 401
stwer 401, 592
stwerpew23
sukye 514
suwa-175

taiwe 161
talla- 352
tallam 592
tatlki 516
tankw 575
tapre 154, 574, 592
tarkar477
tarya 400
tattam 472, 506
ta- 472,506
taka- 543
tano 237, 592
tas 472
tak- 595
tal- 352
talp- 534
tam- 35
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tiink- 264
tap- 534
tar- 535
tark- (release) 481
tark- (textile prep) 572
taryaka 404
tas- 472, 506
te 457
tek- 595
telki 496
tin- 160
tkacer 148
tot 457
trai 400
traksirn 252
tremi 509
trenk- 395
tresk- 175
trite 400, 592
tu- 87
tuk- 268
tumane 561
tuwe 455
twa- 592
twas- 87
twere 168, 592
tweye 388

csak- 68
tsakna- 68
tsarw- 500
tsak- 87
tsam- 87, 592
tsan- 486, 491
tsar- 567
tsene 486, 491
tsik- 592, 649
tsiraune 35

waike 154
walkwe 646
walo 490
war 636
warke 354
wark$aJ 649
warme 24
warto199
wase439, 592
wastsi 109
wat 410
wate 399
wak-538
walts- 142
wap- 572
wark- 252



warpa- 199
war$$e 141
wask- 507
wasir 112, 550
waya- 208
want- 607
war- 417
war-sk- 606
was- (clothe) 109
was- (dwell) 171
wask- 507
wastarye 2
wat-471
watk- 642
wek 623
wene 454
wen- 335
werke 284
werpiske 199
werpiye 199
wes454
wesk- 535

weswe 171
we$ mask
weta 471
wi 399
wi- 198
wik- 607
wina 158 .
wip- 507,607
witsako 80
wlaw- 490
wpelme 572
wrattsai 607
wrauna 142
wrat- 249

y- 290
yakne 91,488,625
yakwe 274,592
yal154
yap 236
yape 572
yapoy 563

yarke 449
yasa.234
yasar 71
yatwe 112,471
ya- 228
yam- 271
yask- 33
ya$$u 33
yat- 472
yak-343
yam- 271
yap- 508, 592
yarp- 417
yars- 197
yas- 77
yat- 472
'yel- 505
yelyi 607
yene 455
yente 72,592,643
yepe 336
yerkwanto 640

lANGUAGE INDEX (Phrygian)

yerpe 108
yeTter 640
yes 455
yesti 175, 592
yetwe 472
ykasse 158
ymiye 487
yn-290
yak (hair) 252
yak (drink) 175,636
yoime 207,637
y010413
yofliya 228
yoro 523
ypauna 563
ysare 581
yselme 158
yUirye 228, 487
yu-236
yuk-547
ywarc-tas 348

Other Indo-European Languages

DACIAN

*aba 145
Aizis 146
'AAov-ra£; 487
*auras 145
:4~{o1ra 146
"A~lO£; 146
Aisla{£; 146
Azizis 146
Bersovia 146
Berzobis 146
Dausara 146
dava 145
karpa-145
*lugas 145
*ma1- 145
*mariska- 145
*medas 145
Saprasara 146
-sara 146
seba 146
*tibas 145

ILLYRIAN

af3£lC; 530
Acrabanus 288
Asamum 288

Aulona 11
Bindus 477
L1aSlO£; 379
L1el-1ra-rvpo£; 230, 438
Domator 565
Durrachion 11
Centhius 288
Centius 288
Aalola£; 379
mandos 274
Nau-portus 487
nAarWp 379
sabaium 500
Sestus 288
Sexto 288
Sextus 288
Teuta 228, 417
Topapoc; 147
ITitano 288
TTitanus 288
Vescleves 438
Volcos 639
Zanatis 288

MACEDONIAN

af3pofrrec; 188, 361
aAIsa 11

Bepvl7cTJ 361
y6c5a 179, 361
c5avov 361
1(ef3(ajAr, 260
1({1(eppOI 106
1(Alvo(a)rpoxoc; 367
1(VPVOC; 656
nella 548
IIeAA1J 548
IIeAAr,vry 548
~eAA.eV£; 548

MESSAPIC

argorian 518
barzidihi 378
f3Aaplvl451
{3pevc5ov 155
Dazes 379
Iuppiter Menzanas 274
k~ohi262,378,438

Ladi- 379
Paus6415
penke- 378
Beotoria 41 7
-01215
veinam 455
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PHRYGIAN
a{3{3epeTop 41 9
ac5-590
ac5c5a1(eTop 419
avap 366, 548
aSr1v 322
Bayazo£; 211
{3ec5v 636
{3e1(o£; 419
Benagonus 419 .
bratere 84
oaoc; 647
c5{~a 628
c5{soC; 628
edaes 419
ec5ae£; 419
cn-215
E~lC; 264
rellapoc; 521
Gordion 199
Cardium 199
-gordum 199
iavaTepa 522
zoe; (vr) 457
1({1(Aryv 640
KOC; 456
lawagtaei 31



lANGUAGE INDEX (Phrygian)

matar419
j1arap 385
orvFol FErEl 403
podas419
(jl8t;TO 228
rETlK:j1evoc; 419
zemelen 419
'ej1eAW 174
Sevj1av 351
-zordum 199

RAETIC
velxanu god 529

THRACIAN

Ala-Sevl~ 576
'AXEAov487
:A8pv~ 194
'"A7l'O~ 636

"Apso~ 576
Atlas 487
Bebmkes 57
B£{3pv1(e~ 576
Blf}v~ 576
-bria 576
{3pia 210
{3pisa 491
{3pvro~ 199
BvSa~ 576
Dia- 576
-diza 576
-8{so~ 649
l{3po425
Evea 403
'E(j{3evElo~576
Esbenus 576
r£PJ1a~263
germo- 263

iuras 636
1(EAA- 539
KeAAal539
j1aV8a1(l~ 199
Mesrwa1274
N£(jro~ 487, 488
-para 576
Pulpuldeva 576
P11(jo~576

*-sara 576
Iej1£A11 174
(j1(aAJ111 561, 576
Iovpa-448
Irpvj1wv 486
Tautomedes 417

T11P11C; 576
Zaf3aSlo~354
sevlC; 576
serpaia 444

ZEV9ry~ 576

VENETIC
Adua 486
donasto 621
ekvon 274, 621
ekvope8aris 621
exo454 ,621
ke 621
Louzera 417
mexo 454,621
Puso 415
selboisselboi 621
teuta 621
vhraterei 621
vhuxiia 621
zonasto 621
zoto 621

Non-Indo-European Languages

AFRO-ASIATIC AKKADIAN HEBREW BASQUE
Anaku 588 athon 34 beron 347

BERBER eresu 434 bar 51 unchi 258

I
azref518 harasu 434 kala' 272 urre(gorrOa 234

burasu 234 kad 444 zilhar 518
EGYPTIAN iStar 584 layiS 356
3bw 177 kala 272 qoph 384 Igw135 karpu 444 sor 135 ALTAIC
pr283 kaspu 518 yayin 644
qephi384 kugu 143 CHUVASH Is'rs'w402 pilakku 37 PHOENICIAN olma 26

sisO 274 barzel314 1

HAUSA SA-NI-I499 1<ARAKALPAK
azurfa 518 ~arpu 518 SYRIAC kenep 293

sesset 402 borga 210
PROTO-SEMITIC sessum 402 MONGOLIAN
*aItar 543 sukurm 38 SYRIAN morin 274
*a8tar 543, 586 sOm 135 bava 412 alima 26
*barr- 51 utm 135
*burr- 51 TIGRE TURKISH
*dubn- 237 ARABIC 'obM 25 apsak 33
*gum- 474 batt 171 hupup 272
*haras- 434 bumm412 UGARIT guguk 143
*1)int-(at)- 207 dinar 379 ssw 274 kenevir 293
*plq 37 twr135
*s-b- '-tu 402 'ubullat- 25
*sab-at-u-m 402 wain 644 BANTU
*sib 'aU 402 ba-ntu 179
*'unw-(at-) 74,446
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lANGUAGE INDEX (Xanty)

CAUCASIAN GEORGIAN URALIC HUNGARIAN
bani 171 3r484

ABKHAZ bu 412 PROTO-URAUC meh 312
acy 274 buvi 412 *kare 205

gugulis 142 *key- 205 INGUSH
AGUL opopi272 *kwet- 401 arsi 518
buhu-j 412 sp'ilenji 379 *kwet-kwet 403

*peca 429 KOMI
CHECHEN *piSka 429 gO[[ 199
buha 412 KOREAN *puxi 429

mal 274 *sikse 500 MARl
ETRUSCAN *sampe 205 Man 179
Marmarce 630 *totka 205 o-,~ko 32
nejJUns 204 NILO-SAHARAN ' *unca 205 pundas 247

*was 234
HATIIC NUBIAN *waske 234 MORDVIN
ha-prassun 415 kadIs 91 kudo 283
sawat 26 ESTONIAN meks 312
tabama 26 kadakas 324 piCse 429
windu- 644 SINO-TIBETAN kalamari 604

koda 283 SAMOEDIC
PROTO-SINO-TIBETAN pergel408 pi33

HURRO-URARTlAN *qhleks 314,379 saaremari 604 *wesa 234
tarvas 135

HURRIAN BURMESE UDMURT
essi 274 mray 274 FINNISH gun 199
hinzuri 27 aisa 508
kabali 379 CHINESE ankerias 176 VEPS
mahri 27 *g!krak 382 arva 484 ora 37
pur(u)li 283 *lak 382 haapa 33 aza 224
sittanna 402 ma274 karhu 55
u]tu 27 ma386 kataja 324 XANTv
usOi 234 *YdU 135 kehra 309 ardy449

kota 283
URARTIAN SUMERIAN mehi]ainen 312
burgana- 210 A.BAR 347 ora 37
SUd 27 A.GARs 347 orja 179
u1(u 135 ansu 34 osa 224

balag 37 patja 57, 159
gag 272 perkele 408

KARlVELIAN gU4 135 porsas 425
gud 135 sirppi 517

PROTO-l<ARlVELIAN GUSKIN234 tama 575
*pi1en31 379 imin 402 uros 135
*swid- 402 NAGGA 588 vasara 112
*werc]xj518 pes 403

pes-pes 403
URUDU379
ZABAR 379
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GENERAL INDEX

Numbers in bold indicate subjects with their own entries.

Alphabetical order: a, b, c, C, d, J, e,J, f, g, h, i, j, k, 1, m, n, 0, p, q, r, s, $, 5, ~, t, e, p,
ti, v, W, x, y, z, z; no distinction is made between vowels with or without diacritics.

Abashevo culture, 1-2, 261,447
Abdomen, 2-3
Abel, 120
Able, 3
Abomasum, 2-3
About, 581
Above, 4
Abscess, 523
Abundant, 3
Accept, 564
Accomplish, 3
Accustom, 4
Acheron, 612
Acorn, 248,407-408, 601
Across, 4-
Act hypocritically, 43
Adam, 129
Adams, D. Q., 26, 155, 178,253,263,

497,543,594
Adhere, 4, 528
Aditi,367
Adityas, 351
Adpreps,4
Adrados, F, 585, 587
Advance, 228
Adze, 37, 38
JEacus,612
Aed, 162
Aedes rotunda Vestae, 203
Aedlles,35
Aegean, 243
Aeneas, 427, 632
Aes dana, 139
JEsir, 120, 181-182, 330, 496, 536,

601,631,635
Aestii, 427

Afanasevo culture, 4-6,235,339-340,
380,425,474,519,593-594,653

Afflict, 312, 413
Afraid, 198
Afrikaans, 219,301
Afro-Asiatic, 299
After, 43
Afterworld,151-153
Against, 6
Agamemnon, 164,437,587
Agapov, S. A., 329
Age, 352
Age set, 6-7,31,121,417,630,647
Agitate, 507, 607
Agnean, 303
Agni, 148,202-204,212
Agnicayana, 203
Agnihotra, 233
Agriculture, 7-8
Ahavanlya, 68, 203
Ahead, 61
Ahirwati, 302
Ahrtman, 182
Ahura Mazdah, 119, 124, 182,212,

239,452,596
Ai Bunar, 380
Aldoneus, 611
AiliU, 280
Aim, 397
Aiolos, 164
Airyaman, 375
Ais, 611
Aistians, 46
Akchokrak, 545
Akhilleus, 176,192,277,438
Akkadian(s), 256, 290
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Akurgal, E., 17
Alaca HUyUk, 16,261
Alak~mI, 212, 595
Alakul,20
Alalu, 19
Alamira, 426
Alans, 20, 211, 303, 307, 523
Alanta,487
Alas, 313
Albanian, 8-11,288,301
Alcoholic beverage, 44, 60
Alder, 11-12, 52, 58, 597. 599-600,

603
Ale of Cuala, 280
Alekseyevka, 20
Alemannic, 253
Alexander the Great, 241, 278, 418,

558
Alexandros, 605
Alfheimr, 177
Algonquin, 294
Allen, N. J, 122, 140
Allow, 481
Alone, 12
Along, 612
Already, 397
Altaic,299
Alteuropaisch, 294
Altheim, 276
Altyn-depe, 390
Amass, 217
Amber, 227, 380, 392
Ambika,182
Ambrosia, 496
Ambrosia cycle, 494
Ament, H., 223



GENERAL INDEX

Amdrdtat, 165, 375
Ammius, 163
Among,380
Amrta, 494-495
Amrtat,119
Arhsa, 211
Amymone,204
Anahita,57,124,487
Anat,596
Anati, E., 544, 546

_Anatolia, 585
Anatolian, 12-17, 50, 199, 290, 292,

296,302,340,377,419
Anatolian solution, 421 (see also

"Neolithic solution")
Anatomy, 17-19
Ancestor god, 19-20
Ancus Martius, 119, 181
And,20,214, 583
Andre, j., 68
Andrews, A. C., 55
Andromache, 261
Andromeda, 487,579
Andronovo culture, 6, 20-22, 66, 68,

72-73, 309, 311, 325-326, 339
340,390,425,447-448,474,541
542,566,593,618

Angelica, 8, 21-22
Anger, 22
Angerona, 177
Angles, 219
Angra Mainyu, 182,601
Angry, 22, 125, 413
Animal, 22-24, 366
Animal cry, 24
Ankou,612
Anoint, 24, 376
Ant, 24
Antae,524
Antelope, 178, 519, 603
Antes, 416
Anthesteria, 151
Anthony, D. W, 157,279,299
Antler, 4
Anttila, R., 480
Anu,19
Anus, 24, 507
Any," 532
Anyang,627
Apam Napat, 169,203-204
Apart, 24-25
Ape, 384
Apennine, 382
Aphrodite, 26, 119, 212, 236, 358

-Apollo, 161,375-376,427,642,647

Appear, 25
Appian, 289
Apple, 25-26,72,163,165,264,433,

596,599-600,603
Apportioner, 212
Apricot, 603
Apsidal house, 43-44, 60, 283, 604
Apuleius, 280
Apuli,378-379
Apulus, 379
Aramaic, 30
Aranrhod, 331
Arch,62
Archaeological principle, 296-297
Ard, 435
Ardhmagadhi, 302
ArJdvI Sura Anahita, 232, 512, 595-

596
Areion, 19, 280
Ares, 124,390,634
Argaric, 78, 519
Argue, 125
Aristotle, 67, 264
A~una, 119,164,533,635
Arm, 26
Armaiti, 212
Armenian(s), 26-30, 92, 241,290,293,

296,302,419
Army, 30-31,630
Arnal, J_, 546
Around, 32
Arpoxais, 19
Arrange, 472
Arrow, 4-5,53-54,65,78-79,92,106,

112,127,218,227,295,317,325,
327-328,372,376,429,447,482,
485-486,500,514,540,558,617,
629-630, 654 (see also "Bow")

Arruns, 181
Arsacid Pahlavi, 303
Arsenic, 379, 588
Ar?a,369
Artaxerxes II, 596
Artemis, 56, 438
Arthur, King, 152,427,612
Aru-na, 119
Arya, 73-74
Aryaman, 375
Aryan(s), 138, 179,204,213,291,304,

311,420-421,495,552,581
As much, 457
Asgaro, 163, 181
Ash! (tree), 32, 66, 295,599-600,603
Ash2 (burn), 32-33
Ashkun, 303,308
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Ashtarte, 358
Ashurnasirpal II, 177
Ask, 33, 449
Asklepios, 375-376
Askr, 330
Aslant, 523
Asp, 90
Aspen, 33, 599-601
Ass, 33-35, 94, 107, 295, 365, 540,

628
Assail, 312
Assakenoi, 558
Assamese, 302, 306
Assembly, 35
Assert, 125
Assyrian(s), 27, 34
Asunder, 25
Asura,370
Asuras, 212, 279
Asoka,302,306
Asvakayana, 558
Asvamedha, 278,280, 330,411,496
AsvinI, 232
Asvins, 121, 177,231-232,280,375-

376,447,495,512,556,631
Asa VasiSta, 119,452
Asi, 211
A$tapadI, 137
At, 590
Ateste, 183
Atestine culture, 183,621
Athamanians, 510
Atharvaveda , 306
Athene, 119,212,232,243, 596,601
Athens, 35, 78,330,596
Athravan, 119
Atlas, 19, 129
Attack, 64-65
Attain, 35
Attempt, 35-36
Attention, 41 7, 636
Attila; 301, 523
Atur Bazzen Mihr, 119, 203
Atur Farnbag, 119, 203
Atur Gushnasp, 119,203
Auoumla, 137-138
Auger, 36
Augustine, St, 596
Aunt, 36-37, 333-334
Aurochs, 75, 86, 95, 135-137, 166,

188,273,321,354,365,373,429,
589,597,603,651

Aurora, 148-149,164,231,438
Auseklis, 148-149, 231
Austronesian, 299



Austynka, 606
Ausrine, 148-149,231
Autumn, 504
Avalon, 612
Avars,525
Avesta, 303, 307, 311
Avow, 536
Avunculate, 483, 611
Awadhi,302
Awake, 37
Away, 37,61
Awl, 36, 37, 75, 132, 325, 342, 372,

380,396,447,473,485
Awn, 7, 237
Ax, 1-2,4,22,36,37-39,65,75,92,

104,112,125,132,196-197,228,
244,317,325,327-328,338,340,
342,347-348,372-373,380,396,
414,429,435,440,482-483,485
486,500,513,540-541,545-547,
589,597,603,618,629-630,651
652

Axis mundi, 131
Axle, 39-40, 516, 626
AZiDahaka,138,259,529,579,581

Baalberge group, 41-42, 340
Babble, 42
Babhruvahana, 533
Babylonian(s), 30, 307
Backl (side), 42
Back2 (behind), 42-43
Bad, 43, 155,516
Baden culture, 41, 43-44, 104, 133,

152,188,200,261,289,339,445,
598,605

Bader, F, 176,204,415
Badger, 45, 156, 354, 363,497, 597,

603,651
Bag, 45
Bagheli, 302
Bagnolo, 130
Bake, 125
Balanovo culture, 196 (see also

"Fatyanovo culture")
Bald, 45-46, 253
Baldi, P, 303, 469
Baldick, j., 122
Baldness, 377
Baldr, 180-182,376
Balkan-Danubian complex, 43, 103,

146,339,614
Ball, 45
Ball, M. j., 101
Balor, 71,180-181,183,453

Baltic, 46-50, 104, 127,221-223,227,
294,296,301,316,337,348,523
524,526,657

Balts, 167, 197
Baluchi, 303, 307
Band, 261

. Bar, 272
Barber, E. j. W, 206, 266-267, 569,

574
Barbujani, G., 421,423
Bare, 45
Barinthus, 152,612
Barkl (tree), .sO, 600
Bark2 (dog), 50-51,65,353
Barley, 7-8,43,51-52,60,72,86,94,

104, 106-107, 124, 127, 166, 188,
227,236-237,256,321,350,354,
377,389,409,415,427,432,474,
492,494,517,541,559,596,603,
617,640,657

Barren, 52
Bartangi, 307
Barter, 185
Barton, C. R., 151
Basarabi culture, 146, 576
Bashkard, 303
Basin, 52, 473
Basket, 52-53
Basque, 97, 290, 295-296,316
Bast, 50, 110
Baskank, 303, 306
Bat, 363-364
Bathe, 108
Battle-ax, 38-39, 94, 127-128 (see also

"Ax")

Battle of Bravellir, 182
Battle of Kuruk~etra, 183
Battle of Lake Regillus, 181
Battle of the "Arsian Woods, 181
Bayda, 92
Be, 53
Beads, 36, 227
Beaker culture, 53-55, 78, 200, 235,

276,279,340,380,483,519
Beam, 213, 431
Bean, 55, 188,433,657
Bear1 (animal), 31, 33~ 55-56, 91, 94,

156,188,354,363-364,424,426,
429,579,597,600,603,632,647

Bear2 (young), 56,·478-480
Beard, 251, 253
Beat, 549, 572
Beautiful, 56-57
Beaver, 57, 156, 188,213,321,354,

363-364,429,540,597,603,651
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Bec mac Buain, 496
Bed, 57,642
Bedwyr, 601, 635
Bee, 57-58,427
Beech,50,58-60,273, 294-295, 597.

599-600,603
Beekes,R.S.P,36,238,240,312,370,

385,391,393,461,468-469,480,
556,610-611,646

Beeler, M., 319, 622
Beer, 52, 60, 200, 362
Beet, 432
Beetle, 312
Before, 60-61
Begin, 61
Behind, 42-43, 61
Behistun, 303
Behre, K.-E., 434
Beinhauer, K., 319
Belch, 61
Belenos, 161, 203
Belief, 61, 263
Believe, 61
Bellquist, j. B., 45
Belly, 604
Belogrudovka culture, 104
Belonte,423
Belorussian, 49, 301, 523
Belt, 224, 515, 544-545, 572
Beltaine, 161,203
Bend, 61-63, 193
Bendigeidfran, 280
Benefit, 484
Bengali, 302, 306
Benty Grange, 427
Benveniste, E., 24,26,31,61,118,

122-123, 160, 184, 186, 193,202,
213,224-225,249,313,330,335,
346,351-352,361~363,377,410

411,428,450,484,488,493-494,
496-497,531-532,538,565,581,
599,622

Benvenuti, 184
Beowulf, 579
Beregovskiye, 2
Bergelmir, 20
Berlin, B., 113, 115,246
Bernabe, A., 80, 261
Bernburg culture, 276
Bernhard, W, 147,223,577
Berry, 63-64 1 433
Berserk(r), 632-634,647
Bessi, 576
Best, J., 577
Bestow, 224
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Bestowed, 441
Between, 63-64
Beyond, 37, 64
Bhaga, 70, 212
Bhili,302
Bhlma,164
BhI~ma, 231, 635
Bhojpuri, 302
Bi-,400
Bifrost, 231
Bihari, 302, 306
Bili, 612
Bind, 64-65
Binder-god, 65
Birch, 1,20,32,44,52,65-66,75,104,

196,295,478,495,500,597,599
601,603

Birchall, A., 245
Bird, 66, 559, 595
Bird cry, 66
Birdlime, 384
Birds, 66-68, 94-95, 151,227
Blr-kot-ghwaIJ.dai, 559
Birks, H.]., 601
Birnbaum, H., 526
Bishkent culture, 20-21, 68-69, 131,

310,558,560, 566, 589,617~p18
Bison, 136-137, 365
Bite, 68-69
Bitter, 69
Black, 69-70,113-115,131,314
Black, P, 553, 556
Blackberry, 388, 433
Blackbird, 66-67, 70
Blackbuck, 256
Blackthorn, 528
Bladder, 70
Blame, 70
Blaze, 87
Blazek, V, 25
Bleat, 70
Blegen, C., 605
Blind, 70-71, 376, 387
Blindness, 375
Blood, 3, 19,71,129,386,634
Bloomfield, L., 480, 552, 556
Blow, 71-72, 82
Blue, 113-115,246
B~e,21,68,72-74,126,309,311,

378,390,495,562,617
B6and, 204
Boar, 72, 75,94, 157, 166, 256, 365,

396,424-426,514,540,579-580,
651 (see also "Wild pig")

Boat, 50,74-75,152,431,446,512

Bodb,162,634
Bodrogkeresztur culture, 41, 75-76,

235,380
Body, 76
Bogazkoy, 302
Bognar-Kutzian, I., 589
Bogucki, P, 383
Boian culture, 603
Boil, 76-77,125,200,281
Boiotos, 164
Bolster, 45
Bolt, 272
Barnhard, A., 292,470
Bone, 19,77, 129
Bonfante, G., 46
Book, 50
Booty, 77, 630
Bopp,F,9
Border, 77
Born, 56
Bosch-Gimpera, P, 355
Botai,275
Both, 400
Botoritta,97
Boudinoi, 524
Bow, 78-79,102,202,227,295,374,

513-514,545,629-630,633,642,
655

Bowl, 443, 446
Box, 50
Boy, 107
Boyd, we., 55
Brahma, 236,487
Brahma,369
Brahman, 119-121,452
BrahmaQa, 306
Brahui, 256, 308
Braid, 64, 570
Brain, 19,79-80,129,370
Braj-Bhasa,302
Bran, 104, 162
Branch, 80, 209, 600-601
Brandenstein, W, 110, 295, 584, 587
Branwen, 162, 165
Brave,8D-81
Bread, 52, 409
Break, 81, 567
Breast, 81-82, 385
Breath, 19,82,129,153
Breathe, 82, 518
Bremmer, ].,611
Brennus,97
Bres, 180,331
Breton, 99, 300
Brew, 199
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Brhaspati, 212, 231
Bricriu, 138, 601
Bride-price, 82-83, 196, 369-370,

372,533
Brigantes, 269
Brigantia, 269
Bright, 83, 513
Brigit, St, 269
Bring, 229
Bristle, 237, 252, 547
Brittonic,98-99
Brixhe, C., 361,419-420, 577
Broad, 83
Brame, 432, 596
Bronocice, 127,626-627
Bronze, 2, 32, 39, 54, 78-79,92,104,

107, 132-133, 139, 183-184,244,
266,273,314,317-318,321,325,
327,336,338-339,341,347,367,
372-373,379-380,392,396,440,
443-444,447,473,478,482,486,
517,558,562,568,586,588,606,
613-614,630,652,654

Broth, 84
Brother, 84, 133-134,333,392-393,

478-480,609,611
Brotherhood, 84
Brother-in-law, &1-85
Brow, 478-480
Brown, 85, 113-115, 155
Brown, e. H., 24,434
Brown, D., 157,279
Brozovic, D., 408
Bpvr£~, 419
Bruig na B6inne, 162
Brundisium, 380
Brutus, 183
Bubble, 76
Bucephalos, 278
Buchvaldek, M., 128
Buck,e. 0.,319,470, 536
Bucket, 169
Budakalasz,43-44
Buff Ware, 311
Buffalo, 137
Bug-Dniester culture, 52, 86-87, 146,

415
Buguly,22
Build, 87, 281,362
Bulgarian, 301, 524
Bulge, 323
Bull, 95, 102, 135-136, 138,280,375,

389,426,499,512,519
Bullace,86
Bundeli, 302



Bundle, 262
Burden, 87
Burebista, 146
Burgundians, 219, 301, 470
Burial, 57, 151
Buringuni, 303
Burn, 87-88, 232, 513,560
Burrow, 159
Burrow, 1.,309,312,639
Burushaski, 308
Butter, 3, 382, 494
Butterfly, 88
Buttermilk, 382
Buttocks, 88
Buttons, 53
Buzz, 72
Bylany,355
Bynan, 1., 480

Ca' Morta, 233
Cabbage, 432, 620
Cackle, 345
Caesar,]., 78,135,147,149,222-223,

633-634
Cain, 120
Calabri, 378
Caldron, 101,443,446,494,578
Calf (of leg), 604
Call, 89-90
Callosity, 523
Calypso, 11,612
Camel, 20, 72, 107, 135-136, 256,

389,617,651
Campanile, E., 141, 439
Campbell, L., 601
Canoe, 74
Capercaille, 67
Cappadocian,302
Captive, 90
Cardinal directions, 159-160
Carian,302
Carnegrate group, 233
Carp, 86,90, 156,597
Carrot, 433-434, 620
Carry, 90--91
Cart(s), 91, 520
Carve, 143
Case, 91
Casimcea, 339
Casini, S., 546
Castignano, 423
Castor, 162
Castrate, 91, 137
Castrele Triane, 132
Cat, 91-92, 358, 365

Catacomb culture, 4, 56, 78, 92-94,
138-139,152,197,245,279,327,
439,512,541,626,653

c;atal Huyuk, 34, 94-96, 136, 169,
351,380,445,528,624

Catalan, 300
- Catch, 564

Cato,450
Cattle, 1,4.,19-20,23,43,72,75,86,

92,94,104,107,119,156, 166,
170,188,196,227,230,275,279,
295,321,325,327-328,341,350,
354,359,-365;372,377,383,389,
396,414,-446,498,512,521,540,
542,559,585,589,593,596,605
606,617,651,653

Cattle raid, 138-139',634-635
Caucasian languages, 302
Cauliflower, 432
Cavalli-Sforza, L., 421-423,585
Cavity, 96, 618
Caw, 66
Cedar, 20, 324, 599-600
Cei, 601, 635
Celtae,96
Celt-Iberian, 300
Celtic, 44, 96-102,221,223,233,276,

290,294,296,300,314-316,318,
613

Celts, 53, 55, 96-102,127,152,184,
223,254,289,314,344,348,420,
426,623,645

Cemetery H culture, 102-103, 310,
558-559

Cenn Faelad, 31
Censer, 4-5, 92, 94, 267, 327,359,652
Centaur, 103, 184
Center of gravity, 292~294, 298
Ceres, 280
Cemavoda I culture,43, 103-104, 146,

339
Cernavoda III, 133, 565
Chaff, 8, 104
Chaffinch, 201
Chair, 505
Chamalieres,97
Chamois, 110,365
Chantraine, P, 245
Chapb,396
Charcoal, 87, 104 -
Chariot, 1,20,34,79,92,119,140,

152,161-164,177,233,244-245,
277-278,306,309-310,358,368,
415,419,521,595,621,627-628,
633,643
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Chariotry, 7
Charlemagne, 219
Charlton, 1. R., 526
Charm, 154
Chatti,253
Chattisgarhi, 302
Chaucer, 220
Chaya,289
Cheat, 154
Cheek-piece, 1,4, 20, 22, 157,245,

275,373,447,540,559
Cheese, 3, 383
Chen, Kwang-tzuu, 474
Chernoles culture, 104-105
Chernyakovo culture, 104--106, 525-

526
Chernykh, E. N., 235, 380
Cherry, 86,106,354,384,433,599-

600,603
Chestnut, 405
Chew, 175
Chickadee, 66
Chick-pea, 8, 72,106,390,432-433
Child, 106-107
Chin, 107,251
Chinese, 299,421
Chinvat bridge, 152
Chisel, 372,447
Chital, 256
Chitral, 302
Chust culture, 107
Cicero, 314, 390, 426
Cilician, 302
Circe, 106,426
Circle, 108, 486
Cistern, 343
Citellus (squirreD, 603
Clan, 192, 348, 5~1

Clay, 108, 152
Clean, 108-109
Clear, 83
Cliff, 407-408
Cloak, 109
Close (the eyes), 109
Cloth, 109-110,266, 569
Clothe(s), 109
Clothing, 109-110
Cloud, 19,110,129
Cloudy, 147
Club, 110-112,583,634
Clutton-Brock, J, 35, 139, 168, 230,

366,428,512
Clytius,32
Coal, 104
Cock, 67,112,611
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Coemptio, 370
Cofta Broniewska, A., 227
Coin-chenn, 31
Cold, 112-113
Coleman, R., 556
Coligny calendar, 97
Coil, 427
Collis, j., 254
Color, 113-115, 117, 120, 131
Colored, 538
Comb wool, 570
Combat, 201
Come, 115
Comitatus, 632
Commoners, 129
Companion, 115-116
Comparative Mythology, 116-123
Compel, 418
Compensation, 123, 346
Complain, 123
Complete, 108
Compress, 451
Compute, 397
Comrie, B., 526
Conall Cernach, 253, 331, 438
Conan, 280
Conceal, 134, 543
Concern, 259
Conchobor,280,611
Concubine, 123
Confarreati6, 369
Confederate, 116
Confide, 418
Conn, 162
Connla,533
Conquer, 123-124, 630
Consecrate, 493
Consider, 575
Consort goddess, 124
Constantine the Great, 288,427
Constrain, 64
Contain, 134,443
Contend, 124-125
Conway, R., 319
Cook, 125
Cooked, 118
Coot, 125, 156
Copper, 1-2,4,32,39,53,73,75,79,

111-112,125,127,139-140,218,
235,244,261,310,314,317,325,
327-328,347,350,379-380,390,
395-396,414,447,473,478,482,
485,517,557-558,561-562,586,
588,603,618-619,651

Copper Hoard culture, 111-112, 125
127,310,562

Copulate, 369, 508
Corded Ware culture, 8, 39, 41, 48

50,53,68,78,127-128,131,196,
200,223,279,291,338,340,372,
380-381,430,445,537,588-589,
597-598,606

Corinth, 243
Coriolanus, 31
Corner, 143
Cornish, 99, 300
Corsac,651
Cosmogonic, 153
Cosmogony, 117, 129-130,544
Cosmology, 130-132
Costa, G., 43
Cotofeni culture, 132-133,339, 565
Couch, 57
Cough, 133
Count, 397
Count~ 133
Cousin, 133-134,333-334
Cover, 134, 488-489
Cow(s), 108, 130,134-139, 153, 162,

177,256,273,365,611
Cowgill, W, 543, 556, 585
Cowherd, 268
Crab, 512
Crack, 534
Crackle, 394
Craft, 139
Cr~ft god, 139-140
Craftsman, 139, 619
Crane, 67,140-141
Crane, E., 58
Crawl, 141
Crayfish, 512
Cream, 382
Create, 377
Creation, 19
Creator, 141
Creature, 23
Crete, 385
Cricetus (hamster), 603
Crime, 123,141,647
Crimean Gothic, 219, 301
Cri~ culture, 146
Crooked, 62, 142,156,348,376
Cross-cousin marriage, 131,134,370
Cross-eyed, 70
Crossland, R. A., 245
Crow, 66-67, 70,142,543
Crow kinship system, 36, 133-134,

239,333-334
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Crowd, 217
Crown of head, 261
Crunniuc, 596
Crush, 142
Cry, 24, 89-90,123,246-247
Cu Chulainn, 162, 183, 192,253,277

278,438,533,611,632-633
Cuckoo, 124, 142-143
Cucuteni-Tripolye culture, 146, 572

(see also "Tripolye culture")
Cudgel, 112
Cultural principle, 296
Culwych,427
Cup, 444, 446
Cupid, 212, 358
Curatii, 453
Curds, 382-383
Cure(s), 262, 376
Curonian, 47, 301
Curse, 450
Curve, 62, 143
Custom, 143
Cut, 143-144
Cutup, 160
Cynewulf, 427
Cypress, 295
Cyril, St, 301, 523
Cyrus the Great, 7
Czech, 301, 523

Covie, 8., 289

Dacian(s), 9, 11, 104, 106, 145-147,
290,301,576

Dadhyafic Atharvana, 447
Daena, 265
Dagda, 162, 180,231
Dagger, 53-54,92,132,218,233,244,

317,325-327,338,341-342,372
373,482,485-486,519,544-546,
561-562,614,630,651-652

Da(h)a,73
Dahae, 179
Dahaka, 581
Dahlla£, N., 188
Dairy products, 44
Daiva,369
Dak~inagni, 203
DaHan Forgaill, 71
Dalmana, 379
Dalmata, 379
Dalmatas, 379
Dalmathus, 379
Dalmatian, 300
Darnell, 302, 306



Damp, 371
Danae, 232,487
Dana'ids, 232, 487
Danaus,204,232,487
Danish, 219, 301
Danu,232,487
Danu, 232, 487
L1aol, 179
L1aoc;, 145
Dardani, 288
Dardic, 302, 306, 310
Darius 1, 30, 303, 307
Dark, 147
Darwin, C., 552
Dasa,581
Dasas, 73, 179,496,579
Dashly, 72, 559
Dasra-, 119
Dasyus, 73, 179
Dates, 60
Daughter, 107, 133,147-148,333,393
Daughter-in-law, 148
Daunians, 288
Daunii,378
Daunus,288
Davas, 145
Dave, K. N., 68
Dawn, 116, 117,148
Dawn goddess, 148-149, 164
Day, 116, 149
Day,]., 423
Dazlbogu, 212
De Busbecq, 0., 219
De Marinis, R., 546
De Saussure, F, 502
De Simone, C., 379
De Vries,]., 223
De Vries, N., 577
Dead, 163-165,611
Deaf, 149-150,376
Dear, 214, 358
Death, 150-151,374
Death beliefs, 151-154
Debt, 123
Decade formations, 404-405
Decay, 312
Deceive, 154
Declare, 535-536
Deep, 154
Deer, 33,94, 110,154--155, 168,365,

377,392,414,473,559,617
Defecate, 186-187
Dekct,155-156,376,410
Defend, 458
Defile, 160,186

Degrees of descent, 156
Delamarre, X., 56,470
Delbnick, B., 335, 610
Della Volpe, A., 77,199,211,263
Delphi, 97,204,300
,Dem'es,35
Demeter, 19,279-280,386,426, 611
Demiraj, S., 11
Demirci HUyUk, 15,604
Demne Mael, 45
Depth, 247
Dereivka, 57,156-157,210,275-276,

279,5~1

Descendant, 157
Descriptive kinship system, 333-334
Desert, 179
Desire, 157-158, 358
Desman,363
Despoina,280
Destroy, 158
Detschew, D., 577
De~, 124,212,279,595
Devoto, G., 355
Dew, 158-159
Dexter, M. R., 149,212,232,281,487,

556
Dhauli,302
Dhimini, 244
Dhrtara-?tra, 182-183,211
Diadem, 261, 619
Diakonoff, 1., 30, 299, 420 (also

D'iakonov)
D'iakonov, 1. I 543 (also DiakonofD
Diakonov, 1., 37, 39 (also DiakonofD
Dian Cecht, 377
Diana, 426
Diarmuid,427
Diberga,31
Die, 150, 153,375
Diebold, R., 8, 497
Dies Parentales, 151

, Dieva deli, 163,232,556
Dievas, 163,212
Dievo suneliai, 163
Difficult, 264
Dig, 159
Digenes Akritas, 253
Dimitrov,. D., 189
Diocletian, 288
Diodorus Siculus, 45 '
Diomedes, 601
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, 60, 632
Dionysus, 174,354
Dioskouroi; 121, 163-164,232
Dip, 160
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Direction, 131, 159-160
Dirt, 160
DIs, 611
Disease, 120,375-376
Dish, 443-444
Disir,612
Dispute, 89
Distribute, 161, 564
Distributed, 441
Ditch, 355, 596
Dithorba,279
Dius Fidius, 119,452-453
Dive, 160
Divide, 62,160-161
Divine Twins, 19, 118,161-165,231-

232,278,375,631
Divo duhitab, 164
Divo napatab, 164
Djanbas, 326
Djeitun culture, 165-166
Dnieper, 486-487
Dnieper-Donets culture, Ill, 157,

166-168,384,445,498,640
Dniester,486,487
00,362
Dodcma,58
Dog, 31, 51,102,156,168,196,218,

227,265-266,276,278-279,295,
310,321,354,364,396,426-428,
439,446,485,519,521,540,545,
559,589,611,617,647

Dolgopolsky, A., 299
Dolan, 31
Dolphin, 364
D6n,232
Donar,634
Doniger, W, 279 ,
Donkey, 33-34, 73, 365,560,617
Donn, 153,612
Door, 168-169,282-283
DooDamb, 168-169, 282-283
Dormarth, 266
Dormouse, 364, 387
Double, 400
Dove, 67, 169
Down, 169
Downwards, 169
Dowry, 83
Dragon, 73,169,438,529-530,578

580
DraupadI, 182
Dravidian, 290, 293, 295-296, 306,

308-309,334
Draw, 571
Draw (water), 169
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Dream, 169-170,527
Dregs, 170
Dress, 109
Drews, R., 246, 419-420, 628
Drink, 175-176
Drinking set, 44
Drip, 207
Drive, 170
Drizzle, 110, 477
Drone, 58,395
Druid, 45, 408, 438, 578, 598, 601

.Drunemeton, 248 "
Dry, 170--171
Drywiaty, 486
Dubthach Doeltenga, 601
Dubuisson, D., 165,514-515
Duby, G., 635
Duck, 67, 171,498-499
DumakI, 302, 306
Dumb, 149,376
Dumezil, G., 65, 103, 116, 118, 120,

122,131,138,140,149,203-204,
209,211-213,281,313,332,369
370,410-411,452-453,494,496,
578,580-581,601-602,631,633
635

Dung, 186
Dura-Europas, 571
Durga,595
Duridanov, 1.,145,146
Durkheim, E., 118
Duryodhana,182
Dust, 160,499
Dutch, 219, 301
Duzaka,264
Dwell, 171, 281
Dwelling, 282
Dyaus, 131, 163-164,231
Dye, 572-573
Dyen, 1., 553, 556
Dylan, 331

Eagk,66-67,72, 173, 191,426
Ear, 173
Ear (of grain), 7, 237
Early, 173-174
Earth, 19, 120, 129,174,377,438
Earth goddess, 174, 232
East, 131,148,153,159,174-175,485
Eat, 175-176
Edelman, D. 1.,312
Ecl,86, 176,295,504, 597
Egg, 176,507
Egil Skallagrlmson, 647-648
Egyptians, 306, 504

Eichner, H., 423-424
Eight, 398, 402-403
Eighth, 403
Eilers, W, 263
Eithne, 162
Elam,290
Elamite(s), 73, 295-296,298,307-309
Elatha, 180
Elbow, 176
Elder, 58
Elephant, 176-177,256,375,414
Eleusis, 280, 426
Elf, 177
Eliade, M., 65, 77
Elk, 156, 166, 177-17S,365,429,540,

597,603
Elm, 50, 78, 178-179, 597, 599-600,

603
Elysian Fields, 150
Emain Ablach, 153, 162
Emain Macha, 130, 162,279
Embla,330
Empty, 179
Enclosure, 152, 199,295
Enemy, 179, 249
English, 219-220,301
Enjoy, 500, 566, 614
Enter, 508
Entrails, 179-1S0
Entwine, 62
Enyalios, 634
Eochaid, 331
Eos,}48-149, 164,231
Ephebeia, 632
Ephebes,31
EcPl1!3e{a, 647
Ephebos, 121
Ephedra, 72,473,495
Epidauros, 375
Epomeduos,278,496
Epona, 161,279-280
Equus October, 330
Erdosy, G., 312
Eremon,375
Erinyes, 612
Erinys,232
Ermanaric, 163"
Ermine, 364-365
Ernout, A., 4, 319
Eros, 212, 358
Eschatology, 130, lSO-lS3
Esculent root, 620
Eskimo kinship system, 36, 133, 332
334~09

Este culture, lS3-1S4, 621
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'Ea'r:lli, 171
Estonian(s), 46-47, 420
Estuary, 487
Esus, 117, 141,453
Estar,543
ftain, 162
Etio, 27, 29-30
Etiuni, 29
Etruscan(s), 70,152,177,204,218,

233,290,295-296,315-316,318,
424,453,486,623

Eubuleus,426
Euippe, 164
Euler, W, 149, 174
Euphorbos, 253
Euripides, 153
Europoid, 6 (see also "Physical

Anthropology")
Eurycleia,426
Evans, D., 578
Evening, 184
Evil, 43, 413
Evret, C., 299
Ewe, 273, 510
Excellent, 235
Exchange, 184-186,249, 563
Exclusion principle, 295-296
Excrement, 186-187
Exero, 189
Exhausted, 549
Express, 536
Extend, 187-1S8
External language relations, 291-292
Extinguish(ed), 188, 343
Eye(s), 19,70, 129, 153,188,453,544,

556
Eyebrow, 188
Ezero culture, 16, 43, 133, lSS-l89,

200,211,324,339,565,576,588,
605

Face, 191
Fafnir, 579
Falcon, 66-67, 173,191,358
Falerii Veteris, 314
Faliscan, 300, 314
Falk, H., 112, 126
Fall, 191-192
Fallow, 8, 200
Fallow deer, 155, 188,363
Fame, 192,437-438
Family, 192-193,263,332,483,622
Family tree, 552
Far, 193
Faroese, 219, 301



Farsi, 303
Fart, 194
Fast, 194
Fasten, 64, 573
Fat, 3, 194,560,574,638-639
Father, 194-195, 333
Father-in-law, 195-196
Fatigued, 588
Fatten, 199
Fatyanovo culture, 2, 56, 127, 196-

197,430
Fault, 155
Favism, 55
Favor, 197-198
Favorable, 236
Fear, 198,391,413
Feather, 646
Februus, 103
Fedorovo period, 20, 22
Feed, 198-199
Feel, 575
Feet, 129
Feindidi, 31
Felloe,643
Felt, 569-570
Felting, 573
Fence, 152, 156, 199
Fenrir, 70, 182, 453, 647
Fergile group, 146
Feridun, 20, 579
Ferrnent,60,199-200
Ferocity, 22
Ferret, 638
Fertility, 118
Fescue, 432
Few, 200
Fiachra, 162
Flanna, 632
Fides, 453
Field, 7-8,200-201,295,584
Fifteen, 404
Fifth, 401-402
Fifty, 404-405
Fig, 433
Fight, 201
Fill, 201, 500
Finch, 66-67,201
Find, 202
Find one's way, 202
Fine, 528
Finger, 255
Finn mac Cumaill, 45, 253, 427, 453,

496 ~

Finns, 420
Fionguala, 162

------- -------

Fir, 202,324,428-429,600,603
Firdausi, 203
Fire, 87,104,129,202,263,521,578,

582-584,617
Fire cult, 202-203, 309
Fire in water motif, 169, 203-204
Firm, 204
First, 399
First Function, 45,70,121,149,156,

209,253,279,376,577,632,634
635

First Germanic Sound Shift, 221
Fischer, F, 102
Fischer,' Ho, 264
Fish, 204-205,227,651
Fish-egg, 205
Fishhook, 4, 328, 429
Fissure, 96
Fist, 255
Fit, 3
Fit together, 64
Fitting, 410
Five, 398,401-402
Fixed, 547
~Qrgyn,407-408, 582
Flaith,280
Flamen Dialis, 119, 129,253,452
Flamen Marnalis, 119,452
Flamen QUirInalis, 119, 452
Flaminica Dialis, 331
Flank, 517
Flat, 205-206
Flattery, Do, 495-496
Flax, 8,206,267,321,354,433,559,

596,657
Flay, 567
Flea, 206
Flee, 206
Fleece, 252, 511
Fleming, S., 646
Flemish; 301
Flesh, 19, 129,377
Float, 561
Flock, 268
Floor, 206, 247, 282-283
Flotsam, 206
Flow, 159,206-207,448,491
Flower, 207
Fly1 (insect), 207-208
Fly2 (verb), 208
Fly-agaric, 495
Foam, 208, 212
Fol, Ao, 619
Fold, 63
Follow, 208, 284
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Follower, 115
Following, 42, 646
Folte~ti culture, 146
Fondo Baratela, 621
Food, 208
Foot, 208-209, 247
Footprint, 595
Forbid, 493
Force, 209, 330, 352, 361
Ford, P K., 204
Fordicidia,137
Forearm, 176
Forehead, 209
Foreleg, 26
Forest, 270, 598
Forget, 209
Fork, 209-210
Formorian(s), 71, 180, 453, 631
Fort(ified site), 20, 43-44, 49,72-73,

92, 103-105, 107, 132, 152, 179
180, 188-189, 196,210-211,225,
289,295,339-341,344-345,372,
389,427,448,482,490,520,604
605,613,628-630,651,657

Fortuna, 212
Fortunata, 152
Fortune, 211-212
Fortune goddess, 212
Forward, 61
Foul, 490
Four, 398, 401
Fourth, 401
Fourth Function, 121-122, 140
Fox, 156, 188,212-213, 354, 364,

429,540,597,603,651
Fraenkel, Eo, 50
Framework, 213, 283
Francis, E. Do, 245
Franconian, 301
Franks, 219
Franrasyan, 204
Frau Holle, 612
Frazer, j., 11 7, 384
Free, 214
Freeman, 213, 416
Freeze, 113
French, 101, 300
Fresh, 213-214
Freud, So, 116
Freyja, 119, 163, 358,426-427, 631,

634
Frey~ 119, 163,358,399,426,631
Fried, Mo, 532
Friedrich, J0' 17
Friedrich, P,4, 335, 358,469,601
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Friend, 214
Friendly, 214
FrIg,214
Frigg, 124,214,331,642
Frighten, 214
Frightening, 568
Frija, 214, 642
Frisian, 220, 301
Frisk, H., 245
Friulian, 300
Frog,214,323,523
Frog-spawn, 205
Front, 191
Frost, 113, 287
Fruit(s), 43, 63
Full, 214
Full (textiles), 573
Fulla,331
Fulvius Stella, 280
Functionalist School, 117-118
Furor, 632-633
Furrow, 8, 215, 375
Further, 215
Fuwch Gyfeilioru, 137

Gae bolga, 633
Gaelic, 300
Gaia, 231
Galatians, 97, 289, 300
Galen, 387
Galindai, 49
Galinqaya, 303
Gall, 217
Gallatae, 96
Gallehus, 580
Gamebird, 217
Gamkrelidze, T. V, and V Ivanov, 25,

27,37,51,65,69, lID, 118, 131
132,148,150,176,187,191,205,
207,237,246,255,258,264-266,
270,272,295,330,370,374,418,
429,446,461,468-469,474,477
478,521,532,547,551,644

Gandhara Grave culture, 558 (see "Swat
culture")

Gandharva,369-370
GaDesa,375
Ganges, 409
Ganweriwala, 256
Gaomaeza-, 375
Gap, 534
Garden, 200
Garhapatya, 68, 203
Garhwali, 302
Garlic, 433, 620

Garro, 265
Garment, 109-110
Gate, 168-169
Gates, H. P, 335
Gather, 217, 258
Gathic,303
Gaudo culture, 217-218,317-318
GaulCish), 78, 99, 233, 300
Gauls, 60, 96-97, 236
Gawarbati, 302, 306
Gayomart, 138
Gazelle, 72,107,166,230,256,377
Gedikli, 151
Gefjun,331
Gefn,358
Genetics, 422-423
Gening, V F, 521
Gening, V V, 521
Genthius, 288
Gentius, 288
Geoffreyof Monmouth, 152,612
Georgian, 342
Georgiev, G., 189
Georgiev, V, 577
Geraldus Cambrensis, 278
Gerd, 163
Geri,265
Gennan(s), 263,301,303,420
Germanic, 50,127,218-223,227,290,

294,296,301,315-316,421,426
427,524,526,657

Gershenson, D. E., 648
Gerstein, M. R, 141, 648
Geryon, 138,581
Getae, 106
Gey, A. N., 397
Gheg,9
Gifr,265
Gift, 185-186,225,249
Gilaki, 303
Gildas, St, 45
Giles, E., 55
Gimbutas, M., 50, 53, 55, 227, 232,

299,339-342,408,483-484,489,
490,526,566,619-620,630

Gindin, L. A., 605
Gird, 223-224
Chi, 107
Gima, 302
Giurgiule~ti, 619
Give, 224-225
Glance, 505
Gland, 225,376
Glasinac culture, 225-226, 289
Gleam, 513
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Glide, 226
Glitter, 513
Glob, P V, 174
Globular Amphora culture, 41, 49,

226-227,279,339,350,372,513,
597-598

Glottochronology, 553, 584
Glow, 87,513
Glue, 4
Gnat, 207, 312
Gnaw, 175,503
Go, 227-229, 546
Goat, 1,4,20,23,43,72,75,92,102,

107,137-138,156,166,188,227,
229-230,256,269,278-279,295,
321,327,341,350,354,359,365
366,372,377,383,389,396,415,
426,429,446,473,511-512,540,
559,585,605,617,651,653

God,230-231,330
Goddesses, 231-233, 538
Godel, R, 30
Godin Tepe, 60, 645
Gofann, 139
Goibniu, 139,529
Goidelic, 98-99, 101
Golflb, Z., 273,524,526
Golasecca culture, 97, 100, 233-234,

318
Gold, 4, 53, 75, 92, 119, 140, 145,

234-235,261,367,372-373,392,
439,558-559,605,618-619

Golden, 271
Gall mac Morna, 453
Gonda, j., 330
Gonur, 34, 72
Good, 235-236
Goods, 637-638
Goose, 66-67, 156,236
Goosefoot, 432
Goossens, R, 643
Gorani, 303, 307
Gordian, 418--419
Gordium,199
Gothic, 301, 524
Goths, 219, 523
Gota, 1., 356
Gracious, 198
Grackle, 66
Grain, 52, 119, 236-237, 295, 383,

432,585
Gnlinne, 162
Granddaughter, 237, 394
Grandfather, 182,237-238,332,334,

370,609-611



Grandmother, 238-239
Grandson, 180, 239-240, 334, 370,

392-394
Grandson/nephew of waters, 203-204
Grannos, 161
Grape, 60, 72,188,434,603,645
Grapevine, 559
Grasp, 560, 563-564
Grass, 45, 240, 252
Gray, 113-115,240
Gray, E. A., 183
Graze, 175, 198
Grease, 194
Great, 344
Grebe, 67
Greedy, 157-158
Greek(s), 9, 11, 30, 76, 92, 152, 240

246,263,290,293,296,301-302,
314,316,361,419-420,423,444,
645

Green, 113-115,246
Green, M., 102,344
Greenbaum, 5., 580
Greens, 7, 620
Gregoire, H., 643
Greppin,]. A. C., 30, 68, 141
Grey Ware, 258, 309, 311
Gricourt,]., 281
Grief, 413
Grieve, 246--247
Griffon, 470
Grigson, C., 366
Grimm,]., 221
Grimm's Law, 27, 221
Grind, 8, 142,247,581
Grinding stone, I, 165,295,326,377,

542,585
Grinev plaque, 470
Grip, 564
Grisward,]., 632, 636
Groan, 518, 582
Grottanelli, C., 165,281
Ground, 247-248
Grove,63,65,248,353,458
Grow, 53,248-249
Growl, 394
Grumble, 394
Grunt, 249
Guard, 198
Guomundr, 612
Guorun, 163 ~

Guest, 249
GUjarati, 302, 306
Gull, 66-67,249
Gullet, 249

Gullveig, 358, 631, 635
Gulp, 175
Gumelnita culture, 103, 146,235,557
Gums, 387-388
Gumugou culture, 473 (see Qawrighul

culture")
Gundestrup, 177, 181
Guntert, H., 612
Gurbane-?ti, 267
Gurid, 182
Gutian,27
Gutnish,301
Gvozdanivic,J,405
Gwydion', 331, 427
Gwyn ap Nudd, 265
Gyln, 331
Gypsies, 302

Haarmann, H., 423
Haas, 0., 379,420
Hades, 152,265,278,280,426,580,

611-612
Hadubrant, 533
Haffkustenkultur,49
Haheu, V, 620
Hahn, A., 17
Hahn, E. A., 391
Hail, 287
Hair, 19,45, 117, 129,240,251-253,

377, 569
Hajji Firuz Tepe, 645
Hajnal, 1., 248
Halcyon, 246
Half,253
Hallstatt culture, 100-101, 146, 152,

233,253-254,267,321-322,344
345,613

Ham, 291
Hamangia culture, 146, 603
Hammer, 112
Hamp, E., 11,26,57-58,70-71,77,

168, 171, 187, 191,236,263,289,
369-370,408,428,458,503,519,
551,567,582,601,604

Hamster, 354, 364
Hand, 254-255, 401,453
Handle,255,450
Hang, 255
Hannibal, 233
Hansel, B., 279, 628
Hansen, L]., 153
Haoma, 72, 495
Happy, 255-256
Harald, 647
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Harappan culture, 34, 52, 73, 79, 90,
102-103, 125, 137, 177,203,210,
256-257,308-309,347,377,384,
414,443,446,478,519,559,562

Harauti, 302
Hard, 547, 568
Hare, 75,156,188,227,240,256--258,

354,364,540,559,589,597,603,
651

HarH, 31
Harm, 258,312
Harmel, 495
Harold Wartooth, 182
Harpies, 612
Harpoon, 111,429,499
Harris, D. R., 166
Harrison, R.]., 55
Harrow, 8,434
Harvest, 8, 258, 504
Harzan, 303
Hasanlu, 258-259,309, 368
Hate, 259-260
Hateful, 259
Hathor, 124
Hatti(c), 15,29,96,290,293,295,374
Hattusa, 12-13, 15,418
Haudry,]., 20,117,122,131-132,177,

231,289-290
Haunch, 260
Haurvatat, 119, 165,375
Hausler, A., 40,197,341,653,657
Hawaiian kinship system, 36, 133,

332-334
Hawk, 67, 173, 191
Hawthorn, 260, 600, 603
Hazel, 260, 405-406, 599-60 I, 603
Head, 19, 120,260-261
Headband, 261
Headdress, 2, 31
Heal, 261-262,376,387
Healthy, 262
Heap, 262
Hear, 262
Heart, 61, 262-263, 501
Hearth, 68-69, 77,203,232,263,283
Heat, 263-264
Heaven, 19, 129
Heavy, 264
Hebe, 124,209
Hecatomb, 137
Hedge, 199
Hedgehog, 264-265, 363,603
Heel, 265
Height, 210
Heiligenbuck, 254
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Heimdallr, 19, 182,231
Heine-Geldern, R., 125, 127
Hekate, 265, 612
Hektor, 124,438
Hel, 152, 199,265,612
Helene, 164,232
Helgi Hundingsbana, 65
Helios,163-164,278
Hellebore, 265
Hellen, 164
Hell-hound, 265-266
Help, 266
Hemera,164
Hemp, 92, 266-267, 293, 354, 393,

433,495,657
Hen, 67,267
Henbane, 8,267-268
Hendriksen, H., 188
Hengist, 163
Henwen,427
Hepha~tos, 124, 139, 529
Hera, 117, 119, 124, 174,209,224,

231,579
Herakles, 26, 103, 117, 138,224,426,

579-581,634-635
Herbs, 376
Herd, 217,268
Herder-cultivator, 120, 13.1, 140,331,

376
Herdsman, 268,653
Here, 458
Herewulf, 31
Herjolfr, 31
Hermes, 601,612
Herminones, 367
Hernia, 268
Herodotus, 29, 34,49,97, 104, 145,

152,179,266-267,274,279,311,
316,356,419,524,575,627

Heron, 66, 140, 268
Hesiod, 58,131, 138, 232, 358, 596
Hespera, 164
Hestia, 109, 203, 232
Hesychius, 302
Hetterich, H., 196,238,240,333-334,

335,610-611
Hew, 549
Hide l (conceal), 268, 522
Hide2 (skin), 110, 268-269
Hiebert, F T, 74, 474
Hierakonpolis, 60
Hieroglyphic LUvian, 302
High, 269
High-one, 269

. Hilaeira, 164

Hildebrant, 533
HildisvIn, 426
Hill, 269-270
Hiller, S., 246
Hillfort, 101,233,253
Hilmarsson, j., 522, 594
Hind, 155
Hindi-Urdu, 302, 306
Hip, 260
Hippocrates, 387
Hirt, H., 498, 501-502
Hisarlik, 604
Hispano-Celtie, 97-98, 300
Hiss, 72, 395
Hittite(s), 12,27,29,34,79,263,277,

290,293,302,306,419,426
Hludana,612
Hoarfrost, 287
Hochdorf, 267
Hock, 270
Hock, H. H., 480
Hackmann, 0., 211
Hodder, I., 483-484
Hoddinott, R., 577
Hock, 181, 183
Hoe, 107,434-436
Hoenigswald, H. M., 556
Hoffmann, K., 530
Hog deer, 246
Hold, 123,270-271,443,450,564
Hole, 96
Hollow, 96
Hol~ 493
Holy Grail, 494
Homer, 35, 70, 79,137,140,169,176,

210,245,351,419,426,478,484,
509,536,556,575,605,629,655

Hone, 510, 641
Honey, 58, 69, 200,271,281,313,496,

637
Honey-colored, 271
Honor, 271,650
Hoof, 272
Hook, 272, 447
Hooker, j. T, 245
Hoopoe,272
Hoops, ].,601
Hoot, 66
Hop, 324
Hopr, M., 434
Hops, 433
Horace,~88
Horatii, 580
Horatius Cocles, 70, 181, 183, 453
Hom, 272-273
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Hornbeam, 273, 599-600, 603
Hornet, 273
Hornless, 273
Horsa, 163
Horse, 1,4-5, 15, 19-20,23,34,49,

55, 72-73,92,96, 103-104, 106
107,127-128,130,138,146,152,
156-157, 161-165, 168, 177, 183,
196,227,244,253,273-279,295
296,298,306,309-310,316-318,
321,325,327-331,339-341,353
354,359,365,368,372,374,376
377,390,396,414,419,426,438
439,446-447,473,482,484-485,
496,498-499,501,512,520-521,
540,545,557,559-560,565-566,
578-580,586-587,593,596-597,
603,605,614,617,621,627-628,
633,651,653,655

Horse goddess, 279-281
Horse sacrifice, 313, 330, 635
Horse-bit, 104
Horse-gear, 233, 367, 560
Horse-hair, 252
Horse-riding, 276
Hospitalet-du-Larzac, 97
Hostile, 259, 281
Hot, 263-264
Hound, 230,277
House, 281-284, 295
Household, 192,622
How, 457
Howl, 66,284, 395, 412, 488
How many, 456
How much, 456
H0Yrup, j., 405
Hrlmfaxi, 163
HroH Kraka, 579
Hsiung-nu, 590
Hubbard, P, 11
Hubschmann, H., 30
Huld, M. E., 11,26,37,50,79,196,

379,519,528,537,562,601
Hum, 284
Humble, 284
Hundred, 398, 405
Hunger, 284
Hunn, E. 5., 68
Huns, 106,163,219,303,307
HunsrUck-Eifel culture, 223
Hunt, 284
Huntley, B., 601
Hupasiya, 581
Hurl, 581



Hurrian(s), 15-16,27,29-30,73,290,
293,295-296,298,306,308-309,
342

Hurry, 284-285
Husband, 332-333,366, 371
Hvar-LisiciCi culture, 289
Hydra, 580
Hymir, 138,581

1,454
Iapyges, 378
Iberian, 290, 295-296
Ibero-Celtic, 97 (see also "Hispano-

Celtic")
Ibex, 110,366
Ice, 287
Icelandic, 219, 301
Icicle, 287
Ida, 233
Idas, 164
Ignis Vestae, 203
Iguvine tablets, 345
Ila,232-233
Ilia, 232
Ilijaka, 225
Ill, 516
Illness, 410
Illuyanka, 581
Illyrtan(s), 9, 11, 44, 226, 287-289,

293-294,301,315,318,361,379,
613,621,623

Ilya of Muron, 533
Imbolc,269
Impeller, 289-290
Impressed Ware culture, 289
In, 290
In addition, 214
In front, 60
Inana,543
Incite, 547
Incline, 607
Increase, 452
In-da-ra, 119
Indara,634
Indech, 181
Inden,489
India, 420
Indic,302
Indo-Aryan(s), 68,73, 102-103, 125

126,210,256,259,263,277,290
291,302,311,368,377-378,415,
558,560,618

Indo-Eur~eanhomeland, 55-56,58,
60,63,68,75,79,86,91,94,127,
153,155-156,165, 176,210,235,

248,275,290-299,308,339,355,
446,474,482~483,489,497-498,

503,577;585,587,595,627
Indo-European language family, 299

303
Indo-Hittite, 15
Indo-iranian(sY, 20, 50, 73, 92, 166,

241,259,292,296-297,302,303
312,440,448,524,558-559,567,
584,653

Indra,31,61,111-112, 119,126,138,
141,148,173,177,209,265,278,
310,37~426,452,495,512,529,
547,550,579-581,583,631,634
635

Indus Civilization, 102,235,256 (see
also "Harappan culture")

Infertile, 52
Ingvaeones, 367
Injure, 312
Innara,581
Innards, 179
Insects, 312, 649-650
Inspiration, 312-313
Inspired, 493
Instruct, 536
Insult, 313
Interfunctional war, 631
Interjections, 313
Intertwine, 571
Intestines, 179
Into, 63-63, 290
Intoxicator, 313
Invite, 89
Invoke, 89
lon, 140
Ipsen, G., 584
lranian(s), 2, 6,73,104,106-107, 146,

152,254,277,290-291,297,302
303,307,309,311,326,416,430,
542,654

Irish, 99-100, 300
Iron, 79,101,104,107,145-146,223,

253,313-314,336,344,379,414,
559,630,633

Iroquois kinship system, 36, 133-134-,
333-334

Isaurian, 302
Ishkashimi, 307
Ishkashimi-Sanglech, 303
Ishtar,358
Istaevones, 367
'Ia'tto, 171
lStar,543
Italian, 300
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Italic languages, 44, 100, 152,218,
223,290,294,296,300,314-319,
379,424,613,621

Italo-Celtic, 100
Ivanov, V, 25, 132, 469 (see also

"Gamkrelidze")
Ivory, 177

-jackal, 364
jackdaw, 66-67, 321
jalodararoga-, 375-376
jamison,S., 323
jamshid,19
japhet,291
jad, 19,131,231,253
jasanoff, j., 223
jason, 579
jastorf culture, 220, 223,321-322
jatvingians, 46 (see also "Yotvingians")
jaugaQa, 302
jaw, 107,322
jay, 67, 323
jerome, St, 97
jest, 434
join, 64, 196
joint, 323
joki, A. j., 26
jolt, 509
jomsviking, 579
jones, VV,458-459
jones-Bley, K., 50
jordanes, 163, 524, 578
jovanovic, B., 519
jug, 444
jUice, 323
jump, 323-324
junazite,324
jung, C., 116,601 .
juniper, 324, 599-600
juno, 117, 124,232,596
jupiter, 119, 124, 131, 163,181,231,

331,369,452-453,513,596,634
635

juppiter, 450
justus, C. F, 405, 450, 458
jutes, 219
juvenal, 280

Kadmos,632
Kadrow, 5., 94
Kafin,302,308
Kalaja Dalmac;es, 288
Kalasa, 302, 306
Kale, 432
KalI, 595
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Kalibangan, 257
Kaliyuga, 183
Kalsi, 302
Kama Neolithic culture, 429
Kamadeva, 212, 358
Kamadhenu, 137
Kammenhuber, A., 17
Kanes, 15
Kangurt Tut, 617
Karaliunas, S., 56
Karasuk culture, 325-326
Karbuna,380
Karkaralinsk, 21
Karl, 19, 131,231
Karo$thI Prakrit, 593
Kartvelian, 342
Karum Kanesh, 245
Kashmiri, 302, 306
Kashubian, 301, 523
Kaska, 374
Kaskians, 29
Kassite, 588
KastOr, 163-164
Katelai, 558
Kati, 302, 308
KaticiC, R., 146,245,289,361,577
Katincharov, R., 189
Katz, S., 646
Kauravas, 182
Kay, P, 113, 115,246
Kay, Sir, 601
Kazakevicius, V, 50
Kazanki, 545
Kazansky, N., 391
Keams,]. C., 470
Keegan, J., 630
Keep, 268
Kelteminar culture, 326-327
Keltol,96
Kemi Oba culture, 327-328, 339-340,

359,372,478,544,588
Kennedy, K., 103
Kent, R. G., 312
Kerberos, 230, 265, 580
Keres, 612
KJrJto-baesaza-,376
Kernosovka, 545
Khalchayan, 593
Khandeshi, 302
Kharon, 152,612
Khasi, 308
Kherai, 559
Khorasmian, 303
Khotanese Saka, 303, 307, 593
Khawar, 302, 306

KhIiiS<1or, 277
Khutor Repin, 275
Khvalynsk culture, 279, 328-329,339,

380,447,498,541,653
Khwarazmian, 307
Kick, 329
Kid, 511
Kidney, 329
Kiev, 212
Kikkuli, 306
Kildare, 269
Kilian, L., 50
Kimmerians, 30, 418, 542
Kindle, 87
King, 209, 278, 313, 329-331, 356,

417,514,546,578,619,630
King and virgin motif, 331-332
Kingdom, 329
Kingship in heaven motif, 19-20, 131
Kinship, 71,239,332-335
Kinsman, 335
Kiratas, 140
Kimis, 106
Kiss, 335
Kite, 66-67,335-336
Klady, 266,372-374,519,562
Klaiman, M. H., 458
Klazomenai-Limantepe, 604
Kluge, F, 223
Knee, 270, 336
Knife, 69, 107, 227, 295, 325, 327,

336,342,372,376,396,440,447
448,540-541,561,613,617,654

Knobloch, j., 80, 284, 515
Knossos, 79,177,240,243-244
Knot l (tie), 148,336,393
Knot2 (in wood), 336
Know, 336-337
Kohistani, 302
Kohl, P, 68
Kolaxais, 19
Kbln-Lindenthal, 355
Kolochin culture, 337-338, 416, 448,

524,526
Kolomiyshchina, 602
Komarov culture, 338, 526, 606
Konkani, 302, 306
Koppers, W, 279
Kortlandt, F, 567
Korucu Tepe, 15
Krahe, H., 289, 294
Kraljevic, M., 277
Krause, W, 594
Kraynov, D. A., 197
Kristiansen, K., 128
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Krivodol-Salcuta culture, 324
Krogmann, \V, 60,498
Kronos, ]9-20, 131,289-290,517
Kr$t)a, 212
Kruger, B., 223, 322
Kruk, j., 128
Kpu1t'tEla, 647
Kruskal, j. B., 553, 556
Krypteia, 31
K$atriya, 119, 121
Kucha, 590-591
Kuchean, 303
Kulan, 33, 365
Kultepe, 628
Kumarbi, 19
Kumauni, 302
Kumazari, 303
Kumiss, 200
KilnI, 129
Kurciatov, 5., 620
Kurdish, 303
Kurds, 29
Kurgan model (solution or theory), 44,

57, 75, 103, 128, 133, 146, 156,
167,188,210,227,275,289,299,
324,339-341,342,350,372,395,
421,423,482-483,485,489,498,
541,546,557,585-586,589,598,
604-605,614,619,627,653

Kurgan tradition, 41, 326-327, 329,
338-341,359

Kurke, L., 351
Kuro-Araxes culture, 27, 30, 340,341-

342,372,517,588
Kurochkin, G. N., 259, 367-368,369
Kumksetra, 182
Kuru-Paficalas, 126
Kushans, 590
Kusa, 129
Kutuluk, III
Kuznetsov, P F, 440, 448
Kvasir,496
Kvatskhelebi, 341
Kveld-Olfr, 647
Kvitanska, 541
Kyurgenner, 326

Lack, 343
Lacus Albanus, 204
Ladin,300
Lady, 371
Lagundo, 546
Lahnda, 302, 306
Laima, 212, 358
Laime, 212



Lake, 343
Lake Vourukasa, 204
Lak$mana, 165
La~mI, 212, 595
Lamb, 510-511
Lambert, P-Y., 101
Lame, 156
Lament, 246-247
Lampas,164
Lanamnas eicne, 370
Land, 133
Lane, G. S., 60,323
Lanuvian, 300
Large, 344
Laria, 612
Lars Porsena, 71, 181
Lascivious, 157-158
La Tene culture, 96, 100-101, 152,

223,254,321-322,344-345,385,
613

Latham, R., 291
Latin, 9,11,300-301,314-315,318
Latino-Faliscan, 300, 621
Latvian, 46-47, 301
Laugh, 344-345
Lavagnone,435
Law, 345-346,410
Law of ]aroslav, 345
Law of Manu, 357,420,495
Lazar-Meyn, H., ] 15
Lazky,278
Lchashen,27, 30, 628
Leadl (verb), 346, 390
Lead2 (metal), 347-348, 519,587
Leader, 329, 348,630,632
Leaf, 50,348
Lean, 348
Leap, 323
Learn, 348
Leather, 269, 514
Leave, 348-349
Le Cerquete-Fianello, 485
Leech, 349
Lees, R. B., 556
Left, 118, 120, 130-131, 159,348,

349,611
Leg, 349
Lehmann, W P, 165, 223, 469, 480,

501-503
Lehrman, A., 646, 648
Leiptr,409
L~eune, M.,245,419-420,622
Lelwani, 611
Lemming, 364
Lemnos,316

Lengyel culture, 210, 227, 349-350,
354, 598

Lentil, 72, 127, 188, 354, 433, 559,
596,603,657

Leopard, 350-351, 365, 415
Lepontic, 97, 99, 100, 233-234, 300,

315,318
Leprosy, 522
Lerner, L., 114-115
Less, 351, 515
Lethe, 152
Letnisa, 580
Lettuce, 432
Leukippides, 164
Levine, M., 157
Levirate, 335
Levi-Strauss, C., 71, 4"83
Lewis, H., 101
Lexico-statistics, 553
Libation, 151,233,351,496
Lichardus, j., 42, 619-620
Lick, 351-352
Lie l (recline), 352
Lie2 (deceive), 352
Life, 352, 438, 548
Lift, 352
Light l (shine), 83, 352-353, 513
Light2 (of weight) 353
Lightning, 353, 409, 582
Ligurian, 233, 315
Limb, 353
Lime, 74, 514
Limit, 77
Limp, 156
Lincoln, B., 117, 121-122, 130, 138

139,152-153,266,377,385,497,
581,635-636

Lindeman, F 0., 61, 388
Linden, 50, 163, 178, 353-354, 578,

599-600,603
Line, 77,354
Lineage, 354
Linear Ware culture, 38-39, 44, 52,

178,206,210,266,275,291,298,
340,349-350,354-355,383-384,
415,435,440,446,489,598,603,
629

Linen, 206
Linke, U., 71, 386-387
Linnaeus, C., 67
Lion, 23, 73, 184,284,295,350-351,

356,358,363,365,415,426-427,
559,580,595

Lip, 356,387
Lipoxais, 19
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liqUid, 439,638
Lithuanian, 46-47, 301
Littet,356
Little, 200
Littleton, C. S., 20,122,132,204,631
Live, 356
Liver, 356
Livestock, 23, 366
Livonian, 47
Livy, 181,204
LIeu Llaw Gyffes, 331, 426
Uyr, 162,280
Lockwood, W B., 303,470
Loebanr, 559
Lofty; 269
Loins, 356
Loki, 19,180-182,601,647
Lommel, H., 487
Long, 356-357, 574
Loom, 572
Loon, 66
Lord, 329
Lothar,331
Louse, 357
Love, 357-358
Love god, 212
Love goddess, 358-359
Low, 611
Low German, 219
Lower Mikhaylovka group, 227, 327,

339-340,359,372,544
Lowly, 284
Loxias, 375
Lua Mater, 612
Lubotsky, A., 141, 171
Lucan, 578
Lucius Brutus, 181
Lucius Tarquin, 181
Lucretia, 181
Lug, 71,97,142,180-181,183,203,

390,453,634
Lugaid Three Red Stripes, 331
Lugus, 97,180,634
Lung, 353,359
Lupa,647
Lur,303
Luristani, 303
Lusatian culture, 470, 613
Lusitanian, 97
Luther, M., 46
Lutzky, H., 494
Luvian(s), 12-13, 27, 29, 243, 290,

302
Lyalovo culture, 429
Lycaonian, 302
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Lycian, 12-13,302
Lycurgus, 119
Lydian, 12-13, 302
Lykos,647
Lyle, E., 122
Lynkeus, 164, 360
Lynx, 359-360, 365,429,597,603
Lyonnet, B., 618

Mabon, 162,427
Mac Datho, 51 7
Mace, 36,92-93,111-112,196,329,

379,486,545,558,583
Macedonian(s), 241, 301,361,419,

523
Macha, 161-162,181,232,279,281,

596,634
MacQueen, J., 17
Macrobius, 135
Mada, 495-496, 631
Madder, 246
Madha~,281,313,331

Maedoc, St, 514
Mag TUired, 180, 183
Magadhi, 302, 306
Magdalenberg,254
Maggot, 650
Magic, 361-362, 453
Magpk, 67, 323,362
Mahabharata, 306, 310
Mahara~tri, 302, 306
Mahe~J. P,408,547-548
Mair, V, 474,594
Maithili, 302
Maiya, 302, 306
Make, 362
Makkay. j., 154,211, 355,443,474
Malaria, 55
Malatya, 580, 628
Maldivian, 302
Male, 363
Mallard, 156
Mallory,]. P, 68, 205, 279, 299, 366,

423,519,546,562,587,653
Malvi,302
Mammals, 363-366
Man (human), 366-367,371
Man (mythic figure), 121, 129
Manannan mac Lir, 162-163
Manavi, 138
Manawydan mab Llyr, 162, 165,427
Manczak, W, 246
Mandelstam, A. M., 68
Mane, 45,251, 253
Mania, 612

Mann, S. E., 11,470
Mannerbund, 31, 630, 632
Mannus, 129,367
Mansehra, 302
Manu, 19, 119, 129,232-233,367
Manure, 186
Manu-sm[ti, 129, 345 (see also "Law

of Manu")
Manx, 100, 300
Maori, 67
Maple, 78,367,597,599-600
Maponos, 161-162
Marathi, 302, 306
March, 427
Mare, 274
Maringer, J, 203
Manupol, III
Mark, 414
Markey, 1. L., 8, 26,52,185-186,253,

255,349,390-391,394,405
Markhor, 559
Marks, J, 555-556
Marlik, 309, 367-369
Mannot, 364
Marriage, 33, 83, 118, 131, 186, 193,

369-370,483
Marrow, 79-80, 370
Marrucinian, 300
Marry, 148,334,369
Mars, 117, 119, 124,138,278,331,

513,596,630-631,634
Marsh, 370-371
Marsian, 315
Marten, 91, 265, 364-365,371,429,

522,597,603
Maruts, 137,277,452,630,634
Marwari,302
Maryevka,627
Masarmi, 303
Mash, 84
Masica, C. P, 312
Mason,!. L., 35, 139, 168, 230, 366,

428,512
Massilia, 96
Ma~on,VM., 166,604
Master, 281,348,371-372,490
Mater tvtatl1ta, 148
Math, 331
Mathieu, M., 643
Mati Syra Zemlja, 174,232
MatraHa, 148
Matsya,452
Mature, 248
Matveyevka,92
Mfl8ro-baesaza-, 376
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Mauss, M., 186
Mayaki,213
Maykop culture, 136,227,235,266,

327,339-340,347,359,372-374,
443,445,519,537

Mayrhofer, M., 312, 392
Mazandarani, 303, 307
McCone, K., 7, 31,121-122,417,428,

531-532,648
McCormick, F, 383
McDaniel, C., 115
McGovern, P E., 200, 646
McGrail, S., 75
Me, 454
Mead, 53,58,60, 173,200,271,494,

496,631
Meadow, 200
Meal, 175
Measure, 159,262,374
Meat, 374-375
Medb,232,280-281, 313, 390,496
Medes, 30, 311
Median, 303
Medical god, 375
Medicine, 129,375-377
Mediterranean, 316
Medugenus,281
Meduna, 281
Medusa, 19,138,277,581
Meet, 377
Mehrgarh, 52, 308, 310-311,377-378
Meid, W, 132, 160, 277, 391, 508,

585,587
Meier-Arendt, W, 147
Meillet, A., 4,30,195,319,556
Melanippe, 164
Melchert, H. C., 17, 154
Meleager, 112,426
Mellaart, J, 96
Mellink, M. J, 259
Melt, 378
Meluwwa, 256
Menarva, 596
Menelaos, 164
Menerva, 596
Meness, 232, 556
Menozzi, P, 423
Menrva,596
Mercury, 117,415,427
MerpeTt, N., 189,324,604,653
Merry, 256
Merseburg charm, 376
Meshoko, 372
Mesrop Mastoc', 27
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Messapi(c), 288-290, 293, 301, 315,
318,378-379

Messenia, 164
Metal, 379-380
Methodius, St, 301, 523
Metis, 596
Metrics, 437
Mewati,302
MIach,376
Michelsberg culture, 210
Midas, 418-419, 579
Middle, 380
Middle Adriatic culture, 423
Middle Dnieper culture, 127,339,380-

381,430,537
Middle Persian, 303
Midge, 207
Midgley, M., 598
Midir, 162
Miogaro-serpent, 138, 182,494,580

581
Mi-it-ra, 119
Mikhaylovka, 16, 34, 211, 213, 275,

359,605,651-652
Milisauskas, 5., 128
Milk, 137, 162, 169, 200, 212, 230,

295,313,375,381-383,494,496,
511-512

Miller, D. A., 122, 533, 636
Millet, 43,86,107,166,237,321,354,

383-384,432,541,596,603,657
Milograd culture, 49
Milyan, 13, 302
MImir, 70-71, 152
Mind, 19, 129,385
Minerva, 124,269,596
Minnow, 205
MInos, 612
Minyan, 605
Mirabello Eclano, 218
Misfortune, 413
Mist, 110
Mistake, 155
Mistletoe, 248, 384, 601
Mistress, 371-372
Mitanni, 92, 164,258-259,277,302,

306,308-309,311,368
Mitra, 119, 184-185,211-212,346,

452
MiSra, 124,304,379,452,612,634
Mix, 384
Moan, 247,384
Moccus, 427
Mochlos, 347
Mohawk, 67

Mohenjo-daro, 256-257, 267
Moira, 612
Moirai,212
Moisson, P, 177
Moist, 638-639
Moisture, 158-159, 638
Molaroni 423
Mok, 363, 375,387, 603
Mole rat, 364
Molochansk, 94
Mongolian, 299
Mongoose, 57, 264-265, 363
Monkey, 384-385, 421
Moon, 19,129, 163,385
Moon god, 556
Moonwomon, B., 115, 246
Moravian, 301
Morgan, L. H., 333
Morning, 173-174
Morngan, 181,612,634
Mortal, 150, 366
Moscati, 5., 102,344
Mosquito, 55, 205
Moss, 385
Mother, 36, 333, 385-386
Mother-in-law, 386-387
Mould, 385
Mount (copulate), 508
Mount Ararat, 291
Mountain, 129,269-270,407-408
Mourn, 246
Mouse, 363-364,387, 388, 521
Mouth, 129, 387-388
Mouth (of river), 487
Move, 201, 207-208, 284-285,388
Mow, 258
Moytura,71
Much, 3
Mudus Scaevola, 71,181,453
Muck, 186
Mud, 371
Mulberry, 388
Mule, 35, 245
Muller, F M., 116-117
Muller-Karpe, H., 560
Mumble, 394
Mummies, 6
Munchayev, R., 34'2, 374
Munda,290, 295, 308
Munjani, 307
Munji,303
Murmur, 388
Mursilis II, 450
Muscle, 388
Mussel, 512
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Musset, L., 223
Muski,30
Mutter, 394
Mycenae(ans), 1,92, 151, 177,240,

243,245,277,290,301,478,532,
628

Mysians,35

Nagy, G., 192,439,583
Naharnavali, 162
Nail, 129,182,389
Naked, 45
Nakh-Daghestani, 29
Nakta, 164
Nakula, 119, 164
Namazga, 72,389-390,519, 566
Name,39Q-391,438
Namuci,495
Naohaithya, 165
Napolskikh, V, 205
Nar,331
Narrow, 391
Nartan,372
Narten, J, 594
Narva culture, 49, 429
Na-sa-at-tiya, 119, 164
Nasatya, 119, 164-165
Nasu,265
Natalevka, 545
Naturist School, 116-117
Navajo, 113
Navan Fort, 162
Nave, 391,626
Navel, 391
Near, 391
Nechtan, 169,203-204
Neck, 391-392
Necklace, 391,392
Need, 343
Needle, 80
Nehalennia, 150,612
Nehring, A., 470
Nejshtadt, M. l., 601
Nemed, 279, 596
Neolithic solution, 423, 489 (see also

"Anatolian solution")
Nepali, 302
Nephew, 180, 182,239,370,392-393,

611
Neptunalia, 204
Neptunus, 204
Nerio, 174, 596
Neroznak, V P, 420
Nenhus, 174,577,596
Nesreca, 212
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Nessus,103
Nest, 393
Net,.393
Nettle, 393
Neu, E., 574
Neurol, 49, 524
New, 393
Newmark, L., 11
Nichols, J., 526
Nicobarese, 308
Niece, 237, 393-394
Niepokuj, M., 63
Night, 116, 394
Nilgai,256
Nimadi, 302
Nine, 403
Ninth, 403
Nipple, 81
Nirrta,612
Nit, 357
Njbror, 119, 163,577,631
Noah, 291
Noble, 235
Nod, 394
Noise, 24, 394-395
Nordic, 420-421
Norm, 345
Normier, R., 32
N0rn, 301
Noms, 212
North, 131,159,485,611
North Caucasian, 292
North Wind, 643
Norwegian, 219,301
Nose, 395
Nostratic, 292
Not, 395
Noua culture, 146
Nourishing, 82
NOUrishment, 208
Novilara, 315, 423-424
Novocherkask, 545
Novodanilovka group, 395-396, 619
Novosvobodna culture, 339, 374
Novotitorovka culture, 372,396-397,

626
Now, 397
Nuadu, 180-181,376,453
Numa, 119,453
Number, 397
Numerals, 397-405
Numitor, 232, 331
Nl1ristani, 302-304, 307-308
Nussbaum, A. J, 261, 273

Nut, 43,58, 166,260,273,405-406,
599-600

Nyberg, H., 496
Nyia,612

0,313
Oak, 58-60, 65, 75, 248, 273, 407

408,446,514,582-583,597-603
Oar, 408
Oath, 70-71,123,174,408-409,452

453
Oats, 7, 43, 86, 321, 409, 432, 559,

603
0' Brien, S. 1., 183
Observe, 505, 623
Ocher, 4, 41, 103, 166,474,498, 541,

619,651
Ocher-grave culture, 651
Ochre Coloured Pottery, 125
Odainsakr, 153
Oden, N., 423
Odrysae, 576
Ody§eus, 11,36, 106,426,439,601
Ooinn (Odin), 19-20,31,65,70-71,

117,119-121,124,142,163,173,
181-183,265,278,330-331,348,
390,453,493,496,577-578,612,
631,634-635,642,647-648

Ooinn warrior/Parr warrior, 634-635
Oengus Mac ind Og, 162
Oettinger, N., 17, 387
Offering, 351
Offspring, 24, 106-107
Ogham, 99-100, 300
Ogma, 181,634
Ogmios,634
Ohrmazd, 182
Oil, 194,295
Okunevo culture, 4, 6
01bia,78
Old, 409
Old Church Slavonic, 301, 523
Old Europe, 339
Old Irish, 101
Old man, 409-410
Old Norse, 21g, 301
Old Persian, 303
Old Prussian, 46,301
Oleg,578
Olive, 295
Olmsted, G., 117, 122
Olrik, A., 183
Olympus, 243
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Omaha kinship system, 36, 85, 133
134,196,237-239,332-335,392,
394,533,610

Omasum, 3
On, 391
Onager, 33, 72,94,107,166,256,365,

389,628,651
Once, 410
One, 12,398-399
One-eyed, 70-71,376
Onion, 433
Oosten, J., 494, 496
Opinion, 410
Oppress, 158,471
Ops,331
Or, 410
Orange, 113-115
Orcus, 612
Order, 410-411, 452
Oriya, 302, 306
Ormuri, 303, 307
Oroshori, 307
Orphan, 411
Oscan, 300, 314-315
Osco-Umbrian, 300, 318, 423, 621
Ossetes, 303
Ossetic, 303, 307
Osthoff, H., 599
Ostrogoths, 219
Other, 253, 411, 458
Otomani-Wietenberg culture, 576
Gttar the Simple, 426
Otter, 156,364,411. 429,540,597,

603,651
Otzi, 32,53,104,110,514
Ouranos, 19-20, 131,231-232,290,

358,517
OUpav6<;,65
Out, 411,612
Over, 412, 581
Overcome, 158,229
Overflow, 560
Oversee, 417
OVicaprid, 596, 589, 603 (see also

"Sheep", "Goat")
Ovid, 129, 148, 358
Owen, F, 223
Owl, 67,412
Own, 412
Ox, 44, 91, 133, 138,277,377,408,

436,627,655
OXU5 culture, 72 (see "BMAC")

Packed, 574
Paddle, 408
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Padua, 183,621
Paelignian, 300
Paeones, 288
Pahari, 302, 306
Pahlavi,307
Pain, 375,413-414
Paint, 414
Painted Grey Ware culture, 310,414-

415
Pakhpo,303
Palaic, 12-13,27,302
Palate, 387
Pale, 641-642
Pali,302,306
Palisade, 596
Pallottino, M., 319
Palm, 255
Palmer, L. R., 245, 319
Pamir, 303, 307
Pan, 415
PaI).aI,306
Panayotou, A., 361, 577
PaI).dava~), 164, 182
Pandora, 212,595
PaI).du, 119, 182,452
PaI).ini,306
Pal)is, 73, 179
Panther, 363,415
Paphlagonian,302
Papuni,303
Parachi, 303, 307
Parcae,212
Paris, 26, 119, 164
Paris Altar, 140
Pa~anya-,407, 582
Parnoi,73
Parpola, A., 74, 179,256,312
Parthian, 27, 30
Parvalescu, A., 71,484,543
Parvan, 595
Pashto, 303, 307
Pass, 229
Pass through, 228
Passage, 487-488, 637
Pastoral god, 415
Pasture, 200
Patch, 110
Path, 487
Patollo, 453
Patollus, 453,611
Patriarchal, 332
Paul, St, 97, 300
Paunch, 2
Paurva,259
Pay, 185

Pazyryk, 267, 604
Pea,8,72,86, 106,127, 166,188,227,

256,354;415-416,432-433,541,
559,596,603,657

Peacock, 102, 310, 559
Peak, 416
Pear, 433, 603
Pebble, 547
Pecullus, 453, 611
Pedersen, H., 101
Pedrero, R., 26, 255
Pedrotti, A., 546
Peel, 567-568
Peg, 508; 594
Pegasus, 19,277
Pelasgians, 243
Penelope, 236, 642
Penetrate, 508
Penis, 230, 507
Penkov culture, 337,416, 448, 524-

526
Pennacini, A., 646
Pennaod, G., 372
People, 416-417, 630
Pepkino,l
Perceive, 417-418, 505
Perrh,156,418,550
Perish, 150
Perkunas, 203, 230,407, 547, 611,634
Perkunas,582
Perkuns, 582
Perkuons,582
Persephone, 280, 426, 611
Pe~eus,277,487,579

Persian, 303, 307, 311
Person, 150,366
Persuade, 418
Perun, 611, 634
Perunas,408
Perum}, 407,582
Pessedjik-depe, 166
Pestrikova, V I., 329
Petre~ti culture, 146
Petrovsk culture, 447
Petru-cori, 31
Peucetii,378-379
Phaea,426
Phaethon, 164
Phalura, 302, 306
Phantom, 538
Pheasant, 67
Phigalia, 611
Philoctetes, 11
Phoenician(s), 243, 314, 316,444,645
Phoibe, 164
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<t>PUYE~, 419
Phrygian(s), 29-30, 241, 290, 293,

302,361,418-420,605
Phyloi,35
Physical anthropology, 4, 55, 75, 103,

107,128,146,166,197,218,223,
227,244,291,310,316,355,420
423,474,486,577,593

Pianello-Timmari horizon, 622
Piantelli, M., 544, 546
Piazza, A., 423
Picene(s), 290, 295,301,315,413-

424,648
Pick, 573
Picts, 45, 587
Pierce, 424-425
Pig, 1,20,43,59,75,86,92,106-107,

127,138,156,166,188,196,227,
295,321,327,350,354,359,365,
372,389,408,414,425-428,429,
512,540,542,559,585,589,596,
603,606,611

Pigeon, 67, 169
Piggott, S., 40,628,641
Piglet, 425
Pigorini, L., 318
Pika, 364
Pike, 86, 156, 597
Pikeperch, 90
Pikshiki,2
Pile,87
Pillar, 131, 442
Pimple, 523
Pin, 428, 508
Pinault, G.-j., 391, 594
Pine, 20, 78,407,428-429,597,599-

600,603
Pink, 113-115
Pintail duck, 156
Pirithous, 164
Pirwa, 277
Pisani, V, 423
Pisidian, 12-13,302
Pisai, 302
Pitch, 65
Pit-Comb Ware culture, 197,429--430
Pit-grave culture, 651
Pitiful, 568
Place, 430-431, 506
Plait, 570-572
Plane tree, 35
Plank, 282-283,431
Plants, 19, 129,377,431-434
Plate, 443
Plato, 140
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Plautus, 238, 596
Play, 434
Please, 434, 566
Pliny, 58, 71, 347, 377, 387, 409,510
Plow, 8, 92, 137-138, 245, 295, 298,

309,383,429,434-436,483-484,
544,586,597,603,651,655

Plowshare, 434
Pluck, 258, 567
Pluck wool, 570
Plum, 86, 246, 433
Plutarch, 148
Pluto, 611
Poet, 192,436,451
Poetry, 436-439
Poetto, M., 393
Point, 439
Pointed, 509-510
Poison, 439
Poke, 451
Pokorny,]., 446, 470
Polabian, 301, 523
Pole, 442,508,626-627,633
~olecat, 365, 439, 603, 638
Polish, 301, 523
Pollux, 162
Polome, E. C., 60,146,174,279,288

289,362,411,450,532,577,622,
636

Poltavka culture, 4,92, 112,439-440,
541,653

Polybius, 632
Polydeukes, 163-164
Pompeli, 300, 315,409,620
Pond, 343
Pool, 343
Poplar, 33, 599-600
Poppy, 72,354,434,440--441
Porcupine, 559
Pork, 427
Porpoise, 364
Porridge, 52, 409,441
Porte San Pietro, 485
Portion, 441
Portuguese, 300, 556
Poseidon, 19, 164, 204, 277, 504, 596
Poseidonius, 427
Position, 431
Possehl, G. L., 256
Possess, 270
Possessions, 637-638
Post, 77,131,282-283,441-443
Pot, 255, 261,443-446
Potapovka culture, 340, 440,446-448,

537

Potekhina, 1. D., 168
Potlatch, 225,497
Pottery, 295 (see also "Pot")
Poultney,]. W, 424
Pour, 351, 448
Power, 209, 255, 560
Powerful, 448
Praenestine, 300
Prague culture, 337, 416,448-449,

524-526
Praise, 449
Prajapati, 278, 369
Prajapatya,369
Prakrit(s), 302, 306
Prasun, 302, 308
Pray, 449-450
Prayer, 450
Preist,345
Prepare, 450
Press, 45~51, 471,570
Prevost, R., 558
Priam, 605
Prick, 451
Priest, 55, 120, 131, 138, 140, 209,

331,369,375-376,451-453,512,
514,546,595,631,653

Priesthood, 129
Prifti, P, 11
Prize, 484
Project, 453-454
Projection, 453
Prokosch, E., 223
Pronouns, 454-458; demonstrative

457-458; indefinite 455-457;
interrogative 455-457; personal
454-455; reflexive 455; relative
455-457

Prop, 543
Propel, 507
Prosper, 458
Protect, 198, 268, 417,458
Proto-Indo-European, 458--470, accent

462-463; adjective 464-465;
morphology 464-468; noun 464
465; phonology 459-462; syntax
463-464; verb 465-468; word
formation 468-469

Proven~al,300
PrthiVi, 231
Prussian,49
Pryderi, 162,277,280,427
Przeworsk culture, 106,470,526,657
Ptolemy, 49, 99, 524
Pubic hair, 507
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Puhvel,]., 17,24,71, 121, 123, 130,
154,165,201,204,236,279,281,
332,375,377,496-497,581,636

Pui Digre, 579
Pulgram, E., 319, 424, 622
pun, 187,226,471,570,574
Pulses, 43, 72, 603
Punjabi, 302, 306
Purchase, 185
Pure, 471
Purple, 113-115
Purulent, 490
Purushanda, 15
Puru$a, 129, 138, 328, 544
Pus, 375,471
Push, 471-472
Pustynka,606
Pusztaistvanhaza, 76
Po$an, 212, 230,415,612
Put, 472, 506
Put in order, 472
Put together, 362, 472
Putrefaction, 471
Pwyll,280
Pylos,240
Pyramus, 388
Pythagoreans, 55
Pytheas, 99

Qarashahr, 590
Qawrighul culture, 473-474, 593
Quail, 67,474
Quarrel, 124-125
Queen, 329
Quern, 325, 327,341,359,396,474.

541,589
Quetta,311
QUiet, 474-475
QUirtnus,331

Rabbit, 33, 258, 265, 363-364,638
Radiant, 513
Radin, P, 601
Radish, 432
Radner, j. N., 578
Radulescu, M.-M., 379
Raetic,315
Raglan, Lord, 117
Ragnarok, 180-181,231
Rain, 477-478
Rain drop, 477
Raise, 352
Rajasthani, 302, 306
Rajasuya, 514, 635
Rake, 434, 581
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Rak~asa, 370
Ram, 137,470,511-512
Rama, 160, 165
Ramat, P, 186
Ramayal)a, 306
Rape seed, 432
Rashnu,612
Raspberry, 433
Rassamakin, Y. Y., 541
Rat, 375,387
Rathaestar, 119
RatrI, 148
Rattle, 394
Rau,vv.,39,112,211,380,446
Rausing, G., 79
Raval).a, 165
Raven, 66, 70,142,453,543
Raw, 71,118,478
Razor, 478, 558, 568,613,622,641
ij.bhus,289
Reach, 35, 187
Rear-end, 88
Rechtaid, 279
Recite, 536
Reconstruction, 478--480
Red, 113-115, 131, 148,279,480-481
Red deer, 75,86, 154-156, 166, 188,

227,321,354,365,372,396,425,
429,540,589,597,603,651

Red-eye, 156
Reed, 481
Rees, A., 123
Rees, B., 123
Refresh, 261
Regulus, 71
Reichelt, H., 548
Reins, 481
Reitia,621
Rejoice, 256
Relation, 196
Relationship principle, 296
Release, 481
Remain, 482
Remains, 482
Remedello culture, 78, 317-318,482-

483,519
Remember, 483
Remove, 388
Remus, 121,130,138,232,331,608,

647
Rend, 567-568
Renderer, 642
Renfrew, C., 299, 585
Renou, L., 581
Repair, 629

Reproach, 70
Repulse, 471
Residence, 483-484
Resin, 499
Resound, 89, 534
Rest, 474, 527
Restitution, 108, 123
Return home, 484
Revel, 255
Revere, 198
Revile, 313
Reward, 484
Rezepkin, A. D., 374
IJ.gveda,306
Rhadamanthys, 612
Rhea Silvia, 331
Rhiannon, 161-162,279-281
Rhinoceros, 256
Rlastrad, 632
Rib, 81
Rice,256,30~414,495,559

Rich, 3,484
Ride, 91,485
Riding, 277
Right, 118, 120, 130-131, 159,349,

485
Rlgr,19
Rinaldone culture, 78, 317-318,485-

486
Ring, 486
Ringe, D. R., 554-556, 594
Rite, 351
Ritualist School, 117
River, 486-487, 636
Riverbank, 515
River goddess, 487
River name(s), 294, 355, 577
Rix, H., 171,245
Roach, 156
Road, 487-488
Roar, 488
Roast, 88, 125
Robinson, O. vv., 223
Rock, 547-548
Rod, 442
Rodriguez, M.S., 415, 510
Roe(deer), 75,86, 155-'156, 166, 188,

354,365,429,540,589,597,603
Raider, U., 529
Roll, 607
Roman(s), 263-265, 423, 444, 635
Roman, P, 133
Romanian, 11, 145-146,300
Romansch, 300
Romany, 302
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Rome, 97, 130, 203, 212, 236,249,
300,314,330,409-410,576,632

Romulus, 119, 121, 130, 138,209,
232,331,453,608,631,635,647

Roof, 282-283,488-489
Room, 282-283
Roat, 80, 247, 600-601
Roshani, 307
Rossen culture, 354,489-490,598
Rostam,533
Rot, 490
Rough, 490, 523
Row, 354,490
Rub, 490, 510
Rude; 568
Rudna Glava, 380
Rudra, 31, 375-376,438,442,642
Rue, 495
Ruff, 90
Rukmil)I, 212
Rule, 159,490
Ruler, 329
Rumble, 395
Rumen, 2-3
Rump, 88
Run, 491
Rusanova, I. P, 449
Rush (reed), 481
Russian, 30 I, 523
Rutulian, 632
Ryder, M. L., 512,649
Rye, 7-8, 321, 354,432,491-492, 559,

657
Ryegrass, 492

Saami,422
Sabine(s), 120,315,631,635
Sabine War, 631
Sacred, 493-494
Sacred drink, 173, 494-496
Sacrifice, 3,130,137-138,151,351,

353,408,410,452,494-495,496
497, 512, 542, 578

Sacrificial meal, 496
Sad, 568
Sadovsky, O. J., 604
Saeturnus, 290
Safflower, 432
Safronov, V A., 94
Sagan, L., 193
Sahadeva, 119, 164
Sahlins, M., 186
Saiga, 107, 178,365,651
Saka, 20, 307-308
Saladin, 122
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Salcuta-Bubanj culture, 76, 289
Sallentini, 378
Salmon, 294,497-498,550
Salt, 233,498
Samain, 290, 504
Samara culture, 167,447,498-499
Samarkand, 307
Same, 499
Samnites, 314
Sams, G. K., 420
Sand, 499
Sanglechi,303
Sanskrit, 302
Sap, 499-500
Sapalli culture, 68
Sarar, 277
SaranyU,19,232,280,367
SarasvatI, 212,487,512,595
Sardinian, 300
Sargulami, 303
Sarianidi, V, 74
Sarikoli, 307
Sarmatian(s), 20, 106, 146, 211, 311,

303,523-526,657
Sarus, 163
Sassanian, 593
Sassanian Pahlavi, 303
Sated, 458
Satisfy, 500
Saturn, 289
Saturnus, 131, 289
Saule, 163
Saules Meita, 163,232, 556
Sausverde, E., 223
SautramaIJ.I, 138,512
Savama, 232, 367
Savio, G., 646
Savitar-, 289
Savitf, 131, 177,212,289-290,556
Saxo Grammaticus, 182,253, 578,635
Saxon(s), 219, 301
Say, 535-536 .
Sayers, W, 121, 578
Scabby, 523
Scare, 214
Scatter, 500
Scepter, 92, 328-329, 339,440, 557,

618-619
Scharfe, H., 329-330, 409
Schindler, J., 66, 414
Schleicher, A., 500, 502, 550-552
Schleicher's tale, 500-503
Schlerath, B., 112, 168,266,530,587
Schliemann, H., 261
Schmidt, G., 458

Schmidt, K.-H., 101
Schmidt, W, 294
Schmitt, R., 192,391,439
Schnaufer, A., 612
Schrader, 0., 470, 498
Schrijver, P, 194, 529
Schulze, W, 446
Schwantes, G., 322
Schwartz, M., 405, 495-496
Schwarz, E., 223
Scipio, 233
Sclaveni, 524
Scots, 45, 99
Scots Gaelic, 100
Scrape, 490,503
Scra~h, 143,354,503,567,570
Scream, 89
Scrotum, 507
Scuttle, 323
Scythes, 224
Scythian(s), 19,30,78,104,106,146,

152,178,211,224,267,276,279,
303,311,420,523-524,542,626

Scythian Farmers, 104
Sea, 498, 503-504
Sea god, 504
Seal, 597
Season(s), 504, 654
Seat, 505
Second, 399
Second Function, 45, 156, 253, 277,

577,579-580,631-635
See,.337, 360, 505
Seed, 505
Seek, 3, 505-506
Seep, 207
Seer, 451
Seethe, 76, 529
Seize, 560, 563
Self, 455
Sell, 185
Selonian, 47, 301
Semel, 232
Semele, 174
Semenov, V A., 6
Semenova, A. P, 448
Semigallian, 47
Semitic, 292, 294-296, 298, 302, 309
Semnani, 303
Semnones, 65, 130,248,354
Sen, S. K., 503
Send, 481
Sequanna, 97
Serbo-Croatian, 301, 524
Sergent, B., 370
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Series, 268, 354
Serpent, 124, 138,438,494,579-580
Servant, 506
Service, E., 532
Servici, 423-424
Sesame, 256
Sesklo,244
Sesto Calende, 233
Set, 472, 506
Set in motion, 506-507
Set in place, 472
Settle, 171
Settlement, 282, 622
Seven, 398, 402
Seventh, 402
Sew, 572-574
Sexual organs, 507-508
Sezzheye, 498
Shade, 508
Shadow, 508
Shaft, 508
Shahbazjarhi,302
Shake, 507, 509
Shalmaneser, 311
Shame, 413, 509
Shang, 30
Shape, 649
Sharp, 509-510, 568
Sharpen, 510
Shave, 252, 503
Shear, 252
Sheatfish, 510
Sheep, 1,4,20,23,43,69,72,75,92,

94, 102, 106-107, 156, 166, 168,
188,196,227,230,256,279,295,
321-328,341,350,354,359,365
366,372,377,383,389,396,414,
429,446,473,501,510-512,540,
542,559,570,585-586,593,605,
611,617,648,651,653

Shellfish, 512, 597
Shem,291
Shepel, E. A., 94
Sherratt, A., 60, 200, 267, 299,383,

436,441,496,649
Sherratt, 5., 299
Shield, 101,227,512-513,613,633
Shields, K., 405
Shimmer, 513
Shin, 349
ShiIJ.a,302
Shine, 65, 148,513-514
Shining, 194
Shiny, 529
Ship, 140, 162-163



Shoe, 152, 182,514-515,546
Shoot, 515, 581
Shore, 515
Short, 515
Shortugai, 256
Shot, 394
Shoulder, 26, 39, 515-516
Shout, 89
Show, 516
Shrew, 363, 516
Shrink, 516
Shughni, 303, 307
Shumashti, 302
Sibri, 310-311,378
Sicel, 301, 315
Sick, 375, 516-517
Sick maintenance, 376
Sickle, 1-2,8,19,107,165,295,325

327,341-342,377,414,429,517,
542,585,606,613,654

Sickness, 516-517
Side, 517-518, 646
Sidetic, 302
Sidrys, R, 50
Siegfried, 578-579
Sieglin, W, 423
Sieve, 518
Sift, 518
Sigh, 82, 518
Sigmund, 647
Sign, 518
Signy, 163
Sigurd Ring, 182
Sihler, A., 329-330
Silent, 518
Silurus, 156
Silver, 2, 4-5,53-54, 73,92, 145,235,

244,266,295,314,347,372-373,
390,392,396,440,453,482,514,
518-519,558,586-588,605,614,
641,652

Simmonds, N. W, 434
Sindhi, 302, 306
Sinew, 568-569
Sinfjotli, 152,647
Sing, 89, 519-520
Singe, 87, 170
Single, 12
Sinhalese, 302, 306
Sino-Tibetan, 299
Sins of the warrior motif, 118,578,580,

634-635
Sintashta, 78, 211, 266, 309, 447, 520

521,627-628
Sintashta-Petrovka period, 20

Sister, 133-134, 333-334, 392, 521,
609

Sister-in-law, 521-522
Sit, 522
SUa, 165
Six, 398, 402
"Sixth, 402
Sixty, 405
Skelanksa period (culture), 541
Skioblaonir, 163
Skin, 268, 511,522
Skin disease, 375, 522-523
Skinfaxi, 163·
Skoma!, S. N., 76, 590
Skull, 93, 129,261,446
Sky; 20, 110, 117, 120, 129, 153,438,

547
Sky daughter, 231
Sky father, 230
Sky god, 117, 131,161,164,231,328,

452
Slack, 523, 588
Slag, 639
Slant, 523
Slav(s), 49, 106, 197, 294, 338, 381,

470,523,576,606
Slavic languages, 50, 104, 127, 221,

223,227,288,296,301,303,316,
337,348,416,449,523-526,613,
657

Sleep, 526-527
Sleepy; 588
Sleipnir, 19, 163, 278
Slender, 357
Slick, 527
Slide, 527
Slimy, 527-528
Sling, 528, 633
Slip, 527
Slippery, 527
Sloe(tree), 86, 528, 600
Slovak, 301, 523
Slovene, 524
Slovenian, 301,524
Slovincian, 301, 523
Slow, 523
Slug, 529
Small, 528
Smear, 528, 649
Smell, 528-529
Smile, 344
Smintheus, 375
Smith god, 529
Smith, R M., 391
Smoke, 529
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Smooth, 529
Smoulder, 88
Snail, 529
Snake, 19-20, 49, 73, 140, 176, 264,

426-427,529-530,544,578,595
Snatch, 564
Sneeze, 82, 133
Snore, 530
Snorri Sturluson, 177, 181
Snort, 82
Snow, 287,477, 504,530
So much, 457
Soak, 639
Sochacki, Z., 44, 189
Social organization, 530-532
Soft, 532
Sogdian, 303, 307
Sohrab,533
Soil, 160
Sokal, R, 421, 423
Sokolnichek, 533
Solar motif, 19,44,55,339-341,490,

544-545,652
Solta, R. G., 30
Soma, 72, 173, 233, 313, 368, 494-

496,532-533
Soma (deity), 37, 212, 232, 556
Some, 532-533
Somghuni,303
Son, 107, 133,332-333,533
Son-in-law, 533
Son's death motif, 533
Song, 520
Soon, 533
Sorbian, 301, 523
Sorcery, 362
Sororate, 335
Soudinoi,49
Sound, 533-534
Sour, 69
Souslik,364
South, 131, 159,485
Sovereignty, 118, 120
Sow (seed), 534
Space, 534
Spalax,603
Spanish, 300
Sparrow, 66-67, 534, 543
Sparse, 528
Spana,164,301
Spartoi, 579
Speak,89,449,534-536
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Spear, 2, 22, 32, 79, 107, 233, 260,
279,295,327,342,372,414,429,
513-514,536-537,545-546,558,
578,600,629-630,633,651

Specht, f, 110
Speckled, 537-538
Speech, 351
Spell, 362,376,452-453
Spelt,596
Spenta Armaiti, 212
Sperrings culture, 429
Spew, 538
Spin, 571-572
Spindle, 558
Spirit, 330, 538
Spit (saliva), 538
Spit (spear), 536-537
Spleen, 538
Splinter, 538
Split, 143,538-539,549
Spoke (wheel), 627
Spoke, 628
Spongy, 539
Spotted, 537
Sprang, 571
Spread, 539
Spread out, 205-206
Sprig, 80
Spring Qump), 323
Spring (season), 504
Spring (water), 71,539
Sprinkle, 539, 540
Sprout, 348
Spruce, 324, 429
Spurn, 329
Sputter, 394
Squeeze, 450, 570
Squirrel, 364,540,603
Sraosha, 612
Sreca,212
Sredny Stag culture, 4, 52, 5'6, 156

157,210,275-276,328,339,384,
395,416,540-541,562,604,619,
640,653

Srubna culture, 2,20,311, 340,439,
541-542,628,653

Stab, 549
Stacul, G., 560
Staff, 442
Stag, 155
Stake, 441-442
Stalk, 542, 620
Stammbaum, 552-553
Stammer, 542
.Stand, 249, 506, 542-543

Stang, C. S., 50
Star, 543
Starcatherus, 578, 580, 635
Starkaor, 253, 580, 635
Starling, 66-67, 543
Stature, 431
Stauanoi, 524
Stay, 171,482
Steal, 543-544
Stein, A., 303
Steiner, G., 17
Stelae, 129-130,327-328,359,515,

544-546,651-652
Stem, 542
Step,546
Stick, 472, 528,537
Stick to, 4
Sticky, 527
Stiff, 547
Still, 475
Sting, 424
Stinger, 312
Stink, 528
Stipcevic, A., 289
Stir, 201,547,607
S(t)irona, 161
Stoat, 265, 364-365
Stogovska period (culture), 541
Stomach, 2
Stone, 19,129,408,547-548,583
Stork, 67,140,548
Storm, 408
Strabo, 140, 145,361,419,498
Strainer, 382-383
Stranger, 249
Strap, 528
Straw, 542
Strength, 208-209, 438,548
Stretch, 187
Strew, 500,539
Stribogl1, 212
Strike, 407, 471,548-550, 567, 582
String, 574
Striped, 537
Strive, 158
Strong, 490, 550
Strunk, K., 330
Struve, K. W, 526
Stupid, 550
Sturgeon, 550
Sturtevant, E. H., 17
Styx, 409, 452,612
Suabi,354
Subdue, 565
Subgrouping, 550-556
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Success, 212
Sucellos,634
Suck, 556
Suckling, 82
Sudanese, 36, 133,333-334
Suebian, 253
Suffer, 413
Sufficient, 3
Suit, 3
Sl1k~ma sarIra, 102
Sumerian, 295-296, 298
Summer, 504
Sun, 19, 129, 153, 161, 163, 188,226

227,267,278,338,415,438,544,
556,627

Sun (deity), 116-117, 161, 163, 165,
231-232,452

Sun goddess, 556
Sunhild, 163
Suovetaurilia, 138,512
Support, 270
Sura, 495
Surabhi, 137
Surpass, 229
Surround, 134
Surski,445
Sarya, 164,231,278,289,556
Sarya,164,232,415,556
Suttee, 485-486, 558,642
Suvorovo culture, 339,556-557
Svantovit, 634
Svayarpvara, 281, 642
Swadesh, M., 553, 584, 587
Swallow, 175
Swamp, 370
Swamp deer, 256
Swan, 66, 161, 164,558,595
Swana,163
Swanhild, 163
Swat culture, 68,103,310,415,558-

560,566,589
Swear, 409, 452, 560
Sweat, 560
Swedish, 219, 301
Sweep, 582
Sweet, 560
Swell, 71-72,451,560-561
Swim, 561
Swing, 63
Sword, 73, 79, 125-126, 150, 233,

243,344-345,427,513,561-562,
577-578,593,613,622,633

Sylvanus, 634
Syr,358
Syrdon,601



Szegvar-Tiisk6ves, 51 7
Szemerenyl, 0., 83-85,148,193,195

196,213,263,335,412,470,521
522,611,622,648

Szigetszentmarton, 43,626

Sabala, 265
Sakalya, 306
Sakti, 117,124
Sani, 289
SaurasenI, 302, 306
SiSupala, 635
Siva, 124,643
sraddha, 151
Sri Lak~mI, 358, 487
sl1dra, 121,370
Syama, 265

SiSa, 306

Taboo, 493-494
Tacitus, 31, 46, 65,129-130,162,174,

179,248,253,367,420,427,504,
577,610,632

Tail, 563
Tajik(s), 74, 303, 307
Take, 202,224-225, 563-565
Talishi, 303, 307
Tame, 565
Tanais, 78
Tandriul, 68
Tara, 453
Taranis, 578, 634
Targitaos, 19
Tarpeia, 601, 631, 635
Tclrtclria tablets, 565-566
Tartessian, 97,290,295-296
Taste, 566
Tasty, 560, 566
Tati, 307
Taylor, A., 556
Taylor, G., 421
Tazabagyab culture, 20, 68, 558, 566-

567,589
Teach, 567
Teal, 156, 171
Tear1 (cry), 567
Tear2 (rend), 81, 471, 567-568
Tech Duinn, 153
Teen formations, 403-404
Telegin, D. Ya., 157, 168,541,544,546
TeHos, 137
Temporal principle, 296

Ten, 398, 403
Tench,568
Tendon, 568
Tenth, 403
Tepecik, 15
Terminus, 212
Terramare culture, 318, 568
Terrible, 568-569
Teshub,19
Testicle(s), 164,507
Tethra, 162
Tetter, 522
Teuta,288
Teutates, 634
Textile, 511, 569
Textile preparation, 569-574
Teymon Twrf Liant, 280
Thanatos, 612
Thapar, R., 203
Tharu, 302
That, 457
That sort, 457
Thea, 164
Thebes, 240, 647
Then, 457
Theocritus, 70
There, 457-458
ThersItes, 45-46
Theseus, 164,426
Thesmophoria, 426
Thick, 3, 516, 574
Thief, 543
Thieme, P, 46, 60, 213, 253,498,561-

562
Thigh, 260
Thin, 357, 528, 574-575
Think, 418, 575
Third (hero), 138
Third (numeral), 400
Third Function, 2,122,156,253,279,

370,546,577,631,633-635
Thirty, 404
This, 458
Thisbe, 388
Thomas, W, 594
Thompson, D'Arcy W, 68
Thomson, B., 4.23
Thorn, 80, 575
Thou, 455
Thought, 575
Thousand, 405
Thracian(s), 9,11,92,104,145,290,

293,301,338,361,419,575-577,
605

Thread, 252, 569, 571
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Threaten, 577
Threatening, 568
Three, 400-401
Threefold death motif, 453, 577-578,

635
Three-headed monster motif, 259, 309,

578-581,635
Thresh, 8, 581
Thrice, 401
Throat, 249
Through, 4, 581
Throw, 581-582
Thrush, 67, 70,582
Thrust, 451, 471
Thucydides, 145
Thumb, 255
Thunder, 408, 582, 634
Thundergod,328,545-546,582-583
Thunderstorm, 409
Thus, 458, 583
Tick, 357
Tickle, 451
Tie, 64,428
Tiger, 559
Timargarha, 559
Time, 583
Time-depth, 583-587
Timid, 198
Timothy grass, 432
Tin, 39,314,347, 379,587-588
Tinas Clenar, 165
TirahI, 302, 306
Tired, 588
Tlresias, 70
Tiryns, 240
Tischler,]., 17, 115,284,556,585,587
Tiszapolgar culture, 75, 128,235,380,

588-590
TUhonus, 148
Titus Tatius, 631,635
Tlw, 453
To, 590
Tocharian(s), 6, 292, 296, 303, 425,

473-474,590-594
Tocharoi, 590
Today, 594
Todd, E., 193
Todd, M., 223
Togolok, 72-73
Tokharoi, 303
Tolstoy Mogila, 268
Tongue, 594
Tool, 594
Tooth, 594
Torch, 595
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Torment, 577
Tortoise, 72, 156,295,302,595,651
TorwalI,302,306
Tosk,9
Touch,595
Track,284,488,595
Trajan, 146
Transfunctional, 148
Transfunctional goddess, 124, '161,

232,280,487,595-596
Travel,228
TRB culture, 8,38-39,41,44,49,128,

137,197,206,210,223,226-227,
235,276,297,339-340,350,372,
380,441,595,596-598,626-627,
655

Treat badly, 43
Tree, 129, 131, 209, 252, 407, 598-

599
Trees, 599-601
Tregami, 308
Tremble, 198, 509
Treveri,97
Trial, 36
Trialeti, 27, 30
Tribe, 531
Trick, 154
Trickle, 207
Trickster, 46,253, 494, 601~02
Tricorii, 31
Trier, j., 528
Tripartition, 118-120, 131
Tripathi, V, 415
Tripolye culture, 52, 56, 78,206,210,

275,339,365,371,380,384,415
416,440,541,557,572,588,602
604, 614, 645 (see "Cucuteni
culture")

Triptolemus,612
TriSiras, 141
Trittl, 138,259,390,579,580-581
Tplrrv~, 138
Troels-Smith, J., 179
Trojan(s), 120, 288,418, 575, 605
Trojan War, 26, 631
Troop,116
Trough,74
Trout,295,497,550,604
Troy, 16,43, 133, 188, 192,210-211,

261,275,324,339,419,438,519,
588,604-605,614,629,645

Trubache~0., 526
True, 606
Trundholm, 278
Trust, 61

Trzciniec culture, 338, 526, 606
Tuatha De Danann, 162,232,427,487,

631
Tube, 96
Tuisto, 129,367
Tulkhar, 68-69, 203
Tullius Hostilius, 119
Tumshuqese,303
Turfanian, 303
Turkic, 295, 299, 307
Turkish, 301
Turn, 62, 606-608
Turner, L., 312
Turnip, 8, 432, 620
Tustrup, 597
TVtl$tL 139, 141,177,212,232,579
Twelve, 404
Twenty, 404
Twice, 400
TWig, 80, 600
Twill, 593
Twin, 138,596,608
Twin (mythic figure), 121, 129-130,

153,367
Twine, 571
Twist, 571-572,607-608,644
Two, 398-400
Twrch Trwyth, 427,579
Tyche,212
Typhoeus, 19
Typhon, 19-20, 124
Tyr, 65, 70,119,181-182,453
Tzeltal, 67, 238

8raetaona (Thraetaona), 138,259,529,
579, 581

8rita A8wya, 579

Parr (Thor), 119-121, 138, 182,230,
353,407-408,578,580-583,611,
631,634

Pr££11 (Thrall), 19, 131,231
Prudgelmir (Thrudgelmir), 20

Udder, 82
Uerpmann, H.-P, 279
Uighur, 590
Ukrainian, 301,523
Ulcer, 523
Ullikummi, 19
Uma,595
Umbrian, 315
Uncle, 182,238,333-335,609-611
Under, 611
Underneath, 612
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Undertake, 35
Underworld, 611-612
Un-dying, 494
Unetice culture, 41
Unhealthy, 43
United, 399
Unpleasant, 43
Up, 612
Upelluri, 19
Upright, 269
Ur, 30, 627
Ural Neolithic culture, 429
Uralic, 2,197,292,294,296,309,422,

429-430,498,523
Urartian(s), 27, 29-30, 73, 259, 290,

293,298,342
Urinate, 613
Urine, 108,375
Urnfield culture, 78, 100, 233, 253,

288-289,318,478,537,562,613
614,623

Ursa Major, 55, 640
Urvaro-baesaza-,376
Us, 454
Usatovo culture, 104, 132, 188, 213,

339,382,519,562,588,614
Use, 614-615
Useful, 614
Usovo Ozero, 541
Osus, 370
U$as, 148, 164,231
Uterus, 615
Otgan~, 181
Utyevka,2
Uzbeks, 74

Vac,437
Vacher de Lapouge, G., 421
Vadastra culture, 436
Vadetskaya, E. B., 6
Vaisvanara, 278
VaiSya, 119, 121, 370
Vajra, Ill, 126,141,310,583
Vakhsh culture, 20-21, 68, 558, 560,

566,589,617-618
Val Camonica, 129,544
Valhalla, 150, 152-153, 182,427,612
Valkyrie(s), ISO, 152, 181-182, 265,

331,358,612
Valley, 618
Vandals, 219,301,470
Vanhapara, 264
Vanir, 120, 163,496,631,635
Vanku-,375
Van Leeuwen-Turnovcova,j., 349,485



Van Windekens, A. j., 567, 594
Van Zeist, W, 434
Variegated, 538
Varna, 235, 261,618-620
Varro,140
Varul)a, 65,117,119,211-212,346,

375-376,452,495,503,612
Vasilev, S. A., 6
Vasil'kov, Y. V, 374
Vasilyev, 1. B., 329,448
Vasi$ta, 452
Vasiuki, 494
Vasmer, M., 526
Vaste,378
Vastryo-fSuyant-, 119
Vasu,211
Vats, M.S., 102-103
Vault, 618, 620
Vayu, 374, 581
Vayu,138,374,630,634,643
Vegetables, 620
Vehicle(s), 4-5, 16,20,30,36,39-40,

43-44, 49, 92, 96, 127-128, 137,
244-245,254,295,298,308-309,
318,339,342,389,396,429,544,
546,586-588,593,597,626,651,
653,655

Veii,204
Veles,611
Velinas, 453, 611
Veliuoka, 150
Vellaunos, 11 7
Velnias, 611
Vendel,427
Vendryes, j., 102,284
Venedi, 470,524,526
Veneti(c),44, 183-184,293-294,301,

315-316,318,613,620-622
Venture, 35
Venus, 212, 358, 543
Verkhnaya Alabuga, 22
Verner, K., 221
Verner's Law, 221
Verona, 183,621
Vessel, 443-444,585
Vesta, 171,203,232,281
Vestal Virgins, 203, 253, 331
Vestinian, 300
Vetch, 94, 433, 603
Vetiris, 427
VJTJ8ragna,579
Vicenza, 183,621
Vidal-Naquet, P, 632
Vloarr, 181-183
Vlo6fnir,265

Vigor, 209
Vlgrlor, 182
Vijara, 152
Vikar,578
Viking(s), 78,152,219
Vikletice, 128
Village, 295, 622
Villanovan culture, 184,318,424,613,

622-623
Vilovatovo,261
Vine, 200, 434, 603, 644-645
Vine, B., 450
Vinogradova, N., 618
Violent, 22
Virgil, 388, 632
Visible, 623
Visigothic, 301
Visigoths, 219
Vistula 207
Vi~l)u, 182,212
ViSvakarman, 139
Vi.svarupa, 138, 259, 581
Vital force, 209
Vitality, 548
VNahvant, 19
Vivasvat, 19,232,280,367
Vlasto, A. P, 526
Vo-corti, 31
Vohu Mana, 119

. Voi Navolok, 430
Voice, 534,623
Vole, 363-364, 603
Volos,611
Volosu,153
Volscian,315
Vomit, 538
Vars,261
Vovnigy, 167
Vratyas,289
V~ra,61, 141,487,529,579
Vrtrahan, 579
Vucedol,43-44,289,340
Vulcan, 139
Vulture, 67, 623-624
Vulva, 507
Vyasa, 182

Wade, 625
Wagon(s), 138-139, 174, 233, 277

278,397,436,501,508,587,625
628,641,643

Wagon-chassis, 625
Waigali, 302, 308
Waken, 516
Wakhi, 303, 307
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Walk, 546
Wall, 152,199,283,628-629
Walnut, 405-406
WalternienburglBernburg culture, 41
Waltz, H., 443
Wanchi, 303, 307
Wander, 629
Want, 629
War-band, 30,31,629-630,632
Warbler, 66
Ward, D. j., 165,578
Warfare, 629-630
War god, 112,452,545,580,630-631,

633-634
War of the Foundation, 120, 180,496,

631,634-635
War of the Functions, 631
Warm, 263-264
Warnow, 1.,556
Warp, 431
Warriors, 30-31, 45,56, 120-121.

129, 131, 138, 140, 192, 209, 253,
277-278,331,375-376,426-427,
437-438,452,514,531,533,546,
579,596,629,631-636,653

Warrior Function, 118, 122
Wart, 523
Wash, 108,561
Wasp, 636
Wasson, G., 66, 495-496
Wasylikowa, K., 434
Watch, 636
Water, 19, 129,370,494,636-637
Water bird, 268
Water buffalo, 256
Watercress, 432
Watkins, C., 52,77,90,101,110,123,

139,143,169,225,231,237,260,
330,346,376-377,436,439,453,
458,470,481,484,494,508,517,
530,536,543,544,581,605-606,
637

Wattle, 571
Wave, 539,637
Wave of Advance, 297,585
Wave theory, 552
Wax, 58,637
Way, 487-488, 637
Wayfaring-tree, 603
V·le,454
Weak, 528, 637
Wealth, 212,637-638
Weapons, 633
Wear out, 142
Weasel, 265, 364-365, 521, 638
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Weave, 572
Weaver, 140
Weaving, 627
Wedge, 638
Weep, 247
Weevil, 312
Weft, 572
Weigh, 374
Weitenberg, J., 141, 648
Weiand, 139
Well, 71
Wellentheorie, 552-553
Wels,510
Welsh, 99, 100,300
Wends, 524
Wennerberg, C., 388
Werewolf, 647
West, 159
West, B., 267
Wet, 638-639
Whale, 364
What, 456-457
What sort, 457
Wheat, 7-8,43,51-52,60,72,86,92,

94, 104, 106-107, 127, 165-166,
188,227,256,321,350,354,377,
384,389,409,415,421,427,~32,

473-474,492,517,541,559,596,
603,605,617,639-640,657

Wheel(s), 36,165,197,277,316,438,
446-447,520,626-628,640-641

Wheeler, M., 256
When, 456
Where, 456
Whet, 510
Whetstone, 641
Whey, 382-383
Which, 456-457
White, 113-115, 131, 194,641-642
Whitethorn, 260
Who, 456-457
Whole, 262
Wide, 83
Widow, 642
Widower, 642
Wik,332-333, 346, 371,642
Wikander, S., 31, 118, 183
Wild, 597
Wild animal, 23
Wild god, 642-643
Wild pig, 156, 597, 603 (see also

«Boar")
Wildcat, 91,364-365,371,427,559,

597,603
Wilkes, J., 289

William of lyre, 122
Willow, 578, 599-601, 643
Wilusa,605
Windl (blow), 19, 129, 153,374,643

644
Wind2 (wrap), 607, 644
Wine, 53, 103, 184, 200, 314, 398,

444,494,496,644-646
Wing, 646
Winn, S., 566
Winning, 212
Winnow, 646
Winter, 182, 504
Winter, W, 30, 331,358,594
Wintun,238
Wipe, 646
Wisent,136
Wish, 629
Witczak, K. T., 155, 223, 234-235,

349,353,359,548,550,643
With, 646
Without, 646
Wittenwater, 597
Wolf, 23, 31, 51, 94, 138, 141, 150,

156,168,182,188,264,266,274,
354,363-364,396,427,429,470,
531,540,579,603,611,630,646
648,651

Wolverine, 365, 429, 603
Woman, 371, 385, 648
Womb, 2, 615
Wood, 598
Woodpecker, 67, 648
Wool, 16,23,72,295,298,383,501,

511-512,570,586,648-649
Wordick, F, 36, 333,335
Work, 649
World, 649
Worm, 649-650
Worship, 650
Wotan, 577, 634
Wotapuri-Katarqalai, 302, 306
Wound, 375-376, 548,650
Wrap, 644
Wulfila, 219
Wuotan,642
Wut,632
Wyatt, W F, 245-246

Xanthos,277
Xanthus, 419
Xenophon,7,60
Xerxes, 34, 307
Xirotiris, N., 246
Xsa8ra, Vairya, 119
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XvarJnah, 129,204

Yaghnobi, 303, 307
Yakar, J., 96
Yak~ma, 377
Yama (mythic figure), 19, 102, 129,

153,231-232,265,310,367,373,
377,608,612

Yama (site), 396
YamaXsaeta, 19, 129
YamI, 19, 231-232
Yamna culture, 1,4, 34, 56, 78,92,

138,151-152,210,213,266-267,
275,279,327,329,339-340,359,
372,380-381,396,435,439-440,
478,512,519,541,544,562,577,
604,626,651-653

Yawn, 653
Yayati, 281, 313, 331
Yaz culture, 310-311,653-654
Yazghulami, 303, 307
Year, 117,654
Yearling, 24
Yellow, 113-115,234,246,654
Yesterday, 654
Yew, 78,444, 597, 599-601,654-655
Ygg,278
Yidgha, 303, 307
Yield, 607
Yima, 153, 182
Ymir, 20, 129-130, 138, 153,608
Yimo,608
Yoke, 16,245,295,627,655
Yonder, 64
York, M., 113, 165,494
Yotvingian(s), 46, 301
You, 455
Young, 655--656
Young, 1. C., 312
Youth, 531,655-656
Yudhi~tira, 119, 164, 182,265,452
Yuezhi, 590-591, 593

Zakro, 177
Zalmoxis, 611
Zanotti, D. G., 94, 566, 620
Zara8ustra, 138, 153, 165, 230, 266,

303,307,452,536
Zarubintsy culture, 106,470, 517,526,

657-658
Zaza,303
Zdanovich, G. B., 521
Zebaki, 303
Zebu, 256
Zemes Mare, 174,232



Zemgalian, 301
Zeuner, FE., 35, 139, 168,230, 366,

428, 512
Zeus, 19, 124, 131, 148, 163-164, 174,

209,224,231,277,290,450,596,
598,635

Zgusta, L., 501-503

Zhou, B.-X., 267
Zimmer, S., 43, 139,279,532,628
Zohak, 19-20,579
Zohary, D., 434
Zoroaster, 303, 307 (see also

"Zara8ustra")
Zvelebil, K., 299
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Zysk, K. G., 377

Zmyna,232
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Moscow, fig. 6, p. 127; c. Avdusin, D. A. (1977)
Arkheologiya S55R. Moscow, Vysshaya Shkola, fig. 86, p.
202; d. Arkhelogiya Ukrainskoy 55R III. Kiev, Naukova
Dumka, fig. 1, p. 18; e. ibid., fig. 2, p. 20; f. Avdushin, op.
cit., fig. 86, p. 202; g. Arkhelogiya Ukrainskoy 55R Ill.
Kiev, Naukova Dumka, fig 1, p. 18
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